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THIS book makes no pretence of giving 
of the intellectual operations. Its claim 
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but to embody and systematise, the 
eithel; promulgated on its subject by 
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theories, by supplying the links of 
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are always more or less interwoven; 
siderable amount of original SP"'''"lJ.a.LJ.VU. 

this, the present work la.ys no claim. · 
cultivation of the sciences, there would 
ngainst anyone who should ima.gine th 
ill the theory of the investigation of 
mentally new ptocess to the pn.ctice of 
remains to be effected in the methods 
a.uthor believes that they have much 
consist in performing more systema 
with which, at least in their elem~ntary 
some one or other of its employments is 

In the portion of the work which 
alLthor has not deemed it necessary to 
which may be obtained in so perfect 
treatises on what is term-e'd the Logic 
tempt entertained by many modern 
art, it will be seen that he by no 
sloIientmc theory Oil which its defence is 
erroneous: and the view which he has 
functions of the Syllogism may, 
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PR,EF~~OE TO THE FIRST EDITION. 

THIS book makes no pretence of giving to the world a new theory 
ot the int lll!ctnt~l operations. Its claim to att.ention, if it possess 
any, is grounded on the fact that it is an attempt not to supersede, 
hut to embody and systemat.ise, the best ideas which have been 
eit.her promulgated on its subject by speculative writers, or con
formed to by accurate t.hinkers in their scientific inquiries. 

To cement together the detached fragments of a subject never yet 
treated as a whole; to harmonise the true portions of discordant 
theories, by supplying the links of thought necessary to connect 
them, and by disentangling them frOIl1 the errors with which they 
are always more or less interwoven; must necessarily require a con
~iderahle amount of original speculation. To other originality than 
this, the present work lays no claim. In the exist.ing state of the 
cultivation of the sciences, there would be a very strong. presumptioll 
,Igainst anyone who shonld imagine that he had'.efiectecttt)rev:olutioll 
in the theory of the investigation of truth,or' iHlde;(j':~ a.hy'funda
mentally new process to the practice of it. The impl'ovenlent which 
I'emains to be effected in the methods of pl~il?soph~~iI!gJ[tl~d thEll 
author believes that the~T h?,v~ ; l.l:l,n~h : p.ee~l <]f i!1~r?Jv~lp;eIlt1' ~an ~:>nly 
e~llsist i~ periol'min¥ 1ll0r~ '~:fSt~~1l~~icaIly a~d' ?\cQ~lr~t~I.;r .9l?:eratio~s: 
,nth wInch, at least III theIr 'el~melitary form, the human Illtellect III 
;o,ome one or other of its employments isal.r~ady: f~iiiiliar. . 

In the portion of the woi'k which treats of Ratio.cinatioil, · the 
author has not deemed it J).ecess.aJ:¥ ?to enter ~illto -technical. details 
which may be obtained in so perfect a shape from the existing 
rreatises on what is termed the Logic of the Schools. In the con
tempt entertained by many modern philosophers for the syllogistic 
al't, it will be seen that he by no means participates; though the 
1-1·ipntillc theory on which its defence is usually rested appears to him 
PlT"ueous: and the view which he has suggested of the nature awl 
til11ctivlll:! of the Syllogism may, perhaps, afford the means of COll-
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cilin.ting the principles of the art with as much as is well grounded 
in the doctrines and objections of its assailants. 

The same abstinence from details could not be observed in the 
First Book, on Names and Propositions, becau'se many useful prin
ciples and distinctions which were contained in the oM Logic have 
been gradually omitted from the writings of its later teachers; and 
it appeared desirable hoth to revive these, and to reform and rationa
lise the philosophical foundation on which they stood. The earlier 
chapters of this preliminary Book will consequently appear, to some 
}'eaders, needlessly elementary and scholastic. But those who know 
in what darkness the nature of our knowledge, and of the processes 
by which it is . obtained, is often involved by a confused apprehen
sion of the import of the different classes of 'Yords and Assertions, 
will not regard these discussions as either frivolous or irrelevant to 
the topics considered in the latter Books_ 

On the subject of Induction, the task to be l)eriol'med was that of 
generalising the modes of investigating truth and estimating evidence, 
by which so many important and recondite laws of nature have, in the 
various sciences, been aggregated to the stock of human knowledge. 
That this is not a task free from difficulty may be presumed froni 
the fact, that even at a very recent period, eminent writers (among 
whom it is sufficient to name Archbishop 'Vhately, and the author 
of a celebrated article on Bacon in the Edinburgh Review) have not 
scrupled to pronounce it impossible. * The author has endeavoured 
to combat their theory in the manner in which Diogenes confllted the 
sceptical reasonings against the possibility of motion; remembering 
that Diogenes' argument would have been equally conclusive, though 
his individual perambulations might not have extended beyond the 
circuit of his own tub. 

Whatever may be the value of what the author has succeeded in 
effecting on this branch of his subject, it is a duty to aclmow ledge that 
for much of it he has been indebted to several important treatises, 
partly historical and partly philosophical, on the generalities and pr.o
cesses of physical science, which have been published within the last 
few years. To these treatises, and to their authors, he has endeav.oured 
to do justice in the body of the \'fork. But as with one .of these 

* In the later editions of Archbishop Whately's Logic, he states his meaning to be, 
not that" rules" for the ascertainment of truths by inducti ve illvestigation cannot 
bo bid down, or that they may not be" of eminent service," but that they "must 
always be comparatively vague and geneml, and incapable of being built up into a 
I-pgl1lar demonstrative theory like that of the Syllogism." (Book iv. ch. iv. § 3.) 
And he observes, that to .'!evise a system for this purpose, capable of beillg "brought 
into a. scientific form," would be an achievement which .. he must be more sanguine 
than scientific who expects." (Book iv. ch. ii. § 4.) To effect this, however, being 
the express object of the portion of the present work which trcats of Induction, the 
words in the text are no overstatement of the difference of opinion between Arch-. 
bishop Whatels and me 011 t.he subject. 

PREFACE. 

writers, Dr. 'Vhewell, he has occasi.on frequently to expi'ess differences 
of opinion, it is more pai-ticularly incumbent on him in this place 
to declare, that without the aid derived from the facts and idea8 
contained in that gentleman'S Histm'y of the Irzducti~'e Sciences, the 
corresponding p.ortion of this work w.ould probably not have been 
written. 

The concluding B.o.ok is an attempt t.o contribute towards tho..solu
tion of a question, which the decay of old opinions, aud the agitati.on 
that disturbs European society to its inmost depths, render as impor
tant in the present day to the practical interest of human life, as it 
Jllust at all times be to the completeness of our speculative know
ledge: viz. 'Vhether moral and social phenomena are really exceptions 
to the O'eneral certainty and uniformity of the course of nature; and 

b • 1 h.ow far the methods, by "which so many of the laws of the physlCa 
world lmye becn numbered among truths irrevocably acquired and 
universally assented to, can lJe made instrumental to the formatiOll 
of a similar body of l'eceivell doctrine in moral and l)olitical science. 

PREFACE TO THE THIRD AND FOURTH 
EDITIONS. 

SEVERAL criticisms, of a more or less contl'ovel'sial character, on thif; 
work, have appeared since the publication of the second edition; and 
Dr. 'Vhewell has lately publi8hed a reply to those parts of it in which 
:-oome of his .opinions were controverted_ * 

1 have carefully reconsidered all the points on which my conclu
!';ions hav.., heen assailed; but I have not to announce a ' change of 
opinion Oll any matter of importance. Such minor oversights as have 
heen detected, either by myself or by my critics, I have, in general 
:-ilelltly, corrected; hut it is not to be iI}ferred that I agree with the 
objections which have been made to a passage in. every instance in 
which I have altered or cancelled it. I have often done so, merely 
that it might not remain a stumbling-block, when the amount of dis
('u<;sion nece"sal'Y to place the matt.er ill its true light would have 
pxceeueu what was suitable to the occaRion. 

To Rcveral of the arguments which have be~n mged against me, I 
hu\'e thought it 1lseful to reply with somc uegree of minuteness; not 

of Now fOl'lilillg" a clwpter in his volume on The PltiloS01Jhy of IJisco1'C1'Y. 
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from any taste for controversy, but because the opportunit.y was 
favonrable for placing my mvn conclusions, and the grounds of them, 
more clearly and completely before the reader. Truth on these sub· 
jects is militant, and can only establish itself by means of conflict. 
The most opposite opinions can make a plausible show of evidence 
while each has the statement of its own case; and it is only possible 
to ascertain which of them is in the right after hearing and comparing 
what each can say against the other, and what the other can urge in 
its defence. 

Evcn the criticisms from which I most dissent have been of great 
service to me, by showing in what places the expo3ition most needed 
to be improved or the argument strengthened. And I should have 
been well pleased if the book had undergone a much greater amount 
of attack, as in that case I should probably have lJeen enabled to 
improve it still more than I believe I have now done. 

PREFACE TO THE EIGHTH EDITION. 

-
I~ the subsequent editions, the attempt to improve the work by 
additions and corrections, suggested by criticism or by thought, has 
been continued. The additions and corrections in the present (eighth) 
edition, which are not very considerable, are chiefly such as have 
l)oc11 suggested by Professor Bain's Logic, a book of great merit and 
value. Mr. Bain's view of the science is essentially the same with 
that taken in th~ present treatise, the differences of opinion being few 
and unimportant compared with the agreements; and he has not 
only enr.iched the exposition by many applications and illustrative 
details, but has appended to it a minute and very valuable discussion 
of the logieall11'ineiples specially applical)le to each of the sciences; H, 

1 ask for which the enc:fc1opedical character of his knowledge peculiarly 
qnalified him. I have in several instanceR made URe of his exposition 
to improve my own, by adopting, and occasionally by controverting, 
matter containe(l in his treatise. 

The loug'est of the additions belong's to the chapter on Causation, 
~mrl is a discm(sion of the qnestion, how far, if nt. all, the oi;dil1aQ~ 
mode of Rtating the law of Cause aml Effect reqnires modification to 
adapt. it to the nc\y doctrine of the Conservation of Force: a point 
still more fully and e1al)orately treated in Mr. Rain's work. 
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INTRODUOTION. 
--0--

§ I. TrmRE is us g ront dl,-ers ity r shows to be the most appropriate. 
nn~OIjt1 anthors in th moo which Until we know the particulars them
tll V l~a,v MlIpted f definiu g' logic, as selves, we cannot fix upon the most 
ill their tl'e,ttment of t.he 1 t ails of correct and compact mode of circum
it. Thi is wbt"tt mi l'rht nittUJ·a.l1y 1 scribing them by a general descrip
expectod on any ubject 111 which tion. It was not until after an ex
wri ers ha.ye Itvu.ilcd themselves (If tensive and accurate acquaintance 
the S::Irll1 language as a III ans of t11! - with the details of chemical pheno
liv rilla' dill eut idea.'. Etl1ic .. nn 1 mena, that it was found possible to 
jurisprudence are liable to the remark frame a rational definition of chemis
in common with logic. Almost every try; and the definition of the science 
writer having taken a different view of life and organization is still a 
of some of the particulars ,;v hich these matter of dispute. So long as the 
branches of knowledge are usually sciences are imperfect, the definitions 
understood to include, each has so must partake of their imperfection; 
framed his definition as to indicate and if the former are progressive, the 
beforehand his own peculiar tenets, latter ought to be so too. As much, 
and sometimes to beg the question in therefore, as is to be expected from a 
their favour. definition placed at the commence-

This diversity is not so much an ment of a subject, is that it should 
evil to be complained of, as an inevit- define the scope of our inquiries: and 
able and in some degree a proper the definition which I am about to 
result of the imperfect state of those offer of the science of logic, pretends 
~ciences. It is not to be expected to nothing more, than to be a state
that there should be agreement about ment of. the question which I have 
the definition of anything; until there put to myself, and which this book 
j,; agreement about the thing itself. is an attempt to resolve. The reader 
To define, is to select from among all is at liberty to object to it as a defini
the properties of a thing, those which tion of logic; but it is at all events 
shall be understood to be designated a correct definition of the subject of 
and declared by its name; and the these volumes. 
pruperties must be well known to us 
hefore we can be competent to deter- § 2. Logic has often been called 
mine which of them are fittest to be the Art of Reasoning. A writer* 
r:hof:en for this purpose. Accordingly, who has done more than any other 
i~l the case o~ so complex an aggrega- person to restore this study to the 
bon of partICulars as are compre- rank from which it had fallen in the 
hlmded in anything which can be e:.:timatiol1 of the cultivated class in 
c.all(~d. a s?ience, the definition we set lour own country, has adopted the 
(,ut WIth IS seldom that which a more 
I'xtensive knowledge of the subject 4 Archbishop Whately. 

A 



2 INTRODUCTION. 

above definition 'wHh an amendment; 
he has defined Logic to be the Science, 
as well as the Art, of reasoning; 
meaning by the former term, the 
analysis of the mental pt<;>cess 'which 
takes place whenever we reason, and 
by the latter, the rules, gr.ounded .on 
that analysis, for conducting the pro
cess correctly. There can be no 
doubt as to the propriety of the emen
dation. A right understanding of 
the mental process itself, of the con
ditions it depends on, and the steps 
of which it con~ists, is the only basis 
on which a system of rules, fitted for 
the direction of the process, can pos
sibly be founded. Art necessarily 
presupposes knowledge; art, in any 
but its infant state, presupposes scien
tific knowledge: and if every art 
does not bear the name of a science, 
it is only because several sciences are 
'often necessary to form the ground
work of a single art. So complicated 
are the conditions which govern our 
practical agency, that to enable one 
thing to be clone, it is often requisite 
to 7.;now the nature and properties of 
many things. . 

Logic, then, compri.ses the science of 
reasoning, as well as an art, founded on 
that science. But the. word Reason
ing, again, like most other scientific 
terms in popular use, abounds in 
ambiguities. In one of its accepta
tiol1s, it means syllogizing; or the 
mode of inference which .may be 
called (with sufficient accuracy for 
the present purpose) concluding from 
generals to particulars. In another 
of its senses, to reason is. simply to 
infer any assertion, from assertions 
alrea,dy n,dmitted: and in this sense 
induction is as much' entitled to be 
called reasoning as the demonstra
tions of geometry. 

Writers on logic have generally 
'preferred the former acceptation of 
the term: the latter, and more exten
sive signification is that in which I 
mean to use it. I do this by virtue 
of the right I claim for every author, 
to give whatever provisional definition 
he pleases of his own subject. But 

sufficient reasons will, I believe, un
fold themselves as we advrtnce, why 
this should be not only the provisional 
but the final definition. It involves, 
rtt all events, no arbitrary chrtnge ill 
the meaning of the word; for, with 
the general usage of the English 
language, the wider signification, I 
believe, accords better than the more 
restricted one. 

§ 3. But Reasoning, even in the 
widest sense of which the word is 
susceptible, does not· seem to compre
hend all that is included, either in 
the best, or even in the most current, 
conception .of the scope and province 
of oUr science. The employment· of 
the word Logic to denote the theory 
of Argumentation,is derived from the 
Aristotelian, or, as they are commonly 
termed, the scholastic, logicians. Yet 
even with them, in their systematic 
trerttises, Argumentation was the sub
ject only of the third part: the two 
former treated of Terms, and of Pro
positions; under one or other of which 
heads were also included Definition 
and Division. By some, indeed, these 
previous topics were professedly intro· 
duced only on account of their con
nexion with reasoning, and as a 
preparation for the dootrine and rules 
of the syllogism. Yet they were 
treated 'with greater minuteness, and 
d,velt on at greater length, than was 
required for that purpose alone. More 
recent writ!3rs on logic have generally 
understood the term as it was em
ployed by the able author of the Port 
Royal Logic; viz., as equivalent to 
the Art of Thinking. Nor is this 
acceptation confined to books, and 
scientific inquiries. Even in ordinary 
conversation, the ideas connected\vith 
the word Logic include at least pre
cision of language, and accuracy of 
classification : and we perhaps oftener 
hear persons speak of a logical ar
rangement, or of expressions logically 
defined, than of conclusions logically 
deduced from premises. Again, a 
man is often called a great logician, 
or a man of powerful logic, not for 
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over that knowledge for our own 
uses. If t.here were but one rational 
beinO' in the universe, that being 
might be a perfect lo&,ician; and the 
science and art of logIC would be the 
same for that one person as for the 
whole human race. 

§ 4. But, if the 'definition which 
we formerly examined included too 
little that which is now suggested 
has the opposite fault of including 
too muoh. 

Truths are known to us in two 
ways: some are known directly, and 
of themselves; some through the 
medium of other truths. The former 
are the subject of Intuition, or Con
sciousness ; .. the latter, of Inference. 
The'truths known by intuition are 
the original premises from which all 
others are inferred. Our assent to 
the conclusion being grounded on the 
truth of the premises, we never could 
arrive at any knowledge by reason
ing, unless something could be known 
antecedently to all reasoning. 

Examples of truths known to us by 
immediate consciousness, are our own 
bodily sensations and mental feelings. 
I know directly, and of my own know
ledge, that I was vexed yesterday. 
or that I am hungry to-day. Ex
amples of truths which we know only 
by way of inference, are occurrences 
which took place while we were 
absent, the events recorded in history, 
or the theorems of mathematics. The 
two former we infer from the testi
mony adduced, or from the traces of 
thos~ past occurrences which still 
exist; the latter, from the premises 
laid down in books of geometry, under 
the- title of definitions and axioms. 
Whatever we are capable of knowing 
must . belong to the one class or to 

.. I \lSe hesc terms indiscriminately, 1)e
ca-u e, rot' Lhe purpose in vi~\v, tL1Cn} is llQ 
nee 101' ma.king any di·tiuctiol bef.ween 
them. 1311 metapllY icia,us usually rc
strict the naUle lnuitiou to the direct 
knowledge we are- supposed to hl\\'O f 
tllings c_ ternsl to our minds, an.d on
scio\.lSIloSS to our kno·wledge of our own 
mental pilenorneu:l. 
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tlle other; must be ii.l t:18 number of 
the primitive data, or of the conclu
sions which can be drawn from these. 

With the original data, or ultimate 
premises of our knowledge; with their 
number or nature, the mode in which 
they are obtained, or the tests by 
which they may be distinguished; 
logic, in a direct way at least, has, 
in the sense in which I conceive the 
science, nothing to do. These ques
tiolls are partly not a subject of 
science at all, partly that of a very 
different science. 

Whatever is known to us by con
sciommess, is known beyond possibility 
of question. '\Vhat one sees or feels, 
whether bodily or mentally, one can
not but be sure that one sees or feels. 
No science is required for the purpose 
of establishing such truths; no rules 
of art can render our knowledge of 
them more certain than it is in itself. 
There is no logic for this portion 6f 
our knowledge. 

But we may fancy that we see or 
feel what we in reality infer. A 
truth, or supposed truth, which is 
really the result of a very rapid in
ference, may seem to be apprehended 
intuitively. It has long been agreed 
by thinkers of the most opposite 
schools, that this mistake is actually 
made in so familiar an instance as 
that of the eyesight. There is nothing 
of which we appear to ourselves to 
be more directly conscious, than the 
distance of an object from us. Yet it 
has long been ascertained, that what 
is perceived by the eye, is at most 
nothing more than a variously coloured 
surface; that when we fancy we see 
distance, all we really see is certain 
variations of apparent size, and de
grees of faintness of colour; that our 
estimate of the object's distance from 
us is the result partly of a rapid in
ference from the muscular sensations 
accompanying the adjustment of the 
focal distance of the eye to objects 
unequally remote from us, and partly 
of a comparison (made with so much 
rapidity that we are unconscious of 
making it) between the size and colour 

of the object as they appear at the 
time, and the size and colour of the 
same or of similar objects as they ap
peared when close at hand, or when 
their degree of remoteness was known 
by other evidence. The perceptioh 
of distance by the eye, which seellls 
so ~ike intuition, is thus, in reality, 
an mference grounded on experience; 
art inference, too, which we learn to 
make; and which we make with more 
and more correctness as our experi
ence increases; though in familiar 
cases it takes place so rapidly as to 
appear exactly on a par with those 
perceptions of sight which are really 
intuitive, our perceptions of colour. * 

Of the science, therefore, 'which 
expounds the operations of the human 
understanding in the pursuit of truth, 
one essential part is the inquiry: 
'What are the facts which are the 
objects of intuition or 'consciousness, 
and what are these which we. merely 
infer? But this inquiry has never 
been considered a portion of logic. 
Its place is in another and a perfectly 
distinct department of science, to 
which the name metaphysics more 
particularly belongs: that portion of 
mental philosophy which attempt'! to 
determine what part of the furniture 
of the mind belongs to it originally, 
and what part is constructed out of 
materials furnished to it from without. 
To this science appertain the great 
and much debated questions of the 
existence of matter; the existence of 
spirit, and of a distinction between it 
and matter; the reality of time and 
space, as things without the mind, 
and distinguishable from the objects 
which are said to exist in them. For 
in the present state of the discussion 

* This important theory has of bte been 
called in question by 11 writel" of deserved 
reputation, Mr. Samuel Bailey; but I do 
not conceive that the grounds Oil which 
it has been admitted as an established 
doctrine for R century past, have been at 
all shaken by that gentleman's objections. 
[ have elsewhere said What appeared to 
me necessary in reply to his arguments, 
CWestminste?' Review for October r842; re. 
printed in lJissertations anll lJiscussions, 
vol. it) 
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()ll these t pie, it is a.lmo, t uUlvel'- avowedly matter of inference, nearly 
I"ItUy ruloweu th~t, the eXlstence of the whole, not only of science, but of 
wattel' 01' of 'jlll'lt, f space. 01' f human conduct, is amenable to the 
tiell' is in its natm'e UJI '\.I C ptlul of authority of logic. To draw infer
L-:illl r l 1'o\'e ; all?- tbat if an~thing ences has been said to be the great 
j,; 101n\\'1l £ them, 1t mu t be lJY ll~me- business of life. Everyone has daily, 
di: te illtnition, . ~o t.he "rune sCJence hourly, and momentary need of ascer-
1l"llIllf' the inlltHrlC m~ the natur taining facts which he has not directly 
or Conc~ption, Percep~lOn, ~:[ell1 ry, observed; not from any general pur
. HI Deliuf ' all f which anJ opera- pose of adding to his stock of knowt I s of the urtuer t3iucJing ill the ledge, but bec::mse the facts them
I'~':l~uit of truth ' but. wjth wh,ich as selves are of importance to his in~ 
l'it

o
'l1OllLClUL ~)f the 111ll1tl, Ol" wlth the terests 01' to his occupations. The 

]1 I,' ·jl ~ility which lllay or m a.y .llll~ business of the magistrate, of the 
ll'ii,.t of tLlULlying auy of them lU 0 military commander, of the navigator, 
,.illll'J. r 1'llGiUwn:l., the 1()~ici:J"tl a' of the physician, of the agriculturist, 

1011 11: ,.; ) LO cnllt.:!:.rll. To this Cll'llCC is merely to judge of evidence, and to 
10111. ~Ll ,.o 11 ~ rd ITOU. ,the fl)lllJwing, act accordingly. They all have to 
: 11,( ; 11 :.ual()~ ,n questIOns: '1.( what ascertain certain facts, in order that 

x l;11~ 0[11: ,illte lle tnuJ. iacultle al1i.l they may afterwards apply certain 
0;1 1' ~\I)ti IUS ,1.1"1:: ill11ate-t wh:kt rules, either devised by themselves, 
.., .\Lellt. the re,_ult of Lt suciation: or prescribed for their guidance by 
\Vhcther God, and duty, are realities, others; and as they do this well or 
the existence of which is manifest to ill, so they discharge well or ill the 
us ll. priori by the constitution of our duties of their several callings. It is 
ratiunal faculty; or whether our the only occupation in which the 
ideas of them are acquired notions, mind never ceases to be engaged; 
the oriain of which we are able to and is the subject, not of logic, but 
tmce a~d explain; and the reality of of knowledge in general. 
the objects themselves a question not Logic, however, is not the same 
"f consciousness or intuition, but of thing with knowledge, though the 
evidence and reasoning. field of logic is coextensive with the 

The province of logic must be 1'e- field of knowledge. Logic is the 
stricted to that portion of our know- common judge and arbiter of all par
ledge 'which con:sists of inferences from ticular investigations. It does not 
truths previously known; whether undertake to find evidence, but to 
tho~e autecedent data be general pro- determine whether it has been found. 
p,,:;itions, or particular observations Logic neither observes, nor in vents, 
anu perceptions. Logic is not the nor discovers; but judges. It is no 
science of Belief, but the science of part of the business of logic to inform 
Proof, or Evidence. In so far as the surgeon what appearances are 
belief professes to be founded on proof, found to accompany a violent death. 
the office of logic is to supply a test This he must learn from his own 
fur ascertaining' whether or not the experience and observation, or from 
I,dief is well grounded. ,"Vith the that of others, his predecessors in hit; 
claims which any propm;ition hus t o peculiar pursuit. But logic sits in 
hulief 011 tb(;1 \'ide LC' of CUll. ciou - judgment on the sufficiency of thn.t 
nu !l, tha.t is without evidence in the observation and experience to justify 
l1rop l: "> Be of the word, logic has his r~les, and on the sufficiency of his 
l\othing to do. rules to justify his conduct. It does 

I 

not give him proofs, but teaches him 
. ". Dy far the greatest IJortioll of what makes them proofs, and how he 

1111]' knu\yledye, whether f g. nru:Q,l is to judge of them. It does not 
truth" u1' uf particular ' fact J being teach that any particular fact proves 
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any other, but points out, to what 
conditions all facts must conform, in 
order that they may prove other facts. 
To decide whether any given fact 
fulfils these conditions, or whether 
facts can be found which fulfil them 
in a given case,belongs exclusively to 
the particular art or science, or to our 
knowledge of the particular subject. 

It is in this sense that logic is, what 
it was so expressively called by the 
schoolmen and by Bacon, ars a1,ti1l1n " 
the science of science itself. All 
science consists of data and conclu
sions from those data, of proofs and 
what they prove: now logic points 
(JUt what relations must subsist be
tween data and whatever can be 
concluded from them, between proof 
and everything which it can prove. 
If there be any such indispensable 
relations, and if these can be precisely 
determined, every particular branch 
of science, as well as every individual 
in the guidance of his conduct, is 
bound to conform to those relations, 
under the penalty of making false 
inferences -of drawing conclusions 
which are not grounded in the reali
ties of things. ~ Whatever has at any 
time been concluded justly, whatever 
knowledge has been acquired other
wise than by immediate intuition, 
depended on the observance of the 
laws which it is the province of logic 
to investigate. If the conclusions are 
just, and the knowledge real, those 
laws, whether known or not, have 
been observed. 

,-' § 6. We need not, therefore, seek 
any farther for a solution of the 
question, so often agitated, respecting 
the utility of logic. If a science of 
logic exists, or is capable of existing, 
it must be useful. If there be rules 
to which every mind consciously or 
unconsciously conforms, in every in
stance in which it infers rightly, there 
seems little necessity for dIscussing 
whether a person is more likely to 
observe those rules, when he knows 
the rules, than when he is unac
quainted '\vith them. 

A science may undoubtedly be 
brought to a certain, not inconsider
able, stage of advancement, without 
the application of any other logic to 
it than what all persons, who are 
said to have a sound understanding, 
acquire empirically in the course of 
their studies. Mankind judged of 
evidence, and often correctly, before 
logic was a science, or they never 
could have made it on8. And they 
executed great mechanical works be
fore they understood the laws of 
mechanics. But there are limits both 
to what mechanicians can do without 
principles of mechanics, and to what 
thinkers can do without principles of 
logic. A few individuals, by extra
ordinary genius, or by the accidental 
acquisition of a good set of intellec
tual habits, may work without prin
ciples in the same way, or nearly the 
same w:ay, in which they would have 
worked if they had been in possession 
of principles. But the bulk of man
kind require either to understand the 
theory of what they are doing, or to 
have rules laid down for them by 
those who have understood the theory, 
In the progress of science from its 
easiest to its more difficult problems, 
each great step in adv:;mce has usually 
had either as its precursor, or as its 
accompaniment and necessary concli
tion, a corresponding improvement in 
the notions and principles of logic 
received among the most advanced 
thinkers. And if several of the more 
difficult sciences are still in so defec
tive a state; if not only so little is 
proved, but disputation has not ter
minated even about the little which 
seemed to be so; the reason perhaps 
is, that men's logical notions have not 
yet acquired the degree of extension, 
or of accuracy, requisite for the esti
mation of the evidence proper to those 
particular departments of knowledge. 

§ 7. Logic, then, is the science of 
the operations of the understanding 
which are subservient to the estima
tion of evicJ,ence: both the process 
itself of advancing from known truths 
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II t - 1 like· a connected and· inter.dependent :1lld :111 other.inte . ec 111H 1 1 f 
" 1I1l1 Ullvnl. fn.r a' :\tl ilin.ry to chain of proof. If one m c 0 an 

tlion ' ID so • • • . arNument breaks, the whole drops to 
IJ!,l!la . cl cl: tltel'ef(1l'c the pera.- b d 
thi:!. Itm u, e. [or' b .ng'uao.e ' n.n the ground; but ~:me step to war "sdan 
, f "aDlIng " • <:> analysis hol.ds good and has an m e-~.Il n • f thought, a well as a h h Id 

1Ill-' l'llll1eJlt lunicl:IJtillg m1l'tho111 'ht.:. pendent value, thong we S on 
~npa~>i f C()~lll also enuition , anti never be able to make a secon~. The 

t lI:~nd~ , 01' the u '01 these results which have been obtamed by 
'-.~lai-"nf!ctttlOll ·uttjn<l" 0.11 ther minds analytical chemistry are n~t the l~ss 
lip .1'atlUf1;S (p out f con1l.ideratiou) valuable, though it should ~e dls
tlwJ1 on~ s o~ DIy for ke ping UI' covered that all which we now call 
- t I srrY UQ .. 0 • .~. si_mple substances are really com-
1, .' d the c uCluslOns l.fOm 1 . t ny 
eVldenc;e~ ~uent n, rlu J'eadily ::tcce '- pounds. All other t 1mgs are a a 
them. cOlI . but for so mar- rate compounded of those elements: 
i le III the meUlII t whether the elements them~elves ad-

\al1illO' tl~ facts whio~ ,,:,e m:'9', ~ mit of decomposition, is an Important 
~ 'Lirfie be Cllg~v"cd ill ll~vesb Ll:\t- l'nquI'ry, ,but does not affect the c.er
.Ul\ 1.10 1.1S to perceIve 11111re h t 
ill!! It' to enp,\.I " • d tainty of the science up to t at pom: 
"It.:~rly what- evidence there If" a'~l I shall accordingly, attempt to 

. T .. ,"l't" fe\\'cl' chance 8nor , , f d to JU \g~ , lJ th analyse the l)rocess qf m ere, nce, an 
I ' t be '-Lllci ut. Thes<'-', r;;l'C- d" t - f wheL ler 1 ~' • 1 . . the processes suboI' mate ? ~n erence, 

[l)rl', fire opera.twns ~pcCl:11y ;rust} 11- so far only a. s may be ,reqUISIte for as-
t 1 to t he est imatlOu of e lUC:1Ct', d ff b t a 

~lledn as such are within the provmce certaining the i erep-ce e we en 
.~n , a, th ore correct and an incorrect performance 
(If Logic. There are 0 er ;n 1 of those processes. ~he .reas~n for 
dementary processes, con.cerned m al thus limiting our deSIgn, IS eVHle~t. 
thinking, such as ConceptIOn, ¥.e.mory, It has been said by objectors to loglC, 
<md the like; but of these It IS not that we· do not learn to use our 
'1 ·cessary that Logic should take any muscles by stu~yinF the~l' anatomy: 
;)~culiar cognizance, since they have The fact is not qmte faIrly stated, 
no special connexion with the probl~m for if the action of any of our muscles 
"f Evidence, further than that, lIke were vitiated by local weakness, or 
~ll other problems addressed to the other physical defect,a knowledge of 
understanding, it presupposes them. their anatomy IIl:~ght ~e very neces-

Our object, then, will be,. to attempt sary for e,ffecting a cure. B.u~ ,we 
" correct analysis of the mtellectual bl tl t n .. I f should be justl.}' lia . e t? le cn lCIS1 
process called Reasoning or n ere,?-ce, involved in thIS obJectIOn, were we, 

d of such other mental oper~tIOns I'n a treatise on logic, to carry the 
aans are l'ntended to facilita.te tlns : a.s b 
. f tl analysis of the reasonin.g pr9ces~ e-
\"ell as, on the foundatIO:r: o. us h h c " . th t to yond the point at w 1C , an~ ma.-
analysis, and pan passu WI I , curacy which may have crept mt~ It 
brl'ng together or frame a set of rules "bl I 1 111nO' 

N • 0' he sufficiency must become visl e. near '" 
or cal1on~ for te~tmo t bodily exercises (to carry on the same 
"f any gIver: ?vldence to prove :1ny illustration) we do, and must, analyse 
givell: prOposltl~nt tl first part of the bodilv motions so far as i~nec:s-

,\Vlth respec 0 le tc 8:11' T for v di'3tinO'uishinO' those whlCh 
this undert:1killg, I do not atte.mpt . I ., ~ht to 'be pberform~d from those 

1 t 1 operatIOns 1Il ouo 

~~~~~~~~~t~ l:h:re~l~mat~ elen;ents. wl~C~~u,,~:~~~;" l~sa ~~~!~~~;t:l~!t 
It is en?ugh if t~e ar;l.~sl.~ a~oe:rf:~ ~~e 100'ici~n sh~uld analyse the men-

!~n~~~~ ~~orc~~l~e;~a~~ic~ ;urtposesT1of I tal, Pe,l~cess~~;r~thh::i~~ li~!~::s~o~~ 
l' sidered a's an ar ,le celn. b d h 't 
"glC c,on licated' heno- c:1rryinO' the analysis beyon t e pom 
~~~~~lt~~o ~ts ~o~~Kent part;is not, at which it becomes apparent whether 
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doubt, as far as possible, merely by 
a closer and more attentive interroga_ 
tion of our consciousness, or more 
properly speaking, of our memory; 
and so far is not amenable to logic. 
But wherever this method is insuffi
cient to attain the end of its inquiries, 
it must proceed, like other sciences, 
by means of evidence. Now, the 
moment this science begins to draw 
inferences from evidence, logic be
comes the sovereign judge whether 
its inferences are well grounded, or 
what other inferences would be so. 

This, however, constitutes no nearer 
or other relation between logic and 
metaphysics, than that which exists 
between logic and every other science. 
And I can conscientiously affirm, that 
no one proposition laid down in this 
work has been adopted for the sake 
of establishing, or with any reference 
to its fitness for being employed in 
establishing, preconceived opinions in 
any department of knowledge or of 
inquiry on which the speculative 
world is still undecided. * 

the operations have in any individual 
case been rightly or wrongly per
formed: in the same manner as the 
science of music teaches us to dis
criminate between musical notes, and 
to know the combinations of ·which 
they are susceptible, but not what 
number of vibrations in a second cor
respond to each; which, though use
ful to be known, is useful for totally 
different purposes. The extension of 
Logic as a Science is determined by 
its necessities as an Art: whatever it 
does not need for its practical ends, 
it leaves to the larger science which 
may be said to correspond, not to 

·any particular art, but to art in gene
ral; the science which deals with the 
constitution of the human faculties; 
and to which, in the part of our men
tal nature which concerns Logic, as 
well as in all other parts, it belongs 
to decide what are ultimate facts, and 
what are resolvable into other facts. 
And I believe it will be found that 
most of the conclusions arrived at in 
this work have no necessary.connexion 
,vith any particular views respecting 
the ulterior analysis. Logic is com
mon ground on which the partisans of 
Hartley and of Reid, of Locke and of 
Rant may meet and join hands. 
Particular and detached opinions of 
all these thinkers will no doubt occa
sionally be controverted, since all of 
them were logicians as well as meta
physicians; but the field on which 
their principal battles have been 
fought, lies beyond the boundaries of 
our science. 

* The view taken in the text, of the defi
nition and purpose of Logic, stands in 
marked opposition to that of the school of 
philosophy which, in this country. is re
presented by the writiugs of Sir Willialll 
Hamilton and of his numerous pupils. 
Logic, as this school conceives it, is "thc 
Science of the Formal Laws of Thought;" 
a definition framed for the express purpose 
of excluding, as irrelevant to Logic, what
ever relates to Belief and Disbelief, or to 
the pursuit of truth as such, and restrict
ing the science to that very limited portiull 
of its total province. which has reference 
to the conditions, not of Truth, but of 
Consistency. What I have thought it use
fnl to ~ay in oppositinn to this limitation 
of the field of Logic, has been said at some 
length in a Repamte work, first published 
in r865, and entitled An Examination of 
Si7' TVilliam lIamilton's Philosophy, and of 
the P1'incillal Philosopkical Questions dis
cu!!sed in his Writings. For the purposes of 
the present Treatise, I am content that the 
justification of the lal'ger extension which 
I gave to the domain of thc science, shollld. 
rest on the sequel of thc 'l'reatise itself. 
Some remarks on the relation which the 
Logic of Consistency b~<lrs to the Logic of 
Truth, and on the }Jlace which that par
ticular part occupies in the whole to which 
it belongs, will be found in the present 
volume (Book Il. chap. iii. § 9). 

It cannot, indeed, be pretended 
that logical principles can be alto
gether irrelevant to those more ab
struse discussions; nor is it possible 
but that the view we are led to take 
of the problem which logic prolJoses, 
must have a tendency favourable to 
the adoption of some one opinion, on 
these controverted subjects, rather 
than another. :For metaphysics, in 
endeavouring to solve its own peculiar 
problem, must employ means, the 
validity of which falls under the 
cognizance of logic. It. proceeJs, no 

BOOK I. 

OF NA!IES AND PROPOSITIONS. 



" La scolastique, qui produisit dans la logique, comme dans la morale, et da;ns un 
partie de la metaphysique, une subtilite, une precision d'idees, dont:l'habit~de . 
aux anciens, a contribue plus qu'on ne croit au progres de la bonne plulosophIe. 
Co:moRcET, Vie de Turgot. 

" To the schoolmen the vulgar languages are principally indebted for what 
and analytic subtlety they possess/'-Sm W. HAMILTON, Discussions inPhilo8ophy: 

OF NA~IES AND PBIOPOSITIONS. 
--0--

CHAPTER 1. 

OF THE KECESSITY OF COMMENCING 
WITH AN ANALYSIS OF LANGUAGE. 

§ r. IT is so. much the ~sta.blished 
practice of writers on lOgIC to com
mence their treatises by a few general 
oh.~en!'I.ti liS (in most cases, it is true, 
lath l' 111e.'L~r .) or: '1' rDI!> and. their 
\ Ilri .ti .' that It wIn p rbaps, scarcely 
It. ref\uil' ,d from me.iu mertlly follow-

11:'; ,he common nS:lg t e a pl:li1·ti
cl{lrlll'in a,,,'ignllig my l'~~f:\ IIl. , , as it is 
IHla.lly xl,e d t.bat those should be 
wIll deviate from it. 

'i'he pract,ic , inJe d is rocom
tilt mkd by nsitl r:ltionfl far too 
.. In i n. to rertuire a formal ju tiDca
tIHlI . () fic is a l'orti 11 of the Art 
lIf rrhinking: Lll.nguage 1 ~ it! ntlYJ 
nn 1 , he l;IoclmisJ:iion of all pbiloso-
1'h 'r ,one. of the principal in trmnent~ 
Ill' helll f th ugbt · and any imper
fection in th.e iustrument, r in the 
mllde of omploying it. is confessedly 
li:1.ble, still mru'e tban ill almost any 
utller al't. to confuse m~d impede the 
jJrnce 50 and destroy all ground of 
confidence in th · re lit. For a mind 
1IIIt pr vimdy vel' ed 111 the meaning 
111\11 Tigb 'use f the various kinds of 
wurcls, to attempt the study of methods 
,.t philosophising, would be as if some 
,'llt' should attempt to become an 
a:,tronomical observer, having never 
L:arned to adjust the focal distance 
" j his optical instruments so as to see 
.li"tinctly. . 

~ince Reasoning, or Inference, the 
IJfmcipal subject of logic, ifl an opera-

tion which usually takes place by 
means of words, and in complicated 
cases can take place in no other way; 
those who have not a thorough in flight 
into the significatioll and purposes of 
words, will be under chances, amount
ing almost to certainty, of reasoning 
or inferring incorrectly. And logi
cians have generally felt that unless, 
in the very first stage, they removed 
this source of error; unless they taught 
their pupil to put away the glasses 
which distort the. object, and to use 
those which are adapted to his purpose 
in such a manner as to assist, not per
plex, his vision; he would not be in 
a condition to practise the remaining 
part of their discipline with any pro
spect of advantage. Therefore it is 
that an inquiry into language, so far 
as is needful to guard against the 
errors to which it gives rise, has at all 
times been deemed a necessary pre
liminary to the study of logic. 

But there is another reason, of a 
still more fundamental nature, why 
the import of words should be the 
earliest subject of the logician's con
sideration: because without it he can
not examine into the import of Pro
positions. Now this is a subject which 
sta.nds on the very threshold of the 
science of logic. 

The object of logic, as defined in 
the Introductory Chapter, is to ascer
tair.. how we come by that portion of 
our knowledge (much the greatest 
portion) which is not intuitive: and 
by what criterion we can, in matters 
not self-evident, distinguish between 
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things proved and things not proved, 
between what is worthy and what is 
unworthy of belief. Of the various 
questions which present themselves 
to our inquiring faculties, some re
ceive an answer from direct conscious
ness, others, if re sol ved at all, can only 
be resolved by !Deans of evidence. 
Logic is concerned with these last. 
But before inquiring into the mode 
of resolving questions, it is necessary 
to inquire what are those which offer 
themselves; what questions are con
ceivable; what inquiries are there, to 
which mankind have either obtained, 
or. been able to imagine it possible 
tha.t they should obtain, an answer. 
This point is best ascertained by a 
sUl'vey and analysis of Propositions. 

§ 2. The answer to every question 
which it if; pos>,ible to frame, must be 
contained in a Proposition, or Asser
tion. Whatever can be an object of 
belief, or even of disbelief, !Dust, when 
put into words, assume the form of a 
proposition. All truth and all error 
lie in propositions. vVhat, by fO con
venient misapplication of an abstract 
term, we call a Truth, means simply 
a True Proposition; and errors are 
false pi'opositions. To know the im
port of all possible pro.positions, would 
be to know all questions which can 
be raised, all matters which are sus
ceptible of being either believed or 
disbelieved. How many kinds of in
quiries can be propounded; how many 
kinds of judgments can be made; and 
how many kinds of propositions is it 
possible to frame with a meaning; 
are but different forms of one and the 
s:1tne question. Since, then, the ob
jects of all Belief and of all Inquiry 
express themselves in propositions; a 
sufficient scrutiny of Propositions and 
of their varieties will apprize us what 
questions mankind ha ve actual] y asked 
of themselves, and what, in the nature 
of answers to those questions, they 
have actually thought they had 
grounds to believe. 

Now the first glance at a proposi
tion roho"\ys that it is formed. by put-

ting together two names. A proposi
tion, according to the common simple 
definition, which is sufficient for our 
purpose, is, discow'se, in 1vhich some
thing is ajJirmed 01' denied of some
thing. Thus, in the proposition, Gold 
is yellow, the quantity yellow is 
affirmed of the substance gold. In 
the proposition, Franklin was not 
born in England, the fact expressed 
by the words born in England is 
denied of the man Franklin. 

Every proposition consists of three 
parts: the Subject, the Predicate, and 
the Copula. The predicate is the 
name denoting that which is affirmed 
or denied. The subject is the name 
denoting the person or thing which 
something is affirmed or denied of. 
The copula is the sign denoting that 
there is an affirmation or denial; and 
thereby enabling the hearer or reader 
to distinguish a proposition from any 
other kind of discourse. Thus, in 
the proposition, ~he earth is round, 
the Predicate is the word "01md, 
which denotes the quality affirmed, 
or (as the phrase is) predicated: the 
earth, words denoting the object which 
that quality is affirmed of, compose 
the Subject; the word is, which serves 
as the connecting mark between the 
subject and predicate, to show that 
one of them is affirmed of the other, 
is called the Copula. 

Dismissing, for the present, the 
copula, of which more will be said 
hereafter, every proposition, then, 
consists of at least two names ; brings 
together two names, in a particular 
manner. This is already a first step 
towards what we are in quest of. It 
appears from this, that for an act of 
belief, one object is not sufficient; 
the simplest act of belief supposes, 
and has something to do with, ttliO 

objects: two names, to say the least; 
and (since the names must be names 
of something) two nameable things. 
A large class of thinkers would cut 
the matter short by saying, two ideas. 
They ","ould say, that. the subject and 
predicate are both of them names of 
ideas, the idea of gold, for instance, 
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and the idea of yellow; and that either the one or the other be afforded 
what takes place (or part of what me; but if I say, "the sun exists" 
takes place). in. the act .of. belief, con- "my father exists," or a "rou~d 
si,.;ts in brmgmg (as .It IS often ex- square exists," I call for belief; and 
pressed) one of .these Ideas under.the . should, in the first of the three in
other. But thIS we Me not yet m a st~nces, meet with it; in the second, 
condition to say: whether such be wIth belief or disbelief as the case 
the correct mode of describing the might be; in the thi;d, with dis
phenomenon, iil an after considera- belief. 
tion. The result with which for the 
present we must be contented, is, § 3. This first step in the analysis 
that in every act of belief two objects of the object of belief, which, thouO'h 
are in some manner taken cogniza.nce so obvious, will be found to be n::>ot 
of; that there ca.n be no belief unimportant, is the only one which 
chimed, or questIOn propounded, we shall find it practicable to make 
which does not embrace two distinct without a preliminary survey o~ lan
(,.ither material or intellectual) sub- guage. If we attempt to proceed 
j..,cts of thought; each of them cap- further in the same path, that is, to 
ahle vI' not, of being conceived by analyse any further the import of 
it;;elf, but incapable of being believed Propositions, we find forced upon us, 
by itself. as a subject of previous consideration 

I may say, for inst~nce, "the sun." the. iJ? port of . Names. For every pro~ 
The w rJ 113.8 a mcamng n,nd sugg st. po::ntlOn conSIsts of two names; and 
tiw,t; m ·n.ning to the mind f any ne every proposition affirms or denies 
" bl! j Li ·tenil1g t m. But RUppO e one of these names, of the other. 
1 1- him. Whether it is true: Now what we do,· what passes in our 
, h ther be b liove it? He can give mind, when we affirm or deny two 
11 <1 ans,ver. Thel't) is a yet nothinJ names of one another, must depend 
tll 1, 'lieve 01' t disbelieve. .r ow, on what they are names of; since it 
Llll\\' "'('r It::t mo mnl e f all pos ible is with reference to that, and not to 

~rtion 1'0 ccting the sun, the one the mere names themselves, tha,t we 
whicb ill\'olve the lellst of Tt:ferenc mu,ke the affirmation or denial. Here, 
tu :tny object besides it elf , let me therefore, we find a new reason why 
BaT. ' I;h tUl xi t." H re, at on e the ~.ignification of names, and the 
i:;' om. thing which a per.:ol1 can . a.y relatIOn generally between names and 
he bclleve~. But hel'e in. tead of only the things signified by them, must 
0l1', we find t.wo di 'tinct bjects f ?ccu~y the preliminary stage of the 
COl\CCl tion: the Un is one object; mqmry we are engaged in. 
>x.is ·lIce is another. Let it not be It may be objected that the mean
:'laid tht~t this cond conception, ing of names can guide us at most 

.'1 t nee, i iuvol ed in the fjrst; only to the opinions, possibly the 
f It' the un mn.y be conceiv d a no foolish and groundless opinions, which 
lon·ter x.istillg'. f( rrhe Snn ) does mankind have formed concernincf 
nnt CClll\" 'y nll the In a.ning that is things, and that as the object of 
CflU \'t: cl Y c. the snn xists : " 'my philosophy is truth, not opinion, the 
fa.Lber· does not include all the philosopher should dismiss words and 
meaning of "my father exists," for look into things themsel veR, to ascer
he may be c1en,d ; "a round square" tain what questions can be asked and 
do,>::! not include the meaning of "a answered in regard to them This 
round sauare ~xistR,"~ for it does not advice (which :r'io one has it' in his 
anll cannot eXIst. \"V hen I say" the I power to follow) is in reality an ex
. un," "my father," ,or "n. round hortation to discard the whole fruits 
:<'Iuare," I d? not cal~ up~n the hearer of the labours of his predecessors, 
r"r any belIef or dIsbelIef, nor can and conduct himself as if he were the 
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CHAPTER H. 

OF NAMES. 

first person who had ever turned an 
inquiring eye upon nature. "What 
does anyone's personal knowledg~ of 
Things amount to, aft?r subtractmg 
all which he has acqUlred by means 
of the words of other people? Even 
after he has learned as much as people 
usually do learn from oth:rs, w.ill t~e 
notions of things contallled m hIS 
individual mind afford as sufficient a 
basis for a catctlogne 1'ctisonne as the 
notions which are in the minds of all 
mankind? 

§ I. "A NAM!D," says Hobbes,* "is 
a word taken at pleasure to serve for 
a mark which may raise in our mind 
a" thought like to some thought we 
had before, and which being pro
nounced to others, may be to them 
a sicrn of what thought the speaker 
hadt before in his mind." This 
simple definition of a name, as a word 
(or set of words) serving the double 
purpose of a mark to recall to our
sel ves the likeness of a former thought, 
and a sign to make it known to others, 
appears unexceptionab,le. ~ ames, 
indeed, do much more tnan thIS; but 
whatever else they do, grows out ~f, 
and is the result of this: as WIll 

In an v enumeration and classifica
tion of 'ThinO's, which does not set 
out from thei~ names, no varieties of 
thinO's will of course be comprehended 
but those recoanised by the particular 
inquirer; ana'" it will still remain t.o 
be established, by a subsequent exa~m
nation of names, that the enumeratIOn 
has omitted nothing which ought to 
have been included. But if we begin 
with names, and use them as our clue 
to the thinO's we bring at once before 
us all the

O 

distinctions which have 
been recoO'nised, not by a single 
inquirer, b~t by all inquirers taken 
together. It doubtless may, and I 
believe it will, be found, that man
kind have multiplied the varieties 
unnecessarily, and have imagined dis
tinctions among things, where there· 
were only distinctions in the manner 
of naming them. But we are not 
entitled to assume this in the com
mencement. \Ve must begin by re
cognising the distinctions made by 
ordinary languaO'e. If some of these 
appear, on a clo;e examination, not to 
be fundamental, the enumeration of 
the different kinds of realities may be 
abridged accordingly. But to impose 
upon the facts in the first instance 
the yoke of a theory, while the 
grounds of the theory are reserved f~r" 
discussion in a subsequent stage, IS 
not a course which a logician can 
reasonably adopt. 

appear in its proper place. . 
Are names more properly saId to 

be the names of things, or of our 
ideas of things? The first is the e~
pression in common use; the last IS 
that of some metaphysicians, who con
ceived that in adopting it they were 
introducing a highly important dis
tinction. The eminent thinker, just 
quoted, seems to conntenance the 
latter opinion. "But seeing," he con-
tinues, "names ordered in speech (as 
is defined) are signs of our concep
tions, it is manifest they are not signs 
of the things themselves; for that 
the sound of this word stone should 
be the siO'n of a stone, cannot be 
understood in anv sense but this, that 
he that hears it "collects that he that 
pronounces it thinks of a stone." 

If it be merely meant that the con
ception alone, and not the thi.ng itself, 
is recalled by the name, or Imparted 
to the hearer, this of course cannot 
be denied. Nevertheless, there seems 
aood reason for adhering to the 
~()mmon usage, and calling (as indeed 
Hobbes himself does in other places) 
the word sun the name of the ~un, 

* Computation 01' Logic, chap, ii. 
t In the orio-inal "had, 01' hacl not." 

These last words, as involving a subtlety 
foreign to our present purpose, I have for· 
borne to quote. 
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1 t uhp. uame f onr idea of the I adjective. In that case they are com
:1l1l nOl' r' 110Jl S are not jnt nd d plete names, viz. names of those parti-
-IlU. 11 • 1 d f tl t' 1 r t mako tbe h :"1..1'e1' cone 1 ve cu ar soun s, or 0 lose par ICU ar Ill; ~ r.~ conceive but 1.\1."0 to info1'lll collections of written characters. This 
~;i1IJ'1 \'~hnt we l.>elleve. Now, when I employment" of· a word to denote the 
u:o n. uaw (t' tbe ptu''p .. l:lO of cxpr~ s- ~ere letters and syllables of which it 
• • t\ belief it; it! a j.)eli f O()Dcel'mng lS composed, was termed by the school
~ill . <thi~g itself 110t concerning' lily men the snppositio mate1'-ialis of the 
itl "..1. r,f it. 'h n I "ay 'the snn ill ~vord. In any other sense w~ cannot 
till' eaU e (If day," I u.o mlt men.n t!lat mtr?duce one of thes~ ~vords mto t~e 
III • idea uf tbe UJ) au . ()~. xClte' subJe?t ~f a I?roposltIon, unless m 
iu me the . 1Nl, of day: or 111 other combmatIOn WIth other w~rds; as, 
\'(wu' tha.t thinldua of !;.he SL1ll ma,kes A heavy body fell, A truly ~rnpo1'tant 

; I thin)' of <.13.y. I ~ea.ll. that n. fact was a~serted, A rnembm' of pcwlict
c rt'Lin ph.}', ica.l (act wbwh IS called ment was m the room. " 
Ill' : IlU'." 11' once (and wh~cb l!l .tbe An a~jective; however, is ca~able 

t lLilllll· • analysii:i 1'e ob'e' It, eh mto of standmg ?:r Itself as the predICate 
t 11" abinu , uot itlea.s) ~au. es 111IOth\:l: o,f a 1?ropo~ltIon; as wh:n" we say, 

pI .k: 1 fnd, wbich IS cnJled clay. Snow IS whIte; and occasIOnally even 
It. . 'ems propor to c n ider a wonl as the subject, for we may say. \Vhite 
'( th n.(w~ Ijf tbt1.t whicb we illtel1cl is an agreeable colour. The adjective 
t r lIe lll1Jersto cl b, it when we ll Re is often said to be so used by a gram
it.; (If tlmt ",bieh all,Y fact that w matical ellipsis: Snow is white, in
:! ~I!rt (If it ~ tfl l.>::: ltnd0rst00l1 of , stead of Snow is a white object: 
t Ill t in short, con.cel."Uiog which; when I vVhite is an agreeable colour, instead 
\\'1 :mploythe word. \ ;'8 il1teuu t o ,'I'ivc of,. A :vhite colour, or, The colour 
lJIfol'Ulution. N ame~t therefore, shall whIte, IS agreeable. The Greeks and 
ab ay:. hello!;:'~ f in this "'~'oJ'k as Ro:nans were allowed, by th~ rul~s ~f 
thu lIames of tlul1gs themselves and theIr language, to employ thIS ellIpSIS 
nut llLulldy of our iueas £ things. universally in the subject as well as 

But the qnesti u now arises, of what in the predicate of a proposition. In 
tl lillf'f;'! and to Il.ll wer thi it is neC0S- English this cannot, generally speak

n"y to t~ke i11 0 consideration the ing, be done. We may say, The 
dilfcrcnt kind of l'lal11 . earth is round; but we cannot say, 

Round is easily moved; we must say, 
~ 2. It is usual, before examining A round object. This distinction, 

• 1< VllriOUl) ch~ ' It' int which names however, is rather grammatical than 
• . ulIllllonly divit I:': 1 t j begin by logical. Since there is no difference 
III ~ i lJgn i.::hjllg' frmn nltllles of every of meaning between 1'o'imcl, and a 
de crrpt;j n Lh w)rds which nre round object, it is only custom which 
Ilrlt lHl.mC"", but ouly pal'to f l'rallle. prescribes that on any given occasion 
_ \ mol'lg s11ch are reek nt'ld pa.rticl . one shall be used, and not the other. 

flJ~ to, tn.tZ!J often - the infleeted We shall, therefore, without scruple, 
('11, ~ of uouns sUb""tal\tj\, :.~ me, him, speak of adjectives as names, whether 
./1)/111 : and nm ndj 'ctiv s, as larfJe, in their own right, or as representa
/" " ":/. These worJtl do 110t express tive of the more circuitous forms of 
Lhil1\!~ ~ If which anything can be expression above exemplified. The 
ntiil'lued or denied. We cannot say, other classes of subsidiary words have 
H. ·;wy fdl, or A heavy fell; Truly, no title whatever to be considered as 
tll' .\. truly, was asserted; Of, or An names. An adverb, or an accusative 
of, \\ (.1,:-< in the room. Unless, indeed, I case, cannot under any circumstances 
WlJ 'U·t) speaking of the· mere words (except when their mere letters and 
tl • Ul~el\'~S, as when we say, Tr~ly is syllables are spoken of}.fi.gure as one 
all EnglIsh word, or, Heavy 113 an of the terms of a proposltlOn. 
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\Y ords which are not capable of 
being used as names, but only as 
parts of names, were called by some 
of the schoolmen Syncategorematic 
terms: from (Juv, with, and KCLT'YrYOPfW, 

to predicate, because it was only H'itllJ 
some other word that they could be 
predicated. A word which could be 
used either as the subject or predicate 
of a proposition without being accom
panied by any other word, was termed 
by the same authorities a Categore
matic term. A combination of one 
or more Categorematic, and one or 
more Syncate:;orematic worns, as A 
heavy body, or A court of justice, 
they sometimes called a mixed term; 
but this seems a needless multiplica
tion of technical expressions. A 
mixed term is, in the only useful 
sense of the word, Categorematic. 
It belongs to the class of what have 
been called many-worded names. 

the mayor of the town, they would 
have formed t,\,yo names instead of 
one. For when we say, John Nokes 
and the mayor of the town died yes. 
terday, we make two assertions: one, 
that John N okes died yesterday ; the 
other, that the mayor of the town 
died yesterday. . 

For, as one word is frequently not 
a name, but only part of a name, so 
a number of words often compose one 
single name, and no more. These 
words, "The place which the wisdom 
or policy of antiquity had destined 
for the residence of the Abyssinian 
princes," form in the estimation of 
the logician only one name; one 
Categorematic term. A mode of de
termining whether any set of words 
makes only one name, or more than 
one, is by predicating something of it, 
and observing whether, by this pre
dication, we make only one assertion 
or several. 'l'hus, when we say, John 
N okes, who was the mayor of the 
town, died yesterday-by this predi
cation we make but one assertion; 
whence it appears that" John N okes, 
who was the mayor of the town," is no 
more than one name. It is true that 
in this proposition, besides the asser
tion that John Nokes died yesterday, 
there is included another insertion, 
namely, that John N okes was mayor 
of the town. But this last assertion 
was already made: we did not make 
it by adding the predicate, "died 
yesterday." Suppose, however, that 
the words had been, J oho N okes and 

It being needless to illustrate at 
any greater length the subject of 
many· worded names, we proceed to 
the distinctions which have been 
establislied among names, not accord. 
ing to the words they are composed 
of, but according to their significa. 
tion. 

§ 3. All names are names of some
thing, real or imaginary; but all 
things have not names appropriated 
to them individually. For some in. 
dividual objects we require, and COll

sequently have, separate distinguish. 
ing names; there is a name for every 
person, and for every remarkabl! 
place. Other objects, of which \V(: 

have not occasion to speak so fre. 
quently, we do not designate by a 
name of their own; but when th 
necessity arises for naming them, w 
do so by putting together 
words, each of which, by itself, 
be and is used for an indefinite 
bel' of other objects; as when 
this stone: "this" and" stone" 
each of them, names that may be 
of many other objects besides the 
ticular one meant, though the 
object of which they can both be 
at the given moment, C011si'stent],yl 
'with their signification, may be 
one of which I wish to speak. 

vVere this the sole purpose 
which names, that are common 
more things than one, could be 
ployed; if they only served, 
mutually limiting each other, to 
a designation for such individual 
jects as have no names of their· 
they could only be ranked 
contrivances for economizing the 
of language. But it is evident 
this is not their sole function. 
by their means that we are enn 
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the word class: "A class is the inde
finite multitude of individuals denoted 
by a general name." 

It is necessary to distinguish ,qcnc1'Ccl 
from collectit'e names. A general name 
is one which can be predicated of each 
individual of a multitude; a collec
tive name cannot be predicated of 
each separately, but only of all taken 
together. "The 76th regiment of 
foot in the British army," which is 
a collective name, is not a general 
but an individual name; for though 
it can be predicated of a multitude of 
individual soldiers taken jointly, it 
cannot be predicated of them severally. 
We may say, J ones is a soldier, and 
Thompson is a soldier, and Smith is 
a soldier, but we cannot say, J ones 
is the 76th regiment, and Thompson 
is the 76th regiment, and Smith is 
the 76th regiment. vYe can only say, 
J ones, and Thompson, and Smith, and 
Brown, and so forth (enumerating all 
the soldiers), are the 76th regiment. 

"The 76th regiment" is a collec
tive name, but not a general one: "a 
regiment" is both a collective and a 
general name. General with respect 
to all individual regiments, of each of 
which separately it can be affirmed: 
collective with respect to the indi
vidual soldiers of whom any regiment 
is composed. 

§ 4. The second general division of 
names is into concrete and abstract. 
A concrete name is a name which 
stands for a thing; an abstract name 
is a name which stands for an attri· 
bute of a thing. Thus John, the sea, 
this table, are names of things. lVhite, 
also, is the name of a thing, or rather 
of things. \Vhiteness, again, is the 
name of a quality or attribute of 
those things. Man is a name of 
many things; humanity is a name of 
an attribute of those things. Old is 
a name of things; old age is a name 
of one of their attributes. 

I have used the words concrete and 
abstract in the sense annexed to them 
by the schoolmen, who, notwithstand
ing the imperfections of their philo. 

B 
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sophy, were unrivalled in the con-] &c. Such is even the word 
struction of technical language, and ness, in respect of the different 
whose definitions, in logic at least, of whiteness to which it is applied 
though they never went more than a common: the word macrnitude 
little way i.nto the subject, have respect of the variolls deg~ees of ' 
seldom, I think, been altered but to nitude and the various dimensions 
be spoiled. . A practice, howeve~, has space; .the word weight, in respect 
gro.wn ~p m .more modern tImes, the varIOUS degrees of weight. 
wInch, If not mtroduced by Locke, also is the v.;ord att1'ibute itself 
has gained currency chiefly from his common name of all particular 
example, of applying the expression butes. But when only one <'"'''HJULI;'' •• 

"abstract name" to all names which neither variable in degree nor 
are. th~ result of abstraction or gene- is designated by the name; as 
rahsatIOn, and. consequently to all ness; tangibleness; equality; 
general names, mstead of confining it ness; milkwhiteness; then the 
to th: :1ames of attribut~s. The meta- can hardly be considered general; 
phyi:llcIans of the Condlllac school,- though it denotes an attribute 
whose admiration of Locke, passing many different objects, tbe <"OOUUU~_ 
over the profoundest speculations of itself is always conceived as 
that truly original genius, usually many. * To avoid needless 
fastens with peculiar eagerness upon machies, the best course would 
his weakest points,-have gone on bably be to corisider these names 
imitating him in this abuse of lan- neither general nor individual, and 
guage, until there is now some diffi- place them in a class apart. 
culty in restoring the word to its It may be objected to our de;tm:itir.ld 
original signification. A more wanton of an abstract name that not 
alteration in the meaning of a word names which we ha~e called '-~''':;Lr;lLCL. 
i:3 rare~y to be met -\vith; for the ?ut adjectives, which we have p 
expreSSIOn geneJ'al name, the exact 111 the concrete class are nam 
equivalent of which exists in alllan- attributes; that 1uhit~, for 
guages I am acquainted with, was is as much the name of the 
already available for the purpose to whiteness is. But (as before rernaJrkedl1 
which abstract has been misappro- a word ought to be considered as 
priated, while the misappropriation nallle of that which we intend to 
leaves that important class of words, understood by it when we put it 
the names of attributes, without any its principal use, that is when 
compact distinctive appellation. The employ it in predication. ' 'When 
old acceptation, however, has not say snow is white, milk is 
gone so completely out of 11se, as to linen is white, we do not mean it 
deprive those who still adhere to it of be understood that snow, or linen 
all chance of being understood. By milk, is a colour. \Ve mean thu,t 
abstj'act, then, I shall always, in Logic are things having the colour. 
proper, mean the opposite of concrete; reverse is the case with the 
by an abstract name, the name of an whiteness; what we affirm 
attribute; by. a concrete name, the whiteness is not snmy, but the 
name of an object. of snow. Whiteness, 

Do abstract names belong to the the name of the colour exclusi 
class of general, or to th:1t of singular white is a name of all thincrs 
names? Some of them are certainly ever havinO' the colour' a n~me 
gcneral. I mean those which are of the qu~lity of whit~ness, b~t 
na~es not of one single and ~efinite ] every white object. It is true, th 
attrlb~te, but of a class of at~nb~tes. name was given to all those variOl 
Such IS the word col~uj" WhICh IS a * Vide infm, note at the end of § 3, 
name common to whIteness, redness ii. chap. H. 
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J\1:an of Ross, and an undefinable 
number of other individuals, past, 
present, and 'to come. These indi
viduals, collectively and severally, can 
alone be said with propriety to be 
denoted by the word: of them alone 
can it properly be said to be a name. 
But it is a name applied to all of 
them in consequence of an attribute 
which they are supposed to possess in 
common, the attribute which has re
cei ved the name of virtue. It is 
applied to all beings that are con
sidered to possess this attribute; and 
to none which are not so considered. 

A.ll concrete general names are con
notative. The word man, for example, 
denotes Peter, J ane, John, and an in
definite number of other individuals, 
of whom, taken as a class, it is the 
name. But it is applied to them, 
because they possess, and to signify 
th:1t they possess, certain attributes. 
These seein to be, corporeity, animal 
life, rationality, and a certain external 
form, ,vhich for distinction we call 
the human. Every existing thing, 
which possessed all these attributes, 
would be called a man; and anything 
which possessed none of them, or 
only one, or two, or even three of 
them without the fourth, would not 
be so called. ]'or example, if in the 
interior of Africa there were to be 
discovered a race of animals possess
ing reason equal to that of human 
beings, but with the form of an ele
phant, they would not be called men. 
Swift's Houyhnhnms would not be so 
called. Or if such newly-diflcovered 
beings possessed the form of man 
without any vestige of reason, it is 
probable that some other name than 
that of man would be found for them. 
How it happens that there can be 
nlly d011bt about tho m<1ttoL, ,,, 'U 
~pp .1.1.1' hcrenfteT. Th word mall, 
tbel·cfOl'e. 'igllif1 S l\11 thes> a.ttribut '. , 
una ill "ubj,' cts wbicb 1-'0sse s thee 
attl'iLl.lte '. nut it call h [lr cJicat-d 
(mlyof the ubj · ets. Wh:1t we call 
men, :tt'c the ubjects, thc individual 
• 'tile and r-01.o_ . not the quuJ.iti 
y whioh tht!il' hU.Dlnllity is cOllsti-
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tuted. The na,me, therefore, is said ' name, the quality of being a slo 
to signify the subjects directly, the mover, is an undesirable peculiarity. 
attributes indirectly; it denotes the In regard to those concrete nam~ 
subjects, and implies, or involves, or which are not general but individ 
indicates, or as we shall say hence- a distinction must be made. 
forth connotes, the attributes. It is Proper names are not connotative 
a connotative name. they denote the individuals who 

Connotative * names have hence called by them; but they do 
been also called den01ninati1:e, because indicate or imply any attribu 
the subject which they denote is de- belonging to those individuals. 
nominated by, or receives a name we name a child by the name of 
from, the attribute which they con- or a dog by the name Cresar, 
note. Snow, and other objects, re- names are simply marks used 
ceive the name white, because they able those individuals to be 
possess the attribute which is called subjects of discourse. It 
whiteness; Peter, J ames, and othtrS said, indeed, that we must ha 
receive the name man because they some reason for giving them 
possess the attributes which are con- names rather than any others; 
sidered to constitute humanity. The this is true; but the name, 
attribute, or attributes, may therefore given, is independent of the 
he said to dencminate those objects, A man may have been named 
or to gi ve them a common name. because that was the name 

It has been seen that all concrete father; a town may have been 
general names are connotative. Even Dartmouth, because it is situated 
abstract names, though the names the mouth of the Dart. But it is 
only of attributes, may in some in- part of the signification of the 
stances be justly considered as con- John, that the father of the 
notative; for attributes themselves so called bore the ,same name; 
may have attributes ascribed to them; even of the word Dartmouth, to 
and a word which denotes attributes situated at the mouth of the 
may connote an attribute of those If sand should choke up the 
attributes. Of this description, for the river, or an earthquake 
example, is such a word as fault " course, and remove it to a 
equivalent to bad or hurtful quality. from the town, the name of 
'rhis word is a name common to many would not necessarily be 
attributes, and connotes hurtfulness, That fact, therefore, can 
an attribute of those various attri- part of the signification of the 
butes. \Vhen, for example, ,ve say for otherwise, when the fact 
that slowness, in a horse, is a fault, fessedly ceased to be true, no 
we do not mean that the slow move- would any longer think of appl,)i'IIIII 
ment, the actual change of place of the name. Proper names are a 
the slow horse, is a bad thing, but to the objects themselves, and are 
th~Lt the property or peculiarity of dependent on the continuance of 
the horse, from which it derives that attribute of the object. 

* Archbishop Wllately, who, in tIle later But there is another kind of 
editions of bb Elemmts of Logic, aided in which, although they are ilHl;v;r'{r",I. 
) evivillg the important diRtinctioll treated names, that is, predicable only 
of in the text, proposes the term "Attribu- object, are really connotative. 
tive" as a substitute for "Connotative" 
(p. 22, 9th ed.). The expression is, in itself, though we may give to.an t'ndi'~ ;.idu.~. 
appropriate; but as it has llot the ad van- a name utterly unmeanmg, 
tage of being ~ol~nec~ed with any verb, of I call a proper name,-a word 
so mark~~~y.dlstlllctlv~ 11 character as "to answers the purpose of showinO' 
connote, It IS not, I tlllnk, fitted to supply . " . b 

the place of the wonl Connotative in scien- thmg It IS we are talkmg about, 
tific use. not of telling anything about it ; 
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:L nttme peculiar t ,an in~i V~dl1ul is Cresar commanded in a particular 
Iltltnece;:n.riJy of tIns de cnptJO~1 . It battle. The still more general ex
llUl.y be -iguifio!1l1t of s~ll1e nttl'j ~lte. r.ressions,. ".the Ro~~n army,'.' (~r 
"1' ~lIme union f I1ttl'lb~lt€'S . WhICh, the ChrIstIan army, may be mch-

inl( lJO &;. cd by no obJect ~)ut une vidualised in a similar manner. An-
c1,.tel'ruin' the llal~e excltl' l~~l.~ to other case of frequent occurrence has 
thlLt indi"iunal. .Th.e sun ,1," ~ already been noticed; it is the follow
lUl.lll IIf thil:) ~ SCl'lptl.on : God, ing. The name, being a many-worded 

itUI u .:d hy tlJ monothclst, lS a.nother. one, may consist, in the first place, of 
1'111 '~' huwever ::we soal'cdy ex~wpl .. a general name, capable therefore in 
<If \I hat we are- now ~tttnnptllla to itself of being affirmed of more things 
iIlu-trate being, ill. tl:w.tness of lan- tha,n one, but which is, in the second 
m~ , g nel'nl not LOd1\',o:H~l name, : place, so limited by other words joined 

fc.r, III weyer they ,may ~e 'I,n fact pr~ . with it, that the entire expression can 
li :Iblt: only of n . obJect, there L':l only be predicated of one object con

n IJJin:.. in the IDemlln~ f t~e \\ ord sistently with the meaning of the 
tl I -I"cs which implie tlu : (Llld, general term. This is exemplified in 
ne I' in rr1y, wh n wo 111' wmg-inillg such an instance as the following: 
nud Bot 'I>t:rlrming, we may. peak of "the present Prime Minister of EnO'
lll:t!lV f:UIl • a,nd the majority f mall- !and." Prime Minister of Engla;d 
killlihll.V't! believeu, and ·till buHo\' , IS a geneml name; the attributes 
th. t tile!' 111'e tnltlly gods. But it is which it connotes may be possessed 
.a~y tl) lll'oduoe 1V00,d. ~hi~h ~;r: .l'cal by an indefinite number of persons: 

ill t~llce of c mnotf\.ti\·e Il1diVldual in succession however, not simul
n:U1Ill. It; Jnay ue p:nt of the mean- taneous!y; since the meaning of the 
il r roe thl) COllllQtl1tive ntltlne itself name Itself imports (among other 
th:t thLrEl can exist but nt! indiviuna.l things) that there can be only one 

. illb' the attribute which it con- such person at a time. This beiIl<r 
11 •• :: f l' in ·ta,nce "the onl.1f SOll the case, and the application of th~ 
/,f .h ,llIl . 'tiles;" "t.h first ml erol' name being afterwards limited by 
{.f I (mu~.·' r th' :1Jttril ute connoted the a:-tic.le. and the word present, to 
11" \. be 1:10 conllexil'lll with some det er. such mdIvIdua.ls as possess the attri
lIIiiult!' event, and the ctulnexi 11 may butes at one indivi:;ible point of time, 

qf 'uch a kind II only one inili- it becomes applicable only to one in
idl)(~1 could !Ja" . r may at least b dividual. And as this appears from 
lell jl'; t nly one individual actuaLly the meaning of the name, without 

I. 1; :tnd this m, y impll d in tLe an'y extrinsic proof, it is strictly an 
fill (of I.h ... ~~x pr 'slon. 'The father individual name. 
I r 'iwr:tte.' j an example of the From the preceding observa.tions it 

hind (Since ocr:Lte;> c tud not will easily be collected, that whenever 
h 11: d Lw fMhel');" th - a.Ut1101' the names given to objects convey any 
(f tllI~ lIiad " h murd rer of H nri information, that is, whenever they 

un.l 'c," of th :econd. Fl)r, thou~rh have properly any meaning, the mean
i . cll\ct!ivn. J th(1;t m r per on(; iug resides not in what they denote 
t ,n un . mi~ht hn.l.'e p:utioipateu in but in what they connote. The only 
th.· a.utilOl':ship of the Iliad, or in the names of objects which connote no
li. I' kr uf Hellri Quutre, the employ- thillgarepropernamewandthesehave 
~1I11.t CIf t~e article the implies that, strictly speaking, no signification.* ' 
!n h et, thIS was not the case. . What '+ A writer who entitles his book Philo
! I' r dllne by the word the, IS done sophy; OJ', The Science of Truth, charO'es me 
IU" . ' r caSes by the context: thus, I in his very first page (referring at tl~e foot 
• 1 M" army" is an individual of it to this passage) with assel'tiug' that 
ll.lIll'. if it appears from the context g~nual names have properly no siglJifica-

II t . th h' 1 tlOll. And he repeats thIS statement many 
I',: army mean IS at w lC 1 times in the course of his volume, with 
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If, like the robber in the Arabian 
Nights, \ve make :1 mark with chalk 
on a house to enable' us to know it 
again, the mark has a purpose, but it 
has not properly any meaning. The 
chalk does not declare anything about 
the house; it does not mean, This is 
such a person's house, or This is a house 
which contains booty. The object of 
making thB mark is merely distinc
tion, I say to myself, All these houses 
are so ne:;l,rly alike that if I lose sight 
of them I shall not again be able to 
distinguish that which I am now look
ing at, from any of the others; I must, 
therefore contrive to make the appear
ance of this one house unlike that of 
the others, that I may hereafter know 
when I see the mark-not indeed any 
attribute of the house-but simply 
that it is the same house which I am 
now looking at, Morgiana chalked 
all the other houses in a similar 
manner, and defeated the scheme: 
how ~ simply by obliterating the dif
ference of appearance between that; 
house and the others. The chalk 
was still there, bnt it no longer 
served the purpose of a distinctive 
mark. 

vVhen we impose a proper 'name, 
we perform an operation in some de
gree analogous to what the robber 
intended in chalking the house, 'Ve 
put a mark, not indeed upon the ob
ject itself, but, so to speak, upon the 
idea of the object. A proper name 
is but an unmeaning mark which we 
connect in our minds with the idea 
of the object, in order that whenever 
the mark meets our eyes or occurs to 
our thoughts, we may think of that 
individual object, Not being attached 
to the thing itself, it does not, like 

comments, not at all flattering, thereon. 
It is well tu be now and then reminded to 
how great a length perverse misquotation 
(for, strange as it appears, I do not believe 
that the writer is dishonest) can sometimes 
go, It is a warning to readers whcn they 
see an author accused, with volume and 
pacre referred to, and the apparent gua
nl,l~rce of inverted commas, of maintaining 
something more than commollly absurd, 
not to give implicit credence to the asser
tion without verifying the reference. 

the ch~lk, enable m; to distinguis 
the object when we see it; but i 
enables us to distinguish it when it 
is spoken of, either in the records of 
our own experience, or in the dis 
course of others; to know that what 
we find asserted in any proposition 
of which it is the subject, is asserted 
of the individual thing with which 
we were previously acquainted. 

'Vhen we predicate of anything it 
proper name; when we say, pointiw 
to a man, this is Brown or Smith, 0 

pointing to a city, that it is York, W 
do not, merely by so doing, con 
to the reader any information abol1 
them, except that· those are 
names. By enabling him to 1(' jp.lllt.if'". 

the individuals, we may connect 
with information previously possesse 
by him; by saying, This is York, Wit 

may tell him that it contains 
Minster. But this is in virtue 
what he ha:s previously heard COllcern·. 
ing York; not by <1n" .... I·llTIO' 

in the name. It is ot.:hmrwiSlp. 

objects are spoken of by cOltlnIJta,tiv'l&. 
names. When we say, The 
built of marble, we 'give 
what may be entirely new Il' lIOlrm:l-. 
tion, and this merely by the SI!2:nLnCD~-. 
tion of the many-worded cOltllllJta,ti\" :1 
name, "built of marble." Such 
are not signs of the mere objects, 
vented because we have occasion 
think and speak of those objects ill 
dividually; but signs which accoru 
pany an attribute: a kind of 
in which the attribute cloth 
objects which are recognised 
sessing it. They are not mere 
but more, that is to say, si'.gnjfil~a!ll;. 
marks; and the connotation is 
constitutes their significance. 

As a proper name is said to be 
name of the one individual 
is predicated of, so (as well from 
importance of adhering to analog." , 
as for the other reasons formerly as· 
signed) a connotative name ought 
be considered a name of all the v ' 
individuals which it is predicable 
or in other words denotes, and not 
what it connotes. But by learnin ' 
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t1' r' it i" a name or, we do I what form; that is, to decide how 
t llntghS n'le:lllino' of the name: great a deviation from the form ordi-
I arll e < '" " , ' 

, t1 ' nlC thin(t we may, WIth nanly found m the bemgs \vhom we 
f, ,1t: sa '" 1 

I 
,-, 'ety apply many names, are accustomed to cal men, would 

l.": 1)J, "!J~~nt 'in meaning. Thus, I suffice in a newly-discovered race to 
n." ';,1' l~:~tain man by the name ma~e us ~efuse theI?- the nam,e of m~n. 
c [J I ' "us' I call him by another RatIOnalIty, also, bemg a qualIty wInch 
• ( .. l"nl"C . B h d 't f d "t 1 b I . 1'1 father of Socrates. ot a ml s 0 egrees, I las never een 
nI l.... ,:8 nn,mes of the SiLme indi- settled what is the lowest degree of 
t .1

1 
t.: I a1r

V

t their meallinO' is n,ltogether that quality which would entitle any 
\ I I , .JU '" , t' t t t b 'd 1 h 
I iJ ~'nt; they are applIed to na cr~a ure 0 e conSl erec a un: an 
· '1' 1 for two different purposes: bemg. In all such cases, the meanmg 
1111 " uu.. -rely to distinO'uish him of the general name is so far unsettled 
t 01.1':, 111~ '" d k' d fr I I °lwr Versons who are spoken an vague.i, man m hn,ve not come 

• t ll' other to indicate a f~tCt relat- to any POSItIve agreement about the 
ill tJ 0. :.1, the fact that Socr,ates was lIlatt~r. ~Vhen we come to treat, of' 
I I further apply to hIm these ClaSSIficatIOn, we shall have occaSIOn 
11 I I,' _i':'L:;:;;:;ions: a man, a Greek, to show under w,hat ~onditions ~his 

.11 • \ . lll·uian, a sculptor, an old mn,n, yaguenes~ may eXIst wlthout,PractIcal 
• I 11' oll,"t mn.n, a brave man. All mconvemence; and cases WIll appear 
tll ;.l', ur may be. nn.m~s of So- in which the ends ?f language are 
phl'lUi ell'. 111.t ind cd of h:m ulo~(l, better pro:n?ted ~Y It than by c0I?-
b t (lf hltn ~\Il(l ouch of a.n rudefi mt - plete pre~lSlon; m. order th?'t,. l!l 
JlHJll.tJ" of other humn.n peing~. Each natural hIsto~y for mstance, mdlvI
(r 1 . namc:' is :tpplie to Sophro. duals or speCIes of no very, marked 
ni t (or a ilifieront reason, and I y character .may be ranged WIth those 

'h ,\It()l·yer lmdlll' tnnd it, Uleall.- more strongly characterised indivi
.. 1 pd;uu If :). dis inc~ fact or duals Ol; species, to which, in all their 

JI I 1 1 1'111 f:tot concerning llilll· but propert18s taken together, they bear 
tl u ·t· willl knew nothing o./J ut the the nearest resemblance. 
I III ". cept tha.t they w re a.pplic- But t~is partial uncertainty in the 

• le to • o~)phl' mj~c\l weuld. be alto- connotatIOn of llames can only be free 
t I r j"UI)['l1nt of their meaning. It from mischief when guarded by strict 

i \111 pm; 1 It; th,(1t I migbt kn w precautions. One of the chief sources, 
l' • ry . ill' 1 inili\'idun.l of whom a indeed, of lax habits of thought, is the 
i 11 llIune conld be with tl'uth custom of using connotative terms 

nt JIl ,d amI yt:t could not be ~mid without a distinctly ascertained conno
tI 1 Jl 1\' tl1· 111t?aIDnt ' of the nnme. tation, and with no more precise 

hilt! know who:r its brothers notion of their meaning than can be 
u 1 i t..l", 1\)11" lJefol'e it MS any loosely collected from observing what 
If Cl IIc 'pti( n of the :nn.tur f objects they are used to denote. It is 

tI t: which m-e innJlv0u in the in this manner that we all acquire, 
inll of t11f)stl w rrls, and inevitably so, our first knowledge 

111 In ", u' it i ·l\()t n 'y to clad e of our vernacular language. A child 
I r i h ilow muoh :~ particular \ ol'd learns the meaning of the words man, 

or do '~ 110t cunnote; that is, we or 1chite, by healing them applied to 
1 ,, _ <Lctly know (the case nut a variety of individual objects, and 

11 \' I" ari,,;en) what degree of differ- finding out, by a process of generali
th0 ohject would occasion a zation and analysis which he could 

ill the name, Thus, it is i not himself describe, what those dif-
. ;, cll.: wurd man, besides ferent objects have in common. In 

, and rationality, connotes the case of these two words the pro
I "din "xtpl'nal form; but it cess is so easy as to require no assist
illl(lu:;",ible to t;ay precisely anCB from culture; the objects called 
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human beings, and the objects called I capriciously refused. * Even scientific 
white, tliffering from all others by writers have aided in this perversiou 
qualities of a peculiarly definite and of general language from its purpose · 
obvious character. But in many sometimes because, like the vulgar: 
other cases, objects bear a general they knew no better; and sometime 
resemblance to one another, which in deference:to that aversion to admit 
leads to their being familiarly classed new words, which induces mankind 
together under a common name, on all subjects not considered tech· 
,vhile, without more analytic habits nical to attempt to make the original 
than the generality of mankind pos- stock of names serve with but litth, 
sess, it is not immediately apparent augmentation to express a constantly 
what are the particular attributes, increasing number of objects ant! 
upon the possession of which in com- distinctions, and, consequently, to 
mon by them all, their general resem- express them in a manner progres· 
blance depends. \Vhen this is the sively more and more imperfect. 
case, people use the name without any To what a degree this loose 
recognised connotation, that is, with- of classing and denominating 
out any precise meaning; they talk, has rendered the vocabulary of 
and consequently think, vaguely, and and moral philosophy unfit for 
remain contented to attl1ch only the purposes of accurate thinking, is 
same degree of significance to their known to whoever has most 
own words, which a child three years tated on the present condition 
old attaches to the words brother and those branches of knowledge. . 
sister. The child at least is seldom however, the introduction of a 
puzzled by the starting up of new technical language as the vehicle 
individuals, on whom he is ignorant speculations on subjects belonging 
whether or not to confer the title; the domain of daily discussion, 
because there is usually an authority extremely difficult to effect, and 
close at hand competent to solve all not be free from inconvenien 
doubts. But a similar resource does if effected, the problem for the 
not exist in the generality of cases; sopher, and one of the most 
and new objects are continually pre- which he has to resolve, is, in 
senting themselves to men, women, ing the existing 
and children, which they are called best to alleviate 
upon to class proprio rnot'u. They, This can only be 
accordingly, do this on no other prin
ciple than that of superficial simi
larity, giving to each new object the 
name of that familiar object, the 
idea of which it most readily recalls, 
or which, on a cursory inspection, it 
seems to them most to resemble: 
as an unknown substance found in 
the ground will be called, according 
to its texture, earth, sand, or a stone. 
In this manner, names creep on from 
subject to subject, until all traces of 
a common meaning sometimes dis
appear, and the word comes to denote 
a number of things not only indepen
dently of any common attribute, but 
which have actually no attribute in 
common; or none but what is shared 
by other things to which the name is 

* "Take the familiar term Stone. 
applied to mineral and rocky tlla 
the kernels of fruit, to the ac(mr:nullati.ol),'. 
in the gall-bladder :md in the 
while it is refused to polished 
(called gems), to rocks that have 
deavage suited for roofing (slates), 
baked elay (brick~). It occurs in 
designation of the magnetic oxide of 
(loadstone), and not in speaking ,of oth 
metallic ores. Such a term is wholl ' 
unfit for accurate reasoning, unless hedge: 
round on every occasion by other phraseR 
as building stone, precious stone, 
stone, &c. Moreover, the methods of 
nitioll are baffled for want of suJnci.ent. 
community to groulld upon. 'rhere 
quality uniformly present in the 
where it is applied, and nniformly 
whcre it is not applied; hence the 
would have to employ largely the li 
of striking off existing applications, 
takiug in new ones."-BAIN, Logic, ii. 172. 
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.' I 'l;!ery '(ane-ml concrete name I two or more nam~s, ~ccidentally 
J ~II t I' e .. ", g frclIU nt nCCilfiiOl1 tu written and spoken alike. 

, h ·h t It.ll'<:: I... ' ti 'u cunno-
I lIi 'n c11.:l1i1l1te ~1l xc . * Before quitting the subjcct of conno-

[ . . h~ lwdtl-l' th<~t 1 nH~y be knowll tative names, it is proper to obsel"ve, that 
Ltl III - '1.. t when '" cnll an the first writer wbo, in our times, llas 

\\ \ t : ttrlL1l1 e , w rcall mt:an adopted from the sc~ool~en. the wor~ to 
., j ll't I V t.ba.t nnm, . Y 1 he connote, :Mr. James ~1l11, mIllS An((lys~s oj 
t III die!!. of the obJect.. ~ TU t the Phenomena of the Human .Mind, employs 
" . of wo t nicety 1,:, bow to it in a signification different from that in 
\1 I"~l c. 1 • not'l.tion t a Dame, which it is here used. He uses the word 
'1 till- •• xet cnn . ' cl' y ill tb . in a sense coextensive with its etymology, 
\\ 'th 1,.11 len.st -pO slule ~LtI1t. td1' ll ' applying it to every case in which a llame, 
l' t which the natuS J' ua j In, Y while pointing direetlyto one thing (which 

( IJ 1 I lo lunota' ,dth the least; is consequently termed its significatiolJ', 
tip 0: t • ' 'J'lt ither by includes also a tacit l'eferenceto some other 

p _I I1 dn;a.rrn.ngeJ? ' > ". thing. In the case considered in the text, 
• \ in' (II' "UU· ractl n, of th .olOUp that of conerete geneml names, his lan
• ) ~.t wIJicll in how 'I'8l' llnp 1'- guage and mine are the converse of, one 
(I 0 J . I~ rves to circutn- another. Considering (very justly) the 
ft t. tun-M ' 1 h .. ana witlL signification of the name to lie ill the attri-

ri • lUl II Id oog er" bute, he speaks of the word as noting the 
tll 1 l b \'itia.t.ioll of th t.ruth f any attribute, and connoting the t.hings possess

. 't'ons \ hicb are COllllll nly 1'0- ing the attribute. .And he describes ab-
I"~ '\ • 1 1 stmct names as bemg properly COIl crete 
(. i \' d as t~~. names with their COIl notation dropped: 

Tlti- fl 11·D,.ul pm'po, e, .of. giving whereas, in my view, it is the denotation 
11 cl c'JUl1ot:1.tion whal' It 1, want· which would be said to be dropped, what 

tl end aimed a.t whenev l' was pr?vi?usly. connoted becoming the 
1 . d fi iti whole sIgmficatlOn. 

· \' oD ttempt to glV a . n 011 III adopting a phraseology at variance 
, f 'tcn~rnl name <l>ll!cnd" 1U 11 e ' with that which so high an authority, and 
,\ n' i1ufinition CIf a connl talive name one which I am less likely than a;uyother 

• • tot ill t ' ither mer Iy to person to undervalue, .has delIberately 
I Ill).! :.tJl a PI" tl sanctioned, I have been mfiuenced by the 
11 -l.ll'·, or to duclo.l' and ana. j , le urgent necessity for a term exclusively 

llllltutinn o[ th lHIrDle. And the appropriated to express the maulJer in 
lit t lll) tjllefiti ns which l1ave which a concr~te genera~ name s.erves to 

.' . t . l' 'h b en mark the attrIbutes wInch are 1l1volved 
rl It ill the mOl a Selenc I:l It e e in its signific'ltion. This necessity ctln 

, Il,j ds f lee 11 ' C ntrbvel' y thau scarcely be felt in its full fO:'ce by any 0I?-e 
t h. d, tilljtinn )f a.lmost all the lead· :vho has not found by expe,nencehow.valll 
. • • • 'it i(,ml is a proof huw goreat IS the atte~pt to commuIllcate clea~ Ideas 
I II \; l'le-. J .. h' h -h _ on the philosophy of language WIthout 
tl u. tent the VII to W le w I.\'i e such a word. It is hardly all exaggeration 

,1 rt 'U lla - 'ltta.in u. to say, that some of the most prevalent of 
'lL1w' wiLh inde.tel'1l1inate conno- the errors with which Logic has beel?- in
, t t b f (led n-hth fected and a large part of the cloudmess 

t tlnll Ul'(1 1U) 0 ~ con oun \V. and confusion of ideas which have en-
IIUIlI !'o which hay more th~ one veloped it, would, in all probability, have 

1I11lltat.illllI IH\t i~ to say, al11bJ.g\1ou been avoided, if a term h<1d been in c?m~on 
" Ui'l ,~wONl lllny hONe veral use to express exactly what I have sIgmfied 

\\ 1 .. ~ "1 1 fj. d cl by the term to conllote. And the 8chc>ol-
lfl' .~1l111~;;, but al (/f t lel11 Ke an men to whom we are indebted for the 
r • 1 rlli e I ne; as the word p08t, greater part of our logical language, gttvc 
r r l:.:mllple, Ot' the w~ l'd box, tile us this also, and in .this very sense. :For 

. . _ 'n'U ' of which it would be though some of theu' general expre.sslOlls 
\ - 10 1 . t: ... countenance the use of the word III the 
IIIU"",; to enumerate. Anu the pau- more extensive a:1d vague acceptation in 

d ty "f existing names, in comparison which it is taken ~y Mr .. Mill, yet when 
, itit the demand for them may often they had to define It speCIfically as a tech-

. . d ' nical term, and to fix Its mealllng as such, 
r"II ,k,r It a~vlsable an. eve.n nece~- withthatadmirablepreeision whiehalways 
. r tt I retam a name In tIns multI- characterises their definitions, they clearly 

1 .1;·ity of acceptatiolls, distinguishing I explained that nothing. was said to be con-. 
t 1 , _ I clearly as to prevent their noted ~xcep~fo1'1l!.s,.wlJ1ch word may gene-

• t>. • 'rally, In theIr wl'ltmgs, be understood as 
ilI'_ c.lllfouuded WIth one. another. . synonymous with attriblltes. 

.' It 'L word may be consldered as Now, if the word to connote, so weB 
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§ 6. The fourth principal division of 
names is into positive and negative. 
Pm-litive, as man, tree, good j negative, 
as not-rnan, not-tree, not-gooel. To 
every positive concrete name, a cor
responding negative one might be 
framed. After giving a name to any 
one thing, or to any plurality of things, 
we might create a second name which 
should be a name of all things what
ever, except that particular thing or 
things. These negative names are 
employed whenever we hn.ve occasion 
to speak collflctively of all things other 
than some thing or class of things. 
vVhen the positive na,me is connota
tive, the corresponding negative name 
is connotative likewise; but in a 
peculiar way, connoting not the pre
sence but the absence of an attribute. 
Thus, not-white denotes ·all things 
whatever except white things; and 
connotes the attribute of not possess
ing whiteness. ]'01' the non-posses
sion of any given attribute is also an 
attribute, and may receive a name as 
such; and thus negative concrete 
names may obtain negative abstract 
names to correspond to them. * 

suited to the purpose to which they applied 
it, be diverted from that purpose by being 
taken to fulfil another, for which it does 
not seem to me to be at all required; I am 
unable to find any expression to replace it, 
but such as are commonly employed in a 
sense so much more general, that it would 
be useless attempting to associate them 
pecnliarly with this precise idea. Such 
are the words, to involve, to imply &c. 
By employing these, I should fail of attain
ing the object for which alone the name is 
needed, namely, to distinguish this par
ticular kind of involving and implying 
from all other kinds, and to assure to it 
the degree of habitual attention which its 
importance demands. 

* Professor Baill (Logic, i.,S6) thinks that 
negative names are not names of all things 
whatever except those denoted by the 
correlative positive name, but only for all 
things of some particular class: not-white, 
for instance, he deems not to be a name 
for everything in nature except white 
things, but only for every colou?'ed thing 
other than white. In this ca~e, however, 
as in all others, the test of what a name 
denotes is what, it can be prediCated of: 
and we can ccrtainly predicate of a sound 
or a smell, tlw,t it is not white. The afilrma: 
tion and the negation of the same attribute 

Names which are positive in form 
are often negative in reality, and 
others are really positive though thei 
form is negative. The word incon. 
~'enient, for example, does not expres, 
the mere absence of convenience; i 
expresses a positive attribute, that of 
being the cause of discomfort or 
annoyance. So the word unpleasant 
notwithstanding its negative form; 
does not connote the mere absenc 
of pleasantness, but a less deO'ree of 
what is signified by the word p""ainful 
:vhich! !t is hardly necessary to say: 
IS pOSItIve. Idle, on the other hand 
is a word which, though positive i~ 
form, expresses nothing but what 
would be signified either by thb 
phrase not 1vorking, or by the phras~ 
not disposed to 7vorlc,. and sober, either 
by not drunlc or by not drunken. 

There is a class of names called 
prh·ative. A privative name is equi' 
valent in its signification to a positive 
an~ a negative name taken together; 
bemg the name of something which 
has once had a~ particular attribute 
or for some other reason might hav' 
been expected to ha,ve it, but which 
has it not. Such is the word blind, 
which is not equivalent to not seeing, 
or to not capable of seeing, for it would 
not, except by a poetical or rhetorical 
figure, be applied to stocks and stones. 
A thing is not usually said to be blind, 
unless the class to which it is most. 
familiarly referred, or to which it is 
referred on the particular occasion, 
be chiefly composed of things which 
can see, as in the case:of a blind man, 
or.a blind horse; or unless it is sup
posed for any reason that it ought to 
see; as in s-aying of a man, that he 
rushed blindly into an abyss, or of 
philosophers or the clergy that the 
greater part of them are blind guides. 
The names called privative, therefore, 
connote two things; the absence of 
certain attributes, and the presence 
of others, from which the presence 
also of the former might naturally 
have been expected. 
cannot but divide the wb ole field of predi. 
cation between them. 

what nature is the attribute? vVhere
in consists the peculiarity in the con
notation of a relative name? 

The attribute signified by a relative 
name, say some, is a relation; and 
this they give, if not as a sufficient 
explanation, at least as the only one 
attainable. If :they are asked, What, 
then, is a relation? they do not pro
fess to be able to tell. It is generally 
regarded as something peculiarly re
condite and mysterious. I cannot, 
however, perceive in what respect it 
is more so than any other attribute; 
indeed, it appears to me to be so in a 
somewhat less degree. I conceive 
rather, that it is by examining into 
the signification of reln.tive names, or, 
in other words, into the nature of the 
attribute which they connote, that a 
clear insight may best' be obtained 
into the nature of all attributes: of 
all that is meant by an attribute. 

It is obvious, in fact, that if we 
tak any tw con lative names, 
J'rtthc-)' and son· for in tance, though 
t.he objects et -noted by the names 
are different, they both, in a certain 
sen e c nnote the same th,Ulg'. Th Y 
cl1nn t, in leeu, be said to connot· the 
same cLttr·ibu:t~· : to b a fa-tlll:r, is not 
the samc thing ae to be Ut i)on. But 
when we c<tll one man a En.thcl', 
;;lJl.othar a son what we mean to 
affirm is So set f facts, which are 
exactly the same in both ca. es. To 
predicate of tbn,t he is the fa.tber 
of B and of B that he j the son of 
A, i' t . a~J:>ert oue aml th~ n,roe fact 
in dHrel'ent w()rd",. The 1;\ ... '0 pro
positions are exactly ecp.livalent: 
neither of t11em a erts moxe or 
as ert lea' than the other. The 
pn.tarnity of A amI the tili· ty of II 
ar not two facts, but two modes of 
expwis ing the pme fact. Tha.t fact, 
wh n analysed, consist · of a sel'ie f 
physical vents or phe,nom nn-, in 
which bt,th .A ~d B a,t'c partit:!s COn
c l:ned, MU frQtn which th y both 
(terive name . What tho~e names 
te:llly connot ,j this series of vents : 
that is the meanillgand the whole 
meilining, which either of them i 
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intended to conv~y. The ~eries of but those of its attributes which are 
even~s may be sald to const~tu~e the expressed by relative names, would 
relatlOn; the schoolmen called It the on that supposition be swept awa 
foundation of the relation, funda- I y. 
mentmn relationis. 

In this manner any fact, or series . § 8: Na~es have. been further dis. 
of facts, in which two different tmgmshed mto unvuocal and ccqui
objects are implicated, and which is I v~cal.. these, however, are not by!} 

therefore predicable of both of them, I kmds of names~ but two different 
may be either considered as consti- :nod~s of employm.g na~es. A name 
tuting an attribute of the one or an IS umvocal, or apJ;>lIed umvocally, with 
attribute of the other. According as respect .to all ~hmgs of which it can 
we con8ider it in the former, or in be p;redICated ~n t7~e 8wne ~ense; it iH 
the latter aspect, it is connoted by reqUIvocal, or app~18d reqUlv~cally, as 
the one or the other of the two corre- resp~cts th~)se ~hmgs of whICh it is 
lative names. Father connotes the predIcated m dlfferent senses. It is 
fact, regarded as constituting an scarcely necessar~ .to give· instances 
attribute of A; son connotes the of a !act so famllIar as the double 
same fact, as constituting an attri- meanmg of a word. In reality, as 
bute of B. It may evidently be has been alr~ady observed; anrequi
regarded with equal propriety in vocal or ambIguous word IS not one 
either light. And all that appears na.me! !mt. two names,. accide~tally 
necessary to account for the exist- COmCl?mg m sound. F~le meamng a 
ence of relative names, is, that when- s~eel mstr~mellt, and file meaning a 
ever there is a fact in which two in- hne of s~ldIers, have no more title to 
dividuals are concerned, an attribute be. consI~ered one word, because 
grounded on that fact may be ascribed Wl'ltten alIke, than grease and Greece 
to either of these individuals. h~ve, because they are pronounced 

A name, therefore, is said to be alI.ke. They are on~ sound, appro
relative, when, over and above the ob- prlate~ to form .two dIfferent words. 
ject which it denotes, it implies in its An mtermeciIat.e case is that of a 
signification the existence of another name used a.!~alogwally or metaphori
object, also deriving a denomination c~lly; that IS, a !lame whic~ is pre
from the same fact which is the ground dlCated of t.wo thmgs, not Ulll vocally, 
of the first name. Or (to express the or e.xac~ly. m t~e same signification, 
~ame meaning in other words) a name but m s~gmfic.atlOns s.omewhat similar, 
IS relative, when, being the name of and wInch bemg derIved one from the 
one thing, its signification cannot be other, .one of them may be considered 
explained but by mentioning another. t?e ~mm~ry, and the other a secondary 
Or we may state it thus-when the sIg;n~ficatI~m. As when we speak of a 
name cannot be employed in discourse brIllIant lIght and. a brillian~ achieve
so as to have a meaning, unless the ment. The word IS n.ot applIed in the 
name of some other thing than what san::e sense to the h\Sht and to the 
it is itself the name of, be either achIeve~nent) ~ut ha:'I~g been applied 
expressed or understood. These de- to th~ lIght m Its ol'lgmal sense, that 
finitions are all, at bottom, equivalent of brIghtness to the eye, it is trans-

be~ng mode.s ?f v.ariou~ly expressing hereafter, to ascribe any attribute to an 
thIS one dlstmctlv~ Clrcumstance- object.' necessarily implies a miud to por-
th!l't ever! other attrIbute of an object ce~ve It.. . 
mIght, wIthout any contradiction, be . fhe sImple and clear explana.tlOl1 given 
conceived still to . t 'f b' t III tht; text, of relatlOnandrelahve tlames, 

. eXls 1 no 0 Jec I a subJect so long the opprobrium of meh-
besIdes that one had ever existed; * physics, w.as given (as far as I know) .f~r 

* 0 tl. the first tIme, by Mr J ames Mill in hi~ 
r r~ .ler, all obJects except itself and Analysis of the Pheno'meri:\ of the 'H . 

the perCIpIent mmd; for, as we sball see Mind. IlIllaJl 
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tc.~nd to the a~hievement in a deriva- an enumeration of all kinds of Things 
tiv(' f'ignificatlOn, supp?s~d. to be which are capable of being made· pre-

' h U . wha.t like th~ prnrntlve one. dicates, or of having anything predi
'J Ih . word, however, IS Just as p;operI'y cated ofthem : after which to determine 
i . ,. names instead of one, m thIS the import of Predication, that is, of 
f as in that of the most perfect Propositions, can be no arduous task. 
I ud,io.:'uity. And one. of the c~m- The necessity of an enumeration of 
III dl~;:;t furms of f~lla~lOus. reasunmg Existence, as the ba~is of Logic, did 
· . , .r from ambIgUIty, IS that of not escape the attentlOn of the school
:, r.l, '~l~'f from a metaphorical expres- men, and of their master Aristotle, 

• ~I ; '.~ -if it were literal; that i~, as if I the most comprehensive, if not also 
• .. ' .1, when applied metaphOrIcally, th~ most sagacious, of t~e ancient 

H ' the ~ame name as 'yhen ~aken p~1Ilosophers. The OategorIes, or Pre
· i _ . ,rl ... ·inal sense: whICh WIll be dICaments-the former a Greek word, 
1II 11 I .ore-" particularly in its place. the latter its literal translation ill the 

1. Latin language-were believed to be 
nn enumeration of all things capable 
of being named; an enumeration by 
the SU1ltma genc1'a, i.e., the most ex-

CHAPTER Ill. tensive classes into which things 
could be distributed; which, there
fore, were so many highest Predicates, 
onc or other of which was supposed 
capable of being affirmed with truth 
of every nameable thing whatsoever. 
The following are the classes into 
which, according to this school of 
philosophy, Things in general might 
be reduced ;-

OV(1'[a, 
lIo<Tov, 
IIou5v, 
lIpa. 'Tt, 

TIOL€LV, 
TIU<TXHV, 
lIov, 
nOTE, 
K€L<TOat, 
"EXIOLV, 

Substantia. 
Quantitas. 
Qualitas. 
Relatio. 
Actio. 
Passio. 
Ubi. 
Quando. 
Situs. 
Habitus. 

The imperfections of this classifica
tion are too obvious to require, and 
its merits are not sufficient to reward, 
a minute examination. It is a mere 
catalogue of the distinctions rudely 
marked out by the language of familiar 
life, with little or no attempt to pene
trs,t e, by philo~ophjc analysi J to the 
1'LIt 'iona~e V n f those common clis
ti)~ctinn... uch fLI1 :tJlru ,sis, how ver 
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me~, quadrupeds, horses, asses, and 
vomes. That, for instance, could not 
be a very comprehensive view of the 
nature of Relation which could ex
clude action, passivity, and local 
situation from that category. The 
same obi:'ervation applies to the cate
gories Quando (or position in time), 
and Ubi (or position in space); while 
the distinction between the latter 
and Situs is merely verbal. The in
congruity of erecting into a SIl1n1nUll~ 
[Jcnus the class which forms the tenth 
category is manifest. On the other 
hand, the enumeration takes no notice 
of anything besides substances and 
attributes. In what category are we 
to place sensations, or any other feel
ings and states of mind; as hope, 
joy, fear; sound, smell, taste; pain, 
vleasure; thought, judgment, concep
tion, and the like? Probably all 
these would have been Vlaced by the 
Aristotelian school in the categories 
of actio and passio ,. and the relation 
of such of them as are active, to their 
objects, and of such of them as are 
passive, to their causes, would rightly 
be so placed; but the things them
selves, .the feelings or states of mind, 
wrongly. Feelings, or states of con
sciousness, are assuredly to be ac
counted among realities, but they 
cannot be reckoned either among 
substances or attributes. * 

* On the preceding passage Professor 
Dain remarks (Logic, i. 265): "The Cate
gories do not seem to have been intended 
as a classification of Nameable Things, in 
the sense of 'an enumeration of all kinds 
of Things ·which are capable of being made 
prcdicates, or oflmvinganythillg predicated 
of them.' 'l'hey seem to have been rather 
intended as a generaliztttion of p7'edicates; 
an analysis of the final import of predica
tion. Viewed in this light, they are not 
open to the objections offered by 111'. Mill. 
'L'he proper question to ask is not-In what 
Category are we to place sensations or other 
feelings or states of mind? but, Under 
what Categories can wc predicate regal:d
ing states of mind? 'I'ake, for example, 
Hope. When we say that it is a state of 
mind, we predicate Substance: wc may 
also describe how great it is (Quantity), 
what i~ the quality of it, pleasurable or 
painful (Quality), what it has reference to 
(Relation). Aristotle seems to bave framed 

'~§ 2. ,-,Before recommencing, under 
better "auspices, the attempt made 
with such imperfect success by th~ 
early logicians, we must take noth. 
of an nnfortunate ambiguity in all the 
concrete names which correspond to 
the most general of all abstract terms, 
the word Existence. vVhen we haye 
occasion for 3, name ,which shall b, 
capable of denoting whatever exists, 
as contradistinguished from non, 
entity or Nothing, there is hardly a 
word applicable to the purpose which 
is not also, and even more familiarly, 
taken in a sense in which it denote, 
onlv substances. But substances aI', 
not' all that exists; attributes, if 
such things are to be spoken of, must 
be said to exist; feelings certainlJ 
exist. Yet when we speak of an 
object, or, of a thing, we are almost 
always supposed to mean a substance. 
There seems a kind of contradictiol] 
in using such an expression as tha:t 
one thing is merely an attribute of 
another thing. And the announce. 
ment of a Classification of Thing 
would, I believe, prepare most reader 
the Categories on the plan-Here is an in. 
di vidual; wbat is the final analysis of all 
that we can predicate about him '! " 

'fhis is doubtless a true statement of th 
leading id ell in the classification. 1'h 
Category OUIJLa was certainly understoo( 
by Aristotle to be a general name for all 
possible answers to the questions Quid sit . 
when asked respecting a concrete incH· 
vidual; as the other Categories are llame 
comprehending all possible answers to tll 
questions Quantum sit? Qualc sit? &c. III 
Aristotle's conception, therefore, tIle Cair, 
gories may not have been a classificatioll, 0 

Things; but they were soon convertedint" 
one by his scholastic followers, who cer· 
tainly regarded and treated them as n 
classification of Things, and carried them 
out as such, dividing down the Categol',I' 
Substance as a l1fLturalist might do, intn 
the different classes of physical or meta
physical objects as distinguished front 
attributes, and the other Categories int, 
the principal varieties of quantity, quality. 
relation, &c. It is, therefore, a just suu
ject of complaint against them, that the~ 
bad no Category of Feeling. Feeling j' 
assuredly predicable as a SUlllmum genus, 
of every particular kind of feeling, for in
stnnce, as in 11'11'. Dain's example, of Hope: 
but it crmnot be broughtwitllin any of th 
Categories as interpreted either by ~\.ristotle 
or by his followers, 
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lumera.tioD like tho .. e in ' word Entity, a pieee of ba.rbarous 
r Ir nnj lJe~ .to" _ • begillniulT with t, he L. atin, invented by the schoolmen to 

tllm I ~ J '" bl b d b t . ~ t tlhisiunb of anlm~" ,,:egeta e, e. use as?,n a s ract .name, In 
1 • ha] (1,ud sl.lbtliVldmtj them w111ch class Its grammatIcal form 

• 111 1 UJllI 1 Ilnd order, If, r e.jt:cting- \vould seem to place it; but being 
111 I cl \' c;I~I 'll' 11' W f"llcle~volU' t tind seized by logicians in distress to stop 
thl' wo):< 1.::>: . 1 l' h' . 1 . t 1 It '1' IIf a Hllll'P g n oral lmp0l't, or a ea c. m t 811' termInO ogy, I laS 

Jilt UIOI' xclnsiycly continctl, t( ever smce been. used as a concrete 
-\1 'ral illlport. a wor(l ~lcnoLmg name. The kIndre.d word essence, 

h!\t l·xbt', ana c nnotin~ only born at the same tUlle and of the 
.' hence · nu word mlght be same parents, scarcely underwent a 

cl I iittE:'l' for uoh a. pUl'P se more complete transformation when, 
I . . ol'l'g i1l:ill the pres nt from being the abstract of the verb 

I 11 11/1' • '. • f • b·t t d t th· 1.' . J) '<If n. \i rb whioh III on 0 ,0 e,. I came 0 eno e some mg r' I 1 _ 1 . t i;: exaotly cl'lul\'a.lent to suffiCIently concrete to be enclosed 
} m . ~m, ( 1/ : tluJ h l'ef ~'U~ta.ble i~ a g~ass bottle. Th~ word J~ntity, 

1J • i trf/l.)Ull1aticnl fOl'matlOl1, tu smce It settled down Into a concrete 
th) C .1101' t of the ab~ trac,t Lxist- nam~, ~as ~etained its universa~ity 
r. But tlli w nl straJ!lge lol, the of. sIgmficatlOn somewhat less U11-

n ·tJlpt;:~\,I' i. still ID 're cum- pall'ed than any of the names before 
. • _ rh~ill'd for the purpo e which mentioned. . Yet the same &,radual 

i -I' 'Ill .' r uxpre sly luade £01', than decay to whlCh, after a certam age, 
l,' \ (f rrt Thing. Bcing is, by custom, ~ll the language of psychology seems 

(' tly ~yn"nymous with snbstaJ~ce; hable, has b~en at wo,'k, even here. 
" pl. that it is free ~ro~ a shf;iht !f you call Vll'tue an cnhty, you are 

. iu t .. f n ::i'lcond ambIgmty; beIng mdeed some~ha: le?s strongly sus-
• j' ;. 1 illl}!artially to matter and t.o pected of be~leVIng It to. be a ~ub. 
1 fll . while sub.:;tance, though OrI- stance than If you called It a be~ng ,. 

·1 I ; an. I ill strictness applicable to but you are by no means .free from 
,I j, ; . "pt t" suggest in preference the suspicion. Every word which 

I.· id,-"L of matt!.:r. Attributes are was originally intended to connote 
• ~ alJ<;d Beings: nor are feelings. mere existence, seems, after a time, 
· w~ j" thn,t which excites feelings, to enlarge its connotation to sepamte 

1Ii,-,h l.()~sesscs attributes. The existence, or existence freed from the 
j ,' eallen a Being; God and condition of belonging to a substance; 
, aI'", called Beings; but if we which condition being precisely what 
L" ,",ay, extension, colour, wis- constitutes an attribute, attributes 

<11 ", \ ii'tIW. are beings, v,re should are gradually shut out; and along 
1 1 ,I I" I", " u,"pected of thinking with with them feelings, which in ninety-

J , ,' thl' ancients, that the cardinal nine ca;;es out of a hundred have no 
1 ·r.., animals; or, at the least, other name than that of the attribute 
f I .. :, ;1\:.; with the Platonic school which is grounded on them. Strange 

, lJ"t l'ine of self-existent Ideas, or that when the greatest embarrassment 
\, i h '., 1·( ·l1o,Vd'S of Epicurus that of felt by all who have any considerable 
, 'I ) '" r lrl-<, which detach them· number of thoughts to express, is to 

, i ll .'rd'Y direction from bodies, find a sufficient variety of precise 
, Cl 'liling in cunta.ct with our words fitted to express them, there 
, eau",", our perceptions. \Ve should be no practice to which even 

! i !,,, ..;l1ppo"ed, in short, to be- scientific thinkers are more addicted 
li \ h; t ,\.ttril ,ute"! arp, Substances. than thn,t of taking valuable words to 

• , ' _'lll .... ncH of this perversion I express ideas which are sufficiently 
I f lh word, Being, philosophers .expressed by other words already 
1 hu" all. ,ut fm' '"~ .mething to supply appropriated to them. 
i c , laid their hands upon the When it is impossible to obtain good 
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tools, the next best thing is to und.er- term Feeling being of course undel" 
stand thoroughly the defects of those stood in its most enlarged sense. 
we have. I have therefore warned 
the reader of the ambiguity of the 
names."which, for want of better, I am I. FEELINGS, OR STATES Ol!' Cm~-
necessItated to employ. It must now SCIOUSNESS. 

be the w~iter's endeavour so to employ § 3. A Feeling and a State of Con. 
~hem as m no ease to leave the mean- sciousness are, in the language 0 

mg doubtful or ob~cure.. No one of I philosophy, equivalent expressions : 
the ~bove terms bemg altogether un- everything is a feeling of which th,. 
amblguous, I shall not confine myself mind is conscious; everything whicl 
to anyone, but shall employ on each it feels, or, in other words, whicl 
c:ccaSI?n the wor~ which seems least forms a part of its own sentient exist. 
hl~ely m the pa:rtlCular case to lead to ence. In popular language Feelin!l 
mIsund~rstandlllg ; nor do I pretend. is not always synonymous with St:1 
to. use e~ther these or any other ,,,:ords of ConsciOl:sness-; being often takel 
WIth a rIgorous adherence to one.smgle more peculIarly for those states which 
se?se. To do so vmuld often leave us are conceived as belonging to th 
WIthout a word to express what is sensitive or to the emotional 
signified by .aknown word in some one of our n~ture, and someti~es: with 11 

or other of Its senses: unless authors still narrower restriction to the emo
had an unlimited ~jcence to coin new tional alone, as distinguished fron 
words, to(Sether WIth (what it would what are conceived as belonging t· 
be more dIfficu.lt to assume) unlimited the percipient or to the intellectual 
power of makmg readers understand phasis. Eut this is an admittell 
them. N or would it be wise ill a departure from correctness of lan· 
writer, on a subjf;3ctinvolving so much guage; just as, by a popular 
of abstraction, to deny himself the sion the exact converse of thlS 
advantage derived from even an im- word Mind is withdrawn frOl~ 
pr?per use of ~ ~erm, w~e~, b3; means rightful generality of 
of It, some famIlIar aSSOCIatIOn IS called and restricted to the 
up wh~ch bri~gs the meaning home to still greater perversion by 
the mm~, as It were by a flash. Feeling is sometimes confined no 

The dIfficulty both to the writer and only to bodily sensations, but to th 
reader, of the attempt which must be sensations of a single sense, that 0 

made to use vague words so as to touch, needs not to be more particl!' 
convey a precise meaning, is not larly adverted to. 
wholl:y a matter c:f regret.. It is not Feeling, in the proper sense of th 
unfittmg that loglCal treatIses should term, is a genus, of which Sensatioll, 
aff~rd a,n example of that, to facilitate Emotion, and Thought, are subordi 
whlCh IS among the most important natespecies. Undertheword Thonrrh 
mles of logic. Philosophical language is here to be included ,<vhatever '" 
will for a long time, and popular are internally conscious of when w 
language still longer, retain so much are said to think; from the consciou .. 
of vagueness and ambiguity, that ness we hM'e when we think of a re 
logic would be. of little value if it did colour without having it before 
not, .among Its other advantages, eyes, to the most recondite thoul;rh\:s. 
~xerClse the understanding in doing of a philosopher or poet. 
ItS work neatly and correctly with membered, however, that by a th.,mrrl ,tl. 

these imper.fect tools. . .. is to "?e u?del'stood what passes 
After thIS preamble It IS tIme to I the mmd Itself, and not any obj 

proceed- to our e~umerati~n. vVe external to the mind, which the p 
s~all commence WIth Feel;ngs, the is commonly. said to be thinking 
SImplest class of nameable thmgs; the He may be thinking of the sun, U1' 
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§ 4. In the case of sensat; ons, 
another distinction has also to be 
kept in view, which is often con
founded, and never without mis
chievous consequences. This is, the 
distinction between the sensation it
self, and the sbte of the bodily organs 
which precedes the sensation, and 
which constitutes the physical agency 
by which it is produced. One of the 
sources of confusion on this subject is 
the division commonly made of feel
ings into Bodily and Mental. Philoso
phically speaking, there is no founda
tion at all for this distinction: even 
sensations are states of the sentient 
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terious .nature whic~ takes place in I posed to originate, or the uu.nUItj' .... 
my optic nerve or III my brain, is under which they may be le(!lt:lIYll'''' 
another thing, of which I am not at or the reverse. Far less do 
all conscious, and which scientific in- (as Dr. 'Vhewell seems to 
vestigation alone could have apprised must be meant in an analoO'ous 
me of. These are states of my body: to indicate that as they a~e " 
but the sensation of blue, which is states of mind," it is 
the consequence' oC.these states of inquire into their diflti11g11ishirHl 
body, is not a state of body: that liarities. I abstain from the 
which perceives. and is conscious is as irrelevant to the science of 
c[tlled :Mind. When sensations are In these so-called perceptions, 
called bodily feelings, it is only as direct recognitions by the 
being the class of feelings 'which are objects, whether physical or spi 
immediately occasioned by bodily which are external to itself, I 
states; whereas the other kinds of only cases of belief; but of 
feelingH, thoughts,: for, instance, or which claims to be intuitive, or 
emotions, are immediately excited pendent of external evidence. 
not by anything acting upon the a stone lies before me, I am 
bodily organs, but by sensations, or of certain sensations which I 
by previous thoughts. This, however, from it; but if I say that the 
is a. distinction not in our feelings, sations come to me from an 
but III the agency which produces our object which I perceit'e, the 
feelings: all of them when actually of these words is, that 
produced are states of mind. sensations, I intuitively believe 

Besides the affection of our bodily external cause of those s 
organs from without, and the sensa- exists. The laws of intuitive 
tion thereby produced in our minds, and the conditions under which 
many writers admit a third link in legitimate, are a subject which, as 
the chain of phenomena, which they have already so often remarked, 
call a Perception, and which consists longs not to logic, but to the scienc, 
in the recognition of an external the ultimate laws of the human . 
object as the exciting cause of the To the same region of sTJ(?cu.latdl 
sensation. This perception, they say, bel.ong·8 all that can be said re~mf~(+;. 
is an act of the mind, proceeding the distinction which 
from its own spontaneous activity; metaphysicians and their 
while in a sensation the mind is pas- English followers so elabora 
sive, being merely acted upon by the between the acts of the mind 
outward object. And according to merely passive states; 
some metaphysicians, it is by an act it receives from, and what it 
of the mind, similar to perception, the crude materials of its expeJrieIl. 
except in not being preceded by any I am aware that with reference to 
sensation, that the existence of God, view which those writers take of 
the soul, and other hyperphysical primary elements of thought 
objects is recognised. knowledge, this distinction is 

These acts of what is termed per- mental. But for the present purp' 
ception, whatever be the conclusion which is to examine, not the origi 
ultimately come to respecting their groundwork of our knowledge, 
nature, must, I conceive, take their how we come by that portion 
place among the varieties of feelings which is not original; the d 
or states of mind. In so classing between active and passive 
them, I have not the smallest inten- mind is of secondary im 
tion of declaring or insinuating any For us, they all are states 
theory as to the law of mind in which * Philosophy 
these mental processeF- may be sup- vol. i. p. 40. 
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thing; the two together constitute the 
action. I form the purpose of instantly 
m?ving my arm; that is a state of my 
mmd: my arm (not being tied or 
paralytic) moves in obedience to my 
purpose; that is a physical fact, con
sequent on a state of mind. The inten
tion, followed by the fact, or (if we 
prefer the expression) the fact when 
preceded and caused by the intention, 
IS called the action of moving my arn1. 

§ 6. Of the first leading division of 
nameable things, viz., IfeelinO's or 
States .of Consciousness, we beg~n by 
recogmsing three sub-divisions' Sen
sations,' Thoughts, and Em~tions. 
The first two of these we have illus
tr~ted at c.onsiderable length; the 
thIrd, EmotIOns, not being perplexed 
by similar ambiguities,' does not re
quire similar exemplification. And, 
finally, we have found it necessary to 
add to these three a fourth specie:;:, 
c?mmonly known by the name Voli
tlOns. We shall now proceed to the 
t\-yO remaining Classes of nameable 
things; all things which are regarded 
as external to the mind beinO' con
sidered as belonging either to th~ class 
of Substances or to that of Attributes. 

n. SUBSTANCES. 

Logicians have endeavoured to de
fine Substance and Attribute' but 
their definitions are not so ~nnch 
attempts to draw a distinction between 
the things themselves, as instructions 
what difference it is customary to 
make in the grammatical structure of 
the sentence, accordinO' as we are 
speaking of substances 0; of attributes. 
Such definitions are rather lessons of 
English, or of Greek, Latin, or Ger
mall.' thMl of Dl ncal phil ll ophy. .An 
a.ttl'l\)ute, say the school 1 gicianfl . 
mn. t be tile attri'lJute of somot hnw : 
colour for ){3JIJplc nmst be the c ](lll1: 

of ometbing; goodn !:; must 111:1 It · 
g ()due~s of mething-; ::md if thi 
om thmg Sh0Ulcl cease to e, ist, or 

3h ulu cea.s~ to be COllU ctud with the 
atttibute, the existence of the a.ttd-
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Metaphysicians, however, 
probed the question deeper, and 
an account of Substance COl3.SI·'deI'a~. 
more satisfactory than this. Sub. 
are usually distinguished as Bod 
Minds. Of each of these, philoso 
have at length provided us with 
nition which seems ' 

bute would be at an end. A substance, 
on the contrary, is self-existent; in 
speaking about it, we need ,not put of 
after its name, A stone IS not the 
stone of anything; the moon is not 
the moon of anything, but simply the 
moon. Unless, indeed, the name 
which we choose to give to the sub
stance be a relative name; if so, it 
must b3 followed either by of, or by § 7. A body, according to the 
some other particle, implying, as that ceived doctrine of modern metaph 
proposition does, a reference to some- cians, may be defined, the extel 
thinO' else: but then the other char- cause to which we ascribe (Iur 
acte;istic peculiarity of an attribute tions. When I see and touch a piec 
would fail; the something might be gold I am conscious of a sensation 
destroyed, and the substance might yell~w colour, and sensations o! h: 
still subsist. Thus, a father must be ness and weight; and by varymg 
the father of something, and so far mode of handling, I may add to ' 
resembles an attribute, in being re- sensations many others 
ferred to something besides himself: distinct from them. The sellsati". 
if there were no child, there would be are all of which I am directly 
no father: but this, when we look scious; but I consider them as 
into the matter, only means that we duced by something not only ex 
should not call him father. The man independently of my will, but 
called father might still exist though to my bodily organs and to my 
there were no child, as he existed be- This external something I call a 
fore there was a child: and there It may be asked, how come 
would be no contradiction in suppos- ascribe our sensations to any 
inCl' him to exist, though the whole uni- cause? And is there sufficient 
ve~'se except himself were destroyed. for so ascribin~ them 'I It is 
But destroy all white substances, fmd that there are metaphysicians 
where would be the attribute white- have raiEed a controversy on 
ness? Whiteness, without any white point; maintaining that we are 
thing, is a contradiction in terms. warranted in referring our s 

This io: the nearest approach to a to a cause such as we undelrst:lll<1 
solution' of the difficulty, that will be the word Body, or to any 
found in the common treatises on cause whatever. Though 
logic. It will scarcely be thoug~t to no concern here with this con 
be a satisfactory one. If an attrIbute nor with the metaphysical ' 
is distin<Yuished from a substance by on which it turns, one of the 
beillO' tl~e attribute of something, it ways of showing .what is mean~ by 
seeI;s highly necessary to u~dersta.nd stance is, to conSIder what pOin 
what is meant by of,' a partICle WhICh necessary to take up, in order 
needs explanation too much itself,. to tain its existence against OlJ'lJone:nUi. 
be placed in front of the explanatIOn It is certain, then, a p 
of anythiD'~ else. And as for the our notion of a body consists 
self-existen~e of substance, it is very notion of a number of sens 
true that a substance may be con- our own, or of o~her . 
ceived to exist without any other, sub- ! habitually ~ccurrmg sImul 
stance, but so also niay an :a.ttnbute My conce'p~lOn ,of the table at 
without any other attribute; and. we I, a:m wrItmg IS ~ompo~nded 
can no more imagine a substance wIth- VISIble forlr; and SIZ~, WhI~h 
out attributes than we can imagine plex sensatlO.ns of Sl~ht; ItS 
attributes without a rmbstance. form and SIze, whlCh are 
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ence'the others also, or know that we 
have it in our power to experience 
them. :Cut a fixed law of connection, 
making the sensations occur together, 
does not, say these philosophers, 
necessarily require what is called a 
substratum to support them. The 
conception of a substratum is but one 
of many possible forms in which that 
connection presents itself to our imagi
nation; a Illode of, as it "vere, re
alizing the idea. If there be such a 
substratum, suppose it at this instant 
miraculously annihilated, and let the 
sensations continue to occur in the 
same order, and how would the sub
stratum "be missed? By what signs 
should we be able to discover that its 
existence had terminated? Should 
we not have as much reason to believe 
that it still existed as we now have? 
And if we should not then be war
ranted in believing it, how can we be 
so now? A body, therefore, according, 
to these metaphysicians, is not any
thing intrinsically different from the 
sensations which the body is said to 
produce in us ; it is, in short, a set of 
sensations, or rather, of possibilities 
of sensation, joined together according 
to a fixed law. 

The controversies to which these 
speculations have given rise, and the 
doctrines which have been developed 

rt I • aud acquire no new ones; in the attempt to find a conclusive 
1111 ' in I"hnrt, invisible, intan- I answer to them, have been fruitful of 
ill I' 1''''pti1,le not only by all our I important consequences to the Science 

,':' 1.\ the senses of all other lof :Mind. The sensations (it was an-
11 I in'o;,"" real or possible; no- swered) which we are conscious of, 

I' Lh'ee thinkers, would re- and which we receive, not at random, 
I or' of what nature, they ask, but joined togetherin a certain uniform 

li t" re .. ddu~lm ? .and by what manner, imply not only a Jaw or laws 
,I It mamfest Its presence? of connection, but a cause external to 

unl t '1 (d~g' it" existence seems our mind, which cause, by its own 
.11 h' f'VIJellce of the senses. laws, determines the laws accordh1O' 

h· 'IJ • lllltltinrr l' a:ppn- tu which the s l1sn.tiorl. a~ conn 'ct~d 
til,' ,1,;11 ations, \Ye know. o,n.1 experienced. The schooLllcn 
lh ~e ell Q,t!tm al'e!) nnd U 'ed OCli.\llthi >.."ternalcanseb th 

omc law; hey d 11 t 11:l.lUe, ·ehtl.ve nll'eady .mIloyeu 3, .~'l£b -
I r <'lot I'~ndmn hut a~c01'r~- stl'atU1n,,; and its attributes (n they 
• t InlltlC ()l'c1l:r, whICh IS pxpl'e sed thems l\'c ) 'iql1w1'eJlt litel'-

11 ,dill' (AnlJ]i·h cl in th aUy .~tH c7.;, in it. To thi, 'uu,;tratul1l 
It,' 11 \I' XpCl'iellCC one the llame Matter is u,lmUy given 

I tlOll~, we usuallye)..-peri- ill philo ophicnl discussion', It was 
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soon, however, :1cknowledged by all 
who reflected on the subject, that the 
exi"tence of matter cannot be proved 
by extrinsic evidence. The answer, 
therefore, now usually ma'de to Berke
ley and his followers, is, that the belief 
is intuitive; that mankind, in all ages, 
have felt themselves compelled, by a 
necessity of their nature, to refer their 
sens:ttions to an external cause: that 
even those ''o'ho deny it in theory, 
yield to the necessity in practice, and 
both in speech, thought, and feeling, 
do, equally with the vulgar, acknow
ledge their sensations to be the effects 
of something external to them: this 
knowledge, therefore, it is affirmed, is 
as evidently intuitive as our know
ledge of our sensations themselves is 
intuitive. And here the question 
merges in the fUlidamental problem 
of metaphysics properly so called: to 
which science ~ve leave it. 

But although the extreme doctrine 
of the Idealist metaphysicians, that 
objects are nothing but. our sensations 
and the laws which connect them, has 
not been generally adopted by subse
quent thinkers; the point of most 
real importance is one on which those 
metaphysicians are now very generally 
considered to have made out their 
case: viz., that all we know of objects, 
is the sensations which they give us, 
and the order of the occurrence of 
those sensations. Kant himself, on 
this point, is as explicit as Berkeley 
or Locke. However firmly convinced 
thatthereexistsan universe of "Things 
in themselves," totally distinct from 
the universe of phenomena, or of things 
as they appear to our senses; and 
even when bringing into use a tech
nical expression (N ownenon) to denote 
what the thing is in itself, as con
trasted with the 7'eprcsentation of it in 
our minds; he allows that this repre
sentation (the matter of which, he 
says, consists of our sensations, though 
the form is given by the laws of the 
mind itself) is all we know of the 
object: and that the real nature of 
the Thing is, and by the constitution 
of our faculties ever must ~emain, at 

least in the present state of ex 
an impenetrable mystery to 
things absolutely or in tllE~mselVf·JlI. 
says Sir William Hamilton, * " 
external, be they internal, ''le 
nothing, or know them only as 
nisable; and become aware 
incomprehensible existence, 
this is indirectly and accIdlentaJ}1 
revealed to us, through certain 
ties related to our faculties of 
ledge, and which qualities, 
cannot think as un . . 
lati ye, existent in and of 
All that we know is therefore 
menal, - phffinomenal of· the 
known." t The same doctrine is 
dOlvn in the clearest and 
terms by M. Cousin, whose 
tions on the subject are 
worthy of attention, as, in (>(Yn~'om' r.....i. 

of the ultra-German and 
character of his philosophy in 
respects, they may be regarded as 
admissions of an opponent.::: . 

* .Disc~,ssions on Philosophy, &e. 
dix 1. pp. 643-4. 

t It is to be regretted that Sir 
Hamilton, though he often str,enllOuslvl. 
sists on this doctrine, and 
passu,ge quoted, he states it with a 
hensiveness and force which leave 
to be desired, did not consistently 
to his own doctrine, but m~Lin1bail1ed 
with it opinions with which it is 
irreconcilable. See the third 
chapters of An Bxaminc.tion of Sir 
Hamilton's Philosophy. 

t "Nous savons qu'il existe 
chose hors de nous, parceqne nous 
vons expliquer nos perceptions ' 
mttacher it. des causes distinctes 
memes; nous savons de plus que 
dont nOllS ne cOllnaissons pas d' 
l'essence, produisentles effets les 
abIes, les plus divers, et meme les 
traires, selon qu'elles 
nature ou telle disposition du Rujet. 
savons-nous quelque chose de plus 
meme, vu le earactere indetermin~ 
causes que nons eoncevons dalls les c' 
y a-toil quelque chose de plus it 
a-toil lieu de nous enquerir si 
vons les choses telles qu'eUes sont 
evidemment .... Jenedispas 
bleme est insoluble, je dis qu'a 
enj'el'lJW une contradiction. N ou 
pas ce q~w ces causes sont en cl 
la raison nous defend de chercher a 
naitre: mais il est bien evident a 
qu'elles ne 80nt pas en elles-1Ju!jnes ce l.l ~ 
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TheN is not the slightest reason for I wc authorized to deduce from the 
I. li,. ving that what we. call the sen- effects, anyt~in~ concerning the cause, 

ill]" qualities of the ?bJ:ct are a type except that It IS a cause adequate to 
:.f anything inhe~ent m Itself, or bear produce those effe?ts? It may, there-

. affinity to Its own nature. A fore, safely be laId down as a truth 
.~~I,)", ~ clop,; not, as such, resemble its both obvious in itself, and admitted 
( i~H~t .. an east wind is not like the by all whom it is at present necessary 
~ •. ':lin: ~f cold, nor heat like the steam to take into consideration, that, of the 
I.i ),,,iling water. Why then s~ould outward world, we know and can lmow 
lli:ltter resembl~ our sensatIOns? a.bsolutel;y nothing,. except the sensa
, \'lJy should the mmost nature of fire tlOns WhICh we experience from it. t 
:1.lld water resemble .the impressions 
ma(b by those objects upon our § 8. Body having now been defined 
"11-,,8 ? * Or on what principle are the external cause, and (according to 

.. I ,.(0. /apll.ort (, ?Wt,S, puisque la prese.nce which was adopted and followed up by 
,11 .->lj"t modlfie ne~essaIremen~leuractlO!l' ?ames :Mill, has ?een further lmd greatly 

" l'l,rilU uZ toutsu]et SClltant, 11 estcertmn Impr.oved upon 111 Professor Rain's pro
c co.;S eaUses agiraient encore pllisqu'eUcs found work, The Senses an(l the inteltect, 

: '; ,tinllemicut d'exister; n:ais eUes agi- nnd in the chapters on "Perception" of 
io.:ut antremcllt; e11es seralent encore dcs a work of eminent analytic power, 1\£1'. 

, l.LliteS et des, pl:oprietes, mnis qui ne Herbert Spencer's Principles of P,<yc!to
I '"emblemient n nen de ce .que nO:18 con- logy. 
J':li-~ntls. Lc feu ne mamfestermt plus . On .this point :M. Cousin may again be 
Ill'llllU des proprietes que nous lui COll- CIted III favour of the better doctrine. M. 

; l.ti,~"ns : que serait-il? C'est ce que nous Cousin recognises, in opposition to Reid 
t ' ~"urons jamais. C'est cl'ailleul'speut.· t~lC essential subjectivity of our conccp: 

• ,'1' }Jro!Jlbne qni ne rcpt~gne l)['S Be·l£lement t~ons ~f what are called the primary quali
" ., l,ntw'C de notre espl'it, m(~·is (t l'essence· tIeS of matter, as extensiotJ, solidity, &c., 

" .!~s chMes. Quand meme en effet on equal.ly with those of colour, heat, and the 
.I 'i,rimcrait par le pensee tous les sujets remamderof the so-called secondaryquali

h ;""!lls, il faudrait encore admettre que ties.-Coul·S,. ut snpra, 9me legon. 
' I': i \·"rps ne manifesterait ses proprietes t This doctrine, which is the most com
:",:rt,;luent qll'en relation avec un sujet plete form of the philosophical theory 

11 ' k"llque, et dans ce cas se.~ p)'oprietes ne known as.the Relativity of Human Know
, .... i.;>t encore I)ue j·elati·ves,' en sorte qu'il ledge, bas, since the recent revival in this 
l :W narilit fort raisonnable d'admcttre que c~)Untry of an .aetive interest in metaplly
Ill ' proprietes detcrminees ·des corps u'exis- slcal sp.eculatIon, been the subject of n 
l e.lti pas independamment d'un sujet quel- greatly Increased amount of discllssionand 
l "'" tUU, et que quam! on demande ki.les controversy; and dis8entients have mani
!,),'prietes de h Ill~tiere s?nt ~elles que fested themselves in considerably greater 
11 \1' les percevons, 11 faudrmt VOIr aupara- number than I had any knowledge of whell 
\ ,IL : si elles sont ~n taut ~ue de.termi~lees) the p.assage in tho text was written. The 
,. ':LeS quel sen,s I~ es~ Vr1l1 de C.lIre .qu elles .\ doetrme 1.1as been attacked from two sides. 

Il,!. -Com·s d 1!:lsto·,re de la. Ph~losoph~e Some thinkers, among whom are the late 
.\f ,.,.,/p r(,1! 18me s~.ecle, 8me lego11. Professor Ferrier, in his institutes oj ;'Ieta-

.\n attempt, mdeed, l~as been made by 'I phY"ic, and J>rofessor John Grote, in his 
11.1,.1 ,;nd others, to.establIsh t.hat alth<?ugh Explonaio Philosophica, appear to .d. eu y. 
"I."" of the,Propertles w~ aSCrIbe to obJe~ts altogether the reality of :Noumena, or 
:--:!,t only: III onr sensations, ?thers ~XIst Things in themselves-of an unknowable 

11 ' tllll thll~gS tllem80.1ves, bell~g such as substratum or support for the sen~ations 
mllll"t POSSI bly be copIes of any Impression which we experience, and which accord in 0-

IIl.nU ~lJe senses ; a~ld they ask, fr~m what to the theory; eonstitute all our kllowledg~ 
'·llsatJOllS onr 1l0tlO~S of extellslOn Hnd of an external world. It seems to me 

!I!£nre have becn deX:lved? 1'he gauntlet however, that in Professor Grote's case at 
l.: ,r"WIl down by H.eld was taken up by least, the denial of Noumcw1. is only ap
I l'"Wll! who, applymg. greatcr powers of parent, and that he does not essentially 
,nalysls th~n had prevlOu~ly been applied differ from the other class of objectors iu

t , • the 11OtlOns of extens~on and figure, eluding 1\11'. Bailey in his valuable LettCj'N 
! "mted Ol:t that the se~lsatlOns from w l;tich on the Philosophy of the Hmnan Jl1ind and 
I, ".'\J notIOns lire dcn:ved, are ~~nsatlOns (in spite of the striking passage quot~d in 
, . l .. ncll, ~olllbmed ":Ith sensatIOns of a the text) also Sir William Hamilton, who 
.1 I:' preV:l~usly too lIttle adverted to by contend for a direct knowledge by the 
, ('["phYSICIans, those which have their human mind of more than the sensations 
• " Ul Ou!" J;lluscuhtr frame. His analysis, -of certain Nttributes or pro~ertitls as they 
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the mo,e rcam:lable opinion) the un- I James Mill) a certain "thread 
kllown extel'nal cause, to which we re-I consciousness;" a series of 
fer our sensations; it remains to frame that is, of sensations, thoughts, 
a definition of Mind. Nor, after the I tions, and volitions, more 
preceding observations, will this be numer<~us and complicated. 
difficult. For, as our conception of a I somethmg I call Myself, 
body is that of an unknown exciting I another form of expression, my 
cause of sensations, so our conception which I consider as distinct 
of a mind is that of an unknown these sensations, thoughts, &c. 
recipient, or percipient, of them; and something which I conceive to be 
not of them alone, but of all our the thoughts, but the being that 
other feelings. As body is under- the thoughts, and which I can 
stocd .to be the mysterious something cei ve as existing for ever in a state 
which excites the mind to feel, so quiescence, without any thoughts 
mind is the mysterious something all. But what this being is, 
which feels and thinks. It is un- it is myself, I have no knlo"1,rlerl(~ •• 
necessary to give in the case of mind, other than the series of its 
as we gave in the case of matter, a consciousness. As bodies m:an:LfE". 
particular statement of the sceptical themselves to me only 
system by which its existence as a sensations of which I regard 
'l'hing in itself, distinct from the series the causes, so the thinking prmc~iDl~~ 
of what are denominated its states, is or mind, in my own nature, m 
called in question. But it is necessary itself known to me only by the 
to remark, that on the inmost nature ings of which it is conscious. 
(whatever be meant by inmost nature) know nothing about myself, save 
of the thinking principle, as well as capacities of feeling or being COllscioll. 
on the inmost nature of matter, we (including, of course, thinking 
are, and with our faculties must willing): and were I to learn 
always remain, entirely in the dark. thing new concerning my own 
All which we are aware of, even in I cannot with my present facmllGi .... 
our own minds, is (in the words of conceive this new information 

anything else, than that I have 
exist not in llS, but in the 'l'llin.!;s them- additional capacities, as yet UllKII.{) \\,'n. 

selves, to me, of feeling, thinking, or 
'Vitll the first of these opinions, that Thus, then, as body is the 

whieh denies Noumena, I Imve, as a meta
l,hysician, no quarrel; but Whether it be tient cause to which we are natUl~all,. 
true 01' false, it is irrelevant to Logic, And prompted to refer a certain 
since all the forms of language are in con- our feelings, so mind may be desCJ'ib,-dII 
tradiction to it, nothing but confnsion as the sentient suMect (in the scllolasti. could result from it~ unnecessary intro- J 

duction into a treatise, e\'el'y esselltialdoc- sense of the term) of all feelings 
tl'ille of which could stand equally well which has or feels them. But 
\vith the opposite and accredited opinion. nature of either body or mind, 
The otlwr and rival doctrine, tbat of a 
direct perception 'or intuitive knowledge than the feelings which the 
of the outward object as it is in itself, con- excites, and which the latter 
sidered as distinct from the sensations we ences, we do not, according 
reet:ive from it, is of far greater practical . - d . 1 
moment. But even this question, depend- best eXIstIng octrIne, {now 
ing on the nature and laws of Intuitive thing; and if anything, logic 
Knowled?,e, is not within the provin?e, of nothing to do with it, or with 
LogIC. ,:Bor,thegroundsofmyowlloplll~on manner in which the knowle 
concernmg It, I must content myself WIth . " 
referring to a work already mClltioned- acqmred. WIth thIS result 
An, Exmnination oJ Sir Will icon IlCG1!~iltOn)81 conclude this portion of our SUOleCT.I. 
Ph~lo8ophy: several cbapters of winch are and pass to the third and 
devoted to a full discussion of the questions .. d' .. 
and theories relating to the supposed direct ma~nmg class or IVISlOn of N:lmealbJItI. 
perceptiOll of exterual objects. Thmgs. 

THINGS DENOTED BY NAMES. 

which is called a sensation of white, 
is the ground on which we ascribe to 
that substance the quality whiteness; 
the sole proof of its possessing that 
quality. But because one thing may 
be the sole evidence of the existence 
of another thing, it does not follow 
that the two are one and the same. 
The attribute whiteness (it may be 
said) is not the fact· of receiving the 
sensation, but something in the object 
itself; a power inherent in it; some
thing in virtue of which the object 
produces the sensation. And when 
w~ affirm that snow possesses the 
attribute whiteness, we do not merely 
assert that the presence of snow pro
duces in us that sensation, but that it 
does so through, and by reason of, 
that power or quality. 

For the purposes of logic it is not 
of material importance which of these 
opinions we adopt. The full discus
sion of the subject belongs to the 
other department of scientific en
quiry, so often alluded to under the 
name of metaphysics; but it may be 
said here, that for the doctrine of the 
existence of a peculiar species of 
entities called qualities, I can see no 
foundation except in a tendency of 
the human mind which is the cause 
of many delusions. I mean, the dis
position, wherever we meet with two 
names which are not precisely synony
mous, to suppose that they must be 
the names of two different things; 
whereas in reality they may be names 
of the same thing viewed in two dif
ferent lights, or under different sup
positions as to surrounding circum
stances. Because quality and sensation 
cannot be put indiscriminately one 
for the other, it is supposed that they 
cannot both signify the same thing, 
namely. the impression or feeling with 
which we at aff cted tllroug-h out' 

n es by the presence of an obj ct; 
though there is at least no absmdity 
in. UP! oing that this identi~'\J im
pre ion or £ eling ma.y be caJ.led a 
sensa.tion wb€n con'iclel'ed merely in 
itself and n qll~lity when 1 oke at 
in relation "0 any ne ( If the numol'ous 
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objects, the presence of which to our ' once, as that it should produce 
organs excites in our minds that same sensation by the aid of 
among v[1,rious other sensations or thing else called the 1JOWCr of prodl 
feelings. And if this be admissible as ing it. ~ 
a supposition, it rests with those who But, as the difficulties which 
contend for an entity per se called a be felt in adoptinO' this view 
quality, to show that their opinion is subject cannot be

b 

removed 
preferable, or is anything in fact but discussions transcendin Cf the 
a lingering remnant of the old doctrine of our science, I content 
of occult causes: the very absurdity a passing indication, and 
which Moliere so happily ridiculed the purposes of logic, adopt a laIlg'tlU!.!IIi. 
when he made one of his pedantic compatible with either view 
physicians account for the fact that nature of qualities. I shall 
opium produces sleep by the maxim, what at least admits of no ,.H·, '1--'<J.Le.·"

Beca~lSe ~t has a soporific virtue.. .' that the quality of whiteness 
It IS eVIdent t~atwhen the physlC~an to the object snow, is grounded 

stated that opmm has a sopol'lfic exciting in us the sensation of wh 
virtue, he did not acco~nt for, but and adopting the language . 
merelJ:' asserted over agam, the f~ct used by the school logicians in 
that It produces sleep. In lIke case of the kind of attributes 
manner, when we say that snow is Relations, I shall term the sel1sathJI. 
wh~te because it has the quality of of white the foundation of- the 
whIteness, we are only re-asserting in whiteness. ]'-'or looical 
~lore .tec~nicallanguage ~he fact t?at sensation is the onlY essential 
It e:CCltes l~ us the sensatIOn ?f whIte. what is meant by the word; 
If It be saId that the sensatIOn must part which we ever can be co:nC(~MlI. 
~ave some cause, I answer, its cause in proving. ,\Vhen that is proved, 
IS the presence .of tl:e assemblage of quality is proved; if an object 
phenomena whlCh IS termed the cites a sensation it· has of 
object. When we have asserted that the power of exciting it. ' 
as often as the object is present, and 
our organs in their normal state; the 
sensation takes place, we have stated 

IV. RELATIONS. 

all that we know about the matter. § 10. The qualities of a body! 
There is no need, after assigning a have said, are the attributes Itl',OUlldlll. 
certain and intelligible cause, to on the sensations which the 
suppose an occult cause besides, for of that particular body to our 
the purpose of enabling the real cause excites in our minds. But when 
to produce its effect. If I am asked, ascribe to any object the kind 
why does the presence of the object attribute called a Relation, the fou 
cause this sensation in me, I cannot tion ofthe attribute must be sorn 
tell: I can only say that such is my in which other objects are co:nc(~rn. 
nature, and the nature of the object; besides itself and the percipient. 
that the fact forms a part of the con- As there may with propriety 
stitution of things. And to this we said to be a relation between 
.must at last come, even after inter- two things to which two cornlla1Gilil 
polating the imaginn.ry entity. '\Vhat- names are or may be gi 
ever number of links the chain of expect to discover what COlllst~It1:ltt:~,. 
causes and effects may consist of, how relation in general, if we 
anyone link produces the one which the principal cases in which _____ 1 .• = __ • 

is next to it, remains equally inex- have imposed correlative names, 
plicable to us. It is as easy to com- observe what these cases have 
prehend that the object should pro- common. 
9,uce the sensation directly and at ,\V4at, then, is the <?haracter 

~ 
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low-denizens of the universe. But 
in proportion as the fact into which. 
the two objects enter as parts is of a 
more special and peculiar, or of a more 
complicated nature, so also is the rela
tion grounded upon it. And there are 
as many conceivable relations as there 
are conceivable kinds of facts in which 
two things can be jointly concerned. 

In'the same rrmnner, therefore, as 
a quality is an attribute grounded on 
the fact that a certain sensation or 
sensations are produced in us by the 
object, so an attribute grounded on 
some fact into which the object enters 
jointly with another object, is a rela
tion between it and that other object. 
But the fact in the latter case consists 
of the very same kind of elements as 
the fact in the former; namely, states 
of consciousness. In the case, for 
example, of any legal relation, as 
debtor and creditor, principal and 
agent, guardian and ward, the fun
dwnent'U1n l'clationis consists entirely 
of thoughts, feelings, and volitions 
(actual or contingent), either of the 
persons themselves or of other persons 
concerned in the same series of trans
actions; as, for instance, the inten
tions which would be formed by a 
judge, in case a complaint were made 
to his tribunal of the infringement of 
any of the legal obligations imposed by 
the relation; and the acts which the 
judge would perform in consequence; 
acts being (as we have already seen) 
another word for intentions followed 
by an effect, and that effect being but 
another word for sensations, or some 
other feeling:;:, occasioned either to the 
a~ent himself or to somebody else. 
There is no part of what the names 
expressive of the relation imply, that 
is not resolvable into states of con
. ~illusucs; ; ou~ .... arc1 objects being no 
d'lllbt, suppa, (1 thr ugh ut a:-; the 
c:1,Ui)C hy ",bieb UP f those states 

t 1 oIl 1 h i:,ct. E \'11 if th'Y of Qllllciol1 ne.s are excited and 
• hin ill mll Clll hut wlmt ll.lind as the .i1thje(;.t . by which all of 

I t 11 thiu~. hat thoy '1· thl;;D1 ar<.: Xl' ~'iOllc d, b,tlt neith l' tht:l 
III I f th,' llni \ -r' ',wall extel'llal jot. 1-1 l' Lhe lUllllls makiu rr 

n • 11,. rl UllWUliU,tl hem theil' ex..i 1ellce lmown otherwis.tt tha~ 
• t.t1I ,fell ~'-beiug 1 or fel- , by the states or cOt1~cio\.l ness. 
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Casos of relation :1re not always so 
complicated as those to which we last 
alluded. The simplest of all cases of 
relation are those expressed by the 
words antecedent and consequent, 
and by the word simultaneous. If 
we say, for instance, that dawn pre
ceded sunrise, the fact in which the 
two things, dawn and sunrise, were 
jointly concerned, consisted only of 
the two things themselves; no third 
thing entered into the hct or pheno
menon at all. U nles8, indeed, we 
choose to call the succession of the 
two objects a third thing; but their 
sllccession is not something added to 
the things themselves; it is something 
in vol ved in them. Dawn and sunrise 
announce themselves to our conscions
ness by two successive sensations. 
Onr consciousness of the succession 
of these sensations is not a third sen
sation or feeling added to them; we 
have not first the two feelings, and 
then a feeling of their succession. To 
have two feelings at all, implies hav
jng them either successively, or else 
simultaneously. Sensations, or other 
feelings, being given, succession and 
simultaneousness are the two condi
tions, to the alternative of which they 
are subjected by the nature of our 
faculties; and no one has been able, 
or needs expect, to analyse the matter 
any farther. 

§ IT. In a somewhat similar posi
tion are two other sorts of relations, 
I.Jikeness and Unlikeness. I have 
two sensations; we will suppose them 
to be simple ones; two sensations of 
'white, or one sensation of white and 
another of black. I call the first two 
sensations like; the last two unUke. 
\Vhat is the fact or phenomenon con
stituting the fundamentum of this 
relation? '1'he two sensations first, 
and then what we call a feeling of 
resemblance, or of want of resem. 
blance. Let us confine ourselves to 
the former case, Resemblance is evi
dently a feeling; a state of the con
sciousness of the observer. Whether 
the feeling' uf the resemblaIlce of the 

two colours be a third state of 
scionsness, which I have aftc1' 
the two sensations of colour, or W fl.,,.,,,_ •• 
(like the feeling of their 
it is involved in the sensations 
sel ves, may be a matter of discussiol 
But in either case, these feelings (If 
resemblance, and of its opposite di~ 
similarity, are parts of our nature . 
and parts so far from being capable 
:.1nalysis, that they are pre-SU1PPC)seol. 
in every attempt to analyse 
other feelings. Likeness 
ness, therefore, as well as ,an.tec~eaenl~l. 
sequence, and si'imult;aIlleous:neI3s, 
stand apart among relations, as 
sui genm·is. They are a,ttI'lbl1ttl" 
grounded on facts, that is, on 
of consciousness, but on states 
are peculiar, unresol vable, and 
plicable. 

But, though likeness or unllkelli"ssll 
cannot be resolved into 
complex cases of likeness or UUUll..t:UltlSS:. 

can be resolved into simpler 
When we say of two things which 
consist of parts, that they are like on 
another, the likeness of the wh01 
does admit of. analysis; it is com 
pounded of likenesRes between 
various parts respectively, and of like. 
ness in their arrangement. Of hO\ 
vast a variety of resemblances of part 
must that resemblance be composed, 
which induces us to say that a portrai 
or a landscape, is like its original. If 
one person mimics another with any 
success, of how many simple lih. 
nesses must the general or complex 
likeness be compounded: likeness ill 
a sHccession of bodily postures; like. 
ness in voice, or in the accents and 
intonations of the voice; likeness i ll 
the choice of words, and in tb. 
thoughts or sentiments expressed, 
'\\'hether by word, countenance, u 
gesture. 

All likeness and unlikeness of which 
we have any cognizance, resolve them. 
selves into likeness and unlikene~ , 
between states of our own, or som,' 
other, mind. 'Vhen we say that on 
body is like another, (since we knO\l 
nothing of bodies but the sensation< 
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. ,> ' menon, the slightest reseIl!-blan~e. be

l . Lxdtc ) we mean I ~~~Jl tween the two phenomena .Is suffiCIent 

I }, '\ l'csemblance be W . t dmit of its being sald that the 
h t I I 1. 't d by the two 0 a bl'd d of 

tiq)l, exel e .:t two relations resem e; provl e , 
• 1I lJ tw '~ll S me portIons a ourse the points of resemblance are 

i ~IOSO; en :l.tio~ . If :~t~~! ~ound' in those portions of ~he two 
• \ u :tttribltte 901" . 1Ike~n\fri1Jut{::~ phenomena respectiv:ely WhICh are 

\\ kl1U nothmg Q a f r el- connoted by the relatlVe names. . 
. \ I nsati uS or st!l.<te 0 ) w \Vhile speaking of resel~~bl::mce, It 

• ~ n hich tl1c: r ar gro~d~d,. 01' is necessary to take not~ce of .an 
JlI 11 tlHl.t tho e aensatIon~ mbicruitv of lancruage, agamst whlC? 
1 • 1 ~ c' f clio! , re' mble ,enc~ I \1 tjOl~' :carc~ly anyone "'is sufficientl~ on .hJ~ 

tuay .1 11 f,.~y tlmt t'~o~ l e ;la11ce cruard. Resembl;:tnce, when It eXI.st(s 
. '. 'rh'J fact of 1. ~e~J allelL in the highest degree of all, amountlD6' 

; 1 • I .l:1.ti ID if' SOlll~tllll~~Cerous to\mdistinguishableness,.is~ften~a.ll~d 
ioml foOl hlg' IInc of t ~1 n 'el.~tion id~ntity, and the t\,vo SlmIlar t ~~nos 
n'I;' t uf \ \w,t ,,'or 1. IJ3 I • t _ l' are said to be the same. I say 0 en, 

!I hi ch PriuUl s 1)",1 to R c u, not always' for we do not say that two 
1Il t eI t.hat (if .fa,tl~et" l),n~ on, .r~. visible obj~cts, two persons for il:
~' 11 h' tit, rolutw11. 1t1 whwf ~~ili,~ stance, are the same, beea~se they n:1e 

I • _\It:xo,nder ; res mb es 1 rune so much alike that one mIght be mIS
t I hilt they are c~U d .the h'ch taken for the other: but we ~onstantly 
1 . 11 T he l'datlOll 111 W I this mode of expressIOn when 

~ ~Ill' : 11 ~tuud to England resem:le~ ~s:aking of feeling; as when I say 
th n" jnu in which Napoleor s o~ tbat the sight of any object gives me 

I Fr.,tlc;,·, though not so cl?se y a~h~ th~ same sensation or emotion to-da.y 
1 . 11, ,1 th<l ~ame r,elatlOn. t that it did yesterday, or the wme 
1 Hill iu huth these mstances mus hl'ch it gives to some other perEon. 

... bl xisted between w - t r 1 .L I"'" III anc~ e. . da- This is evidently an mcorrec app 1-

1 f t \ hich cunstltuted the fun t' of the word same; for the . . ca IOn - d . 
m /L I r, " ,t/llms. .' all feeling which I had yester ay IS 

T i: 1, .. 1 mhlanc: may eXist :fect gone, never to retur~; "hat I h~\"e 
(~ \It·, 1 \; l ,k gradatIOns, from p th' . to-day is another feelmg, exactly lIke 

. h bl ness to some mg b t d- t' t from II dl • i ll ~lll' a e , th t the former perhaps u 18 mc 
( tll , ly .. lig-ht. When we F.a~ fa 't . and it is evident that two different 
. tho I lIt "u;fgt::~te? to t~e mm ~ t 1 e~sons cannot be experien~ing ~he 
1 11 " f · I mus IS lIke a seed cast III 0 P f ling in the sense III whlCh 

11 IImt! btcause the former pro- same _et~at thev are both sitting at 
111 • Ill ultitUlle of o~her thougl~;:~ ~lee s:~me table: By a similar am-

'" latter a multItude of ot l"t -e say that two persons are 
t hi,.. is saying that bet:veen the ,~~gUl/t~e san~e diRease; that two 

1 1 :,n "f an imentive mmd to a 1 0 hold the same office; not in 
t I u lIt, mtained in it, andd th~ l:elai ft:s~::se in which we say that they 

'111 I f, rtile SOlil to a see con amec I 1" a ed in the same adventure, 
ill It t ll"l ' l:xists :.1 resemblance: the are ~nl·gL g. the sal~e ship but in the . , th two or sal lng III L .U , 

. I r • tublance bemg III e . h that they fill offices exactly 
(, I (l /l 1I1r/ I'l la t iul1 is iu eac~ of Wbl ? s~n~el' tl' u 'h 1) 1'1'11011$ ill llistant 
• lwoc1uClO" by ,t snUI ar,. t f . 1 . 
lh 1 • 11 n. rm.. t tb . l1ace l'eat C(Jnlusion () II as 1,' 
cl \ ) toWIIt a ll1ultttmle 0 0 (ll lft~ • mduced and many fallacie 
thm illli1:Ll' t!" 1 self . .. All 1 n, 0 n &l:o.d h; ~thel wi e enlight ened 
\ 1) Il \ I' t\O ClbJ cts a.1'e J 1~ltly CU~- e]]1enst~Jl\lint1 by llot being suffi. 
cId ill a. plwnolllClIon thl c~m;tl,- ll!~~l~~- a.liv.e to'th . faC (in.1 elf n t 
t, l' lation b~twoeTl tbo e ohJ et, al1(:l Y t b "oiu'd ) t111l.t they u se . c nu pa-ir f L ways 0 e •• v " . 
• If \ 1I ~lIPpo",~. ilo I) tl ~ n name to express llh,:as so 
bj' l' ouctrl'uell a second p11 110· l ~ {l.l 
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different as those' of identity and un- 1 water, and those I received from 
distinguishable resemblance. Among gallon of wine, are not the same, 
modern writers, Archbishop \Vhately is, not precisely alike; neither 
stands almost alone in having drawn they altogether unlike: they 
attention to this distinction, and to partly similar, partly dissimilar; 
the ambiguity connected with it. that in which they resemble is 

Several relations, generally caJled cisely that in which alone the 
by other names, are really cases of re- of water and the ten gallons 
semblance. As, for example, equality; resemble. That in which the ga 
which is but another word for the of water and the gallon of wine 
exact resemblance commonly called like each other, and in which 
identity, considered as subsisting be- gallon and the ten gallons of 
tween things in respect of their are unlike each other, is called: 
quantity. And this example forms a quantity. This likeness and. unh 
suitable transition to the third and ness I do not· pretend to explain, 
last of the three heads under which, more than any other kind of 
as already remarked, Attributes are or unlikeness. But my ob· 
commonly arranged. show, that when we say of tvvo 

that they differ in quantity, just 
when we say that they differ V. QUANTITY. 
quality, the assertion is 

§ 12. Let us imagine two things, grounded on a difference in 
between which there is no difference, I sations which they excite. No 
(that is, no dissimilarity,) except in I presume, will say, thai; to see, 
quantity alone: for instance, a gallon lift, or to drink, ten gallons of 
of water, and more than a gallon of does not include in itself ad· 
water. A gallon of water, like any set of sensations from thoso of 
other external object, makes its pre- lifting, or drinking one gallon 
sence known to us by a set of sensa- that to see or handle a foot-rule, 
tions which it excites. Ten gallons to see or handle a yard-measure 
of water are also an external object, exactly iilm it, are the same sensa 
making its presence known to us in a I do not undertake to say 
similar manner; and as we do not difference in the sensations is. E 
mistake ten gallons of water for a hody knows, and nobody can tell 
gallon of water, it is plain that the more than any OIle could tell 
set of sensations is more or less dif- white is to a person who had 
ferent in the two cases. In like had the sensation. But the 
manner, a gallon of water, and l a once, so far as cognizable by on 
gallon of wine, are two external faculties, lies in the sensatiom. 
objects, making their presence known vVhatever difference we say there i 
by two sets of sensations,~which sensa- in the things themselves, is in this, 
tions are different from each other. In as in all other cases, grounded, anti 
the first case, however, we say that the grounded exclusively, on a differenc:: 
difference is in qu::ontity; in the last in the sensations excited by them. 
there is a difference in quality, while 
the quantity of the water and of the 
wine is the same. \Vhat is the real 
distinction between the two cases? It 
is not within the province of Logic to 
analyse it ; nor to decide whether it 
is susceptible of analysis or not. For 
us the follooNing considerations are 
sufficient. It is evident that the 
sensations I recei \;e from the gallon of 

VI. ATTRIBUTES CONCLUDED. 

§ 13· Thus, then, all the attri. 
butes of bodies which are classed 
under Quality or Qunl1tity, are 
grounded on the sensations which w 
recei ved from those bodies, and may 
be defined, the powers which the 
bodies have of exciting those sen-

.' q. In theprecedinginv~stig?'t.ion 
" ha",>, fur the sake of slmpl:clty, 

! . id· red bodies only, and om:tte~ 
.. _ Rut what ,ve havosmd lS 

nl . \ '~ble, mlttatis 'lnlltandis,. to the 
1 •.• . The attributes of IDlllds, as 
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habitually a part of this person's I The only remaining class of N 
sentient existence; and the idea of able Things is attributes; and 
those feelings of his, excites the senti- are of three kinds, Quality, nl:aa;;l.;. 
ment of approbation in ourselves or and Quantity. Qualities, 
others. stances, are known to us no lJLlllto""' ,.-

As we thus ascribe attributes to than by the sensations or oth 
minds on the ground of ideas and of cons~iou~ness whi.ch they: 
emotions, so may we to bodies on and whIle, 111 complIance w.lth 
similar grounds, and not solely on the mon usage, we have contmued 
ground of sensations: as in speaking speak of them as a distinct class 
of the beauty of a statue; since this Things, we showed that in J.m~UICat;l ll!lll. 
attribute is grounded on the peculiar them no one means to 
feeling of pleasure which the statue thing but those sensatI?ns 
produces in our minds; which is not of consciousness, on whlCh 
a sensation, but an emotion. be said to be grounded, and by 

VII. GENERAL RESULTS. 

§ 15. Our survey of the varieties of 
Things which have been, or which are 
capable of being, named-which have 
been, or are capable of being, either 
predicated of other Things, or them
selves made the subject of predica
tions-is now concluded. 

Our enumeration commenced with 
Feelings. These we scrupulously dis
tinguished from the objects which 
excite them, and from the organs by 
which they are, or may be supposed 
to be, conveyed. Feelings are of 
four sorts: Sensations, Thoughts, 
Emotions, and Volitions. What are 
called Perceptions are merely a par
ticular case of Belief, and belief is a 
kind of thought. Actions are merely 
volitions followed by an effect. 

After Feelings we proceeded to 
Substanoes. These are either Bodies 
or Minds. Without entering into 
the grounds of the metaphysical 
doubts which have been raised con
cerning the existence of Matter and 
Mind as objective realities, we stated 
as sufficient for us the conclusion in 
which the best thinkers are now for 
the most part agreed, that all we can 
know of Matter is the sensations 
which it giv~s ils, and the order of 
occurrence of those sensations; and 
that while the substance Body is the 
unknown cause of our sensations, the 
substance Mind is the unknown re
cipient. ,-

alone they can be defined or ae:scl'Iblldll 
Relations, except the simple 
likeness and unlikeness, SUiCCElSS:IOTIl aJ'. 
simultaneity, are similarly ,g'n:JUJ1Q". 

on some fact or 
is, on some 
or states of consciousness, 
less complicated. The third 
of Attribute, Quantity, is also 
festly grounded on something 
:sensations or states of feeling, 
there is an indubitable d11fer'enl~e 
the sensations excited by a larger 
a smaller bulk, or by a . greater 
less degree of intensity, in any 0 

of sense or of consciousness. 
attributes, therefore, are to us 
but either our sensations and 
states of feeling, or something 
tricably in vol ved therein; and 
even the peculiar and simple T'Allil,tl{)11 •• 

just adverted to are not ex·ceI>tlClll",. 
r.rhose peculiar relations, 
so important, and, even if they 
in strictness be classed among 
of consciousness, are so fu'ndarrlerltallrll 
distinct from any other 
states, that it would be a vain SUlJtlE3Lril 
to bring them under that corn 
description, and it is necessary 
they should be classed apart. * 

"' Professor 13ain (Logic, i. 49) 
attributes as "points of community 
classes." This definition expresses 
ono point of view, but is liablo to 
objection that it applies only to the 
butes of classes; though an 
in its kind, may be said to have !.\01nU'llLt". 

;l\Ioreover, the definition is not ultima! 
since the points of community thernsel\' 
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or states of consciousness considered 
as such, is often called a Psychological 
or Subjective fact; while every fact 
which is composed, either wholly or 
in part, of something different from 
these, that is, of substances and 
attributes, is called an Objective fact. 
We may say, then, that every ob
jective fact is grounded on a corre
sponding subjective one; and bas no 
meaning to us, (apart from the sub
jective fact which corresponds to it,) 
except as a name for the unknown 
and inscrutable process by which 
that subjective or psychological fact 
is brought to pass. 

CHAPTER IV. 

OF PROPOSITIONS. 

§ I. IN treating of Propositions, as 
already in treating of Names, some 
considerations of a comparatively 
elementary nature respecting their 
form and varieties must be premised, 
before entering upon that analysis of 
the import conveyed by them, which 
is the real subject and purpose of this 
preliminary book. 

A proposition, we have before said, 
is a portion of discourse in which it 
predicate is affirmed or denied of asub
ject. A predicate and a subject are all 
that is necessarily required to make up 
a proposition: but as ,ve cannot con
clude from merely seeing two names 
put together, that they are a pre
dicate and 11 subject, that is, that one 
of them is intended to be affirmed or 
denied of the other, it is necessary 
that there should be some mode or 
form of indicating that such is tile 
intention; some sign to distinguish 
a predication from any other kind of 
discourse. This is sometimes done 
by a slight alteration of one of the 
words, called an inflection; as when 
we say, Fire burns; the change of 
the second word from b1t1'n to burns 
showing that we mean to affirm the 
predicate burn of the subject fire. 
But this function is more commonly 

D 
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fulfilled by the word is, when· an 
affirmation is intended, is not, when 
a negation; or by some other part of 
the verb to be. The word which thus 
serves the purpose of a sign of predica
tion is called, as we formerly observed, 
the copula. It is important that there 
should be no indistinctness in our 
conception of the nature and office 
of the copula; for confused notions 
respecting it are among the causes 
which have spread mysticism over 
the field of logic, and perverted its 
speculations into logomachies. 

It is apt to be supposed that the 
copula is something more than a 
mere sign of predication; that it also 
signifies existence. In the proposi
tion, Socrates is just, it may seem to 
be implied not only that the quality 
just can be affirmed of Socrates, but 
moreover that Socrates is, that is to 
say, exists. This, however, only shows 
that there is an ambiguity in the word 
is; a word which not only performs 
the function of the copula in affirma
tions, but has also a meaning of its 
own, in virtue of which it may itself 
be made the predicate of a proposi
tion. That the employment of it a~ 
a copula does not necessarily include 
thB affirmation of existence, appears 
from such a proposition as this: A 
centaur is a fiction of the poets; where 
it cannot possibly be implied that a 
centaur exists, since the proposition 
itself expressly asserts that the thing 
has no real existence. 

Many volumes might be filled with 
the frivolous speculations concerning 
the nature of Being, ("lrO ill', ODlJlCJ.; 
Ens, Entitas, Essentia, and the like,) 
which have arisen from overlooking 
this double meaning of the word to 
be; from supposing that when it 
signifies to exist, and when it signifies 
to be some specified thing, as to be a 
man, to be Socrates, to ·be seen or 
spoken of, to be a phantom, even to 
be a nonentity, it musts~ill, at bottom, 
answer to the same idea; and that a 
meaning must be found for it which 
shall suit all these cases. The fog 
which rose from this narrow spot 

diffused itself at an early period 
the whole surface of me"~LprlVs:i( .... 
Yet it becomes us not to 
over the great intellects of Plato 
Aristotle because we are now able 
preserve ourselves from many err! 
into which they, perhaps H' teV·lT.<l.hl __ 

fell. The fire-teazer of a 
steam-engine produces by his 
tions far greater effects than 
of Crotona could, but he is not 
fore a stronger man. The 
seldom knew any language but 
own. This rendered it far 
difficult for them than it is for 
acquire a readiness in 
ambiguities. One of the fj,(jVfj,llh,· ..... 

of hn. ving accurately studied a ]:llUlrali!h11 

of languages, especially 
languages which eminent 
have used as the vehicle of 
thoughts, is the practical lesson 
learn respecting the ambiguities 
words, by finding that the same 
in one language corresponds, 
ferent occasions, to different 
another. When not thus 
even the strongest unde:rst:an(iingsfildl 
it difficult to believe that 1"n,n(1"O ",1,,' .• , •• 

have a common name have 
some respect or other a 
nature; and often expend 
labour very unprofitably (as 
frequently done by the two 
sophers just mentioned) in 
attempts to discover in what 
common nature consists. But, 
habit once formed, intellects 
inferior are capable of detecting ei 
ambiguities which are common 
many languages : and it is surprisi 
that the one now under considerati, 
though it exists in the modern 
guages as well as in the 
should have been over 
almost all authors. The 
futile speculation which 
caused by a misapprehension of t 
nature of the copula was hinted n.t I 

Hobqes; but Mr. J ames Mill'" 
I believe, the first who di 
characterized the ambiguity, 

... Analysis of the HUman .M·in<l, i. 12(' 
seq. 
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ointed out how many: errors i~ the 
~.cdved systems of phIlosophy. It has 
\I:\J to answer for. It has mdeed 
l1;i~led the modems scarc~ly le~s than 
thtl ancients, though th~lr mIstakes, 
bucause our understandu?gs are not 
VI.t so completely emanCIpated from 
their influence, do not appear equally 
irrational. . . 

We shall noW brIefly reVIeW the 
principal distinctions which exist 
among propositions, and. the technical 
t rms most commonly m use to ex-
p~uss those distinctions. . 

§ 2. A proposition being a portion 
!If discourse in which something is 
aflirmed or denied of something, the 
first division of propositions is into 
n.ffirroative and negative. An affir
mative proposition is that . in which 
the predicate is ajJi1'med of the subject; 
a,~, Cresar is dead. A negative' pro
p,;sition is that in which the predicate 
i!l denied of the subject; as, Cresar is 
not dead. The copula, in this last 
species of proposition, consists of the 
words is not, which are the sign of 
lIe!!ation; is being the sign of affir
matiun. 

• '()me logicians, among whom may 
hu mentioned Robbes, state this dis
tinction differently; they recognise 
(.nly one form of copula, i8, and attach 
the negative sign to the predicate. 
"Cre~ar is dead," and "Cresar is not 
(kOO," according to these writers, are 
propositions agreeing not in the sub
juet and predicate, but in the subject 
only. They do not consider " dead," 
hut" not dead," to be the predicate of 
the second proposition, and they ac
(,nrdingly define a negative proposition 
t" be one in which the predicate is a 
negative name. The point, though 
lint of much practical moment, de-
l'rves notice as an example (not un

ircquent in logic) where by means of 
:\11 apparent simplification, but which 
i merely yerbal, matters are made 
In' .t'e complex than before. The notion 
r these writers was, that they could 

,. t rid of the distinction between 
, inlling and denying, by treating 

every case of denying as the affirming 
of a negative name. But what is 
meant by a negative name? A name 
expressive of the absence of an attri
bute. So that when we affirm a nega
tive name, what we are really predi
cating is absence and not presence; 
we are asserting not that anything is, 
but that something is not; to express 
which operation no word seems so 
proper as the word denying. The 
fundamental distinction is between a 
fact and the non-existence of that 
fact; between seeing something and 
not seeing it, between Cresar's being 
dead and his not being dead; and if 
this were a merely .verbal distinction, 
the generalization which brings both 
within the same form of assertion 
would be a real simpliflcation: the 
distinction, however, being -real, and 
in the facts, it is the generalization 
confounding the distinction that is 
merely verbal; and tends to obscure 
the subject, by treating the difference 
between two kinds of truths as if it 
were only a difference between two 
kinds of words. To put things to
gether, and to put them or keep them 
asunder, will remain different opera
tions, whatever tricks we may play 
with language. 

A remark of a similar nature may 
be applied to most of those distinc
tions among propositions which are 
said to have reference to their mo
dality; as, difference of tense or time; 
the sun did rise, the sun is rising, the 
sun will rise. These differences, like 
that between affirmation and nega
tion, might be glossed over by con
sidering the incident of time as a mere 
modification of the predicate: thus, 
The sun is an object having risen, The 
sun is an object 'lWW rising, The SUll is 
an object to rise hereafter. But the 
simpliflcation would be merely yerbal. 
Past, present, and future, do not con
stitute so many different kinds of 
:ising ; they are designations belong
mg to the event asserted, to the sun's 
rising to-day. ThE:Y affect, not the 
predicate, but the applicability of the 
predicate ' W the particular subject. 
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That which we affirm to he paflt, 
present, or future, is not what the 
subject signifies, nor what the predi
cate signifies, but specifically and ex
pressly what the predication signifies; 
what is expressed only by the proposi
tion as such, and not by either or 
both of the terms. Therefore the 
circumstance of time is properly con· 
sidered as attaching to the copula, 
which is the sign of predication, and 
not to the predicate. If the same 
cannot be said of such modifications 
as these, Cffisar may be dead ; Cffisar 
is pe1'haps dead; it is possible that 
Cffisar is dead; it is only because 
these fall altogether under another 
head, being properly assertions not of 
anything relating to the fact itself, 
but of the state of our own mind in 
regard to it ; namely, our absence of 
disbelief of it. Thus "Cffisar may 
be dead " means "I am not sure that 
Ca::sar is alive." 

§ 3. The next division of proposi
tions is into Simple and Complex; 
more aptly (by Professor Bain *) 
termed Compound. A simple pro
position is that in which one predicate 
is affirmed or denied of one subject. 
A compound proposition is that in 
which there is more than one predicate, 
or more than one subject, or both. ~ 

At first sight this division has the 
air of an absurdity; a solemn distinc
tion of things into one and more than 
one; as if we were to divide horses 
into single horses and teams of horses. 
And it is true that what is called a 
complex: (or compound) proposition is 
often not a proposition at all, but 
several propositions, held together by 
a conjunction. Such, for example, is 
this: Cffisar is dead, and Brutus is 
alive: or even this, Cffisar is dead, 
bat Brutus is alive. There are here 
two distinct assertions; anu we might 
as well call a street a complex house, 
as these two propositions a complex 
proposition. It is true that the syn
categorematic words and and bt£t have 

* Logic, i. SS. 

a meaning; but that meaninO" i 
far from making the two b 

one, that it adds a third pl'{mQ;~il;j. 
to them. All particles 
tions, and generally abhl","Tl<l.hA_ .. 
propositions; a kind of 
whereby something w 
pressed fully, would have n:'llUJ:r~lll. 
proposition or a series of pr<)Pc)slt.il'.J. 
is suggested to the 
Thus the words, Cffisar is dead 
Brutus is alive, are equivalent 
these: Cffisar is dead; Brutus 
alive; it is desired that the two 
ceding propositions should be 
of together. If the 
Cffisar is dead, b'ut Brutus is 
sense would be equivalent to 
three propositions together 
fourth; "between the two 
propositions there exists a ,-,V.U",.".Xlr._ 

viz. either between the two 
sel ves, or between the f 
which it is desired that they 
regarded. . 

In the instances cited tbe two 
positions are kept visibly distinct, 
subject having its separate 
and each predicate its 
ject. For brevity, however, 
avoid repetition, the .. 
often blended. together: as in 
" Peter and J ames preached at 
salem and in Galilee," which 
four propositions: Peter pr1aac:heJl. 
Jerusalem, Peter ~~An"l--.n.rl 
J ames preached at Jerusalem 
preached in Galilee. ' 

\Ve have seen that when the 
more propositions comprised in 
is called a complex proposition 
stated absolutely and not under 
condition or proviso, it is not a 
position at all, but a plurality of 
positions; since what it eXprElSS\; •• 
not a single assertion, but 
assertions, which, if true when 
are true also when 
there is a kind of proposition 
though it contains a plurality 
jects and of predicates, and 
said in one sense of the word 
sist of several. propositions, 
but one assertion; and its truth 
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of God; " and the affirmation is, that 
this is a legitimate inference from the 
proposition, "the Koran comes from 
God." The subject and predicate, 
therefore, of an hypothetical proposi
tion are names of propositions. The 
subject is some one proposition. The 
predicate is a general relative narr.e 
applicable to propositions of this form 
_" an inference from so and so." A 
fresh instance is here afforded of the 
remark, that particles are abbrevia
tions; since" If A is B, C is D," is 
found to be an abbreviation of tho 
following: "The proposition C is D, 
is a legitimate inference from the 
proposition A is B." 

The distinction, therefore, between 
hypothetical and categorical proposi
tions, ~ is not so great as it at first 
appears. In the conditional, as well 
as in the categorical form, one predi
cate is affirmed of one subject, and no 
more: but a conditional proposition 
is a proposition concerning a proposi
tion; the subject of the assertion is 
itself an assertion. N Ol' is this III 

property peculiar to hypothetical pro
positions. There are other classes of 
assertions concerning propositions. 
Like other things, a proposition has 
attributes which may be predicated 
of it. The attribute predicated of it 
in an hypothetical proposition, is that 
of being an inference from a certain 
other proposition. But this is only 
one of many attributes that might be 
predicated. We may say,' That the 
whole is greater than its part, is an 
axiom in mathematics: That the 
Holy Ghost proceeds from the :U'ather 
alone. is a tenet of the Greek Church: 
The doctrine of the divine right of 
kings was renounced by Parliament 
at the Revolution: The infallibility 
of the Pope has no countenance fram 
Scripture. In all these cases the 
subject of the predication is an entire 
propositwn. That which these differ

j tlf it. nor is "Mahomet:" for ent predicates are affirmed of is the 
n bin i· dli rmed or denied either of P1'oposition, "the whole is greater 
h Ko.m .r of ~1ahumet. The real I than its part;" the proposition, "the 

j :f h.· pr~dicatio?- is the entire Holy Ghost proceeds from the ]!'ather 
1 tl , .. Zl1ahumet IS the prophet alone;" "he [i1'oposition, kings have a 
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divine right; " tlw P"oposition, "the 
Pope is infallible." 

Seeing, then, that there is much 
less difference between hypothetical 
propositions and any others, than one 
might be led to imagine from their 
form, we should be at a loss to account 
for the conspicuous position which 
they have been selected to fill in 
treatises, on logic, if he did not re
member that what they predicate of a 
proposition, namely, its being an in
ference from something else, is precisely 
that one of its attributes with which 
most of all a logician is concerned., 

§ 4. The next of the common 
divisions of Propositions is into Uni
versal, Particular, Indefinite, and 
Singular: a distinction founded on 
the degree of generality in which the 
name, which is the subject of the 
proposition, is to be understood. The 
following are examples: 

All men are mortal- Universal. 
Some men are mortal- Particular. 
Ma,n is mOi'tal~ Indefinite~ 
Julius CC13sar is mortal- Singular. 

The proposition is Singular when 
the subject is . an individual name. 
The individual name needs not be 
a proper name. "The Founder of 
Christianity was crucified," is as much 
a singular proposition as "Christ was 
crucified." 

When the name which is the sub
ject of the proposition is a general 
name, we may intend to affirm or 
deny the predicate, either of all the 
things that the subject denotes, or 
only of some. When the predicate 
is affirmed or denied of all and each 
of the things denoted by the subject, 
the proposition is universal; when of 
some undefined portion of them only, 
it is particular. Thus, All men are 
mortal; Every man is mortal; are 
universal propositions. No man is 
immortal, is also an universal propo
sition, since the predicate, immortal, 
is denied of each and every individual 
denoted by the term man; the nega
tive proposition being exactlyequiva-

lent · to the following, Every 
not-immortal. But" some 
wise," "some men are not 
particular propositions; the nr,p.n,l t>n.· .... 
wise being in the one case 
and in the other denied not 
and every individual denoted 
term man, but only of each 
one of some portion of those, 
duals, without specifying what 
tion; for if this were specified, 
proposition would be changed 
into a singular proposition, or . 
universal proposition with a uUIered. 
subject; as, for instance, "all 
instructed men are wise." 
other forms of particular pr()pctsit,ioIlIll. 
as, "Most men are im,perfectly 
cated:" it being immaterial 
a portion of the subject the nr,~(h",,+" 
is asserted of, as long as it left 
certain how that portion is to be 
tinguished from the rest. * 

When the form of expression 
not clearly show whether the 
name which is the subject of 
position is meant to stand for 
individuals denoted by it, or only 
some of them, the proposition is, 
some logicians, called 
but this, as Archbishop 
observes, is a solecism, of the 
nature as that committed ;by 
grammarians when in their 
genders they enumerate the 

* Instead of Universal and Par~icular, 
applied to propositions, Professor Bain 
poses (Logic, i . 81) the terms Total 
Partial; reserving the former pair of 
for their inductive meaning, "the 
between a general proposition 
ticulars or individuals that we 
from." This change in nf~~~l~~;a!~t~~:~~1 be attended with the further 
that Singular propositions, which 
Syllogism follow the same rules as 
versal, would be included along with 
in the same class, that of Total 
tions. It is not the Subject's 
many things or only one, that is 
portance in reasoping, it is that 
tion is made of the whole or a part 
what the Subjcct denotes. '1'he 
Universal and Particular, however, 
familiar and so well understood in 
the senses mentioned by Mr.· Bain, 
the double meaning does not produce 
material inconvenicnee, 
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who happen to be men; while the 
word may, for aught that appears, 
and in fact does, comprehend within 
it an indefinite number of objects 
besides men. In the proposition, 
Some men are mortal, both the pre
dicate and the subject are undis
tributed. In the following, No men 
have wings, both the predicate and 
the subject are distributed. Not only 
is the attribute of having wings 
denied of the entire class Man, but 
that class is severed and cast out 
from the whole of the class Winged, 
and not merely from some part of 
that class. 

This phraseology, which is of great 
service in stating and demonstrating 
the rules of the syllogism, enables us 
to express very concisely the defini. 
tions of an universal and a particular 
proposition. An universal proposi
tion is that of which the subject is 
distributed; a particular proposition 
is that of which the subject is un
disJ;ributed. 

There are many more distinctions 
among propositions than thosc we 
have here stated, some of them of 
considerable importance. But, for 
exphining and illustrating these, more 
suitable opportunities will occur in 
the sequel. 

CHAPTER V. 
OF THE IMPORT OF PROPOSITIONS. 

§ I. AN inquiry into the nature of 
propositions must have one of two 
objects: to analyse the state of mind 
called Belief, or to analyse what is 
believed. All language recognises a 
difference between a doctrine or 
opinion, and the fact of entertaining 
the opinion; between assent, and 
what is assented to. 

Logic, according to the conception 
I 1 ••• 11 .we,· " l,e con idem AS here formed of it, has no concern 

I" n UI 11 \~ui\'cn~l prop i inl~ Witfi l with the nature of the act of judging 
nt PI'C huatc •. "11.. ".'\11 wmu 1~ or believing' the consideration of 

q I1IC," m· ,. l S f!'ood III l'();>l1oct of h ' 
I qll 111. which constitute it wiUG " t at act, as a phenomenon of the 

Lo:; . l 82. • mind, belungs to another science. 
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Philosophers, however, from Descartes 
downwards, and especially from the 
era of Leibnitz and Locke, have by 
no means observed this distinction; 
and would have treated with great 
disrespect any attempt to analyse the 
import of Propositions, unless founded 
on an analysis of the act of Judgment. 
A proposition, they would have said, 
is but the expression in words of a 
Judgment. The thing expressed, not 
the mere verbal expression, is the 
important matter. When the mind 
assents to a proposition, it judges. 
Let us find out what the mind does 
when it judges, and we shall know 
what propositions mean, and not 
otherwise. 

Oonformably to these views, almost 
all the writers on Logic in the last 
two centuries, whether English, Ger
man, or French, have made their 
theory of Propositions, from one end 
to the other, a theory of JUdgments. 
They considered a Proposition, or a 
Judgment, for they used the two 
words indiscriminately, to consist in 
affirming or denying one idea of 
another. To judge, was to p~t two 
ideas together, or to bring one idea 
under another, or to compare two 
ideas, or to perceive the agreement 
or disagreement between two ideas: 
and the whole doctrine of Proposi. 
tions, together with the theory of 
Reasoning, ( always necessarilyfounded 
on the theory of. Propositions,) was 
stated as if Ideas, or Oonceptions, or 
whatever other term the writer pre· 
ferred as a name for mental represen
tations generally, constituted essen
tially the subject-matter and substance 
of those operations. 

It is, of course, true, that in any 
case of jUdgment, as for instance when 
we judge that gold is yellow, a process 
takes place in our minds, of which 
some one or other of these theories 
is a partially correct account. We 
must have the idea of. gold and the 
idea of yellow, and these two ideas 
must be brought together in our mind. 
But in the first place, it is evident 
that this is only a, par of what takes 

place; for we may put two idea~ 
gether without any act of belief, 
when we merely imagine SlJUleofll ... 

such as a golden mountain; or 
we· actually disbelieve: for in 
even to disbelieve that Mahomet 
an apostle of God, we must put 
idea of Mahomet and that of an a 
tIe of God together. To llel'el'llli". 
what it is that happens in the 
assent or dissent besides 
ideas together, is one of t 
tricate of metaphysical problems. 
"whatever the Rolution may be, \ve 
venture to assert that it can 
nothing whatever to do with 
port of propositions; for this 
that propositions (except sOInet,ill~. 
when the mind itself is the 
treated of) are not assertions 
ing our ideas of things, but . 
respecting the things themselves. 
order to believe that gold is yell 
I must, indeed, have the idea of 
and the idea of yellow, and sornet.hia1. 
having reference to those ideas 
take place in my mind; but my 
has not reference to the ideas, it 
reference to the things. What I 
lieve, is a fact relating to the 
thing, gold, and to the fr' l1p!·eslji. 
made by that outward thing 
human organs; not a fact rela 
my conception of gold, which 
be a fact in my mental history, 
fact of external nature. It is 
that in order to believe this 
external nature, another fact 
take place in my mind, a process 
be performed upon my ideas; 
it must in everything else that I 
I cannot dig the ground unless I h 
the idea of the ground, and of a 
and of all the other things I 
rating upon, and unless I put 
ideas together. * But it would 

* Dr. Whewell (Philosophy of IJiscor 
p. 242) questions this statement, and 
"Are we to say that a mole cannot 
the ground, except he has an idea of 
ground, and of the snout and paws 
which he digs it?" I do not know 
passes in a mole's mind, nor what 
of mental apprehension mayor may 
accompany his instinctive actions. 
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study it at second-hand, as repr~sent.ed 
in our own minds. MeanwhIle, m
quiries into eve:y kind of nat,:ral 
phenomena were l?cessantly establIsh
ing great and frUltful truths on most 
important subjects, by processes upon 
which these views of the nature of 
Judgment and Reasoning threw no 
light and in which they afforded no 
assistance whatever. ISo wonder that 
those who knew by practical experi
ence how truths are arrived at, should 
deem a science futile, which consisted 
chiefly of such speculations, W"hat 
has been done for the advancement 
of Logic since these doctrines came 
into vogue, has been don~ not by pr?
fessed logicians, but by dIscoverers m 
the other sciences; in whose methods 
of investigation many principles of 
logic, not previously th~ught .of, have 
successively come forth mto lIght, but 
who have generally comm~tted the 
error of supposing that nothmg ,:hat
ever was known of the art of phIloso
phizing by the old logicians, be~ause 
their modern interpreters havewntten 
to so little purpose respecting it. 

We have to inquire, then, on the 
present occasion, not into Judgment, 
but judgment~; not int~ the ~c~ of 
believing, but mto the thI?g belIe\ ~d. 
\Vhat is the immediate obJect of belIef 
in a Proposition? 'Yhat is the ~~tter 
of fact signified by It? What IS, 1~ to 
which, when I assert the propoSItIOn, 
I give my assent, and ca~l upon oth~rs 
to give theirs? What IS tha~ whICh 
is expressed by the form of dIscourse 
called a Proposition and the confor
mitv of which to fa~t constitutes the 
truth of the proposition? 

§ 2. One of the clearest a~d mest 
consecutive thinkers whom thIS coun
t ry 0 1' the world has r roduced,. I 
1'll an H bbe1O, has given the f llowmg 
UUS'i r to this que, 1,1.(:)11, • ~ cy~ry 
pr po Hi n ('Joy he) what lS SIgnified 
i , 1~ elief f the speakCl that ~llo 
Ilredicate i a 111).Ule f the snme thmg 
of which the subj et 1 a n31n~ .. an.d 
if it l'ca,lly i SQ, the propos.,xwn IS 
tlUC. • u the proposition All men 
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are 1i ving beings (he would say) is of being called by the other name 
true, because li~·ing being is a name of If, then, this be all the 
everything of which man is a name. necessarily implied in the 
All men are six feet high, is not true discourse called a Proposition 
because six feet high is not a name of do I object to it as the scientifi~ 
everything (though it is of some nition of what a proposition 
things) of which maJi is a name. Because, though the mere vv.uu:.;at;}(,.'. 

·What is stated in this theory as the which makes the proposition a 
definition of a true proposition, must sition, conveys no more than 
be allowed to be a propert.Y which all scanty amount of meaning, that 
true propositions possess. The subject collocation combined with ot 
and predicate being both of them curnstances, that form combined 
names of things, if they were names other matter, does convey more 
of quite different things the one name the proposition in those other ' 
could not, consistently with its signi- stances does assert more, than 
fication, be predicated of the other. that relation between the two 
If it be true that some men are copper- The only propositions of 
coloured, it must be true-and the Hobbes' principle is a· sufficie) 
proposition does really assert-that account, are that limited and unil •• 
among the individuals denoted by the P?rtant class in which both the PI',. 
name man, there are some who are dlOate and the subject are 
also among those deno~ed by the name names. For, as has already bet' 
copper-colour~d. If .It be true that remarked, proper names have strict' 
all oxen rum:na~e? It must b. e true. j' no meaning; they are mere marks f 
that all the mdIvIduals denoted by individual objects: and when a pr . 
the name ox are also amo~g t?ose per name is predicated of anoth ·r 
denoted by the name rumlllatmg; I proper name, ·all the sicrnification co . 
and. whoever asserts that all oxen veyed is, that both the nallles al . 
rmmnat.e, und?ubtedly. does assert marks for the same object. But thi 
that thIS relatIOn SUbSIStS between is precisely what Hobbes produces It 

the two name~. a theory of predication in general 
The. assertI011.' the.refore, which, His doctrine is a full explanation 1)( 

accordI~g to Hoobes, ~s. the only o~e sucJ: predications as these: Hy I 
made .m any propos~t~o11, really IS was Clarendon, or, Tully is Cieero. 
made ;11 every propOSItIOn : and his It exhausts the meaning of those pro. 
anal~s.Is has co~sequently one of the positions. But it is a sadly inadequat . 
requlSltes for bemg the t~ue. one. 'Ve theory of any others. That it shouhl 
mu,y g? a step. fa~ther ; It IS the only ever have been thought of as such. 
a11alys~s. that ~s rlgorously :true of all can be accounted for only by the fact. 
prOp?,ntIOns WIthout ex.ceptlOn. What that Hobbes, in common with th,. 
h.e gIV~S as the meanmg of proposi- other Nominalists, bestowed little or 
tlOns, ~s. part of the meaning of all no attention upon the connotation of 
prOpOSItIOns, ~11d the whole meaning words; and sought for their meaniu\, 
of some. ThIS, however, only shows exelusively in what they denote.' as j . 
what a~ ex~re~ely .minute. fragm~nt all names had been (what non(~ bu 
of mean.lll~ It IS qUl~e pOSSIble to m- proper names really u,re) marks put 
clude ~v~thm the loglOal formula of a upon individuals; 8onc1 as if there 
proposItlO~., It does not show that were no difference between a proper 
no prop~sltlOn ~eans more. To war- j and a general name, except that th" 
Ta.nt us m puttlllg together two words first denotes only one individual, and 
WIth a copula pet we en them, it is the last a greater number. 
really enough that the .thing or things I It has been seen, however, that tht 
denoted by o~e of t~e n~mes should meaning of all names, except proper 
be capable, WIthout VIOlatIOn of usage, names and that portion of the clab' 
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. It' et 11'lUte which are not con· wholly included in the class mortal, 
1 )- ra ' . tl t f and that 11wJ'tal will be a name of all o ,\f,i \,' r :lides III le conno. a lOll. 

n I there£oxe ''le are u,nalysmg the things of which man is a name: but 
W lCI~, . of allY' pl'OpO ition in which why? Those objects are brought 

I. lln'~je3lte and the subject, r under the name by possessing the 
t~l'h l~rer them l1Te connotative m~mes, attributes connoted by it: but their 
• It. e~ "the co~nota1rion of tho e terms possession of the attributes is the real 
J I I~ ~ lllil t exelu ively Jook. and not condition on which the truth of the 
~ :~\' I::Lt they denote, or, in th lal1Cfua.ge proposition depends; not their being 
\.f JTubbe (language so far correct,) called by the. name. Connotative 
r' nlllU f. names do not precede, but follow, the 
In ns:'eI1,ing that the tI'uth of. a attributes which they connote. If' 

I pI)'.ition depends ?n the confornnty one attribute happens to be always 
If in

1
10r t €:tween Its ~~l'IDS,. a" fo~· found in conjunction with another 

in tance, that th pl'0PO ~~ou, S crat, attribute, the concrete names which 
· \ i C il:l a, true propOSItIOn, be.cause answer to those attributes will of 

mte;:S and wi e are nan: s.applic:1ble course be predicable of the same 
il, (11", as ha e>o-'Pr~s ,",:S It, nam S of, subjects, and may be said, in Hobbes' 
t! same per, n; it IS very ren:lal'k- language, (in the propriety of which 
bl. ihnt so powerful ~ thmkel· on this occasion I fully concur,) to be 
oulcl not have asked hlffiSelf the two names for the same things. But 

'1
1
' ,Lion, But how cattle th.ey to be the possibility of a concurrent applica-

11:1 I Jll;.'; of the same, perso?-? ~urely tion of the two names, is a mere con-
11" bt;cause such was the mtentIOn of sequence of the conjunction between 
h • . -Il who invented the words. When the two attributes, and was, in most 

lIJ,l llkind fixed the meaning of the cases, never thought of when the 
\\ tl"( l wise, they were ~ot thinking of names were introduced and their 
· .I'ates, nor, when his 'parents gave signification fixed. That the diamond 
him the name of Socrates, were they is combustible, was a proposition 
hi \lking of wisdom. The names certainly not dreamt of when the 

' •• tN,cll. to fit the same person because words Diamond and Combustible first 
.. :t certain fact, which fact was not received their meaning; and could 
kntlwn, norin being, when the names not have been discovered by the most 
\ re invented. If we want to know ingenious and refined analysis of the 
\1 h;lt the fact is, we shall find the signification of those words. It was 
(Ill,. to it in the connotation of the found out by a very different process, 
1I.'IIIl' • namely, by exerting the senses, and 

\. hird or a stone, a man or a wise learning from them, that· the attri-
11 n, means simply an object having bute of combustibility existed in the 
.11 h and such attributes. The real diamonds upon which the experiment 
11 "·lning of the word man, is those was tried; the number or character 
· tl' ihlltes, and not Smith, Brown, of the experiments being such, that 
: II<l the remainder of the individuals. what was true of those indi viduals 
'f! ,. w.,rd mortal, in like manner; con- might be concluded to be true· of all 
no .'.; a certain attribute or attri- substances "called by the name," 
I, Ilt- .; ; and when we say, All men are that is, of all substances possessing 
lu, tal, the meaning of the proposi- the attributes which the name COI1-
tl -11 i~ , that all beings which possess notes. The assertion, therefore, when 
th. line set of attributes possess also analysed, is, that wherever we find 
th.· fJther. If, in our experience, the certain attributes, there will be found 

triuutes connoted by1nan are always I a. certain other attribute: which is 
. lInpanied by the attribute connoted not a question of the signification of 

1: IIwrtal, it will follow as a co'nse- names, but of laws of nature; the 
q CDce, that the class man will be order exis~:ng among phenomena. 
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§ 3. Although Hobbes' theory of by almost all professed logicians 
Predication has not, in the terms in the ultimate principle to which 
which he stated it, met with a very reasoning owes its validity; it is 
favourable reception from subsequent that in the general . . 
thinkers, a theory virtually identical logicians, the propositions of 
with it, and not by any means so reasonings are composed can 
perspicuously expressed, may almost expression of nothing but the 
be said to have taken the rank of an of dividing things into class 
established opinion. The most gener- referring everything to its 
ally received notion of Predication class. 
decidedly is that it consists in refer- This theory appears to me a 
ring something to a class, i.e., either example of a logical error 
placing an individual under a class, committed in logic, that of 
or placing one class under another 7rp6T€pov, or explaining a thin'" 
class. Thus, the proposition, Man is something which presupposeso 
mortal, asserts, according to this 'When I say that snow is 
view of it, that the class man is in- may and ought to be thinking 
cluded in the class mortal. "Plato as a class, because I am 
is a philosopher," asserts that the proposition as true of all 
individual Plato is one of those who I am certainly not . 
compose the class philosophers. If objects as a class; I am 
the proposition is negative, then, no white object whatever 
instead of placing something in a snow, but only of that, and of 
class, it; is said to exclude something sensation of white which it gives 
from a class. Thus, if the following When, indeed, I have judged, 
be the proposition, The elephant is assented to the propositions, 
not carnivorous; what is asserted snow is white, and that several 
(according to this theory) is, that the things are also white, I 
elephant is excluded from the class begin to think of white objects 
carnivorous, or is not numbered among class, including snow and those 
the things comprising that class. things. But this is a cOllceotil. 
There is no real difference, except in which followed, not 
language, between this theory of Pre- judgments, and th,,,,,,,,frw'A 

dication and the theory of Hobbes. given as an explanation of 
For a class is absolutely nothing but Instead of explaining the effect 
an indefinite number of individuals the cause, this doctrine -explains 
denoted by a general name. The cause by the effect, and is, I 
name 'given to them in common, is founded on a latent misconceptio 
what makes them a class. To refer the nature of classification. 
anything to a class, therefore, is to There is a sort of language 
look upon it as one of the things generally prevalent in these 
which are to be called by that common sions, which seems to suppose 
name. To exclude it from a class, classification is an arrangement 
is to say that the common name is grouping of definite and known i 
not applicable to it. viduals: that when names were 

How widely these views of predi- posed, mankind took into 
cation have prevailed, is evident from tion all the individual objects 
this, that they are the basis of the universe, distributed them into 
celebrated dictum, de omni et nullo. or lists, and gave to the 
\Vhen the syllogism lis resolved, by each list a common name, 
all who treat of it, into an inference this operation toties quoties un 

all thmgs whatever that belong to of whlCh lanO'uaO'e consists' 
that ,,:"hat is true of a class is true of I had i~vented all the general 

the class; and when this is laid down having been o~:l(~e"done, if a ' 
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tion is not true because the object is 
placed in the class. * 

It will appear hereafter, in treating 
of reasoning, how much the theory of 
that intellectual process has been 
vitiated by the influence of these 
erroneous notions, and by the habit 
which they exemplify of assimilating 
all the operations of the human under
standing which have truth for their 
object, to processes of mere classifi
cation and naming. Unfortunately, 
the minds which have been entangled 
in this net are precisely those which 
have escaped the other cardinal error 
commented upon in th~ beginning of 
the present chapter. Smce the revo
lution which dislodged Aristotle from 
the schools, logicians may almost be 
divided into those who have looked 
upon reasoning as essentially an affair 
of Ideas, and those who ha\"e looked 
upon ,it as essentially an affair of 
Names. 

Although, however, Hobbes' theory 
of Predication, according to the well
known remark of Leibllitz, and the 
avowal of Hobbes himself,t renders 

* Professor Bain remarks,' in qualifica
tion of the statement in the text (Logic, i. 
50), that the wo~d Class has two meanings; 
"the class defimte, and the class indefinite. 
The class definite is an enumeration of 
actual individuals, as the peers of the 
realm, the oceans of the globe, the known 
planets ... _ The class indefinite is nn
enumerated. Such classes are stars, planets, 
gold-bearing rocks, men, poets, virtuouE' . 
. . . In this last acceptation of the word, 
class name and general name are identical
'1'he class name denotes an indefinite 
number of individuals, and connotes the 
points of community or likeness." 

The theory controverted in the text 
tacitly supposes all classes to be definite: 
I have assumed them to be indefinite; 
because for the purposes of Logic, definite 
classes, as such, are almost useless; thougll 
often serviceable as means of abridged ex
pression. (Vide infra, book iii. ch. ii.) 

t ,. From hence also this may be de
duced that the first truths were arbitrarilv 
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truth and falsity completely arbitrary, 
with no standard but the will of men, 
it must not be concluded that either 
Hobbes, or any of the other thinkers 
who have in the main agreed with 
him, did in fact consider the distinc
tion between truth and error as less 
real, or attached less importance to it, 
than other people. To suppose that 
they did so would argue total unac
quaintance with their other specula
tions. But this shows how little hold 
their doctrine possessed over their 
own minds. No person, at bottom 
even imagined that there was nothing 
more in truth than propriety of ex
pression; than using language in 
conformity to a previous con vention. 
When the inquiry was brought down 
from generals to a particular case, it 
has always bee)J.,ack;nowledged that 
there is a distinction between verbal 
and real questions; that some false 
propositions are uttered from ignor
ance of the meaning of words, but 
that in others the source of the error 
is a misapprehension of things; that 
a person who has not the use of 
language a~ all may form propositions 
mentally, and that they may be 
untrue, that is, he may believe as 
matters, of fact what ll,re not really 
so. Thls last admission cannot be 
made in stronger terms than it is by 
Hobbes himself, * though he will not 
allow such erroneous belief to be called 
falsity, but only error. And he has 
himself laid down, in other places, 

-* "~fen are subj.ect to err not only in 
a;ffirnllng ~nd ~enY111g. but also in percep
tlOn, and 111 sllent eogita,tion .... 'I.'acit 
e:rors, or the errors of ~ense and cogita
tlOn, are made by passing from one imagi
nation to the imagination of another dU
ferent thing; or by feignillg that to be 
past, or future, which never was, nor ever 
shall be; as when by seeing the imaO'e of 
the snn in water, we imagine the snn itself 
to be there; or by seeing swords, that 
there !w,s been, or shall be, fighting, be
cause It uses to b,e so for tl:e most part; or 
when from promlses we feIgn the mind of 
the promiseI' to be such: and such' or 
~astlJ:" when fr?m allY sign we v~inly 
~magme somethmg to b~ signified wbich 
1S not. And errors of this sort are com
mon ~o all things that have sense."-Com-
2?~~tatwn 01' Logic, ch, v. sect. I. 

doctrines in which the true theory 
predication is by implication ' 
tained. He distinctly says that 
names are given to things on 
of their attributes, and that a 
names are the names of 
butes. "Abstract is that 
any subject denotes the cause 
concrete name. • . . And these 
of names are the same with the 
of our conceptions, namely, 
power of action, or affection, of 
thing conceived, which some call 
manner by which anything 
upon our senses, but by most 
they are called accidents." * It 
strange that having gone so far, 
should not have gone one step fartJ 
and seen that what he calls the 
of the concrete name,)s in reality 
meaning of it; and that when 
predicate of any subject a name 
is given because of an ""U'>L,,JUC'C, 

he calls it, an accident,) 
not to affirm the name, but, 
of the name, to affirm the attn 

§ 4. Let the predicate be, as 
have said, a connotative term' 
to take the simplest case first, 
subject be a proper name: 
summit of Chimborazo is 
The word white connotes an 
which is possessed by the incitvi.dlll. 
object designated by the 
mit of Chimborazo ; " which 
consists in the physical fact 
exciting in human beings the 
tion which we call a sensation 
white. It will be admitted that, 
asserting the proposition, we wish 
communicate information of that 
sical fact, and are not thinking 
names, except as the necessary 
of making that co:mnClUllication. 
meaning of the proposition, 4-l-.,'~n·~,"". 

is, that the individual thing 
by the subject, has the attributes 
noted by the predicate. 

If we now suppose the subject 
to be a connotative name. the 
ing expressed by the proposition 

Ch. iii. sect, 3, 
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p. ' lil.l:; statement it has been 
I ... Wc: IJttturnlly construe the 

( i I' I"" ition in its extension, 
I ,11 ~ wllkh thcrefore may be 

11 i: ~ intension, (conllota.
• "" " luently co-existenco 

"t. "ily more than the 
ry • r 11laLiun of groups, cor

,.'" i~;~pl",ce~sesof thought 
." '~k1tuwledge the dis-

I\l d " : 11. whkh, indeed, I had 
i ' .. , an,l exemplified a few 

, ), l1ut thongh it is true 
, ,-, " c:unstrue the subject 

I III j j - ( xten~ion," this ex-
11 tlthur \Yurfls, the extent of 

t. I hy the name, is not ap
r 11'! ltuu directly, It is both 

If it be remembered that every 
attribute is 91'oundccl on some fact or 
phenomenon, either of outward sense 
or of inward consciousness, and that 
to possess an attribute is another 
phrase for being the cause of, or form
ing part of, the fact or phenomenon 
upon which the attribute is grounded; 
we may add one more step to com
plete the analysis. The proposition 
which asserts that one attribute al
ways accompanies another attribute, 
really asserts' thereby no other thing 
than this, that one phenomenon al
ways accompanies another phenome
non; insomuch that where we find 
the latter, we have assurance of the 
existence of the former. Thus, in 
the proposition, All men are mortal, 
the word man connotes the attributes 
'l.vhich we ascribe to a certain kind of 
living creatures, on the ground of 
certain phenomena which they ex
hibit, and which are paTtly physical 
phenomena, namely, the impressions 
made on our senses by their bodily 
form and structure, and partly men
tal phenomena, namely, the sentient 
and intellectual life which they have 
of their own. All this is understood 
when we utter the word man, by any 
one to 'l.vhom the meaning of the word 
is known. Now, when we say, Man 
is mortal, we mean that wherever 
these various physical and mental 
phenomena are all found, there we 
have assurance that the other physi
cal and mental phenomenon, called 
death, will not fail to take place. The 
proposition does not affirm 1vhen; for 
the connotation of ithe word 'mortal 
goes no farther than to the occurrence 
of the phenomenon at some time or 
other, leaving the particular time un
decided. 

:1pprel1el](led :md indicated solely through 
the at tributes. I'n the "living processes 
of thought and langll:1ge" the extensioll, 
~hongh in this case reaily thought of, (which 
Ul ihe case of the predicate it is lJot,) is 
thought of only through tbe medium of 
what my aeute nnd courteous:critic terms 
the ., intellsion," 

For further illusvmtions of this subject 
seu Examination of Silo WiUia1n IIaJnilton'~ 
Philosophy, ch, xxii. 
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§ 5. vVe have already proceeded I implied in the word geller,osI1~y 
far enough, not only to demonstra~e place, then and there eXl-Ste'llNl. 
the error of Hobbes, but to ascertam and manifestation of an inw 
the real import of by far the most ing, honour, would be followed 
numerous class of propositions. The minds by another inward f 
object of belief in a proposition, when approval. 
it asserts anything more than the After the analysis, in a 
meaning of words, is generally, as in chapter, of the import of 
the cases which we have examined, many examples are not 
either the co-existence or the sequence illustrate the import of pr,op()srtlolllll 
of two phenomena. At the very com- When there is any obscurIty 
mencement of our inquiry, we found ficulty, it does not lie in the 
that every act of belief implied two ing of the proposition, but 
Things: we have now ascertained meaning of the names which 
what, in the most frequent case, these it; in the extremely cOlnplic::1ted 
two things are, namely, two Pheno- notation of many \\;ords ; the 
mena, in other words, two states of multitude and prolonged 
consciousness; and what it is which facts which often constitute the 
the proposition affirms (or denies) to nomenon connoted by a name. 
subsist between them, namely, either where it is seen what the pn.enoro. 
succession or co-existence. And this non is, there is seldom any 
case includes innumerable instances in seeing that the assertion COlIVE:V, •• 

which no one, previous to reflection, by the proposition is, the co
would think of referring to it. Take of one such phenomenon with 
the following example: A generous or the succession of one such 
person is worthy of honour. Who menon to another: so that where 
would expect to recognise here a case one is found, we may calculate 
of co-existence between phenomena? finding the other, though perhaps 
But so it is. The attribute which conversely. 
causes a person to be termed generous, This, however, though the 1n( 

is ascribed to him on the ground of common, is not the only meani 
states of his mind and particulars of which propositions are ever in 
his conduct; both are phenomena,: to convey. In the first 
the former are facts of internal con- sequences and co-existences 
sciousness ; the latter, so far as dis- only asserted respecting t'l1enOlIlenn. 
tinct from the former, are physical we make propositions 
facts, or perceptions of the senseR. those hidden causes of 
Worthy of honour admits of a similar which are named su 
analysis. Honour, as here used, attributes. A substance, 
means a state of approving and being to us nothing but either tl 
admiring emotion, followed on occa- which causes, or that which is C( 

sion by corresponding outward acts. scious of, phenomena; and the 
" vV orthy of honour" connotes all being true, 'I1wtatis mntandis, of 
this, together with our approval of butes; no assertion can be 
the act of showing honour. All these at least with a meaning, 
are phenomena; states of internal con- ing these unknown and unkn.O\\'al~_ 
sciousness, accompanied or followed entities, except in. virtue 
by physical facts. When we say, A Phe:r:omena by whICh alone . 
generous person if! worthy of honour, mamfest themselves to our facultl 
we affirm co·· existence between the ,"Vhen we say, Socrates was conte 
two complicated phenorriena connoted I porary with the Peloponnesian w 
by the two terms respectively. vVe the foundation of this assertion, a'" 
affirm, that wherever and whenever all assertions concerning 
the inward feelings and outward facts is an assertion concerning the p 

IMPORT OF PROPOSITIONS. 

1 i·h they exhihit -namely, I the explanations which will follow in 
11. tl'" ~'l' 'Ie ' .If facts by whicb I the Third Book, must be con~idered 

I~ se . . .' d l' 
• Lt('~ lll:Hlifestcd himt;elf tf m lo\U- rO~Is~onally ~s a dlstmct an pecu lar 

kill i. anll tile Eerie ~f DJ ll~~ S~l.tes un 0 assertIOn. 
\.hi.1I enn stitntc(,~ hi:. r:ntlcnt .;. 
I t ,Ice went Oll :'llllllUt..'tneolt-l "'1~h § 6. To these four kinds of matter
~h . el'k., (If factl:! known. by the of-fact or assertion must be added 

. (If the r lopOnneSl:ll1 wal'. 
I. 'Ii' the rnpo"itiull a8 common1 ' the crmtinncd exertion of that Cause in 
;II1J'1' t\1/1t l <lous Hot aT!:i Ie~·t th~lt n:ltonUe ; Pl'~;r~d~~1~~lt~~Rl;;I~te~\~~~~~:i~J~' :~~. un-
it . cl't that. the 11l1g 111 .1 1;.<" ' meaning language" to carry up the classi
II 1 Ult1l'CJtOl~ , OCl'ate .' 'W~:.s OXlstWg, ficationof Nature to one smnl1mm genus, 

<l./jn!! l' e. xperl CUCl11g tl.lO 'e Being, 01' that wllichExists ; sincG nothing 
~ tl t can be perccived or apprehended but by 

ll' iacts dnrrng .1 .tme.: lme. way of contrast with something else, (of 
. iBtencp O,lla f crtu C1.lCC, thereforE', which important truth, under thG llame of 
bl: :l.ftit'llled 01' dUlitld Dot only Law of Rclativity, he has been in our time 

••.• '1'1 I)LI~l;oru l;1n ~t, JJUt l>etw "11 the principal cxpounder and champioll,) 
, mid we have 110 othm' class to oppose to 

I I .... \,:1111 or utrtwIl('H :\ nroUll1(,m 'JD Being, or fact to contrast with Exir,tcncc. 
I ,htl1!.l1nClI :1. .'\.11<1 both of liOU- I accept fully 1Ur. Bain's Law of Heb.-

l and of ])henOlD 'm~ we mny tivity, but I do not understand by it th:Lt . r: t 1 t to enable us to apprehend or be conscious 
ii'm ~i.mlI1c X~$t"'llce. 11 W la of ::my fact, it is necessary that we should 

i .. lfll.1l'll "jll n? An llnlal0\n~ C:1l1sc . contmst it with somc other positive fact. 
I I ;l:arming, therefore, the eXIStence 'rhe antithesis necessary to consciousness 

C 
. • llf)\llllenOn, we affirm cauf'.a,.tion. need not, I conceive, be an antithesis be

tween two positives; it may be between 
11 r therciore, are two adllItlOnal onc positive and its negative. Hobbes 
J i 1; of fact, cap:J:b!o of b~ing was undoubtedly right when he said that 

rLd in a prOpOSItIOn. BeSIdes a single sensation indefinitely prolonged 
. I . 1 t S wOllld cease to he felt at all; but simple 

t I pl'opositlOns W HC 1 asser eque~ce intermission, without other change, would 
(!' Co-existence, there are son10 wInch rcstorc it to cOIlsciousness. In order to be 

rt flimple Existence; * and others conscious of heat, it is not necessary that 
l't Causation, which, subject to we should !lass to it from cold; it suffices 

that we should pass to it from a state of no 
l'rufessor Baill, in his Logic (i. 256), sensation, or from a sensation of some 

, , 1.' [\OS Existence from the list, cOllsider- othcr kind. The rclative opposite of Bcing, 
il, :.lti a mcrc name. All propositions, considcred us a swnmwn genus, is NOIl, 
[\'S which predicatc mere existence entity, or Nothing; and we have, now and. 
j ll~re or less abbreviated or clliptical: then, occasion to consider and discuss 

, 11 fully expressed they fallllnder either things Tl1 erely in contrast with Non-entity. 
;,knce or succession. When we say I grant th'lt thc decision of questions of 

... dsts a conspiracy for a particular Exi~tencc ubually if not always depends 
,·u. we moan that a~ the present time on a previous question of either Causation 
: Hf men have form.cd themselves or Co·existence. But Existence is never
. "cicty for a particular object; which thcless a different thing from Causation or 

· "'Pl1Jlox aflirmation, rcsolvable into Co-existence, and can be predicated apart 
"ld';l1s of co·cxistcnce and succession from them. '1'hc meaning of tho abstract 

~· I"atioll). 'I'he assertion tllRt the dodo llame Existence, and the connotation of 
lint exiHt, points to the fact that this the concretc name Being, consist, like UlC 

, ,·,1, "lICO known in a certain place, has meaning of all other names, in sensations 
'l"'ured or become cxtinct; is no longcr or states of consciousness: their peculiarity 
ated with thc locality: all which is that to exist, is to excite, or be capable 

1>0 better stated withont the llse of of cxciting, any scnS~ttions or states of con
\·~I'h 'cxist.' There is a debated ques- SciOUSlICSS: no mattcr what, but it is in

t , Docs nn cthcr exist? but the con- , dispensable that there should be some. It 
· furm would be this-' Arc heat and was from overlooking this that Hegel, find-

1 I and other radiant influences propa- ing that Being is an abstraction reached by 
. by an ethereal mcdium diffu~ed in thinking away all particular attributes, ar-

1 ,,? ' which is a proposition of causation. l'ived at the self-contradictory proposition, 
. Illl1allllCr the question of the lTIxis- on which he founded all his philosophy, 

, "f (\ Deity c[tnnot be discussed in that Being is the Si_me as nothing. It is 
• ' ·I'm. It is properly a question as to really the name of Something, taken in the. 
til'~t Cause of the Univer~el and a~ to U10st conjJ;lrel:lel~;;i'\'e scnse of the word. 

E 
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[t fifth, Resemblance. This was a 
species of attribute which we found 
it impossible to analyse; for which 
no fnndarnentwn, distinct from the 
objects themselves, could be assigned. 
Besides propositions which assert a 
sequence or co-existence between two 
phenomena, there are therefore also 
propositions which assert resemblance 
between them; as, This colour is like 
that colour ;-The heat of to-day is 
equal to the heat of yesterday. It is 
true that such an assertion might 
with some plausibility be brought 
within the description of an affirma
tion of sequence, by considering it as 
Itn assertion that the simultaneous 
f,ontemplation of the two colours is 
followed by a specific feeling termed 
the feeling of resemblance. But there 
would be nothing gained by encum
bering ourselves, especially in this 
place, with a generalisation which 
may be looked upon as strained. 
Logic does not undertake to analyse 
mental facts into their ultimate ele
ments. Resemblance between two 
phenomena is more intelligible in 
itself than any explanation could 
make it, and under any classification 
must remain specifically distinct from 
the ordinary cases of sequence and 
co-existence. 

It is sometimes said, that all pro
positions whatever, of which the pre
dicate is a general name, do, in point 
of fact, affirm or deny resemblance. 
All such propositions affirm that a 
thing belongs to a class; but things 
being classed together according to 
their resemblance, everything is of 
course classed with the things which 
it is supposed to resemble most; and 
thence, it ma,y be said, ,vhen we affirm 
that Gold is a metal, or that Socrates 
is a man, the affirmation intended is, 
that gold resembles-other metals, and 
Socrates other men, more nearly than 
they resemble the objects contained 
in any other of the classes co-ordinate 
with these. 

There is some slight degree of 
foundation for this remark, but no 
more than a slight degree, The 

arrangement of things into 
such as the class rnetal, or the 
man, is grounded indeed on a r\ 
blance among the things which 
placed in the same class, but not 
mere general resemblance: the 
blance it is grounded on C()]l~H't ••• 

the possession by all those 
certain common peculiarities; 
those peculiarities it is which 
terms connote, and which the 
sitions consequently assert; 
resemblance. ]Tor though 
say, Gold is a metal, I say by 
cation that if there be any 
metals it must :r:esemble them, 
there were no other metals I 
still assert the proposition 
same meaning as at present, 
that gold has the various 
implied in the word metal; 
might be said, Christians are 
even if there were ·no men who 
not Christians. Propositions, 
fore, in which objects are "'C>1-a ... >".~._ 
a class, because they possesg 
attributes constituting the clasF 
so far from asserting nothing 
resemblance, that they do not, 
perly speaking, assert resem 
at all. 

But we remarked some time 
(and the reasons of the remark 
more fully entered into in a 
quent Book*) that there. is 
times a convenience in ext811di:n~. 
bOUNdaries of a,class so , 
things which possess in a 
degree, if in any, some of 
acteristic properties of the 
provided they resemble that 
more than any other, insomuch 
the general propositions which 
true of the class will be 
being true of those things 
other equally general PflDpc)siU. 
For instance, there are 
called metals which have very 
the properties by which metal 
commonly recognised; and a 
every great famIly of plants 
mals has a few anomalous 

* Book iv. ch, vii. 

lMPORT OF PROPOSITIONS. 
colour or of the other sensation is 
mere resemblance-simple likeness to 
sensations which I have had before, 
and which have had those names 

d bestowed upon them. The names 
1'0 rl: I ',;,1IJnge

d
,. t,d of any of feelings,like other concrete general 

Ill' I' pre lOa to • b t th ,n •. \1 -, . t' we do by I names,' are connotatIve; u ey 
of t~ J • ,.~(;rftiW IOn, csembl~nce connote a mere resemblance. Wh,en 
• 11' It a rm r d f . d' 'd I f l' 
I, ,.. p And in order to predicate 0 any m IVI' na .ee ll1g, 

:\.11 11 1111 ;lI.'::':;'re~t it ought to be the information .they convey IS ~hat 
UI It. u _ " 'in which we of its likeness to the other !feehngs 

id, h t 111 • \' ''''Y1 case "'le affirm which we have been accustomed to 
od • ~I'nt l' ,L nall18, " Th h J rt' I h th bjectpossesses call by the same name. us muc 

1 I b lllt
rt

. t 1 III ".~ °ated by the may suffice in illustration of the kind 
t l pro I , (" Ion . - . h' h tl tt 

1 h t " itZ er possesses of propOSItIOns m w IC 1e ma er-
but ~ a I .. 'fe I't

b 
does not at of-fact asserted (or denied) is simple 

P) 1. f,r, 1 _ '. ) 
n\.I,,; the thlllgS whICh he~e~blance. , 
th. n it resembles any EXIs~ence, Co-exIstence, Sequence, 
In 1I ,t)"t cases, however, CausatIOn, R~semblance: one, or 

't i 111 r' t .• suppose any such other of these IS .a~serted ~or d_emed) 
J 1 . tl') ' tt.r of the two in every propOSItIOn . whIch IS not 

I'M l' )' ,L I.; b 1 Th' fi f Id d' .. und h'" \'ll':',{ fI"ldom that on ~erely ver a.. IS ve.o .lvISJOn 
h- h h rtiou i,; made: and IS an exhaustIve classlfi~atIOn of 
h n th r' i-; generally SOllle matters-of-~act; of all tJungs that 

1 i \ the form of the can be beheved or tendered for be-
II 'l'hi _ -P"Cjf~S (or genus) lief; of all questions that can be pro-

1 I r 1/. 'J br.; 1'an!.;cd, as pounded, and all answers that can be 
\I 11 1U1,'1 _ lH.:h a family: returned to tbeJ?'* ., . 
llv . 1" .,.;itively that . Professor Ba~n_ dlstlDgtuS~es two 
o i . ullk-,~ it possessed ~lDds of Propos;tlOns of Co-e~lstence. 
It. I'J'ClJ "'l·tie,; of which " In the one kmd, account I~ taken 
i . ei, ntifically sic:rni- of Place; they may be descnbed as 

'" propositions of Order in Place." In 
the other kind, the co-existence which 
is predicated is termed by Mr. Bain 
Coinherence of Attributes; " This 
is a distinct variety of Propositions of 
Co-existence. Instead of an arrange
ment in place with numerical inter
vals, we have the concurrence of two 
or more attributes or powers in the 
same part or locality. A mass of 
gold contains, in every atom, the COll
curring attributes that mark the 
substance-weight, hardness, colour, 
lustre, incorrosiiJility, &c. An :wimal, 
besides having parts situated in place, 
has coi!' hering functions in the same 
parts, exerted by the very same 

rJilTt n lIt el.. \',-hen, tiH'l'e- masses and molecules of its substance, 
., Th ul IIr I .;a,\- yn:b,rday I' . , . The Mind, which affords no 

1 J • (1 ur, IIr, TIlt' :<f'n:;atiou Propositions of Order in Place, has 
I on', f ti '1Otn. " , in L"th 

tt ut· 1 Hi I'Ill of the Logic, i. l03-IO;l' 
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coinhering functions. vVe affirm thought it necessary to 
inind to contain JTeeling, vVill, and directly those alone.· in which 
'Thought, not in local separation, but terms of the proposition (or thl! 
in commingling exercise. The concur- dicate at least) are concrete 
ring properties of minerals, of pl:mts, But, in doing so, we have 
and of the bodily and the ment:11 analysed those in which the 
structure of animals, are united in abstract. The distinction b 
amrmations of coinherence." abstract term and its 

The distinction is real and impor- concrete, does not turn 
htnt. But, as has been seen, an ference in what they 
Attribute, when it is anything but a signify; for the real Sl'lglJllii'cat~ion 
simple unanalysable Resemblance be- concrete general name IS, as We I 
tween the subject and some other so often said, its connotation· 
things, consists in causing impres- what the concrete term connotes' 
~ions of some sort on consciousness. the entire meaning of the a 
Consequently, the coinherence of two name. Since there is nothillfr 
attributes is but the co-existence of import of an abstract name ,~, 
the two states of consciousness illl- not in the import of the COlrrl:i~hd" 
plied in their meaning: with the ing concrete, it is natural to 
difference, however, that this co-exis- that neither can there be any 
tence is sometimes potential only, the import of a proposition of 
the attribute being considered as in the terms are abstract, but what 
existence though the fact on which is in some proposition which call 
it is grounded may not be actually, framed of concrete terms. 
but only potentially present. Snow, And this presumption a closer 
for instance, is, with great conveni- rnination will confirm. An 
ence, said to be ,,,hite even in a state name is the name of an aUU •. UJUlv\'.,_ 

of total darkness, because, though we combination of attributes. 
are not now conscious of the colour, responding concrete is a 
we shall be conscious of it as soon as to things, because of, and in 
morning breaks. Coinherence of at- express, their possessing tha,t 
tributes is therefore still a case, though or that combination of att;rib, •• 
a complex one, of co-existence of states vVhen, therefore, we predica 
of consciousness: a totally different thing a concrete name, the 
thing, however, from Order in Place. is what we in reality predicate 
Being a part of simultaneity, it be- But it has now been shown that 
longs not to Place but to Time. propositions of which the 

We may, therefore, (and we shall is a concrete name, ,,,hat 
sometimes find it a convenience,) in- predicated is one of five 
stead of Co-existence and Sequence, :Existence, Co-existence, C 
say, for greater particularity, Order Sequenco, or H.eselllblance. 
in Place and Order in Time: Order tribute, therefore, is nece . 
in Place being a specific mode of co- an existence, a co-existence, a 
(!xistence, not necessary to be more tiol1, a sequence, or a 
particularly analysed here; while the vVhen a proposition consists 
mere fact of co-existence, whether be- ject and predicate which 
tween actual sensations, or between terms, it consists of terms w 
the potentialities of causing them, necessarilysignifyone or other 
known by the name of attributes, may things. \Vhen we predicate of 
be classed, together lvith Sequence, thingan abstract name, we affirm , 
under the head of Order in Time. thing that it is one or other of 

things; that it is a case of 'n.'. , .... . 

§ 7. In the foregoing inquiry into I or of Co-existence, or of VU.UN' ... . 

the import of Propositions, wc have. 01' of Seqtwnce, or of Resemblan 

IMPORT OF PROPOSITIONS~ 

lowing :-" Prudence is a virtue.'.' 
Let us substitute for the word virtue 
an equivalent but more definite ex
pression, such as "a mental quality 
beneficial to society," or "a mental 
quality pleasing to God,"or whatever 
else we adopt as the definition of 
virtue. vVhat the proposition asserts 
is a sequence, accompanied with causa
tion : namely, that benefit to society, 
or that the approval of God, is conse
quent on, and caused by, prudence. 
Here is a sequence; but between 
what? 'Ve understand the conse
quent of the sequence, but we have 
yet to analyse the antecedent. Pru
dence is an attribute; and, in con
nection "'ith it, two things besides it
self are to be considered; prudent 
persons, who are the subjects of the 
attribute, and prudential Gonduct, 
which may be called the foundation 
of it. Now is either of these the 
antecedent? and,first, is it meant 
that the approval of God, or benefit 
to society, is attendant upon all pru
dent persons ? No, except in 80 far 
as they are prudent; for prudent per
sons who are scoundrels can seldom 
on the whole be beneficial to society, 
nor can they be acceptable to a . good 
being. Is it upon prUdential conduct, 
then, that divine approbation and 
benefit to mankind are supposed to 
be invariably consequent? Neither is 
this the assertion meant, when it is 
said that prudence is a virtue; except 
with the same reservation as before, 
and for the same reason, namely, that 
prudential conduct, although in so fa)' 
as it is beneficial to society, may yet, 
by reason of some other of its quali
ties, be productive of an injury out
weighing the benefit, and deserve a 
displeasure exceeding the approbation 
which wo~ld be due to the prudence. 
Neither the substance, therefore, (viz. 
the pel:son,) nor the phenomenon, (th!3 
conduct,) is an antecedent on which 
the other term of the sequence is 

11' are ahstmct, we will universally consequent. But the pro-
.11 "' , th ... exampl(~s given I position, "Prudence is a virtue," is 

L alUt~r analysu:. The an Uliiversal proposition. vVhat is 
n \ t; "Ju 11 select is the fol- it, then, upon which the proposition 
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affirms the effect,:; in question to be CHAPTER VI. 
universally consequent? Upon that 
in the person, and in the conduct, 
which causes them to be called pru
dent, and which is equally in them 
when the action, though prudent, is 
wicked; namely, a correct foresight 
of consequences, a just estimation of 
their importance to the object in vi€lw, 
and repression of any unreflecting 
impulse at variance with the deliber
ate purpose. These, which are states 
of the person's mind, are the real 
antecedent in the sequence, the real 
C:1Use in the causation, asserted by 
the proposition. But these are also 
the real ground, or foundation, of the 
attribute Prudence; since wherever 
these states of mind exist we may 
predicate prudence, even before we 
know whether any conduct has fol
lowed. And in this manner every 
assertion respecting an attribute may 
be transformed into an assertion 
exactly equivalent respecting the fact 
or phenomenon which is the ground 
of the attribute. And no case can be 
assigned, where that which is predi
cated of the fact or phenomenon does 
not belong to one or other of the five 
species formerly enumerated: it is 
'either simple Existence, or it is some 
Sequence, Co-existence, Causation, or 
Resemblance. 

And as these five are the only things 
which can be affirmed, so are they the 
only things which can be denied. "1\0 
horses are web-footed," denies that 
the attributes of a horse ever co-exist 
with web-feet. It is scarcely neces
sary to apply the same analysis to 
particular affirmations and negations. 
"Some birds are web-footed," affirms 
that, with the attributes connoted by 
bird, the phenomenon web-feet is 
sometimes co-existent: "Some birds 
are not web-footed," asserts that there 
are other instances in which this co
existence does not have place. Any 
further explanation of a thing which, 
if the previous exposition has been 
assented to, is so obvious; may here 
be spared. 

Ol!' PllOPOSITIONS MERELY VEllnA 

§ I. As a preparation for the 
quiry which is the proper object 
Logic, namely, in what manner 
positions are to be proved, we 
found it necessary to inquire 
they contain which requires, 
susceptible of, proof; or (which is 
same thing) what they assert. In 
course of this .. .', " "~,,,.l "' __ 
tion into the import of 
we examined the opinion of the 
ceptualists, that a proposition is 
expression of a relation between 
ideas; and the doctrine of the 
Nominalists, that it is the eXlprE~ssj,. 
of an agreement or diE;a,g-reE!m(3ut 
tween the meanings of 
We decided that, as general 
both of these are erroneous; 
though propositions may' 
both respecting Dames and rm;pectild 
ideas,. neither the one nor 
are the subject-matter of 1:T(JpC)Sltl, "1111. 
considered generally. We 
mined the different kinds 
sitions, and found that, 
exception of those which 
verbal, they assert five 
of matters of fact, 
Order in Place, Order in 
tion, and Resemblance; that 
proposition one of these five 
affirmed, or denied, of some 
phenomenon, or of some object 
known source of a fact or ph,en()m1enl'lI.l 

In distinguishing, however, the dif, 
ferent kind of matters of fact assert 
in propositions, we reserved one 
of propositions, which do not rebt" 
any matter of fact, in the proper sell 
of the term, at all, but to the 
ing of names. Since names 
signification are entirely ar 
such propositions are not, 
speaking, susceptible of truth 
falsity, but only of conformity 
disconformity to usage or conventio 
and all the proof they are capal 
of, is proof of usage; proof th. 
the words have been employed I 
others in the acceptation in which I 
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1 or writer desires to use them. 
:;, :1 {.cr ropositions occu.py, however, a 
1 ::c;,v.p JUS pIa.ce in phIlosophy; and 
(' .:i.-VlCU

t( ure and characteristics are 
t l 11' na . I . :' llluch importance m OglC, as 
(·t . ,~: of any of ~he other classes of 

."t ... lositions pre~I?usly advert~d to. 
1I 'c'f all propOSItIOns respectlD~ the 
;.mification of words were as SImple 

: .~.I unimportant as those w~~ch 
. ' d us for examples when examm
\,~~velfobbes' tllcory of pre~ication, 
I i~. those of which the subject a:nd 
If",.licate are proper names, and WhICh 

~ "rt only that those names have, 
~'r that they have not, been c?nv.er~
j .. n:J.lly assigned to th.e st\me mdl Vl

(jaal, there wo:rl~ be lIttle to a~tract 
,,<;uch propOSItIOns the attentlOn of 
1 ·losophers. But the class of merely 

!,.l;Lal propositions embraces not only 
lut:h more than th?s:, but .much 

IIlI Ire than any propOSItIOns whICh at 
r , ~t siaht present themselves as ver
I :~i ; c~mprehending a kind of asser
t:"ns which have been regarded not 
lily as relating to th.in&,s, but as h?,v

ill" actually a more mtllnate relatIOn 
\ ith them than any other propositions 
":h,~tever. The student in philosop~y 
", ill perceive that I allude to the chs-
inction on which so much stress was 

b id by the schoolm.en, and which 
h:~ci been retained eIther under the 
•• me or under other names by most 

1! .... taphysicianR to the present day, 
,i6. between wh:.t.t were called essen
(i,d, and what wel't~ called accidentC!l, 
jlfllpositiol1s, and between essentIal 
amI accidenbl properties or attri
Lute::). 

§ 2. Almost all metaphysicians prior 
t .. 'Lucke, as well as many since his 
' :,,\e, have made a great mystery of 
J'-:;"ntial Predication, and of predi
I.t,,:; ,yhich are said to be of the 
,. ' nee of the subject. The essence of 
: ~ thing, they said, was that without 
\ hich the thing could neither be, 
"r be conceived to be. Thus, ration-

. lib" was of the essence of man, be
I : ! 'l~e without rationality mn.n could 
k,t be conceived to exist. The dif-

fCl'ent attributes which made up the 
essence of the thing were called its 
essential properties; and a proposi
tion in which any of these were pre
dicated of it was called an Essential 
Proposition, and was dtmsidered to go 
deeper into the nature of the thing, 
and to convey more important infor
mation respecting it than any other 
proposition co~ld do. All properties, 
not of the essence of the thing, were 
called its accidents; were supposed 
to have nothing at all, or nothing 
comparatively, to do with its inmost 
nature; and the propositions in which 
::my of these were predicated of it 
were called Accidental Propositions. 
A connection may be traced between 
this distinction, which originated 
with the schoolmen, and the well
known dogmas of 8ubstanticc 8ecunda! 
or general substances, and 8ubstantial 
f01'1n8, doctrines which under varieties 
of language pervaded alike the Aris
totelian and the Platonic schools, and 
of which more of the spirit has come 
down to modern times than might be 
conjectured from the disuse of the 
phraseology. The false views of the 
nature of classification and general
isation which prevailed among the 
schoolmen, and of which these dog
mas were the technical expression, 
afford the ollly explanation which call 
be given of their having misunder
stood the real nature of those Essences 
which held so conspicuous a place in 
their philosophy. 'rhey said, truly, 
that man canllot be conceiv4:!d with
out · rationality. But though man 
cannot, a being may be conceived 
exactly like a man in all points except 
that one quality, and those others 
which are the conditions or conse
quences of it. All therefore which if, 
really true in the assertion that man 
cannot be conceived without ration
alitn is only tha.t if he had not ration
ality, he would not be reputed a man. 
There is no impossibility in conceiv
ing the thing, nor, for aught we know, 
in its existing: the impossibility is 
in the conventions of language, which 
will not a.How the thillg, even if it 
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exist, to be called by the name which Now, as the most familial' of 
is reserved for rational beinO's. Ra- general names by which an 
tionality, in short, is involv:d in the designated usually connotes not 
meaning of the word man: is one of ?nly, but several nttri,butes of the 
the attributes connoted by the name, Ject, each of which attributes SI 

The essence of man, simply means rately forms also the bond of 
the whole of the attributes connoted some class, and the meaning of 
hy the 'word; and anyone of those general name; we may predicate, 
attributes taken singly is an essential name which connotes a variety of 
property of man. tributes, another name which 

But these reflections, so easy to us only one of these attributes, 
would have been difficult to person~ smaller number of them than 
who thought, as most of the later such cases, the ulliversal 
Aristotelians did, that objects were proposition will be true; since wl 
made w~at they were called, that ever possessefJ the whole of any 8e 
gold (for 111sta:ICe) was made gold, not attributes, must possess [tny part. 
hy the possessIOn of certain properties that same set. A proposition of 
to which mankind have chosen to sort, however, conveys no inf 
a~ta~h that name, but by participa- to anyone who previously unuel~stt,. 
tlOn m the nature of a certain O'eneral the whole meaning of the 
sub,stance, called gold in general, propositions, Every man is a 
wInch substance, toO'ether with all being, Every man is a living 
~he prol?erties that °belonged to it, Every man is rational, 
1nltered 111 every individual piece of knowledge to anyone who was 
gold:x- As they did not consider aware of the entire meaning 
these universal substances to be at- word man, for the meaninO' of 
tached to all general names, but only includes all this: and th~t e 
to some, they thought that an object has the attributes connoted by 
borrowed only a part of its properties predicates, is already asserted whe 
from an universal substance, and that is called a mall. Now, of this 
the rest belonged to it individually: are all the propositions which 
the former they called its essence, been called essential. They are 
and the latter its accidents. The fact, identical propositions. ' 
scholastic doctrine of essences 10110' It is true that a proposition wb 
survived the theory on which it rested predicates :1l1yattribute, even 
that of the existence of real entitie~ it be one implied in the name, i, 
?orresponding to general terms; and most cases understood to in\'olvl 
It was reserved for Locke at the end of tacit assertion that there exists a tll ; 
the seventeenth century, to convince COI'I'?sponding t,o the name, and 1 
philosopherstlmtthesupposedessences sessmg the attnbutes cOUJlOte(l by 
of classes were merely the siO'nifica- and this implied assertion m~'y Gum 
tjon of their names; nor, amgng the information, even to those y.'ho und, 
SIgnal services which his writino's ren- stood the meaning of the name. J 
dered to philosophy, was the:'e one all information of this sort, 
more needful or more valuable. by all the essential prlop()silbioltls 
~'The doctrines which prevented the which man can be 

real meaning of Essences fl'om being undcr- is included in the assertion, 
~tood, ~ad not as,sumed so settled a 8ha})e And this aS8ull11)tion of real ~xi.steJl~. 
III the tIme of ArIstotle and his immediate "', 
followers, flS was afterwards given to them i~, after all, the result of an Im.perf<.~'" 
by the H.ealists of the Middle Ages, Al'is- tlOn of language, It arises from 
totl,e himRelf (in his r~reati8e on the cate-j ambio-uity of the copula which 
gsmes) expressly d~llles that tl~e O.UTepaL addition to its prope etf' f ' 
QV (",r"., or substantue secunrlce, mhere in I' ! lCe 0 a 
a subject. They are oIlly, he says, predi- to show that an assertion is m 
c::Itcd of it. also, as formerly remarked, a 
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otinrr existence. The actual 
,w.rd conn f the subject of the propo-

I ,'nee 0 tl t " " therefore only appar,en ,Y, n~ 
I .,.n 1"', lied in the prechcatlOn, If 
, " , llnp A h ,t r· v ',;ntial one: ~e. ma~ say, g . os 

,I~ ,li"Clnbodied Spll'lt, Wlth?ut behev
I ' . h sts But an accldental, or 
i .: III g °t'ial affirmation, does imply 
J,II-t;l;"en h b' t b 
1 real existence of t e su Jec,' e-

t I 'the case of a non-exIstent 
I I ,\ III h' f tl " )', et there is not mg or -le ,P::o-

)tiun to assert. Such a proposItIOn 
~ . The ghost of a murdered person 
il 'UlltS the couch o~ t~e murderer, 
l. n , mly have a me~mn~ If understood 
:" implying a. ~eh~f m ghosts; for 
inc,' the sigmfic~tlOn of th~ word 

{),t implies nothmg of ~he kmd, the 
"k reither means nothmg, ormeans 

1 ,I eert a thing which he wishes to 
tll H"" 11 k 1 !Jt, j",Jieved to hrwe rea y ta en pace. 

n will be hereafter seen that when 
n 1\' important conseque:r;ces seem to 
f .. l,)w, as in mathematICs, ,from an 
, ,:ntial proposition.'. or,. m oth~r 
\ t rJs, from a proposltlOn mvolved m 
tht! meaning of a name, ~hat they 
r 'Illy flow from is the taCIt assump
ti ' 1\ uf the real existence of. the object 

named. Apart from thIS assump
i, I of real existence, the class of pro-

1 , itiuns in which the predicate is of 
I. ,,~::ience of the subject (that is, in 
hieh the predicate conno,tes the 

\\h"lu or part of what the subJect con-
11.,t,;,." but nothing besides) answer no 
11 1'1"",e but that of unfoldillgthewhole 
ur ".,me part of the, meaning ~f the 
I • . I t: to those who dId not prevlOusly 
I 1\1 .\\' it. Accordingly, the most use
Cl I, ::md in strictness the only useful 
): Ill] of essential propositions, are 
1 j ·tinitions: which, to be complete, 
hl .uld unfold the whole of what is 

involved in the meaning of the word 
d tined; that is, (when it is a con
I .tative word,) the whole of what it 
I lmutes. In defining a name, how
,.,'r, it is not usual to specify its 
, I tire connotation, but so much only 
:I i~ Kufficient to mark out the objects 
. , ~~ny denoted by it from all other 
J JI( .wn objects. And sometimes a 
IIl.1'.,1y accidental property, not in-

volved in the meaning of. tlie name, 
answers this purpose equally \\'ell. 
'The various killds of definition which 
these distinctions give rise to, and the 
purposes to which they are respec
tively subservient, will be minutely 
considered in the proper place. 

§ 3. According to the above view 
of essential propositions, no proposi
tion can be reckoned such which re
lates to an individual by name, that 
is, in which the subject is a proper 
name. Individuals have no essences. 
'Vhen the schoolmen talked of the 
essence of an individual, they did not 
mean the properties implied in its 
name, for the names of individuals 
imply no properties. They regarded 
as of the essence of an individual 
whatever was of the· essence of the 
species in which they were accustomed 
to place that individual; i,e. of the 
class to which it was most familiarly 
referred, and to which, therefore, they 
conceived that it by nature belonged. 
Thus, because the proposition Man is 
a rational being, was an essential pro
position, they affirmed the same thing 
of the proposition, J ulius Cresar is n. 
rational being. This followed very 
n:1turally if genera and species were 
to be considered as entities, distinct 
from, but inhering in, the individuals 
composing them. If man was a sub
stance inhering in each individual 
man, the esse~l,ce of man (whatever 
that might mean) was naturally sup
posed to accompany it; to inhere in 
John rrhompsoll, and to form the 
C01n1non essence of Thompson and 
J ulius Cresar. It might then be fairly 
said, that rationality, being of the 
essence of 1Vlan, was of the essence 
also of Thompson. But if Man alto
gether be only the individual men 
and a name bestowed upon them in 
consequence of certain common pro
perties, what becomes of John Thomp
son's essellce? 

A fundamental error is seldom ex
pelled from philosophy by a single 
victory. It retreats slowly, defends 
every inch of ground, and often, after 
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it has been driven from the open admits of being demonstrated 
country, retains a footing in some another property. It is enough 
remote fastness. The essences of iri- remark that, accordinO' to this 
eli ~i?-uals were a~ unmeaning figment tion, the real essence of ~n object 
arIsmg from a mIsapprehension of the the progress of physics, come to be 
essences of classes; yet even Locke ceived as nearly equivalent, in the 
when he extirpat:d the parent error: of bodies, to their corpuscular 
could not shake hImself free from that ture: what it is now supposed 
which was its fruit. He distinguished in the case of any other en 
two sorts of essences, Real and N 0- would not take upon myself to 
minal. His nominal essences were 
the essences of classes, explained § 4. An essential proposition 
nearly as we have now explained is one which is purely verbal; , 
them. Nor is anything wantinO' to asserts of a thing under a particu 
render the third book of Locke' s E~say name, only what is asserted of it 
a nearly unexceptionable treatise on the fact of calling it by that 
the ~onnotation of names, except to and which therefore either gives 
free ltS language from the assumption information, or gives it respectinO' 
of what are called Abstract Ideas name, not the thing. Non- b 

which unfortunately is involved in th~ or accidental propositions, 
phraseology, though not necessarily trary,'may be:called Real J:'r,op()SI1GiOlll.. 
connected with the thoughts contained in opposition to Verbal. 
in that immortal Third~Book. * But cate of a thing some fact not in 
besides nominal essences, he admitted in the signification of the name 
real essences, or essences of individual which the proposition speaks of i 
objects, which he supposed to be the some attribute not connoted by tll 
causes of the sensible properties of name. Such arc all propositio 
those objects. 'We know not (said he) concerning things individuuJly desi , 
what these are; and this aclmowledo'- nated, and all general or particul 
ll:ent r.endered the lfic~ion compar~- propositions in which the predict, 
bvely mnocuous; but If we did, we connotes any attribute not connot 
could, from them alone, demonstrate by the subject. All these, if true, alLl 
the sensible properties of the object, to our knowledge: they convey infilr 
as the properties of the triangle are mation, not already involved in tl. 
demonstrated from the definition of names employed. \Vhen I am told 
the triangle. I shall have occasion that all, or even that some object 
to revert to this theory in treating of which have certain qualities, or whic 
Demonstration, and of the conditions stand in certain relations, have al. 
under which one property of a thing certain other qualities, or stand in 

* The always acute and often profound certain other relations, I learn frm 
author of An Outline of SemcttolO[IY (Mr. B. this proposition a new fact " a far 
H. Smart) justly says, "Locke will be 
much more intelligible if in the majoritv not included in my knowledge of tll 
of places, we substitute', tile knowledCfe of' meaning of the words, nor even of tll 
for what he calls '~t!e, Idea of'" (p~ IQ), existence of Things answering to tb 
,Among the many cntlCIslllS on Locke's llse . 'fi t' f th -cl 'I' 
of the word Idea this is the one which as Sl~lll ca IOn 0 ose wo~ s. t I 
it appears to rr;e, most nearly hits the thlS class of propositions only whiC:1 
mark; and ,I quo~e it for the additional are in themselves instructive, or frOI!1 
1'eas<;m that It preCls~ly expr~Rses the pnint I which any inst.ructi ve propositions C[l,' \ 
of ~l~erence respeetmg the lmport of Pro- b~' *" " 
pOSItIOns, between my view and what 1 e Inferred. 
have spoken of as the COilceptualist view * This distinction corresponds to that 
of them. Where a,C:onceptualist saysthatj which is drawn by Rant au<l other met;! 
a name. or a propOSItIOll expresses our ideaphysicianH between wlmt they term anul1, 
of a thmg, 1 shol~ld generally sny (instead tic and synthetic jl1d<'IllEmts' the forme 
of ot:r Idea) Ot:!" K~10wledge, or Belief, eon- being those which cm~ be evoived from th 
cermng the thlllg Itself, meaning of the terms used. ' 
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~0thing' has, :Qrobably contributed 

, , the opmIOn so long prevalent 
I, I 'h;o futility of the school logic, 
• t h circuIllstance that almost all 
t I . 11 t. emples used in the common 
h' et~ookS to illustrate the doctrine 

"'.h"" :rcation and that of the syllo
": 'Pre ~sist of essential propositions. 
V-m ~el'e usually taken either ftom 
I n"'{ nches or from the main trunk 
the h l'predicamental Tree, which in-
Itd ed nothinO" but what was of the 

(' .1 t: 0, 0 t 
r '"d ,tce of the speCIes:. mne corpus es 

li,:;tantia" Olnne an~?nal est .corp'us, 
(ll/l nis homo est. corpus, Olnm~ 7wrJ~0 

nimal Omn~s homo est ratwnal~s, 
r .:: so forth. It is f!1r .from wonder
" 1 that the SyllOgIstIC art should 
I ',ve been thought to be ?f no use 
i;1 assisting correct rea~o?mg, w ~en 
.1 nost the only propOSItIOns whIch, 
i:l1 

the hands of its professed t8achers, 
it was employed to prove, wer~ such 
Uti everyone assented to WIthout 
i,fI)of the moment he comprehended 
tl > meanina' of the words; and stood 
c~:ctly on "'a level, i~ point of e.vi
J"lIce, with the premIses from whICh 
tht:y were drawn. I have, therefore, 
throughout this wor~, avoide~ .the 
1 IIlployment of essentIal Pl'OpOsItlOns 
as examples, except where the nature 
I.f the principle to be illustrated speci
tically required them. 

~ 5. With res~ect to :Qropositi?ns 
which do convey mformatlOn-which 
w .. sert something of a Thing, under a 
name that does not already presuppose 
whn.t is about to be asserted; there 
are two different aspects in which 
these, or rather such of them as are 
<fencral propositions, may be con
~idered: ,ve may either look at them 
l\ci portions of speculative truth, or 
a~ memoranda for practical use. Ac
cording as we consider propositions 
in one or the other of these lights, 
their import may be convenientlyex
pressed in one or in the other of two 
fvrmulas. 

According to the formula which 
wc h!1ve hitherto employed, and which 
jq bl1l>t adapted to express the imp()rt 

of the proposition as a portion' of our 
theoretical knowledge, All men are 
mortal, means that the attributes of 
man are always accompanied by the 
attribute mortality: Nomen are gods, 
means that the attributes of man are 
never accompanied by the attributes, 
or at least never by all the attributes, 
signified by the word god. But when 
the proposition is considered as a 
memorandum for practical use, we 
shall find a different mode of expres:-;
ing the same meaning better adapted 
to indicate the office which the pro
position performs.. The practical use 
of a proposition is, to apprise or re
mind us what we have to expect in 
any individual case which comes with
in the assertion contained in the pro
position. In reference to this purpo:-;e, 
the proposition, All men are mortal, 
means that the attributes of man are 
c1!idcncc oj, are a ?nark of, mortality; 
an indication by which the presence 
of that attribute is made manifest. 
Nomen are gods, means that the 
attributes of man are a mark or evi
dence that some or all of the attri
butes understood to belong to a god 
are not there; that where the former 
are, we need not expect to find the 
latter. 

These two forms of expression are 
at bottom equivalent; but the one 
points the attention more directly to 
what a proposition means, the latter 
to the manner in which it is to be used. 

Now it is to be observed that Rea
soning (the subject to which we are 
next to proceed) is a process into which 
propositions enter not as ultimate re
sults, but as means to the establish
ment of other propositions. 'Ve m::ty 
expect, therefore, that the mode of ex
hibiting the import of a general pro
position which shows it in its applic::t· 
tion to practical use, will best express 
the function which propositions per
form in Reasoning. And accordingly, 
in the theory of Reasoning, the mode 
of viewing the subject which con
siders a Proposition as asserting that 
one fact or phenomenon is a mw"" 
or ct'idcncc .of ~mothel' fact or ph0110-
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menon,· will' be found almost indis
pensable. For the purposes of that 
Theory, the best mode of defininO' the 
import of a proposition is not the ~ode 
which shows most clearly what it is in 
itself, but that which most distinctly 
suggests the manner in which it may 
be made available for advancing from 
it to other propositions. 

CHAPTER VII. 
OJ!' THE NATURE OF CLASSIFICATION, 

AND THE J!'IVE PREDICABLES. 

§ I. IN examining into the nature 
of general propositions, we have ad
verted much less than is usual with 
logicians to the ideas of a Class and 
Classification; ideas which, since the 
Realist doctrine of General Substances 
went mit of voo'ue, have formed the 
basis of almost every attempt at a 
philosophical theory of general terms 
and general propositions. We have 
considered general names as havinO' 
a meaning, quite independently of 
their being the names of cl~sses. 
That circumstance is in truth acci
dental, it being wholly immaterial to 
the signification of the name whether 
there .are. many objects, or only one, 
to whIch It happens to be applicable, 
?r whether there be any at all. God 
IS as much a general term to the 
Christian or Jew as to the Polytheist; 
an~ dragon, hippogriff, chimera, mer
maId, ghosi, are as much so as if real 
objects existed, corresponding to those 
names. Every name the siO'nification 
?f which. is constituted by ~ttributes, 
IS potentIally a name of an indefinite 
number of objects; but it needs not 
be actually the name of any· and if 
of any, it may be the name 'of only 
one. As soon as we employ a name 
to connote attributes, the things, be 
they more or fewer, which happen to 
possess those attributes, are consti
t~ted. ipso facto a class, But in pre
dIcatmg the name we predicate only 
~he attributes; and the fact of belong
mg to. a cla~s does not, in many cases, 
come mto !'lew at all. 

Although, however,Predication 
not presuppose Classification, a 
though the theory of Names and 
Propositions is not cleared up 
only encumbered, by in .' 
idea of classification into it, 
nevertheless aclose connection 
Classification and the errmlov:mpl1 ' 
General N arnes. By every 
name which we introduce, we 
a class, if there be any things, 
imaginary, to compose it; that 
Things corresponding to the . 
tion of the name. Classes, th 
mostly owe their existence to 
language. But generallanO'uaO'e 
though that is not the mo~t "" 
case, sometimes owes its 
classes. A general, which is 
as to say a significant, name, is 
mostly introduced because we 
signification to express by it ; 
we need a word by means of 
to predicate the attribute!;! which 
connotes. But it is also true that 
name is sometimes introduced 
we have found it convenient 
a class; because we have 
useful for the regulation of 
operations, that a certain 
objects should be thought of 
A naturalist, for purposes connectlllll 
with hi8 particular science, 
to distribute the animal or VPlrrAf"~ r.L •• 
creation into certain 
than into any others, and he 
a name to bind, as it were,' each 
groups together. It must not 
ever be supposed that such nan! 
when introduced, differ in any resrx 
as to their mode of signification frl ' 
other connotative names. The clas 
which they denote are, as much as 
other classes, constituted by 
common attributes, and their 
are significant of those ,",',UIJLU,et;, 
of nothing else. The names of 
classes and orders, Planti.Q'rade,s.l')ia ilio. 
,grades, &c., are as m the 
sion of attributes as if those names 
preceded, instead of grown ~mt of, 
classification of animals. '1'he 
peculiarity of the case is, that the 
venience of classification was here 
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. [1,r motive for introducing the 
l'rll1!' ! while in other cases the na,me 
1 "\l.Ji~::! 'duced as a means of predica
~ . ill rOH1 the formation of a class de
r:<~l:Ja~y it is only an indirect con-
l Hhk~ 

- I quence,.. . 1 I . 
The pnnCIples wlnc 1 OU& lt to regu-

1".e Classification as ?' 10gl?al I;rocess 
'lIhservient to the .mvestlgatlOn of 
· ,th cannot be dIscussed to any 

. 11 'se until a much later stage of 
l ,rpo. f Cl 'fi . 
; uf. inquiry. But 0 ?,SSI .catl~n, 
· ; resultillg" from, .and ImplIed m, 
• It! fact of employmg general lan
.. re we cannot forbear to treat 
:~~ 'without leaving the theory of 

.. llt.!ral na,mes, nn~l of the~r employ-
' ldlt in predicatlOl1, mutIlated and 

1111le~,-" 

on the particular occasion. .A nimal, 
for instance, is a genus with respect to 
man or John; a species with respect 
to Substance or Being. Rectangula1' 
is one of the Differentim of a geo
metrical square; it is merely one of 
the Accidentia of the table at which 
I am writing. The words genus, 
species, &c., are therefore relative 
terms; they are names applied to 
certain predicates, to express the re
htion between them and Rome given 
subject: a relation grounded, as we 
shah see, not on what the predicate 
connotes, but on the class which it 
denotes, and on the place 'which, in 
some given classification, that class 
occupies rebtively to the particular 
subject. 

~ 2. This portion of the theory of § 3. Of these five names, two, 
· ~~ral language is the subject of Genus and Species, are not only used 
\\ h~tt is termed the doctrine of the by naturalists in a technical accepta,
l".;Jicables; ~1 set of distinctio~s tion not precisely agreeing with their 
ll;mtled down from Aristotle, and ~llS philosophical meaning, but have also 
i,,!lower Porphyry, many of whlCh acquired a popular acceptation, much 
have taken a firm root 'in scientific, more general than either. In this 
;>lid some of them eve~ in popula,r, popular sense any two classes, one of 
J .hmseology. The predicables are· a which includes the whole of the other 
iivefold division of General Names, and more, may be called a Genus and 
ll',t o-rounded as usual on a difference a Species. Such, ;for instance, are 
in their meaning, that is, in the Anima,l and Man; Man and lVlathe
at::;ribute which they connote, but on matician. Animal is a Genus; Man 
;\ lliffcrence in the kind of class which and Brute are its two species; or we 
they denote. \Ve may predicate of may divide it into a greater number 
;~ thing five different varieties of of species, as man, horse, dog, &c. 
.bb::>-l1:1me :_ . Biped, or tlea-footed animal, may also 

A (Icnu,~ of the' thing (ylvo,). be considered a genus, of wh~h ma:n 
_\ :'l'ccil'.~ (<'100,). and bird are two species. .L aste IS 
,\ IliJfurnticr, (OlG.<popa). a genus, of which sweet taste, sour 
.\ 'P,-o})j'iw" (to<6v). taste, salt taste, &c. are species. 
An ((ecit/ens (a-V/J.(3E(3'1>:O')' V'i1'tlte is a genus; justice, prudence, 

Tt is to be remarked of these difl- courage, fortitude, generosity, &c., 
lhlctions, that they express, not what are its species. 
,~'" predicate is in its own meaning, The same class which is a genus 
."l~ what rebtion it bears to the sub- with ref rence to the sub-classes or 
; et of which it happens on the par- I species included in it, may be itself a 
: icubr occasion to be predicated. species with reference to a more COIn

'I'here a,re not some names which are I prehensive, or, as it is often caned, a 
• ,elusively genera, and others which superior genus. Man is a species w~th 
; t't) exclusively species, or differentim; reference to animal, bu~ a genus WIth 
I',lt the same name is referred to one reference to the speCIes Mathema
PI' auother predicable, according to tician. Animal is a genus, divided 
tbe ~ubjcct of which it is predicated into two species I man and brute. 
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but animal is also a species, which, I to man, but a p1'op1'iwn 
with another species, vegetable, makes only. It was requisite, ac(~ordirw 
up the genus, organised being. their theory, that genus and 
Biped is a genus, with reference to should be of the essence of the 
man and bird, but a species with re- Animal was of the essence of 
spect to the superior genus, animal. biped was not. And in every 
Taste is a genus divided into species, fication they considered 
but also a species of the genus sensa- class as the lowest or injilna 
tion. Virtue, a genus with refer- Man, for instance, was a 
ence to justice, temperance, &c., is species. ~\ny further di 
one of the species of the genus, which the class might be 
mental quality. being broken down, as man into 

In this popular sense the words black, and red man, or into priest 
Genus and Species have passed into layman, they did not admit to 
common discourse. And it should be ~pecies. ' 
observed that in ordinary parlance, It has been seen, however, in 
not the name of the class, but the preceding chapter, that the' 
class itself, is said to be the genus or tion between the essence of a 
species; not, of course, the class in and the attributes or properties 
the sense of each individual of the are not of its essence-a distin 
class, but the individuals collectively, which has given occasion to so 
considered as an aggregate who~e; abstruse speCUlation, and to 
the name by which the class is desig- mysterious a character ,"vas L"',U.l'~! !1r __ 

nated ~eing then called not the genus and by many \vriters is still, a~~aCrll '1LI. 
or speCles, but the generic or specific -amounts to nothing more 
name. And this is an admissible difference between those a 
form of expression; nor is it of any the class which are, and 
importance which of the two modes are not, involved in the I:ilF~IllllC:a.W" 
of speaking we adopt, provided the of the class-name. As applied 
rest of our language is consistent with individuals, the word Essence 
it; but, if we call the class itsel~ the found, has no meaning, except in' 
genus, we must not talk of predlCat- nection with the exploded tenets 
ing the genus. We predica,te of man Realists; and what the scho 
the name mortal; and by predicat- chose to call the essence of an indi 
ing the name, we may be said, in an dual, was simply the essence of 
intelligible sense, to predicate what class to which that individual ,\ 
the name expresses, the attribute most familiarly referred. 
morta,lity; but in no allowable sense Is there no difference, then, 
of the word predication do we pre- this merely verbal one, 
dicate of man the class mortal. \Ve classes which the schoolmen aclmi1;l~. 
predicate of him the fact of belong- to be genera or species, and those 
ing to the class. which they refused the title 1 I" 

By the Aristotelian logicians, the an error to regard some of the 
terms genus and species were used ferences which exist among obj 
in a more restricted sense. They did as differences in kincZ (genc1'e or 
not admit every class which could be cie), and others only as clljtCl:en.ce~ 
divided into other classes to be a the accidents 1 'Vere the 
genml, or eyery class which could be 
included in a larger class to be a 
species. Animal was by them con- divided the name of kinds, and 
sid~red a gen~s ; man and brute co- \ sidering others as secondary 
ordmate ,speCIes ,under that genus: grounded on differences of a 
biped, however, would not hM'e been tively superficial nature? ]!;}call()i~" 
,admitted to be a genus with reference tion will show that the Al:ist~ot(:l1;<l. 
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. I . D something by this disthlc- but proceed to new observations and 
d,lI 1l1('n

J 
Sfllli thin r jnlport:1.ut; but experiments, in the full confidence of 

t1','I.l'ho.lI1.>~l~ but lnuif;tinctly oon- discovering new properties which 
\ '. ',l l' W::\.S iml.deq1.latcly ::\.-pre:" cl were by no means implied in those wo 
(" I II , ' 1 f d ' 1 k '07h·1·f I . tue plmil 0 ogy ::;sellces, an prevIOus y 'new. n I e, I any ono 
'6 nU'iOllS other rooues of speecl1 to were to propose for investigation the 

\I Lid! they bacl recourse. common properties of all things which 
are of the same colour, the same 

It is:l. fun htmcnt:.t1 pl'incil1lc shape, or the same specific gravity, 
. 1,:;iC, that the power of fl'ulIIiu" the absurdity would be palpable. 
~Il i' is unlinlitctl as long ~", thCl'cl We ha,'e no ground to believe that 
i" :I"Y ( " n th '. sUI.a11est) <litre; nce any such common properties exist, 

J (1,,1ud rlt (]ist1l10tlOu upon., rnke except such as may be shown to be 
\" nttribute whatever and 1f involved in the supposition itself, or 

:11
1

1. _ II"ve it, o,nd other' hav not, to be derivable from it by some law 
L III .v • f . I h f 

111. rround on ~b attrIbute n, 0 causatIOn. t appears, t ere ore, 
r 'j ion of all things Into two cla ses' that the properties, on which we 
I I we :l-etu{tlly d s the mom(mt ground our classes, sometimes exhaust 
~ .' Cl. t 3> ll{\m e which connotes the all that the class has in common, or 

ribute. Tho number of P ssibl ~ contain it all by some mode of impli-
• l.~ -t'': t.herefore, is bound! , s' ; . and cation; but in other instances we 

\1 1" l\I as many actual cln.sses \ et ther make a selection of a few properties 
( i r al or of imaginary ~h.ings ) as there from among not only a greater nUIn
: r' 'tneral names, POSItIve and nega- bel', but a number, inexhaustible by 
t. ' t"gether. ns, and to which, as we know no 

l:llt if we contemplate anyone of bounds, they may, so far as we are 
II' (,,I;,,,se5 so formed, such as the class concerned, be regarded as infinite. 
\I:lI ml or plant, or the class sulphur There is no impropriety in saying 
r l,!J,,"phorus, or the class white or that, of these two classifications, the 

r .t, and consider in what particulars one answers to a much more radical 
tIlt' il!,lividuals included in the class distinction in the things themselves 

It", !' from those which do not come than the other does. And if anyone 
",th in it, we find a very remarkable even chooses to say that the one classi
c i'" I',ity in this respect between some fication is made by nature, the other 

• "t '~ a.nd others. There are some by us for our convenience, he will be 
,.~, the things contained in which right; provided he means no more 

II t 'r from other things only in certain than this: 'Vhere a certain apparent 
r", n1ars which may be numbered, difference between things (though per

\ llil,' others differ in more than can haps in itself of little moment) answers 
11 ubered, more even than we need to we know not what number of other 

.,' l'xpect to know. Some classes differences, pervading not only their 
I \ I little or n0thing in common to known properties, but properties yet 
chu:\;;tdise them by, except precisely undiscovered, it is not optional but 

1111 t i ' connoted by the name: white imperative to recognise this difference 
bit. ~, for example, are llot distin- as the foundation of a specific dis-

I h :11 by any common properties tinction; while, on the contrary, dif· 
"j 't whiteness; or if they 'are: it is ferences that are merely finite and 

01 I .. hy such as are in some way de- determinate, like those designated by 
}J III nt on, or connected with, white- the words white, black, or red, may 

But a hundred generations be disregarded if the purpose for 
I lInt exhausted the common prO-I which the classification is made does 
] i.'~ of animals or of plants, of not require attention to those par-

I, ur or of phosphorus; nor do ticular properties. 'rhe differences, 
I.: Il 'I't)::iC them tu be exhaustible!,., ho,,:ever, axe made by nature, in both 
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cases; while the recognition of those 
differences as grounds of classification 
and of naming, is, equally in both 
cases, the act of man: only in the 
one case, the end" of language and of 
classification would be subverted if no 
notice were taken of the difference, 
while in the other case, the necessity unconnected with Utlril,ti:,m:ity 
of ta.king notice of it depends on the as cause or effect, are 
importance or unimportance of the Christians and peculiar to 
particular qualities in which the dif- while in regard to all Men, 
ference ha.ppens to consist. gists are perpetually carrying 011 

Now, these classes, distinguished an inquiry; nor is the answer 
by unknown multitudes of properties, likely to be completed. 1hn, 
and not solely by a few determinate fore, we may call a species; 
ones-which :1re parted off from one or Mathematician, we cannot. 
:1nothe1' by an unfa,thomable chasm, Note here, that it is by no 
instc:1d of a mere ordinary ditch with intended to imply that there 
fL vi"ible bottom-are the only classes be different Kinds, or logical ' 
which, by the Aristotelian logicians, of man. The various races and 
were considered as genera or species. peraments, the two sexes, :1nd 
Differences which extended only to a the various ages, may be 
certain property or propertieS, and of kind, within our 
there terminated, they considered as term. I do not say 
differences only 'in the acddents of For in the progress of. '-'''''0''~'., _'_ 
things; but where allY class differed may almost be said to be 
from other things by :1n infinite series that the differences which really 
of differences, known and unknown, between different races, 
they considered the distinction as of follow as consequences, under 
one kind, and spoke of it as being an nature, from a small number of 
essential difference, which is also one mary differences which can be 
of the current meanings of that vague cisely determined, and which, as 
expression at the present day. phmse is, account for all the rest. 

Conceiving the schoolmcn to have this be so, these are not dU5titlCt;" 
been justified in drawing a broad line in kind; no more tha.n '-'JJ,~",~~._Hl" 'I!I. 
of separation between these two kinds Mussulman, and 
of classes and of class-distinctions, I which also carries many c011SeQUI:Ila11 
shall not only retain the division it- along with it. And in this way 
self, but continue to express it in their are often mistaken for real 
language. According to that lan- which are afterwards proved 
guage, the proximate (or lowest) Kind be so. But if it turned out 
to which any individual is referrible, differences were not capable of 
is called its species. Conformably to thus accounted for, then 
this, Isaac Newton would be said to Mongolian, Negro, &c.. would 
be of the species man. There are really different Kinds of human 
indeed numerous sub-classes included ings, and entitled to be 
in the class man, to which Newton species by the logician, 
also belongs; for example, Christian, by the naturalist. For (as 
and Englishman, and Mathematician. noticed) the word species is 
But these, though distinct classes, are different signification in loO'ic 
not, in onr sense of the term, distinct natural history. By the bnalGur,:liiIIIl 
Kinds of .~llen. A Christian, for eX-I organised beings are not usually 
ample, dIffers from other human to be of different species, if it is 
bi;ings; but he differs only in the posed that they have descended 
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we could do this,. man would not be 
as it w~s assumed to be, the proxi: 
mate Kmd. Therefore, the properties 
of the proximate Kind do comprehend 
those (whether known or unknown) of 
all other Kinds to which the indivi· 
dual belongs; which was the poiilt 
we undertook to prove. And hence, 
every other Kind which is predicable 
of the i~divi.dual, will be to the proxi
mate ~md m the relation of a genus, 
a.ccordmg to even the popular accepta· 
t10n ~f t~e t~rms genus and species; 
that. IS, :t wIll be a larger class, in-
cludmg It and more. _ 

W ~ are now able to fix the logical 
me~mIl:g of these terms. Every class 
whICh IS a real Kind, that is which 
is distinguished from all othe; classes 
by an indeterminate multitude of 
pl'Operties not deriyable from one an
other, is either a genus or a species. 
A Kind which is not divisible into 
other Kinds cannot be a genus, be
?a:,s~ it has no species under it; but 
It IS Itself a species, both with refer
ence to the individnals below and to 
the genera above (Species Prredica
bilis and Species Subjicibilis). But 
every Kind which admits of division 
into real Kinds (as animal into mam
mal, bird, fish, &c., or bird into 
various species of birds) is a genus to 
all below it, a species to all genera in 
which it is itself included. And here 
we may close this part of the discus
sion, and pass to the three remaininO' 
predicables, Differentia. Propriumo 
and Accidens. '-' 

§ 5. To begin with Differentia. 
This word is correlative with the 
wor~s ~·en?s .and species, and, as all 
admlt, It sIgnlfies the attribute which 
distinguishes a given species from 
eve.l'y.othe. species of the !lame genus. 
ThIS IS .so far clear: but we may still 
ask, whlCh of the distinguishing attri
butes it signifies. }i'or we have seen 
that every Kind (and a species must 
be a Kind) is distinguished from other 
Kinds, not by anyone attribute but 
by an indefinite number. Mal; for 
,instance, is a species of the g~nus 

F 
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animal: Rational (or rationality. for are connoted by its name; these 
it is of no consequence here whether however, will naturally have 
we use the concrete or the abstract thus distinguished from the rest 
form) is generally assigned by logi- for their greater obviousness, 
cians as the Differentia; and doubt- greater supposed importance. 
less this ,attribute serves the purpose properties, then, which were 
of distinction: but it has also been by the name, logicians seized 
remarked of man, that he is a cooking and called them the essence 
animal: the only animal that dresses species; and not stopping there, 

,its food. This, therefore is another affirmed them, in the case of 
of the attributes by which the spe- infinw species, to be the e 
cies man is distinguished from other the individual too; for it 
species of the same genus: would maxim, that the species COl[lt2'lU!odtl. 
,this attribute serve equally well for "whole essence" of the 
a differentia? The Aristotelians say physics, that fertile field 
No; having laid it down that the propagated by language, does 
differentia must, like the genus and afford a more signal instance of 
species, be of the essence of the sub- delusion. On this account it wax 
ject. rationality, being connoted by 

And here ,ve lose even that vestige name man, was allowed to be n-
of a meaning grounded in the nature ferentia of the class; but the 
cf the things themselves, which may arityof cooking their food, not 
be supposed to be attached to the connoted, was relegated to the 
word essence when it is said that of accidental properties. 
genus and species must be of the The distinction, therefore, 
essence of the thing. There can be Differentia, Pl'oprium, and 
no doubt t.hat whe[l the schoolmen is not grounded in the nature of th 
talked cf the essences of things as but in the connotat.ion of names; 
opposed to their accidents, they had ,ve must seek it there if we wi. h 
confusedly in view the difltinction find what it is; 
lletween differences of kind, and the :From the fact that the genu 
differences which are not of kind; cludes the species, in other word . 
they meant to intimate that genera notes more than the species, or j, 
and species must be Kinds. Their dicable of a greater number of 
notion of the essence of a thing was a dduals, it follows that the 
vague notion of a something which must connote more than the 
makes it what it is, i,e. which makes It must connote all the 
it the Kind of thing that it is-which which the genus connotes, 
c~uses it to have all that variety of would be nothing to prevent 
properties which distinguish its Kind. denoting individuals not 
:But when the matter came to be the genus. And it must 
looked at more closely, nobody could something besides, otherwise 
ciiscover what caused the thing to include the whole genus. 
have all those properties, nor even notes all the individuals den 
that there was anything which caused man, and many more, Man, 
it to have them. Logicians, however, fore, must connote all that 
not likino' to admit this, and being connotes, otherwise there 
unable to "detect what made the thing men who are not 
to be what it was, satisfied themselves must connote 80mething 
with what made it to be what it was animal connotes, otherwise all 
called. Of the innumerable properties \ would be men. 'This surplus of 
known and unknown that are com· notation-this which the specie 
mon to the class man, a portion only, notesover and above the COIln()t:l\,4 
aud of course a very small portion, the genus-is the Differentia, 
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graminivorous; or into those which 
walk on the flat part and those which. 
w.all~ o~ the extrEmity of the foot, a 
dlstmctlOn on \vhich two of euvier's 
families are founded. In doing this, 
the naturalist creates as many new 
classe~; which are by no means those 
to w111ch the individual animal is fa
miliarly and spontaneously referred; 
nor should we ever think of assicrnincr 
to them so prominent a positi~n i~ 
our arrangement of the animal kinO'
dom, unless for a preconceived pu~
pose of scientific cOIlvenience. And 
to the liberty of doinO' this there is 
n? limit. In the exa~ples we have 
gIVen, most of the classes are real 
~ind~, since each of the peculiarities 
1S an lI~dex to a multitude of properties 
belongmg to the class which it charac
terises: but even if the case were 
otherwise-if the other properties of 
those classes could all be derived, by 
any process known to us, from the 
one peculiarity on which the class is 
founded-even then, if thesederiva· 
tive properties were of primary im
portance for the purposes of the na
turalist, he would be warranted in 
founding his primary divisions 011 

them. 

"i'.,rer,cJ; or, to state the same pro
'ition in other words, the Differentia 

;, ' th:tt which must be added to the 
lunotation ?f the genns, t? complete 

· '" C()nnotatIOn of the speCIes. 
The word mn,n, for instance, exclu

i"")Y of what it COllnotes in common 
, ith animal, also cunnotes ~atio~ality, 

' Irl at least some apprOxllImtIOn to 
' at external form which we all know, 
\1 ~ which, as we have no name for it 

I ll~idered in itself, we are content to 
t :1 the human. The Differentia, or 

, cific difference, therefore, of man, 
" referred to the genus animal, is 

t .. ,t vutward form and the possession 
· i reason. '1'he Aristotelians said, the 

)<_ession of reason, without the out
I "nl form. But if they adhered to 
· ,h they would have been obliged to 

1I the Houyhnhnms men. '1'he 
, ."tion never arose, and they were 

" .\'er called upon to decide how such 
, ,',l-e would have affected their notion 
. ,-;~entiality. However this may be, 
I ' y were satisfied with taking such 

, l,;)rtion of the differentia as sufficed 
1 distinguish the species from all 

.,' .J~r existing thing~, though by so 
I: ing they might llot exhaust the 
( Illlvtation of the name. 

~ 6. And here, to prevent the no-
• , 11 vf differentia from beirlO' restric

t within too narrow limits, it is 
I.' ",,,sary to remark, that a species, 
1 u a~ referred to the same genus, 
\ il llot alw:1Ys have the same dif· 
"J utin., but a different one, accord
!.~ t" the principle and purpose which 
I ,icie over the particular classifica· 
: n. For example, a 11aturalist sur

v- thc vn.rious kinds of animals, and 
,k. out for the classification of them 

1I, ,,,t in accordance with the order in 
lich, for zoological purposes he con
kl'~ it desirable that w~ should 

t I'nk of them. \Vith this view he 
I1 j, it ad \'isn.ble thn.t one of his funda
I Illtn.l divisions should be into warm
, '" "ll:!~ and cold-blooded animals; or 

In annuals which breathe with luno-s 
,! those '~hich breathe with gill~; 

• . ; Ilto carmvorous and frugivorous or 

If, however, practical convenience 
is a sufficient warrant for makino' the 
main demarcations in our, arr~lwe
ment of objects run in lines not coin
ciding with .any distinction of Kind, 
and so creatmg genera and species in 
the popular sense which are not genera 
or species in the rigorous sense at all . 
(l fortiori must we be warranted: 
when our genera and species are real 
genera and species,. in markin(J' the 
distinction between them by thgse of 
their properties which considerations 
of practical convenience most strongl.Y 
recommend. If we cut a snecies out 
of a: given genus-the sp:cies man, 
for mstance, out of the genus animal 
-with an intention on our part that 
the peculiarity by which we are to 
be guided in the application of the 
nal!le mp,l1 s?ould be rationality, then 
ratIOnalIty 18 the differentia of the 
species m~n. Snppose, however, that, 
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beincr naturalists, we, forthe purposes 
of o;r particular study, cut o~t of the 
genus animal the s~me speCles ma.n, 
but with an intentIOn that the dIS
tinction between man and all other 
species of animal should be, not 
rationality, but th~ possession of ': four 
incisors in each Jaw, tusks sohtary, 
and erect posture." It is evident that 
the word man, when used by us as 
naturalists, no longer connotes ration
ality, but connotes the three ot~er 
properties specified; for that whICh 
wc have expressly in view when we 
impose a name, assuredly forms part 
of the meaning of that name. We 
may, therefore, lay it d.own as a maxim, 
that wherever there IS a Genus, and 
a Species marked out from that genus 
by an assignable differentia, the name 
of the species must be cO~1llotati."e, 
and must connote the dIfferentIa; 
but the connotation may be special
not involved in thesignificatioll of the 
term as ordinarily used, but given to 
·it when employed as a term of art or 
science. The word Ma.n in common 
use ~onnotes rationality and a certain 
form but does not connote the num
ber ~r character of the teeth ; in the 
Linmean system it connotes the num
ber of incisor and ca.nine teeth, but 
does not ~onnote rationality nor any 
particular form. ~he word man: has: 
therefore two dIfferent meanmgs; 
thouO'h ~ot commonly considered as 
amb~'uous, because it happens in both 
cases <:> to denote the same individual 
objects. But a case is conceiva.ble in 
which the a.mbiguity would becQmo 
evident: we ha.ve only to imagine 
that some new kind of animal were 
discovered, having Linnmus s three 
characteristics of humanity, but not 
ratidnal or not of the human form. 
In ordi~ary parlance; these animals 
'would not be called men; but in 
natural history they must s~ill be 
called so by those, if any there should 
be who adhere to th'e Linnman clas
sification; and the question would 
arise whether the word should con
tinu~ to be used in two senses, or the 
classification be given up, and the 

technical sense of the term be 
doned along with it. 

Words not otherwise 
may, in the mode just 
acquire a special or 
tation. Thus' the word 
we have so often remarked, 
nothing; it merely denotes the 
bute corresponding to a 
sat ion : but if we are 
sificatioll of colours, and 
justify, or even merely to 
the particular place . 
ness in our arrangement, We 
define it "the coloc.l' produced by 
mixture of all the simple rays; ') 
this fact, though by no means' 
in the meaning of the word 
as ordinarily used, but 0 

by subsequent scientific inv 
is part of its meaning in the 
essay or treatise, and becomes 
differentia of the species. * 

The differentia, therefore, of 
species may be defined to be, 
part of the connotation of the 
name, whether ordinary or ~!""_u .. ,, ._ 

technical, which 
species in question from 
species of the genus to which 
particular occasion we are rej:el'l~ill't. 

§ 7. Having disposed of 
Speciel'1. and Differentia, we 
find much difficulty in attain.illfil 
clear conception of the 
between the other two prreUliCtl.,OlUI,. 

well as between them and 
three. 

In the Aristotelian 
Genus and Differentia 
essence of the subject; by 
we have seen, is really meant tha 
properties signified by the genn~ 
those signified by the differentia, 
pa,rt of the connotation of the 
denoting the species. Proprium 

.. If we allow a differen tia to what i 
retllly [l, species. For the distillcti,· 
Kinds, in the sense explained by u 
being ill ally way applicable to 
it of course follows that althoul(l.l "LL1"1"_ 
may be put into classes, those . 
be admitted to be geneI'll or speCIes 
by courtesy. 
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. , 'on the other hand, form I may fonow as a conclusion follows pre
'l lf,I'llSr the essence, but are predi- mise;;;, or it may follow as an effect 

I I I'M t{ °tle species only accidentally. follows a cause. Thus, the attribute 
I f I 0 . 1 Accidents, in the wider of having the opposite sides equal, 

I Ith ~Ie which the accidents of a which is not one of those connoted 
n>'; III opposed to its essence; by the word Parallelogram, neverthe

hJlI~ ar~ the doctrine of the Pre- less follows from those connoted by it, 
11 00h III h . . 'd t tu ,"1.' Accidens is used for one sort namely, from avmg the OpposIte SI es 

dl(': n t;~dent only Proprium being straight lines and parallel, and the 
,,' :WCI sort Proprium, continue the number of sides four. The attribute, 

llthlt::r en is predicated accidentally therefore, of having the opposite sides 
'h!)" m , 'l I I' P . f th I ,d but necess((.1'~ Y y' or, as t Iey equa, IS a roprmm 0 e c ass par-

11 It)' 'explain it signifies an attribute allelogram; and a Proprium of the 
ft r: h'\ not inde~d part ofthe essence, first kind, which ftilllows from the con-

11 ~ich flows from, or is a con- noted attributes by way of de11lonst1'a
hut w ce of the essence, and is, tion. The attribute of being capable 

u~fnre in~eparably attached to the of understanding language is a Pro-
tht'r. 0 , • • f . f th' . 'th 

id;; e.g. the varIOUS properties 0 prnun? e speCIes man, slllce, WI .-
I '. ,rIe which, though no part of out bemg connoted by the word, It 
~ trl\"fiuOuition must necessarily be pos- follows from an attribute which the 
It I ~, 1 h d d . f tl tt' .. . d by whatever comes une er t at WOI' oes c~nnot.e, VIZ. rom ~e a. I'l-

I t ·tion. Accidens, on the contrary, bute of ratIOnahty. Bnt thIS IS a 
~ 1Il1 connection whatever with the Proprium of the second kind, which ,,:lel l!) '. H . 
l r1 ct!, but may come an~ go, and the ~ollO"\,vs by way of causatw~~. ow It 

, j, . . still remain what It 'was before. IS that one property of a tlung follows, 
,.. v:pecies could exist without its or can be inferred, from another; 
}I ~)ria it must be capable of existing under what conditions this is pOBsi

:ohtlut that on which its Propria are bIe, and what is the exact meanin~ of 
f ,~~arily consequent, and therefore the phrase; are among the questIOns 

: ithnut its essence, '~ithout that wliicp whic.h will. occupy us in the t.wo suc-
o titntes it a speCIes. But an AcCl- ceedmg Books. At present It need::; 

11, 11 • whether separable or insep~rable only be said, that whe~her a Proprium 
f III the species in actual expe~Ience, f?llo,:s by demonstratIO': or by ca.usa
'1'\ be supposed separ?'ted, WIthout tIOll, .It follows ne?essarzly / tha~ IS to 
thl necessity of SUppOSlllg any other say, ItS not folloWlllg would be mcon-
11 t ration' or at least, without sup- sistent with some law which we re
I ' i~l \r any of the essential proper- gard as.a part of the constitution either 
tj ,,[ the species to be altered, since of our thinking faculty or of the uni

'I h them an Accidens has no connec- verse. 
jnl1 . 

\ Proprium, therefore, ofthespecies, § S. Under the remalllmg predic-
n, \. he defined, any attribute which able, Accidens, are included all attri
I I' H"S to all the individuals included butes of a thing which are neither in
i I I I"~ species, and which, though not vol ved iu the signification of the name, 

'l,lI"ted by the specific name, (either (whether ordinarily or as a term of 
• r li narily if the classification we are art,) nor have, so far as we know, any 

11. i ,].~ring be for ordinary purposes, necessary connection with attributes 
r \,,·cially if it be for a special pur- which are so involved. They are 

I . '. , yet follows from some attribute commonly divided into Separable and 
h·(·h the name either ordinarily or r Inseparable Accidents. Inseparable 

.';.Uy connotes. accidents are those which-although 
IIlP attribute may follow from an- we know of no connection between 

1 in two ways; and there are con- them and the attributes constitutive of 
t~'ntly two kinds of Proprium. It the species, and although, therefore, 
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CHAPTER VIII. 
or,' DEFINITION. 

so far as we are a,ware, they might 
be a,bsent' without ma,king the name 
inapplicable and the species a differ
ent species-are yet never in fact 
known to bc absent. A concise mode § I. ONE nccessarypart of the 
of expressing the same meaning is, of Na,mes a,nd of Propositions 
tha,t inseparable accidcnts are pro- to be treated of in this place: 
perties \vhich are universal to the ory of Definitions. As being 
species, but not necessary to it. Thus, important of the cla~s of fH'Uf)t)Sltl'" 
blackness is an attribute of a crow, which we have char:ac1;erised 
and, as far we know, an universal one. verbal, they have 
Bnt if we were to discover a race of some notice in the cha,pter 
white birds, in other respects resem- the last. But their fuller 
bling crows, we should not say, These wa,s at that time Postl:lonecl. 
are not crows; we should say, These definition is so closely conneclced 
a,re white crows. Crow, therefore, classification, that, until the 
does not connote blackness; nor, from the latter process is in some 
any of the attributes which it does understood, the former cannot bb 
connote, whether as a word in popu- cussed to much purpose. 
lar use or as a term of art, could The simplest and most 
blackness be inferred. Not only, there- notion of a Definition 
fore, can we conceive a white crow, tion declaratory of the 
but we know of no reason why such word; namely, either , 
an animal should not exist. Since, which it bears in common aCI~epltat~ 
however, none but black crows are or that which the speaker or 
known to exist, blackness, in, the pre- for the particular purposes of 'his 
sent state of our knowledge, ranks as course, intends to annex to it. 
an accident, but an inseparable acci- The definition of a word bein" 
dent, of the species crow. proposition which enunciates its '" 

Separable Accidents are those which ing, words which have no meanin 
are found, in point of fact, to be some- unsusceptible of definition. 
times absent from the species; which names, therefore, cannot be 
are not only not necessary, but not A proper name being a mere 
even universal. They are 'such ~,s do put upon an individual, and of 
not belong to every individual of the it is the characteristic 
species, but only to some individuals; be destitute of meaning, Its 
or if to all, not at all times. Thus cannot of course be declared 
the colour of an European is one of we may indicate by '<01'gC'<og<::, 

the separable accidents of the species might indicate still more COl:lVE~ml'ntll. 
man, because it is not an attribute of by pointing with the finger, 

-all human creatures. Being born, is what individual that particular Il 
also (speaking in the logical sense) a has been, or is intended to be, 
separable accident of the species man, It is no definition of "John 
because, though an attribute of all son" to say he is "the son of 
human beings, it is so only at one Thomson;" for the name J 
particular time. A fortiori those attri- son does not express this. 
butes which are not constant even in is it any definition of "J 
the same individual, as, to be in one son" to say he is "the 
or in another place, to be hot or cold, I crossing the street." These 
sitting or walking, mu~t be ranked as tions may serve to make 
separable accidents. I is the particular man to 

name belongs, but that may 
still more unambiguously by 

I to him, which, however, has not 

DEFINITION. 

d one of the modes of defini- subject. All propositions the truth 
, ti'eU1e of which is implied in the name, all 
tj'1~ the case of connotative names, those which we are made aware of by 
, ' lDPaning, as has beeJ?- so often ob- merely hearing the name, are included 
ll"vl.)!l, is the connotatI~n; and t~e in the definition, if complete, and may 

.' r, 'tion of a connotatIve name IS be evolved from it without the aid of 
11, tinl oposition which declares its con- any other premises i whether the de

lo;).Pt~()n This might be done either finition expresses them in two or three 
JI"t:t I· 'I Th d' t I . 1 b It . , , ir!'ctly or indirect y. e.,. Ire~ wore s, or m a arger num er. IS, 
I" ,ll.! would be by.,:" propOSItIon m therefore, not without reason that 

It j, form: "Ma~: (or whatsoever Condillao and other writers have 
, word may be) IS a name connot- affirmed a definition to be an analysis. 

,11 ' ch and such attributes," or "is To resolve any complex whole into 
Ill ': "~e which when l)redicated of the elements of which it is com
. n:

h 
'ng signifies the possession of I ponnded, is the meaning of analysis; 

ulYh ~nd such attributes by that I and this we do when we replace one 

1
1. 'f" Or thus: Man is ever'ything word which con, notes a set of attri-

t lIn' . d' ~ b 11' t ' ~h possesses such an such attri- utes co ectIvely, by two or more 
~'1~~S; Man is everythin~ w?ich ~os- ,:,hich co~note the same attributes 

', >,es corporeity, org,amsatlO~, ~I~e, smgly or m sm~l1er groups. 
r;ltionality, and certam peculIarIties 
i ,.xtemal form. § 2. From this, however, the ques~ 
This form of definition is the most tion naturally arises, in what manner 

I'r,'cise and lea,st equivocal of .an~; are we to define a name which con
t lit it is not bnef enough, and IS be· notes only a single attribute: for in

I' !t;~ too technical for common dis- stance, "white," which connotes no-
Ilrse. The more usual mode of de- thing but whiteness; " rational," 

11 lring the conn9tation of a name is which connotes nothing but the pos· 
t .. predicate of it another name or session of reason. It might seem that 
I, UleS of known signification, which the meaning of such names could only 
1 ,!mote the same aggregation of attri- be declared in two ways; by a synony
I'll":;. 'rhis may be done either by mous term, if any such can be found; 
J r ,(licatingof the name int.euded to or in the direct way already alluded 
1 . ,lcfined another connotative name to' "White is a name connoting the 
, :.ctly synonymous, as, "]\1:an is a attribute whiteness." Let us see, 

hllluan being," which is not commonly however, whether the analysis of the 
11 (" 'lmted a definition at all; or by meaning of the name, that is, the 
J n,(licatlng two or more connotative breakiuO' down of that meaning into 
ll.mJeS, which make up among them several parts, admits of being carried 

la •. whole connotation of the name to farther. 'Without at present deciding 
I. udined. In this last case, again, this question as to the word 1vli:ite, it 
\ ,. may either compose our definition is obvious that in the case ofj'ational 
1 f ;,~ many connotative names a,s there some further explanation may' be 
. ,. attributes, each attribute being given of its meaning than is contained 

'Hunted by one, as, Man is a corpo- in the proposition, "Rationll:l is that 
r 11, organised, animated, rational which possesses the attrIbute of 
1 ing, shaped so and so; or we may reason;" since the attribute reason 
t !I ploy names which connote several j itself admits of being defined. And 
,.r the attributes at once, as, ]\.o1an is here we must turn our attention to 
. rational aniliwl, shaped so and so. the definitions of attributes, or r~ther 

The definition of a name, according \Of the nam~$ of attributes, that lS, of 
t • ~hi~ view of it, is the sum total of abstract names. 
1 th", essential propm;itions which can In regard to such names of attri· 

iJ, framed with that name for their butes as are connotative, and express 
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:1ttrihutes of those attributes, there is the cause and the effect, we 0 

no difficulty: like other connotative definition of eloquence, viz. the 
names, they are defined by declarinO' of in~~encing the feelings by 
their connotation. Thus the word or wl'ltmg. 
fa1dt may be defined, "a quality pro- A name; therefore, whether 
ductive of evil or inconvenience." or abstract, admits of d " 
Sometimes, again, -the attribute to be vided we are able to analyse, 
defined is not one attribute, but an to distinguish into parts, the 
union of several:-we have only, there- or set of attributes which 
fore, to put together the names of all the meaning both of the 
the attributes taken separately, and name and of the 
we obtain the definition of the name stract: if a set of att;rltmt;es, 
which belongs to them all taken to- ni.erating them; if a single 
gether; a definition which will cor- by dissecting the fact or pneJl()IllI-.:l. 
respond exactly to that of the corre- (whether of perception or 
sponding concrete name. For, as we consciousness) which is the tm,~':L. .·._ 
define a concrete name by enumerat- of the attribute. But, 
ing the attributes which 'it connotes when the fact is one 
and as the attributes connoted by ~ feelings or states of co:ns(~ious:nef;R 
concrete name form the entire sio'ni- therefere _unsusceptible of 
fication of the corresponding abst~act the names both of the oh 
name, the same enumeration will the attribute still admit of detinitioliill 
serve for the definition of both. Thus, or rather, would do so if all our 
if .the..rlefini~ion of a human being be feelings had names. 'Whiteness 
·thI~, a bemg, corporeal, animated, be defined, the property or power 
ratIOnal, shaped so ::md so," the defini- exciting the sensation of white. 
tion of humanity will be corporeity white object may be 
and animal life, combined with ration- object which excites the sensa 
ality. and with such and such a shape. white. The only names w 

vVhen, on the other hand, the ab- un susceptible of definition, 
stract Ilame does not express a com- their meaning is 
plic~tion of attributes, but a single analysis, are the names of t 
attrIbute, we must remember that feelings themselves. These 
every attribute is grounded on some the same condition as proper 
fact or phenomenon, from which, and They are not indeed, like 
which alone, it derives its meaning. names, unmeaning; for the 
To th;1t fact or phenomenon, called in sensation of 1chite signify 
a fonner chapter the foundation of sensation which I so denolmil'llIIIl 
the attribute, we must, therefore, resembles other sensations 
have recourse for its definition. Now, remember to have had before, ami 
the foundation of the attribute may have called by that name. But 
be a phenomenon of any degree of we have no words by which to 
complexity consisting of many dif- those former sensations, except 
ferent parts, either co-existent or in very word which we seek to defin, 
succession. To obtain a definition of some other which, being exactly 
the attribute, we must analyse the 11 ymons with it, requires defin' 
phenomenon into these parts. Elo- much, words cannot unfold 
quence, for example, is the name of fication of this class of names' 
?ne attribute only; but this attribute are obliged to make a dire~t 
IS gro~mded on extern~l effects of a to the personal experience of 
complIcated nature, flowing from acts I indi vidual whom we address. 
of the person to whom we ascribe the 
attribute; and b~ res.olvi~g this pheno- § 3. Having stated what seem 
menon of causatIOn mto Its two parts, be the true idea of a Vefilliti,(}1I 

DEFINITION. 

d to examine some opinions of 
11 '." )hers, and ~ome popular c~n-
11 d,. I. the subJect, wInch conflICt 

I tl' n"on 'd 
I less with that 1 ea. 
III ,p' • ,r ly adequate definition of a 

r('l :p .~n as already remarked, one 
n " jS, h f t d tl I I it.h declares t e a.c s, an le 

\ . f the facts, wInch the name 
, I "1';. ~ in its sio-nificatiol1. But with 
110 \I ~ \ 1;::; sons th; object of a definition 
\l' ~ pe~ embrace so much; they look 
tI·· ' n;hino- more, in a definition, than 
f"r n'd toOthe correct use of the term 
l " 1\1 e tection ao-ainst applying it in 

· proner incon~istel1t with custom 
IItan . 1 

".\ convention. An~thmg, t ?e.re-
f. ft • j>! to them a s~ffiClent defimtlOn 
f t(;rm which WIll serve as a cor-

• t.t i.ndex to what the term denotes; 
tlltlngh not embracing the whole, n.nd 

I/lL.times, perhaps, not ev~n ?,ny 
rt -of what it connotes. Tlus gIves 

I. . 'tu two sorts of imperfect or un
n k ntific definition; Essential but in
t IIllplete Definitions, .an?- Accidental 
Dt tinitions, or De~CrlptlOns.. In the 
f. nller, a connotat~ ve name IS ~efin~d 
h, ;t part only of Its cOllnot:;ttIOn; m 
tll . latter, by somethin~ WhICh forms 
11 jJart of the connotatIOn at a~l. 

· \.n example of the first kmd of 
imp,'rfect definit~ons is th~ following. : 

· tall is a ratIOnal ammal. It IS 
imp' ,~sible to consider this as a com
I' • tt-' definition of the wO.rd Man, 

111(; • (as before remarked) If ''le ad
J.~ re-d to it we should be obliged to 
~ 11 the Houyhnhnms men; but as 
tilt 1'" happen to be no Houylmhnms, 
lhi , imperfect definition is sufficient 

, IlIark out and distinguish from all 
Clt h r things the objects at pre~ent 
.It ll. ,ted by "man;" all the bemgs 

'lnally known to exist of whom the 
n. 111e is predicable. 'fhough the word 
i dufined by some only among the 
. dhutes which it connotes, not by 
• 1 • it happens that all known objects 
\ Ii kh possess the enumerated attri
I \1\,; -4 possess also those which are 
"lUitted; so that the field of predica
tion which the word covers, and the 
ml'luyment of it which is conform
oh: to usage, are as well indicated 

by the-inadequate definition as by an 
adequate one. Such definitions, how
ever, are always liable to be over
thrown by _ the discovery of new 
objects in nature. 

Defiuitions of this kind are what 
100'icianshaye had in view when 
th~y laid down the rule that the 
definition of a species should be per 
gemtS et diffe1'entiam. Differentia be
ing seldom taken to mean the whole 
of the peculiarities' constitutive of 
the species, but some one of those 
peculiarities only, a complete defini
tion would be per genns et diffc1'entias, 
rather than diffe1'cnt-iam.. It would 
include, with the name of the superior 
genus, not merely some attribute 
which distinguishes the species in
tended to be defined from all other 
species of the same genus, but all the 
attributes implied in the name of the 
species, which the -name of the supe
rior genus has not already implied.
The assertion, however, that a defini
tion must of necessity consist of a 
genus and differentire, is not tenable. 
It was early remarked by logicians, 
that the summUln genus in any classi
fication, having no genus superior to 
itself, could not be defined in this 
manner. Yet we have seen that all 
names, except those of our elementary 
feelings, are susceptible of definition 
in the strictest sense; by setting forth 
in words the constituent parts of the 
fact or phenomenon, of which the 
connotation of every word is ulti
mately composed. 

§ 4. Although the first kind of 
imperfect definition, (which defines a 
connotative tel'lll by a part only of 
what it connotes, but a part sufficient 
to mark out correctly the boundaries 
of its denotation,) has been considered 
by the ancients, and by logi.cians in 
general, as a complete definition, it 
has always been deemed necessary 
that the attributes employed should 
really form part of the connotation; 
for the rule was that the definition 
must be drawn from the essence of 
the class; and this would not ha ye 
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been the case if it had been in any has -in view. As ,vas seen in 
degree made up of attributes not con- preceding chapter,it may, for 
noted by the ,name. The second kind ends of a particular art or scien!;, 
of imperfect definition, therefore, in for the more convenient statemcn' 
which the name of a class is defined an author's particular doctrines 
by any of its accidents,-that is, by advisable to give to some ' 
attributes which are not included in name, without altering its UCUV~atl~ .. I. 
its connotation,-has been rejected a special connotation, different 
from the rank of genuine Definition its ordinary one, When this is 
by all logicians, and has been termed a definition of the name by m 
Description. the attributes which make 

This kind of imperfect definition, special connotation, though in 
however, takes its rise from the same a mere accidental definition 
cause as the other, namely, the willing- scription, becomes on the parti 
ne ss to accept as a definition anything occasion and for the particular 
which, whether it expounds the mean- pose a complete and genuine den 
ing of the name or not, enables us to tion. This actually occurs with 
discriminate the things denoted by spect toone ofthe preceding t::Xttmlpj~" 
the name from all other things, and "Man is a mammiferous 
consequently to employ the term in having two hands," which 
predication without deviatinO' from scientific definition of man, «':011SI(le11.

established usage. This purpose is as one of the species in Cuvier's d 
duly answered by stating any (no tribution of the animal kingdom. 
matter what) of the attributes which In cases of this sort, though 
are common to the whole of the class, definition is still a declaration of 
and peculiar to it; or any combina- meaning which in the particular 
tion of attributes which happens to stance the name' is, appointed to 
be peculiar to it, though separately vey, it cannot be said that to 
each of those attributes may be com- the meaning of the word is 
~on to it with some other things. It pose of the definition. The 
IS only necessary that the definition is not to expound a 
(or description) thus formed should classification. The special 
be convertible with the name which it which Cuvier assigned to the 
professes to define; that is, should be Man, (quite foreign to its ord 
exactly co-extensive with it, being meaning, though involving no 
predicable of everything of which it in the denotation of the 
is predicable, and of nothing of which incidental to a plan of 
it is not predicable; though the attri- animals into classes on a 
butes specified may,have no connec- principle, that is, according to 
tion with those which mankind hacl tain set of distinctions. And 
in view when they formed or recoo'- the definition of Man accordinO' 
nised the class, and gave it a narr~. the ordinary connotation of the \;'o ro, 
The following are correct definitions thOlwh it would have ans'wered eVe 
of Man, according to this test: Man othe; purpose of a definition wou!' 
is a mammiferous animal, having (by, not have pointed out the plac~ whi 
natu.re) two hands (for the human the species ought to occupy in th ~ 
speCles answers to this description, particular classification, h!3 gave tl 
and no other animaldoes\ : Man is word a special connotation, that h 
?,n animal who cooks his food: Man might be able to define it by the kind I 
IS a featherless biped. . attributes on which,forreasonsofscien 

What would otherwise be a mere I tific convenience, he had refwlved 
description may be raised to the rank found his division of anilIl.ated natUl 
of a real definition by the peculiar Scientific definitions, whether th, 
purpose which the speaker or writer are definitions of scientific ttJrrnl!, Jt 
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on terms used in a scientific 
.r cnW111 c almost always of the kind 

n-P., a~c~ of: their main purpose is 
I.l~t. spa the landmarks of scientific 

11 ~p.rvc as d . . th 1 . 
1. , "~i.fication. A~ smce e . c aSSl-

l ~'ations in any.sc18.n.ce are contmually 
h rfi ,d as sCl€ntltic knowledge ad-
111'" J t.: the definitions in the sciences 
, ,,lIGes, 'A t .]-

, , also constantly varylllg. _"l. s l'l.-
~ I " instance is afford~d by the words 
I \cid and Alkali, espeClally the former. 
", .; experimental dlscov~ry ad.vanced, 
; I A rmbstances classed. WIt~ aCIds have 
l" on constantly multlplymg, a~d ~y 
, natural consequence the attrlbu~es 
. "nnoted by the word h~ve r:ceded 

! become fewer. At first It con
:I: :~ .. d the attributes of combining 

'th an alkali to form a neutral sub-
\ :.nct' (called a salt); being com
"'lluded of a. base and oxygen; ! vl;ticity to the taste and tO~lCh; 

flll idity, &c'. T~e true an~lysls of 
1lI1lriatic aCId lllto chlorllle and 
I:vdrogen caused the second property, 
,:.!IIposition from a base and oxygen, 

t rl be excluded from the connotation. 
'1'he same discovery fixed the atten-
"In of chemists upon hydrogen as 

• 11 important elemer;t in a~ids; and 
I I"re recent discoverIes havmg led to 
tb" recognition of its presence in 
:llphuric, ni~ric, and many other ?,cids, 

where its eXIstence was not preVIously 
lI ,pected, there is now a t~ndenc'y to 

include the presence of thIS element 
ID the connotation of the word. But 
t. rhnnic acid, silica, sulphurous acid, 
IllYtl no hydrogen in their composi
tinn ; that property cannot therefore 
I ' enunoted by the term, unless those 
>1 1,~tances are no longer to be con-
i le red acids. Causticity and fluidity 

il ve long since been excluded from 
tta" characteristics of the class by 
:11' inclusion of silica and many other 
11 1 '~tances in it; and the formation 

I f llt;utral bodies by combinatjon with 
I lkalis, together with such electro
cl "mical peculiarities as this is sup
I t;d to imply, are now the only 
.1, 'rp1'cntire which form the fixed con
Ii ':tation of the word Acid, as a,' term 
I cht;lIl ic~tl science. 

What is true of the definition of 
any term of science is of cuurse true 
of the definition of a science itself; 
and accordincrly, (as observed in the 
Introductory °Chapter of this work,) 
the definition of a science must neces
sarily be progressive and provisional. 
Any extension of knowledge oraltera
tion in the current opinions respecting 
the subject-matter may lead to no 
change more or less extensive in the 
particulars included in the science; 
and its composition being thus altered, 
it may easily happen that a different 
set of characteristics will be fOUllel 
better adapted as differentiro for de
fining its name. 

In the same manner in which a 
special or technical definition has for 
its object to' expound the artificial 
classification out of which it grows; 
the Aristotelian logicians seem to 
have imagined that it waR also the 
business of ordinary definition to ex
pound the ordinary, and what they 
deemed the natural, classification of 
things, namely, the division of them 
into Kinds; and to show the place 
which each Kind occupies, as superior, 
collateral, or subordinate, among' other 
Kinds. This notion would account 
for the rule that all definition must 
necessarily be per gem~s et dij}ercn
tiam, and would also explain why a 
single differentia was deemed suffi
cient. But to expound, or express in 
words, a distinction of Kind has 
already been shown to be an impossi
bility: the very meaning of a Kind 
is, that the properties which distin
guish it do not grow out of one 
another, and cannot therefore be set 
forth in words, even by implication, 
otherwise than by enumerating them 
all: and all are not known, nor are 
ever likely to be so. It is idle, there
fore, to look to this as one of the 
purposes of a definition: while, if it 
be only required that the definition of 
a Kind should indicate what kinds 
include it ur are included by it, any 
definitions which expound the conno
tation of the names will do this: for 
the name of each class must neces, 
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sarily connote enough of its properties 
to fix the boundaries of the class. If 
the definition, therefore, be a full 
statement of the connotation, it is all 
that a definition can be required to 
'be.* 

§ 5. Of the two incomplete and 
popular modes of definition, and in 
what they 'differ from the complete 
or philosophical mode. enough has 
now been said. \Ve shall next exa
mine an ancient doctrine, once gene
rally prevalent, and still by no means 
exploded, which I 'regard as the 
source of a great part of the obscurity 
hanging over some of the most impor
tn,nt processes of the understanding 

in the pursuit of truth. 
to this, the definitions of which 
hn,ve now treated are only one of 
sorts ,into which definitions 
di dded, viz. definitions of names 
definitions of things. The forme~ 
intended to explain the meaning ,.f 
term; the latter, the nature of 
thing; the last being 1'] [lc()mparahl .. 1 
the most important. 

This opinion was held by the 
eient philosophers, and by their 
lowers, with the exception of 
Nominalists'; but as the spirit 
modern metaphysics, until a 
period, has been on the whole 
minalist spirit, the notion of 
tions of things has been to a cert: · 
extent in abeyance, still continuin 
however, to breed confusion in lo~; 'X' Professor Bain, in his Logic, takes a 

pcculiar view of Definition. He holds (L 
7 I ) with the present work, that "the de- The objection I have to this lunguag 
finition in its full import is the sum of all that it confounds, or at least eonfl\se~ 
the properties eonIlotcd by thc name; it much morc important distinction than tJ' 
exhaust.s the meaning of a word." But he which it draws. The only reason for div l 
regards the meaning of a general name as illg Propositions into real and verbal, i;; 
including, not indeed all the common pro- order to discriminate propositions whl 
perties of the class nl),med, but all of them convey information about facts from th, 
that are ultimate properties not resolvable which do not. A proposition which affir 
into one another. "The enumeration of that an object has a. given attribute, wb 
tile :lttributes of oxygen, of gold, of man, designating the object by a name wh! 
should bc an enumeration of the final, (so already signifies the attribute, adds 
far as can be made out,) the underivable, information to that which was alrea , 
powers or functions of each," and nothing possessed by all who understood the nal 
less than this is a complete Definition (i. But when this is said, it is implied that 
75)' An independent property, not deriv- the signification of a name is meant 
able from othcr properties, even if previ- signification att.ached to it in the corum 
ously unknown, yet as soon as dbcovered usage of life. I cannot think we ought 
becomes, according to him, part of the say that the meaning of a word includ 
meaning of the term, and should be in- matters of fact which are unknown 
cluded in the definition. "When we are every person who llses the word unless I 
told that diamond, which we know to be has learnt them by special study of a 
a tmnsp'1rent, glittering, hard, and lligh- ticular department of Nature; or 
IJriced l>ubstancc, is composed of carbon, because a few persons are aware of tIll 
and is combustible, wc must put these matters of fact, the affirmation of them 
additional properties on the same level as a proposition conveying no informati, ,1l. 
tbe rest; to liS thcy arc henceforth con- I hold that (special scientific connotati 
noted by the name" (i. 73). Consequently apart) a name means, or connotes, Oil I 
the propositions that diamond is composed the propcrtics which it is a mark of in t 
of carbon. and that it is combustible, are general mind ; and that in the case of UI 

regarded by .Mr. Bain as merely verbal additional properties, howevcr uuiforliJ . 
propositions. He carrics this doctrinc so found to accompany these, it remains P' 
far as to S,ty that unless mortality can be siblc that a thing which did not poss,' 
shown to bc a consequence of the ultimate the propertics might still be thought Cl!' 

laws of animal organisation, mort.'l.lity is titled to the name. Ruminant, accordi ll 
connoted by man, and ":Man is mortal" to :Mr. Bain's nsc of language, con not, 
is a merely verbal proposition. And one cloven-hoofed, since the two properties m 
of the peculiarities (I think a disadv:m- always found together, and no eonnecti" I 

tag-eons peculiarity) of his ab~e and valnable has ever been discovered betwcen the", : 
treatise, is the large number of prOPOSi-j butruminallt docsnotmean cloven-hoored, 
tions requiring proof, and learnt by ex- and were an animal to be discovered whir 
perience, which, in conformity with this chews the cud, but has its feet nndivide. 
doctrine, he considers as not real, but ver- I venture to say thnt it.would stHI be call 
bal, propOSitions. _ _ ruminant. 
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'e llences indeed rather' 
tl\' it~ c~:S~I£ Yet the doctrine in 
tb.11l by. roper form now and then 

.·wn Pt and has appeared (among 
!II"' n.ks ~u , s) where it was scarcely 
•• tlIl'T pace ted in a justly admired 

I eXpec , , L . * t, ,t; h bishop Whately s o[J~c • 
. • rI., Ar.c w of that work published 

11 I l r~vI~he H'cstminster Review for 
I y we InI82~ and containinQ' some 
1 ary 0,' ~ . 
· . ?~ US which I no longer en~ertall1, 
"l'~UI~ the following observatIOns on 
1 ~n(uestion now before us; ob~erva
~ ~ (I 'th which my present VlCW of 
I1 U::. WI stion is still sufficiently in 

that que 
;I 'urdance:-

In thc fuller disc.tlssion wh~ch A~ch-
. Whately has gIven to tlns subJect 

11 I,';'V later editions, he almost ceases to 
HI ,IH'd the definitions of names and tho.se 
l': ,11. S as in any important sense,. dl~
., thmg, e s~ems (9th ed. p. I4S) to hmlt 
Iloct'r

H of a Real Definition to one which 
· h ~ !1gJ~~ a!1ythi~g m~1'e o.f the nature .o,~ , ",xh iug tll[lll is Implied lll, the ,nalf.-e , 
t" ~ ~rn under the word" Implied, not 
(1 ll\ ;~I~~i:i.1 thc name connotes, but. eve!y-

,I~J '.1 which can be deduced by reasonl!1g 
t" ~~:~the attributes connoted). Even thi~, 
io. h > dds is lIsually called, not a Defilll
• " 'lI

e b~lt ;, Description; and (as ~t ~eems 
~" 11:") rightly so called. A De~cl'lptIon, I 
r ."cdve, can only be r~nked ,nnong De
fllli r.iuns when t.a~en (as III the case of the 

1 gical dcfillltlOn of man) to fulfil the 
;, ';eu 

office of :~ Definition, b:y declaring t!te 
(. anotation gIven to ~ word III some spe~lal 
\ _,\ as a term of sClencc or art: which 

.inl connotation of course would not be 
.I'~~·~ssed by the IJl'oper definition of the 

,:rd ill its ordinary employmcnt .. 
'Ir. De Morgan, exactly reversmg the 

, -trine of Archbishop Whately, under
".;~I.ls by It" Real Definit~on onc ~l~i(;h 

nt"ius les.I than the No~mal D,efill:ltlOIl, 
.• vided only that what It cont.'l.ms IS. ~uf

L,i~nt for distinction. "~Y 1'ectl dcfimtlOn 
I nl~an such an explanatl?n of thc word, 
I " it the wholc of the meanmg or only ~art, 
I.' will be sufficient to separatc thc tlllngs 
• .ntaiIlcd nndcr that wo~d fro.m all others. 
T l11IS the following, I belicve, IS ~ compl~tc 
• ' rinition of an elephlLllt : An alllmal WhICh 
I .tumlly drinks by drawing the. w~terill:to 
. nose, and then spurting It mto lts 

I ,,,nth."-F01'mal Logic, p. 36. :Mr. De 
. I "r;rlln's general proposition and his ex-
luple arc at variance; for the peC1:liar 

I " ,ne of drinking of thc elephant certamly 
1 nus 110 part of the mcaning of the word 
•. ph:1nt. It could not bc said, because a 
f l' ... n happened to bc ignorant of this 
I 'l'erty, that hc did not know what an 
• l'hllnt means, 

" The. distinction between nominal 
and real definitions, between defini
tions of words and what are called 
definitions of things, though conform
able to the ideas of most of the Aris
totelianlogicians, cannot, as it appears 
to us, be maintained. We apprehend 
that no definition is ever intended to 
'explain and unfold the nature of a 
thing.' It is some confirmatio~ of 
our opinion that none of those wrIters 
who have thought that there were 
definitions of things have ever suc
ceeded in discovering any criterion 
by which the definition of a thing can 
be distinguished from any other pro
position relating to the thing. The 
definition, they say, unfolds the nature 
of the thing: but no definition can 
unfold its whole nature; and every 
proposition in which any quality what
ever is predicated of the thing un
folds some part of its nature. The 
true state of the case we take to be 
this. All definitions are of names, 
and of names only; but, in some 
definitions, it is clearly apparent that 
nothinO' is intended except to explain 
the m~aning of the word, while in 
others, besides explaining the meaning 
of the word, it is intended to be im
plied that there exists a thing corr~
sponding to the wo:r:d. .Whether .thls 
be or be not imphed m any gIven 
case cannot be collected from the 
mere form of the expression. ' A 
centaul' is an animal with the upper 
parts of a man and the lower parts of 
a horse,' and' A triangle is a rectili
neal fio'ure with three sides,' are, in 
form, ~xpressions precisely similar; 
althouO'h in the former it is not im
plied that any thing, conformable to 
the term, really exists, while in the 
latter it is; as may be seen by sub
stituting, in both definitions, the word 
means for is. In the first expression, 
'A centaur means an animal,' &c., 
the sense would remain unchanged: 
in the second, 'A triangle means,' 
&c., the meaning would be altered, 
since it would be obviously impossible 
to deduce any of the truths of geome
try from a proposition expl'essi ve only 
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of the manner in which\ve intend to We have already made, and 
employ a partiCular sign, often have to repeat, the 

"There are, therefore, expressions, that the philosophers who 
commonly passing for definitions, Realism by no means got 
which include in themselves more consequences of Realism, but 
than the mere explanation of the long afterwards, in their own 
meaning of a· term. But it is not sophy, numerous propositions 
correct to call an expression of this could only have a rational 
sort a peculiar kind of definition. Its as part of a Realistic sy 
difference from the other kind con- been handed down from 
sists in this, that it is not a definition, and probably from earlier 
but a definition and something more. an obvious truth, that the 
The definition above given of a Geometry is deduced from uennltj~. 
triangle, obviously comprises not one, This, so long as a defilllitj.on 
but two propositions, perfectly distin- sidered to be a proposition" 
guishable. The one is, 'There may the nature of the thing," did 
exist a figure, bounded by three enough. But Hobbes followed 
straight lines;' the other, 'Aud this rejected utterly the notion that'a 
figure may be termed a triangle.' finition declares the nature of 
'1'he former of these propositions is thing, or does anything but state 
not a definition at all: the latter is a meaning of a name; yet he 
mere nominal definition, 01' explana- to affirm as broadly as any 
tion of the use and application of a decessors that the cipXat, 
term. The first is susceptible of truth or original premises of ma+h,,~ .. .,...l. 
or falsehood, and may therefore be and even of all science, are 
made the foundation of a train of tions; producing the singubr 
reasoning. The latter can neither be dox, that systems of scientific 
true nor false; the only character it nay, all truths whatever at 
is susceptible of is that of conformity we arrive by reaSoning, are 
or disconformity to the ordinary usage from the arbitrary 
of language." mankind concerning the sl~:mticlllil. 

There is a real distinction, then, of words. 
between definitions of names, and To save the credit of the doct 
what are erroneously called definitions that definitions are the premis~ 
of things; but it is, that the latter, scientific knowledge,the provi" . 
along with the meaning of a name, sc.metimes added, that they are so 
covertly asserts a matter of fact. This under a certain condition, naIl' 
covert assertion is not a definition, that they be framed conformably 
but a postulate. The definition is the phenomena of nature; that 
a mere identical proposition, which that they ascribe such meaning,. 
gives information only about the 11se terms as shall suit objects 
of language, and from which no con- existing. But this is only an 
clusion-s affecting matters of fact can of the attempt so often 
possibly be drawn. The accompany- escape from the necessity of a 
ing postulate, on the other hand, ing old language after the ideas 
affirms a fact 'which IlIay lead to con- it expresses have been exchange!j 
sequences of every degree of impor- contrary ones. From the meanin~ 
tance. It affirms the actual or possible a name (we are told) it is possible 
existence of Things possessing the infer physical facts, provided the 
combination of attributes set forth in has corresponding to it an 
the definition; and this, if true, may I thing. Bnt if this proviso be 
be foundation sufficient on which to sary, from which of the two i~ 
build a whole fabric of scientific inference really drawn? From 
truth. existence of a thing h,wing th · 
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' . or fr0111 the existence of a in the certaintyo£ geometrical truths, 

I tw,.;, n,nin'" them? though every definition in Eucli~l, 
I1 ,''' .~efor i~lstance, any of ~hc d~- and every technical term there m 

~;:[.'" I'd down as prenllses III defined, were laid aside. 
Ill1t l :d)~S ~;lemeJlts' the definition, It is, perhaps, superfluous to dwell 
J: Il l! ~ •• of a ci;cle, This, being at so much length on what i~ s~ ne~rly 
) t 1l~ sa), f . 't' self-evident; ,but when a dlStmctlOn, , I ~sed, consists 0 , two :proPosl IOns; 
,n. , assumptIOn With respect to obvious as it may appear, has been 
th.' "ne an f fact the other a genuine confounded, and by powerful intel
: !I ... ~t~r 0 ,; A 'fi!rure may exist, hav- lects, it is better to say too much 

I Idtwll• >:>, h l' h' 1 th t l'ttl f th f e ~ " n the points m t e me,~ IC 1 an 00 I e or e purpose 0 r n-
111_ 'J 't equally distant from a smgle dering such mistakes impossible in 
1 ,!Ill S ~ h' 't."" Any figure pos- future. I will, therefore, detain the 

, lit WIt In I.. ." h-l I . f th I ' in<f this property l~ called a Circle. reader w 1 e pomt out one 0 e 
"t u~ look at on~ ot the demonstr~- absurd consequences flowing from the 
:, /I ~ which are Said to depend ~n thiS supposition that definitions, as sl1ch, 

c· Il tlition, and. ~bserve to. whlc~ ~f are the premises in any of our reason
till twO' proposlt.lOns contamed m It ings, except such as relate to words only. 
J C' demonstratIOn really 3;ppeals. If this opposition were true, we might 

.. \ huut the centre ~, descnbe ~he argue correctly from true premises, 
• : III BeD." Here IS an assumI?t~oll and arrive at a false conclusion. vVe 

",t a figure, such as t~e defimt:on should only have to assume as a pre
c rt'ti,;es, may be descnbed; whICh mise the definition of a nonentity; or 
I Ull other than .the post~late, or rather of ~L name which has no entity 

urt assnmption, mvolveclm the so- corresponding to it. Let this" for 
.:1 hI definition .. But wheth~r tl~at instance, be our definition: 
I :,. ur" be called a CIrcle or not IS qmte A dragon is a serpent breathing 
il lHaterin.l. The purpose would be flame. 

\\e11 answered in all respects except This proposition, considered only 
, r vity were we to. say, "TI:rou~h as a definition, is indisputably correct. 
• I' point B, draw a hne returnmg lll- A dragon is a serpent breathing 

I ',,,elf of which every point shall be flame: the word means that. The 
• ~IJ equal distance. f.r~m the p.oint tacit assumption, indeed; (if there 
_\, " By this the defimtlOl1 of a Circle were any such understood assertion,) 
wIOllld be got rid of, and rendered of the existence of an object with 
Il llless; but not the postulate im- properties corresponding to the defi
I Ii. I1 in it· without that the demon- nitiol1, would, in the present instance, 

mtiun cQ.~ld not stand. The circle be false. Out' of this defiuition we 
iu" now described, let us proceed to may carve the premises of the follow

tl l' ~unsequence. "Since BeD is a ing syllogism: 
1II ,Ill, the radius B A is equal to the A dragon is a thing which breathes 
I, lius C A." B A is equal to C A, not flame: 
I ('au~e BeD is a circle, but because A dragon is a serpent : 
it (' D is a figure with the radii equal. From which the conclusion is, 
«, I .. warrant for assuming that such a Therefore some serpent or serpents 
I _Iln: about the centre A, with the breathe flame:-
r,l lius B A, may be made to exist, is an unexceptional syllogism in the first 
t\.. ' postulate. Whether the admissi- mode of the third figure, in which 
I'!ity of these postulates rests on both p~emises are t~ue and yet. ~he 
'I nitiol1 or on proof may be a matter conclUSIOn false; whICh every logICian 
cf Jispute ; but in 'either cn-se they kno~vs to 1:e an absurdity. The c,on
. the premises on which the theo-I cluslOn bemg fals~ and the syllogism 
l'IllS depend; and while t~ese are correct, the p~emlses c~nllotbe true; 

· ... ined it would make no difference But the premises, conSIdered as parts 
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of a definition, are true. Therefore, 
the premises considered as parts of n, 
definition cannot be the real ones. 
The real premises must be-

A dragon is a really existing thing 
which breathes flame: 

A dragon is a 1'eally existing 
serpent: 

which implied premises beinO' false 
the falsity of the conclusiop present~ 

'no absurdity. 

from the tacit assumption of a 
of fact.* 

When, as in this last sylloO'islll 
conclusion is a proposition 0 , 

an idea, the assumption on 
depends may be merely that of 
existence of an idea. But when 
conclusion is a proposition concern 
a Thing, the postulate involved ill 
definition which stands as the 
ent premise is the existence of a 
conformable to the definition, and 
merely of an idea conformable to 
This assumption of real exi;:;tence 
nolways convey the impression that 
intend to make when we profes~ 

If we would determine what con
clusion follows from the same osten
sible premises when the tacit assump
tion of real existence is left out, let 
us, according to the recommendation 
in a previous page, substitute means 
for is. We then have- * In the only uttempt which, so far 

D 
know, has bee I! mude to refute the . 

ragon is a word rnea.ning a thinO' iug argumentation, it is rn"lin1~aiIled 
which breathes flame: 0 in the first form of the syllogism, 

Dragon is a 1001'd mea.ning a A dragon is a thing which 
t 

flame,' 
serpen : A dragon is a serpent, 

From which the conclusion is, Therefore some serpent 01' 

Some 1001'd or 1L'ords 1vkich mean breathe flame, 
a serpent, also mean a thing "there is just us much truth in the 
which breathes flame '. elusion as there is in the premises rather no more in the latter than ir{ 

where the conclusion (as well as the former. If the geneml name serpent 
premises) is true, and is the only kind cludes both real and imaginary 
of conclusion which can ever follow there is no f:11sity in the not, there is falsity in the minor 
ftom a definition, namely, a proposi- Let us, then, try to set out the 
tion relating to the meaning of on the hypothesis that the name 
words. includes imaginary serpents. 

'l'h find that it is now necessary to 
ere i.s still another shape into predicates: for it cannot be asserted 

which we may transform this syl- aft imaginary creatme breathes flame 
logism. We may suppose the middle predicating of, i~ su~h a ~act~ we 
te t b tl d' t.' 'tl f tile most posltIve ImphcatlOn that 

rn~ 0 e le eSlgna ,IOn n81 l~l' 0 1 real and not imaginary. The COllChlS!Q ••• 
a thmg nor of a name, but of an Idea. must run thus, "Some serpent or 
\Ve then have- either do or arc 'im(~gined to breat.he 

The idea of a druO'on is an idea oif And to ~)l'ove this eonclusi~n by 
• ,0 I stance of dmgonR, tile prennses a: tllln~ whICh bre,athes ~ame: A dragon is illwginccl as breathing 

The tdea oj a dragon IS an tdea of A dragon is a (real or imaginary) scrpe, 
a serpent: from which it undoubtedly follows, till 

Therefore there is (t.r 'de if there are serpents which ar,e imagined ! 
~. ,~ 7 ,a o. a breathe flame; but the major premise 

serpent, WhICh IS an tdea of a thmg not a definition, nor part of u defiuitit'lI 
bl'eathing flame. which is all that I am concerned to pro ' 

Here the conclusion is true and Let l!SnOW examine the other asserti 
I th 

. b h '. -that If the word serpent stands for 110ae 
a so e prem~s~s; ut t e premIses but real serpents, the minor premise I 
nore not defimtlOns. They are pro- dragon is 11, serpent) is false. 'rhis is exac 11 
positions affirming that an idea exist- wha~ I have myself said of the premi 
• 0" th . d' 'I d .. consIdered as a statement of fact: but 
lno m e mm mc u eS certam Ideal is not false as part of the definition of 
elements. . The .truth of the con.clu- dragon; and since the premises, or onb' 'l 
sion follows from the existence of the them, mnst be fn,lse, (the conclusion bdu 
psvcholoO'ical phenomenon called the S?,) the l:eal premise cannot be the defullo 
'd v 0 • tlOn, WhICh IS true, but the statement 
1 ea of a dragon ;.and therefore still fact which is false. ____ _ 
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I fi ne any name which is al:e~dy 
~a, \\'11 to be no n~me of real~y ~xIstmg 
I ; . ·ts On tIllS account It IS, that 

, J."~ .~tllllption wnos not necessarily 
,,' ll~~d 1'11 the definition of a dr:'l.O'on, 
11 11 C <:> 

" ,tile there was IlO d?~bt of its ,being 
il Juded in the defimhon of a clrcle. 

not be exactly true,) but that we 
concei'IJe a circle a's having it; that 
our abstract idea of a circle is an 
idea of a figure with its radii exactly 
equal. 

Conformably to thii! it is said, that 
the subject-matter of mathematics, 
and of every other demonstrative 

, 6. One of the circumstances which sci.ence, is not things as they really 
t ~ contributed to keep up the notion eXIst, but abstractions of the mind. 
tr..lt" Jernonstrative truths follow from A geometrical line is a line without 
,[. hnitions rn;ther thr.n fr~~ the postu- breadth; but no such line exists in 

k .;impliedmthosedefimtlOns, IS, that nature; it is a notion merely suggested 
tll ' IJUstulates, even in those sciences to the mind by its experience of nature. 
\ hi(;h are considered to surpass all The definition (it is said) is a defini
, lidS in demonstrative certainty, are tion of this mental line, not of any 
11 always exactly true. It is not actual line: and it is only of the 
tr w that a circle exists, or can be mental line, not of any line existinO' 
,It ,:.;ribed, which has nolI its radii in nature, that the theorems of ged~ 
, tf{.tlyequal. Such accuracy is ideal metry are accumtely true. 
, I ly; it is not found in nature, still Allowing this doctrine respecting 

.. can it be realised by art. People the nature of dem on strati ve truth to 
I, I a difficulty, therefore, in con- be correct (which, in a subsequent 
t !\ ing that the most certain of all pla;ce, I shall endeavour to prove that 
, Ildusions could rest on premises It IS not,) even on that supposition 

hieh, instead of being certainly true, the conclusions which seem to follo,; 
n '~dtainly not true to the full ex- fro In a definition do not follow from 
!l_ asserted. This apparent paradox the definition as such, but from an 

, ,( be examined when we come to implied postulate. Even if it be true 
, Lt of Demonstration; where we that there is no object in nature 
It lJ be able to show that as much of answering to the definition of a line, 
, I"dubte is true, as is required to and that the geometrical properties 
, i,,,rt as much as is true of the con- of lines are not true of any lines in 

inn, Philosophers, however, to nature, but only of the idea of a line' 
\ '. ' 111 this view had not occurred, or the definition, at non events, postulate~ 

" ,tu it did not satisfy, have thouO'ht the real existence of such an idea: it 
I :ldispensable that there shoullbe assumes that the mind can fmme, or 

1 !, I in definitions something 11W1'e rather has framed, the notion of lenO'th 
.' ;Iin, or at least more noccurately without breadth, and without ~ny 

Ir It , than the implied postulate of other sensible property whatever. To 
I, I't:al existence of a correspondino' me, indeed, it appears that the mind 

·et. And this something they cannot form any such notion; it can. 
t ,red themselves they had found not conceive length without breadth, 

1. 'il they laid it down thnot a defini~ it can only, in contemplating objects: 
, ,) i~ a statement and analysis not attend to their length, exclusively of 
f th", mere meaning of a word, nor their other sensible qualities, and so 

"f the nature of a thing, but of determine what properties may be 
. . Thus, the proposition, "A predicated of them in virtue of their 
rl'!. · 13 a pla~e figure ~oullded by a length alone. If this be true, the 

11 ,~ll ~he pomts of whlC~ are at ,an postl~l~te involved in the geometrical 
I. ~ ~ls;~nce from. a gIven pomt defimtlOn of no line is the renol exii'lt-
t I tn It, was consIdered by them, I ence not of lel1O'th without breadth 

'~ an assertion that. any real but ::nerely of le~gth, that is, of long 
.ms that property, (wInch would objects, This is quite enough to 

G 
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support all the truths of geometry, I sho.uld ~e, the meaninfl' of a 
since every property of a geometrical whICh, !Ike other pr.actlCal 
line is really a property of all physical o,f termmology,reqmres for 
objects in so far as possessinO' lenO'th. tlOn that we should enter, 
But even what I hold to be ''the f~lse times enter very deeply, into 
doctrine on the subject, leaves the perties not merely of names 
conclusion that our reasonings are the things named. 
grounded on the matters of fact postu- Although the meaning of 
lated in definitions, and not on the de· con~rete gene~al I?ame resides ih 
nllitions thems~lves, entirely una!fec~- ~ttnbutes whlCh It connotes, tho 
ed; and accordmgly this conclUSIOn IS Jects were named before the 
one which I have in common with Dr. butes; as appears from the 
Whewell, in his Pltilosophy of the In- in all languages, abstract 
ductiveScienccs: thouO'h, on the nature mostly compounds or other 
of demonstrative truth, Dr. vVhewell's tives of the concrete names 
opinions are greatly at variance with correspond to them. 
mine. And here, as in many other names, therefore, were, after 
instances, I gladly acknowledge that names, the first which were 
his writings are eminently serviceable and in the simpler cases, no 
in clearing from confusion the initial distinct connotation was 
steps in the analysis of the mental the minds of those who 
processes, even where his views re- name, and was distinctly Inl~endl!d. 
specting the ultimate analysis are such them to be conveyed by it. 
as (though with unfeigned respect) I first person who used the Word 
cannot but regard as fundamentally as applied to snow or to an 
erroneous. object, knew, no doubt, very 

?.7. Although, according to the 
OplDlOn here presented, Definitions 
are properly of names only, and not 
of things, it does not follow from this 
that definitions are arbitrary. How 
to define a name, may not only be an 
inquiry of considerable difficulty and 
intricacy, but may involve considera
tions going deep into the nature of 
the things which are denoted by the 
name. Such, for instance,· are the 
inquiries which form the subjects of 
the most important of Plato's Dia
logues; as, "What is rhetoric?" the 
topic of the Gorgias, or "·What is 
justice?" that of the Republic. Such, 
also, is the question scornfully asked 
by Pilate, "'What is truth?" and the 
fundamental question with speculative 
moralists in all ages, "What is vir
tue 1" 

quality he intended to jJH""LJ'Ji;1,Lt~, __ 

had a perfectly distinct COIICe])tillll. 
his mind of the attribute SIgnitied •• 
the name. 

But where the resemblances 
differences on which our Cl~tsS.lticm~. 
are founded are not of this 
and easily determinable kind; 
ally where they consist not 
one quality but in a 
qualities, the effects of which, 
blended together, are not very 
discriminated, and referred 
its true Source '; it often h 
names are applied to name'ab.le (,bic. 
with no distinct connotation 
to the minds of tho,~e who 
They are only influenced 
resemblance between the 

It would be a mistake to represent 
these difficuit and noble inquiries as 
having nothing in view beyond ascer
taining the conventional meaning of 
a name. They are inquiries not so 
llluch to determine what is, as wha.t 

and all or some of the old 
objects which they have been 
tomed to call by that name. 
as we have seen, is the law 
even the mind of the phIloisop1heJrfm" 
follow, in giving names to 
elementary feelings of our 
but, where the things to be 
are complex wholes, a philowph r 
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c· ut. nt with noticing a general name; so that it at last denotes a. 

'llItJ ; nCl'; he examines what the confused huddle of objects hav' 
'lIIhb nce consists in: and he only nothing whatever in comm~n' ~~:f ~'1\ It, "ame name to things which connotes nothing, not even a' ~ao'ue 

&: mhl'" one another in the same and general resemblance. Whe~ a. 
c filii! particulars. The philosopher, na~e has fallen into this state, in 
h ·~'f.'r\', habitually employs his gen- whlCh by p:edicating it of any object 

tJ )". ri lL:S with It definite connotation. we. asse~t lIterally nothing about the 
j 11 1.1II ~uage was not made, and can object, It has become unfit for the 
ollly in ~(Jme small degree be mended, purposes. eit~er of thought or of the 

'). J,hill1~ophers. In the minds of commuUlcatIOn of thought; and can 
.... aJ arbiters of language, general ~mly be made serviceable by strippiuO' 

t1I UIt: e~pecially where the classes It of s?me part of its multifariou~ 
Y J note cannot be brought before denotatIon, and confining it to objects 

h(· ribllnalof the outward senses to possessed of some attributes in com
I . it! ·ntified and discriminated, con- nlOn, which it may be made to con
" ! little more than a vague gross note. Such are the inconveniences of 

~IlUance to the things which they a language which "is not made but 
\\ rt' ~,arliest, or have been most, gr0"Ys." L. ik.e the governments ~hich 

tl! tomed to call by those names. a mil 
re m a SI ar case, it may be com\\ I. 11. for instance, ordinary persons pared to a road which is not made 

I ?die. te the words just or unjust of ~ut has made itself: it requires con~ 
run' 11 tion, noble or 'mean of any senti- tmual men~irW ~n order to be passable. 
JIl'1I ~ xpression, ordemeanour,.states_ From thIS It lsalready evident why 
m , Ilf charlatan of any personage the question respecting the definition 
I mrillg' in politics, do they mean to of an aJ;>stract name is often one of so 
firm uf those various subjects any mu h d ffi It Th 

de nllinate attributes, of whatever . .c . 1 c~ Y,' e question, What 
~s JustIce? IS, m other words What Jdn I1 :'f?: they ~er'ely recognise, IS the a,ttribute which mankin'd mean 

tllt Y thmk, some lIkeness, more or ~o predIcate when they call an action 
) \'. :.;ue and loose, between these Just? To who h th fi t . 
lid ,me other things which they that 'havinO' co: t e rs a.nswer IS, 

11. ye k en accustomed to denominate. ment on t11~ . et °thno PdreClse agree. h cl . t d b e POlD, ey 0 not mean ) eur enomma e y those to predicate cl' t' tl ., 
pr ' Itiunq IS mc y any attrIbute 
L;' uarr~, as Sir J ames MackI'nt aht all. . Nevertheless, all believe that 

o . - ere IS some commo tt 'b t b h " ,,'d to say of governments, "is lono-ing to' all th t. n a l'lh,uhe h e.-t J b t "A . 5 e ac IOns w IC t ey ( .TII;' 1::, U grows. name IS are in the habit of n' 0' " 

11 10 posed at once and by previous uestion th ca me Just. The 
J11'l ' upon a class of ob "ects but' ~ en must be, whether there 
., t 1I:'plied to one thini, and the~ :~ ~~~ ~~~~ c~mn~on hatthribute? u?d, 

'( Ut i. d by a series of transitions to , . pace, .w et er mankmd 
: . t ' ·r and another. By this process :gr;;: sUffi~l.enily Wlt~ one another as 
( h ,.~ been remarkeci b several 0 e par lCU ar ~ctIOns which they 

, 'r~. and iIlustratc'd whh gre~t ~o o~ do not call Just, to render the 
f I1:c and clearness b~ Durrald St ~nqUl~'y, What quality those actions 

rt in his Philosophical Essays): ",~v~lm c~rmon,. a possible one: if so, 
In nut unfrequentl asses be. le~ le actIOns really have any 

~ i \,! links of resem8ince fro~ ~~c~ qualIt:y l~ common; and if they have, 
jt rt to another until l't b what It IS. Of these three, the first 

' ecomes I alone is an· . . t PI,li. 'd to things having nothinO' in)' . mqUIry m 0 usage and 
UltTlOn with the first things to which c0l!-,:ent.lOn; the other two are in

th name Was given; which how- 11rles mto matte~s of fact. And if 
~. do not, for that rea.son d~op th t e. second questIOn (whether the 

, e actIOns form a class at all) has been 
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answered negatively, there remains a 
fourth, often more arduous than all the 
rest, namely, how best to form a class 
artificially, which the name may de
note. 

abounds in' examples of such 
sights, committed for want of 
incr the hidden link that COl[J.nl~ctf~d 
gether the seemingly disparate 
iugs of some ambiguous word. * 

'Whenever the inquiry into 
definition of the name of any 
object consists of else 
a mere comparison 
tacitlY assume that a 
be found for the name, 
with its continuing to denote, 
sible all, but at any rate the 
or the more important part, of 
things of which it is commonly 
nicH,ted. The inquiry, therefore, 
the definition, is an inquiry into 
resemblances and differences 
those. things: whether there 
resemblance running 
all; if not, through what 
them such a general ref:enlbl.ance 
be traced: and finally, 
common attributes, the possessic)n 
which gives to them or 
portion of them, the character 
semblance which has led to 
being classed together. When 
common attributes have been 
tained and specified, the name 
belongs in common to the rel::ell'lbl ulWil 
objects acquires a distinct' 
a vague connotation ; and by 

And here it is fitting to remark, 
that the study of the spontaneous 
growth of languages is of the utmo~t 
importance to those who would logI
cally remodel them. The classifica
tions rudely made by established lan
guage, when retouched, as they almost 
all require to be, by the hands of the 
locrician, are often in themselves excel
le~tly suited to his purposes. As 
compared with the classifications of a 
philosopher, they are like the custo
mary law of a country, which has 
"!'Own up as it were spontaneously, 
~ompared with laws methodised and 
digested into a code: the former are 
a far less perfect instrument than the 
latter; but being the result of a long, 
though unscientific, course of experi
ence, they contain a mass of materials 
which may be made very usefully 
available in the formation of the 
systematic body of written law. In 
like manner, the est~tblished grouping 
of objects under a common name, even 
when founded only on a gross and 
general resemblance, is evidence, in 
the first pl::tce, that the resemblance 
is obvious, and therefore considerable; 

1 h ·· * "Few people" (1 have said in 
and, in the next pace, t at It IS a place)" have reflected how great" 
resemblance which has struck great ledge of Things is required to enable 
numbers of persons during a series of to affirm that any given argument 

l E h wholly upon. words. 'rh ere is, 
years anc ages. ven w en a name, not one of the leading terms of pllllOi;" I~Ii. 
by successive extensions, has come to which is not used in nlmost inn 
be applied to things among which shades of meaning, to express ideas 
there does not exist this gross resem- or less widely different from ono allot! 
blance common to them all, still at Betwe.en two of tiJese ideas a sagaciolls 

penetrating mind will discern, as it 
every step in its progress we shall intuitively, an unobvious link of 
find such a resemblance. And these tiOD, upon which, though perhaps 
transitions of the meaning of words to give a logical account of it, he will 

a perfectly valid argument, which 
, are often an index to real connections critic, not having so keen an insight 

between the things denoted by them, the Thillg~, will mistake for a fallacy 
wh~ch mig~t otherwise escape the ~~~ (~~';t;~ee~O~~~eg~;i~~il~1 o~i~te'~h~ 
notICe of thu:kers; .of those at least safely leaps over the chasm, the 
who, from usmg a drffyrent language, . will probably be the . and 
or from any difference in their habitual I o~ the 11:10re 10¥ieian, who, . 
associations have fixed their attention hIm,. eVInces .lus o~vn supeno~ 
. ' , , paUSIng on Its brInk, and gl 
In preference on some other aspect of desperate his lwoper bU'liness of 
the things. The history of philosophy. it over." 

bEFINITION. loi 

, this distil1ct c0:t?-~otation, becomes 
11 ~ tible of defimtlOn. 
'I cep ivincr a distinct connotation to 

In geral'name, the philosopher will 
h ' ,ren h 'b t ,!:a.vour to fix upon suc attI'l u es 
I: while they are common to all the 
I ~ ncrs usually denoted. by the nam.e, 
.I ', '" Iso of greatest Importance m 

111f
t
, aelves' either directly, or from lnIOS , ' • ';c number, the conspICuousness, or 

h,> interesting character, of the con-
ences to which they lead. He 

, [11 'bI h ill select, as far as POSSI e, suc 
rl "rrerentice as lea~ to the .great;:st 
TI,~mber of interestmg p1·oprta. ] or 
I e rather than the more obscure 

t I)' ;econdite qualities on which they 
or~(;n depend, gi ve that general c.har. 

t .r and aspect to a set of objects 
"bich determine the groups into 

which they naturally fa11. But to 
penetrate to the more hidden agree
ment on which these obvious and 
superficial agreements depend, is often 
one of the most difficult of scientific 
problems. As it is among the most 
difficult, so it seldom fails to be 
among the most important. And since 
upon the result of this inquiry re
specting the causes of the propertiefl 
of a class of things, there incidentally 
depends the question what shall be' 
the meaning of a word, some of the 
most profound and most valuable in
vestigations which philosophy pre
sents to us have been introduced by, 
and have offered themselves under 
the gtlise of, inquiries into the defini· 
tion of a name. 
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CHAPTER I. 
or INFERENCE, OR REASONING IN 

GENERAL. 

l. IN the preceding Book we have 
I n occupied not with the nature of 
l'01jA but with the nature of Asser
i>n :' the import conveyed by a Pro-

1 itioD, whether that Proposition be 
nil' or false; not the means by which 

to (li~criminate true from false Pro-
itinns. The proper subject, how

r\ r, of Logic is Proof. Before we 
l\llll understand what Proof is, it 

necessary to understand what 
I is to which proof is applicable; 
h.t!: that is which can be a subject 

(l( l ·Hef or disbelief, of affirmation or 
d. nial: what, in short, the different 
kUlri ~ of Propositions assert. 

This preliminary inquiry we have 
r 'cuted to a definite result. Asser

I( n. in the first place, relates either 
ilL' men.ning of words, or to some 

J • rty of the things which words 
i_'1li f,v. Assertions respecting· the 

!ling of words, among which de-

finitions are the most important, hold 
a place, and an indispensable one, in 
philosophy; but as the meaning of 
words is essentially arbitrary, this 
class of assertions are not susceptible 
of truth or falsity, nor therefore of 
proof or disproof. Assertions respect
ing Things, or what may be called 
Real Propositions, in contradistinction 
to verbal ones, are of various sorts. 
We have analysed the import of each 
sort, and have ascertained the nature 
of the things they relate to, and the 
nature of what they severally assert 
respecting those things. \Ve found 
that whatever be the form of the pro· 
position, and whatever its nominal 
subject or predicate, the real subject 
of every proposition is some one or 
more facts or phenomena of conscious
ness, or some one or more of the 
hidden causes or powers to which we 
ascribe those facts; and that what is 
predicated or asserte.d, either in the 
affirmative or negative, of those 
phenomena or those powers, is always 
either Existence, Order in Place, 
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Order in Time, Causation, Or Resem
blance. This, then, is the theory of 
the Import of Propositions, reduced 
to its ultimate elements: but there is 
another and a less abstruse expression 
for it, which,· though stopping short 
in an earlier stage of the analysis, is 
sufficiently scientific for many of the 
purposes for which such a general 
expression is required. This expres
sion recognises the commonly received 
distinction between Subject and Attri
bute, and gives the following as the 
analysis of the meaning of proposi
tions:-]~ very Proposition asserts, that 
some given subject does or does not 
possess some attribute; or that some 
attribute is or is not (either in all or 
in some portion of the subjects in 
which it is met with) conjoined with 
some other attribute. 

vVe shall now for the present take 
our leave of this portion of our inquiry, 
and proceed to the peculiar problem 
of the Science of Logic, namely, how 
the assertions, of which we have 
analysed the import, are proved or 
disproved; such of them, at least, as, 
not being amenable to direct con
sciousness or intuition, are appropriate 
subjects of proof. 

vVe say of a fact or statement that it 
is proved when we believe its truth by 
reason of snme other fact or statement 
from which it is said to follow. Most 
of the propositions, whether affirm a
ti ve or negative, universal, particular, 
or singular, which we believe, are not 
believed on their own evidence, but 
on the ground of something previously 
assented to, from which they are said 
to be inferred. To infer a proposition 
from a previous proposition or pro
positions; to give credence to it, or 
claim credence for it, as a conclusion 
from something else, is to r.:3ason, m 
the most extensive sense of the term. 
There is a narrower sense, in which 
the name reasoning is confined to the 
form of inference which is termed 
ratiocination, and of which the syl
logism is the general type. The 
reasons for not conforming to this 
restricted use of the term w·cre stated 

in an earlier stage of our inquiry 
additional motives will be UU':":i'!~'l"'''_ 
by the considerations on which w~ 
now about to enter. 

§ 2. In proceeding to take into 
sideration the cases in which 
ences can legitimately be drawn 
shall first mention SOllle case; 
which the inference is ~tJt-".'''JL1.". 
real; and which require notice 
that they may not be confoun 
cases of inference properly so 
This occurs when the 
ostensibly inferred from 
pears on analysis to be merely a 
petition of the same, or part of 
same, assertion which was CO]Qta,lllll. 
in the first. All the cases Lllt~I1t]IOl1t" 
in books of Logic as 
requipollency or equivalence 
pOflitions are of this nature. 
if we were to argue, No man is 
able of reason, for every man 
rational; or, All men are mortal, 
no man is exempt from death; 
would be plain that we were 
proving the proposition, but only 
pealing to another mode of 
it, which mayor may not 
readily comprehensible by the 
or better adapted to suggest the 
proof, but which contains in itself 
shadow of proof. 

Another case is where, from 
uni versal proposition, we affect 
infer another which differs from 
only in being particular: as All A 
B, therefore Some A is B: N 0 ~\ 
B, therefore Some A is not B. 
too, is not to include one pr()pOlsitlIOltJI 
from another, but to repeat a 
time something which had beel! 
serted at first; with the ditfl3relll~fII 
that we do not here repeat the 
of the [>revious assertion, but only 
indefimte part of it. 

A third case is where the an 
cedent having affirmed a predicate 
a given subject, the consequent affi 
of the same subject sOlmethllng 
connoted by the former pre 
Socrates is a man, therefore 
is a living creature; where all that 
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t 'r1 by living creature was affirm· 
t~' i:>:/or:otes. when he wa . ~sscl'ted 

" ltl'IlL I t,he proIol'utlOns are 
tt' • ?I. ',,'1> Jntl t;. Ul vert their order, 

·tne,... li' t 
11' oor.tt-es i' 110t a vmg crell me, 
tI I' :f' fe l;e j . not a man; for if we 
tb. T cllB les, h gre.'1t~ whj~h ~
d nle itJ is already demed by Impli

u i()~. Thes~, th refor, a·}" not 
11 cnse f mference ; and yet the 

"'~ )'texll.Jllple by which, in manuo,ls 
trl' '~icj thel"Ules f the SyllogiRDl are 
'Jf) ut;"ted IlIa often 0. f this ill-chosen 
I u~ ,.. , t' f 
k' I' formal demonstra IOns 0 COU-

tll'i(:n tcn,'bio~ whoever under tands 
,. '1'lJ1S11 e mthe.tatement.ufthe 

, h" already, :mu consCl,ollsly, 
~tt'd.* . 

Th ~ !nost complex ~ase of ~hi' sort 
I r I PVn.r nt inference IS \': h.n.t IS cal! cl 
the (}lIlVerSiOll ?f Pl'OpOSltIO~!" w~lch 

n,jsts ill tUl'umg the.l're~hcate mto 
11 ·uhject, and t~e subJect mto a pre

I(ate, and frammg out of the sa~e 
t I Ill;;! thus reversed another propOSJ
t 0>11, which must be true if the f?rmer 
i: lme. Thus, f:o;m the partI~ular 

lfirmative prOpOSItIOn, Some A IS B, 
\'1 lJlay infer that S?me B is A= From 
h. nni versal negatl ve, No A IS B, we 
: Y conclude that NoB is A. From 

b ' universal affirmative proposition, 
All .\. is B, it cannot be inferred that, 
.\11 B is A; though all wateris liquid, 
t ' . not implieu that all liquid is 

'la 'r' but it. is implied that some 
li'I' 'd. is so; and hence the proposition, 
~11 .\.is B, is legitimately convertible 
in" Some B is A. This process, 
, bich converts an universal proposi-

• '11 into a particular, is termed con
, r~i"n pcr accidens. From the pro
J ,;tion, Some A is not B, we cannot 
l ,1\ infer that some B is not A; 
h )'I '!h some men are not Englishmen, 

". d ill':> not follow that some English
lloln are not men. The only lllode 

The different cases of lEquipolleney, 
r" Equivalent Propositional Forms," are 
• jorth with some fnlness ill Professor 

I I ,' · Logic. One of the eommoliest of 
" changes of expression, that from 

ing a proposition to denying its ncga
t . or 1'ice 1!CrSCf, 1\'11'. Bain designates, 
~ y happily, by the name Obversion. 

usuctlly recognised of converting a 
particular negative proposition, is in 
the form, Some A is not B, therefore, 
something which is .not B is A; and 
this is termed conversion by contra
position. In this case, however, the 
predicate and subject are not merely 
reversed, but one of them is changed. 
Instead of [A] and [B], the terms of 
the new proposition are [a thing which 
is not B], lmd [A]. The original pro
position, Some A is not B, is first 
changed into a proposition requipollent 
with it, Some A is " a thing which is 
not B;" and the proposition, being 
now no longer a particular negative, 
but a particular affirmative, admits of 
conversion in the first mode, or, as it 
is called, simple con version. * 

In all these cases there is not really 
any inference; there is in the concln~ 
sion no llew truth, nothing but what 
was already asserted in the premises, 
and obvious to whoever apprehends 
them. The fact asserted in the con
clusion is either the verv same fact, or 
part of the fact,assertel in the original 
proposition. This follows from our 
previous analysis of the Import of 
Propositions. When we say, for ex
ample, that some lawful sovereigns are 
tyrants, what is the meaning of the 
assertion? That the attributes con
noted by the term "lawful sovereign," 
and the attributes connoted by the 
term" tyrant," sometimes coexist in 
the same individual. Now this is also 
precisely what we mean when we say 
that some tyrants are lawful sove
reigns; which, therefore, isnotasecond 
proposition inferred from the first, an'y 
more than the English translation of 
Euclid's elements is a collection of 
theorems different from, and conse
quences of, those contained in the 
Greek original. Again, if we as~ert 
that 110 great general is a rash man, 
we mean that the attributes connoted 
by "'greatgeneral," and those connoted 

"* As Sir William Hamilton has pointed 
out, "Some A is not 13" may also be eOll
verted in the following form: "No 13 is 
some A." Some Illen arc nr,t negroes; 
therefore, No llegroes are some men (e.g. 
Europeans). 
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by " rasb," never coexist in tbe same 
subject; which is also the exact mean
ingwhich would be expressed by saying, 
that no rash man is a great general. 
When we say that all quadrupeds are 
warm -blooded, we assert, not only that 
the attributes connoted by "quad
ruped " and those connoted by "warm
blooded" sometimes coexist, but that 
the former never exist without the 
latter: now the proposition, Some 
warm-blooded creatures are quadru
peds, expresses the first half of this 
meaning, dropping the latter half; 
and therefore has been <tlreadyaffirmed 
in the antecedent proposition, All 
quadrupeds are warm-blooded. But 
that all warm-blooded creatures are 
quadrupeds, or, in other words, that 
the attributes connoted by "warm
blooded" never exist without those 
connoted by "quadruped," has not 
been asserted, and cannot be inferred. 
In order to reassert, in an inverted 
form, the whole of what was affirmed 
in the proposition, All quadrupeds are 
warm-blooded, we must convert it by 
contraposition, thus, Nothing which 
is not warm-blooded is a quadruped. 
This proposition; and the one from 
which it is derived, are exactlyequi
valent, and either of them may be 
substituted for the other; for, to say 
that when the attributes of a quad
ruped are present, those of a warm
blooded creature are present, is to say 
that when the latter are absent the 
former are absent. 

In a manual for young students, it 
would be proper to dwell at greater 
lenoth on the conversion and requi
pollency of propositions. For though 
that cannot be called reasoning or 
inference which is a mere reassertion 
in different words of what had been 

... All .A is B ) t" 
No A is B f con raUGS, 

asserted before, there is no more 
portant intellectual habit, nor any . 
cultivation of which falls more strict 
within the province of the art of 10''
than that of discerning rapidly : 
surely the identity of an asserti~ 
when disguised under di ~'ersity 
language. That important chapter ia 
logical treatises which relates to t 
Opposition of Propositions, and 
excellent technical 
logic provides for di~;tillgtlislhinll! 
different kinds or modes of Vl-'I-'V<""""". 
are of use chiefly for this 
Such considerations as these, 
trary propositions may both be fal 
but cannot both be true; that Sll 

contrary propositions may both be 
true, but cannot both be false j 

of two contradictory propositions 
must ba true and the other false; 
of two subalternate propositi 
truth of the universal proves the 
of the particular, and the falsity of 
particular proves the falsity of 
universal, but not vice vel'sd; * 
to appear, at first sight, very tec:hnirall 
and mysterious, but when '"'~fH"'lll~II.. .• 

seem almost too obvious to 
formal a statement, since the 
amount of explanation which is 
sary to makethe principles in1;ellirrili1ll..,.1 
would enable the truths which 
convey to be apprehended in any 
ticular case which can occur. In 
respect, however, these axioms of 
are on a level with those of 
matics. That things which are 
to the same thing are equal to 
another, is as obvious in any 
case as it is in the general sta 
and if no such general maxim 
been laid down, the demcmstra,ti{llllll 
in Euclid would never have halted 
any difficulty in stepping across 

Some A ~s B l sub contraries, 
f::lome A IS not B j 

All A ~s:B t contradictories 
Some A IS,not B j , 
No A is B 1. 1 t d' t ' f::lome A is 13 j a so con fa 1C 01'1es. 

All A is B 1. d No A is B ), t' 1 b It t 
Some A is B j an Some A is not B ) lcspce I'Ve y sn a crna c. 

INFERENOE IN GENERAL. 10 7 

'J which this axiom at present serves 
.l; ~ 'dge over. Yet no one has ever 
t" rIred . writers on geometry for 
r('nsu f th I t ' ~lacing a list 0 ese e emen a~y 
:'eneralisations at the hea:d of theIr 
" tises as a first exerCIse to the 
~~e~er ~f the faculty which will be 
l':~ uired in him at every step, that of 
'\ 1 rehending a g~rt.e~'al trut? ~nd 
th~ student of logIC, 111 the dlscus~lOn 
even of suc~ truths !ls we ?ave Cited 
.. huve, acqmres habits of CIrcumspect 
;'nterpretation of words, and of exactly 
Jllt;ltsuring the len~h and breadth of 
his assertions, whlCh ar~ .among the 
most indispensable condI~lOns of any 
cl,nsiderable mental att~mment,. and 

hich it is one of the primary obJects 
~ lugicn.l discipline to cultivate. 

The meaning intended by these ex
pressionsis, that Induction is inferring 
a proposition from propositions less 
general than itself, and Ratiocination 
is inferring a proposition from proposi
tions equally or more general. When, 
from the observation of a number of 
individual instances, we ascend to a 
general proposition, or when, by com~ 
bining a number of general proposi
tions, we conclude from them another 
proposition still more geneml, the pro
cess, which is substantially the same 
in both instances, is called Induction. 
When from a general proposition, not 
alone (for from .a single proposition 
nothing can be concluded which is not 
involved in the terms), but by combin
ing it with other propositions, we infer 
a proposition of the same degree of 

§ 3. Having noticed, in order to ex- generality with itself, or a less general 
elude from the province of Reasoning proposition, or a proposition merely 
(>1' Inferenc~ properly so ca~led, the individual, the process is Ratiocina. 
caseS in whlCh the 1?rogressIOn from tion. When, in short, the conclusion 
.ne truth to another IS onll apparent, is more general than the largest of the 
the logical consequel?-t bemg a mere premises, the argument is commonly 
repetition of the logIcal antecedent; called Induction; when less general, 
we noW pass to those which are cases or equally general, it is Ratiocination. 
.,f inference in the proper acceptation As all experience begins with indi
,.f the term, those in which we set out vidual cases, and proceeds from them 
ir .• m known truths, to arrive at others to generals, it might seem most con
nruly distinct from them. form able to the natural orderofthought 

Reasoning, in the extended sense in that Induction should be tl'eated of 
\\ hich I use the term, and in which it before we touch upon Ratiocination. 
i · synonymous with Inference, is popu- It will, however, be advantageous, in 
I. riy said to be of two kinds: reason- a science which aims at tracing our 
in'" from particulars to generals, and acquired knowledge to its sources, 
r ~sonincrfrom generals to particulars; that the inquirer should commence 
t 10 fonn~r being called Induction, the with the latter rather than with the 
lItter Ratiocination or Syllogism. It earlier stages of the process of con-. 
will presently be shown that there is structing our knowledge; and should 
:\ third species of reasoning, which falls tracederi vati ve truths backward tothe 
II1derneitherof these descriptions, and truths from which they are deduced, 
hich, nevertheless, is not only valid, and on which they depend for their 
'ltis the foundation of both the others. evidence, before attempting to point 
Tt is necessary to observe, that the out the original spring from which both 

cxpressions, reasoning from particulars ultimately take their rise. The a9.
t I generals, and reasoning from gene- vantages of this order of proceeding 
r:IIs to particulars, are recommended in the present instance wil~ manifest 
b, breyity rather than by precision, themselves as we advance, m a man
~ii rl do not adequately mark, without ner superseding the necessity of any 

•• t' aid of a commentary, the distinc-, further justi~catiou or explanation. 
;, n between Induction (in the sense Of InductIOn, therefore, we sha~l 

I )IV arlverted to) and Ratiocination, i say no more at present, than that It 
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at least is, without doubt, a process 
of real inference. The conclusion in 
an induction embraces more than is 
contained in the premises. The prin
ciple or law collected from particular 
instances, the general proposition in 
which we embody the result of our 
experience, covers a much larger ex
tent of ground than the individual 
experiments which form its basis. A 
principle ascertained ,by experience is 
more than a mere summing up of 
what has been specifically observed 
in the individual cases which have 
been examined; it is a generalisation 
grounded on those cases, and expres
sive of our belief that what we there 
found true is trne in an indefinite 
number of cases which we have not 
examined, and are never likely to 
examine. The nature and grounds 
of this inference, and the conditions 
necessary to make it legitimate, will 
be the subject of discussion in the 
Third Book: but that such inference 
really takes place is not susceptible of 
question. In every induction we pro
ceed from truths which we knew to 
truths which we did not know; from 
facts certified by observation to facts 
which we have not observed, and even 
to facts not capable of being now ob
served; future facts, for example; 
but which we do not hesitate to be
lieve on the sole evidence of the in
duction itself. 

Induction, then, is a real process of 
Reasoning or Inference. 'Vhether, 
and in what sense, as much can be 
said of the Syllogism, remains to be 
determined by the examination into 
which we are about to enter. 

causa, the leading results oC 
analysis, as a foundation for the 
marks to be afterwq,rds made Ob 
functions of the Syllogism, and 
place which it holds in science. 

To a legitimate syllogism 
essential that there should be 
and no more than three, l"'JI)O'SI L .... 

namely, the conclusion, or ","',J\,,""'. 
to be pro\'ed, and two other 
tions which together prove 
which are called the premises. 
essential that there should be 
and no more than three, 
namely, the subject and pr\~Ulc,"". 
the conclusion, and another 
middle term, which must be 
both premises, since it is by 
it that the other two terms 
connected together. The pr,eulciJtj" 
the conclusion is called 
term of the syllogism; the 
the conclusion is called the 
term. As there can be but 
terms, the major and minor 
must each be found in one, and 
one of the premises, together 
the middle term which is in 
both. The premise which corltaill' •• 
middle term and themajor U"'UIJ.~~_ 
the major premise; that 
tains the middle term and 
term is called the minor 

Syllogisms are divided by 
logicians into three figures, by 
into four, according to the 
the middle term, which may 
the subject in both premises, tho 
dicate in both, or the subject in 
and the predicate in the other. 
most common case is that in 
the middle terrp. is the subject 
major premise and the pre 
the minor. This is reckoned 
first figure. ·When the 

CHAPTER H. is the predicate in both 
OF RAT T 0 LOGISlI! syllogism belongs to the second 

IOCINA I N, OR SYL '. when it is the subject in 
§ I. THE analysis of the Syllogism third. In the fourth figure 

has been so accurately and fully per- dIe term is the subject of 
formed in the common manuals of I premise and the predicate 
Logic, that in the present work, which major. Those writers who 
is not designed as a manual, it is more than three figures include 
sufficient to recapi(;ulate, rnemorice case in the first. 

RATIOCINATION, OR SYLLOGISM. 1C9 

I fi ure is divided into moods, 
f. t .1 g to what are called the 

Act"lIrc~mg nd quality of the proposi
H /It dih ~ is according as they are 
1):1. .aor particular, affirmative or 

1'11. c ~.~a1 The following are examples 
11 .;.~L1 ve. 

of all the legitimate moods, that is 
all those in which the conclusion cor
rectly follows from the premises. A 
is the minor term, C the major, B the 
middle term. 

FIRST FIGURE. 

AllBj · C 
.\11 i B 
therefore 

AIlAisd 

No B is C All B isC NoBis C 
All A is B Sorne A is B Some A is B 

therefore 
Some A is not C 

therefore therefore 
No A is C Some A is C 

SECOND FWURE. 

• Ci B 
~\llA is B 
thel' fore 
~o A is C 

All C is B No C is B AllCisB 
No A is B Some A is B Some A is not B 

therefore 
Some A is not C 

therefore therefore 
No A is C Some A is not C 

THIRD FIGURE. 

No B is C Some B is C All B is C Some B is not C No B is C 
\ I 11 i ,.\ All B is A All B is A Some B is A All B is A Some B is A 

I r f"re there.fore therefore therefore therefore therefore 
UI • i~ C Some A IS not C Some A is C Some A is C Some A is not C Some A is not C 

FOURTH FWURE. 

All U is B 
No B is A 

therefore 
Some A is not C 

Some C is B 
All B is A 

therefore' 
Some Ais C 

No C is B 
All B is A 

therefore 
Some A is not C 

No C is B 
Some 13 is A 

therefore 
Some A is not C 

1 n these exemplars, or blank forms 
f r 1II;~king syllogisms, n.o. place is 

j''ll' ' 1 to singular proposltlOns; not, 
• r ~)ur.,e, because such propositions 

uo ,t used in ratiocination, but be
I '. their predicate being affirmed 

r.i lIieJ of the whole of the subject, 
I ':In' ranked, for the purposes of 
I' Hug'ism, with universal proposi
ion: 'l'hus, these two syllogisms-

All men are mortal, 
Socrates is a man, 

therefore 
Socrates is mortal, 

.~"Uments precisely similar, and 
l .ch ranked ill the first mood of 

c Ii t. figure. * 
PlYlfessor Bain denies the claim of 
IIlr Propositions to be classed, for the 

r$ of ratiocination, with Universal; 
I t. they come within the designation 

i h 11" himself proposes as an equivalent 
t' ,\versr.l, that of Total. He would 

" use his own expression, baIlish 
ntlreJy [l·om the syllogism. He 

;111 ex:tl],l!,l e, 

The reasons why, sy llogisms in any 
of the above forms are legitimate, that 
is, why, if the premises are true, the 
conclusion must inevitably be so, and 
why this is not the case in any other 
possible mood, (that is, in any other 
combination of universal and parti
cular, affirmative and negative pro
positions,) any person taking interest 
in these inquiries may be presumed to 
have either learned from the common 
sqhool-books of the syllogistic logic, or 
to be capable of discovering for him
self. The reader may, however, be 
referred for every needful explanation 
to Archbishop Whately's Elements of 
Logie, where he will find stated with 

Socrates is wise, 
Socrates is poor, therefore 
Some pOOl' men are wise, 

or more properly, (as he observes,) "one 
poor man is wise." "Now, if wise, poor, 
and a man, are attributes belonging to the 
meaning of the word Socrates, there is 
then 110 march of reasoning at all. We 
have gil"en ill Socrates, inter alia, the facts 
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philosophical precision; and explained 
with remarkable perspicuity, the whole 
of the common doctrine of the syllo
gism. 

All valid ratiocination, all reason
ing by which, from general proposi
tions previously admitted, other pro
positions equally or less general are 
inferred, may be exhibited in some 
of the above forms. The whole of 
Euclid, for example, might be thrown 
without difficulty into a series of syl
logisms, regular in mood and figure. 

Though a syllogism framed accord
ing to any of theseformulre is a valid 
argument, all corr,ect .ratiocination 
admits of being stated in syllogisms 

wise, poor, and· a man, and we merely re
peat the concurrence which is selected 
from the whole aggregate of properties 
making up the whole, Socrates. The case 
is one under the head • Greater and Less 
Connotation' in Equivalent Propositional 
Forms, or Immediate Inference. 

.. Bnt the example in this form does not 
do justice to the syllogism of singulars. We 
must suppose both propositions to· be real, 
the pl'edicates being in no way involved in 
the subject. Thus 

Socrates was the master of Plato, 
Socrates fought at Delium, 
'1'he master of Plato fought at Delillm. 

" It may fairly be doubted whether the 
transitions, in this instance, are anything 
more than equivalent forms. For the pro
position' Socrates was the master of Plato 
and fought at Delium,' compounded out of 
the two premises, is obviously nothing 
more than a grammatical abbreviation. 
No one can say that there is here any 
cbanfre of meaning, or anything beyond a 
verbal modification of the original form. 
'l'lle next step is, 'The master of Plato 
fought at Delium,' which is the previous 
statement cut down by the omission of 
Socrates. It contents itself with reproduc
ing a part of the meaning, or saying less 
than had been previously said. The full 
cqnivalentof the affirmation is, 'The master 
of PInto fought at Delium, and the master 
of Plato was Socrates:' the ncw form omits 
the last piece of information, and'gives only 
the first. Now, we ncver consider that we 
have made a real inference, a step in 
advance, when we repeat less than we are 
entitled to s~ty, or drop from a complex 
statement some portion not desired at the 
moment. Such an operation keeps strictly 
within the domain of equivalence, or Im
mediate Inference. In 110 way, therefore, 
can a syllogism with two singular premises 
be viewed us a genuine syllogistic or de
ductive inference" (Logic, i. 159). 

Thc first argument, as will have been 

of the first figure alone. The 
for throwing an argument 
the other figures into the 
are called rules for the 
syllogisms. It is done by the 
s'ion of one or other, or both of 
premises. Thus an argument ill 
first mood of the second figure a.-, 

No C is' B I 

AlIA isB 
therefore 

No A is C, 
may be reduced as follows. Tile 
position, No C is B, being an uni 
negative, admits of simple con 
and may be changed into NoB 
which, as we showed, is the very 
seen, rests upon the supposition 
name Socrates has a meaning; 
wise, aud poor, are parts of this 
and that by predicating them 
we convey no information; a 
signification of names which, for 
already given, * I cannot admit, 
as applied to the class of 
Socrates belongs to, is at war 
Bain's own definition of a 
(i. I48), "a single meaningless 
designation appropriated to the 
Such names, Mr_ Bain proceeded 
do not necessarily indicate even 
beings: much less then. does 
Socrates include the meaning of 
poor. Otherwise it would follow 
Socrates had grown rich, or had 
mental faculties by illness, he 
longer have been called Socrates. 

The second part of Mr. Bain's 
in which be contends that even 
premises convey real information, the 
elusion is merely the premises with ft 
left out, is applicable, if at all, as 
universal propositions as to si 
every syllogism the concluRion 
less than is asserted in the two 
taken together. Suppose the 
to be 

All bees are intellient, 
All bces arc insects, therefore 
Some insects are intelligent: 

one might nse the same liberty taker. 
Mr. Bain, of joinillg together the two 
mises as if they were one-" All 
insects and intelligent"-and 
that in omitting the middle 
make no real inference, but 
duce part of what had 
said. lIr. Baiu's is really an ob~iect;i"D. 
the syllogism itself, or at all 
third figure: it has no special aplPlicabill. 
to singular propositions. 

'* Note to § 4 of the chapter on 
supra, p. 92. 

RATIOCINATION, OR SYLLOGISM. III 

__ lJrtion in other words-the same 
{;Id, tlifferently,expressed. This trans
f tuiatioIl havmg been effected, ~he 
• I ~llJlJent assumes the followmg 
{ IIIU:-

No B is C 
AnA is B 
therefore 

No A is C, 

hi ch is a good syllogism in the 
'(Illdmood of the first figure. Again, 

. 1~ argument in the first mood of the 
bird figure must resemble the follow-

in,; :-
All B is C 
All B isA 
therefore 
Some A is C, 

\\ here the minor premise, All B is A, 
,nformably to what was laid down 

in the bst chapter respecting uni versal 
r1i rmatives, does not admit of simple 

Cl llversion, but may be converted per 
(,, ;dens, thus, Some A is B; which, 

th"ugh it does not express the whole 
uf what is asserted in the proposition 
. Il B is A, expresses, as was formerly 
h"wn, part of it, and must therefore 

I true if the whole is true. We have 
tit. n, as the result of the reduction, 
th,' following syllogism in the third 
1I1' ~ ,a of the first figure :-

AllBisC 
Some A is B, 

from which it obviously follows that 
Some A is C. 

In the same manner, or in a manner 
,n which after these examples it is 
I t necessary to enlarge, every mood 
• f the second, third, and fourth figures 
1 ~y be reduced to some one of the 
I lr moods of the first. In other 

"rds, every conclusion which can be 
I n,ved in any of the last three figures 
u .y be proved in the first figure fro~ 
tl ... ~~me premises, with a slight altera-
1 n m the mere manner of expressing 
I, m. Every valid ratiocination, 

tllt'l'efore, may be stated in the ·first 
,Ire, that is, in one of the following 
us: 

Every B is C No B is C 
AllA /. AlIA /. 
Some A ( IS B, Some A \ IS B, 

therefore therefore 
All Al' No A is I 
Some A \ IS C. Some A is not \ C. 

Or if more significant symbols are 
preferred :-

To prove an affirmative, the argu
ment must admit of being stated in 
this form: 

All animals are mortal' 
Allmen !. ,. 
Some men are animals; 
Socrates 

therefore 
All men ! 
Some men are mor'tal. 
Socl,'ates 

To prove a negative, the argument 
must be capable of being expressed 
in this form ;-

No one who is capable of self-control 
is necessarily vicious; 

Some negroes are capable of self-
All negroes ! 
Mr. A's negro control; 

therefore 
No negroes are ) 
Some negroes are not ( nec~s~arily 
Mr. A's negro is not f VICIOUS. 

Though all ratiocination admits of 
being thrown into one or the other of 
t?ese forms, and sometimes gains con
SIderably by the transformation both 
in clearness and in the obvious~ess of 
its consequence: there are no doubt 
cases in which the argu~ent fall~ 
more naturally into one of the other 
three figures, and in which its con
clusiveness is more apparent at the 
first glance in those figures, than when 
reduced to the first. Thus if the 
proposition were that pagan; may be 
yirtuous, and the evidence to prove 
It were the example of Aristides . a 
syllogism in the third figure, ' 

Aristides was virtuous 
Aristides was a pagan; 

therefore 
Some pagan was virtuolls, 
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would be a more natural mode of 
stating the argument, and would carry 
conviction more instantly home, than 
the same ratiocination strained into 
the first figure, thus-

Aristides was virtuous, 
Some pagan was Aristides, 

therefore 
Some pagan was virtuous. 

A German philosopher, Lambert, 
whose Neues Organon (published in 
the year 1764) contains among other 
things .one of the most elaborate and 
complete expositions which had ever 
been made of the syllogistic doctrine, 
has expressly examined what sort of 
arguments faU most naturally and 
Fmitably into each of the four figures; 
and his in vestigation is characterised 
by great ingenuity and clearness of 
thought. * The argument, however, 
is one and the same, in whichever 
figure it is expressed; since, as we 
have already seen, the premises of a 
syllogism in the second, third, or fourth 
figure, and those of the syllogism in 
the first figure to which it may be re
duced, are the same premises in every
thing except language, or, at least, as 
much of them as contributes to the 
proof of the conclusion is the same. 
"Ve are therefore at liberty, in confor
mity with the general opinion of logi
cians, to consider the two elementary 
forms of the first figure as the uni versal 
types of all correct ratiocination ; the 
one, when the conclusion to be proved 

* His conclusions are, "The first figure 
is suited to the discovcry or proof of the 
properties of the thing; the second to the 
discovery or proof oE thc distinctions be
tween things; the third to the discovery 
or proof of instances and exceptions; the 
fourth to the disco~el'y, or exclusion, of 
thc different species of a gcnus," '1'he re
ference of syllogisms in the last three figures 
to the dictu1)~ de omni et nullo is, in La.m
bert's opinion, straincd and unnatural: to 
each of tile three belongs, according to 
him, a separate axiom. co-ordinate and of 
equal authority with that dictum, and to 
which he gives the names of dictum de 
lli·vel'so for the second figure, dict10n <le 
e.J:emllio for the third and, dict'~1n de 1'eci
J))'OCO fol' the fourth. See part i. or Dianoio
/o{lie, chap. iv. § 229 et seq, Mr.' Bailey, 
(Tileo}'!1 of Reasoning, 2d ed. pp. 70-74) 
bkcs a similar view of the subject. 

is affi.rmati\·e; the other, When j 
negatlve; even though certain 
ments may have a tendency to 
themsel \,es in the form of the 
third, and fourth figures; which 
ever, cannot possibly happen " 
only class of arguments which 
~rst-r~te scientific i.mportance, tJ 
m whlCl~ the conclUSIOn is an univl 
affirmatlve, such conclusions 1 
susceptible of proof in the first 
alone. * 

* Since this chapter was 
treatises have appeared (or 
and a fragment of a treatise) 
at a further improvement in the 
the forms of ratiocination: Mr. De 

,gan's " Formal Logic; or, the CalCUli 
Inference, Necessary and Probable'" 
the "New Analytic of Logical 
attached as an Appendix to Sir 
Hamilton's Discussions on Philmophy 
at greater length, to Ilis posthunlOU~ 
tW'es on Logic. 

In lIr. Dc Morgan's volume-a 
in its more popular parts, with val 
observations felicitously expressed_ 
principal feature of originality is all 
tempt to bring within strict tccl! 
rules the cases in which a 
be drawn from premises of a form 
classed as particular. lIr. De .Morgan 
serves, very justly, that from the prelll 
Most Bs are Cs, most Bs are As it 
concluded with certainty that s~me 
Cs, since two portions of the class B 
of them comprising more than balf' 
necessarily in part consist of the sa~ 
dividtwls. Following out thi~ line 
thOllght, it is equally evident that if 
knew exactly what proportion the "m, 
in each of the premises hear to the 
class E, we could increase in a COITeE;pOlld i._ 
degree the definiteness of the COIlCll:tglOl" 
Thus if 60 per cent, of B are included 
and 70 per cent. in A, 30 per cent. at 
must be COmnl011 to hoth; in other 
the number of As which are Cs and 
which are As, must be at least ~qual I, 
per cent, of the class B. Proceeding 
this conception of "numerically deli1 
propositions," and extending it to , 
forms as these :-" 4S Xs (or more) are' 
of them one of 70 Ys," 01' ., 45 Xs (or 
are no one of them to be fonnd 
Y s," and examining what . 
of being drawn from the various 
tiOllS which may be made of 
this description, Mr, De M 
universal formulre for 
creating for that purpose not 
technical language, but a formi(:1ab,le 
of symbols analogous to those of 

Since it is undeniable that infere·nca,
in the cases examined by Mr, De 
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On cx[',mining, then, these two tion, therefore, st::trts from a genc1'al 
Jt~:.1 forrnu1re, ~e find tha~ in .both proposit~o~, p~incipl?, or assull~ptiol1.: 
r
thdU

, one pre~lse, the major, IS, an a I;roposltlOn l~ wInch a pr?dlCate IS 

iwrs,tl proposlt.lOn; and ac~ordmg affirm.ed?l' den,led of an entl~e class; 
\lll thi:; is affirmatIve or negatr~re, .the ,that IS, m. whICh some attnbute, or 

,nelusion is so too. All ratlOcma- the negatIOn of some attribute, is 

'titDatelybe drawn, and that the 01'- may be given in the words of Sir W, 
n ~\hCUl'Y takes no account of them, Hamilton (Discussion.~, 2d ed, p, 65');-
, r: t say that it was llOt worth while "'1'he revocation of the two termH of 11. 

1 ' li~iIl detail how these also could be Pr0,P?sition. to their true relation; a pro· 
11 \'cl to forruulre as rigorous as those of pOSItIOn bemg always an eq1wtion of its 
. . le What Mr, De Morgan has done subject and its prcdicate. 
t :\til doing once (perhaps more than "The consequent reduction of the COll-

• ", ., "school exercise); but I question version of Propositions from three species 
• • " ~s~lts are worth studying and mas- to one-that of Simple Con version. 

s "' ; for lLllypnlctical purpose. 'l'heyra?- "'rhe reduction of all the General La1vs of 
I' .'> of technical forms of reasonmg IS Categorical Syllogisms to a sin<>"le Canon. 

:l·:~lt fallacies; but t~e fal~acies,wl~ieh "The evolution from that o~e canon of 
It,, to be guarded agamst III mtlOcma- all the Species and varieties of Syllogisms, 

" ,',:'operlY FO called, arise from the in- "The abrogatioll of all the Special La1vs 
. .. '10 use of the ~o~nmon forms of !an- of Syllogism. 

: lIuel the 10g1,CHtn ~ust track t~le "A·demonstration of the exclusive pos-
I \' intu that te!ntory, ll,lstead of wa~t- sibility of Three Syllogistic Figures; and 
.. (. :1' it on a terntory o~ J;11S own., ·Whl1e (on new grounds) the scientific and final 

I' "."illS among p]'?pOsltIon~ :"hlCh have abolition of the Fourth. 
, Ifed the nUlll:e;l?al preClSlOn of the " A manifestation that Figure is an un-

lius of ProbabllItles, the enemy IS left essential variation in syllogistic form; and 
\' I ,,':)::i~ion of ttle only ground on which the cO;lsequent absurdit.y of Reducing- the 
j; " he forruidable. And since the pro- sylloglsms of the other figures to the first, 

1:,,,n5 (short of universal) on which a "An enouncement of one O"[jcmic P)'in-
1 Il l:·'" has to depend, e~ther for purposcs ciple for each Figure. 
.,{ '.culation or of practIce, do not, except . "A determination of the true number of 
111 ', c\\" peculiar cases, admit of,ltllynume- the Legitimate :Moods; with 
n precision" common reasomn&, cannot ,"'l'heir amplification il111Umber (thirty
I 1 lllshlted mto Mr, De l'tforgan s forms, SIX) ; 

h 'I therefore cannot serve any purpose "Their numerical equality under all the 
,. Ic,t of it. " figures; and 
,r William HamIlton s theor,v of the ,." 'r~eir relativc equivalence, or vidual 

.. I lntilication of the predicate" may be IdentIty, throughout every schematic dif· 
ribed as follows :- ference, 

" _"deally" (I quotc his words) "we ,"That, in the sccond and third figurcs, 
I .1 to take into account the quantity, the extremes holding both the same rela

. ,'.0 understood in thought, but usually, tion to the middle term, there is not, as in 
;l'Inifest reasons, elided in its expres- the first, an opposition and subordination 

, e"t only of the subject, but also of between a terUl major and a term minor, 
t p 'eJicate of a judgment." All A is B, mutually containil1g and contained, in the 

( I,d valent to all A is some B, No A is counter wholes of Extension and Corupre-
• , :O;u A is any B. Some A is B, is tanta- hension. . 

r rh! to Some A is some B. Some A is "Conseqnently, in the second and third 
T • B. to Some A is not any B. As in these figures, there is 110 determinate major and 
f ll ' of assertion the predicate is exactly minor prcmise, alld, there are two indiffe-

tensive with the subject, they all ad- rent conclusions; whereas in the first the 
I I1 "I' simplc conversion; and by this we premises are determinate, and there is No 

( • in tWO additional forms-Some B is all single proximate conclusion," 
· 11clno D is some A, 'Ve m(ty also make '1'his doctri~e, like that of Mr, De Morgall 

'i'seltionAll A is all D, which will be previously noticed, is a real addition to the 
In' if the classes A and B are exactly co- syllogistic theory; and has moreover this 

'\ '}"ive, 'rhe last three forms, though advantage over Mr. De Morgan's "numeri
qing real assertions, have no place in cally definite syllogism," that the forms it 
'rdinary classification of Propositions, supplies are really available as a test of the 
propositions, then, being snpposed to correctness of ratiocination; since proposi

I Ihllslated into this language, and writ- tions in the common form may always Imve 
t l' luh in that one of the preceding forms their predicates quantified, and so he made 
-I, 'I answers to its signification, there amenable to Sir W. Hamilton's rl11es. Con

f,2'es a new set of syllogistic rules, mate- sidered however as a contribution to the 
r. 1 y different from the common ones. A Science of IJogic, that is, to the analysis of 

I.cr.!l view of the points of difference the mental processes concerned in reason-
R 
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asserted of iti1 indefinite number of 
objects distinguished by a common 
characteristic, and designated in con
sequence by a common name. 

The other premise is always affirma
tive, and asserts that something (which 
may be either an individual, a class, 
or part of a class) belongs to, or is 
included in, the class respecting which 
something was affirmed or denied in 
the major premise. It follows that 
the attribute affirmed or denied of 
the entire class may (if that affirma
tion or denial was correct) be affirmed 
or denied of the object or objects 
alleged to be included in the class: 
and this is precisely the assertion 
made in the conclusion. 

Whether or not the foregoing is an 
adequate account of the constituent 
parts of the syllogism will be presently 
considered; but as far as it goes it is 
a true account. It has accordingly 
been generalised, and erected into a 
logical maxim, on which all ratiocina
tion is said to be founded, insomuch 
that to reason and to apply the maxim 
are supposed to be one and the same 
thing. The maxim is, That whatever 
can be affirmed (or denied) of a class, 
may be affirmed (or denied) of every
thing included in the class. This 
axiom, supposed to be the basis of 
the syllogistic theory, is termed 
by logicians the dictU1n de omni et 
nullo. 

This maxim, however, when con
sidered as a principle of reasoning, 
appears .. suited to a system of meta
physics once indeed generally received, 
but which fol' the last two centuries 

has been considered as finally 
doned, though there have 
wanting in our own day 
its revi\'al. So long as 
termed Universals were 
a peculiar kind of sulJstaDlJes. 
an objective existence di 
the individual objects 
them, the dictum, de omni 
an· importa.nt meaning, 
pressed the intercommunity of 
which it was necessary on 
that we should suppose to 
tween those general SUOS1;anc(~ .. 
the particular substances which. 
subordinated to them. That 
thing predicable of the ~"'CVvll<IW_ 
predicable of the various 
contained under it, was 
identical proposition, but a sb 
of what was conceived as a 
mental law of the universe. 
assertion that the entire naturu 
properties of the 8ubstantia Br 

formed part of the nature and 
perties of each of the individual 
stances called by the same na 
that the properties of 
example, were properties of 
was no proposition of real 
when man did not mean all fit 

something inherent in men, and 
superior to them in dignity. 
however, when it is known 
class, an universal, a genus or 
is not an entity pe?' but 
more nor less than the Ill(lIVldU:.llIiI. 
stances themselves which 
in the class, and that there is 
real in the matter except those 0, 

a common name given to thel; 

ing, the new doctrine appears to me, I ideas. For when we say, All men al':) 
confess, not merely superfluous but erron- tal, we simply mean to affirm the 
eous; since the form in which it clothes mortality of all men; without 
propositions does not, like the ordinary all of the class mortal in the 
form, express what is in th~ mind of the troubling ourselves about whether 
~peaker when he enunciates the propoHi· tains any othcr bcings or not. It· 
tlOn. I canllot think Sir William Hamilton for some artificial purpose that we . 
right in maintaining that the quantity of at the proposition in the aspcct ill 
the predicate is "always understood in I the predicate also is thought of as:\ 
thought." It is implied, but is not present I name, either including the subject 
to the mind of the person who asserts the I or the subject and something moru. 
proposition. The quaI1tification of the pre'j above, 'po 60.) 
dicate, instead of being a means of brmg- For a fuller discussion of this 
ing out more clearly the meaning of the see the twenty-second, .. 
proposition, actually leads the mind out already referred to, "an Ex:a· mi:na\,laql 
Qf the proposition into another order of Sir William Hamiltoll'fl Philosophy. 
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_ attributes indicated by the never ceased to poison philosophy. 
I ~ : '~vhat, I sho.uld be glad to know, Once accustomed to consider scientific 
11' 'learn by bemg told, that what- investigation as essentially consisting 

l be affirmed. of a class may in the study of universals, men did 
r c,m ed of every object contained not drop this habit of thought when 
. ~h rlXllass? The class i8 nothing they ceased to regard uni versals as 

tJI tt~I~t: Cobjects con.tained in it: and possessing an independent existence: 
1 '{,r:tum de om.m mere~y. amounts and even those who went the length 

I . identical proposItIOn, that of considering them. as mere names, 
t t l<Jer is true of certain objects is could not free themselves from the 
" I"; cach of those objects. If all notion that the investigation of truth 

if .jnation w~re no .more tha.n the consisted entirely or partly in some 
r . tion of thIS maXIm to partlcular kind of conjuration or juggle with 

• I IC~he syllogism would indeed be, those names. When a philosopher ;' ·t has so often been declared to adopted fully the Nominalist view of 
\t:rnn trifling. The dictum de the signification of general language, 

, i~ on a par with another truth, retaining along with it the dictum de 
11 in its time was "also reckon~d omni as the foundation of all reason

at importance, Whatever IS, ing, two such premises fairly put to
.~ To give any real meaning to the gether were likely, if he was a consis
t " de o1n.ni, we must consi~~r it tent thinker, to land him in rather 

" an aXIOm, but as a defimtlOn; startling conclusions. Accordingly it 
I· ·d look upon it as intended to has been seriously held, by writers 

rlli ll in a circuitous and para- of deserved celebrity, that the prOC0i:iS 
.ti~ manner, the meaning of the of arriving at new truths by reasoning 

,Ir/ass. consists in the mere substitution of 
n error which seemed finally re- one set of arbitrary signs for another; 

fIt I and dislodged from thought, a doctrine which they suppose to de-
n nt:eds only put on a new suit of rive irresistible confirmation from the 

.', to be welcomed back to its .example of algebra. 1£ there were 
qu:trters, and· allowed to repose any process in sorcery or necromancy 

n 1I1. tioned for another cycle of ages. more preternatural than this, I should 
, rn philosophers have not been be much surprised. The culminating 
D'·· in their contempt for the point of this philosophy is the noted 
1:I~tic dogma that genera and aphorism of Condillac, that a science 
it are a peculiar kind of sub- is nothing, or scarcely anything, but 

n which general substances une langue bien faite j in other words 
n" the only permanent things, that the one sufficient rule for dis-
11,· the individual substances com- covering the nature and properties of 
ht.nded under them are in a per- objects is to name them properly: as 
I 1 flux, knowledge, which neces- if the reverse were not the truth, that 

·1. imports stability, can only have it is impossible to name them properly 
i 'n to those general substances or except in proportion as we are already 

H I""als, and not to the facts or acquainted with their nature and pro
IClllars included under them. perties. Can it be necessary to say, 
. th"ugh nominally rejected, this that none, not ev.en the most trivial 
. doctrine, whetherdisgnised under knowledge with respect to Things, 
.\! tract Ideas of Locke, (whose ever was or could be originally got at 
u:ations, however, it has less by any conceivable manipUlation of 
.~.J than those of perhaps any mere names, as s~ch; and that what 
r writer who has been infected can be learned from names, is only 

h it.) under the ultra-nominalism what somebody who used the name:;; 
H(' ,bes and Condillac, or the onto- knew before? Philowphical analysis 

(if the later German schools, has confirms the indication of commou 
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senSel, that the function of names is 
but that of enabling us to remember 
and communicate our thoughts. That 
they also strengthen, even to an incal
culable extent, the power of thought 
it:lelf, is most true: but they do this 
by no intrinsic and peculiar virtue; 
they do it by the power inherent in 
an artificial memory, an instrument 
of which few have adequately con
sidered the immense potency. As an 
artificial memory, language truly is, 
what it has so often been called, an 
instrument of thought; but it is one 
thing to be the instrument, and 
another to be the exclusive subject 
upon which the instrument is exercised. 
\Ve think, indeed, to a considerable 
extent bymeans of names, but what we 
think of are the things called by those 
names; and there cannot be a greater 
error than to imagine that thought 
can be carried on with nothing in our 
mind but names, or that we can make 
the names think for us. 

§ 3. Those 'who considered the clic
tnm de omni as the foundation of the 
syllogism, looked upon arguments in a 
manner corresponding to the errone
ous view which Hobbes took of pro
positions. Because there are some 
propositions which are merely verbal, 
Hobbes, in order apparently that his 
definition might be rigorously uni
versal, defined a proposition as if 110 

propositions declared anything except 
the meaning of words. If Hobbes 
was right; if no further account than 
this could be given of the import of 
propositions, no theory could be given 
but the commonly received one of the 
combination of propositions in a syl
logism. If the minor premise asserted 
nothing more than that something 
belongs to a class, and if the major 
premise asserted nothing of that class 
except that it is included in another 
class, the conclusion would only be 
that what was included· in the lower 
cbss is included in the higher, and 
the result, therefore, nothing except 
that the classification is consistent 
with itHE'lf. Bnt wc h:.vc seen that 

it is no stifficient account of the 
ing of a proposition to say 
refers something to, or excludes 
thing from, a class. Every IJL·UIJ')~lI """. 
which conveys real inf 
a matter of fact, dependent on 
of nature, and not on 
It asserts that a given object . 
does not possess a given attl'ib11 
or it asserts that two attribute~, 
sets of attributes, do or do not . 
stantly or occasionally) co-exiflt. 
such is the purport of all 1,)l"UI)CJSl1;l ... ,I. 
which convey any real kno 
since ratiocination is [l, mode of 
ing real knowledge, any theory of 
cination which does not re . 
import of propositions, cannot, We 

be sure, be the true one. 
Applying this view of 

to the two premises of 
we obtain the following 
major premise, which, as already 
marked, is always universa.l, . 
that all things which have :.t 

attribute (or attributes) ha.ve 
not along with it a certain 
attribute (or attributes). The 
premise asserts that the thing or 
of things which' are the subjec 
that premise have the first-me 
attribute; and the conclusion is, 
they have (or that they have 
the second. Thus in our 
example, 

All men are mortal, 
Socrates is a man, 

therefore 
Socrates is mortal, 

the subject and predicate of the 
premise are connotative terms, 
ing objects and connoting a 
The assertion in the major premip 
that along with one of the two se~ 
attributes, w~ always find the 
that the attributes connoted by' 
never exist unless conjoined 
attribute called mortality. 
tion in the minor premise is 
individual named Socrates 
the former attributes; and 
cluded that he possesses also 
attribute mortality. Or if both 
premises are general propositions, 
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All men are mortal, 
All kings are men, 

therefore 
All kings are mortal, 

l.e: minor premise asse~ts t~at the 
rtributes d~note.d by. kmgsbIp ~mll 

I- xist in conJunctlOn Wl~~ those Slg~ll
li. d by the word" man. The maJor 
,., . .:rts as before, that the last-men
t oned attributes. are never fo~nd 
rithout the. att.rlbute of mortalIty. 
rl'l . conclUSIOn IS, that wherever the 
'~;ibutes of kingship are found, that 
. i mortality is found also. 
,! If the major premise were negative, 

N' 0 men are omnipotent, it would 
!I,:.:rt,lIot that the attributes con
;,,,ted by " man" never ,exist. without, 
but that they never eXIst WIth, those 
c nnoted by "omnipotent:" from 
,:bich, together with the minor pre
luise it is concluded that the same 
hlco~patibility exists between the 
ttribute omnipotence and those con

:tituting a king. In a similar mau
u"r we might analyse any other ex
;ullple of the syllogism. 

If we generalise this process, and 
louk out for the principle or law in
IIIlved in every such inference, and 
l'fc;oupposed in every syllogism, the 
prupositions of which are anything 
lUUre than merely verbal; we find, 
nut the unmeaning dictU1n de omni et 
nullo, but a fundamental principle, or 
rather two principles, strikingly re-

'lubling the axioms of mathematics. 
'l"lC first, whiph is the principle of 
,.1firmative syllogism, is, that things 
\.hich co-exist with the same thing, 
\;\I-exist with one another: or (still 
IllUre precisely) a thing which co
t xists with another thing, which other 
·I.·exists with a third thing, also co

l xists with that third thing. The 
~,,~ond is the principle of negative 
.'yllogisms, and is to this effect: that 
a thing which co-exists with another 
thing, with which other a third thing 
'"l~8 not co-exist, is not co-existent 
\.ith that third thing. These axioms 
l1H1nifestly relate to facts, and not 
" conventions; and one or othet of 

:'. 'lU i~ the ground of the legitimacy 

of every argument in which facts and 
not con ventions are the matter treated 
of:k 

§ 4. It remains to translate this 
exposition of the syllogism from the 

* Mr. Herbert Spencer (P1'inciple,~ (If Psy
chology. pp. 125-7) though his theory of the 
syllogism coincides with all that i~ essen
tial of mine, thinks it a logical fallacy to 
present the two axioms in the text as the 
regulating principles of syllogism. Ho 
charges me with falling into the error, 
pointed out by Archbishop Whately aud 
myself, of confounding exact likeness with 
literal identity; and maintains that we 
ought not to say thnt Socrates posse~se8 
the same attributes which are connoted by 
the word Man, but only that he possesses 
attributes exactly like them: according to 
which phraseology, Socrates and the attri
bute mortality are not two things co-exist
ing with the same thing, as the axiom 
asserts, but two things co-existing with 
two different things. 

'I'he question between :1\11'. Spencer and 
me is merely one of language; for neither 
of us (if I understand Mr. Spencer's opinions 
rightly) believcs an attribute to be a real 
thing, possessed of objective existence; we 
believe it to be n. particular mode of nam
ing our sensations, or our expectations of 
sensation, when looked at in their relation 
to an external object which excites them. 
The question raised by :Mr. Spencer does 
not, therefore, concern the properties of 
any really existing thing, but the compara
tive appropriateness, for philosophical pur
poses, of two different modes of using a 
name. Considered in this point of view, 
the phraseology I have employed, which is 
that commonly used by philosophers, seems 
to me to be the best. :1\11'. Spencer is of 
opinion that because Socrates and Alcibi
ades are not the same man, the attribute 
which constitutes them men should not be 
called the same attribute; that because tho 
humanity of one man and that of another 
express themselves to our senses not by 
the same individual sensations, but by sen
sations exactly alike, humanity ought to 
be regarded as a different attribute in every 
different man. But on this showing-, the 
humanity even of anyone man should bo 
considered as different attributes now and 
half-an-hour hence; for the sensations hy 
which it will then manifest itself to my 
organs will not be a continuation of my 
present sensations but a repetition of them ; 
fresh sensations, not identical with, but. 
only exactly like the present. If every 
general conception, instead of being" the 
One in the Many," WC1'O considered to be 
as many different conceptions as there are 
things to which it is applicable, thero 
would be no such tbing as general lall
guagc. A IlHme would have no general' 
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one into the other of the two lan
guages in which we formerly re
marked * that all propositions, and of 
course therefore all combinations of 
propositions, might be expressed. We 
observed that a proposition mio-ht be 
considered in two different lights; 

meal!ing if man connoted one thing when 
predIcated of ~olm, :;md another though 
closely resemblmg thmg when pl'edicated 
of William. Accordingly a recent pamphlet 
asserts thc impossibility of general know
ledge on this precise ground, 

The meaning of any general name is some 
?utw~rd or inward phenomenon, consist
lllg, m t~e la~t res.ort, of feelings; and 
these feelings, If thelr continuity is for an 
inst~nt ~roken, arc no longer the same 
fe,ehngs, m th~ sense of individual identity. 
\~ hat, then, IS the common something 
which givcs a meaning to the general 
n,arr;e? . Mr. Spencer can only say, it is thc 
slmilal'l~y of ~he feelings: and I rejoin, 
t~e attnbute IS precisely that similarity. 
Tne names of attributes are in their ulti
mate analysis names for the resemblances 
of our sensations (or other feelings). Every 
general name, whether abstractor concrete 
denotes or connotes one or more of thos~ 
rese.mblance~. It will not, probably, be 
d~n~ed, t,hat If a hundred sensations are un
dlstmgUlshably alike, their resemblance 
ought to be spoken of as one resemblance 
and not a hundred rcsemblances which 
merely resemble one another. The things 
comparcd are many, but the something 
common to all of them must bO conceived 
as onc, just as the name is conceived as 
~~le, though cor~csponding to numerically 
~ifferent sensatIOns of sound each time it 
lS pronounced. The general term man 
does not connote the sensations derived 
once from one man, which, once gone, can 
no .more. occur again than the same flash 
of hghtUlng. It connotes the general type 
of the sensations derived from all men 
and the power (always thought of us one) 
0,£ prod,ucing sensations of that type. And 
me aXlOm might be thus worded: Two 
types of se~ls[(tion, each of which co-exists 
with a thu'd type, co· exist with another' 
or, T,wo l.lOl~'el',~, each of which co-exists with 
a thIrd power, co-exist with one another. 

1.11', Spencer has misunderstood me in 
:.mot~cr particular. He supposes that the 
co:exlste~ce spoken of in the axiom, of two 
t~lllgS with the sa.me third thillg, means 
slmultaneous~ess III time. The co-exis
tence me,mt IS that of being jointly attri
butes of the same subject. The attribute 
of bcin~ bom without teeth, and the attri, 
bute of having thirty-two teeth in mature 
~~e}l'ein this sense co-existent, b~th being I 
".tr.butes of man, though ex V~ tel'mini 
nc;~~' of the samc man at the same time. 

;:,upra, p. 75, 

as a portion of our knowled~p
na~ure, or as a menloru,ndum f~r
gUldanc~. Under the former 
speculatIve aspect, an ' 
general proposition is an 
a speculative, truth, viz. that .. ',la.r.,~ ,. 
has a certain attribute has a 
other attribute. Under the 
aspect, it is to be regarded not 
part of our kn?wledge, but as an 
for our practIcal exiO'encies b 
abling. us, when we s:'e or 1£:ar'; 
an obJect possesses one of the 
attributes, to infer that it 
the .other; thus employing 
attrIbute as a mark or evidence 
s~cond. Thu~ regarded, every 
g'lSm comes wIthin the following 
eral formula :
Attribute A is a mark of attribute 
The given object has the mark A 

therefore ' 
The given object has the attribute 

RefeITe~ to this type, the 
men~s whICh we have lately 
speCImens of the sylloO'ism 
press themselves in the 
manner:
The attributes of man are a mar 

the attribute mortality 
Socrates has the a,ttributes or'm:ul, 

therefore 
Socrates has the attribute mortali 

And again, 
The attributes ?f man are a mark 

the attrIbute mortality 
The attributes ?f a king are a ~alk 

the attrIbutes of man, 
therefore 

The attributes of a king are a mark 
the attribute mortality. 

And, lastly, 
The attributes of man are a mark 

the absence of the attribute m I 
potence, 

The attributes of a king are a mar' 
the attributes of Hum, 

therefm'e 
The attributes of a kinO' are a m 

o.f t~le absence of the attril 
slgmfied by the word omniuo' 
(or, are evidence of the ab. en<:l 
that attribute). 

To correspond with this ~l 
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form of the syllogisms, the 
ill. the

s 
on which the syllogistic process 

:1, tIll ded must undergo a correspond
~ o~n ansformation. In this. altered 
1I1g', .~ology, both these axioms may 
lltr: ucrht under one general expres-
. r~~nely that whatever has any 
lon}_ has th~t which it is a mark of. 

1II.:r "hen the minor premise as well as 
I, W • . 1 t t h" Illajor IS lm1ver~a, we may s a e 

~. hus' Whatever IS a mn.rk of any 
1. l}_ is a mark of that which this 
1.1,(,r " f T th I t is a mark o. 0 trace e 
i ~~tity of these axioms with those 

n,vionsly laid down may be left to 
1 e intelligent reader. vVe shall.find, 
_ we proceed, the .great ~onvemence 
- f the phraseology mto whICh we have il ,t thrown them, and which is better 

'apted than any I am acquainted 
\ ~th to expres~ with precision and 
f"rce what is aImed at, and actually 
. cc JInplished, in every case ?f .the 
. ..c,~rtainment of a truth by ratlOcma-
:io!l.* 

CHAPTER Ill. , 
Ob' THE FUNCTIONS AND LOGICAL 

VALUE OF THE SYLLOGISl\!. 

§ I. We have shown what is the 
real nature of the truths with which 
the Syllogism is conversant, in contra
distinction to the more superficial 
manner in' which their import is con-
cism: when B is said to co-exist with A, 
(it must be by a lapsus calami tbat Mr. 
Bain uses the word coincide,) it is possible, 
in the absence of warning, to suppose the 
meaning to bc that the two things are only 
found togethcr. Butthismisinterpretation 
is excluded by the other, or practical, form 
of tbe maxim; Nota notre est nota rei 
ipsius. No one would be in any danger of 
inferring that because a is a mark of b, b 
can never exist without a; that because 
being in a confirmed consumption is a mark 
of being about to die, no one dies who is 
not in a consumption; that because being 
coal is a mark of having come out of the 
earth, nothing can come out of the earth 
except coal. Ordinary knowledge of Eng
lish seems a sufficient protection against 
these mistakes, since in speaking of a mark 
of anytbing we are never understood as 

Professor Bain (Logic, i. 157) considers implying reciprocity. 
tI1l3xiom(orratheraxioms)hereproposed A more fundamental objection is stated 

_" substitute for the dictuln de omni to by Mr. Bain in a subsequent passage (p. 
::c,s certain advantages, but t~) be "un- 158). "The axiom does not accommodate 

\ . ,rk.able as a basis of the syllogIsm. The itself to the typeof Deductive Reasoning as 
i t~.l defect consists in t~is, that it is ill- contrasted with Induction-the application 

Ipted to bl'inf,{ out the dIfference between of a general principle to a special case. 
I_ LLl :.md partial coincidence of terms, the Anything that fails to make prominent 
I 'ervution of which is the essential pre- this circumstance ifl not :J,dapted as a 

nlion in syJlogising correctly .. If all the foundation for the syllogism." l3uttbough 
t rID,; ,Yere co-extensive, the aXIOm would it may be proper to limit the term Deduc
.: \\' on admit'"bly; A carries B, all Band tion to the application of a general prin
I, "tl hut B: n carries C in the same man- ciple to n. special case, it has never been 
11.;'; at once A carries '?' without limitation held that Ratiocination or Syllogism is 
, l I'CS;Jl've. But in pomt of iact, we know subject to the'same limitation; and the 

Cl!: wi,ile A carries B, utht'r things carry adoption of it wouldexcludea greatamount 
11 also; whence a process of limitation is ?f valid and cOJ:clusiv~ syllogistic reason-

'li""d, in transferrillg A to Cthrough B. mg. Moreover, 1f thedtctumde<;l1nn~makes 
. (in cornn~on with other things) carries prominent.th~ fact of the ~ppbcatlOn of a 
Jl; B (in common with other things) carries I ge~eral prmclple to a parhc~llar case, the 
l : whence A (in eom:mon wit?- otberthings) a:u?m I p~opose makes promment t1,le C?Il-

nlC8 C. The axiom prov1des no meallS dltlOn.whICh alone makes that appIlcatlOll 
, f m:.king this limitation; if we were to a real mference. 
; . ,w A literally, we should be led to sup- I conc~l1de, therefore, ~bat bo~h forl~s 
I ,,3 A and C co-extensive: for such is the have t~Clr value, a~d their place 1I~ LogiC. 

lyobvious meaning of 'the attribute A The d~cturn. de omm. sbou~d be re.tamed as 
( ,Ilcid.es ,vith the nttribute C.''' ,tile fundamelltalaxIOm ot tbelogICo~ mere 

ft is certainly possible tlUlt a carcless I consisteucy, often called ~ormal LoglC;, n?r 
mer here and there may suppose that if I bave I ever quarrelled wlth the use o~lt 1?
c:n'l'ics B, it follows that B carrics A. i that chara?ter, nor proposed ~o bal1lsh It 

) I: jf ::myone issoincautious as to co.mmit ' from t~eatlscs on FOl'n;al Loglc. But.the 
'i Q mistake, the very earliest lesson III tbe other 1S t~le proper aXIOm for the log~c of 
1 _.ic of inference the Conversion of Pro- the pursmt of truth by way of Deductlf)n ; 

:tiuns, will cOl;rect it. The first of the and ~h~ reco>:nition of it caI!- alone ;h,ow 
t; ., forms in which I have stated theaxiom how It IS posslblc that deductIve reasvlll~g 

some degree open to ~Ir, Bain's criti- can be a road to truth. 
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ceived in the common theory; and forms in philosophy, appears to 
what are the fundamental axioms on impossible; but which seem to 
which its probative force or conclusive- been either overlooked, or 
ness depends. We have now to in- ciently adverted to, both by th{J 
quire whether the syllogistic process, fenders of the syllogistic theory 
that of reasoning from generals to by its -assailants. 
particulars, is, or is not, a process of 
inference; a process from the known § 2. It must be granted that 
to the unknown: a means of coming every syllogism, considered as 
to a knowledge of something which argument to prove the 
we did not know before. there is a petitio p1·incipii. 

Logicians have been remarkably say, 
unanimous in their mode of answering All men are mortal, 
this question. It is universally allow- Socmtes isa man, 
ed that a syllogism is vicious if there therefore 
be anything more in the conclusion Socrates is mortal; 
than was assumed in the premises. it is unanswerably urged the 
But this is, in fact, to say that nothing saries of the syllogistic 
ever was, or can be, proved by syllogism the propO-~ition, Socrates is 
which was not known, or assumed to is presupposed in the more 
be known, before. Is ratiocination, assumption, All men are 
then, not a process of inference? And we cannot be assured of tn,e 1l10r1;aliwl 
is the syllogism, to which the word of all men, unless we are 
reasoning has so often been represent- tain of the mortality of ev 
ed to be exclusively appropriate, not vidual man: that if it be still 
really entitled to be called reasoning ful whether Socrates, or any 
at all? - This seems an inevitable con- individual we choose to name, 
sequence of the doctrine, admitted by mortal .01' not, the same degree 
all writers on the subject, that -a syl- uncertamty must hang over the 
logism can prove no more than is tion, All men are mortal: 
involved in the premises. Yet the general principle, instead 
acknowledgment so explicitly made, given as evidence of the partil~ullill 
has not prevented one set of writers case cannot; itself be taken 
from continuing to represent the syl- without exception, until every 
logism as the correct analysis of what of doubt which could affect 
the mind actually performs in discover- comprised with it, is dispelled 
ing and proving the lu,rger half of the ence aliunde " and then what 
truths, whether of science or of daily for the syllogism to prove? That. 
life, which we believe; while those short, no reasoning from genemb 
who have avoided this inconsistency, particulars can, as such, prove 
and followed out the general theorem thing, since from a general 
respecting the logical value of the syl- we cannot infer 
10gism to its legitimate corollary, have those which the 
been led to impute uselessness and as known. 
frivolity to the syllogistic theory itself, This doctrine appears to me 
on the ground of the petitio pl'incipii fragable; and if logicians, 
which they allege to be inherent in unable to dispute it, have 
every syllogism. As I believe both exhibited a strong disposition 
these opinions to be fundamentally plain it a'way, this was not 
erroneous, I must request the atten- they could discover any flaw 
tion of the reader to certain considera-

I 

argument itself, but because the 
tions, without which any just appre- trary opinion seemed to rest on m 
ciation of the true character of the ments equally indisputable. In 
syllogism, nnd the functions it per- syllogism last rderred to: for eX11ml?~i. 
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. any of those which we previously 
O! l~trncted is it not evident that the 
c<)[l~ 'tl h nclusion may, to le person to w om 
~:~ syllogism is presented, be ac~ually 

1 bona fide a new truth? Is It not 
:U\ter of daily experience that truths 
I:~viously unthought of, facts .which 

I not been, and cannot be, dIrectly 
l;.verved are arrived at by way of 

IIIJ,e 1':),1 ;easoning ? vVe believe that 
~. :l~tJ Duke of 'Wellington is mortal. 
t:1 '~ do not know this bydirectobserva-
:"u, so long as he is n~t ye~ dead. 

If we were asked how, thIS bemgthe 
e we know the Duke to be mortal, 

'I') ~hould probably answer, Because 
:\1 ( men are so. Here, therefore, we 
· "rive at the knowledge of a truth not 
1\-, yet) suscepti~le of ob~ervation,. by 

reasoning whICh admIts of bemg 
xhibited in the followingsyllogism:

All men are mortal, 
The Duke of vVellillgton is a man, 

therefore 
'fhtJ Duke of vVellington is mortal. 
And since a large portion of our 

knowledge is th~s acquired, l?gicians 
have persisted m repre~ntmg the 
\'II.,gism as a process of mference or 

Vl'uuf, though none of then: has cleared 
11(' the difficulty whICh al'lses from ~he 
illc"nsistency between that assertIOn 
Dd the principle that if there be 
lvthinO' in the conclusion which was 

Itllt alre~dy asserted in the premises, 
Ite argument is vicious. :For it is 

illll)osSible to attach any serious scien
litfc value to such a mere salvo as the 
, i-tinction drawn between being in-
l,h<'d by implication in the premises, 

• 11.( being directly asserted in them. 
\\ IJ.en Archbishop Whately says* that 
h object of reasoning is "merely to 

• pa.ml and unfold the assertions 
\ r:~pt up, as it were, and implied in 
tt.i 'e with which we set out, and to 
I lUg a person to perceive and acknow
I J··e the full force of that which he 
h <\dmitted," he does not, I think, 
IUt t the real difficulty requiring to 
bo· ·xplained, namely, how it happens 
t£.. t (\ science, like geometry, can be 

Logic, p. 239 (9th cd.) 

all "wrapt up " in a few definitions 
and axioms. Nor does this defence 
of the syllogism differ much from 
what its assailants urge against it as 
an accusation, when they charge it 
with being of no use except to those 
who seek to press the consequences of 
an admission into which a person has 
been entrapped without having con
sidered and understood its full force. 
When you admitted the major pre
mise, you asserted the conclusion; 
but, says Archbi::;hop Whately, you 
asserted it by implication merely: 
this, however, can here only mean 
that you asserted it unconsciously; 
that you did not know you were 
asserting it; but, if so, the difficulty 
revives in this shape-Ought you not 
to have known ? Were you warranted 
in asserting the general proposition 
without having satisfied yourself of 
the truth of everything which it fairly 
includes? And if not, is not the 
syllogistic art prima facie what its 
assailants affirm it to be, a contri vance 
for catching you in a trap, and hold
ing you fast in it ? ~, 

§ 3. From this difficulty there ap
pears to be but one issue. The pro
position that the Duke of Wellington 
is mortal, is evidently an inference; 

* It is hardly necessary to say, tbat I 
am not contending for any such absurdity 
as that we actually" ought to ha \'e known .. 
and considered the case of every individual 
man, past, present, and future, before 
a ffirming that all men are mortal: although 
this interpretation has beel~, strangely 
enough, put upon tile precedlllg observa
tions. 'fhere is no difference between me 
and Archbishop Whately, or -any other 
defender of the sylloO'ism, on the practical 
part of the matter; f am only pointing out 
an inconsistency in the logical theory of 
it, as conceived by almost aU writers. I 
do not say that n. person who affirmed, 
before the Duke of Wellington was born, 
tbat all men are mortal, knew that the 
Duke of Wellington was mortal; but I do 
say that he asserted it; and I ask for an 
explanation of the apparent logical fallacy 
of adducing in proof of the Duke of Wel
lington's mortality a general statement 
which presupposes it. ]'indiIlg 110 suf
ficient resolution of this difficulty in 'any 
of the writers on Logic, I have c1.ttemptcd 
to supply one. 
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it is got at as a conclusion from some- l together with all that we infer f. 
thing else; but do we, in reality, con- our observations, in one concise 
clude it from the proposition, All men pressio,n,; and have thus only " 
are mortal? I answer, No, proposItIOn, instead of an endl 

The error committed is, I conceive, I nnmber, to remember or to commul 
that of overlooking the distinction cate. The results of many obser 
between two parts of the process of tions and inferences, and instructii 
philosophising, the inferring part, and for making innumerable inference' 
the registering part, and ascribing to unforeseen cases, are compressed i:.' 
the latter the functions of the former. one short sentence. 
The mistake is that of referring a When, therefore, we conclude fl'i 
person to his own notes for the origin the death of John and Thomas 'I 

of his knowledge. If a person is asked every other person we ever hea~d 
a question, and is at the moment un- in whose case the experiment I 
able to answer it, he may refresh his been fairly tried, that the Duke 
memory by turning to a memorandum Wellington L'l mortal like the r( 
which he carries about with him. But we may, indeed, pass through 
if he were asked, how the fact came generalisation, All men are mortal 
to his knowledge, he would scarcely an intermediate stage; but it is ~ 
answer, because it was set down in his in the latter half of the process t 
notebook: unless the book was 'writ- descent from all men to the Dukt' 
ten, like the Koran, with a quill from \Vellington, that the inference 
the wing of the angel Gabriel. sides. The inference is finished wh 

Assuming that the proposition, The we haNe asserted that all men 
Duk~ of Wellington is mortal, is im- mortal. What remains to be 1 
mediately an inference from the pro- formed afterwards is merely deciphCf' 
position, All men are mortal; whence ing our own notes. 
do we derive our knowledge of that Archbishop Whately has conten(l 
general truth? Of course from obRer- that syllogising, or reasoning f1' 
vation. Now, all which man can ob- generals to particulars, is not, a" 
serve are individual cases. From ably to the vulgar idea, a pec~r 
these all general truths must be drawn, mode of reasoning, but the phiJo. 
and into these they may be again sophical analysis of the mode in 
resolved; for a general truth is but all men reason, and must do so . 
an aggregate of particular truths; a reason at all. 'With the defer,enalll 
comprehensive expression, by which due to so high an authority, I 
an indefinite number of individual help thinking that the vulgar 
facts are affirmed or denied at once. is, in this case, the more 
But a general proposition is not merely from our experience of John, 
a compendious form for recording and &c., who once were living, 
preserving in the memory a number now dead, we are entitled to 
of particular facts, all of which have that all human beings are mortal, 
been observed. Generalisation is not might surely without any loo-ical 
a process of mere naming, it is also a consequence have concludedOat 
process of inference. From instances from those instances that the D 
which we have observed,. we feel war- of VVellington is mortal. The lli 

ranted in concluding, that what we tality of John, Thomas, and 
found true in those instances, holds is, after all, the whole 
in all similar ones, past, present, and have for the mortality of the 
future, however numerous they may VVellington. Not one iota is 
be. 'Ve then, by that valuable con- to the proof by interpolating a 
trivance of language which enables eral proposition. Since the 
us to speak of many as if they were dual cases are all the e 
one, record all that we hu,ve observed,. can possess, evidence which no 
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'. rrn into which we choose to throw always with the same skill, as a human 
:') 'an ll1l1ke greater than it is; and creature. Not only the burnt chil\-'l, 
l~ c~e that evidence is either sufficient but the burnt dog, dreads the fire. 
,Jll1'tself or, if insufficient for the one I believe that, in point of fact, when 
In' b ffi' . ,nrpose, cannot e su CIent for the drawmg inferences from our personal 
1 ther' I am unable to see why we experience, and not from maxims 
\'lUld be forbidden to t?,ke the sh?rt- handed down to us by books or tra-
-t cut from these suffiCIent premIses dition, we much oftener conclude from 

~ the conclusion, and constrained to particulars to particulars directly, 
t::Lvel the "high pr~o:i road," by the than through the intermediate agency 
..lhitrary filtt ?f logICIans. . I can.not of any general proposition. We are 
,t;fceive ..,,,hy It should be nnpossIble constantly reasoning from ourselves L journey from one plac~ to another to other people, or from one person to 

llnles8 we "march up a hIll, and then another, without giving ourselves the 
l'larch down again." It may be the trouble to erect our observations into 
'~fe~t road, and there may be a rest- general maxims of human or external 

~;l:;_place at the top of. the hill, nature. When we conclude that some 
lIifurding a commandmg .vIew of the person will, on some given occasion, 
/ourrounding country; but for the feel or act so and so, we sometimes 
mere purpose of arriving at our judge from an enlarged consideration 
, .urney's end, our taking that road is of the manner in which human beings 
!"rfectly optional; it is a question of in general, or persons of some particu
time, trouble, and danger. lar character, are accustomed to feel 

:S-ot only may we reason from par- and act; but much oftener from 
tieulars to particulars without passing merely 1'ecollecting the feelings and 
through generals, but we perpetu~lly conduct of the same person in some 
ili) ~o reason. All our earliest infer- previous instance, or from considering 
t llces are of this nature. From the how we should feel or act ourselves. 
til'~t dawn of intelligence we draw in- It is not only the village mat.ron, who, 
fc uences, but years elapse before we when called to a consultation upon 
k Lrn the use of general language. the case of a neighbour's child, pro
The child who, having burnt his llounces on the evil and its remedy 
fi li;,;ers, avoids to thrust the?, again simply on the recollection and autho
i Ito the fire, has reasoned or mferred, rity of what she accounts the similar 
t1 lllugh he has never thought of the case of her Lucy. We all, where we 
~t nefal maxim, Fire burns. He have no definite maxims to steer by, 

!lOWS from memory that he has been guide ourselves in the same way; and 
I,mnt, and on this evidence believes, if we have an extensive experience, 
, lien he sees a candle, that if he puts and retain its impressions strongly, 
Id,: linger into the flame of it, he will we may acquire in this manner a very 
I burnt again. He believes this in considemble power of accurate judg
, t:ry case which happens to arise; ment, which we may be utterly incap
I it without looking, in each instance, able of justifying or of communicating 
I yond the present case. He is not to others. Among the higher order 

neralising; he is infel'l'ing a par- of practical intellects there have been 
(;ubr from pn.rticulars. In the same ma.n,Y of whom it was remarked how 
:'y, a.lso, brutes reason. '1'here is admirably they suited their means to 
, ground for attributing to allY of their ends, without being able to give 
. l lower animals the use of signs of any sufficient reasons for what they 
Jeh a nature as to render general did; and applied, or seemed to a,pply, 

I f'lll>ositions possible. But those ani- recondite principles which they were 
11, ,1~ profit by experience, and avoid I wholly unable to state. This is a 
IIhat they have found to cause them natural consequence of having a mind 
1 'n, ill the SaIne manner, though not stored with a.ppropriate particulars, 
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and having been long accustomed to valent weighing system, that 
reason at once from these to fresh general principle of his peculiar nh 
particulars, without practising the of proceeding might be ascertah! ~ 
habit of stating to oneself or to others This, however, the man found him' 
the corresponding general propositions. quite unable to do, and therefore C~ll 
An old warrior, on a rapid glance at impart his skill to nobody. He h 
the outlines of the ground, is able at from the individual cases of his () 
once to give the necessary orders for experience, established H, connecti 
a skilful arrangement of his troops; in his mind between fine effects 'of 
though if he has received little theo- colour, and tactual perceptionll i 
retical instruction, and has seldom handling his dyeing materials; ur 
been called upon to answer to other from these perceptions he could i 
people for his conduct, he may never any particular case, infer the rn~a 
have had in his mind a single general to be employed, and the effects whieb 
t.heorem respecting the relation be- would be produced, but could not 1 
tween ground and array. But, his others in possession of the ground~ 
experience of encampments, in cir- which he pl'oceeded, from ha\" 
cumstances more or less similar, has never generalised them in his 0 

left a number of vivid, unexpressed, mind, or expressed them in langua;. 
ungeneralised analogies in his mind, Almost everyone knows L, 
the most appropriate of which, in- Mansfield's advice to a man of pra ' 
stantly suggesting itself, determines cal good sense, who, being appoin 
him to a judicious arrangement_ governor of a colony, had to presit 

The skill of an uneducated person in its court of justice, without lJ 
in the use of weapons or of tools is vious judicial practice or legal edu 
of a precisely similar nature. The tion. The advice was to give b' 
savage who executes unerringly the decision boldly, for it would probab\ 
exact throw which brings down his be right; but never to ' venture ( 
game, or his enemy, in the manner assigning reasons, for they W01 ' 

most suited to his purpose, under the almost infallibly be wrong. In ca, 
operation of all the conditions neces- like this, which are of no uncornllll 
sarily involved, the weight and fonn occurrence, it ,would be absurd 
of the weapon, the direction and dis- suppose that the bad reason was t 
tance of the object, the action of the source of the good decision.L 
wind, &c., owes this power to a long Mansfield knew that if any rea, 
series of previous experiments, the were assigned it would be necessar'\ 
results of which he certainly never an afterthought, the judge being I 

frarried into any verbal theorems or jcwt gllided by impressions from p: 
rules. The same thing may generally experience, without the circuitous p 
Le said of any other extraordinary cess of framing general princip 
manual dexterity. Not long ago a from them, and that if he rtttempt 
Scotch manufacturer procured from to frame any such he would assurt::, "" 
England, at a high rate of wages, a fail. Lord Mansfield, however, wo1l1 
working dyer, famous for producing not have doubted that a man of eql 
very fine colours, with the view of experience who had also a mind stl)r 
teaching to his other workmen the with general propositions derived 
same skilL The workman came; but legitimate induction from that expt' 
his mode of proportioning the ingredi- ence, would have been greatly pref r 
ents, in which lay the secret of the able as a judge to one, however sa" 
effects he produced, wa..~ by taking cious, who could not be trusted \\' 
them up in handfuls, while the com-] the explanation and justific:1tion ' 
man method was to weigh them. The his own judgments. The case~ 
manufacturer sought to make him men of talent performing \-yonclel', 
turn his handling system into an equi- things they know not how, (re; 
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1 's oi- the rudest and most spon- evident indeed, and the denial of 
'11l11~-(~ " • form of the operatiuns of which would annihilate all demon
PI~:~i~~ minds. It .is a defect in stration, but from which, as premises, 
.';ll,U1 and often a. source of errors~ nothing can be demonstrated. In the 
t.l~ t~ have O'eneraIIsed as they went present, as in many other instances, 
11" • but (rene~alisatjon, though a help, this thoughtful and elegant writer has 
.~n 'most important indeed of all helps, perceived an important truth, but 
~Il~ot an essential. only by halves. ]!'inding, in the case 
Id Even the ~cientifically instructed, of geometrical axioms, that general 
"ho possess, m the foI'l? of general names have not any talismanic virtue 
,ropo~itions, a systema:tlC record of for conjuring new truths out of the 

Le results of the expel'lence of man- well where they lie hid, and not seeing 
I:ind, need not. n:lwa:y:s revert to those that this is equally true in every other 
< ,'neral prOpOSItIOns llJ order to appl'y case of generalisation, he contended 
tl ' t experience to a new case. It IS that axioms are in their nature barren 
:1::lt1y remarked by D~gald. Stewart, of consequences, and that the really 
flMt though the, r~ason111gs 111 m~the- fruitful truths, the real first principles 
OIu,tics depend entIrely on the aXIOms, of geometry, are the definitions; that 
" is by no means necessary to our the definition, for example, of the circle 
:'"eing the c?nclusiveness of the proof is to the properties of the circle what 
th'lt the axIOms should be expressly the laws of equilibrium and of the 
,"1verted to. When it is inferred that pressure of the atmosphere are to the 
• \ B is equal to 0 D because each of rise of the mercury in the Torricellian 
th",m is equal to E Ji', the most un- tube. Yet all that he had asserted 
,'ultivated understanding, as soon as respecting the function to which the 
the propositions were understood, axioms are confined in the demon
\\,mlcl assent to the inference, without strations of geometry holds equally 
h<tvinO' ever heard of the general truth true of the definitions. Every demon
that R things which are equal to th~ stration in Euclid might be carried on 
"<tme thing are equal to one another. without them. This is apparent from 
This remark of Stewart, consistently the ordinary process of proving a pro
followed out, goes to the root, as I position of geometry by means of a 
c"nceive, of the philosophy of ratio- diagram, What assumption, in fact, 
cinu,tion; and it is to be regretted do we set out from to demonstrate by 
that he himself stopt short at a much a djagr~m any of the properties of the 
lLlore limited application of it. He circle? Not that in all circles the 
~w that the general propositions on radii are equal, but only that they are 
which a reasoning is said to depend so in the circle ABC. As our warrant 
wu.y, in ce!tain c~ses,. ~e al~ogether for assuming this, we appeal, it is true, 
IImitted, WIthout Impall'lng Its pro- to the definition of a circle in general; 
J,;.tive force. But he imagined this but it is only necessn.ry that the 
tu be a peculiarity belonging to assumption be granted in the case of 
~Ixioms; and argued. from it, that the particular circle supposed. From 
a::ioms are not the foundations or this, which is not a general but a 
hrst principles of geometry from singular proposition, combined with 
which all the other truths of the other propositions of a similar kind, 
~cience are synthetically deduced, (as some of which ~vhen gene1'alised are 
the laws of motion and of the com- called definitions, and others axioms, 
position of forces in dynamics, the we prove that a certain conclusion is 
,:qual mobility of fluids in hydro- true, not of all circles, but of the 
statics, the I, aws of reflection and I particular circle ABO; Oi' at least 
rtofraction in optics, are the first would be so, if the facts precisely 
principles of those sciences,) but are I accorded with our assumptions. The 
llt'rf'ly necessa.ry assumption!', self- ennnciation, as it is called, that is, tht)' 
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general theorem which stands at the depend on it, but yet if we deny It 
head of the demonstration, is not the the demonstration fails. The pr(H.f 
proposition actually demonstrated. does not rest on the general aSSUIlJjl. 
One instance only is demonstrated: tion, but on a similar assumption COlt , 

but the process by which this is done fined to the particular case: that en", 
is a process which, when we consider however, being chosen as a speeime)~ 
its nature, we perceive might be or paradigm of the whole class of case, 
exactly copied in an indefinite number included in the theorem, there can hIs 
of other instances; in every instance nogroundformakingtheassumptionhl 
which conforms to certain conditions. that case which does not exist in every 
The contrivance of general language other; and to deny the assmnptiOlI 
furnishing us with terms which con- as a general truth is to deny the right 
note these conditions, we are able to of making it in the particular instance. 
assert this indefinite multitude of There are, undoubtedly, the most 
truths in a single expression, and this ample reasons for stating both the 
expression is the general theorem, principles and the theorems in theiJ. 
By dropping the use of diagrams, and general form, and these will be ex. 
substituting, in the demonstrations, plained presently, so 1ar as explan!~ 
general phrases for the letters of the tion is requisite. But, that unprac. 
alphabet, we might prove the general tised IE;arners, even in making use of 
theorem directly, that is, we might one theorem to demons~rate anothel', 
demonstrate all the cases at once; I reason rather from partICularto parti . 
and to do this we must, of course, . cular than from the general proposi. 
employ as our premises the axioms I tion, is manifest from the difficulh' 
and definitions in their general form, they find in applying a theorem to ~ 
But this only means, that if we can case in which the configuration of th.:l 
prove an individual conclusion by diagram is extremely unlike that of 
assuming an individual fact, then in the diagram by which the original 
whatever case we are warranted in theorem was demonstrated, A difli. 
making an exactly similar assumption, culty which, except in cases of unusual 
we may draw an exactly similar con- mental power, long practice can alon~ 
elusion. The definition is a sort of remove, and removes chiefly byrender. 
notice to ourselves and others what ing us familiar with all the configura. 
assumptions we think ourselvf~s en· tions consistent with the general con. 
titled to make. And so in all cases, ditions of the theorem. 
the general propositions, whether 
called definitions, axioms, or laws of § 4. From the considerations now 
nature, which we lay down at the adduced the following conclusion' 
beginning of our reasonings, are seem to be established. All inferenc(. 
merely abridged statements, in a is from particulars to particulars: 
kind of shorthand, of the particular General propositions are merely re. 
facts, which, as occasion arises, we gistersof snchinferences already made, 
either think we may proceed on as and short formulre for making more: 
proved, or intend to assume, In any The major premise of a syllogism, con. 
one demonstration it is enough if we sequently, is a formula of this descrip. 
assume for a particular case, suitably tion; and the conclusion is not an 
selected, what by the statement of the inference drawnfl'Oln the formula, but 
definition or principle we announce, an inference drawn according to tht; 
that we intend to assume in all cases I formula; the real logical antecedent 
which may arise. The defip.ition of i Or premise being the particular facts 
the circle, therefore, is to one of I froill.which the general proposition was 
Euclid's demonstrations exactly what, collected by induction. '1'hose facts, 
according to Stewart, the axioms are; and the individual instances which 
that is, the demonstration does not supplied them, ma.y have been for. 
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b t a record remains, not 
{f.,tt8n;1 Il rI'ptive of the facts them-
~ l··d f esC • 1 lill-'-'t:: b t howlllO" how t lose cases 

, SUs" t' 
~" n: 'be distinguished, re spec mg 
Il,:Ly the facts, when k~own,. were 
\I'OIC?, d to warrant a gIven mfer· 
ellnrildeAccording to the indicat,ions 
l ~ee., record we draw our'conclusIOn ; 
t it th~. +0 '1U intents and purposes, 
" hie lIS,.:, n< from the forgotten facts. 

cenc USlO • h t h Id ., h' 't is essentIal t a we s ou 
Fur t t~el record correctly; and the 
r, <lot! f the sylloO'ism are a set of pre
luk~ 0 . to ensUl~ our doing so, 
L ;,utl~ns 'ew of the functions of the 

duct to certain general instructions. 
So far as this asserts a fact, namely, ,a 
volition of the legislator, that f~c~ 1::; 

an individual fact, and the propos~t~on, 
therefore, is not a general proposl~lOn. 
But the description therein cont~med 
of the conduct which it is the WIll of 
the legislator that his subject sh.o,!ld 
observe, is general. The proposI~lOn 
asserts, not that all men a1'e anyt?ll1g, 
but that all men shall do sometlll~~, 

In both these cases the generahtI~s 
are the original data, and the partI
culars are elicited from them ?y a 
process which correct~y resolves Itself 
into a series of syllogIsms. The real 
nature however, of the supposed de
ductiv~ process is evident ~noug~. 
The only point to be determmed IS, 
whether the authority which declared 
the general proposition intended to 
include this case in it; and whether 
the legislator intended his comm[tnd 
to apply to the present case .among 
others or not? 'This is ascertamed by 
examining whether the case possesses 
the marks by which, as those aut~o
rities have siO'nified, the cases whICh 
they meant t~ certify or to influence 
may be known. The object, of th~'in
quiry is to ma~e out .the WItness s 0: 
the leO'islator's mtentIOn, through the 
indication given by their words, This 
is a question, as the Germans ex;pre~s 
it of hermeneutics. The operatIOn IS 
n~t a process of inference, but a process 

ThIS VI h 
. m is confirmed by t e con-

~llo~~on of precisely those cases which 
I?~~t be expected to be leas;; favo?r-

!t Ilt, 't Ilamely those m winch -le to 1 , ' 
;1

1
). • ation is independent of any 

1,.tlO.
Clll

s induction. 'Ve have already 
I·r, VIOUd that the sylloO'ism, in the ,Ih,erve "', " 

. rv course of our reasonmg, IS 

~~:lll:h~ latter half o.f the process of 
, ~ IlinO' from premIses to a conclu

t:[\\e There are, however, some pecu-
Iln. s in which it is the whole bar case 

ess Particulars alone are cap
I'brOCI f b' einO' sub]' ected to observation; 
" eo '" , h' d ' d . 1 11 knowledO'e whlC IS enve 
:~nl aobservatiOl~ begins, therefore, Irom, , b t 
uf necessity, in partICulars; u 0';11" 
l nowledge may, in cases of cert?,lll 
Ilv~criptions, be conceived as COIDmg 
I,) us from other source~ than obserya
tinn. It may prese~t Itself as commg 
frllm testimony, whICh, o~ the occ~-
'on and for the purpose m hand, IS 
~~eepted as of an authoritative char
;\cter: and the informatiot;t thus 
l'llmmunicated may be conceIved to 
l'Ilmprise not only particular facts but 
,',meral propositions, as wh~n a 
,dentific doctrine is accepted v:Ithout 
l\.amination on the authon.ty of 
writers, or ,a theological doctrme, on 
tbt of Scripture, Or the, generalIsa
tion nmy not be,in the ordmary sense, 
an a.ssertion at all, but a command; , a 
law not in the philosophical, but m 
the'moral and political sense, of the 
t,rm: an expression of the deSIre of a 
~uperior, that we, or any number of 
IIther persons, shall conform our con· 

of interpretation. , 
In this last phrase we have obtamed 

an expression which appears to me to 
characterise, moreaptlyth:1ll?,ny ~ther, 
the functions of the syllogISm m all 
cases, '\Then the premises are given 
by authority, th~ function ,of Reason· 
ing is to ascertam the testll;nony of a 
witness or the will of a leglslator, by 
intel'pr~tiIlg the sign:s in wh.ich the 
ono has intimated Ins assertIOn and 
the other his command. In like man
ner, when the premises are ~erived 
from observation, the functIOn of 
Reasoning is 'to ascertain what we 
(or our predecessors) formerly thought 
miO'ht be inferred from the ob:::eryod 
fact!", and to do this by interpreting 
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a memorandum of ours, or of theirs. 
The memorandum reminds us, that 
from evidence, more -or less carefully 
weighed, it formerly appeared that a 
certain attribllt!~ might be inferred 
wherever we perceive a certain mark. 
The proposition, All men are mortal, 
for instance, shows that we have had 
experience from which we thought it 
followed that the attributes connoted 
by the term" man" are a mark of mor
tality. Blit when we conclude that 
the Duke of \Vellington is mortal, we 
do not infer this from the memoran
dum, but from the former experience. 
All that we infer from the memor
andum is our own previous belief (or 
that of those who transmitted to us the
proposition) concerning the inferences 
which that former experience would 
warrant. 

This view of the nature of the 
syllogism renders consistent and in
telligible what otherwise remains ob
scure and confused in the theory of 
Archbishop '\Vhately and other en
lightened defenders of the syllogistic 
doctrine respecting the limits to which 
its functions are confined. They affirm 
in ,as explicit terms as can be uSfld, 
that the sole office of general reason
ing is to prevent inconsistency in our 
opinions; to prevent us from assent
ing to anything, the truth of which 
would contradict something to which 
we had previously on good grounds 
given our assent. And they tell us, 

not led to infer the conclusion 
those premises, by the 
avoiding any verbal 
There is no contradiction in ''''','' ,_ ,-__ • 
that all those persons have 
that the Duke of Wellington 
notwithstanding, live for ever. 
there would be a contradiction 
first, on the ground of those 
premises, made a general 
including and covering the 
Duke of \Vellington, and then 
to stand to it in the indi . 
There is an inconsistency to be 
between the memorandum we 
of the inferences which may be 
drawn in future cases, and the 
ences we actually draw in those 
when they arise. 'With this ' 
interpret our own formula, 
as a judge interprets a law; In 
that we may avoid drawing any 
ferences not conformable to OUl' 

mer intention, as a judge avoids gi 
any decision not conformable tu 
legislator's intention. The rules 
this interpretation are the rules of 
syllogism: and its sole purpose 
maintain consistency between the 
clusions we draw in every palrticuW:1 
case, and the previous gen 
tions for drawing them; 
those general directions were 
by ourselves as the result of 
tion, or were received by us from 
authority competent to give them. 

that the sole ground which a syllogism § 5. In the above observation 
affords for assenting to the conclusion, has, I think, been shown, that, tholl 
is that the snpposition of its being there is always a process of reas01l1 
false, combined with the supposition or inference where a syllogism is 11-

that the premises are true, would lead the syllogism is not a correct anal. 
to a contradiction in terms. Now of that process of reasoning or inf 
this would be but a lame account of ence; which is, on the contrary (wh 
the real grounds which we have for not a mere inference from testimlln 
believing the facts '''hich we learn an inference from particulars to I 
from reasoning, in contradistinction ticulars, authorised by a previou~ in
to observation. '1'he true reason why ference from particulars to gener: 
we believe that the Duke of \VeIling- and substalltiaIly the same with i 
ton will die, is that his fathers, and of the nature, therefore, of Inducti 
our fathers, and all other persons who I But while these conclusions appear 
were cotemporary with them, have me undeniable, I must yet entur 
died, Those facts are the real pre- protest, as strong as that of An 
mil')el') of the reasoning. But we are bishop \Vhately himself, a,gninst 
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rine that the syllogistic art is ?se
docl f the purposes of reasonmg. 
I Ofsonina' lies in the act of gene
'rb~ ~'~n. n~t in interpreting the 

I SdI f'that act; but the syllogis
:r ~ is an indispemable collateral r\, for the correctness - of the 

fto( rI) •• If ralisatlOn Itse . 
I~ has already been see~, that if we 
. '1 collection of partIculars suffi-

. ~~ for grounding an inducti~n: we 
C ! Dot frame a general proposItion; 
pt may reason at once from those 
" 'culars to other particulars. But 

r. I to be remarked withal, that 
", I'never from a set of particular 

n we' can legitimately drawan.y 
In" ~~nce, we may legitimately make 

r inference a general.one. If, from 
.rvation and experIment, we can 

IIdude to on~ ·new case, so lIlay we 
I' an indefimte n.umber. If tha;t 

11Ich has held true m our past experI
. will therefore hold in time to 

• le it will not hold merely in some 
ill ividual case,. b~t in all ca.ses of 

me givendescrlptlOn. Everymduc-
11. therefore, which suffices to prove 

• n fact proves an indefinite multi
.. le of 'facts: the experience which 
p ifies a single prediction must be 
~ h as will suffice to bear _ out a 

Illral theorem. This theorem it is 
l trc:mely important to ascertain and 
tl -!are in its broadest form of gene

ty, and thus to place before our 
n 1I111::;, in its full extent, the whole of 

I ott our evidence must prove if it 
I IllS anything. 

This throwing of the whole body of 
. ,ible inferences from a given set of 

I ticulars into one general expression 
j rates as a security for their _ being 

1 L inferences, in more ways than 
't. First, the general principle pre

lI td a larger object to the imagina
l 11 than any of the singular proposi

t us which it contains. A process of 
t ught which leads to a comprehen-
. t generality is felt as of greater 

I I,ortance than one which terminates 
in an insulated fact; and the mind 
I even unconsciously, led to bestow 

ter attention upon the process, and 

to weigh more carefully the sufficiency 
of the experience appealed to for 
supporting the inference grounded 
upon it. There is another, and a more 
important, advantage, In reasoning 
from a course of individualobserva
tions to some new and unobserved 
case, which we are but imperfectly 
acquainted with, (or we should not be 
inquiring into it,) and in which, since 
we are inquiring into it, we probably 
feel a peculiar interest, there is very 
little to prevent us from giving way 
to negligence, or to ' any bias which 
may affect our wishes or our imagina
tion, and, under that influence, accept
ing insufficient evidence as sufficient, 
But if, instead of concluding straight 
to the particular case, we place before 
ourselves an entire class of facts-the 
whole contents of a general proposi
tion, every tittle of which is legiti
mately inferrible from our premises, if 
that one particular conclusion is so ; 
there is then a considerable likelihood 
that if the premises are insufficient, 
and the general inference, therefore, 
groundless, it will comprise within it 
some fact or facts the reverse of which 
we already know to be true; and we 
shall thus discover the error in our 
generalisation by a reductio ad im
possibile. 

Thus if, during the reign of Mar
cus Aurelius, a subject of the Roman 
Empire, under the bias naturally given 
to the imagination and expectations 
by the lives and characters of the 
Antonines, had been disposed to ex
pect that Commodus would be a just 
ruler; supposing him to stop there, he 
might only have been undeceived by 
sad experience. But if he reflected 
that this expectation could not be 
justifiable unless from the same 
evidence he was warranted in con
cluding some general proposition, as, 
for instance, that all Roman emperors 
are just rulers; he would immediately 
have thought of Nero, Domitian, and 
other instances, which, showing th.e 
falsity of the general conclusion, and 
therefore the insufficiency of the pre
mises, would have warned him that 

I 
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those premises could not prove in 
the instance of Commodus, what they 
were inadequate to prove in any col
lection of cases in which his was 
included. 

The advantage, in judging whether 
any controverted inference is legiti
mate, of referring to a parallel case, 
is universally acknowledged. But by 
ascending to the general proposition, 
we bring under our view not one 
parallel case only, but all possible 
parallel cases at once; all cases to 
which the same set of evidentiary 
considerations are applicable. 

When, therefore, we argue from a 
number of known cases to another 
case supposed to be analogous, it is 
always possible, and generally advan
tageous, to divert our argument into 
the circuitous channel of an induction 
from those known cases . to a general 
proposition, and a subsequent appli
cation of · that· general proposition to 
the unknown case. This second part 
of the operation, which, as before ob
served, is essentially a process of in
terpretation, will be resolvable into a 
syllogism or a series of syllogisms, the 
majors of which will : be general pro
positions embracing whole classes of 
cases; everyone of which propositions 
must be true in all its extent, if the 
argument is maintainable. If, there
fore, any fact fairly coming within 
the range of one of these general pro
positions, and consequently asserted 
by it, is known or suspected to be 
other than the proposition asserts jt 
to be, this mode of stating the argu
ment causes us to know or to suspect 
that the original observations, which 
are the real grounds of our conclusion, 
are not sufficient to support it. And 
in proportion to the greater chance of 
our detecting the inconclusiveness of 
our evidence, will be the increased 
reliance we are entitled to place in 
it if no such evidence of defect shall 
appear. . 

The value, therefore, of the syllo· 
gistic form, and of the rules for using 
it correctly, does not consist in their 

.' being the form and the rules accord-

ing to which our reasonings are ne 
sarily, or even usually made; but · 
their furnishing us with a mode it 
which those reasonings may 
be represented, and which is 
ably calculated, if they are ineo 
clusive, to bringtheirinconclusiven 
to light. An induction from pal i. 
culars to generals, followed by a 8\'1 

logistic process from those gener: 
to other particulars, is a form in whi 
we may always state our reasonin 
if we please. It is nota form in whi 
we must reason, but it is a form ' 
which we may reason, and into whi 
it is indispensable to throw our re3.$( 
ing when there is any doubt of 
validity: though when the case 
familiar and little complicated, 
there is no suspicion of error, we 
and do, reason at once from the 
particular cases to unknown ones, * 

These are the uses of syllogism, 
a mode of verifying any given 
ment. Its ulterior uses, as 
the general course of our m:~el.tectlllll~. 
operations, hardly uire u!u".,nl.Llfll~". 
being in fact the ac]{nclwled&red 
of general language. They 
substantially to this, that the 
tions may be made once for 
single. careful interrogation of 
ence may suffice, and the 
be registered in the form 
proposition, whi9h is cOllDnlit1~ed 
memory or to writing, and 
afterwards we have only to "Y"vJ;: ' ....... 

T~e particulars of our -expel''lrn(,nllill 
may then be dismissed 
memory, in which it would be 

* The language of ratiocination 
think, be brought into closer agJ~eeluClllt. 
with the real nature of the 
general propositions employed in . 
ing, instead of being in th~ form All 
are mortal, or Every man IS mortal, 
expressed in the form Any man is 
'I'his mode of expression, exhibitiD 
type of aUreasoning from ex;pel'iellICe, 
men A, B, C, &c., are" so and 
any man is so and so, would 
manifest the true idea-that 
reasoning is always, at bottom, 
horn particulars to ,particulars, 
the whole fUllction of general pr<lPo:siti, ... 
in reasoning is to voueh for the leg'itiLtlKlW 
of such infel'p,uces. 
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1 to retain so great a multitude of 
~ b e. ls ' while the knowledge which 
: t~l d'etails afforded for future use, 

I'1·",e h ' b 1 t 'IlJ which. would ot e:-wIse e os 
" ~oon :1S the o?ServatlOns were for
"tten, or as theIr re~ord b~came: too 

formulre for determining what infer
ences may be drawn, before the occa
sion arises for drawing the inferences. 
The work of drawing them is then that 
of applying the formulre; and the rules 
of syllogism are a system of securities 
for the correctness of the application. lky for reference, lS retamed m a 

.U modious and immediately avail-
"~ shape by means of general l:m- § 6. To complete the series of con· 
' ra

"
'e, siderations connected with the philo-

\(1'ainst this advantage is to be set sophical character of the syllogism, 
" ~ c~untervailing inconvenience, that it is requisite to consider, since the 
,l,r"rences originally made on insuffi- syllogism is not the universal type of 
· nt evidence become consecrated, the reasoning process, what is the real 

.'e,l as it were, hardened into general type. This resolves itself into the 
;,~,~iIns; and the mind cleaves to question, what is the nature of the 
h"!ll from habit after ~t has out~r~wn minor premise, and in what manner it 

• 1,\ liability to be mIsl~d by SImIlar contributes to establishtheconclusion: 
f Ibeious appearances If they were for as tothe major, we now fully under-
• 'v for the first time presented; but stand, that the place which it nomi

; '~inC1' forgotten· the particulars, it nally occupies in our reasonings, pro
,j ~ ~ot think of revising its mm perly belongs to the individual facts 
r rider decision. An inevit.able dra'Y- or observations of which it expresses 

')k which, however conSIderable m the general result; the major itself 
:' ,.ri, forms evid~ntly but a small set- being no real part of the argument, 
, f ;.tgainst the Immense benefits of but an intermediate halting-place for 

ll;;rallanguage. the mind, interposed by an artifice of 
The use of the syllogism is in truth language between the real premises 
. lit-her th~iJ. the use of general pro- and the conclusion, by way of a secu-
,itions . in reasoning. . We can rity, which it is in a most material 

I .-un without them; in simple and degree, for the correctness of the pro
,vious cases we habit.ually do so; cess. The minor, however, being an 

" 'ulls of great sagacity can do it in indispensable part of the syllogistic 
. ,,~not simple and obvious, provided expression of an argument, without 

"ir experience supplies them with in· doubt either is, or corresponds to, an 
!flces essentially similar to every equally indispensable part of the argu. 
Hlhination of circumstances likely to ment itself, and we have only to in. 

11 i·c, But other minds, and the same quire what part .. 
:,uls where they have not the same It is perhaps worth while to notice 

r r ··eminent advantages of personal here a speCUlation of a philosopher to 
, "t:rience, are quite helpless without whom mental science is much indebted, 
t .'.' <t.id of general propositions, where- but who, though a very penetrating, 

'1' the C;1se presents the smallest was a very hasty thinker, and whose 
· Hplication; and if we made no want of due circumspection rendered 
"",raI propositions, few persons him fully as remarkable for what he 

, "lid get much beyond those simple did not see, as for what he saw. I 
. , ;rences which are drawn by the allude to Dr. Thomas Brown, whose 
, ,re intelligent ofthe brutes. Though theory of ratiocination is peculiar. 
Jj,' necessary to reasoning, general pro- He saw the petitio principii which is 
I itions are necessary to any consi- inherent in every syllogism, if we con· 
I \ ,le progress in rea,son. ing, It is, I siderthe majorto be itself the eViden.ce 
tl. f"fore, natural and indispensable by which the conclusion is proved, in-

parate the process of investigation stead of being, what in fact it is, 
'v two parts; ·and obtain general an assertion of the existence of evi .. 
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dence sufficient to prove any conclusion 
of a given description. Seeing this, 
Dr. Brown not only failed to see the 
immense advantage, in point of secu
rity for correctness, which is gained 
by interposing this step between the 
real evidence and the conclusion, but 
he thought it incumbent on him to 
strike out the major altogether from 
the reasoning process, without substi
tuting anything else, and maintained 
that our reasonings consist only of the 
minor premise and the conclusion, 
Socrates is a man, therefore Socrates 
is mortal: . thus actually suppressing, 
as an unneces~:;ary step in the argu
ment, the appeal to former experience. 
The absurdity of this was disguised 
from him by the opinion he adopted, 
that reasoning is merely analysing 
our own general notions or abstract 
ideas; and that the proposition, Soc
rates is mortal, is evolved from the 
proposition, Socrates is a man, simply 
by recognising the notion of mortality 
as already contained in the notion we 
form of a man. 

After the explanations so fully en
tered into on the subject of proposi
tions' much further discussion cannot 
be necessary to make the radical error 
of this view of ratiocination apparent. 
If the word man connoted mortality; 
if the meaning of "mortal" were in
vol ved in the meaning of "man," we 
might, undoubtedly, evolve the con
clusion from the minor alone, because 
the minor would have already asserted 
it. But if, as is in fact the case, the 
word man does not connote mortality, 
how does it appear that in the mind 
of every person who admits Socrates 
to be a man, the idea of man must 
include the idea of mortality? Dr. 
Brown could not help seeing this 
difficulty, and, in order to avoid it, 
was led, contrary to his intention, to 
re-establish, under another name, that 
step in the argument which corre
sponds to the major, by affirming the 
necessity of previously. perceiving the 
relation between the idea of man and 
the idea of mortal. If the reason er 
has not previously perooived this rela-

tion, he will not, says Dr. Browl 
fer, because Socrates is a man 
Socrates is mortal. But eve~ 
admission, though. amountinO' 
surrender of the doctrine tha; 
argument consists of the minor 
the conclusion alone, will not Say 

remainder of Dr. Brown's th 
The failure of assent to the 
does not take place merely 
the reasoner, for want of due 
does not perceive that his idea of 
includes the idea of mortality 
takes place, much more 
because in his mind that 
tween the two ideas has nev 
And in truth it never does 
cept as the result of ex·pel:i811ce. 
senting, for the sake the 
to discuss the question on 
tion of which we have rel~o~rm:sed 
radical incorrectness, nam 
the meaning of a proposition 
to the ideas of the things spoktn 
and not to the things themselv 
must yet observe, that the 
man, as an· uni versal idea, the 
mon property of all rational 
cannot involve anything but 
strictly implied in the name. If 
one includes in his own privati; 
of man, as no doubt is alway. 
case, some other attributes, such, 
instance, as mortality, he does so 
as the consequence of experience 
having satisfied himself that all 
possess that attribute: so that 
ever the idea contains, in " ...... " r'a . ... -'I. 
mind, beyond what is 
the conventional signification 0 

word, has been added to it a, 
result of assent to a proposition; 
Dr. Brown's theory requires us 
pose, on the contrary, that aSSe 
the proposition is produced by 
ing, through an analytic 
very element out of the 
theory, therefore, mu.y be COI1Si(jl~. 
as sufficiently refuted; and 
premise must be regarded 
insufficient to prove the C0l1cl!tmG~1 
except with the assi3ta 
major, or of that which the 
presents, namely, the various 
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itions expressive of the series of 
I:;~ations of whi.ch the g~ne~alisa

I'i cu-lled the maJor premise IS the 

r. lilt. t tl h· h In the argu~en, len, w I? l?roves 
t Socrates IS mortal, one mdIRpen

h . part of the premises will be as 
"·~vs. "My father, and my father's 
• 1(;:1' A B C, and an indefinite num

f I ~i othe~ persons, were mortal:" 
:ich is only an expression in diffe-

words of the observed fact that 
n r have died. This is t~~ ma~or 
~liise divested of the pet~tw pl'm

( 'i, and cut dow.n to as. much as is 
.y known by dIrect eVIdence. 

I~jl order to connect this proposition 
h the conclusion Socrates is mortal, 
additional link necessary is such 

I [ ,position as the following: "So
d resembles. my father, and my 
. r'S father, and the other indi-

11 'la1s specified." This proposition 
i.Ssert when we say that Socrates 
man. By saying so we likewise 

eft in what respect he resembles 
t! 111, namely, in the attributes con
n " I by the word man. And we 

'Iude that he further resembles 
. m in the attribute mortality. 

7. We have thus obtained what 
\·~re seeking, an uni versal type of 

t r~asoning process. We find it re-
:1. bIe in all cases into the following 
IIwnts: Certain individuals have a 

\ Ii attribute; an individual or in-
1 i iuaIs resemble the former in cer-

11 other attributes; therefore they 
IIIble them also in the given attri

I' . This type of ratiocination does 
11 • daim, like the syllogism, to be 

:u~ive from the mere form of the 
. n '"1iion; nor can it possibly be so. 
3' line proposition does or does not 
rt the very fact which was already 
Ik d in another, may appear from 
jurm of the expression, that is, 
a comparison of the language; 

when the two propositions assert 
which are bona fide different, 

' Iter the one fact proves the other 
I I. ,L can never appear from the lan

.. I but must depend on other con-

siderations. Whether, from the attri
butes in which Socrates resembles 
those men who have heretofore died, 
it is allowable to infer that he -re
sembles them also in being mortal, is 
a question of Induction; and is to be 
decided by the principles or canons 
which we shall hereafter recognise as 
tests of the. correct performance of 
that great mental operation. 

Meanwhile, however, it is certain, 
as before remarked, that if this infer
ence can be drawn as to Socrates, it 
can be drawn as to all others who 
resemble the observed individuals in 
the same attributes in which he re
sembles them; that is (to express the 
thing concisely) of all mankind. If, 
therefore, the argument be admissible 
in the case of Socrates, we are at 
liberty, once for all, to treat the pos
session of the attributes of man as a 
mark, or satisfactory evidence, of the 
attribute of mortality. This we do 
b.y laying down the universal proposi
tIon, All men are mortal, and inter
preting this, as occasion arises, in its 
application to Socrates and others. 
By this means we establish a \'ery 
convenient division of the entire 
logical operation into two steps; first, 
that of ascertaining what attributes 
are marks of mortality; and, secondly, 
whether any given individuals possess 
those marks. And it will generally 
be advisable, in our speculations on 
the reasoning process, to consider this 
double operation as in fact taking 
place, and all reasoning as carried on 
in the form into which it must neces
sarily be thrown to enable us to apply 
to it any test of its correct perform
ance . 

Although, therefore, all processes 
of thought in which the ultimate pre
mises are particulars, whether we con
elude. from particulars to a general 
formula, or from particulars to other 
particulars according to that formula, 
are equally Induction; we shall yet, 
conformably to usage, consider the 
name ~nduction as more peculiarly 
belongmg to the process of establish
ing the general proposition, and the 
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remmnmg operation, which is sub
stantially that of interpreting the 
general proposition, we shall call by 
its usual name, Deduction .. And we 
shall consider every process1"by',,,"bieh 
anything is inferred respecting an 
unobserved case as consisting of an 
Induction followed by a Deduction; 
because, although the process needs 
not necessarily be carried on in this 
form, it is always susceptible of the 
form, and must be thrown into it 
when assurance of scientific accuracy 
is needed and desired. 

§ 8. The theory of the syllogism 
laid down in the preceding pages has 
obtained, among other important ad
hesions, three of peculiar value; those 
of Sir John Herschel. * Dr. Whewell, t 
and Mr. Bailey; t Sir John Herschel 
considering the doctrine, though not 
strictly ".a discovery," having been 
anticipated by Berkeley,§ to be "one 
of the greatest steps which have yet 
been made ill the philosophy of Logic." 
"When we consider" (to quote the 
further words of the same authority) 
"the inveteracy of the habits and pre
judices which it has cast to the winds," 
there; is no cause for misgiving in the 
fact that other thinkers, no less en
titled to consideration, have formed 
a very different estimate of it. Their 
principal objection cannot be better 
or more succinctly stated than by 
borrowing a sentence from Archbishop 
vVhatelY.1I "In every case where an 

* Review of Quetelet on Probabilities, 
Bssay.~, p. 367. 

t Philosophy of Discovery, p. 289_ 
t 1'heory of Reasoning, ch. iv., to which I 

may refer for an able statement and en· 
forcement of the grounds of the doctrine. 

§ On a recent careful reperusal of Ber
keley's whole works, I have been unable 
to find this doctrine in them. Sir John 
Herschel probably meant that it is implied 
in Berkeley's argument against abstract 
ideas. But I cannot find that Berkeley 
saw the implication, or had ever asked 
himRelf what bearing his argument had on 
the theory of the syllogism. Still less can 
I admit that the doctrine is (as has been 
affirmed by one of my, ablest and most 
candid critics) "among the standing marks 
of what is called the empirical philosophy." 

K Logic, book iv. ch. i. sect. x;. 

inference is drawn from 
(unless that name is to be gi 
mere random guess withol1 
grounds at all,) we must forlll . 
mentthat the instance or . ' 
adduced are sufficient to 
condusion; that it is 
these instances as a sample 
ing an inference respecting thu 
class;" and the expressiqn , 
judgment in words (it has bet-n 
by several of my critics) is thb 
premise. 

I quite admit that the major 
affirmation of the sufficiency 
evidence on which the conclusi( 
That it is so is the very 
my own theory. And whoe'vr.l" ft ..... 

that the major premise is 
adopts the theory in its ""'O""U',liUl'" 

But I cannot concede 
recognition of the 
evidence-that is, of the 
of the induction-is a 
induction itself; unless 
say that it is a part of ev'erv't.hi ....... 
do, to satisfy ourselves 
been done rightly. \Ve COllClllL1 ~ 1_ 
kno\vn instances to unknown 
impulse of the generalising'prop, 
and (until after a considerable 
of practice and mental du' ;CI'1 llil1lell. 
question of the . 
dence is only raised by a rel;r01lj,~. 
act, turning back upon our OWI\ 

steps, and examining whether w 
warranted in doing what we 
provisionally done. To speak, 
reflex operation as part of the 
one, requiring to be expressed 
in order that the verbal f 
correctly represent the pSYCll0!,J2iij1 
process, appears to me 
logy.* We review our syllogl 
well as our inductive proceSst;~ 
recognise that they have been 
rectly perforn1ed; but 
not add a third premise to 
gism, to express this act of 
tion. A ca,reful copyist veriHl 
transcript by collating it with 

* See the important chaptcr on 
in Professor Bain's great treatise, TI.t 
tions and the Will, pp. 581-584. 
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.' 1. and if no error app~ars, he nised, if it is sufficient to support the r ;is;s that the transcrIpt has general proposition, it is sufficient 
_ correctly ma~e. But we do not also to support an inference from par

n h examinatIOn of the copy a ticulars to particulars without passing 
11 ~f e

the 
act of c?pying: ., through the general propositions. The 

rt onclusion III an mductIOn IS inquirer who has logically satisfied 
'fb~ ' dC from the evidence itself, and himself that the conditions of legiti

iofl rt III a recognition of the suffi- mate induction were realised in the 
ro f the evidence: as I infer that cases A, B, C, would be as much 

It ~l~~:nd is walking towards me be- justified in concluding directly to the 
Ifl~ e I see him, and not because I Duke of Wellington as in concluding 

U5 mise that my eyes are open, and to all men. . The general conclusion 
yesight is a mea:ns of kn~wledge. is never legitimate, unless the particu

n operations whICh reqUIre care, lar one would be so too; and in no sense 
~n ~ lood to assure ourselves that the intelligible to me can the particular 
1 • has be\3n performed accur~tely; conclusion be said to be. drawn from 

t the testing of the proc~ss IS not the general one. Whenever there is 
th I,locess itself; and, beSIdes, may ground for drawing any conclusion at 

\ ' been omitted altogether, and yet all from particular instances, there is 
h process be correct. It is pre- ground for a general conclusion; but 
~lv because that ~per?'tion is omi~ted that this general conclusion should 
ill ;,rdinary unscl~ntIfic. reas.onmg, be actually drawn, however useful, 
th:lt there is anythmg gamed m cer- cannot be an indispensable condition 

'nt,Y b~ throwing reasoning into the of the validity of the inference in the 
\t,..,istIc form. To make sure, as particular ca~e. A man gives away 

f~ ;s possible, that it shall not be sixpence by the same power by which 
otnitted, we make the tes~ing opera- he disposes of his whole fortune; but 
ti n a part of the reasonmg process it is not necessary to the legality 
i if. We insist that the inference of the smaller act that he should 
f rH particnlars to particulars .s?all make a formal assertion of his right 

~ through a general proposltIOn. to the greater one. 
ut this is a security for good reason- Some additional remarks, in reply 

in " not a condition of all reasoni~g; to minor objections, are appended. * 
11 i in some cases not even a securIty. * A writer in the "British Quarterly 

OUI' most familar inferences are all Review" (August, x846), in a review of this 
de before we learn the use of treatise, endeavours to show that there is 

'udal propositions; and a perf\on of no petitio principii in the I'yllogism, by 
ulltlltored sa:;racity will skilfully apply denying that the proposition, All men are 

~ mortal, asserts or assumes that Socrates is 
hi acquired experience to adjacent mortal. In support of this denial, be argues 

eS, though he would bungle griev- that we may, and in fact do, admit the 
fI J ly in fixing the limits of the appro- general proposition that all men are mortal, 

~riate general theorem. But though without having particularly examined the case of Socrates, and even without know-
1 i may conclude rightly, he never, ing whether the individual so named is a 
properly speaking, knows whether he man or something else. But this of course 
\::\.., Jone so or not; he has not tested was never denied. That we can and do draw conclusions concerning cases speci-
hi, reasoning. Now, this is precisely fically unknown to us is the datum from 
'" hat forms of reasoning do for us. which all who discuss this subject must 
W ... do not need them to enable us set out. The question is, in what terms 

b bl t k 
the evidence or ground on which we draw 

to reason, ut to ena e us 0 ~now these conclusions may best be designated 
"hether we reason correctly. -whether lt is most correct to say, that 

In still further answer to the ob- \ the unknown case is proved by known 
j •. tion it may be added that-even cas~s1 or ~hat it Is proved by a general pro-
when the test has been applied, and ~~~~~~~~~dd;h! ~~~~~~ts t~o~~~~d ~~~ 
th .. sufficiency of the evidence recog· the former mode of eJepression. I hold it 
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§ 9. The preceding consideratiolls it, is the entire theory of the 
enable us to understand the true tainment of reasoned or inferred 
nature of what is termed, by recent Formal Logic, therefore, 
writers, Formal Logic, and the rela- William Hamilton from his 
tion between it and Logic in the of view, and Archbishop 
widest sense. Logic, as I conceive from his, have represented 

an abuse of language to say, that the proof tion is proved by the larger: while I 
that Socrates is mortal is that all men are tend that both assertions are prover! 
mortal. Turn it in what way we will, this gether by the same evidence, namely 
seems to me to be asserting that a thing is grounds of experience on which the j 

the proof of itself. Whoever pronounces ral assertion was made, and by 
the words, All men are mortal, has affirmed must be justified. 
that Socrates is mortal, though he may The reviewer says, that if the 
lleVer have heard of Socrates; for since mise included the conclusion, "we 
Socrates,whether known to be so or not, be able to affirm theconelnsion wlt;ho\lt t~:O .• 
really is a man, he is included in the words, intervention of the minor 
All men, and in every assertion of which everyone sees that that is 
they are the subject. If tbe reviewer does A similar argument is urged by 
not see that there is a difficulty here, I can Morgan (Formal Logic, p. 259): "The 
only advise him to reconsider the subject objection tacitly assumes the superfhu 
until he does: after which he will be a of the minor; t.bat is, tlicitly assumes 
better judge of the success or failure of an I know Socrates * to be a man as SOOD. 
attempt to remove the difficulty. That he we know him to be Socrates. " The oh 
had reflected very little on the point when tion would be well grounded if the a' 
he wrote his remarks is shown by his over-I tion that the major premise includes 
sight respecting the dictum de omni et nulld. conclusion, meant that it individu 
He acknowledges that this maxim as com- specifies all it includes. As, however 
monly expressed, "Whatever is true of a I only indication it gives is a descript,io~ 
class is true of everything included in the rmarks, we have still to compare any I1 
class," is a mere identieal proposition, since I individual with the marks; and to s) 
the class is nothing but the things included that this comparison has been made is 
in it. But he thinks this defect would office of the minor. But since, by su~ 
be cured by wording t. he maxim thus'-I sition, the new individual has the mal'ts. 
" Whatever is true of a class is true of whether we have ascertained him to h 
everything which can be shown to be a them or not; if we have affirmed the m,,· 
member of the class:" as if a thing could premise, we have asserted him to be mo 
" be shown" to be a member of the class Now my position is that this assertion 
without being one. If a class means the llOt bea necessary part of the argurn~ 
sum of all the things included in the class, It cannot be a necessary condition 
the things which can" be shown" to be reasoning that we should begin by mal:: 
included in it are part of the sum, and the an assertion which is afterwards to be 
dictllll~ is as much an identical proposition ployed in proving a part of itself. I . 
with respect to them as to the rest. One conceive oIlly one way out of this difiic 
wouldalmostimaginethatinthereviewer's viz. that what really forms the proof i~ 
opinion things are not members of a class other part of the assertion; the portioll 
until they are called up publicly to take it, the truth of which has been ascertain 
their place in it-that so long, in fact, as previously; and that the unproved pa 
Socrates is not known to be a man he is not bound up in one formula with the pro 
a man, and any assertion which can be part in mere anticipation, and as a meu 
made concerning men does not at all re- randJlm of the nature of the conclu8i' lII 
gard him, nor is affected as to its truth or which we are prepared to prove. 
falsity by anything in which he is con- With respect to the minor premise 
cerned. its formal shape, the minor as it stands hi 

The difference between the reviewer's the syllogism, predicating of Socrate, 
theory and mine may be thus stated. Both definite class name, I readily admit tha • 
admit tbat when we say, All men are is no more a necessary part of reasoniJ 
mortal, we make an assertion reaching than the major. When there is a maj or, 
beyond the sphere of our knowledge of doing its work by means of a class nalll 
individual cases; and that when a new minors are needed to interpret it: b 
individual, Socrates, is brought within the reasoning can be carried on without eith 
fi~ld of our knowledge by means of the the one or the other. They are not t 
mmor premise, we learn :that we have conditions of reasoning, but a precauti( 
already made an assertion respecting Soc
rates without knowing it: our own gene-
ral formula being, to that extent, for the *0 Mr. De MOt'gan sayil "Plato," but ., 
first time intel'Pret~l, to us. But according prevent confusion ·1 have kept to my 0,," 
to the reviewer's theory, the smaller asser- exemptum. 
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.hnlp. of Logic prop~rly so called,.is 
\I 11 a. very subordmate par~ of It, 
.1G' ... ing directly concerned WIth the 

11' t sS of Reasoning or Inference in 
V~~c:ense in which . tha~ process is a 
th~t of the InvestIgatIOn of Truth. 
\\'~at then, is Fo~al Logic? The 
~JlIe 'seems ~o be prope:-Iy apP.lied to 

n·
1 

that portIOn of doctrme wInch . re
L't . to the equivalence of different 

.l~e' of expression; the rules for 
Ill' " h .. (It t.,rwining W en assertIOns m a 
i :n form imply or suppo~e the trut? 
r falsity of other assertIOns. ThIS 

ill ,1udes the theory of t.he Impor~ of 
l'l't'positions, and of theIr C?~VerSIOn, 
r'luipollence, and Oppo~ItlOn: of 

;h ,,,e falsely called InductIOns (to be 
t, ll::1fter spoken .of ~), in. which the 
., parent generahsatIOn IS a mere 
. ridged statement of cases known 

~, lividua.lly; and finally, of the syl
"ism: while the theory of Naming, 

; J of (what is inseparably connected 

"iust erroneous reasoning. The only 
illor premise necessary to reasoning in 

1I 1\~ example under consideration is, Soc
r 'c:l is like A, B, C, and the other indi-
I:iuals who are kl~own to have died. And 

t I, is the only ulllversal type of that step 
I the reasoning process which is l'epre

. 'It.cd by the minor. Experience, how
<. ~r, of the uncertainty of this loose mode 
.' inference teaches the expediency of de
I rluining beforehand what kind of likeness 
.. the cases observed is necessary to bring 

.. unobserved case within the same predi
l t~; and the answer to this question is 

o major. The minor then identifies the 
1 "dse kind of likeness possessed by Soc
ri teS, as being the kind required by the 
f' I'luula. Thus the syllogistic mRjor and 
'1 0 "yllogistic minor start into existence 
I . .::ether, and are called forth by the same 

L-ency. When we conclude from per
flal experience without referring to any 

T' "OJrd-to any general theorems, either 
titten, or traditional, or mentally regis-

I red uy ourselves as conclusions of our 
·"n dmwing-we do not use, in our 
: ,O)ughts , either a major or a minor. such 

._' the syllogism puts into words. When, 
} "weve)', we revise this rough inference 
!I·.m particulars to particulars, and substi-

with it) Definition, though belonging 
still more to the other and larger kind 
of logic than to this, is a. necessary 
preliminary to this. The end aimed 
at by Formal Logic, and attained by 
the observance of its precepts, is not 
truth, but consistency. It has been 
seen that this is the only direct pur
pose of the rules of the syllogism; 
the intention and effect of which is 
simply to keep our inferences or con
clusions in complete consistency with 
our general formuhB or directions for 
~rawing them. The Logic of Con
SIstency is a necessary auxiliary to 
the Logic of Truth, not only because 
what is inconsistent with itself or with 
other truths cannot be true,. but also 
because truth can only be successfully 
pursued by drawing inferences from 
experience, which, if warrantable at 
all, admit of being generalised, and, 
to test their warrantableness, require 
to be exhibited in a generalised form ; 
after which the correctness of their 
application to particular cases is a 
question which specially concerns the 
Logic of Consistency. This Logic, 
not requiring any preliminary know
ledge of the processes or conclusions 
of the various sciences, may be studied 
with benefit in a much earlier stage 
of education than the Logic of Truth: 
and the practice which has empirically 
obtained of teaching it apart, through 
elementary treatises which do not 
attempt to include anything else, 
though the reasons assigned for the 
practice are in general very far from 
philosophical, admits of philosophical 
justification. 

CHAPTER IV. 
Ol!' ·TRAINS OF REASONING ANn 

DEDUCTIVE SCIENCES. 

· ·;te a careful one, the revision consists in § I l' f h .1 
,.!ecting two syllogistic premises. But . I. .N our ana YSIS 0 t e .s) -

' Lis neither alters nor adds to the evidence 10gIsm, It appeared that the lUmor 
,. had before; it only puts us in a better premise always affirms a resemblance 

I ition fo~ judging wheth!lr our in.ference between a new case and some cases 
" ,m. partICulars to partIculars IS well \ . 1 k h'l tl . ' 

~,.uunded. preVI?US y nown; w 1 e le major 
Infra, book Hi. ch. ii. premISe asserts something which, 
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having" been found true of those 
known cases, we consider ourselves 
warranted in holding true of any 
other case resembling the former in 
certain given particulars. 

If all ratiocinations resembled, as 
to the minor premise, the examples 
which were exclusively employed in 
the preceding chapter; if the resem
blance, which that premise asserts, 
were obvious to the senses, as in the 

.proposition "Socrates is a man," or 
were at once ascertainable by direct 
observation; there would be no neces
sity for trains of reasoning, and De
ductive· or Ratiocillutive Sci~nces 
would ndt ·exist~ Trains of reasoning 
exist only for the sake of extending 
an induction founded, as all induc 
tions must be, on observed cases, to 
other cases in which we not only 
cannot directly observe the fact which 
is to be proved, but cannot directly 
observe even the mark which is to 
prove it. 

flame, which spot is soluble in hy~ 
chloride of calcium, is arsenic; the 
substance before me conforms to th ' 
condition; therefore it is arseni 
To establish, therefore, the ultinu. 
conclusion, The substance before lr 

is poisonous, requires a process whic 
in order to be syllogistically expres8l'd 
stands in need of two syllogisms; a ' 
we have a.Train of Reasoning. 

When, however, we thus add syl. 
logism to syllogism, we are real.!y 
adding induction to induction. T 
separate inductions must have tak Il 
place to render this chain of inferell~ 
possible; lIlQ.uc,tiOll.s fQun~ed, p 
bably, on different sets of mdivid 
instances, but which converge in th ir 
results, so that th/? instance which 
the subject of inquiry comes with' 
the range of them both. The reCI 
of these inductions is contained in the 
majors of the two syllogisms. F~ 
we, or others for us, have examintd 
various objects which yielded und 
the given circumstances a dark s 

§ 2. Suppose the syllogism to be, with the given property, and found 
All cows ruminate; the animal which that they pm;sessed the propert i 
is before me is a cow; therefore it connoted by the word arsenic; tl~ 
ruminates. The minor, if true at a11, were metallic, volatile, their vapnur 
is obviously so: the only premise had a smell of garlic, and so fo 
the establishment of which requires Next, we, or others for us, have e 
any anterior process of inquiry is the mined various specimens which 1 
major; and provided the induction sessed . this metallic and volatile et 
of which that premise is the expres- racter, whose vapour had this sm 11. 
sion was correctly performed, the con- &c" and have invariably found tI 
clusion respecting the animal now they were poisonous. The first ob. l' 

present will be instantly drawn; vation we judge that we may ext~ 
because, as soon as she is compared to all substances whatever which yi. 
with the formula, she will be identi- that particular kind of dark s 
fied as being included in it. But the second, to all metallic and v 
suppose the syllogism to be the fol- tile substances resembling those 
lowing :-AlI arsenic is poisonous, examined; and consequently, not 
the substance which is before me is those only which are seen to be Sll 

arsenic, therefore it is poisonous. but to those which are concluded 
The truth of the minor may not here be such by the prior induction. I 

be obvious at first sight; it may not substance before us is only seen 
be intuitively evident, but may itself come within one o~ these, i~ductifl!~ 
be known only by inference. It may but by means of thIS one It IS br.ou<' 
be the conclusion of another argument, within the other. We are stIll, 
which thrown into the· syllogistic I before, concluding from particuJ 
form, 'WOUld stand thus :-\Vhatever to particulars; but we are now con
·,vhen lighted produces.a dark spot on cluding from partic~lars observed, 
~ piece of white porcelain heIr;! in the other particulars WhICh are not, ; 11 
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the simple cas?, seen to ~esemblethem 
ill luaterial po~nts. ~:mt mjer)',ed to do 

b cause resemblmg them m some
"~" e else, which we have been led 
~ :n~lite a different set of instances to 

) ~l'der as a mark of the former re
COIlS 
~t:mblance. . 
. This first ex?,mple of a tr~m of 
reasoning is S~ln. extremely SImple, 
h series conslstmg of only two 8yl
~o;isms. The following is somewhat 

'" re complicated :-No government, 
~~~ich earnestly seeks the good of . its 
"ubjects is likely to be overthrown; 

me particular government earnestly 
:~eks the good of its subjects, there
fore it is not like!y t? be ?verthrown, 
The major premIse m thIS argument 
we shall suppo~e no~ to .be, derived 
from consideratIOns a prwn, but to 
he a genera,lisation from history, 
which, whether correct or erroneous, 
must have been founded 0I!- observa
tion of governments concernmg whose 
Ilesire of the good of their subjects 
there was no doubt. It has been 
fuund, or thought. to be found, that 
these were not easIly overthrown, and 
it has been deemed that those in
~tances warranted an extension of the 
~ame predicate to any and every 
"uvernment which resembles them in 
the attribute of desiring earnestly the 
f.:()()d of its subjects. But does the 
:"overnment in question thus resemble 
them? This may be debated pro and 
("' In by many arguments, and must, in 
any case, be proved by ~nother induc
tion; for we cannot dIrectly observe 
the sentiments and desires of the per
~f)ns who carry on the government. 
Tu prove the minor, therefore, we 
require an argument in this form: 
Every government which acts in a 
certain manner desires the good of 
it:> subjects: the supposed govern
ment acts in that particular manner, 
therefore it desires the good of Hs 
f1ubjects. But is it true that the 
i-wvernment acts in the manner sup
jJnsed? This minor also may require 
1,roof; still another induction, as 
thus :-What is asserted by intelli
gent and disinterested witnesses may 

be believed to be true; that the go
vernment acts in this manner is as
serted by such witnesses, therefore it 
may be believed to be true, 'fhe argu
ment hence consists of three f$~p.s. 
Having the evidence of our seiises 
that the case of the government under 
consideration resembles a number of 
former cases, in the circumstance of 
having something asserted respecting 
it by intelligent and disinterested wit
nesses, we infer, first, that, as in those 
former instances, so in this instance, 
the assertion is true. Secondly, what 
was asserted of the government being 
that it acts in a particular manner, 
and other governments or persons 
having been observed to act in the 
same manner, the government in ques
tion is brought into known resem
blance with thbseother governments 
or persons; .. and since they were 
known to desire the good of the people, 
it is thereupon, by a second induction, 
inferred that the particular govern
ment spoken of desires the good of 
the people. This brings that govern
ment into known resemblance with 
the other governments which were 
thought likely to escape revolution, 
and thence, by :t third induction, it is 
concluded that this particular govern
ment is also likely to escape. This 
is still reasoning from particulars to 
particulars, but we now reason to the 
new instance from three distinct sets 
of former instances: to one only of 
those sets of instances do we directly 
perceive the new one to be similar; 
but from that similarity we induc
tively infer that it has the attribute 
by which it is assimilated to the next 
set, and brought within the corre
sponding induction; after which by 
a repetition of the same operation we 
infer it to be similar to the third set, 
and hence a third induction conducts 
us to the ultimate conclusion. 

§ 3. Notwithstanding the superior 
complication of these examples, com
pared with those by which in the pre
ceding chapter we illustrated the 
general theory of reasoning, every 
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doctrine which we then laid down 
holds equally true in these more in
tricate cases. The successive general 
propositions are not steps in the 
reasoning, are not intermediate links 
in the chain of inference between the 
particulars observed and those to 
which we apply the observation. If 
we had sufficiently capacious memo
ries, and· a sufficient power of main
taining order among a huge mass of 
details, the reasoning could go on with
out any general propositions; they are 
mere formuhe for inferring particulars 
from particulars. The principle of 
general reasoning is (as before ex
plained), that if, from observation of 
certain known particulars, what was 
seen to be true of them can be inferred 
to be true of any others, it may be 
inferred of all others which are of a 
certain description. And in order 
that we may never fail to draw this 
conclusion in a new case when it can 
be drawn correctly, and may avoid 
drawing it when it cannot, we deter
mine once for all what are the dis
tinguishing marks by which such 
cases may be recognised. The sub
sequent process is merely that of 
identifying an object, and ascertain
ing it to have those marks; whether 
we identify it by the very marks 
themselves, or by others which we 
ha ve ascertained (through another and 
a similar process) to be marks of those 
marks. The real inference is always 
from particulars to particulars, from 
the observed instances to an unob
served one; but in drawing this in
ference, we conform to a formula 
which we have adopted for our guid
ance in such operations, and which is 
a record of the criteria by which we 
thought we had ascertained that we 
might distinguish when the inference 
could,and when it could not, be dra\vn. 
The real premises are the individual 
observations, even though they may 
have been forgotten, or, :being the 
observations of others and not of our
selves, may, to us, never have been 
known: but we have before us proof 
that we or others once thought them 

sufficient for an induction, and 
have marks to show whether anYUf'" 
case is one of those to which, if tll" 1l 
known, the induction would have bl; 11 
deemed to extend. . These marks w 
either recognise at once, or by the ai,j 
of other marks, which by another Pt'\:. 

vious induction we collected to 1 
marks of the first. Even these mar',' 
of marks m~y only be recogui~~,l 
through a thIrd set of marks; all' 
we may have a t~ain of reasoning" f 
any length, to brmg a new case with 
in the scope of an induction ground"d 
on particulars its similarity to whi 'h 
is only ascertained in this indire 
manner. 

Thus, in the preceding example, tll 
ultimate inductive inference was, th. 
a certain government was not likely 
to be overthown; this inference Wi 

drawn according to a formula in which 
desire of the public good was set dOlVll 
as a mark of not being likely to I 
overthrown; a mark of this nl2,r' 
was acting in a particular manner : 
and a mark of acting in that mannt:r 
was being asserted to do so by intelli 
gent and disinterested witnesses: thi 
mark the government under discu _ 
sion was recognised by the senses n 
possessing. Hence that governmell t 
fell within the last induction, and L 
it was brought within all the other. 
The perceived resemblance of th , 
case to one set of observed particular 
cases brought it into known reseJiJ
blance with another set, and that with 
a third. 

In the more complex branches (, 
knowledge, the deductions seldom 
consist, as in the examples hithert.1 
exhibited, of a single chain, a a mark 
of b, b of c/c of d, therefore a a mar!' 
of d. They consist (to carry on th'J 
same metaphor) of several chain 
united at the extremity, as thus: a' 
mark of d, b of e, c of f, d e f of 11 , 

therefore a b c a mark of n. Suppose. 
for example, the following combina, 
tion of circumstances: I st, rays of 
light impinging on a reflecting sur· 
face; 2nd, that surface parabolic : 
3rd, those rays parallel to each otb( r 
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t the axis of the surface . .." It is 
;111.1 0 oved that the concourse of 
t bepr . k three circumstances IS a mar 
t to-e tl e reflected rays will pass 
t ," Lt 11 the focuS of the parabolic 
I "flUg 

1 N' oW each of the three cir-
' if ace. .!.. " k f 

Clll1lstances IS smgly a mar 0 some-
. material to the case. Rays of 

tlung " fl t' " ,ht iInpmglllg on a re ec mg sU,r-
1 - re a mark that those rays WIll 
1 •• l;L: aflected at an angle equal to the 
lot; re Th b r l,.le of incidence. e para 0 IC 
;' l~ of the, surfac,e is ~ mark that, 
t m any pOlllt of It a hne drawn to t;:: focuS and a line parallel .to the 

's will make equal angles WIth the 
.1 ,lface. And finally, the parallelism 
.nr ,. ktht f the rays to the aXIS IS a mar a 
' ;ldr angle of incidence coincides with 
.:ut: of these equal angles. The three 
marks taken together are, theref~re a 

ark of all these three thmgs umted. 
But the three united are evidently a 
luark that the angle of reflection must 
(."incide with the other of the two 
" jual angles, that formed b.y a li?e 
!lrawn to the focus; and thIS agam, 
hy the fu~dam~ntal axiom .. concerning 
~traight hnes, IS a mark "hat the re
fh .:ted rays pass through the focus. 
)ll)~t chains of physical deduction are 
of this more complicated type; and 
\'ven in mathematics such are abun
dant, as in all propositions where th.e 
hypothesis includes numerous condI
tions: "If a circle be taken, and if 
within that circle a point be taken, 
/1' ,t the centre, and if straight lines be 
drawn from that point to the circum
ference, then,' &c. 

or, at least, no difficulties in science. 
The existence, for example, of an ex
tensive Science of Mathematics~ re
quiring the highest scientific genius 
in those who contributed to its crea
tion, and calling for a most continued 
and vigorous exertion of intellect in 
order to appropriate it when created, 
may seem hard to be accounted for on 
the foregoing theory. But the con
siderations more recently adduced re
move the mystery, by showing that 
even when the inductions themselves 
are obvious, there ma,y be much diffi
culty in finding whether the particu~ar 
case which is the subject of inqUIry 
comes within them; and ample room 
for scientific ingenuity in so combin
ing various inductions, as, by means 
of one within which the case evidently 
falls to brinO' it within others in which 
it c~nnot b~ directly seen to be in
cluded. 

When the more obvious of the in
ductions which can be made in any 
science from direct observations have 
been made, and general formulas have 
been framed, determining the limits 
within which these inductions are ap
plicable; as often as a new.case can 
be at once seen to come withm one of 
the formulas, the induction is applied 
to the new case, and the business is 
ended. But new cases are continually 
arising, which do not obviously come 
within any formula whereby the ques
tion we want solved in respect of them 
could be answered. Let us take an 
instance from geometry: and as it is 
taken only for illustration, let the 
reader concede to us for the present, 

§ 4. The considerations now stated what we shall endeavour to prove in 
remove a serious difficulty from the the next chapter, that the first pr~n
",if'w we have taken of reasoning, ciples of geometry are results of m
which view might otherwise have ducti on. Our example shall be the 
~t:t::med not easily reconcilable with fifth proposition of the first book of 
the fact that there are Deductive or Euclid The inquiry is, Are the 
Ratiocinative Sciences. It might seem angles at the base of an isosceles tri
to follow, if all reasoning be induction, angle equal or u?equal ~ The fi:st 
that the difficulties of philosophical thing to be conSIdered IS,. what m
investigation must lie in the induc-I ductions we have, from WhICh we can 
tions exclusively, and that when these infer equality or inequality. For .in
were easy, and susceptible of no doubt ferring equality we hav~ the f~lloWlllg 
ur hesitation, there could be DO science, formulre;-Thlllgs which bemg ap-
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plied to each other coincide are equals. to do, because we are undertaking t f,) 
Things which are equal to the same trace deductive truths not to pri" r 
thing are equals. A whole and the deductions, but to their original hl. ' 
sum of its parts are equals. The sums ductive foundation. "Ve must ther, .. 
of equal things are equals. The dif- fore use the premises of the fourtl, 
ferences of equal things are equals. proposition instead of its conclusion 
There are no other original formulre and prove the fifth directly frol,1 
to prove equality. For inferring in- first. principles. To do so reqllir, 
equality we have the following :-A six formulas. ("Ve must begin, ni' in 
whole and its parts are unequals. Euclid, by prolonging the equal i 1 
'.rhe sums of equal things and unequal AB, AC, to equal distances, and join. 
things are unequals. The differences I ing the extremities BE, DC.) 
of equal things and unequal things A 
are unequals. In all, eight formulre. 
The angles at the base of an isosceles 
triangle do not obviously come within 
any of these. The formulre specify 
certain marks of equality and of in
equality, but the angles cannot be 
perceived intuitively to have any of 
those marks. On examination it ap
pears that they have; and we ulti
mately succeed in bringing them 
within the formula, "The differences 
of equal things are equal." Whence .D 
comes the difficulty of recognising 
these angles as the differences of 
equal things? Because each of them 

FIRST FORJl.IULA.-The sum,s of eq1WU 
are equal. 

is the difference not of one pair only, 
but of innumerable pairs of angles; 
::md out of these we had to imagine 
and select two, which could either 
be intuitively perceived to be equals, 
or possessed some of the marks of 
equality set down in the various for
mulre. By an exercise of ingenuity, 
which, on' the part of the first inven
tor, deserves to be regarded as con
siderable, two pairs of angles were 
hit upon which united these requi
sites. First, it could be perceived 
intuitively that their differences were 
the angles at the base; and, secondly, 
they possessed one of the marks of 
equality, namely, coincidence when 
applied to one another. This coin
cidence, however, was not perceived 
intuitively, but inferred in conformity 
to another formula. 

For greater clearness, I subjoin an 
2.nalysis of the demonstration. Euclid, 
it will be remembered, demonstrates 
his fifth proposition by means of the 
fourth. This is not allowable for us 

AD and AE are sums of equals b . 
the supposition. Having that mar 
of .equality, they are concluded LI 
this formula to be equaL . 

SECOND FORMULA. - Equal straig1>l 
lines or a1~gles, being applied to Oj l 

another, coincide. 

AC, AB, are within this formnI. 
by supposition; AD, AE, have beell 
brought within it by the precedin~ 
step. The angle at A considered a 
an angle of the triangle ABE, anl l 
the same angle considered as an angk· 
of the triangle ACD, are of cour~l' 
within the formula. All these pail. 
therefore possess the property which, 
according to the second formula, is :\ 
mark that when applied to one ano
ther they will coincide. Conceive 
them, then, applied to oneanoth'Jr 
by turning over the triangle ABE. 
and laying it on the triangle AOD ill 
such a manner that AB of the 011 > 

shalll.ie upon AC of the other. Then, 
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the equality of the angles, AE will 
l~y on AD. But AB and AC, AE 
~~d AD are equals; therefore th~y 
will coincide al~o~ether, and of course 
:;.t their extremItIes, D, E, and B, C. 

IRD FORMuLA.-Straight lines, hav-
Ta; [J their extremities coincident, coin· ·m 

dele. 
BE and C D have been brou~ht 

within this formul?, by the preCedI?g 
induction; they WIll, therefore, com· 
cide. 

FOURTH ~ORMU.LA .• -Angle~, 0aving 
their s~des co~nc~clent, cmnmde. 

The third induction having shown 
U n.t BE and CD coincide, and the 
o:cond that AB, AC, coincide, the 
. gles ABEaIid ACD are thereby 
~~ou(1'ht within the fourth formula, 
and ~ccordingly coincide. 

FIFTH FORHuLA.-Things which coin
cide a1'e equal. 

The angles ABE and ACD are 
brought within th~s formula by. the 
induction immedIate:ly pr~cedmg. 
This train of reasonmg bemg also 
applicable, llwtatis mutandis, to the 
allO'les EBC, DCB, these also are 
br~ught within the fifth formula. 
And, finally, 

tions are brought to bear upo? the 
same particular case.. And thIS n<?t 
being at all an ObVIOUS thought, It 
may be seen from an example so near 
the threshold of mathematics how 
much scope there may well b~ for 
scientific dexterity in the hIgher 
branches of that and other sciences, 
in order so to combine a few simple 
inductions as to bring within each of 
them innumerable cases which are not 
obviously included in it; and how 
loner and numerous, and complicated 
may'te the processes for bringing the 
inductions together, even when each 
induction may itself be very easy and 
simple. All the inductio?s i~volved 
in all geometry are comprIsed m those 
simple one's, the formulre of which are 
the Axioms, ~nd a few of the so-called 
Definitions ... The remainder of the 
science is made up of the processes 
employed for bringingunfor~seen cas.es 
within these inductions ; or(msyllogIs
tic language) for proving the ~inors 
necessary to complete the syllogIsms; 
the majors being the defi~i~ions and 
axioms. In those defimtIOns and 
axioms are laid down the whole of 
the marks, by an artful combina~ion 
of which it has been found pOSSIble 
to discover and prove all that is 
proved in geometry. T~e ma~ks 
beiner so few, and the inductIons WhICh 
furnish them being so obvious and 

:::lIxTHFoRMULA.-11he diffe1'ences of familiar' the connecting of several of 
equals a1'e equal. them together, which constitutes De-

The angle ABC . being the differ- ductions or Trains of Reasoning, forms 
ence of ABE, CBE, and (he angle the whole difficulty of the science, and, 
.\OB being the difference of ACD, with a trifling exception, its whole 
DOB; which have been proved to be bulk; and hence Geometry is a De
~'1uals; ABC and AGB are brought ductive Science. 
within the last formula by the whole '. * 
of the previous process. § 5.' It WIll be seen ~lel'e.after that 

The difficulty here encountered is there.' ~re weighty. s?Ientrfic reasons 
rhiefly that of figming to ourselves for' gwmg to every SCIence .as mu?h of 
the two angles at the base of the the cha:racter of a Deductlye SCIence 
triangle ABC as remainders made by as pOSSIble; for endeavourmg to con
cutting one pair of angles out of an- struc~ the science ~rorr: the fe.west and 
other, while each pair shall be corre- the SImplest pOSSIble mductI~ns, ~nd 
~polldiner angles of triangles which I to make these, by any combmatlOns 
have t>\;'o sides and the intervening however complicated, suffice for prov· 
:mgl quat . It is by t~is happy con- * Infral book iii. ch. iv. § 3, and else· 
trivMce that so many dIfferent mduc- where. 
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ing even such truths, relating to com
plex cases, as could be proved, if we 
chose, by inductions from specific 
experience. Every branch of natural 
philosophy was originally experimen
tal; each generalisation rested on a 
special induction, and was derived 
from its own distinct set of observa
tions and experiments. Ifrom being 
sciences of pure experiment, as the 
phrase is, or, to speak more correctly, 
sciences in which the reasonings 
mostly consist of no more than one 
step, and are expressed by single 
syllogisms, all these sciences have 
become to some extent, and some of 
them in nearly the whole of their 
extent, sciences of pure reasoning; 
whereby multitudes of truths, already 
known by induction from as many 
different sets of experiments, have 
come to be exhibited as deductions or 
corollaries from inductive propositions 
of a simpler and more universal char
acter. Thus mechanics, hydrostatics, 
optics, acoustics, thermology, have 
successively been rendered mathe
matical; and astronomy was brought 
by Newton within the laws of general 
mechanics. Why it is that the sub
stitution of this circuitous mode of 
proceeding for a process apparently 
much easier and more natural, is held, 
and justly, to be the greatest triumph 
of the investigation of nature, we are 
not, in this stage of our inquiry, pre
pared to examine. But it is neces
sary to remark, that although, by 
this progressive transformation, all 
sciences tend to become more and 
more Deductive, they are not, there
fore, the less Inductive; every step 
in the Deduction is still an Induc
tion. The opposition is not between 
the terms Deductive and Inductive, 
but between Deductive and Experi
mental. A science is experimental, 
in proportion as every new case, which 
presents any peculiar features, stands 
in need of a new set of observations 
and experiments-a fresh induction. 
It is deductive, in proportion as it 
can draw conclusions, respecting cases 
of a new kind, by procllsses which 

bring those cases under old 
tions; by ascertaining that 
which cannot be observed to 
the requisite marks, have, 
marks of those marks. 

We can now, therefore, 
what is the generic 
tween sciences which can 
Deductive, and those which 
yet remain Experimental. 
ference consists in oar hav' 
able. or not yet able, to 
marks of marks. If by our 
inductions we have been able 
ceed no farther than to such 
tions as these, a a mark of 
and b marks of one another, c 
of d, or c and d marks of one 
without anything to connect a or 
with c or cl; ,ye have a sciencl' 
detached and mutually In(le"(:.enlie1ll 
generalisations, such as these, 
acids redden vegetable blues, and 
alkalies colour them green; 
neither of which propositions 
we, directly or indirectly, infer 
other; and a science, so far as it 
composed of such 
purely experimental. 
the present state of our knowleli!1IIL 
has not yet thrown off t . 
There are other sciences, 
which the propositions are of 
kind: a a mark of h, b a mark 
c of cl, d of e, &c. In these 
we can mount the ladder from a 
by a process of ratiocination; we 
conclude that a is a mark of c, 
that every object which has the 
a has the property e, 
haps, we never were able to 
C~ and e together, and although 
cl, our only direct mark of e, may 
be perceptible in those objects, 
only inferrible. Or, varying the 
metaphor, we may be said to get 
a to e underground: the marks 
cl, which indicate the route, 
be possessed somewhere by the 
concerning which we are . 
but they are below the surface: 
the only mark that is visible, 
it we are able to trace in 
all the rest. 
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,rA can now understand how 
imental may transform itself 

, 1 J ductive science by the mere 
,1\, ~ '"' of experiment: In .an ex

l' rim' utal science, the mductIOns, as 
tUl IMV'- said, lie detached, as a a 
ulark "f b, c a mark of cl, e a mark. of 

f, 
0,1'-;0 on: noW, a new set .of In

. and a consequent new mduc-
:UI~' , "d h 

tlOIl, /hay at any tIme bn ge over t e 
aO n. l between two of these uncon

k i arches; b, for example, may 
n _nained to be a mark of c, 

i~h .'nables us the~ceforth to prove 
IIctively that a IS a mark of c. 

r: I }me~imes ~appens, som~ com
b n. ive mductIOn may raIse an 

lu~h I d~h in the air, which bridges 
r bo"ts of them at once: h, cl, f, 

IIDt! • II the rest, turning out to be 
rk. Clf Borne one thing, or of things 

tw,,-l1 which a connection has 
ad been traced. As when N ew

(iil'covered that the motions, 
hctl1er regular or apparently ano

I 11 of all the bodies of the solar 
.'Ul (each of which motions had 

11 inferred by a separate logical 
ti m from separate marks) were 

mrk. of moving round a common 
1\. with a centripetal force vary
III ;tly as the mass, and inversely 

Ull ~lluare of the distance from 
tl c. litre. This is the greatest 
x fill I · which has yet occurred of 

t.f;lnsformation, at one stroke, of 
iCnl,;H which was still to a great 

ltlerely experimental, into a 
uc . \ . ·ciuDce. 

T I\,: formations of the same nature, 
I 011 a smaller scale, continually 

l la.ce in the less advanced 
bmnch •. of physical knowledge, with

I ,.hling them to throw off the 
l't. r of experimental sciences. 
\ ith regard to the two un-

ge~ : . and it is quite possible that 
thIS CIrcumstance may one day furnish 
a bond of connection between the two 
propositions in question, by showing 
that the antagonistic action of acids 
and alkalies in producing or destroy
ing the colour blue is the result of 
some one, more general, law. Al
though this connecting of detached 
generalisations is so much gain it 
tends bnt little to give a deductive 
character to any science as a whole' 
because the new courses of observa~ 
tion and experiment, which thus en
able us to connect together a few 
general truths, usually make known 
to us a still greater number of uncon
nected n.e,,: ones. H~nce chemistry, 
though SImIlar extensIOns and simpli
fications of its generalisations are 
continually taking place, is still in 
the main an experimental science 
and is likely so to continue unles~ 
some comprehensive induction should 
be hereafter arrived at, which like 
Newton's, shall connect a vast 'num
ber of the smaller known inductions 
together, and change the whole 
method of the science at once. Chem
i~try has. already one great generalisa
tIOn, whICh, though relatino- to one of 
the subordinate aspects of chemical 
phenomena, possesses within its limited 
sphere this comprehensive character' 
the principle of Dalton, called th~ 
atomic theory, or the doctrine of 
chemical equivalents, which, by en
abling us to a certain extent to fore
see the proportions in which two 
substances will combine, before the 
experiment has been tried, constitutes 
undoubtedly a source of new chemical 
truths obtainable by deduction, as 
well as a connecting principle for all 
t~uths of t~e same description pre
VIOusly obtamed by experiment. 

nn t. -d propositions before cited 
y. - cids redden vegetable blues; § 7. The discoveries which change 
i.·,. make .th~m green; it ~s re- the method of a science from experi
I 1.y Lleblg,. that all blue mental to deductive mostly consist in 

C 1.111'" matters whICh are reddened I establiShing. ' either by deduction or by 
hi \~s well as, recir:rocally, all direct experiment, that the varieties 

ounng matt~rs whICh .are ;en- of a particular phenomepon uniformly 
~ Llut: by alkalIes) contam mtro- accompany the varieties of some other 

K 
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phenomenon better known. Thus the covered that variations of quality I 
Hcience of sound, which previously any class of phenomena correSl lIlIf 
stood in the lowest rank of merely regularly to variations of qnalltit, 
experimental science, became deduc- either in those same or in some ot 
tive when it was proved by experiment phenomena; every formula of rna I 
that ev~ry variety of sound was con- matics applicable to quantities wJ . 
sequent on, and therefore a mark of, vary, ill that particular manner 
a distinct and definable variety of comes a mark of a corresponrl ' 
oscillatory motio!l among the particles general truth respecting the van 
of the transmittmg' medium. When tions" in quality which accoffil' 
this was ascertained it followed that them; and the science of quallQ 
every relation of succession or co-ex- being (as far as any science can 
istence which obtaiued"'between phe- altogether deductive, the theory 
nomena of the more known class, that partieulal' kind of qualities . 
obtained also between t~e phenomena comes, to this extent, deductive li 
which correspond to 'them in the wise. 
other class. Every sonnd, being a The most striking instance in poi 
mark of a particular oscillatory mo- which history affords (though not 
tion, became, a mark of everything example of an experimental scic 
which, l;>y the laws of dynamics, was rendered deductive, but of an unpa 
known to be inferrible from that leled extension' given to thededuc . 
motiop; and everything which by process in a science which was ded 
those same laws was a mark of any tive already) is the revolution 
oscillatory motion among the particles geometry which originated with IJcao 
of an:.elastic medium became a mark cartes and was completed' by Cbi. 
of the'corresponding sound. And thus aut. These great mathematici' 
many truths, not before suspected, pointed out the importance of 
concerning sound become deducible fact, that to every variety of positi 
from the known laws of the propaga- in points, direction in lines, or f" 
tion of motion through an elastic in curves or surfaces, (all of whi 
medium; wl),il,e facts already empiri- are Qualities,) there correspond>! 
cally known respecting sound become peculiar relation of quantity betw" 
an indication of corresponding pro- either two or three rectilineal CO-OI 

perties of vibrating bodies, previously nates; insomuch that if the law w 
undiscovered. known according to which those 

But the grand agent for trans- ordinates vary relatively to one 
forming experimental into deductive other, every other geometrical l' 
sciences is the science of number. perty of the' line or surface in q 
The properties of number, alone tion, whether relating to quantity 
among all known phenomena, are, in quality, would be capable of bei 
the most rigorous sense, properties inferred. Hence it followed t 
of all things whatever. .All things every geometrical question could 
are not coloured, or ponderable, or solved, if the corresponding, alg 
even extended; but all things are braical one could; and geome 
numerable. And if we consider this received an accession (actual or pot. 
science in its whole extent, from tial) of new truths, corresponding 
common arithmetic up to the calculus every property of numbers which 
of variations, the truths already ascer- progress of the calculus had brou~h 
tained seem all but infinite, and or might in future bring, to light. III 
admit of indefinite extensiQn, the same general mapner, mechani 

These truths, though a~rmable of I astronomy, and in a less degree ev~ 
all things whatever, of course apply branch of natural Ph, ilosophy ColJlo 

to them only in respect of their monly so called, have been mm 
quantity. But if it comes to be dis- algebraical. The varieties of ph) 

DEMONSTRATION AND NECESSARY TRUTHS. 

I phenomena with which those I same subject of inquiry, and drawing 
ca, es are conversant have been a case within one induction by means 
~(;Jf'nJ to answer to determinable of another; wherein lies the pecu
(OU~ fes in the quantity of some liar certainty always ascribed to the 
':'1'le~stance or other; or at least to sciences which are entirely, or almost 

Cl1'C,U ties of form or position for which entirely, deductive? 'Why are they 
\.>1'le s onding equations of quantity called the Exact Sciences? ,\Vhy 
.:reafreadY been, or were susceptible are mathematical certainty, and the 

h, being discovered by geometers. evidence of demonstration, common 
" I these various transformations, phrases to express the very highest 
h ' n propositions of the science of degree of assurance attainable by 

t ~ber do but fulfil the function reason? Why are mathematics by 
Jll! per to all propositions forming a almost all philosophers, and (by some) 
P~n of reasoning, viz. that of enabling even those branches of natural philo-
Ca to arrive in an indirect method, by sophy which, through the medium of 

rks of marks, at such of the pro- mathematics, have been converted in
IJI~ies of objects as we cannot directly to deductive sciences, considered to be 
I cArtain (or not so conveniently) by independent of the evidence of experi
III riment. We travel from a given ence and observation, and character
~i~le or tangible fact through the ised as systems of Necessary Truth? 
truths of numbers to the facts sought. The answer I conceive to be, that 
The given fact is a mark that a cer- this character of' necessity ascribed 

in relation subsists between the to the trnths of mathematics, and even 
qnantities of some of the elements (with some rese:vations ~o be he~eafter 

ncerned ; while the fact sought pre- made) the peculIar certamtyattl'lbuted 
\:pposes a certain relation between to them, IS an illusion;· in order to 

t!tu quantities of some other elements. sustain which, it is necessary to sup-
'nw if these last quantities are de- pose that those truths relate to, and 
~ Ildent in some known manner upon express the properties of purely ima
thl! former, or '1-'ice versa, we can ginary objects. It is acknowledged 

me from the numerical relation that the conclusions of geometry are 
I ... tween the one set of quantities to deduced, partly at least, from the so
d tennine that which subsists between called Definitions, and that those de
tb ' other set; the theorems of the finitions are assumed to be correct 
C3lculus affording the intermediate representations, as far as they go, of 
links. And thus one of the two the objects with which geometry is 
physical facts becomes a mark of the conversant. Now we have pointed 
other, by being a mark of a mark of out that, from a definition as such, no 

Ulark of it. proposition, unless it be ono concern
ing the meuning of a word, can ever 
follow; and that what apparently 
follows from a definition, follows in 

CHAPTER V. reality from an implied assumption 
that there exists a real thing con

or DEMONSTRATION AND NECESSARY formable thereto. This assumption 
TRUTHS. in the case of the definitions of geo-

§ 1. IF, as laid down in the two metry, is not strictly true: there 
preceding chapters, the foundation of exist no real things exactly conform
-; sciences, even deductive or demon- able to the definitions. There exist 
rati'le sciences, is Induction; if every no points without magnitude; no 
• 'r in the ratiocinations even of geO-llines without breadth, nor perfectly 

IIlt-try is an act of induction; and if straight; no circles with all their 
train of reasoning is but bringing radii exactly equal, nor squares with 

III 1nl' inductions to bear upon the all their angles perfectly right. It 
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will perhaps be said that the assump· matical lin.e, thin~s so from the l>\ • 

tion does not extend to the actual, dence of hIS conSCIOusness: I susl 
but only to the possible existence of it is rather because he supposes ti ' 
such things. I answer that, accord" unless suc~ a conception were possil~ a 
ing to any test we have of possibility, mathematICs could not exist a~ 
they are not even possible. Their science: a supposition which tht 
existence, so far as we can form any wil~ be no difficulty in showing tu 1 
judgment, would seem to be incon- entIrely groundless. 
sistent with the physical constitution Since, then, neither in nature n 
of our planet at least, if not of the in the human mind, do there ~)(i 
universe. To get rid of this diffi- any objects exactly corresponding 14 
culty, and at the same time to save the definitions of geometry, While \ 
the credit of the supposed system of that science cannot be supposed tu' 
necessary truth, it is customary to say conversant about non-entities· 1) 

that the points, lines, circles, and thing remains but to conside; g11). 
squares which are the subject of geo- metry as conversant with such lill 
metry, exist in our conceptions merely, angles, and figures as really exi 
and are part of our minds; which and the definitions, as they are call, 
minds, by working on their own must be regarded as some of our fi 
materials, construct an a priori and most obyious generalisations Cl 

science, the evidence of which is cerning those natural objects. TI· 
purely mental, and has nothing what- correctness of those generalisation 
ever to do with outward experience. as generalisations, is without a fla, 
By howsoever high authoritieE1 this the equality of all the radii of a ci 
doctrine may have been sanctioned, it is true of all circles, so far as it . 
appears to me psychologically incor- true of anyone: but it is not exac 
recto The points, lines, circles, and true of any circle; it is only nea 
squares which anyone has in his true; so nearly that no error of 
mind, are (I apprehend) simply copies importance in practice will be incurr 
of the points, lines, circles, and squares by feigning it to be exactly tl'1 l 
which he has known in his experience. When we have occasion to exte 
Our idea of a point I apprehend to these inductions, or theirconsequenc 
be simply our idea of the 1ninimU1n to cases in which the error would 
visibile, the smallest portion of 8ur- appreciable-to lines of perceptib 
face which we can see. A line as breadth or thickness, parallels whi 
defined by geometers is wholly incon- deviate sensibly from equidistant 
ceivable. We can reason about a line and the like-we correct our conclu 
as if it had no breadth; because we sions by combining with them a £rl· 
have a power, which is the foundation set of propositions relating to t.l 
of all the control we can exercise over aberration; just as we also take ; 
the operations of our minds; the propositions relating to the physie 
power, when a perception is present or chemical properties of the materi 
~o our senses or a conception to our if those properties happen to introdu 
mtellects, of attending to a part only any modification into the resul · 
of that perception or conception, in- which they easily may, even with 1 

stead of the whole. But we cannot speet to figure and magnitude as in 
concei1:e a line without breadth; we the case, for instance, of expansil 
can form no mental picture of such a by heat. So long, however, as thl' 
line; .all the lines which we have in exists no practical necessity for : 
our mmds are lines po~se~sing breadth. tending to any of the properties . 
I~ any on.e doubts thls, we may refer I the object except its geometrical pI ~ 
hIm t? hl~ own experience. ~ much perties, or to any of the natural in 
~uestIOn If ?,ny one ~ho fanCles that gularities in those, it is convenient to 
.le can conceIVe what IS cllUed a mathe- neglect the consid.eration of the utllt 
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operties and of the irregularities, 
111' d to reason as if these did not 
:~ist: accordingly, we formally an-

unce in the definitions, that we in
:~nd to proceed on this plan. But it 
.s an error to suppose, because we re
~lve to confine our attention to a 
certain number of the properties of 
. n object, that we therefore conceive, 
':r have an idea of, the object denuded 
:!f its other properties. \Ve are think
inO" all the time, of precisely such 
obj~ctg as we have seen and touched, 
and with all the properties which 
naturally belong to them; but, for 
,cientific convenience, we feign them 
~o be divested of all properties, except 
those which are material to our pur
pose, and in regard to which we de
sign to consider them. 

The peculiar. accuracy, supposed to 
be characteristic of the first principles 
.,f geometry thus appears to be ficti
tious. The assertions on which the 
reasonings of the science are founded 
.jonot,anymore than in other sciences, 
'exactly correspond with the fact, but 
we suppose that they do so for the 
AAke of tracing the consequences 
which follow from the supposition. 
The opinion of Dugald Steward re· 
:;pecting the foundations of geometry, 
is, I conceive, substantially correct; 
that it is built on hypotheses; that 
it owes to this alone the peculiar 
certainty supposed to distinguish it; 
and that in any science whatever, by 
reasoning from a set of hypotheses, 
we may obtain a body of conclusions 
as certain as those of geometry, that 
is, as strictly in accordance with the 
hypotheses, and as irresistibly com
pelling assent, on condition that those 
hypotheses are true. * 
* It is justly remarked by Professor 13ain 

(Logic, ii. I34) that the word Hypothesis is 
used here in a somewhat peculiar sense. 
An hypothesis, in science, usually means 
a supposition not proved to be true, ·bllt 
~urmised to be so because if true it would 
account for certain known facts; and the 
final result of the speculation may be to 
prove its truth. The hypotheses spoken 
of in the text are of a different character; 
they are known not to be literally true, 
whIle as much of them as is true is not 

When, therefore, it is affirmed that 
the conclusions of geometry are neces
sary truths, the necessity consists in 
reality only in this, that they correctly 
follow from the suppositions from 
which they are deduced. Those 
suppositions are so far from being 
necessary, that they are not even 
true; they purposely depart, more or 
less widely, from the truth. The 
only sense in which necessity can be 
ascribed to the conclusions of any 
scientific investigation, is that of 
legitimately following from some as
sumption, which, by the conditions 
of the inquiry, is not to be questioned. 
In this relation, of course, the deriva
tive truths of every deductive science 
must stand to the inductions, or as
sumptions, on which the science is 
founded, and which, whether true or 
untrue, certain or doubtful in them
selves, are always supposed certain 
for the purposes of the particular 
science. And therefore the conclu
sions of all deductive sciences were 
said by the ancients to be necessary 
propositions. We have observed al
ready that to be predicated necessarily 
was characteristic of the predicable 
Proprium, and that a proprium was 
any property of a thing which could 
be deduced from its essence, that is, 
from the properties included in its 
definition~ 

§ 2. The important doctrine of 
Dugald Stewart, which I have en
deayoured to enforce, has been C011-

hypothetical, but certuin. The two'cases, 
however, resemble in the circumstance 
that in both we reason, not from a trut.h, 
but from an assumption, and the truth 
therefore of the conclnsions is conditional, 
not categorical. This suffices to justify, ill 
point of logical propriety, Stewart's use of 
the term. It is of course needful to bear 
in mind that the hypothetical element in 
the definitions of geometry is the assump
tion that what is very ncarly true is exactly 
so. This unreal exactitude might be called 
a fiction, as properly as an hypothesis; but 
that appellation, still more tban the other, 
would fail to point ont the close relation 
which exists between the fictitious point 
or line and the points and lines of which 
we have experience. 
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tested by Dr. Whewell, both in the its real nature: we must not ascri 
dissertation appended to his excellent to the thing any property which It 
Mechanical Euclid, and in his elabo- has not; our liberty extends only 
rate work on the Philosophy of the slightly exaggerating some of th, 
Inductive Sciences " in which last he which it has, (by assuming it to 
also replies to an article in the Edin- completely what it really is Vt 

burO'h Review, (ascribed to a writer nearly,) and suppressing others, unct'tJ 
of g~eatscientific eminence,) in which the indispensable obligation of re. 
Stewart's opinion was defendedagainst ing them whenever, and in as far; 
his former strictures. The supposed their presence or absence would mu 
refutation of Stewart consists in prov - any material difference in the trll 
ing against him (as has also been done of our conclusions. Of this natu 
in this work) that the premises of accordingly, are the first principles in. 
geometry are not definitions, but vol "ed in the definitions of geomet 
assumptions of the real existence of That the hypotheses should be of t , 
things corresponding to those defini- particular character is, however, 
tions. Thi'3, however, is doing little further necessary, than inasmuch 
for Dr. Whewell's purpose; for it is no others could enable us to ded 
these very assumptions which are conclusions which, with due cor~ 
asserted to be hypotheses, and which tions, would be true of real object 
he, if he denies that geometry is and in fact, when our aim is only 
founded on hypotheses, must show to illustrate truths, and not to inve~l.i. 
be absolute truths. All he does, gate them, we are not under a.1I 
however, is to observe, that they, at such re':itriction. We might supp, 
any rate, are not al'bitra1'y hypotheses; an imaginary animal, and work , t 
that we should not be at liberty to by deduction, from the known la. 
substitute other hypotheses for them; of physiology, its natural history; (JI' 

that not only "a definition, to be an imaginary commonwealth, an~ 
admissible, must necessarily refer to from the elements composing It 
and agree with some conception might· argue what would be its fa. 
which we can distinctly frame in our And the conclusions which we might 
thoughts," but that the straight lines, thus draw from purely arbitl'l 
for instance, which we define, must hypotheses might form a highl 
be "those by which angles are con- useful intellectual exercise: but 
tained, those by which triangles are they could only teach 11S what ~V01l d 
bounded, those of which parallelism be the properties of objects which 
may be predicated, and the like."* not really exist, they would not coo. 
And this is true: but this has never stitute any addition to our knowled 
been contradicted. Those who say of nature: while, on the contrary, if 
that the premises of geometry are the hypothesis merely divests a r(~ 
hypotheses, are not bound to main - object of some portion of its properti 
tain them to be hypotheses which without clothing it in false ones, t 
have no relation whatever to fact. conclusions will always express, und 
Since an hypothesis framed for the known liability to correction, act 
purpose of scientific inquiry must truth. 
relate to something which has real 
existence, (for there can be no science § 3. 
respecting non-entities, ) it follows not shaken Stewart's doctrine as 
that any hypothesis we make respect- the hypothetical character of th; 
ing an object, to facilitat~ our study portion of the first principles of 
of it, must not involve anything which I geometry which are involved in th 
is distinctly false, and repugnant to so-called definitions, he has, I co 

ceive, gr~atlythe advantage of Stew: 
'\ '* .Mecltaniml Euclid, IJP. 149 et 8cq. on another import.ant point in e 
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heory of geomet~ic~l reasoning; the 
1 Sl'ty of admlttmg, among those 
11 ·ct;S . 11 . "t principles, aXIOms as we as 
[lfi ·tions. Some of the axioms of 
j:' ~td miaht, no doubt, be exhibited 
;W~he for~ of definitions, or might 
l~, deduced, by reasoning, from pro
" nditio~s ~imilar to what a~? so called. 
Irhus, If lllstead of the aXIOm, M~g
lIitudes which can .be made to COll~-
;nu are equal, we mtroduce a defim

':"n, "Equal magnitude~ are those 
hich may be so applIed to one 
,,,the l' as to coincide;" the. three 

: iums which follow (Magmtudes 
hich are equal to the same are 
ual to one another-If equals are 
Ided to equals the sums are equal-

Ii equals are taken from equals the 
Illainders a!e equal) may ~e. proved 

,_ an imagmary superposltIOn, re
:~mbling that by which. the four~h 
""position of the first book of EuclId 
,' demonstrated. But though these 
,'id several others may be struck out 
,f the list of first principles, because, 
' l1u11O'h not requiring demonstration, 
.hey"'are susceptible of it; there will 

, found in the list of axioms two or 
' ;r<::e fundamental truths not capable 

i b~ing demonstrated: among w.h~ch 
I. 11.St be reckoned the propOSItIOn 
:,<1t two straight lines cannot enclose 

opace, (or its equivalent, Straight 
' n~s which coincide in two points 
,incide altogether,) and some pro

, rty of parallel lines, other than 
[:!at which constitutes their defini
'ion; one of the most suitable for 

admit of being demonstrated, differ 
from that other class of fundamental 
principles which are involved 'in the 
definitions, in this, that they are true 
without· any mixture of hypothesis. 
That things which are equal to the 
same thing are equal to one another, 
is as true of the lines and figures in 
nature, as it would be of the imagi
nary ones assumed in the definitions. 
In this respect, however, mathematics 
are only on a par with most other 
sciences, In almost all sciences there 
are some general propositions' which 
are exactly true, while the greater 
part are only more or less distant 
approximations to the truth. rr~us 
in mechanics, the first law of motIOn 
(the continuance of a movement once 
impressed, until stopped or slackened 
by some resisting force) is true with
out qualification or error. The rota
tion of the earth in twenty-four hours, 
of the same length as in our time, has 
gone on since the first accurate ob
servations, without· the increase or 
diminution of one second in all that 
period. These· are inductions which 
require no fiction to make them be 
received as accurately true: but along 
with them there are others, as, for 
instance, the propositions respecting 
the figure of the earth, which are b,:t 
approximations to the truthj and III 

order to use them for the further 
advancement of our kti.owledge, we 
must feign that they are exactly true, 
though they really want something 
of being so. 

Ill: purpose being that selected by 
l 'rofessor Playfair: "Two straight § 4. It remains to inquire, what is 
lines which intersect each other can- the ground of our belief in axioms
lOt both of them be parallel to a what is the evidence on which they 
,hird straight line." * rest? I answer, they are experi-

The axioms, as well those which mental truths; generalisations from 
. ,e indemonstrable as those which observation. The proposition, Two 

We might it is true insert this pro- in the same plane, which have the former 
· rty into the' definition' of parallel lines, ,of t~e.se properti~s, have also the latter. 
l iming the definition s,? as t~ require, ! For If. It ~ere possI~le tha~ the:?, should not, 
·,,,th that when produced Indefimtelv they 1 that IS, If any straIght hnes m the same 
1 ,all never meet and also that any straight: plane, other than those which are parallel 

1:1", which inte;sects one of them shall, if I according to the definition, had, the. pro-
rulonged, meet the other. But by doing pel:ty of never meeting althoug~ mde

lhis we by no means get rid of the assump- fimtely produced, t~e demonstra~lOns of 
,IUn; we are still obliged to takefo: gra~ted the subsequent portIOns. of ~he theory of 
:h~ geometrical truth that all stmlght hnes parallels could not be mmntallled. 
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straight lines cannot enclose a space out any necessity for verifying it 
-or, in other words, two straight repeated trials, as is requisite in 
lines which have once met do not case of truths really ascertained 
meet again, but continue to diverge observation. 
-is an induction from the evidence They cannot, however, but al 
of our senses. that the truth of the. axiom 

This opinion runs counter to a straight lines cannot enclose a' 
scientific prejudice of long standing even if evident independently 
and great strength, and there is pro- perience, is also evident from 
bably no proposition enunciated in rience. Whether the axiom 
this work for which a more unfavour- confirmation or not, it receives 
able reception is to be expected. It firmation in almost every instant 
is, however, no new opinion; and our lives, since we cannot look 
even if it were so, would be entitled any two straight lines which 
to be judged, not by its novelty, but one another without seeing 
by the strength of the arguments by that point they continue to 
which it can be supported. I con- more and more. Experimen 
sider it very fortunate that so emi- crowds in upon us in such 
nent a champion of the contrary profusion, and without one 
opinion as Dr. Whewell has found in which there can be even a ~mipICn. ~'. 
occasion for a most elaborate treat- of an exception to the rule, that 
ment of the whole theory of axioms, should soon have stronger ground 
in attempting to construct the philo- believing the axiom, even as an 
sophy of the mathematical and physi- perimental truth, than we have 
cal sciences on the basis of the doc- almost any of the general truths wIt 
trine against which I now contend. we confessedly learn from the ~ 
Whoever is anxious that a discussion dence of our senses. Illdepend 
should go to the bottom of the subject of a p1'iori evidence we should 
must rejoice to see the opposite side tainly believe it with an intensit 
of the question worthily represented. conviction far greater than we a 
If what is said by Dr. Whewell, in to any ordinary physical truth: 
support of an opinion which he has this too at a time of life much eatl 
made the foundation of a systematic than that from which we date all 
work, can be shown not to be con- any part of our acquired knowled 
clusive, enough will have been done, and much too early to admit of 
without going elsewhere in quest of retaining any recollection of the . 
stronger arguments and a more power· tory of our intellectuaal operation 
ful adversary. that period. 'Where then is the n 

It is not necessary to show that the sity for assuming that our recol,'llif 
truths which we call axioms are of these truths has a different ori 
originally suggested by observation, from the rest of our knowledge, wl tell 
and that we should never have known its existence is perfectly accoun 
that two straight lines cannot enclose for by supposing its origin to be 
a space if we had never seen a straight same? when the causes which 1 
line: thus much being admitted by duce belief in all other instan 
Dr. \Vhewell and by all, in recent exist in this instance, and in a de!,; 
times,. who have taken his view of the of strength as much superior to wl 
subject. But they contend that it exists in other cases as the inten~iLf 
is not experience which p1"Oves the of the belief itself is superior? 
axiom; but that its troth is per- burden of proof lies on the ad 
cei \'eel ((, p1'ior-i, by the constitution I. cates of the contrary opinion: it 
of the mind itself, from the first for them to point out some fact ill
moment when the meaning of the consistent with the supposition tha& 
proposition is apprehended, and with- this pa.rt of our knowledge of Ull. 
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I 
. d from the same sources as 

I I ,-,five * 
\'t,ry other part. 
This, for instance, they would be 

Llp. to do, if they could prove ch.ro~or . "ically' that we h)ad the 1 ~OI~vlfctIOn 
~ least practically sOhear":( m m a,ncy 

, t be anterior to tose ImpressIons 
"', thO senses upon which, on the other 
III e '.,.. f d d Th' i,wry, the conVICtIOn IS oun e. , IS 

!If wever, cannot be proved : ~he. pomt 
\"jng too far back to be wlthm the 
r •. ach of memory" and.too obscure for 
t:xternal observatIOn. The adyocates 
•• i the (I, p?·iori theory are oblIged to 
I 've recourse to other arguments. 
'Dlese are reducible to two, which I 
~l,all ende:1vour tO,state as clearly and 

forcibly as pOSSIble. 

§ 5. In the first place, it is .s~id 
that if our assent to the propOSItIOn 
that two straight lines cannot enclose 
' l space were derived from the senses, 
~ve co~ld only be convinced of its 
truth by actual tri:1l, that is, by see
ing or feeling the straight lines; 

whereas in fact it is seen to be true 
by merely thinking of them. That 
a stone thrown into water goes to the 
bottom, may be perceived by our 
senses, but merely thinking of a stone 
thrown into the water would never 
have led us to that conclusion: not 
so, however, with the axioms relating 
to straight lines: if I could be made 
to conceive what a straight line is, 
without having seen one, I should at 
once recognise that two such lines 
cannot enclose a space. Intuition is 
"imaginary looking;" * but experi
ence must be real looking : if we see a 
property of straight lines to be true by 
merely fancying ourselves to be loo,k
ing at them, the ground of our. behef 
ca.nnot be the senses, or experlence i 
it must be something mental. 

To this argument it might be added 
in the case of this particular axiom, 
(for the assertion would not be true 
of all axioms) that the evidence of 
it from actual ocular inspection is not 
only unnecessary but unattainable. 
What says the axiom? That two 
straight lines cannot enc,lose a space.; 
that after having once mtersected, If 
they are prolonged to infinity they do 
not meet, but continue to diverge from 
one another. How can this, in any 
single case, be proved by actual, ob-· 
servation? We may follow the hnes 
to any distance we please; but we 
cannot follow them to infinity: for 
aught our senses can testify, they 
may, immediately beyond the farthest 
point to which we have traced them, 
begin to approach, and at last meet. 
Unless, therefore, we had some other 

shows that just as much, and as nearly, ll:s 
the straight lines of experience apprOXI-

" Some persons find themselves pt'e· 
vented from believing that the axiom, Two 
~tmi!Tht lines cannot enclose a space, could 
~verobecome known to us through experi
ence by a difficulty which may be stated 
as foilows. If the straight lines spoken of 
are those contemplated in the definition
lines absolutely without breadth and abso
lutely straight i-that such are incapable 
of enclosing a space is not proved by ex
perience, for lines such as these do not,pre· 
sent themselves in our experience. If, on 
the other hand, the lines meant are such 
straight lines as we do meet, with in ex
nerience, lines straight enough for practical 
purposes, but in reality slightly zig-zag, 
and with some, however trifiing, breadth; 
as applied to tbese line" the axiom is not 
true, for two of them may, and sometimes 
do, enclose a small portion of space. In 
neither case, therefore, does experience 
prove the axiom, 

Those who employ this argument to 
show that geometrical axioms cannot be 
proved by induction, show themselves 
unfamiliar with a common and perfectly 
valid mode of inductive proof-proof by 
approximation. Though experience fur
nishes us with no lines so unimpeachably 
straight that two of them are incapable of 
enclo~ing the smallest space, it presents 
us with gradations of lines possessing less 
and less either of breadth or of fiexure, of 
which series the straight line of the defini· 
tion is the ideal limit. And observation 

mate to having no breadth or fiexure, so 
much and so nearly does tile space-enclos
ing power of any two of them approach to 
zero. The inference that if they had no 
breadth or fiexure at all, they would enclosc 
no space at all, is a correct inductive in· 
ferellce from these facts, conformable to 
one of the four Inductive Methods hercin
after characterised-the Method of Conco
mitant Variations, of which the Mathe
matical Doctrine of Limits prcsents the 
extreme case, * Whewell's HistQry of ScientifiC Ideas, i. 

14°· 
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proof of the impossibility than obser- do not believe this truth on the gro 
vation affords us, we should have no of the imaginary intuition simply I 
ground for believing the axiom at because we know that the ima"'i;l~ 
all. lines exactly resemble real one~, and 

To these arguments, which I trust that we may conclude from them to 
I cannot be accused of understating, real ones with quite as much certain 'I 
a satisfactory answer will, I conceive, as we could conclude from one I' 

be found, if we ad vert to one of the line to another. The conclusion, the 
characteristic properties of geometri- fore, is still an induction from ohs!,,.. 
cal forms-their capacity of being vation. And we should not be autt:u. 
painted in the imagination with a dis- rised to substitute observation of tJ 
tinctness equal to reality: in other image in our mind for observation 
words, the exact resemblance of our the reality if we had not learnt by Ion. 
ideas of form to the sensations which continued experience that the proptt. 
suggest them. This, in the first place, ties of the reality are faithfully rep 
enables us to make (at least with a sented in the image; just as we shou14 
little practice) mental pictures of all be scientifically warranted in descrih
possible combinations of lines and ing an animal which we have nev(:t' 
angles, which resemble the realities seen from a picture made of it wi 
quite as well as any which we could a daguerreotype; but not until \ \I! 

make on paper; and in the next place, had learnt by ample experience that 
make those pictures just as fit sub- observation of such a picture is pr!!. 
jects of geometrical experimentation as cisely equivalent to observation of the 
the realities themselves; inasmuch as original. 
pictures, if sufficiently accurate, ex- These considerations also remo\' 
hibit of course all the properties which the objection arising from the impos. 
would be manifested by the realities sibility of ocularly following the line 
at one given instant, and on simple in their prolongation to infinity. F 
inspection: and in geometry we are though, in order actually to see that 
concerned only with such properties, two given lines never meet, it woulJ 
and not with that which pictures be necessary to follow them to infinit:J ; 
could not exhibit, the mutual action yet without doing so we may knOll 
of bodies one upon another. The that if they ever do meet, or if, after 
foundations of geometry would there- diverging from one another, they bt 
fore be laid in direct experience, even gin again to approach, this must tako 
if the experiments (which in this case place not at an infinite, but at a finit 
consist merely in attenti ve contem- distance. Supposing, therefore, such 
plation) were practised solely upon to be the case, we can transport Our. 
what we call our ideas, that is, upon selves thither in imagination, and 
the diagrams in our minds, and not can frame a mental image of the ape 
upon outward objects. .For in all pearance which one or both of th . 
systems of experimentation we take lines must present at .that point, 
some objects to serve as representa- which we may rely on as being pru
tives of all which resemble them; and cisely similar to the reality. Now, 
in the present case the cdnditions whether we fix our contemplation 
which qualify a real object to be the upon this imaginary picture, or call 

. representative of its class are corn- to mind the generalisations we hav\: 
pletely fulfilled by an object existing had occasion to make from former 
only in our fancy. ,"Vithout denying, ocular observation, we learn by th<! 
therefore, the possibility of s~tisfying evidence of experience, that a lin 
ourselves that two straight lines can-I which, after diverging from another 
not enclose a space, by merely think- straight line, begins to approach to 
ing of straight lines without actually it, produces the impression on our 
looking at them; I contend that we senses which we describe by the ex. 
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. "a bent line," not by the 

rrc~s!O~, n "a straight line." * 
l)re8810 , t h· h . 
r 1 receding argumen , w lC IS, 
T le ~ind unanswerable, merges, 

t, my .. ~ still more comprehen
however, ill 

• Whewell (Philosophy of ])i~covery, 
Dr·th, ks it unreasonable to contend 

J ~89) ;~ow by experience that our idea 
".tli~e exactly resembles a real line. "It 
f a ne ear" he says, "how we can 

000 not a!;ide~s with the realities, since 
Dlpare °the realities only by our ideas." 

~c knOW the realities by our sensations. 
." klh~~ell surely does not hold the. "doc;: 

llr, W f' perception by means of ldeas, 
' i~~h Reid gave himself so much trouble 

u1feifr:\Vhewell doubts whether we com-
ur ideas with the correspondmg 

P-11 ~a~ons, and assume. that they rese~ble, 
e me ask on what eVldence do we JudE[e 

1t a portrait of a person not p~es~n~ IS 
tb. the original, Surely because It IS lIke 
1 u'dea or mentalimage of the pe~son, and 

r~use'our idea is like the man hImself. 
1 Dr. Whewell also says, that it ~oes not; 

:>ear why tbis resemblance of ldeas to 
~ ~ 'sensations of which they are copies, 
:ould be spoken of as if it were a pecu

liarity of one class of Ideas, those of spa~e, 
y reply is, that I do not so ~peak of It. 

The peculiarity I cOI?-tend for IS on~y one 
f degree. A.ll our Ideas of sel?-satlOn of 
'lrse resemble the correspondlllg sensa· 

t r. but they do so with very different 
t.!:n~~es of exactness and of ~eli!l.bili~y. ;No 
/' I prcsume, can recall In lmagmahon 
(~~lour or an odour with the same dis

~,I dness and accuracy with which a!most 
, ryone can mentally reproduce an Image 
( straight line or a triangle. '1'0 the ex

t l~t. however, of th~ir capabilities of ac-
e :-"..:y, our recollectlOns ?f colours or <?f 

"o]rs may serve as subJects o~ expen
nltlitation as well as those of hnes and 

.ces, and may y~eld conclusions which 
II be true of theIr external prototypes. 

A person in whom, either from natural 
it or from cultivation, the impressions 

f culour were peculiarly vivid and distinct, 
if '1sked which of two blue flowers was of 
I,u darker tinge, though he might never 

1, \'u compared the two, or even looked at 
.. ' ID together, might be able to give a 
, nfident answer on the faith of his dis
Illlct; recollection of the colours; that is, 
• ,0 lllight examine his mental pictures, and 
fud there a property of the outward ob
!<'eta. But in hardly any case except that 
of ,,imple geometrical forms, could this be 

('M by mankind generally, with a degree 
f assurance equal to that which is given 
. a contemplation of the objects them· 
·ves. Persons differ most widely in the 

• cision of their recollection, even of 
rms: one person, when he has looked 

ny ono ill the face for half a minute, can 

sive one which is stated most clearly 
and con'clusi vely by Professor ~ain. 
The psychological reason W?:faxlOms, 
and indeed many proposItlOns not 
ordinarily classed as such, m~y be 
learnt from the idea only, WIthout 
referring to the fact, is that in the 
process of acquiring the idea ~~ ha,:e 
learnt the fact. The proposItlOn IS 
assented to as soon as the terms are 
understood, because in learning to 
understand the terms we have ac
quired the exp!3rience which proves 
the proposition t9 be true. " We re
quired," sa;ys Mr. Ba~n, * "concrete 
experience m the first mstance to at
tain to the notion of whole and part; 
but the notion, once arrived at, implies 
that the whole is greater. In fact, 
we could not have the notion without 
an experience tantamount to this con-
elusion ...... When we have mas· 
tered the notion of straightness, we 
have also mastered that a,spect of it 
expressed by the affirmation that two 
straight lines cannot enclose a space. 
No intuitive or innate powers or,per
ceptions are needed in such cases. 

We cannot have the full 
~~~ni~g "of Straightn~ss, without. go
ing through a comparIson of strm&ht 
objects among themselves and WIth 
their opposites, bent or. crooked. ob
jects. The result of ~hls com~anson 
is inter alia that straIghtness m two 
li~es is seen'to be incompatible with 
enclosing a space; the en?losure of 
space invol ves cr~?kedness .m. at lea~t 
one of the lines. And SImIlarly m 
the case of every first principle,t 
"the same knowledge that makes it 

draw an accurate likeness of him from 
memory; another may have seen him every 
day for six months, and hardly know 
whether his nose is long or short. But 
everybody has :: per~ectly d~stinct mental 
image of a straIght lme, a cIl'cle, or a rec
tangle. A.nd everyone c0!lcludes confi
dently from these mental Images to the 
corresponding outward things. The truth 
is that we may, and continually do, study 
n~ture in our recollections, when the ob· 
jects themselves are absent; and in the 
case of geometricaliorms we c3:n perfectly, 
but in most other cases only lmperfectly, 
trust our recollections. 

* Logic, i. 222, t Ibid. 226. 
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understood, suffices to verify it." The 
more this observation is considered 
the more (I am convinced) it will be 
felt to go to the very root of the con
troversy. 

connects the future with the past th 
possible with the real. To lea;n Q 

proposition by experience, and to s ~ 
it to be necessarily true, are two altt-1! 
getherdifferent processes of thought ,','" 
And Dr. Whewell adds, "If any ~n 

§ 6. The first of the two arguments ~oes .not clearly comprehend this dis. 
in support of the theory that axioms tmctlOn of necessary and contingent 
are it priori truths, having, I think, t~ths, he. will not be able to go alon' 
been sufficiently answered, I proceed wIth us m our researches into th 
to the second, which is usually the ~oundationsofhuman~nowledge; nor, 
most relied on. Axioms (it is asserted) mdeed, to pursue wIth success all 
are conceived by us not only as true, speculation on the subject." t 
but as universally and necessarily true. In the following passage we are told 
Now, experience cannot possibly give what the distinction is, the non-reCO(f. 
to any proposition this character. I nition of which incurs this denunci~_ 
may have seen snow a hundred times, tion. "Necessary truths are those in 
and may have seen that it was white, whi.c? w~ not only learn that the pr~_ 
but this cannot give me entire assur- posItIon M true, but see that it m'UIC 
ance even that all snow is white; much be true; in which the negation of the 
less that snow must be white. " How- truth is not only false, but impossible ' 
ever many instances we may have in which we cannot, even by an effort 
observed of the truth of a proposition, of imagination, or in a. supposition, 
there is nothing to assure us that the conceive the reverse of· that which' 
next case shall not be an exception asserted. That there are such truth 
to the rule. If it be strictly true that cannot be doubted. We may tak\, 
every ruminant animal yet known has for example, all relations of numbe . 
cloven hoofs, we still cannot be sure Three and Two added together mad~ 
that some creature will not hereafter Five. We cannot conceive it to h~ 
be discovered which has the first of otherwise. We cannot, by any frea 
these attributes, without having the of thought, imagine Three and TIlO 
other ...• Experience :rp.ust always to make Seven."::: 
consist of a limited number of observa- Although Dr. Whewell has natti . 
tions; and, however numerous these rally and properly employed a variety 
may be, they can show nothing with of phrases to bring his meaning more 
regard to the infinite number of cases forcibly home, he would, I presume, 
in which the experiment has not been allow that they are all equivalent ; 
made." Besides, Axioms are not only and that what he means by a necessary 
universal, they are also necessary. truth, would be sufficiently defined 
Now "experience cannot offer the proposition the negation of which' i.. 
smallest ground for the necessity of a not only false but inconceivable. I 
proposition. She can observe and re- a:n unable to find in any of his expres
cord what has happened; but she can- SlOns, turn them what way you will 
not find, in any case, or in any accu- a meaning beyond this, and I do n t 
mulation of cases, any reason for what believe he would contend that they 
rnust happen. She may see objects mean anything more. 
side by side; but she cannot. see a This, therefore, is the principl 
r~ason why they mus~ ever be SIde by a.sserted: t.hat propositions, the negn· 
SIde. She finds certalll events to occur tlOn of whICh is inconceivable or in 
in_suc~es~ion; but the succe~sion sup- other words, which we cannotfi~ureto 
plIes, m Its occurrence, no reason fOr) ou:selves as being false, must rest (,0 

Its recurr~nce. She contemplates ex- eVIdence of a higher and more cogent 
tern::l obJect8; but she cannot detect * Histonl of Scientiji Id . 6-6 
any mternal bond, which indissolubl;y- t Ibid. 60. { Ibfd~\~, 5~. 7· 
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.t,,~criptjon thn,n :.:Lny which experience 
Mn afford. 

NoW I cannot but wonder that so 

doing so even by the stronO'€st effort· 
and the supposition that the tw~ 
facts can be separated in nature will 
at last present itself to his mind with 
all the characters of an inconceivable 
phenomenon. * There are remarkable 
instances of this in the history of 
science: instances in which the most 
instructed men rejected as impossible, 
bec?,use inc~nceivable, things which 
theIr postenty, by earlier practice 
and longer perseverance in the at
tempt, found it· quite easy to con
ceive, and which everybody now 
knows to be true. There was a time 
when men of the most cultivated 
intellects, and the most emancipated 
from the dominion of early prejudice, 
could not credit the existence 0f 
antipodes; were unable to conceive 
in opposition to old association, th~ 
force of gravity acting upwards in
stead of downwards. The Cartesians 
long rejected the N ewtonian doctrine 
of the gravitation of all bodies to
wards one another, on the faith of a 
general proposition, the reverse of 
which seemed to them to be incon
ceivable-the proposition that a body 
cannot act where it is not. All the 
cumbrous machinery of imaginary 
vortices, assumed without the smallest 
particle of evidence, appeared to these 
philosophers a more rational mode of 
explaining the heavenly motions, than 
one which involved what seemed to 
them so great an absurdity.t And 

lluch stress should be laid on the cil'
~uUlstance of inconc8iva~leIless, when 
there is such ample experIence to show 
that our cap~city or incapa~ity of con
ceivilJO' a thmg has very lIttle to do 
with tbe possibility of the thing in 
itself but is in truth very much an 
affai: of accident, and depends on the 
past history and habits of our own 
minds. There is no more generally ac
knowledged fact in human nature than 
the extreme difficulty at first felt in 
eonceiving anything as possible which 
is in contradiction to long-established 
and familiar experience, or even to 
old familiar habits of thought. And 
this difficulty is a necessary result 
of the fundamental laws of the human 
l11ind. ·When we have often seen and 
thuught of two things together, and 
Lave never in anyone instance either 
~f,en or thought of them separately, 
there is by the primary law of asso
ciation an increasing difficulty, which 
way in the end become insuperable, 
of conceiving the two things apart. 
This is most of all conspicuous in un
educated persons, who are in general 
utterly unable to separate any two 
ideas which have once become firmly 
associated in their minds; and if 
ptrsons of cultivated intellect have 
any advantage on the point, it is only 
because, having seen and heard and 
read more, and being more accustomed 
ta exercise their imagination, they *" If all mankind had spoken one lan-

. d gnage, we cannot doubt that there would 
have experIence their sensations and have been a powerful, perhaps a universal 
thoughts in more varied combinations, school of philosophers, who would hav~ 
and have been prevented from form- believed in the inherent connection be
in

o
" many of these inseparable asso- tween names and things, who would have taken the sound man to be the mode of 

eiations. But this advantage has agitating the air which is essentially com
n cessarily its limits. The most ~unica~ive of ~?e ideas of rea~on, cookery, 
practised intellect is not exempt from bIpedahty, &c. -De!iorgan,Fo1'1nalLogic, 

the universal laws of our conceptive p- tit would be difficult to name a man 
hculty. If daily habit presents to more remarkable at once for the great
anyone for a long period two facts ness a~d the wide range .of ~lis mental a?
in combination and if he is not led co~phshmellts than LeIbmtz. y~t t!:llS 

J 
. '.. . emInent man gave as a reason forreJectmg 

urmg that perlOd eIther by aCCIdent I Newton's scheme of the solar system that 
or by his voluntary mental operations Go~ could not make a body revolve ;OUlld. 
t.o think of them apart he will pro- ~ dls~nt centre, 1!nless either by some 
I bI . t' b ' - Impelhng mechamsm, or by miracle'-
'a y mIme ecome mcapable of "Tout ce qui n'est pas explicable," Bays 'he 
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they no doubt found it as impossible 
to conceive that a body should act 
upon the earth .from the distance of 
the sun or moon, as we find it to con
ceive an end to space or time, or two 
straight lines enclosing a space. 
Newton himself had not been able 
to realise the conception, or we should 
not have had his hypothesis' of a 
subtle ether, the occult cause of gra
vitation; and his writings prove, that 
though he deemed the particular 
nature of the intermediate agency a 
matter of conjecture, the necessity of 
some such agency appeared to him 
indubitable. 

If, then, it be so natural to the 
human mind, even in a high state of 
culture, to be incapable of conceiving, 
and on that ground to believe impos
sible, what is afterwards not only 
found to be conceivable but proved to 
be true; what wonder if in cases 
where the association is still older, 
more confirmed, and more familiar, 
and in which nothing ever occurs to 
shake our conviction, or even suggest 
to us any conception at variance with 
the association, the acquired incapa
city should continue, and be mistaken 
for a natural incapacity? It is true, 
our experience of the varieties in 
nature enables us, within certain 
limits, to conceive other varieties 
analogous to them. We can conceive 
the sun or moon falling; for though 
we never saw them fall, nor ever 
perhaps imagined them falling, we 
have seen so many other things fall, 
that we have innumerable familiar 
analogies to assist the · conception ; 
which, after ail, we should probably 
jn a letter to the Abbe ConU, "par la nature 
des creatures est miraculeux, Il ne suffit 
pas de dire: Dieu a fait une telle loi de 
nature; donc la chose est llaturelle. Il 
faut que la loi Boit executable par leg na
tures des creatures. Si Dieu donnait cette 
loi, par exemple, a un corps lipre, de 
tourner a l'entour d'un certain centre, it 
faudmit ou qu'il 11 joignit d'autrescorps qui 
par leur impulsion l'obligeassent de reste1' 
tOUjOU1'S dam son orbite cil'culai1'e, ou qu'il 
mU un anye a ses trousses, ou enjirn ilfaud1'ait 
Q1t'il 11 concouriit extraordinairement; car 
naturellement il s'ecartera par la tangente." 
- TV01'ks of Leibnitz, ed. Duten(i!? iii. 446. 

have some difficulty in 
we not well accustomed to see 
and moon move, (or appear to 
so that we are only called 
conceive a slight change in 
tion of motion, a circumstance 
to our experience. But 
ence affords no model on 
shape the new conception, 
possible for us to ~orm,it? How, 
example, can we Imagme an en 1 
space or time ? We never 
object without sornet;hirlg' 
nor experienced any 
something following it. 
fore, we attempt to conceive 
point of space, we have 
irresistibly raised of other 
yond it. When we try to 
the last instant of time, 
help conceiving another 
it. Nor is there any 
assume, as is done 'by a 
school of metaphysicians, a 
fundamental law of the 
account for the feeling of 
inherent in our conceptions 
and time; that apparent 
sufficiently accounted for 
and universally acllcnl[)wlec[Q'e:d 

Now, in the case of a geomletriclll. 
axiom, such, for example, as 
straight lines cannot enclose a 
-a truth which is testified to Ull 
our very earliest impressions of 
external world,-how is it 
(whether those external i'l np:reSlIiOllI. 
be or be not the ground of 
that the reverse of the prl[)p<!lsitiGII~. 
could be otherwise than inconeeiv 
to us? What analogy have we, W 

similar order of facts in any 0 • 

bra.nch of our experience, to facili 
to us the conception of two strai 
lines enclosing a space ? Nor is er 
this all. I have already called at 
tion to the peculiar property of 
impressions of form, that the idea. 
mental images exactly resemble tl 
prototypes, and adequately rel;lre . . 
them for the purposes of SCIentl 

observation. From this, and from t 
intuitive character of the observati 
which in this case reduces it"elf 
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. ' tion we c!tnnot so much those who, in the Copernican contro-
limpl'" mspe.: o~r imagination two versy, could not conceive the apparent 

(:. 11 ~p IS in order to attempt to motion of the sun on the heliocentric 
ral .ht tI~e~ enclosing a space, with- hypothesis.; or those who, in opposi

conctlIveth ~ very act repeating the tion to Galileo, thought that a uni
t by a eriment which establishes' form force might be that which 
l( ntlfi~eXj Will it really be con- generated a velocity proportional to cot tiart 'the inconceivableness of the space; or those who held there 

t Idd . la in such circumstances, was something absurd in Newton's 
thc t.hmgYthing against the experi- doctrine of the different refrangibility 
rf'1l\'('~l an'gin of the conviction? Is of different coloured rays; or those 
111 'Ita fr~r that in whichever mode who imagined that when elements 
I nut/; in the proposition may have combine, their sensible qualities must 
ur . It.; ~e d the impossibility of our be manifest in the compound; or 

~~tvi~ , the negative of it must, those ~h? w~re reluctant to give. up 
c lI~itherg hypothesis, be the same? the dlstmctIOn of vegetables . mto 
OIl th n Dr. Whewell exhorts those herbs, shrubs, and trees. We cannot 
\ h ~~ any difficulty in recognising help thinking that men must have 

ti hI} c/ tinction held by him between been singularly dull of comprehension 
. I:ry and contingent truths to to find a difficulty in admitting what 

n j.s geometry -a condition which is to us so plain and simple. We 
t 11.~ assure him I have conscien- have a latent persuasion that we in 

I. c ly fulfilled -I, in return, with their place should have been wiser 
U!'( eonfiden~e, exhort those who and more clear - sighted; that we 

IU' • with him, to study the general should have taken the right side, and 
. of association; being convinced given our assent at once to the truth. 

that nothing more. is r~quisite than a Yet in rea~it.Y such a persuasion is. a 
xidate famiJjarI~y Wlt~ those l~ws mere. delusIOn. The persons who, III 
diqpel the illUSIOn WhICh aSCrIbes such mstances as the above, were on 

culiar necessity to our earliest the losing side, were very far, in most 
in tlctions from experience, and cases, from being persons more preju
JDf ures the possibility of things in diced, or stupid, or narrow-minded, 
tbt'Ulselves by the human capacity of than the greater part of man~ind now 

t..iving them. are; and the cause for whICh they 
I hope to be pardoned for adding, fought was far from being a mani

Dr. Whewell himself has both festly bad one, till it had been so 
nfirmed by his testimony the effect decided by the result of the war .... 

of h;Lbitual association: in giving to an So complete has been the victory of 
rimental truth the appearance of truth in most of these instances, that 

Of ,essary one, and afforded a striking at present we can hardly imagine the 
iru ance of that remarkable law in his struggle to have been necessary. The 

11 person. In his Philosophy of the very essence of these triumphs is, that 
J d Ictive Sciences h~ continually as- the1J lead 'Us to regard the vie'l£s we 

rt , that propositions which not only reject as not only false . b~tt inconceiv
u' not self-evident, but which we able."·'" 
know to have been discovered gradu- This last propo::ition is precisely 

\ and by great efforts of genius and what I contend for; and I ask no 
'i, nee, have, when once established, more, in order to overthrow the whole 

pr ared so self-evident that, but for theory?f its author on the nature of 
i ', 'rieal proof, it would have been the eVIdence of axioms. For what 

'u , ,~ible to conceive that they had I is that theory? That the truth of 
n he en recognised from the first axioms cannot have been learnt from 
b all persons in a sound state of 
thC'ir faculties. "We now despise ~ Novu?n Organmn Renovatum, pp. 32, 33. 
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experience, because their falsity is in
conceivable. But Dr. 'Whewell him
self says that we are continually led, 
by the natural progress of thought, 
to regard as inconceivable what our 
forefathers not only conceived but 
believed, nay even (he might have 
added) were unable to conceive the 
reverse of. He cannot intend to justify 
this mode of thought: he cannot mean 
to say that' we can be right in re
garding as inconceivable what others 
have conceived, and as self-evident 
what to others did not appear evident 
at all. After so complete an admis
sion that inconceivableness is an 
accidental thing, not inherent in the 
phenomenon itself, but dependent on 
the mental history of the person who 
tries to conceive it, how can he ever 
call upon us to reject a proposition as 
impossible on no other ground than 
its inconceivableness? Yet he not 
only does so, but has unintentionally 
afforded some of the most remarkable 
examples which can be cited of the very 
illusion which he has himself so clearly 
pointed out. I select as specimens his 
remarks on the evidence of the three 
laws of motion, and of the atomic 
theory. 

\Vith respect to the laws of motion, 
Dr. Whewell says: "No one can 
doubt that, in historical fact, these 
laws were collected from experience. 
That such is the case is no matter of 
conjecture. We know the time, the 
persons, the circumstances, belonging 
toeach step of each discovery."* After 
this testimony, to adduce evidence of 
the fact would be superfluous. And 
not only were these laws by no means 
intuitively evident, but some of them 
were originally paradoxes. The first 
law was especially so. That a body, 
once in motion, would continue forever 
to move in the same direction with un
diminished velocity unless acted upon 
by some new force, was H. proposition 
which mankind found fo~ a long time 
the greatest difficulty in crediting. 
It stood opposed to apparent experi-

* IIistol'Y of Scientific Id£as, i. 264. 

ence of the most familiar kind, w1 
taught that it was the nature of 
tion to abate gradually, and at 
terminate of itself. Yet When 
the contrary doctrine was firmly 
stablished, mathematicians, as 
Whewell observes, speedily 
believe that laws, thus cOlltr·adictn~. 
to first appearances, and which, El 

after full proof had been obtainti.l 
had required generations to ren ' 
familiar to the minds of the scientl 
world, were under a "demonstr' 
necessity, compelling them to be s 
as they are and no other;" and 
himself, though not venturing" al 
lutely to pronounce" that all th 
laws" can be rigoronsly traced tl) 
absolute necessity in the nature 
things," * does actually so think 
the law just mentioned, of which he 
says, "Though the discovery of 
first law of motion was made, hist. "" 
cally speaking, by means of expt 
ment, we have now attained a pd 
of view in which we see that it mi 
have been certainly known to be t 
independently of experience." t ( 
there be a more striking exemplifi 
tion than is here afforded of the eff 
of association which we have descrilJ 
Philosophers, for generations, haVe 
most extraordinary difficulty in pu 
ting certain ideas together; they 
last succeed in doing so; and afkt 
sufficient repetition of the prOct 
they first fancy a natural bond he 
tween the ideas, then experienc, 
gTowing difficulty, which at last, 1 
the continuation of the same progn 
becomes an impossibility, of sever;! 
them from one another. If snch 
the progress of an experimental t . n· 
viction of which the date is of yest ,. 
day, and which is in opposition to ti 
appearances, how must it fare wi b 
those which are conformable to app" 
anees familiar from the first dawJI 
intellicrence, and of the conclusiven 
of which, from the earliest record 
human thought, no sceptic has S D' 

gested even a momentary doubt? 

'" IJist. Sc. Id., i. 263. t Ibid. "40. 
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'I'lle other instance. w~ich I shall 
nte is a truly astollIshmg one, and 

f!1I " be called the 1'educt-lo ad abs·ur
I 'I;~ of the theory of inconceiv~bleness. 
' a.king of the laws of chemIcal com-
·! .. ition, Dr. 'Vhewell says: * "That 
I, ,. could never have been clearly 
u::.!erstood, a~d therefore ~ever firmly 
I t~.blished, wltho~t labor~ous and ex

t experiments, IS certam ;. but yet 
lUay venture to say, that being 

I . ..., known, they possess ~n evidence 
I" lOnd that of mere expe~lment. !Jor 
h :c in fact can we concewe combtna

,i., otherwise than as definite in kind 
" quality.~ If we were to suppose 

I .h element ready to combine with 
)JIY other indiffer~ntly, and in differ
tudy in any qu~ntIty, we should have 

world in WhICh all would be con
fl~ ion and indefiniteness. There 

,uld be no fixed kinds of bodies. 
It~ and stones, and ores would 

'! llr~ach to and graduate into each 
hd by insensible degrees. Instead 
. this, we know that the world con-
I cS of bodies distinguishable from 

h other by definite differences, cap
le of being classified and named, 
,1 of having general propositions 
"" rted concerning them. And as 
cannot conceive a world in ~ohich 

t $ slwuld not be the case, it would 
. ppear that we cannot conceive a 

te of things in which the laws of 
ht· combination of elements should 

I It be of that definite and measured 
fill which we have above asserted." 
That a philosopher of Dr. Whewell's 

Il incDce should gravely assert that 
. cannot conceive a world in which 

I . ~imple elements should combine 
III other than definite proportions; 
. t by dint of meditating on a 

'ntific truth, the original discoverer' 
which was still living, he should 

\ tJ rendered the association in his 
n mind between the idea of com

I'nation and that of constant propor
Il~ so familiar and intimate as to 
unable to conceive the one fact 

\ :thout the other, is so signal an 

• lIi$tory of Scientific Ideas, ii. 25, 26. 

instance of the mental law for which 
I am contending, that one word more 
in illustration must be superfluous. 

In the latest and most complete 
elaboration of his metaphysical system, 
(the Philosophy of Discovery,) as well 
as in the earlier discourse on the 
Fundamentctl Antithesis of Philosophy, 
reprinted as an appendix to that 
work, Dr. Whewell, while very can
didlyadmitting that his language was 
open to misconception, disclaims hav
ing intended to say that mankind in 
general can now perceive the law of 
definite proportions in chemical com
bination to be a necessary truth. All 
he meant was that philosophical 
chemists in a future generation may 
possibly see this. " Some truths may 
be seen by intuition, but yet the 
intuition of them may be a rare and 
a difficult attainment." * And he 
explains that the inconceivableness 
which, according to his theory, is 
the test of axioms, "depends entirely 
upon the clearness of the ideas which 
~he axioms involve. So long as those 
Ideas are vague and indistinct, the 
contrary of an axiom may be assented 
to, though it cannot be distinctly con
ceived. It may be assented to, not 
because it is possible, but because we 
do not see clearly what is possible. 
To a person who is only beginnin cr to 
think geometrically, there may appear 
nothing absurd in the assertion that 
two straight lines may enclose a space. 
And in the same manner, to a person 
who is only beginning' to think of 
mechanical truths, it may not appear 
to be absurd, that in mechanical pro
cesses, Reaction should be greater or 
less than Action; and so, again, to 
a person who has not thought steadily 
about Substance, it may not appear 
inconceivable, that by chemical opera· 
tions, we should generate new matter, 
or destroy matter which already 
exists." t Necessary truths, there
fore, are not those of which we can
not conceive, but" those of which we 
cannot distinctly conceive the con-

j! Phil, of JJisc.; p. 339. "". t Ibid. p. 338. 

L 
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trary." * So long as our ideas are explaining them by means of cert . 
indistinct altoO"ether, we do not know principles, makes any other a.rran , 
what is or is I~Ot capable of being dis- ment or explanation of these facts 
tinctly conceive.d; but, by. the ev.er- felt as ~nnatural : and it may at 1 
increasing distmctness wIth WhICh become as difficult to him to repres 
scientific men apprehend the general the facts to himself in any other mod 
conceptions of science, they in time as it often was, originally, to represtllt 
come to perceive that there are cer- them in that mode. 
tain laws of nature, which, though But, furthe~; (if the theory is tl'l 
historically and as a matter of fact as we are supposing it to be,) any ot1 

thev were learnt from experience, we mode in which he tries, or in which 
can"not, now that we know them, was formerly accustomed, to repres, 
distinctly conceive to be other than the phenomena, will be seen by hint 
they are. be inconsistent with.the facts that SI 

The account which I should give of gested the new the9ry-facts which 
this progress of the scientific mind is now form a part of hi~ mental pictl 
somewhat different. After a general of nature. And since a contradiqt' 
law of nature has been ascertained, is always inconceivable, his imagi 
men's minds do not at first acquire a tion rejects these false theories, , 
complete facility of familiarly repre- declares itself incapable of conceiv' 
sentinO" to themselves the phenomena them. Theirinconceivableness tollllll 
of nat~re in the character which that doesnot,however,resultfromanyth' 
law assigns to them. The habit which in the theories themselves intrinsi 
constitutes the scientific cast of mind, and cl, priori repugnant to the hun 
that of conceiving facts of all descl'~p- faculties; it. ,results from the rep 
tions conformably to the laws whICh nance between them and a port ' 
regulate them-phenomena of all. de- of the facts, which facts, as Ion" 
scriptions according to .the . relatIOns he did not know, or did. not 
which have been ascertamed really to tinctly realise in his mental re 
exist between them; this habit, in the sentations, the false theory did 
case of newly discovered relations, appear other than conceivable; it 
comes only by degrees. So long as it comes inconceivable merely from 
is not thoroughly formed, no necessary fact that contradictory elements 
character is ascribed to the new truth. not be combined in the same con 
But in time the philosopher attains a tion. Although, then, his real rertq 
state of mind in which his mental for rejecting theories.. at varia 
picture of nature spontaneously re- with the true one is no other th 
presents to him all the phe~omena, that they clash wit~ his experie 
with which ·the new theory IS con- he easily falls into the belief that be 
cerned, in the exact light in which rejects them because they are in 
the theory regards them: all images ceivable, and that he adopts the t 
or conceptions derived from any other theory because it is self-evident, 
theory, or from the confused view of does not need the evidence of el:pen 
the facts which is anterior to any ence at all. 
theory, having entirely disappeared This I take to be the real and rot 
from his mind. The mode of repre- ficient explanation of the paradox' 
senting facts which results from the truth, on which so much st~ess .is 1 
theory 'has llowbecome, to his facul- by Dr .. Whewell, that a screntIiic311 
ties, the only natural mode of con- cultivated I?in~ is actually, in viI . 
ceiving them. It is a knQwn truth, of that cultIvatIOn, unable to conC~l 
that a prolonged ha~it of arranging I suppo~itions. which a common . 
phenomena in certam groups, and conCeIves. WIthout the sm3tllest d 

culty. For there is nothing inc 
* Phil. of Disc., p. 463. cei vablein the suppositions tbeJD. 
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Ives' the impossibility is in com- derived from experience: for the ex
~ 'ng'them with facts inconsistent periments which we make to verify it 
bl~h them, as part of the same mental presuppose its truth. • .• When 
'Ycture; an obstacle of course only men began to use the balance in 
felt by those wh? know ~he fa~ts, and chemical analysis, they did not prove 

able to perceIve the mconsIstency. by trial, but took for granted, as selft: far as the suppositions themselves evident, that the weight of the whole 
re concerned, in the case of many of must be found in the aggregate weight D Whewell's necessary truths the of the elements." * True, it is as

n:gative of the axiom is, and probably sumed; but, I apprehend, no otherwise 
/ll be as long as the human race than as all experimental inquiry ast ts as easily conceivable as the sumes provisionally some theory or 
ffir~ative. '1'here is no axiom (for hypothesis, which is to be finally held 
:xample) to which Dr. Whewell as- true or not, according as the experi
cribes a more thorOl:,gh character of ments decide. The hypothesis chosen 
,.cessityand self-eVIdence than that for this purpose will naturally be one 

n; the indestructibility of matter. which groups together some consider
That this is a true law' of nature I able number of facts already known. 
fully admit; but I imagine there is The proposition that the material of 
no huma;n b~in.g to w~om the opposite the world, as estimated by weight, is 
,1IppositlOn IS ~nc?nceI:va;ble-who ~as neither increased nor diminished by 
any difficulty m Imagmmg a portIon any of the processes of nature or art, 
of matter annihilated, inasmuch as had many appearances in its fa vour to 
its apparent annihilation, in no respect begin with. It expressed truly a great 
distinguishable from real by our un- number of familiar facts. There were 
:\Ssisted senses, takes place every time other facts which it had the appear
~hat water dries up, or fuel is con- ance of conflicting with, and which 
!1Umed. Again, the law that bodies made its truth, as an universal law 
combine chemically in definite propor- of nature, at first doubtful. Because 
tiuns is undeniably true; but few it was doubtful, experiments were 
h(:sides Dr. Whewell have reached the devised to verify it. Men assumed 
point w~ich he seems personally to its truth hypothetically, and proceeded 
have arrlved at, (though he only dares to try whether, on more careful exa
prophesy similar success to the multi- mination, the phenomena which ap
tude after the lapse of generations,) parently pointed to a different con
that of being unable to conceive a clusion would not be found to be 
wurld in which the elements are ready consistent with it. This turned out 
to combine with one another" indif- to be the case; and from that time 
i~rently in any quantity;" nor is it the doctrine took its place as an uni
likely that we shall ever rise to this versal truth, but as one proved to be 
sublime height of inability, so long as such by experience. That the theory 
all the mechanical mixtures in· our itself preceded the proof of its truth 
planet, whether solid, liquid, or aeri- -that it had to be conceived before 
form, exhibit to our daily observation it could be proved, and in order that 
the very phenomenon declared to be it might be proved-does not imply 
inconceivable. that it was self-evident and did not 

According to Dr. Whewell, these need proof. Otherwise all the true 
snd similar laws of nature cannot be theories in the sciences are necessary 
drawn from experience, inasmuch as and self-evident; for no one knows 

ey are, on the contrary, assumed in better than Dr .. Whewell that they 
the interpretation of experience. Our I all began by bem~ assumed, for the 
inability to "add to or diminish the purpose of connectmg them by deduc
quantity of matter in the world," is 
a truth which "n.either is nor can be * Phil. -of Disc., pp. 472 , 473. 
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tions with those facts of experience 
on which, as evidence, they now con
fessedly rest. * ' 

CHAPTER VI. 
THE SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED. 

§ I. IN the examination which 
formed the subject of the last chapter 

into the nature of the evidence of th " 
deductive sciences which are commonl 
represented to be systems of necessltl'; 
truth, we have been led to the follo\\ . 
ing conclusions. The results of th" 
sciences are indeed necessary, in tit 
sense of necessarily following frolll 
certain first principles, commonly 
called axioms and definitions; th~ 
is, of being certainly true if tho. 
axioms and definitions are so; ff) 

* The Quarte1'ly Review for June 1841 idea of uniformity,: nor (:m that of transf, r 
contained an article of great ability on Dr. of the contemplatlllg belllg from point \ I 
Whew ell's two great works (since acknow- point, and of experience, during SUe 
ledged and reprintedin Sir John Hersehel's transfer, of the homogeneity of the interv: I 
Essays) whieh maintains, on the subject passed over) we cannot even propose tl e 
of axioms, the doctrine advanced in the proposition in an intelligible form to at 
text, that they are generalisatio~Is, from one whose experience e\'er since he W: 
experience, and suppor~s. that op~lll<!n.by born has not assured him of the fact, 1'1 
a line of argument stnklllgly cOlllcldlng unity of direction, or that we cannot march 
with mine. When I state that the whole from a given point by more than one pai' 
of the present chapter (except the last four direct to the same object, is matter of prac. 
pages, added in the fifth edit~on) was tical experience long before it can by pv 
written before I had seen the artIcle, (the sibility become matter of abstract thougll 
greater part, indeed, before it was pub- We cannot attempt menlJally to exemplify t/'t 
lished,) it is not my object to occupy the conditions of the asse1,tion in an imaginfl, 
reader's attention with a matter so unim- case, opposed to it, withol!,t violating u" 
portant as the degree of originality which habitual ?'ecollections of this experience, a" .,z 
mayor may not belong to any portion of defacing our mental pictU1'e of space ". 
my own speculations, but to obtain for un gtounded on it. What but experience, \ 
opinion which is opposed to reigning doc- may ask, can possibly assure us of the 
trines the recommendation derived from homogeneity of the parts of distance, tiru 
a striking concurrence of sentiment be- force, and measurable aggregates in gel! ' 
tween two inquirers entirely independent ral, on which the truth of the other axioIl 
of one another, I embrace the opportunity depends? As regards the latter axiOi, 
of citiIlQ' from a writer of the extensive after what has been said it must be clear 
acquire~ents in physical and metaphysical that the very same course of remark 
knowledge and the capacity of systematic equally applies to its case, and that j 
thought which the article evinces, passages truth is quite as much forced on the !nihil 
so remarkably in unison with my own as that of the former by daily and hourl 
views as the following:- experience, ... including alwctys, be I 

"The truth A of geometry are summed observed, in our notion of experience, t/., I 
up and embodied in its definition~ and which i8 gained by contempt at ion oj' the j, ' 
axioms. , ' , Let us turn to the aXIOms, wa1'd pictU1'e n'hich the mind for1n,~ to it,~" , 
and what do we find? A string of proposi- in any P1'oposed case, 07' which it m'l>itrarit' 
tions concerning magnitude in the abstract, selects c~s cm example--such pichtre, in vh·t, 
which are equally true of space, time, Of the ext1'eme simplicity of these primar?! ," 
force number, and every other magnitude lations, being ca/.led up by the inwginat1. 
susc~ptible of aggregation and subdivision. with as much vividness and clearness " 
Such propositions, where they are not could be done by any exte1'nal impl'e.'si" 
mere definitions, as some of them are, carry which is the only meaning we can attach ' 
their inductive origin on the face of their the word int~tition, as appliecl to s~tch ,'e! • 
enunciation .... Those which declare that tions." 
two straight lines cannot enclose a space, And again, of the axioms of mech::mk,: 
and that two straill'ht lines which cut one -" As we admit no such propositioll 
another cannot both be parallel to a third, other than as truths inductively collect, I 
are in reality the only ones which express from observation, even h. geometry itself, 
characteristic properties of space, and these it can hardly be expected that, in a scien 
it will be worth while to consider more ofobviouslycontingentl'elatiol1s, we should 
nearly, Now the on~y cle,ar notion we, can acquiesce in a c~mtrary view, !~et 1?-s tak 
form of straightness IS unIformity of du'ec- one of these aXlOms and exammc Its CI'I ' 

tiol1, for space ill its ultimate. analysis is I denc~: for instan?e, that equal fo~ces per· 
nothing but an aSRemblage of dIstances and pendwularlyapphed at the OppOSIte en, a 
directions. And (not to dwell on the of equal arms of a straight lever will balan 
notion of continued contemplation, i.e., each other. What but experience, we Ill< y 
mental experience, as included ,in the very ask, in the first place, cau possibly infQflll 
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h word necessity, even in this ac- independent of and superior to 'obser
t ;tation of it, means no more than vation and experience, must depend 
~:rtainty. But th~ir ?laim to the on the previous establishment of such 
character of ne.cesslty many. sense a claim in favour of the definitions 
ueyond this, as Implymg an eVldence and axioms themselves. With regard 

that a force so applied will have any as if a man should resolve to decide by 
tlSndcncy to turn the lever on its centl'e at experiment whether bis eyes were nseful 
t'll? or that force can be so transmitted for the purpose of seeing by hermetically 
along a rigid line perpendicular to its di- sealing himself up for half an hour in a 
:', ,tion as to act elsewhere in space than metal case," 
rr~nO' its own line of action? Surely this On the "paradox of universal proposi
~ s~ far from being self-evident that it tions obtained by experience," the same 
jS s even a paradoxical appearance. which writer says: "If there be necessary and 
,M only to be removed by giving our lever uni. versal truths expressible in propositions 
~1ickness. material ~omposition, and mole- of axiomatic simplicity and obviousness, 
\lIar powers. Agam, we conclude that and having for their SUbject-matter the 
~h' two forces, being equal and applied elements of all our experience and all onr 
1;nder precisely similar circumstalJces, knowledge, surely these are the truths 
\ltU~t, if they exert any effort at ~ll to turn which, if experience suggests to us any 
r,he lever, e,xert, equal and.oPPosIte effo!'ts: truths at all, it ought to suggest most 
lint what a pnon reasonmg can pOSSIbly readily, clearly, and unceasingly. If it 
I~,,;\lre us that they do act unde! precis~ly were a truth. universal and necessary, that 
silllilar circulllstances? that pomts WhICh a net is spread over the whole surface of 
dffcr in place are si~ilarly circumstance?- every planetary globe, we should not travel 
as regards the exertIOn of force? that U11l- far in our own without getting cntangled 
. .'vrsal space may not have relations to in its meshes, and making the necessity 
;\1liversal force-or, at all events, that tile of some means of extrication an axiom 
"rganisation of the material universe may of locomotion .... There is, therefore, 
]I"t be such as to place that portion of nothing paradoxical, but the reverse, in 
space occupied by it in SUCll relations to our being led by observation to a recogni
the forces excrted in it. as may invalidate tion of such truths as general propositions, 
the absolute similarity of circumstances co-extensive at least with all human ex
,,",umed? Or we may argue, what have perience. That they pervade all the objects 
~e to do with the notion of angular move- of experience must ensure their continual 
ment in the lever at all? The case is one of suggestion by experience; that they are 
r~:;t, and of quiescent ~estrl~ction of fo!ce true, must ensure that consistency of sug-
1" force. Now how IS thIS destructlOn gestion, that iteration of uncontradicted 
,.tleeted? Assuredly by the counter-pres· assertion, which commands implicit assent, 
~1lre which supports the fulcrum. But and removes all occasion of exception; that 
would not this destruction equally arise, they are simple, and admit of no misunder
and by the same amount of counteracting standing, must secure their admission by 
force if each force simply pressed its own every mind." 
],.-I!f ~f the lever against the fulcrum? And "A truth, necessary and. universal, rc
whllt call assnre us that it is not so, except lative to any object of our knowlcdge, 
removal of one or other force, and conse' must verify itself in every instance where 
<]\lcnt tilting of the lever? The other fun- that object is before our contemplation, 
damental axiom of statics, that the pres, and if at the same time it be simple and 
"ure on the point of support is the sum of intelligible, its verification must be ob
t.he weights, . . ' is merely a scientific vious. The sentiment of such a truth cannot, 
transformation and more refined mode of the1'ej'ore, b1tt be p7'esent to OU'/' minds 'When
stating a coarse and obvious result of un i- eve1' that object is contemplated, and m1Lst 
v<Jrsal experience, viz, that thc weight of thel'~fol'e make C6 .1Ja1't of the 1nental pictu1'e 
:. rigid body is the same, handle it or sns- or idea of that ouject 1.vhich we may on any 
l",nd it in what position or by what point occasion 81lmmon be/ore ott?' imagination. 
','le will, and that whatever sustains it ... All Pi'opositions, the1'efM'e, become not 
'Istains its total weight, Assuredly, as only untrue but inconceit'able, if . . , 
~Ir, Whewell justly renml'ks, 'No one pro- axioms be violated in their enunchtion," 
l.ably ever made a tri:~l for the purpose of Another eminent mathematician had 
i'howing that the pressnre on the support previously sanctioned by his authority the 
i< equal to the sum of the weights.' . .. doctrine of the origin of geometrical axioms 
lint. it is precisely because in every action j. in experience, "Geometry is thus founded 
of his life from earliest infancy he has been . likewise on observation; but of a kind so 
(' .ntinually making the trial, and seeing it familiar and obvious that the primary 
made by every other living being about notions which it furnishes might seem 
him, that he never dreams of staking its intuitive, "-S~r John Leslie, quoted by 
result on one additional attempt made Sir William Hamilton, Discourses, &c" p. 
with scientific accuracy. This would be 27 2 • 
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to axioms we found that, considered I peculiar character of one indispensab 
as experi~ental truths, they rest on portion o~ the g:n~ral fo~mulffi acc(, 
superabundant and obvio118 evidence. mg to whl?h thel; mductlOns ~re illa 
We inquired whether, since this is the HypothetIcal SCIences. Th~Ir cone 
case, it be imperative to suppose any s!O?S are oT?-ly true on certam SUll] 
other evidence of those truths than sItIons, WhICh are, or ought to 
experimental evidence, any other ori- approxi:r;nations to the truth, but 
o-in for our belief of them than an seldom, If ever, exactly true; and to th 
~xperimental origin. W e deci~ed hypotheti~al chara~ter is to .be a~cril 
that the burden of proof lies wIth the peculIar certamty WhICh IS oil 

tho.:le who maintain the affirmative, posed to be inherent in demonstrati 
and we examined at considerable 'Vhat we have now asserted, h, 
length, such argmn'ents as they have ever, cannot be :eceived as unive 
produced. The examination having tr~e of Deduc~Ive 0\ Demonstrati 
led to the rejection of those argu- SCIences, untIl verIfied by be't 
ments, we have thought ourselves applied to the most remarkable of 
warranted in concluding that axioms those sciences, that of Numb~rs; 
are but a class, the most universal theory of the Ca:culus; Anthml: 
class, of inductions from experience; and Algebr~. It IS ~ard~r to beli 
the simplest and easiest cases of gene- of the doctrmes of thIS SCIence than 
ralisation from the facts furnished to any other, either that they are 
us by our senses or by our internal truths a priori,. but ~xperime? 
consciousness. truths, or that theIr peculIar certa 

While the axioms of demonstrative is owing to their being not absolu 
sciences thus appeared to be experi- but only ~onditional ~ruths .. 
mental truths, the definitions, as therefore, IS a case whICh ments t 
they are incorrectly called, in those mination apar~; an~ the more 
sciences, were found by us to be because on thIS SU~Ject we 
generalisations from experience which double set of doctrmes to 
are not even, accurately speaking, with; that of the a p1'iori philol30pllalL111 
truths; being propositions in which, on one side ; a~d on the. . 
while we assert of some kind of ob- the most OpposIte to theirS, whICh 
ject some property or properties which at one time very gene~ally recei 
observation shows to belong to it, we and is still far from bemg. a.ltoigetJ.~. 
at the same time deny that it pos- exploded among metaphysICIans. 
sesses any other properties, though in 
truth other properties do in every § 2. This theory attempts to 
individual instance accompany, and the difficulty apparently inherent 
in almost all instances modify, the the case, by representing the proJl<li' 
property thus exclusively predicated. tions of the science of numbers 
The denial, therefore, is a mere fic- merely verbal, and its processe 
tion or supposition, made for the simple transformations of . 
purpose of excluding the considera- substitutions of one expressIOIl 
tion of those modifying circumstances, another. The proposition, Two 
when their influence is of too trifling one is equal to three, 
amount to be worth considering, or these writers, is' not a truth, 
adjourning it, when important, to a the assertion of a really existing 
more convenient moment. but a definition of the word 

From these considerations it would statement that mankind have 
appear that Deductive or:Demonstra- , to use the name three as a sign 
ti ve Sciences are, all, without excep- \ equivalent to two and one; to 
tion, Inductive Sciences; that their the former name whatever 
evidence is that of experience; but by the other more clumsy 
that they are also, in virtue of the According to this doctrine the 
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1l,:;es
s 

in algebra i~ but a success~on what can seem more inadmissible than !. changes in ter~mology, by ~hICh to contend that the reasoning process 
· uivalent expressIOnsa:e substItuted hastodowithanythingmore~ We seem 

()~U for another; a serIes of traD;sla- to have come to one of Bacon's Pre
t i .. n

il 
of the same fact, from one mto rogative Instances; an experimentum 

:\nuther language ; thou~h how, after crucis on the nature of reasoning itself. 
. h a series of translatIOns, the fact Nevertheless, it will appear on con
': '~.lf comes out changed, (as when we sideration, that this apparently so de
It~lOnstrate a new geometrical theo- cisive instance is no instance at all; 
; ;u by algeb~a,~ they. have not ~x- that there is in every step of'an arith-
,i' ined' and It IS a dIfficulty whICh metical or algebraical calculation a 

J ~atal to their theory. real induction, a real inference of facts 
It must be acknowledged that there from facts; and that what disguises 

nru peculiarities in the. p~ocesses of the induction is simply its compre
. rithmetic and alg~bra whICh reT?-der hensive nature and the consequent 
tlw theory in questIOn very plaUSIble, extreme generality of the language: 
. J have not unnaturally made those All numbers must be numbers of 
'tl~t;nces the strongho~d of Nominalism. something; there are no such things 
'[ile doctrine that. we can discover as numbers in the abstract. Ten must 

.ts detect the hIdden processes of mean ten bodies, or ten sounds, or ten 
l;.\tu~e, by an artful manipulation of beatings of the pulse. But though 
l,Lnguage, is so contrary to common numbers must be numbers of some· 

use that a person must have made thing, they may be numbers of any
me'advances in philosophy to believe thing. Propositions, therefore, con· 

it; men fly to so par~doxical a belief cerning numbers have the remarkable 
to avoid, as they thmk, some even peculiarity that they are propositions 
reater difficulty, which the vulgar concerning all things whatever; all 
" not see. What has led many to objects, all existences of every kind, 
,lieve that reasoning is a mere verbal known to our experience. All things 

11l'licess is, that no other theory seemed possess quantity; consist of parts 
oncilable with the nature of the which can be numbered; and in that 

• 'ience of Numbers. For- ,we do not character possess all the properties 
. rry any ideas along with us when which are called properties of numbers. 
'" use the symbols of arithmetic or of That half of four is two, must be true 

· I!ebra. In a geometrical demonstra- whatever the word four represents, 
i,~n we have a mental diagram, if not whether four hours, four miles, or four 
lie on paper; AB, AC, are present to pounds weight. We need only con· 

'''lr imagiriation as lines, interJ'lecting ceive a thing divided into four equal 
ther lines, forming an angle with parts (and all things may be concei ved 

one another, ,and the like; but not so as so divided) to be able to predicate 
r1 and b. These may represent lines of it every property of the number four, 
M any other magnitudes, but those that is, every arithmetical proposition 
mag-nitudes are never thought of; in which the number four stands on 
nothing is realised in our imagination one side of the equation. Algebra. 
but a and b. The ideas which, on the extends the generalisation stillfarther: 
I'articular occasion, they happen to re- every number represents that par
!,re~ent, are banished from the mind ticular number of all things without 
luring every intermediate part of the distinction, but every algebraical 
llrocess, between the beginning, when symbol does more, it represents all 
h,- premises are translated from numbers without distinction. As soon 
hings into signs, and the end, when \ as we conceive a thing divided into 

t (l conclusion is translated back from equal parts, without knowing into 
ignsintothings. Nothillg,then,being what number of parts, we may call 

in the reasoner's mind but the symbols, it a or x, and apply to it, without 
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danger of error, every algebraical for
mula in the books. The proposition, 
2 (a+b) =2 a+ 2 b, is a truth co-ex
tensive with all nature. Since then 
algebraical truths are true of all things 
whatever, and not, like those of 
geometry, true of lines only or of 
angles only, it is no wonder that the 
symbols should not excite in our 
minds ideas of any things in particu
lar. When we demonstrate the forty
seventh proposition of Euclid, it is 
not necessary that the words should 
raise in us an image of all· right
angled triangles, but only of some 
one right-angled triangle; so in 
algebra we need nob, under the 
symbol a, picture to ourselves all 
things whatever, but only some one 
thing; why not, then, the letter 
itself? The mere written characters, 
a, b, x, y, Z, serve as well for repre
sentatives of Things in general, as 
any more complex and apparently 
more concrete conception. That we 
are conscious of them, however, in 
their character of things, and not of 
mere signs, is evident from the fact 
that our whole process of reasoning is 
carried on by predicating of them the 
properties of things. In resolving an 
algebraic equation, by what rules do 
we proceed? By applying at each 
step to a, b, and x, the proposition 
that equals added to equals make 
equals; that equals taken from equals 
leave equals; and other propositions 
founded on these two. These are not 
properties of language, or of signs as 
such, but of magnitudes, which is as 
much as to say, of all things. The 
inferences, therefore, which are suc
cessively drawn, are inferences con
cerning things, not symbols; though 
as any Things whatever will serve the 
turn, there is no necessity for keeping 
the idea of the Thing at all distinct, 
and consequently the process of 
thought may, in this case, be allowed 
without danger to do what all pro
cesses of thought, when they have 
been performed often, will do if per
.mitted, namely, to become entirely 
mechanical. Hence the gEmerallan-

guage of algebra comes to be 
familiarly without exciting 
all other general language is 
to do from mere habit, though 
other case than this can it be 
with complete safety. But 
look back to see from w 
bative force of the process is 
we find that at every single 
unless we suppose ourselves 
thinking and talking of the 
and not the mere symbols, the 
dence fails. 

There is another 
which. still more than 
ha ve ~ow mentioned, gi 
to the notion that the pr()po,sitioUllli 
arithmetic and algebra 
verbal. That is, that when COllSlf1 r-..... • •• 

as propositions respecting 
all have the appearance of pelngldentj. .• 
cal propositions. The """<,,,. '''''J.1, 
and one is equal to three, COIIS1ICieredt'l. 
as an assertion respecting 
for instance "Two pebbles 
pebble are equal to three 
does not affirm equality between 
collections of pebbles, but absoJ 
identity. It affirms that if we 
one pebble to two pebbles, those v~TJ 
pebbles are three. The objects, th 
fore, being the very same, and t 
mere assertion that" objects are th IQ 

selves" being insignificant, it se( 
but natural to consider the proposit iOll 
Two and one is equal to three, 
asserting mere identity of significat' 
between the two names. 

This, however, though it look~ 
plausible, will not bear examinati. 
The expression "two pebbles and " 
pebble," and the expression" thr 
pebbles," stand indeed for the sal 
aggregation of objects, but they by IlO 

means stand for the same physi 
fact. They are names of the same 
objects, but of those objects in tw 
different states: though they den! 
the same things, their connotation . 
different. Three pebbles in two sepa
rate parcels, and three pebbles in one 
parcel, do not make the same impr 
sion on our senses; and the asserti 
that the very same pebbles may 
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al tAration of place and .arrange-
1· LJ made to produce eIther the 

Dl,n et
e 

of sensat~o.ns or th~ ?the:, 
nil ;h a very famIliar pr0I:0sltIOn, IS 

.• n identical one. It IS a truth 
n ' to us by early and constant 
kn')Wll . d t' t tl d rience-an III uc Ive ~u 1; an 
• J h truths are the foundatIOn of the 
li~'llC" of Numbers. The fundamental

tru h" v of that science all rest on the 
",jilt nce of sense; they are proved 

. howing to our eyes and our fi~gers 
h any given number of objects, 

t'l1 IJaIls, for example, may by ~epara
jon and rearrangem~nt exhlblt to 
.Hr ~enses all the dIf~ere~t sets of 

numbers the sum of whlCh IS equal to 
n. All the improved I?ethods of 

hinO' arithmetic to chIldren pro
CI" J 0;: a knowledge of this fact. 

I who wish to carry the child's 
• d along with them ill learning 

ri hmetic; all who wi~h to teach 
nlllllhers, and not mere ~lphers-now 

:ldl it through the eVIdence of the 
Il~ " , in the manner we have de
ribed. 

separated into two· parts, thus, 00 o. 

This proposition being granted, we 
term all such parcels Threes, after 
which the enunciation of the above
mentioned physical fact will serve 
also for a definition of the word
Three. 

The Science of Numbers is thus no 
exception to the conclusion we previ-
0usly arrived at, that the processes 
even of deductive sciences are alto
gether inductive, and that their first 
principles are generalisations from ex
perience. It remains to be examined 
whether this science resembles geome
try in the further circumstance that 
some of its inductions are not exactly 
true; and that the peculiar certainty 
ascribed to it, on account of which 
its propositions are called necessary 
truths, is fictitious and hypothetical, 
being true in no other sense than that 
those propositions legitimately follow 
from the hypothesis of the. truth of 
premises which are avowedly mere 
approximations to truth. 

We may, if we please, call the pro- § 3. The inductions of arithmetic 
I itiun," Three is two and one," a are of two sorts: first, those which 
J nition of the number three, and we have just expounded, such as One 
n • rt that arithmetic, as it has been and one are two, Two and one are 

_I rted that geometry, is a science three, &c., which may be called the 
fUllll Jed on definitions. But they are definitions of the various numbers, in 
tt'nitions in the geometrical sense, the improper or geometrical sense of 

the logical; asserting not the the word Definition; and secondly, 
DJ Rning of a term only, but along the two following axioms: The sums 

. It it an observed matter of fact. of equals are equal, The differences 
'}' I" proposition, "A circle is a/figure of equals are equal. These two are 
1 lunJed by a line which has all its sufficient; for the corresponding pro
I !Ut:; equally distant from a point positions respecting unequals may be 

.j hin it," is called the definition of proved from these by a reductio ad 
11 l'ircle; but the proposition from absurdum. 
"I jeh 1'0 many consequences follow, These axioms, and likewise the so-

I 1 which is really a first principle called definitions, are, as has already 
iI " ,metry, is, that figures answering been said, results of induction; true 

this description exist. And thus of all objects whatever, and, as it may 
" . may call" Three is two and one ,. seem, exactly true, without the hy

d tinition of three; but the calcula- I pothetical assumption of unqualified 
i r which depend on that proposi- I truth where an approximation to it is 
I 11 Ilu not follow from the definition all that exists. The conclusions, there

i ·If, but from an arithmetical theor.em I fore, it will naturally be inferred, are 
'" upposed in it, namely, that collec- exactly true, and the science of 

~CJI of objects exist, which while they numbers is an exception to other 
unpr(;:ss the senses thus, 0 0 0, may be demonstrative sciences in this, that 
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the categorical certainty which is 
predicable of its demonstrations is 
independent of all hypothesis. 

On more accurate investigation 
however, it will be found that, eve~ 
in this case, there is one hypothetical 
element in the ratiocination. In all 
propositions concerning numbers a 
condition is implied, without which 
none of them' would be true' and 
that condition is an assumption ~hich 
may be false. The condition is,' that 
I = I; that all the numbers are 
numbers of the same or of equal 
units. Let this be doubtful, and not 
one of the propositions of arithmetic 
'will hold true. How can we know 
that one pound and one pound make 
two pounds, if one of the pounds may 
be troy, and the other avoirdupois? 
They may not make two pounds of 
either, or of any weight. How can 
we know that a forty-horse power is 
always equal to itself, unless we 
assume that all horses are of equal 
strength? It is certain that I is 
always equal in nurnber to I; and 
where the mere number of objects, 
or of the parts of an object, without 
supposing them to be equivalent in 
any other respect, is all that is 
material, the conclusions of arith
metic, so far a,s they go to that alone, 
are .true without mixture of hypo
thesls. There are such cases in 
~tatistics; as, for instance, an inquiry 
mto the amount of the population of 
any country. It is indifferent to that 
inquiry whether they are grown people 
or children, strong or weak, tall or 
short; the only thing we want to 
ascertain is their number. But when
ever, from equality or inequality of 
number, equality or inequality in any 
'other respect is to be inferred, arith
metic carried into such inquiries be
comes as hypothetical a science as 
geometry. All units must be assumed 
to be equal in that other respect; and 
this is never accurately true, for one 
actual pound weight is not exactly 
equal to another, nor one measured 
mile's length to another; a nicer 
balance, or more accurate measuring 

i~struments, wouldal ways detect Sf)} 

dIfference. 
What is commonly called matJ 

matica:l certainty, therefore, whi 
compr1~e~ the twofold conceptiolJ. 
uncon.dltIonal trut~ and perfect aCl'1l 
racy, IS not an attnbute of all mat 
ma~ical truths, but of those Ohl 
Wh10h relate to pure Number 
distinguished from Quantity in' t 
more enlarged sense; and only 
long as we abstain from sUPpoRi 
that the numbers are a precise in!} 
to actual quantities. The certain 
usually ascribed to the conclusi 
of geometry, and even to those 
mechanics, is nothing whatever 
certainty of inference. We can h· 
full assurance of particular reSl 
under particular suppositions, but 
cannot have the same assurance t 
these suppositions are accurately tl 
nor that they include all the d 
which may exercise an influence 0 
the result in any given instance. 

§ 4. It appears, therefore, that 
method of all Deductive Scien 
is hypothetical. They proceed 
tracing the consequences of cerl 
assumptions; leaving for separate Cl 

sideration whether the assumptif 
are true or not, and if not exactly t 
whether they are a sufficiently n 
approximation to the truth. T 
reason is obvious. Since it is only ill 
questions of pure number that 
assumptions are exactly true, and e\' 
there, only so long as no conclu . 
except purely numerical ones are to 
founded on them; it must, in all otl r 
cases of deductive investigation, f 
a part of the inquiry to determ' 
how much the assumptions want 
being exactly true in the case in ha nd. 
This is generally a matter of obser 
tion, to be repea.ted inevery fresh c 
?l' jf it has to be settled by argum n 
mstead of observation, may requir~ III 
every different case different eviden 
and present every degree of difficuJ t 

from the lc)west to the highest. 
the other part of the process-nam ly, 
to determine what else may ue 
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111 , , ' if we find, an~ in proportion as 
\ , find, the assumptIOns to be true

be performed once for all, and 
I '. ,YrLOsults held ready t~ be employed 

tht:! occasions turn up for use. We 
I j ,do all beforehand that can be so 
tl I"', and leave the least possible work ,( I, . d 

I ' performed when cases anse an 
t ;., ~': for a decision. This inquiry 
lllt~) the inferences w?ich can be drawn 
fn m assumptions IS '\~hat properly 

1I1 ,titutes Demonst~atIve SCleD:ce. 
ft is of course qUIte as practIcable 
arrive at new conclusions from facts 

• lmed, as from facts obse.rved; 
llU fictitious, as from real, mduc

t!on,;. Deduction, as we have seen, 
ntiists of a series of inferences in 

tl i . form-a is a mark of b, b of c, c 
nf rI therefore a is a mark of d, which 
1. t' may be a. truth ina?cessible to 
l ir<Jct observatIOn. In lIke manner 
it is allowable to say, suppose that a 
w. re a mark of b, b of c, and c of d, a 
\ mId be a mark of d, which last 

telusion was not thought of by 
tho"e who laid down the premises. 
.\ system of propositions as compli
c. tlJU as geometry might be deduced 
f :m assumptions which are false; as 
W;\$ done by Ptolemy, Descartes, and 
thers, in their attempts to explain 
11thetically the phenomena of the 

' 1ar system on the supposition that 
" : apparent motions of the heavenly 

I die8 were the real motions, 9r were 
I r "luced in some way more or less 
cl !ferent from the true one. Some
tihleS the same thing is knowingly 
d ,ne for the purpose of showing the 
f, [,.ity of the assumption; which is 
LIlled a reductio ad absurdurn. In 
,'1 ich cases the reasoning is as fol
I"IVs: a is a mark of b, and b of c; 
11 ,w if c were also a mark of d, a 
lould be a mark of d; but d is 
'T1own to be a mark of the absence of 

11 ; consequently a would be a mark 
i its own absence, which is a contra

diction; therefore c is not a mark of d. 

§ 5. It has even been held by some 
'riters that all ratiocination rests in 

t t.: last resOl't on a 1'eductio ad ab-

surdurn, since the way to enforce 
assent to it, in case of obscurity, would 
be to show that if the conclusion be 
denied we must deny some one at 
least of the premises, which, as they 
are all supposed true, would be a con
tradiction. And in accordance with 
this, many have thought that the 
peculiar nature of the evidence of 
ratiocination consisted in the impos
sibility of admitting the premises and 
rejecting the conclusion without a 
contradiction in terms. This theory, 
however, is admissible as an explana
tion of the grounds on which ratiocina
tion itself rests. If anyone denies 
the conclusion notwithstanding his 
admission of the premises, he is not 
involved in any direct and express 
contradiction until he is compelled to 
deny sonie premise; and he can only 
be forced to do this by a red'uctio ad 
absurdurn, that is, by another ratioci
nation : now, if he denies the validity 
of the reasoning process itself, he can 
no more be forced to assent to the 
second syllogism than to the first. In 
truth, therefore, no one is ever forced 
to a contradiction in terms: he can 
only be forced to a contradiction (or 
rather an infringement) of the funda
mental maxim of ratiocination, namely, 
that whatever has a mark, has what it 
is a mark of; or, (in the case of uni
versal propositions,) that whatever is 
a mark of anything, is a mark of what
ever else that thing is a mark of. 
For in the case of every correct argu
ment, as soon as thrown into the 
syllogistic form, it is evident without 
the aid of any other syllogism, that he 
who, admitting the premises, fails to 
draw the conclusion, does not conform 
to the above axiom. 

We have now proceeded as far in 
the theory of Deduction as we can 
advance in the present stage of, our 
inquiry. Any further insight into the 
subject requires that the foundation 
shall have been laid of the philosophic 
theory of Induction itself; in which 
theory that of Deduction, as a mode 
of Induction, which we have now 
shown it to b~; will assume spontane-
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ously the place which belongs to it, 
and will receive its share of whatever 
light may be thrown upon the great 
intellectual operation of which it forms 
so important a part. 

CHAPTER VII. 
EXAMINATION OF SOME OPINIONS OP

POSED TO THE PRECEDING DOC
TRn-ms. 

§ I. POLEMICAL discussion is foreign 
to the plan of this work. But an 
opinion which stands in need of much 
illustration can often receive it most 
effectually, and least tediously, in the 
form of a defence against objections. 
And on subjects concerning which 
speculative minds are still divided, a 
writer does but half his duty by 
stating his own doctrine, if he does not 
also examine, and to the best of his 
ability judge, those of other thinkers. 

In the dissertation which Mr. 
Herbert Spencer has prefixed to his, 
in many respects, highly philosophical 
treatise on the mind, * he criticises 
some of the doctrines of the two pre
ceding chapters, and propounds a 
theory of his own on the subject of 
first principles. Mr. Spencer agrees 
with me in considering axioms to be 
" simply our earliest inductions from 
experience." But he differs from me 
"widely as to the worth of the test of 
inconceivableness." He thinks that 
it is the ultimate test of all beliefs. 
He arrives at this conclusion by two 
steps. First, we never. can have any 
stronger ground for believing anything 
than that the belief of it "invariably 
exists." \Vhenever any fact or pro
position is invariably believed-that 
is, if I understand Mr. Spencer rightly, 
believed by all persons, and by one
self at all times -it is entitled to be 
received as one of the primitive truths 
or original premises of our knowledge. 
Secondly, the criterion by which we 
decide whether anything is invariably 

It Principles of Psychology. J ~ 

believed to be true is our inability 
conooi're it as false. "The' 
ceivabilityof its negation is the 
by which we ascertain whether a gi\' 
belief invariably exists or no" 
" For our primary beliefs, the fact 
invariable existence, tested by r 

aborti ve effort to cause their n"n 
existence, is the only reason assi 
able." He thinks this the sole ground 
of our belief in our own sensatio 
If I believe that I feel cold, I olll 
receive this as true because I cauu 
concei ve that I am not feeling cold. 
"\Vhile the proposition remains trl , 
the negation of it remains inconcei _ 
able." There are numerous other I 
liefs which Mr. Spencer considers 
rest on the same basis, being chie" 
those, or a part of those, which th 
metaphysicians of the Reid all J 
Stewart school consider as truths 
immediate intuition. That there t' • 

ists a material world; that this is the 
very world which we directly and itn. 
mediately percei \'e, and not merely the 
hidden cause of our perceptions; th 
Space, Time, :Force, Extension, Figur<; 
are not modes of our consciousne 
but objecti ve realities; are regard,~ 
by Mr. Spencer as truths known 1Iy 
t?e inconceivableness of their ne,,:\. 
bves. We cannot, he says, by allV 
effort, concei ve these objectsof thougl ,t 
as mere states of our mind; as n 
having an existence external to 11 

Their real existence is, therefore" 
certain as our sensations themselvCl'. 
The truths which are the subject "f 
direct knowledge, being, according t I 

this doctrine, known to be truths onl 
by the inconceivability of their neg:; 
tion, and the truths which are nu 
the object of direct knowledge, beiJl :; 
known as inferences from those which 
are: and those inferences being bl ' 
lieved to follow from the premisea 
only because we cannot concei ve theJn 
not to follow, inconceivability is thu. 
the ultimate ground of all assun:(i 
beliefs. 

Thus farthere is no very wide dif· 
ference between Mr. Spencer's doc
trine and the ordinary one of philv-
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f 
the intuiti ve school, from which is proved by the inconceivable-

ph rs 0 r Wbewe11; but at ness of its negation to invariably 
cllr~ "S ~r . penceI' diverges from exist is true," Mr. Spencer enforces 

li 1 1\I~or ;~e does not, .like. ~hem, by two arguments, one of which may 
th 01. test of inconc Ivabihty as be distinguished as positive, and the 
• ~ liP! ~l~e OH t.he contrary, he holds other as negative. . 
IIII.IW. ':"a" be faIlaciou , not from The positive argument is, that every 
tl t It It "the test itself, but because such belief represents the aggregate 
1111 .. fall av~ mil'ltaken for inooncei vable of all past experience. " Conc~~ing 

1 'U 1 e hin!!S which were not the entire truth of " the "pOSItIOn, 
~ in(f'3 . ~le." Aud he him:elf, in that during any phase of human pro-
1IICOllCWVOobool_ denies not a. few pro- gress, the ability or inability to form 
hi .. ,·er! u ually regarded as amonCl' a specific conception wholly depends 

po 1t'IO~t l~arked xample of truth on the experiences men have had; 
11' m ati 11 are inconceivable. and that, by a widening of their ex-

e llei~naJ. failure, he Ray., is ill· periences, they may, by and by, be 
~lIt occ:, ''ill t ests. If uoh failtue enabled to conceive things before in
c~\I~ Il~. '.. ilie te t of iucon?~ivu,ble- conceivable to them, it may still be 
\111:\ .. '.t "Ii'ltlSt similarly VItiate all argued that as, at any time, the best 
n,l W . 1 . "'arrant men can have for a belief is t. whn.tever. e COll l ' er an ll1- " 

lomoaTIy drawn from estn.b- the perfect agreement of all pre-exist-
fcn·nee 

0- b t Yet i inO' experience in support, of it, it 
l ;.III.tl premise to e rue. , n "., 
~ h been wrong follows that, at any time, the incon

Iflillivnsof cases men ave h cel'vableness of its negation is the · the inferences they have thoug t 
ID J'"awn. Do we therefore argue deepest test any belief admIts of .... 
I l~ ·t· is absurd to consider an infer- Objective facts are ever impre~sing 

t 1.1 '\rue on no other ground than themselves upon us; our experIence 
~~~: it is logically drJawn from estab- is a register of these objective facts; 
h IwJ premises? No: we say tha:t and the inconceivableness of a thing 

I JUU'h men may have taken for logl- implies that it is wholly at variance 
1 inferences inferences that we~e with the register. Even were this 

110 logical, there nevertheless are.r0g~- all, it is not clear how, if e\'ery truth 
J inferences, and that we are Justl- is primarily inductive, any better test 

t 1 in assuming the truth of what of truth could exist. But it must be 
It .JIl to us such, until better instructed. remembered that whilst many of these 
• 'ill1il:1rly, though. me~ may. have facts impressing themselves upon us 
tl mO'ht some thmgs mconcelvable are occasional, whilst others again 
"'llich were not so, there may ~till?e are very general, some are universal 
in nceivable things; a~d the ll1a?11- and unchanging. These universal 
i · to conceive the negatIOn of a thmg and unchanging facts are, by the 
m', ~. still be our best waITant ~or be- hypothesis, certain to establish beliefs 
Ii ving it .... Though occaSIOnally of which the negations are incon
it may prove an imperfect test, yet, ceivable; whilst the others are not 

our most certain beliefs are capable certain to do this; and if they do, 
I no better, to doubt anyone belief subsequent facts will reverse their 

l'cause we have no higher guarantee action. Hence if, after an immense 
,r it is really to doubt all beliefs." accumulation of experiences, there 

• Jr'. Spencer's doctrine, therefore, does remain beliefs of which the negations 
n'~ erect the curable, but only the are still inconceivable, most, if ~ot all 
m;urable limitations of the human of them, must correspond to ulllversal 
{ ut;eptive faculty into laws of the I objective facts. If there be ... oor
uutward universe. tain absolute uniformities in nature ~ 

if these uniformi~ies p~o?-uc.e, as they 
§ 2. The doctrine that "a belief mustl absolute umforImt18s III our eK-
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perience; ::md if,' . . these absolute I of a given supposition is proof 0 

uniformities in our experience disable truth, because proving that 
us from conceiving the negations of perience has hitherto been 
them; then answering to each ab- its favour, the real . 
solute uniformity in nature which we supposition is not the 11' lCC)llc:ei\':liJ:: 
can cognise, there must exist in us a ness, but the uniformity of 
belief of which the negation is incon- Now this, which is the 
ceivable, and which is absolutely true. and only proof, is directly --"~.,."[] ... __ 
In this wide range of cases subjective We are not obliged to presume 
inconceivableness must correspond to an incidental consequence. If 
objective impossibility. Further ex- experience is in favour of a 
perience will produce correspondence this be stated, and the belief 
where it may not yet exist;, and we rested on that ground: after 
may expect the correspondence to be- the question arises, what 
come ultimately complete. In nearly may be worth as evidence of its 
all cases this test of inconceivableness For uniformity of experience is 
must be valid now "-(1 wish I could dence in very different degrees : 
think we were so nearly arrived at some cases it is strong evidencl:> 
omniscience )-" and where it is not, it others weak, in others it ' 
still expresses the net result of our amounts to evidence at all. 
experience up to the present time; metals sink in water, was an 
which is the most that any test can experience, from the origin 
do." human race to the discovery of 

To this I answer, first, that it is sium in the present century 
·by no means true that the inconceiv- Humphry Davy. That all 
ability, by us, of the negative of a white, was an uniform experience 
proposition proves all, or even any, to the discovery of Australia. In 
"pre-existing experience" to be in few cases in which uniformity of 
favour of the affirmative. There may perience does amount to the stron 
have been no such pre-existing experi- possible proof, as with such pro 
ences, but only a mistaken E!upposi- tions as these, Two straight lines 
tion of experience. How did the in- not enclose a space, Every event 
conceivability of antipodes prove that a cause, it is not because their 
experience had given any testimony tions are inconceivable, which is 
against their possibility? How did always the fact, but because the 
the incapacity men felt of conceiving perience, which has been thus 
sunset otherwise than as a motion of pervades all nature. It will be 
the sun, represent any" net result" in the following Book that nOli 
of experience in support of its· being the conclusions either of inducti( 
the sun and not the earth that moves? of deduction can be considered 
It is not experience that is repre- except as far as their truth is 
sented, it is only a superficial resem- to be inseparably bound up with tru 
blance of experience. The only thing of this class. 
proved with regard to real experience I maintain then, first, that uui! 
is the negative fact that men have mity of past experience is very f 
not had it of the kind which would from being universally a criteriun 
have made the inconceivable proposi- truth. But, secondly, inconceivnWe. 
tion conceivable. ness is still farther from being a ' 

Next: Even if it were true that in- even of that test. Uniformitv 
conceivableness represents the net contrary experience is only on~~ 
result of all past experience, why should I m, any causes of inconceivability. If 
we stop at the representative when we dition handed down from a peri 
can get at the thing represented? If more limited knowledge is one of 
our incapacity to conceive the nega.tio~ commonest. The mere familiari '! 
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ode of production of a pheno
tine mu' often suffices to make every 
nl'n', .. bI ( h. r mode appear lllC?nCeIVa e. 

-hatever connects two Ideas by a 
rc',ng association may~ and co~ti-

lly does render theIr separatIOn "Ha , . . .. 
• tl ought impossible; as Mr. Spencer 
!n ~her parts of his speculations fre-
111 ~ntlY recognises. It was not for 
'!Il~lt of experience that the Cartesians 
\ .' 'r" unable to concei ve that one body 
~:lIid produce motion in another with-

I t contact. They had as much ex
rience of other modes of producing 

~."tion as they had of that mode. 
ri." planets had revolved, and heavy 
1 "lies had fallen, eve.ry hour of their 
Ji\'ps. But they fanCied these pheno
, •. ena to be r;roduced b~ a hidden 
11I~hinery whlCh they did not see, 
lJo.,l'ause without, it they were unable 
Il 'cunceive what they did see. The 

jilt. lnceivableness, instead of represent
jll ~ their experience, dominated and 
ovurrode their experience. Without 
dwelling further on what I have 
t. rmed the positive argument of Mr. 
· pencer in support of his criterion of 
u'uth, I pass to his negative argument, 
un which he lays more stress. 

§ 3- The negative argument is, 
hat, whether inconceivability be good 

evidence or bad, no stronger evidence 
i to be obtained. That what is in
oonceivable cannot be true is postu
IL ted in every act of thought. It is 
11'" foundation of all our original 

I'r\;mises. Still more it is assumed in 
• 1\ conclusions from those premises. 
The invariability of belief, tested by 
hI:: inconceivableness of its negation, 

" is our sole warrant for every de
nlonstration. Logic is simply a syste
matisation of the process by whichwe 
indirectly obtain this warrant for 
beliefs that do not directly possess it. 
To gain the strongest conviction pos
Bible respecting any complex fact, we 
ither analytically descend from it by 
Iccessive steps, each of which we 

unconsciously test by the inconceiv
ableness of its negation, until we reach 
BOrne a.xiom or truth which we have 

similarly tested; or we synthetically 
ascend from such axiom or truth by 
such steps. In either case we connect 
some isolated belief with a belief 
which invariably exists by a series of 
in~er~ediate beliefs which invariably 
eXist. The following passage sums 
up the theory: "When we perceive 
that the negation of the belief is incon
ceivable, we have all possible warrant 
fo~ asserti'ng the irivariability of its 
eXistence! and in asserting this, we 
express alIke our logical justification 
of it, and the inexorable necessity we 
are under of holding it. • . . . We 
have s~en that this is the assumption 
on WhICh every conclusion whatever 
ultimately rests. We have no other 
guarantee for the reality of conscious
ness, of sensations, of personal exist
ence; we have no other guarantee for 
any axiom; we have no other guar
antee for any step in a demonstration. 
Hence, as being taken for granted in 
every act of the understanding, it 
must be regarded' as the Universal 
Po~tulate. " But as this postUlate 
whICh we are under an "inexorable 
n.ecessity" of holding true, is, some
tImes false; as "beliefs that once 
were shown by the inconceivableness 
of their negations to invariably exist 
have since been found untrue" and 
as "beliefs that now possess this char
acter may some day share the 'same 
fate; "" th~ canon of belief laid down 
by Mr.' Spencer, is, that "the most 
certain conclusion" is that "which 
involves the postulate the fewest 
times." Reasoning, therefore, never 
ought to prevail against one of the 
~mmediate beliefs, (the belief in Matter, 
III the outward reality of Extension, 
Space, and the like,) because each of 
the~e involves the postulate only once; 
~~Ile an argument, besides involving 
It III the premises, involves it again in 
every step of the ratiocination, no one 
of the successive acts of inference 
being recognised as valid except 
because we cannot conceive the con
cl~sion not to follow from the pre
mIses. 

It will be convenient to take the 
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last part of this argument first. In 
every reasoning, according to ]\ilr. 
Spencer, the assumption of the postu
late is renewed at every step. At 
each inference we judge that the con
clusion follows from the premises, our 
sole warrant for that judgment being 
that we cannotconcei ve itnot to follow. 
Consequently if the postulate is fal
lible, the conclusions of reasoning are 
more vitiated by that uncertainty 
than direct intuitions ; and the dispro· 
portion is greater, the more numerous 
the steps of the argument. 

To test this doctrine, ·let us first 
suppose an argument consisting only 
of a single step, which would be repre
sented by one syllogism. This argu
ment does rest on an assumption, and 
we have seen in the preceding chapters 
what the assumption is. It is, that 
whatever has a mark, has what it is a 
mark of. The evidence of this axiom 
I shall not consider at present; * let 
l18 suppose it (with Mr. Spencer) to be 
the inconceivableness of its reverse. 

Let us now add a second step to the 
argument: we require, what? Another 
,assumption ? No: the same assump
tion a second time; and so on to a 
third and a fourth. I confess I do 
not see how, on Mr. Spencer's own 
principles, therepetitionofthe assump
tion at all weakens the force of the 
argument. If it were necessary the 
second time to assume some other 
axiom, the argument would no doubt 
be weakened, since it would be neces
sary to its validity that both axioms 
should be true, and it might happen 
that one was true and not the other : 
making two chances of error instead 
of one. But since it is the same 
axiom, if it is true once it is true every 
time; and if the argument, being of 
a hundred links, assumed the axiom a 
hundred times, these hundred assump· 
tions would make but one chance of 
error among ,them all. It is satis· 

factory that we are not obliged trJ 
suppose the deductions of pure math . 
matics to be among the most uncertain 
of argumentative processes, which 1\ 

Mr. Spencer's theory they coul l 
hardly fail to be, since they are th~ 
longest. But the number of steps ill 
an argument does not subtract fro 
its reliableness, if no new prenlises, 1)£ 
an uncertain character, are taken uTI 
by the way.* 

* Mr. Spencer, in recently returning IQ 
the subject, (Principles oj Psycholoqy, n " 
edition, ch. xii., •• The Test of Helati 
Validity,") makes two answers to the pre. 
ceding remarks. One is : 

" Were an argument formed by repeat' 
the same proposition over a~d o,ve~ again, 
it would be true that any llltrmslc fallt. 
bility of the postulate would not make tl 
conclusion more untrustworthy than t 
first step. But an argument consists of I 110 
like propositions. Now since lh. Mill' 
criticism on the Universal Postulate is t 
in some cases, which he names, it has prov 
to be an untrustworthy test, it follow, 
that in any argument consisting of hI;' 
rogeneous propositions, there is a risk, in. 
creasing as the number of propositi" 
increases, that some one of them beloll 
to this class of cases, and is wrOD" IJ 
accepted because of the inconceivablen 
of its negation." 

No doubt: but this supposes new prell< · 
to be taken in. The point we are discussin 
is the fallibility not of the premises, but 
the reasoning, as distinguished from III 
premises. Now the validity of the rea,on
ing depends always upon the same axiom, 
repeated (in thought) •• over and ov 
again," viz. that whatever has a mark, -. 
what it is a mark of. Even, therefore, Oil 
the assumption that this axiom rests ulti· 
mately on the Universal Postulate, [.lId 
that, the Postulate not being wholly trll 
worthy, the axiom may be one of the Ct 
of its failure; all the risk thcre is of t 
is incurred at the very first step of I 
reasoning, and is not added to, howe 
long may be the series of subsequent stu! 

I am here arguing, of course, from , fr. 
Spencer's point !of view. From my 0 
the case is still clearer; for, in my vi ... " 
the truth that whatever has a mark 
what it is a mark of, is whollytrustwortl y, 
and derives none of its evidence frOl Il 0 
very untrustworthy a test as the inconudy· 
ability of the negative. 

"" :Mr. Spencer is mistaken in. supposing 
me to claim any peculiar "necessity" for 
this axiom as compared with others. I 
have corrected the expressions· which led 
him into that misapprehension of nly 
meaning. :, __ 

:Mr. Spencer's second answer is valid p 
to' a certain point; it is, that every p 
longation of the process in volves additiOl 
chances of casual error, from carelessn 
in the reasoning operation. This is an i lQ' 

portant consideration in the private spe~ • 
lations of an individual rea80ner; and ~ \all 
with respect to mankind at large, it UlU 
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rrll speak next o.f the premises. 
(l ' assurance of theIr truth, whether 
I"~ be generalities or individual 

~ I ,t~ is grounded, in Mr. Spencer's 
. :pion on the inconceivableness of 

~ I,.:ir b~ing false. It is necessary to 
".h'crt to a ,double m~aning of the 

Ir.! inconceIvable, WhICh Mr. Spen. 
\ 'r is aware of, and would sincerely 
(h~daim founding an argument upon, 
1 It from which hi~ case derives no 
li tIe advantage no.twithst~nding. By 
iJl~' mcei vableness IS sometimes meant 
i ,.,bility to form or get rid of an idea ; 

iluetimes, inability to form or get rid 
ut a belief. The former meaning is 
h' most conformable to the analogy 

ut lanO"uage; for a conception always 
u "n; an idea, never a belief. The 

r 'ng meaning of " inconceivable" is, 
however, fully as frequent in philo
~"hical discu:'3sio~ .as the right mean

in', and the mtUltlVe school of meta
ph ~jcians c~uld not well d~ without 
i her. To lllustrate the dIfference, 
. will take two contrasted examples. 

Tht;l early physical speculators con
~d"red antipodes incredible, because 
if mceivable. But antipodes were 
III t inconceivable in the primitive 

n t · of the word. An idea of them 
C I Id be formed without· difficulty: 

t y could be completely pictured to 
the mental eye. What was difficult, 
amI as it then seemed impossible, 

. , to apprehend them as believable. 
Th-! idea could be put together of 
ID n t:!ticking on by their feet to the 

. ,lmitted that, though mere oversights 
I llI) syllogistic process, like errors of 
,:t~on in an account, are special to the 
.,vI~ual, and seldom escape detection, 

J 1l''101l of thought produced (for ex· 
I ,.le) by amhiguous terms has led whole 

I • -]l S or ages to accept fallacious reason
.. ,valid, But this very fact points to 

I 'ti of error so much more dangerous 
I I, the mere length of the process as 

I J to vitiate the doctrine that the" test 
,~ relative validities of conflicting con· 

I 1 'llS" is the number of times the funda
W tJlal postulate is involved. On the eon

~. the subject on which the trains of 
T 'iling are longest, and the assumption 

fure! oftel1est repeated, are in general 
" ,,:111c11 are best fortified against the 
., rormldable. cau.ses of fallacy; as in 
x.~lLJpl~ alre::wy given of mathematics. 

under side of the earth, but the 
belief would follow that they must 
fall off. Antipodes were not unima· 
ginable, but they were unbelievable. 

On the other hand, when I endea
vour to conceive an end to extension 
the two ideas refuse to come together: 
When I attempt to form a conception 
of the last point of space, I cannot 
help figuring to myself a vast space 
beyond that last point. The com
bination is, under the conditions of 
our experience, unimaginable. This 
double meaning of inconceivable it is 
very important to bear in mind, for 
the argument from inconceivableness 
almost always turns on the alternate 
substitution of each of those meanings 
for the other. 

In which of these two senses does 
Mr. Spencer employ the term when 
he makes it a test of the truth of III 

proposition that its negation is incon· 
ceivable? Until Mr. Spencer ex
pressly stated the contrary, I inferred 
from the course of his argument that 
he meant unbelievable. He has how
ever, in a paper published in th~ fifth 
nUl:nber of ~he F01'tnightly Review, dis
claImed thIS meaning, and declared 
that by an inconceivable proposition 
he means now and always "one of 
which the terms cannot, by ~ny effort, 
be brought before consciousness in that 
relation which the proposition asserts 
between them-a proposition of which 
the subject and predicate offer an in
surmountable resistance to union in 
thought." \Ve now, therefore. know 
positively that Mr. Spencer ~lways 
endeavours to use the word inconceiv
able in this, its proper sense: but it 
may yet be questioned whether his 
endeavour is always successful; whe
ther the other, and popular use of the 
w?rd. does not sometimes creep in 
wlth ltS associations, and prevent him 
from maintaining a clear separation 
between the two. \Vhen, for example, 
he says, that when I feel cold I can
not conceive that I am not feeling 
cold, this expression cannot be trans
lated into" I cannot conceive myself 
not feeling cold," for it is evident that 
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I can: the word conceive,therefore, this case everyone will admi' 
is here used to express the recognition the impossibility is real. Any" 
of a matter of fact-the perception of present sensations, or other 
truth or falsehood; which I apprehend subjective consciousness, that Oll 

to be exactly the meaning of an act of son inevitably believes. They 
belief, as distinguished from simple facts known per se: it is . 
conception. Again, Mr. Spencer calls to ascend beyond them. 
the attempt to conceive something tive is really unbelievable, and 
which is inconceivable "an abortive fore there is never any question 
effort to cause the non-existence" not believing it. Mr. Spencer's thef"l')' 
of a conception or mental representa- not needed for these truths. 
tion, but of a belief. There is need, But according to Mr. Spencer 
therefore, to revise a considerable part are other beliefs. relating to 
of Mr. Spencer's language, if it is to things than our own subjective 
be kept always consistent with his ings, for which we have the 
definition of inconceivability. But in guarantee-which are in a 
truth the point is of little importance, manner invariable and 
since inconceivability, in Mr. Spencer's With regard to these other 
theory, is only a test of truth, inasmuch they cannot be necessary, since 
as it is a test of believability. The do not always exist. There have 
inconceivableness of a supposition is and are, many persons who do 
the extreme case of its unbelievability. lieve the reality of an 
This is the very foundation of Mr. still less the reality of 
Spencer's doctrine. The invariability figure as the forms of that 
of the belief is with him the real world; who do not believe that 
guarantee. The attempt to conceive and time have an existence in!! 
the negative is made in order to test dent of the mind-nor any 
the inevitableness of the belief. It Mr. Spencer's objective 
should be called, an attempt to believe The negations of these 
the negative. When Mr. Spencer says able beliefs are not un..,,, •. <,,, "'''' ,', .. _ 
tha,t while looking at the sun a man they are believed. It may be 
cannot conceive that he is looking into tained, without obvious error 
darkness, he should have said that a we cannot imagine tangible 
man cannot believe that he is doing so. mere states of our own 
For it is surely possible, in broad day- people's consciousness; that 
light, to i'rnagine oneself looking into ception of them irresistibly 
darkness.* As Mr. Spencer himself to us the idea of something 
says, speaking of the belief of our own to ourselves: and I am not in a 
existence: "That he 'might not exist, dition to say that this is not th ' 
he can conceive well enough: but (though I do not think anyone 
that he does not exist, he finds it im- titled to affirm it of any 
possible to conceive," i.e" to believe. himself). But many 
So that the statement resolves itself believed, whether they 
into this: That I exist and that I it or not, that what we 
have sensations, I believe, because I ourselves as material objects are 
cannot believe otherwise. And in modifications of consciousness ; 

-* Mr. Spencer makes a distinction be- plex feelings of touch and of 
tween conceiving myself looking into dark- lar action. Mr. Spencer may 
ness, and conceiving that I am then and th . f t f th 
thcre looking into darkness. To me it . e ~n erence correc r~m t: 

seems that this change of tlie expression Imagmable to the unbehevabh', 
to the form I~m, just m~rks the transition I cause he holds that belief itse.1f i 
from conceptIOn ,to belIef, and that the the persistence of an idea and 
phrase" to conceIVe that I am," or "that . . ' . . 
anything is," is not consistent with using what we can succeed m Imagmll 
the word" conceive" in its rigorous sense. cannot at the moment help 
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i .vable. But of what con
I I it what we appr:h:nd at 

~.1Il nt, if the moment IS m con
• iClll to the permanent state of 

r iu tl ? A pers~n who has be.en 
• b It when an mfant by stones 

fn h D , 'though he disbelieves them 
ftt:1' vears, (and perhaps never b~

ti l"lll,) may be unaJ:>le ~ll hiS tf be in a dark plac~, m ?Irc';lm-
nee , titnulating to thelmagmatlOn, 

i hhUC mental discomposure. The 
of ghosts, ~i~h all ItS atte~da~t 
I'l\, i;; irreSIstIbly called up In hIS 

od • \' the outward circumstances. 
nur •• I . ncer may say, tha~ while he 

UI,I . the influence of thIS terror he 
d tlot disbelieve in ghosts, but has 

1111' lraryaIl;d uncontrollable .beli~f 
in belli. Be It so; but allowmg It 

1 ,'. which would it be truest to 
• Hf this man on the whole-that 
bt lit yes in ghosts, or that he does 

o I li ;ve in them? Assuredly that 
I .' not believe in them. The 
i~ :similar with those who dis-

H .(: a material world. Though 
\" ronnot get rid of the idea; 
ill while looking at-a solid object 

I l'allnot help having the concep
n. lilt! therefore, according to Mr. 
n r's metaphysics, the momentary 

lit.f, f its externality; even at that 
m nt they would sincerely deny 
Ilin ' that belief: and it would be 

In r ,t to call them other than dis-
h . rR of the doctrine. The belief, 

menon otherwise than as the ascent 
or descent of the sun. Assuredly no 
o~e can do. so without a prolonged 
tnal; and It is probably not easier 
now than in the first generation after 
Copernicus. J\oIr. Spencer does not 
say, "In looking at sunrise it is im
possible not to conceive that it is the 
sun which moves, therefore this is 
what everybody believes, and we have 
all the evidence for it that we can 
have for any truth." Yet this would 
be an exact parallel to his doctrine 
about the belief in matter. 

The existence of matter, and other 
Noumena, as distinguished from the 
phenomenal world, remains a question 
of argument, as it was before; and 
the very general, but neither necessary>, 
nor universal, belief in them,s tands 
as a psychological phenomenon to be 
explained, either on the hypothesis 
of its truth, or on some other. The 
belief is not a conclmdve proof of its 
own truth, unless there are no such 
things as idola triMs; but being a 
fact, it calls on antagonists to show, 
from what except the real existence 
of the thing believed, so general and 
apparently spontaneous a belief can 
have originated. And its opponents 
have never hesitated to accept this 
challenge. * The amount of their
success in meeting it will probably 
determine the ultimate verdict of 
philosophers on the question. 

b r r ,re, is not invariable; and the § 4. In a revision, or rather reCOll-
i inconceivableness fails in the struction of his '" Principles of Psy

y c; 'es to which there could ever chology," as one of the stages or plat-
ny occasion to apply it. . forms in the imposing structure of his 

'J'hat a thing may be perfectly be- System of Philosophy, Mr. Spencer 
I' ble, and yet may not have be- has resumed what he justly terms t 

me conceivable,· and that we may the "amicable controversy that has 
ituallybelieve 011e side of an alter- been .long pending between us;" ex
\t, and conceive only in the other, pre~slllg at t~e same time a regret, 

J1 f miliarly exemplified in the state WhICh I cordIally share, that "this 
miud uf educated persons respect- lengthened exposition of a sinrrle point 

. Illri~.e and sunset. . All e~uca:ted of difference, unaccompanied by an 
I >On eIther know by lllvestlgatlOn, 

I ~it":ve on the authority of science, I .* I ha;ve myself accepted the contest, and 
L It IS the earth and not the sun fought It out on this battle-ground, in the 
i h moves: but there are probably el~,ve:nth chap,ter ?f An Exalni't~ation of Si'/' 

f w" b. h b't 11 . tl 1 Tt ~lltam Harn1lton s Philosophy. 
\! a 1 ua y concen:e le p leno- t Chap. xi. 
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exposition of the Iiumeroml points of 
concurrence, unavoidably produces an 
appearance of dissent very far greater 
than that which exists." I believe, 
with Mr. Spencer, that the difference 
between us, if measured by our con
clusions, is "superficial rather than 
substantial; " and the value I attach 
to so great an amount of agreement, 
in the field of analytic psychology, 
with a thinker of his force and depth, 
is such as I can hardly overstate. But 
I also agree with him that the differ
ence which exists in our premises is 
one of "profound importance, philo
sophically considered;" and not to 
be dismissed while any part of the 
case of either of us has not been fully 
examined and discussed. 

In his present statement of the 
Universal Postulate, Mr. Spencer has 
exchanged his former expression, 
"beliefs which invariably exist," for 
the following: "cognitions of which 
th~ predicates invariably exist along 
with their subjects." And he says 
that "an abortive effort to conceive 
the negation of a proposition, shows 
that the cognition expressed is one of 
which the predicate invariably exists 
along with its subject; and the dis
covery that the predicate · invariably 
exists along with its subject is the 
discovery that this cognition is one we 
are compelled to accept." Both these 
premises of Mr. Spencer's syllogism I 
am able to assent to, but in different 
senses of the middle term. If the 
invariable existence of the predicate 
along with its subject is to be under
stood in the most obvious meaning, 
as an existence in actual Nature, or in 
other words, in our objective or sen
sational experience, I of course admit 
that this, once ascertained, compels us 
to accept the proposition : but then I 
do not admit that the failure of an 
attempt to conceive the negative 
proves the predicate to be always co· 
existent with the subject in actual 
Nature. If, on the other hand, (which 
I believe. to be Mr. Spencer's mean
ing,) the invariable existence of the 
predicate along with the ~mbject is to 

be understood only of our 
faculty, i.e, that the one is 
from the other in our 
indeed, the inability to 
two ideas proves their n' lsepal:ablll' ",J 
junction, here and now the 
which has failed in the attempt. 
this inseparability in thought do,: 
prove a corresponding 
in fact, nor even in the though 
other people, or of the same pel'Rou 
a pOSSIble future. 

"That some propositions have 
wrongly accepted as true 
their negations were suppo~ed 
cei vable when they were not 'I 
not, in Mr. Spencer's opinio~ , 
prove the validity of the test; u 

only because any test whatever 
liable to yield untrue results 
from incapacity or from ' 
in those who use it," but 
propositions in question 
plex propositions, not to be 
by a test applicable to prc.pm;iti(lIt • • 
further decomposable. " 
timately applicable to a 
position the subject and 
which are in direct rela 
be legitimately applied to a 
proposition, the subject and 
of which are indirectly 
the many simplepr()pc.sit,iOllS impli~ 
"That things are 
same thing are equal to one 
is a fact which can be known 
comparison of actual or ideal 
. . . . But that the square 
hypothenuse of a right-angled 
equals the sum of the 
other two sides, be 
immediately by comparison of 
states of consciousness: here 
truth can be reached only 
through a series of simple 
respecting the likenesses or 
nesses of certain relations." 
over, even when the proposition 
of being tested by immediate 
sciousness, people often neglect 
it. A schoolboy, in adding 
column of figures, will say" 
9 are 46," though this is 
the verdict which consciousness 
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he 35 and 9 are really called up I As now limited by Mr. Spencer 
f n. it. but this is not done. And the ultimate co.gnitions fit to be sub~ 

hi; rt llY' schoolboys, but men and mitted to his test are only those of so 
01 1" d' t' tl·· I lUll ,·rc • do not.a way~ IS me y I UUlversa and elementary a character 

I.btu into theIr eqUlvalent state,~ I as to be represented in the earliest 
r c(lll~cionsness the. words they use., and most unv,arying experience, or 
T j" !Jut just to gIve Mr. ~p~nc~r s I apparent experIence, of all mankind. 

d rillt: th~ benefi.t ?f the hml~atIOn I In such ~ases. the in~oncei vability of 
Lilllld, VIZ. that ~t IS only applicable the negatIve, If real, IS accounted for 

I If }<!itions w~lCh a.re assented. to I by the expel'ience: and why (I have 
iu:ple inspectIOn, WIthout any m- asked) should the truth be tested by 

~\'t:nmg media of proof. But this I the inconceivability, when we can go 
Iinli ation does ~ot exclude some ~f I farther b~ck for proof-namely, to 

c IJ t marked lllstances of proposl- the experIence itself? To this Mr. 
1011 11 W known to be fa:1se or ground- Spencer answers, that the experiences 

I but wh~se negatIve was on?e cannot be all recalled to mind, and if 
~ nd inconcelvabl~ : . such as, that. m recal~ed, would be of unmanageable 

nri. and sunset ~t IS. the sun WhI?h multl~ude. To test a proposition by 
\ ; that graVItatIOn may eXist experIence seems to him to lUean that 

WI ,",ut an interveni.ng medium; a~d "b~f?re accepting as certain the pro
\CII the case of antipodes. T~e dIs- pOSItion that any rectilineal figure 
ncd m drawn by Mr, Spencer lS. r~al; n;tust ,?ave as many angles as it has 
t, ill the case of the propOSItIons SIdes, I have "to think of every 

J hy him as complex, conscious- triangle, square, pentagon hexagon 
n until the media of proof are &c., which I have ever se~n and t(; 

~ J> j, cl, gives no verdict at all: it verify the asserted relation' in each 
I her declares the equality. of the case." I can only say, with surprise, 
IInl"' of the hypothenuse With the that I do not understand this to be 
III vC .the squares of . th~ sides ~o be the meaning of an appeal to experi

iuculI(" Iva!=>le, nor theI~ mequahty to ence. It is enough to know that one 
ncelvable. But m all the three has been seeing the fact all one's life 

which I have just cited, the in- and has never remarked any instanc~ 
i \·a.bility see~s to be apprehended to. the contrary, and that other people, 
Iy; no tram of argument was WIth every opportunity of observation, 

I I, as in the case of the square of 
h I'othenuse, to obtain the verdict 
1I iousness on the point. Neither 
ny I.f the three a case like that of 

'hoolboy's mistake, in which the 
willl \\ as never really brought into 

I t with the proposition. They 
c .;s in which one of two opposite 
I ~'ates, mero adspectu, seemed to 

nil:: .mpatible with the subject, and 
IItL\:r, therefore, to be proved 
) ~ to exist with it. * 

In ne of the three cases, Mr. Spencer 
: no small surprise, thinks tbat th~ 
f ,f mankind" cannot be rightly said 

to " undergone" the change I allege. 
r l'Cncer himself still thinks we are un

b)o: to cunceive gravitation acting through 
I y Epace. "If an astronomer vowed 
t 1 ~ (;QuId conceive gravitative force as 

1 d through space absolutely void, 

my private opinion would be that he mis_ 
~ook ,the nature of conception. Conception 
lmphes representation. Here the elements 
of the representation are the two bodies 
and an agency by 'which either affects the 
other. 'Fo, conceive this agency is to re
present It In some terms derived from our 
exper~ences-tha~ is, from our sensations. 
As thIS. agen~y gIves us no sensations, we 
are oblIged (If we try to conceive it) to use 
~ymbols idealised from our sensations
Imponderable units forming a medium," 

If Mr. Spencer meaus that the action of 
gl'avit~ti0.n gives us no sensations, the 
assertIOn IS one than which I have not seen 
in the, writings of philosophers. many mol'~ 
startlmg. What other sensation do we 
need than the sensation of one bodymoving 
towards another? "The elements of the 
representation" are not two bodies and 
an "agency," but two bodies and an 
effect, viz. the fact of their approaching 
one another. If we are able to (;onceive a 
:vacuum, is the!e any difficulty in conceiv
lUg a body fallmg to the earth through it z 
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unanimously declare the . same thing. 
It is true, even this experience may 
be insufficient, and so it might be 
even if I could recall to mind every 
instance of it: but its insufficiency, 
instead of being brought to light, is 
disguised, if, instead of sifting the 
experience itself, I appeal to a test 
which bears no relation to the suffi
ciency of the experience, but, at the 
most, only to its familiarity. These 
remarks do not lose their force even 
if we believe, with Mr. Spencer, that 
mental tendencies originally derived 
from experience impress themselves 
permanently on the cerebral structure 
and are transmitted by inheritance, 
so that modes of thinking which are 
acquired by the race become innate 
and cl; priori in the individual, thus 
representing, in Mr. Spencer's opinion, 
the experience of his progenitors, in 
addition to his own. All that would 
follow from this is, that a conviction 
might be really innate, i.e. prior to 
individual experience, and yet not be 
true, since the inherited tendency to 
accept it may have been originally 
the result of other causes than its 
truth. 

Mr. Spencer would have a much 
stronger case if he could really show 
that the evidence of Reasoning rests 
on the Postulate, or, in other words, 
that we believe that a conclusion 
follows from premises only because 
we cannot conceive it not to follow. 
But this statement seems to me to be 
of the same kind as one I have pre
viously commented on, viz. that I 
believe I see light, because I cannot, 
while the sensation remains, conceive 
that I am looking into darkness. 
Both these statements seem to me 
incompatible with the meaning (as 
very rightly limited by Mr. Spencer) 
of the verb to conceive. To say that 
when I apprehend that A is Band 
that B is C, I cannot conceive that A 
is not C, is to my mind merely to say 
that I am compelled to believe that A 
is C. If to conceive be taken in its 
proper meariing, viz. to form a mental 
representation, I mu.y be able to con-

ceive A as not being C. 
assenting, with full 
to the Copernican proof that 
earth and not the sun that 
not only can conceive, or 
myself, sunset as a motion of th(! 
but almost everyone finds this 
ception of sunset easier to form 
that which they nevertheless knu 
be the true one. 

. § 5. Sir William Hamilton 
I do, that inconceivability is no 
rion of impossibility. " There 
ground for inferring a certain 
be impossible, merely from our 
i ty toconcei ve its possibility." 
there are which may, nay must 
true, of which the understandin~ 
wholly unable to construe to itself 
possibility." * Sir ,\Villiam -_ .•. u • • _ • .

is, however, a firm ' believer in 
priori character of many axioms 
of the sciences deduced from th 
and is so far from considering 
axioms to rest on the evidence 
perience, that he declares 
them to be true even of NUu.uH;J:na·-GI' ... 
the Unconditioned-of 
of the principal aims of 
to prove that the nature 
ties debars us from hav' 
ledge. The axioms to 
butes this exceptional 
from the limits which confine 
other possibilities of knowledge; 
chinks through which, as he repres!' 
one ray of light finds its way 
from behind the curtain which 
from us the mysterious world of 
in themselves,-al'e the two r.~in~inl_"_ 
which he terms, after the tllllWOmlt:a. .... 
the Principle of Contradiction 
the Principle of Excluded Mid 
the first, that two. contradictory V 
positions cannot both be true; 
second, that they cannot both be h I 
Armed with these logical Weapl) 
we may boldly face Things in th .. m 
selves, and tender to them the dOli 
alternative, sure that they must ah 
lutely elect one or the other si 

* Discussions, &c., 2d cd. p. 624. 

THEORIES CONCERNING AXIOMS. 

tJlc>l1gh we m~y be f?r ever preclude~ minds. And if we carry our observa
fplli} discuverIng whIch. To take ~llS tion outwards, we also find that light 
:\\ flurite exam:pl~, .w.e cannot conceIve and darkness, sound and silence, moo 

lh' infinite divI~lbIhty .of. matter, and tion and quiescence, equality and in· 
,,(' cannot conceIve a mmImum, or end equality, preceding and following, suc· 
t, Jivisibility: yet one or the other cession and simultaneousness, any 
lllll"t be true. positive phenomenon whatever and 

As I have hitherto said nothing of its negative, are distinct phenomena, 
I \ two. axioms in question, those of pointedly contrasted, and the one 
cl~ltradictiunandofExcluded Middle, always absent where the other is pre
it is nut unseasonable to consider them sent . . . I consider the maxim in ques
h.;N. The form~r. asserts that an tion to be a generalisation frum all 
nffirmative propo~ltlon and. ~he cor- these facts. 
I1 po.nding negatIve propOSItIon can- In like manner as the Principle of 
n "bo.th be true; which has generally Contradiction (that one of two contra
bt .n held to be ~ntuitively evident. dictories must be false) means that an 

iT William HamIlton and the Ger- assertion cannot be bo.th true and false 
wans consider it to be the statement so the Principle of Excluded Middle: 
ill wo.rds of a form or law of our or that one of two cuntradicturies 
thinking faculty. Other philosophers, must be true, means that an assertion 
nllt less deserving of consideration, must be either true or false: either 
litem it to be an identical proposition, the affirmative is true, or otherwise 
:U1 assertion involved in the meaning the negative is true, which means that 
of the terms; a mode of defining th~ a£?rmat~ ve is ~al~e. I cannot help 
_ 'egation, and the word Not. thm~mg thIS prmClple a surprising 

I am able to go one step with these specunen of a so called necessity of 
I -to An affirmative assertion and its Thought, since it is not even true, un
n ,Yative are not two independent less with a. large qualification. A pro-

"'rtions, connected with each other position must be either true or false 
oltlyas mutually incompatible. That provided that the predicate be on~ 
if the negative be true, the affirmative which can in any intelligible sense be 
roust be false, really is a mere identi- attributed to the subject (a.nd as this 
c I proposition; for the negative pro- is always assumed to be the case in 
position asserts nothing but the falsity treatises on logic, the axiom is always 
of the affirmative, and has no other laid down there as of absolute truth). 

nse or meaning whatever. The" Abracadabra is a second intention" 
Principium .Contradictionis should is neither true nor false. Between 
hl"'refore put off the ambitious phrase- the true and the false there is a third 
I,/goy which gives it the air of a fun- possibility, the Unmeaning; and this 

d.i,mental antithesis pervading nature, alternative is fatal to Sir William 
Ilmi should be enunciated in the Hamilton's extension of the maxim 
ilUpler form, that the same proposi- to N oumena. That Matter must 

tiutl cannut at the same time be false either have a minimum of divisibility 
Illld true. But I can go no farther or be infinitely divisible, is more than 
, ith the Nominalists; for I cannot we can ever know. For in the first 
h ,k upon this last as a merely verbal place, Matter, in any other than the 
I roposition. I consider it to be, like phenomenal sense of the term, may 
other axioms, one of our first and most not exist; and it will scarcely be said 
b llliliar gener~l~sations fron: exper~- th~t a non-entity must be either in
t nce. The ongmal foundatIOn of It fimtely or finitely divisible. In the 
I take to b.e, that Belief and Disbelief I second place, though matter, con
net: ~wo dIfferent mental states, ex- sidered as the occult cause of our· 
eludmg. one another. 'Fhis we know sensations, do really exist, yet what 
by the SImplest observatIon of our own we call divisibility may be an attri-
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bute only of our sensations of sight being totally expelled from the 
and touch, and not of their uncognis- by another. The law of the 
able cause. Divisibility may not be Middle, then, is simply a 
predicable at all, in any intelligible tion of the universal experience 
sense, of Things in Themselves, nor some mental states are directly 
therefore of Matter in itself; and structi ve of other states. It 
the assumed necessity of being either lates a certain absolutely 
infinitely or finitely divisible may be law, that the appearance of 
an inapplicable alternative. On this tive mode of 
question I am happy to have the full occur without excluding a lOULTP.I"t; .... 

concurrence of Mr. Herbert Spencer, negative mode; and that 
from whose paper in the Pm·tnightly mode cannot occur without 
Review I extract the following pas- the correlative positive mode 
sage. The germ of an idea identical tithesis of positive and negati~e 
with that of Mr. Spencer may be indeed, merely an expression 
found in the present chapter, about experience. Hence it follows 
a page back, but in Mr. Spencer it consciousness is not in one of the 
is not an undeveloped thought, but modes it must be in the other" * 
a philosophical theory. I must here close thissupp] . 

': \Vhen re!llembering a certain thing r chapter, and with it the Second 
as.m a certam place, the place and the The Theory of Induction, in the 
thmg are mentally represented toge- comprehensive sense of the term 
ther; while to think of the non-exis- form the subject of the Third. ' 
tence of the thing in that place implies 
a consciousness in which the place is 
represented, but not the thing. Simi
larly, if instead of thinking of an ob
ject as colourless, we think of its 
having colour, the change consists in 
the addition to the· concept of an 
element that "vas before absent from 
it-the object cannot be thought of 
first as red and then as not red, 
without one component of the thought 

* Professor Bain (Logic, i, 16) identi 
the Principle of Contradiction with 
Law of. Relativity, viz. that" everyt1. 
that can be tbought of, every affirm; 
that can bc made, has an opposite or 
counter notion or affirmation; " a pr po. 
sition which is one of the general re"' l 
of tbe whole body of human experiel 
For further consideratiolls respecting 
axioms of Contradiction and Exclu 
Middle, ~ee ~he tw.enty~first chapter 
An ExammattOn of S11' TVtlhaln Bamilt 
Phiir;sophy. 
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OF INDUCTION. 

.. _ c~rding to the do~trine now stat~d, the hig;hest" or rather the only proper object 
fill y.jcs is to ascertam th~se establIshed conJullctIOns of successive events, which 

I iture'the order o~ th~ UnIverse; to 1'ecor<;1 the phenomena which it exhibits to our 
r~ .tiOll or which It dIscloses to our experIments: and to refer these phenomena to 
r t:uenLl ll1.ws."-D. STEW A PS, Elements of the Philosophy o/the Human Jllind, vol. ii. 

v. seCt. ~. 

CHAPTER I. 

rRt:t,nIINAUY OBSERVATIONS ON IN· 
DUCTIO!'r IN GENERAL. 

I . THE portion of the present in
u;ry upon which we are now about 
I I .ter may be considered as the 
'ud pal, both from its surpassing in 

11 ri-:a.cy all the other branches, and 
)l!C;\U:l<: it relates to a process which 

been shown in the preceding 
k to be that in which the inves-

I :\ ion of nature essentially consists. 
\ h,we found that all Inference, 
11 ,quently all Proof, and all dis
II t:fy of truths not self-evident, con

"t-, of inductions, and the interpre-
JI)Il of ind uctions; that all our 

11 \1 ledge, not intuitive, COlIl€S to 
~ , elusively from that source, 'What 
III nction is, therefore, and what con
li ions render it legitimate, cannot 

t Le deemed the main question of 
'. ~ci~nce of logic - the question 

llll.:h mcludes all others. It is, 
I \ 'ever, one which professed writers 
1I11"gic have almost entirely passed 
\ 'I. The generalities of the subject 

have not been altogether neglected by 
metaphysicians; but, for want of suf
ficient acquaintance with the processes 
by which science has actually suc
ceeded in establishing general truths, 
their analysis of the inductive opera
tion, even when unexceptionable as 
to correctness, has not been specific 
enough to be made the foundation of 
practical rules, which might be for in
duction itself what the rules of the 
syllogism are for the interpretation 
of induction; while those by whom 
physical science has been carried to 
its present state of improvement
and who, to arrive at a complete 
theory of the process, needed ,only to 
generalise, and adapt to all varieties 
of problems, the methods which they 
themsel ves employed in their habitual 
pursuits-never until very lately made 
any serious attempt to philosophise on 
the subject, nor regarded the mode in 
which they arrived at their conclusions 
as deserving of study, independently 
of the conclusiollfl themsel ves. 

§ 2. For the purposes of the present 
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inquiry, Induction may be defined, the 
operation of discovering and proving 
general propositions. It is true that 
(as already shown) the process of in
directly ascertaining individual facts 
is as truly inductive as that by which 
we establish general truths. But it 
is not a different kind of induction; 
it is a form of the very same process: 
since, on the one hand, generals are 
but collections of particulars, definite 
in kind but indefinite in number; and 
on the other hand, whenever the evi
dence which we derive from observa
tion of known cases justifies us in 
drawing an inference respecting even 
one unknown case, we should on the 
same evidence be justified in drawing 
a similar inference with respect to a 
whole class of cases. The inference 
either does not hold at all, or it holds 
in all cases of a certain description; 
in all cases which, in certain definable 
respects, resemble those we have ob
served. 

If these remarks are just; if the 
principles and rules of inference are 
the same whether we infer general 
propositions or individual facts; it 
follows that a complete logic of the 
sciences would be al~6 a complete 
logic of practical business and com
mon life. Since there is no case of 
legitimate inference from experience, 
in which the conclusion may not 
legitimately be a general proposition, 
an analysis of the process by which 
general truths are arrived at is vir
tually an analysis of all induction 
whatever. ·Whether we are inquir
ing into a scientific principle or into 
an individual fact, and whether we 
proceed by experiment or by ratio
cination, every step in the train of 
inferences is essentially inductive, 
and the legitimacy of the induction 
depends in both cases on the same 
conditions. 

True it is that in the case of the 
practical inquirer, who is endeavour
ing to ascertain facts not for the pur
poses of science but for those of busi
ness, such, for instance, as the advocate 
or the judge, the chief difficlllty is one 

in which the principles of 
will afford him 110 assistance 
lies .110t in making his inductl, 
but m the selection of them; in 
illg from among all general 
tiOllS ascertailled to be true 
which furnish marks by whic}, 
may trace whether the given sul 
pos·sesses or 110t the predicat, 
question. In arguing a 
question of fact before a 
general propositions 
which the advocate 
in thernsel ves, 
assented to as soon as stated: 
skill lies in bringing his case 
those propositions or principles . 
calling to mind such of the kno,\ ~ 
received maxims of probability It 
mit of application to the case in I, 
and selecting from among them 
best adapted to his object. 
is here depelldent on 
quired sagacity, aided by 
of the particular subject and 
jects allied with it. Invention, 
it can be cultivated, cannot be 
to rule; there is 110 science which 
enable a man to bethink himself 
that which will suit his purpose. 

But when he has thought of 
thing, science earl tell Bim 
that which he has thought of 
suit his purpose or not. The imp 
or arguer must be guided by his 
knowledge and sagacity in the 
of the inductions out of which 
construct his argument. But the 
dity of the argument whell cOlilstrur.telI.' 
depends on principles alld must 
tried by tests which are the same 
all descriptiolls of illquiries, whetntf' •• 
the result be to give A an estatl', 
to eurich science with a llew gel! 
truth. In the one case and in 
other, the senses, or testimony, 11 

decide on the illdividual facts; th 
rules of the syllogism will determi 
whether, those facts beillg supp' 
correct, the case really falls wit.l· 
the formulre of the different in,l' 
tiOllS under which it has been 
cessively brought; alld finally, t 
legitimacy of the inductions th m 
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I' ' must be decided by other rul~s, earth's surface. The ascertainment 
\ h se it is noW our purpose to m- of these angular distances ascertained 

lid . t ~e If this third part of the their supplements; and since the angle 
\'0' tlg: ~ be, in many of the ques- at the earth's centre subtellded by the 
0/ ra ~~ practical life, not the most, distance between the two places of ob
tl":\he least arduous portion of it, servation Was deducible by spherical 
btl b ve seen that this is also the case trigonometry from the latitude and 
~\'" ~e great departmellts of the field longitude of those places, the angle 
l~ so 'ence. in all those which are a~ the moon subtended by the same 
I . ~paJIY deductive, and most of all line became the fourth angle of a 
rnn ,.thematics, where the inductions quadrilateral of which the other three 
ID m... . b d I t,b.:mselves are few m num er; an so ang es were known. The four angles 
obvioUS and elementary that t~ey seem being thus ascertained, and two sides 
to tand in no lleed of the eVIdence of of the quadrilateral being radii of the 

perience, wh~le to combine them so earth; the two remaining sides and 
tu prove a gIven theorem or solve the diagonal, or in other words, the 
l'ublem may call for the utmost moon's distance from the two places 

I'o)wers of invention. all.d c.olltrivance of observation, and from the centre 
'ith which our RpeCles IS gIfted. of the earth, could be ascertained, at 

" If the identity of the logical pro- least in terms of the earth's radius, 
et ' s which prove particular facts from elementary theorems of geo

)1'1 those .which establish general metry. At each step in this demOn
it:ntific truths required any addi- stration a new induction is taken in, 

. nal confirmation, it would be suf· represellted in the aggregate of it" 
ient to consider that in many results by a general proposition. 

br.illches of science single facts have Not only is the process by which 
bJ be proved, as w~l1.a~ principles; an individual astrollomical fact WaS 
facts as completely llldIvldua.} as any thus ascertailled exactly similar to 

lat are debated in a court of. justice, those by which the same science 
but which are proved in the same establishes its general truths, but also 
lIlanner as ithe other truths of the (as we have . shown to be the case in 

i nce, and without disturbing in all legitimate reasonillg) a general 
allY degree the homogeneity ·ofits proposition might have been con
mtthod. A remarkable example of eluded instead of a single fact. In 

is is afforded by astronomy. The strictness" illdeed, the result of the 
individual facts on which that science reasoning is a general. proposition; a 
gtYlllnds its most important deduc- theorem respecting the distance, 110t 
tions, such facts as the magnitudes of the moon in particular, but of any 

the bodies of the solar system, illaccessible object; showing in what 
thtir distances from one allother, the relation that distance stands to cer
figure of the earth, and its rotatioll, tain other quantities. And although 
I1N scarcely any of them accessible to the moon is almost the only heavenly 
(1Ur means of direct observation :;,they body the distance of which from the 
:if'.: proved indirectly by the aid of in- earth can really be thus ascertained, 
Juctions founded on other facts which this is merely owing to the accidental 
Wc can more easily reach. For ex- circumstances of the other heavenly 
ample, the distance of the moon from bodies, which render them incapable 
tlle earth was determined by a very of affordillg such data as the applica
circuitous process. The share which tion of the theorem requires; for the 
dirHCt observation had in the work theorem itself is as true of them as it 
cOhtiisted in ascertainillg, at one alld [ is of the moon. * 
th . same instant, the zenith distaJ?ces * Dr. Whewell thinks it improper to 
IJr the moon, as seen from two pOllltS apply the term Induction to any. operation 
·o:.ry remote from one another on th~e not terminating in the .. establishment of a 
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We shall fall into no error then 
if, in treating of Induction, w~ 1i~it 
our attention to the establishment of 
general propositions. The principles 
and rules of Induction as directed to 
this end, are the principles and rules 
of all Induction; and the loO"ic of 
Science is ~he ~~ive~sal Logic,Oappli. 
cable to all mquIrles m which man can 
engage. 

OHAPTER n. 
OF INDUCTIONS IMPROPERLY SO 

CALLED. 

- . §' I. INDUCT~ON, then, is that opera
tIOn of the mmd by which we infer 
that, what we know to be true in a 
particular case or cases, will be true 
III all cases which resemble the for
mer in certain assignable respects. 
In other wor-ds, Induction is the pro
~ess by which we conclude that what 
IS tru~ of certain individuals of a 
class lS true of the whole class, or 

t~at what is true at certai ' 
WIll be true in similar circu~~l 
at all times, I 

Th~s definition excludes from 
meanm~ of the term Induction " ' 
ous logICal operations, to whieh i~' 
not unus~al to apply that name, t 

InductIOn, as above defined ' 
process of inference; it procee~ f~ 
the lm~w~ to th~ unknown; and ~ 
operatIO~ mv<;>lvmg no inference, ~ 'J 
pro~ess !n wlll~h what seems the (; 1 
elUSIOn I~ nO,w~der than the prell'l~ 
fr?ID, wInch It IS drawn, does not f 
~Ithm the meaning of the term, yan 
m the common books of LoO" 
find t~is laid down as the mo~~c 
fect, md~ed t~e only quite perf • 
form of mductIon. In those b eet. 
every process which sets out f 
a less general and terminates ,I'1>t1l 
m?re gener~l expression,-whichu~. 
mlts of bemg stated in the f 
"This and that A are B ther~nn. 
e,very A is B,"-is called' an ind~ 
tlOn, whether anything be really b • 

general truth_ Induction, he says, (Philo- as such . -
SOl?hy of JJiscove1-y, p, 245,) "is Ilot the same the eon~ IS, essentIal; but nine-tenths r r 
thlIl~ as experience and observation, In- the co _IUSlOIlS dr~wn ~rom experience 1 
d~ctlOn is experience or observation con- out an mse of practlC~l.hfe are drawn witll_ 
scwusly lookcd at in a genej-al form Th's 'f Y such recogmtlOIl: they are dir 
consciousness and generality are ne~essa:y !n erences fro~ ~nown cases to a c, 
parts of that knowledge which is science" t~p1osed to be sl~m,lar, I have endeavour t 
And he objects (p, 241 ) to the mode in I s lOW t!mt thIS IS not onl,\' as legitim 
wl;tich the word Induction is employed in ~~e~ft~~~tIonthbutfBubsta~tially the sa" o 
tIns work, as an undue extension of that t as at 0 ascenCllng from knu Il 
term "not only to the cases in which the I ~~se~ t~ a general proposition; except t ll 
general induction is consciously applied to f e a e\ process, has one great sccuri 7 
a particular instance' but to the cases in or correc ness whIch the former does lJlt 

which the particular instance is dealt with possess. 'I In science the inference mu 
?y me~ns of experience in that rude sense ~~~e:s~~l y pass through th~ ~ntermedi, . 
In whICh experience can be asserted of Sci~n a g~neral pro,posltron, becan 
brutes, and in which of course we can in not f ce:wants Its conclnslOnsforrecord,al 
no way imagine that the law is possessed encegor l,ns:anta~leous u~e_ But the inf 'r, 
or understood as a general proposition" If" d~a" n fm the gmdance of pmcti I 
Th~s use of the term he deems a "co~- fn aIrs, y persons who:> wo~ld often be qui e 
fUSlO~ of knowledge with practical ten- te~apabtlf of e:xpresslll!5 m unexceptiOlJ I 
dencles," ms le cmrespolldmg generalisatiol l9 

I disclaim, as stron€,-1y as Dr. Whewell ~~, and f~equently do, exhib~t in tellectll 
?an do, the application of such terms as bee er~rqu~te equ,al to !lny WhICh have ev, r 
lllduct.ion, inference or reasoning to ope 'f n ISP ayed m SClence: and if th 
tions performed by 'mere 'instinct that ~~- ~~eer~nces are, ~ot ,ind1:'ctive, what a 
f~'om an animal impulse, without the exer: tert~ 'b 1he 

WhhmltatlOn Imposed on tLo 
tlOn of any intelligence, But I erceive .,., Y ,1', ,ew~ll seems perfectly arbi , 
no ground for confining the use Ef those ~~fla" t~elt~er JustIfied by any fundam ell-
terms to cases in which the infbrenc' d IS me IOn between what he includ 
d,rawn in the forms and with the re: l~ f? what he desires to exclude, nor sall U
tlOllS required by scientific propriefy a~ j' ~'?~Jd bl usage, at least from the time pr 
the idea of science an express recog~itio~ (a elf an t~te;art! the prillcipallegislatol 
and distinct appr~hension of general laws ot ardas e nglilsh ~nguage ,is concel'llu'.I) , mo ern metaphYSIcal tenmnology, 
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I or 110t: o.n 1 the induction is portant part in the preparation -0£ the 
clu 1 ( r 1 not to be perfect, unless materials for that investigation. 

, 'ogle individual of the class As we may sum up a definite num-
t~Y ~~~lUU ,.u in the ant-eced ent, or bel' of singular propositions in one 

Ai" that i, unless what we proposition, which will be apparently, 
,I i the c1ass has already been but not really, general, so we may 

ilfinl~~ed to be true of every. in- sum up a definite number of general 
.. ; 1 ill it SO that the nommal propositions in one proposition, which 

ill I(t~'on is ;)01; I"e<'l.lly a. conclusion, will be apparently, but not really, 
(J)1l 1 nere reassertion of the pl'e- more general. If by a separate in-

. a 1 If we were to say, All the I duction applied to every distinct 
nil n '~' shine by the sun's light, from species of animals, it has been estab

vntion of ea h separate planet, hshed that each possesses a nervouS 
all 'the Apostles were J ews, be- system, and we affirm thereupon that 

C'J{ • ,thi " _ true of P eter, Paul, John, all animals have a nervous system; 
I ,\'eryother a.postle,-tbese, and this looks like a generalisation, though 

AIl~ \: these! would, ill the piu-as - as the conclusion merely affirms of 
011 \' in question, be called perfect , all what has already been affirmed of 

;r the nly ped e 't, Induccions, each, it seems to tell us nothing but 11 i! however, i a totally different what we knew before. A distinction 
: l of inducflibn from ours; it is however must be made. If in con

I :I ll inference from facts known to cluding that all animals have a ner
e et' unknown; but a mere short- vous system, we ~ean the sam~ t~,ing 
I_ IItl registratlOn of facts kno,,:,"n. and no m~re as"If we had sa,l~ a~ 
Th~ two simulated arguments whICh known ammals, the proposltlOn IS 
" . have quoted are not generalisa- not general, and the process by which 
l ns ; the propositions purporting to ~t is arrived ~t is.not induction. But 

. conclusions from them are not If our meanmg IS that the observa-
1\:I\1y gener~l propo~ition~. A general tio~s made of t,he various species of 
I ll "sition IS one m whICh the pre- ammals have discovered to us a law 

ielt is affirmed or denied of an of animal nature, and that we are in 
Ut li lllited number of individuals; a condition to say that a nervous 
II IIIdy, all, whether few or many, system will be found even in animals 

t tiuO' or capable of existing, which yet undiscovered, this indeed is an 
1_ ~'~sOthe propertie~ ,:onnoted by the induct~o~; but in ~his case the general 
Ih}~ct of the proposltlOn. "All men proposltIOn contams more than the 

8 ' ulOrtal'~ does not mean all now sum of the special propositions from 
li ing, but all men past, present, and which it is inferred. The distinction 
t • come. 'When the signification of is still more forcibly brought out 
ttl' term is limited so as to render it when we consider, that if thi<; real 
• I ame not for any and every indi· generalisation be legitimate at all, 
,i'!llal falling under a certain general its legitimacy probably does not re
(lt cription, but only for each of a quire that we should have examined 
nllhlber of individuals designated as withoutexception every known species. 

eh, and as it were counted off in- It is the number and nature of the 
" idually, the proposition, though it instances, and not their being the 
I ;,' be general in its language, is no whole of those which happen to be 
. neml proposition, but merely that known, that makes them sufficient 
n lIaber of singular propositions, writ- evidence to prove a general law: 
t. I in an abridged character, The while the more limited assertion. 

ration may be very useful, as most \ which stops at all known animals, 
f h IS of abridged notation are; b, ut cannot be made unless we have rigor
I i" no part of the investigation of ously verified it in every species. In 
tl .h, though often bearing an im- like manntll' (to return to a former 
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example) we might have inferred, not 
that an the planets, but that all 
planets, shine by reflected light: the 
former is no induction; the latter 
is an induction, and a bad one, 
being disproved by the case of double 
stars~self-luIl!inous bodies which are 
properly planets, since they revolve 
round a centre. 

hibited in the diagram; but sine!' 
perceive that in the same wa; 
which we have proved it of 
circle, it might also be proved of 
other circle, we gather up into 
general expression all the 
propositions susceptible of beinD" 
proved, and embody them in a~ 
versal proposit.ion. Having 
that the three angles of the 

§ 2. There are several processes ABC are together equal to two 
used in mathematics which require angles, we conclude that this is 
to be distinguished from Induction, of every other triangle, not 
being not unfrequently called by that it is true of ABC, but for the 
name, and being so far similar to In- reason which proved it to be 
duction properly so called, that the ABC. If this were to be called 
propositions they lead to are really duction, an appropriate name 
general propositions. For example, would be, induction by parity of 
when we have proved with respect to soning. But the term cannot 
the circle that a straight line cannot belong to it ; the characteristlC 
meet it in more than two points, and of Induction is wanting, since 
when the same thing has been suc- truth obtained, though really genl I 
cessively proved of the ellipse, the is not believed on the evidence of I 
parabola, and the hyperbola, it may ticular instances. We do not conc1 
be laid down as an universal property that all triangles have the pro 
of the sections of the cone. The dis- because some triangles have, but f 
tinction drawn in the two previous the ulterior demonstrative evidu 
examples· can have no place here, which was the ground of our comic
there being no difference between all tion in the particular instances. 
known· sections of the cone and all There are, nevertheless, in matbe. 
sections, since a cone demonstrably matics, some examples of so-call 
cannot be intersected by a plane ex- Induction, in which the conclu i 
cept in one of these four lines. It does bear the ,appearance of age 
would be difficult, th~refore, to refuse ralisation grounded on some of the 
to the proposition arrived at the name· particular cases included in it. .\ 
of a generalisation, since there is no mathematician, when he has calcll 
room for any generalisation beyond lated a sufficient number of the te 
it. But there is no induction, because of an algebraical or arithmetical sen 
there is no inference: the conclusion to have ascertained what is called t 
is a mere summing up of what was law of the series, does not hesitate to 
asserted in the various propositions fill up any number of the· succeeding 
from which it is drawn. A case some- terms without repeating the calcuJA,. 
what, though not altogether, similar, tions. But I apprehend he only d 
is the proof of a geometrical theorem so when it is apparent from a pri(l" 
by means of a diagram. Whether considerations (which might be e:<. 
the diagram be on paper or only in hibited in the form of demonstration) 
the imagination, the demonstration that the mode of formation of the slll,. 
(as formerly observed *) does not pro\'e sequent terms, each from that which 
directly the general theorem; it proves preceded it, must be similar to the 
only that the conclusion, which the formation of the terms which ha\'" 
theorem asserts generally, is true of I been already calculated. And when 
the particular triangle or, circle ex- the attempt has been hazarded with-

out the sanction of such general eon 
* Supra, p. 125, I siderations, there are instances IJD 
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in 
which it has led to false phenomena, with an inductiGn from 

them. 
II~ .. d that Newton discovered 
t ~ Ha~al theorem by induction; 

1110m I • 1 . I t 
J nU ing a binoIllla succeSSIve y 0 

... t."l in number of p~wers, and com
. those powers WIth .one. anot~er 

Plu·~ll detected the relatIOn III whICh 
Ullt •• l l:~pbraic formula of each power 
tl d "'to the exponent of that power, 

,01 t' the two terms of the binomial. Tt.. 1,\ct L'3 not . improbable, but a 
,lhdnatician like Newton, w:ho 
IlIed to arrive :Rei' salturn at prm

i It'!' and conclUSIons that ordmary 
~ h .waticians only rea~hed by a 

"lo"ion of steps, certamly could 
nut have performed t.he compar.ison 
in {rl • .,.;tion without bemg led by ~t to 
tilt {t jJl-701'i ground of the law; . SIllce 

, nt:! who understands suffiCIently 
~,' uature of multiplication to ven-

1 11 upon multiplying several lines of 
IIlhols at one operation, cannot but 

- live that in raising a binomial to 
. ,\ 'l~r, the co-efficients must depend 
I I lht:! laws of permutation and com
bil1.~tion, and as soon as this is recog-
11' .1, the theorem ~s demonstrated. 
I Ill. ed, when once It was seen that 
tt,,, law prevailed in a few of the 
CI\ • r powers, its identity with the 

\\ of permutation would at once 
11' _est the considerations which prove 

it to obtain universally. Even, there
fn • such cases as these, are but ex
• I :l'll~s of what I have called Indne
tlOll by parity of reasoning, that is, 
no' really Induction, because not 
;.\ olving inference of a general pro
I -ition from particular instances. 

Suppose that a phenomenon con
sists of parts, and that these parts 
are only capable of being observed 
separately, and as it were piecemeal. 
When the observations have been 
made, there is a convenience (amount
ing for many purposes to a necessity) 
in obtaining a representation of the 
phenomenon as a whole, by combining, 
or, as we may say, piecing these de
tached fragments together. A navi
gator sailing in the midst of the ocean 
discovers land: he cannot at first, or 
by anyone observation, determine 
whether it is a continent or an island; 
but he coasts along it, and after a few 
days finds himself to have sailed com
pletely round it: he then pronounces 
it an island. Now there was no par
ticular time or place of observation 
at which he could perceive that this 
land was entirely surrounded by 
water; he ascertained the fact by a 
succession of partial observations, and 
then selected a general expression 
which summed up in two or three 
words the whole of what he so ob
served. But is there anything of the 
nature of an induction in this process? 
Did he infer anything that had not 
been observed, from something else 
which had? Certainly not. He had 
observ~d the whole of what the pro
position asserts. That the land in 
question is an island, is not an infer
ence from the partial facts which the 
navigator saw in the course of his 
circumnavigation; it is the facts 
themselves; it is a summary of those 
facts; the description of a complex 

.' 3. There remains a third impro- fact, to which those simpler ones are 
I r use of the term Induction, which r,s the parts of a whole. 
it j ,. of real importance to clear up, Now there is, I conceive, no differ
h ·u.use the theory of Induction has ence in kind between this simple 

~ n, in no ordinary degree, confused operation, and that by which Kepler 
b it, and because the confusion is ascertained the nature of the plane
t x. mplified in the most recent and tary orbits; and Kepler's operation, 
ti:li)orate treatise on the inductive all at least that was characteristic in 
philnsophy which exists in our lan-I it, was not more an inductive act 
~Iage. The error in question is that than that of our supposed navigator. 
of confounding a mere description, by The object of Kepler was to deter
.. 11\::ra1 terms, of a set of observed mine the real path described by each 
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of the planets, or let us say by the 
planet Mars (since it waf! of that body 
that be first established the two of 
his three laws which did not require 
a comparison of planets). To do this 
there was no other mode than that of 
direct obser"vation; and all which ob
servation could do was to ascertain a 
great number of the successive places 
of the planet, or rather, of its ap
parent places. That the planet occu
pied successively all these positions, 
or at all events, positions which pro
duced the same impressions on the 
eye, and that it passed from one of 
these to another insensibly, and with
out any apparent breach of continuity; 
thus much the senses, with the aid of 
the proper instruments, could ascer
tain. What KepIer did more than 
this, was to find what sort of a curve 
these different points· would make, 
supposing them to be all joined to
gether. He expressed the whole 
series of the observed places of l\Iars 
by what Dr. Whewell calls the gene
ral conception of an ellipse. This 
operation was far from being a,s easy 
as that of the navigator who expressed 
the series of 11is observations on suc
cessive points of the coast by the 
general conception of an island. But 
it is the very same sort of "operation; 
and if the one is not an induction but 
a description, this must also be true 
of the other. 

The only real induction concerned 
in the case consisted in inferring that 
because the observed places of Mars 
were correctly represented by points 
in an imaginary ellipse, therefore 
}.lIars would continue to revolve in 
that same ellipse; and in concluding 
(before the gap had been filled up by 
further observations) that the posi
tions of the planet during the time 
which intervened between two obser
vations, must have coincided with the 
intermediate points of the curve. }'or 
these were facts which had not been 
directly observed. They were in
ferences from the observations; facts 
inferred, as distinguished from facts 
seen. But these inferences were so 

far from being a part of Rep 8 

philosophical operation, that they h' 
been drawn long before he was borll. 
Astronomers had long known thnt 
the planets periodically returned 
the same places. When this had bl;: , 
ascertained, there was no inducti 
left for Kepler to make, nor did be 
make any further induction, B. 
merely applied his new conception to 
the facts inferred, as he did to t 
facts observed. Knowing already 
that the planets continued to mOVe in 
the same paths; when he found th 
an ellipse correctly represented the 
past path he knew that it would rep 
sent the future path. In finding a com. 
pendious expression for the one 1 
of factfl, he found one for the othel': 
but he found the expression G111y, 
the inference; 1101' did he (which 
the true test of a general truth) add 
anything to the power of predictiw 
already possessed. 

§4. The descriptive operation which 
enables a number of details to I 
summed up in a single proposition, 
Dr. ,\Vhewell, by an aptly chosen ex· 
preflsion, has termed the Colligati' lll 
of Facts. ,In most of his observatio 
concerning that mental process I fully 
agree, and would gladly transfer all 
that portion of his book into my own 
pages. I only think him mistaken 
in setting up this kind of operation, 
which, according to the old and l:t: 

ceived meaning of the term, is not in
duction at all, as the type of inducticnl 
generally; and laying down, through
out his work, as principles of induction, 
the principles of mere colligation. 

Dr. Whewell maintains that tl c 
general proposition which binds tl )
gether the particular facts, and mak 
them, as it were, one fact, is not th 
mere sum of those facts, but soml· 
thing more, since there is introduce" l 
a conception of the mind, which di 
not exist in the facts themsel ve". 
.. The particular facts,' , says he, * .. are 
not merely brought together, but theru 
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u n. new element added to the com
biuation by the very act ?f thought 
h - which they are combmed. . . . 
\\ hen the Greeks, after long observing 
tljO motions of the planet~, saw that 
till:se motions might be l'lghtly con
I'idered as produced by the motion of 
ne wheel revolving in the inside of 

· nother wheel, these wheels were crea
~~ons of their minds, .added to the 
i.lets which they perceIved by sense. 
, nd even if the wheels were no longer 
• IIpposed to be material, but were re
,Juced to mere geometrical spheres or 
circles, they ~ere not the less pro
ducts of the mmd alone,-something 
ad litional to the facts observed. The 
• }tiP. is the case in all other dis
c Iveries. The facts are known, but 
theY are insulated and unconnected, 
till v the discoverer supplies from his 
wn store a principle of connection. 

11..' pearls are there, but they will 
liot hang tog.eth;,r till some one pro
\'! les the strmg. 

Let me first remark that Dr. Whe
w 11, in this passage, blends together, 
indiscriminately, examples of both 
ti., processes which I am endeavour
ill! to distinguish from one another. 
\\ hen the Greeks abandoned the 
~Ql'position that the planetary mo
tions were produced by the revolu
tions of material wheE)ls, and fell 
1 k upon the idea of "mere geo
m trical spheres or circles," there 
1': more in this change of opinion 
1I; !l the mere substitution of an 

;\1 al curve for a physical one. There 
";L; the abandonment of a theory 
awl the replacement of it by a mer~ 
lit cription. No one would think of 

ling the doctrine of material wheels 
Ihere description. That doctrine 

an attempt to point out the 
f I 'p by which the planets were 

-cl upon, and compelled to move 
in their orbits. But" when by a 
~ •. ~t step in philosophy, th~ mate
n Ity of the wheels was discarded 
an I the geometrical forms alone re~ 
~ illed, the attempt" to account for 
tl1- motions was given up, and what 

left of the _ theory was a.. mere 

description of the orbits. The asser
tion that the planets were carried 
round by wheels revolving in the 
inside of other wheels, gave place to 
the proposition that they moved in 
the same lines which would be traced 
by bodies so carried: which was a 
mere mode of representing the sum 
of the observed facts; as Kepler's 
was another and a better mode of 
representing the same observations. 

It· is true that for these simply 
descriptive operations, as well as for 
the erroneous inductive one a con
ception of the mind was ;equired. 
The conception of an ellipse must 
have presented itself to Kepler's mind 
bef?re he, cou~d identify the planetary 
orbIts WIth It. According to J)r. 
Whewell, the conception was some
thing added to the facts. He ex
presses himself as if Kepler had put 
somethiIfg, into the facts by his mode 
of conc81vmg them. But Kepler did 
no such thing. The ellipse was in 
~he facts b~fore Kepler recognised it ; 
Just as the Island was an island before 
it had been sailed round. Kepler did 
not put what he had conceived into 
the facts, but saw it in them. A con
ception implies, and corresponds to 
something concei ved : and though th~ 
conception itself is not in the facts 
but in our mind, yet if it is to convey 
any knowledge relating to them it 
mu~t be a co~ceJ?tion of something 
whICh really IS III the facts, some 
property which they actually possess, 
and which they could manifest to our 
senses if our senses were able to take 
cognisance of it. If, for instance, the 
planet left behind it in space a visible 
track, and if the observer were in a 
fixed position at such a distance from 
the plane of the orbit as would eR
able him to see the whole of it at 
once! he.would ~ee it to be an ellipse; 
and If gIfted WIth appropriate instru
ments and powers of locomotion he 
~oul~ pro~e it to be such by mea~ur
mg ItS ~Ifferent dimensions. Nay, 
further: If the track were visible, and 
he were so pla.<)ed that he could see 
all parts of it in succession, but not 

N 
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:111 of them at once, he might be able, 
by piecing togeth~r his successive 
observations, to dIscover both that 
it was an ellipse and that the planet 
moved in it. The case would then 
exactly resemble that of the naviga
tor. who discovers the land to be an 
island by sailing round it. If ~he 
path was visible, no on? I ~hlll~ 
would dispute that to IdentIfy It 
with an ellipse is to describe it: 
and I cannot see why any differ
ence should be made by its not being 
directly an object of sense, when 
every point in it is as exactly ascer
tained as if it were so. 

be abstracted from the phenomen 
life itself; from the very facts 
it is put in requisition to 
In other cases, no doubt, . 
collecting the conception from 
very phenomena which we are 
tempting to colligate, we select 
from among those which have 
previously collected by abstracti 
from other facts. In the instanec. 
Repler's laws, the latter was the c 

Subject to the indispensable con
dition which has just been stated, 

The facts being out of the reach 
being observed in any such ma. 
as would have enabled the sense)! 
identify directly the path of 
planet, the conception requisite 
framing a general description of 
path could not be coll~cted by 
tion from the observatIons tnl~m:sehll!ll~: I do not conceive that the part which 

conceptions have in the operation of 
studying facts has ever been over
looked or undervalued. No one ever 
disputed that· in order to reason ab~ut 
anything we must have a conceptIOn 
of it; or that when we include a 
multitude of things under a general 
expression, there is implied in the 
expression a conception of something 
common to those things. But it- by 
no means follows that the conception 
is necessarily pre-existent, or con
structed by the mind out of its own 
materials. If the facts are rightly 
classed under the conception, it is 
because there is in the facts them
selves something of which the con
ception is itself a copy; and which 
if we cannot directly perceive, it is 
because of the limited power of our 
organs,and not because the thing 
itself is not there. The conception 
itself is often obtained by abstraction 
from the very facts which, in Dr. 
Whewell's language, it is afterwards 
called in to connect. This he himself 
admits, when he observes, (which he 
does on several occasions,) how great 
a service would be rendered to the 
science of physiology by the philoso
pher "who should establish'a precise, 
tenable and consistent conception of 
life." *' Such a conception can only 

'* NQvwn Orgamw~ llenovatwn, p. 32 • 

the mind had to supply 
cally, from among the conceptio 
had obtained from other portion 
its experience, some one which 
correctly represent the series of 
observed facts. It had to 
supposition respecting the 
course of the phenomenon, 
itself, If this be the general 
tion, what will, the details 
then compare these with the 
actually observed. If they 
the hypothesis would serve for 
scription of the phenomenon: if 
it was necessarily abandoned, 
another tried. It is such a 
this which gives rise to the doei 
that the mind, in framing thu 
scriptions, adds something of its 
which it does not find in the 

Yet it is a fact surely that 
planet does describe an ellipse; 
a fact which we could see if we 
adequate visual organs and a 
position. Not having these 
tages, but possessing the COllcellltial' 
of an ellipse, or (to express the 
inO' in less technical language) 
ing what an ellipse was, Repler 
whether the observed places of 
planet were cons~stent with Sl. 1 

path. He found they were so; , 
he, consequently, asserted as , . 
that the planet moved in an e11 
But this fact, which RepIer di 
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In different stages of the progress 
of knowledge, philosophers have em
ployed, for the colligation of the same 
order of facts, different conceptions. 
The early rude observations of the 
heavenly bodies, in which minute pre
cision was neither attained nor sought, 

"< n,. presented nothing inconsistent with 
]I \ 'Jl:J stated this fu~d~mental the representation of the path of a 

nr uc:e between my OpInIOn and planet as an exact circle, having the 
~ t r f Dr. Whewell, I must ad?, earth for its centre. As observations 

1 t hi.; account of. the manner .m increased in accuracy, facts were dis
bj(;h a conception IS selected smt- closed which were not reconcilable 
bl to express the facts ap~ears to with this simple supposition: for the 

p"rfuctly just. The ~xperlence. of colligation of those additional facts, 
) il'lkers will, I beheve, testIfy the supposition was varied; and varied 
)w process is tentative; that it again and again as facts became more 

. , of a succession of guesses; numerous and precise. The earth 
y bdng rejected, until one at last was removed from the centre to some 
. fit to. be chosen. We know other point within. the circle; the 

Kupler hi~self tha~ b~!ore hit- planet was supposed to revolve in a 
, upun the conceptIOn of an smallercircle called an epicycle, round 

il he tried nineteen other ima- an imaginary point which revolved in 
!in ) paths, which, finding them in- a circle round the earth: in proportion 

cm! i' nt with the observations, he as observation elicited fresh facts con-
obliged to reject. But, as Dr. tradictory to these representations, 

,:rh wdl truly says, the successful other epicycles and other excentrics 
h Itbu;:.is, though a guess, ought ~ere added, producing additional com
S It mlly to be called, not a lucky, plications; until at last Repler swept 
b a ::;kilful guess. The guesses all these circles away, and substituted 

hi h ,-,rve to give mental unity and the conception of an exact ellipse. 
h 1.11<.;:>::; to a chaos of 5lcattered par- Even this is found not to represent 

I are accidents which rarely with complete correctness the accurate 
IT to any minds but those abound-observations of the present day, which 
in 1mowledge and disciplined in disclose many slight deviations from 
1I"dual combinations. an orbit exactly elliptical. Now Dr. 

11 \ far this tentative method, so Whewell has remarked that these 
• n;;able as a means to the col- successive general expressions, though 

lOll of facts for purposes of de- apparently so conflicting, were all 
tion, admits of application to In- correct: they all answered the purpose 
i 11 itself, and what functions of colligation; they all enabled the 

III , to it in that department, will mind to represent toitselfwith facility, 
h,idered in the chapter of the and by a simultaneous glance, the 

I t. Book which relates to Hypo- whole body of facts at the time ascer-
. , On the present occasion we tained: each in its turn served as a 

(;hiefly to distinguish this pro- correct description of the phenomena, 
)f Colligation from Induction so far as the senses had up to that 

I I. ,Iy so called; and that the dis- time taken cognisance of them. If a 
c', n may be made clearer, it is necessity afterwards arose for discard-
11 . .) advert to a curious and in- ing one of these general descriptions 

I' t lllg remark, which is as strik-I of the planet's orbit, and framing a 
I \ true of the former operation, as different imaginary line, by which to 

all ,Lrs to me unequivocally false ~xpress the series of observed positions, 
th-.: J<lotter. . It was because a number of new facts 
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had now been added, which it was 
necessary to combine with the old facts 
into one general description. But 
this did not affect the correctness of 
the former expression, considered as 
a general statement of the only facts 
which it was intended to represent. 
And so true is this, that, as is well 
remarked by M. Comte, these ancient 
generalisations, even the rudest and 
most imperfect of them, that of uni
form movement in a circle, are so far 
from being entirely false, that they 
are even now habitually employed by 
astronomers when only a rough ap
proximation to correctness is required 
.. L'astronomie moderne, en detruisant 
sans retour les hypotheses primitives, 
envisagees comme lois reelles du 
monde, a soigneusement maintenu 
leur valeur positi ve et parmanente, la 
propriete de representer commode
ment les phenomEmes quand il s'agit 
d'une premiere ebauche. Nos res
sources a cet egard sont meme bien 
plus etendues, precisement a cause que 
nousnenous faisonsaucune illusion sur 
la realite des hypotheses; ce qui nous 
permet d'employer sans scrupule, en 
chaque cas, celle que nous jugeons la 
plus avantageuse." * 

Dr. \Vhewell's remark, therefore, is 
philosophically correct. Successive 
expressions for the colligation of 0 b
served facts, or, in other words, suc· 
cessive descriptions of a phenomenon 
as a whole, which has been observed 
only in parts, may, though conflicting, 
be all correct as far as they go. But 
it would surely be absurd to assert 
this of conflicting inductions. 

Whewell's observation is true ot r 
first alone. Considered as a n: 
description, the circular theory of tt 
heavenly motions represents perfbct~ 
well their general features: and ' bY 
adding epicycles without limit tl Y 
motions, even as now known 'to 
might be expressed with any de r 
of accuracy that might be requi~ .. d. 
The elliptical theory, as a mere d _ 
scription, would have a great adv. ". 
tage in point of simplicity, and in t 
consequent facility of conceiVing it 
and reasoning about it; but it Would 
not really be more true than the otLt't: 
Different descriptions, therefore, lUll' 

be all true: but not, surely, diffel 
explanations. The doctrine that t 
heavenly bodies moved by a v· 
inherent in their celestial nature; the 
doctrine that they were moved by itn. 
pact, (which led to the hypothesis 
vortices as the only impelling fl l 

capable of whirling bodies in circl ) 
and the N ewtonian doctrine that thf.1 
are moved by the composition or 
centripetal with an original projec ne 
force; all these are explanations • 
lected by real induction from suppo 
parallel cases; and they were 
successively received by philosoph 
as scientific truths on the subject 
the heavenly bodies. Oan it be s . 
of these, as was said of the differ III 
descriptions, that they oce all trUI:: 
far as they go 1 Is it not clear th 
only one can be true in any deg 
and the other two must be altogethc.1' 
false? So much for explanation : 
let us now compare different predic
tions: the first, that eclipses will OC(;l1r 

when one planet or satellite is 
situated as to cast its shadow U1-IO 
another; the second, that they "ill 
occur when some. great calamity . 
impending over mankind. Do th 
two doctrines only differ in the degl !O 

of their truth as expressing real fa,; 
with unequal degrees of accurac~! 
Assuredly the one is true, and tbo 
other absolutely false. '* 

* Dr. Whewell, in his reply, contests tho 
* COW·8 de PkilosQpkie Positive, vol. ii. p. distinction here drawn, and main ttdn 

~02, tha.t .not only different descriptions, bu~ 

The scientific study of facts may be 
undertaken for three different pur
poses: the simple description of the 
facts; their explanation; or their 
prediction: meaning by prediction, 
the determination of the conditions 
under which similar facts may be ex
pected again to occur. To the first of 
these three operations the name of 
Induction does not properly belong: 
to the other two it does. Now Dr. 
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. I. w~y! therefore, it is evident observed facts with inference from 
In I ,,[ lain induction :1S the col- those facts, and ascribe to the latter 

t~ t. _ ·fPfllocts by means of appro- what is a characteristic property of 
11 IIIn 0 h t· t' th f . t' wucepcinn , t a. 1$, concep ?ons e ormer. 
JlI:l"ch rill rea.lly express them IS to There is, however, between Colliga-
~ouDd mere description of the tion and Induction a real correlation, 

• ClxpllLoations of a pl!ollomcnC!n. have been reconcilable with the N ewtoniall 
1 bu truo. Of tlIc tlll'cO t1l001'1o.~ theory. The vortices, however. were not a 

. rtg the motions of tll? L~avc.l)ly mere aid to conceiVing the motions of the 
Ille sllya (PhilosOl hy oj D1SC()t'erl/. planets, but a supposed physical agent, 

' ... Undoubtedly all these c.·plana- actively impelling them; a material fact 
31

) • 3y be true and COil i teut with which might be true or not true, but could 
u n:10J" !lnd would b6 Sf.) if each. had not be both true and not true, According 
·h '( llow~d out so as to show ill what to Descartes' theory it was true, according 

~ it could be I1U1de <:onsbtc.llt ~vith to Newton's it was not true, Dr. Whew ell Cc 4. And this was In ~'eaJity m l~ probably means that since the phrases, 
mU:llIlII1l done. TIle dodl'me that .the centripetal and projectile force, do not 
n \. bodieq were moved by ~ortices declare the nature but only the direction 
lC:Ce. fu Uy lllodi£ed, .so th:l t It ~e of the forces, the N ewtonian theory does 

1 ~ide in it;s rcsul.ls WIth ~be doctnne not absolutely contradict any hypothesis 
I 11I1·QTl:I(l-i}\l::\dt-a.tic Celltrlp~tal furce. which may be framed respecting the mode 

ben tJ;J.is point; w, El l"Ull.cheU, -the oftheirpn;)duction. The Newtoniantheory, 
. '11 . was merely ll. lllachiul.ll"j", w~ll 0)' regarded as a mere deSc1'iption of the 
I d cd, Ior produe~llg such It cent~"1 petol planetary motions, does not; but the 

f n . :I>t therefore ~hd not contrudlct Lhe N ewtonian theory asan explanation of them 
Ir"I~tl of a centnpetal force. Newton does. For in what does the explanation 

b 11 , Ji does not aJ?pear t? have been av.erse consist? In ascribing those motions to a 
.. b lning graVIty by Impulse. So lIttle general law which obtains between all 

I~ , rue that if one theory be true the particles of matter, and in identifying this 
I r /uust be false. The attempt t.o ex- with the law by which bodies fall to the 
un gravity by the impulse of streams of ground. If the planets are kept in their 
udes flowing through the universe in orbits by a force which draws the particles 

all I r. ctions, which I have mentioned in composing them towards every other par
tl ,'. !, •. ;ophy, is so far from being incon- ticle of matter in the solar system, they ar~ 

lit with the Newtonian theory, that it not kept in those orbits by the impulsive 
! In.!.:dentirelyuponit. Andevenwith force of certain streams of matter which 

I I tu the doctrine that the heavenly whirl them round. The one explanation 
I. IJlUVe by an inherent virtue, if this absolutely excludes the other. Either the 
nu.: had been maintained in any such planets are not moved by vortices, or they 

"I Jut it was brought to agree with the do not move by a law common to all matter. 
the inherent virtue must have had It is impossible that both opinions can be 

11 dctermined; and then it would true. As well might it be said that there 
c <;.:u found that the virtue had a is no contradiction between the assertions, 

, . ., to the central body; and so the that a man died because somebody killed 
11 1 ~ li t ~il'tue' must have coincided in him, and that he died a natural death. 

r L; t with the Newtonian force; and So, again, the theory that the planets 
11 l lw two explanations would agree, move bya virtue inherent in their celestial 
I ~o far as the word' inherent' was nature, is incompatible with either of the 

III m"d. And if such a part of an earlier two others: either that of their being 
Hr· t,~ this word inherent indicates is moved by vortices, or that which regards 

tu be untenable, it is of "course re- them as moving by a property which they 
t I i ll the transition to later and more have in common with the earth and aU 

X t Weories, in Inductions of this kind, terrestrial bodies. Dr. Whewell says that 
ill 11 as in what .Mr. Mill calls Descrip- the theory of an inherent virtue agrees 

Tlwre is, therefore, still JlQvalidlty with Newton's when the word inherellt is 
t'lable in the distinction which Mr. left out, which of course it would be (he 

iJ ·t.:luptstodrawbetweendescriptions says) if "found to be untenable." But 
Jik . j vlcr's law of elliptical orbits, and leave that out, and where is the theory? 

t;r •. x:.mples of induction." The word inherent is the theory. When 
U u J.oc~rine o~ vortices had meant, that i'l omitted, there remains nothing ex

.at vortices eXlsted, but only that the I cept that the heavenly bodies move ., by a. 
I moved in the same manner as if virtue," i.e. by a power of some sort, or by 

I lJ becn whirled by vortices; if the virtue of their celestial nature, which 
It i.s had been merely a. mode of directly contradicts the doctrine that ter-

J utmg the facts, not an attempt to restrial bodies fall by the same law. 
for them; if, in short, it h"d been If Dr. Whewell is not yet satisfied, any 

Dll a Description, it would, no doubt, other subject will serve equally well to test 
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which it is' important to conceive 
correctly. Colligation is not always 
induction; but induction is always 
colligation. The assertion that the 
planets move in ellipses was but a 
mode of representing obserTled facts; 
it was but a colligation; while the 
assertion that they are drawn or tend 
towards the sun was the statement of 
a new fact, inferred by induction. 
But the induction, once made, accom
plishes the purposes of colligation 
likewise. It brings the same facts, 
which Kepler had connected by his 
conception of an ellipse, under the 
additional conception of bodies acted 
upon by a central force, and serves 
therefore as a new bond of connection 
for those facts; a new principle for 
their classification. 

Further, the descriptions which are 
improperly confounded with induction 
are nevertheless a necessary prepara
tion for induction; no less necessary 
than correct observation of the facts 
themselves. Without the previous 
colligation of detached observations 
by means of one general conception, 
we could never have obtained any 
basis for an induction, except in the 
case of phenomena of very limited 
compass. We should not be able to 
affirm any predicates at all of a sub-

his doctrine. Re will hardly say that there 
is no contradiction between the emission 
theory and the undulatory theory of light; 
or that there can be both one and two 
electricities; or that the hypothesis of 
the production of the higher organic 
forms by development from the lower, and 
the supposition of separate and successive 
acts of creation, are quite reconcilable; 
or that the theory that volcanoes are fed 
from a central fire, and the doctrines 
which ascribe them to chemical action at 
a comparatively small depth below the 
earth's surface, are consistent with one 
another, and all true as far as they go. 

lf different explanations of the same fact 
cannot both be true, still less, surely, can 
different predictions. Dr. Whewell quar
rels (on what ground it is not necessary 
here to consider) with the exat;nple I had 
chosen on this point, and thinks an objec
tion to an illustration a sufficient answer 
to a theory. Examples not liable to his 
objection are easily found, if the proposi
tion that conflicting predictions cannot 
both be true can be made cler/rer by any 

ject incapable of being observed 
wisethan piecemeal: much 
we extend those predicates by 
tion to other similar subjects. 
tion, therefore, always 
not only that the n 
tions are made with the 
accuracy, but also that the 
these observations are, so far 
ticable, connected together by 
descriptions, enabling the 
represent to itself as wholes what~ 
phenomena are capable of bein" 
represented. 0 

§ 5. Dr. Whewell hns replied 
some length to the ' 
tions, re-stating his opinions, 
out (as far as I can perceive) 
anything material to his 
ments. Since, however, mine 
had the good fortune to make 
impression upon him, I will subjo· n 
few remarks, tending to show lnr 
clearly in what our difference 
opinion consists, as well as, in 
measure, to account for it. 

Nearly all the definitions of in! 
tion, by writers of authority, mak 
consist in drawing inferences 
known cases to unknown; 
of a class a predicate which has 
found true of some cases belongino 

examples. Suppose the phenomeno 
be a newly discovered comet, and tha 
astronomer predicts its return once in 
300 years-another once in every, 
they both be right? When Colum 
dicted that by sailing constantly 
he should in time return to the 
which he set out, while others 
he could never do so except by 
back, were both he and his opponents 
prophets? Were the predictions which 
told the wonders of railways and 
ships, and those which averred 
Atlantic could never be crossed by . 
navigation, nor a railway train pro] 
ten miles an hour, both (in Dr, Whew 
words) "true and consistent with 
another?" 

Dr. Whewell sees no distinction beh 
holding contradictory opinions of a' l 
tion of fact, and merely employing dLII 
ent analogies to facilitate the conce) tI 
of the same fact. The case of diff\:r 
Inductions belongs to the former ' 
that of different Descriptions to 
latter. 
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h cl"' '1 ; concluding, because some and acknowledged meaning of the 
t, ' have a certain property, that term. 
t~~r things which resemble them Old definitions, it is true, cannot 

\'~ the same property-or because a prevail against new knowledge: and 
hn, has manifested a property at a if the Keplerian operation, as a logi

lII'Y, tt'me that it has and will have cal process, be really identical with 
rUIID '· h k b' t roperty at other tImes. w at ta es place in acknowledged in-
I ~n scarcely be contended that duction, the definition of induction 

K ), r's operation was an Induction ought to be so widened as to take it 
. ·h. , sense of the term. The state- in; since scientific language ought to, 
11 t1!that Mars moves in an ellipti- adapt itself to the true relations which 

III l' t' f CRI orbit was no genera Isa IOn rom subsist between the things it is em.-
in id dual cases to a class. of cases. ployed to designate. Here then it is 
.. ther was it an extenSIOn to all that I aID' at issue with Dr. Whewel1. 

·t' t \ of what had been found true at He does think the operations identi-
\1lll • 
nI' particular tIme. The whole cal. He allows of no logical process 

llDll unt of generalisation which the in any case of induction other than 
t admitted of was already com- what there was in Kepler's case, 

}, d, or might. have been so. Long namely, guessing until a guess is found t {"re the elliptIC theory was thought which tallies with the facts; and ac
(If it had been ascertained that the cordingly, as we shall see hereafter, 
pI' nets returned periodically to the he rejects all canons of induction, be-

UlI" Ilopparent places; the series of cause it is not by means of them that 
tl, \j places was, or might have been, we guess, Dr. Whewell's theory of 
~,mpletely determined, and the ap- the logic of science would be very per
JK nt course of each planet marked fect if it did not pr.ss over altogether 
.ut on the celestial globe in an unin- the question of Proof. But in my ap

rl'upted line. Kepler did not ex- prehension there is such a thing as 
.nc! an observed truth to other cases proof, and inductions differ altogether 
nil those in which it nad been ob- from descriptions in their relation to 
f\ ,;d: he did not widen the subject that element. Induction is proof; 

{ the proposition which expressed the it is inferring something unobserved 
( ,rved facts. The alteration he from something observed: it requires, 
I1 'l,le was in the predicate. Instead therefore, an appropriate test of proof; 
I f ~ayjng, the successive places of and to provide that test is the special 

1. r8 are so and so, he summed them purpose of inductive logic. When, 
lIf' ill the statement, that the succes- on the contrary, we, merely collate 

e places of Mars are points in an known observations, and, in Dr. Whe
I.il "e. It is true this statement, as well's phraseology, connect them by 

Ill', Whewell says, was not the sum of means of a new conception; if the 
hr observations merely; it was the conception does serve to connect the 

(ru1Tl of the observations seen under a observations, we have all we want. 
If I point of view. * But it was not As the proposition in which it is em
hl' flUID of more than the observations, bodied pretends to no other truth than 

a: . ! real induction is. It took in no what it may share with many other 
C:l;;~S but those which had been actu- modes of representing the same facts, 
nl.' observed, or which could have to be consistent with the facts is all 

;'n inferred from the observations it requires: it neither needs nor ad
! iore the new point of view prese~~ed mits of proof; though it may serve 
J JIf. There was not that transltlOn to prove other things, inasmuch as, 
f ill known cases to unknown which \ by placing the facts in mental con
c(, 11 titutes Induction in the original nection with other facts not previously 

seen to resemble them, it assimilates 
- Phil. of JJiscov., p, 256. the,cai;!e to another class of phenomena, 
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concerning which real Inductions have 
already been made. Thus Kepler's 
so-called law brought the orbit of Mars 
into the class ellipse, and by doing so, 
proved all the properties of an ellipse 
to be true of the orbit: but in this 
proof Kepler's law sUJ?plied the mi~or 
premise, and not (as IS the case wIth 
real Inductions) the major. 

Dr. Whewell calls nothing. Induc
tion where there is not a new mental 
conception introduced, and everything 
induction where there is. But this 
is to confound two very different 
things, Invention and Proof. The 
introduction of a new conception be
longs to Invention: and invention 
may be required in any operation, but 
is the essence of none. A new concep
tion may be introduced for descriptive 
purposes, and so it may for inductive 
purposes. But it is so far from con
stituting induction, that induction 
does not necessarily stand in need of 
it. Most inductions require no con· 
ception but what was present in every 

scription; nor do I know in what other 
way things can ever be describ. ,1 
My position, however, does not depend 
on the employment of that particlllnr 
word: I am quite content to use D 
Whewell's term Colligation, or tl ' 
more general phrases, "mode of ri!. 
presenting, or of expressing, phen 
mena ;" provided it be clearly se(1) 
that the process is not Induction, but 
something radically different. 

What more may usefully be said ntI 
the subject of Colligation, or of tbu 
correlative expression invented by 
Dr. Whewell, the Explication of Con. 
ceptions, and generally on the subject 
of ideas and mental representations 
as connected with the study of fac 
will find a more appropriate place in 
the Fourth Book,on the Operatio 
Subsidiary to Induction: to which I 
must refer the reader for the r movnl 
of any dHficulty which the present 
discussion may have left. 

one of the particular instances on 
which the induction is grounded. CHAPTER III. 
That all men are mortal is surely an OF THE GROUND OF INDUCTION. 
inductive conclusion; yet no new 
conception is introduced by it. Who- § L INDUCTION, properly so call d, 
ever knows that any man has died, as distinguished from those mental 
has all the conceptions involved in operations, sometimes though impro. 
the inductive generalisation. But perly designated by the name, which 
Dr. \Vhewell considers the process of I have attempted in the preceding 
invention, which consists in framing chapter to characterise, may, then, b 
a new conception consistent with the summarily defined as Generalisation 
facts, to be not merely a necessary from Experience. It consists in infer· 
part of all induction, but the whole ring from some individual instanm 
of it. in.which a phenomenon is observed to 

The mental operation which ex- occur, that it occurs in all instances of 
tracts from a number of detached ob- a certain class; namely, in all which 
servations certain general characters resemble the former, in what are re· 
in which the observed phenomena re- garded as the material circumstanceH. 
semble one another, or resemble other In what way the material circum· 
known facts, is what Bacon, Locke, sta.nces are to be distinguished from 
and most subsequent metaphysicians, those which are immaterial, or why 
have understood by the word Abstrac- some of the circumstances are material 
tion. A general expression obtained and others not so, we are not yet 
by abstraction, connecting known facts ready to point out. We must first 
by means of common characters, but I observe that there is a principle im
without concluding from them to plied in the very statement of what 
unknown, may, I think, with strict Induction is; an assumption with re
logical correctness, be termed· a De· gard to the course· of nature and tho 
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rd r of the univ~rse; ~amely, that 
r' art:: such thmgs III nature as 

I lid cases; that ~hat happens 
net will, unde~ a suffiCIent degree of 

°Ulltw,rity of Clrcumst~nces, happen 
in. and not on~y agaIll, but as often 

he same Clrcumst~~ce~ recur. 
'fh' I gay is an assumpvlOn mvolved 
• I ; . c~se of induction. And if 
III {\'~ s~lt the actual course of nature, 

~ (ill.l t. . 
c find that the assump IOn IS war-

d The universe, so far as known 
n is so constituted, that whatever 
;~~e in anyone case, is true in all 

of a certain description; the 
only difficulty is, to find what de-
acription. . . 

This universal fact, WhICh IS our 
warrant for all inferences from ex-

rit nce, has been ?esc~ibed by dif
J:rcnt philosophers III dIfferent forms 
cl language; that the co~rse of ~ature 
~ uniform; that the UnIverse IS gov-
nwd by general laws ; and the like. 

Oflt' uf the most usual of those modes 
I xpression, but also one of the most 

inndequate, is that which has been 
b 19'ht into familiar use by the 

It tlphysicians of the school of Reid 
nnd Stewart. The disposition of the 
III n an mind to generalise from ex

ric"nce,-a propensity considered by 
hI ~ philosophers as an instinct of our 

D tnre,-they usually describe under 
nn!.' such name as "our intuitive con

\T ion that the future will resemble 
past. " Now it has been well 

pointed out by Mr. Bailey, * that 
(ll bether the tendency be or not an 
midnal and ultimate element of our 
n ture) Time, in its modifications of 

d present, and future, has no con
'n! either with the belief itself, or 

wi 11 the grounds of it. We believe 
I t fire will burn to-morrow, because 

it burned to-dayand yesterday; but 
t believe, on precisely the same 

rrounds, that it burned before we were 
rn, and that it burns this very day 

in C,ochin-China. It is not from the 
I to the future, as past and future, 
th.lt we infer, but from the known to 
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the unknown; from facts observed to 
facts unobserved; from what we have 
perceived, or been directly conscious 
of, to what has not come within our 
experience. In this last predicament 
is the whole region of the future; but 
al-so the vastly greater portion of the 
present and of the past. 

\Vhatever be the most proper mode 
of expressing it, the proposition that 
the course of nature is uniform is 
the fundamental principle, or general 
axiom, of Induction. It would yet 
be a great error to offer this large 
generalisation as any explanation of 
the inductive process. On the con
trary, I hold it to be itself an instance 
of induction, and induction by no 
means of the most obvious kind. Far 
from being the first induction we 
make, it is one of the last, or at all 
events one of those which are latest 
in attaining strict philosophical accu
racy. As a general maxim, indeed, it 
has scarcely entered into the minds 
of any but philosophers; nor even by 
them, as we shall have many oppor
tunities of remarking, have its extent 
and ~imits been alway~ very justly 
conCel ved. The truth IS, that this 
great generalisation is itself founded 
on prior generalisations. The obscurer 
laws of nature were discovered by 
means of it, but the more obvious 
ones must have been understood and 
assented to as general truths before it 
was ever heard of. We should never 
have thought of affirming that all 
phenomena take place according to 
general laws, if we had not first 
arrived, in the case of a great multi
tude of phenomena, a.t some know
ledge of the laws themselves; which 
could be done no- otherwise than by 
induction. In what sense, then, can 
a principle, which is so far from being 
our earliest induction, be regarded as 
our warrant for all the others? In 
the only sense in which (as we have 
already seen) the general propositions 
which we' place at the head of our 
reasonings when we throw them into 
syllogisms ever really contribute to 
their validity. As Archbishop Whately 
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remarks, every induction is a syllogism 
with the major premise suppressed; 
or (as I prefer expressing it) every 
induction may be thrown into the 
form of a syllogism by supplying a 
major premise. If this be actually 
done, the principle which we are now 
considering, that of the uniformity of 
the course of nature, will appear as 
the ultimate major premise of all in
ductions, and will, therefore, stand to 
all inductions in the relation in which, 
as has been shown at so much length, 
the major proposition of a syllogism 
always . stands to the conclusion; not 
contributing at all to prove it, but 
being a necessary condition of its 
being proved; since no conclusion is 
proved for which there cannot be 
:fiound a true major premise.* 

* In the first edition a note was appended 
at this place, containing some criticism on 
Archbishop.Whately's mode of conceiving 
t~e relation between Syllogism and Induc
tIOn. In a subsequent issue of his Logic, 
the Archbishop made a reply to the criti
cism, which induced me to cancel part of 
the note, incorporating the remainder in 
the text. In a still later edition, the Arch
bishop observes in a tone of something 
like disapprobation, that the objections, 
"doubtless from their being fully answered 
and found untenable, were silently sup
pressed," and that hence he might appear 
to some of his readers to be combating a 
shadow. On this latter point, the Arch
bishop need give himself no uneasiness. 
His rea.ders, I make bold to say. will fully 
credit his mere affirmation that the objec
tions have actually been made. 

But as he seems to think that what he 
terms the suppression of the objections 
ought not to have been made "silently," I 
now break that silence, and state exactly ferent view we take of the 
wbat it is that I suppressed, and why. I major premise, remains 
suppressed that alone which might be re- was; and so far was I from 
garded as personal criticism on the Arch- my opinion had been fully" 
bishop. I had imputed to him the having and was "untenable," that 
o:nitted to ask himself a particular ques- edition in which I cancelled 
tIOn. I found that he had asked himself not only enforced the opinion 
the question, and could give it an answer arguments, but answered 
consist~nt. with his own theory. I bad naming him) those of the tU';lll)lSlltJl). 
a18'O. wlthm the compass of a parenthesis, For not having made this 
hazardcd some remarks on certain general fore, I do not think it needful to 
characteristics of Archbishop Whately as a It would be attachino- very 
philosopher. These !emar~s, though their ance to one's smallest sayings 
tonc, I hope, was nelther dl~respectful nor formal retraction requisite 
arrogant, I felt

1 
on reconsideration, that lone falls into an error. Nor is 

was hardly entItled to make; leas~ of all, \.WhateIY'S well-earned fame of so 
when the instance which I had regarded quality as to require that in 
as an illustration of them failed, as I now a slight criticism on him I shoult l 
saw, to bear them out. The real matter at been bound to offer a public «.11 • J 
the bottom of the whole ~l3pute, the du- having.made it. 
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n 1 though it is a condition of the 
1 t of every induction that there be 

if )' :,1 [by in the course of nature, it is 
Ilucessary condition that the uni

J 'I" hould pervade all nature. It is 
h that it pervades the particular 

"f henomena to which the induction 
An induction concerning the 

1 of the planets, or the properties 
I luag'net, would not be vitiated 

h we were to suppose that wind and 
, , r are the sport of cbance, provided 

umed that astronomical and mag
Jlhunomena areullder the dominion of 

r laws. Otherwise the early experi
". mankind would have rested on a 

. . k foundt1tion; for in the infancy 
I' m e it could not be known that all 

t, tll<.na are regular in their course. 
." '}'"r would it be correct to say that 

. ' ll'luction by which we infer any 
.wplies the general fact of unifor

I " .foreknown, even in reference to 
11, [ of phenomena concerned. It im
t~pr that this general fact is already 

• I or that we may now know it; as 
ll clusion, the Duke of Wellington is 
I. drawn from the instances A B 

I • implies either that we have alr~ady 
I •• ' d all men to be mortal, or that we 

11 :r; entitled to do so from the same 
(DO to. A vast amount of confusion 
J • rnlogism respecting the grounds of 

ut tiun would be dispelled by keeping 
I these simple considerations.' 

cable to the present case, I shall defer 
the more particular discussion of this 
controverted point in regard to the 
fundamental axiom of induction un
til a more advanced period of our 
inquiry. * At present, it is of more 
importance to understand thoroughly 
the import of the axiom itself. ]'er 
the proposition, that the course of 
nature is uniform, possesses rather the 
brevity suitable to popular, than the 
precision requisite in philosophical 
language: its terms require to be ex
plained, and a stricter than their 
ordinary signification given to them, 
before the truth of the assertion can 
be admitted. 

§ 2. Every person's consciousness 
assures him that he does not always 
expect uniformity in the course of 
events; he does not always believe 
that the unknown will be similar to 
the known, that the future will re
semble the past. Nobody believes 
that the succession of rain and fine 
weather will be the same in every 
future year as in the present. N 0-

body expects to have the same dreams 
repeated every night. On the con
trary, everybody mentions it as some
thing extraordinary if the course of 
nature is constant, and resembles it
self in these particulars. To look 
for constancy where constancy is not 
to be expected, as, for instance, that a 
day which has once hrought good 
fortune will always be a fortunate 
day, is justly accounted superstition. 

The course of nature, in truth, is 
not only uniform, it is also infinitely 
various. Some phenomena are always 
seen to recur in the very same com
binations in which we met with them 
at first; others seem altogether capri
cious; while some, which we had been 
accustomed to regard as bound down 
exclusively to a particular Bet of com
binations, we unexpectedly find de
tached from some of the elements with 
which we had hitherto found them 
conjoined, and united to others c,f 

'" Infra, chap. xxi. 
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quite a contrary description. To an experience of a conflicting . 
inhabitant of Central Africa fifty comes unsought. The notion of 
years ago, no fact probably appeared ing it, of experimenting for it . f 
to rest on more uniform experience terrogating nature (to use Bac~l~ 
than this, that all human beings are pression) is of much later 
black. To Europeans not many years The observation of nature 
ago, the proposition, All swans are tivated intellects is purely 
white, appeared an equally unequi- they accept the facts which 
vocal instance of uniformity in the themselves, without taking 
course of nature. Further experience of searching for more: it is a 
has proved to both that they were mind only which asks itself what 
mistaken; but they had to wait fifty are needed to enable it to come; 
centuries for this experience. Dur- safe conclusion, and then looks ou 
ing that long time, maJ;1kind believed these. 
in an uniformity of the course of na- But though we have always a 
ture where no such uniformity really pensity to generalise from 
existed. . experience, we are not al 

According to the notion which the ranted in doing so. Before we 
ancients entertained of induction the at liberty to conclude that 
foregoing were cases of as leaiti~ate is universally true because we 
inference as any inductions whatever. never known an instance to thl: 
In these two instances, in which, the trary, we must have reason 
?onclusion being . false, the ground of lieve that if there were in 
mference must have been insufficient, any instances to the 
there was, nevertheless, as much should have known of them. 
9'roun~ for it ~s this conception of assurance, in the great 
I~ductlOn admlt~ed of. The induc- cases, we cannot have, or can 
tlOn ?f the anCIents has been well only in a very moderate degree. 
descrIbed by Bacon, under the name, possibility of having it is the 
of " Inductio per enumerationem sim- tion on which we shall see 
plicem, ubi non reperitur instantia that induction by simple en 
~ontradictoria." It consists in ascrib- may in some remarkable cases 
mg the character of general truths practically to proof. * No such 
to all I?ropositions which are true in ance, however, can be had on 
every mstance that we happen to the ordinary subjects of 
k;now of.. T~is is the kind of induc- quiry. Popular notions are 
tlOn WhICh IS natural to the mind founded on induction by . 
when unaccustomed to scientific meration; in science it carries 
methods. The tendency, which some a little way. We are forced to 
call an instinct, and which others with it; we must often rely 0 

account for by association, to infer provisionally, in the absence of lll' 
the future from the past, the known of more searching investigation. II 
from the. unknown, is simply a habit for the accurate study of nature, 
of expectmg that what has been found require a surer and a more potent iD 
true once or several times, and never strument. 
yet. found false, will be found true It w.as, above all, by pointing 
agam. Whether the instances are the insufficiency of this rude and J 
f~w or many, conclusive or inconclu- conception of Induction that B 
sIve, does not much affect the matter: merited the title so generally award 
these are considerations which occur to him of Founder of the Indue i 
only on reflection; the unprompted Philosophy. The value of his IlWll 

~endency of the mind is to generalise contributions to a more philosoph' 
~ts experience, provided this points all 
ll1 one direction; provided no other ;, * Infra, chap. xxi. xxii. ., 
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f the subject has certainly shoulders, and never below, in spite 
(. erated. Although (along of the conflicting testimony of the 

n c~agg fundamental errors) his naturalist Pliny? As there were 
·th .. ,lUe ntain more or less fully black swans, though civilised people 
·tu~· cOsever~1 of the most im- had existed for three thousand years 

de 1t)p'JJ, inciples of the Inductive on the earth without meeting with 
rt-nn; P;hysical investigation has them, may there not also be "men 

.1 f ' utgrown the Baconian con- whose heads do grow beneath their 
pO\\'. ar 0 f Induction. Moral and shoulders," notwithstanding a rather 

~1~~1 ~nquiry, indee.d, are as yet less perfect unanimity of negative 
bt ind that conceptIOn. The cur- testimony from observers? Most 

at .d improved modes of reason- persons would answer No; it was 
• :u~hese subjects are still of the more credible that a bird should vary 
JJI n~icious description against which in its colour than that men shoulcl 

)0 protested; the method almost vary in the relative position of their 
cl ively employed by thos~ pro- principal organs. And there is no 

f in' to treat suc~ mat~ers lllduc- doubt that in so saying they would 
• l' is the very ~nductw per enu- be right; but to say why they are 
vc ~!M"em simplicem .which h~ con- right would be impossible, without 

os ' and the experIence WhICh we entering more deeply than is usually 
~ . ,. confidently: appeale~ to ?y a;ll done into the true theory of Induction. 

parties, and mterests IS stIll, ~n Again, there are cases in which we 
bilsown emphatic words, rnempalpatw. reckon with the most unfailing con-

fidence upon uniformity, and other 
• In order to a better under- cases in which we do not count upon 

u<iing of the problem which the it at all. In some we feel complete 
·ci.\n must solve if he would es~ab- assurance that the future will resem

r I I scientific theory of InductIOn, ble the past, the unknown be precisely 
u.~ eompare a few cases of incorrect similar to the known. In others, 

in iuctions with others which are ac- however invariable may be the result 
wlt:dO'ed to be legitimate. Some, obtained from the instances which 
kno;', which were believed for have been observed, we draw from 

t ies to be correct, were never- them no more than a very feeble pre
incorrect. That all swans are sumption that the like result will hold 

itc, cannot have been a good in-. in all other cases. That a straight 
ction, since the conclusion has line is the shortest distance between 

) out erroneous. The experi- two points, we do not doubt to be 
. however, on which the concIu- true even in the region of the fixed 

. n I'\!tited was genuine. From the stars. * When a chemist announces 
rli t records, the testimony of the the existence and properties of a 

inhabitants of the known world was newly. discovered substance, if we 
Ul1Iluimous on the point. The uniform confide in his accuracy, we feel as-

I ience, therefore, of the inhabi- sured that the conclusions he has 
t:m of the known world, agreeing arrived at will hold universally, though 
in a common result, without oue the induction be founded but on a 

wn instance of deviation from single instance. We do not withhold 
result, is not always sufficient to our assent, waiting for a repetition of 

hlish a general conclusion. the experiment; or if we do, it is 
I,ut let us now turn to an instance from a doubt whether the one experi-

PI n'ntly not very dissimilar to this. ment was properly made, not whether, 
I ·ind were wrong, it seems, in I . 
luding that all swans were white· * II;1 s~rlctness, ~where:rer the :present 

, constltutJOll of space eXlsts; whlCh we 
\\'u also wrong when we conclu~e have ample reason to believe that it does 
lill. men's heads grow above theIr in~the.regiou of the :fixed stars. _, 
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if properly made, it would be conclu
sive. Here, then, is a general law of 
nature, inferred without hesitation 
from a single instance; an universal 
proposition from a singular one. Now 
mark another case, and contrast it 
with this. Not all the instances 
which have been observed since the 
beginning of the world in support of 
the general proposition that all crows 
are black would be deemed a suffi
cient presumption of the truth of the 
proposition, to outweigh the testimony 
of one unexceptionable witness who 
should affirm that in some region of 
the earth not full:y explored he had all the separate 
caught and exammed a crow and formities which exist in 
had fou~d it t? be~ey. ' single phenomena. These 

\Vhy IS a. smgle mstance, in some uniformities, when ascertained 
c~ses, s~ffic~ent for a complete induc-I what is regarded as a sufficient 
tlOn,. w~lle m others mYrIads of con- duction, we call in common 
curr~ng mstances, without a single ex- Laws of Nature. 
ceptIOn ~nown or presumed, go such ing, that title is employed in a 11 

~ very ht~le way towards establish- restricted sense to designate the 1 

mg an umversal proposition? Who- formities when reduced to their IIJ, 

ever can answ~r this question. knows simple expression. Thus in the 
more <?f the phllosoph~ of lOgIC than tration already employed, there 
the WIsest of the anCIents, and has seven uniformities: all of 
solved the problem of Induction. ~onsidered sufficiently certain, 

CHAPTER IV. 
OF LAWS OF NATURE. 

§ I. IN the contemplation of that 
uniformity in the course of nature 
which is assumed in every inference 
from experience, one of the first ob
servations that present themselves is 
that the uniformity in question is not 
properly uniformity, but uniformities. 
The general regularity results from 
the co-existence of partial regularities. 
The course of nature in general is 
constant, because the course of each 
of the various phenomena that com
pose it is so. A certain fact invari
ably occurs whenever certain circum-

In the more lax application of 
term, be called laws of nature. D 
of the seven, three alone are pr()jlerlY . 
distinct and independent: 
pre-supposed, the others 
course. The three first, 
according to the stricter ac 
are called laws of nature;' the 
mainder not; because they ar\:: 
truth mere cases of the threefi 
virtually included in them; i 
therefore, to result from them: " iJO. 
ever affirms those three has alre y 
affirmed all the rest. 

To substitute real examples for I! IJlo 

bolical ones, the following are three' '. 
formities, or call them laws of natl . 
the law that air has weight, the lawt 
pressure on a fluid is propagated eqmlly 

stances are present, and does not in all directions, and the law that p 
?~cur when they are absent: the like sure in one direction, not opposed '1 
IS true of another fact; and so on. I equal pressure in the contrary directi 
FroI? these separate threads of con- produces motion, which does not Cl', 

nectlOn b;;tween parts of t,he great until equilibrium is restored. Fr III 
whole whIch we term natur~, a gene- these three uniformities we should 
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1.101,; to predict another unifor:mity, expresses the nature of that regularity 

_ the rise of the mercury m the a law; as when, in mathematics, we 
11. 1ll',l)iran tube. This, in the stricter speak of the law of decrease of the 

j • II't:h~ phrase, is not a lawof nature. successive terms of a converging 
1:. the result of laws of nature. It series. -But the expression law of 
~ I ('(1Se of each ~nd everyone of the nature has generally been employed 
1 1 ws' and IS the only occnrrence with a sort of tacit reference to the 
hr "h,a

h 
they could all be fulfilled. original sense of the word law, namely, 

I \ W IC t t' d' th . f th '11 f . If tl!u mercury were no ~us ame m e expreSSIOn 0 e Wl 0 a superlOr. 
!.arometer, and sustamed at such \Vhen, therefore, it appeared that any 

llil,( i,"ht that the column of mercury of the uniformities which were ob
"equal in weight to a co.lumn of served in nature would result spon

hl atmosphere of the ~ame dlamete~ ; taneously from certain other unifor
h~ , would be a case, eIther of the air mities, no separate act of creative 

vt pressing upon the su~fac~ of the will being supposed necessary for the 
J Il Nury with the force whIch IS called production of the derivative unifor
i \ eight, or of the dowm;rard pres- mities, these have not usually been 

,In the mercury not bemg propa- spoken of as laws of nature. Accord
I I d equally in an ~pper di:-ecti?n, ing to one mode of expression, the 

r .. f a body presse~ m ?ne dIrect. IOn question, What are the laws of nature? 
I not in the <hrectlOn OppOSIte, may be stated thus: What _ are the 

; I, , r not moving in the di.rection in fewest and simplest assumptions, 
\ I i 'h it is pressed, 0: .stoppmg before which being granted, the whole exist
, w,d att.ained eqUIlIbrmm. If we ing order of nature would result? 
~ w therefore, the three simple laws, Another mode of stating it would be 
\ h~d never tried the Torricellian thus:, What are the fewest general 

t; I riment, we might deduce its re- propositions from which all the uni
nl from those laws. The known formities which exist in the universe 
._ ,j, .ht of the air, combined with the might be deductively inferred? 
I Ition of the apparatus, would bring Every great advance which marks 
tl mercury within the first of the an epoch in the progress of science 

r inductions; the first induction has consisted in a step made towards 
!Id bring it within the second, and the solution of this problem. Even a 
second within the third, in the simple colligation of inductions already 

III I ner which we characterised in made, without any fresh extension 
tinO' of Ratiocination. We should of the inductive inference, is already 

tl 11 ' co"me to know the more complex an advance in that direction. When 
uni' ()rmity, independently of specific Repler expressed the regularity which 

I l'ience, through our knowledge of exists in the observed motions of the 
t , qimpler ones from which it results; heavenly bodies by the three general 

J 19h, for reasons which will appear propositions called his laws, he, in so 
I 'after, vel'ijication by specific expe- doing, pointed out three simple sup
ri nce would still be ,desirable, and positions, which, instead of a much 
lIll ht possibly be indispensable. greater number, would suffice to con

Complex uniformities which, like struct the whole scheme of the hea
lli • are mere cases of simpler ones, venly motions so far as it was known 

, 1 have, therefore, been virtually up to that time. A similar and still 
imed in affirming those, may with greater step was made when these 

I l'riety be called laws, but can' laws, which at first did not seem to 
'.\I'eely, in the strictness of scientific be included in any more general 
I Tch, be termed Laws of Nature. truths, were discovered to be cases of 
1 i the custom in science, wherever the three laws of motion, as cbtain-

tlarity of any kind can be traced, ing among bodies which mutually 
all the general proposition which tend towards Qne another with a cer-
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ta,in force, and have had a certain the general order of nature by 
instantaneous impulse originally im- taining the particular order 
pressed upon them. After this great occurrence of each one of the 
discovery, Kepler's three propositions, mena of nature, the most 
though still called laws, would hardly, proceeding can be no more 
by any person accustomed to use improved form of that 
language with precision, be termed primitively pursued by 
laws of nature: that phrase would understanding while 
be reserved for the simpler and more science. When 
general laws into which Newton is the idea of studying pnen()mlEln_~ 
said to have resolved them. cording to a stricter surer 

According to this language, every than that which they had in th( 
well-grounded inductive generalisa- instance spontaneously adopted 
tion is either a la.w of nature or a did not, conformably to the ' 
result of laws of nature, capable, if but impracticable 
those laws are known, of being pre- cartes, set out from the ~mpp')8itinlt 
dicted from them. And the problem that nothing had been 
of Inductive Logic may be summed tained. Many of the 
up in two questions: how to ascertain existing amopg phenomena ar 
the laws of nature; and how, after constant, and so open to observa ' 
having ascertained them, to follow as to force themselves upon inv 
them into their results. On the other tary recognition. Some facts 
hand, we must not suffer ourselves to so perpetually and familiarlyac 
imagine that this mode of statement p~nied by certain others, that 
amounts to a real analysis, or to any- kind learnt, as children learn, 
thing but a mere verbal transforma- expect the one where they found l 
tionoftheproblem; for the expression, other, long before they knew hu 
Laws of Nature, 'means nothing but put their expectation into word_ 
the uniformities which exist among asserting, in a proposition, the e, . 
natural phenomena (or, in other ence of a connection hztween 
words, the results of induction) when phenomena. No science was net:! 
reduced to their simplest expression. to teach that food nourishes, 
It is, however, something to have ad- water drowns, or quenches th i 
vanced so far as to see that the study that the sun gives light and h 
of nature is the study of laws, not a that bodies fall to the ground. 
law; of uniformities in the plural first scientific inquirers assumed th 
number; that the different natural and the like as known truths, . 
phenomena have their separate rules set out from them to discover oth".w 
or modes of taking place, which, which were unknown: nor were th 
though much intermixed and en- wrong in so doing, subject, howev r, 
tangled with one another, may, to a as they afterwards began to seu, to 
certain extent, be studied apart; that an ulterior revision of these 8l n 
(to resume our former metaphor) the taneous generalisations themselv 
regularity which exists in nature is when the progress of knowlud 
a web composed of distinct threads, pointed out limits to them, or shu cd 
and only to be understood by tracing their truth to be contingent on some 
each of the threads separately; for circumstance not originally attend 
which purpose it is often necessary to to. It will appear, I think, from lhe 
unravel some portion of the web, and subsequent part of our inquiry, th. 
exhibit the fibres apart. The rules there is no logical fallacy in this 
of experimental inquiry are the con-I mode of proceeding; but we may 
trivances for unravelling the web. already that any other mode is rig' r· 

ously impracticable: since it is im· 
I § 2. In thus attemptins- to ~scertain possible to frame any scientific method 
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. d r on or test of the correctness 
of .m Il,l l .l n~ unless on the hypothesis 
olln 1.~ .. 1O inductions deserving of re-
r,,,} ~ have been alre3;dy made. 

n" revert, for l~stance, to one 
former illustratIOns, and cou

lour I y it is that, with exactly the 
r . '~l.lunt ~f evideuc:, both n~ga

An J positIve we dId not reject 
• rtion that there are black 

tl whilewe should refuse credence 
Atl tt.stimony which asserted that ! I r:', -de men wearing their heads 
I rJ)uath their shoulders. The first 

un r iun was more credible than the 
.cf. But why more credible? So 
'. neither phenomenon had been 

tu lIy witnessed, what reason was 
• ' for finding the one harder to be 
. veLi than the other? Apparently 

" u"e there is less constancy in the 
I ur of animals than in the general 

true ure of their anatomy, But how 
d \\ t know this? Doubtless, from 

I I knce, It appears, then, that we 
J experience to inform us in what 

d c, and in what cases, or sorts of 
- experience is to be relied on. 

E riunce must be consulted in order 
1 , Ill from it under what circum
nee " arguments from it will be 

li 1, We have no ulterior test to 
1.1 h we subject experience in gene

; but we make experience its own 
Experience testifies that among 

I niformities which it exhibits or 
I to exhibit, some are more to be 

h· d on than others; and uniformity, 
t1 r ,fore, may be presumed, from any 
gJ l'n number of instances, with a 

" I' degree of assurance, in pro
I ,on as the case belongs to a class 
m \\ hich the uniformities have hitherto 

11 fuund more uniform. 
Thi,; mode of correcting one genera

ion by means of another, a nar
l r generalisation by a wider, which 
IHl on sense suggests and adopts in 
I ' ice, is the real type of scientific 

III ,'1 tion. All that art can do is 
I " t:, give accuracy and precision 

thh process, and adapt it to all 
ri,-lies of cases, without any essen

, Iteration in its principle . . 

There are of course no means of 
applying such a test as that above 
described, unless we already possess 
a general knowledge of the prevalent 
character of the uniformities existing 
throughout nature. The indispen
sable foundation, therefore, of a scien
tific formula of induction must be a 
survey of the inductions to which 
mankind have been conducted in un
scientific practice, with the sptcial 
purpose of ascertaining what kinds 
of uniformities have been found per
fectly invariable, pervading all nature, 
and what are those which have been 
found to vary with difference of time, 
place, or other changeable circum. 
stances . 

§ 3· The necessity of such a survey 
is confirmed by the consideration that 
the stronger inductions are the touch
stone to which we always endeavour 
to bring the weaker. If we find any 
means of deducing one of the less 
~trong ~nductions from stronger ones, 
ltacqmres, at once, all the strength of 
those from which it is deduced; and 
even adds to that strength; since the 
independen~ experience on which the 
weaker induction previously rested 
becomes additional evidence of the 
truth of the better established law in 
which it is now found to be included. 
We may have inferred, from historical 
evidence, that the uncontrolled power 
of a monarch, of an aristocracy, or of 
the majority, will often be abused; 
but we are entitled to rely on this 
generalisation with much greater as
surance when it is shown to be a 
corollary from still better established 
facts; the very low degree of eleva
tion of character ever yet attained by 
the average of mankind, and the little 
efficacy, for the most part, of the 
modes of education hitherto practised, 
in maintaining the predominance of 
reason and conscience over the sel
fish propensities. It is at the same 
time obvious that even these more 
general facts derive an accession of 
evidence from the testiriwny which 
history bears to the effects of des-

o 
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potism. The strong induction becomes 
still stronger when a weaker one has 
been bound up with it. 

On the other hand, if an induction 
conflicts with stronger inductions, or 
with conclusions capable of being 
correctly deduced from them, then, 
unless on reconsideration it should 
appear that some of the stronger 
inductions have been expressed with 
greater universality than their evi
dence warrants, the weaker one must 
give way. The opinion so long pre
valent that a comet or any other 
unusual appearance in the heavenly 
regions was the precursor of calami
ties to mankind, or to those at least 
who witnessed it; the belief in the 
veracity of the oracles of Delphi or 
Dodona.; the reliance on astrology, 
or on the weather-prophecies in al
manacks, were doubtless inductions 
supposed to be grounded on experi
ence ; * and faith in such delusions 
seer;ts quite capable of hoJding out 
agamst a great multitude of failures, 
provided it be nourished by a reason
able number of casual coincidences 
between the prediction and the event. 
What has really put an end to these 
insufficient inductions is their incon
sistency with the stronger inductions 
subsequently obtained by scientific in· 
quiry, respecting the causes on which 

* Dr. Whewell (Phil. of IJiscov., p. 246) 
will not allow these and similar erroneous 
judgments to be called inductions, inas
much as such superstitious fancies "were 
not collected from the·facts by seeking a 
law of their occurrence, bqt were suggested 
by an imagination of the angcr of superior 
powers, shown by such deviations from 
the ordinary course of nature." I conceive 
the question to be, not in what manner 
these notio?s were at first suggested, but 
by what eVIdence they have, from time to 
time, been supposed to be substantiated. 
If the believers in these erroneous opinions 
had been put on their defence, they would 
have referred to experience: to the comet 
which preceded the asSassination of J ulius 
Cresar, o~' to oracles and other prophecies 
known to have been fulfilled. It is by 
such appeals to facts that all analogous 
~up~rstitions, even in our day, attempt to 
JustIfy themselves; the supposed evidence 
of experience is necessary to their hold on 
the mind. I quite admit that the influence 
of such coincidences would n~t be what it 

terrestrial events really depenr! . 
where those scientific truths h: ' 
yet penetrated, the same or 
delusions still prevail. 

It may be affirmed as a 
principle, that all inductions 
strong or weak, which can' 
nected by ratiocination, are 
tory of one another; while 
lead deductively to cOllseQU'2n, .•. " 
are incompatible become ml 
each other's test, showing th, 
or other must be given up, ( 
least more guardedly exprel;~l L 
the case of inductions which 
each other, the one which 
conclusion from ratiocination 
at least the level of certainty 
weakest of those from which 
deduced; while in general 
more or less increased in 
Thus the Torricellian 
though a mere case of 
general laws, not only str·en:crih ..... 
greatly the evidence 
laws rested, but 
them (the weight of 
from a still doubtful 
into a completely est;ablislled 

If, then, a survey of 
ties which have been 
exist in nature should point 
which, as far as any hum:1n 
requires certainty, may be 

is if strength were not lent to jl 

antecedent presumption; but thi~ \ 
peculiar to such cases; preconceiv 
tions of probability form part of liJ 
planation of many other cases of b. 
insufficient evidence. The if, 
judice does not prevent the 
opinion from being sincerely 
legitimate conclusion from expl 
though it improperly predisposes tll 
to that interpretation of cxperienr.'. 

Thus much in defence of the 
examples objected to. But it \V.- , 

easy to produce instances, equally 
to the purpose, and in which no ani 
prejudice is at all concerned. " Fl' 
ages," says Archbishop Whately, .. 
mers and gardeners were firmly COl 
-and convinced of their knowin . 
experience..:..that the crops wou],! 
turn out good unless the seed Wdr 
during the increase of the moon. " 
was induction, but bad induction; 
a vicious syllogism is reasoning, 1J 
reasoning. 
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• .. taill and quite universal, 
I l' l/Iuans of these uniformities 
n
lll 

.... l ie able to raise multitu~es 
b .r inductions to the same pomt 

, le. For if we can show, 
;et to any inductive infer

IUlt either it must be true, or 
hl!5e certain and universal 

i'l\' must admit of an excep
~l' former generalisation will 

n. h' same certainty, and inde
'~It!lt ~S within the bounds as

t ' it, which a:e the attributes 
latter. It WIll be proved to 

la . ; and if n~t a :esult of other 
impler laws, It WIll be a law of 

~'~. are such certain and uni
I inductions; and it is because 
. . tluch, that a Logic', of In· 

'011 i· possible. 

CHAPTER V. 

01' 'fllE 1..\ W OF UNIVERSAL CAUSATION. 

I. THE phenomena of nature 
In two distinct relations to one 

)th r ; that of simultaneity, and 
.. f l;uccession. Every pheno

III n 11 j" related, in an uniform man
r, lime phenomena that co-exist 
hi, and to some that have pre-

1 . p.J will follow it. 
f t htl uniformities which exist 
IJ r "ynchronous phenomena, the 
t il, purtant, on every account, 
t \. laws of number; and next 

those of space, or, in other 
• ,f extension and figure. The 

( number are common to syn-
11'1' 11 'I and successive phenomena. 
h \ ., and two make four, is 1" tuw whether the second two 

t he first two or accompany 
Lt if! as true of days and 

a ~ of feet and inches. The 
I I .-xtpnsion and figure (in other 

I , hI:! th~orems of geometry, from 
I.. t to Its highest branches) are, 

I It· contrary, laws of simultaneous 
1I. ml~na only. The various parts 

, , allJ of the objects which are 

said to fill space, . co-exist; and the 
unvarying laws which are the subject 
of the. science of geometry are an 
expressIOn of the mode of their co
existence. 

This is a class of laws, or, in other 
words, of uniformities, for the com
prehension and proof of which it is 
n.ot necessary ~o suppose any lapse of 
tIme, any val'lety of facts or events 
suc~e.eding one another. The pro
pOSItIOns of geometry are indepen
de~t of the succession of events. All 
thmgs which possess extension or 
in ~ther words,. which fill spac~, ar~ 
subject te geometrical laws. Pos
sessing. extension, they possess figure; 
possessmg figure, they must possess 
some figure in particular, and have 
all . the properties which geometry 
aSSIgns to that figure. If one body 
be a sphere and another a cylinder 
of eq";1al height and diameter, th~ 
one WIll be exactly two-thirds of the 
other, let the nature and quality of 
the material be what it will. Again, 
each body, and each point of a body, 
must occupy some place or position 
among other bodies; and the position 
of two bodies relatively to each other, 
of whatever nature the bodies be 
may be unerringly inferred from th~ 
position of each of them relatively to 
any third body. ' 
• In the laws of number, then, and 
m those of space, we recognise in the 
m~st unq~Ialified ~anner the' rigorous 
unIversalIty of whICh we are in quest. 
Those laws have been in all ages the 
type of certaint.Y, the standard of 
cOJ?parison for all inferior degrees of 
eVIdence. Their invariability is so 
perfect, that it renders us unable even 
to conceive any exception to them' 
and philosophers have been led, though 
(as I have endeavoured to show) 
erroneously, to consider their evi
?ence as .1J:ing not in experience, but 
m the ongmal constitution of the in
tellect. If, therefore, from the laws 
of space and number we were able 
to de.du?e uni~ormities of any other 
descrIptlOn, tIns would, be conclusive 
evidence to us that those other uni-
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formities possessed the same rigorous 
certainty. But this we cannot do. 
From laws of space and number alone, 
nothing can be deduced but laws of 
space and number. 

same base and altitude), dedll"" 
other important uniformity (, 
cession, viz., that a bOdy 
round a centre of force 
areas proportional to the 
unless there had been laws of Of all truths relating to phenomena, 

the most valuable to us are those 
which relate to the order of their suc
ceSSIOn. On a knowledge of these is 
founded every reasonable anticipation 
of future facts, and whatever power 
we possess of influencing those facts 
to our advantaO'e. Even the laws of 
O'eometryare chiefly of practical im
portance to us as being a portion of 
the premises from which the order of 
the succession of phenomena may be 
inferred. Inasmuch as the motion of 
bodies, the action of forces, and the 
propagation of influences of all sorts, 
take place in certain lines and over 
definite spaces, the properties of those 
lines and spaces are an important part 
of the laws to which those pheno
mena are themselves subject. Again, 
motions, forces, or other influences, 
and times are numerable quantities; 
and the properties of number are ap
plicable to them as to all other things. 
But thouO'h the laws of number and 
space are 

0 

important elements in the 
ascertainment of uniformities of suc
cession, they can do nothing towards 
it when taken by themselves. They 
can only be made instrumental to that 
purpose when we combine with them 
additional premises, expressive of uni
formities of succession already known. 
By taking, for instance, as premises 
these propositions, that bodies acted 
upon by an instantaneous force move 
with uniform velocity in straight 
lines; that bodies acted upon by a 
continuous force move with accele
rated velocity in straight lines; and 
that bodies acted upon by two forces 
in different directions move in the 
diagonal of a parallelogram, whose 
sides represent the directiQn and quan
tity of those forces; we rimy by com
bining these truths with propositions 
relating to the properties of straight 
lines and of parallelograrr:tB (as that a 
triang1,e is half a parallelQgram of the 

sion in our premises, there 
been no truths of succession 
conclusions. A similar 
be extended to every other 
phenomena really peculiar; ano, 
it been attended to, would have 
vented many chimerical 
demonstrations of the m(lenl0n~tn.w 
and explanations which 

It is not, therefore, 
that the lavvs of space, 
laws of simultaneous phenomen.'I, 
the laws of number, which thou,..h 
of successive phenomena do not 
to their succession, possess the ri 
certainty and universality of 
we are in search. 'Ve must endl 
to find some law of succession 
has those same attributes, and is 
fore fit to be made the tOtmd,at~i)D G 

processes for di', ;covel:in!!. 
for verifying, all other unitolrmitietl,. 
succession. This 
must resemble the truths 
in their most remarkable 
that of never being, in any 
whatever, defeated or suspendoo 
any change of circumstances. 

Now among all those un:if0111lil;il 
in the succession of ph,en.ollleIlla 
common observation is 
bring to light, there are "",",d'""", ... ,.:,0 
have any, even <l.JJJJI1J:eIlL, 
to this rigorous incief,aasibiJlity 
of those few, one only has been 
capable of completely sustaini 
In that one, however, we 
law which is nni versal also in 
sense; it is co-extensive'with the 
field of successive phenomen 
instances whatever of succession 
examples of it. This law is 
of Causation. The truth tbat 
fact which has a beginning 
cause, is co·extensive with hum ' n 
perience. 

This generalisation may appear 
some mindiil not to amount to 
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(t. r all it asserts only this: 
• 0 law that every event depends 
I 11 I ",." "it is a law that there 
III n. ... h'" W t law for everyt mg. emus 

w ver, conclu~e that the gene-
• of the principle IS me:ely verbal; 

l found on inspectlO;n to be no 
r unmeaning assertIOn, but a 

iallportant and really fundamen· 
th. 

notion of causation is deemed by the 
schools of metaphysics most in vogue 
at the present moment to imply a 
mysterious and most powerful tie, 
such as cannot, or at least does not, 
exist between any physical fact and 
that other physical fact on which it is 
invariably consequent, and which is 
popularly termed its cause: and thence 
is deduced the supposed necessity of 
ascending higher, into the essences 

2. The notion of Cause being the and inherent constitution of things, to 
of e wbole theory of Induction, find the true cause, the cause which 

illdi .. pensable that this ~dea~hould, is not only followed by, but actually 
\' ry outset of our mqUIry, be, produces, the effect. No such neces-

'w tilt.; utmost practicable d~gree sity exists for the purposes of the pre
., i. ion, fixed and determmed. sent inquiry, nor will any such doctrine 

If, md· l d, it were. necess~ry for the be found in the following pages. The 
rr'" uf inductive logiC that the only notion of a cause which the 

PU. hould be quelled which has theory of induction requires is such 
Ion'" raO'ed among the different a notion as can be gained from experi

JOb , of ~etaphysi?ians res~ecting ence. The Law of Causation, the 
ri rin and analYSiS of our Idea of recognition of which is the main pillar 
ion, tbe promulgation, or at of inductive science, is but the familiar 
h., general reception, of a true truth that invariability of succession 
. of induction might be con- is found by observation to obtain n desperate for a long time to between every fact in nature and 

Ul. But the science of the Investi- some other fact which has preceded 
ion nf Truth by means of Evidence it, independently of all considerations 

h 1 ily independent of many of the respecting the ultimate mode of pro
I \' rsies which perplex the science duction of phenomena, and of every 

ht' ultimate constitution of the other question regarding the nature of 
u an mind, and is under no neces- "Things in themselves." 
. y f pusbing the analysis of mental Between the phenomena, then, 

ph nLlUlena to that extreme limit which exist at any instant, and the 
teh alone ought to satisfy a meta- phenomena which exist at the succeed-

~n i i .• H. ing instant, there is an invariable order 
I pr mise, then, that when in the of succession; and, as we said in 
r of this inquiry I speak of the speaking of the general uniformity of 

" f any phenomenon, I do not the course of nature, this web is com
m n a cause which is not itself a posed of separate fibres; this collective 
plun men on; I make no research into order is made up of particular se
l lI' timate or ontological cause of quences, obtaining invariably among 
1Ul.\'thing. To adopt a distinction the separate parts. To certain facts, 
f l\I,i.lr in the writings of the Scotch certain facts always do, and, as we 

pI ysicians, and especially of Reid, believe, will continue to, succeed. The 
c. 1!~es with which I concern my- invariable antecedent is termed the 

{1Ir not efficient! but physical causes. cause; the invariable consequent, the 
'1'1 are causes m that sense alone effect. And the universality of the 
ID "hich one physical fact is said to law of causation consists in this· that 

• t'!, cause of another. Of the em'j every consequent is connected i~ this 
lit ('1l.uses of phe~omena, or whether manner with some particular ante-

1llJ: ,Hch causes eXIst at all, I am not cedent or set of antecedents. Let 
upon to give _,an. opinion. The thefact be what it may, if it has begun 
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to exist, it was preceded by some fact ditions of the phenomenon, or, in 
or facts with which it is invariably words, the set of antecedentfl 
connected. For every event there determined it, and but for ' 
exlsts some combination of objects or would not have happened. 
events, some given concurrence of Cause is the whole of these 
circumstances, positive and negative, dents; and we have, 1J1J,UO'SOT\h;,~. 
the occurrence of which is always fol- speaking, no right to 
lowed by that phenomenon. We cause to one of 
may not have found out what this the others. What, in 
concurrence of circumstances may be; supposed, disguises the Hl\jur:r~~ 
but we never doubt that there is such of the expression is this: 
a one, and that it never occurs with- various conditions, except the 
out having the phenomenon in question one of eating the food, were not 
as its effect or consequence. On the (that is, instantaneous changes 
universality of this truth depends the cessions of instantaneous ' 
possibility of reducing the inductive stcdes possessing more or less 0 

process '.to rules. The undoubted as-' manency; and might thereforl: 
surance we have that there is a law to preceded the effect by an ino 
be found if we only knew how to find length of duration, for want 
it, will be seen presently to be the event which was requisite to 
source from which the canons of the the required concurrence of 
Inductive Logic derive their validity. tions: while as soon as that 

eating the food, occurs, no 
§ 3. It is seldom, if ever, between is waited for, but the effect 

a consequent and a single antecedent mediately to take place; 
that this invariable sequence subsists. the appearance is 
It is usually between a consequent more immediate and 
and the sum of several antecedents; between the effect and 
the concurrence of all of them being cedent, than between the 
requisite to produce, that is, to be the remaining conditions. 
certain of being followed by, the con- we may think proper to give 
sequent. In such cases it is very com- of cause to that one condition, 
mon to single out one only of the ante- filment of which completes 
cedents under the denomination of and brings about the effect 
Cause, calling the others merely Con- further delay; this condition 
ditions. Thus, if a person eats of a no closer relation to the effect 
particular dish, and dies in consequence, any of the other conditions ha::;. 
that is, would not have died if he had the conditions were equally ... _._'.-,-
not eaten of it, ,people would be apt to able to the production of the 
say that eating of that dish was the quent; and the statement of the 
cause of his death. There needs not, is incomplete, unless in some 
however, be any invariable connection other we introduce them alL A 
between eating of the dish and death; takes mercury, goes out of doorM, 
but there certainly is, among the cir- catches cold. We say, perhap;.;, 
cumstances which took place, some the cause of his taking cold wa. 
combination or other on which death posure to the air. It is clear, I 

is invariably consequent: as, for in- ever, that his having taken me 
stance, the act of eating of the dish, may have been a necessary condi . 
combined with a particular bodily of his catching cold; and thou: 11 
constitution, a particular:state of pre- might consist with usage to say 
sent health, and perhaps even a certain I the cause of his attack was exp' 
state of the atmosphere; the whole of to the air, to be accurate we ought 
which circumstances perha:ps consti- say that the cause was exposure tu 
tuted in this particular !f.:1Jse the con- air while under the effect of mere 
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1 not when aiming at ac- -one familiar phenomenon. Fo~ ex~ 
tl we ( IJ JIler~te all the conditions, ample, a stone thrown into water falls 

~ o~ecause some of them will to the bottom. What are the condi-
111~es be understood without tions of this event? In the first place, 

ressed or because for the there must be a stone and water, and 
~l) vieW they may without de- the stone must be thrown into the 
J~ overlooked. For example, water; but these suppositions forming 

n , say the cause of a man's part of the enunciation of the pheno
l ~ that his foot slipped in menon itself, to include them also 
I . ". '1 ladder, we omit as a thing among the conditions would be a 

Itn J\f::~ry to be stated the cir.cum- vicio?~ tautology; and this class of 
I . f his weight, though qUIte as condItIOns, therefore, have never re
. ~ able a condition of the effect ceived the name of cause from any 

md. b took flace. When we, say that but the Aristotelians, by whom they 
'lit 0 the crown to a bIll makes were called the rnaterial cause, causa 

14 la ," " mean that the assent, being rnateriaz.is. The next condition is, 
r riven until all the other con- there must be an 'earth; and accord. 

are fulfilled, makes up the ingly it is often said that the fall of 
( i t.he conditions, though no one a stone is caused by the. earth, or by 

• f\" 'ards it as the principal one. a power or property of the earth, or 
btn the decision of a legislative a force exerted .by the earth; all of 

mlJl.y has been determined by the which are'merely roundabout ways of 
iJ vote of the chairman, we some- sayfng that it is caused by the earth ; 

bay that this one person was or, lastly, the earth's attraction, 
c:,u"e of all the effects which re- which also is only a technical mode 

ut.cd from the enactment. Yet we of saying that the earth causes the 
1 really suppose that his single motion, with the additional particu

( ntributed more to the result larity that the motion is towards the 
I 'h~,t of any other person who earth, which is not a character of the 

, in the affirmative; but, for the cause, but of the effect. Let us now 
(illr)' w~ h.av~ i? view, whic? .i~ to pass to another condition. - It is not 

i t on hIS mdIvIdual responsIbIlIty, enough that the earth should exist; 
I\; ' t which arty other person had the body must be within that dis-

DJ h. transaction is not material. tance from it in which the earth's at-
11 . 11 these instances the fact which traction preponderates over that of 
_ .L;nified with the name of cause any other body. Accordingly we may 

tile one conditi6n which came say, and the expression would be con
into existence. But it must not fessedly correct, that the cause of the 
lll)!osed that in the employment stone's falling is its being ~vithin the 

th. term this or any other rule is sphere of the earth's attraction. We 
w; ~ ~ adhered to. Nothing can proceed to a further condition. The 
tt< r show' the absence of any stone is immersed in water: it is 
'lI tific ground for the distinction therefore a condition of its reaching 

' en the cause of a phenomenon the ground that its specific gravity 
atl Its conditions, than the capricious exceed that of the surrounding fluid, 
ID. nu",rin which we select from among or, in other words, that it surpass in 

'.mditions that which we choose weight an equal volume of water. 
tit • ,nominate the cause. However Accordingly anyone would be ac
Dh ,_ruus the conditions may be, there knowledged to speak correctly who 
. I .. rdly any of them which may not, said that the cause of the stone's 

m ling to the purpose of our im- going to the bottom is its exceeding 
111 iate discourse, obtain that nomi- in specific gravity the fluid in which 
n I pre-eminence. This will be seen it is immersed. 
b' alysing the conditions of some Thus we see that each and evcrycon-
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dition of the phenomenon may be 
taken in its turn, and, with equal 
propriety .in common parlance, but 
with equal impropriety in scientific 
discourse, may be spoken of as if it 
were the entire cause. And in prac
tice that particular condition is usually 
styled the cause whose share in the 
matter is superficially the most con
spicuous, or whose requisiteness to 
the production of the effect we happen 
to be insisting on at the moment. 
So great is the force of this last con
sideration, that it sometimes induces 
us to give the name of cause even to 
one of the negative conditions. \Ve 
say for example, The army was sur
prised because the sentinel was off 
his ,post. But since the sentinel's 
absence was not what created the 
enemy or put the soldiers asleep, 
how did it cause them to be surprised? 
All that is really meant is, thatothe 
event would not have happened if he 
had been at his duty. His being off 
his post was no producing cause, but 
the mere absence of a preventing 
cause: it was simply equivalent to 
his non -existence. From nothing, 
from a mere negation, no conse
quences can proceed. All effects are 
connected, by the law of causation, 
with some set of posit-ive conditions; 
negative ones, it is true, being almost 
always required in addition. In other 
words, every fact or phenomenon which 
has a beginning invariably arises when 
some certain combination of positive 
facts exists, provided certain other 
positive facts do not exist. 

There is, no doubt, a tendency 
(which our first example, that of death 
from taking a particular food, suffici
ently illustrates) to associate the idea 
of causation with the proximate ante
cedent event, rather than with any of 
the antecedent states, or permanent 
facts, which may happen also to be 
conditions of the phenomenon; the 
reason being that the event not only 
exists, but begins to exist immediately 
previous; while the other conditions 
may have pre-existed for an indefinite 
time. And this tendency sbows itself 

very visibly in the different 
fictions wl;ich a~e resorted to, 
men of SCIence, to avoid the 
of giving the name of cause to 
which had existed for an 
nate length of time before 
Thus, rather than say that 
causes the fall of bodies, 
it to a force exerted by the 
attraction by the earth, 
which they can represent tu 
selves as exhausted by each 
and therefore constituting 
successi ve instant a fresh fact 
taneous with or only . , 
ceding the effect. Inasmuch 
coming of the circumstance 
completes the assemblage of 
tions, is a change or event, it 
happens that an event is 
the antecedent in closest 
proximity to the consequent 
this may account for the j 
which disposes us to look 
proximate event as .standin" 
peculiarly in the position of "a 
than any of the antecedent 
But even this peculiarity, of 
closer proximity to the effect 
any other of its conditions, is, 
have already seen, far from 
necessary to the common notion 
cause; with which notion, OIl 

contrary, anyone of the 
either positive or negative, is 
on occasion, completely to accord. 

* The assertion that any and evel 
of the conditions of a phenomenull 
be and is, on some occasions and for 
purposes, spoken of as the cause, has 
disputed by an intelligent reviewer r 
work in the Prospective Revi~1o, (th" 
decessor of the justly esteemed Na 
Review,) who maintains that "we 
apply the word cause rather to 
ment in the antecedents which 
force, and which would tend at all II 
to produce the same or a similar elf, 
that which, under certain conditio •. 
would actually produce." And he 
that "everyone would feel" the exr 
sion, that the cause of a surprise 
the sentinel's being off his post, to I 
correct; but that the" allurement or f 
which d?'ev) him off his post might 
called, because in doing so it remov 
resisting power which would have I"'" 
vented the surprise." I cannot think 
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then, philosophically 
ft'l. C!\use, I f th :I". r 's the sum tota o. e con-
• Ill' " l:~itive and negatIve taH;en 

ctiti'1Jl I. the whole of the contm
hd ~f every description, which 
I l'sed the consequent ing rea I , 

1 I wrong to say.that the event 
I . use the sentme1 was absent, 

I I ~~o say that it took place be-
I ri/I bribed to be absent. Since 
J \~ .IS ,t effect of the bribe was his 

11)' ~I~ebribe could l?e called the re· 
f the surprIse, only on the 

\I u t~at the absence was the proxi-
11 1~. nor does it seem to me that

c;>Il 'ho bad not a theory.to support) 
I 11 11" the one expression and reject 

1 r .. wer observes that when a per
M n: ,,~~poison, his po'sse~~ion of bodily 
n I :\ necessary cond~tlOn, but that 

Id ever speak of It as the cause. 
Ut ~l~ fact; but I believe the reas~m 

I t the occasion could neve~ anse 
'Iking of it; for when m the 

. ~P~f common disc(:l\~rse we are led 
- l f some one condItIOn of a pheno-

l] u it:! causc, the .c0.ndition so spo~en 
"'!LVS onc which It ~s at leas~ pOSSIble 

tI bearer may reqUIre .to be mfor~ed 
1 possession of bod~ly organs IS a 

\Vu L'Olldition, and to gIve,that as tl~e 
r when asked the cause of a person s 
, 'I)uld not supply the information 

IYli Once conc~ive that.a doubt could 
t to bis havlllg bodIly organs, or 

It It! were to be compared with some 
II ' bo had them .not,. and case~ may 

ined in which It mIght be saId that 
h '~~dion of them was the cause of his 

I. If Faust and :Mephistopheles to
!th<'r took poison, it might be said that 
If diud because he was a human being, 

an 11 a body, while Me:p~istopheles sur
n i b".:anse he was a SPIrIt. 

J I for the same reason that no one (as 
\' iuwer remarks) " calls the cause of 

p. the muscles or sinews o~ ~he body, 
I I they are necessary condItIons; nor 

u u of a self-sacrifice, the knowledge 
I h .. as necessary for it; 110r the cause 

rl ~ing a book, that a man has time for 
\ I' h is a necessary condition_" These 
'ill. us (beE ides that they are antecedent 

~ut, awl not proximate antecedent events, 
re therefore never the conditions in 

apparent proximity to the effect) 
I ( If them so obviously implied, that 
i1'lrdly possible there should exist 

III>ctlssity for insisting on them, which 
u ,ives occasion for speaking of a single 
, Itiun as if it were the cause. Where
r tbis necessity exists in regard to some 

.ndition, and does not exist in re
i v any other, I conceive that it is 

"t nt with usage, when scientific accu
L nut aimed at, to apply the name 

variably follows. The negative con
ditions, however, of any phenomenon, 
a special enumeration of which would 
generally be very prolix, may be all 
summed up under one head, namely, 
the absence of preventing or counter-

cause to that one condition. If the only 
condition which can be supposed to be un
known is a negative condition, the nega
tive condition may be spoken of as the 
cause. It might be said that a person die.d 
for want of medical advice, though tIns 
would not be likely to be said unless the 
person was already understood to. be ill, 
and in order to indicate that. this negative 
circumstance was what m:lde the illness 
fatal, and not the weakness of his con
stitution, or the original virulence of the 
disease. It might be said . that a person 
was drowned because he eould not swim; 
the positive condition, namely, that he fell 
into the water, being already implied in 
the word drowned_ And here let me re
mark that his falling into the water is in 
this ~ase the only positive condition: all 
the conditions not expressly or virtually 
included in this (as that he could not 
swim, that nobody helped him, and so 
forth) are negative. Yet, if it were simply 
said that the cause of a man's death was 
falling into the water, there would be quite 
as great a sense of impropri,et:y in the e::c
pression, as there would be If It were saId 
that the cause was his inability to swim: 
because, though the one condition is posi
tive and the other negative, it wonld be 
felt that neither of them was sufficient, 
without the other, to produce death. 

With regard to the assertion that nothing 
is termed the cause except the element 
which exerts active force, I waive the 
question as to the meaning of active force, 
and accepting the phrase in its popular 
sense, I revert to a former example, and I 
ask would it be more agreeable to CURt om 
to ~ay that a man fell because his foot 
slipped in climbing a ladder; or that he 
fell because of his weight? for his weight, 
and not the motion of his foot, was the 
active force which determined his fall. If 
a person walking out on a frosty day 
stumbled and fell, it might be said that he 
stumbled because the ground was slippery, 
or because be was not sufficiently careful; 
but few people, I suppose, would say that he 
stumbled because he walked. Yet the only 
active force concerned was that which be 
exerted in walking: the others were mere 
negative conditions; but they happened to 
be the only ones which there could be any 
necessity to state; for he walked, most 
likely, in exactly his usual manner, and 
the negative conditions made all the differ
ence. Again, if a person were asked why 
the arnw of Xerxes defeated that of Leoni
das he would probably say, because the,v 
we~e a thousand times the num b,er; but I 
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acting cn,uses. The convenience of 
this mode of expression is·. mainly 
grounded on the fact, that the effects 
of any cause in counteracting another 
cause may in most cases be, with 
strict scientific exactness, regarded 
as a mere extension of its own proper 
and separate effects. If graVIty re
tards the upward motion of a projec
tile, and deflects it into a parabolic 
trajectory, it produces, in so doing, 
the very same kind of effect, and 
even (as mathematicians know) the 
same quantity of effect, as it does in 
its ordinary operation of causing the 
fall of bodies when simply deprived 
of their support. If an alkaline solu
tion mixed with an acid destroys its 
sourness, and prevents it from redden
ing vegetable blues, it is because the 
specific effect of the alkali is to com
bine with the acid, and form a com
pound with totally different qualities. 
This property, which causes of all 
descriptions possess, of preventing the 
effects of other causes by virtue (for 
the most part) of the same laws ac
cording to which they produce their 
own, * enables us, by establishing the 

general axiom that all ca~ 
liable to be counteracted in 
effects by one another, to 
with the consideration of 
conditions entirely, and 
notion of cause to the ""';e111l0J11r", 
the positive conditions of the 
menon: one negative conditil 
variably understood, and the ~u 
all instances (namely, the absen 
counteracting causes) 
along with the sum of 
conditions, to make up the 
of circumstances on which the 
menon is dependent. 

§ 4. Among the positive 
as we have seen that there are 
to which, in common parlauOl..: 
term cause is more readily anri 
quentlyawarded, so there are 
to which it is, in ordinary 
stances, refused. In most 
causation a distinction is 
drawn between something 
and some other thing which 
upon; between an agent and a 
Both of these, it would be . 
allowed. are conditions of 
menon i hut it would be 
absurd to call the latter 
that title being. reserved 
former. The distinction, 
vanishes on examination, or 
is found to be only verbal, 
from an incident of mere t:x.lore:s.-mB. 

namely, that the object 
acted upon, and which is 
as the scene in which the effect 

do not think he would say it. was because 
tiwy fought, though that was the element 
of active force. To borrow another example, 
used by Mr. Grove and by Jl.fr. Baden Po
well, the opening of floodgates is said to 
be the cause of the flow of water; yct the 
active force is exerted by the water itself, 
and opening thc floodgates merely supplies 
a negative condition. The reviewer adds, 
" There are some conditions ahs0lutely pas
sive, and yet absolutely necessary to phy
sical phenomena, viz. the relations of space 
and time; and to these no one ever applies 
the word cause without being immediately other by the same law whereby it 
arrested by those who hear him." Even its own effects, but of an 
from this statement I am compelled to manifests itself in no 
dissent. Few persons would feel it incon- defeating the effects of an()thera.Q"811c\'". 
gruous to say (for example) that a secret wo knew on what other 
became known because it was spokon of or on what peculiarities of 
when A. B. was within hearing; which is opacity depends, we might flnd that 
a condition of space; or that the oause is only an apparent, not a real exceJ 
why one of two particular trees is taller to the general proposition in the text. 
than the other is that it has been longer any case it needs not affcct the prac 
planted; which is a condition of time. application. The formula which ind 

* There are a few exceptiol!s; for there all the negative conditions of an offe t 
are some properties of objects which seem the single one of the absence of COU, I 

to be purely preventive; as the property acting causes, is not violated by such ~ 
of opaque bodies by which they intercept asthis; though if all counteracting . 
tho passage of light. This, as far as we cies were of this description, thcre W I 

are able to understand it, ap'pcars an in- be no purpose sorved by employing th i 
stance not of ono cause counteracting an-. mula. 
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. ntnIDonly'd included in the modes of expression, but which should 
: . cwhich the effect is spoken never be supposed to be the enuncia

tb"\ if it were also r~cko~18d as tion of a scientific truth. Even those 
(If thtl cause, the s:emm~ mcon- attributes of an object which might 

't "'(Juld arise of Its beI?g sup- seem with greatest propriety to be 
W cause itself. In the Instance called states of the object itself, its 

h \VI have already had, of falling sensible qualities, its colour, hardness, 
~ thtl question was thus put: shape, and the like, are in reality (as 

. the cause which makes a no one has pointed out more clearly 
bat t ll? and if the answer had than Brown himself) phenomena of 
n th ll stone itself," the expression causation, in which the substance is 

t1 h. ve been in apparent contra- distinctly the agent or producing 
diction to the meaning of th~ word cause, the patient being our own or

The stone, therefore, IS con- gans, and t40se of other sentient CI\ j I , the pat,ient, and the earth (or, beings. What we call states of ob
aL'(lOrdiJl~ to toe com~on and most jects, are always sequences into which 
unpbil, ophical practIce, an occult the objects .. enter, generally as an-

i . of the earth) is represented as tecedents or ca,uses; and things are 
. ut or cause. But that there never more active than in the pro

is nothing fundamental in t~e dis- duction of those phenomena in which 
tin iull may be seen from thIS, that they are said to be acted upon. Thus, 

· 'I' ite possible to conceive the in the example of a stone falling to 
I causing its own fall provided the earth, according to the theory of 

1 guacre employed be such as ,gravitation the stone is as much an 
\ the "mere verbal incongruity. agent as the earth, which not only 

• IhiU'ht say that the stone moves attracts, but is itself attracted by, 
I1 the earth by the propertj.es the stone. In the case of a sensation 

th matter composing it; and ac- produced in our organs, the laws of 
i to this mode of presenting the our organisation, and even those of 

lIol:m:non, the stone itself might our minds, are as directly operative 
illl' I impropriety be called the in determining the effect produced, 

11 ; though to save the established as the laws of the outward object. 
Lt .Iu of the inactivity of matter, Though we call pru'ssic acid the agent 

, ,.Hy prefer here also to ascribe of a person's death, the whole of the 
• II ct to an occult quality, and vital and organic properties of the 

t the cause is not the stone patient are as actively instrumental 
• I . it the ~vei[Jht or gmvitation of as the poison in the chain of effects 

which so rapidly terminates his sen-
T. "who have contended for a tient existence. In the process of 
· I distinction between agent and education, we may call the teacher 
i I" , have generally conoeived the the agent and the scholar only the 
I. ," that which causes some state material acted upon; yet in truth all 

. (Ime change in the state of, the facts which pre-existed in the 
Lt., \. objcct which is called the scholar's mind exert either co.operat-

ti li t.. But a little reflection will ing or counteracting agencies in rela
t.hat the license we assume of tion to the teacher's efforts. It is 
i 19' of p~enOl~en~ ~s states of not light alone which is the agent in 
. ,nuus obJ.ects whlCI: take part vision, but light coupled with the 

I 11. Ht (an artIfice of WhICh so much active properties of the eye and brain, 
Ul ba:; been made by some philo- and with those of the visible object. 

, htr;;, Brown in. particular, for the I Th~ distinction .between agent and 
I. r ut explanatIon of phenomena) patIent is merely verbal: patients 

III ly ~ sort of logical fiction, use- are always agents; in a great propor
ful llltltunes as one among several _ tion, indeed, of all natural pheno-
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mena, they are so to such a degree as 
to react forcibly on the causes which 
acted upon them: and even when 
this is not the case, they contribute, 
in the same manner as any of the 
other conditions, to the production of 
the effect of which they are vulgarly 
treated as the mere theatre. All the 
positive conditions of a phenomenon 
are alike agents, alike active; and in 
any expression of the cause which 
professes to be complete, none of them 
can with reason be excluded, except 
such as have already been implied in 
the words used for describing the 
effect; nor by including even these 
would. there be incurred any but a 
merely verbal impropriety. 

§ 5. There is a case of causation 
which calls for separate notice, as it 
possesses a peculiar feature, and pre
sents a greater degree of complexity 
than the common case. It often hap
pens that the effect, or one of the 
effects, of a cause is, not to ,produce 
of itself a certain phenomenon, but to 
fit something else for producing it. 
In other words, there is a case of 
causation in which the effect is to 
invest an object with a certain pro
perty. When sulphur~ charco~l, and 
nitre are put together m certam pro
portions and in a certain manner, the 
effect is, not an explosion, but that 
the mixture acquires a property by 
which, in given circumstances, it will 
explode. The various causes, natural 
and artificial, which educate the hu
man body or the human mind, have 
for their principal effect, not to make 
the body or mind immediately do 
anything, but to endow it with cer
tain properties-in other words, to 
give assurance that in given circum
stances certain results will take place 
in it, or as consequences of it. Phy
siological agencies often have for the 
chief part of their operati?n to p1'e
dispose the constitution to some mode 
of action. To take a simpler in
stance than all these : putting a coat 
of white paint upon a wall does not 
merely produce in those who see it 

done the sensation of white; it 
fers on the wall the permanent 
pertyof giving that kind of , 
Regarded in reference to the 
tion, the putting on of the paint ' 
condition of a condition; it is [~ 0 

dition of the wall's causing that 
ticular fact. The wall may h 
been painted years ago, but it 
acquired a property which has 
till now and will last longer. 
antecedent condition necessary tll 
able the wall to become in its 
condition has been fulfilled onlle 
all. In a case like this, where 
immediate, consequent in the 
is a property produced in 
no one now supposes the 
be a substantive entity " 
in the object. What has 
duced is what, in other 
may be called a state of prl3paratilo.; 
in an object for . 
The ingredients of the 
have been brought into a state 
preparation for exploding as SOlm 

the other conditions of an expl, 
shall have occurred. In the cn 
the gunpowder, this state of pre] 
tion consists in a certain colloc: 
of its particles relatively to on" 
other. In the example of the \\' 
it consists in a new collocation of 
things relatively to each UHler---tbA', 
wall and the paint. In the example 
of the moulding influences 011 

human mind, its being a colloc: ' 
at all is only conjectural; for, ' 
on the materialistic hypothe~i 
would remain to be proved that 
increased facility with which the bl'l 
sums up a column of figures when 
has been long trained to calculati 
is the result of a permanent Ill' 

arrangement of some of its mat rill 
particles. We must, therefore, tr 
tent ourselves with what we kn w 
and must include among the eiit.' 
of causes the capacities given to 
jects of being causes of other eff. 
This capacity is not a real tb' 
existing in the objects ; it is b 
name for our conviction that the 
will act in a particular manner wh 
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, IW ' circumstances arise. We 
1!1 ',l ,t this assurance of future 

V In\t'~h a fictitious objective ex
nt \\ ~ calling it a state of the 
n t', l t unless the state consists, 

~ he ~ase of the gunpO"\~vder ~t 
10 in a collocation of pa:tl~les, It 

no present fact; It IS but 
Jll.ingent future fact brought 

der another name. 
k un be thoug t that this form 

J Oh Y . d 't tion reqtllres us to a ml an 
01 C!l I: a to the doctrine that the 

ce~t,J(ln of a phenomenon-the 
p It11 11" f 11' ·t ... ).;nts required or ca mg 1 

. tence-must all be found 
. I~he facts immediately, not 

1IJIl<'Dl! d'·t otely, prece mg 1 s comme~ce-
But what we have arrived 

~ ot a correction, it is only an 
~ 1 11 tion of that doctrine. In the 

UIJl(,~tio~ of the conditions required 
f t.h > occurrence of any phenomenon, 
I 1:-8oYs has to be included that 

1\ 'must be present, possessed of 
. n properties. It is a condition 

S~~ht. phenomenon explosion that an 
t should be present, of one or 

r I)f certain kinds, which for that 
n are called explosive. The pre
. of one of these objects is a con

dition immediately precedent to the 
plosion, The condition which is 

immediately precedent is the 
u ' which produced, not the ex

i n. but the explosive property. "I oonditions of the explosion itself 
lI' all present immediately before 

it t(1( .k place, and the general law, 
tb fore, remains intact. 

~ 6. It now remains to advert to a 
distinction which is of first-rate im
pcn..l1ce both for clearing up the 
nuti n of cause, and for obviating a 
l ry l:!pecious objection often made 

inst the view which we have taken 
tl. subject. 
When we define the cause of any

tl il. ' (in the only sense in which the 
p ut inquiry has any concern with 

Il cl) to be "the antecedent which 
it in variably follows," we do not use 

i: phrase as exactly synonymous 

with "the antecedent which it in
variably has followed in our past ex
perience." Such a mode of conceiving 
causation would be liable to the ob
jection very plausibly urged by Dr. 
Reid, namely, that according to this 
doctrine night must be the cause of 
day, and day the cause of night; 
since these phenomena have invari
ably succeeded one another from the 
beginning of the world. But it is 
necessary to our using the word cause 
that we should believe not only that 
the antecedent always has been fo1-
lowedby the consequent, but that as 
long as the present constitution of 
things * endures it always will be so. 
And this would not be true of day 
and night. We do not believe that 
night will be followed by day under 
all imaginable circumstances, but only 
that it will be so provided the sun 
rises above the horizon. If the sun 
ceased to rise, which, for aught we 
know, may be perfectly compatible 
with the general laws of matter, night 
would be, or might be, eternal. On 
the other hand, if the sun is above 
the horizon, his light not extinct, and 
no opaque body between ns and him, 
we believe firmly that unless a, change 
takes place in the properties of matter, 
this combination of antecedents will 
be followed by the consequent day; 
that if the combination of antecedents 
could be indefinitely ,prolonged, it 
would be always day; and that if 
the same combination had always 
existed, it would always have been 
day, quite independently of night as 
a previous condition. Therefore is it 
that we do not call night the cause, 
nor even a condition, of day. The 
existence of the sun (or some such 
luminous' body), and there being no 
opaque medium in a straight linet 

* I mean by this expression, the ultimate 
laws of nature (whatever they may be) as 
distinguished from the derivative laws and 
from the collocations. The diurnal revolu
tion of the earth (for example) is not a 
part of the constitution of things, because 
nothing can be so called which might pos
sibly be terminated or altered by natural 
causes, 

t I use the words, "straight line 11 for 
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between that body and the part of 
the earth where we are situated, are 
the sole conditions; and the union 
of these, without the addition of any 
superfluous circumstance, constitutes 
the cause. This is what writers mean 
when they say that the notion of 
cause involves the idea. of necessity. 
If there be any meaning which con
fessedly belongs to the term necessity, 
it is unconditionalness. That which 
is necessary, that which must be, 
means that which will be, whatever 
supposition we may make in regard 
to all other things. The succession 
of day and night evidently is not 
necessary in this sense. It is con
ditional on the occurrence of other 
antecedents. That which will be fol
lowed by a given consequent when, 
and only when, some third circum
stance also exists, is not the cause, 
even though no case should ever have 
occurred in which the phenomenon 
took place without it. 

Invariable sequence, therefore, is 
not synonymous with causation, un
less the sequence, besides. being in
variable, is unconditional. There are 
sequences, as uniform in past experi
ence as any others whatever, which 
yet we do not regard as cases of 
causation, but as conjunctions in some 
sort accidental. Such, to an accurate 
thinker, is that of day and night. 
The one might have existed for any 
length of time, and the other not have 
followed the sooner for its existence; 
it follows only if certain other ante
cedents exist; and where those ante
cedents existed, it would follow in 
any case. No one, probably, ever 
called night the cause · of day; man
kind must so soon have arrived at 
the very obvious generalisation, that 
the state of general illumination which 
we cn.ll day would follow from the pre-
brevity and simplicity. In reality the line 
in question is not exactly straight, for, 
from the cffcct of refraction, we actually 
sec the sun for it short interval during 
which the opaque mass of the· earth is 
interposed in a direct line between the sun 
and our eyes; thus realising, though but 
to a limited extent, the covetoo. desidera
tum of seeing rQund a corner. 

sence of a sufficiently IUlhinol} 
whether darkness had precedf.:rj 

We mn,y define, therefore, tIlt 
of a phenomenon to be th 
cedent, or the concurrence of 
dents, on which it is invariabl 
unconditionaUy consequent. Or 
adopt the convenient Lu\JUlnC:l.I ir_ 
the meaning of the word 
confines it to the assemblage of 
conditions without the negativ 
instead of "unconditionally," w.~ 
say, "subject to no other than 
tive conditions." 

To some it may appear, th t 
sequence between night and day 
invariable in our experience, v: ,~ 
as much ground in this case 
perience can give in any ca 
recognising the two phenomel 
cause and effect; and that 
that more is necessary-to 
belief that the succession is 
ditional, or, in other words, 
would be invariable under all 
of circumstances-is to ac:[{n()w:..d.o 
in causation an element of 
derived from experience. 
to this is, that it is ex:peI:iCIICl! 
which tea,ches us that one 
of sequence is conditional and 
unconditionaL When we judv 
the succession of night and d~"' 
derivative sequence, dependin., 
something else, we proceed on 
of experience. It is the 
experience which convinces us 
day could equally exist without I i 
followed by night, and that l li 

could equally exist without bein.~ r 
lowed by day. To say that t I 

beliefs are "not generated by 
mere observation of sequence,' · 
to forget that twice in every t~\·, 
foul' hours, when the sky is clel, . 
have an experirncntmn C1'11cis thl . 
cause of day is the SUll. vVe ha 
experimental knowledge of tht: 
which justifies us on experim, 
grounds in concluding, that if 
sun were always above the h .. : 
there would be day, though there It 

* Second BW'net P1'ize Essa.y, by Fri" 
Tulluch, p. 2$. 
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. and that if the sun tities as at present. But vary either 
I 0 b~low the horizon there of these causes, and this particular 

\1":. '. ht thouah there had succession of motions would cease to 
d 1 nlg We th~s know from take place. The series of the earth's 

() (i:t~. t the succession of night motions therefore, though a case of 
ri flC-: t a ot unconditional. Let sequence invariable within the limits 

• I~ : the antecedent, which of human experience, is not a case of 
Id. t .J~t'onallY invariable, is not causation. It is not unconditional. 
.: I: Ilul I d t Th h This distinction between the rela-I . ble antece en . oug a 

n .l·in experience, have always tions of succession which, so far as we 
" wed by another fact~ yet know, are unconditional, and those 

f Perlence relations, whether of succession or of rt mainder 0 • our ex , 
tr that it lUlght not always co-existence, which, like the earth s 

(u:Jowed, or if the experience motions or the succession of day and 
'1 such as leaves room for a night, depend on the existence or on 

h k ses may the co-existence of other antecedent 'bili V that t e nown ca .. . 
. ,tly represent all pOSSIble facts, corresponds to the great divI-

(; hitherto invariable ante- sion which Dr. Whewell and other 
\ fi not accounted the cause; writers have made of the field of 

wh) ? 13ecause we are not sura science into the investigation of what 
. .' the invariable antecedent. they term the Laws of Phenomena 

ul h c~ses of sequence as that of and the investigation of causes; a 
J night no~ only ~o not con- phraseology, as I conceive, not philo

cia . t the doctrme whICh resolves sophically sustainable, inasmuch as 
le ion into invar!abl~ se9.uence, the ascertainment of causes, such 

. necessarily Implied m that causes as the human faculties can 
. It is evident, that from ascertain, namely, causes which are 

lim~~:d number of unconditional themselves phenomena, is, therefore, 
nc( .,l, there will res.u~t a much merely the ascertainment of other and 
r number of con~ltJonal oll!;s. more universal Laws of Phenomena. 

ill causes being glVE:Il, that IS, And let me here observe, that Dr. 
in antecedents which a:e uncon- Whewell, and in some degree even 
I. Uy followed by. certam con se- Sir John Herschel, seem to have 

the mere co-eXIStence of these misunderstood the meaning of those 
U will give rise to. an u~~imited writers who, like M. Comte, limit 

I r of additional uniformItIes. If the sphere of scientific investigation 
(" 11"eS exist together, the effects to Laws of Phenomena, and speak of 

I h will exist together; and if the inquiry into causes as vain and 
I causes co-exist, these causes (by futile. The causes which M. Comte 

h h e shall term hereafter the in- designates as inaccessible are efficient 
n i ture of their laws) will give rise causes. The investigation of physical, 
n \\. effects accompanying or suc- as opposed to efficient, causes (includ

j 'i one an~ther in some particular ing the study of all the active forces 
r, which order will be invariable in Nature, considered as facts of ob
~he causes continue to co-exist, servation)is as important a part of 

" I lonrrer. The motion of the M. Comte's conception of science as 
11 a given orbit round the sun of Dr. Whewell's. His objection to 
·ries of changes which follow the word cause is a mere matter of 
other as antecedent and conse-J nomencbture, in whic~, as a: matter 

and will continue to do so! of nomenclature, I conSIder hIm to be 
:~he sun's attmction, and the entirely wrong. "Those," it is jnstly 

r f \"ith which the earth tends to remarked by Mr. Bailey,* "who, like 
] . li Ce in a direct line through space, * Lette1'S on the Philosophy of the 1I1~man 

huue to co-exist in the same quan- Mind, First Series, p. 2I9. 
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M. Comte, object to designate events tinuance -of effects long after 
as causes, are objecting without any causes had ceased. A coup d 
real ground to a'mere but extremely gives a person brain-fever: 
convenient generalisation, to a very fever go off as soon as he is 
useful common name, the employment out of the sunshine? A SWord 
of which involves, or needs involve, through his body: must the 
no particular theory." To which it remain in his body in order 
may be added, that by rejecting this may continue dead? A 
form of expression, M. Oomte leaves once made, remains a 
himself without any term for marking without any continuance of 
a distinction which, however incor- and hammering, and even 
rectly expressed, is not only real, but man who heated and 
is one of the fundamental distinctions has b~en gathered to his 
in science; indeed, it is on this alone, the other hand, the preSSure 
as we shall hereafter find, that the forces up the mercury in an 
possibility rests of framing a rigorous tube must be continued in 
Oanon of Induction. And as things sustain it in the tube. This 
left without a name are apt to be for- be replied) is because another 
gotten, a Oanon of that description is acting without intermission, thl: 
not one of the many benefits which of gravity, which would restor<l 
the philosophy of Induction has re, its level, unless counterpoised 
ceived from M. Comte's great powers. force equally constant. But 

a tight bandage causes pain, 
§ 7. Doesa cause always stand with pain wiU sometimes go off as 

its effect in the relation of antecedent the bandage is removed. The 
and consequent? Do we not often nation which the sun diffuses 
say of two simultaneous facts that earth ceases when the sun 
they are cause and effect-as when There is, therElfore, als:tlll,ctil~ • 
we say that fire is the cause of warmth, be drawn. The cOICldllti()llS 
the sun and moisture the cause of necessary for the first pr'Od1llct;ion 
vegetation, and the like? Since a a phenomenon are OCI~aE:lOllalJlv 
cause does not necessarily perish be- necessary for its c01Cltilnu:1n(~e 
cause its, effect has been produced, more commonly its 
the two things do very generally co- quires no condition 
exist; and there are some appearances, ones. Most things, once 
and some common expressions, seem- continue as they are, until 
ing to imply not only that causes may, changes or destroys them; but 
but that they must, be coutempo- require the permaneut presenc 
raneous with their effects. Oessante the agencies which produced thell 
caus(~ cessat et effectus has been a dogma first. These may, if we plea~e. 
of the schools: the necessity for the considered as iustantaneous 
continued existence of the cause in mena, requiring to be renewed at 
order to the continuance of the effect, instant by the cause by which 
seems to have been once a generally were at first generated. 
received doctrine. Kepler's numerous the illumination of any given poill 
attempts to account for the motions space has always bcen looked upon 
of the heavenly bodies on mechanical an instaptaneous fact, which per;. It 
principles were rendered abortive by and is perpetually renewed as lon~ 
his always supposing that the agency the necessary conditions subsist. If 
which set those bodies in motion must we adopt this language we avoid It 
continue to operate in 'Order to keep I necessity of admitting that tht: • >11 

up the motion which it at first pro- til1uance of the cause is ever rertll ir 
duced. Yet there were at all times to maintain the effect. \Ve may . y, 
many familiar instances of the con- it is not required to maintain, but 
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the effect, or else to coun- § 8. It continually happens that 
iIIIIIl'()(llUt.'I:W't force tending to des~roy several ~ifferent phenomena, which 

cl this may ?e a convement are not III the slightest degree de
.... 1 ... lOI~~Ty . but it IS only a phrase- pendent or conditional on one another 

The fact remains, that in some ~re found all to depend, as the phras~ 
• (th<Jtwh these are a minority) IS, on one and the same agent; in 
CODtin~ance of the. conditions other wor~s, one and the same phe

produced an effect IS necessary nomenon IS seen· to be followed by 
n inuance of the effect. several sorts of effects quite hetero
tilt ulterior question, whether geneons, but which go on simultane-

ne Iv necessary that the cause, ously one with another; provided, 
I ,i a.'fe of conditions should of course, that all other conditions 
by ~ver so short an instant, requisite for each of them also exist. 

u 'don of the effect, (a question Thus, the sun produces the celestial 
aDlLtrguedwithmuchingenuity motions, it produces daylight, and it 

11" John Hel'Schel in an Essay produces heat. The earth causes the 
Y f)'tloted,*) the inquiry is of no fall of heavy bodies, and it also in its 

ellt:t:l for our present purpose. capacity of a great magnet, cau~es the 
cert.'linlyare cases in which the phenomena of the magnetic needle. 

foil ws without any interval per- A crystal of galena causes the sensa
vV' our faculties; and when tions of hardness, of weight, of cubical 

ill . r; interval, we cannot tell by form, of gre1 colour, and many others 
w JIUUI . intermediate links imper- between whICh we can trace no inter

- le ) UD that interval may really dependence. The purpose to which the 
6Utd up. But even granting that phraseology of Properties and Powers 

aD tIc t may commence simultane- is specially adapted is the expression 
wi b its cause, the view I have of this sort of cases. When the same 
of causation is in no way practi- phenomenon is followed (either subject 

caIly llfJt'cted. \Vhether the cause and or not to the presence of other con
. tJe\: be necessarily successive or ditions) by effects of different and 

th beginning of a pheHomenon dissimilar o~ders, it is usual to say 
bat implies a cause, and causation that each dIfferent sort of effect is 
bt! I. IV of the succession of phe- produced by a different property of 

n If these axioms be granted, the cause. Thus we distinguish the 
11 afford, though I see no neces- attractive or gravitative property of 

y for doing so, to drop the words the earth, and its magnetic property: 
1 nt and consequent as applied the gravitative, luminiferous, and ca-

u. l' and effect. I have no objec- lorific properties of the sun: the 
I I .kfine a cause, the assemblage colour, shape, weight, and hardness 
I b 'n"mena, which occurring, some of a crystal. These are mere phrases 

o&b r phenomenon invariably com- which explain nothing, and add no~ 
• ur has its origin. \Vhether thing to our knowledge of the subject, 

• t·tfdCt coincides in point of time but considered as abstract names 
tb, or iIll~ediately. !ollow~, ~he denoting the connection between the 

hind~ t of ItS condltl(~ns, IS Im- different effects produced and the 
tt·n:tl: At all events, It ?-oes not object which produces them, they are 
.~tl It; and wh~n we are III doubt, a very powerful instrument of abridg-

:ii ~ two co-eXIstent phenomena, ment, and of that acceleration of the 
bleb lil cause and which effect, we I process of thoucrht which abridcrment 
,b Iy dt:eI?- the 9uestion solved if we accomplishes. '" "" 

. rtam WhICh of them preceded I This class of consideratio.ns leads to 
otL"r. a conception which we shall find to be 

of great importance, that (jf a Perma-
• ES8ays, pp. 206-208. nent Cause, or original natural agent. 

p 
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There exist in nature a number of Not only, for instance, is the 
permanent causes, which have sub- itself a permanent cause, or 
sisted ever since the human race has natural agent, but the 
been in existence, and for an indefi- tion is so too: it is a cause 
nite and probably an enormous length produced, from the earliest 
of time previous. The sun, the earth, (by the aid of other necessary 
and planets, with their various con- tions,) the succession of day and 
stituents, air, water, and other distin- the ebb and flow of the sea, and 
guishable substances, whether simple other effects, while, as we can 
or compound,of which nature.is made no cause (except conjecturally) for 
up, are such Permanent Causes. These rotation itself, it is entitled to 
have existed, and the effects or con- ranked as a ptimeval cause. 1 
sequences which they were fitted to however, only the origin of the 
produce have taken place (as often as tion which is mysterious to us: 
the other conditions of the production ,begun, its continuance is 
met) from the very beginning of our for by the first law of 
experience. But we can give no ac- of the permanence of re(~til.in(~al' 
count of the origin of the Permanent tion once impressed) combined 
Causes themselves. Why these par- the gravitation of the parts of 
ticular natural agents existed origi- earth towa.rds one another. 
nally and no others, or why they are All phenomena without 
commingled in such and such propor- which begin to exist, that is, 
tions, and distributed in such and cept the primeval causes, are 
such a manner throughout space, is a either immediate or remote 
question we cannot answer. More primitive facts, or of some 
than this: we can discover nothing tion of them. There is no 
regular in the distribution itself; we produced, no event happening, 
can reduce it to no uniformity, to no known universe, -which is 
law. There are no means by which, nected by an uniformity, or 
from the distribution of these causes able sequence, with some one 
or agents in one part of space we of the phenomena which 
could conjecture whether a similar insomuch that it will happen 
distribution prevails in another. The as often as those phenomena 
co-existence, therefore, of Primeval again, and as no other phell()lnlmi 
Causes ranks, to us, among merely having the character of a colmt,L'nII,*, 

casual concurrences; and all those ing cause shall co-exist. These 
sequences or co-existences among the cedent phenomena, again, were 
effects of several such causes, which, nected in a similar manner with 
though invariable while those causes that preceded them; and so on, 
co-exist, would, if the co-existence ter- we reach, as the ultimate step 
minated, terminate along with it, we able by us, either the 
do not class as cases of causation, or some one primeval cause, or 
laws of nature: we can only calculate junction of several. The 
on finding these sequences or co- the phenomena of nature were 
existences where we know by direct. fore the necessary, or, in other 
evidence that the natural agents on . the unconditional, 
the properties of which they ulti- some former collocation the 
mately depend are distributed in the manent Causes. ' 
requisite manner. Thes~ Permanent The state of the whole unive 
Causes are not always objects; they any instant we believe to be th ' 
are sometimes events, that is to say, \ sequence of its state at the 
periodical cycles of events, that being instant; insomuch that one 
the only mode in which events can all the agents which exist at 
:possess the property of .. permanence. present moment, their colloc..'\ . 
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:md all their properties, in 
otJl r', 'i)rds, the laws of their agency, 
could predict the whole subsequent 
b' Jrv of the universe, at least unless 

Dl'W volition of a l?ower capable 
of etmtroIling the UDlverse should 

r' ne. * And if any particular 
~ ui the entire universe could 
r uur a second time, all subse
D 3tates would return too, and 

~u Jr'{ would, like a circulating deci
JIlI1l o( many figures, periodically re-

peat ibelf :-
J l'Il redit et virgo, redeunt Saturnia 

ser.ies of events in the history of the 
UUlverse, past and future, is not the 
le~s capable, in its own nature of 
bemg constructed a priori by any' one 
w~om we ~a~ suppose acquainted 
WIth the ongmal distribution of all 
nat~,ual agent~, and with the whole of 
theIr propertIes, that is the law of 
suc~ession existing betw~en them and 
theIr effects: saving the far more 
than human powers of combination 
and calculation which would be re
quired, even in one possessing the 
data, for the actual performance of 
the task. 

t\!~~~l~ t';~ 'l'ipbys, et altera qure 
vcilint Al'g § S D ~():; )J.eJ'OLUI i el'unt quoque altera. 9· ix:ce everything which occurs 
\h:lla, . ' IS determmed by laws of causation 

~ qlle ilerUD1 ad Tro]aIll magnus mitte- ?,nd collocations of the original causes, 
LUl' ,.\..cLilles. It follows that the co-existences which 

.AnJ though tbings do not really re- are· observable among effects cannot 
voIve.: in this eternal round, the whole b.e .themselves the subject of any 

the universality which mankind are SImIlar set of laws, distinct from laws 
I in ascribing to the Law of Causa- of causation. Uniformities there are 

11 I,bere is one claim of exception, one as well of co-existence as of succession' 
diJlpu J ca~e, that of the Human Will' among effects; but these must in ali 

J. terminations of which, a large clas~ b of me physicians are not willing to regard ?ases. e a mere result either of the 
IUI f ' 100wing the causes called motives, ac- IdentIty or of the co-existence of their 

ili :5 to as strict laws as those which causes: if the causes did not co-exist 
th y . uppose to exist in the world of mere neither could the effects. And these' 
III It r. This controverted point will un-

'I special examination when we come causef:l being also- effects of prior 
It particularly of the Logic of the causes, and these of others until we 

.>r tl Sciences (Book vi. ch. 2). In the reach the prin:;eval causes, it follows 
m I time I may remark, that these me- tha.t (except m the case of - effects 

r, lcians, who, it must be observed u.l the main part of their objection o~ WhICh can be traced immediately or 
upposed repugnance of the doctrine remotely to one and the same cause) 

lIc3tion ,to' our consciousness seem to' the co-existences of phenomena can I'n 
111 0 mistake the fact which c~nscious- b 
D t~~tifies against. What is really in no. case e universal, unless the co-

ntT,diction t.o consciousn~ss they would, eXI~tences of the primeval causes to 
I ,nk, on ~tm:t self-examIDation, find to' WhICh the effects are ultimately trace

lIu applicatIon to human actions and bl ,hll(.ns of the ideas involved in the CDm- a e, can be reduced to an universal 
It, III U8~ of the t~rm ~ecessity; which I law: but we have seen that they 

rr " WIth them ID obJecting to, But if ca~~ot. There. are, accordingly, no 
y would consider that by saying that a orIg 1 d d d TltVn's actions necessarily follow from his ma an In ~~en ent, in other 

cl r lu~er, all tha;t is really meant (for no words n? uncondItIOnal, uniformities 
I ~s m,eant ID a?y ca;se whatever of o~ co-exlstence-between effects of 
. tlOJ?-t) 1S

t 
tha~ he mvanably does act in dIfferent causes' if they co-exist it }'s 

IInrml y 0 hIS character and that an llb' , 
It! whO' ~oroughly: knew' his characte~ on y , ecause the cau~es have casually 

1 cerlamly predlCt how he wDuld act co-exlst:~. The onlymdependent and 
in ,Y supposable case; they probably uncondItlonal co-existences which are 
WU~. ~~tt::de;~!~i:~:r~~e r:~~~~fn~of~' I su£?ciently invariable to have any 
tb'l. feelIngs. And no more than this is claIm to the character of laws are 

lItc:tded for by any Dne _but~an Asiatic between different and mutually in de-
• _ , pendent effects of the same cause; in 
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other words, between different pro-l weight of one pound 772 feet · 
perties of the same natural agent. the same exact quantity of h\;ai 
This portion of the Laws of Nature by certain means, be 
will be treated of in the latter part of through the expenditure 
the present Book, under the name of that amount of mechanical 
the Specific Properties of Kinds. The establishment of this 

hensive law has led to a change 
§ 10, Since the first publication of language in which the scientific 

the present treatise, the sciences of had been accustomed to speak of 
physical nature have made a great are called the Forces of Nature. 
advance in generalisation through fore this correlation between 
the doctrine known as the Oonserva- mena' most unlIke one anothel' 
tion or Persistence of Force. This been ascertained, their unliken 
imposing edifice of theory, the build- caused them to be referred to so 
ing and laying out of which has for distinct forces., Now that tht;\, 
some time been the principaloccupa- known to be convertible int)" 
tion of the most systematic minds another without loss, they are 
among physical inquirers, consists of of as all of them results of 
two stages: one, of ascertained fact, the same force, manifestinO' ' 
the other containing a large element different modes, This force(it i~ 
of hypothesis. can only produce a limited and 

To begin with the first. It is nite quantity of effect, but 
proved by numerous facts, both natu- does produce that definite 
ral and of artificial production, that and produces it, according to 
agencies which had been regarded as stances, in one or another 
distinct and independent sources of forms, or divides it among se 
force-heat, electricity, chemical ac- but so as (according to a SCOM! 

tion, nervouS and muscular action, numerical equivalents establish:d 
momentum of moving bodies-are experiment) always to make up 
interchangeable, in definite and fixed same sum: and no one of the 
quantities, with one another. It had festations can be produced 
long been known that these dissimilar the disappearance of the 
phenomena had the power, under quantity of another, which in 
certain conditions, of producing one in appropriate circumstances, 
another: what is new in the theory appear undiminished. This 
is a more accurate estimation of what interchangeability of the 
this production consists in. What nature, according to fixed 
'happens is, that the whole or part of equivalents, is the part 
the one kind of phenomena disappears, doctrine which rests on 
and is replaced by phenomena of one fact. 
of the other descriptions, and that To make the statement true, 
there is an equivalence in quantity ever, it is necessary to add, 
between the phenomena that have indefinite and perhaps 
disappeared and those which have val of time may ela 
been produced, insomuch that if the disappearance of the 
process be reversed, the very same and its reappearance in 
quantity which had disappeared will stone thrown up into the air, 
reappear, without increase or diminu- given force, and falling bad" 
tion. Thus, the amQl.mt of heat mediately, will, by the time it 
which will raise the temperature' of a I the earth, recover the exact 
pound of water one degree of the \ of mechanical momentum 
thermometer, will, if expe, nded, say expended in throwing it up, 
in the expansion of steam, lift a being made of a small 
weight of 772 pounds one foot, or a motion which has been COllnmqnicalil. 
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the nir, But if the stone has lodged motion in these manifest t' 
Iw

i 
.ht, it may not fall back for force. In the case of h . alIons. of d t'l't d f' c emlCa actIOn vr J)erhapsag~s,an .. un.I ~ oes, or mstance, the particles se ' 

(
Of'Cl' expended III raIsmg It IS tem- and form new b' t' parate . t d' corn ma IOns often 
'Iy i?Bt, beIllg represen e only WIth a great visible disturbanc~ f 

,,'1 .~t, III the langu~ge of the new mass. In the case of heat 0 th.e 
. i called potentIal energy. The dence is equall l" . the eVI

l "~nbcdded in the earth is con- expands bodie: ct~nc ~s1Ve, smce he~t 
) hy the the~ry as a vast reser- particles to mov~ ~t IS, causes theIr 

1 (If force, \VhICh has remained and if of suffi . f~ orn one another) ; 
cl lit for many,geolog:ical periods, their mode of ~;~ a~oun:, chang~s 

\ ill so remam untIl, by being to liquid or f fa l?n rom solId 
rtlt. It gives out the stored-up force Again the m r~m. l~~ld to gaseous. 

in th' form of heat. Yet it is not produ~e heat eCf ::m?,,>, actions which 
(1 that this force is a material lision of bod' - rlCtlOn, and the col

tl Ul "hich can be confined by bounds of the cas lesd must from the nature 
1 to be thought of latent heat an inter~af pr~. uce a shock, that is, 

11 hat important phenomenon was indeed, we ~~ I<;>n 0: particle.s, which 
rst ,'j covered. What is meant is to break them' IS 0 ten so, VIOlent as 

that. \\ h~n the coal does at la~t, by Such facts are ttermanentl! asunder. 
bll tlOn, generate a quantIty of inference th t . t o~~ht to ~ arrant the 

t, ( ransformable like all other heat posed heat t~: IS not, as was sup
int nlt'chanical momentum and the partidles b t a cause~ the motion of 

h r forms of force,) this extrication that cal;ses
u het~e. ~~tlOn .o~ particles 

be is the reappearance of a force of both b' at' e or.Igmal ca~lse 
n.' from the sun:s rays, expended (whether ~~~lar he prevIOus motIOn 
yrla,L~ of ages ago m the vegetation lision of b' or molecular - col
tbe rg~nic substances which were which for~:~ orh combus.tion of fuel) 

t S IIt<:rlal of the coal. This . f t e heatmg agency. 
Lt ll - now pass to the higher stage thesi:~ e~e~ce already contains hypo

oCtllt't iJloryofConservationofForce' cause 'tl u. tt .least the supposed 
r rt which is no longer a gene' cules'. le ll1 estme motion of mole-

raliz..'l.tlon of proved fact, but a corn: to r:d~c: ;~m Causa. l?ut in order 
t u of fact and hypothesis to 0 e. onservatIOn of Force 

• in a few words, it is as follows: nece onservatlOn. of Motion, it was 
Tb t the Conservation of Force i~ h t ssary to attrIbute to motion the 

I)' the Conservation of Motion' e ea t propaga~ed, through apparently 
in the various interchanges be~ r;;i~/ space, rom. t.he sun. This re

w n the forms of force it is always (- t~ the SUppo~ItIOn (already made 
. n that is transfor~ed into mo- lfrh e explanatIOn of the -laws of 

n. To establish this, it is necessary s:ac~ o~. ah ~~btle ~ther pervading 
• nme motions which are hypo-I t'hW,lC, ough Impalpable to us, 

th 1 ,,\1. The supposition is that there ~~s a~ e the property which consti
motions which manifest themselves u es matter, that of resistance, since 

I { :r Senses only as heat electricit wa:es are propagated through it by 
c.. I . in~ ?lolecular moti~ns ; oscill;: :~:~i: se from a given point. The 
11It~: mVISIble to uS,among the minute not l' u~t be supposed (a supposition 

Ides of bodies' and that th I t eqmred by the theory of light) 
I 1 .' ese 0 penetrate . t th . . 

• U ,ar motIOns are transmutable ' stice m ~ e mmute mter-
In n IIlarmotions (motions of m I s of all bodIes. The vibratory 
nil molar motions into mole~~:s) I :oti~n supposed to be taking place in 

there is a real basis of fact f;; .;. ~ated .mass of the sun, is con
. upposition: we have positive ~l ~le as I~parted from that mass 

vld\:oce of the existence of molecular ~h le Pdarhcles of the 'surrounding 
e er, an through them to the par-
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ticles of the same ether in the inter- . does the motion produced by 
stices of terrestrial bodies; and this, take place, so far as we know, 
too with a sufficient mechanical force expense of any other motion 
to throw the particles of those bodies molar or molecular. ' 
into a state of similar vibration, pro- It is proper to consider wheth4 -
ducing the expansion of their mass, adoption of this theory as a ., 
and the sensation of heat in sentient truth, involving as it does 
creatures. All this is hypothesis, in the conception hitherto 
though of its legitimacy as hypothesis of the most general physical 
I do not mean to express any doubt. requires any modification in 
It would seem to follow as a conse- I have taken of Causation as a 
quence from this theory, that Force nature. As it appears to 
may and should be defined, matter whatever ... The manifestations 
in motion. This definition, however, the theory regards as modes of 
will not stand, for, as has already are as much distinct and 
been seen the matter needs not be phenomena when referred to a 
in actual ~otion. It is not necessary force as when attributed to 
to suppose that the motion afterwards Whether th~ phenomenon is 
manifested is actually taking place transformatlOn of force or the 
among the molecules of the coal dur- tion of one, it has. its ow.n set or 
ing its sojourn in the earth;* certainly of antecede~ts, w.Ith whICh it i 
not in the stone which is at rest on nected by mvanable and 
the eminence to which it has been tional sequence; and that s' 
raised. The true definition of Force those sets, of antecedents are 
must be not motion, but Potentiality cause. The relation of the 
of Moti~n; and what the doctrine, vation. the?ry .to the ,Principle 
if established amounts to is, not that CausatIOn IS dIscussed m much 
there is at ali times the same quantity tail, and very instructively, 
of actual motion in the universe; but fessor Bain, in the second 
that the possibilities of motion are his ~ogic. The chie~ 
limited to a definite quantity, which elusIOn. dr~wn by lum 
cannot be added to but which cannot CausatIOn IS, that we must 
be exhausted; and that all actual in the assemblage of COIlditiOllS 

motion which takes place in Nature is constitutes the Cause of a 
a draft upon this limited stock. It menon two elements: one, the 
needs not all of it have ever existed sence of a force; the other, th 
as actual motion. There is a vast location or position of objects 
amount of potential motion in the is required in order .that the 
universe in the form of gravitation, may unde~go the p~rtICular 
which it would be a great abuse of tatIOn whICh C?nst1~utes 
hypothesis to suppose to hl:l.ve been menon .. N~w, It mIght al 
stored up by the expenditure of an been saId wIth aclk:n4:nvleclQ'ed 
equal amount of actual motion in some ness, that a force and a 
former state of the universe. Nor were both of them necessary t" 

duce any phenomenon. The 1. \l' 
* I believe, however, the'" accredited 

authorities do suppose that molecular 
motion, equivalent in amount to that 
which will be manifested in the combus
tion of the coal, is actually. taking place 
during the whole of the 10lig interval, if 
not in the coal, yet in the oxygen which 
will then combine with it. But how purely 
hypothetical this supposition is, need 
hardly be remarked; I venture to say, un
necessarily and extravagantly hypotheti
cal. 

causation is, that change can onl 
produced by change. Along with 
number of stationary antece4 
which are collocations, there 
be at least one changing an·tec'l:de~. 
which is a force. To prod 
fire, there must not only be 
air, and a spark, which are 
tions, but chemical action 
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Bir utl the. materials, which is 
To grind corn, there must 

• f ~'rta'n collocation of the parts 
a C I I . 1 , is a mill, re at1ve y to one 
t:,nand to the corn; but there 

I\lso be the gra~itation of water, 
b :motion of wmd, to supply a 

But as the force in these cases 
, ~arded as a property of the 
" in which it is embodied, it 

tautology to say that there 
t be ~he collocation and the force. 

III he collocation mus~ be a colloca
. of objects possessmg th~ force-

• I T property, the collocatIOn, so 
IP di1J 

• .... .:~rl included the force. un t:I'!'iLUUU. 
}JO\' then, shall we have to express 

. f~ts if the theory be finally 
tiat~d that all Force is redu

cible to a previous Motion ? We shall 
ha (' to say that one of the conditions 
cl \' rY phenomenon is an antecedent 

. ~ But it will have to be ex
~~ I that this needs not be actual 
motion. The coal which supplies the 
f, exerted in combustion is· not 
shown to have been exerting that force 
in the form of molecular motion in the 
pat: it was not even exerting pressure. 
'fhL ~-t ne on the eminence is exerting 
B . 'me, but only equivalent to its 

, ht, not to the additional momen
t;mn it would acquire by falling. The 
an :edent, therefore, is not a force in 
acti n ; and we can still only call it 

property of the objects, by which 
tJ y would exert a force on the occur

fir ..: of a fresh collocation. The coI
tion, therefore, still includes the 

fom'.. The force said to be stored up, 
. I'implya particular property which 

()bject has acquired. The cause 
are in search of is a collocation 

(If objects possessing that particular 
rty. When indeed we inquire 

fur ther into the cause from which they 
dl five that property, .the new concep

. 11 introduced by the Conservation 
ht.'ory comes in: the property is itself 
n -£feet, and its cause, according to 

tb. theory, is a former, motion of 
actly equivalent amount, which has 
~n impressed on the particles of the 
iJoJy, perhaps at some very distant 

period. But the case is simply one 
of those we have already considered 
in which the efficacy of a cause con~ 
sists in its investing an object with a 
property. The force said to be laid 
up, and merely potential, is no more 
a really existing thing than any other 
properties of objects are really exist
ing things. The expression is a mere 
artifice of language, convenient for 
describing the phenomena: it is un
necessary.to suppose that, anything 
has been m contmuous eXIstence ex
cept an abstract potentiality. A force 
suspended in its operation, neither 
manifesting itself by motion nor by 
pressure, is not an existing fact, but 
a name for our conviction that in ap
propriate circumstances a fact would 
take place. We know that a pound 
weight, were it to fall from the earth 
into the sun, would acquire in falling 
a momentum equal to millions of 
pounds; but we do not credit the 
pound weight with more of actually 
existing force than is equal to the 
pressure it is now exerting on the 
earth, and that is exactly a pound. 
We might as well say that a force of 
millions of pounds exists in a pound, 
as that the force which will manifest 
itself when the coal is burnt is a real 
thing existing in the coal. 'What is 
fixed in the coal is only a certain pro
perty: it has become fit to be the ante
cedent of an effect called combustion, 
which partly consists in giving out, 
under certain conditions, a given de
finite quantity of heat. 

We thus see that no new general 
conception of Causation is introduced 
by the Conservation theory. The in
destructibility of Force no more inter
feres with the theory of Causation 
than the indestructibility of Matter, 
meaning by matter the element of 
resistance in the sensible world. It 
only enables us to understand better 
than before the nature and laws of 
some of the sequences. 

This better understanding, how
ever, enables us, with Mr. Bain to 
admit, as one of the tests for di;tin
guishing causation from mere cou-
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comitance, the expenditure Or transfer 
of energy. If the effect, or any part 
of the effect, to be accounted for, con
sists in putting matter in motion, then 
any of the objects present which has 
lost motion has contributed to the 
effect; and this is the true meaning 
of the proposition that the cause is 
that one of the antecedents which 
exerts active force. 

could continue unsupported fo 
ment beyond its creation , ~ a 
not even conceive of change of e 
mena without the energy of a 
" ~he word action" itself, says 
WrIter of the same school 
real significance except wh~n 
to the doings of an u' lte.llIQ:'ent. 
Let. anyone conceive, if 
any power, energy, or force . 
in a lump of matter." , 

§ 11. It is proper in this place to may have the semblance of beill 
advert to a rather ancient doctrine re- duced by physical causes but" 
specting causation, which has been re- are in reality produced,' say 
vived during the last few years in writers, by the immediate 
many quarters, and at present gives mind. All things which 
more signs of life than any other ceed from a human (or, I 
theory of causation at variance with animal) will, proceed, they 
that set forth in the preceding pages. directly from divine will. The 
~ccording to the theoryin question, is not moved by the co:rnt'in:ltti()u 

Mllld, or, to speak more precisely, Will centripetal and a projectile 
is the only cause of phenomena. The this is but a mode of speaking 
type of Causation, as well as the ex- serves to facilitate our cOllce'ptklbai 
elusive source from which we derive It is moved by the direct 
the idea, is our own voluntary agency. an Omnipotent Being, in a path 
Here, and here only (it is said) we ciding with that which we deJ 
have direct evidence of causation. We from the hypothesis of these t 
know that we can move our bodies. forces. 
Respecting the phenomena of inani- As I have so often observed, the 
mate nature, we have no other direct general question of the existenc 
knowledge than that of antecedence Efficient Causes does not fall withia 
and sequence. But in the case of our the limits of our subject: but a th 
voluntary actions, it is affirmed that which represents them as capabl 
we are conscious of power before we being subjects of human knowleu 
ha ve experience of results. An act and which passes off as efficient ca 
of volition, whether followed by an what are only physical or phenom 
effect or not, is accompanied by a con- causes, belongs as much to Logic 
sciousness of effort, "of force exerted, to Metaphysics, and is a fit subj 
of power in action, which is necessarily for discussion here. 
causal or causative." This feeling of To my apprehension, a volition is 
energy or force inherent in an act of not an efficient, but simply a physi 
wi~l is knowledge a priori~' assurance cause. Our will causes our bodilY 
prIOr to experience that we have the actions in the same sense, and in uo 
power of causing effects. Volition other, in which cold causes ice, or a 
therefore, it is asserted, is something spark causes an explosion of gun, 
more than an unconditional antece- powder. The volition, a state of out' 
dent; it is a cause in a different sense mind, is the antecedent; the motion 
from that in which physical pheno- of our limbs in conformity to the voli
~e?a are said. to cause one another: tion is the consequent. This sequence 
It IS an ~J!icle?t Cause. From this I conceive to be not a subject of direct 
the t:ansItlOn IS ea:s:r to ~he further I consciousnees, in the sense intended 
doct~llle, that VolItIon IS the sole by the theory. The antecedent, ill
~ffic~en~ Oaus; of all phenomena. deed, and the consequent, are subjec 

It 18 lUconcelvable .that dead force of consciousness. But the connecti\,/u 
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till In is a s~bject of experi
I . huot ad~l~ that ou~ Co?-

- f the volItIOn contams m 
n . "tJpriori knowledge that the 

11 a~ Ulotion will follow. If our 
of motion were. para!ysed, or 

uscle~ stiff and mflexIble, and 
n I all our lives, I do. not see 
I t ground for supposmg that 
')Id ,·ver (unless by information 

ntht r people) have k;nown any
( \uli tion as a phYSIcal pow~r, 

II n C'uu -cious of any tendency m 
UD "f our mind to produce ~o

of our body, or of other bodIes. 
'U 11" undertake to say whether 
h l\ ld in that c~se have had t~e 

I f;,eling WhICh. I suppose IS 

t "hen these wrIters speak of 
't u. ness of effort:" I see no 
why we should not; since that 

j .~I fl.\eling is probably a state of 
p r\, t ensation ~eginn.ing a~d end
• in h brain, WIthout lllvolvmg the 
m rv apparatus: but we certainly 

11 11 t have designated it by any 
nn luival~nt to e!f0~t, since effort 

nnpli (;l' ,nsclOuslYaImmg at an end, 
. i h \ ~hould not only in that case 
, h:Jd no reason to do, but could 

"tn have had the idea of doing. 
11: ·iuus at all of this peculiar 
illu. we should have been con-

IS ni it, I conceive, only as a kind 
11 • iness, accompanying our feel

{ desire. 
i: well argued by Sir ,\Villiam 

H Jlilf,llll against the theory in ques-
n. that it "is refuted by the con

i Icration that between the overt fact 
L'ull l()real movement of which we 
clIgnisant, and the internal act of 

ut.a! determination of which we 
• )"0 cognisant, there intervenes 

II luerous series of intermediate 
helm; of which we have no know

; and, consequently, that we 
1 have no consciousness of any 

:1l connection between the ex
UI links of this chain, the volition 
move and the limb moving, as this 

I ~ ,thesis asserts. No one is im
PI diatdy conscious, for example, of 
Illl ing his arm through his volition. 

Previously to this ultimate movement, 
muscles, nerves, a multitude of solid 
and fluid parts, must be set in motion 
by the will, but of this motion we 
know, from consciousness, absolutely 
nothing. A person struck with para
lysis is conscious of no inability in 
his limb to fulfil the determinations 
of his will; and it is only after hav
ing willed, and finqing that his limbs 
do not obey his volition, that he learns 
by this experience that the external 
movement does not follow the inter
nal act. But as the 'paralytic learns 
after the volition that his limbs do not 
obey his mind, so it is only after 
volition that the man in health learns 
that· his limbs do obey the mandates 
of his will." * 

Those against whom I am contend
ing have never produced, and do not 
pretend to produce, any positive evi
dence t . that the power of our will to 

* Lectures on Metap'~Y8ics, vol. ii. Lect. 
xxxix. pp. 391-392. 

I regret that I cannot invoke the autho
rity of Sir William Hamilton in favour of 
my own opinions on Causation, as I can 
against the particular theory which I am 
now combating. But that acute thinker 
has a theory of Causation peculiar to him
self, which has never yet, as far as I know, 
been analytically examined, but which, I 
venture to think, admits of as complete 
refutation as anyone of the false or insuf· 
ficient psychological theories which strew 
the ground in such numbers under his 
potent metaphysical scythe. (Since exa
mined and controverted in the sixteenth· 
chapter of An Examination of Sir Willimn 
Hamilton'.~ Philosophy.) 

t Unless we are to consider as such the 
following statement by one of the writers 
quoted in the text: "In the case of mental 
exertion, the result to be accomplished is 
pl'econsidel'ed or meditated, and is therefore 
known (~ prim'i, or before experience."
Bowen's LOYJell Lectw'es on the Application 
of Metaphysical and Ethical Science to the 
!?vidence of Religion, Boston, 1849. This 
IS merely saying that when we will a thing 
we have an idea of it. But to have an idea 
of what we wish to happen does not imply 
a prophetic knowledge that it will happen. 
Perhaps it will be said that the tint time 
we exerted our will, when we had ·of course· 
no experience of any of the powers resid
ing in us, we nevertheless must already 
have known that we possessed them, since 
we cannot will that which we do not be
lieve to be in our power. But the impos
Ilibility is perhaps in the words only, and 
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move our bodies would be. known to 
us independently of experience. What 
they have to say on the subject is, 
that the production of physical events 
by a will seems to carry its own ex
planation with· it, while the action. of 
matter upon matter seems to reqUire 
something else to explain it; and is 
even, according to them, "inconceiv
able" on any. other supposition than 
that some will intervenes between 
the apparent cause and its apparent 
effect. They thus rest their case on 
an appeal to the inherent laws of our 
conceptive faculty; mistaking, as I 
apprehend, for the laws of that faculty 
its acquired habits, grounded on the 
spontaneous tendencies of its uncul
tured state. The succession between 
the will to move a limb and the actual 
motion is one of the most direct and 
instantaneous of all sequences which 
come under our observation, and is 
familiar to every moment's experi
ence from our earliest infancy; more 
familiar than any succession of events 
exterior to our bodies, and esp~ciany 
more so than any other case of the 
apparent origination (as distinguished 
from the mere communication) of mo
tion. Now, it is the natural ten
dency of the mind to be always at
tempting to facilitate its conception 
of unfamiliar facts by assimilating 
them to others which are familiar. 
Accordingly, our voluntary acts, being 
the most familiar to us of all cases of 
causation, are, in the infancy and 
early youth of the human race, spon
taneously taken as the type of causa
tion in general, and all phenomena 
are supposed to be directly produced 
not in the facts; for we may desire what 
we do not know to be in our power; and 
finding by experience that our bodies move 
according to our desi1'e, we may then, and 
only then, pass into the more complicated 
mental state which is termed will. 

After all, even if we had an instinctive 
knowledge that our actions would follow 
our will, this, as Brown remarks, would 
prove nothing as to the nature of Causa· 
tion. Our knowing, previous to experi
ence, that an antecedent will be followed 
by a certain consequent, would not prove 
the relation between them tt' be anything 
more than antecedence and c<>nsequence. 

by the will of some sentient 
This original Fetichism I 
characterise in the words of 
or of any follower of 
those of a religious ml~taph'I7Si(!in." 
Reid, in order more "'LL"'vluua~HV 
the unanimity which 
ject among all competent 

"When we turn our 
external objects, and 
our rational faculties 
find that there are some 
changes in them which we have 
to produce, and that there are 
which must have some other 
Either the objects must have 1 
active power, as we have, or 
be moved or changed by 
that has life and active power, 
ternal objects are moved by Us. 

" Our first thoughts seem to be, 
the objects in which we perceh-e 
motion have understanding and 
power as we have. 'Savages,' 
Abbe Raynal, 'wherever they 
tion which they cannot account 
there they suppose a soul.' .AlI 
may be considered as savages in 
respect, until they are 
struction, and of using thl3ir jfacllllti~ 
amoreperfectmanner .U''''''''''YM.'l:I.' 

"The Abbe Raynal 
sufficiently confirmed 
and from thestructnre of all 

"Rude nations do really belie\' 
moon, and stars, earth, sea, and 
fountains and lakes, to have 
standing and active power. 
homage to them, and 
favour, is a kind of idolatry 
to savages. 

" All languages carry in their 
ture the marks of their . 
when this belief prevailed. 
tinction of verbs and paJrti<)ipic:l 
active and passive, 
all languages, must have 
ally intended to distinguish 
really active from what is merely 
sive; and in all languages wu 
active verbs applied to those 
in which, according to the 
nal's observations, savages 
soul. 
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ttV the sun rises and I before it has become familiar with 
wc El< 'to the meridian, the any other invariable sequences than 

(.'r'/~(>the sea ebb and flows, those between its oWD; volitions ~r 
~- bl~w. Language were those of other human bemgs an~ theIr 
. n who believed these voluntary acts. As the notIOn of 

. h~: li~u and u.ctive power fixed laws of succession among ex
I . It was th reiOl'e pro· ternal phenomena gradually esta
\'~'ral to ell.'pre. s tbeir moo blishes itself, the propensity to refer 

IUld /j sllge by active verbs. all phenomena to voluntary agency 
all C.l 110 Ilurer wa,y of tracing slowly gives way before it. The sug

.'1bt!~ I.nts of nations before they gestions, however, of daily life con
p 01 I~ than by the structure tinuing to be more powerful than 

" . r~nll'uage which, notwitb- those of scientific thought, the original 
• Ir the chan~es produced in it instinctive philosophy maintains its 

. m' .ill oJW8iY.· retain Ilome sig- ground in the mind, underneath the 
tun '~the thoHO'bts of those by growths obtained by cultivation, and 

JI • 0 \\' iovented. When we keeps up a constant resistance to their 
..,_~'j I lJ~e sentim nts indiroted in throwing their roots deep into the 
pPU t I . ure of all languages those soil. The theory against which I am 
D~n tnu::;t have been COmIllon contending derives its nourishment 

I \fi1J.D species when 1.'tuguages from that substratum. Its strength 
• ~'l nted. does not lie in argument, but in its 

.. \\~ttl a few, of superior intellec- affinity to an obstinate tendency of, 
I ilities, find leis~lre for. spec'l1- the infancy of the human mind .. 

Jati tht·y begin to phIlosophIse, and That thIS tendency, however, IS not 
'discover that many of those the result of an inherent mental law, 

which at first they believed is proved by superabundant evidence. 
jlltl lligent and active are really The history of science, from its ear-

lif I! • Jld passive. This is a very Hest dawn, shows that mankind have 
JDl t discovery. It elevates the not been unanimous in thinking either 

\11(1 emancipates from many vulgar that the action of matter upon mat
..;. itiuns, and invites to further ter was not conceivable, or that the 
1\1 ries of the same kind. action of mind upon matter was. To 

philosophy advances, life and some thinkers, and some schools of 
. in natural objects retires, and thinkers, both in ancient and in 
them dead and inactive. In- modern times, this last has appeared 
f moving voluntarily, we find much more inconceivable than the 

m be moved necessarily; in- former. Sequences entirely physical 
cl nf acting, we find them to be and material, as soon as they had 

actcJ upon; and Nature appears as become sufficiently familiar to the 
ne I-T)at machine, where one wheel human mind, came to be thought 

tnlt,:d by another, that by a third; perfectly natural, and were regarded 
i \V far this nece::'sary succession 'not only as needing no explanation 
v I <tch, the philosopher does not themselves, but as being capable of 

\ '." 'It affording it to others, and even of 
Th re is, then, a spontaneous ten- serving as the ultimate explanation 

',' of the intellect to account to of things in general. 
·If for all cases of causation by One of the ablest recent supporters 
imilating them to the intentional I of the Volitional theory has furnished 

{I f voluntary agents like itself. an explanation, at once historically 
This i, the instinctive philosophy of true and philosophically acute, of the 

human mind in its earliest stage, failure of the Greek philosophers in 
r irl'sEssays on the Active POlcers, Essay physical inquiry, in which, as I con-

Iv. ch.1'. 3'· ceive, he unconsciously depicts his 
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own state of mind. "Their stum- lation of physical facts to 
bling-block was one as to the nature physical facts the kind of 
of the evidence they had to expect satisfaction which we connect 
for their conviction .... They had the word explanation, and whicl 
not seized the idea that they must reviewer would have us think' 
not expect to understand the processes only be found in referring 
of outward causes, but only their to a will. When Thales 
results: and consequently, the whole held that moisture was the 
physical philosophy of the Greeks was cause and external element 
an attempt to identify mentally the all other things were but the 
effect with its cause, to feel after some various sensible manifestations' 
not only necessary but natural con- Anaximenes predicted the sam~ 
nection, where they meant by natural of air, Pythagoras of number~, 
that which would per se carry some the like, they all thought that 
presumption to their own mind. . . . had found a real explanation 
They wanted to see some 1'eason why were content to rest in this ' 
the physical antecedent should pro- tion as ultimate. The 
duce this particular consequent, and quences of the external 
their only attempts were in directions appeared to them, no less 
where they could find such reasons." * their critic, to be inconcei 
In other words, they were not content out the supposition of some 
merely to know that one phenomenon agency to connect the 
was always followed by another; they with the consequents; but they 
thought that they had not attained not think that Volition, exert. .. 1 
the true aim of science unless they minds, was the only 
could perceive something in the nature fulfilled this requirement. 
of the one phenomenon from which it or air, or numbers, carried 
might have been known or presumed minds a precisely similar im 
pl'evious to t1'ial that it would be of making intelligible what was 
followed by the other; just what the wise incollceivable, and gave the 
writer, who has so clearly pointed out full satisfaction to the demands 
their error, thinks that he perceives their conceptive faculty. 
in the nature of the phenomenon It was not the Greeks alone 
Volition. And to complete the state- "wanted to see some reason 
ment of the case, he should have physical antecedent should 
added that these early speculators this particular consequent," 
not only made this their aim, but nection "which would per 
were quite satisfied with their success some presumption to their own 
in it; not only sought for causes Among modern philosophers, Leibn 
which should carry in their mere laid it down as a self-evident princip 
statement evidence of their efficiency, that all physical causes without exe p
but fully believed that they had found tion must contain in their own nat 
such causes. The reviewer can see something which makes it intelligi 1 
plainly that this was an error, because that they should be able to proJuQ! 
he does not believe that there exist the effects which they do produ 
any relations between material phe- Far from admitting Volition as the 
nomena which can account for their only kind of cause which carried intpr. 
producing one another; but the very nal evidence of its own power, and 
fact of the persistency of the Greeks the real bond of connection betwl Q 

in this error shows that their minds physical antecedents and their con ' • 
were in a very different state: they I quents, he dema.nded some natUrtl Uy 
were able to derive from the assimi- and per se efficient physical antec . 

dent a.s the bond of connection lJe-
* Pl'ospectit~e .Review for Februa1ty 1850. tween Volition itself and its effec 
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.' • refused to admit the 

an~t1. ufficient explnnation 
1 {If c, • !l.-"nt miracles ' and in-

h' c C"'r 
I} 111-" finding something that 

111 ';~lInt bcl~~'1' fOI' the pheno
Id,t 'e thaJl a mere reference 
naof l.l U:l. .. 
d Or \'OlltIOll. , 
'. 'Uld convOl'. 1)" the actioll 
. In. ~ 'on rn.'1.tt;el' (w hich. we are 

of snrn cl ~~)t only needs no eXJ;>la.Il:t
n if I ut i the explanatIOn of 

I hr' dfects) has appeared to 
thinkers to, be itself the gl'an~ 

j\:1,ility. It was to get ~vel 
n 'i di fficulty that the Carte~H1Jns 

.- the system of Oc~ Ional 
They oou1d not conCeIve that 

ht in a mint! cpuld prodl~ce 
\ IntU in a body, or that bodIly 

) nell could produce thoughts. 
; Juld £lee no necessary connec-n; nn rwatjon li lJ1"un'i between a. 
III '011 and a thought. And as the 

rt< i: nd, ml)re than an~ other school 
hil -uphical speculatIOn before or 

nl • w',Je their own minds the mea
£ all things, and refused,on 

principJ.>. to believe that Nature had 
d Jll \ h:.t they were unable to see 
any '. ~'Jll why she must do, they 

mIll it to be impossible that a 
ri: I and a mental fact could be 

w ,~one utanother. They regarded 
ID fl ruere Occasions on whieh the 
.' ut, God, thought fit to exert 
J I \ "r as a Cause. vVhen a man 

move his foot, it is not his 
III I at moves it, but God (they 
'( ) 1Il"Ves it on the occasion of his 
m. I ~'Jd, according to this system, 

• Olt .,nly efficient cause, not qud 
n 'nd, r qud endowed with volition, 

( III omnipotent. This hypothe
.~. as I said, originally suggested 

b th,· supposed inconceivability of 
any t' •• 1 mutual action between Mind 

. L.tter; but it was afterwards ex
j. d to the action of Matter upon 

I t r, for on a nicer examination 
tll v rllund this inconceivable too, and 

~ f,l re, according to their logic, im
I I t'. The deus ex machind was 

tdy called in to produce a spark 
• Vide supra, p. 157, note. 

on the occasion of a flint and steel 
coming together, or to break an egg 
on the occasion of its falling on the 
ground. 

All this, undoubtedly, shows that 
it is the disposition of mankind in 
general not to be satisfied with know
ing that one fact is invariably ante
cedent and another consequent, but 
to look out for something which may 
seem to explain their being so. But 
we also see that this demand may be 
completely satisfied by an agency 
purely physical, provided it be much 
more familiar than that which it is 
invoked to explain. To Thales and 
Anaximenes it appeared inconceiv
able that the antecedents which we 
see in nature should produce the con
sequents, but perfectly natural that 
water or air should produce them. 
The writers whom I oppose declare 
this inconceivable, but can conceive 
that mind, or volition, is pel' se an 
efficient cause; while the Cartesians 
could not conceive even that, but 
peremptorily declared that no mode 
of production of any fact whatever 
was conceivable, except the direct 
agency of an omnipotent being. Thus 
giving additional proof of what finds 
new confirmation in every stage of 
the history of science, that both what 
persons can, and what they ca~not, 
conceive is very much an affalr of 
accident, arid depends altogether on 
their experience and their habits of 
thought; that by cultivating the re
quisite associations of ideas, people 
may make themselves unable to con
ceive any given thing; and may make 
themselves able to conceive most 
things, however inconceivable these 
may at first appear: and the same 
facts in each person's mental his
tory which determine. what is or. is 
not conceivable to hIm, determme 
also which among the various se
quences in nature 'will appear to him 
so natural and plausible as to need 
no other proof of their existence; to 
be evident by their own light, inde
pendent equally of experience and of 
explanation. 
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By what rule is anyone to decide 
between one theory of this descrip
tion and [tnother? The theorists do 
tlot direct us to any external evidence; 
they appeal each to his own subjective 
feelings. One says, The succession C, 
B, appears to me more natural, con
cei vable, and credible per se, than the 
succession A, B; you are therefore 
mistaken in thinking that B depends 
upon A; I am certain, though I can 
gi ve no other evidence of it, that C 
comes in between A and B, and is 
the real and only cause of B. The 
other answers, The successions C, B, 
and A, B, appear to me equally natu
ral and conceivable, or the latter more 
so than the former: A is quite cap
able of producing B without any other 
intervention. A third agrees with the 
first in being unable to conceive that 
A can produce B, but finds the se
quence D, B, still more natural than 
C, B, or of nearer kin to the subject
matter, and prefers his D theory to 
the C theory. It is plain that there 
is no uni \'ersal law operating here, 
except the law that each person's con
ceptions are governed and limited by 
his individual experiences and habits 
of thought. vVe are warranted in 
saying of all three, what each of 
them already believes of the other 
two, namely, that they exalt into an 
original law of the human intellect 
and of outwa.rd nature, one particular 
sequence of phenomena, which appears 
to them more natural and more con
ceivable than other sequences, only 
because it is more familiar. And 
from this judgment I am unable to 
except the theory that Volition is an 
Efficient Cause. 

I am unwilling to leave the subject 
without ad verting to the additional 
fallacy contained in the corollary from 
this theory; in the inference that be
cause Volition is an efficient cause, 
therefore it is the only cause, and the 
direct agent in producing even what 
is apparently produced 'by somethiIfg 
else. V olitions are not known to pro
duce anything directly except nervous 
action, for the will influences even 

the muscles only through the nerves 
Though it were granted, then, that 
every phenomenon has an efficient" 
and not merely a phenomenal cause' 
and that volition, in the case of th~ 
peculiar phenomena which are known 
to be produced by it, is that efficient 
canse, are we therefore to say, with 
these writers, that since we know of 
no other efficient cause, and oucrht 
not to assume one without evide~ce 
there ,is no other, and volition is th~ 
direct cause of all phenomena? A
more outrageous stretch of infer. 
ence could hardly be made. Because 
among the infinite variety of the 
phenomena of nature there is oue 
namely, a particular mode of actio~ 
of certain nerves, which has for its 
cause, and, as we are now supposing 
for its efficient cause, a state of o~ 
mind; and because this is the only 
efficient cause of which we are con. 
scious, being the only one of which 
in the nature of the case we can be 
conscious, since it is the only Olle 
which exists within ourselves; does 
this justify us in concluding that all 
other phenomena must have the same 
kind of efficient cause with that one 
eminently special, narrow, and pecu. 
liarly human or animal phenomenon? 
The nearest parallel to this specimen 
of generalisation is suggested by the 
recently revived controversy on the 
old subject of Plurality of Worlds, iu 
which the contending parties have 
been so conspicuously successful in 
overthrowing one another. Here also 
we have experience only of a single 
case, that of the world in which we 
live, but that this is inhabited we 
know absolutely, and without possi. 
bility of doubt. Now if on this evi· 
dence anyone were to infer that 
every heavenly body without excep· 
tion, sun, planet, satellite, comet, fixed 
star or nebula, is inhabited, and must 
be so from the inherent constitution 
of things, his inference would exactly 
resemble that of the writers who con· 
clude that because volition is the effi
cient cause of our own bodily motionli, 
it must be the efficient cause Qf every· 
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thino' else in the uuiverse. It is true 
ther~ are cases in which, with acknow
ledged propriety, we generalise from 
a sinrrle instance to a multitude of in
stl1nc~s. But they must be instances 
which resemble the one known in
stance, and not such as have no cir
cumstance in common with it except 
that of being instances. I have, for 
example, no direct evidence that any 
creature is alive except myself; yet I 
attribute, with full assurance, life and 
sensation to other human beings and 
animals. But I do not conclude that 
all other things are alive merely be
cause I am. I ascribe to certain other 
creatures a life like my own, because 
they manifest it by the same sort of 
indications by which mine is mani
fested. I find that their phenomena 
and mine conform to the same laws, 
and it is for this reason that I believe 
both to arise from a similar cause. 
Accordingly I do not extend the con
clusion beyond the grounds for it. 
Earth, fire, mountains, trees, are re
markable agencies, but their pheno
mena do not conform to the same 
laws as my actions do, and I there 
fore do not believe earth or fire, mOUll
tains or trees, to possess animal life. 
But the supporters of the Volition 
Theory ask us to infer that volition 
causes everything, for no reason ~x
cept that it causes one particular 
thing; although that one pheno
menon, far from being a type of all 
natural phenomena, is eminently pecu
liar, its laws bearing scarcely any 
resemblance to those of any other 
phenomenon, whether of inorganic or 
of organic nature. , 

NOTE SUPPLEMENTARY TO THE 
PRECEDING CHAPTER. 

plete mental satisfaction which we are told 
is only gi ven by volitional explanation, and 
others who denied the Volitional Theory 
on ~he ~a~e ground of inconceivability on 
whlCh It IS defended. The assertibn bf the 
~ssayist is cbuntersigned still more posi
tlvely by an able reviewer of the Essay: ~· 
:: Two illustrations," says the reviewer, 

are advanced by Mr. Mill: tbe case of 
Thales al!-cl A.naximenes, stated by him to 
have, mamtamed, the one Moisture and 
the other .Air to be the origin of all things; 
and that of Descartes and Leibnitz, whom 
he asserts to have found the action of 
lIlip.d upon Matter the grand inconceiv
abllIty. In counter-state'ment as to the first 
of these cas,es the author shows-what we 
believe now hardly admits of doubt-that 
t~e Greek philosophers distinct ly recog
lUsed ,as beyond and above their primal 
ll1a~erIal source, the vov" or Divine In
tellIgence, as the efficient and originating 
Source of ,all; and as to the second, by 
proof thfl:t It was the mode, not tbe fact, of 
that action on matter, which was repre
sented as inconceivable." 

A greater quantity of historical error 
h as seldom been comprised in a single 
sentence. With regard to Thales the as
sertion that he considered water a~ a mere 
material in the hands of vov> rests 011 a 
passage of. Ci~ero cle Natur& Deo?"tG'ln : and 
whoever WIll }efer to any of the accurate 
historians of philosophy, will find that 
they treat this as a mere fancy of Cicero 
re~ting on no authority, opposed to all th~ 
eVIdence; and make surmises as to the 
manner in which Cicero may h ave been 
led into the error,. (See .Ritter, vol. i. p. 
2II, 2d ed.; BrandlS, vol. l. pp. II8-II9, 1st 
ed.; Preller, Historia Philosophice G?'ceco
Romanre, p. 10. "Schiefe Ansicht, dur
chaus zu verwerfen;': "augenscheinlich 
folgernd statt zu berichten :" "quibus, vera 
sententia T1;aletis plane detorquetur;" are 
the expressIOns of these writers,) As for 
Anaximenes, he, even according to Cicero 
maintained, not that air was the materiai 
out of which God made the world, but that 
the air was a god: "Anaximenes aera deulll 
statu~t ;" or, accordinil' to St. Augustine, 
that It was the matenal ant of which the 
go?:s ~~re made: "non tamen ab ipsis 
[Dus] aerem factum, sed ipsos ex aere ortos 
credidit." Those who are not familiar with 
the metaphysical terminology of antiquity 
must not be misled by finding it stated 
that Anaximenes attributed 1/IvX1) (trans· 
lated. soul or l~fe) to bis universal element, 
the all'. The Greek philosophers acknow-

The author of the Second Burnett Prize ledged s~,:eral kinds of 1/IvX1), the nutritive, 
Ess!1;? (Dr. Tulloch), who has employed a the senSItIve, an<;l the in~ellective, t Even 
conslderable number of pages in contro- the ,moder:ns, WIth admItted correctness, 
vertiug the doctrines of the preceding attrIbute life to plants. As far as we can 
cbap~er, has somewhat surprised me by I 
denYIng a fact ~hich I imagined too well * Westminste." Review for October 1855. 
known ~o reqUIre proof-that there have t See the whole doctrine in Aristotle de 
been phl,losophers who found in physical Anima, where the Operr'nK1) 1/IvX1) is treated 
ixplanatlOns of phenomena the same com-. as exactly equivalent to Operr'nIC1) ovvafJ.t.,. , 
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make out the. meaning of Anaximenes, he 
made choice of Air as the universal agent, 
on the ground that it is perpetually in 
motion. without any apparent cause ex
ternal to itself: so that he conceived it as 
exercising sponta lleous force, and as the 
principle of life and activity in all things, 
men and gods inclusive. If this be not 
representing it as the Efficiellt Cause, the 
dispute altogether has no meaning. 

If either .d.llaximenes, or Thales, or any 
of their cotemporaries, had held the doc
trine that vou, was tbe Efficient Cause, 
that doctrine could not have been reputed, 
as it was throughout antiquity, to h ave 
originated with Anaxagoras. The testi
mony of Aristotle, in the first book of his 
:Metaphysics, is perfectly decisive with 
respect to these early speCUlations. After 
enumerating four kinds of causes, or rather 
four different meanings of the word Cause, 
viz. the Essence of a thing, the Matter of 
it, the Origin of Motion (Efficient Cause), 
and the End or Final Cause, he proceeds 
to say, that most of the early philosophers 
l'ecognised only the second kind of Cause, 
the .Matter of a thing, TO., ev VA7j, EtDEt 
fJ.ova, cr>i0y/CTaV apXo., EtvaL 7TlJ.VTWV. As his 
first example he specifies Thales, whom he 
describes as taking the lead in this view 
of the subject, 0 nj, 701.avTY/' aPX'1')1o, C/)tAO
CTocf>[a" and goes on to Hippon, Anaxi
menes, Diogenes (of Apollonia), Hippasus 
of Metapontum, Heraclitus, and Empe
docles. Anaxagoras, bowever, (he proceeds 
to say,) .taught a different doctrine, as we 
kno7v, and it is alleged that Hermotimus of 
Clazomenre taught it before him. Anaxa
goras represented that even if these various 
theories of the universal material were 
true, there would be need of some other 
cause to account for the transformations 
of the material, since the material cannot 
originate its own changes: ov ya.p DT) TO yE 
inrOK€[/J.€VOJl aVTo .TOt€. fJ.€Ta{3aAA€LV €aVTo' 
A€YW D' otov OVT€ TO tuAOV OVT€ (, XaAKO, atTtOC; 
TOV fJ.€Ta{3aAAELV €Kc1.T€POV aVTWV, OVDE 7TOt€;; 
'TO /J.EV tvAov ICA[V'1V (, DE XaAI<O, aVi5ptc1.VTa, 
aAA' iiT€POV Tt n1, /J.€Ta{3oAl)C; atnov, viz. 
the other kind of cause, oO€V i) apxr, nj, 
KLV>1CT€W,-an Efficient Cause. Aristotle 
expresses great approbation of this doc
trine, (which he says made its author appear 
the only sober man among persons raving, 
o!ov v>icf>wv ecf>c1.vY/ 7Tap' €il(1) AEyovTa, 'TOV, 
1TPOT€POV ;) but while describing the influ
ence which it exercised over subsequent 
speculation, he remarks that the philo
sophers against whom this, as he thinks, 
insuperable difficulty was urged, had not 
felt it to be any difficulty: OVD€V EOVCTX€' 
pavav EveavTo'ic;. It is surely unnecessary 
to say more in proof of the matter of fact 
which Dr. Tulloch and his reviewer dis
believe. 

Having pointed out what he thinks the 
error of these early speculators in not re
cognising the need of an efficient cause, 
Aristotle goes on to mention two other 

efficient causes to which they might h 
had recourse, instead of intelligence' ,ave 
chance, and TO aVT fJ.c1.TOV, spontaueity 7IJ~. 
indeed puts these aside as not sufIiCi~ntl e 
,,:o;thl ca_use,s fOl',the or~er!n ~he univers! 
~vi5 a..v T'1' a3!To/J.aT'1' :<aL ~ 771 TVXl1 TO<rouro' 
E7TtTp€l/Ja~ 7TpaYfJ-a KuAw, EtX€V; but he do v 
not reject them as incapable of produc~S 
any effect, but only as incapable of r g 
d~lcing tlw,t e!l'ect., He himsel~ recogn1s~~ 
TVX7j and 'TO aVT0/J.UTOV as co-ordInate agent 
with Mind in producing tbe phenomena ~ 
the universe; the department allotted ~ 
them being composed of all the classes o~ 
phenomena. which are not supposed to fol
low any umform law. By thus includin 
Chance among efficient causes, Alistotlg 

fell into an error wh~ch philosophy ha: 
now outgrown, but which lS by no means 
so alien to the spirit even of modern specu 
lation as it may at first sight appear. Upt~ 
quite a recent period pbilosophers went on 
ascribing, and many of them have not yet 
ceased to ascribe, a real existence to the 
results of abstraction. Chance could make 
out as g:ood a t~tle,to that dignity as many 
other of the mmd s abstract creations' it 
had had a name given toit, and whysho~d 
it not be a reality? As for 70 aVTo/J.a.rov 
it is recognised even yet as one of th~ 
modes of origination of phenomena, byaU 
those thinkers who maintain what is called 
the Freedom of the Will. The same self
determining power which that doctrine 
attlibutes to volitions was supposed by 
the ancients to be possessed also by some 
other natural phenomena: a circumstance 
which throws considerable light on more 
than one of the supposed invincible neces. 
sities of belief. I have introduced it here 
b ecause this belief of Aristotle, or rather 
of the Greek phil~sophers generally, is as 
fatal as the doctrmes of Thales and the 
Ionic school to the theory that the human 
mind is compelled by its constitution to 
conceive volition as the origin of all force 
and the efficient cause of all phenomena'" 

* It deserves notice tbat the parts of 
nature which Aristotle regards as present
ing evidence of design are the Uniformi. 
ties: the phenomena in so far as reducible 
to law:. TUX7j and 'TO aVTo/J.aTov satisfy him 
as explanations of the variable element in 
'phenomena, but their occurring according 
to a fixed rule can only, to his conceptions, 
be accounted for by an Intelligent Will. 
The common, or what may be called the 
instinctive, religious interpretation of lIa· 
ture, is the reverse of this. The events in 
which men spontaneously see the hand of 
a snpernatural being are those which can
not, as they tbink, be reduced to a pbysical 
law. What they can distinctly connect 
with physical causes, and especially whllt 
they can predict, though of course aSClibed 
to an Author of Nature if they already 
recognise such an author, might be con
ceived"they think, to arise from a blind 
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throughout his speculations, as in the pas
sage I have already CIted respecting gravi
tatlon, he distinctly refuses to consider as 
part of the order of nature any fact which 
IS n~t explicable from the nature of its 
phYSIcal cause. 

With regard to the Cartesians (not Des~ 
cartes; I did not make that' mistake 
thol~gh th~ reviewer of Dr. Tulloch's Essay 
attnbutes It to me,) 1 take a passage almost 
at random from lVlalebranche who is the 
best kno:wn of the Cartesians, 'and, though 
ll:ot the Invent?r ?f the system of Occaronal Causes, IS ItS prinCipal expositor. 
n ~art 2, chap. 3, of his Sixth Book f:Vlllg first said that matter cannot hav~ 

:With regard to the modern philosophers 
(1eib!litz an.d the 9art~sians) whom I had 
cited as havmg mamtamed that the action 
of mind upon J?1atter, S? ~ar from being 
the only con.celyable ?nglll of material 
phenomena, IS Its~lf mconceivable; the 
'attempt to rebut tIllS argument byassert_ 
ing that tl~e mode, not the fact, of the 
action of Il:lll1d on. matter was represented 
as inconc~r~able, IS an abuse of the privi
lege of wntll~g confidently about authors 
without readmg. them; for any knowledge 
whatever of LeIbmtz would have taught 
those wh~ ~l1Us speak of him, that the in
conceivublhty of the mode and the im
possib~ty of the th.ing were in his mind 
convertlbl~ e.xpressIOns. What was his 
famous PrmcIple of the Sufficient Reason 
the very. corner-stone of .his Philosophy; 
from whlCh the Pre-estabhshed Harmony 
the doctrine of ~1~nads, al!d all the opinion~ 
most charactenstlC of Lelbnitz were corol
laries? It was! th.at nothing exists the 
existcllce of whlCh IS not capable of being 
proved and e;x:pl8:ined a p1'io1'i; the proof 
and eXl?lanatI?n m the case of contingent 
facts berng .denved from the nature of their 
causes; which could not be the causes unless 
there was something in their nature show
ing them to be capable of producing those 
particular effects. And this "something" 
which accounts for the production of phy-
5ical effects he was able to find in many 
physical causes, but could not find it in 
any: fil~te minds, which therefore he un
hesltat~ngly asserted to be incapable of 
producrng any physical effects whatever 
"Olllle.s~urait concevoir," he says, "un~ 
actIOn reclproque de la matiere et de l'in
~elligellce rune sur 1'autre," and there 

e power of moving itself he proceeds 
to ar~ue that. ne~ther can ~ind have the 
J?ower of movlllg It. " Quand on examine 
I Idee .que l:on a de tous les esprits finis on 
~le VOlt po~nt de liaison necessaire e~tre 
eur volonte et le mouvement de quelque 

c?rps que ~e soit,-on voit au contraire qu'il 
n y ~n ~ pomt, ~t q~'il n'y en peut avoir," 
(tl:rele IS. llothmg m the idea of finite 
mmd WhICh can account for its causina
the motIOn. of a body;) "on doit ausst 
lon~!ure, Sl on veut raisonner selon ses 
u~lleres, qu'il n'ya aucun esprit ~:ee ql.li 

pmsse remuer quelque corps que ce soit 
co~me cause veritable ou principale de 
meme que 1'on a dit qu'aucun corp~ ne 
~e pouval~ rel!1Uer soi-meme:" thus the 
Idea of . Mllld IS, according to him, as in
comp~tlble as the idea of .Matter with th 
eXer?ISe of active force. But when h: 

IS therefore (he contends) no choice but 
~etween tbe 9ccasional Causes of the Carte
Blans and hi~ own P~'e-established Har
mony, a~cordll1g to wInch there is no more 
connectIOn b~tween our volitions and our 
muscular actIOns than there is between 

COl1~l~1Ues, .we consider not a crealed' but 
a DIVll1e lVIll~d! the case is altered; for the 
Idea ~f a DIVll1~ Mind includes omnipo
tence.' and t~e Idea of omnipotence does 
con~all1 the Idea of being able to move 
bodIes. ~bus it is the nature of omnipo
tence which renders the motion of bodies 
ev~n by the pivine Mind credible or con
ceIvable, while, so far as depended on the 
J?1ere n~ture of mind, it would have been 
mconcelvable and incredible. If Male
br~nche had not believed in an omnipotent 
belllg, he would have held all actioI~ of 

two clocks ~hich are wound up to strike 
at tbe ~ame ll1stant. But he felt no simi
Jar ddnculty as to physical causes; and 

fatality, and in any case do not appear to 
~e~ to bear so obviously the mark 'of a 
divllle will. And this dIstinction has been 
countellanced bveminent writers on N t 
ral Theology, in partiCUlar by Dr. Chalm~r~
Who thmks that though design is present 
~v~rywhere, the irreSIstIble evidence of it 
Id o. be found not in the la~v8 of nature 
bU; III ~he co.uocations, i. e. in the part of 
na ure lD wblCh it is imposslble to trace 
~~~~~Wh tJew

k 
proper~ies of dead matter 

tIJ 'i n s, conceIvably account for 
e regu ar and invariable Succession oi ::ts ~nd causes; but that the different 

~ 0 matter have been so placed as to 
pro:~te ,beneficent ends, is wbat he re
~: ,IS "Che proof Of. a D~vine Providence. 

. Baclen Powell, 111 hIS Essay entitled 

i 

"PhiloS01)hy of 9reation," has returned I 

to ~he POll1t of VIew of Aristotle and the 
a~cIents, and vigorously reasserts the doc
tn~e that . the indication of design in the 
um.verse.Lls not special adaptations but 
Vmformloy and Law, these being th~ evi
aences of min~, .and not what appears to 
us t? be a prOVISIOn for our uses. While I 
declll1e to express any opinion here on this 
vexata qucestio, I ought not to mention Mr 
Powell's volume without the acknowledg: 
ment due to tbe philosophic spirit which 
peryad~s gene~'all:y the three Essays com
POSI~~ It,.formll1g m the case of one of thom 
(the U:l1ltyofWorlds ") an honourable con
trast Wlth the other dissertations, so far as 
they h~ ve c0lll:e und~rmy notice, which have 
appem ed on (llthel' SIde of that controversy. 

Q 
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242 h' . . tence which renders all t mgs conceivable 
mind cm body to be a demonstrated Im- can ~lone take away t?e impossibili~y: 
possibility. * . . This I thought, and thmk, a co~cluslve 

A. doctrine more preCIsely the. revers~ answer to the argument on which this 
of the Volitional theory of causatl~~ . canl theory of causation avowedly depends, 
not well be imagined. Th~ V~t~ lOna But! certainly did not imagine that Theism 
theory is that we know b~ mtUl lOn or W'lS bound up with that theory; nor ex:
by direct' experien ce the actlOn of our o,:n ~cted to be charged with den.ying Leibnitz 
mental. volitions on ~att~r; that we ~t~ ~nd the Cartesians to be Thels~s because I 
hence Infer all otb.e~ actlOn up~n hf thus denied that they h eld the theOly 
to be that of vohtlOn, and .mlg th t 
know without any other eVIdence, . '. a 
matte'r is under the govel'llmen~of (l, dlv~~e 
mind. Leibnitz and the Cartesla~s.' on de 
contrary, maintain that our vOlitlOJ-Sth ~ 
n ot and cannot act upon matter, an . a CHAPTER VI. 

ON THE COMPOSITION OF CAUSES. 

it is only the existence of al!- all-gover~~n~ 
Being and that Being oml1lpotent, w lC 
can a~count for the seq.uence ):>etweewn ~ur 
volitions and our bodIly actlOns. . en 
we consider that each of these .two theones, 
which, as theories of causatlO~, stan.d at 
the opposite extremes of. possIble dIver 

ence from one another, Invokes n?t on y 
~s its evidence, but as ~~s sole eVldence, 
the absolute inconcei vablhty of any theory 
but itself we ar e enabled to measure the 
worth of this kind of evidence; ~1.l1d wh~n 
we find the Volitional theory entlrely built 
u on the assertion that by our mental 
cEnstitution we are compelled to recogm se 
our volitions as efficien~ ca~s~s, and then 
find other thinkers ma1l1tammg that we 
know that they are not and. cannot be 
such causes, and cannot c~ncelve them to 
be so I think we have a nght to say t?at 
this ~upposed la~ of our mental constItu
t ion does not eXIst. - ffi' t 

§ 1. Tocomp]et~ the general notion 
of causation on wInch the rules of ex
perimental inquiry into the la:w~ of 
nature must be founded, o~e dlstmc
tion still remains to be pomted out: 
a distinction so radical, and ?f so 
much importance, as to requITe a. 

Dr.Tulloch(pp 45-47)~hi~ksltasu Clen 
an swer to thiS that Lelbmtz . and the Cn:r -
t esians were Theists, and beheved the WIll 
of God to be an efficient cause. Dou1?tless 
they did, and the Cartesians e.ven beh eved 
(though Leibnitz did not) thatlt IS the only 
such cause. Dr. Tulloch mistakes th~ ? a
ture of the question. I was not Wl?tmg 
on Theism, as Dr. Tulloch is, but aga1l1~~ .a 
particular theory of causation, ~lllch, If It 
be unfounded, can give no effectIve suppo~t 
to Theism or to anything else. I fOUll.d It 
asserted t hat volition is the only effic~ent 
cause, on the ground that no ?ther e~?lent 
cause is conceivable. To .thl.S assertlOn I 
oppose the instances of Lelb~ltz and of th.e 
Cartesians, who affirmed with e9-ual POSI
tIveness that volitlOn as an effiClent cll;use 
is itself not conceivable, and that ommpo-

chapter to itself. . 
The preceding dism.~sslOns have re~

dered us familiar wIth the case m 
which several agents, or causes? con
cur as conditions to the productlOn ~f 
an effect; a case, in truth, almost UDl

versal there being very few effects to 
the p;oduction of which no more than 
one agent contributes. Suppose, th~n, 
that two different agents, operatl~g 
jointly are followed, under a certam 
set of ~ollateral conditions, by a giv.en 
effect. If either of the~e agents, m· 

* In the words of Fontenelle,. another 
celebrated Cartesian, "Les. pllllo~ophes 
aussi bien que le p euple avalent Cl u que 
h~me et le corps agissaient reellement et 
physiquement l'un sur l'autre. Descarte~ 
vint qui prouva que leur nature ~e ~er
mettait point cette sorte de como:ulllcatlO!1; 
veritable, et qu'ils n'en. pOl;v3:lent aV?I: 
qu'une apparente, dont Dleu etalt l e MedIa 
teur. "-CEttvl'es cle_FonteneUe, ed. 1767, tom. 

st ead of being joined wIth the other, 
had operated alone, under the same 
set of conditions in all other respect'!, 
some effect would probably have .fol
lowed - which would have been ditIe
rent f;om the joint effect of .the two, 
and more or less dissimilar to It. Now, 
if we happen to know what would.be 
the effect of each cause when actmg 
separately from the o~her, we ~re o~te~ 
able to arrive deductlvely, or a PT'l.cn:, 
at a correct prediction of what will 
arise from their conjunct agency. To 
render this possible, it is only neces
sarythat the same lawwhich.express.es 
the effect of each cause actmg by It
self shall also correctly express the 
part due to that cause of the etIect 
which follows from the two t~liether. 

v. p. 534· 
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This condition is realised in the ex
tenRive and important class of pheno
mena commonly called mechanical, 
namely, the phenomena of the com
munication of motion (or .of pressure, 
which is t endency to motion) from 
one body to another. In this impor
tant class of cases of causation, one 
cause never, properly spea,king, defeats 
or frustrates another; both have their 
full effect. If a body is propelled in 
two directions by two forces, one tend
ing to drive it to the north and the 
other to the east, it is caused to move 
in a given time exactly as far in both 
directions as the two forces would 
separately have carried it; and is left 
precisely where it would have arrived 
if it had been acted upon first by one 
of the two forces, and afterwards by 
the other. This law of nature is 
called, in dynamics, the principle of 
the Composition of Forces: and, in 
imitation of that well-chosen expres
sion, I shall give the name of the 
Composition of Causes to the prin
ciple which is exemplified in all cases 
in which the joint effect of several 
causes is identical with the sum of 
their separate effects_ 

This principle, however, by no 
means prevails in all departments of 
the field of nature. The chemical 
combination of two substances pro
duces, as is well known, a third sub
stance with properties different from 
those of either of the two substances 
separately, or of both of them taken 
together. Not a trace of the proper
ties of hydrogen or of oxygen is ob
servable in those of their compound, 
water. The t aste of sugar of lead is 
not the sum of the tastes of its com
ponent elements, acetic acid and lead 
or its oxide; not is the colour of blue 
vitriol a mixture of the colours of sul
phuric acid and copper, This ex
plains why mechanics is a ' deductive 
or demonstrative science, and chemis
try not. In the one, we can com
pute the effects of combinations of 
ca.nses, whether real or hypothetical, 
from the laws which we know to 
govern those causes when acting" sepa.-

rately, because they continue to ob
serve the same laws when in combina
tion which they observed when sepa
rate: whatever would have happened 
in consequence of each cause t aken by 
itself, happens when they are together, 
and we . have only to cast up the 
results. Not so in the phenomena 
which are the peculiar subject of the 
science of chemistry. There, most of 
the uniformities to which the causes 
conformed when separate cease alto
gether when they are conjoined; and 
we are 'not, at least in the present 
state of our knowledge, able to fore- ' 
see what result will follow from any 
new combination, until we have tried 
the specific experiment. 

If this' be true of chemical com
binations; it is still more true of those 
far more complex combinations of 
elements which constitute organised 
bodies, and in which those extra
ordinary new uniformities arise which 
are called the laws of life. Allorga
nised bodies are composed of parts 
similar to those composing inorganic 
nature, and which have even them
sel ves exist ed in an inorganic state; 
but the phenomena of life which 
result from the juxtaposition of those 
parts in a certain manner bear no 
analogy to any of the effect s which 
would be produced by the action of 
the component substances considered 
as mere physical agents~ To whatever 
degree we might imagine bur know
ledge of the properties of the several 
ingredients of a living body to be 
extended ~nd perfected, it is certain 
that no mere summing up of the 
separate actions of those elements will 
ever amount to the action of the living 
body itself. The tongue, for instance, 
is, like all other parts of the animal 
frame, composed of gelatine, fibrin, 
and other products of the chemistry 
of digestion, but from no knowledg€;l 
of the properties of those substances. 
could we ever predict that it could 
taste, unless gelatine or fibrin could 
themselves taste; for ·. no elementary 
fact can be in the conclusion which 
wQ,s not in the premises. 
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There are thus two different modes of the algebraical calculus which 
so vastly increased its powers aR nn 
instrument of discovery, by introcJ c. 
ing into its reasonings (with the sj~ 
of subtraction prefixed, and under he 
name o~ Negative Quantit~e~) ev ,ty 
descriptIOn whatever of posItIve phe. 
nomena, provided they are of such a 
quality in reference to those pre 'j 
ously introduced, that to. add the One 
is equivalent to subtractmg an ell 
quantity of the other. 

of the conjunct action of causes,. from 
which arise two modes of confhct, or 
mutual interference, between laws of 
nature. Suppose, at a given point of 
time and space, two or more causes, 
which, if they acted separately, would 
produce effects contrary, or at least 
conflicting with each other, one of 
them tending to undo, wholly or 
partially, what the other tends to do. 
Thus the exp.a.nsive force of the gases 
gene~ated by the ignition of gun· 
powder tends to project a bullet 
towards the sky, while its gravity 
tends to make it fall to the ground. 
A stream runninO' into a reservoir at 
one end tends t~ fill it higher and 
higher, while a drain at ~he other 
extremity tends to empty It. . Now, 
in such cases as these, even If the 
two causes which are in joint action 
exactly annul one another, still the 
laws of both are fulfilled ~ the effect 
is the same as if the drain had been 
open for half an hour first, * and the 
stream had flowed in for as long 
afterwards. Each agent produced 
the same amount of effect as if it had 
acted separately, though the contr~ry 
effect which was taking place durmg 
the same time obliterated it as fast 
as it, was produced. Here t~en. ~re 
two causes, producing by theIr Jomt 
operation an effect WhICh at fi~'st 
seems quite dissimilar to those whICh 
they produce separately, but which on 
examination proves to be really the 
sum of those sepl1rate effects. It will 
be noticed that we here enlarge the 
idea of the sum of two effects, so as 
to include what is commonly called 
their difference, but which is in reality 
the result of the addition of opposites; 
a conception to which mankind ~re 
indebted for that admirable extensIon 

There is, then, one mode of tI 
mutual interference of laws of nat 1 

in which, even when the concur!' n 
canses annihilate each other's eff 
each exerts its full efficacy accord ing 
to its own law-its law as a sepa 
agent. But in the o~her des?ripti 
of qases, the agencIes w?lCh 
bronght together cease entIrely, 
a totally different set of phenOlll 
arise : as in the experiment of l 0 

liquids which, when mixed in eer i 
proportions, instantly become, 11; ) 

larger amount of liquid, but a . lid 
mass. 

.. I omit for simplicity,- to take into 
account th~ effect in this latter case of the 
diminution of pressure, in dimi~ishing ~he 
flow of water through the dram; whlCh 
eVidentiy in 110 way a!'fe~ts th~ truth or 
applicability of the prlllclple, Slllce when 
the two causes act simultaneously the con· 
ditions of that diminution of pressure do 
not arise. 

§ 2. This difference between th 
case in which the joint effect of CII' 

is the sum of their separate en 
and the case in which it is hp, ll\)o 

geneous to them; between laws which 
work together without alteration, 
laws which, when called upon to \\ 
together, cease and give plucl 
others; is one of the fundampn 
distinctions in natur8. . The f. ))m 
case, that of the Composition tl 
Causes, is the general one; the ~ 
is always special and exceptIl n 
There are no objects which do nil 
to some of their phenomena, obey 
principle of the Composition of Cau " 
none that have not some laws 'w 111 
are rigidly fulfilled in eve!y combina
tion into which the objects ell 
The weight of a. bo~y, for .inst.: 
is a propert~ wh~ch It. re~aI~s m 
the combinatIOns III whICh It IS pl 
The weio-ht of a chemical COllll1)ll)lmlllt 

or of a: organised body, is 
the sum of the weights of 
ments which compose it. The 

COMPOSITION OF CA USES. 

'ther of the elements or of the com- binations. The Laws of Life will 
f'~und will vary, if they be carried never be deducible from the mere 
Lrther from their centre of attraction, laws of the ingredients, but the pro
~r brought nearer to it; but whatever digiously complex Facts of Life may 
ffects the one affects the other. They all be deducible from comparatively 

~lways remain precisely equal. So simple laws of life; which laws (de
. ('ain the component parts of a pending indeed on combinations, but on 
~~get~ble or anima.l substance do ;lOt comparatively simple combinations, of 
lose their mechamcal and chemIcal antecedents) may, in more complex cir-

'perties as separate agents, when, cumstances, be' strictly compounded 
I \' a peculiar mode of juxtaposition, with one another, and with the physical 
they as an aggregate whole, acquire and chemical laws of the ingredients. 
phy;iological or vital properties in The details ofthe vital phenomena even 
Jrlition. Those bodies continue, as now, afford innumerable exemplifica
~.f()re, to obey mechanical and c?emi- tions ofthe Composition of Causes . and 
cnl laws, in so far as the operatIOn of in proportion as these phenomen~ are 
t l(l~e laws is not counteracted by the more accurately studied, there appears 
\lO W laws which govern them as more reason to believe that the same 

ranised beings. When, in short, a laws .wh~ch oper~te in the simpler 
~currence of causes takes place combmatlQns of CIrcumstances do in 
hich calls into action new laws fact, continue to be observed' in the 
aring no analogy to any that we more complex. This will be found 
n trace in the separate operation of equally true in the phenomena of 

thl! causes, the new laws, while they mind; and even in social and political 
I,ersede one portion of the previous phenomena, the results of the laws of 

\;J ", may co-exist with another por- mind. It is in the case of chemical 
tloll,andmayevencompound the effect phenomena that the least progress 
r those previous laws with their own. has yet been made in bringinO' the 
.\gain, laws which were themselves special laws under general ones "from 
nerated in the second mode, may which they may be deduced; but 
I ·rate others in the first. Though t~ere are even in chemistry many 

It r,~ are laws which, like those of CIrcumstances to encourage the hope 
ch lI.istry and physiology, owe their that such general laws will hereafter 

',tence to a breach of the principle be discovered. The different actions 
of I 'omposition of Causes, it does not of a chemical compound will never, 
(.11 w that these peculiar, or, as they undoubtedly, be found to be the sums 
n i ht be termed, heteropathic laws, of the actions of its separate elements; 
r .. not capable of composition with but there may exist, between the pro
I' another. The causes which by perties of the compound and those of 
le combination have had their laws its elements, some constant relation 

A red, may carry their new laws which, if discoverable by a sufficient 
"th them unaltered into tl'leir ulterior induction, would enable us to foresee 
I binations. And hence there is no the sort of compound which will result 

In to despair of ultimately raising from a new combination before we 
h mistry and physiology to the con- have actually tried it, and to judge of 

diti ,nofdeductive sCiences; forthough what sortof elements some new sub
I 1 impossible to deduce all chemical stance is compounded before we have 
an 1 physiological truths from the laws analysed it. The law of definite pro
r I rnperties of simple substances or portions, first discovered in its full 
I IIwntary agents, they may possibly generality by Dalton, is a complete 
, d "lucible from laws which com· solution of this problem in one, though 

11 to: when these elementary agents but a secondary aspect, that of quan
art: rought together into some mode- tity: and in respect to quality, we 

t.e number of not very complex com· have already some partial s~neralisa. 
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tions, sufficient to indicate the possj
bility of ultimately proceeding farther. 
We can predicate some common proper
ties of the kind of compounds which re
sultfrom the combination in each of the 
small number of possible proportions, of 
any acid whatever with any base. We 
have also the curious law, discovered 
by Berthollet, that two soluble salts 
mutually decompose one another when
ever the new combinations which re
sult produce an insoluble compound, 
or one less soluble than the two for
mer. Another uniformity is that 
called the 111w of isomorphism; the 
identity of the crystalline forms of 
substances which possess in common 
certain peculiarities of chemical com
position. * Thus it appears that even 
heteropathic laws, such laws of com
bined agency as are not compoun~ed 
of the laws of the separate agenCIes, 
are yet, at least in some cases, derived 
from them according to a fixed prin
ciple. There may, therefore, be laws 
of the generation of law~ from o~hers 
dissimilar to them; and III chemIstry, 
these undiscovered laws of the dep~nd
ence of the properties of the compound 
on the properties of its elements, may, 
together with the laws of the elements 
themselves, furnish the premises by 
which the science is perhaps destined 
one dl1Y to be rendered deductive. 

take the place of, those which 
from the separa.te agency of the 
causes: the laws of these new .a 
being again susceptible of COl I 
tion to an indefinite extent, li'k 
laws which they superseded. 

§ 3. That effects are proport' 
to their ca.uses is laid down by 
writers as an axiom in the th(:ory 
causation; and great use is . 

It would seem, therefore, that there 
is no class of phenomenl1 in which 
the Composition of Causes does n?t 
obtain: that, as a general rule, causes In 
combinl1tion produce exactly the same 
effects as when acting singly; but 
thl1t this rule, though general, is not 
universal: that in some instances, at 
some particular points in the transi
tion _ from separate to united action, 
the laws change, and an entirely new 
set of effects are either added to, or 

* Professor Bain adds several other well
established chemical generalisation~:. "The 
laws that simple substances exhlblt the 
strongest affinities; that compounds are 
more fusible than their elements; that 
combination tends to a lower state of mat
ter from gas down to solid;" and some 
general propositions concerning the cir
cumstances which facilitate or resist che
p1~cal combinatio~ (LogiC, H., 254). 

made of this principle in ~V"""VllJ.-~..J 
respecting the laws of nature, 
it is encumbered with many 
culties and apparent exceptions, 
much ingenuity has been 
showing not to be real ones. 
proposition, in so far as it i'l 
enters as a particular case 
general principle of the vo:mptliitiah 
of Causes; the causes 
being, in this instance, no:mo,geJrteo...ri 
in which case, if in any, 
effect might be expected to 
cal with the sum of their 
effects. If a force equal 
hundredweight will raise a 
body along an inclined plane, ~ 
equal to two hundredweight will 
two bodies exactly similar, and 
the effect is proportional to th, 
But does not a force equal 
hundredweight actually cont '0 

itself two forces each equal to 
hundredweight, which, if 
apart, would sepl1rately mise 
bodies in question? The fact, 
fore, that when exerted jointlv 
raise both bodies at once, resul 
the Composition of Causes, -and 
mere instance of the general fact 
mechanical forces are subject 
law of Composition. And so i 
other case which can be 
For the doctrine of the pr()portiIJll&lII 
of effects to their causes Ca! 

course be applicable to cases in 
the augmentation of the ~a~s ... 
the kind of effect; that IS, III 
the surplus quantity superaddetl 
cause does not become 
with it, but the two together 
an altogether new ph.enomlennlL 
pose that the applIcation of fI 

OBSERVATION AND EXPERIMENT. 

ntity of heat to a body merely in-
1)11/\ s its bulk; that a double quantity 

j ~ it and a triple quantity decom
Pit', ':> it: these thr~e effects being 

! •. rogeneOUS, no ratIO, whether cor
ondinO' or not to that of the 

r:~ltitiesO of heat applied,can be 
q ~hlished between them. Thus the 

. ,!>sed axiom of the proportionality It; ; tTects to their causes fa~ls .at the 
be point where the prInCIple of 

P.ft' Composition of Causes also fails, 
viz. where the concurrence of causes 

och as to determine a change in 
the properties of the body generally, 
an I render it subject to new laws, 

or less dissimilar to those to 
hi h it conformed in its previous 

'. The recognition, therefore, ~ of 
anv .'uch law of proportionality, is 
JIIf,t ede~ by. the I?ore comprehe~
'\. f,rinClple, III WhICh as much of It 

it; true is implicitly asserted. * 
The general remarks on causation, 

hi<.h seemed necessary as an intro
dl tiun to the theory of the inductive 

~ may here terminate. That 
.:)8 is essentially an inquiry into 
of causation. All the uniformi

which exist in the succession of 
Ilt'mena, and most of. the uni
ities in their co-existence, are 

'thl f, as we have seen, themselves 
la of causation, or consequences 

Professor Bain (Logic, ii. 39) points out 
1 of cases, other than that spoken of 

iD 11· text, which he thinks must be re
tol l as an exception to the Composition 

l uses. "Causes that merely make 
t the collocation for bringing a prime 

1110 r into action, or that release a poten
(nrce, do not follow any such rule. 
!\lan may direct a gun upon a fort as 
. • three: two sparks are not more 

,.. . lal than one in exploding a barrel of 
I I wder. In medicine there is a certain 
. that answers the end, and adding to 

no more good." 
I m not sure that these cases are really 

e t ptions. The law of Composition of 
I . [think, is really fulfilled and the 

rance to the contrary is produced by 
ling to the rcmote instead of the im

I ILl) effect of the causes. In the cases 
It 'Ded, the immediate effect of the 

in action is a collocation, and the 
dUJ~ tfion of the cause does double the 

lllty of collocation. Two men could 
ho gun to the required angle twice 

resulting from, and corollaries cap
able of being deduced from, such 
laws. If we could determine what 
causes are correctly assigned to what 
effects, and whl1t effects to what 
causes, we' should be virtually ac
quainted with the whole course of 
nature. All those uniformities which 
are mere results of causation might 
then be explained and accounted for· 
and every individual fact or event 
might be predicted, provided we had 
the requisite data, that is, the requisite 
knowledge of the circumstances which 
in the particular instance, preceded it: 

To ascertain, therefore, what are 
the laws of causation which exist in 
nature; to determine the effect of 
every cause, and the causes of all 
effects, is the main business of In
duction; and to point out how this 
is done is the chief object of Inductive 
Logic. 

CHAPTER VII. 
OF OBSERVATION AND EXPERIlIfENT. 

§ I. IT results from the preceding 
exposition, that the process of as
certaining what consequents in na
ture are invariably connected with 
what antecedents, or, in other words, 
what phenomena. are related to each 
as quickly as one, though one is enough. 
Two sparks put two sets of particles of 
the gunpowder into the state of intes
tine motion which make them explode 
though one is sufficient. It is the colloca: 
tion itself that does not, by being doubled 
always double the effect; because in many 
cases a certain collocation, once obtained 
is all that is required for the production of 
the whole amount of effect which can be 
produ?ed at all at the given time and place. 
Doublmg the collocation with difference of 
time and.place, as by pointing two guns, 
or explodlllg a second barrel after the first 
does double the effect. This remark applie~ 
still more to Mr. Bain's third example, that 
of a double dose of medicine; for a double 
dose of an aperient does purge more vio
lently, and a double dose of laudanum does 
produce longcr and sounder sleep. But a 
double purging, or a double amount of 
narcotism, may have remote effects dif
ferent in kind from the effect of the smaller 
amount, reducing the case to that of hete
ropathic laws, d~scussed in the ted. 
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other as causes and effects, is in some 
sort a process ~f analys~s. That every 
fact which begms to eXIst has a caus.e, 
and that this cause must be found m 
some fact or concourse of facts which 
immediately preceded the occurrence, 
may be taken for certain. The whole 
of thg present facts are the infalli.ble 
result of all past facts, and m?re Im
mediately of all the. facts WhICh ex
isted at the moment previous. Here, 
then, is a great sequence, which we 
know to be uniform. If the whole 
prior state of the entire uni~erse could 
again recur, it would agam. be fol
lowed by the present state.. The 
question is, how to resolv~ thIs co~
plex uniformity into the. sImpler u.m
formities which compose It, and aSSIgn 
to each portion of the vast anteced~nt 
the portion of the consequent whIch 
is attendant on it. 

is before his eyes, but he who 
what parts that thing is 
To do this well is a rare 
person, from inattention, or 
only in the wrong place, 
half of what he sees; another 
down much more than he se", 
founding it with what he ' 
or with what he infers; 
note of the kincZ of all the 
stances, but being inexpert in 
ing their degree, leaves the 
of each vague and uncertain; 
sees indeed the whole, but makl 
an awkward division of it into 
throwing things into one mass 
require to be s~parat:d, and ~f 
ing others whICh mIght morl' 
veniently be considered as 011 (', 

the result is much the same, 
times even worse, than if no 
had been attempted at all. It 
be possible to point out what qu 
of mind, and modes of mental 
fit a person for being a good 

This operation, which we have called 
analytical, inasmuch as i~ is the resolu
tion of a complex whole mto the com
ponent elements, is more than a merely 
mental analysis. No mere conte~~la
tion of the phenomena, and part.Itwn 
of them by the intellect alone, WIll of 
itself accomplish the end we have now 
in view. Nevertheless, such a mental 
partition is an indispensable first step. 
The order of nature, as perceived at a 
first glance, presents at every instant a 
chaos followed by another chaos. We 
must decompose each chaos into single 
facts. vVe must learn to see in the 
chaotic antecedent a multitude of dis
tinct antecedents, in the chaotic con
sequent a multitude o~ di~tinct cons.e
quents. This, supposmg It done, WIll 
not of itself tell us on which of the ante
cedents each consequent is invariably 
attendant. 'ro determine that point, we 
must endeavour to effect a separation 
of the facts from one another, not in 
our minds only, but in nature. The 
mental analysis, however, must take 
place first. And everyone knows 
that in the mode of performing it, 
one intellect differs immensely from 
another. It is the essence of the act 
of observing for the observer is not 
he who mer~ly sees the~hin~ which, 

that,. however, is a question 
Logic, but of the Theory of 
tion in the most enlarged sel 
the 'term. There is not prop.·t\y 
Art of Observing. There lu • 

rules for observing. But the ' 
rules for inventing, 
structions for the prlBP[lration 
own mind; for it 
state in which it will be 
to observe, or most likely to 
They are, therefore, 
of self-education, which is a 
thino' from Logic. They do nut 
how to do the thing, but how tu 
ourselves capable of doing it. 
are an art of strengthening the 11 
not an art of using them. 

The extent and minuteness • r 
servation which may be requisit . 
the degree of decomposition to 
it may be n'ecessary to carr: 
mental analysis, depend on th 
ticular purpose in view. To 
tain the state of the whole 
at any particular moment is 
sible, but would also b~ usele~ 
making chemical experIments, w 
not think it necessary to no 
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'tirIU of the planets; because ex
ri, nee has sho~, a~ ~ very super
. 1 experience IS suffiCle.nt to show, 

in such cases that Clrcumstance 
n"t material to the result: and 

tingly, in the age~ when men 
. d in the occult ll1fiuences of 
JI~avenly bo~ies, it mi&ht have 
unphilosophICal . to omIt ascer

~n\l the precise condition of thos.e 
it . ., at the moment of the e?,pen

.As to the degree of mll1ute
I ; .. f the mental subdivision, if we 

bliged to break down what we 
n e into its ve:-y simrlest element~, 

t io; literally ll1to sll1g1e facts, It 
aill 'be difficult to say where we 

Jh lId find them: we can hardly 
r Iffirm that our divisions of any 

~nd have reached the ultimate unit. 
this too, is fortunately unneces

'. The only object of the mental 
~ra.tion is to suggest the requisite 

ph iCM separation, so that we may 
.' r accomplish it ourselves, or seek 

for it in nature; and we have done 
I~h when we have carried the 
iivision as far as the point at 

bi h we are able to see what obser-
. ,n. or experiments we require. 

1 IInly essential, at whatever point 
aurm,.ntal decomposition of facts may 
for ' present have stopped, that we 

Itl hold ourselves ready and able 
rry it farther as occasion requires, 

aDd l()uld not allow the freedom of 
I i:.;criminating faculty to be im
n J by the swathes and bands of 

hnnry classification, as was the case 
'h ;.11 early speculative· inquirers, 

DCX t: eepting the Greeks, to whom it 
I,: 1 occurred that what was called 

bj .. abstract name might, in reality, 
'"eral phenomena, or that there 
. possibiliiiy of decomposing the 

_,f the universe into any ele-
n but those which ordinary lan

,. already recognised. 

_. The different antecedents and 
'1\1ents being, then, supposed to 

far as the case requires, ascer
and discriminated from one 

t'r. we are to inquire which is 

connected with which. In every in
stance which comes under our obser
vation, there are many antecedents 
and many consequents. If those 
antecedents could not be severed 
from one another except in thoLwht 
or if those consequents never ,~er~ 
found apart, it would be impossible 
for us to distinguish (a posteriori at 
least) the real laws, or to assign to 
any cause its effect, or to any effect 
its cause. To do so, we must be able 
to meet with some of the antecedents 
apart from the rest, and observe what 
follows from them; or some of the 
consequents, and observe by what they 
are preceded. We must, in short, fol
low the Baconian rule of va1'ying the 
circumstances. This is, indeed; only 
the first rule of physical inquiry, and 
not. as some have thought, the sole rule· 
but it is the foundation of all the rest~ 

For the purpose of varying the cir
cumstances, we may have recourse 
(according to a distinction commonly 
made) either to observation or to ex
periment; we may either find an 
instance in nature suited to our pur
poses, or, by an artificial arrangement 
of circumstances, 'make one. The 
value of the instance depends on 
what it is in itself, not on the mode 
in which it is obtained: its employ
ment for the purposes of induction 
depends on the same principles in the 
one case and in the other, as the 
uses of money are the same whether 
it is inherited or acquired. There is, 
in short, no difference in kind, no 
real logical distinction, between the 
two processes of investigation. There 
are, however, practical distinctions to 
which it. is of considerable import
ance to advert. 

§ 3. The first and most obvious 
distinction between Observation and 
Experiment is, that the latter is an 
immense extension of the former. It 
not only enables us to produce a much 
greater number of variations in the 
circumstances than nature spontane
ously offers, but, also, in thousands of 
cases, to produc{) the llrecii;e s(Jrt of 
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variation which we are in want of for 
discovering the law of the pheno
menon - a service which nature, 
being ~onstructed Oll a quite different 
scheme from that of facilitating our 
studies, i::; seldom so friendly as to 
bestow upon us. For example, in 
order to ascertain what principle in 
the atmosphere enables it to sustain 
life the variation we require is that 
a living animal should be immersed 
in each component element of the 
atmosphere separately. But nature 
does not supply either oxygen or azote 
in a separate state. We are indebted 
to artificial experiment for our know
ledge that it is the former, and not 
the latter, which supports respiration; 
and for our knowledge of the very 
existence of the two ingredients. 

is within the reach of A's influ 
we have only to observe what a1 
tion is made in that state by thu I 
sence of A. 

For example, by the electric lna~hi 
we can produce, in the midst of kuo~ 
circumstances, the phenomena 'I}; 11 
nature exhibits on a grander scal i 
the form of lightning and thun, 
Now let anyone consider what anIo 
of knowledge of the effects and la 
of electric agency mankind could ha 
obtained from the mere observ . 
of thunderstorms, and compare it \~ 
that which they have gained, and 
expect to gain, from electrical 
galvanic experiments. This 
is the more striking, now that 
have reason to believe that el 
action is of all natural pheuoln 
~ except heat) the most pervadill' 
universal, which, therefore, it Ini 
antecedently have been sup 
could stand least in need of artifi • 
means of production to enable i 
be studied; while the fact is so In 
the contrary, that without the e1t 
machine, the Leyden jar, amI 
voltaic battery, we probably .. 
never have suspected the exis 
of electricity as one of the 
agents in nature: the few 
phenomena we should have k 
of would have continued to be 
garded either as supernatural, 
a sort of anomalies and eccentrici 
in the order of the universe. 

When we have succeeded in . 

Thus far the advantage of experi
mentation over simple observation is 
universally recognised: all are aware 
that it enables us to obtain innume
rable combinations of circumstances 
which are not to be found in nature, 
and so add to nature's experiments a 
multitude of experiments of our own. 
But there is another superiority (or, 
as Bacon would have expressed it, 
another prerogative) of instances arti
ficially obtained over spontaneous 
instances,-of our own .experiments 
over even the same experIments when 
made by nature,-which is not of less 
importance, and which is far. from 
being felt and acknowledged m the 
same degree .. 

"When we can produce a pheno
menon artificially, we can take it, as 
it were, home with us, and observe it 
in the midst of circumstances with 
which in all other respects we are 
accurately acquainted. If we desire 
to know what are the effects of the 
cause A, and are able to produce A 
by means at our disposal, we can 
generally determine at our own dis
cretion, so far as is compatible with 
the nature of the phenomenon A, the 
whole of the circumstances which 
shall be present along with it: and 
thils knowing exactly the simulta
nec1.~s state of everythin$! else which 

lating the phenomenon which is 
subject of inquiry by placin 
among known circumstances, W 

produce further variations of ci rc 
stances to any extent, and of 
kinds as we think best calcula 
bring the laws of the 
into a clear light. By 
one well-defined 
another into the experiment, 
tain assurance of the manner . 
the phenomenon behaves 
indefinite variety of possible 
stances. Thus, chemists, after 
obtained some newly-rli",,()~,prr,.l 

stance in a pure state, (that is 
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n.de sure that there is nothing pre
tIl ut which can interfere with and 
Jllodify its agency,) introduce various 

her substances, one by one, to ascer-
o in whether it will combine with 
th(eJIl, or decompose them, and with 
-hat result; and also apply heat, or 
I ctricity, or pressure, to discover 
bat will happen to the substance 

under each. of these circumstances. 
But if, on the other hand, it is out 

f our power to produce the pheno
mllnon, and 'we have to seek for in
t3UCes in which nature produces it, 
b task before us is very different. 

Instead of being able to choose 
whnt the concomitant circumstances 
h.1,ll be, we now have to discover 

what they are, which, when we go 
beyond the simplest and most acces
!ible cases, it is next to impossible to 
<w with any precision and complete
ne Let us take, as an exemplifica
tion of a phenomenon which we have 
no means of fabricating artificially, 

human mind, Nature produces 
many; but the consequence of our 
n t being able to produce them by 

is, that in every instance in which 
see a human mind developing 

If, or acting upon other things, we 
, it surrounded and obscured by an 

inddinite multitude of un ascertain-
I., circumstances, rendering the use 

of the common experimental methods 
Illll.lost delusive. We may conceive 

what extent this is true, if we 
n~ider, among other things, that 

'h, never nature produces a. human 
minu, she produces, in close connection 

. h it, a body, that is, a vast com
plic~tion of physical facts, in no two 

. ~ perhaps exactly similar, and 
mO'<t of which (except the mere struc
tu ,which we can examine in a sort 

coarse way after it has ceased to 
.) are radically out of the reach of 

Ir means of exploration. If, instead 
f 1\ human mind, we suppose the sub

i' I)f investigation to be a human 
ietyor state, all the same difficul

. recur in a greatly augmented 
d·'~ee. 

, ,e have thus already come within 

sight' of a conclusion which the pro
gr~ss of the inquiry will, I think, 
brmg before us with the clearest evi
dence, namely, that in the scienceiil 
which deal with phenomena in which 
artificial experiments are impossible 
(as. in the case of astronomy,) or i~ 
wh:ch they hav~ a very limited range, 
(asm mental phIlosophy, social science, 
and even physiology,) induction from 
direct experience is practised at a dis
~dvanta.ge i~ .most cases equivalent to 
ImpractICabIlIty: from which it fol
!ows thatthemethodsof those sciences, I 
m order to accomplish anything wor
thy of attainment, must be to a great 
extent, if not principally, deductive. 
This is already known to be the case 
with the first of the sciences we have 
mentioned, astronomy; that it is not 
generally recognised as true of the 
others is probably one of the reasons 
why they are not in a more advanced 
state. 

§ 4. If what is called pure observa
tion is at so great a disadvantage 
c?mp~red with artificial experimenta: 
tIon, III one department of the direct 
exploration of phenomena, there is 
another branch in which the advan
tage is all on the side of the former. 
. Inductive inquiry having for its ob
Ject to ascertain what causes are con:
nected with what effects, we may beO'in 
this search at either end of the r;ad 
which leads from the one point to the 
other: we may either inquire into the 
effects of a given cause,orinto the causes 
of a given effect. The fact that light 
blackens chloride of silver might have 
bee~ discove~ed either by experiments 
on lIght, trymg what effect it would 
produc.e on various. substances, or by 
observmg that portIOns of the chloride 
had repeatedly become black, and in
quiring into the circumstances. The 
effect of the urali poison might have 
,?eco:ne know.n either by administer
mg It to ammals, or by examininrr 

how it happened that the wound~ 
which the Indians of Guiana inflict 
with their arrows prove so uniformly 
mortal Now it is manifest from the 
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mere statement of the examples, with
out any theoretical discussion, that 
artificial experimentation is applicable 
only to the former of these modes of 
in vestigation. We can take a cause, 
and try what it will produce: but we 
cannot take an effect, and try what it 
will be produced by. We can only 
watch till we see it produced, or are 
enabled to produce it by accident. 

with their nature. There are 110 

means of producing effects but through 
their causes, and by the suPposition 
the causes of the effect in question 
are not known to us. We have 
therefore, no expedient but to stud I 
it where it offers itself spontaneoush! 
If nature happens to present us witl) 
instances sufficiently varied in their 
circumstances, and if we are able t 
discover, either among the proximat., 
antecedents or among some oth, r 
order of antecedents, something which 
is always found when the effect · 
found, however various the circUlU' 
stances, and never found when it is 
not; we may discover, by mere ob. 
servation without experiment, a re 
uniformity in nature. 

But though this is certainly t 
most favourable case for sciences of 
pure observation, as contrasted with 
those in which artificial experimell 
are possible, there is in reality no ca 
which more strikingly illustrates the 
inherent imperfection of direct induc. 
tion when not founded on experim ·n· 
tation. Suppose that, by a compari: 

This would be of little importance, if 
it always depended on our choice from 
which of the two ends of the sequence 
we would undertake our inquiries. 
But we have seldom any option. As 
we can only travel from the known to 
the unknown, we are obliged to com
mence at whichever end we are best 
acquainted with. If the agent is 
more familiar to us than its effects, 
we watch for, or contrive, instances 
of the agent, under such varieties of 
circumstances as are open to us, and 
observe the result. If, on the con
trary, the conditions on whkh a 
phenomenon depends are obscure, but 
the phenomenon itself familiar, we 
must commence our inquiry from the 
effect. If we are struck with the 
fact that chloride of silver has been 
blackened, and have no suspicion of 
the cause, we have no resource but to 
compare instances in which the fact 
has chanced to occur, until by that 
comparison we discover that in. all 
those instances the substances had 
been exposed to light. If we knew 
nothing of the Indian arrowS but 
their fatal effect, accident alone could 
turn our attention to experiments on 
the urali; in the regular course of 
investigation, we could only inquire, 
or try to observe, what had been done 
to the arrows in particular instances. 

Wherever, having nothing to guide 
us to the cause, we are obliged to set 
out from the effect, and to apply the 
rule of varying the circumstances to 
the consequents, not the antecedents, 
we are necessarily destitute of the 
resource of artificial experimentation. 
,\Ve cannot; at our choice, obtain con· 
sequents as we can antecedents, under 
any set of circumstances cop1patible 

of cases of the effect, we have founel 
an antecedent which appears to bto, 
and perhaps is, invariably connec 
with it: we have not yet proved tl ~ 
antecedent to be the cause until 
have reversed the process and p . 
duced the effect by means of th t 
antecedent. If we can produce h 
antecedent artificially, and if, wllln 
we do so, the effect follows, the m· 
duction is complete; that anteced, lit 
is the cause of that consequen 
But we have then added the evidt:u 
of experiment tothat of simple ob~ r· 
vation. Until we have done so, \ 
had only proved inva1'iable ant,'ct:. 
dence within the limits of experien 
but not tmconditional antecedencl: '){' 
causation. Until it had been shu 11 

* Unless, indeed, the conseqnent .. 
generated, not by the antecedent, uu I y 
the means employed to produce the all t 
cedent. As, however, these means .1 

under our power, there is so far a Pl'l' ,. 
bility that they are also sufficiently wi h. 
in our knowledge to enable us to ju 1>''' 
whether that could be the case or not. 
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by the actual production of the ante
c"dent under known circumstances, 
and the occurrence thereupon of the 
~()nsequent, that the antecedent was 
really the condition on which it de
rended; the uniformity of succession 
'Which was proved to exist between 
thelD might, for aught we knew, be 
(like the succession of day and night) 
not a case of causation at all; both 
"Iltecedent and consequent might be 
successive stages of the effect of an 
ulterior cause. Observation, in short, 
without experiment (supposing no aid 
frolD deduction) can ascertain se
f
l 

wllces and ,co-existences, but cannot 
}JfOve causatIOn. 

In order to see these remarks veri
til:d by the actual state of the sciences, 
Wl! have only to think of the condition 
f 1 natural history. In zoology, for 
I ample, there is an immense number 
,,;' uniformities ascertained, some of 
u-existence, others of succession, to 

wany of which, notwithstanding con
. dt:rable variations of the attendant 
circumstances, we know not any ex
L:"ption; but the antecedents, for the 
J .ost part, are such as we cannot arti
hcially produce; or if we can, it is 
IIllly by setting in motion the exact 
pruCp.ss by which nature produces 
tht:m; and this being to us a myste
IlOUS process, of which the main cir
l llmstances are not only unknown but 
ulllJbservable, we do not succeed in ob
t. ining the antecedents under known 
rircumstances. What is the result? 
That on this vast subject, which 
[.!fords so much and such varied scope 
for ob&ervation, we have made most 
~cunty progress in ascertaining any 
I. ws of causation. We know not with 

I'tainty, in the case of most of the 
I h~non:ena that we find conjoined, 
, hlCh IS the condition of the other' 

, ~ich is ~ause, and which effect, 0: 
" hdher eIther of them is so, or they 
:If", not rather conjunct effects of 
t, uses yet to be discovered, complex 

. ults of laws hitherto unknown. 
.Altho~gh some of the foregoing 

I ,l:rvatlOns may be, in technical 
t u;tness of arrangement, premature 

in this place, it seemed that a few 
general remarks on the difference 
between sciences of mere observation 
and sciences of experimentation, and 
the extreme disadvantage under which 
directly inductive inquiry is neces
sarily carried on in the former, were 
the best preparation for discussing 
the methods of direct induction; a 
preparation. rendering superfluous 
much that must otherwise have been 
introduced, with some inconvenience, 
into the heart of that discussion. To 
the consideration of these methods we 
now proceed. 

OHAPTER VIII. 

OF THE FOUR METHODS OF EXPERI
MENTAL INQUIRY. 

§ I. THE simplest and most obvious 
modes of singling out from among the 
circumstances which precede or follow 
a phenomenon those with which it is 
really connected by an invariable law 
are two in number. One is, by com
paring together different instances in 
which the phenomenon occurs. The 
other is, by comparing instances in 
which the phenomenon does occur, 
with instances in other, respects simi
lar in which it does not. These two 
methods may be respectively denomi
nated the Method of Agreement and 
the Method of Difference. 

In illustrating these methods, it 
will be necessary to bear in mind the 
twofold character of inquiries into the 
laws of phenomena, which may be 
either inquiries into the cause of a 
given effect, or into the effects or pro
perties of a gi ven cause. We shall 
consider the methods in their applica
tion to either order of investigation, 
and shall draw our examples equally 
from both. 

We shall denote antecedents by the 
large letters of the alphabet, and the 
consequents corresponding to them by 
the small. Let A, then, be an agent 
or cause, and let the object of our in-· 
quiry be: to ascertain. what are . the 
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effects of this cause. If we can either cases respectively were A B Call'} 
find or produce the agent A in such D E, we may conclude by a re;1 'IJ 
varieties of circumstances that the ing similar to that in the preel;oli It· 
different cases have 'no circumstance example, that A, is the antee"'I \' n 
in common except A, then whatever connected with the consequent rt 

effect we find to be produced in all a law of causation. Band C, w 
our trials is indicated as the effect of may say, cannot be causes of a si 
A. Suppose, for example, that A is on its second occurrence they Wf 

tried along with Band C, and that not present; nor are D and El r 
the effect is a b C j and suppose that they were not present on its fa 
A is next tried with D and E, but occurrence. A, alone of the fiVb l1r. 
without B -imd C, and that the effect cumstances, was found among 
is a d e. Then we may reason thus: antecedents of a in both instance 
band c are not effects of A, for they For example, let the effect (( 
were not produced by it in the second crystallisation. We compare install 
experiment; nor are d and e, for they in which bodies are known to a~'lI 
were not produced in the first. What· crystalline structure, but which I ,. 
ever is really the effect of A must have no other point of agreement; an,1 
been produced in both instances; now find them to have one, and, as far 
this condition is fulfilled by no cir. we can observe, only one, anteCt IJ 

cumstance except a. The phenomenon in common: the deposition of a ')Jjd 
a cannot have been the effect of B or matter from a liquid state, eith r .. 
C, since it was produced where they state of fusion or of solution. We q. 
were not; nor of D or E, since it clude, therefore, that the soliditica,. 
was produced where they were not. tion of a substance from a li' j . 
Therefore it is the effect of A. state is an invariable anteceden 

For example, let the antecedent A its crystallisation. 
be the contact of. an alkaline sub· In this example we may go farther, 
stance and 'an oil. 'This combination and say, it is not only the invari.IUle 
being tried under several varieties of antecedent, but the cause, or at 1 
circumstances, resembling each other the proximate event which compI 
in nothing else, the results agree in the cause. For in this case Wu 

the production of a greasy and deter· able, after detecting the antece" " 
sive or saponaceous substance: it is A, to produce it artificially, and by 
therefore concluded that the combina· finding that a follows it, verify 
tion of an oil and an alkali causes the result of our induction. The iml 
production of a soap. It is thus we ance of thus reversing the proof 
inquire, by the Method of Agreement, strikingly manifested when by k p-
into the effect of a given cause. ing a phial of water charged wi 

In a similar manner we may in· siliceous particles undisturbed f 
quire into the cause of a given effect. years, a chemist (I believe Dr. " • 
Let a be the effect. Here, as shown laston) succeeded in obtaining cry ... 
ill the last chapter, we have only the of quartz; and in the equally intcl 
resource of observation without ex- ing experiment in which Sir J 
P81'iment: we cannot take a pheno- Hall produced artificial marble b: be 
lnerion of which we know not the cooling of its materials from fu i.m 
origin, and try to find its mode of under immense pressure; two adt IIr· 
production by producing it: if we able exp,mples of the light which ) y 
succeeded in such a random trial it be thrown upon the most secret 11 
could only be by accident. But if cesses of Nature by well-contrh' 
,re can observe a in two different interrogation of her. 
combinations, a b c and a d e j and if But if we cannot artificially pro
we know, or can discover, "that the duce the phenomenon A, the COll '}u. 
.antecedent circumstances in these _ sion that it is the cause of a re 
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J et to very considerable doubt. 
~~"h an invariable, it may not be 
h ;nconditional antecedent of a, 
;~ !!lay precede it as .day prec~des 
. ht or night day. ThIS uncertamty 
I,:" ' d from the impossibility of assur-
~,~urselves that A is the only imme· 

'-1.<: antecedent common to both the 
;t'lnces. If we could be certain of 

:ving ascertained all the invariable 
l cedents, we might be sure that 

~"l unconditional invariable ante
.o,.ut or cause must be found some· 
\ re among them. ' Unfortunately 

it i hardly ever possible to ascertain 
I J e anteceden~s, unless the pheno. 

Ilf ln is one whIch we can produce 
artl dally. Even then, the difficulty 
III murely lightened, not removed: 

knew how to raise water in 
pull.pS long before they adverted to 

hat was really the operating cir. 
Pibtance in the means they em

I \"~ J namely, the pressure of the 
tn' I phere on the open surface of 

tll water. It is, however, much 
i r to analyse completely a set 

of ,rrangements made by ourselves, 
I the whole complex mass of the 

_ I1cies which nature happens to be 
n iug at the moment of the pro· 
tion of a given phenomenon. We 

IlIA)' overlook some of the material 
'rctlmstances in an experiment with 

IIJl I \l'ctrical machine; but we shall, 
the worst, be better acquainted 
tl them than with those of a 

thunderstorm. 
The mode of discovering and prov· 

in laws of nature, which we have 
I){l\\ I.:xamined, proceeds on the follow· 

. ;~xiom. '\Vhatever circumstances 
n be excluded, without prejudice to 

th· I henomenon, or can be absent 
D 1 \\ ithtitanding its presence, is not 

n Lcted with it in the way of causa-
• 11. The casual circumstance being 
l liminated, if only one remains, 

that one is the cause which we are 
",rch of: if more than one, they 

• I' are, or contain among them, 
, use j rwd $0, 'In'utatis mutandis, 

b effeot. .As this method pro
by romp ring different instances 

to ascertain in what they agree, I have 
termed it the Method of Agreement; 
and we may adopt as its regulating 
principle the following canon :-

FIRST CANON. 

If two 01' '11Wl'e instances of the phe
nomenon under investigation have only 
one cil'cumstance in common, the cil'cum
stance in ~()hich alone all the instances 
agree is the cause (01' effect) of theg'iven 
phenomenon. 

Quitting for the present the Method 
of Agreement, to which we shall 
almost immediately return, we pro· 
ceed to a still more potent instrument 
of the investigation of nature, the 
Method of Difference. 

§ 2. In the Method of Agreement, 
we endeavoured to obtain instances 
which agreed in the given circum· 
stance but differed in:every other: in 
the present method we require, on the 
contrary, two instances resembling 
one another in every other respect, 
but differing in the presence or 
absence of the phenomenon we wish 
to study. If our object be to discover 
the effects of an agent A, we must 
procure A in some set of ascertained 
circumstances, as A B C, and having 
noted the effects produced, compare 
them with the effect of the remaining 
circumstances B C, when A is absent. 
If the effect of A B C is a b c, and the 
effect of B C, bc, it is evident that the
effect of A is a. So again, if we be· 
gin at the other end, and desire to 
investigate the cause of an effect a, 
we must select an instance, as a b c, in 
which the effect occurs, and in which 
the antecedents were A B C, and we 
must look out for another instance in 
which the remaining circumstances, 
b c, occur without a. If the antece
dents, in that instance, are B C, we 
know that the cause of a must be A : 
either A alone, or A in conjunction 
with some of the, other circumstances 
present. 

It is scarcely necessary to give ex· 
amples of a logical process to which 
we owe almost all the inductive con· 
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clusions we draw in early life. When 
a man is shot through the heart, it is 
by this method we know that it was 
the gunshot which killed him: for he 
was in the fulness of life immediately 
before, all circumstances being the 
same, except the wound. 

The axioms implied in this method 
are evidently the following. What
ever antecedent cannot be excluded 
without preventing the phenomenon, 
is the cause, or a condition of that 
phenomenon: Whatever consequent 
can be excluded, with no other dif
ference in the antecedents than the 
absence of a particular one, is the 
effect of that one. Instead of com
paring different instances of a phe
nomenon, to discover in what they 
agree, this method compares an in
stance of its occurrence with an 
instance of its non-occurrence, to dis
cover in what they differ. The canon 
which is the regulating principle of 
the Method of Difference may be ex
pressed as follows :-

SECOND CANON. 

If an instance in 'Which the phe
?lOmenOn unde1' investigation OCCU1'S, 
ancZ an instance in 'Which it does not 
OCCU1', have every ci1'cumstance in C01n
?non sa-ve one, that one occurring only 
in the fonner; the ci1'cumstance in 
~lJhich alone the two instances differ is 
the effect, 01' the cause, or an indis
pensable part of the cause, of the phe
nomenon. 

experimental inquiry," namely 
successive exclusion of the v~r' 
circumstances which are found t<l 
company a phenomenon in a (ri le 
instance, in order to ascertain ;'11 
are those among them which car, I 
absent consistently with the exist:.m 
of the phenomenon. The Methud f 
Agreement stands on the ground t I 

whatever can be eliminated is n 
connected with the phenomenon b 
any law. The Method of Differe:n 
has for its foundation, that whatr· 
cannot be eliminated is conlle 
with the phenomenon by a law. 

Of these methods, that of Di!! 
ence is more particularly a methud 
artificial experiment; while that 
Agreement is more especially the re. 
source employed where experime lA. 
tion is impossible. A few reflecti III 
will prove the fact, and point out 
reason of it. 

It is inherent in the peculiar cl 
acter of the Method of Differ 
that the nature of the combinati 111 
which it requires is much more stri '1 
defined than in the Method of Agr 
ment. The two instances which . 
to be compared with one anoth 
must be exactly similar in all cire m 
stances except the one which we 11", 

attempting to investigate: they in 

be in the relation of A B C and B C. 
of a b c and b c. It is true that . 
similarity of circumstances needs not 
extend to such as are already kll 
to be immaterial to the result. 

§ 3. The two methods which we 
have now stated have many features 
of resemblance, but there are also 
many distinctions between them. 
Both are methods of elimination. Thi,;; 
term (employed in the theory of equa
tions to denote the process by which 
one after another of the elements 
of a question is excluded, and the 
solution made to depend on the re
lation between the remaining ele
ments only) is well suited to express 
the operation, analogous to this, 
which has been understood since the 
time of Bacon to be the fqundation of, 

in the case of most phenomena 
learn at once, from the common 
experience, that most of the co-exist at 
phenomena of the universe may 
either present or absent without air 
ing the given phenomenon; or, if pre 
sent, are present indifferently ~ ,' 
the phenomenon does not happen :1 

when it does. Still, even limiting the 
identity which is required bet\, 
the two instances, A B C and B C, 
such circumstances as are not aIr ad 
known to be indifferent; it is cry 
seldom that nature affords two iD' 
stances, of which we can be asftU 

that they stand in this precis\;) re 
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• 11 to one al:other. In the spon
lUOUS operatIOns of nature there is 

't'1il'raIly such complication and such 
[;urity, they are mostly either on 

U overwhelmingly large or on so in
:IC'!,.ssibly minute a scale, we ure so 

Ill1fant of a great part of the facts 
\ ich really take place, and even 
Ih e of which we are not ignorant 

ft ~o multitudinous, and therefore so 
1 iolll exactly alike in a?y two cases, 

t l.lt a spontaneous experIment, of the 
1 .. 11 1 required by the Method of Dif
/Itnce, is commonly not to be found. 
WI~..,n, on the contrary, we obtain a 
1''' lIomenon by an artificial experi
u ut, a pair .of i?stances such as the 
U I' chad reqmres IS obtained ulmost as 

matter of course, provided the pro-
e does not last u long time. A 

rt:Iin state of surrounding ch'cum
ICeS existed before we commenced 

tJ experiment; this is B C. \Ve 
d,.:1 introduce A; say, for instunce 

merely bringing an object fro~ 
(Ithtl' part of the room, before there 

I been time for anv chanO'e in the 
, h, r elements. It is,~in shorl,Has lVI. 
( ,ulte observes,) the very nature of 

I experiment to introdnce into the 
Jr .l ,xisting state of circumstances a 

J .lIIge perfectly definite. We choose 
I'M.ions state of ~hings with which 

\ are well acquamted, so that no 
u I reseen alteration in that state is 
. ,I,v to pass unobserved; and into 
I we illtroduce, as rapidly as pos

It-. the phenomenon which we wish 
• I . tudy; so that in general we are 
I I itled to feel complete assurance 

t the. pre-existing state, and the 
tt: whIch we have produced differ 

U I .lthillg except the presence' or ab
nc o£ that phenomenon. If a bird 

ken .from a cage, and instantly 
ulI..\'~d IlltO. carbonic acid gas, the 
p.Mmentahst may be fully assured 
.dl events after one or two repeti
~ ) that no circumstunce capable of 
:ng .suffo.cation had supervened 
'1;: mtm:un,. except the change 

• JI lIl~me~'slOn m the atmospher~ to 
J 1II"'rSlOn III carbonic acid gas. There 

Ille douhtl indeed, which may re-

~ain in some cases of this descrip
tIOn; the effect may have been pro
duced not by the change, but by the 
means employed to produce the 
ch~nge. The possibility, however, of 
tIus last supposition generally admits 
of be~ng conclusively tested by other 
experiments. It thus appears that in 
the study of the various kinds of 
phenomena which we can, by our 
volunta~y agency, modify or control, 
,~e can m general satisfy the requisi
tIons of the Method of Difference' 
~ut that by the spontaneous opera~ 
tIons of nature those requisitions are 
seldom fulfilled. 

The reverse of this is the case with 
the Method of Agreement. We do 
not here req~ire instan~es of so special 
and deternunate a kmd. Any in
stan~es whatever, in which nature 
presents.us with a phenomenon, may 
be exammed for the purposes of this 
method; and if all such instances 
agree in· anything" a conclusion of 
considerable value is already attained. 
We can seldom, indeed, be sure that 
the one point of agreement is the only 
one; ,but this ignora,nce does not as 
in the Method of Difference, vitiLtte 
the conclusion; the certainty of the 
result, as far as it goes, is not affected. 
We have ascertained one invariable 
antecedent or consequent, however 
many other invariable antecedents or 
consequents may still remain unascer
tained. If A B C, A D E, A F G, 
are all equally followed by c( then a 
is an in variable consequent ol A. If 
CL bc, a de, af g, all number A amon fr 

their antecedents, then A is connected 
as an antecedent, by some invariable 
law, with CL. But to determine whe
ther this invariable antecedent is a 
cause, or this in variable consequent 
an effect, we must be able, in addition, 
to produce the one by means of the 
other; or, at least, to obtain that
which alone constitutes our assurance 
of l~aving pr?duce? anything, namely, 
an lDstance III wInch the effect a has 
come into existence, with. n~ (~ther 
chrmge in the pre-existing circum
stances than the addition of A. AmI 

R 
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this, if we cnn do it, is an application haye' no power of separatin'" 
of the Method of Difference, not of each. other and exhibiting aJ..lll. I't. 
the Method of Agreement. instance, suppose the subject 

It thus appears to be by the :Method quiry to be the cause of the 
of Difference alone that we can ever, refraction of light. \Ve can 
in the way;of direct experience, arrive this phenomenon at pleasure 
with certainty at causes. The Method ploying anyone of the mUll 

of Agreement leads only to laws of stances which are known to 
phenomena, (as some writers call th~m, light in that peculiar 
but improperly, since laws of causatl~n if, taking one of those su 
are also laws of phenomena,) that IS, Iceland spar, for example, 
to uniformities, which either are not determine on which of the 
laws of causation, or in which the of Iceland spar this rem 
question of causation must for the nomenon depends, we can 
presflnt remain undecided. The use for that purpose of 
Method of Agreement is chiefly to of Difference; for we 
be resorted to as a means of suggest- another substance precisely 
ing applications of the Method of bling Iceland spar except in 
Difference, (as in the last example the one property. T~e only, mod " 
comparison of AB C, AD E, A F G, fore, of prosecutmg thIS 
suO'O"ested that A was the antecedent that afforded by the Method 
on">I=>which' to try the experiment ment; by which, in fact, 
whether it could produce a,) or as comparison of all the 
an inferior resource in case· the stances which have the 
Method of Difference ii"l impracti- doubly refracting light, it 
cable . which as we before showed, tained that they agree in t 
gener~l1y aris~s from t~18 impossibility stance of being crystalline 
of artificially producmg the pheno- and though the converse 
mena. And hence it is that th,e though all crystalline SuUl"','.H'.P~'_ 
Method of AO'reement, though apph- not the property of 
cable in prin~iple to either case, is it was concluded, with 
more emphatically the ~nethod of there is a real connection 
investigation on those s.ub]e?ts ,where these two properties; that 
artificial experimentatIOn IS Impos- crystalline structure, or th 
sible' because on those it is generally which gives rise to that 
our o~ly resource of a directly induc- is one of the conditions of 
tive nature; while, in the phenomena refraction
which we can produce at pleasure,· Out of this employment 
the Method of Difference generally }'iethod of Agreement arises f\ 

affords a more efficacious process, liar modification of that meth, 11 

which will ascertain causes as well as is sometimes of great avail 
mere laws. investiO'ation of nature. In 

§ 4, There r.re, however, many 
cases ,in which, though our p~)\ver of 
producincr the phenomenon IS com
plete the "'Method of Difference either 
cann~t be made available at all, or 
not without a previous employme~t 
of the Method of Agreement" ThIS 
occurs when the agency by winch we 
can produce the phenomenon is not 
that of one single antecedent" but a 
combination of anteceq.ents, wInch we 

similar
b 

to the above, in whi ·h 
not possible to obtain the 
of instances which our secollti 
requires-instances agre~ing in 
antecedent except A, or III eVp." 
sequent except a--we may yet 
by a double employment of 
thod of Agreement, t? 
what the instances whlCh 
or a differ from those which 

If we compare various in
which Cb occurs, and find that 
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113,,'1 in common the circumstance 
ancl (as far as can be observed) no 

, r c.;ircumstance, the Method of 
went, so far, bears testimony 
cunnection between A and a. 

Ar !:.r to convert this evidence of 
In n'L'tion into proof of causation by 

'irect Method of Difference, we 
1 t to be able, in some one of these 

Cl'S, as, for example, A B C, to 
IlU' c uut A, and observe whether by 

. 1) a is prevented. Now sup
a' ~what is often the case) that 
re not able to try thii"l decisi ve 
r!went, yet, provided we can by 

011 lilt' nS discover what. would be 
I't'-ult if we could try It, the ad-

'r? will be the same. Suppose, 
c:JI that as we previously examined 
,'nrkty of instances in which a oc
m: I. and found them to agree in 

'I;inrt A, so we now observe a 
, t\' or instances in which a does 
( ' ur, and find them agree in not 
i ing A; which establishes, by 

• 10 thod of Agreement, the same 
n tion between the absence of A 

h. absence of a, which was before 
I I lwd between their presence. 
t lwn, it had been shown that 

n \,,1'.A. is present a is present, 
J I iug now shown that when A 

I away a is removed along 
j', we have by the one proposi

. B 0, a b c, by the other B C, 
tl·· positive and negative in

which the Method of Differ
juires. 
luethod may be called the 

r t Method of Difference, or 
.f lilt Method of Agreement and 

'hce, and consists in a double 
':u ent of the Method of Agree

t ~Ich proof being independent 
C lIther, and corroborating' it, 

it i n"t equivalent to a pro~f by 
'r t Method of Difference. For 
Ili ·itions of the Method of Dif-

are not satisfied unless we 
'Iuite sure either that the in
: ttirmative of a aO'ree in no 

, d, lit whatever but A, or th1tt 
\1 t Ll1ces negative of a ao-ree in 
n· but tlw negation of A.o Now 

if it were possible, which it never is, 
to have this assurance, we should not 
need the joint method; for either of 
the two sets of instances separately. 
would then be sufficient to prove 
causation. 'l'his indirect method 
therefore, ca~ only be regarded as ~ 
great extenSIOn. and improvement of 
the Method of Agreement, but not 
as participating in the more coO'ent 
nature of the Method of Differe~ce, 
The following may be stated as its 
canon:-

THIRD CANON. 

If two 01' 1)Wl'e instances in 'wAick 
tl~e phenomen~n OCCU1'S have only one 
CW'CUlnstance 1n common while two 01" 

1)W)'e instctnces in 7chiclb it does not 
occur have nothing in cOlnmon save the 
absence of that c-ircumstance tlw Ci1"
CU7nstance in 7vldck ctlone th; tl~O sets 
of instances differ is the ejJect 01' tlw 
CaltSe, 0]' an indispensable pw:t of the 
cause, of the phenomenon. 

\Ve shall presently see that theJ oint 
Method of Agreement and Difference 
constitutes, in another respect not yet 
adverted to, .an improvement upon 
the common Method of Ao-reement 
namely, . ~n. be,ing unaffected by ~ 
characterIstIC Imperfection of that 
method, the nature . of which still 
remains to be pointed out. But as 
we cannot enter into this exposition 
without introducing a new element 
of complexity into this Iona' and in
tricate discussion, I shall p~stpone it 
to a subsequent chapter, and shall at 
once proceed to a statement of two 
other methods, which will complete 
the enumeration of the means which 
mankind possess for exploring the laws 
of nature by specific observation and 
experience. 

§ 5. The first of these has been 
aptly denominated the Method of Re
sidues. Its principle is very simple. 
Subducting from any given pheno
~enon all the portions which, by 
VIrtue of preceding inductions can 
be assigned to known causes the re
mainder will be the effect' of the 
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antecedents which had been over
looked, or of which th~ effect was as 
yet an unknown quantity, 

Suppose, as before, that we have 
the antecedents A B C, followed, by 
the consequents a b c, and tha.t by 
previous inductions (founded, we will 
suppose, on the Method of Difference) 
we have ascertained the causes of some 
of these effects, or the effects of some 
of these causes; and are thence ap
prised that the effect of A is a, and 
that the effect of B is b. Subtracting 
the sum of these effects from the total 
phenomenon; there remains c? which 
now, without any fresh expenments, 
we may know to be the effect of C. 
'Ihis J\Iethod of Residues is in truth 

can obtain C artificially and try i 
rately, or unless its agency, Whdl 

suggesteu, can be accounted f. r 
proved de~uctively, from kno,v ~ 'la. 

EYen wIth these reservati cm 
Method of Residues is one of tll~; 
important among our instrurru _, 
discovery. Of all the method~ ,,( 
vestigating laws of nature, thi,~ i 
most fertile in unexpected l''' ut 
often informing us of sequelll', 
which neither the cause nor tIt" 
were sufficiently conspicuous It, 
tract of themselves the attention 
observers. The agent C may , 
obscure circumstance, not Irk J 

have been perceived unless . 
for, nor likely to have been 

a peculiar modificatio~ of the Method 
of Difference. If the mstance A B C, 
ab c could have been compared with 
a si~o'le instance A B, (t b, we should 
have "'proved C to be the cause of c, 
by the cummon process of the Method 
of Difference. In the present case, 
however, instead of a single instance 
A B we have had to study separately 
the ~auses A and B, and to infer from 
the effects which they produce separ
ately what effect they must produce 
in the case A B C where they act to
gether_ Of the two instance~, there
fore, which the Method of Difference 
l'equires,-the 011e positive, the other 
neaative -the negative one, or that 
in °whicl~ the given phenomenon is 
absent, is not the direct result of 
observation and experiment, but has 
been arrived at by deduction. As 
one of the forms of the Method of 
Difference, the Method of Residues 
partakes of its rigorous certainty, pro
vided the previous inductions, those 
which gave the effects of ~ anc~ B, 
were obtained by the same mfalhble 
method, and provided we are cert~in 
that C is the only antecedent to whICh 
the residual phenomenon c can be re· 
ferred; the only agent of which we 
had not already calculated and sub
ducted the effect. But as ,"ve can 
never be quite certain of this, the 
(widence derived from the Method of 
Residues is not cOIll!)lQte unless we 

for until attention had been 
by the insufficiency of the 
causes to account for the wIt" 
the effect. And c may be 1 

guised by its intermixture with 11 

b, that it would scarcely ha\" 
sented itself spontaneously as ~ 
ject of separate study. Of thl-'i(! 
of the method we shall presentlv 
some remarkable examples. Th • 
of the Method of Residues iti . 
lows :-

FOURTH CANON. 

S nlxlnct f1'01lt any phcnomcj), I 

lXt1't as is known by p1'eL'iOll,~ i 
tions to be the c.tt'cct of cC1'taill 
cedents, and the 1'esidue of tlw 
menon is the e.trect of the 1'C 

antecedents. 

§ 6. There remains a cIas!> 
which it. is impracticable to 
by any of the three 
I have attempted to 
namely, the laws of those 
Causes, or indestructible 
acrents, which it is UrllPOSSIOlL' 
t~ exclude or to isolate; 
can neither hinder from 
sent, nor contrive that 
.present alone. It would 
first sight that we could by 11' ) 

separate the effects of the,..! 
from the effects of those othl' I' 
mena with which they cnnuut 
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Ilt"d from co-existing. In respect, 
tle"d, to mos~ of the perma~lent 

In, R no such (bfficulty eXists; smce, 
(':In~e., r' th b 11H!h we can note Imllla~e. em as co-

i-tillg facts, we can elu:llnate th:m 
ipfluencing age~ts, by sImpl! try:ng 

ur experim~nt. m a loc.al. SituatIOn 
bo , ond the 111mts of theIr ll1f1uen~e. 
Th pendulum, for example, has ItS 

illations disturbed by the vicinity 
f r :\ mountain: we remove the pen
d i uu to a sufficient distance from 
'h~' nlOnntain, and the disturbance 

.. I'd: from these data we can de
rmine by the Method of Difference 

fie ;\1l101mt of effect due to. the ,moun
Ill ; and beyond a certa~n dlstan~e 

\ rything goes on pre~Isely a~ It 
('IlIld do if the mountam exerCIsed 

II influence whatever, which, accord
inJv, we, with sufficient reason, con

",11: to be the fact. 
The difficulty, therefore, in apply

in.: the methods already treated of to 
d ~ rmine the effects of Permanent 

n.\:js, is confined to the cases in 
t.ieh it is impossible for us to get 

011 of the local limits of their inflll
I'll' , The pendulum can be removed 
f"lII the influence of the mount::tin, 
I. it cannot be removed from the 
. 1lI'\pnee of the earth: we cannot 

, , away the earth from the pen
d :'lm, nor the pendulum from the 

r It, to ascertain whether it would 
,11 inue to vibrate if the action which 

h, ;urth exerts upon it were with· 
",',\ 11. On what evidence, then, do 

n.-eribe its yibrations to the earth's 
illlllll'nce? Not on any sanctioned 

)- the Method of Difference; for 
1 ,'f the two instances, the negative 

ill _lUee, is wanting. 1\01' by the 
• J th"d of Agreement; for though 

I ,-_udulums agree in this, that dur-
11. their oscillations the earth is al

, . present, why may ,ye not as 
I'll ascribe the phenomenon to the 
" which is equally a co-existent 

f ' in all the experiments? It is 
\ i knt that to est:1blish even so simple 
, "t of c:1uf:atioll as this, there was 

,ired some methocl over and above 
I' ,' which we hn.yc yet examined. 

As another example, let us take 
the phenomenon Heat. Indepen
dently of all hypothesis as to the real 
nature of the agency so called, this 
fact is certain, that we are unable 
to exhaust any body of the whole of 
its hen,t. It is equally certain that 
no one ever perceived heat not eman
ating from a body. Being unable, 
then, to separate Body and Heat, we 
cannot effect such a variation of cir
cumstances as the foregoing three 
methods require; we cannot ascer
tain, by those methods, what portiol: 
of the phenomena exhibited by any 
body is due to the heat contained in 
it. If we could observe a body with 
its heat, and the same body entire1y 
di vested of heat, the Method of 
Difference would show the effect due 
to the heat, apart from that due to 
the body. If we could observe heat 
under circumstances agreeing in no
thing but heat, and therefore not char
acterised also by the presence of a 
body, we could ascertain the effects 
of heat, from an instance of heat with 
a body and an instance of heat with
out a body, by the Method of Agree
ment; or we could determine by the 
1YIethod of Difference what effect wa~ 
due to the body, when the remainder 
which was due to the heat would be 
given by the Method of Residues. 
But we can do none of these things; 
and without them the application of 
any of the three methods to the solu
tion of this problem would be illusory, 
It would be idle, for instance, to at
tempt to ascertain the effect of heat 
by subtracting from the phenomenrt 
exhibited by a body all that is due 
to its other properties; for as we 
have never been able to observe allY 
bodies without a portion of heat iil 
them, effects due to that heat might 
form a part of the very results which 
we were affecting to subtract in order 
that the effect of heat might be shown 
by the residue_ 

If, therefore, there were no other 
methods of experin1ental investicra
tion than these three, we should be 
unable to determine the effects due 
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to heat as :1 cause. But we have all the variations in the P()~'f ' 
still a resource. Though we cannot ~he mo~n :;ere f?llowed by ,t/"JI 

exclude an antecedent altogether, we Illg :vana,tIOns III the time anr1 
may be able to produce, or nature of hIgh water, the place beinO' III 

d f d 'fi" h h h <> a '" may pro uee or us, some mo 1 catIOn mt er t e part of t e earth wlfcb 
in it. By a modification is here nearest to, or that which is Inu \. 
men,nt a change in it, not amounting m<?te from, the moon, we. have aln 
to its total removal. If some modi- eVIdence that the moon IS, whl)1\ • 
fication in the antecedent A is always partially, the cause which deter! } 
followed by a change in the conse- the tides. It very commonly ha} III 
quent a, the other consequents b and as ~t ?oes in this instance, th;:: 
c remaining the same; or vice vena, VarIatIOns of an effect are cone 
if every change in a is found to have dent, or analogous, to those d 
been preceded by some modification cause; as the moon .moves fa 
in A, none being observable in anv towards the east, the hlgh.water 
of the other antecedents; we may c1?es the same: ?~t this is nut IlII 

~afely conclude that a is, wholly ov dIspensable condItIOn, as m:),y 11 
m part, an effect traceable to A, or in the same example; for alon, ' 
at least in some way connected with that high-water point there is" 
~t through causation. :For example, same instant another high- . 
III the case. of heat, though we can- diametrically opposite to it, and. 
not expel It altogether from any therefore, of necessity, mOVes 
body, we can modify it in quantity, the west, as the moon, 
we can increase or diminish it; and the nearer of the tide-waves, ad 
doing so, we find by the various towards the east: and yet both 
methods of experimentation or ooser- motions are equally effects of 
vation already treated of, that such moon's motion. 
increase or diminution of heat is fol- That the oscillations of the 1 
lowed by expansion or contraction of lum are caused by the earth is 
the body. In this manner we arrive by similar evidence. Those oscil 
at the conclusion, otherwise unattain- take place between equidistant 
able by us, that ·one of the eifects of on the two sides of a line, whi 
heat is to enlarge the dimensions of being perpendicular to tlie . 
bodies; or what is the same thing in varies with every variation in 
other words, to widen the distances earth's position, either in SPrI('f! 

between their particles. relatively to tlie object. 
A change in a thing, not amounting accurately, we only know 

to its total remova.l, that is, a chancre method now characterised 
which leaves it still the same thi~g terrestrial bodies tend to the 
it was, must be a change either in its and not to some unknown fixed 
quantity, or in some of its variable lying in the same direction. In "f 

relations to other things, of which twenty-four hours, by the ea, 
variable relations the principal is its rotation, the line drawn fr01l1 
position in space. In the previous body at right angles to the 
example, the modification which was coincides successively with all 
produced in the antecedent was ::m radii of a circle, and in the cou, 
alteration in its quantity. Let us six months the place of that c', 
now suppose the question to be, what varies by nearly two hundred mili ' 
influence the moon exerts on the sur· of miles; yet in aU these cham: 
face of the earth. 'Ve canllot try an the ea.rth's position, the line in 
experiment in the absence of the bodies tend to faU continues 
moon, so as to observe what terrestrial directed towards it: which 
phenomena her allnihilation would that terrestrial gravity is 
put an end to; but when we find that , to the earth, and not, as wns 
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. d by some, to a fixed point of 
{ IlC\e 

I 'I~; ~ method by which these re
I J were obtained may be termed 

'1fethod of Concomitant Varia
tht ' . it is regulated by the following III . 

IJ'!U:-

FIFTH CANON. 

W/llltcrc1' phenomenon var'ies in any 
Ifr whenerer anothej' phenomenon 

•. ; ilb .~ome pCl1·tiwl(tr manner, is 
• I' a ccwse or an effect of that pheno
, Ill, 01' ·is connec,ted with it th1'01l[)h 

Tact of causatIOn. 

T!:" last clause is subjoined because 
" I \- nO means follows, when two 

:IIImena accompany each other in 
'ir variations, that the one is cause 

:Ill 1 the other effect. The same thing 
\" and indeed must happen, sup
";1" them to be two different effects 
. °comll1on cause: and by this 

UI thod alone it would never be pos
:' to ascertain which of the sup
;til)ns is the true one. The only 
\' to solve the doubt would be that 
ieh we have so often adverted to, 

hy endeavouring to ascertain 
bl hpf we can produce the one set 
( \"riations by means of the other. 

I th r. case of beat, for example, by 
mcr':l.~ing the temperature of a body 

increase its bulk, but by increas
'0' i t~ bulk we do not increase its 

IIp, 'mture; on the contrary, (as in 
lit- rarefaction of air under the re
i ,' r uf an air-pump,) we generally 

limilli~h it: therefore heat is not an 
ffl'Ct. but a cause, of increase of bulk. 

Ii w .. cannot ourselves produce the 
ri tions, we must endeavour, though 
i .Ill attempt which is seldom suc

h.!, to find them produced by 
Ire; in some case in which the pre-

. ~;ng circumstances are perfectly 
I n to us. 
I, i;' ~carcely necessary to say, that 
f r IPf to ascertain the uniform con
"ants of variations in the effect 

I I \ ariations in the cause, the same 
I ,l ltions must be used as in any 

• I ca~e of the determination of 
"'I\'ariable sefJ.uencc. ''le must 

endeavour to retain all tIre other 
antecedents unchanged, while tbat 
particular one is subjected to the 
requisite series of variations; or, in 
other 'Yords, that we may be war· 
ranted in inferring causation from 
concomitance of variations, the con
comitance itself must be proved by 
the Method of Difference. 

It might at first appear that the 
Method of Concomitant Variations 
assumes a new axiom, or law of 
causation in general, namely, that 
every modification of the cause is 
followed by a change in the effect. 
And it does usually happen that when 
a phenomenon A causes a phenomenon 
a, any variation in the quantity or in 
the various relations of A is uniformly 
followed by a variation in the quan
tity or relations of a. To take a. 
familiar instance, that of gravitation . 
The sun causes a certain tendency to 
motion in the earth; here we have 
cause and effect; but that tendency 
is towards the sun, and therefore 
varies in direction as the· sun varies 
in the relation of position; and more
over the tendency varies in intensity, 
in a certain numerical correspondence 
to the sun's difltance from the earth, 
that is, according to another relation 
of the sun. Thus we see that there 
is not only an invariable connection 
between the sUn and the earth's 
gravitation, but that two, of the rela
tions of the sun, its position with 
respect to the earth and its distance 
from the earth, are invariably con
nected as antecedents with the quan
tityand direction of the earth's gravi
tation. The cause of the earth's 
gravitating at aU is simply the sun; 
but the cause of its gravitating with 
a given intensity and in a given 
direction is the existence of the sun 
in a gi ven direction and at a gi \'en 
distance. It is not strange that a 
modified cause, which is in truth a 
different cause, should produce a dif
ferent effect. 

Although it i::; for the ·most part 
true that a modification of the canse 
is followed by a modification of the 
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effect, the :Method uf Concomitant 
Variations do~s not, however, pre
supp0>le this as an axiom. It, ~nly 
requires the converse pr?I?osl~lOn, 
that anything on whose modIficatIOlls, 
modifications of an effect areinvari
ably consequent, must be the cause 
(or connected with the cause) of that 
effect; a proposition, the truth of 
which is evident; for if the thing 
itself had no influence on the effect, 
neither could the modifications of the 
thing have any influence, If the 
stars have no power over the fortunes 
of mankind, it is implied in the very 
terms that the conjuIlctions or oppo
sitions of different stars can hMie no 
such power. 

Although the most striking apI~lica
tions of the Method of Concormtant 
Variations take place in the cases 
in which the Method of Difference, 
strictly so called, is impossible, i~s 
use is not confined to those cases; It 
may often usefully follow after the 
Method of Difference, to give addi
tional precision to a solution which 
that has found. \Vhen by the Method 
of Difference it has first been ascer
tained that a certain object produces 
a certain effect, the l'vIethod of Con
comitant Variations may be usefully 
called in to determine according to 
what la.w the quantity or the different 
l'elations of the effect follow those 
of the cause. 

§ 7. The case in which this method 
admits of the most extensive employ
ment is that in which the variations 
of the cause are variations of quan
tity. Of such variations we may in 
O'eneral affirm with safety that they 
~'ill be attended not only with varia
tions, but with similar variations of 
the effect: the proposition, that more 
of the cause is followed by more of 
the effect bein rr a corollary from 
the priIlciple ot the Compositi?n of 
Causes, which, as we have seen, IS the 
genentl rule of cal~sa~ion;. cases, of 
the opposite deSCl'lptlOn, III whlCh 
causes change their properties on 
being conjoined with one another, 

being, on the contrary, specid anlj 
ceptional. Suppose, then, that \\) 
A changes in quantity, et also cllan 
in quantity, and in such a 1l1'l1J 

that we can trace the numerical t 

tioD which the changes of the one III 
to such changes of the other as 
place within.our li~its of obsena i 
\Ve may then, wIth certain pr lJ 
tions, safely conclude that the I 

numerical relation will hold be I 

those limits. If,. for instance, w.' t 

that when A is double, et is dOlll! 
that when A is treble or quad!'" IJ 
a is treble or quadruple; We I 

conclude that if l\. 'were a half 0 

third, et would be a half or a t J. i 
and finally, that if A were al1ui 
lated, et would be annihilated; 
that a is wholly the effect of .\ 
wholly the effect of the same C:\ 

with A. And so with any • 
numerical relation according to \\h 

A and ((, would vanish simultanellll.Jr 
as, for instance, if a were propor~i, 
to the square of A, If, on the ( 
hand, a is not wholly the effect r 
but yet varies when A varie~, it 
probably a mathematical functi h 

of A alone, but of A and sornet . 
else; its changes, for examplt·, 
be such as would occur if part of 
remained constant, or varied on 
other principle, and the l'email 
varied in some numerical relati '11 
the yariations of A. . In that 
when A diminishes, a will be ~ n 
approach not towards zero, but 
wards some other limit; and w 
the series of variations is such : 
indicate what that limit is, if 
stant, or the law of its yariatilJlI 
variable, the limit will exn.ctly m 
sure how much of a is the eff t 
some other and independent 
and the remainder will be thl! If 
of A (or of the cause of A). 

These conclusions, however, m 
not be drawn without certain p 
tions, In the first place, the I 
bility of drawing them at all T~l 
festly supposes that we n.re a(;lju:1I11 
not only with the variations, hut 
the absolute quantities both of .\ 

THE FOUR EXPERIMENTAL METHODS. 

If we do not know the total quan
~;Lil!d, we cann~t, of cour,se, determ?ne 
li' I: 1'e:01 numerIcal rel:.:t:on accordmg 
tu which those quantItIes vary. It 
, therefore an error to conclude, as 
1',)I1e have concluded, that ,because 
increase of heat exp~nds bodIeS, that 
j.. increases the dIstance b~tween 
t It ir pn.rticles, therefore the dIstance 
• wholly the ef!ect of heat, and that 
'I we could entIrely exhaust the body 
: f its heat, the particle~ ,~ould be in 
( mplete contact. ThIS IS no more 
t .an n. guess,. and ~f.the m~st haz?,rd-

11 - sort, not a legitImate mductIOn; 
! Ir ~ince we neither know how much 
h ;.t there is in any body, nor what 
j. he real distance between any two 

the :Method of Concomitant Varia
tions. This accordingly being em
ployed, it was found that every dimi
nution of the obstacles diminished 
the retardation of the motion; and 
inasmuch as in this case (unlike the 
case of heat) the total quantities both 
of the antecedent and of the conse-
quent were known, it was practicable 
to estimate, with an approach to ac
curacy, both the amount of the re
tardation and the amount of the 
retarding causes or resistances, and 
to judge how near they both were 
to being exhausted; and it appeared 
that the effect dwindled as rapidly, 
and at each step was as far on the road 
towards annihilation, as the cause 
was. The simple oscillation of a 
weight suspended from a fixed point, 
and moved a little out of the perpen
dicular, which in ordinary circum
stances lasts but a few minutes, was 
prolonged in Borda's experiments to 
more than thirty hours, by diminish
ing as much as possible the friction 
at the point of suspension, and by 
making the body oscillate 'in a space 
exhausted as nearly as possible of its 
air. There could therefore be no hesi· 
tation in assigning the whole of the 
retardation of motion to the influence 
of the obstacles; and since, after sub
ducting this retardation from the total 
phenomenon, the remainder was an 
uniform velocity, the result was the 
proposition known as the first Law 
of Motion. 

r its particles, we cannot judge 
~\ hether the contraction of the dis. 

nce does or does llot follow the 
diminution of the quantity of he~t 

' _tl1'ding to such a numerical rela
ti III that the two quantities would 
\, uish simultaneously. 

[n contrast with this;let us consider 
case in which the absolute quan

ti' ies are known-the case contem
I :ltcd in the first law of motion, 
,i7., that all bodies in lllotion con
tin ue to move in a straight line with 
I iform velocity until acted upon by 

Iile new force. This assertion is in 
( ,n opposition to first appearances; 
nll terrestrial objects, when in motion, 
~;vhially abate their velocity and 

last stop; which accordingly the 
. cients, with their inductio per enu-

(/'(Itioncm simpliccm, imagined to be 
tilt' law. Every moving body, how-

r, encounters various obstacles, as 
fri ction, the resistance of t!Ie atmos

tore, &c" which we know by daily 
" rience to be cu,uses capable of 

11. troying motion. It was suggested 
tll t the whole of the retardation 
n i "ht be owing to these causes. How 
~ " this inquired into? If the ob
.des could hu,ve been entirelv re

!u, n:d, the case would have 'been 
lIu "nable to the Method of Differ-
I Cc. They could not be removed, 
). y could only be diminished, and 

tll,_ c .. l:ie therefore u,drnitted only of 

There is also another characteristic 
uncertainty affecting the inference 
that the law of variation, which the 
quantities observe within our limits 
of obsenation, will hold beyond those 
limits. There is, of course, in the first 
instance, the possibility that beyond 
the limits, and in circumstances there
fore of which we have no direct ex
perience, some counteracting cause 
might develop itself; either a new 
agent, or a new property of the agents 
concerned, which lies dormant in the 
circumstances we are able to observe. 
This . is an element of uncertainty 
which enters l,tl'gely into all our pre-
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dictions of· effects; but it is not 
peculiarly applicable to the Method 
of Concomitant Variations. The un
certainty, however, of which I am 
about to speak is characteristic of 
that method, especially in the cases 
in which the extreme limits of our 
observation are very narrow in com
parison with the possible variations 
in the quantities of the pheno
mena. Anyone who has the slightest 
acquaintance with mathematics is 
aware that very different laws of 
variation may produce numerical re· 
suIts which differ but slightly from 
one another within narrow limits; 
and it is often only when the absolute 
amounts of variation are considerable 
that the difference between the re
sults given by one law and by another 
becomes appreciable. vVhen, there
fore, such variations in the quantity 
of the antecedents as we have the 
means of observing are small in com
parison with the total quantities, there 
is much danger lest we should mis
take the numerical law, and be led 
to miscalculate the variations which 
would take place beyond the limits; 
a 1l1iscalculation which would vitiate 
any conclusion respecting the de
pendence of the effect upon the cause, 
that could be founded on those varia
tions. Examples are not wanting of 
such mistakes. "The formulffi," says 
Sir John Herschel, * "which have been 
empirically deduced for the elasticity 
of steam, (till very recently,) and those 
for the resistance of fluids, and other 
similar subjects," when relied on be
vond the limits of the observations 
from which they were dE'duced, "have 
almost invariably failed to snpport 
the theoretical structures which have 
been erected on them." 

In this uncertainty, the conclusion 
we may draw from the concomitant 
variations of a and A, to the existence 
of an invariable and exclusive con
llection between them, or to the per
manency of the same numerical rela
tion between their variations when 

* Discourse on the Study of Natuml Philo
$ophy, p. 179. 

the quantities are much great, r 
smaller than those which We hav[. 
the means of observing, cannq· be 
considered to rest on a compl~tll i 
duction. All that in such a caR~ I). 

be regarded as proved on the sul)° Q 

of causation is, that there is !< llle 
connection between the two ph cIJ 
mena; that A, or something whi 
can influence A, must be onc of I 
causes which collectively detennir; 
We may, 110wever, feel assured lb 
the relation which we have Obsel'~ 
to exist between the variations IIf 
and CL, will hold true in all cases whO 
fall between the same extreme liIui • 
that is, wherever the utmost inert 
or diminution in which the result h 
been found by observation to coin ~de 
with the lavv, is not exceeded. 

The fOllr methods which it has n 
been attempted to describe are 
only possible modes of experimul 
inquiry-of direct induction (~ 
terim'i, as distinguished from d!"() 
tiort: at leas£; I know not, nor 
able to imagine, any others. -\nd 
even of these, the Method of P • 
dues, as we have seen, is not inde
pendent of deduction; though,}l I 

also requires specific experience, it 
may, without impropriety, be inclnu 
among methods of direct observa i 
and experiment. 

These, then, with such assist: n 
as can be obtained from Deduct ilJo, 
compose the available resources of 
human mind for ascertaining the 11 
of the succession of phenomen:t. I 
fore proceeding to point out cert.l 
circumstances by which the employ. 
ment of these methods is subjectt:rl 
an immense increase of complical 
and of difficulty, it is expedient 
illustrate the use of the method~ 
suitable examples drawn from 
physical investigations. These, 
cordingly, will form the subject uf 
the succeeding chapter. 

EXAMPLES OF TtIE FOUR METHODS. 

-CHAPTER XI. 

IbCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES OF THE 
FOUR ME'l'HODS. 

I. I SHALL se~ect, as a firost ex-
" le an interestmg speculatIOn of 

:un.! ' ,f"the most eminent of theoretical 
11,1 L'b' Th b' I mists, Baron le. 19. .' e 0 Ject 
\ i 'W is to ascertam the ImmedIate 

\I ~ of the death produced by metal-
« ,'"'t,l 
. I ,isons. 

r"enious acid and the salts of lead, 
-w uth, copper, and mercury, if in

I iuced into the animal organism, 
r,t in the smallest doses, destroy 

]"I .' Thes~ facts have long been 
/I01vn as msulated truths of the 

In \ -t' order of generalisation; but 
i \\ ,.s reserved for Liebig, by an apt 
m,,]oyment of t~e first t;vo ?f our 

metlt"ds of experImental mqmry, to 
J1lect these truths together by a 

i h, ·r induction, pointing out what 
l t'dty, common to all these dele
• ri' nil substances, is the really operat-
011' cause of tl1eir fatal effect. 

\rhen solutions of these substances 
. placed in sufficiently close contact 

I t. many animal products, albumen, 
It , muscular fibre, and animal mem

b II~, the acid or salt leaves the 
t,' r in which it was dissolved, and 

I' .. ~ into combination with the ani
-ubstance: which substance, after 

il ., thus acted npon, is found to 
I. ~ lost its tendency to spontaneous 

Iluposition or putrefaction. 
oh.ervation also shows, in cases 
b re death l1as been produced by 

1\1' t~ poisons, that the parts of the 
1 ~'o\' with wl1ich the poisonous sub

\,; I Cl'S have been brought into con
• du not afterwards putrefy. 

_\ n.J, finally, when the poison l1as 
1 11 "upplied in too small a quantity 

u., tray life, eschars are produced, 
h. i~, certain superficial portions of 
I tj~sues are destroyed, wl1ich are 

nf wards thrown off by the repara
prucess taking place in the healthy 

Tht,;"e three sets of instances admit 
tlf heing treated according to the 

Metl10d of Agreeinent. In all of 
them the metallic compounds are 
brought into contact with the sub. 
stances which compose the human 
or animal body; and the instances do 
not seem to agree in any other cir
cumstance. The remaining antece
dents are as different, an<i even oppo
site, as they could possibly be made; 
for in some the animal substances 
exposed to the action of the poisons 
are in a state of life, in others only 
in a state of organisation, in others 
not even in that. And what is the 
result which follows in all the cases? 
The conversion of the animal sub· 
stance (by combination with the 
poison) into a chemical compound, 
held together by ['0 powerful a force 
as to resist the subsequent action of 
the ordinary causes of decomposition. 
Now, organic life (the necessary con
dition of sensitive life) consisting in 
a continual state of decomposition 
and recomposition of the different 
organs and tissues, whatever inca
pacitates them for this decomposition 
destroys life. And thus the proxi
mate cause of the death produced by 
this description of poisons is ascer
tained, as far as the Method of Agree
ment can ascertain it. 

Let us now bring onr conclusion to 
the test of the Method of Difference. 
Setting out from the cases already 
mentioned, in which the antecedent 
is the presence of substances forming 
with the tissues a compound incap.:. 
able of putrefaction, (and a fortiori 
incapable of the chemical actions 
which constitute life,) and the con
sequent is death, either of the whole 
organism, or of some portion of it; 
let us compare with tl1ese cases other 
cases, as much resembling them as 
possible, but in which that effect is 
not produced. And, first, "many in
soluble basic salts of arsenious acid 
are kilOwn not to be poisonous. The 
substance ca,lled alkargen, discovered 
by Bunsen, which contains a very 
large quantity of arsenic, and ap
proaches very closely in composition 
to the organic arsenions compounds 
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found in the body, has not the slightest 
injurious action upon the organism." 
Now when these substances are brought 
into contact with the tissues in any 
way, they do not combine with them; 
they do not arrest their progress to 
decomposition. As far, therefore, as 
these instances go, it appears that 
when the effect is absent, it is by 
'reason of the absence of that ante
cedent which ,ve had already good 
ground for considering as the proxi
mate cause. 

But the rigorous conditions of the 
]Y.[ethod of Difference are not yet 
satisfied; for we cannot be sure that 
these unpoisonous bodies agree with 
the poisonous substances in every pro
perty, except the particular one of 
entering into a difficuItly decompos
able compound with the animal tis
sues. To render the method strictly 
applicable, we need an instance, not 
of a different substance, but of one of 
the very same substances, in circum
sta,nces which would prevent it from 
forming, with the tissues, the sort of 
compound in question; and then, if 
death does not follow, our Q..'\se is made 
out. Now such instances are afforded 
by the antidotes to these poisons. 
:For example, in case of poisoning by 
arsenious acid, if hydrated peroxide 
of iron is administered, the destructi ve 
agency is instantly checked. Now this 
peroxide is known to combine with 
the acid, :1nd form a compound, which, 
being insoluble, cannot act at all on 
animal tissues. So, again, sugar is 
a well-known antidote to poisoning 
by salts of copper; and sugar reduces 
those salti'l either into metallic copper, 
or into the red sub-oxide, neither of 
whieh enters into combination with 
unim3.l matter. The disease called 
painter's colic, so common in manu
factories of white lead, is unknown 
where the workmen are accustomed 
to take, as a preservative, sulphuric 
acid lemonade (a solution of sugar 
rendered acid by sulphuric acid). 
Now diluted sulphuric acid has the 
property of decomposing all com
pounds of lead with orga?'lic matter, 

or of preventing 
formed. 

There is another class of instan 
of the nature required by the :Mp,) 
of Difference, which seem at fi' 
sight to conflict with the th 
Soluble salts of. silver, such, for iD' 
stance, as the mtrate, have the . 
stiffening antiseptic effect on d ' 
pOi'ling animal substances as Co)1'rQ. 

sive st:blim~te and the most dC:\4U 
metall1c pOIsons; and when alpl" 
t~ the e~ternal parts of the body. 
~lltrate 1S a powerful caustic, de I1\' 
mg those parts of all active vit it 
and causing them to be thrown tJlf 
the neighbouring living strnctllfl 
the form of an eschar. '1'hc ]) i I 

and the other salts of silver n I 
then, it would seem, if the theor 
correct, to be poisonous; yet 
may be administered internally 
perfect impunity. From this app. 
exception arises the strongest (' nfir,. 
mation which the theory ha 
received. Nitrate of silver, in ~ 
of its chemical properties, dOe. 
poison when illtroduced into 
stomach; but in the stomach, IUi 

all animal liquids, there is com 
salt; and in the stomach there i 
free muriatic acid. These subst'l 
operate as n:1tural antidotes 
bining with the nitrate, and, if 
quantity is not too great, immedi: 
converting it into chloride of sih 
a substance very slightly i'lolubl<:, 
therefore incapable of combinin\!' 
the tissues, although to the ext.·nt 
its solubility it has a medicinal i 
ence, through an entirely differentc 
of organic actions. 

The preceding instances havea • 
ed an induction of a high orrl! r 
conclusiveness, illustmtive of tli l' 
simplest of our four methods, tIll 
not rising to the maximum /.£ 
tainty 'which the Method of J Jiff 
ence, in its most perfect cxelJ I 
cation, is capable of affording. F 
(let us not forget) the positiv 
stance and the negat.ive one whil'll 
rigour of that method requires, 
to differ only in the presence r 
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nee of one sin~le circumstance. 
• in the precedmg argument, they 

• .'r'w, in the presence or absence not 
thl t:r . t b t f . I Cif a single c~rCU1n8 ance, u 0 a smg e 

,b3tance " and as eve.ry substanc.e has 
· numerable propertIes, there IS no 
~~owing what numb.er of rea:l diffel:

s are involved m what IS noml-"f& and apparently only one differ
Il~ct:. It is conce~ vable ~hat the 
Illltidote, the peroxIde of Hon,. for 
• ~ .Jllple, may countera?t the pOlS?n 
hrllugh some other. of Itsp;'opertles 
han that o~ fOl:mmg an. msoluble 

(IIlI lpound WIth It; and If so, the 
hc,ury would fall to the gr?und, so 

f r as it is supported by thatmstance. 
n is source of uncertainty, which is a 

.rious hindrance to all extensive 
, neralisations in chemistry, is how
Z\ r reduced in the present case to 
• ruost the lowest degree possible, 
when we find that not only OIle SUb: 
t:.nca but many substances, possess 

thl' caiJacity of acting :1S antidotes to 
III~-tanic poisons, and that al~ th~se 
:\ 'rl"8 in the, property of formmg In
· ~Juble compounds with the poisons, 
\ hilt) they cannot be ascertained to 
• re" in ~ny other property whatso

; d. 'Vc h::tVe thus, in favour of t.he 
.h" ory, all the evidence which can be 
.1 tained by what we termed the In
e -. "et Method of Difference, or the 
.r int Method of Agreement and Dif
• Icnce; the evidence of which, though 

I never can amount to that of the 
· Hhod r of Difference properly so 
(', lIed, may approach indefinitely near 
t. it. , 

~ 2. Let the object be * to ascertain 
t I' bw of what is termed induced 
.1, ·tricity; to find under what condi-
i'ms any electrified body, whether 

1 itively or nega~ively electrified, 
• 1\ ,,8 rise to a contrary electric state 
ill "ume other body adjacent to it. 

The most f:1miliar exemplification 

For this speculation, as for many other 
, r JII ~' ~eientific illustrations, I am indebted 
• Professor Bain, whose subsequent trell

un Logic abounds with apt illustra
t 1,- uf all the inductive nlethods. 

of the phenomenon to be investigated 
is the following. Around the prime 
conductors of an electric:1l'machine, 
the atmosphere to some distance, or 
any conducting surface suspended in 
that atmosphere, is found to be in an 
electric condition opposite to that of 
the prime conductor itself. Near and 
around the positive prime conductor 
there is negative electricity, and near 
and around the negative prime con
ductor there is positive electricity. 
When pith balls are brought near to 
either of the conductors, they become 
electrified with the opposite electri
city to it; either receiving a share 
from the already electrified atmos
phere by conduction, or acted upon 
by the direct inductive influence of 
the conductor itself; they are then 
attracted by the conductor to which 
they are in opposition; or, if with
drawn in their electrified state, they 
will be attrn.cted by any other oppo
sitely charged body. In like manner 
the hand, if brought near enough to 
the conductor, receives or gives an 
electric discharge. Now we have no 
evidence that a charged conductor 
can be suddenly discharged unless by 
the approach of a budy oppositely 
electrified. In the case, therefore, \Of 
the electric machine, it appears that 
the accumulation of electricity in an 
insulated conductor is always accom
panied by the excitement of the con
trary electricity in the surrounding 
:1tmosphere, and in every conductor 
placed near the former conductor. It 
does not seem possible, in this case, 
to produce one electricity by itself. 

Let us now examine all the other 
ini'ltances which we can obtain re
sembling this instance in the given 
consequent, namely, the evolution of 
an opposite electricity in the neigh
bourhood of an electrified body. As 
one remarkable instance we have the 
Leyden jar; and after the splendid 
experiments of Faraday in complete 
and TIn:11 establishment of the sub
stantial identity of IDn.gnetism and 
electricity, we m:ly cite the magnet, 
both the n.,turn.l and the electro-
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magnet, in neither of which it is 
possible to produce one kind of elec
tricity by itself, 01' to charge one pole 
without charging an opposite pole with 
the contrary electricity at the same 
time. \Ve cannot have a magnet 
with one pole: if ,ve break a natural 
loads tone into a thousand pieces, each 
piece will have its two oppositelyelec
trified poles complete within itself. In 
the voltaic circuit, again, we cannot 
have one current without its opposite. 
In the ordinary electric machine, the 
glass cylinder or plate, and the rubber, 
acquire opposite electricities. 

:From all these instances, treated 
by the Method of Agreement, a gene
ral la\v appears to result. The in
stances embrace all the known modes 
in which a body can become charged 
with electricity; and in all of them 
there is found, as a concomitant or 
consequent, the excitement of the 
opposite electric state in some other 
body or bodies. It seems to follow 
that the two facts are invariably con
nected, and that the excitement of 
electricity in any body has for one of 
its necessary conditions the possibility 
of a simultaneous exc~tement of the 
opposite electricity in some neigh
bouring body. 

As the two contrary electricities 
can only be produced together, so 
they can only cease together. This 
may be shown by an application of 
the Method of Difference to the ex
nmple of the Leyden jar. It needs 
scarcely be here remarl~ed that in 
.the Leyden jar electricity can be ac
cumulated and retained in consider
able quantity, by the contrivance of 
having two conducting surfaces of 
equal extent, and parallel to each 
other through the whole of that ex
tent, with a non-conducting substance 
sl1ch as glass between them. When 
one side of the jar is charged posi
tively, the other is charged nega
tively, and it was by virtue of this 
fact that the Leyden jar served just 
now as an instance in our employ
ment of the Method of Agreement. 
Now it is impossible to discharge one 

of the coatings unless the other 
be discharged at the same time. 
conductor held to the positive idt 
cannot convey away ~ny electl'i i 
unless an equal quantIty be allh\~ 
to pass from the negative side· if 
one coating be perfectly inSUla' 
the charge is safe. The dissipat" 
of one must proceed pa1'i paS8t~ ",i'u. 
that of the other. 
. The law thus strongly indicated ad 
mits of co~roborati~n by the Metb 111 
of ConcomItant VarIations. The L> 
den jar is capable of receivinO' a lllU y 
higher charge than can (jrdi~arilv bo 
given to the conductor of an elect~i 
machine. Now in the case of the 
Leyden jar, the metallic surface wl ich 
receives the induced electricity i 
conductor exactly similar to t 
which receives the primary ch. 
and is therefore as susceptible of 
cei ving and retaining the one 1:1 
tricity as the opposite surface of no .. 
ceiving and retaining :the other; 1 U 
in the machine, the neighbourin 
body which is to be oppositely cl 
trified is the surrounding atmosph 're 
or any body casually brought nemo t() 
the conductor; and as these are !!.I n 
rally much inferior in their cal~a( : 
of becoming electrified to the C(1) <I'1 

tor itself, their limited power imlJlI 
a corresponding limit to the capal : 
of the conductor for being char·' L 
As the capacity of the neighbolll' ill 
body for supporting the opposi!.. 
increases, a higher charge bec()lI 
possible: and to this appears t,) I 
owing the great superiority of :1 
Leydcll jar. 

A further and most decisive COl') .1 

mation ~by the Method of Diffel't.: I 

is to be found in one of Farad" . 
experiments in the course o'f-...bi::! ; 
searches 011 the subject of Indi te_od 
Electricity. 

Since common or machine elect:i 
city and voltaic electricity may I 
considered for the present purpo~(' 
be identical, Faraday wished to kIln 
whether, as the prime conductor ,! • 
velops opposite electricity upon a {'r 11 

ductor in its vicinity, so a volt:;c 
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111'rent running. along a wire would 
, . e an opPoSlte current upon an
\~c vire laid parallel to it at a short 

'1'. ' ,~rn'ce Now this case is similar 
11 La· 'I . d ' 

I the cases prevIOUS y examme , In 
t. Y circumstance except the one to 
\18; h we have ascribed the effect. We 

\I" 110d in t'he former instances that 
fo:u~never electricity of one kind was 
;1 '~ited in one body, electric~ty of. the 
(I'" .osite : kind must be ~xclted 111 ,a 
I ! rhbourinO' body. But m Faraday s 

IU I'~riment this indispensable opposi
t: t' exists within the wire itself. :From 
J:l~ nature of a voltaic charge, the two 
'll,l>site currents necessary to the ex
bl nce of each ot~er are both ac?om-
11 oJated in one wI~'e; and there?s ~o 
n ",J of another WIre pla?ed beSIde It 

contain one of th~m, 111 the same 
\\'! v as the Leyden ,Jar must have a 

:itive and a negatIve surface. The 
[.,citing cause can and does produce 
t I the effect which its laws require, 
f.l' lependently of any electric excite
III ut of a neighbourin,g body .. Now 
h ' result of the experIment WIth the 

'illld wire was, that no opposite 
(Irrent was produced. There was 
all inst:1ntaneous effect at the closing 
All J breaking of the voltaic circuit; 
I ctrio inductions appeared when the 

I) wires were moved to and from 
(I\', another; but these are pheno-
11 un. of a different class. There was 
111 induced electricity in the sense in 
.. it:h this is predicated of the Ley-

( 11 jar; there was no sustained cur
flllt running up the one wire while 
I opposite current ran down the 
11 i"'hbouring wire; and this alone 
\\1. lId have been a true parallel case 

I the 11 1', 

[ t thus appears by the combined 
f \ ;dence of the Method of Agreement, 

I' )Iethod of Concomitant Varia
t IlIlS, and the most rigorous form of 
t I' 1Iethod of Difference, that neither 
f I the two kinds of electricity can be 
, jted without an equal excitement 
f f the other and opposite kind; that 
I . h :1re effects of the same cause; 
l'lt the possibility of the one is tt 
ll.Jition of the possibility of the 

other, and the quantity of the one an 
impassable limit to the quantity of 
the other. A scientific result of con
siderable intereHt in itself and illus
trating those three methods in a 
manner both characteristic and easily 
intelligible. * 

§ 3. Our third example shall be 
extracted from Sir John Herschel's 
DiscoU1'se on th,e St'ucly of N atw'al 
Philosophy, a work replete with hap
pily selected exemplifications of in
ductive processes from almost every 
department of physical science, and 
in which alone, of all books which I 
have met with, the four methods of 
induction are distinctly recognised, 
though not so clearly characterised 
and defined, nor their correlation so 
fully shown, as has appeared to me 
desirable. The present example is 
described by Sir J olm Herschel as 
"one of the most beautiful speci
mens" which can be cited" of induc
tive experimental inquiry lying within 
a moderate compass;" the theory of 
dew, first promulgated by the late Dr. 
\Vells, and now universally adopted 
by scientific authorities. The pa'l
sages in inverted commas are ex
tracted verbatim from the Discourse. t 

"Suppose dew were the phenomenon 
proposed whose cause we would know. 
In the first place" we must determine 

* This view of the'neeessm:y co-existence 
of opposite exeitements involves a great 
extension of the original doctrinc of two 
electricities, The early theorists assumed 
that, when amber was rubbed, the ambel' 
was made positive and the rubber negative 
to the same degree; but it never occurred 
to them to suppose that the existence of 
the amber charge was dependent on an 
opposite charge in the bodies with whicll 
the amber was contiguous, while the exist
ence of the negative charge on the rllbbel' 
was equally dependent on a contrary state 
of the surfaces that. might accidentally be 
confronted with it; that, in fact, in a caso 
of electrical excitement by friction, four 
charges were the. minimum that could 
exist, But this doublo electrical nct-ion 
is essentially implicd in the explanation 
now univers:111y D.dopted in regard to tho 
phenomena of the common dectric ma
chine, ~ 

t Pp. 159-162. 
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precisely what we mean by dew; what 
tbe fact really is, whose cause we 
desired to investigate. " We must 
separate dew from rain, and the 
moisture of fogs, and limit the appli
cation of the term to what is really 
meant, which is the spontaneous 
appearance of moisture on substances 
exposed in the open air when no 
rain or visible wet is falling." This 
answers to a preliminary operation 
which will be characterised in the 
ensuing Look, treating of operations 
subsidiary to induction.* 

" Now, here we have analogous 
phenomena in the moisture which 
bedews a cold metal or stone when 
we breathe upon it; that which ap
l)cars on a glass of water fresh from 
the well in hot weather; that which 
appears on the inside of windows 
when sudden rain or hail chills the 
external air; that which runs down 
our walls when, after a long frost, a 
w::trm moist thaw comes on." Oom
paring these cases, we find that they 
all contain the phenomenon which 
was proposed .as the subject of in
vestigation. Now" all these imtances 
agree in one point, thc coldness of the 
object dewed, in comparison with the 
air in contact with it," But there 
still remains the most important case 
of all, that of nocturnal dew: does 
the sa,me circumstance exist in this 
case? "Is it a fact that the object 
dewed is colder than the air? Oer
tainly not, one would at first be in
clined to say; for what is to m((ke it 
so? But.... the experiment is 
casy: we have only to lay a thermo
meter in contact with the de wed 
substance, and hang one at a little 
distance above it, out of reach of its 
influence. The experiment has been 
therefore made, the question has been 
asked, and the answer has been in
variably in the affirmative. 'When
ever an. object contracts dew, it is 
colder than the air." 

Here then is a complete application 
of the Method of Agreement, esta-

, bfl'a, uook iv. ch. ii. Ou·,Abstmctioll. 

blis~ing the fact of an invariabJ 
nectlOn between the deposition, ,f 
on a surface and the coldness of 
surface compared with the 
air. But which of these is 
which effect? or are they 
of something else? On this 
the Method of Agreement c~n 
us no light: we must call in a 
potent method. " We must 
more facts, or, which comes 
same thing, vary the U.·ll'CUlIlstl\O ..... 

since every instance in which th .. 
CUlllstances differ is a fresh fact. 
especially we lmist note the . 
or negative cases, i. e. where 
is produced: " a comparison 
instances of dew and . 
dew being the condition 
bring the Method of Differenc _ 
play. 

"Now, fi·rst, no dew is produCl 
the surface of polished metals 
t's very copiously on glass b~th 
posed with their faces up~ard ' 
III some cases the under side 
horizontal plate of glass is ::\,l>!oa.t,:\\",~ 
Here is an instance in w 
is produced, and another 
which it is not produced; 
cannot yet pronounce, as the 
of the Method of Difference rtJ. 
that the latter instance 
the former in all its 
except onc; for the differencl 
tween glass and polished metal 
manifold, and th~ only thing " 
as yet be sure of IS, that the 
dew will be found amono' the 
stances by which the for~er 
is distinguished from the 
if ,,:e could be sure that glass, 
varIOUS other substances on 
~ew is deposited, have only one '1 
III common, and that polished 
and the other substances on 
dew is not deposited have also Il< 

in common but the one cir'cu:m~li.3IC 
of not having the one quality 
the others have; the requisitiuI 
the :Method of Difference wOllltl 
completely satisfied, and we 
recognise, in that quality of 
stances, the cause of dew. 

EXAMPLES OF '.tinE FoUR METHODS, 

c .r(lingly, is the path of inquiry 
\\ li .. h is next to be pursu~d. 

,. J Il the cases of pohshed metal 
lJ polisbed glass, the contrast shows 
\ i j" ntly that the s·ubstance has much 

t lu with the phenomenon; therefore 
I "'IIt: substance (done be diversified 

l ;lluch as possible, b;y exp~sing 
i~hed surfaces (lf varIOUS kInds. 

r li dune, a swle of intensity becomes 
jpus. Those polished surfaces are 

r I , [ to be most stron~ly de\vcd 
lien conduct heat worst, while 

tlu . which conduct well resist dew 
Ul C. effectually." The complication 
Iller ases; here . is. the 1icthocl of 
. I"rtmitant Val'latlOlls called to our 

i. tancc ; and no other method ,vas 
.t icable on this occasion; for the 
:ityof conducting' hea,t could not 

1 • dudcd, since all substances Call
I IC~ heat in Eomc degree. The 

111 !usion obtained is, that cmtcris 
•. ,tlS the deposition of dew is in 

,Ill proportion :to the pmver which 
h' b"Jy possesses of resisting the 

-,,:!·e of heat; and that this, there
~Ir • (or something connected with 
l i ,I must be at least one of the 

I' which assifit in producing the 
I • ition of dew on the surface. 
" l~ut if we expose rough surfaces 

i t •. ,! of polished, we sometimes 
fin. t his law interfered with. Thus, 

I hencd iron, especially if painted 
\ r \11' bbckened, becomes dewed 

n' r than varnished paper; the kind 
f ' ,irrce, therefore, has a great in
. 1J(~e. Expose, then, the same 
• l'ial in very diversified states as 

rface," (that ifl, employ the 
.1. nlld of Difference to ascertain 

lllPlluitance of variations,) "and 
)' her scale of intensity becomes at 

I I . apparcnt; those swfaces ,vhich 
I I/'ith tltcirheat most readily by 
'i jPln arc found to contract dew 

(;Plpiously." Here, therefore, are 
r. '1uisites for a second employment 

f , }lethod of Ooncomitant Varia-
I , which in this case also is the only 

ut! available, since all substances 
,- heat in somc degree or other, 
llclu~ion obtained by this new 

application of the method is, that 
ccetcris pa1'ibus the deposition. of dew 
is also in some proportion to the power 
of rad~ating ~eat; and that the quality 
of domg thlS abundantly (or soine 
cause on which that quality depends) 
is another of the causes which pro
mote the deposition of dew on the 
substance, 

"Again, the influence ascertained 
to exist of substance and Sn1jclce leads 
us to consider· that of texture y' and 
here, again, we arc presented OIl trial 
,vith remarkable differences, n,nd with 
a third fJcale of intensity, pointing out 
substances of a close, firm texture, 
such as stones, metals, &0., as un
favoul'abb, but thoCie of a loose onc, 
as cloth, velvet, wool, eider- down, 
cotton, &c., as eminently favourable 
to the contraction of dew." '1'he 
l\:fethod of Ooncomitant Val'iations hi 
here, for the third time, had recourse 
t?, and, as before, from necessity, 
smce the texture of no substance is 
absolutely firm or absolutely loose. 
Looseness of texture, therefore, or 
something which is the cause of that 
quality, is another circumstance which 
promotes the deposition of dew' but 
this third course resolves itself'into 
the first, viz. the quality of rcsisting 
the passage of heat; for substances 
of ~oose texture "are precisely those 
wl11ch are best adapted for clothing, 
or for impeding the free passage of 
heat from the skin into the ail' so as 
to allow their outer surfaces 'to be 
very cold, while they remain warm 
within;" and this last is therefore 
an induction (from fresh'instances) 
simply cor1'o~o?'ati'l:e of a former induc
tion. 

It thus appears that the instances 
in which muc~1 de,v is deposited, which 
are very varIOUS, agree in this, an'd, 
so far as we are able to observe, in this 
only, that they either radiate heat 
rapidly or conduct it slowly: qualities 
between which there is no other cir
cumstance of agreement than that by 
virtue of either, the body tends to iose 
~1eatfrom the surface more rapidly than 
It can be restored from. within, Th~ 

s 
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instances, On the contrary, in which 
no dew, or but a small quantity of it, 
is formed, and which are also ex
tremely various, agree (as far as we 
can observe) in nothing except in not 
ha dng this same property. "\Ye seem, 
therefore, to have detected the charac
teristic difference hetween the sub
stances on which dew is produced 
and those on which it is not produced. 
And thus have been realised the 
requisitions of what we have termed 
the Indirect Method of Difference, or 
the Joint Method of Agreement and 
Difference. The example afforded of 
this indirect method, ~tnd of the man
ner in which the data are prepared 
for it by the Methods of Agreement 
and of Concomitant Variations, is the 
most important of all the illustrations 
of induction afforded by this interest-
ing speculation. • 

"\Ye might now conSIder the ques
tion on what the deposition of dew 
dep~nds, to be completely solved, if 
we could be quite sure that the sub
stances on which dew is produced 
differ from those on which it is not, 
in nothing but in the property of los
inO' heat from the surface faster than 
th~ loss can be repaired froni. within. 
And thouO'h we never can have tha.t 
complete ~ertainty, this is not of so 
much importance as might at first be 
supposed; for we have, at all events; 
ascertained that even if there be any 
other quality hitherto unobserved 
which is present in all the substances 
which contract dew. and absent in 
those which do not, tliis other property 
must be one which, in all that great 
number of substances, is present or 
absent exactly where the property of 
being a better radiator than conductor 
is,present or absent; an extent of coin
cidence which affords a strong pre
f!umption of a community of cause, 
and a consequent invariable co-exis
tence between the two properties; so 
that the property of being a \,etter 
radiator than conductor, if not itself 
the cau~e, almost certainly always ac
companies the ca,use, and, for purposes 
of prediction, no error is likely to be 

committed by treating it as if it 
really such. 

Reverting now to an earlier 
of the inquiry, let us rememlJ~t 
we had ascertained that, in eV~1l • 
stance where dew is formed, tl lr • 
actual coldness of the surface 1 . 
the temperature of the surrolU\,' 
air; but we were not Sure wh, 
this coldness was cause of the d 
or its effect. This doubt W l:' 

now able to resolve. vVe ha\'e (( 
that, in every such instance, thl' 
stance is one which, by its own p 
perties or laws, 'would, if expo, il 
the night, become colder than 
surrounding air. The coldness 11 
fore being accounted Jor inrl! I 
dently of the dew, while it is PM 
that there is a connection bet 
the two, it must be the dew \. 
depends on the coldness; or, in 0 

words, the coldness is the Ca! 

the dew. 
This law of causation, alre:. ·' 

amply established, admits, hm 
of efficient additional corrohll l 
in no less than three ways. Fil 
deduction from the known la 
aqueous vapour when diffused tl: 
air or any other gas; and thou .h 
have not yet come to the Det l 
l\1ethod, we will not omit 
necessary to render this speCl 
complete. It is known by dirt 
periment that only a limited q 
of water can rcmain SUSpClH 

the state of yapour at each, 
of temperature, and that thi~ 
mum grows less and less as tb. 
perature diminish cs. Erom t 
follows, deductiYely, that if HI r 
already as much vapour 811SpCU ' 

the air will contain at its exi~till 
perature, any lowering of that 
peratnre will cause a portion 
vapour to be condensed, and 1 
water. But, again, wc know I 

tively, from the laws of heat, tl 
contact of the air with a bodv 
than itself will necessarily l~\ ' r 
temperature of the stratum If 
immediately applied to its n 
and will, therefore, causc it 
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. I portion of its water, which ac
t ll. Italy will, by the ordinary laws 
rt 

Ill" l' t·t 1 't "mvitation or co leSIOn, a ac 1 I -
"fir to the surf~tCe of the ?ody, ther~b'y 

Il"tituting dew. ThIS deductIVe 
, • .f, it will have been se~n, has the 

I ti 'iLlltage of at Oll?e provmg c~usa
tt ,:1 as well as co-exIstence; and. It has 
t •. additional advanta.ge that It also 

nuts for the exceptIOns to' the oc
=' lrr"nce of the phenomenon, ~he cases r, ,·,hieh, although the b?dy IS c~llder 
t ;1U the air, yet no .dew. IS c1eposlte.d ; 
I .howing that tIns "':111. necessanly 
I .he case when the alr IS so under

plied with aqueous vapour, com
I, tively to its temperature, that 

\: I1 when somewhat cooled by the 
\ "ad of the colder body it can still 

(I nt illUe to hold in suspension all the 
et . h .] \ I ,ur ;v hI? was N ~revIOu_s y SU~-
I lI, kd Il1 It: thu~ III a ::ery dry 

11 !Hie!' there are no clews, III a very 
n winter no hoar-frost. Here, there

f : • is an additional ~ondition of the 
I luctinll of dew, wInch the ll1:thods 

c previously made use of faIled to 
·t , and ,,-hich might have re

ilt:.:d still undetected pf recourse 
I i not been had to the plan of de
d \ ·jug the effect from the ascertained 

·rties of the agents known to be 
ut. 

1 It \.: second corroboration of the 
ry is by direct experiment, ac

et I 'ng to the canon of the Method 
Ilifference. ,Ve can, by cooling 

urface of any body, find in all 
f;ume temperature (more or less 

i ( I inr to that of the surrounding air, 
,! dingto its hygrometic condition) 

ilich dew will begin to be de
. ':. J. Here, too, therefore, the 

tion is directly proved. "\Ye 
I, it is true" accomplish this only 

\. "mall scale; but we have ample 
' 11 to concludc that the same 

r. tioll, if conducted in Nature's 
. labomtory, would equally pro-

D the ' iIect. 
11.[, finally, even on that great 

I we are able to verify the result. 
I :l "C is one of those rare cases, as 

.\"u shown them to be, in which 

Nature workfl the experiment for lB 

in the same manner in which :"ve our
selves perform it, introducing into the 
previous state of things a single and 
perfectly definite llew circnmstance, 
and manifesting the effect so rapidly 
that there 'is not time for any other 
material change in the pre-existing 
circumstances. " It if; observed tlmt 
dew is never copiously deposited in 
situations much screened from the 
open sky, and not at all in a cloudy 
night; but if the cloud;; 1L,ithdmw 
even fol' a few minutes, and leave a 
clear open'in{j, a deposition of dew lJ1'C

sently begins, and goes on increasing. 
. . . Dew formed in clear intervals 
will often even evaporate again when 
the sky becomes thickly overcast." 
The proof, therefore, is complete that 
the presence or absence of an unin
terrupted communication with the 
sky causes the deposition or non-depo
sition of dew. Now, since a clear 
sky is nothing but the absence of 
clouds, and it is a known property of 
clouds, as of all other bodies between 
which and any given object nothing' 
intervenes but an elastic fluid, that 
they tend to raise or keep up the 
superficial temperature of the object 
by radiating heat to it, we see at 
once that the disappearance of clouds 
will cause the surface to cool; so that 
Nature, in this case, produces a 
change in the antecedent by definite 
and known means, and the consc
quent follows accordingly: a natural 
experiment which satisfies tho re
quisitions of the Method of Differ
ence.* 

* I must, howe>'cr, remark,that tlli~ 
oxample, which seems to militate ag[\in~t 
the assertion we mude of the comparatin) 
inapplicability of the Methud of Differenc'J 
to eases of pure obsen-atioll, is really olle 
of those exeeptions which, according to a 
proverbial expression, prove the gencral 
rule. For in this case, in which Nature. 
in her experiment, secms to have imitated 
the type of the experiments made by mall. 
she has only sucecec;ed in producing the 
likeness of man's most imperfcct experi
ment~, namely, those in which, though he 
fmccec,ls ill producing- the phenomenon, 
he does so by employing' complex means. 
which he is unable perfedly to :malyso, 
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The accumulated proof of which 
the Theory of Dew has been found 
susceptible is a striking instance of 
the fulness of assurance which the 
inductiveeviclence of laws of causa
tion may attain in cases in which 
the in variable sequence is by no means 
obvious to a superficial view. 

§ 4. The admirable physiological 
investigations of Dr. Brown-Sequard 
afford brilliant examples of the appli
cation of the Indnctive Methods to a 
class of inquiries in which, for reasons 
which will presently be given, direct 
jnclnction takes place under peculiar 
difficulties and disad vantages. As 
one of the most apt instances, I select 
his speculation (in the Proceedings 
of the Royal Society for May 16, 
1861) on the relations between mus
cular irritability, cadaveric rigidity, 
and putrefaction. 

The law which Dr. Brown -Sequn.rd' s 
investigation tends to establish is the 
following :-" The greater the degree 
of muscular irritability at the time of 
death, the later the cadaveric rigidity 
sets in, and the longer it lasts, and 
the later also putrefaction appears, 
and the slower it progresses." One 
would say at first sight that the 
method here required must be that 
of Ooncomitant Variations. But this 
is a delusive u,ppearance, arising from 
the circumstance that the conclusion 
to be tested is itself a' fact of con
comitant variations. For the estab
lishment of that fact any of the 

nnd can form, therefore, no sufficient jndg
ment what portion of the effects llmy be 
due, not to the supposed cause, but to some 
unknown agency of the means by which 
that cause was produced. In the natural 
experiment which we nre speaking of, the 
means uscd was the clearing off a canopy 
of clouds; and we certainly do not know 
sufficicntly in what this proecss consists, 
or on what it depends, to be certain (11 J1' i01 'i 
that it might not operllte upon the deposi
t.ion of dew independently of any ther
mometric effect at the earth's surfaec. 
Even, therefore, in a c[lse so favourable as 
this to Nature's experiment.al talent.s. her 
experimeut is of little "mIne except in 
c"rroboratioll of a conclusion already at
tained through other rnCtl.llS. "', 

Methods may be put in -~'jI""; iTI'''' 
and it will be found that 
Method, though really employed I 
only a subordinate place in thi .' 
ticular investigation. ~ I 

The evidence~ by w11ich Dr.13rf) 
Sequard establIshes the law nll . 
enumerated as follows :-

1st. Paralysed muscles h:1Ve <rr" 
irritability than healthy n~u . ~ 
Now, paralysed muscles are lat r 
assuming the cadaveric rigidity 
healthy muscles, the ri"idity I 
longer, and putrebctioll s~ts in r;; 
and proceeds more slowly. 

Both these propositions har! 
proved by experiment; and fllr 
experiments which prove them H(' i 

is also indebted to Dr. Brown-Sn,pl 
The former of the two-that paral 
muscles have greater irritability II 
healthy muscles-he ascertaiul: I 
various ways, but most decisivl·J 
"comparing the duration of irri 
bility in a paralysed· muscle alll\ 
the corresponding healthy 011e "r 
opposite side, while they aI" , I 
submitted to the same excibli 
He "often found in expcrilli ' 
in that way that the paralysed )11 

remained irritable twice, three 
or even four times as lOll'"' : 
healthy one." This is a c~se Io( 

duction by the Method of Diff . 
The two limbs, being those 
same animal, were presum·ed t (, 
in no circumstance material t ,) 
case e;~cept tho paralysis, to tb , 
sence and absence of which, 
the difference in the muscular 
bility W~tS to be attributed. 
assumption of complete reseml 
in all materia'! circumstanct; 
one, evidently could llot be 
made in anyone pair of cxporil 
because the two legs of any 
animal might be :1ccidentally ill 
different pathological condition : 
if, besides taking pains to n.voiJ 
such difference, the experiment 
repeated sufficiently often in di 
animals to exclude the 
that any abnormal cirlculnst;alll~r 
be present in them all, the 
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(If the Method of Difference were 
DC), quately secured. . . 

In the same manner m whIch Dr. 
l1nnvn-S6quard proved that paralysed 

n-dt;s have greater irritability, he 
Ill. I proved the correlative proposi-

I 11 respecting cad~veric rigidity and 
unrefuction. Havmg, by sectlOn of 

Ih. ruots of the sciatic nerve, and 
in of a lateral half of the spinal 

I ! produced paralysis in one hind-
J 'of an animal while the other 

~ .ained healthy, he found that not 
I· did muscular irritability last 

: liI.h longer in ~hc paralysed limb, 
I It ri,,.jclity set III later, and ended 
1.1 r. ~tlld putr.efaction began later, 
aD11 was less rapId than on the healthy 

10-. This is a common case of the 
I thocl of Difference, requiring no 
I.lmcnt. A further and very im

I lnt corroboration was obtained by 
t , ' ,ame method. W"hen the animal 
. killetl, not shortly after the section 

I the nerve, but a month later, the 
let was reversed; rigidity set in 
lI"r, ancllasted a shorter time, than 

in the hea1thy muscles. But after 
t1 i lapse of time, the paralysed 
1I111-l'les, having been kept by the 

r: lytiis in a state of rest, had lost 
~""i Lt part of their irritability, and 

in .Ld of more, had become less irri-
'\1 than those on the healthy side. 

T1,i gi ves the A B C, a b c, and B 
C. [, ", of tho Method of Difference.· 

11' antecedent, increased irritabilitv 
I in;., changed, and the other circm;l: 

1 .,;:, being the same, the con8e-
11 'Ill:e did not follow; and, inore-

\} r, when a new antecedent, contrary 
-1 ,,-, first, was supplied, it was fol
J by a contrary consequent. This 

'n '; nCe is attended with the special 
h. lItage of proving that the retar
'., n and prolongation of the riO'iditv 

) 1I.~ G depend directly on the p~rali-
mce that was the samc in both 
n~t3,nces; but specifically on one 
t uf.th.e paralysis, namely, the in
~ ll'ntability, since they ceased 

:1 It ceased, and were reversed 
\, ,j it was reversed. 
•. ::y. Diminution of the tompera-

ture of muscles before death increases 
their irritability. But diminution of 
their temperature also retards cada
veric rigidity and putrefaction. 

Both these truths were first made 
known by Dr. Brown-Sequard him
self, through experiments which con
clude accordjng to the :Method of 
Difference. There is nothino- in the 
nature. of the process requiring"'specific 
analYSIS. 

3dly. 1\luscular exercise, .prolono-ed 
to exhaustion, diminishes the musCl~iar 
irritability. This is a well-known 
truth, dependent on the most general 
laws of muscular action and proved 
by experiments under tl{e Method of 
?ifference, constantly repeated. Now 
It has been shown by observation 
that overdriven cattle, if killed before 
r~c~)Very from their fatigue, become 
rrgld and putrefy in a surprisinO'ly 
short time. A similar fact has b~en 
observed in the case of animals hunted 
to death; cocks killed' dminO' or 
shortly after a fight· and soldiers 
slain in the field of battle. These 
various cases agree in no circumstance 
directly connected with the muscles, 
~xcept that these have just been sub
Jected to exhausting exercise. UncleI' 
the canon, therefore, of the :Method 
of Agreement, it may be inferred that 
there is a connection between the two 
~acts. The Method of Agreement, 
mdeed, as has been shown, is not 
competent to prove causation. The 
present case, however, is already 
known to be no case of causation it 
being certain that the state of tIw 
body after death must somehow de
pend upon its state at the time of 
death. "Ve are therefore warranted 
in concluding that the sino'le circum
stance in which all th; instances 
agree is the part of the antecedent 
which is the canse of that particular 
consequent. 

4thly. In proportion as the nutri
tion of muscles is in a o'ood state 
their irritability is high. 0 'rhis bct 
also rests on the general eYidence of 
the laws o~ 'ph'ysiolo~y, grounded on 
many farmllar apphcatiol1s of the 
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Method of Difference. Now, in the 
case of thoso who died from accident 
or violence, with their muscles in a 
.good state of nutrition, the muscular 
irritability continues long aft~r death, 
ri o'idity sets in late, and persIsts long 
without the putrefactive change. On 
the contrary, in cases of disease in 
which nutrition has been diminished 
for a long time before death, all these 
cUects are reversed. These are the 
conditions of the Joint Method of 
Agreement and Difference. The cases 
of retarded and long-continued rigi
dity here in question agree only in 
being preceded by a high state of 
llutrition of the muscles; the cases 
of rapid and brief rigidity agree only 
in being preceded by a low state of 
muscular nutrition; a connection is 
therefore inductively proved between 
the dcaree of the nutrition and the 
slowne~s and prolongation of the rigi
dity. 

5thly. Convulsions, like exhausting 
exercise, but in a still greater degree, 
dimini;,:h the .muscular irritability. 
Now, when death follows violent and 
prolonged convulsions, ftS in tetanUf~, 
hydrophobia, some cases of cholera, 
and certain poisons, rigidity sets in 
yery rapidly, and, after a very b;-ief 
duration, gives place to putl'efactlOn. 
This is another example of the Method 
of Agreement, of the same character 
with No. 3. 

6thly. The series of instances which 
we shall take last is of a more com
plex character, and requires a more 
minute analysis. 

It has long been observed that in 
some cases of death by lightning cada
veric ricfidityeither does not tlLke place 
at all, ~r is of such extremely' brief 
duration as to escape notice, and that 
in these ca,r;es putrefaction is very ra
pid. In other cases, however, the usual 
cadaveric rigidity appears. There 
must be some difference in the cause 
to n,ccount for this difference in the 
effect. Now" death by lightning 
may be the result of, 1st, a syncope 
by fright, or in consequence of n, direct 
or reflex ini:l.uence of lightI!il1g on the 

par vag~m; 2~lly, h~;nolThage in 
around the bram, or III the lun"" 
pericardium, &c.; ~dl~, cone~~' il,l 
or some other alteratlOn III the br:~ih ." 
none of which phenomena have II~ 
known property capable of ace" IJ ' 
ing for the suppression, or al l!. 1 

suppression, of the cadaveric ri"i 'l 
But the cause of death may at" ~ 
that the lightning produces" a vi'J!tu 
convulsion of every muscle in 
body," of which, if of sufficient 
tensity, the known effect woulll 
that "muscular irritability c 
almost at once." If Dr. BI O\\ 

Sequard's generalisation is a trUl: 1 
these will be the very cases in \\ I 
rigidity is so much abridged a: 
escttpe notice; and the cases in whO 
on the contrary, rigidity takes 1,1 
as usual will be those in which 
stroke of iightning operates in 
of the other modes which have 
enumerated. How, then, is t 
brought to the test? By experin 
not on lightning, 'which cannu 
commanded at pleasure, but 011 

same natural agency in a mana~. 
form, that of artificial galvanisl!l. 
Brown-Sequard galvanised the ('1\ 

bodies of animals immediately 
death. Gal vanism cannot oper. • 
any of the modes in which the 
of lightning may have operatt'd. 
cept the singular one of prod . 
muscular convulsions. If, ther 
after the bodies have been gnlnl I 

the duration of rigidity is mnch 
ened and putrefaction much 
rated, it is reasonable to aSCl'i1 • 

same effects when produced by I 
ning to the property which gal 
shares ,vith lightning, ttud 11 ' ~ 
those which it does not. N VI\ 

Dr. Browll-Scqu:1rd found to 1 
fact. The galvanic experimunt 
tried with charges of vcry v, 
degrees of strength; and the 
powerful the charge, the short, 
found to be the dumtion of rL: 
and the more speedy and ral' 
putrefaction. In the experim 
which the chn.rge was 
themuscul[trirritability most 
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t, "I.'ed the rigidity only-lasted 
cl,,' 10,1 minutes. On the principle, 
1I.It ".t:llfore of the Method of Concomi
tl.t ;e '., . b' f d ,t Val'l[l,tlOIlS, It may e In er1'e 
! ;:t the duration of the .ri&"idity, de

t· ds all the degree of the lrl'ltablhty ; I that if the charge had been 
~ \ lluch stronger than Dr. Brown
. , uard's strongest, as a stroke of 
ii!?'htlling must b~ stronger than any 
J ,tric shock WhICh we can produce 

t <t~ticially the rigidity would have 
nr I , l' d' I n shortenec III a correspon mg 

'0 and might have disappeared 
t ·,,,:ether. This conclusion having 
~ ani ved at, the case of an electric 

h k whether natural or artificial, 
~ t n~es an instance, in addition to all 
th~ ,t: already ascertained,. o~ c~r~e-

llJence between the Irl'ltablllty 
(~ the muscle and the duration of 
j idity. 
\ ll these instances are summed np 

il • he following statement :-" That 
\ 1 "11 the degree of musc?lar ir!ita
lJlli yat the time of death IS conslder-
1\ , • either in consequence of a good 
• ~ of nutrition, as in persons who 

dl in full health from an accidental 
I . ', or in consequence of rest, as in 
,. of paralysis, or on account of 

11, influence of cold, cadaveric rigidity 
i I 11 these cases sets in late and lasts 
I 11 • and putrefaction appears late, 

1 ! progresses slowly;" but "that 
,'11 the degree of muscular irrita

t· i If at the time of death is slight, 
lit .' r in consequence of a bad state 
d lIutrition, or of exhaustion from 

,r-l:xertion, or from convulsions 
J by disease or poison, cadaveric 

'~i lity sets in and ceases soon, and 
) 1'1 faction appears and progresses 
t . kly." These facts present, in all 

I' il completeness, the conditions of 
.1 uillt Method of Agreement and 

) ~, rence. Early and brief rigidity 
, , place in cases which agree only 

n I to.; circnmstance of a low state of 
1 H ubI' irritability. Rigidity begins 
1: and lasts long in cases which 

only in the contrary ch-cum-
al '~, of a muscular irritability high 
I unusually prolonged. It follows 

that there is a connection through 
causation between the degree of mus~ 
cular irritability after death and the 
tardiness and prolongation of the cada
veric rigidity. 

This investigation places in a strong 
light the value and efficacy of the 
Joint Method. For, as we have 
already seen, the defect of that 
Method is, that, like the Method of 
Agreement, of which it is only an 
improved form, it cannot prove causa
tion. But in the present case (as in 
one of the steps in the argument 
which led up to it) causation is already 
proved, since there could never be 
any doubt that the rigidity altogether, 
and the putrefaction which follows it, 
are caused bv the fact of death. The 
observations;nd experiments on which 
this rests are too familiar to need 
analysis, and fall under the :Method 
of Difference. It being, therefore, 
beyond doubt that the aggregate 
antecedent, the death, is the actual 
cause of the whole train of couse
quents, whatever of the circumstances 
attending the death can be shown to 
be followed in all its variations by 
variations in the effect under investi
gation, must be the particular feature 
of the fact of death on which that 
effect depends. The degree of muscu
lar irritability at the time of death 
fulfils this condition. The only point 
that could be brought into question 
would be whether the effect depended 
on the irritability itself, or on some
thing which always accompanied the 
irritability: and t.his doubt is set at 
rest by establishing, as the instances 
do, that by whatever cause the high 
or low irritability is produced, the 
effect equally follows; and cannot, 
therefore, depend upon the causes of 
irritability, nor upon the other effects 
of those causes, which are as various 
as the causes themsel \'es, but upon 
the irritability solely. 

§ 5. The last two examples will 
have conveyed to anyone by whom 
they have been duly followed so clear 
a conception of the use and pr[tctical 
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management of three of the four 
methods of experimental inquiry, as 
to supersede the necessity of any 
further exemplification of them. 'l'he 
remaining method, that of Hesidues, 
not having found a place in any of 
the preceding investigations, I shall 
quote from Sir John Herschel soty;e 
examples of that method, with the 
remarks by which they are introduced. 

"It is by this process, in fact, that 
science, in its pre·sent advanced state, 
is chiefly promoted. Most of the phe
llOmena which Nature presents are 
very complicated; and when the 
effects of all known causes are esti
mated with exactness, and subducted, 
the residual facts are constantlyap
pearing in the form of phenomena 
altogether new, and leading to the 
most important conclusions. 

"For example: the return of the 
comet predicted by Professor }~ncke, 
a great many times in succession, and 
the general good agreement of its 
calculated with its observed place dur
ing anyone of its periods of visibility, 
would lead us to say that its gravita
tion towards the sun and planets is 
the sole and sufficient cause of all the 
phenomena of its orbitual motion; 
but when the effect of this cause is 
strictly calculated and subducted from 
the observed motion, there is found to 
remain behind a 1'esiclual phenomenon, 
which would never have been other
wise ascertained to exist, which is a 
small anticipation of the time of it;; 
reappearance, or a diminution of its 
periodic time, .vhich cannot be ac
counted for by gravity, and whose 
cause is therefore to be inquired into. 
Such an anticipation would be caused 
by the resistance of a medium dissemi
nated through the celestial regions; 
and as there are other good reasons 
for believing this to be a vent causa.," 
(an actually existing antecedent,) "it 
has therefore been ascribed to such a 
l'esist::mce. * 
, "In his. subsequent work, 01,tZines of 
A8inmnlii/l (~ 570), 8ir John Herschel sug
gests :1l1otller possible explmw.tioll of the 
ucceleration of the revolution ot l"I cOlllet. 

"1f. . Arago, baving, ;;uspend 
mag~le~lC n~edle. by a SIlk thread" 
set It III v1br:.ttlOu, observed th: 
came much ~ooner to a state of 1'1 

when suspended over a plate of Cl) , 
than when no such plate was belJ I 
it. Now, in both cases there : 
two vercc causcc" (antecedents kno 
to exist) "why it SllOUZcl COlu 
length to rest, viz. the resistant'C 
the air, which opposes, and at k n. 
destroys, all motions performed in 
and t~18 want of perfect mobility 
the sIlk thread. But the: effer 
these causes· being exactly knu\\ 11 

the observation made in the ab 
of the copper, and being thus allo 
for and snbducted, a residual ph 
menon appeared, in the fact tl . l 
retarding influence was exerttd 
the copper itself; and this fact on 
ascertained, speedily led to the 1: I) 

ledge of an entirely new and Ull~. 
pected class of relations." Thi" x. 
ample belongs, however, not tl) 
Method of Residues but to thc Mc b 
of Difference, the law being a 
tained by a direct comparisou oi 
results of two experiments whi 
differed in nothing but the pre t 
or absence of the plate of copper. 
have made it exemplify the Mu h 
of Residues, the effect of the resi~tan 
of the ail' and that of the riaidi 
the silk should have been c~cul:~ 
((, p1'iwi from the laws obtaintlll 
separate and foregone experimen 

" U nexpecteJ and peculiarly, r k 
ing confirmations of inductive I" 
frequently occur in the form of 
sidual phenomena, in the cour, 
investigations of a· widely diff~ru 
nature from those which gave ri 
the inductions themselves. A \' ry 
elegant example may be cited in 
unexpected confirmation of the b \\ 
the dev.elopment of heat in el; 
fluids by compression, which isaffor I 
by the phenomena of sound. T 
inquiry into the cause of sound h 
led to conclusions respecting its 1. ° 

of propagation, from which its vel. . 
in the air could be precisely calcnL 
The calculations were performed, L 
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h('O compared ,~ith fact,. though the 
.t.:1l1ent was qUIte suffiCIent to show 
oo'tJneral correctness of the cause 

ch I ., ode of propagation assigned, yet 
Sllllll • Id ~ . o,llole ve.loc1ty cou no e shown 

~ rei' l' th r : ritie from t us . :ory. ere was 
'i1 '~ residual veloclvyto be acconnted 

f ~vhich placed dynamical philoso
or'l,; for a long time in great dilemma. 

I It ngth Lapl~ce str~ck on the happy 
. a that this mIght al'lse from the heat 

Hlloped in the act,of that condensa-
ull which n~cessal'lly t~kes place ~t 
'tr ' vibratIOn by whIch sound IS 

ClII\:cyed. The matter was subjected 
t It. :~ct calculation, and the result 

,\t once the complete explanation 
tlw residual phenomenon, and a 

ri ing confirmation of the general 
I llf the development of heat by 

lprt:ssion, under circumstances be
,ulIl artificial imitation." 

.. lbny of the new elements of 
e luistl'Y have been detected in the 
m'" tigation of residual phenomena. 
Tb!; .\.rfwedson discovered lithia by 

rt iving an excess of weight in the 
11, bate produced from a small por

tK I f what he considered as magnesia 
pl't'" ut in a: min~ra~ he had analysed. 
I i on thIS prmclple, too, that the 
u •• I concentrated residues of great 
I 1 ,tiuns in the arts are almost sure 
L the lurking-places of new chemi

ingredients: witness iodine, bro
mill/'. selenium, and the new metals 

'1llpanying platina in the experi
a ut. uf \Vollaston and Tennant. It 

,\ happy thought of Glauber to 
.lIIine what c\'erybody else threw 

v" * 
.. : \ lmost all the greatest discoveries 

ID.\ tronomy," says the smneauthor,t 
.. h VI' resulted from the consideration 
f . idual phenomena of a qmmtita
\ r .. r numerical kind. . ... It was 
u hat the grand discovery of the 
~ ion of the equinoxes resulted 

l' '''idual phenomenon from the 
I! • iLd explanation of the return of 

' ,l~ons by the return of the sun 
t:.' same apparent place among 

jOisCOlO'se, pp, I56-158, and 171. 
t liltilines o/.Ast1'onomy, § 856. 

the fixed stars. Thus, also, aberra
tion and nutation resulted as residual 
phenomena from that, portion of the 
changes of the apparent places of the 
fixed stars which was left unaccounted 
for by precession. And thus again 
the apparent proper motions of the 
stars are the observed residues of 
their apparent movements outstand
ing and unaccounted for by strict 
calculation of the effects of preces
sion, nutation, and aberration. The 
nearest a ppl'Oach which human theories 
can make t.o perfection is to diminish 
this residue, this caput 1Jwrtu'lt1n of 
observation, as it mav be considered 
a~ much as practicable, and, if pos: 
slble, to reduce it to nothing, either 
by showing that something has been 
neglected in our estimation of known 
causes, or by reasoning upon it as a 
new fact, and on the principle of the 
inductive ph~losophy ascending from 
the effect to Its caURe or causes." 

The disturbing effects mutually pro
duced by the earth and planets upon 
each other's motions were first brought 
to light as residual phenomena, by 
the difference which appeared between 
the observed places. of those bodies 
and the places calculated on a con
sideration solely of their gravitation 
towards the sun. It was this which 
determined astronomers to consider 
the law of gravitation as obtainiuO' 
between all bodies whatever, and 
therefore between all particles of 
matter; their first tendency having 
been to regard it as a force acting 
only between each planet or satellite 
and the central body to whose system 
it belonged. Again, the catastro
p.hists, in geology, be their opinion 
rIght or wrollg', support it on the 
plea, that after the effect of all causes 
now in operation has been allowed 
for, there remains in the existing 
constitution of the earth a larO'e 
residue of facts, proving the exi;t
ence at former periods either of other 
forces, or of the same forces in a much 
greater degree of intensity. To add 
one more example: those wh.o aSl:)ort, 
what no one has shown any real 
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ground for believing, that there is 
in one human individu~tl, one sex, or 
one race of mankind over another an 
inherent and inexplicable superiority 
in mental faculties, could only sub
st:.mtiate their proposition by sub
tracting from the differences of in
tellect which we in fact see all that 
can be traced by known laws either 
to the ascertained differences of physi
cal organisation, or to the differences 
which have existed in the outward 
circumstanc8S in which the subjects 
of the comparison have hitherto been 
placed. 'What these causes might 
fail to account for would constitute 
a residual phenomenon, which, and 
which alone, would be evidence of an 
ulterior original distinction, and the 
measure of its amount. But the as
sertors of such supposed differences 
have not provided themselves with 
these necessary logical conditions' of 
the establishment of their doctrine. 

The spirit of the Method of Resi
dues being, it is hoped, sufficiently 
intelligible from these examples, and 
the other three methods having al
l'eady been so fully exemplified, we 
may here close our exposition of the 
four methods, considered as employed 
in the investigation of the simpler and 
more elementary order of the com
binations of phenomena •. 

§ 6. Dr. Whewell has expressed 
a very unfavourable opinion of the 
utility of the ]'0]11' Methods, as well 
as of the aptness of the examples by 
which I have attempted to illustrate 
them. His words are these: *-

"Upon these methods ,the obvious 
thina to remark is, that they take for 
granted the very thing which is most 
difficult to discover, the reduction of 
the phenomena to formulffi such as 
are here presented to us. \Vhen we 
have any set of complex facts offered 
to us,-for instance, those which were 
offered in the cases of discovery which 
I have mentioned,-the facts of the 
planetary paths, of falling bodies, of 

refracted rays, of cosmical 
of chemical analysis; and 
any of these cases, we would 
the law of nature which goverll~ 
or, if anyone chooses so to t 
the feature in which all th., 
agree, where are we to lOok i l r 
A, B, C, and a, b, c? N atul'C 
not present to us the cases 'n 
form; and how are We to 
them to this form? You s,w 
we find the combination of :\ B 
with a be· and A B D with a & 
then we may draw our 
Granted; but when and w1l 
we to find such combinations ~ 
now that the discoveries are 
who will point out to us what ,I 
A, B, 0, and a, b, c, elements IIf 
cases which have just been 
ated? Who will tell us 
methods of inquiry those nls:turjCllIi 
real and successful inquiries x 
plify? \Vho will carry these f fll1Jl 
through the history of the 
as they ha\'e really grown up 
show us that these four method, 
been operative in their formati ulI 
that any light is thrown Upt.n 
steps of their progress by refer nOll 
these formulffi?" 

He adds that, in this WUI • 

methods have not been appli"J 
a large. body of conspicuous m d 
doubted examples of discovery, 
tending al~ the whole hi~t . 
science; " which ought to ha\ 
done in order that the method" 
be shown to possess the "advall 
(which he claims as belong-ing 
own) of being those "by wll i h 
great discoveries in science hay 
been made" (p. 277). 

There is a striking similar' 
tween the objections here madp 
Canons of Induction, and wbt 
alleged, in the last 
men as Dr. Whewell, 
knowledged Canon of K~Lti()cirl!ltl' ... : 
Those who protested against th, 
totelian Logic said of the Syl1, 
what Dr. Whewell says of th. 
ductive Methods, that it "tak 
granted the v,ery thing which i 
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. . It to discover, the reduction of 
d :~'''UIllcnt to form~l,lffi such as are 

. ., 'ented to us. The grand 
I ~~;" they said, is to obtain your 

: ('! ';. 11' not to judge of its correct-
1.' ,101 , d 0 th tt ;"hon obtaine. n e ma er 

.t both they and Dr. Whevrell 
f;~\:'ht. 'Fhe greatest difficul~y. i~ 
1J caA!S IS first that of obtallllllg 
" idence, and next, .of reducin~ it 
1 f rIll which tests Its concluslve-
t:L But if we try to reduce it with
t"iwowing wha:t it is to be reduced 

. are not hkely to make much 
\~,,;s. It is a more difficult thing 

- " e a geometrical problem than 
'u~i~,'e whether a proposed solution 
J 'rr~ct; but if people were not able 
u 1,,'e of the solutIOn when found, 

dltJ• \;uuld have little chance of find-
111 ;it. And it canno~ be :Qretended 
b to· judge of an m?UctIOIl: when 

Id i~ perfectly easy, IS a thlllg for 
h! h aids and instruments are super

I • for erroneous inductions, false 
Ilf ~ces from experience, are quite 

I 'e IllImon, on some subjects muc? 
11 1111lner, than true o.ne~. The b~SI

tof Inductive LogIC IS to prOVIde 
ru't ;.nd models, (such as the. S~llo-

11 and its rules are for ratIOcllla
ti 11.1 to which, if inductive argu
Jl1 11" conform, those argu~ents are 

11 I' l~ive, and not otherwlse. This 
\ hat the Four Methods profess to 
:Ill'l what I believe they are uni

Iv considered to be by experi-
n' J philosophers, who had prac

t all of them long before any 
.ught to reduce the pmctice to 

,rr· 
Th" u.~saibnts of the Syllogism had 

.lIticipated Dr. '\Vhewell in the 
III r Lranch of his argument. They 
I that no discoveries were ever 
!. by syllogism; and Dr. Whe

.I ~ays, or seems to say, that none 
r "ver made by the Four lVIethods 
I nction. To the former objec
. Archbishop vVhatley very per

in ltl~- answered, that their argu-
11-, if good at all, was good against 

.,,,.ming process altogether; for 
, " t;r cannot be reduced to syllo-

gism is not reasoning. And Dr. 
\Vhewell's argument, if good at all, 
is goc.id against all inferences from 
experience. In saying that no dis
coveries were ever made by the Four 
:Methods, he affirms that none were 
ever made by observation and ex
periment; for assuredly if any were, 
it was by processes reducible to one 
or other of those methods. 

'.rhis difference between 11S accounts 
for the dissatisfaction which my ex
amples give him j for I did not select 
them with a view to satisfy anyone 
who required to be convinced that ob
servation and experiment are modes 
of acquiring knowledge: I confess 
that in the choice of them I thought 
only of illustration, and of facilitating 
the conception of the Methods by con
,crete instances. If it had been my 
object to justify the processes them
selves as means of investigation, there 
would have been no need to look far 
off, or mali::e use of recondite or com
plicated instances. As a specimen of 
a truth ascertained by the Method of 
Agreement, I might have chosen the 
proposition" Dogs bark." This dog, 
and that dog, and the other dog, 
answer to A B C, A D E, A F G. 
The circumstance of being a dog 
answers to A. Barking answers to 
a. As' a truth made known by the 
:Method of Difference, "Fire burns" 
might have sufficed. Before I touch 
the fire I am not burnt; this is B 0 ; 
I touch it, and am burnt; this is AB 
0, Cb BC. 

Such familiar experimental pro
cesses are not regarded as inductions 
by Dr. '\Vhewell; but they are per
fectly homogeneous with those by 
which, even on his own showing, the 
pyra,mid of science is supplied with 
its b:1se. In vain he attempts to 
escape from this conclusion by laying 
the most arbitrary restrictions on the 
choice of examples admissible :1S in
stances of Induction: they must 
neither be such as are still mat bel' of 
discussion (p. 265), nor must any of 
them be drawn from mental and 
social subjects (p. 269), nor from 
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ordinary obseryation and practical 
life (pp. 241-247). They must be 
taken exclusively from the generalisa
tions by 'which scientific thinkers have 
ascended to great and comprehensive 
law's of natural phenomena. Now it 
is seldom possible, in these compli
cated inquiries, to go much beyond 
the initial steps without calling in 
the instrument of Deduction and the 
temporary aid of hypotheses; ,as I 
myself, in common with Dr. \Yhcwell, 
have maintained against the purely 
empirical school. Since, therefore, 
such cases could not conveniently be 
selected to illustl'ate the principles of 
mere observation and experiment, Dr. 
\Vhewell is misled by their absence 
into representing the Experimental 
}\fethods as serving no purpose in 
scientific investigation; forgetting 
that if those methods had not sup
plied the first generalisations, there 
would have been no materials for his 
own conception of Induction to work 
upon. 

His challenge, however, to point 
out which of the four methods are 
exemplified in certain important cases 
of scientific inquiry is easily answered. 
"The planetary paths," as far as they 
are a case of induction at all, * faU 
under the Method of Agreement. 
The law of "falling bodies," namely, 
that they describe spaces proportional 
to the squares of' the times, was his
toricallv a deduction from the first 
law of "motion; but the experiments 
by which it was verified, and by which 
it might have been discovered, were 
examples of the Method of Agree
ment; and the apparent variation 
from the true law, caused by the re
sistance of the air, was cleared up by 
experiments in vac'uo, constituting an 
application of the Method of Differ
ence. The law of "refracted rays" 
(the constancy of the ratio between 
the sines of incidence and of refrac
tion for e:wh refracting substance) 
W[lS ascertained by direct measure
ment, and therefore by the Method 

* Scc, on this point, the second chaptcr 
of the l11'CSCllt Book. 

of Agreement. 'rhe" cosrni(;al 
tions" ,vere determined by 
complex processes of thought ill 
Deduction was predominant: 
Methods of Agreement and 01 
comitant Variations had a larl , 
in establishing the empirical 
~very . case with?u~ exce~ti 

chemICal analYSIS conshtll 
well-marked example of the 
of Difference. To anyone 
with the SUbjects-to Dr. 
himself, there would not be thb 
est difficulty in setting out" the 
and (t b c elements" of these 

1£ discoveries are ever 
observation and experiment 'I 
Deduction, the four 
methods of discovery: but 
they were4Wt methods of . 
it would not be the less true tha 
are the sole methods of Proof. 
in that character, even the • 
deduction are amenable to 
great generalisations which 
Hypotheses must end by nAl·nO' n_.w-IJ 

and are in reality (as will 
hereafter) proved, by the 
thods. Now it is with 
that Logic is pr:mC:lp2LUY 
This distinction has, 
of finding favour with Dr. 
for it is the peculiarity of his 
not to recognise, in cases of 
tion, any necessity for proof. H. 
assuming an hypothesis and cm 
collating it with facts, noth illJ; 
brought to light inconsistent w'lb 
that is, if experience does not cl 
it, he is content; at least 
pIer hypothesis, equally 
with experience, presents its!'l£. 
this be Induction, doubtless 
no necessity for the Four M,' 
But to suppose that it is so 
to me a radical misconception 
nature of the evidence of pi 
truths. 

So real and pr:-.ctical is the 11 

a test for induction simibr t. 
syllogistic test of r:1tiocinatio . 
inferences which bid defiance • 
most elementary notions of 
logic are put forth without 

PLURALITY OF CAUSES. 

. Jorso11S' eminent in physical tent phenomena. the particular effect 
ill:: hj. las soon as they are off the due to a given caUf-ie, or the parti-

1 nee, h'ch they are conversant cular cans~ which gave birth to a 
n(l on W 1 ff . 1 b t 

,11 the facts, and not reduced to given e ect, It las een necessary 0 9.th ly by the arguments; and as suppose, in the first instance, for the 
j l_rO:Joneated persons in general, it sake of simplification, that this analy
f r e bU doubted if they are better ticn,l operation is encumbered by no 
J1 ~. eof a (Yood or a bad induction other difficulties than what are essen
jlll!!t!~hey 'w~re before Bacon wrote. tially inherent in its nature; and to 
t n . lprovement in the results of represent to ourselves, therefore, every 
'111" /\. has seldom extended to the effect, on the one hand as connectell 
hlU 1~;". or has reached, if any pro- exclusively with a single cause, and 

I:';h~t' of investigation only, not on the other hand as incapable of 
~ of proof. A knowledge of many being mixed and confounded with 

of nature has doubtless been ar- any other co-existent effect. 'Ye 
It' I at by framing hypotheses and have regarded (t b c cl c, the aggre

," nO'that the facts corresponded to gate of the phenomena existing at 
n'lJl ~ and many. errors have been any moment, as' consisting of dissi

rid of by corrlln~ to a :mowlcc~¥e milar facts, et, b, c, cl, and c, for each 
f ts which were mconslstent wlch of which one, and only one, cause 

.e but not lw discovering that the needs be sought; the difficulty being 
t I' {I: of thought which led- to . the only that of singling out this ono 

r ' was itself faulty, and r~llght cause from the multitude of antece
been known to be such mde- dent circumstances, A, B, C, D, and 

1 .ntlv of the facts which dif-iproved E. The ca.use indeed may not be 
:~)ecific conclusion. Hence it is simple; it may consist of an' assem
" while the thoughts of mankind blage of conditions; but ,ve have sup-

" : on many subjects worked them- posed th:1t there was only one possible 
, practically right, the thinking assemblage of conditions from which 

, r remains as weak as ever; and the given effect conld result. 
. il subjects on ,,,hich the bcts If such were thc bct, it would bo 

,," h would check the result are not comparatively an easy task to inves
, , ihle, as in what relates to the tigate the laws of nature. But the 
. ihle ,,-orId, and even, as h30S supposition does not hold in either of 
11 ~een lately, to the visible world its parts. In the first place, it is not 

f ' he planetary regions, men of the true that the same phenomenon is 
t:~t scientific acquirements argue always produced by the same cause; 

.i 'jably a.s the merest ignommus. the effect a may sometimes arise from 
. tfll>ligh they have made m:1ny A, sometimes from B. And, secondly, 
,, 1 inductions, they have not t,he effects of different causes aro 
., t from them (and Dr. 'Vhewell ~ften not dissimilar, but homogeneous, 
.. , there is no necessity that they :::,nd mm'ked out by no assignable 

11,11en,rn) the principles of induc- boundaries from one another; A rend 
,<'idence.: ; B may produce not a. and h, but dif

ferent portions of an effect a. The 
obscurity a11(l difficulty of the inves-

CHA:PTl~R.X.. tigation of the lawf-i of phenomena. is 
./ singularly increased by the necesslty 

·'Lt;nALITY OF CAUSE::;; AND OF THE of advertincr to these two circum-
IXTEmnXTURE OF. EFFECTS. stances-Intermixture of Effects and 

T. IN the preceding'exposition of Pl~rality of .Causes ... To the latter, 
f .. ur methods of observation and I bemg the sunpler of the two con

. ,l' i1l1:ut, by which we contri vc .to sidera~ions, we sho.11, first. direct otlr 
W 'l l:;UlGh among n, lnass of CO-?XlS- attentIOn. 



INDUCTION. 

It is not·trne, then, that ono effect 
mnst be connected with only one 
cause, or assemblage of conditions; 
that each phenomenon can be pro
duced only in one way. There are 
often several independent. modes in 
which the same phenomenon could 
have originated. One fact may be 
the consequent in several invariable 
sequences; it may follow, with equal 
uniformity, anyone of several ~tnte
cedents, or colleotions of antecedents. 
Many causes mlL)' produce mechanical 
motion: many causes may produce 
some kinds of sensation: many causes 
Inay produce death. A given effect 
may really be produced by a certain 
cause, and yet be perfectly capable 
of being produced without it. 

§ 2. One of the principal conse
quences of this fact of Plurality of 
Causes is, to rend~r the first of the 
inductive methods, that of Agreement, 
uncertain. To illustrate that method 
we supposed two instances, A B C 
followed. by a b c, and A D E followed 
by a cl e. :Fl'om these instances it 
might apparently be concluded that 
A is an invariable antecedent of a, 
and even that it is the unconditional 
invariable antecedent or cause, if we 
could be sure that there is no other 
antecedent common to the two cases. 
1'hat this difficulty may not stand in 
the way, let m; suppose the two cases 
positively ascertained to have no 
antecedent in common except A. The 
moment, however, that we let in the 
possibility of a plurality of causes, 
the conclusion fails, J!"'or it involves 
a tacit supposition that (~ must have 
been produced in both instfLllces by 
the same cause. If there can pos
sibly haye been two canses, thol:<e two 
may, for example, be 0 and E: the 
one may have been the cause of a in 
the "former of the instances, the other 
in the latter, A having no influence 
in either case. 

Suppose, for example, that two 
great artists or great philosophers, 
that two extremely selfish or ex
tremely generous charac,ters, were 

comparecl together as to the 
stances of their educn.tion and l,i 
and the two, cases were fO il 11 I 
agree .only III one circuuJ.,>" 
,vould It follow that this one cir 
stance was the cause of the • 
,v:hich char~cterised both tho);: I 

vHiun,ls? Not at all; for the c 
which may produce any type .. f 
acter are very l~l1mCrOUs; UllU 

two persons rmght equally 
agreed in their character tl 
there had been no mmmer l;f r. 
blance in their previous history. 

This, therefore, is a charac 
imperfection of the Method of .\ 
ment; from which imperfectj ulI 
Method of Difference is free. F 
we have two instances, A B ( 
BC, of which BC gives b c, :1'1 

being n,dded converts it into tI /, ~ 
is certain that in this insta.)) 
least, A was either the cau, ,! 

or an indispensable portion , f 
cause, even though the cans<; 
produces it in other instanc" 
be altogether different. Plnr:..1j 
Causes, therefore, not only u. 
diminish the reliance une t., 
Method of Difference, but cl, 
even render a greater number . f 
servations or experiments w'c 
two instances, the one positivH 
the other negative, are still su 
for the most complete and ri, 
induction. Not so, however, 
the Methocl of Agreement. Th 
clusions which that yields, wIl' n 
number of instances comp:' r 1 
small, [tre of no· real "alue, eXl 
in the character of suggestinl! , 
may lead either to experiments 
ing them to the test of the } f 
of Difference, or to reasoning wh 
m:1y cxplain and verify them ' 
tively. 

It is only when the instancc>, 1 
indefinitely multiplied and \ 
continue to suggest the same • 
that this result acquires an · 
degree of independent value, .f : 
are but two instances, A B t 

A D E, though theso instanc • 
no antecedent in common cxer 

PLURALITY OF CA USE~. 

n,s the effect -may possibly ho,\'e 
produced in the two cases by '/r ,ut canses, the result is at most 

, ~ sli"ht probability in favour of 
lI .\here'" ma,Y be causation, but it is 
. "ot equally .pr?bable th~1t there 

uuly a COlD Cldence. But the 
rler we repeat the observation, 

f\ ing the circumstances" the mo~e 
, Ivance towards a solutIOn of tIns 

· ,i:~, For if we try A F G, A H 
K •• 'C" all unlike .onc another ·except 

ntaininO' the Clrcumstance A, and 
III Ill. find the effect (6 entering into 

rt:,;ult in all these cases, we must 
, 1 ,,1t) one of two things, e~ther that 

• 'j raused by A, or that It has as 
I n \" different causes as there are 

:nees, With each addition, there
to the number of instances, the 

;nnption is strengthened in favour 
.\. The inquirer, of course, will 

:. <.~lect, if an opportunity present 
if, to exclude A from . some one of 

t l combinations, from A H K for 
',IHce, and by trying H K sepa
I,V, appeal to the Method of Dif

r 1:t:e in: aid of the Method of 
!\ r ·ment. By the Method of Dif-

r 1:.;8 alone can it be ascertained 
.i. is the cause of (6; but that it 

j~iler the cause, or another effect 
he same cause, may be placed 
nu any reasonable doubt by the 

.. "d of Agreement, provided the 
t nces are very numerous as well 

tl1ciently various. 
• Itl!r how great a multiplication, 

11. (If varied instances, all agreeing 
un IIther antecedent except A, is 

pposition of a plurality of causes 
" 't:ntly rebutted, and the conclu
.. that a. is connected with A 

, u of the characteristic imper-
:, n, and reduced to a virtual cer
,"? This is a question which we 
I ~ he exempted from answering: 
, .,' consideration of it belongs to 

i~ called the rrheory of Proba
, ~, which will form the subject of 
1 '1 tt-r hereafter. It is seen, how

t r, at once, that the conclusion 
1 lOunt to a practical certainty 

r: ~ufficient numbQr of instances, 

and that the methol1, therefore, is not 
radically vitiated by the characteristic 
imperfection. The resnlt of these 
considerations is only, in the first 
place, to point out a· new source of 
inferiority in the Method of Agree
ment as compared with other modes 
of investigation, and new reasons for 
never resting contented with the 
results obtained by it, without at
tempting to confirm them either by 
the Method of Difference, or by con
necting them deductively with some 
law or laws already ascertained by 
that superior method. And, in the 
second place, we l(';a1'11 from this the 
true theory of the value of a mere 
mlmber of instances in inductive in
quiry. The Plurality of Causes is 
the only reason why mere number 
is of any importance. The tendency 
of unscientific inquirers is to rely too 
much 011 number, without analysing 
the instances; without looking closely 
enough into their nature, to ascertain 
what circumstances are or are not 
eliminated by means of them. Most 
people hold their conclusions with a 
degree of assurance proportioned to 
the mere mass of the experience 011 

which they appear to. rest; not con
sidering that by the addition of in
stances to instances, all of the same 
kind, that is, differing from one 
another only in points already recog
nised as immaterial, nothing whatever 
is added to the evidence of the con
clusion. A single instance eliminatillg 
some antecedent which existed in all 
the other cases is of more value than 
the greatest multitude of installc~s 
which are reckoned by their number 
:110ne. It is necessary, no doubt, to 
assure ourselves, by repetition of the 
observation or experiment, that no 
error has been committed concerning 
the individual facts observed; and 
until we have assured ourselves of 
this, instead of varying the circum
stances, we cannot too scrupulously 
repeat the same experiment or obRer
vatioIl without any change. But 
when once this assurance has been 
obtained, the multiplication of in-
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stances which do not exclude any 
more circumstances is entirely useless, 
provided there have been already 
enough to exclude the supposition of 
Plurality of Canses. , 

It is of importance to remark, 
that the peculiar modification of the 
Method of Agreemerit, which, as par
taking in some degree of the nature 
of the Method'of Difference, I have 
called the Joint Method of Agree
ment and Difference, is not affected 
by the characteristic imperfection now 
pointed out. For, in the joint method, 
it is supposed not only that the in
stances in which a is, agree only in 
containing A, but also that the in
stances in which a is not, agree only 
in not containing A. Now, if this 
be so, A must be not only the cause 
of a, but the only possible cause: for 
if there were another, as, for example, 
B, then in the instances in which et is 
not, B must have been absent as well 
as A, and it would not be true that 
these instances agree only in not con
taining A. This, therefore, consti
tutes an immense advantag8 of the 
joint method over the simple Method 
of Agreement. It may seem, indeed, 
that the ad \"alltage does not belong 
so much to the joint method as to 
one of its two premises, (if they may 
be so called,) the negative premise. 
The Method of Agreemtmt, when 
applied to negative instances, or those 
in which a phenomenon does not take 
place, is certainly free from the char
acteristic imperfection which affects 
it in the affirmative case. The nega
tive premise, it might therefore be 
supposed, could be worked as a simple 
case of the :lYIethod of Agreement, 
without requiring an affirmative pre
mise to be joined with it. But though 
this is true in principle, it is gene
rally altogether impossible to work 
the Method of Agreement by negati ve 
instalices without positive ones: it is 
so much more difficult to exhaust the 
field of negation than that of affirma
tion. For instance, let the question 
be, what is the cause of the tl'ans
)?arency of bodies; ,rith what prospect 

of success could we set 
inquire directly in what th .. 
farious substances which are 
parent agree? But we 
much sooner to seize 
resemblance among the ~V',lllJlIl'lIti ... 
few and definite species 
which are tmnspn,rent; and 
u.ttained, we should quite 
be put upon .examining 
absence of tIllS one , 
not precisely the point ill W 

opaque circumstances will L . 
to resemble. 

The Joint Method of 
and Difference, therefore, ( 
have otherwise called it, the 
Method of Difference, 
the Method of Difference pr. 
called, it proceeds by I 

how and in what the cases w 
phenomenon is present diff! r 
those in which it is absent,) i 
the Direct.Method of -'--"He"'"",,.., 
most powerful of the remainin<r 
ments of inductive investigatj, n 
in the sciences which depend UII 
observation, with little or no: . I 
experiment, this method, so , . 
emplilied in the specubtion (n 
cause of dew, is the primary 
so far as direct appeals to ex] 
are concerned~ 

§ 3. VV c have thus far 
Plurality of Causes only as a 
supposition, which, until 
renders our indllctions 
have only considered by w 
where the plurality does n, 
exist, we may be enabled to 
it. But we lllust also 
case actually occurring in 
which,as often as it does occur, 
methods of induction ought 
capable of ascertaining ami t

ing. For this, however, th"f, 
quired no peculiar method. "\" 
effect is really producible by 
more causes, the process for tl 
them is in no way different 
by which we discover singl,! 
They may (first) pc \li;cmt,; 
separate _ sequences by ~ liepllrate 

. INTERMIXTURE -OF EFFECTS. 

'11 tances. One set of observations 
of I .riments shows that the sun is 
r l qJl'of heat, another that friction is 
( 'l :~e of it, another that percussion, 
u~~er that electricity, another that 

~. ieal action is such a source. Or 
mud1Y) the plurality may come to 

I. I; in the course of collating a 
Ill: I uer of instances, when we attempt 
JlUl~~ I.l some circumstance in which 
t, , .~ll aaree, and fail in doing so. 
, " ti;d it ~npossible to tr~ce, in all ~he 

§ 4. A concurrence of two or more 
causes, not separately producing each 
its own effect, but interfering with or 
modifying the effects of one another, 
takes place, as has already been 
explained, in two different ways. 
In the one, which is exemplified by 
the joint operation of different forces 
in mechanics, the separate effects of all 
the causes continue to be produced, but 
are compounded with one another, and 
disappear in one totaI. In the other, 
illustrated by the case of chemical ac
tion, the separate effects cease entirely, 
and are succeeded by phenomena al-

in which the effect IS met WIth, 
('Ommon circumstance. We find 

,:1 t we can eliminate all' the ante
" uts; that no .one of them is 

. 'ut in all the mstances, no one 
!' hem indispensable to the effect. 
Un duti\)r scrutiny, h?wever, it appears 

though no one IS always present, 
(m Ill' other of se,:eral always is. ~f, 

I further analYSIS, we can detect m 
any common element, we may 

. hIe to ascend from them to some 
:I' ;luse which is the really operative 
. 1l1l1ctance in them all. Thus it is 
w thought that in the production of 

b by friction, percussion, chemical 
. im, &e., the ultimate source is one 

1 the same. But if (as continually 
! ns) we cannot take this ulterior 

• I. the different antecedents must 
· ,t tlown provisionally as distinct 
- ", each sufficient of itself to pro
" tI e treat. 

, ',,-here close our remarks on the 
11 lit? of Canses, and proceed to 

~illmore peculiar and more com
case of the Intermixture of 

• r t~, and the interference of causes 
. I line another: a case constituting 
, ..• rineipal part of the complication 
I,litficulty of the study of nature; 
I \l ith which the four only possible 
h, .J.s of directly inductive investi-

11 n by observation and experiment 
t. r the most part, as will appeal' 

-, "tly, quite unequal to cope. The 
I lhH::nt of Deduction alone is 
· .lte to unravel the complexities 
• " ling from this source; and the 

r ludhods have little more in their 
r than to supply premises for, 

1:1 verificatiDn of, our deductions. 

together different, and governed by 
different laws . 

Of these cases the former is by far 
the more frequent, and this case it is 
which, for the most part, eludes the 
grasp of our experimental methods. 
The other and exceptional case is 
essentially amenable to them. 'When 
the laws of the original agents cease 
entirely, and a phenomenol). makes its 
appearance, which, with reference to 
those laws, is quite heterogeneous; 
when, for example, two gaseous sub
stances, hydrogen and oxygen, on 
being brought together, throw off 
their peculiar properties, and produce 
the substance called water-in such 
cases the new fact may be subjected 
to experimental inquiry, like any 
other phenomenon; and the elements 
which are said to compose it mn.y be 
considered as the mere agents of its 
production; the conditions on which 
it depends, the facts which make up 
its cause. 

The effects of th.e new phenomenon, 
the p1'operties of water, for instance, 
are as easily found by experiment as 
the effects of any other cause. But 
to discover the cause of it, that is, the 
particular conjunction of agents from 
which it results, is often difficult 
enough. In the first place, the origin 
and actual production of the pheno
menon are most frequently inacces
sible to our observation. If we 
could not have learned the composi
tion of water until we found instances 
in which it was actually produced 

T 
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from oxygen and hydrogen, we should 
have been forced to wait until the 
casual thought struck some one of 
passing an electric spark through a 
mixture of the two gases, or inserting 
a lighted paper into it, merely to try 
what would happen. Besides, many 
substances, though they can be ana
lysed, cannot by any known artificial 
means be recompounded, Further, 
even if we could have ascertained, by 
the Method of Agreement, that oxy
gen and hydrogen were both present 
when water is produced, no experi
mentation on oxygen and hydrogen 
separately, no knowledge of their 
laws, could have enabled us deduc
ti vely to infer that they would pro
duce water. 'Ve require a specific 
experiment on the two combined. 

Under these difficulties, we should 
generally have been indebted for our 
knowledge of the causes of this class 
of effects, not to any inquiry directed 
specifically towards that end, but 
either to accident, or to the gradual 
progress of experimentation. on the 
different combinations of which the 
producing agents are susceptible; if 
it were not for a peculiarity belong
ing to effects of this description, that 
they often, under some particular com
bination of circumstances, reproduce 
their causes. If water results from 
the juxtaposition of hydrogen and 
oxygen whenever this can be made 
sufficiently close and intimate, so, on 
the other hand, if water itself be 
placed in certain situations, hydrogen 
and oxygen are reproduced from it : 
an abrupt termination is put to the 
new laws, and the agents reappear 
separately with their own properties as 
at first. What is called chemical ana
lysis is the process of searching for 
the causes of a·phenomenon among its 
effects, or rather among the effects 
produced by the action of some other 
causes upon it. 

Lavoisier, by heating mercury to a 
high temperature in a close vessel 
containing air, found that the mercury 
increased in weight, and became what 
vms then called red presipitate, while 

the air, on being examined aft r 
periment, proved to have 10811 
and to have become incapabl 
porting life or combustion 
red precipitate was eXPo~!l 
still greater heat, it became 
again, and gave off a gas 
support life and flame. 
agents which by their 
produced red precipitate, nawJ 
mercury and the gas, reap 
effects resulting from that 
tate when acted upon by 
if we decompose water by 
iron filings, we produce tWI) 
rust and hydrogen: now 
already known, by eXli.lerime~11t... 
the component substances 
effect of the union of iro~ 
gen: the iron we ourselves 
but the oxygen must ha 
produced from the water. 
suIt therefore is that water 
appeared, and. hydrogen and 
have appeared in its stead: 
other words, the original ) 
these g~seous agents, which htu} 
suspended by the 
the new laws 
water, have again 
ence, and the causes of 
found among its effects, 

'Vhere two phenomena, lJel:Wl'eDtlil 
laws or properties of which, 
in themselves, no connection 
traced, ar~· thus rec;r' prOlcall \' 
and effect, each capa in its 
being produced from the 
each, when it produces 
ceasing itself to exist (as 
pr·oduced from oxygen and 
and oxygen and hydrogen 
duced from water); this """ .,l:ja'''.1.1Il 
the two phenomena by 
each being generated by 
destruction, is properly tra.ll~tol'll~1 
tion. The idea of 
tion is an idea of tr:1m;fo:rmation, 
of a transformation ·which is 
plete, since we consider the 
and hydrogen to be present in 
water as oxygen and hydro? ", 
capable of being discovered in it 
senses were sufficiently keen : ~ 

INTERMIXTURE OF EFFECTS. 

'ti n (for it is no more) grounded 
11\ '~ ,fl the fact that the weight of 

J lI"<lt",r is the sum .of the. separate 
, I" of the two IllgredIellts. If 

CI~ ,1 1J~d not been this ~xception to 
,utire disappea,rance III the com-

111,1 of the laws of t~e separate 
p.ft ,lit!nts; if the combIlle~ agents 

n(lt, in this Ol;e partlCular of 
I~l lt, preserved theIr own laws, and 

ruJuci:d a joint result equal to the 
P JI .,f their separate results, we 
b- 1111 never, probably, have had the 

III tll II now jmp!i~d by the . words 
cht!Jllio.;al composltlOn; and, III the 

t.; tl f water produced from hydro
n and oxygen, and hydrogen and 
y t 11 produced from water, as the 

~I0rmation would have been com
pi ', we s~ould have seen only a 

I iormatlOn. 
In these cases, where the hetero

ic effect (as we called it in a 
I r chapter *) is but a transfor
inn of its cause, or, in other words, 

h r~ the effect and its cause are 
I't ·I,rocally snch, and mutually con

rtihIe into each other, the problem 
of tmding the cause resolves itself 

the far easier one of finding an 
which is the kind of inquiry 

~dmits of being. prosecuted by 
I ·t experiment. But there are 
b r cases of heteropathic effects to 
hi h this mode of investigation is 

1l<J : pplicable. Take, for instance, 
Iwteropathic laws of mind, that 

p'rti ,n of the phenomena of our men
nature which are analogous to 

'mical rather than to dynamical 
II l1mena; as when a complex pas

I D is formed by the coalition of 
\ ral elementary impulses, or a 

l,lex emotion by several simple 
ti res or pains, of which it is the 

'!It without being the aggregate, 
In any respect homogeneous with 
111 . The product, in these cases, 

'nerated by its various factors; 
t the factors cannot be reproduced 

IIJUI the product; just as .a youth 
;;row into an old man, but an old 

Ante, chap, vii. ~ I. 

man cannot grow into a youth. We 
cannot ascertain from what simple 
feelings any of our complex states of 
mind are generated, as we ascertain 
the ingredients of a chemical. com
pound, by making it, in its turn, 
genera~e them. We can only, there· 
fore, dIscover these laws by the slow 
process of studying the simple feel A 

ings themselves, and ascertaining 
synthetically, by experimenting on 
the various combinations of which 
they are susceptible, what they, by 
their mutual action upon one another, 
are capable of generating. 

§ 5. It might have been supposed 
that the other, and apparently simpler 
variety of the mutual interference of 
causes, where each cause continues to 
produce its own proper effect accord
ing to the same laws to which it con
forms in its separate state, would 
have presented fewer difficulties to 
the inductive inquirer than that of 
which we have just finished the con
sideration. It presents, however, so 
far as direct induction apart from 
deduction is concerned, infinitely 
greater difficulties. When a concur
rence of causes gives rise to a new 
effect, bearing no relation to the 
separate effects of those causes, the 
resulting phenomenon stands forth 
undisguised, inviting attention to its 
peculiarity, and presenting no obstacle 
to our recognising its presence or ab
sence among any number of surround
ing phenomena. It admits, therefore, 
of being easily brought under the 
canons of Induction, proyided in
stances can be obtained such as those 
canons require: and the non-occur
rence of such instances, or the want 
of means to produce them artificially, 
is the real and only difficulty in such 
investigations; a difficulty not logical, 
but in some sort physical. It is other
wise with cases of what, in a preceding 
chapter, has been denominated the 
Composition of Causes. There, the 
effects of the separate causes do not 
terminate and give place to others, 
thereby ceasing to form any part of 
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the phenomenon to be investigated; 
on the contrary, they still take place, 
but are intermingled with, and dis
guised by, the homogeneous and 
closely allied effects of other causes. 
They are no longer a, b, c, d, e, ex
isting side by side, and continuing 
to be separately discernible; they 
are + a, a, - ;J b, - b, 2 b, &c. ; some 
of which cancel one another, while 
many others do not appear distinguish
ably, but merge in one sum : forming 
altogether a result, between which 
and. the causes whereby it was pro
duced there is often an insurmount
able difficulty in tracing by observa
tion any fixed relation whatever. 

The general idea of the Composi
tion of Causes has been seen to be, 
that though two or more laws inter
.fere with one another, and apparently 
frustrate or modify one another's 
operation, yet in reality all are ful
filled, the collective effect being the 
exact sum of the effects of the causes 
taken separately. A familiar in
stance is that of a body kept in 
equilibrium by two equal and con
trary forces. One of the forces if 
acting alone would carry the body 
in a given time a certain distance to 
the west, the other i£ acting alone 
would carry it exactly as far towards 
the east j and the result is the same 
as if it had been first carried to the 
west as far as the one force would 
carry it, and then back towards the 
east as far as the other would carry 
it, that is, precisely the same dis
tance; being ultimately left where it 
was found at first. 

All laws of causation are liable to 
be in this manner counteracted, and 
seemingly frustrated, by coming into 
conflict with other laws, the separate 
result of which is opposite to theirs, 
or more or less inconsistent with it. 

. And hence,. with almost every law, 
many instances in which it really is 
entirely fulfilled do not, at first sight, 
appear to be cases of its operation at 
all. It is so in the example just 
adduced: a force, in mechanics, means 
neither more nor less than a cause of 

motion, yet the sum of the eff" C' 
two causes of motion may b~ 
Again, a body solicited by two f. 
in directions makin~ an angh, ~. 
one another moves In the diarro, AI 
and it seems a paradox to say I 

motion in the diagonal is the ~nll\ (( 

two motions in two other lines. r 
tion, however, is but change of p 
and at every instant the bOdy i . 
the exact place it would have bt:cn ba 
if th~ forces ~ad acted during: 
nate mstants mstead of actinO' ill 
same instant, (saving thatif ~Vt; 
pose two forces to act SUcce~ h 
which are in t1'llth simultaneou 
mnst of course allow them double 
time.) It is evident, therefor(;l t 
each force has had, during eac'tl iJs.. 
.stant, all the effect which belon 
to it; and that the modifyinO' inftQ. 
ence whieh one of two con~u 
causes is said to exercise with r( 
to the other may be consider~ 
exerted not over the action of 
cause itself, but over the effect 
it is completed. J!-'or all purpo, 
predicting, calculating, or explai 
their joint result, causes which III 
pound their effects may be treat~d 
if they produced simultaneously . 
of them its own effect, and all h 
effects co-existed visibly. 

Since the laws of causes a1' 
really fulfilled when the caus\: 
said to be counteracted by oPI'" 
causes· as when they are left to 'h . 
own undisturbed action, we mu 
cautious not to express the la.\ ' 
such terms as would render the ;,. 
tion of their being fulfilled in h 
cases a contradiction. If, for inRt 
it were stated as a law of naturt' th 
a body to which ~~ force is n.ppl" 
moves in the direction of the f •• r 
with a velocity proportioned to t 
force directly, and to its own 11 

inversely; when in point of fn.ct me 
bodies to which a force is appli' l I 
not move at all, and those which 
move (at least in the region of 
earth) are, frolU the very first, 
tarded by the actiO:l of gravity • 
other re,sisting forces, and at 
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d alton-ether; it is clear that 
ppe erat" proposition, though it 

th fe~e true under a certain hypo
l~ , ould not express the facts as 
-1- wT ' d t ' tually occur. 0 accommo a e 

th.~' aC ession of the law to the real 
t.;xprena we must say, not that 

• nOW' b h 't d t l b'ect moves, ut t at 1 ten S 0 
tb· ,. 1 ~ 1 the direction and with the 
111 \f', Jl W' ht . d d 

I 'ty specified. e mlg ,Ill ee , 
\' ('CJ o~r expression in a different 
~ by saying that the body moves 
! h~t manner unless prevented, or 
In pt in so far as prevented, by some 

Jll tL'1'acting cause,. but the body 
, not only move I.n that manner 

n' counteracted; It tends to move 
'n bat manner even :vhen co,:n~er

Il; it still exerts III the ongmal 
dir. ·tion the same. energy of ll10ve
JIlt!nt as if its first Impulse had been 
uu jj,turbed, and pr(:duces, by t~at 

r"y an exactly eqUIvalent quantIty 
l tfe~t. This is true e:'en whe~ t~e 

r ,· leaves the body as It found It, In 

nte of absolute rest; as when we 
: ropt t? raise a body of three tons 
,.. i:.:ht WIth a force equal to ~::me to~. 
}"r if while we are applymg thIs 
f m', 'wind or wate~·. or any ot.her 

'ut ~upplies an addItlOnal forc~ Just 
• Cl eding two tons,' the body WIll be 

' d' thus proving that the force 
applied exerted its full effe~t by 

:Itralisino- an equivalent portlOn of 
, weiaht which it was insufficient 

'eth~r to overcome. And if while 
I.re exerting this force of one ton 

uT" n the object in a direction con
ry to that of gravity, it be put into 

, lIe and weiahed, it will be found 
Il[\ve lost a t~n of its weight, or, in 

I r words, to press downwards with 
. ~ (;L' only equal to the difference of 

I1 two f(1rces. 
These facts are correctly indicated 
the expression tendency. All laws 

( r,msation, in consequence of their 
i ilitv to be counteracted, require 

I . ~tated in words affirmative of 
/ilJencies only, and not of actual re

' . In those sciences of causation 
hi(jh have an accurate nomenclature, 

re are special words which signify 

a tendency to the particular effect 
with which the science is conversant; 
thus pressure, in mechanics, is synony
mous with tendency to motion, and 
forces are not reasoned on as causil'lg 
actual motion, but as exerting pres
sure. A similar improvement in ter
minology would be very salutary in 
many other branches of science. 

The habit of neglecting this neces
sary element in the precise expres
sion of the laws of llature has given 
birth to the popular prejudice that all 
general truths have exceptions; and 
much unmerited dist1'llst has thence 
accrued to the conclusions of science 
\vhen they have been submitted to 
the judgment of minds insufficiently 
disciplined and cultivated. The rough 
generalisations suggested by common 
observation usmtlly have exceptions; 
but principles of science, or, in other 
words, laws of causation, have not. 
" \Vhat is thought to be an exception 
to a principle," (to quote words used 
on a different occasion,) "is always 
some other and distinct principle 
cutting into the former; some other 
force which impinges * against the 
first force, and deflects it from its 
direction. There are not a law and an 
exception to that law, the law acting 
in ninety-nine cases, and the excep
tion in one. There are two laws, each 
possibly acting in the ,vhole hundred 
cases, and bringing about a ,common 
effect by their conjunct operation. 
If the force which, being the less con
spicuous of the two, is called the dis
turbing force,prevails sufficiently over 
the other force in some one case, to 
constitute that case what is commonly 
called an exception, the same disturb
ino- force probably acts as a modifying 
ca~lse in many other cases which no 
one will call exceptions. 

" Thus if it were stated to be a law 
of nature that all heavy bodies fall to 
the ground, it would probably be said 

* It seems hardly necessary to say that 
the word impinge, as a general term to ex
press collision of forces, is here used by :\ 
fiaure of speech, and not as expressive of 
a~y theory respecting the nature of force. 
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that the resistance of the atmosphere, 
which prevents a balloon from falling, 
constitutes the balloon an exception 
to that pretended law of nature. But 
the real law is, that all heavy bodies 
tend to fall; and to this there is 
no exception, not even the sun and 
moon; for even they, as every astro
nomer knows, tend towards the earth, 
with a forc€) exactly equal to that 
with which the earth tends towards 
them. The resistance of the atmos
phere might, in the particular case of 
the balloon, from a misapprehension 
of what the law of gravitation is, be 
said to p1'evctil over the law; but its 
disturbing effect is quite as real in 
every other case, since though it does 
not prevent, it retards the fall of all 
bodies whatever. The rule and the 
so-called exception do: not divide the 
c",ses between them; each of them as 
a comprehensive rule extending to all 
cases. To call one of these concurrent 
principles an exception to the other, 
is superficial, and contrary to the cor
rect principles of nomenclature and 
arrangement. An effect of precisely 
the same kind, and arising from the 
same cause, ought not to be placed in 
two different categories, merely as 
there does or does not exist another 
cause preponderating over it." * 

§ 6. "Ve ha\1e now to consider ac· 
cording to what method these com· 
plex effects, compounded of the effects 
of many causes, are to be studied; 
how we are enabled to trace each 
effect to the concurrence of causes in 
which it originated, and ascertain the 
conditions of its recurrence-the cir
cumstances in which it may be ex
pected again to occur. The conditions 
of a phenomenon which arises from a 
composition of causes may be investi
gated either deductively or experi. 
mentally. 

The case, it is evident, is naturally 
susceptible of the deductive mode of 
investigation. The law of an effect 
of this description is a result of the 

* Essays on Some UnsettlecZ Questions of 
l'olilical Economy, Essay V. 

laws of the separafe cahses on 
combination of which it depf)nd~ :\ 
is therefore in itself capable of I" j 
deduced from these laws. 'I'hi 
called the method a prim·i. '0 
other, or (£ posteriori method 1 
fesses to proceed accordinrr to 
canons of experimental inqu~y. (" 
sidering the whole assemblage of c 'Q' 

current causes which produced 
phenomenon as one single cau,!:, 
attempts to ascertain the caUH . 
the ordinary manner, by a conl}):!n 
son of instances. This second TIlet 
subdivides itself into two diffe 
varieties. If it merely collates in. 
stances of the effect, it js :l. met! 
of purl') observation. If it 0P'" 
upon the causes; and tries diffu 
combinations of them, in hOPl 
ultimately hitting the precise f.." 

bination which ""ill produce the gl 
total effect, it is a method of ex! 
ment. 

In order more completely to ' 
up the nature of each of these tl 
methods, and determine which 
them deserves the prefer~nce, it 
be expedient (conformably to ~ 
vourite maxim of Lord Chane ' 
Eldon, to which, though it has t r 
incurred philosophical ridicu]. , 
deeper philosophy will not refu" 
sanction) to "clothe them in cil' 
stances." We shall select fur 
purpose a case which as yet furn i 
no very brilliant example of the 
cess of any of the three meth 
but which is all the more suit" 
illustrate the difficulties inherel)t 
them. Let the subject of inquir 
the conditions of health and di . 
in the human body, or (for gr . . 
simplicity) the conditions of ree,,\ 
from a given disease; and in j,rd 
to narrow the question still mor .• I 
it be limited, in the first instanc· 
this one inquiry, Is or is not I 

particular medicament (mercur. '. 
instance) a remedy for the . l\ 
disease? 

Now, the deductive method, u 
set out from known properties uf ID 

curyand lmo\vn laws of the 111111 
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l' ll..nd, by reasoning from these, 
1 1d attempt to discover whether 

.. u ury will act upon the body when 
IlI" re d't' d . , the morbid con 1 IOn suppose ,ll1 

"ll:h a manner as would t~nd to 
_tore health.. The e~p~rlmental 
,,,thod would slmply admInlster ~er

r'lry in as many cases as pOSSIble, 
fng the acre, sex, temperament, 
'.{ other pec~liarities of bodily con· 
~t tion the particular form or variety 
I ilie disease, the partic~lar. stage. of 

i progress, &c., remarkmg ll1 w:hlCh 
f these cases it was attended wlth a 

j t utary effect, and with what .cir
III~tances it was on those occ~slOns 

( 'lIIbined. The method <:i.f slmple 
I ,rvation would compare Instances 

recovery, to find whether they 
.. d in having been preceded by 

. ~ administration of mercury; or 
, nld compare inst.ances of recovery 
i h instances of faIlure, to find cases 
hich, agreei~g in all other respects, 
itfered only ll1 the fact that mercury 
~ 1 been administered or that it had 

7. That the last of these three 
k;of investigation is applicable 

I till,: case, no one has ever seriously 
utcnded. No conclusions of value 

nn :\ subject of such intricacy ever 
\\ N obtained in that way. The 
utmost that could result would be a 

le general impression for or against 
ufficacy of mercury, of no avail 

for midance unless confirmed by one 
I ( he other two methods. Not that 

rt!sults which this method strives 
• htain would not be of the utmost 
ihle value if they could be obtained. 

J • J the cases of recovery which pre-
n . d themselves, in an examination 

nding to a great number of in
Ices, were cases in which mercury 

b been administered, we might 
I • ralise with confidence from this 
J rience, and should have obtained 

nclusioll of real value. But no 
I' basis for generalisation can we, 

i ; Cl !J of this description, hope to 
in. The reason is that which 
lm,vc ~poken of :1S constituting 

the characteristic imperfection of the 
Method of Agreement-Plurality of 
Causes. Supposing even that mercury 
does tend to cure the disease, so many 
other causes, both natural and arti· 
ficial, also tend to cure it, that there 
are sure to be abundant instances of 
recovery in which mercury has not 
been administered: unless, indeed, 
the practice be to administer it in 
all cases; on which supposition it 
will equally be found in the cases of 
failure. 

'When an effect results from the 
union of many causes, the share which 
each has in the determination of the 
effect cannot in general be great; and 
the effect is not likel'y, even in its 
presence or absence, still less in its 
variations, to follow, -even approxi . 
matel'y, anyone of the causes. Re
covery from a disea.se is an event to 
which, in every case, many influences 
must concur. Mercury may be one 
such influence; but from the very 
fact that there are many other such, 
it will necessarily happen that al. 
though mercury is administered, the 
patient, for want of other concurring 
influences, will often not recover, and 
that he often will recover when it is 
not administered, the other favourable 
influences being sufficiently powerful 
without it. Neither, therefore, will 
the instances of recovery agree in the 
administration of mercury, nor will 
the instances of failure agree in its 
non-administration. It is much if, 
by multiplied and accurate returns 
from hospitals and the like, we can 
collect that there are rather more 
recoveries and rather fewer failures 
when mercury is administered than 
when it is not; a result of very 
secondary value even as a guide to 
practice, and almost worthless as a 
contribution to the theory of the sub· 
ject. * 

* It is justly remarked by Professor Bain. 
that though the Methods of Agreement and 
Difference are not applicable to these cases, 
they are not wholly inaccessible to the 
Method of Concomitant Variations, "If 
a cause happells to vary alone, the effect 
will also vary alone: a c:mse and effect 
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§ 8. The inapplicability of the 
method of simple observation to as
certain the conditions of effects de
pendent on many concurring causes 
being thus recognised, we shall next 
inquire whether any greater benefit 
can be expected from the other branch 
of the (), postel'io1'i method, that which 
proceeds by directly try~ng diffe.re~t 
combinations of causes, eIther artIfiCI
ally produced or found in nature, and 
taking notice what is their effe~t: 
as, for example, by actually trymg 
the effect of mercury, in as many 
different circumstances as possible. 
This method differs from the one 
which we have just examined, in 
turnino- our attention directly to the 
causes t> or agents, instead of turning 
it to the effect, recovery from the 
disease. And since, as a general 
rule the effects of causes are far 
mor~ accessible to our study than the 
causes of effects, it is natural to think 
that this method has a much better 
chance of proving successful than the 
former. 

The method now under consir1 
tion is called the Empirical Metl., 
and in order to estimate it fairlS 
ll1Ustsuppose it to ?~ completely,' 
incompletely, empIriCal. "Ve 1 

exclude from it everything which 
takes of the nature not of an e, i 
mental but of a deductive operatil 
If, for instance, we try experiUl 
with mercury upon a person in he'l 
in order to ascertain the general 1 
of its action upon the human 1 t 
and then reason from these la\1 
determine how it will act upon 1 
sons affected with a particular di " 
this may be a really effectual me I 
but this is deduction. The ex 
mental method does not deriv .. ; 
law of a complex case from the I 

pIer laws which conspire to pr, I 
it, but makes its experiments dir 
upon the complex case. We In 
make entire abstraction of all kl 
ledge of' the simpler tendencie" 
modi 0pC1'andi, of mercury in n 
Our experimentation must ailn 
obtaining a direct answer to the 10\ 

may be thus singled out under the great~st 
<:omplications. Thus, when the appetite 
for food increases with the cold, we have 
a strong evidence of connection b~tween 
these two facts, although other CIrcum
I'tances may operate in the same direction. 
The assigning of the respe~tive parts of. the 
sun and moon in the actIOn of the tldes 
may be effected, to a certain degree of 
exactness, by the var~a~ions of the amount 
according to the pOSItIons of the two a~
tractive bodies. By a series of experI
ments of Concomitant Variations, directed 
to ascertain the elimination of l,lit;ogen 
from the human body under varIetIes of 
muscular exercise, Dr. Parkes obtained 
the remarkable conclusion that a musele 
grows during ex.ercise, a,l;d los~s J::?-lk dur
ing the subsequent rest. -L~gIC, 11. 8~, 

It is 110 doubt, often pOSSIble to smgle 
out th~ influencing causes from among a 
great number of mere concomitants, '!:>y 
noting what are the antecedents .a yarI,a
tion in which is followed by a varIatIOn m 
the effect, But when there are many in
fluencing causes,llo one of them greatl~ 
predominating over the rest, and .especl
ally when some of these. are cont~nually 
changing, it is scarcely ever pOSSIble .to 
trace such a relation between the varIa
tions of the effect and those of anyone 
cause as would enable us to assign ~o that 
cause its real share in the pl'oduetIOll of 
the effect. 

fic question, Does or does not llItTttll1 
tend to cure the particular dise. t 

Let us see, therefore, how far 
case admits of the observance of 
rules of experimentation, which it 
found necessary to observe in I 

cases. 'Vhen we devise an e ' 
ment to ascertain the effect of a !!'i\ 
arrent there are certain precaut' 
';hicl~ we never, if we can hell) 
omit. In the first place, we intn 
the agent into the midst of a set 
circumstances which we have e, ':IoCtl 
ascertained. It needs hardly , 
marked how far this condition i f 
being realised in any ca~e com: 
with the phenomena of hfe; h,} . far 
we are from knowing what are all 
circumstances which pre-exist ill 
instance in which mercury is admi . 
tered to a living being. Thi ' Ji 
culty, however, though insuper:l III 
most cases, may not be so 1lI 

there are sometimes concUrrtll 
many causes, in which we yet 1:11 
accurately what the Cl1uses are. _l 
over, the difficulty, may be attl'l 11\ 
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i ' i,nfficien~ multiplicatibn of e~per~
" nts, in CIrcumstances rendermg It 
u.probable that .any: of the unknown 

C'lnseS should eXIst m them all. But 
lI h",n we have got clear of this ob-

I ~Lcle, we encounter another still more 
• d llns. In other c~ses, when we in

t un. to try an experiment, we do not 
Ft: ,kon it enough that there be no cir
ClI \lIstance in the case the presence of 
" hich is unknown to us. We require 

I!'O that none of the circumstances 
\l hich we do know shall have effects 
n_eeptible of being confounded with 
tho~e of the agents whose properties 

( wish to study. We take the utmost 
n~ to exclude all causes capable of 

11IPosition with the given cause; or 
li forced to let in any such causes, we 

kil care to make them such that we 
n compute and allow for their in

fin. nee, so that the effect of the given 
u~e may, after the subduction of 

hI t.: other effects, be apparent as a 
rt::'irlual phenomenon. 

Thtse precautions are inapplicable 
, ' uch cases as we are now consider

ill v. The mercury of our experiment 
bcllIO' tried with an unknown multi

le"(or even let it be a known mul
I ,de) of other influencing circum

IIces, the mere fact of their being 
influencing circumstances implies 

t they disguise the effect of the 
IDfrcury, and preclude us from know
In' whether it has any effect or not. 
t nless we already knew what and 

f) • much is owing to every other 
circumstance, (that is, unless we sup
I c the very problem solved which 
11' are considering the means of solv
i , we cannot tell that those other 
ci imstances may not have produced 

I whole of the effect, independently 
I r Ilm in spite of the mercury. The 
It hud of Difference, in the ordinary 

of its 11se, namely, by comparing 
!.' tate of things following the ex

Jlf'rl !lent with the state which pre-
• I it, is thus, in the case of inter
lIre of effects, entirely unavailing; 
Ii ,e other causes than that who:;,e 

• . we are seeking to determine 
been operating during the tran-

sition. As for the other mode of em
ploying the Method of Difference, 
namely, by comparing, not the same 
case at two different periods, but 
different cases, this in the present 
instance is quite chimerical. In phe
nomena so complicated it is question
able if two cases, similar in all respects 
but one, ever occurred; and were they 
to occur, we could not possibly know 
that they were so exactly similar. 

Anything like a scientific use of the 
method of experiment, in these COIn
plicated cases, is therefore out of the 
question. We can generally, even in 
the most favourable cases, only dis
cover by a succession of trials that a 
certain cause is verl! oftcn followed by 
a certain effect. For, in one of these 
conjunct effects, the portion which is 
determined by zmy one of the in
fluencing agents, is usually, as we 
before remarked, but small; and it 
must be a more potent cause than 
most, if even the tendency which it 
really exerts is not thwarted by other 
tendencies in nearly as many cases as 
it is fulfilled. Some causes indeed 
there are which are more potent than 
any counteracting causes to which 
they are commonly exposed; and ac
cordingly there are some truths in 
medicine which are sufficiently proved 
by direct experiment. Of these the 
most familiar are those that relate to 
the efficacy of the substances known 
as Specifics for particular diseases: 
"quinine, colchicum, lime-juice, cod
liver oil," * and a few others. Even 
these are not invariably followed by 
success J ~ut they succeed in so jn,rge 
a proportIOn of cases, and against 
such powerful obstacles, that their 
tendcnc,1J to restore health in the dis
orders for which they are prescribed 
may be regarded as an experimental 
truth.t 

~. Bain's Logic, ii. 360. . 
t What is said in the tcxt on the inappli

cabilityof the experimental methods to re
solve particular questions of medical treat
~nent doe~ ~lOt detract from their efficacy 
III ascertallllllg the general laws of the ani
mal or human system. The functions, for 
example, of the different classes of nerves 
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If so little can be done by the ex
perimental method to determine the 
conditions of an effect of many com
bined causes, in the case of medical 
science; still less is this meth@d ap
plicable to a class of phenomena more 
complicated than even those of physio
logy, the phenomena of politics and 
history. There, Plurality of Causes 
exists in almost boundless excess, and 
effects are, for the most part, inextri
cably interwoven with one another. 
To add to the embarrassment, most 
of the inquiries in political science 
relate to the production of effects of a 
most comprehensive description, such 
as the public wealth, public security, 
public morality, and the like: results 
liable to be affected directly or in
directly either in plus or in lI~inus by 
nearly every fact which exists, or 
event which occurs in human'society. 
The vulgar notion that the safe me
thods on political subjects are those 
of Baconian induction-that the true 
guide is not general reasoning, but 
specific experience-will one day be 
quoted as among the most,unequivocal 
marks of a low state of the speCUlative 
faculties in any age in which it is 
accredited. Nothing can be more 
ludicrous than the sort of parodies on 
experimental reasoning which one is 
accustomed to meet with, not in popu
hr discussion only, but in grave trea
tises, when the affairs of nations are 
the theme. ," How," it is asked, "can 
an institution be bad, when the 
country has prospered under it?" 
" How can s11ch or such causes have 
contr.ibuted to the prosperity -of one 
country, when another has prospered 
without them?" vVhoever makes use 
of an argument of this kind, not in-

tending to deceive, should be 
back to learn the elements of 
one of the more easy physical sci..,~ 
Such reasoners ignore the fact 
Plurality of Causes in the very 
which affords the most signal eXa n 
?f it. So little could be concllllll 

111 such a caRe, from any possibl I 
lation of ,individual instances 
even the impossibility, in soci~l 1I 
nomena, of making artificial ex 
ments, a circumstance otherwi e 
prejudicial to directly inductiv · i ... 
quiry, hardly affords, in this 
additional reason of regret. For ~ 
if we could try experiments up n , 
nation or upon the human race \\ i 
as little scruple as M. Magendi~ t . 
them on dogs and rabbits, we sh'iUld 
never succeed in making two instan 
identical in every respect except 
presence or absence of some one d 
nite circumstance. The nearef't 
proach to an experiment in the plli 
sophical sense, which takes pi 
in politics, is the introduction uf 
new operative element into natiu 
affairs by some special and assign I 
measure of government, such a~ 
enactment or repeal of a partic 
law. But where there are so 11 

influences at work, it requires 
time for the influence of any 11 " 

cause upon national phenomena to be. 
come apparent; and as the ca 
operating in so extensive a spher :I 
not only infinitely numerous, but in 
state of perpetual alteration, it i 
ways certain that before the effec 
the new cause becomes conspicll 
enough to be a subject of inducti,1It 
so many of the other influencing . 
cum stances will have changed a 
vitiate the experiment.* . 

h~ve been discovered, and probably could 
only have been disco'l"ered, by experiments 
on living animals. Observation and ex
periment are t.he ultimate basis of all 
knowledge: from them we obtain'the ele
mentary laws of life, as we obtain all other 
elementary truths. It is in dealing with 
the complex combinations that the ex
perimental methods are for the most part 
illusory, and the deductive mode of inves
tigation must be invoked to ,ctisentangle 
the comvlexity. -

* Professor Bain, though COllCll i 
generally in the views expressed in th 
chapter, seems to estimate more hill I 
than I do the scope for specific ex! . 
mental evidence in politics (Logic, it • 
337)' Tbere are, it is true, as he rem ~ 
(p. 336), some crrses "when an rrgent .) 
dcnly introduced ill almost instrrntancl'u 
followed by some other changes, as Wit 
the announcement of a diplomatic r 
ture between two nations is followed t 
same day by a derangement of the lIIUIl .-
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rII'D, therefore, of the three possible 
th"ds for the study of phenomena 

Itin'" from the composition of 
11 • c"auses, being, from the very 

11 1J1re of the case, inefficient and illu-
I ~ there remains only the third,-
.\. which considers the causessepa

t. I Iy and infers the effect from the 
1 :In~e of the. diff:rent tendencies 
"bi It produ?e It.: l.n short, the de
(h tive 0: a pnon. met~od. T~e 

ro partICular consIderatIOn of thIS 
in .Jlectual process requires a chapter 

J~"lf. 

CHAPTER XI. 

lI' THE DEDUCTIVE l\IETHOD. 

I. THE mode of investigation 
hicb, from the proved inapplicabi

bt )f direct methods of observation 
·11 •. 'periment, remains to us as the 

11 source of the knowledge we 
,; or can acquire respecting the 

n litiolls and laws of recurrence 
Iw more complex phenomena, is 

I 1, in its most general expression, 
h Deductive Method, and consists 
f tl ,ree operations-the first, one of 

.hn t induction; the second, of Ta

civc'nation; the third, of verification. 
1 l-all the first step in the process 
iuuuctive operation, because there 

be a direct inducti@n as the 
i, of the whole, though in many 

1 'cubr investigations the place of 
I induction may be supplied by a 
rior deduction; but the premises of 

Lhi: prior deduction must have been 
ri,' d from induction. 
The problem of the Deductive Me
.. I is to find the law of an effect 
li the laws of the different ten-

dencies of which it is the joint result. 
The first requisite, therefore, is to 
know the laws of those tendencies
the law of each of the concurrent 
causes; and this supposes a previous 
process of observation or experiment 
upor: each cause separately, or else a 
prevIOUS deduction, which also must 
depend ~or its ultimate premises on 
observatIOn or experiment. Thus, if 
the subject be social or historical 
phenomena, the premises of the De
ductive Method must be the laws of 
the causes whiCh determine that class 
of phenomena; and those causes are 
human actions, together with the 
general outward circumstances under 
the influence of which mankind are 
placed, and which constitute man's 
position on the earth. The Deductive 
Method applied to social phenomena 
:nust begin, therefore, by investigat
mg, or must suppose to have been 
already investigated, the laws of 
human action, and those properties 
o! outward things by which the ac
tlOns of human beings in society are 
determir:ed. Some of these general 
truths WIll naturally be obtained by 
observation and experiment, others 
by deduction; the more complex laws 
of human action, for example, may 
be deduced from the simpler ones, 
b~t the simple or elementary . laws 
WIll always and necessarily have been 
obtained by a directly inductive pro
cess. ' 

To ascertain, then, the laws of each 
separate cause which takes a share in 
producing the effect is the first de
sideratum of the Deductive Method_ 
To know what the causes are which 
must be subjected. to this process of 
study mayor may not be difficult. 

d." But this experiment wOllld be number of instances to be consistent with 
! inconclusive merely as an cxperi- thei~ having been recorded with due pre· 
• It can only serve, as any experi- cautlOns, Whoever has carefully examined 

may, to verify the conclusion of a any of the attempts continually made to 
tiun. Unless we already knew by pro,ve economic doctrines by such a recitnl 

lI uwledge of the motives which act 011 of ll1stances, knows well how futile they 
I l .~ men that the prospect of war are. It always turns out that the circum

'. to derange the money-market, we stances of searcely any of the cases have 
:. I ~lCver have been able to prove a been fully stated: and that cases, in equal 
I. "tlO~ between the two facts, unless 01' ,greater numbers, have been omitted, 

•• r havmg ascertained historically that WhlCh :"ould h.'we tended to an tlpposite 
uue followed the other in too great a conclUSIOn. 
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In the case bst mentioned, this first 
condition is of easy fulfilment. That 
social phenomena depend on tlie acts 
and mental impressions of human be
inO's never could have been a matter 
ol'anv doubt, however imperfectly it 
may have been known either by what 
laws those impressions and actions 
are governed, or to what social con· 
sequences their laws naturally !ead. 
Neither, again, after physical SCIence 
had attained a certain development, 
could there be any real doubt where 
to look for the laws on which the 
phenomena of life depend, since they 
must be the mechanical and chemical 
laws of the solid and fluid substances 
composing the organised body and 
the medium in which it subsists, 
together with the peculiar vital laws 
of the different tissues constituting 
the organic structure. In other cas~s 
really far more simple than these, It 
was much less obvious in what quarter 
the causes were to be looked for, as 
in the case of the celestial phenomena. 
Until, by combining the laws of cer· 
tain causes it was found that those 
laws explai~ed all the facts which ex
perience had proved concerning the 
heavenly motions, and led to predic. 
tions which it always verified, man· 
kind never knew that those 'we1'C the 
causes. But whether we are able to 
put the question before or not until 
after we have .become capable of an
swering it, in either case it must be 
answered; the laws of the different 
causes must be ascertained before we 
can proceed to deduce from them the 
conditions of the effect. 

tion of bodies kept at l'f2st h . 
equilibrium of opposing forces. ' I~ 
where the tendency is not, in thp, nrdi 
nary sense of the word, counter:v 
but only modified, by havin,. I 
effects compounded with the eH 
arising from. some other tenden!! 
tendencies, we are still in all 
favourable position for tracing. 
means of such cases, the law of 
tendency itself. It would have 
scarcely possible t.o discover the la 
that every body in motion ten 1 
continue moving in a straight lim, 
an induction from instances in wb' 
the motion is deflected into a CII 

by being compounded with the \. 
of an accelerating force. Noh i 
standing the resources afforded ill 
description of cases by the Mt; 
of Concomitant Variations, the p 
ciples of a judicious experiment u 
prescribe that the law of each of 
tendencies should be studied, if 
sible, in cases in which that tenu 
operates alone, or in combinatioll 
no agencies but those of which 
effect can, from previous knowl~ 
be calculatf3d and allowed for. 

Accordingly, in the cases, unfo 
nately very numerous and impo 
in which the causes do not ~ 
themselves to be separated and 
served apart, there is much ditll 

The mode of ascertaining those laws 
neither is nor can be any other than 
the fourfold method of experimental 
inquiry, already discussed. A few 
remarks on the application of that 
method to cases of the Composition 
of Causes are all that is requisite. 

in laying down with due cert.· 
the inductive foundation neces, 
support the deductive method. 
difficulty is most of all conspicu 
in the case of' physiological phI! 
mena: it being seldom possihlt! 
separate the different agencies " h 
collectively compose an organ' 
body, without destroying the very I 
nomena which it is our object I ,' 

vestigate: 
" Following life, in creatures we di, 

Wc lose it in the moment we dete("t. 

And for this reason I am indin 
the opinion that physiology (gr 
and rapidly progressive as it llOW 

is embarrassed by greater n. 
difficulties, and is probably "u 
tible of a less degree of ultimat · . 
fection than even the socin.l :'c' 11 

It is obvious that we cannot expect 
to find the law of a tendency by an 
induction from cases in which the 
tendency is counteracted. The laws 
of motion could neyer have been 
brought to light from tUe observa· 
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. I!1uch as it is possible to study 
I, laws and operations of one human 

illJ apart from other minds much 
It imperfectly than we. can study 

" la.ws of one organ or tIssue of the 
hI ndJ.n bo~y apart from the other 
r 'anS or tissues. . 

I -Lt has been judiciously remarked 
b:lt pathological facts, or,' to speak 
n (,nI!1mon language, diseases in their 

d'fferent forms and degrees, "afford in 
lb~ case of physiologica~ investigation 

most valuable eqUl\'alent to ex
rimentation properly so called, in
Dluch as they often exhibit to usa 

d linite disturbance in some one organ 
or (Il'aa,nic function, the 'remaining 
11'': :l.n~ and functions being, in the 
fi t instance at least, unaffected. It 

true that from the perpetual actions 
anti reactions which are going on 
IUd ng all parts of the organic econo· 
JU\' there can be no prolonged dis
u~"ance in anyone function with-

11 ultimately involving many of the 
I I, rs; and when once it has done 
\ the experiment for the most part 

I its scientific value. All depends 
I observing the early stages of the 

.1 r. ngernen~, which, unfortunately, 
(,f necessIty the least marked. If, 

I '11'I'ver, the organs and functions 
u disturbed in the first instance, 

Ilie affected in a fixed order of 
1 ~ ·"sion, some light is thereby 

thro wn upon the action which one 
.Il! exercises over another, and we 

ionally obtain a series of effects 
I i .h we can refer with some con
. Ilee to the original local deranae. 
lit; but for this it is I]eCess~ry 

I • we should know that the original 
I r ngement 1CCtS local. If it was 

I • t is termed constitutional, that 
If We do not know. in what part of 
animal economy it took its rise 

tht: precise nature of the disturb: 
C\' which took place in that part, 

'if are unable to determine which of 
h \;j,rious derangements was cause 
.1 which effect; which of them 

w rt produced by one another, and 
III('h by.the direct, ~h?ugh perhaps 
r Iy, actIQn of the onglUal cause. 

Besides natural pathological facts, 
we. c~n produce pathological facts 
artlfi~:aIly; we can try experiments, 
even III the popular sense of the term, 
by subjecting the living being to some 
external agent, such as the mercury 
of our former example, or the section 
of a nerve to ascertain the functions of 
different parts of the nervous system. 
As this experimentation is not in
tended to obtain a direct solution of 
any practical question, but to dis
cover general laws, from which after· 
wards the conditions of any particular 
effect may be obtained by deduction; 
the best cases to select are those of 
which the circumstances can be best 
ascertained: and such are generally 
n.ot thos~ in ,:,hic~ there is any prac
tICal object III VIew. The experi
ments are best tried, not in a state of 
disease, which is essentially a change
able state, but in the condition of 
health, comparatively a fixed state. 
In the one, unusual agencies are at 
work, the results of which we have 
no means of predicting; in the other, 
the. course of the accustomed physio
logIcal phenomena would, it may 
generally be presumed, remain undis
turbed, were it not for the di:;turbincr 
cause which we introduce. b 

Such, with the occasional aid of the 
Method of Concomitant Variations, 
(the latter not less encumbered than 
the more elementary methods by the 
peculiar difficulties of the subject,) 
are our inductive resources for ascer
taining the laws of the causes con
sidered separately, when we have it 
not in our power to make trial of 
them in a state of actual sepnration. 
The insufficiency of these resources is 
so glaring, that no one can be sur
prised at the backward state of the 
science of physiology in which in
deed our knowledge of causes is so 
imperfect, that we can neither explain, 
nor could without specific experience 
have predicted, many of the facts 
which are certified to us by the most 
ordinary observation. Fortunately, 
we are much better informed as to 
the empirical laws of the phenomena, 
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that is, the uniformities respecting 
which we cannot yet decide whether 
they are cases of causation or mere 
results of it. Not only has the order 
in which the facts of organisation and 
life, successively manifest themselves, 
from the first germ of existence to 
death, been found to be uniform, and 
very accurately ascertainable; but, 
by a great application of the Method 
of Concomitant Variations to the en
tire facts of comparative anatomy and 
physiology, the characteristic organic 
structure corresponding to each class 
of functions has been determined 
with considerable precision. Whether 
these organic conditions are. the whole 
of the conditions, and in many cases 
whether they are conditions at all, or 
mere collateral effects of some common 
cause, we are quite ignorant; nor are 
we ever likely to know, unless we 
could construct an organised body, 
and try whether it would live. 

Under such disadvantages do we, 
in cases of this description, attempt 
the initial or inductive step in the 
application of the Deductive Method 
to complex phenomena. But such, 
fortunately, is not the common case. 
In general, the laws of the causes on 
which the effect depends may be ob
bined by an induction from com
paratively simple instll'nces, or, at the 
worst, by deduction from the laws 
of simpler causes, so obtained. By 
simple instances are meant, of course, 
those in which the action of each 
cause was not intermixed or inter
fered with, or not to any great extent, 
by other causes whose laws were un
known; and only when the induc
tion which furnished the premises to 
the Deductive Method rested on such 
instances has the application of such 
a method to the ascertainment of the 
laws of a complex effect been attended 
with brilliant results. 

§ 2. When the laws of the causes 
have been ascertained, and the first 
stage of the great logical operation 
now under discussion satisfactorily 
accomplished, the second Pl;!'I't follows;. 

that of. deterIuining from the]a ~ 
the, ~aus,es what effect anY" i~ 
comomatIOll of those causes will 
duce. This is a process of ca) . 
tion,~in the wider sense of the t

CU 

and very often involves proee' , 
calculation in the narrowest" , 
It is a ratiocination; and when 
knowledge of the causes is so p rf 
as to ex~end to the exact nUllle . 
law.s WhICh they obserye ~n produ . 
theIr effects, the l'atlOcmation 
reckon among its premises the tl 
rems of the science of number, in I 
whole immense extent of that sel . 
Not only are the most advanced t 
of mathematics often requir(;ll 
enable us to compute an effect 
numerical law of which we aI r 
know, but, even by the aid of 
most advanced truths, we can (t 

a little way. In so simple a ~ 
the common problem of three 1,,
gravitating towards one another \Ill 

a force directly as their mass a;J 1 in
versely as the square of the di~ 
all the resources of the calculus till 
not hitherto sufficed to obtaiu 
general solution 1::i'Ut an approxim 
one. In a case a little more CUli l 11 

but still one of the simplest \ ' 
arise in practice, that of the In' 
of a projectile, the causes which :l!f 
the velocity and range (for exa 11 

of a cannon-ball may be all kw 
and estimated; the force of th~ 
powder, the angle of elevation, 
density of the air, the strengtl 
direction of the wind; but it i 
of the most difficult of· mathemll i 
problems to combine all these, 1 

to determine the effect resulting f 
their collective action, 

Besides the' theorems of num 
those of geometry also come in 
premises, where the effects take I 
in space, and involve motion 
extension, as in mechanics, o}Jti 
acoustics, astronomy. But when tilt 
complication increases, and the 
are under the influence of so 11 

and such shifting causes as to gir 
room either for fixed numbers " C 

straight lines and regular curve ( 
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I' )'. the case of physiolo"O'ical, to say tl'O ? 'H7h - n, ,H en in every sing-le illstance 
lI' ,thing of mental and social pheno- a It t 1 ~ 
)I1en:1,) the laws of number and extell- ',mu I ue e, often an unknown mul-
i()n a.re applicable, if ,at all, only on tltud~, .of agencies, are clashing and 

that large scale on whICh precision of ~~mb~mng, what security have We 
.~",tai1s becomes unimportant. Al- h at m our computation a p1'i01'i we 
th()ugh these laws play a conspicuous ,av~ taken all these into our reckon-

h t t '1 ' mg . Hc;)\v many must we not enc-
J'art !n t e. mo? s 1'1 nng examples of ral~y be Ignorant of? Among- fho~e 
he lll>:estlgatIOn of nature by the WhICh we know, how probab"l'> e that 

11",ductlve Method, as, for example, in h -
he Newtonian theory of the celestial some aye been overlooked' and 

JUlJtions, they are by no means an even were all included, how v~in th~ 
indispensable pa~·t of every such pro- pretence of summing up the effects 
c ,s, All that IS essential in it is of many causes, unless we know ac
f1:Lsoning from a general law to a curately .t~e ~umerical law of each, 
I rticular case, that is, determininO' fl~~o~dltlOn m most eases not to be 
ly means of the particular circum~ ,U e; and even when it is ful
.:lonces of that case what result is filled, t,o make the calculation trans

[uired in that instance to fulfil the cends, m any but very simple cases, 
I w. Thus in the Torricellian experi- th.e utm~st power of mathematical 
III 'nt, if the fact that air has weiO'ht SClence wlth all its most modern im
w I been previously known, it wo~ld provements. 
h' 'e been easy, without any nume- Ihese objections have real weight 
m-aI data, ~~ d~duce from the general an ~ould be altogether unanswer~ 
I I\' of eqmhbrmm that the mercury able, If there were no test by which 

nld stand in the tube at such a, ~1h~n we employ the Deductive Me: 
hl ;~ht that the column of mercury 0, we might judge whether an 
\\' uld exactly balance a column of fr~rb of any of t?e above descriptions 
L . atmosphere of equal diameter' la een commItted or not, Such a 

I cause, otherwise, equilibrium would tes~, however, there is; and its appli-
11 1 exist. catl~n forms, u?der the name of Veri-

Ly such ratiocinations from the ficahon, the thIrd essential component 
l'arate l,aws of the causes we may, part of, the Deductive Method, with

, a ~ertalll extent, succeed in answer- fut w~lCh all the results it can give 
11,': ~lther of ~he following questions: lav~ lIttle other value than that of 

Cd ... n a certam combination of causes conjecture. To warrant reliance on 
", ... t, eff~ct will follow? and, What the ge~eral conclusions arri ved at by 

,llblllatlOn of causes, if it existed, deductIOn, t~lese conclusions must be 
\ ,lId produce a given effect? In found, ,on careful comparison, to ac
': . one case, we determine the effect cor~ WIth the results of direct obser

t) I,e expected in any complex cir- vatlOn wherever it can be had. If, 
l llilstances of which the, different w~en we have ,experience to compare 
. rl1ents are known: in the other WIth them, thIS experience confirms 

" we leam, according' to what law them, we may safely trust to them in 
,nder wllat antecedent conditions- Oth~l cas:,s of which our specific ex-

given complex effect will Occur. pel'lenc,e IS yet to come. But if our 
deductIOns have led to the conclusion 

, 3· But (it may here be asked) are 
• the same arguments by which 
,- ~ethods of direct observation and 
~l'lmen~ were set aside as illusory 
Iln applied to the laws of complex 

I h nom l~a. applicable with equal 
t :Ignlllst the Method of Deduc-

that from a ,Particular combination of 
cause~ a gIven effect would result, 
then ,m ~ll known cases where that 
co:ubmatlon can be shown to have 
eXIsted, and where the effect has not 
followed, we must be able to show (or 
at least to make a probable surmise) 
what frustrated it: i( we canllot, the 
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theory is imperfect, .and not y~t tO,be less, when they have ser\'ed tu VI 

relied upon. Nor IS the venficatlOn the analysis, become additional. 
complete, unless some of the cases in dence of the laws themselves. 
which the theory is borne out by the though we could not have got at 
observed result, are of at least equal law from complex cases, still 
complexity with any other cases in the law, got at otherwise, is founa 
which its application could be called be in accordance with the result of 
for. complex case, that case becum 

If direct observation and collation new experiinent on the law, and 
of instances have furnished us with to confirm what it did not as 
any empirical laws of the effect, discover. It is a new trial 
(whether true in all observed cases, or principle in a different set of 
only true for the most part,) the most stances;· and occasionally 
effectual verification of which the eliminate some ci':rclLlmlshtnc:e 
theory could be susceptible would viously excluded, and the 
be that it led deductively to those of which might require an eXT>eri IUMIIj 
eI~pirical laws; that the uniformi- impossible to be executed. 
ties whether complete or incomplete, strikingly conspic~ous in the 
which were observed to exist among formerlyquoted,inwhichthed 
the phenomena were accounted for between the observed and 
by the laws of the causes-were such lated velocity of sound was asc:ertaillllli 
as could not but exist if those be really to result from the heat extrica I.'d 
the causes by which the phenomena the condensation which takes pI 
are produced. Thus it was. very each sonorous vibration. Thi" 
reasonably deemed an essentIal re· trial, in new circumstances, of 
quisite of any true theory of the law of the development of heat 
causes of the celestial motions, that pression; and it added mltteria:lly": 
.it should lead by deduction to Kep· the proof of the universality 
1er's laws; which, accordingly, the law. According~ any law of 
Newtonian theory did. is deemed to have gained in 

In order, therefore, to facilitate the certainty by being found to 
. ~'erification of theories obtained by some complex case which ha 1 
deduction, it is important that as previously been thought of 
many as possible of the empirical laws nection with it; and this 
of the phenomena should be ascer- consideration to which it is 
tained bv a comparison of instances, of scientific inquirers to attach 
conform~bly to the Method of Agree- too much value than too little. 
ment, as well as (it must be added) To the Deductive Method. 
that the phenomena themflel ves should characterised in its three conlstll~U.1fiII 
be described, in the most compre· parts, Induction, Ratiocinatillll, 
hensive as well as accurate manner Verification, the human mind ~ 
possible, by collectin~ from the .ob- debted for its most conspi 
servationof parts the sImplest pOSSIble triumphs in the investigation 
correct expressions for the corespond. nature. To it we owe all the t h 
ina' wholes: as when the series of the by which vast and complicatc.J 
ob~erved places of a planet was first nomena are embraced under a 
expressed by a circle, then by a system simple laws, which, considerecl 
of epicycles, and subsequently by an laws of those great phenomena, 
ellipse. never have been detected b ' 

It is worth remarking, that com- direct study. We may: forllJ 
plex instances which would have been conception of what the meth 
of no use for the discovery of the done for us from the case . If 
simple laws into which w~ ultimately celest.bl motions, one. of the SI lO 

u,nalyse their phenomell~, neverthe-. among the greater lUstn.nc 
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f')Osition of Causes, since (except 
. few cases not of primary im· 

JJS rpnce) each of the ~leavenly bod~es 
,. Iw considered, WIthout mate;Ial 

. ~ .. :tracy, to be never ~t one tIme 
IP need by the attractlOn of more 
lP Ill' two bodies, the sun and one 

1tl' planet or satellite ; m~king with 
T"action of the body Itself, and 
f,,~ce generated by the body's own 

lion and acting in the direction of 
t! ngent, only four diff~rent agents 

t t' concurrence of whlCh the mo
~I· of that body depend; a much 
I. 1o.;r number, no doubt, than that 
\\ hich any other of the great phe. 

nit na of nature is determined or 
rn,·J. Yet how could we ever 

lI~certained the combination of 
f I un which the motions of the 

~ll and planets are dependent by 
h' comp:1ring the orbits or veloci
,:f different planets, or the dif· 

.. t velocities or positions of the 
" planet? Notwithstanding the 
l' arity which manifests itself in 

motions, in a degree so rare 
am D" the effects of concurrence of 

'co"; and although the periodical 
rence of exactly the same effect 

alII rUs positive proof that all the 
1111 inatiolls of causes which occur 

Il recur periodically; we should 
11 have known what the causes were, 
if th·, existence of agencies precisely 
, . :.r on our own earth had not, 

nately, brought the causes them· 
\ within the reach of experimen. 
i 11 under simple circumstances. 
\\ u shall h?,ve occasion to analyse, 
hLr on, tIns great example of the 
hod of Deduction, we shall not 
Ipy any time with it here, but 

11311 proceed to that secondary appli-
ti 11\ of the Deductive :Method the 

It of which is not to prove laws of 
Ut.mena, but to explain them. 

, CHAPTER XII. 

OF THE EXPLANATION OF LAWS OJ!' 

NATURE. 

§ I. THE deductive operation by 
which we derive the law of an effect 
from the laws of the causes, the con· 
currence of which gives rise to it, 
may be undertaken either for the 
purpose of discovering the law, or of 
explaining a, law already discovered. 
The word explanation occurs so con· 
tinually and holds so important a 
place in philosophy, that a little time 
spent in fixing the meaning of it will 
be profitably employed. 

An individual fact is said to be 
explained by pointing out its cause 
that is, by stating the law or laws of 
cau.sation of which its production is 
an lllstance. Thus a confiaO'ration is 
explained when it is provel to have 
arisen from a spark falling into the 
midst of a heap of combustibles' and 
in a similar manner, a law ot' uni. 
formity in nature is said to be ex
plained when another law or laws 
are pointed out, of which that law 
itself is but a case, and from which it 
could be deduced . 

§ 2. There are three distinQ'Uish. 
able sets of circumstances in which a. 
law of causation may be explained 
from, or, as it also is often expressed, 
resolved into, other laws. 

The first is the case already so 
fully considered; an intermixture of 
laws, producing a joint effect equal 
to the sum of the effects of the causes 
taken separately. The law of the 
complex effect is explained by beina' 
resolved into the separate laws of th~ 
causes which contribute to it. Thus 
the law of the motion of a planet is 
resolved into ,the law of the acquired 
force which tends to produce an uni· 
form. motion in the tangent, and the 
law of the centripetal force which 
t~nd~ to produce an accelerating moo 
tlOn towards the sun; the real motion 
being a compound of the two. 

It is necessary here to remark, thu.j;. 

U 
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in this resolution of the law or a com
plex effect, the laws of which it is 
compounded are not the only elements. 
It is resolved into the laws of the 
separate causes, together with· the 
fact of their co-existence. The one 
is as essential an ingredient as the 
other; whether the object be to dis
cover the law of the effect, or only to 
explain it. To deduce the laws of 
the heavenly motions, we require not 
only to know the In.w of a rectilineal 
and that of a gravitative force,. but 
the existence of both these forces in 
the celestial regions, and even their 
relative amount. The complex laws 
of causation are thus resolved into 
two distinct kinds of elements: the 
one, simpler laws of causation, the 
other (in the aptly selected expression 
of Dr. Chalmers) collocations; the 
collocations consisting in the existence 
of certain agents or powers, in certain 
circumstances of place and time. vVe 
shall hereafter have occasion to return 
to this distinction, and to dwell on it 
at such length as dispenses with the 
necessity of further insisting on it 
here. The first mode, then, of the 
explanation of Laws of Causation, is 
when the law of an effect is resolved 
into the various tendencies of which 
it is the result, together with the laws 
of those tendencies. 

§ 3. A second case is when, be
tween what seemed the cause and 
what was supposed to be its effect, 
further observation detects an inter
mediate link; a fact caused by the 
antecedent, and in its turn causing 
the consequent; so that the cause at 
first assigned is but the remote cause, 
operating through the intermediate 
phenomenon. A seemed the cause of 
C, but it subsequently appeared that 
A was only the cause of B, and that 
it is·B which was the cause of C. 
J;'or ~xample: mankind were aware 
that the act of touching an outward 
object caused a sensation. It was 
i'ubsequently discovered, that after 
we have touched the object, and be
.fore we experience the serration, some 

change takes place in a kind of 
called a nerve, which extends 
outward organs to the brain. 
ing the object, therefore, is only he 
mote cause of oursensation; thn.ti 
the cause, properly speaking, but 
cause of the cause ;-the real ca 
the sensation is the change in 
state of the nerve. FutUre eXPe . 
may not only give us more 
than we now have of the 
nature of this change, but 
interpolate another link: 
contact (for example) of the 
with our outward organs, alld 
production of the change of s 
the nerve, there may take placl! 
electric phenomenon, or some p 
menon of a nature not resemblin" 
effects of any known agency. Hi 
however, no such intermediate I 
has been discovered; and the 
of the object must be considererl 
visiona.lly, as the proximate ca ' 
the affection of the nerve. Thtl 
quence, therefore, of a sensatiflll 
touch on contact with an obj ~ 
ascertained not to be an ultimat I 
it is resolved, as the phrase i 
two other laws,-the0law that Cl n 
with an object produces an air 
of the nerve, and the law th 
affection of the nerve produces 
tion. 

To take another example: th 
powerful acids corrode or blachon 
ganic compounds. This is a C:llO" ,. ... 11. 

causation, but of remote 
and is said to be explained whl n 
shown that there is an interln 
link, namely, the separation uf 
of the chemical elements of the ') 
structure from the rest, and thl'ir 
tering into combination with the 
The acid causes this separation of 
elements, and the separation I f 
elements causes the disorgani 
and often the charring of the strn 
So, again, chlorine extracts co! 
matters (whence its efficacy in 1 
in g) and purifies the air fr011l in~ 
tion. This law is resolved in ~ 
two following laws. Chlorim' h. 
powerful affinity for bases of all k 
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t' cularly metallic bases and hydro
ptlf 1 Such bases are essential ele-

/l'ts of colouring matters and con
I I~ ~)~S compounds, which substances, 
hcrefore, are <;le composed and de
>r yed by chlorme. 

~. It is of importance to remark, 
. t when a sequence of phenomena 

~_ ~hus resolved into otherlaws, they 
always laws more general than 

j ~f. The law that A is/ollowed by 
t. j.; less general than e.lther of the 

\1 which connect B WIth C and A 
I 1I B. 'l'his will appear from very 

i I,le considerations. 
\ J1laws of causation are liable to 

: , ... unteracted.or frustrated by the 
n,'1 _fulfilment of some negative con
iti.m: the tendency, therefore, of B 

t. I' roduce C may be defeated. Now 
. law that A produces B, is equally 

I Il lled whether B is followed by C 
t r HIJt; but the law. that A produces 
'I,y means of B, 1S of course only 

f 11 ;Hed when B is really followed by 
, :lnd is therefore less general than 
h law that A produces B. It is 

, less general than the law that B 
rr> luces C. For B may have other 
0111- '5 besides A; and as A produces 

"lily by mean!:! of B, while B pro-
Uc. C whether it has itself been 

luced by A or by anything else, 
t ,econd law embraces a greater 
n Ulber of instances, covers as it 

r a greater space of ground, than 
tirst. 

'n.us, in our former example, the 
, that the contact of an object 

11 s a change in the state of the 
n, ), is more general than the law 

contact with an object causes 
11 ·. tion, since, for aught we know, 

th. change in the nerve may equally 
kt, place wh~n, from a counteracting 
u u, as, for lllstance, strong mental 
'wment, the sensation does not 

11! .. w; as in a battle, where wounds 
r ,I)llletimes received without any 

t I. :iuusness of receiving them. And 
'n, the law that change in the state 

'I. lkn'e produces sensation, is more 
.1 :al than the law that contact 

with an object produces sensation; 
since the sensation equally follows 
the change in the nerve when not 
produced by contact with an object, 
but by some other cause; as in the 
well-known case when a person who 
has lost a limb feels the same sensa
tion which he has been accustomed to 
call a pain in the limb. 

Not only are the laws of more im
mediate sequence, into which the law 
of a remote sequence is resolved, laws 
of greater generality than that law is, 
but (as a consequence of, or rather as 
implied in, their greater generality) 
they are more to be relied on; there 
are fewer chances of their being ulti
mately found not to be universally 
true. }i'rom the moment when the 
sequence of A and C is shown not to 
be immediate, ,but to depend on an 
intervening phenomenon, then, how
ever constant and invariable the se
quence of A and C has hitherto been 
found, possibilities arise of its failure, 
exceeding those which can effect either 
of the more immediate sequences, A, 
B, and B, C. The tendency of A to 
produce C may be defeated by what
ever is capable of defeating either the 
tendency of A to produce B, or the 
tendency of B to produce C; . it is 
therefore twice as liable to failure as 
either of those more elementary ten
dencies; and the generalisation that 
A is always followed by C, is twice 
as likely to be fGund erroneous. And 
so of the converse generalisation, that 
C is always preceded and caused by 
A; which will be erroneous not only 
if there should happen to be a second 
immediate mode of production of C 
itself, but, moreover, if there be a 
second mode of production of B, the 
immediate antecedent of C in the 
sequence. 

The resolution of the one generalisa
tion into the other two not only shows 
that there are possible limitations of 
the former, from which its two ele
ments are exempt, but shows also 
where these are to be looked for. As 
soon as we know that B intervenes 
between A and C, we also know that ii 
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there be cases in which the sequence 
of A and C does not hold, these are 
most likely to be found by studying 
the effects or the conditions of the 
phenomenon B. 

duce effects which differ-not 
in quantity, but in kind. Th, 
bination of a centripetal with ' 
jectile force, in the proportion~ 
obtain in all the planets and 
lites of our solar system, gives ri 
an elliptical motion; but if th . 
of the two forces to each oth ·r 
slightly altered, it is demon~ 
that the motion produced Wottld 
in a circle, or a parabola, or an h 
bola; and it is thought that in 
case of some comets one of th 
probably the fact. Yet the I 
the parabolic motion would 
solvable into the very same ~i 
laws into which that of the elli 
motion is resolved, namely, h 

It appears, then, that in the second 
of the three modes in which a law 
may be resolved into other laws, the 
la.tter are more general, that is, ex
tend to more cages, and are also less 
likely to require limitation from sub
sequent experience, than the law 
which they serve to explain. They 
are more nearly unconditional; they 
are defeated by fewer contingenci.es; 
they are a nearer approach to the 
universal truth of nature. The same 
observations are still more evidentlv 
true with regard to the first of th~ 
three modes of resolution. 'When 
the law of an effect of combined 
forces is resolved into the separate 
laws of the cau.ses, the nature of the 
case implies that the law of the effect 
is less general than the law of any of 
the causes, since it only holds when 
they are combined; while the law of 
anyone of the causes holds good both 
then, and also when that cause acts 
apart from the rest. It is also mani
fest that the complex law is liable to 
be oftener unfulfilled than anyone 
of the simpler laws of which it is the 
result, since every contingency which 
defeats any of the laws prevents so 
much of the effect as depends on it, 
and thereby defeats the complex law. 
The mere rusting, for example, of some 
small part of a great machine, often 
suffices entirely to prevent the effect 
which ought to result from the joint 
action of all the parts. The law of 
the effect of a combination of causes 
is always subject to the whole of the 
negative conditions which attach to 
the action of all the causes severally. 

There is another and an equally 
strong reason why the law of a com
plex effect must be less general than 
the laws of the causes which conspire 
to produce it. The same causes, act
ing according to the same laws, and 
differing only in the proportions in 
which they are combin,ed, often pro-

of the permanence of rectilinc 
tion and the law of gravitati" n. 
therefore, in the course of a"" 
circumstance were to manif~ t,' i 
which, without defeating th", I • 
either of those forces, should tn 
alter their proportion to one an 
(such as the shock of some soli,l 
or even the accumulating eH 
the resistance of the medium in 
astronomers have been led to 
that the motions of the h 
bodies take place,) the ellipti 
tion might be changed into [t 100 

in some other conic section; and 
complex law that the planet: 
tions take place in ellipses w 1ld 
deprived of its universality, 
the discovery would not at all cl 
from the universality of the . 
laws into which that comple. 
resolved. The law, in short, d 
of the concurrent causes remni 
same, however their collocations 
. vary; but the law of their join 
varies with every differenctl in 
collocations. There needs 11 

to show how much more 
elementary laws must be 
the complex laws which are 
from them. 

§ 5. Besides the two mod 
have been treated of, there i 
mode' in which laws are res .. 1 
one another; and in this it i· 
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dtD
t 

that they are resolved into laws 
re general than themselves. This 

JDi? d mode is the subsu1nption (as it has 
Ir
n 

called) of one law under another, 
or \what ~omes to the same th~ng) 

'athenng up of several laws mto 
; Iore general law which' includes 

III all. The most splendid ex
It" of this operation was when 
. trial gravity and the central 

fllfC( uf the solar system were brought 
hr.r under the general law of 

litation. It had been proved an
ently that the earth and the 

er planets tend to the sun; and it 
been known from the earliest 

tiJut that terrestrial bodies tend to
the earth. These were similar 

Qrnena ; and to enable them both 
subsumed under one law, it was 

oaly necessary to prove that, as the 
t.~ were similar in quality, so also 
, as to quantity, conform to the 

_ rules. This was first shown to 
rue of the moon, which agreed 

h terrestrial objects not only in 
ding to a centre, but in the fact 

his centre was the earth. The 
l'DCy of the moon towards the 
b being ascertained to vary as 
in\'erse square of the distance, it 
dtduced from this, by direct cal-

lln, that if the moon were as 
tl) the earth as terrestrial" objects 

, aud the acquired force in the 
illn of the tangent were sus
, the moon would fall towards 

c rth through exactly as many 
in a second as those objects do 

\ irtue of their weight. Hence 
inference was irresistible that the 

also tends to the earth by vir
d its weight, and that the two 

rnena, the tendency of the moon 
tilt· earth and the tendency of ter-
rial objects to the earth, being 
nly similar in quality, but, when 

la th same circumstances, identical 
la qu:mtity, are cases of one and the 

law of causation. But the ten
.' of the moon to the earth, and 
tcndency of the earth and planets 
b ~un, were already known to be 

(.If the same law. of _causation: 

and thus the law of all these ten
dencies and the law of terrestrial 
gravity were recognised as identical, 
and were subsumed under one general 
law, that of gravitation. 

In a similar manner, the laws of 
magnetic phenomena have more re
cently been subsumed under known 
laws of electricity. It is thus that 
the most general laws of nature are 
usually arrived at: we mount to them 
by successive steps. For, to arrive 
by correct induction at laws which 
hold under such an immense variety 
of cir~umstances, laws so general as 
to be mdependent of any varieties of 
space or time which we are able to 
observe,. r?quires for the most part 
many dl.stmct sets of experiments or 
observatIOns, conducted at different 
times and by different people. One 
part of the law is first ascertained 
afterwards another part: one set of 
observations teaches us that the law 
holds ~ good under some conditions 
another that it holds good unde~ 
other conditions, by combining which 
observations we find that it holds 
good under conditions much more 
general, or even universally. The 
general law, in this case, is literally 
~he sum 0.£. all the partial ones; it 
~s a r~cogmtIOn of the same sequence 
m dIfferent sets of instances and 
may, in tact, be regarded as ~erely 
one step III the process of elimination. 
The tendency of bodies towards one 
another, which we now call gravity 
had at first been observed only on th~ 
earth's surface, where it manifested 
itself only as a tendency of all bodies 
towards the earth, and might, there
fore, be ascribed to a peculiar pro·· 
perty of the earth itself: one of the 
circumstances, namely, the proximity 
of the earth, had not been eliminated. 
To eliminate this circumstance re
quired a fresh set of instances in 
other parts of the universe: these 
we could not ourselves create; and 
though nature had created them for 
us, we were placed in very unfavour
able circumstances for observing them. 
.To make these observations fell natur-
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ally to the lot of · a different set of 
persons from those who studied ter
restrial phenomena, and had, indeed, 
been a matter of great interest at a 
time when the idea of explaining 
celestial facts by terrestrial laws was 
looked upon as the confounding of an 
indefeasible distinction. When, how
ever, the celestial motions were ac
curately ascertained, and the deduc
tive processes performed, from which 
it appeared that their laws and those 
of terrestrial gravity corresponded, 
those celestial observations became a 
set of instances which exactly elimin
ated the circumstance of proximity to 
the earth, and proved that in the 
original case, that of terrestrial ob
jects, it was not the earth, as such, 
that caused the motion or . the pres
sure, but the circumstance common 
to that case with the celestial in
stances, namely, the presence of some 
great body within certain limits of 
distance. 

§ 6. There are, then, three modes 
of explaining laws of causation, or, 
which is the same thing, resolving 
them into other laws. }-'irst, when 
the law of an effect of combined 
causes is resolved into the separate 
laws of the causes, together with the 
fact of their combination. Secondly, 
when the law which connects any two 
links, not proximate, in a chain of 
causation, is resolved into the laws 
which connect each with the inter
mediate links. Both of these are 
cases of resolving one law into two 
or more; in the third, two or more 
are resolved into one: when, after 
the law has been shown to hold good 
in several different classes of cases, 
we decide that what is true in each 
of these classes of cases is true under 
some more general supposition, con
sisting of what all those classes of 
cases have . in common. We may 
here remark that this last operation 
involves none of the uncertainties at
tendant on induction by the Method 
of Agreement, since we need not sup
pose the result to be ext~ded by ,,,ay 

of inference to any new class of 
different from those by the 
son of w~lich it was engendert:d_ 

In all these three processe" 
are, as we have seen, resolvtll] 
laws more general than then!. 
laws extending to all the cases 
the former extended to, and 
besides. In the first two mod\; 
are also resolved into laws lUll! 

tain, in other words, more univ . 
true than themselves; they :1 
fact, proved not . to be the 
laws of nature, the character of 
is to be universally true, but 
of laws of nature, which may l.1f' 
true conditionally, and for the 
part. No difference of this SOlt 

in the third case, since here 
partial laws are, in fact, th 
!':ame law as the general one, and 
exception to them would be an 
tion to it too. . 

By all the three proces 
range of deductive science is ex 
since the laws, thus resolved, 
thenceforth deduced demonstr 
from the laws into which they 
resolved. As already remark .d, 
same deductive process which p 
a law or fact of causation if un . 
serves to explain it when known. 

The word explanation is he 
in its philosophical sense. " 
called explaining one law of nature 
another, is but substituting 011 
tery for another, and does 11 

to render the general course of 
other than mysterious: we 
more assign a 1vhy for the most 
sive laws than for the partial 
The explanation may substi u 
mystery which has become fam • 
and has grown to seem not mysw • 
for one which is still strangtl. 
this is the meaning of explanation, 
common parlance. But the p 
with which we are here COli 

often does the very contrary; i 
solves a phenomenon with wl.i h 
are familiar into one of whi b 
previously knew little or notll iu . 
when the common bet of th· f 
heavy bodies was resol ed ill \) 
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yof all particles of matter to
u,lt:nc ne :lllother. It must be kept 
3rJs °tly in view, therefore, that in 

«l~I~ta: those who speak of explain-
l(nC , phenomenon mean (or should 

in.: any ointing out not some more 
III .a~) ; but merely some more gene
(;oull ~~omenon, of which it is a par
r.J P rnplification; or some laws of 
\.1.

1 t!~fon which produce it by their 
r"

I

U

1t 
or successive. action,. ~nd from 

J I ch, the~efore, Its C?ndltlOns ~lay 
determmed deductIvely. Every 

I . pera.tion brings us a step nearer 
I II 0 {. t' h' h \ ''I,rds answenng the ques IOn w IC 

t • stated in a previous chapter as 
. ehentling the whole problem of 
olpr . ft' What t!lt' investigatIOn 0 na ur~, VIZ. . 

the fewest assumptIOlls, WhICh 
~ Cl granted, the order of nature as 
i I~ists would be the result ? ~hat 

the fewest general proposItions 
~1Il1 which all the uniformities exist
in' in nature could be deduced ?, 

The laws, thus explai?ed or re
h'ed, are sometimes sald to ?e a~

(Ollnted for " but the expresslOn, IS 
Ulcorrect, if taken to mean anythmg 
JII e than what has bee~ already 

ted. In minds not habItuated to 
'urate thinking, there is often a 
fused notion that the general laws 
the causes of the partial ones; 

t the law of general gravitation, 
f r example, causes the phenomenoll 
d the fall of bodies to the eart? But 

11._ ert this would be a mlsuse of 
word cause: terrestrial gravity is 

n an effect of general gravitation, 
but a case of it; that is, one kind of 
tilt: particular instances in which that 

ncrallaw obtains. To account for 
6 l.\wof nature means, and can mean, 

hinO' more than to assign other 
I ~ ;ore general, together with .col
I , nions, which laws and collocatlOns 

iu" supposed, the partial law fol
Io 0 without any additional supposi-

--' 

CHAPTER XIII. 

],IISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES OF THE EX~ 
PLANATION Ol!' LAWS Ol!' NATURE. 

§ r. THE most striking example 
which the history of science presents 
of the explanation of laws of causa
tion and other uniformities of sequence 
among special phenomena, by resolv
ing them into laws of greater sim
plicity and generality, is the great 
N ewtol1ian generalisation: respecting 
which typical instance so much having 
already been said, it is sufficient to 
call attention to the great number 
and variety of the special observed 
uniformities which are in this case 
accounted for, either as particular 
cases, or as consequences of one very 
simple law of universall1ature. The 
simple fact of a tendency of every 
partiCle of matter towards every other 
particle, varying inversely ~s the 
square of the distance, explams the 
fall of bodies to the earth, the revolu
tions of the planets and satellites, the 
motions (so far as known) of comets, 
and all the various regularities which 
have been observed in these special 
phenomena; such as the elliptical 
orbits, and the variations from exact 
ellipses; the relation between the 
solar distances of the planets and the 
duration of their revolutions; the 
precession of tIle equinoxes; the 
tides, and a vast number of minor 
astronomical truths. 

Mention has also been made in the 
preceding chapter of the explanation 
of the phenomena of magnetism from 
laws of electricity; the special laws 
of magnetic agency having been affi
liated by deduction to observed laws 
of electric action, in which they have 
ever since been considered to be in
cluded as special cases. An example 
not so complete in itself, but even 
more fertile in consequences, having 
been the starting-point of the really 
scientific study of physiology, is thQ." 
::dfili::ttion, commenced by Bichat, and 
carried on by subsequent biologists, 
of the properties of the bodily organs 
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to the elementa,ry properties of the 
tissues into which they are anatomi
cally decomposed. 

Another striking instance is af
forded by Dalton's generalisation, 
commonly known as the atomic theory. 
It had been known from the very 
commencement of accurate chemical 
observation, that any two bodies com
bine chemically with one another in 
only a certain number of proportions; 
but those proportions were in each case 
expressed by a percentage-so many 
parts (by weight) of each ingredient, 
in 100 of the compound, (say 35 and 
a fraction of one element, 64 and a 
fraction of the other:) in which mode 
of statement no relation was per
ceived between the proportion in 
which a given element combines with 
one substance, and that in which it 
combines with others. The great 
step made by Dalton consisted in 
perceiving, that a unit of weight 
might be established for each sub
stance, such that by supposing the 
substance to enter into all its com
binations in the ratio either of that 
unit, or of some low multiple of that 
unit, all the different proportions, 
previously expressed by percentages, 
were found to result. Thus I being 
assumed as the unit of hydrogen, if 8 
were then taken as that of oxygen, 
the combination of one unit of hydro
gen with one unit of oxygen would 
produce the exact proportion of weight 
between the two substances which is 
known to exist in water; the com
bination of one unit of hydrogen'with 
two units of oxygen would produce 
the proportion which exists in the 
other compound of the same two ele
ments, called peroxide of hydrogen; 
and the combinations of hydrogen 
and of oxygen with all other sub
stances would correspond with the 
supposition that those elements enter 
into combination by single units, or 
twos, or threes, of the numbers as
signed to them, 1 and 8, and the other 
substances by ones or twos or threes 
of other determinate numbers proper 
to each. The result is that a table , 

of the equivalent ~umbers, or, 
they are called, atomIC weights 
the elementary substances, , 
in itself, and scientifically 
all the proportions in which any 
stance, elementary or compound, 
found capable of entering into cL 
cal combination with any other ue. 
stance whatever. 

§ 2. Some interesting cases o' 
explanation of old uniformitif'K 
newly ascertained laws are affordl'd 
the researches of Professor 
That eminent chemist was 
who drew attention to the UllSolll'CIJ ..... 

which may be made of all "'.n}lS~illl1ll11 •• 

into two classes, termed by him 
talloids and colloids; or rather 
states of matter into the cr"R"r.'III ....... 
and the colloidal states, for 
substances are capable of existiu 
either. When in the colloidal 
their sensible properties are very dif. 
ferent from those of the same IlUh. 
stance when crystallised, or wh 'b 

a state easily susceptible of c~ 
lisation. Colloid substances pals:; wi 
extreme difficulty and slownes. i 
the crystalline state, and ar, 
tremely inert in all the ordj 
chemical relations. Substanc > 
the colloid state are almost ah ':l 
when combined with water, m, ll\' 

less viscous or gelatinous. The In 

prominent examples of the stat 
certain animal and vegetable 
stances, particularly gelatine, 1\1 
men, starch, the gums, caramel, taa 
nin, and some others. Among Jb. 
stances not of organic origin, the IIlI 

notable instances are hydrated sir' 
acid and hydrated alumina, with t 
metallic peroxides of the alumin 
class. ~. 

Now it is found, that while coll idal 
substances are easily penetrate,{ 
water, and by the solutions of er) 
talloid substances, they are very 1i 
penetrable by one another: which 
enabled Professor Graham to ill ro
duce a highly effective process (term 
dialysis) for separating the crysta!loi 
subst~nces cont~ined in any li ' uid 
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• t re by passing them through a 
111

1
, l~pttlm of colloid~l matter,. which 

Will . ot suffer anythmg collOIdal to 
d nr suffers it onlY'in very minute 

" t~ty This property of colloids 
11: ~led Mr. Graham to account for a 
umber of s~ecial result~ of observa

til not prevlOu~~y e~plamed. 
For instance, whIle ~oluble cr:fs
Ilnids are always ~Ighly sap!d, 
h:hle coIl,oids are smgularly m

iti,I," as mIght be ,e;cpected; for, as 
I; "ntient extremIties of the nerves 
f ,i,\J palate "are probablx protected 

1 colloidal membrane, Imperme-
'111: to other colloids, a colloid, when 

J probably never reaches those 
DI.r\''':' Again," it has been observed 

vegetable gum is not digested in 
~tomach; the coats of that organ 

di I ~e the soluble ,foo?, absorbing 
en':talloids, and reJectmg all col

iJ " One of the mysterious pro
':' accompanying digestion, the 
tion of free muriatic acid by 

th c,lats of the stomach, obtains a 
liable hypothetical explanation 
lI"h the same law. ]'inally, 

ul'h"'light is thrown upon .the ob
n, J phenomena of osmose (the 

J :\O'e of fluids outward and inward 
'!' ~h animal membranes) by the 

f that the membranes are colloidal. 
In nsequence, the water and saline 

lltions contained in the animal 
I . pass easily and rapidly through 

~ I ",mbranes, while the substances 
d r d lyapplicable to nutrition, which 

ruostly colloidal, are detained by 
w. it 

'I1 l property which salt possesses 
f IIr\Jserving animal substances from 

I r..faction is resolved by Liebig into 
luore general laws-the strong 

A I" .. ction of salt for water, and the 
!>ity of the presence of water as 

,ndition of putrefaction. The in-
nllt:diate phenomenon which is in

lated between the remote cause 
ride llIemoir by Thomas Graham, 

I " :Master of the Mint, "On Liquid 
I • inn Applied to Analysis;" in the 

'phical :l"ransactions for 1862, re
I :n0 J in, the Jow'nal of the Chemical 

'" and also separately as a pamphlet. 

and the effect, can here be not merely 
inferred but seen; for it is a familiar 
fact, that flesh upon which salt han 
been thrown is speedily found swim
ming in brine. 

The second of the two factors (an 
they may be termed) into which the 
preceding law has been resolved, the 
necessity of water to putrefaction, 
itself affords an additional example 
of the Resolution of Laws. The law 
itself is proved by the Method of Dif
ference, since flesh completely dried 
and kept in a dry atmosphere does 
not putrefy; as we see in the case of 
dried provisions, and human bodies 
in very dry climates. A deductive 
explanation of this same law re
sults from Liebig's speculations. The 
putrefaction of animal and other azo
tised bodies is a chemical process, by 
which they are' gradually dissipated 
in a gaseous form, chiefly in that of 
carbonic acid and ammonia; now to 
convert the carbon of the animal sub
stance into carbonic acid requires oxy
gen, and to convert the azote into 
ammonia. requires hydrogen, which 
are the elements of water. The ex
treme rapidity of the putrefaction of 
azotised substances, compa.red with 
the gradual decay of non-azotised 
bodies (such as wood and the like) 
by the action of oxygen alone, he 
explains from the general law that 
substances are much more easily de
composed by the action of two dif
ferent affinities upon two of their ele
ments than by the action of only one. 

§ 3. Among the many important 
properties of the nervous system which 
have either been first discovered or 
strikingly illustrated by Dr. Brown
Sequard, I select the reflex influence 
of the nervous system on nutrition 
and secretion. By reflex nervous 
action is meant action which one part 
of the nervous system exerts over 
another part, without any interme
diate action on the brain, and con
sequently without consciousness; or 
which, if it does pass through the 
brain, at le~st prOd\lCeS its effects in-
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dependently of the w~ll. There are 
many experiments w::l~ch prove that 
irritation of a nerve m one part of 
the body may in this manner excite 
powerful action in another part; for 
example food injected into the sto
mach throuah a divided resophagus 
neverthelesso produces secretion of 
saliva' warm water injected into the 
bowel;, and various other irritations 
of the lower intestines, have been 
found to excIte secretion of the gastric 
juice, and so forth. The reality .of 
the power being thus prov~d, Its 
agency explains a great varIety of 
apparently anomalous p~enomena, of 
which I select the followmg from Dr. 
Brown-Sequard's LectU1'es on the Ne1'-

tissues of the abdomen, chest Ill' 
head, which, when death ensues from 
this kind of injury, is one of the In 
frequent causes of it. 

Paralysis and amesthesia of (In 

part of the body from neuralgh. in 
another part; and muscular atrophy 
from neuralgia, even when there ' 
no paralysis. 

'fOU8 Systern :- . • 
The production of tears by unta

tation of the eye, or of the mucous 
membrane of the nose. 

The secretions of the eye and nose 
increased by exposure of other parts 
of the body to cold. . 

Inflammation of the eye, espeCIally 
when of traumatic origin, very fre
quently excites a similar affection in 
the other eye, which may be cured 
by section of the intervening nerve. 

Loss of sight sometimes produced 
by neuralgia; and has bee~ kn~wn 
to be at once cured by the extIrpatIOn, 
for instance, of a carious tooth. 

Even cataract has been produced 
in a healthy eye by cataract in the 
other eye, or by neuralgia, or by a 
wound of the frontal nerve. 

'l'etanus produced by the lesion of 
a nerve; Dr. Brown-Sequard thin 
it highly probable that hydrophol' 
is a phenomenon of a similar natuf 

Morbid changes in the nutrition oC 
the brain and spinal cord, manif 
ing themselves by epilepsy, chur 
hysteria, and other diseases, 
sioned by lesion of some of the lJ 

vous extremities in remote place~. 
by worms, calculi, tumours, cari' 
bones, ~n~ i~ some cases e~en by,'ery 
slight ll'rltatlOns of the sklU. 

§ 4. :From the foregoing and si 
instances we may see the importa 
when a law of nature previously UIlo 
known has been brought to light, 
when new light has been thrown u 
a known law by experiment, of l' 

amining all cases which present 
conditions necessary for bringing 
law into action; a process fertile ia 
demonstrations of special laws pre
viously unsuspected, and explanati 
of others already empirically known. 

:For instance, :Faraday discove 
by experiment that voltaic electricit.J 
could be evolved from a natural n • 
net, provided a conducting body The well-known phenomenon of a 

sudden stoppage of the heart's ac
tion, and consequent death, produced 
by irritation of some of. th~ nervous 
extremities, e.rJ., by drmkmg very 
cold water, or by a blow on t~e :;tb
domen or other sudden eXCItatIOn 
of the'abdominal sympathetic nerve, 
thouah this nerve may be irritated 
to a~y extent without stopping the 
heart's action if a section be made of 
the communicating nerves. 

The extraordinary effects produced 
on the internal organs by an extensive 
burn on the surface of the body, con
sisting of violent infl;1mma,tion of the 

set in motion at right angles tu 
direction of the magnet; and thi be 
found to hold not only of small u • 
nets, but of that great magnet, 
earth. The law being thus el' 
lished experimentally that electl'i it 
is evolved by a magnet and a 
ductor moving at right angles tu 
direction of its poles, we may n 
look out for fresh instances in wb. 
these conditions meet. 'Where\ r 
conductor moves or revolves at ri 
an ales to the direction of the earth 
m:gnetic poles, there we may ex 
an evolution of. electricity. _ In 
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thern regions, where the polar 
n~~ ction is nearly perpendicular to 
,(l It: h' t I ' f I . horizon, all onzon ,a motIOns 0 

t lUductors will produce electricity; 
(" ,n 1 d I ,jrizontal whe~ls, for exaI?P e, ma e 
,'i metal; likeWIse all runnmg str.e~ms 

'11 evolve a current of electrIcIty, 
\. ~ich will circulate round them; and 
\ e air thus charged with electricity 
t 'y be one of the causes of the 
'~ora. borealis. In the equatorial 
.l~ ions on the contrary, upright 
"'ht!ds 'placed parallel.to t~e ~quator 
,ill originate a voltalC CIrcUlt, and 

\\ aterfalls will naturally become elec-
tJ ic. • 

For a second example; It has been 
I,TI ,ved, chiefly by the researches of 
Professor Graham, that gases have a 
trang tendency to permeate animal 

w"mbranes, and diffuse themselves 
b~ouO'h the spaces which such mem
brane~ enclose, notwithstanding the 
I rl;3enc~ of other ga~es in those spaces. 
l'roceedmO' from thls general law, and 
Tt viewing °a variety of cases in which 
'llocleS lie contiguous to membranes, 
U are enabled to cj.emonstrate or to 

t' 'plain the following more special 
laws: 1st. The human or animal 

Jy when surrounded with any gas 
not 'already contained within the 
I ,Jy absorbs it rapidly; such, for 
insta~lCe, as the gases of putrefying 
IJ atters: which helps to explain 
malaria. 2d. The carbonic acid gas 
f diervescing drinks, evolved in the 
tIlInach, permeates its membranes, 
nd rapidly spreads through the sys-

t. m. 3d. Alcohol taken into the 
mach passes into .vapour and 

preads through the system with great 
ru pidity, (which, combined with the 
I itih combustibility of alcohol, or, in 
other words, its ready combination 
i th oxygen, may perhaps help to ex

plain the bodily warmth immediately 
c~ lllsequent on drinking spirituous 
Jj' luors). 4th. In any state of the 
I l,v in which peculiar gases are 
f .rmed within it, these will rapidly 
t hale through all parts of the body; 
. nJ hence the rapidity with which, 
ill certain states of diseasel the sur· 

rounding atmosphere becomes tainted. 
5th. The putrefaction of the interior 
parts of a carcase will proceed as 
rapidly as that of the exterior, from 
the ready passage outwards of the 
gaseous products. 6th. The exchange 
of oxygen and carbonic acid in the 
lungs is not prevented, but mther 
promoted, by the intervention of the 
membrane of the lungs and the coats 
of the blood-vessels between the blood 
and the air. It is necessary, however, 
that there should be a substance in 
the blood with which the oxygen of 
the air may immediately combine; 
otherwise, instead of passing into the 
blood, it would permeate the whole 
organism: and it is necessary that the 
carbonic acid, as formed in the capil
laries, should also find a substance in 
the blood with which it can combine; 
otherwise it would leave the body at 
all points, instead of being discharged 
through the lungs. 

§ 5. The following is a deduction 
which. confirms, by explaining, the 
empirical generalisation that soda 
powders weaken the human system. 
These powders, consisting of a mix
ture of tartaric acid with bicarbonate 
of soda, from which the carbonic acid 
is set free, must pass into the stomach 
as tartrate of soda. Now, neutral 
tartrates, citrates, and acetates of the 
alkalis are found, in their passage 
through the system, to be changed 
into carbonates; and to convert a 
tartrate into a carbonate requires an 
additional quantity of oxygen, the 
abstraction of which must lessen the 
oxygen destined for assimilation with 
the blood, on the quantity of which 
the vigorous action of the human 
system partly depends. 

The instances of new theories agree
ing with and explaining old empiri
cisms are innumerable. All the just 
remarks made by experienced persons 
on human character and conduct are 
so many special laws which the gene
rallaws of the human mind explain 
and resolve. The empirical generali
sations on which the operations of the 
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arts have usually been founded, are 
continually justified and confirmed on 
the one hand, or corrected and im· 
proved on the other, by the discovery 
of the simpler scientific laws on which 
the efficacy of . those operations de· 
pends. . The effects of the rotation of 
crops, of the various manures, and 
other processes of improved agricul. 
ture, have been for the first time re· 
sol ved in our own day into known 
laws of chemical and organic action 
by Davy, Liebig, and others. The 
processes of the medical art are even 
now mostly empirical: their efficacy 
is concluded, in each instance, from a 
special and most precarious experi· 
mental generalisation: but as science 
advances in discovering the simple 
laws of chemistry and physiology, 
progress is made in ascertaining the 
intermediate links in the · series of 
phenomena, and the more general laws 
on which they depend; and thus, 
while the old processes are either ex· 
ploded, or their efficacy, in so far 
as real, explained, better processes, 
founded on the knowledge of proxi. 
mate causes, are continually suggested 
and brought into use.* Many even 
of the truths of geometry were gene
ralisations from experience before 
they were deduced from first pri?
ciples. The quadrature of the CyclOId 
is said to have been first effected by 
measurement, or rather by weighing 
a cycloidal card/and comparing its 
weiaht with that of a piece of similar 
card of known dimensions. 

§ 6. To the foregoing examples from 
l)hysical science let us add another 
from mental. The following is one 
of the simple laws of mind: Ideas of 
a pleasurable or painful character 
, * It was an old generalisation in surgery 
that tight bandaging had a tendency to pr~· 
vent or dissipate local inflammation. ThIS 
sequence being, in the progress of physio' 
logical knowledge, resol ved into mor7 ge1.le· 
rallaws, led to the important surgIcal m· 
vention made by Dr. Arnott, the treatment 
of local inflammation and tumours by 
moans of an equable pressure, produced by 
a bladder partially filled with air. The 
llro~sure, by keepiuS' back the ~loocl from 

form associations more easily a 
strongly than other ideas, that i 
they become associated after ft: . 
repetitions, and the association . 
more durable. This is an exp 'ri. 
mental law, grounded on the Metb 
of Difference. By deduction fr III 
this law, many of the more special h~ 
which experience shows to exist amo ,., 
particular mental phenomena may I 
demonstrated and explained:_ h 
ease and rapidity, for instance wi 
which thoughts connected with Ill' 
passions, or our more cherished ill 
terests are excited, and the finn llu 
which the facts relating to them ha 
on our memory; the vivid recollec. 
tion we retain of minute circumstall 
which accompanied any object or ev 
that deeply interested us, and of the 
times and places in which we h \' 
been very happy or very miserabl • 
the horror with which we view h 
accidental instrument of any occur. 
rence which shocked us, or the locali 1 
where it took place, and the plea. 
we derive from any memorial of }J 
enjoyment; all these effects bei 
proportional to the sensibility of the 
individual mind, and to the consequ nt 
intensity of the pain or pleasure from 
which the association originated. It 
has been suggested by the able Wl; 

of a biographical sketch of Dr. Pril' t 
ley in a monthly periodical, * that t 
same elementary law of our mell 
constitution, suitably followed nu 
would explain a variety of men 
phenomena previously inexplicahl, 
and in particular some of the fullt 
mental diversities of human chara 
and genius. Associations bein~ 
two sorts, either between synchrollll 
or between successive impressil'llK' 
and the influence of the bw whi 
the part, prevents the inflammation, or 
tumour, from'being nourished: in the r 
of inflammation, it removes thc stimnl 
which the organ is unfit to receive; in t 
case of tumours, by keeping back U 
nutritive fluid, it causes the absorpti ... n or 
matter to exceed the supply, and th 
diseased mass is gradually abllorlJed !Ul 

disappears. 
* Since acknowledged and reprint\. 

Mr. :Martiueau's MisceUa1~ie.s.. 
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t,;nders associations stronger in pro
.ortion to the 1?leasur~ble or painful 
~n.racter of the Im~resslOns, bemg felt 
with peculiat ~or~e m t?e ~ynchronous 
lass of assoCIatIOns; it IS remarked 
~ the writet referred to, that in 
~nds of strong organic sensibility 

Ji~nchronous associations will be likely 
.~ d' d i:) predominat~, pro. UCI~g a ten en~y 
to conceive thmgs m pIctures and m 
the concrete, richly clothed in attri
l''ltes and circumstances, a mental 
1 abit which is. commonly called I.m~. 
. ination, and IS one of the pecuhal'l
ti.:s of the painter and the 'poet; w~i~e 
I rsons of more moderate susceptlbl' 
)i~y to pleasure and pain will have a 
t ndency to associate facts chiefly in 
the order of their succession, and such 
I rsons, i~ they rossess mental sUl~e
ri.,rity, WIll addIct themselves to hls
t ry or science rather than to creative 
• rt. This interesting speculation the 
Iltbor of the present work has en

~, avoured, on another occasion, to 
I nrsue farther, and to examine how 
t. r it will avail towards explaining 
the peculiarities of .the poetical tem
J rament. * It is at least an example 

hich may serve, instead of many 
f hers, to show the extensive scope 
which exists for deductive investiga-

0011 in the important and hitherto so 
iu ,ptlrfect Science of Mind. 

~ 7. The copiousness with which 
discovery and explanation of 

cia.llaws of phenomena by deduc
: n from simpler and more general 

'l." has here been exemplified, was 
\. PIDpted by a. desire to characterise 
'. <lorly, and place in its due position 

I' importance, the Deductive Method; 
, idl, in the present state of know
,i .. ,;c, is destined henceforth irrevo

r. 'ly to predominate in the course of 

to experimental, and it is now rapidly 
reverting from experimental to deduc
tive. But the deductions which Bacon 
abolishl:ld were from premises hastily 
snatched up or arbitrarily assumed. 
The principles were neither established 
by legit.imate canons of experimental 
inquiry, nor the results tested by that 
indispensable element of a rational 
Deductive Method, verification by 
specific experience. Between the 
primitive method of Deduction and 
that which I have attempted to 
characterise, there is all the difference 
which exists between the Aristotelian 
physics and the N ewtonian theory of 
the heavens. 

It would, however, be a mistake to 
expect that those great generalisations, 
from which the subordinate truths of 
the Inore backward sciences will pro
bably at some future period be de
duced by reasoning, (as the truths of 
astronomy are deduced from the gene
ralities of the Newtonian theory,) will 
be found, in all, or even in most cases, 
among truths now known and ad
mitted. We may rest assured, that 
many of the most general laws of 
nature are as yet entirely unthought 
of; and that many others, destined 
hereafter to assume the same charac
ter, are known, if at all, only as laws 
or properties of some limited class of 
phenomena; just as electricity, now 
recognised as one of the most univer. 
sal of natural agencies, was onco 
known only as a curious property 
which certain substances acquired by 
friction, of first attracting and then 
repelling light bodies. If the theories 
of heat, cohesion, crystallisation, and 
chemical action are destined, as there 
can be little doubt that they are, to 
become deductive, the truths which 
will then be regarded as the plincipia 
of those sciences would probably, if 
now announced,appear quite as novel * 
as the law of gravitation appeared to 
the contemporaries of Newton; pos-

iuntific investigation. A revolution 
i peaceably and progressively effect
ill " itself in philosophy, the reverse of 
1I t to which Bacon has attached his 
n lue. That great man changed the 
DIt thod of "the sciences from deductive * Written before the rise of the new 

views rq.specting the relation of heat to 
n;~.lc)'t(!tions and DisCl(Ssions, vo!. i., mechanical force; but confirmed rather 

! nil papOl'. than cont.radicted by them. 
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sibly even more so, since Newton's 
law, after all, was but an extension of 
the law of weight-that is, of a gene
ralisation familiar from of old, and 
which already comprehended a not 
inconsiderable body of natural pheno
mena. The general laws of a similarly 
commanding character, which we still 
look forward to the discovery of, may 
not always find so much of their foun
dations already laid. 

These general truths will doubtless 
make their first appearance in the 
character of hypotheses; not proved, 
nor even admitting of proof, in the 
iirst instance, but assumed as premises 
for the purpose of deducing from them 
the known laws of concrete pheno
mena. But this, though their initial, 
cannot be their final state. To entitle 
an hypothesis to be received as one of 
the truths of nature, and not as a 
mere technical help to the human 
faculties, it must be capable of being 
tested by the canons of legitimate 
induction, and must actually have 
been submitted to that test. When 
this shall have been done, and done 
successfully, premises will have been 
obtained from which all the other 
propositions of the science will thence
forth be presented as conclusions, and 
the science will, by means of a new 
and unexpected Induction, be rendered 
Deductive. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

OF THE LHIITS TO THE EXPLANATION 
OF LAWS OF NATURE, AND Ol!' HYPO
THESES. 

§ I. THE preceding considerations 
have led us to recognise a distinction 
between two kinds of laws or observed 
tmiformities in nature-ultimate laws 
and what may be termed derivative 
laws. Derivative laws are such as 
are deducible from, and may, in any 
of the modes which we have pointed 
out, be resolved into other and more 
general ones. Ultimate laws are those 
which cannot. 'Ve are not sure that 
jlny of the uniformities w?th which 

we are yet acquainted are ultil'll 
laws; !:mt we know that there tit 

be ultimate laws, and that ~v 
resolution of a derivative law in" 
more general laws brings us n~ 
to them. 

Since we are continually disco\ 
ing that uniformities, not previn 
known to be other than ultimate 
derivative and resolvable into ;1 
general laws-since (in other Wo; 

we are continually discoverinO' l 
explanation of some sequence ~ll 
was previously known only as a fa( 
it becomes an interesting qUt:.,f 
whether there are any nece 
limits to this philosophical opera I 

or whether it may proceed until 
the uniform sequences in nature 
resolved into some one universal • 
For this seems at first sight bl 
the ultimatum towards which 
progress of induction, by the lJt'd 
tive Method resting on a blbi 
observation and experiment, is t lid 
ing. Projects of this kind wert: unt 
versal in the infancy of philo8! I 
any speculations which held U 1 

less brilliant prospect being in tl 
early times deemed not worth pH 
ing. And the idea receives so 111 

apparent countenance from the nll 
of the most remarkable achieveru 
of modern science, that specu]:, ' 
are even now frequently appea . 
who profess either to have solved 
problem or to suggest modes in whici 
it may one day be solved. E It 

where pretensions of this magni 1 

are not made, the character of 
solutions which are given 01' SOl 

of particular classes .of phenOlfl' 
often in vol yeS such conceptiou 
what constitutes explanation as w uId 
render the notion of explaining 
phenomena whatever by mean~ 
some on ecause or law, perfectly :Id 
missible. 

§ 2. It is therefore useful to reD 
that the ultimate Laws of Nature n· 
not possibly be less numerous tt 
the distinguishable sensations or ot. 
feelings of our nature-those, I m an, 
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. . 1 are distingtlisbable from one 

,\-111C 1 r d t l' 
:\11' ,ther in qua Ity, an ~o mere y m 
. i1antity o~ degree. ] or ex~mple, 
'1'uce there IS a phe~omenon sm f!ene-
~s called colour, whlCh our consclOUS
~,:ss testifies to be not a particular 
li",.rree of some other I?henomet;0n,. as 
h Ot or odour, or motIOn, but mtrm-
:.a 11y unlike all others, it follows 

I;~:t there are ultimate laws of colour; 
that though the fftcts of colour may 

hnit of explanatIOn, they never can 
~ explained from laws of heat or 
,.jour alone, or of ~otion alo~e, but 
tb' t however far the explanation 
10:Y' be carried, there will always re
luain in it a: law. of colour. I. do not 
lIIean that It mIght not pOSSIbly be 
~hvwn that ~ome other phen?menon, 

me chemlCal or mechamcal ac
~In, for example, invariably precedes 
alid is the cause of every phenome-
11' n of colour. But though this, if 
I rl/ved, would be an important ex-
,'nsion of our knowledge of nature, 
it would not explai~ how ?r why 
a motion or a chemIcal actIOn can 
produce a sensation. of colour; and 
huwever diligent might be our scru
tiny of th~ ph en.omen a, w.batever 
nllmber of hIdden lmks we mIght de-
.et in the chain of causation termi

III tin'Y in the colour, the last link 
Iluld still be a law of colour, not a 

I.IW uf motion, nor of any other phe-
1lII1Ilenon whatever. Nor does this 
ll ,.;ervation apply only to colour, as 

Impared with any other of the great 
d:\sses of sensations; it applies to 
l I ~ry particular colour, as compared 
·ith others. 'Vhite colour can in no 

lIlanner be expj.ained exclusively by 
be laws of the production of red 
,lour. In any attempt to explain 

j •. we cannot but introduce, as one 
tlcment of the explanation, the pro
JIORition that some antecedent or other 
}.roduces the sensation of white. 

The ideal limit, therefore, of the 
'lplanation of patural phenomena 
j'l,wards which, as towards other idea.l 
r 'aits, we are constantly tending, 
\ 'ithout the prospect of ever eom
I ktely attaining it) would be to show 

that each distinguishable variety of 
our sensations, or other states of con
sciousness, has only one sort of cause: 
that, for example, whenever we per
ceive a white colour, there is some 
one condition or set of conditions 
which is always present, and the 
presence of which always produces in 
us that sensation. As long as there 
are several known modes of produc
tion of a phenomenon, (several dif
ferent substances, for instance, which 
have the property of whiteness, and 
between which we cannot trace any 
other resemblance,) so long it is not 
impossible that one of these modes 
of production may be resolved into 
another, or that all of them may be 
resol ved into some more general mode 
of production not hitherto recognised. 
But when the modes of production 
are reduced to one, we cannot, in 
point of simplification, go any further. 
This one may not, after all, be the 
ultimate mode; there may be other 
links to be discovered between the 
supposed cause and the effect; but 
we can only further resolve the known 
law, by introducing some other law 
hitherto unknown; which will not 
diminish the number of ultimate 
laws. 

In what cases, accordingly, has 
science been most successful in ex· 
plaining phenomena, by resolving 
their complex laws into laws of greater 
simplicity and generality? Hitherto 
chiefly in cases of the ptopagation of 
various phenomena through space: 
and, first and principally, the most 
extensive and important of all facts of 
that description, mechanical motion. 
Now this is exactly what might be 
expected from the principles here laid 
down. Not only is motion one of 
the most universal of all phenomena, 
it is also (as might be expected from 
that circumstance) one of those which, 
apparently at least, are produced in 
the greatest number of ways; but the 
phenomenon itself is always, to OUl' 

sensations, the same in every respect 
but degree. Differences of duration 
or of y,elocity are eyicl~ntly differ. 
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yet in so ·far as they all prod 
motion, it is quite possible that 
immediate antecedent of the 11. i 
may in all these different ca~ '3 
the same; nor is it impossibl", 
these various agencies them: 1 
may, as the new doctrines asser 
of them have for their own imme,ll 
antecedent modes of molecularml . 

ences in degree only; and differences 
of direction in space, which alone has 
any semblance of being a distinction 
in kind, entirely disappear (so far as 
our sensations are concerned) by a 
change in our own position; indeed 
the very same motion appears to us, 
according to· our position, to take 
place in every variety of direction, 
and motions in every different direc
tion to take place in the same. And 
aO"ain, motion in a straight line and 
i~ a curve are no otherwise distinct 
than that the one is motion continu
ing in the same direction, the other 
is motion which at each instant 
changes its direction. There is, there
fore, according to the principles I 
have stated, no absurdity in suppos
ing that all motion may be produced 
in one and the same way, by the 
same kind of cause. Accordingly, 
the greatest achievements in physi.cal 
science have consisted in resolvmg 
one observed law of the production 
of motion into the laws of other known 
modes of production, or the laws of 
several such modes into one more 
general mode; as. when the fall of 
bodies to the earth, and the motions 
of the planets, were brought under 
the one law of the mutual attraction 
of all particles of matter; when the 
motions said to be produced by mag
netism were shown to be produced 
by electricity; when the motions of 
fluids in a lateral direction, or even 
contrary to the direction of grav~ty, 
were shown to be produced by graVIty; 
and the like. There is an abundance 
of distinct causes of motion still un
resolved into one another-gravita
tion, heat, electricity, chemical action, 
nervous action, and so forth; but 
whether the efforts of the present 
generation of savans to resolve all 
these different modes of production 
into one, are ultimately successful or 
not, the attempt so to resolve them 
is perfectly legitimate. For though 
these various causes produce, in other 
respects, sensations intrinsically dif
ferent, and are not, therefore, capable 
of being resolved into !>ne another, 

We need not extend our illustr 
to other cases, as, for instance, t" 
propagation of light, sound, heat, 
tricity, &c., through space, or all 
the other phenomena which have 
found susceptible of explanati" ll bJ 
the resolution of their observed la 
into more general laws. EnoU(Th 
been said to display the differen~ 
tween the kind of explanation 
resolution of laws which is chirn 
ca1, and that of which the accorupl' 
ment is the great aim of science ; a 
to show into what sort of elum 
the resolution must be effected, if 
a11.* 

* .As is well remarked by ProfessOl' 
in the very valuable chapter of hi 
which treats of this subject (ii. 121), " . 
tific explanation and· inductive gene 
tion being the same thing, the lilni 
Explanation are the limits of Indu " 
and "the limits to inductive generali l 
are the limits to the agrccmcnt or 
munityof facts. Induction SUppOSe. 
larity among phenomena i and wheH 
similarity is discovered, it reduc 
phenomena. under ·a common stat m 
'fhe similarity of terrcstrial gran 'j 
celestial attraction enables the twu t 
expressed as one phenomellon. Th" 
larity between capillary attraction, 
tion, the :operation of cements, &c. , 1 
to their being regarded not as a pIuI' 
but as a unity, a single causativc lin '. 
operation of a single agency. . . . If 
asked whether we can merge gravity I 
in some still higher law, the answer ID 

depend upon the; facts. .Are thero 
other forces, at present held distinct {I' 
gravity, that we may hope to make f • I 
nise with it, so as to join in constitllll 
higher unity? Gravity is an attr. led 
force; and another great attr!l-ctive f" 
cohesion, or the force that bmds t. c 
the atoms of solid matter. Might w t 
join these two in a still higher unity. 
pressed under a more comprehcnsive 
Certainly we might, but not to any arl 
tage. The two kinds of force abtfee ID 
Olle point, attraction, but they fI,~ret III 

other; indeed, in the mallDCl' of the 

HYPOTHESES. 

3- As, however, there is scarcely· 
;. one of the principles of a true 

'\hod of philosophising which does 
J1:t require to be guarded against 
IIrrnrs on both sides, I must enter a 
c::I\'eat aO'ainst another misapprehen
i.n of "'a kind directly contrary to 

I ' ' preceding. M. Oomte, among 
; ,.r occasions on which he has con

: n:ned, with some asperity, any at
I D,pt to explain phenomena which 

"evidently primordial," (mean
in::', apparen~ly, no more than that 
• \"' ry peculiar phen?menon must 

\ t: at least one pecuhar and there-
fro inexplicable law,) has spoken of 

)<" attempt to furnish anyexplana
'11 uf the colour belonging to each 

J' _tance, "la couleur eIementaire 
Fvpre It chaque substance," as essen-
1 Iy illusory. "No one," says he, 
"i'l our time attempts to explain the 

oicular specific gravity of each sub
let: or of each structure. Why 

I '., they differ widely; so widely that we 
·lld have to state totally distinct laws 

f • ~ach. Gravity is common to a.ll matter, 
! equal in amount in equal masses of 
'r,~r, whatever be the kind; it follows 
law of the diffusion of space from a 

. ~, (the inverse sqtl[l.re of the distance ;) 
d tcnds to distances unlimited; it is 

trnctible and invariable. Cohesion is 
ial for each separate substance; it de-

e es according to distance much more 
Hly than the inverse square, vanishing 

n U'elyat very small distances. Two such 
, .~ have not sufficient kindred to be 
~ J." ralised into one force; the gelleralisa
I ,I is only illusory; the statement of ) ;he 

rcnce would still make two forces' 
I.J ,e the consideration of one would llOt 

j ny way simplify the phenomena of the 
" r, as happened in the generalisation of 

. Hy itself." 
T'I the impassable limit of the explana

t ". of laws of nature, set forth in the text, 
.. therefore be added a further limita

I I .. Although, when the phenomena to 
x:plained are not, in their own nature 
rically distinct, the attempt to refe; 

l \. to the same cause is scientifically 
, il1latc; yet to the success of the 
tupt it is indispensable that the cause 
Id be shown to be capable of pro-

.ng' them according to the same law. 
'1 ;rwise the unity of cause is a mere 

• and the gencralisation only a nomi
",!lC: ,:,hich, even if admitted, would 
ItuIlllSh the number of ultimate laws 

J !; .1;ure. 

should it be otherwise as to the 
specific colour, the notion of which 
is undoubtedly no less primordial?" * 

Now, although, as he elsewhere ob
serves, a colour must always remain 
a different thing from a weight or a 
sound, varieties of colour might never
theless follow, or correspond to, given 
varieties of weight, or sound, or some 
other phenomenon as different as 
these are from colour itself. It is 
one question what a thing is, and 
another what it depends on; and 
though to ascertain the conditions of 
an elementary phenomenon is not 
to obtain any new insight into the 
nature of the phenomenon itself. that 
is no reason against attempti~g to 
discover the conditions. The inter
dict against endeavouring to reduce 
distinctions of colour to· any common 
principle would have held equally 
good against a like attempt on the 
subject of distinctions of sound, 
which, nevertheless, have been found 
to be immediately preceded and caused 
by distinguishable varieties in the 
vibrations of elastic bodies, though a 
sound, no doubt, is quite as different 
as a colour is from any motion of 
particles, vibratory or otherwise. We 
might add, that, in the case of colours, 
there are strong positive indications 
that they are not ultima~e properties 
of the different kinds of substances, 
but depend on conditions capable of 
being superinduced upon all sub
stances; since there is no substance 
which cannot, according to the kind 
of light thrown upon it, be made to 
assume almost any colour; and since 
almost every change in the mode of 
aggregation of the particles of the 
same substance is attended with 
alterations in its colour, and in its opti
cal properties generally. 

The really weak point in the at
tempts which have been made to 
account for colours by the vibrations 
of a fiuid, is not that the attempt itself 
is unphilosophical, but that the exist
ence of the fiuid, and the fact of its 

* Cow's «e :Philosophic Positire, ii. 656. 

X 
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vibratory motion, are not proved, but 
are assumed, on no other ground than 
the facility they are supposed to 
afford of explaining the phenomena. 
And this consideration leads to the 
important question of the proper use 
of scientific hypotheses; the connec
tion of which with the subject of the 
explanation of the phenomena of 
nature, and of the necessary limits 
to that explanation, needs not be 
pointed out. 

with known laws of natur 
besides would not supply th ' 
which arbItrary hypotheses ar 
rally invented to satisfy, by 1:11 I 
the imagination to represent t, ) i 
an obscure phenomenon in a fain 
light, there is pr<)ba.bly no hY1 b 
in the history of science in whi 'h 
the agent itself and the la\\ 'f 
operation were fictitious. Eith' r 
phenomenon assigned as the ' I 

real, but the law according i ll 
it acts luerely supposed, or tI lt 

§ 4. An hypothesis is any supposi
tion which we make (either without 
actual evidence, or on evidence avoW
edly insufficient) in order to endeavour 
to deduce from it conclusions in ac
cOl'dance with facts which are known 
to be real; under the idea that if the 
conclusions to which the hypothesis 
leads are known truths, the hypo
thesis itself either must be, or at least 
is likely to be, true. If the hypo
thesis relates to the cause or mode of 
production of a phenomenon, it will 
serve, if admitted, to explain such 
facts· as are found capable of being 
deduced from it. And this explana
tion is the purpose of many, if not 
most, hypotheses. Since explaining, 
in the scientific sense, means resolving 
an uniformity which is not a law of 
causation into the laws of causation 
from which it results, or a complex 
law of causation into simpler and 
more general ones from which it is 
capable of being deductively inferred; 
if there do not exist any known laws 
which fulfil this requirement, we may 
feign or imagine some which would 
fulfil it; and this is making an hypo-
thesis. 

is fictitious, but is supposed t, 
duce its effects according I 

similar to those of some known 
of phenomena. An instanl.'t' of 
first kind is afforded by the Jiff 
suppositions made respecting till! 
of the planetary central for 
terior to the discovery of the true 
that the force varies as the in 
square of the distance; whi h 
suggested itself to Newton, in tbe 
instance, as an hypothesis, a Id 
verified by proving that it 1 
ductively to Kepler's laws. H 
theses of the second kind are u 
the vortices of Descartes, whi h 
fictitious, but were supposed to 
the known laws of rotatory lJl • 

or the two rival hypotheses r(.; 

An hypothesis being a mere sup-
position, there are no other limits to 
hypotheses than those of the human 
imagination; we may, if we please, 
imagine, by way of accounting for an 
effect, some cause of a kind utterly 
unknown, and acting according to a 
law altogether fictitious. But as hypo
theses of this sort would not have any 
of the plausibility belonging to those 
which ally themselves . by an::tlogy 

the nature of light, the one :1 ,' ' 

the phenomena to a fluid emitt l-d 
all luminous bodies, the oth 'r 
generally received) attributill' 
to vibratory motions among t.he 
ticles of an ether pervading nll 
Of the existence of either flu id l 
is no evidence, save the exl'i. 
they are calculated to afford I f 
of the phenomena; but they , r 
posed to produce their effect.' a\: 

ing to known laws ; the ordiu:lr 
of continued locomotion hI ll.· 
case, and in the other, those of 
propagation of undulatory mll", 
among the particles of an elu.--1, 

According to the foregoing r I 
hypotheses are invented to en:1 1 
Deductive Method to be e;, d i r 
plied to phenomena. But';' i!l 
to dh,coyer the cause of any 

Vide supra, book Hi. cl" I 

HYPOTHESES. 

11 .11 by the De~ucti ve Method, the 
_, must conSIst of three parts

. d ction, ratiocination, and verifica
• 11. Induction, (the p!ace of which, 

c \ vI', may be, sUPP!18d by a prIOr 
I u tion,) to ascertam the laws of 

, ~aUst:s; ratiocination, to compute 
III those laws how the causes will 
I, t .) in the particular combination 
,I n to exist ,in the case in hand; 
'tIG,tion, by comparing this calcu

dfect with the actual phenome-
n. Xo one of these three parts of 
process .can be .dispensed with. In 
tit JuctlOn whICh proves the iden

, •• f gravity with the central force 
th, solar system, all the three are 
nU, First, it is proyed. from the 
n', motions that the earth attracts 
\\ ith a force varying as the in

square of the distance., This 
~h partly dependent on prior 

u.:dons) corresponds to the first 
p ,rdy inductive ,step, the ascer-

11 Jnt of the law of the cause. 
,nrlly, from this law, and from 
knowledge previously obtained of 
II LvOn'S mean distance from the 
h. and of the actual amount of 
d ~ection .from the tangent, it is 
r' amed WIth what rapidity the 
h - attraction would cause the 
11 to fall, if she were no farther 
I J no more acted upon by ex-

t Uti forces than terrestrial bodies 
: .tha~ is tl:e second step, the 
j( natIOn. Fmally, this calculated 
It)" being compared with the ob

, velucity with which all heavy 
I~ fall, by mere gravity, towards 

lrface of the earth (sixteen feet 
tirst second, forty-eight in the 

,1, and so forth, in the ratio of 
l id n:u~bers, I, 3, S, &c.), the 
'jnantltles are found to aO'ree. 
" der in which the steps are Oh ere 
1.ttd was not that of their dis
ry ; but it is their correct 100'ical 
r, as portions or the proof °that 
I 1<:: attraction of the earth which 
, the moon's motion causes also 
I uf heavy bodies to the earth 

If which is thus complete in all 
, ~~. 

Now, the Hypothetical Method sup
press.es the. first of the three steps, 
the mductlOn to ascertain the law 
and contents itself with the other tw~ 
operations, ratiocination and verifica
tion, the law which is reasoned from 
being. assumed instead of proved. 
. TIns process may evidently be legi

tImate on one supposition, namely, if 
the nature of the case be such that 
the final step, the verification, shall 
amount to and fulfil the conditions of 
a complete induction. We want to 
be a~sured that the law we have hypo
~hetIcally assumed is a'true one· and 
It~ leading deductively to true r~sults 
wIll afford this assurance, provided 
the case be such th&t a false law can
not lead to a trn( result-provided 
no law except the very one which we 
have assumed can lead deductively to 
the same conclusions which that leads. 
to. And this proviso is often realised. 
For. example, in the very complete 
speCImen of ?e.duction .which we just 
CIted, the ongmal maJor premise of 
the ratiocination, the law of the at
tractive force, was ascertained in this 
mode, by this legitimate employment 
of the Hypothetical Method. N ew
ton began by an assumption that the 
force which at each instant deflects a 
planet from its rectilineal course and 
makes it describe a curve round the 
sun, is a force tending directly to
~ard.s the sun. He then proved that 
If thIS be so the planet will describe, 
as we know by Kepler's first law that 
i~ does describe, equal areas in equal 
tImes; and, lastly, he proved that if 
the force acted in any other direction 
whatever, the planet would not de
sc~ibe equal areas in equal times, It 
bem!5 thus shown that no other hypo
theSIS would accord with the facts, 
the ~ssumption was proved; the hypo
t~esIs . beca~e an inductive truth. 
N <:t oo.ly dId Newton ascertain by 
t!ns, hypothetical process the direc
tIOn of ~he deflecting force, he pro
ceeded m exactly the same manner 
to ascertain the law of variation of 
the quantity of that force. He as
sumed that the force varied inversely 
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as the square of the di~tance, show.ed 
that from this assumptIOn the ~emam
ino- two of Kepler's laws mIght be 
deduced, and, finally, that. any other 
law of variation would gIve resu~ts 
inconsistent with those laws, and Illi 
consistent, therefore, with ~he rea 
motions of the planets, of whIch Kep
Ier's laws were known to be a correct 

stance, A B C, a b c. It is f:l 

necessary that we sh?uld be : 11 

obtain as Newton dld, the n' 
instan~e B C, b c, by show in... t 
no antecedent, except the one a~ 
in the hypothesis, would in C'lTI ju 

expression. . ' 
I have said that III thIs case the 

verification fulfils the c~mditi?ns o~ 
an induction' but an InductIOn 0 

what sort? On examination we find 
that it conforms to the canon of the 
Method of Difference. It affords the 
two instances, A B C, a b c, and B C, 
b c A represents central force; 
A :B C, the planets plus a central 
force; B C, the planets apart f~om a 
central force. The planets wl~h a 
central force give a, areas pro~ortIOnal 
to the times; the planets wltho.ut a 
central force give b c Ca set?f motIOr;s) 
without a·, or with ~omethIng else Inf stead of a. This IS the Method ? 
Difference in all.its strictness: It IS 
true, the two instances. whl~h t~e 
method requires are obt[j,Ined In thIs 
case, not by experiment, b"?t by a 

tion with B C produce a. 
Now it appears to me that t1 ' 

surance cannot be obtained wh ,·u 
cause assumed in the hypotheRi ' 
unknown cause, imagined sol..! 
account for a. When we ar · 
seekino- to determine the preci 
~f a c~use already ascertained, or 
distinguish the particular agent 
is in fact the cause, among ~I'V 
agents of the same kind, one or f 

of which it is already known 
we may then obtain the negati 
stance. An inquiry which "r 
bodies of the solar system cau 
its attraction some particular i 
larity in the orbit or periodic tilll 
some satellite or come~, ,youlu 
case of the second descnptlOn. 
ton's was a case of ~he fir~ 
it had not been prevIOusly kn 
that the planet~ were ~indered f 
moving in straIght hnes. by . 
force tending towards the lllt· J~r 
their orbit, though the. e~act \ 
tion was doubtful; or If It. had 
been known that the force me 
in some proportion or oth~r ,11 

distance diminished, and dlmm 

rior deduction. B~t that 1:'3 of ~o 
~onsequence. It is Imm~tenal what 
is the nature of the eVIdence from 
which we derive the assurance that 
A B C will produce a b c, and B C 
only b c; it is enough that we have 
that assurance. ~n the pr~sellt ca~e, a 

rocess of reasonmg furmshed N~w
ion with the very instances w~Ich, 
if the nature of the C9,se had admltte~ 
of it, he would have sought byexpen-

as it increased, Newton's ar· 'U 
would not have proved his.cOIlC' It:lilOlL:. 
These facts, however, be~ng, a1 
certain, the range of admIssIble . 
positions was limited to .the y , r 
possible directions of a .1me, a1 • 

various possible numerIcal rl:Ll 
between the variations of the d) · ment. ·bl d 

It is thus perfectly POSSI e, an 
indeed is a very common oc~urrence, 
that what was an hypothesIs at the 
beginning of the inquiry, be.comes a 
proved law of nature before Its close. 
But in order that this should happ~n, 
,\ve must be able, eithe~ by deductI.0n 
or experiment, to obtaIn both th~ m
stances which the Method of DIffer
ence requires. That we are able from 
the hypothesis to dedUfe the ~no~n 
facts, gives only the !i.,ffirmatlVe m-

and the variations of th,e attt' 
force: now among these It wa~ ~ . 
shown that different supp ·J I 

could not lead to identical 
quences. 1 

Accordingly, Newton cou 
have performed his secon~l 
scientific operation, .that ,of ld "n 
ina' terrestrial graVIty WIth tIll' 
tr~l force of the solar system, I 
same hypothetical metholl. 

HYPOTHESES. 

1 IV of the moon's attraction had 
. :1 proved from the data of the 

.!In itself, then on finding the same 
I . to accord with the phenomena of 

;'p .• trial gravity, he was warranted 
. , Jopting ~t as, the law .of those 
I nmena lIkewIse; but It would 
. n have been allowable for him, 

n Ihout any lunar data, to assume 
t the moon was attracted t?wards 
t.arth with a force as the mverse 

these all hypothf:Jtical modes of merely 
representing, or describing, pheno. 
mena; such as the hypothesis of the 
ancient astronomers that the hea venly 
bodies moved in circles; the various 
hypotheses of excentrics, deferents, 
and epicycles, which were added to 
that original hypothesis; the nine
teen false hypotheses which Kepler 
made and abandoned respecting the 
form of the planetary orbits; and 
even the doctrine in which he finally 
rested, that those orbits are ellipses, 
which was but an hypothesis like the 
rest until verified by facts. 

I: I"t: of the distance, mere~y because 
t ratio would enable hIm to ac

III for terrestrial gravity: for it 
Id have been impossible for him 

p" ve that the observed law of the 
f heavy bodies to the earth could 
~~ult from any force, sa\'e one 

, nding to the moon, and propor
, 11 I to the inverse square. 
'I appears, then, to be a condition 

hI' most genuinely scientific hypo
i. t that it be not destined always 
~main an hypothesis, but be of 

ch a nature as to be either proved 
,!i-moved by comparison with ob

f\t i facts. This condition is ful-
I when the effect is already known 

. l't:nd on the very cause supposed, 
I he hypothesis relates only to the 
i . mode of dependence; the law 
I . variation of the effect accord

, the variations in the quantity 
in the relations of the cause. 'With 

may be classed the hypotheses 
'(h do not make any supposition 

ft gard to causation, but only with 
d to the law of correspondence 

\\I~'ll facts which accompany each 
r in their variations, though there 
I . no relation of cause and effect 

\ " n them. Such were the dif
I false hypotheses which Kepler 
j rt;specting the law of the refrac-
,J light. It was known that the 

j'tn of the line of refraction 
d with every variation in the 
ion of the line of incidence, but 
nut known how; that is, what 

... of the one corresponded to 
ditferent changes of the other. 
, case any law, different from 
lit: one, must have led to false 
. And, lastly; we must add to 

In all these cases, verification is 
proof; if the supposition accords with 
the phenomena, there needs no other 
evidence of it. But in order that this 
may be the case, I conceive it to be 
necessary, when the hypothesis relates 
to causation, that the supposed cause 
should not only be a real phenomenon, 
something actually existing in nature, 
but should be already known to ex
ercise, or at least to be capable of ex
ercising, an influence of some sort 
over the effect. In any other case, 
it is no sufficient evidence of the 
truth of the hypothesis that we are 
able to deduce the real phenomena 
from it. 

Is it, then, never allowable, in a 
scientific hypothesis, to assume a 
cause;. bnt only to ascribe an as
sumed law to a known cause? I do 
not assert this. I only say, that in 
the latter case alone can the hypo
thesis be received as true merely 
because it explains the phenomena. 
In the former case it may be very 
useful by suggesting a line of in
vestigation which may possibly ter
minate in obtaining real proof. But, 
for this purpose, as is justly remarked 
by M. Comte, it is indispensable that 
the cause suggested by the hypothesis 
should be in its own nature suscep
tible of being proved by other evi
dence. This seems to be the philoso
phical import of Newton's maxim, (so 
often cited with approbation by sub
sequent writers,) that the cause as
signed for any phenomenon must llot 
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only be such as, if admitted, would 
explain the phenomenon, but must 
also be a ve1"(1, cctusa. What he meant 
by a vera causa Newton did not in
deed very explicitly define; and Dr. 
Whewell, who dissents from the pro
priety of any such restriction upon 
the latitude of framing hypotheses, 
has had little difficulty in showing * 
that his cQnception of it was neither 
precise nor consistent with itself.: ac
cordingly his optical theory was a 
signaHnstance of the violation of his 
own rule. It is certainly not neces
sary that the cause assigned should 
be a cause already known; otherwise 
we should sacrifice our best oppor
tunities of becoming acquainted with 
new causes. But what is true in the 
ma~im is, that the cau~e, though not 
known previously, should be capable 
of being known thereafter; that its 
existence should be capable of being 
detected, and its connection with the 
effect ascribed to it should be suscep
tible of being proved, by independent 
evidence. The hypothesis, by sug
gesting observations and experiments, 
puts us on the road to that· inde
pendent evidence if it be really at
tainable; and till it be attained, the 
hypothesis ought only to count for a 
more or less plausible conjecture. 

§ 5- This function, however, of 
hypotheses, is one which must be 
reckoned absolutely indispensable in 
science. When Newton said, "Hypo
theses non fingo," he did not mean 
that he deprived himself of the facili
ties of investiga.tion afforded by as
suming in the first instance what he 
hoped ultimately to be able to prove. 
Without such assumptions, science 
could never have attained its present 
state: they are necessary steps in the 
progress to something more certain; 
and nearly everything which is now 
theory was· once hypothesis, Even 
in purely experimental science, some 
inducement is necessary for trying 
one experiment rather than another; 

* Philosophy of Discovel'Y( pp. 185 et seq. 

and though it is a 
that all the experiments 
been tried might have been pr, 
by the mere desire to ascertai 1 

would happen in certain circulil 
without any previous conjectu}.(! 
the result; yet, in point of fac 
unobvious, delicate, :and ofteu' 
brous and tedious processes 'If 
periment, which have throwlI 
light upon the general constitu inn 
nature, would hardly ever ha, f 
undertaken by the persons or a 
time they were, unless it had :, 
to depend on them whethet 
general doctrine or theory wlli, h 
been suggested, but not yet l' 
should be admitted or not. if 
be true even of merelyexperirn 
inquiry, the conversion of • 
mental into deductive truth~ 
still less have been effected, i 
large temporary assistance froll l 
theses. The process. of trachl • 
larity in any complicated, and 
sight confused set of appearan 
necessarily tentative: we be:'in 
making any supposition, even f 
one, to see ~vhat consequencl 
follow from it; and by observin , 
these differ from the real phen(11 
we learn what corrections tv 
in our. assumption. The ~l 
supposition which accords wi h 
more obvious facts is the 1" 
begin with, because its conse(!,1 
are the most easily traced. 
rude hypothesis is then rudd 
rected, and. the operation reI 'I 

and the comparison of the r. 
quences deducible from the co 
hypothesis with the observed f 
suggests still-further correction, 
the deductive results ate at la;:t 
to tally with the phenomena. I'. 
fact is as yet little understol ~ 
some law is unknown; we fra n 
the subject an hypothesis as ace. 
as possible with the whole of th · 
already possessed; and the ~ ('i 
being thus enabled to move fll 
freely, always ends by leading tAl 
consequences capable of obsen . 
which either confirm or refut 
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11 i vocally, t?e first sup~osition." § 6. It is perfectly consistent with 
"'9, ither inductIOn nordeductlOn would the spirit of the method, to assume 
; n:\ble us to understa:nd eve~ the in this provisional manner not only 
ilnplest phenomena, "If. 'Ye ~ld not an hypothesis" respecting the law of 
(tA:n commence by antlclpatmg on what we already know to be the 

(lh . results; by making a p~ovisional cause, but an hypothesis respectinD' 
, lpposition,' at first essentIally con- the cause itself. It is allowable, use~ 
, -tural, as to some of the very ful, and often even necessary, to begin 
~tions which constitute the final by asking ourselves what cause 'may 
~~ 'oJct of the inquiry." ~ Let any have produced the effect, in orde'r 
nJ, watch the manner m which he that we may know in what direction 

~iD1self unravels ~ complicated mass to look out for evidence to determine 
ttf Ilvidence; let hIm observe how, for whether it actually did. The vortices 
in_tance, he 'elicits the true history of Descartes would have been a per
flf any occurrence from the involv~d fectly legitimate hypothesis, if it had 

tltments of one or of many WIt- bee_n poss~ble, by any mode of explo
n ~ tlS: he will find that he does not ratIOn whICh we could entertain the 

ktl all the items of evidence into hop~ of ever possessing, to bring the 
hi mind at once, and attempt to realIty of the vortices, as a fact in 

", lJ,ve them together: he extem- ?atur.e, ,conclusively to the test of 
~rises, from a few of the particulars, observatIOn. The vice of the hypo
a first rude theory of the mode in thesis was that it could not lead to 
which the facts took place, and then any course of investigation capable of 
i()()ks at the other statements one by ~:!Onverting it from an hypothesis into 
(If) to try whether they can be recon- !l. proved fact. It might chance to 
(lied with that. provisional : ~heory, be disproved, either by some want of 
/,1' what alteratIOns or addItIOns it 'correspondence with the phenomena 

luires to make it square with them. it purported to explain, or (as actu
It this way, which has been justly' ally happened) by some extraneous 
cmnpared to the Methods of Approxi- fact. "The free passage of comets 

tion of mathematicians, we arrive, through the spaces in which these 
~ means of hypotheses, at conolu- vortices should have been, convinced 
ions not hypothetical.t men that these vortices did not 

Comte, Philosophie Positive, ii, 434-437' 
t As an example of legitimate hypothesis 
"nrding to the test here laid down,has 
h justly cited that of Broussais, who, 

p ·ceeding on the very rational principle 
h t every disease must originate ih some 

dllinite part or other of the organism, 
1 Idly assumed that eertain fevers, which 
nllt being known .to be local w.ere called 

lIstitutional, had their origin in the 
III ICOUS membrane of the alimentary canal. 
1 ~ supposition was indeed, as is now 

lIerally admitted, erroneoUS'; but he was 
J ,tified in making it, sinc;e by deducing 
ti.e consequences of the ~upposition, and 
(Noparing them with the facts 'of those 
maIn.dies, he might be ce'ftain of disproving 
ju. hypothesis if it '\";laS ill-founded, and 
milS'ht expect that the comparison would 
J. aterially aid him-.' in. framing another 
mf.re conformable to the phenomena. 

The doctrine now universally received 
ll~t the earth is a natural magnet, was 
tiginally an hypothesis of the celebrated 

Gilbert. 
Another hypothesis, to the legitimacy of 

which no objection can lie, and which is 
well calculated to light the path of scien
tific inquiry, is that suggested by several 
recent writers, that the brain is a voltaic 
pile, and that each of its pulsations is a 
discharge of electricity through the system. 
It has been remarked that the sensation 
felt by the hand from the beating of a 
br!l.in bears a strong resemblance to a 
voltaic shock. And the hypothesis, if fol
lowed to its consequences, might afford a 
plausible explanation of many physiologi
cal facts, while there is nothing to dis
courage the hope that we may in time 
sufficiently understand the conditions of 
voltaic phenomena to render the truth of 
the hypothesis amenable to; observation 
and experiment, 

The attempt to localise, in different 
regions of the brain, the physical organs 
of o~r, different mental faculties and pro
penSItIes, was, on the part of its original 
.author, a legitimate example of a scientific 
hypothesis; and we ought not, therefore 
to blame him for the extremely slight 
grounds on which he often proceeded in 
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exist." * But the hypothesis would 
have been false, though no such direct 
evidence of its falsity had been pro
curable. Direct evidence of its truth 
there could not be. 

The prevailing hypothesis of a lu
miniferous ether, in other respects not 
without analogy to that of Descartes, 
is not in its own nature entirely cut 
off from the possibility of direct evi
dence in its favour. It is well known 
that the difference between the cal
culated and the observed times of the 
periodical return of Encke's comet, 
has led to a conjecture that a medium 
capable of opposing resistance to mo
tion is diffused through space. If 
this surmise should be confirmed, in 

an operation which could only be tentative, 
though we may regret that materials barely 
sufficient for a first rude hypothesis should 
have been hastily worked up into the vain 
semblance of a science. If there be really 
a connection between the scale of mental 
endowments and the various degrees of 
coml)lication in the cerebral system, the 
nature of that connection was in no other 
way so likely to be bronght to light as by 
framing, in the first instance, an hypo
thesis similar to that of Gall. But the 
verification of any such hypothesis is at
tended, from the peculiar nature of tlle 
phenomena, with difficulties which phreno
logists have not shown themselves even 
competent to appreciate, much less to 
overcome. 

Mr. Darwin's remarkable speculation on 
the Origin of Species is aliother unimpeach
able cxample of a legitimate hypothesis. 
What he terms" natural selection" is not 
only a ~'el'a causa, but one proved to be 
capable of producing effects of the sa~e 
kind with those which the hypothe~ls 
ascribes to it: the questioll of possibility 
is entirely one of degree. It is unreaSOll
able to aCGuse Mr. Darwin (as has been 
done) of violating the rules of Induction. 
The rules of Induction are concerned with 
the conditions of Proof. Mr. Darwin has 
never pretended that his doctrine was 
proved. He was not bound by the rules 
of Induction, but by those of Hypothesis. 
And these last have seldom been more 
completely fulfilled. He has opened a 
path of inquiry full of promise, th~ r~sults 
of which none can foresee. And IS It not 
a wonderful feat of scientinc knowledge 
and ingenuity to have rendered so bold a 
suggestion, which the first impu~se .of every 
one was to reject at once, admISSIble and 
discussable, even as a conjecture? 

* Whewell's Phil. of lJiscovel·y, pp. 275, 
276• I 

the course of ages, by the 
accumulation of a similar 
the case of the other bodies .,f t 
solar system, the luminiferous I: 

would have made a considerabL 
vance towards the character of 1. 

causa, since the existence would ha 
been ascertained of a great CORI I i 
agent, possessing some of the : 
butes which the hypothesis assu I 

though there would s~ill remain 11 " 
difficulties, and the Identificati n 
the ether with the resisting m;1I 
would even, I imagine, give ri 
new ones. At present, however, 
supposition cannot be looked ur" 
more than a conjecture; the f. • 

ence of the ether still rests h 
possibi!ity of deducing from i 
surned laws a considerable number 
actual phenomena; and this evid 
I cannot regard as conclusiv ., 
cause we cannot have, in the 
of such an hypothesis, the aSSl1 
that if the hypothesis be false it In 
lead to results at variance with 
true facts. 

Accordingly, most thinkers of IIIJ 
degree of sobriety allow, thnt 
hypothesis of this kind is not 
received as probably true becal1 
accounts for all, the known p JIOo 
mena, since this is a condition HJ 

times fulfilled tolerably well by 
conflicting hypotheses; while th 
are probably many others which 
equally possible, but which, for w 
of anything analogous in our 
rience, our minds are unfitted tf) 
ceive. But it seems to be th >u 
that an hypothesis of the sort ill 'Iu 
tion is entitled to a more favon 
reception, if, besides accountin ( 
all the facts previously known, it 
led to the anticipation and predictl 
of others which experience afterl\ 
verified; as the undulatory tht.~lry 
light led to the prediction, ~Il 
quently realised by experiment, 11 
two luminous rays might meet 
other in such a manner as to prOlI 
darkness. Such predictions and tI 
fulfilment are, indeed, well calcu 
to impress the uninformed, wb 
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I 'th in science rests solely on similar 
"neirlences between its prophecies 

1::1 what comes to p~ss. But it is 
l "n<1e tha.t any conSIderable stress 
I r .uld be laid upon such a coinci-

II J lice by persons of scientific attain
lItS. If the laws of the propagation 

( 1i,.ht accord with those of the vibra
~i'lfl: of an elastic fluid in as many 

fleets as is necessary to make the 
~\l" ,thesis afford a correct expression 
I J or most of the phenomena known 

': .. he time, it is nothing strange that 
Ul v should accord with each other 

il ,~ne respect more. Though twenty 
~ h coincidences should 'occur, they 

!'ollld not prove the reality of the 
undnlatory ether; it would not fol
~ tha.t the phenomena of light were 

, Ilts of the laws of elastic fluids, 
I at most that they are governed 

I :;i.WS partially identical with these; 
'/IIeh, we may observe, is already 
rtain, from the fact that the hypo
t. is in question could be for a 

m ment tenable. * Cases may be 
c· < ... 1, even in our imperfect acquain

nee with nature, where agencies 
t we have good reason to consider 
radically distinct produce their 

IT -ts, or some of their effects, accord
Ill' to laws which are identical. The 
law. for example, of the inverse square 

the distance, is the measure of the 
In ll~ity not only of gravitation, but 
li i' believed) of illumination, and of 

t diffused from a centre. Yet no 
one h oks upon this identity as proving 
i1liiarity in the mechanism by which 
h three kinds of phenomena are 

V cluced. 
. ceording to Dr. \Vhewell, the co-

W}mt has mORt contributed to accredit 
hypothesis of a physical medium for 

·nveyance of light, is the certain fact 
! light travels, (which cannot be proved 

IVitation ;) that itli communication is 
t 11 .tnntaneous, but 'fequires time; and 

I t is intercepted (which gravitation 
I, t) by intervening objects. These are 

- ies between its phenomena and those 
I1 mechanical motion of a solid or fluid 

• ,nee. But we are not entitled to 
~ that mechanical motion is the only 

" 'm nature capable of exhibiting those 
, utes. 

incidence of results predicted from an 
hypothesis with facts afterwards ob
served amounts to a conclusive proof 
of the truth of the theory. "If I 
copy a long series of letters, of which 
the last half-dozen are concealed and 
if I guess these aright, as is fou~d to 
be the case when they are afterwards 
uncovered, this must be because I 
have made out the import of the in
scription. To say, that because I 
have copied all that I could see it is 
nothing strange that I should ~ess 
those which I cannot see, would be 
absurd, without, supposing such a 
ground for guessing." * If anyone 
from examining the greater part of 
a long inscription, can interpret the 
c~aracters so that the inscription 
glVes a rational meaning in a known 
l~nguage, there is a strong presump
tIOn that his interpretation is correct· 
but I ~o not think ~he presumptio~ 
much mcreased by Jus being able to 
guess the few remaining letters with
out seeing them: for we should 
naturally expect (when the nature of 
the case excludes chance) that even 
an erroneous interpretation which 
accorded with all the visible parts of 
the inscription would accord also with 
the small remainder; as would be the 
case, for example, if the inscription 
had been designedly so contrived as 
to admit of a double sense. I assume 
that the uncovered characters afford 
an amount of coincidence too great to 
be merely casual: otherwise the illus
trationis not a fair one. No one sup
poses the agreement of the phenomena 
of light with the theory of undulations 
to be merely fortuitous. It must arise 
from the actual identity of some of 
the laws of undulations with some 
of those of light; and if there be that 
identity, it .is reasonable to suppose 
that its consequences would not end 
with the phenomena which first sug
gested the identification, nor be even 
confined to such phenomena as were 
known at the time. But it does not 
follow, because some of the laws agree 

* Phil. of IJisc., p. 274-
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phenomenon was not, at the timl~ • 
the contemplation of either party' III 
one of the facts to be accounted r 
All the facts which they did cont .~. 
plate we may believe on Dr.'~ • 
well's authority to have accorderl . 
accurately with the Cartesian h . I(). 

thesis, in its finally improved stat..I !la 

with Newton's. I 

with those of nndulations, that there 
are any actual undulations; no more 
than it followed because some (though 
not so many) of the same laws agreed 
with those of the projection of par
ticles, that there was actual emission 
of particles. Even the undnlatory 
hypothesis does not account for all 
the phenomena of light. ~The natural 
colours of objects, the compound na
ture of the solar ray, the absorption of 
light, and its chemical and vital action, 
the hypothesis leaves as mysterious 
as it found them; and some of these 
facts are,' at least apparently, more 
reconcilable with the emission theory 
than with that of Young and Fresnel. 
Who knows but that some third hy
pothesis, including all these pheno
mena, may in time leaye the undula
tory theory as far behmd as that has 
left the theory of Newton and his 

But it is not, I conceive, a Ya id 
reason for accepting any given h r"ilO
thesis that we are unable to im3",j 
any other which will account for h 
facts. There is no necessity for ~u 
posing that the true explanation 1n 

be one which, with only our prt. 
experience, we could imagine. AmI 
the natural agents with which w . 
acquainted, the vibrations of an et 
fluid may be the only one whose 1 WI 
bear a close resemblance to tho • 
light; but we cannot tell that th 

successors? 
does not exist an unknown cause, ( 'her 
than an elastic ether diffused thrl 19b 
space, yet producing effects ident' 
in some respects with those, ' " 
would result from the undulati( n 
such an ether. To assume that DO 

such cause can exist appears t I 

To the statement that the condi-
tion of accounting for all the known 
phenomena is often fulfilled equally 
well by two conflicting hypotheses, 
Dr. Whewell makes answer that he 
knows "of no such case in the history 
of science, where the phenomena are 
at all numerouS and complicated." '" 
Such an affirmation, by a writer of 
Dr. Whewell's minute acquaintance 
with the history of science, would 
carry great authority, if he had not, a 
few pages before, taken pains to re
fute it, t by maintaining that even the 
exploded scientific hypotheses might 
always, or almost always, have been 
so modified as to make them correct 
representations of the phenomena. 
The hypothesis of vortices, he tells 
us, was, by successive modifications, 
brought to coincide in its results with 
the Newtonian theory and with the 
facts. The vortices did not indeed 
explain all the phenomena which the 
Newtonian theory was ultimately 
found to account for, such as the pre
cession of the equinoxes; but this 

* P.27 I • t P. 2$1 and the whole of Appendix: G. 
.~. 

an extreme case of assumption ·it,b. 
out evidence. And at the riA 
being charged with want of mod, t~ 
I cannot help expressing aBt' Jn' 
ment that a philosopher of Dr. \ 
well's abilities and attainments Bh I 

have written an elaborate treati. 
the philosophy of induction, in "h' 
he recognises absolutely no mo\l~ 
induction except that of tryin~' 
pothesis after hypothesis until \ 
is found which fits the phenOlltt 
which one, when found, is to I'l 
sumed as true, with no other re \ r 
tion than that if on re_examinatilln 
should appear to assume more than 
needful for explaining the phenlluw 
the superfluous part of the assUUl • 
should be cut off. And this wi h 
the slightest distinction betweun be 
cases in which it may be known 
forehand that two different 1 ~ 
theses cannot lead to the same r . 11 

and those in which, for aught w 
ever know, the range of suppositi 
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flU equally consistent with the phe- thetical elastic fluid occupying the 
~! ,mena, may be infinite. * space between the sun and the earth 

:Nevertheless, I do not agree with M~ supplies the contiguity which is the 
Comte in condemning those who em- only conditi?n wanting, and which 
plt>.1 themsel ve~ in. working out into can be supplIed by no supposition but 
Iktail the applIcatlOn of these hypo- that of. a:n intervening medium. The 
thdes to the explanation of ascer- SUpposltlOn, notwithstanding, is at 

ined facts, provid~d· they bear in best a probable conjecture, not a 
rldnd that the utmost" they can prove proved t~ut~; ~or there is no proof 
i,;,. not that the hypothesis is, but that that contIguIty IS absolutely required 
j may be true. The ether" hypothesis for the communication of motion from 
h:t" a very strong claim to be so fol- one body to another. Contiguity does 
Id wed out, a claim greatly strength-, not always exist, to our senses at 
(utld since it has been shown to afford least, in the cases in which motion 
. mechanism which would explain produces motion. The forces which 
thtl n10de of production not of light go under the name of attraction 
July, but also of heat. Indeed the" especially the greatest of all, gravita~ 

!I} ,eculati~n .ha~ a iSma:ller. element of: tion, are examples of motion producin . 
h. pot.hesls m ItS apphc.atH:n to he~t. motion without apparent contiguit; 
~an III the case for whICh It was on· When a planet moves, its distant 
'lnally framed. W~ have proof by satellites accompany its motion. ,The 

(our senses of the eXIstence of ~ole- sun carries the· whole .. solar system 
ubr movement a~ong ~he partIcles: along with it in the progress which it 
r a~l ~eated bO~Ies, '~lllle we have' is ascertained to be executing thr01l"'h 
~o SImIlar experIence m the .case of space. And even if we were to ;c
h:.;'ht: 'When, therefore, heat IS com- cept as conclusive the geometrical 
IDumcated from the sun to the earth, reasonings (strikingly similar to those 
11 ,r?ss apparen~ly empty space, the by which the Cartesians defended 
r!l<~m of causatIOn ha:s ll~olecularmo- their vortices) by which it has been 
IOn both at ~he begmnmg and end. attempt~d to show that the motions 
~he hyp~thesls only makes the mo- of the ether may accomit for gravita
tH In ~ontmuous by ex~end~ng it to tion itself, even then it would only 
. h". mIddle. Now motIOn m. a b?dy have been proved that the supposed 

known to be capable of bemg Im- mode of production may be but not 
p:1fted to ano~her bod~ contiguous to that no other mode can be' the true 
It ; and the mterventlOll of a hypo- one. ' 

In Dr. Whewell's latest version of this 
I!uory (Philosophy oJ Discovery, p .. 331) he 

nu\kes a concession respecting the medium 
( the .tran~miss~on of light, which, taken 

iJ conJunctlOn WIth the rest of his doctrine 
'? .the subject, is not, I confess, very intel
lJ ·elble to me, but which goes far towards 
r moving, if it does not actually remove 
tJ, . :vho1e of tJ;e difference between us: 
11" IS contendmg, against Sir William 
JI:ur~ilton.' that all matter has weight. Sir 
,\ ll~a~, m proof of the contrary, cited the 
111l1l~lfero~s ether and the calorific and 
Il';ctnc flUlds, "which," he said, "we ean 

Mlther denude of their character of sub
: :,~ce nor clothe with the attribute of 
"Jg~~." "Towhieb," continues Dr. Whe
ell, my reply is, that precisely because 

J cannot clothe these agents with the attri
I ute of Weight, I do denude them of the 
d "Lracter of Substance. They are not 
substances, _but agencies. These Impon· 

derable ~-\gents ,are not pi'operly crtlled Im
ponderable Flmds. Tbis I conceive thltt I 
haveyroved." ~othing c~n.bemore philo
sophICal. But If the lummlferous ether is 
not matter, and fluid matter too what is 
the meaning of its undulations?' Can an 
age!!cy undulate? Can there be alternate 
~otlOn forward and backward of the pm'
tlcles of an agency? And does not the 
~hole. mathematical theory of the undu1a
tlOns. Imply them to be material? Is it not 
a se~les of dedu?tions from the known pro
pertIes of elastIc fluids? This opinion of 
Dr. Whewell reduces the ~undulations to a 
figure of speech, and the undulatory theory 
to the proposition, which all must admit 
that tJ:6l transmission of light takes phc~ 
acc.or.dmg to laws which present a very 
stnkmg and remarkable aareement with 
those of undulations. If Dr. Whewell is 
prep~red to stand by this doctrine, I have 
no dIfference with him on the subject. 
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In many geological inquiries 
doubtless happens that though 
laws to which the phenomena 
ascribed are known laws, and III 
agents known agents, those agen 
are not known to have been pre~ ht 
in the particular case, In the SPI:: I. 

lation respecting the igneous ori ~Il 
of trap or granite, the fact does u, L 
admit of direct proof, that those fill ). 

stances have been actually subject'i1 
to intense heat. But the same thin .... 
might be said of all judicial inquh;. 
which proceed on circumstantial ~·\i. 
dence. We can conclude that a III 

was murdered, though it is not pro\" 
by the testimony of eyewitnesses t III 

some person who had the intentiull 
murdering him was present on th 
spot. It is enough, for most p r. 
poses, if no other known cause cuu1d 
have generated the effects showl! 
have been produced. 

The celebrated speculation of I • 
place concerning the origin of theeal h 
and planets participates essenti: 11 
in the inductive character of mud n 
geological theory. The speculation 
is, that the atmosphere of the UQ 

originally extended to the pre .. lit 
limits of the solar system; frl tu 
which, by the process of coolin){, it 
has contracted to its present ditw 11· 

sions; and since, by the genf 1":11 
principles of mechanics, the rotati u 
of the sun and of its accompanyir , 
atmosphere must increase in l'ajJidit 
as its volume diminishes, the incr,,;.! , , 
centrifugal force generated by tl 
more rapid rotation, overbalancin 
the action of gravitation, has cau d 
the sun to abandon successive rill 

§ 7. It is necessary, before quitting 
the subject of hypotheses, to gu~rd 
aO'ainst the appearance of reflectmg 
upon the scientific value of several 
branches of physical inquiry, which, 
though only in their infancy, I ~old 
to be strictly inductive. T?ere I~ a 
great difference between mventmg 
agencies to account for cl~sses .of phe
nomena, and endeavourmg, Inc.on
formity with known laws, to conJec
turewhat former collocations of known 
agents may ha,:,e g.iven ?irth to indi
vidual facts stIll m eXIstence. The 
latter is the legitimate operation of 
inferring from an observed effect the 
existence in time past, of a cause 
similar t~ that by which we. kno,,: it 
to be produced in all cases III whiCh 
we have actual experience of its origin. 
This, for example, is the scope of the 
inquiries of geology; and they a~e n.o 
more illoaical or visionary than JudI
cial inquiries, which also ai~ at dis
covering a past event by ll~feren?e 
from those of its effects whiCh stIll 
subsist. As we can ascertain whether 
a man was murdered or died a natural 
death from the indications exhibited 
by the corpse, the presence or absence 
of signs of s·truggling. on the ground 
or on the adjacent objects, the marks 
of blood, the footsteps of the sup
posed murderers, and, so o~,'proceed
ina throuo'hout on umformltIes ascer
tained byOa perfect induct~on wi~hout 
any mixture of hypotheSIS, so If we 
find on and beneath the surface of 
our' planet, masses exactly similar to 
deposits from water, or to results of 
the cooling of matter melted by fire, 
we may justly conclude that such has 
been their origin; and if the effects, 
though similar in kind, are on a far 
larger scale than any which are now 
produced, we may rationally. and 
without hypothesis conclude, eIther 
that the causes existed formerly with 
greater intensity, or that they have 
operated during an enor~ous length 
of time. Further than thIS no geolo
gist of authority has, since the rise of 
the present enlightened school of geolo
gical speculation, attemptecl'to go. 

of vaporous matter, which are 81 p
posed to have condensed by cooIir , 
and to have become the plan· . 
There is in this theory no unkw , 
substance introduced on suppositi 'n. 
nor any unknown property or I 
ascribed to a known substance. Th 
known laws of matter authorise u 0 

suppose that a body which is c lI\. 
stantly giving out so ~arge an amlll lll 
of heat as the snn 15 must be l' .. 
gressively cooling, and that, by tla 
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lfOcesS of cooling, it must contract; 
If therefore, we endeavour, from the 
I ;esent state of that luminary, to in
r.r its state in a time long past, we 
l~ust necessarily suppose that its 
tmosphere extended much farther 
~han at present, and we are entitled 

, suppose that it extended as far as 
we can trace effects such as it might 
llaturally leave behind it on retiring; 
· nd such the planets are. These sup
i,ositions being made, it follows from 
known laws that succeSSIve zones of 
the solar atmosphere might be aban
(!oned; that these would continne to 
f yolve round the sun with the same 
wlocity as when they formed· part of 
iLii substance; and that they would 
c-",l down, long before the sun itself, 
tt > any given temperature,· and con se
• uently to that at which the greater 
1 :Lrt of the vaporous matter of which 
t ICY consisted would become liquid 
"r Rolid. The known law of gravita
tic.n would then cause them to ag
.lurnerate in masses, which would 
· . 'ume the shape our planets actually 
xhibit; ·would acquire, each about 

i ~ own axis, a rotatory movement; 
:mJ would in that state revolve, as 
tilt planets actually do, about the 
nn, in the same direction with the 
nn's rotation, but with less velocity, 

I cause in the same periodic time 
I hich the sun's rotation occupied 
\ hen his atmosphere extended to 
hat point. There is thus, in La-

Ihce's theory, nothing, strictly speak
ing, hypothetical; it is an example 
i legitimate reasoning from a pre
nt effect to a possible past cause, 

: cllrding to the known laws of that 
'. \1"e. The theory therefore is, as I 
I .1 ve said, of a similar character to 
the theories of geologists, but con-
irlerably inferior to them in point 

tll evidence. Even if it were proved 
(which it is not) that the conditions 
n· cessaryfor determining the breakina 
• !f of successive rings would certainly 
( cur; there would still be a much 
.,.'llater chance of error in assumin 0' 

t at the existing laws of nature ar~ 
, "'lime which existed at the origin 

of the solar system, than in merely 
presuming (with geologists) that those 
laws have lasted through a few revo· 
lutions and transformations of a single 
one among the bodies of which that 
system is composed. 

CHAPTER XV. 

OF PROGRESSIVE EFFECTS; AND OF THE 
CONTINUED ACTION OF CAUSES. 

§ 1. IN the last four chapters we 
have traced the general outlines of 
the theory of the generation of deri
vative laws from ultimate ones. In 
the present chapter our attention will 
be directed to a particular case of the 
derivation of laws from other laws, 
but a case so general, and so impor
tant, as not only to repa.y, but to re
quire, a separate examination. This 
is the case of a complex phenome
non, resulting from one simple law, by 
the continual addition of an effect to 
itself. 

There are some phenomena, some 
bodily sensations, for example, which 
are essentially instantaneous, and 
whose existence can only be. pro
longed by the prolongation of the 
existence of the cause by which they 
are produced. But most phenomena. 
are in their own nature permanent; 
having begun to exist, they would 
exist for ever unless some cause in
tervened having a tendency to alter 
or destroy them. Such, for example, 
are all the facts or phenomena which 
we call bodies. Water, once pro
duced, will not of itself relapse into 
a state of hydrogen and oxygen; such 
a change requires some agent having 
the power of decomposing the com
pound. Such, again, are the positions 
in space and the movements .. of 
bodies. No object at rest alters its 
position without the intervention of 
some conditions extraneous to itself; 
and when once in motion, no object 
returns to a state of rest, or alters 
either its direction or its velocity, 
unless some new external conditions 
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are superinduced. It, therefore, per
petually happens that a temporary 
cause gi yes rise to a permanent effect. 
The contact of iron with moist air for 
a few hours produces, a rust which 
may endure fo: centuries; or a pro
jectile force whICh launches a cann?n
ball into space produces a motIOn 
which would continue for ever unless 
some other force counteracted it. 

gone on moving with its original v I 
city; but the motion which resultn . 
different, being now a compouurl 'If 
the effects of two causes acting in 
contrary directions, instead of t 
single effect of one cause. K .. 
what cause does the body obe" i I 
its subseque~t motion? The ori,~ ill~ 
cause of motIOn, or the actual lUoti)n 
at the preceding instant,? The lat r' 
for when the object issues from th, r : 
sisting medium, it continues muvit 
not with its original, but with its 1'1 

tarded velocity. The motion ha\ ill' 
once been diminished, all that which 
follows is diminished. The eft 
changes, because the cause which . 
really obeys, the proximate caUSe. tb 
real cause, in fact, has changed. ) h' 
principle is recognised by matheltJ 
ticians when they enumerate am ,. 
the causes by which the motion hf 
body is at any instant determi lli~ 
the force generated by the pre\ ') 
motion; an expression which wI 'll 
be absurd if taken to imply that th' 
" force" was an intermediate link 
tween the cause and the effect, It 
which really means only the previo 
motion itself, considered as a cau, 
further motion. We must, theref., 

Between the two examples which 
we have here given there is a differ
ence. worth pointing out. In the 
former, (in which the phenomenon 
produced is a substance, and not a 
motion of a substance,) since the rust 
remains for ever and unaltered un
less some new cause supervenes, we 
may speak of the contact of air a 
hundred years ago as even the proxi
mate cause of the rust which has 
existed from that time until now. 
But when the effect is motion, which 
is itself a change, we must use a 
different language. The permanency 
of the effect is now only the per
manency of a series of changes. The 
second foot, or inch, or mile of mo
tion, is not the mere prolonged dura
tion of the first foot, or inch, or mile, 
but another fact which succeeds, and 
which may in some respects be very 
unlike the former, since it carries the 
body throuO'h a different region of 
space. N o~, the original pro~ecti~e 
force which set the body movlllg IS 
the remote cause of all its motion, 
however long continued, but the 
proximate cause of no motion exc~pt 
that which took place at the first lll
stant. The motion at any subsequent 
instant is proximately caused by ~he 
motion which took place at the lll
stant preceding. It is on that, and 
not on the original moving cause, that 
the motion at any given moment de
pends.. For suppose that the body 
passes through some resisting medium, 
which partially,counteracts the effect 
of the original impulse and :etar~s 
the motion this counteractIOn (It 
uced scarcely here be repeated) is as 
strict an example of obedience to the 
law of the impulse as if the,tbody had 

if we would speak with perfect p 
cision, consider each link in the c 
cession of motions as the effect of tb 
link preceding it. But if, for t 
convenience of discourse, we spel\k, 
the whole serie:;!.as one effect, it III 
be as an effect produced by the • ri 
ginal impelling force; a permamnt 
effect produced by an instantanl', 
cause, and possessing the property 
se1£-perpetuation. 

Let us now suppose that the III if '. 
nal agent or cause, instead of bein'! In 

stantaneous, is permanent. \Vhat~J\tlr 
effect has been produced up to a p n 
time, would (unless prevented by tl 
intervention of some new cause) ,1\ 

sist permanently, even if the c: I 

were to perish. Since, however. -\ 
cause does not perish, but conth J 

to exist and to operate, it mn, 
on producing Illore and more ".', t 
effect; I and instead of an um ' • 
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dfect, we ha.v~ a progressive series 
f effects, arlsmg from the accumu

I ted influence of a permanent cause. 
ThuS, the contact of iro? with. the 
' ) lUsphere causes a portIOn of It to 
• It. and if the cause ceased, the 

rU" , 
eft't!ct already produced would be per-

\(.llt!nt, but no further effect would 
1. added. If, however~ the. cause, 
I lllely, exposure to mOIst mr, ~on
uu ue~, more and ~ore of ,the . Iron 
I v"rnes rusted, un~ll all WhICh IS ex-

ed is converted mto a red powder, 
~ I~ell one of the conditions of the 
In .Juction of. l"?St, t;tamely, the pre-

II(;e of unoXldlsed Iron, has ceased, 
, 11'1 the effect cannot any longer be 
;' IJuced. Again, the. earth ~auses 
l •. Jies to fall towards It, that IS, the 
l btence of the earth at a given in
.. ~llt causes an unsupported body to 
~ I've towards it at the succeeding 
in;- tant; and if the earth were anni
b;\ated, as much of the effect as is 
tready produced would continue; 

lh< object would go on moving in 
the same direction, with its acquired 
\ oeity, until intercepted by some 
I ,Jyor deflected by some other force. 
Tlw earth, however, not being anni
I ilated, goes on producing in the 
, Cllnd instant an effect similar 

.IIJ of equal amount with the first, 
hich two effects being added to
, her, there results an accelerated 

\ llleity; and this operation being 
l,eatcd at each successive instant, 

lh! mere permanence of the cause, 
hough without increase, gives rise to 

.• (;Unstant progressive increase of the 
et, so long as all the conditions, 

11 .ative and positive, of the produc
i" u of that effect continue to be 
•. Ilised. 
It is obvious that this state of 
.:ngs is merely a case of the Com

I ·· ition of Causes. A cause which 
"utinues in action must on a strict 
Il<l.lysis be considered as a number of 
l~eS exactly similar successively 

"'''uc1uced, a~lcl producing by their 
I.Lination the snm of the effects 
1ch they would severally produce 

'. ' hey acted singly. The progressive 

rusting of the iron is in strictness the 
sum of the effects of many particles 
of air acting in succession upon cor
responding particles of iron. The 
continued action of the earth upon a 
falling body is' equivalent to a series 
of forces, applied in successive in
stants, each tending to produce a cer .. 
tain constant quantity of motion; 
and the motion at each instant is the 
sum of the effects of the new' force 
applied at the preceding instant, and 
the motion already acquired. In each 
instant, a fresh effect, of which gravity 
is the proximate cause, is added to 
the effect of which it was the remote 
cause; or (to express the same thing 
in another manner) the effect pro
duced by the earth's influence at the 
instant last elapsed is added to the 
sum of the effects of which the remote 
causes were the influences exerted by 
the earth at all the previous instants 
since the motion began. The case, 
therefore, comes under the principle 
of a concurrence of causes producing 
an effect equal to the sum of their 
separate effects. Bnt as the causes 
come into play not all at once, but 
successively, and as the effect at each 
instant is the sum of the effects of 
those causes only which have come 
into action up to that instant, the 
result assumes the form of an ascend
ing series; a succession of sums, each 
greater than that which preceded it: 
and we have thus a progressive effect 
from the continued action of a cause. 

Since the continuance of the cause 
influences the effect only by adding 
to its quantity, and since the addition 
takes place according to a fixed law, 
(equal quantities in equal times,) the 
result is capable of being computed 
on mathematical principles. In fact, 
this case, being that of infinitesimal 
increments, is precisely the case which 
the differential calculus was invented 
to meet. The questions, what effect 
will result from the continual addition 
of a given cause to' itself, and what 
amount of the cause, being continually 
added to itself, will produce a given 
amount of the effect, are evidently 
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mathematical questions, and to be 
treated, therefore, deductively. If, 
as we have seen, cases of the Com
position of Causes are seld~m ~dapte~ 
for any other than deductIve I~vestI
gation, this is especially true 1~ the 
case now examined, th~ c~ntmual 
composition of a cause wIth Its ow? 

revious effects; since such a cas~ IS 
Peculiarly amenable to th~ de~uctIve 
p thod while the undistmgmshable 
::nner'in which the effects are blended 
with one another and with the causes 
must make the treatment. of such a? 
instance experimentally stIll more ChI
merical than in any other case. 

has come near' enough to the Zr'lIJ h. 
and remains above the horizon I '11 

enough to give I?ore warmth dlll'n 
one diurnal rotatIOn than the CUUI) 

acting cause, the earth's radiat i, n, 
can carry off, the mere con~inu 11 

of the cause would progresslVely in. 
crease the. effect, even if the 
came no nearer and the days "t 
no longer; but in a~dition to h 
a change takes place m the acci' h 0 

of the cause (its series of dillt 
positions) tending to increase 
quantity of the effect. When 
summer solstice has passed, the 1' 
gressive change in the cause h _. 
to take place the reverse w,ay; 1 

for some time, the accumulatmg ,:If § 2. We shall next adv:ert to a 
rather more intricate operatIOn of the 
same principle, namely, wh.en t~e 
cause does not merely con~mue III 

action, but undergoes, durmg t~e 
same time, a progressive ch~nge III 

those of its circumstances wInch con
tribute to determine the effect. In 
this case as in the former, the total 
effect go~s on accumulating by the 
continual addition of a fresh ~ffe.ct to 
that already produced, but It IS no 
10nO'er by the addition of equal q~~n
titi~s in equal times; the quantIties 
added are unequal, and even the 

uality may now be different. If the 
~hange in the state of the permane~t 
cause be proO'ressive, the effect WIll 

go through a double series of changes, 
arising partly from the accumulated 
action of the cause, and partly from 
the chanaes in its action. The effect 
is still a I:> progressive effect, pr?duced, 
however, not by th.e mere ?ontmuance 
of a cause, but by ItS con~muance and 
its progressiveness com~llned. 

A familiar example IS afforded by 
the increase of the temperature as 
summer advances, tha~ is, as th~ ~un 
draws nearer to a vertical pOSition, 
and remains a greater numb~r . of 
hours above the horizon. ~hlS lll

stance exemplifies in a very m~erest
ing manner the twofold operatlO~ on 
the effect, arising from the ~ontmu
ance of the cause, and from ItS pro
gressi ve change. "\Vhell 0+6 the sun 

of the mere continuance of the . 
exceeds the effect of the ch~ng .. 
it, and the temperature contmu. 
increase. 

Again, the motion of a planet i 
progressive effect, produced by ca I 
at once permanent an~ progre~ ,iv 
The orbit of a planet IS deternuu 
(omitting perturbations) by two caT 
first the action of the central h y 
a p;rmanent cause, which alternll I, 
increases and diminishes as the pI n 
draws nearer to or goes farther f ID 

its perihelion, and whic~ act~ at" ry 
point in a different dIrectIOn; 
secondly, the ten.den~y of the. pI. 
to continue movmg m the dlrec I 

and with the velocity which it h 
already acquired. This force . 
grows gr.eater as t~e planet d::- . 
nearer to its perihelIon, because i~ I 

does so its velocity i~crease.s; : d 
less as it recedes from Its penhellon 
and this force as well. as the ,.'.t r 
acts at each point in a dl~erent 11' ,. 

tion, because at every pomt th~ at' , a 
of the central force, by deflec~ll1'':: h 
planet from its prev.ious. dIreu; I' n. 
alters the line in WhICh It t~n(l ); 
continue moving. The motlUll 
each instant is determined by , 
amount and direction ~f th~ m": " n. 
and the amount and dlr~ctIO~ ol b. 
sun's action, at the prevIOu~ m~t • 
and if we speak of the entIre rt.:I· .. ln· 
tion of the planet as one pheno!11l:u 11. 
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h'cb as it is periodical and similar 

II .t1self we often find ·it convenient 
, I 'h . h " do,) that p enomenon IS t e pro-

.< si,·e effect of two permanent and 
"""Tt;ssive causes, the central force 
' .i' the acquired motion. Those 
'uses happening to be progressive 

~;l the particular way which i.s c~lled 
.. iodical, the effect necessarIly IS so 

I '" because the quantities to be 
, I~d together returning in a regular 

I "tt-r, the same sums must also reguo 
1 .. r return. . 

This example IS worthy of con
.j I ration also in another respect. 
Th. ugh the causes themselves are 

'rillanent, and independent of all 
1 rJitions known to us, the changes 

h':cb take place in the quantities 
and relations of the causes are actu
alh' caused by the periodical changes 

11 tile effects. The causes, as they 
.. t at any moment, having produced 

11 l'. ,rtain motion, that motion, be-I' 
11 ing itself a caus. e., reacts upon{ 

1 causes, and produces a change 
ID ht;m. By altering the distance 

! direction of the central body 
. tively to the planet, and the 

:1' "tion and quantity of the force 
n t ill;) direction of the tangent, it 

rs the elements which determine 
. motion at the next succeeding 

in' It. This change renders the 
n ·t motion somewhat different; and 
I • difference, by a fresh reaction 

n the causes, renders the next 
"t/on again different,. and so on. 

TI rriginal state of the causes might 
. been such, that this series of 

.j ' 1I~ modified by reactions would 
t I we been periodical. '1'he sun's 
" '1 and the original impelling 

cessive reactions of the effect bring 
back the causes, after a certain time, 
to what they were before; and from 
that time all the variations continue 
to recur again and again in the same 
periodical order, and must so con
tinue while the causes subsist and are 
not counteracted. 

§ 3· In all cases of progressive 
effects, whether arising from the 
accumulation of unchanging or of 
changing elements, there is an uni-
formity of succession not merely be. 
tween the cause and the effect, but 
between the first stages of the effect 
and its subsequent stages. That a 
body in vaC1W falls sixteen feet in the 
first second, forty-eight in the second, 
and so on in the ratio of the odd 
numbers, is as much an uniform se
quence as that when the supports are 
removed the body falls. The sequence 
of spring and summer is as regular 
and invariable as that of the approach 
of the sun and spring, but we do not 
consider spring to be the cause of 
summer; it is evident that both are 
successive effects of the heat received 
from the sun, and that, considered 
merely in itself, spring might con
tinue for ever, without having the 
slightest tendency to.produce summer. 
As we have so often remarked, not 
the conditional but, the unconditional 
invariable antecedent is termed the 
cause. That which would not be 
followed by the effect unless some
thing else had preceded, and which 
if that something' else had preceded 
would not have been required, is 
not the cause, however invariable the 
sequence may in fact be. 

( . might have been in such a 
" t" one another that the reaction 
.. t;ffect would have been such as 

t,'r the canses more and more, 
,/,., It ever bringing them back to 
.' they were at any former time. 

r ,lanct would then have moved 
j.arabob or an hyperbola, curves 

r. turning into themselves. The 
1 i tit;~ of the two forces were, 
~\I r, originally such, that the suc-

lt is in this way that most of those 
uniformities of succession are gene
rated which are not cases of causa
tion. vVhen a phenomenon goes on 
increasing, or periodically increases 
and diminishes, or goes through any 
continued and unceasing process of 
variation reducible to an uniform 
rule or law of succession, we do not 
on this accolint presume that any 
two successive terms of the series are 

y 
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cause and effect. We presume the 
contrary;" we exp~ct to fi~d that the 
whole series. origmates elther from 
the eontinued action of fixed causes, 
or from causes which go through a 

. corresponding process of continuous 
change. A tree grows from half an 
inch high to a hundred feet, and some 
trees will generally grow to that 
height unless prevented by some coun
teracting cause. But we do not call 
the seedling the cause of the full-

consists of several component 1 
ments or agents, whose effects ne 
mulating" according to different l; 
are compounded in different pr. 'j , 
tions at different periods in thu .... 
istence of the o;gani~ed ?eing; 
because, at certam pomts In it~ Jl 
gress, fresh causes or agencies <;" 

in, or are evolved, which inte i 
their laws with those of the u' 
agent. 

. grown tree; the invariable antece- CHAPTER XVI. 

OF EMPIRICAL LAW 
. dent it certainly is, and we know 
very imperfectly on what other ante
cedents the sequence is contingent, 
but we are convinced that it is con-
. tingent on something, because the 
homogeneousness of the antecedent 
with the consequent, the close re
semblance of the seedling to the tree 
in all respects except magnitude, and 
the graduality of the growth, so ex
actly resembling the progressively 
accumulating effect produced by the 
lono- action of some one cause, leave 
no "'possibility of doubting that the 
seedling and the tree are two terms 
in a series of that description, the 
first term of which is yet to seek. 
The conclusion is further confirmed 
by this, that we are able to prove by 
strict induction the dependence of 
the growth of the tree, and even of 
the continuance of its existence, upon 
the continued repetition of certain 
processes of nutrition, the rise of the 
sap, the absorptions" and exhalations 
by the leaves, &c. ; and the same ex
periments would probably prove to 
us that the growth of the tree is the 
accumulated sum of the effects of 
these continued processes, were we not, 
for want of sufficiently microscopic 
eyes, unable to observe correctly and 
in detail what those effects are. 

§ 1. SCIENTIFIC inquirers givt: 
name of Empirical Laws to tho~t: 11 

formities which observation or ex 
ment has shown to exist, but on 'I hieh 
they hesitate to rely in cases varyhJ 
much from those which have Lt 
actually observed, for want of 'i 
any reason why such alawshould .. 
It is implied, therefore, in the llr • 

of an empirical law, that it is III 

ultimate law; that if true at ail, 
truth is capable of being, and rt:<'l li 
to be accounted for. It is a derir . 
law, the derivation of which is 11 

known. To state the explanatio1 , . 
why, of the empirical law, would 
state the laws from which it ) 
rived; the ultimate causes on . 
it is contingent. And if we 
these, we should also know who • 
its limits-under what conditi 
would cease to be fulfilled. 

This supposition by no means re
quires that the effect should not, 
during its progress, undergo many 
modifications besides those of quan
tity, or that it should not sometimes 
appear to undergo a very marked 
change of character. This may be 
either because the un!rnown cause 

The periodical return of ec1i 
as originally ascertained by tlJ 
severing observation of the , 
Eastern astronomers, was an amp 
callaw until the general laws f 
celestial motions had accounted f 
The following are empiricalla,\ . 
waiting to be resolved into the si 
laws from which they are cl ·ri 
The local laws of the flux and r 
of the tides in different plac : 
succession of certain kinds of ,. 
to certain appearances of sk. ·: 
apparent exceptions to the droll, I 

versal truth that bodies exp, Id 
increase of temperature: _ the la v 
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I,reeds, both animal .and vegetable, 
.ll'J improved by crossmg: that gases 
have a strong tendency to permeate 
. uimal membranes: that substances 
c ,utaining a very high proportion of 
itrogen (s?ch as hydrocyanic acid 
!lJ morphIa) are powerful poisons: 

that when different metals are fused 
w;;ether, the alloy is harder than the 
,.,rious elements: that the number of 
atulllS of acid required to neutralise 

1~ atom of any base is equal to the 
number of atoms of oxygen in the 
L ;se : that the solubility of substances 
In one another depends * (at least in 

,IlW degree) on the similarity of their 
t cIOents • 

.\.n empirical law, then, is an ob
rved uniformity, presumed to be 

r -ulvable into simpler laws. but not 
t resolved into them. The ascertain
nt of the empirical laws of pheno

\I na often precedes by a long interval 
I exp~anation of those laws by the 

11 JuctIve Method; and the verifica
on of a deduction usually consists in 

th' comparison of its results with 
t!Illpiricallaws previously ascertained. 

2. From a limited number of ulti
.Itu laws of causation, there are 

III ssarily generated a vast number 
derivati ve uniformities, both of 

ccession and of co·existence. Some 
laws of succession or of co-exist

" between different effects of the 
Wlnt cause: of these we had examples 
in the last chapter. Some are laws 

of succession between effects and their 
remote: causes, resolvable into the 
laws which connect each with the in
termediate link. Thirdly, when causes 
act together and compound their 
effects, the laws of those causes gene
rate the fundamental law of the effect 
namely, that it depends on the co~ 
existence of those causes. And, finally, 
the order of succession or of co·exist
ence w~ich obtains among effects 
necessarIly depends on their causes . 
If they are effects of the same cause 
it depends on the laws of that cause '. 
if on different causes, it depends o~ 
the law~ of those causes severally, and 
on the CIrcumstances which determine 
their co-existence. If we inquire fur
ther when and how the causes will 
co-exist, that, again, depends on the-ir 
causes; and we may thus trace back 
the phenomena higher and hiO"her 
until the different series of effect~ 
meet in a point, and the whole is 
shown to have depended ultimately 
?n some common cause; or until, 
Instead of. converging to one point, 
they termmate in different points, 
and the ord.er of the effects is proved 
to have arIsen from the collocation 
of some of the primeval causes or 
natural agents. For example the 
order of succession and of co-exi~tence 
alllong the heavenly motions, which 
is expressed by Kepler's laws, is de
rived from the co-existence of two 
primeval causes, the sun and the 
original impulse or projectile force 
belonging to each planet. * Kepler's 

Thus, water, of which eight·ninths in laws are resolved into the laws of 
, ht are ?xygen, dissolves most bodies these causes and the fact of theI'r co
b..i~h contam a high proportion of oxygen 

h as all the nitrates (which have mor~ existence. 
,.:en than any others of the common Derivative laws, therefore, do not 
•. ) most of the s1;llphates, many of the depend solely on the ultimate laws 

nates, &0. AgaIn, bodies largely com- . 
lof combustible elements, like hydro- mto which they are resolvable: they 
, nd carbon, are soluble in bodies of mostly depend on those ultimate lawli! 

!la:' comp~sition; rostin, !or ~nstance, and an ultimate fact, namely the 
I dissolve III alcohol, ar ID oIl of tur- m d f . t f 'f . 'ne, This empirical generalisation is 0 e 0 co-eXIS ence 0 some 0 the 
.r'Jm.b~ing universally true; no doubt component elements of the universe. 

~ 'Iseit IS a remote, and therefore easily The ultimate laws of causation might 
\ ,re , result of general laws too deep be th . t d 

r 1\ at present to penetrate; but it Will] e . ~am~ as a present,:1U yet 
1',,\ .bly in, time suggest processes of in- the derIVatIVe laws completel.y dif-

1r , ieadmg to the discovery of those * Or (according to I.Japlace·s thcorv) tho 
sun and the sun's rotation. . 
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ferent if the cn,uses co-existed. in 
differ~nt proportions, or with !l'ny 
difference in those of their relatIOns 
by which the effects are influenced. 
If for example, the sun's attraction 
ar:d the original projectile force had 
existed in some other ratio to one 
another than they did, (and we know 
of no reason why this should not have 
been the case,) the derivative laws of 
the heavenly motions might have been 
quite different from what they are. 
The proportions which exist happen 
to be such as to produce regular 
elliptical motions; any other propor
tions would have produced different 
ellipses, or circular, or parabolic, or 
hyperbolic motions, but still regular 
ones' because the effects of each of 
the ;gents accumulate according to 
an uniform law; and two regular 
series of quantities, when their cor
responding terms are added, must 
produce a regular series of some sort, 
whatever the quantities themselves 
are. 

§ 3. Now this l~st-mention~d ~le
ment in the resolutIOn of a del'lvatlve 
law the element which is not a law 
of 'causation, but a collocation of 
causes, cannot itself be reduced to 
any law. There is (as formtrly re
marked *) no uniformity, no norma, 
principle, or rule, perceivable in the 
distribution of the primeval natural 
agents through the univers~. The 
different substances composmg the 
earth, the powers that pervade the 
universe, stand in no constant relation 
to one another. One substance is 
more abundant than others, one power 
acts through a larger extent of space 
than others, without' any pervading 
analogy that we can discover. We 
not only do not know of any reason 
why the sun's attraction and the 
force in the direction of the tangent 
co-exist in the exact proportion they 
do but we can trace no coincidence 
between it and the proportions in 
which any other elementary powers 

. Supra, bookiii. ch: v. ~ 7 .. 

in the universe are intermingled. 
utmost disorder is apparent 111 
combination of the causes; whicl • 
consistent with the most regular 
in their effects; for when each 
carries on its own operations a 
ing to an uniform law, even the 
capricious combination of ag~ 
will generate a regularity of SOIne 1ft. 
as we see in the kaleidoscope, "b • 
any casual arrangement of col 
bits of. gln,ss pro~uces by th: la. iI fi 
reflectIOn a beautIful regularIty ill 
effect. 

§ 4. In the above consider:l' 
lies the justification of the Hmi 
degree of reliance which sci n 
inquirers are accustomed to p 
empirical laws. 

A derivative law which r 
wholly from the operation of 
one cause will be as universally 
as the laws of the cause itself: 
is, it will always be true except 
some one of those effects of the ca 
on which the derivative law depe 
is defeated by a counteracting 
But when the derivative law r 
not from different effects of one 
but from effects of several caus 
cannot be certain that it will be 
under any variation in the mude 
co~existence of those causes, or f the 
primitive natural agents on 'h' 
the causes ultimately depend. 
proposition that coal-beds r 
certain descriptions of strata 
sively, though true on the ear h 
far as our observation has re r: 
cannot be extended to the m "ID 

the other planets, supposing c, 
exist there; because we cannu 
assured that the original constitu 
of any other planet was such 
produce the different depositi n ill 
the same order as in our globe. T 
derivative law in this case d·· 
not solely on laws, but on a c 1 
tion; and collocations cannot 
duced to any law. 

Now it is the' very natur,' 
derivative law which has nn 
been resolved into its elemt;;n 
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other words, an empirical law, that 
do not know whether it results 

f t m'the different effects of one cause 
reI f:om effects of different causes. 
~~-() cannot tell whether it depends 

holly on laws, or partly o~ laws and 
tlyon a collocatIOn. If It depends 

r- a collocation, it will be true in all 
'; , cases in whicn that particular 
t '!location exists. . But since ~e are 

'irely ign01'ant, In case of Its de
n~Jing on a collocation, what the 

fit lucation is, we are not safe in 
nding the law beyond the limits 

f time and place in which we have 
lIal experience of its truth. Since 

itbin those limits the law has always 
n found true, we have evidence 

t • the collocations, whatever they 
1ft: on which it depends, do really 

I' t within those limits. But, know-
in!: elf no rule or principle to which 

collocations themselves conform, 
cannot conclude that because a 

r : oeation is proved to exist within 
ain limits of place or time, it will 

. t beyond those limits. Empirical 
.', therefore, can only be received 
rue within the limits of time and 
d in which they have been found 

/ by observation; and not merely 
limits of time and place, but of 

• I, place, and circumstance; for 
nc I it is the very meaning of an 

irieal law that we do not know 
b ultimate laws of causation on 
hir.h it is 'dependent, we cannot 

r 1\ ee, without actual trial, in what 
UDer or to what extent the intro-

. tion of any new circumstance may 
. tit. 

5· But how are we to know that 
uniformity ascertained by experi

Co is only an empirical law ? Since, 
the supposition, we have not been 

. to resolve it into any other laws, 
. do we know that; it is not an 
i hate law of causatio~ ? 
I answer, that no generalisation 

.unts to more than an empirical 
ft· when the only proof on which it 

i· that of the Method of Agree
. For it has been seen that by 

that method alone we never can ar
rive at causes. The utmost that the 
Method of Agreement can do is, to 
ascertain the whole of the circum
stances common to all cases in which 
a phenomenon is produced; and this 
aggregate includes not only the cause 
of the phenomenon, but all pheno
mena with which it is connected by 
any derivative uniformity, whether as 
being collateral effects of the same 
cause, or effects of any other cause 
which, in all the instances we have 
been able to observe, co-existed with 
it. The method affords no means of 
determining which of these uniformi
ties are laws of causation, and which 
are merely derivative laws, resulting 
from those laws of causation and 
from the collocation of the causes. 
None of them, therefore, can be re
ceived in any other character than 
that of derivative laws, the derivation 
of which has not been traced; in 
other words, empirical laws : in which 
light, all results obtained by the 
Method of Agreement (and therefore 
almost all truths obtained by simple 
observation without experiment) must 
be considered, until either confirmed 
by the Method of Difference or ex
plained deductively, in other words

l 
accounted for a p1'iori. _ 

These empirical laws may be of 
greater or less authority according as 
there is reason to presume that they 
are resolvable into laws only, or into 
laws and collocations together, The 
sequences which we observe in the 
production and subsequent life of an 
animal or a vegetable, resting on the 
Method of Agreement only, are mere 
empirical laws ; but though the ante
cedents in those sequences may not 
be the causes of the consequents, both 
the one and the other are doubtless, 
in the main, successive stages of a 
progressive effect originating in a 
common cause, and therefore inde
pendent of eollocations. The uni
formities, on the other hand, in the 
order of superposition of strata on the 
earth, are empirical laws of a much 
weaker kind, since they not only are 
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not laws of causation, but there is no 
reason to believe that they depend on 
any common cause; all appearances 
are in favour of their depending on 
the particular collocation of natural 
agents which at some time -or ot~er 
existed on our globe, and from whIch 
no inference can be drawn as to the 
collocation which exists or has existed 
in any other portion of the universe. 

gases in a state of mechanical 1Jl 
ture, heated or electrified) allli 
consequent (the pro.duction of w. 
there must be an mtermediat,· 
cess which we do not see. For if 
take any ,portion whatever of 
water and subject it to analys· · 
find that it always contains I ) 
gen and oxygen; 'nay, the very 
proportions of them, namely t 
thirds in volume of hydrog~;1 f 

§ 6. Our definition of an empirical one-third oxygen. This is tru: ,: 
law including not only those uni- single drop; it is true of the min 
formities which are not known to portion which our instrumen 
be laws of eausation, but also those capable of appreciating. Sinct.! L 
which are, provided there be reason the smallest perceptible portion 
to presume that they are not ultimate the water contains both thes" 
laws, this is the proper place to con- stances, portions of hydrogen 
aider by what signs we may judge 'oxygen smaller than the SliI 1 
that even if an observed uniformity perceptible must have come t .. 
be a law of causation, it is not an in every su~h minute porti.1U 
ultimate but a derivative law. space; must have come clu~cr 

The first sign is, if between the gether than when the gases Were 
antecedent a and the consequent b a state of mechanical mixturu. 
there be evidence of some intermedi- (to mention no other reason" ) 
ate link, some phenomenon of which water occupies far less space 
we can surmise the existence, though the gases. Now, as we cann I 

from the imperfection of our senses this contact or close approach IIf 
or of our instruments we are unable minute particles, we cannot ub 
to ascertain its precise nature and with what circumstances it i 
laws. If there be such a phenomenon, tended, or according to what 1 
(which may be denoted by the letter produces its effects. The prod 
x,) it follows that even if a be the of water, that is, of the 'I 

cause of b, it is but the remote cause, phenomena which characteri 
and that the law.. a causes b, is re- compound, may be a very' re 
solvable into at 'least two laws, a effect of those laws. There 1 y 
causes x, and x causes b. This is a innumerable intervening link ; 
very frequent case, since the opera- we are sure that there must bu 
tions of nature mostly take place on Having full proof that corl' 
so minute a scale, that many of the action of some kind takes pl(\Cc 
successive steps are either impercep- vious to any of the great tran. f" 
tible, or very indistinctly perceived. tions in the sensible properties f 

Take, for example, the laws of the stances, we can have no douut 
chemical composition of substances, the laws of chemical action, 
as that hydrogen and oxygen being present known, are not ultima 
combined, water is produced. All derivative laws; however h 
we see of the process is, that the two we may be, and even thou.,h 
gases being mixed in certain prop or- should for ever remain ignur: 11 

tions, and heat or electricity being the nature of the laws of corpu' 
applied, an explosion takes place, the action from which they are ul:l'h 
gases disappear, and water remains. In like manner, all the Ill"' 
There is no doubt about the law, or of vegetative life, whether in 
about' its being a law of causation. vegetable properly so called or in 
But between iJ. theE. ant!1cedent (th~ .. ~nimal4 body, ~ are: corpuscuh r 
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• eS. Nutrition is the addition of 
rticles to one another, sometimes 

!u 'rdy replacing other parti~les sepa
. t .d and exc~'eted, sometImes oc-

;oning an mcrease of bulk or 
". i .• ht so gradual, that only after 
. I.!~g continua:nce does it become per
t I,tible. VarlOUS organs, by means 
,i ~eculiar vessels, secrete from the 
\1. ),j fluids, the component particles 

I which must have been in the blood 
I ut which diffe: from it most widely 
1 . h in mechamcal properties and in 

I' mical composition. Here, then, 
~ abundance of unknown links to 

filled up; and there can be no 
,,'lbt that the laws of the pheno-

11 lna of vegetative, or organic life are 
d. rivative laws, dependent on pro
I rties of the corpuscles, and of those 
t mentary tissues which are com

.,tively simple combinations of cor
"Illes. 
'l'he first sign, then, from which a 

I . of causation, though hitherto un-
1\ lved, may be inferrE;i.d to be a 
ltoivative law, is' any indication of 

, existence of an intermediate link 
links between the antecedent and 
cunsequent. The second is, when 
antecedent is an extremely com

phenomenon, and its effects 
dore, probably in part at least, 

"l l'0unded of the effects of its dif
f ut elements; since we know that 

case in which the effect of the 
,.le is not made up of the effects 

f its parts is exceptional, the Com
,ition of Causes being by far the 

, l ordinary case. 
We will illustrate this by two ex-
, les, in one of which the antece

.1 ntis the sum of ,many homogeneous, 
ID the other of, heterogeneous, parts. 
TI· w~ight of ~ bo~y is made up of 

weIght~ of Its mInute particles
n th whIch astronomers express in 
1 ,,1st ~eneral terms when they say 

:I bodIes at equal distances gravi-
. to one ,another in proportion to 

tb IT quantIty of matter. All true 
I I,, ·,·itions, therefore, which can be 

. e concerning gravity, are \ deri
Ive laws; :~he_ultima~e, law. intQ. . 

which they are all resolvable being 
that every particle of matter attracts 
every other. As our second example, 
we may take any of the sequences 
obs~rv.ed i~ meteorology; for instance, 
a dimInutIOn of the pressure of the 
atmosphere .(indicated by a fall of:the 
barometer) IS followed by rain. The 
antecedent is here. a complex phenoc 

menon, made up of heterogeneous 
elements; the column of the atmos~ 
p.he~e over any particular place con
SIStIng of two parts, a column of air 
a~d a ?oh~mn of aqueous vapour 
mIxed WIth It; and the change in the 
two together manifested by a fall of 
the barom~ter, and followed by rain, 
must be eIther a change in one of 
these, . or 'in, the other, or in both. 
We llllght, then, even in the absence 
of any other evidence, form a reason
able presumption, from the invariable 
presence of both these elements in the 
antecedent, that the sequence is pro
bably not an ultimate law, but a re
sult.of the laws of the two different 
agents; a presumption only to be de~ 
stroyed when we had made ourselves 
so well acquainted with the laws of 
both as to be able to affirm that those 
laws could not by themselves produce 
the observed result. 

There are bub few known cases of 
succession ~rom very complex ante
cedents whIch have not either been 
actually accounted for from simpler 
la:':'"s, or inferred with great proba
bIlIty (from the ascertained existence 
of intermediate links of causation not 
yet understood) to be capable of being 
so accounted for. It is therefore' 
highly probable that ali sequence~ 
from complex antecedents are thus 
reso~vable, and that ultimate laws 
are m all cases comparatively simple. 
If there were not the other reasons 
already mentioned for believinO' that 
the laws of organised nature a~'e re
solvable into simpler laws, it would 
be almost a sufficient reason that the 
antecedents in most of the sequences 
are so very complex . 

§ 7. In ~he preceding discussion we 
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have recognised two kinds of empi·· existenc~ whi?h are not known t., ~ 
rical laws: those known to be laws laws of causatlOn. 
of causation but presumed to be re-

CHAPTER XVII. 
solvable into simpler laws, and those 
not known to be laws of causation at 
all. Both these kinds of laws agree 
in the demand which they make for OF CHANCE AND ITS ELI1IIINATII" 
beinD" explained by deduction, and 
aO're~ in being the appropriate means 
of verifying such deduction, ~ince t~ey 
represent the experience wIth whlCh 
the result of the deduction· must be 
compared. They agree, further, in 
this, that, until explained and con
nected with the ultimate laws from 
which they result, they have not. at
tained the highest degree of certamty 

§ 1. CONSIDERING then as emi,'l; 
callaws only those observed unifolll 
ties respecting which the quest: n 
whether they.are laws of causat' , n 
must remain undecided until they 
be explained . deductively, or UII il 
some means are found of applyin~ ' 
Method of Difference to the case ; 1\ 
has been shown in the preceuin 
chapter, that until an uniformity n 
in one or the other of these modt;;, I 

taken out of . the class of empiri 
laws, and brought either into tha 
laws of causation or of the dell . 
strated results of laws of causatiu; . 
cannot with any assurance be l' 
nounced true beyond the local . 
other limits within which it has 1. 11 

of which laws are susceptible. It has 
been shown on a former occasion that 
laws of causation which are deriva
tive and compounded of simpler laws 
are not only, as the nature of the case 
implies, less general, but eyen less 
certain than the simpler laws from 
which 'they result, not in t~e same 
degree to be relied on as umversally 
true. The inferiority of evidence, 
however which attaches to this class 
of laws is trifling compared with that 
which is inherent in uniformities 
not known to be laws of causation 
at all. So long as these are unre
solved, we cannot tell on how man! 
collocations, as well as laws, theIr 
truth may be dependent; we can 
never therefore, extend them with 
any c~nfidence to cases in which we 
have not assured ourselves by trial 
that the necessary collocation of causes, 
whatever it may be, exists. It is to 
this class of laws alone that the pro
perty, which philos~pl~ers usually: c.on
sider as characteristIC of empuICal 
laws belongs in all its strictness-
the property of being ~n~t to be. re
lied on beyond the hmIts of time, 
place, and circumstance, in which the 
observations have been made. These 
are empirical laws in a more emphatic 
sense' and when I employ that term 
(except where the context manifestly 
indicates the reverse) I shall generally 
mean to designate thos? uniformities 
only, whether of succe~ion or of cO-. 

found so by actual observation. I 
remains to consider how we ar 
assure ourselves of its truth even with 
in those limits; after what qual" i 
of experience a generalisation wJ i 
rests solely on the Method of .A~ 
ment can be considered suffici~n 1 
established, even as an empirical 1 
In a former chapter, when treatill ' 
the Methods of Direct Induction, 
expressly reserved this question,* . 
the time has noW come for endea\, If 
ing to solve it. 

We found that the Method of .\ 
reement has the' defect of not l' 
ing causation, and can therefore nl 
be employed for the ascertainmtl 
empirical laws. But we also fnu 
that besides this deficiency, it lal,. !IN 

under a characteristic imperfecti ID. 
tending to render uncertain even ucla 
conclusions as it is in itself adal' 
to prove. This imperfection a! ' 

from Plurality of Causes. Alth I1 ~ 
two or more cases in which tht: I h 
nomenon a has been met with 1 I 

* Supra, book iii. ch. x. § 2. 

"CHANCE, AND ITS ELIMINATION. 

have no common antecedent except 
\ this does not pro\'e that there is 

:,~y connection between a and A, since 
,I may have many causes, and may 
have been produc(:)d, in these different 
iu"tances, not by anything which the 
in5tances had in common, but by some 
..f those elements in them which were 
.iiiferent. ,",ve n:vertheless obseryed, 
t h~t in proportIOn to the multipli
l:ttion of instances pointing to A as 
t.ht: antecedent the characteristic un
c,rtainty of the method diminishes, 
, nd the existence of a law of con
\l ~ction between A and a more nearly 
:Iproaches to certa,inty. It is now 

t ' be determined after what amount 
• f experience this certainty may be 
! 'l;Illed to be practically attained, and 
the; connection between A and a may 

received as an empirical law. 
This question may be otherwise 

.. .ttd in more familiar terms :-After 
h" lv many and what sort of instances 
11 <1y it be concluded that an observed 

,incidence between two phenomena 
i not the effect of chance? 

It is of the utmost importance for 
luderstanding the logic of induction 

1 at we should form a distinct con
ption of what is meant by chance, 

;lI1U how the phenomena which com
ml)n language ascribes to that abstrac
ti n are really produced. 

: 2. Chance is usually spoken of in 
irt:ct antithesis to law; whatever (it 

i. ,u~posed). cannot be ascribed to any 
II W IS attrIbuted to chance. It is, 
l.',we~er, certain, that whatever hap
I ns IS the result of some law; is an 
I fi\:ct of causes, and could have been 
p ·Jicted from a knowledge of the 
, istence of those causes and from 
heir laws. If I turn up ~ particular 

l d, that is a consequence of its place 
I1 the pack. Its place in the pack 
\I .kd a consequence of the manner in 

'Iuch the cards were shumed or of 
order in which they were played 

I~ the last ~ame; which, again, were 
~ ects of prIOr causes. At every stage, 
If we had possessed an accurate know-
1 gt of .the causes ill existence, it 

would have been abstractly possible to 
foretell the effect. 

An event occurring by chance may 
be better described as a coincidence 
~rom which. we have no ground to 
mfer an umformity: the occurrence 
of a phenomena, in certain circum
stances, without our havinO' reason on 
that account to infer that it will 
happen again in those circumstances. 
This, however, when looked closelv 
into, implies that the enumeration of 
the circumstances is not complete. 
Whatever the fact be, since it has 
occurred once, we may be sure that if 
all the same circumstances were re
peated, it would occur again' and 
not only if all, but there is' some 
particular portion of those circum
~tanc~s on which the' phenomenon is 
m vanably consequent. With most of 
them, howeyer, it is not connected in 
any permanent manner: its conjunc
tion with those is said to be the effect 
of chance, to be merely casual. J!'acts 
casually conjoined are serarately the 
effects of causes, and therefore of laws' 
but of different causes, and causes not 
connected by any law. 

It is incorrect, then, to say that any 
phenomenon is produced by chance; 
but we may say that two or more 
phenomena are conjoined by chance 
that they co-exist or succeed one an~ 
other only by chance; meaning that 
they a:re in no way related through 
causatlOn ; that they are neither cause 
and effect, nor effects of the same 
cause, nor effects of causes between 
wl~ich there subsists any law of co
eXIstence, nor even effects of the same 
collocation of primeval causes. 

If the same casual coincidence 
never occurred a second time we 
sh~ul~ have an easy test for distin
gmshmg such from the coincidences 
which are the results of a law. As 
long as the phenomena had been found 
together only once, so long, unless we 
knew some more general laws from 
which the coincidence might have re
sulted, we could not distinguish it 
from a casual one; but if it occurred 
twice, we should know that "bhe phe-
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nomena so conjoined must be in some 
way connected through their causes. 

There is, however, no such test. 
A coincidence may occur again and 
again, and yet be only casual. Nay, 
'it would be inconsistent with what 
we know of the order of nature to 
doubt that every casual coincidence 
will sooner or later be repeated, as 
long as the phenomena between which 
it occurred do not cease to exist, or to 
be reproduced.' The recurrence, there
fore, of the same coincidence more 
than once, or even its frequent re
currence, does not prove that it is an 
instance of any law; does 'not prove 
that it is not casual, or, in common 
language, the effect of chance. 

And yet, when a coincidence can
not be deduced from known laws, nor 
proved by experiment to be itself a 
case of causation, the frequency of its 
occurrence is the only evidence from 
which we can infer that it is the 
result of a law. Not, however, its 
absolute frequency. The question is 
not whether the coincidence occurs 
often or seldpm, in the ordinary sense 
of those terms; but whether it occurs 
more often than chance will account 
for; more often than might rationally 
be expected if the coincidence were 
casual. We have to decide, therefore, 
what degree of frequency in a coinci
dence chance will account for. And 
to this there can be no general answer, 
We can only state the principle by 
which the answer must be determined: 
the answer itself will be different in 
every different case. 

Suppose that one of the phenomena, 
A, exists always, and the other pheno
menon, B, only occasionally; it fol
lows ,that every instance of B will be 
an instance of its coincidence with A, 
and yet the coincidence will be merely 
casual, and not the result of any con
nection between them. The fixed 
stars have been constantly in exist
ence since the beginning of human 
experience, and all phenomena that 
have come under human observation 
have, in every single instance, co
existed with them; yet ij},is coinci-

dence, though equally invariable lritla 
that which exists be~ween any 6{ 
those phenomena and Its own .111 

does not prove that the stars al'" i 
cause, nor that they are in any \I' 

connected with it. As strong a I 

of coincidence, therefore, as can 1)( 
~ibly .exist, and a much stronger one 
m pomt of mere frequency than In 
of those which prove laws, d()e~ ~ 
here prove a law. Why? bee 11 

since the ~tars. exist always, \~ 
must co-eXIst WIth every other I 
nomen on, whether connected \ 
them by causation or not. The llnl 
formity, great though it be, j, 
greater than would occur on th" I 

position that no such connection e . 
On the other hand, suppo~e t 

we were inquiring whether tht:r . 
any connection between rain and 
particular wind. Rain, we hI) 
occasionally occurs with every ,\in • 
therefore the connection, if it ~,i 
cannot be an actual law: but -till. 
rain may be connected with 
particular wind through causa i n 
that is, though they cannot be aJ ' 
effects of the same cause, (for if 
they would regularly~co-exist,) h 
may be some causes common t 
two, so that in so far as either iti I 
duced by those common causes, 
will, from the laws of the caus ". 
found to co-exist. How, then, I 
we ascertain this? The 01n" 
answer is, by observing whetheT 
occurs with one wind more frefJ lI ntlJ 
than with any other. That, hu~ , 
is not enough; for perhaps that 0111 
wind blows more frequently thall anI 
other; so that its blowing moru f 
quently in rainy weather is nu 
than would happen, although it 1 
no connection with the causes of r Ut. 
provided it were not connected i 
causes ad verse to rain. In End I 

westerly winds blow during 'at 
twice as great a portion of the . 
as easterly. If, therefore, it r.'0I 
only twice as often with a Wt '1'1, 
as with an easterly wind, we hi • ne 
reason to infer that any law of n:1 
is concerned in the coincidenc . 
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It rains more than twice as often, we 
way be s';11'e that so;me law is con
e 'rned' either there IS some cause in 
n~ture 'which, in this climate, tends 
to produce both rain and a westerly 
wind, or a westerly wind ~as itself 
_ .me tendency to produce ram. But 
if it rains less than twice as often, 
\\ e may draw a directly opposite in
ft 'rence: the one, instead of being a 
tJlUse, or connected with causes, of 
ti ll' other, must be connected with 
~ uses adverse to it, or with the 
. I.,;ence of some cause which pro-
11 ceS it; and though it may still 
r .• iu much oftener with a westerly 
Idnd than with an easterly, so far 
\\l1uld this be from proving any con-
11' ction between the phenomena, that 
til t; connection proved would be be
h .,cn rain and an easterly wind, to 

'Wch, in mere frequency of coinci
al nce, it is less allied. 

Here, then, are two examples: in 
une, the greatest possible frequency 
f coincidence, with no instance what

, I er to the contrary, does not prove 
hat there is any law; in the other, a 

w11ch less frequency of coincidence, 
I"'P,U when non-coincidence is still 
o ,.re frequent, does prove that there 

a law. In both cases the principle 
, the same. In both we consider' the 

l.iitive frequency of the phenomena 
tI "mseIves, and how great frequency 
i coincidence that mmt of itself 

bring about, without supposing any 
·nnection between them, provided 
I·;re be no repugnance; provided 

Ut ither be connected with any cause 
kuding to frustrate the other. If 
\\'1 find a greater frequency of coin
cHlunce than this, we conclude that 
t1wre is some connection; if a less 
frequency, that there is some repug
n nee. In the former case, we con

.. cIe that one of the phenomena can 
u del' some circumstances cause the 
ther, or that there exists something 
pable of causing them both; in the 

h tter, that one of them, or some cause 
"hieh produces one of them, is cap-
~)h uf counteracting the production 

ul the other. We have thus to deduct 

from the observed frequency of coin
cidence as much as may be the effect 
of chance, that is, of the mere fre
quency of the phenomena themselves' 
and if anything remains, what doe~ 
remain is the residual fact which 
proves the existence of a law. 

The frequency of the phenomena 
can only be ascertained within definite 
lin~its of space and time; depending 
as It does on the quantity and distri
butior: of the primeval natural agents, 
of whlCh we can know nothinO' be
yond the boundaries of human ~bser
vation, since no law, no regularity, 
can be traced in it, enabling us to 
infer the unknown from the known. 
~ut for the present purpose this is no 
dIsadvantage, the question beinO' con
fined within the same limits ~s the 
data. The coincidences occurred in 
certain places and times, and within' 
those we can estimate the frequency 
with which such coincidences would 
be produced by chance. If, then, we 
find from observation that A exists 
~n one case out of every two, and B 
:n one case out of every three; then, 
If there be neither connection, nor re
pugnance between them, or between 
any of their causes, the instances in 
~hich A and B will both exist, that 
IS to say, will co-exist, will be one 
case in every six. For A exists in 
three cases· out of six: and B, exist
ing in one case out of every three 
without regard to the presence or 
absence of A, will exist in one case 
out of those three. There will there
fore be, of the whole number of cases, 
two in which A exists without B· 
one case of B without A· two j~ 
which neither B nor A ex'ists, and 
one case out of six in which they both 
exist. If, then, in point of fact, they 
are found to co-exist often er than in 
one case Qut of six, and, consequently, 
A does not exist without B so often 
as twice in three times, nor B without 
A so often as once in every twice, 
there is some cause in existence which 
tends to produce a conjunction between 
A and B. 

Generalising the result, we may say, 
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that if A occurs in a larger proportion 
of the cases where B is than of the 
cases where B is not, then will B 
also occur in a larger proportion of 
the cases where A is than of the cases 
where A is not, and there is some 
connection through causation between 
A and B. If we could ascend to the 
causes of the two phenomena, we 
should find, at some stage, either 
proximate or remote, some cause or 
causes common to both; and if we 
could ascertain what these are, we 
could frame a generalisation which 
would be true without restriction of 
place or time' but until we can do 
so the fact of' a connection between 
the two phenomena remains an em
piricallaw. 

§ 3. Having considered in what 
manner it may be determined whether 
any given conjunction of phenomena 
is casual or the result of some la~, 
to complete the theory of chance It 
is necessary that we should now con
sider those effects which are partly 
the result of chance and partly of 
law, or, in other words, ~n which the 
effects of casual conjunctIOns of causes 
are habitually blended in one result 
with the effects of a constant cause. 

This is a case of Composition of 
Causes; and the peculiarity of it is, 
that instead of two or more causes 
intermixing their effects in a regular 
manner with those of one another, we 
have now one constant cause, produc
ing an effect w?ich 'is .successively 
modified by a serIes of vanable causes. 
Thus as summer advances, the ap
proadh of the sun to a vertical position 
tends to produce a constant inC1:ease 
of temperature; but with this effect 
of a constant cause there are blended 
the effects of many variable causes, 
winds, clouds, evaporation, electric 
agencies and the like, so that the 
temperature of any gi,:en day depends 
in part on these fleetmg causes, and 
only in part on the constant caus? 
If the effect of the constant cause IS 
always accompanied and d~s~ui~ed by 
effects of variable causes, ly IS Impos-

sible to ascertain the l~w of tho In. 
stant cauae in the ordmary manu r 
by separating it from all other CUll I 

and observing it apart. Hence ari 
the necessity of an additional rul of 
experimental inquiry. 

When the action of a cause . is 
liable to be interfered with, not steadily 
by the same cause or ?auses, but: Ly 
different causes at dIfferent ti rn 
and when these are so frequent, nr 
indeterminate, that we cannot F " 
sibly exclude all of them from . n, 
experiment, though we may \:u-y 
them, our resource is, ,to endea;v,J\U' 
to ascertain what is the effect (If all 
the variable causes taken togPt t. 
In order to do this, we make as 11ll1n1 
trials as possible, preserving A inv n. 
able. The result of these diff!: 11 
trials will naturally be different, !lin08 
the indeterminate modifying cat 
are different in each; if, then, W· 
not find these results to be progre~ i 
but, on the contrary, to oscillate ah " 
a certain point, one experiment gi ing 
a result a little greater, another 
little less, one a result tending a Ii 
more in one direction, another a li 
more in the contrary direction; \Ihile 
the average or middle point doe. n 
vary, but different sets of experhl l 11 

(taken in as great a variety of cir. 
cumstances as possible) yield the .1108 

mean, provided only they be Ili· 
ciently numerous; then that ml..!·m 
average result is the part in ~ 
experiment which is d,:e to the ,,;, 
A and is the effect w l11ch would ha 
b~en obtained HA could have : ~ 
alone: the variable remainder i 
effect of chance, that is, of caust' l 
co-existence of which with the ea 
A was merely casual. The tl t 
the sufficiency of the induction il~ 
case is, when any increase 01 t 
number of trials from which the : 11 r 
aO"e is struck does not materially nl 
the average. 
. This kind of elimination, in ,'hich 

'.ve do not eliminate anyone a,,-'!1l
able cause, but the multitude of t1l 
ing unassignable ones, may be t nu 
the Elimination of Chance. , 
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Iford an example of it when we re
n (;at an experiment, in order, by tak
P (f the mean of different results, to 
lilt rid of the effects of the unavoid
'~ble errors of each individual experi-

n h h . Juent. W en t ere IS no permanent 

may be characterised as folloll"8. A. 
given effect is known to be chiefly 
a~d not known not to be wholly, deter~ 
mmed by changeable causes. If it be 
wholly so produced, then if the aggre
gate be taken of a sufficient number 
of instances, the effects of these dif
ferent causes will cancel one another. 
If, therefore, we do not find this to 
be the case, but, on the contrary, after 
such a number of trials has been 
made that no further increase alters 
the average result, we find that aver
age to be, not zero. but some other 
9-uantity, a;bout 'Yhich, though small 
m companson WIth the total effect, 
the effect nevertheless oscillates and 
which is the middle point in its ~scil
lation; we lIlay conclude this to be 
the effect of some constant cause: 
which cause, by some of the methods 
already tre~ted of, we may hope to 
detect. ThIS may be called the dis- • 
covery of a residual phenomenon by 
eliminating the effects of chance. 

t aUse such as would produce a ten
ciency to error peculiarly in one ~irec
tion we are warranted byexpenence 
JR ~ssumi?g that t?e errors on one 
fide will, m a certam number of ex
I ·riments, about balance the errors 
I n the contrary side. We therefore 
rl peat the experiment, until any 
change which is produced in the aver
lI'e of the whole by further repeti
til}Jl falls within limits of error COll

Fi tent with the degree of accuracy 
T< luired by the purpose we have in 
,-iew.* . 

§ 4. In the supposition hitherto 
made, the effect of the constant cause 

has been assumed to form so great 
nd conspicuous a part of the general 

ult, that its existence never could 
be a. matter of uncertainty,· and the 

jeet of the eliminating process was 
nly to ascertain how much is attri

L :table to that cause; what is its 
(' "et law. Cases, however, occur in 

bieh the effect of a constant cause is 
11<' • mall, compared with that of some 
oi the changeable causes with which 
i is liable to be casually conjoined, 
h:lt of itself it escapes notice, and the 

\ Ty existence of any effect arising 
f lm a constant cause is first learnt 
1)' the process which in general serves 

ly for ascertaining the quantity of 
h'.t effect. This case of Induction 

It is in thi~ manner, for example, 
that loaded dICe may be discovered. 
Of course no dice are so clumsily 
loaded that they lIlust always throw 
certain numbers; otherwise the fraud 
would be instantly detected. The 
lo~ding, a constant cause, mingles 
WIth the changeable causes which 
determine what cast will be thrown 
in each individual instance. If the 
dice were not loaded, and the throw 
were left to depend entirely on the 
changeable causes, these in a suffi
cient number of instances' would 
balance one another, and there would 
be no preponderant number of throws 

In the preceding discussion, the mean greatest number of instances are found. 
:",ken of as if it were exactly the same This follows from a truth, aseertained both 

I g"with the average. But the mean, for ind1!ct.ively and deductively, that small 
J I ]lllses of inductive inquiry, is not the deVIatIOns from the true central point are 

rage or arithmetical mean, though in a. greatly more frequent than large ones. 
.iliar illustration of the theory the dif- 'l'he mathematical law is, "that the most 
lice may be disregarded. If the devia- probable determination of one or more in

I. on one side of the average are much variable elements from observation is that 
, e numerous than those on the other, in which the sum ojthe squares of the indi

(I e last being fewer but greater,) the vidual aberrations," or deviations, "shall 
tT, 'G due to the invariable cause, as dis- be the least possible." See this principle 

1 from the variable ones, will not coin- state<:t, and its grounds popularly explained. 
with the average, but will be either by SIr John Herschel, in his review of 

I w or above the average, the deviation Quetelet on Probabilities, Essays, pp. 395 
1 towards, the .side on which the et seq. 
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of anyone kind. If, therefore, after 
such a number of tri~ls that no fur
ther increase of theIr number has 

therefore co-exists with every hi 
no number of instances of it 
existence with B would prove: Cl • 

nection; as in our example "r 
fixed stars. If A be a fact (,£ I 

common occurrence th~t it nl:\' 
presumed to be present III half of all 
the cases that occur, and th~l'(:r 
in half the cases in whic? B oeCI 

material effect upon the average, 
~:! find a preponderance in favour of 
a particular throw, we may ~onclude 

'th assurance that there IS some 
;;nstant cause acting in favour of 
that throw or, in other words, that 
the dice a:e not fair ; and the exact 

mount of the unfairness. In a 
a .. 'I manner what is called the SImlar -, tr 

-diurnal variation of the barome ~ , 
which is very small compared ~Vlth 
the variations arising from the ITr~
aular changes in the state of t e 
~tmosphere, was discove.red by coy:-

arina the average heIght of t e 
baro~eter at different hou.rs of the 
d When this comparIson was 
;!de it was found that there was 
a s~an difference, which on the 
average was 90nstant, however the 
absolute quantities -might vary, a~d 
which difference, therefore, must ,e 
the effect of a constant cause. .Thls 
cause was afterwards ascert~Ined, 
deductively, to be the rar:factlOn o~ 
the air, occasioned by the Increase 0 

temperature as the day advances. 

§ 5. After these general remarks 
on the nature of chance, we are pre
pared to consider in what manner 
assurance may ,be obtained that a 
conjunction between two phenomen~, 
which has been observed a certaIn 
number of times, is not casual, b;tt a 
result of causation, and to b~ rece~v:d 
therefore as one of the umformltles 
of nature, though (until acco,:n~ed 
for cl, priori) only as an empIrIcal 
law., t 

We will suppose the stronges case, 
namely, that the phenomenon. B has 
never been observed except In co~
'unction with A. Even then, t e 
J rob ability that they are connected 
rs not measured by the total number 
of instances in which they have been 
found together, but by the excess of 
that number above the number dUpe 
to the absolute frequency of A. lId 
for example, A exists ¥ways, an 

it is only the proportIonal ~ ' 
above half _ that is to b.e reckon d 
evidence towards provmg 
tion between A and B. . 

In addition to the questlOn, 
is the number of coincidences whic 
on an average of a great mul l 
of trials, may be expected t? 
from chance alone? there IS 
another question, namely, Of 
extent of deviation from that aVI! 
is the occurrence credible, fro~ c 
alone, in some number. of lllst :\h 
smaller than that reqUl.red for 
ing a fair average ? I~ IS not otl.i 
be considered what IS the g n 
result of the chances in the lOll ': 
but also what are the extreme li 
f variation from the general r 
~hich may occasionally be eXl 
as the result of some smaller n 
of instances. 

The consideration of. the .) 
t 'on and any conslderatwn ques 1 , , 1. ' 

the former beyond that alreac y :~ 
to it, belong to what mathema Cl • 

term the Doctrine of Chanc~l:i" T, m 
a phrase of grea~~r. pretenslOn, 
Theory of ProbabllItIes. 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

OF THE CALCULATION OF CHA.· 

§ 1. "PROBABILITY," says .Lap) 
"has reference partly to our IgnOl. n 
partly to our knowledge. W lJ k 
that among three or more event. 
and only one, must happen; ~)Ut h 
is nothing leading us to belIev h 
anyone of them will ha~pen r 
than the others. In thls st \t 

* BS8ai I'hilosophique su)' les P)'n ~ • 
fifth Paris edition, p. 7' 
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'11l1ecision, it .is impos~ible for us ~o 
J,r,mounce wIth, certamty on theIr 
I 'urrence. It IS, however, probable 
, '~ t anyone of these events, selected 
t ·'\pleasure, will not take place; be-

se we perceive several cases, all 
c; ~aIly possible, which 'exclude its 
~ ll.'urrence, and only one which fav
e !1 rs it. 

perfect. We may know this if we 
please by actual experiment; or by 
the daily experience which life affords 
of events of the same general char
acter; or deductively, from the effect 
of -mechanical laws on a symmetrical 
body acted upon by forces varying 
indefinitely in quantity and direction. 
We may know it, in short, either by 
specific experience, or on the evid~nce 
of our general knowledge of nature. 
But, in one way or the other, we 
must know it, to justify us in calling 
the two events equally probable; and 
if we knew it not, we should proceed 
as much at haphazard in staking 
equal sums on the result as in laYing 
odds, 

H The theory of chances consists in 
lucing all events of the same kind 

~ a certain number of cases equally 
I."ible, that is, such that we are 
INlly undecided as to their exist-

t lice' and in determining the number 
f these cases which are favourable 
1 the event of which the probability 

.' ,.ught. The ratio of that number 
" the number of all the possible cases 

L! the measure of the probability; 
hich is thus a fraction, having for 

i numerator the number of cases 
l l"/JUrable to the event, and for its 
,I. nominator the number of all the 
~" ' which are possible." 

'1'0 a calculation of chances, then, 
,rding to Laplace, two things are 

n. ,dsary: we must know that of 
.. ral events some one will certainly 

h: • ven, and no more than one; and 
must not know, nor have any 
'll to expect, that it will be one 
hese events rather than another. 

i as been contended that these are 
the only requisites, and that La-

et) has overlooked, in the general 
I'etical statement, a necessary part 
he foundation of the doctrine' of 
ices. To be able (it has been 

i f) to pronounce two events equally 
p .1 able, it is not enough that we 
h IUd know that one or the other 

I t happen, and should have no 
nds for conjecturing which. Ex

"nce must have' shown that the 
, events are of equally frequent 
rt'ence. Why, in tossing up a 

', ',-,nny, do we reckon it equally 
,bIe that we shall throw cross 
ill"' ? Because we know that in 

It "reat number of throws, cross 
f pile are thrown about equally 
n ; and that the more throws we 
. , the more nearly the 'equality is 

This view of the subject was taken 
in the first edition of the present 
work; but I have since become con
vinced that the theory of chances, as 
conceived by Laplace and by mathe
maticians generally, has not the funda
mental fallacy which I had ascribed 
to it. 

We must remember that the proba
bility of an event is not a quality of 
the event itself, but a mere name for 
the degree of ground which we, or 
some one else, have for expecting it. 
The iprobability of an event to one 
person is a different thing from the 
probability of the same event to an
other, or to the same person after 
he has acquired additional evidence. 
The probability to me that an indi
vidual of whom I know nothing but 
his!name will die within the year, is 
totally altered by my being told, the 
next minute, that he is in the last 
stage of a consumption. Yet this 
makes no difference in the event 
itself, nor in any of the causes on 
which it _ depends. Every event is 
in itself certain, not probable: if we 
knew all, we should either know posi
tively that it will happen, or positively 
that it will not. But its probability 
to us meanstthe degree of expectation 
of its occurrence, which we are war
ranted in entertaining by our present 
evidence, 

Bearing this in mind, I think it 
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must be admitted, that even when 
we h:we no knowledge whatever to 
guide our expectations, except the 
knowledge that what happens mus~ 
b some one of a certain number of 
p~ssibilities, we may st~l~ rea.sonably 
-udcre that one SUpposltlOn IS mor:e 

~robable to 'us than anothe~ SUppOSI
tion; and if we have any mter~st at 
stake, we shall best provid~ for It by 
acting conformably to that Judgment. 

more than another, and if obliged to 
bet, should venture. our stake .on.red, 
white, or black, wIth equ~l l~difiel'_ 
ence. But should we be mdlfierent 
whether we betted for 01'. against 
some' one colour, as, for Instance, 
white? Surely not. From the very 
fact that black and r ed are each of 
them separately equally probable to 
us with white, the two together must 
be twice as probable. .We should in 
this case expect not-whIte rather than 
white, and so much rather,. that We 
would lay two to one upon It. It is § 2. Suppose that we are requi~ed 

to take a ball from a box, ~f WhICh 
e only know that it contams balls 

~oth black and white, and none of 
, ther colour. We know that the 
~:h ~ve select will be either a black 
or a white ball; but we have no 

round for expecting black rather 
~han white" or white rather ~han 
black. In that case, if we are. obbged 
to make a choice, and to stake s.o~ne
thino' on one or the other suppOSItIon, 
it win, as a question of vrudence, be 
perfectly indifferent WhICh; and we 
shall act precisely as we should have 

true, there might, for aught we knew, 
be 'more whi.te ba~ls than black and 
red together; and If so, our bet woul.d, 
i.f we knew more, be seen to be a diS
advantageous one. But so also, for 
aught we knew, might there b~ more 
red balls than black an~ white, or 

ore black balls than whIte and red, 
:nd in snch case the effect of additional 
knowledge would be to prove to us 
that our bet was more advantageous 
than we had supposed it to be. There 
" in the existincr state of our know
~:dge a rational probability of. ~wo to 

ne a O'ainst white; a probability fit 
~o be "made a basis of conduct. No 
reasonable person would l.ay an e:en 

t d if we had kno'vn beforehand 
~~a~ the box contained ~n equal 
number of black and white balls. 
B t thouo'h our conduct would be 

tl
U °l't "nould not be founded le salne, ,. 

on any surmise that the balls were 

crer in favour of whlte agamst 
;l~~k and red; though ag~inst black 
alone, or red alone, he mIght do so 
without imprudence. in fact thus equally divided, for we 

might, on the co~trary, know, b~ 
authentic informatl?n, that the box: 
contained ninety-mne balls of one 
colour, and only one of tl:e other; 
still, if we are not to~d wInch ?olour 
has only one, and whlCh ~n,'i mnety-

'ne the drawin cr of a wlnte and of a 
~~aci( ball will b~ equally probable, to 
U';' we shall have no reason for stakmg 
., thincr on the one event rather than 

anY
tl e o"'ther . the option between the 

on 1 '11 be a' U'I'1tter of indifference ; two WI ' 
in other words, it will be an even 

chance. d h t 

The common theory, therefore, of 
the calculation of chances appears to 
be 't enable. Even when we know no
thing except the number of ,the pos
sible and mutually e::c1udl?g con
tingencies, and are entll'ely 19nomnt 
of their comparative frequency, we 
may have grounds, and gr~unds nu
merically appreciable, for actmg on one 
supposition r ather tha~ on anot~el:; 
and this is the meamng of PIOb.~-
bility. 

But let it now be suppose t a 
inst ead of t wo there are three colours 
_white, black, and r ed; ancl that :ve 

:11"e entirely ignoran~ of the proportl~~ 
in which they are mmgled. !We.shou 
then have no reason for expectmg one 

§ 3. The princi.ple, howeve.r, on 
which the r easoning proceeds 15 ~uf
ficiently evident. It is the. ObVl~~lS 
one that when the cases whlGh e~l~t 
are'shared among several kinds, ~t ~s 
impossibl~ that each of those km s 
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should be a majority of the whole: by specific knowledge of facts. Such 
on the contrary, there must be a data it should always be our en
n1ajority :1gn,inst each kind, except deavour to obtain; and in all inquiries, 
one at most; and if any kind has unless on subjects equally beyond the 
]11ore than its share in proportion to range of our means of knowledge and 
the total number, the others collec- our practical' uses, they may be ob
tively must have less. Granting this t ained, if not good, at least better 
axiom, and assuming that we have than none at alL;' 
no ground for selecting anyone kind It is obvious, t oo, that ~ven when the 
as more likely than the rest to surpass probabilities are derived from observa
the average proportion, it follows th:1t tion and experiment, a very slight im
we cannot rationally presume this of provement in the data, by better obser
any; which we should do if we were vations, or by taking into fuller con
to bet in favour of it, receiving less sideration the special circumstances 
odds than in the ratio of the number of the case, is of more use than the 
of the other kinds. Even, therefore, most elaborate application of the cal
in this extreme case of the calculation culus to probabilities founded on the 
of probabilities, which does not rest on data in their previous state of in
special experience at all, the logical feriority. The neglect of this obvious 
ground of the process is our knowledge, reflection has given rise to misapplica
such knowledge as we , .~hen have, of tions of the calculus of probabilities 
the laws governing the frequency of oc- which have made it the real oppro
currence of the different cases; but in brium of mathematics. It is sufficient 
this caRe the knowledge is limited to to refer to the applications made of 
that which, being universal and axio- it to the credibility of witnesses, and 
matic, does not require reference to to the correctness of the verdicts of 
specific experience, or to any con- juries. Iu regard to the first, common 
sideratiolls arising out .of the special sense would dictate that it is im
nature of the problem under dis- possible to strike a general average of 
cussion. * It even appears to me that the calcula-

Except, however, in such cases as tion of chances, where there are no data 
games of chance, where the very pur- grounded either on special experience or 

on special inference, must, in an i=ense 
pose in view requires ignorance instead majority of cases, break down, from sheer 
of knowledge, I can conceive no case impossibility of assigning any principle by 
in which we ought to be satisfied with which to be guided in setting out the list 

. f 1 of possibilities. In the case of the coloured 
such an estlmate 0 c lances as this; balls we have no difficulty in making the 
an estimate founded on the absolute enumeration, because we ourselves deter
minimum of knowledge respecting the mine what the possibilities shall be. But 
subject. It is plain that, in the case ~~~~seo:c~:sfn ~~~~ll,:~a~~g!d ~f t~~~: 
of the coloured balls, a very slight colours, let there be in the box all possible 
ground of surmise that the white balls colours: we being supposed ignorant of 
were really more numerous than either the comparative frequency with which 
of the other colours would suffice to different colours occur in nature, or in the productions of art. How is the list of cases 
vitiate the whole of the calculations to be maie out? Is every distinct shade to 
made in our previous state of in- count as a colour? If so, is the test to be a 
ilifference. It would place us in common eye, or an educated eye-a pain-

ter's, for instance? On the answer to 
that position of more advanced know- these questions would depend whether 
ledge, in which the probabilities, to the chances against some particular colour 
llS, would be different from what they would be estimated at ten, twenty, or per-

b 
haps five hundred to one. While if we 

were efore; and in estimating these knew from experience that the particular 
new probabilities we should have to colour occurs on an average a certain num
proceed on a totally different set of bel' of times in every, hundred or thousa~d, 
data furnished no loncrer b e ",:e should not reqmre to know anythmg 

, . . "' .. y m re eIther of the frequency 01' of the number of 
countmg of pOSSIble snpposltlOns, but . the other possibilities. 

Z 
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th veracity and other qualifications 
fo: true te~t'imony, of mank~nc~, or of 
an class of them; and even If l~ were 

y 'bl the employment of It for 

another the opinion of anyone of the 
judges ~ould be oftener right than 
wrong; but the argu~nent forgets that 
in all but the more SImple cn.ses, in all 
cases in which it is re~lly of mucb 
consequence what the trIbunal is, the 
proposition might .probably be re. 
versed' besides whIch, the cause of 
error, ~hether arising from the intri. 
cacy of the case or fron~ some ,common 
prejudice or m.ental mfirmlty, if it 
act ed upon one Judge, would be extre· 
mely likely to affect all the others in 
the same m ann er, or at least a majo. 
rity and thus rencler a wrong instead 
of ~ riO'ht decision more probable, the 

POSSl e, . ' e 
such a purpose implIes a mlsapp: -
h en sion of the u se of averages: WhICh 

ve indeed to protect those wh?se 
ser . t . t klnO' 
interest is at st ak e agams mlS a b 

the eneral result of large masses of 
inst:nces, but are of extren~ely. small 
value as grounds of expectatIOn m any 
one individual instance, unless the case 
be one of those in whi~h the great 
majority of individual m st ances do 

t differ much from the average. 
¥~ the case of a witness, pers.ons of 
common sense would draw then co?-
clusions from the degree .of conSIS
tency of his stat~me~ts, hIS conduct 
under cross-exammatIOn, a?-~ the re
I t' n of the case itself to hIS mterests, 
~sIOpartialities, and his mental capa
city instead of applying so rude a 
sta~dard (even if it were .capable of 
being verified) as the ratIO between 
the number of true and the number of 
erroneous statements which he may 
be supposed to make in the course of 

more the number was increased. 
These are but samples of the errors 

frequently committed by n::n w~o, 
having made themselves familIar With 
the difficult formulre which algebra. 
affords for the estimation of chances 
under suppositions of ' a complex cha· 
racter, like b etter .to employ those 
formulre in computmg what. are the 
probabilities to a person half mformed 
about a case, than t~ look out for means 
of being better l;:tformed. Before 
applying the doctrme of chances. to 
any scientific purpose, the f?undatlOn his life. . . 

Again, on the subjeot of JUrI:~, or 
other tribunals, some mather.n~tlClans 
have set out from the proposl~lon that 
the judgment of any. one Judge or 
juryman is, at least m so:ne small 
degree more likely to be nght than 
wrong: and have conclud'ed that the 
chance of a number of ~ers~ns ?o~
cuning in a wrong verdICt IS ?-lI~J.l
nished the more the .number IS m
creased; so that if the Judges are only 
made sufficiently numerous, the cor
rectness of the judgment may be 
reduced almost to certainty. I say 
nothing of the disregard shown t~ ~he 
effect produced on ~he moral. POSltIO?
of the judges by multiplymg. theIr 
numbers; the virtual des.tr~?tIOn of 
their individual responSIbIlIty, an?
weakeninO' of the applicu.tion of theIr 
minds to the subject. I remark o~ly 
the fallacy of reasoning from. a w~de 
averaO'e to cases necessarily dlffenng 
greatlY fronl. any average. It may.be 
true that, taking all causes one WIth 

must be laid for an evaluatIOn of the 
chances, by possessing ourselves of. ~he 
utmost attainable amount of posl~lve 
knowledge. The knowl~dge reqUITed 
is that of the comparatIve frequency 
with which the different events in fact 

ccur. For the purposes, therefore, 
of the present work, it is allowable 
o 1 . t' to suppose that conc USIOns resp~c mg 
the probability of a fact of a pn.rtlCular 
kind rest on our knowledge. of ~he 
proportion between the cases m whl~h 
facts of that kind occur and.those lD 

which they do not occu;: thIS know· 
ledo'e being either denved from spe· 
cifi~ experiment, or deduc.ed from ~ur 
knowledge of the causes m operat~on 
which tend to produce, compared WIth 
those which tend to prevent, the fact 
in question. '.. ~ . 

Such calculation of chances IS 

grounded on an inducti~n.; and to 
render the calculation leg:tImate, t~e 
induction must be a vahd one. _, t 
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is not less an induction, though it 
does not prove that the event occurs 
in all cases of a given . description, 
bnt only that O;lt of a g:ven number 
f snch cases It occurs m about so 
~any, The fraction. which mathe
maticians use t o d eSl&'nate the. pro
bability of an event IS the ratI? of 
these two numbers; the ascer tamed 
roportion between the number of 

~ases in which the event occurs and 
the snm of all the . case~, tl:ose in 
which it occurs and m whIch It d?es 
not occur t aken together. In playmg 
at crosS and pile, the description of 
cases concerned are throws, and the 
robability of cross is one-half, be
~"nse if we throw often enough, cross 
is thrown about once in every two 
throWS. In the cast of a die, the 
probability of ace is one-sixth; not 
simply because there are six possible 
throws, of which ace is one, and be
ca.use we do not know any reason 
why one should turn up rather than 
another, though I have admitted the 
va.lidity of this ground in default of 
a better, but because we do actu
ally know, either by r easoning or by 
experience, that in a hundred or a 
JUillion of throws, ace is thrown ~n 
a.bout one-sixth of that number, br 
once in six times. 

§ 4. I say, "either by reasoning or 
by experience ;" meaning specific ex
perience. But in estimating pro· 
babilities, it is not a matter of in
difference from which of these two 
sources we derive our assurance. The 
probability of events as calculated 
from their mere frequency in past 
experience affords a less secure basis 
for practical guidance than their pro
bability as deduced from an equally 
accurate knowledge of the frequency 
of occurrence of their causes. 
\ The generalisation that an event 

occurs in t en out of every hundred 
cases of a given description is as real 
an induction as if the generalisation 
were that it occurs in all cases. But 
when we arrive at the conclusion by 
merely counting instances in actual 

experience, and comparing the num
ber of cases in which A has been 
present with the number in which 
it has been absent, the evidence is 
only that of the Method of Agree
ment, and the conclusion amounts 
only to an empirical law. We can 
make a st ep beyond this when we 
can ascend to the causes on which the 
occurrence of A or its non-occurrence 
will depend, and form an estimat e 
of the comparative frequency of the 
causes favourable and of those un
favourable t o the occurrence. These 
are data of a higher order, by which 
the empirical law derived from a 
mere numerical comparison of affirm
ative and negative inst ances will be 
either corrected or confirmed, and in 
either case we shall obtain a more 
correct measure of probability than 
is given by that numerical compari
son. It has been well remarked that 
in the kind of examples by which 
the doctrine of chances is usually 
illustrated, that of balls in a box, 
the estimate of probabilities is sup
ported by reasons of causation stronger 
than specific experience. "What is 
the reason that in a box where there 
are nine black balls and one white, 
we expect to draw a black ball nine 
times as much (in other words, nine 
times as often, frequency being the 
gauge of intensity in expectation) as 
a white? Obviously because the local 
conditions are nine times as favour
able, because the hand may alight in 
nine places and get a black ball, while 
it can only alight in one place and 
find a white ball; just for the same 
reason that we do not expect t o suc
ceed in finding a friend in a crowd, 
the conditions in order that we and 
he should come together being many 
and difficult. T his of course would 
not hold to the same extent were the 
white balls of smaller size than the 
black, neither would the probability 
remain the same: the larger ball 
would be much more likely to meet 
the hand." * 

It is, in fact, evident, that when 
* P1'ospective Review for Febl'ua-l'Y 1850. 
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. stract superiority of an estimn.te of 

once causation is admitt~d as an.um- probability grounded on cau~es, it is 
versal law, our ~xpectatlOn of e" ents a fact that in almost all cases III whicb 
can only be ratJ:Onally grounded o~ chances. admit of estimation sum_ 
that law. To a person who recog - ciently preci~e ~o render their lllU:ne-

ises that every even~ depends on I'l' cal appreClatlOn of any practlCal 
n a thin a's havmg happened . 1 d causes, b t"t to value the numenca ata are not 
once is a reason for expec mg, 1 'nO' draw~ from knowledge of the causes 

. only because provl 0' • f th ' h appen agalI~, .. . . 1 t exist but from expenence 0 e events 
that there eXIsts, or I~ habe ~t.~ "Th~ themselves . . The pro~)abi~ities of life 
a cause adequate to plod~lC 1 t at different aO'es or m dIfferent cli
frequency of the par~lCu ar ev:.~~ . mates' the p~obabilities of recovery 
apart from all. SUl'r:

nse re~~e~ttle~ from a' particular disease; the chances 
its cause, can gIve nse to ,t' e?n of the birth of ma-le or female off
induction than that pe?' enume? a ~01I spring; the chances of the destruc. 
simplicem; and the pr~carious m er- tion of houses or other property by 
ences derived from thIS are super- fire' the chances of the loss of a ship 
seded and disappear from the fi~ld, in ~ particular voyage-are deduced 
as soon as the principle of causatlOn from bills of mortality,. returns fr~m 
makes its appearance there. hospitals r eO'isters of bIrths, of sl1Jp-

1\Tot'''I'thstandim:, however, the ab- , 0 1 . f th b 1 
l'V ~ wrecks, &c., t lat IS, rom eo serve( 

* "If this be no~ ~o, w~~ ~\~etl~:ekl'~~ 
much more probab1~ty s~n ~e subsequent 
instance than by a Y t t;at the first ill
instance ?ive;;l~~ ~~~eEossibllity, (a c3;use 
~~e~~~t~ to it,) while. every ot?~r oniy ft~~ 
us the frequency of 1tsb~0~~~~~:d, possi
reference to a can se ' . t it is 
b'lit would have no meanmg, ye . 

1
1 Y that antecedent to its happ~nmg, 

c ear., osed the event 1mpos-
v:e m1~ht ~ave ~Urt~ved that there was no 
slble, ~ , e., ave existing in the world 
physical e~ergy ~'eall~ e. . . After the first 
equal to produc~ng 1. . h is then more 
~ime ?f ha1pe~~~g{..,:J~c prol,ability tl;an 
~~~o;tt~~\i~gle instance, (becafs:- P1~:~; 
the possibility,) the n~t?1~e~ ~o tl~inten
comes iropOl tant as an In edits inde-
Slty or extent of t~~,t~~~f:{, ~~me. If we 
ien:e~1~: ~!s:nJ ~ tremendous leal?, fr 

frequency not of the c~uses, b~lt of 
the effects. The reason IS, that III all 
these classes of facts, the. canses are 
eit.her not amenable ~o dll'ect o~s~r
vation at all, or not WIth the requlSlte 
precision, and we have no means of 
judgina of their frequency except 
from the empirical law afforded ~y 
the frequency of the effects. The rn· 
ference does not the less depend on 
causation alone. We reason from.an 
effect to a similar effect by passrng 
through the cause. If ~he actuary 
of an insurance office mfers from 
his tables that among a hu?dred 
persons now living, of a r:artlCul~r 

five on the average WIll n.ttam 

.00 e .md wished to fOlm an estlma. e 
If\t~~r~bability of its succeed.ing a certa~n 
o r of times; the first 111stance, Y 
nnm~e. 'bility (before doubtful,) IS 
S~O~I:~~~roi:-portal;ce ; but every sn?-
~eeding leap shows t~e p~::~~;oa~d :~~.: 
:rerfe~tly und~\~:~~~~s~s the prol)a,?ilitf; 
lUvallable, an Id think of reasonmg 111 
and no one won tance to the 
this case straight ~roI1?- onet~n~he physical 
next, without re ernng indicated Is it 
energy which e~ch l:ajo not ever ,; (let us 
not t~en clear th,1.t ~o not in an advanced 
rather say, ~at -;e dge) "conclude directly 
state of om' nov.: e of an event to the pro
from the happemng. '. b t tll'lt 
bability of Its happemng ~~~~~' t~e prt~.,t 
we refer to tbe cause, rega g d tbe 

. an index to the cause, an 
~~~1~~ ~: ~ur guide to the future?" - Pro
spective Revuw for February 185°' . 

age, l' . f . 
the age of seventy, lIS. m erence IS 

leo'itimate, not for the ~Imple reason 
tl~at this is the propor~lOn who have 
lived till seventy in tlII~es pas,t, but 
because the fact of theIr havmg. so 
lived shows that this is the pr~portlOn 
existing, at that place and tIme, ~e. 
tween the causes which prolong life 
to the age of seventy, an~ those t~nd. 
ing to bring it to an ea,rher close. 

" The writer last quoted snys ~hat ;te 
. f h nces by companng e 

valuatlOn 0 c ~ hich the eveDt occurs 
number of cates ~n Which it does not occur 
with the num er 111 w h II erroneous," 
"would generally be w 0 1 . bability" 
and" is not the true t~leolf'Y ,0 P~~e' found~. 
It is at least that w hlCh 01 ms 
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§ 5. From the preceding principles 

't is easy to deduce the demonstration 
1 f that theorem of the doctrine of pro
~abilities ,~hich is. the. ~oundation of 
its applicatlOn to mqull'les for a~cer
tainin O' the occurrence of a gIven 
~ent ~r the reality of an individual 

~act. The signs or evidences by which 
fact is usually proved are some of 

~s consequences: ?'D:d the inquiry 
hincres upon determmmg what cause 
is ~ost likely to have produced a 
given effect. The theorem applicable 
to such investigations is the Sixth 
Principle in Laplace's Essai Philoso
l)hiq~ie SU?' les P 1'obabilites, which is 
described by him n,s the "fundamental 
principle of that branch of the Analy
sis of Chances which consists in as
cending from events to their ~auses." * 

Given an effect to be accounted for, 
and there being several causes which 
might have produced it, but of the 
presence ~f w~lich in the pa.rticular 
case nothmg IS known; the proba
bility that the effect was produced 
by anyone of these causes is as the 
a?btececlent p?'obc~bility of the cause, 
rnultipliecl by the p?'obability that the 

tion of insurance, and of all those calcula
tions of chances in the business of life 
which experience so abundantly verifies. 
The reason which the reviewer gives for 
rejecting the theory, is that it "would re
gard 3n event as certain which had hitherto 
never failed; which is ~xceedingly far from 
t~e truth, even for a very large number of 
const:wt successes." This is not a defect 
in a particular theory, but in any theory 
of chances. No principle of evaluation can 
provide for such a case as that which the 
reviewer supposes. If an event has never 
once failed, in a number of trials sufficient 
to eliminate chance, it really has all the 
cert:tinty which can be given by an em
pirical law: it is certain during the con
tinuauce of the same collocation of causes 
which existed during the observations. If 
it ever fails, it is in conseqnence of some 
changeiu that collocation. Now, no theory 
of chllllces will enable us to infer the future 
probability of an event from the past, if 
th~ causes in operation capable of influen
cing the event have intermediately under
gone a ch:mge . 
* Pp. 18, 19. The theorem is not stated by 

LalJlace ill the exact terms in which I have 
s:ated it; but the identity of import of the 
two wodes of expression is easily demon
strable. 

cause, if it existed, would have P?'o
ducecl the ,given effect. 

L et M be the effect, and A, B, two 
causes, by either of which it might 
have been produced. To find the 
probability that it was produced by 
the one and not by the other, ascer
tain which of the two is most likely 
to have existed, and which of them, 
if it did exist, was most likely to pro
duce the effect M: the probability 
sought is a compound of these two , 
_ pro babilities. 

CASE I. Let the causes be both 
alike in the second respect; either A 
or B, when it exists, being supposed 
equally likely (or equally certain) to 
produce M; but let A be in itself 
twice as likely as B to exist, that is, 
twice as frequent a phenomenon. 
Then it is twice as likely to have 
exist ed in this case, and to have been 
the cause which produced M. 

For, since A exists in nature twice 
as often as B, in any 300 cases in 
which one or other existed, A has 
exist l(d 200 times and B lOO. But 
eithei- A or B must have existed 
wherever M is produced: therefore 
in 300 times that M is produced, A 
was the producing cause 200 times, 
B only roo, that is, in the ratio of 2 

to I. Thus, then, if the causes are 
alike in their capacity of producing 
the effect, the probability as to which 
actually produced it is in the ratio 
of their antecedent probabilities. 

CASE n. Reversing the last hypo
thesis, let us suppose that the causes 
are equally frequent, equally likely to 
have existed, but not equally likely, 
if they did exist, to produce M: that 
in three times in which A occurs, it 
produces that effect twice, while B, 
in three times, produces it only once. 
Since the two causes are equally fre
quent in their occurrence; in every 
six times that either one or the other 
exists, A exists three times and B 
three times. A, of its three times, 
produces M in two; B, of its three 
times, produces M in one. Thus, in 
the whole six times, M is only pro
duced thrice; but of that thrice it is 
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produced twice by A, once only by § 6. It remains. to examine the 
B. Consequently, when the ante- bearing of the doctrIne of chances on 
dent probabilities of the causes are the. peculiar pro~lem which occupied 
equal, the chances that the. effect us In the precechng chapter, namely 
was produced by :t~~m are :n the how to distinguish coincidences which 
ratio of the probabIlItIes that If they are casual from those which are the 
did exist they would produce the result of law-from those in which 
effect. . the facts which accompany or follow 

CASE In. The third case, that 111 one another are somehow connected 
which the causes are unlike in both through caus~tiori. 
respects, is solved by wh~t has pre- The doctrIne of chances affords 
ceded. For when a quantity depends means by which, if we knew the 
on two other quantities, in such a avemge number of coincidences to be 
manner that while either of them looked for between two phenomena 
remains constant it is proportional to connected only casually, we could 
the other, it must necessarily be pro- determine how often any given devia. 
portional to the product. of the two tion from that average will OCCur by 
quantities the product beIng the only chance. If the probability of any 
function ;f the two which obeys that casual coincidence, considered in it· 
law of variation. Therefore the pro- self, be ;., the probability that the 
bahilitv that M was produced by 
either ~ause is as the antecedent pro- same coincidence will be repeated n 
bability of the cause,. ~ultip~ied bl' times in succession is ?l:n. For ex· 
the probability that If It eXIsted It 
would produce M. Which was to be ample, in one throw of a die the pro· 
demonstrated.! bability of ace being 1, the probabi. 

Or we may prove the third case as 
we proved the first and second. Let lity of throwing ace twice in succession 
A be twice as frequent as B; and let will be I divided by the square of 6, or 
them also be unequally likely, when 
they exist, to produce M; let ~ pr?
duce it twice in four times, B thrIce In 
four times. The antecedent probabi
lity of A is to that ?f B as 2.to I ; the 
probabilities of theIr producmg M are 
as 2 to .., . the product of these ratios 
is the r~tio of 4 to 3; and this will 
be the ratio of the probabilities that 
A or B was the producing cause in 
the given instance. For, since A is 
twice as frequent as B, out of ~welve 
cases in which one or other eXIsts, A 
exists in 8 and B in 4. But of its 
eight cases, A, by the suppositi~n, 
produces M in only 4, while B of Its 
four cases produces M in 3· ~, 
therefore, is only produced at all ~n 
seven of the twelve cases; but ~n 
four of these it is produced by A, In 
three by B; hence the probabilities 
of its beiollg produced by A and by 
B are as 4 to 3, and are expressed by 
the fractions if and f. Which was to 
be demonstrated. 

2
6
• For ace is thrown at the first 

~hrow once in six, or six in thirty. 
six times, and of those six, the die 
being cast again, ace will be thrown 
but once; being altogether once in 
thirty-six times .. The chanc: of t~e 
same cast three tImes succeSSIvely 1 , 

by a similar reasoning, ~ or 2~6; that 

is the event will happen, on a large 
a~erage, only once in two hundred 
and sixteen throws. 

We have thus a rule by whicn to 
estimate the probability that any 
o'iven series of coincidences ari es 
from chance, provided we .c~n mea· 
sure correctly the probn.l.nllty of.& 
sino'le coincidence. If we can obtain 
an ~qually precise expression f~r the 
probability that the same senes. of 
coincidences arises from causatiOn, 
we should only have to compare the 
numbers. This, however, can rarely 
be done. Let _ us see what degree 
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of approximation can pra~t~cally be 

ade to the necessary preClSlOn. 
ID The question falls within Laplace's 
Sixth Principle, just ~emonstrated. 
The given fact, that IS to say, the 
series of coinc~dences, may ha:,e ori.gi-
ated either In a casual conJunctlOn 

uf causes or in a law of nature. The 
~robabiliti~S, therefore, that the fact 
oriO'inated III these two modes are, as 
their antecedent probabilities, multi
plied by the probabilities that if they 
existed they would produce the effect. 
But the particular combination of 
chances, if it occurred, or the· law of 
nature if real, would certainly pro
duce the series of coincidences. The 
probabilities, therefore, that the co
incidences are produced by the two 
causes in question are as the ante
cedent probabilities of the causes. 
One of these, the antecedent probabi
lityof the combination of mere chances 
which would produce the given result, 
is an appreciable quantity. The an
tecedent probability of the other sup
position may be susceptible of a more 
or less exact estimation, according to 
the nature of the case. 

In some cases the coincidence, sup
posing it to be the result of causation 
at all, must be the result of a known 
cause, as the succession of aces, if not 
accidental, must arise from the load
ing of the die. In such. cases we 
may be able to form a conJecture as 
to the antecedent probability of such 
a circumstance fr0111 the characters of 
the parties concerned, or other such 
evidence; but it would be impossible 
to estimate that probability with any
thing like numerical precision. The 
counter-probability, however, that of 
the accidental origin of the coinci
dence, dwindling so rapidly as it does 
at each new trial; the stage is soon 
reached at which the chance of un
himess in the die, however small in 
itself, must be greater than that of 
a casual coincidence; and on this 
ground a practical decision can gene
rally be come to without much hesita
tion, if there be the power of repeating 
the_ experiment. 

When, however, the coincidence is 
one which cannot be accounted for 
by · any known cause, and the con
nection between the two phenomena, 
if produced by causation, must be the 
result of some law of nature hitherto 
unknown, which is the case we had 
in view in the last chapter; then, 
though the probability of a casual 
coincidence may be capable of ap
preciation, that of the counter-sup
position, the existence of an undis
covered law of nature, is clearly un
susceptible of even an approximate 
valuation. In order to have t.le data 
which such a case would require, it 
would be necessary to know what 
proportion of all the individual se
quences or co-existences occurring 
in nature are the res lIt of law, and 
what proportion are ill re casual coin
cidences. It being evident that we 
cannot form any plausible conjecture 
as to this proportion, much less ap
preciate it numerically, we cannot 
attempt any precise estimation of the 
comparative probabilities. But of this 
we are sure, that the detection of 
an unknown law of nature-of some 
previously unrecognised constancy of 
conjunction among phenomena-is no 
uncommon event. If, therefore, the 
number of instances in which a coin
cidence is observed, over and above 
that which would arise on the average 
from the mere concurrence of chances, 
be such that so great an amount of co
incidences from :wcident alone would 
be an extremely uncommon event; 
we have reason to conclude that the 
coincidence is the effect of causation, 
and may be received (subject to cor
rection from further experience) as an 
empirical law. Further than this, in 
point of pre9ision, we cannot go; nor, 
in most cases, is greater precision re
quired for the solution of any practi
cal doubt.* 

* For a fuller treatment of the many 
interesting questions raised by the theory 
of probabilities, I may now refer to a recent 
work by Mr. Venn, Fellow of Caius Oollege, 
Cambridge, "The Logic of Chance," one 
of the most thoughtful and philosophical 
treatises on any subject connected with 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

out of the earth's shadow, consequent 
on the earth's rotation, and on the 
illuminating property of the sun. If 
therefore, day is eyer produced by ~ 
different cause or set of causes from this 
day will not, or at least may not, be fol~ 
lowed by night. On the sun's own sur· 
face: for instance, this may be the case. 

Fmally, even when the derivative 
uniformity is itself a law of causation 
(resulting from the combination of 
~everal causes,) it is ?ot altogether 
mdependent, of collocatIOns. If a cause 
supervenes capable of wholly or par
tially counteracting the effect of any 
one of the conjoined causes, the effect 
will no longer conform to the deriva. 
tive law. While, therefore, each ulti
mate law is only liable to frustration 
from one set of counteracting causes 

OF THE EXTENSION OF DERIVATIVE ' 

LAWS TO ADJACENT CASES. 

§ I. 'WE have had frequent occa
sion to notice the inferior generality 
of derivative laws compared with the 
ultimate laws from which they are de
rived. This inferiority, which affects 
not only the extent of the propositions 
themsel ves, but their degree of cer
tainty within that extent, is most COll
spicuous in the uniformities of co-exist
ence and sequence obtaining between 
effects which depend ultimately on 
different primeval causes. Such uni
formities will only obtain where there 
exists the same collocation of those 
primeval causes. If the collocation 
varies, though the laws themselves 
remain the same, a totally different 
set of derivative uniformities may, 
and generally will, be the result. 

the derivative law is liable to it fro~ 
several. Now, the possibility of the 
occurrence of counteracting causes 
which do not arise from any of the 
conditions involved in the law itself 
depends on the original collocations. 

It is true that (as we formerly re· 
marked) laws of causation, whether 
ultimate or derivative, are, in most 
cases, fulfilled even when counter
acted: the cause produces its effect 
though that effect is destroyed by 
something else. That the effect may 
be frustrated, is, therefore, no objec
tion to the universality of laws of 
causation. But it is fatal to the uni
versality of the sequences or co·exist
ences of effects which compose the 

Even where the derivative uni
formity is between different effects of 
the same cause, it will by no means 
obtain as universally as the law of the 
cause itself. If a and b accompany 
or succeed one another as effects of 
the cause A, it by no means follows 
that A is the only cause which can 
produce them, or that if there be 
another cause, as B, capable of pro
ducing a, it must produce b like
wise. The conjunction therefore of a 
and b perhaps does not hold univer
sally, but only in the instances in 
which a arises from A. 'Vhen it is 
produced by a cause other than A, a 
:.Llld b may be dissevered. Day (for 
example) is always in our experience 
followed by night: but day 'is not the 
cause of night; both are successive 
effects of a common cause, the periodi
cal passage of the spectator into and 

Logic and Evidence which have been pro
duced, to my knowledge, for many years, 
Some criticisms contained in it have been 
very useful to me in revising the corre
sponding chapters of the present work, In 
several of Mr. Venn's opinions. however, I 
do not agree. What these are will be 
obvious to any reader of Mr. Venn's work 
who is also a reader of this. 

greater part of the derivative laws 
fiowingfrom lawsof causation. When 
from the la.w of a certain combination 
of causes there results a certain order 
in the effects, as from the combina
tion' of a single sun with the rotn.tion 
of an opaque body round its axis, 
there results, on the whole surface of 
that opaque body, an alternation of 
day and night; then if we suppose 
one of the combined causes counter
acted, the rotation stopped, the sun 
extinguished, or a second sun super
added, the truth of that particular law 
of causation is in no way affected; it 
is still true that.one sun shining on an 
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opaque revolving body will altern t 1 
produce day and night; but sinc: :h~ 
sun no longer d?es. shine on , such 
a body, t~e derIvatlVe uniformit 
the s~ccessIOn of day and night ~ 
the gIven .pla~et, is. no longer true. 
Those d~rI vatl ve umformities, there
fore, whIch are not laws of cau t' , (' sa IOn, 
are ex~ept m the rare case of their 
depend~ng ?n one cause alone, not on 
a combmatlO~ of causes) always more 
or less contmgent on collocations· 
,"n~ ~re .hence. subject to the charac~ 
tens tIC m~rmlty o.f empirical laws, 
that of belI~g admIssible only where 
the collocatIOns are known b ' . t b yexpe-
nence 0 e such as are requisite f 
th.e ~ruth , of t.h~ law, that is, on~r 
wlthm the condItIOns of time and plac~ 
confirmed by actual observation. 

§ 2. This principle, when stated in 
general terms, seems clear and indis
~utab1e; yet many of the ordinal' 
Judgm~nts, of mankind, the proprie/ 
of whIch IS not questioned, have J. 
l~ast the. se~blance of being inc~n
slstent WIth It. On what grou d 't 
may b,e a~ked, do we expect th:t St~e 
sun WIll rise to-morrow? To-morrow 
IS beyon~ the limits of time compre
hended m our observations. Th'ey 
hi1ve extended over some thousands 
of years past, but they do not in
clude the future. Yet we infer with 
confidence that the sun :will rise to
morrow! and nobody doubts that we 
;~:e entlt1e~ to do so. Let us con
SIder what IS the warrant for this c -
fidence. on 

In the example 111 question we 
kn~w the cause.s 011 which the 'd '
ratI ve uniformity depends Th e:l 
tl 

. . . eyare 
le SUll glvmg out light, the earth i~ 

~ state of rotation and interceptino' 
l;ght. The induction which show~ 
t le se to b~ the real causes, and not 
merely p;-lOr effects of a common 
c~use, bemg co~p1ete, the only cir
~'l~sta~ces whIch could defeat the 
erJvatlve law are such as would 

destroy or counteract one or other 
of the combined causes. Whi1 tl 
Cause . t e le s eXIS" and are not counter-

acted, ~he effect will continue. If 
they eXlst and are not counteracted 
to - morrow, the sun will rise to
morrow. 

Since the causes, namely, the sun 
a?~ the earth, the one in the state of 
glvmg ?ut light, the other in a state 
~f rotatIOn, will exist until something 

estroJ:s. ~hem, all depends on the 
prOba?IhtIes of their destruction, or 
of theIr ?olmteraction, We know b 
observatIOn (om~tting the inferentiJ 
proofs of an ~xIstence for thousands 
of ages anterIor) that these pheno
~ena have continued for (say) five 
t ousand ye~rs. 'Within that time 
there_ h.as. eXlsted no cause sufficient 
to .dimmIsh them appreciably nor 
whlCh has counteracted their eff~ct in 
any appreciable degree. The chance 
therefore, that the sun may not ris~ 
to· morrow amounts to the chance 
that sOI?e cause, which has not mani
fest~d Itself in the smallest degree 
durmg fi ve ~housand years, will exist 
to-morrow 111 such intensity as to 
des~roy: the sun or the earth, the 
sun s lIght or the earth's rotation or 
~o produce an immense disturba~ce 
m the effect resulting from those 
causes. 

Now, if such a cause will exist to
morrow, or .at any future time, some 
cause, proxlm~te or remote, of that 
ca~se must eXIst now, and must have 
eXIsted during the whole of the five 
thousand years. If, therefore the 
sun do not rise to-morrow, it will be 
because some cause has existed the 
effects of which, though durin; five 
thousand years they have not amo~111ted 
to a perceptible quantity, will in one 
day become overwhelming. Since 
thIS, cause has not been recognised 
dUrIng such a:n interval of time by 
observ.er~ statIOned on our earth, it 
must, If It be a single agent, be either 
one whose effects develop themselves 
gra,duallJ: and very slowly, or one 
whIch eXIsted in regions beyond our 
obser~a~ion, and is now on the point 
of arnvmg in our part of the uni veil:se 
~ow all causes which we have expe: 
nence of act according to laws in-
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within the limits of whose influence 
we have not come during five thousand 
years, but which in twenty thousand 
more may be producing effects upon 
us of the most extraordinary kind 
Or the fact which is capable of pre~ 
venting sunrise may be, not the cumu
lative effect of one cause, but some 
new combination of causes; and the 
chances favourable to that combina. 
tion, though they have · not produced 
it once in five thousand years, may 
produce it once in twenty thousand, So 
that the inductions which authori.se us 
to expect future events grow weaker 
and weaker the farther we look into 
the future, and at length become in. 

compatible with the supposition that 
their effects, after accumulating so 
slowly as to be imperceptible for five 
thousand years, should start into im
mensity in a single day. No mathe
maticallaw of proportion between an 
effect and the quantity or relations of 
its cause could produce such contra
dictory results. The sudden develop
ment of an effect of which there was 
no previous trace always arises fron1. 
the coming together of several distinct 
C!1uses not previously conjoined; but 
if such sudden conjunction is destined 
to take place, the causes, or their 
causes, must have existed during the 
entire five thousand years; and their 
not having once come together during 
that period shows ·how rare that par
ticular combination is, We have, 
therefore, the warrant of a rigid in
duction for considering it probable, 
in a degree un distinguishable from 
certainty that the known conditions 
requisite for the sun's rising will exist 
to-morrow. 

a ppreci able. 
"Ve have considered tbe probabili-

ties of the sun's rising to-morrow 
as derived from the real laws, that is: 
from the laws of the causes on which 
that uniformity is dependent, Let us 
now consider how the matter would 
have stood if the uniformity had been 
known only as an empirical la,w; if 
we had uot been aware that the sun's 
light and the earth's rotation (or the 
sun's motion) were the causes on 
which the periodical occurrence of 
daylight depends, We could have 
extended this empirical law to cases 
adjacent in time, though not so great 
a distance of time as we can now. 
Having evidence that the effects had 
remained unaltered, and been punc
tually conjoined for five thousand 
years, we could infer that the un· 

§ 3. But this extension of deriva
tive laws, not causative, beyond the 
limits of observation, can only be to 
ctdjacent cases. If instead of to-mor
row, we had said this day twenty 
thousand years, the inductions would 
have been anything but conclusive. 
That a cause which, in opposition to 
very powerful causes, produced no 
perceptible effect during five thousand 
years, should produce a very con
siderable one by the end of twenty 
thousand, has nothing in it which is 
not in conformity with our experience 
of causes. We know many agents, 
the effect of which in a short period 
does not amount to a perceptible 
quantity, but by accumulating for a 
much longer period becomes con
siderable. Besides, looking at the im
mense multitude of the heavenly 
bodies, their vast distances, and the 
rapidity of the motjon of such of them 
as are known to move, it is a supposi
tion not at all contradictory to ex
perience that some body may be in 
motion towards us, or we towards it, 

known causes on which the conjunc
tion is dependent had existed undi
minished and uncounteracted during 
the same period, The same conclu· 
sions, therefore, would follow as in the 
preceding case; except that we should 
only know that during five thousand 
years nothing had occurred to defeat 
perceptibly this particular effect; 
while, when we know the causes, we 
have the additional assurance that 
during that interval no such change 
has been noticeable in the causes 
themsel ves as by any degree of mul
tiplication or length of continuance 
~ould defeat the effect. 
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To this must be added that wh b ' 3 :J 

1 1 
,en num er of pI . 

we mow t le causes, we may be bl 't' aces, IS no guarantee for 
to judge whether there exists : e ~; eXI~tence in .any other place, since 
known cause capable of counteracti~y ~~e IS ·no ~mformity in the collo
them; while as long as they are u g tCl

a 
lOn£s of pnmeval causes. \Vhen n- lere ore a ' " . ' 

known, we cannot be sure but that -f t cl d ' n empulcal law IS ex
we did know them, we could pred' \ er ~ .beyond the local limits within 
~heir ~estruction from causes actua~f W:IC, It has been foun~ true)by ob-
1ll eXIstence, A bedridden s y servatlOn, the cases to whICh it is thus 
who had never seen the catar:~~gef extend~d ?lust b~ ,such as are presum
Ni~gara~ but ~v ho l~ ved within heari: f:~I ~lthm the mfiuence of the same 
of It, mIght lmagme that the soun~ new VI ual ag~nt~. If we discover a 
be heard would endure for ever' b t f tl planet wlthm the known bounds 
if he knew it to be the effect of a'r11

u
1 tOh le solar system, (or even beyond 

f t 
. s lose bounds b t . d- . , 

o wa ers over a barner of rock wl1' h . .' u In lCatmg Its con-, ' 1 lC nectlOn WIth th t IS progressIve y wearinO' away h d e sys em by revolvinO' 

III 1 
.' b ,e roun the s ) b 

wou ( {~Ow t lat wltlun a number of with r un,. 'Ye may conclude, 
ages wInch may be calculated it will on it g e~t probabIlIty, that it revolves 
be heard no more In propo t- d s aXIS. For all the known planets 

f 
' r lOn 0 so· an I tl - 'f -

there ore, to our ignorance of tl' ,C 11S unl ormlty points to 

h
' le some comm 

causes on w lChthe empirical 1 tl fi on cause antecedent to 
depends, we can be less assured t~~ ,le. ~st records of astronomical ob
it will continue to hold good' a:d se~vatlOn: and though the nature of 
the farther we look into futurit , <the ~hIS cause c~n. only be matter of con
less improbable is it that some r~e f JecJure, yet If It be, as is not unlikely 
the causes whose co-existence g' 0 an als Laplace's theory supposes not 
, t tl d . Ives mere y the l' d ' rIse 0 1(;' envative uniforml'ty 1 same nn of cause but 

b d d 
may be same i d' 'd 1 ' 

e estroye or counteracted. With' 1 ~ IVI ua cause, (such as an 
every prolongation of time the ch Impu se gIven to all the bodies at 
multiply of such an event that~.c:s ~nce,) th!'1t cause, acting at the ex
say, its non-occurrence hitherto ISb ~ t~eme pomts of the space occupied by 
comes a less guarantee of its n~t d ~ sun and planets, is likely unless 
occurring within the o'iven time If t e ~ated by some counteractin~ cause 
then, it is only to case~ which in 'point 0, fve ~cted at every inter~ediat~ 
of time are adjacent (or nearl d' pom ,an probably somewhat beyond' 
cent) to those which we have a~t~alr- ~n~ntherefore acted, in all pr?bability: 
observed that cmy derivative law Yt lP the supposed newly-dIscovered 

f
. G, no p anet 

o causatlOn, can be extended 'th . 
an assurance equivalent to cert ~~ 1 When, therefore, effects which are 
much more is this true of a ;~n f' a ~ays found conjoined can be traced 
€mpiricallaw. Happily for the re y '(i'lIt~ any probability to an identical 
poses of life it is to sudh cases a1:

r
- an not merely a similar) origin we 

that we can almost ever have occ~si ne ~ay wit~ ,the same probability extend 
to extend them. on le emplncallaw of their conjunction 

In respect of place, it miO'ht seem to all pl~ces ~it.hin the extreme local 
that a merely empirical law ~ould t ~oundanes wlthm which the fact has 
bt extended even to adjacent cas~~' b~l~~ obfserved; su~ject to the possi
~1:J,t 'Ye could have no a,ssurance of 1 ~l 0 counteractmg causes in some 
:ts bemg true in :my place where it E~I l~f of the field. Still more con
,)as not been specially observed Tl . en y may we do so when the law 
pas~ duration of a cause is a gua~'ant~: IS1 not merely . empirical; when the 
for Its future existence unless p leno

ff
mena whIch we find conJ' oined 

thi ,some- are e ects of t . 
:ng occurs to de~troy it; but the tl 1 as?er amed causes, from 

.eXIstence of a ca,use in one or an t~e, aws of W~lICh the conjunction of 
y . ell' effects IS deducible. In that 
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case we may both exte'nd the deriva
tive' uniformity over a larger space, 
and with less abatement for the chance 
of counteracting causes. The first, ~e
cause, instead of the local boun~al'les 
of our observation of the fact Itself, 
we may include the extreme boun
daries of the ascertained inftu~nce of 
its causes. Thus the succeSSlOn of 
day and night, we know, holds true 
of all the bodies of the solar system 
except the sun itself; but we ~nuw 
this only because we are acquamted 
with the causes: if we were, ~ot, we 
could not extend the proposltlOn be-
'ond the orbits of the earth a.nd 

country, the expression is ~nn.logi_ 
cal, signifying that the colomes, of a 
country stand in the same 1'elc~twn to 
her in which children stand to their 
parents. And if any inference be 
drawn from this resemblance of ,rela
tions, as, for instance, that obe~lence 
or affection is due from colomes to 
the mother country, this is, c,alled 
reasoninO' by analogy. Or If It be 
arO'ued that a nation is most bene
ficially governed by an assembly 
elected by the people, from t~e, ad· 

) t both extremities of whlCh moon, a . 
we have the evidence of observatlOn 
for its truth. 'With res~ect to the 
probability of counterac~111g causes, 
it has been seen that thIs calls for. a 
O'reater abatement of confidence, 111 
o. . ance of the proportIOn to our Ignor 

mitted fact that other assoCl~tl?nS 
for a common purpose, such as Jomt
stock companies, are best manag,ed 
by a committee chos,en by the partIes 
interested; this, too, is an ?,rgument 
from analogy in the ,prec~dll1g sense, 
because its foundatlOn IS, not that 
a nation is like a joint-stock comp~ny, 
or Parliament like a board of direc
tors, but that Parliament sta~ds ~ 
the same 1'elation to the nation m 
which a board of directors sta~ds to 
a joiut-stock company, Now, 1!1 an 
argument of this nature, ther~ IS no 
inherent inferiority of conclUSIveness, 
Like other arguments from :"esem
blance, it may amount to nothmg" or 

causes on which the phenomena de-
d On both accounts, therefore, 

pen. 1 1 
a derivative law which we mow lOW 
to resolve is suscepti~le of a. greater 
extension to cases adJacent 111 place 
than a merely empirical law. 

CHAPTER XX. 

OF ANALOGY. 

it may be a perfect and cO!lClus:ve 
induction. The circumstance m whIch 
the two cases resemble may be cap
able of being shown to be the mate1',wl 
circumstance; to be that on which 

h all the consequences necessary :0 be 
§ J, THE word Analo.gy, . as t e taken into account in the partIcular 

name of a mode of reaso~ll1g, IS gene- discussion depend. In the .example 
rally takeh for some kmd .of aq~u- last given, the resemblance IS Ol'~e ~f 
ment supposed to be of .an mductlve relation; the funcla1nent~t?J1 rclatwnt8 
nature, but not amountIll.g to a com- being the manag~ment. by a few 
plete induction. There IS no word, rsons of affairs III whlCh a much 
however which is used more loosely, Pg~e'ater number are interested along 
or in a greater varie~y of senses, 'lfuan with them. Now, some m~y c.ontend 
Analogy. It sometimes stands for that this circumstance, wInch IS c?m
arguments which may be ~xamples of mon to the two cases, and the VarlO?S 
the most rigorous Indu~tlOn. Arch- consequences which f?lloW froI? .lt~ 
bishop \Vhately, for Illstance,. fol- have the chief share III determmlll" 
lowing Ferguson and other wrIters, all the effects which mak~ .uP W~1at 
defines Analogy conformably . to term good or bad admllllstratlOll• 

its primitive a?ceptation, that ~~:nch ~fe the can establish this, their ar~' 
was given to It by m.athematlCl~~~~ ment 1as the force of a rigorous lll' 
Resemblance of RelatlOns. .In duction' if they cannot, they are 
sense, when a .country whIch t;1a~ 'd to 'have failed in proving the 
sent out colonies IS termed the mO leI . sal 
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analogy between the two cases; a 
mode of speech which implies that 
wben the analogy can be proved, the 
argument founded on it cannot be 
resisted. 

§ 2. It is on the whole more usual, 
however, to ext end the name of ana
logical evidence to arguments from 
any sort of resemblance, provided 
they do not amount to a complete 
induction: without peculiarly dis
tinO'uishing resemblance of relations, 
An~logical reasoning, in this sense, 
may be reduced to the following for
mula :-Two things resemble each 
other in one or more respects; a 
certain proposition is true of the one, 
therefore it is true of the other. But 
we have nothing here by which to 
disb'iminate analogy from induction, 
since this type will serve for all 
reasoning from experience. In the 
strictest induction, equally with the 
faintest analogy, we conclude because 
A resembles B in one or more pro
perties, that it does so in a certain 
other property. The difference is, 
that in the case of a complete induc
tion it has been previously shown, 
by due comparison of instances, that 
there is an invariable conjunction 
between the former property or pro
perties and the latter property; but 
in what is called analogical reasoning, 
no such conjunction has been made 
out, There have been no oppor
tunities of putting in practice the 
Method of Difference, or even the 
Method of Agreement; but we con
clude (and that is all which the argu
ment of analogy amounts to) that a 
fact 1n, known to be true of A, is 
more likely to be true of B if B 
agrees with A in some of its proper
tieR, (even though no connection is 
known to exist between 1n and those 
properties,) than if no resemblance at 
all could be traced between Band 
any other thing known to possess the 
attribute ?n. 

To this argument it is of course 
requisite that the properties common 
to A with B shall be merely not 

lO1o\vn to be connected with ?n; they 
must not be properties known to be 
unconnected with it. If, either by 
processes of elimination, or by deduc
tion from previous knowledge of the 
laws of the properties in question, it 
can be concluded that they have no
thing to do with 1n, the argument of 
analogy is put out of court. The 
supposition must be that 111 is an 
effect really dependent on some pro
perty of A, but we know not on 
which. We cannot point out any of 
the properties of A which is the 
cause of 1n, or united wit~l it by 
any law. After rejecting all which 
we know to have nothing to do with 
it, there remain several between 
which we are unable to decide: of 
which remaining properties B pos
sesses one or more. This accordingly 
we consider as affording grounds, of 
more or less strength, for concluding 
by analogy that B possesses the attri
bute'ln. 

There can be no doubt that every 
such resemblance which can be 
pointed out between B and A affords 
some degree of probability, beyond 
what would otherwise exist, in favour 
of the conclusion drawn from it. If 
B resembled A in all its ultimate 
properties, its possessing the attribute 
1n would be a certainty, not a proba
bility; and every resemblance which 
can be shown to exist between them 
places it by so much the nearer to 
that point. If the resemblance be in 
an ultimate property, there will be 
resemblance in all the derivative pro
perties dependent on that ultimate 
property, and of these 1n may be one. 
If the resemblance be in a derivative 
property, there is reason to expect 
resemblance in the ultimate property 
on which it depends, and in the other 
derivative properties dependent on 
the same ultimate property. Every 
resemblance which can be shown to ' 
exist affords ground for expecting an 
indefinite number of other resem
blances: the particular resemblance 
sought will, therefore, be oftener 
fOU~ld among things thus known to 
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resemble, than among things between 
which we knoW of no resemblance. 

For example, I might infer that 
there are probably inhabitants in the 
moon, because there are inhabitants 
on the earth, in the sea, and in the 
air; and this is the evidence of ana
logy. The circumstance of having 
inhabitants is here assumed not to 
be an ultimate property, but (as is 
reasonable to suppose) a consequence 

unknown will on the, average of 
cn.S?S bear some proportlOn to those 
whlCh are known. ,~here will, there
fore, be a competltlOn between th 
known points of agreement and the 
,known points of difference in A an~ 
B; and according as the one or the 
other may be deemed to preponde
rate, the l?robability derived from 
analogy wIll be for or against B's 
having the property?n, The moon 
for instance, agrees with the earth U; 
the circumstances already mentioned' 
but differs in being smaller, in ha,vin~ 
its surface more unequal, and ap~ 
parently volcanic throughout, in hav. 
ing, at least on the side next the 
earth, no atmosphere sufficient to re
fract light, no clouds, and (it is there
fore concluded) no water, These 
differences, considered merely as 
such, might perhaps balance the re· 
sem blances, so that analogy would 
afford no presumption either way, 

of other properties; and depending, 
therefore, in the case of the earth, on 
some of its properties as a portion of 
the universe, but on which of those 
properties we know not, Now the 
moon resembles the earth in being a 
solid, opaque, nearly spherical sub
stance, appearing to cont.ain, or to 
have contained, active volcanoes; re
ceiving heat and light from the sun 
in about the same quantity as our 
earth; revolving on its axis; com
posed of materials which gravitate, 
and obeying all the various laws re
sulting from that property. Ancl I 
think no one will deny that if this 
were all that was known of the moon, 
the existence of inhabitants in that 
luminary would derive from these 
various resemblances to the earth a 
greater degree of probability than it 
would otherwise have: though the 
amount of the augmentation it would 
be useless to attempt to estimate. 

But considering that some of the 
circumstances which are wanting on 
the moon are among those which, on 
the earth, are found to be indispens
able conditions of animal life, we may 
conclude that if that phenomenon 
does exist in the moon, (or at all 
events on the nearer side,) it must be 
as an effect of causes totally different 
from those on which it depends here; 
as a consequence, therefore, of the 
moon's differences from the earth, not 
of the points of agreement. Viewed 
in this light, all the resemblances 
which exist become presumptions 
against, not in favour of, the moon) 
being inhabited, Since life cannot 
exist there in the manner in which it 
exists here, the greater the resem
blance of the lunar world to the 
terrestrial in other respects, the less 
reason we have to believe that it can 

If, however,. every resemblanc!e 
proved between B and A, in any 
point not known to be immaterial 
with respect to 'I1~, forms some addi
tional reason for presuming that B 
has the attribute ?n, it is clear, e 
contra, that every dissimilarity which 
can be proved between them fur
nishes a counter-probability of the 
same nature on the other side, It is 
not indeed unusual that different 
ultimate properties should, in some 
particular instances, produce the same 
derivative property; but on the whole 
it is certain that things which differ 
in their ultimate properties will 
differ at least as much in the aggre
gate of their derivative properties, 
and that the differences which are 

contain life, 
There are, however, other b(;)dies in 

our system, between which and the 
earth there is a much closer resem, 
blance, which possess an atmosphere, 
clouds, consequently water, (or some 
fluid analogous to it,) and even give 
strong indications of snow in their 
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pol'" region,; while the cold", h t r • 3

6

7 
though differing greatly on the a~:r' WIthout any antecedent evidence f 
.ge from ou,", is, in ,ome part' at :n ""~~:ctio.n between them, depen~' 
least of those plane~s, possibly not sem ext ent of ascertained re-
more extreme than m some re ion' blance, compared first with t 
of our own which are habitable g T~ amount. of ae,e<tained dilleren,e a:~ 
balance these agreements the ' next WIth the extent of th ' , d d'ff " ' ascer- plored ' . e unex-
tame 1 erences are chiefly' tl regIOn of unascert' d 
average ligh~ and heat velocI,~ le perties; it follows that ~~e p;'o-
rotation, density of material : Yt of re~emblance is very greal tl ere he " f"t ' m en- tamed dOff ' le ascer-
SIty 0 gravI y, and similar circum 1 1 erence ver

v 
small and 

t S f d
' - mowledge f th ":' ' our 

s ance 0 a secon ary kmd, With abl 0, e subJect-matter toleI'-
regard to these planets therefo th y extensIve, the argllm t f 

t f 
' re, e analoO" en rOln 

arg
umen 

0 ar:alogy gives a decided v ' oY may approach in strenoth 
prepOl:clel'ance m favour of their re- ;IY near to a valid induction °If 
semblIng the earth in any of 't d a ter much observation of B 'fi' 
l'ivative properties such as tlh"St e

f
- that it agrees with A I'n n' ,we nd 

h

' 'h b" a 0 ten f 't me out of 
avmg III a Itants' though h 0 1 S known propert' 'd h ' ' ~ ,w en we concl d' Ies, we may 

conSI er ow Immeasurably m It't u e WIth a probabilit f ' 
dinous are those of their 1'0 u I,U- to ~ne, ,that it will possess ~ 0 ~llle 
which we are entirely ig!o p~rtI~s derIVatIve property of A nn

y 
glv~n 

compared with the few whr?,n
h 

0, cover, for example an u'n k we dI~-
k 

IC we malo 1 ' nown anI-
noW, we can attach but t ,'fl' I' P ant, resembling cl 1 

weit;t to ~ny c?n,idemtion, ~~ ,;:,g ~~:wn one in the greater ~~~;b:~":'~ 
sem ance m w.hlCh the known ele- d'ff p:op~rtIes we observe in it b t 
ments bear so mconsiderabl 1 ermg m some few we ,u 
portion to the unknown e a pro- ahly expect io find id the ruay ~eawn-

Besides the competition remainder of its pro erti~no served 
analogy ~~d diversity, there b~~;e~n ral agreement with tl~ose o~ ~1 g~n~
a competItIOn of conflictin an 1 ' e mer, but also a difference e or-
The new case may be simB" ,a ogles. ing proportionately to th correspond- " 
of its circumstances to cas al'. In sho~e observed diversity e amount of 
th ~ t' es m w lCh It th' : la? mh~xIst.s, }:mt in others to de' dUfs appears that the conclusions 
ca,es m w lCh It IS k l'lve rom analoO" ' 
exist, Amber has some no;n n?t ~o considerable value o;h:

re 
only of any 

=~ p;~~~c;:.ge'thi~;t~~~::i:~ :£~~:;~ ~~:':~ i~e~~r~j::nJ~:":~ 
known origin may resembl . 0 0 U~l- tIme, but in circumst' p ace or 
of its characters known e, In1certam case of effects of vThI'chanthces. In the 

t

' 1 ' WOI' {s of' " " e causes 
par IeU:11' ~aster, but in oth ,a Imperfectly or not at all kn are 
:ay as th''''kingly re,eruble th:~~ ~: ~~~?equently the ob,erve:";,~d:h:~ 

me 0 er pamter, A vase I~ ?ccurrence amounts onl ~r "me analogy to work, of Gay emp",cal law, it often ha y to an 
Clan, and some to those of Et re the condItIOns which h ppens .that 
or Egyptian art " W ruscan whenever the eff t ave co-eXisted 
8upposinO' that 'I't de are of course have been very n ec was observed o oes not po umerous N 'f ~~~eJU~yitYa whffiich. has. been a~~:~~ ~::ec~~~l~~sentds itself, in wl~i;hl a~ 
b' su Clent mductiOI t f 1 IOns 0 not exist b t tl 
e a conclusive mark eithe /' thO ar greater part of them d ' u le 

one or of the other. I' 0 e or a few only beinO' want,O'o~ome o,ne 
ference that the effect 'l~no, the m-

laJ, .Jar' " Since the value of an ana
"le, argument . f " ' semblance f m errmg one re-

rom other resemblances 

withstanding this d fi"':I occur, not-1 t e Clency of com-
pe, e resemblance to th . " 
WhICh it has bee b e cases In 
th n 0 served m 

ough of the nature of analo~ ay, oY, pos-
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helps us to digest these facts in proper 
order, to bring new on~s to light, and 
make expe1'i1nenta C1'~~C~s for the sake 
of future inquir~rs." * If an hypo. 
thesis both explams known facts and 
has led to the prediction of others 
previously unknown, and since veri. 
fied by experience, the laws of the 
phenomenon which is the subject of 
inq uiry must bear at least a great 
similarity to those of the class of phe. 
nomena to which the hypothesis as. 
similates it; and since the analogy 
which extends so far may probably 
extend farther, nothing is more likely 
to suggest experiments tending to 
throw light upon the real properties 
of the phenomenon than ~he follow. 
ing out such an hypothesIs. But to 
this end it is by no means necessary 
that the hypothesis be mistaken for a 
scientific truth. On the contrary, that 
illusion is in this respect, as in every 
other an impediment to the progress 
of re~l knowledge, by leading inquirers 
to restrict themselves arbitrarily to 
the particular hypoth~sis .which is 
most accredited at the tIme, mstead of 
looking out for every class of pheno. 
mena between the laws of which and 
those of the given phenomena any 
analogy exists, and trying all su?h 
experiments as may tend to the dis· 
covery of ult~rior. analogies pointing 
in the same dIrectIOn. 

sess a high degree of probability. It 
is hardly necessary ~o add, t~~t how
ever considerable thIS probabIlIty may 
be, no compet ent in.qui:-er into nature 
will rest satisfied WIth It when a coy?
plete induction is attainable; but ~In 
consider the analogy as a I~ere 15Uld~
post, pointing out the. dll'e~tloI~ 111 

which more rigorous mvestlgatIOns 
should be prosecuted. 

It is in this last respect tha~ con· 
siderations of analogy have th~ hlgh~st 
scientific value. The cases I.n ,,:"hICh 
analogical evidence affords m ~t~elf 
any very high degree of probabIlIty, 
are as we have observed, only those 
in ~hich the resemblance is. very close 
and extensive; but there IS no ana
logy, however faint, ~hich may.not be 
of the utmost value m suggestmg ex
periments or observations that .may 
lead to more . positive ~oncluslOns , 
When the agents and theIr effects are 
out of the reach of furt?er observa
tion and experiment, as m the spe?u
lations already alluded to re,spectmg 
the moon and planets, such slIgh~ pro
babilities are no more than an mt~r
esting theme for the pleasant eX~r?lSe 
of imagination; but any ~uspIC:on, 
however slight, that set~ an mgemcus 
person at work to contnve an exp~rl
ment, or affords a reason for trymg 
Olle experiment rather than another, 
may be of the greatest benefit to 
science. 

On this ground, though I cannot 

CHAPTER XXI. accept as positive truth~ any of those 
scientific hypotheses whICh are unsus
ceptible of being ultimately brought OF THE EVIDENCE OF THE LAW OF 
to the test of "actual induction, .such, UNIVERSAL CAUSATION. , 
for instance, as the two theones of 1 d 
lI' Cfllt tIle emission theory of the last § L WE have n?w comp ete our 

'" , th r eview of the logICal processes by 
century, and the u~dulatory eory which the laws, or uniformities, of 
which predominates m the p.resent, I d th 
am yet unable to agree wlth those the sequence of pheno~ena, an. ose 
"'ho consider such hypotheses to ~e uniformities in theIr co-eXlsten~e 
" d A which depend on the laws of thell' 
worthy of entire disregar. s lS d t t d 
well said by Hartley (and c0nc~rred sequence, are. asce:taine or es e . 

1 d As we r eco!rmsed m the commence· 
l'n by a thinker in genera, so ?a:ne- ~ bl d t ee 

H 1 ment, and have been ena e 0 s 
trically opposed t o art ey s opmlO~s 
as DUCfald Stewart), "any hypothesls * IIartley's ·Obse?·vation's on ],fan" v~1. ~. 
which"'has so much plausibility as to p. 16. The passage is not in Pncst eya 
explain a. considerable num ber of facts, . curtailed edition. 
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ore clearly in the progress of the 
~ vestio'ation, the basis of all these 
In " • . tl 1 f 1 o'ical operatIOns IS le aw 0 causa-
t~~D. The validity of all the Inductive 
Methods depends on the assumption 
that every event, or the beginning of 
every phenomenon, must have some 
c:tuse some antecedent, on the ex
·~ten~e of which it is invariably and 
:lnconditionally consequent. In the 
Method of Agreement this is obvious; 
that method avowedly proceeding on 
the supposition that we have found 
the true cause as soon as we h~ve 
necratived every other. The assertIOn 
is "equally true of the Method of 
Difference. That method authorises 
us to infer a general law from two 
instances; one, in which A exists 
together with a multitude of other 
circumstances, and B follows; an
other, in which A being r emoved, 
and all other circumstances remaining 
the same, B is prevented. What, 
however, does this prove? It proves 
that B, in the particular instance, 
cannot have had any other cause than 
A; but to conclude from ~his that A 
was the cause, or that A wlll on other 
occasions be followed by B, is only 
allowable on the assumption that B 
must have some cause; that among 
its antecedents in any single inst ance, 
in which it occurs, there must be 
one wbich has the capacity of pro
ducing it at other times. This being 
admitted, it is seen that in the case 
in question that antecedent can be 
no other than A; but, that if it be 
no otber than A it must be A, is not 
proved, by these instances at least, 
but bleen for granted. There is no 
need to spend time in proving that 
the same thing is true of the other 
Inductive Methods. The universality 
(If the law of causation is assumed in 
them all. 

But is this assumption warranted? 
Doubtless (it may be said) most pheno
menaare connected as effects with somp. 
antecedent or cause, that is, are never 
produced unless some assignable fact 
has preceded them; but the very cir
CUlllstance that complicated processes 

of induction are sometimes necessary, 
shows that cases exist in which this 
regular order of succession is not ap
parent to our unaided apprehension. 
If, then, the processes which bring 
these cases within the same category 
with the rest require that we should 
assume the universality of the very 
law which they do not at first sight 
appear to exemplify, is not this a 
petit'io p1'incipii? Can we prove a 
proposition by an argument which 
t akes it for granted? And if not 
so proved, on what evidence does it 
rest? 

For this difficulty, . which I have 
purposely stated in the strongest terms 
it will admit of, the school of meta
physicians who have long predomi
nated in this country find a ready 
salvo. They affirm that the uni
versalityof causation is a truth which 
we cannot help believing ; that the 
belief in it is an instinct, one of the 
laws of our believing faculty. As the 
proof of this, they say, and they have 
nothing else to say, that everybody 
does believe it; and they number it 
among the propositions, rather nume
rous in their catalogue, which may be 
logically argued against, and perhaps 
cannot be logically proved, but which 
are of higher authority than logic, 
and so essentially inherent in the 
human mind, that even he who denies 
them in speculation shows by his 
habitual practice that his arguments 
make no impression upon himself. 

Into the merits of this question, 
considered as one of psychology, it 
would be foreign to my purpose to 
enter here; but I must protest against 
adducing, as evidence of the truth of 
a fact in ext ernal nature, the disposi
tion, however strong or however gene
ral, of the human mind to believe it. 
Belief is not proof, and does not dis
pense with the necessity of proof. I 
am aware that to ask for evidence of 
a proposition which we are supposed 
to believe instinctively is to expose 
oneself to the charge of rejecting the 
authority of the human faculties : 
which of course no one can COll-

2A 
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sistently do, since the human facul- it would only follow that mankind 
ties are ·all which anyone has to we~'e ~n~'er a perm~nent necessity of 
judge by; and inasmuch as the mean- behevmg what might possibly n t 
ilw of the word evidence is supposed be. true!; in ~ther ,:ords, that a ca~ 
to""be something which, when laid might ·occur 111 whICh our senses e 
before the mind, induces it to believe ; consc~ousnes~, if th~y could be "a o~ 
to demand evidence when the belief pealed to, might testify one thil1O' a!d 
is ensured by the mind's own laws is our' reason believe another, B~t. 
supposed to be appealing to the in- fact there is no such permanent neceIn 

t ellect against the intellect. But this, ~ity. There is no proposition of Whic~ 
I apprehend, is a misunderstanding It can be asserted that every hUll1a 
of the nature of evidence. By evi- mind must et ernally and irrevocabln 

dence is not meant anything and believe it. Many·of thE' Pl'Opositio/ 
everything which produces belief. of which this is most conficlentl

s 

There are many things which gene- stated great numbers of hU111an bein! 
rate belief besides evidence. A mere Ihave disbelieved. The things whi~h 
strong association of ideas often causes it has been supposed that lloboll 
a belief so intense as to be unshake- could possibly help believing are ~ 
able by experience or argument. Evi- numerable; but no two generations 
dence is not that which the mind would make out the sa111: catalogue 
does or must yield to, but that which of them. One age or natIOn believes 
it ought to yield to, namely, that, by implicitly what to another seems in. 
yielding to which, its belief is kept credible and inconceivable; one indi
conformable to fact. There is no ap- vidual has not a vestige of a belief 
peal from the human faculties gene- ~vl1ich an~ther deen;s to be absolutely 
rally, but there is an appeal from one mherent 111 humamty. There is not 
human faculty to another; from the one of these supposed instinctive be
judging faculty to those which take liefs which is really inevitable. It is 
cognisance of fact, the . faculties. ~f in ~the power of everyone to cultivate 
sense and consciousness. The legltI- h~bits of thought which make him 
macyof this appeal is admitted when- independent of them. The habit of 
ever it is allowed that our judgments philosophical analysis, (of which it is 
ought to be conformable to fact. To the surest effect to enable the mind 
say that belief suffices for its own to command, instead of being com
ju~tification is making opinion the manded by, the laws of the merely 
t est of opinion; it is denying the ex- passive part of its own nature,) by 
istence of any outward standard, the showing to us that things are not 
conformity of an opinion to which necessarily connected in fact because 
constitutes its truth, We call one their ideas are connected in 0UI' minds, 
mode of forming opinions right and is able to loosen innumerable associa
another wrong, because the one does tions which reign despotically o,er 
and the other does not t end to make the undisciplined or early-prejudiced 
the opinion agree with the fact-to mind. And this habit is not without 
make people believe what really is, power even over those a~sociationB 
and expect what really will be. Now which the school of which I have 
a mere disposition to believe, even if been speaking regard as connate and 
supposed instinctive, is no guarantee in,stinctive. I am convinced that any 
for the truth of the thing believed. one accustomed to abstraction anll 
If, indeed, the belief ever amounted analysis, who will fairly exert his 
to an irresistible necessity, there would faculties for the purpose, will, when 
then be no 'use in appealing from it, I his imagination has once learnt to 
because there would be no possibility entertain the notion, find no difficulty 
of altering it. But e\'en then the in conceiving that in some one, for 
truth of the belief would not follow ; instance, of the lIlltny firmaments 
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into wIndl si<;lereal astronomy now 
divides the umverse, events may suc
ceed one another at random without 
allY fixed !aw; nor ~an anything in 
our experience, or m our mental 
nature, constitute a sufficient, or in-
deed any, reason for believing that 
this is nowhere the case. 

§ 2 ... As was observed in a former 
pla:ce, .,.. t~e belief we entertain in the 
umversahty, throughout nature, of 
the .law of cause and effect, is itself 
an ll1fltance of induction, and by no 
means one o~ the earliest which any 
of us, or whIch mankind in general, 

Were w~ to SUpP?se (what it is per
fectly poss~ble to Imagine) that the 
present oraer of the uni verse were 
brought to an end, and that a chaos 
~ucceeded in which there was no fixed 
~l1ccession of events, and the past gave 
nO assurance of the future; if a human 
being wer~ miraculously kept alive to 
witness tIns ch~nge! he surely would 
~oon ce,ase t~ bel.levem any uniformity, 
the Ul1lfOr~Ity Itself ~o longer exist
ing, If thIS be admItted, the belief 
in uniformity either is not an instinct 
or it is a!l iJ?-stinct conquerable, lik~ 
all other ll1stmcts, by acquired know
led~e. 

the un~v~~'sal and permanent uniformity 
of,~ature, ]IfI'. Powell says (pp, g8-IOO)
ro !~ m~y rem~l'k that this idea, in its 

p 1 extent, IS by no means one of 
~opular acceptance or natural growth 

ust so far as the daily experience of 
ever~ one goes,. so far indeed h e comes to 
bmblace a certalll persuasion of t his kind 
~t t~ erel:y to this limited ex t ent that 

yr la ,IS gOlllg on around him at pr~sent 
~\fIS ow~ n~ITOW spher e of observation; 

1 go on III lIke m anner in future 'l'be 
peasant ?eli~ves that the sun whicil rose 
to-day WIll rIse again to-morrow' that the 
~eed pu~ into the ground will be' followed 
lU due tIme by the harvest this year as it 
~as last yeal:, and the like, but has no no
~I,O~ of such lllferences in subjects beyond 

But ther~ is no need to speculate 
on what might be, when we have 
positi ve and certain know led O'e of 
what has been. It is not true'" as a 
matter of fact that mankind have 
al,,'ays believed that all the succes
sions of events were uniform and 
according to fixed laws. The Greek 
pL~osophers, not. even excepting 
ArIstotle, recogmsed Chance and 
Spontaneity (TUX'YJ and TO a(JTOfJ,UTOJJ) 
as among the agents in nature; in 
other words, they believed that to 
tbat extent there was no guarantee 
~hat the past had been similar to 
Itself, or that the future would re
semble the past. Even 110W a full 
balf. of the philosophical world, in
cludlJlg the very same metaphysicians 
who contend most for the instinctive 
char~cter of t!le belief in uniformity, 
conSIder on~ .Important class of phe
nomena, vohtlOns, to be an exception 

IS ImmedIate observation, And it should 
?e "o?s~rved t,hat e:;tch class of persons, in 
~dl111ttlllg ~hlS belief within the limited 
l ange o~ hIS ~w~ experi(mce, though he 
~oubt 01 den,y It 111 everything beyond is 
~tn fac~, bearillg unconscious t estimony t~ 
1 S Ul11versal truth. Nor, again, is it onI 
a?1on~ the most ignoraut that this limit!
hon IS put ulJon the truth. There is 'a 
:~~~ g~n~"al propensity to believe that 

, yth~n" beyond common experience fl espeCIally ascertained laws of nature i~ 
eft. to th~ dominion of chance or fat e ' 01' 

arbItrary lUtervention, and even to object 
to any ~:ttem~ted ex planation b,y physical 
causes, If conjecturally thrown out for an 
ap}.?al'ently ~naccountable phenomenon. 

tu the uniformity, and not O'overned 
by a fixed law:'" 0 

, I am happy t o be able to quote the fol-
1~1V1:'ff, cxccllent passage from lVII', Baden 
~U1Vch,s Ess~ty on the Inductive Philosop hy 
~JOtlljj.rmat~on, both in regard to history 
. ' 0 doctrIne, of the statement made in 
,tiC text. Speaking of the "conviction of 

, The l?r~CISe doctrine of the genemlisa_ 
twn of thIs Idea: of the uniformity of nature 
so .r~r fr?m bemg obvious, natural, or in~ 
tmtIve, IS utterly beyond the attainment 
of the, ma!-1Y: In all the extent of its uni
versalIty It ~s characteristic of the philo
soph~r. It, IS ?learly the result of philo
sophIC cultIvatIon and training and by no 
m.~ans the ~p~ntaneous offsprIng of any 
pllma~"y prmclple natural:ly inherent in 
the mmd, as some seem to believe, It is 
no mere ~agu,e persuasion taken up with
o,ut examllllltIOn, as a common preposses
SIOn to which we are always accustomed' 
on the c?n~rary, all common prejudice~ 
an~ aSSOCIatIOns are against it. It is pre
e~111ently an acq1d ,'ecl i clect, It is not at
t~llled wi.thout decp study and reflection, 
'lhe p est-lliformed ; philosophcl' is the 111:1n 
wh,? ' ,most l fin~ly believe!:> it, even in 0 _ 
pOSItIon to r eceIved notions ; its acceptanFe 
dep~n~s on ~he extent and profoundness 
of hIS mductIve stUdies." 

* Supra, book Hi. ch, iii. § r. 
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h de We arrive at this can aTe nla . 
universal law by ~eneralisat~on from 
lDauy laws of infenor generalIty" "Ve 

cess in a lei'Ss fallible for~11, :ve shall 
have effected a very matena~ lmprove
ment, And this is what sCIentific in-

1 Id never have had the notlOn of 
s 10U 'I h' 1 eancausation (in the phI osop lca, ,lD f 

duction does. 
A mode of concluding from .ex-

inO' of the t erm) as a condltlOn 0 
all phenomena, unless many cases of 
causation, or, in other words, man) 
partial uniformities of segl~ence, ~~c 
)reviously become faml~lar, ,e 
~nore obvious of the pa:-tlculay um
formities suggest, and gIve eVlden~e 
of the general uniformity, an<;1 t ~e 
O'~neral uniformity, once esta?hshe , 
~nables us to prove the, :r:emamder, of 
the particular uniformltles of whlCi~ 
it is made up, As" howe,ver, a 
rigorous processes of 111:ductl?n pre
su ose the O'eneral umformlty, o~r 
lnf!wledge of the parti.cular u~iformli 
ties from which it was fir~t 111ferrec 

perience must pe pronounced unt;ust
worthy when subse,9.uent expe.nence 
r efuses to confirm It., Accorch~g to 
this critcrion, inductlOn by SImple 
enumeration-in other word::;, gene
ralisation of an observed fact fr~m 
the mere absence of any known lU-

tance to the contrary - affords in 
s eral a precarious and unsafe ground 

, not of course, denved from 
,\ as ? ' f . the loose 
riO'arous mductlOn, but ~om, , 
m~d uncertain m ode of mductldon Pthe1 
• 'Z ' an e (!1'IiU'1)U1'c~tionem, S~111P ~ce1n ~ b iner 
law of universal causatlOn, ,e b 

~ollected from r esults so obtamed, 
cannot itself r est on any better 
foundation, , 

gen l ' 1" of assurance; for suc 1 genera lsatlOns 
are incessantly discover~ c1, o~ further 
experience, to be false. StIll, how. 
ever, it affords some assurance, ~uffi
cient, in many cases, for the ordmary 

uidance of conduct, It w~uld. be 
~bsurd to say that tl~e ge.nerahsatlOns 
arri ved at by mankmd 111 the outset 
of their experienc~, such as these, 
Food nourishes, Flre burns, .'iVate; 
droyvns, were unworthy of re~l:l,nce: 
There is a scale of t~·t~stwortln~ess. lU 

the r esults of the ol'lgu:al ,:nsCl~ntlfic 
Induction; and on tIns dIVerSIty (as 

It would seem, therefore, :that, 111-
duction pe)' en'L~1ne1'atione~n S~1np~'L~e1!1 

1 · t necessarIly an IllICIt 

* It deserves r emark, ~hat t?CS~ em:ly 
enerali sations did n ot, h~e sClentific m· 
g. resuppose causatIOn. ",'i'hatthey 
~~d~~~:{lEpose, was umfOTm~t'!l in ~hYdsiCt:ll 

not on y IS no .' . the 
100'ical process, but IS 111 ~eahty. 

lY kind uf induction possIble; smce 
~~~e more elaborate process. depends 
for its validity on a: la,w, Itself ob
tained in that inartlfic~al moc~e, I s 
there not then an inconsIst ency 111 clond trasting the looseness of one met 10 
with tlle rigidity of another, wh: 
that other is indebt ed to ~he ~loos 
method for its own foundatlOn : 

t B t the observers were aB lea y 0 

f~~:~me ~nifol'mity in the co-existences o~ 
facts as in the sequences. On t~e othel 
h ' 1 they n ever thought of .assumrng t~at 
t~fsC ~niformity was a Pl'll:clp~e per~;\dmg 
all n ature ; their gener;~hsatl.ons, dId n,ot 
. I tl at ther e was ul1lfOrmIt~ III e~ely
Hnp y b l<t only that as much unifOrDll,tyas 
th~n g, 1 u 'tl 'n their observation, eXI,tcd 
eXIstec WI ~I The induction Fire burns, 
also be~ond ~~~e for its validity that all n,l' 
~o:s ~~o;i~qobserve 1.111lform ~aw~, butonl~ 
t~~~ ~here should b e uniformIty ID on~ Pt~
ticular class of n atUl al phenOden

:1, ~ 
effects of fire on tile se~desu~~for:it~Oto 
bustible substances£ A d :1ntcl'lor to 
tIllS extent was no assum'd 'by the ex. 

The inconsist ency, however, 1:s only 
. t Assuredly if inductlOn by appal en , . ' . I'd 

simple enumeratIOn were an mva \ 
process nu process grounded l~n 1 

could be valid; just as no re .lance 
Id be placed on telescopes If we 

~~~ld not trust our eyes. Bu~ though 
a valid process, it i~ a fallIble one: 
and fallible in very dIffer~ut deg~ees , 
if therefore we can substItute for the 
more fallible forms of the process an 
operation grounded on the same pro-

the experience, bU~ P~~::rved instances 
per~ellce.. !e~e t~!~arro~er truth, proved 
whICh RIof the wider one as correBl~onded 
:IS :nuc tOis from losing sigllt of ~hlsJa?t, 
t o It. I , .' the law of c(1.usatIOllrnl~ 
~~l~ ~~~~el;~~ecessarilY p,resuPE~::d e~ 
the 'Very e:1l'liesi ~J?-e~:ll~:t~~J~f th:ltPtl ,Q 
sons have bete!l e is l~l~own CL 1Jj'io?'i, and is 
law of causa Ion " nee 
~ot itself a conclusion from expene . 
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observed in the fourth chapter of the 
present book) depend the rules for 
the improvement of the process. The 
improvement consist s in correcting 
one of these inartificial generalisations 
by means of another, As has been 
already pointed ant this is all that 
art can do. To t est a generalisation, 
by showing that it either follows from, 
or conflicts with, some stronger induc
tion, some generalisation resting on a 
broader foundation of experience is 
the beginning and end of the logic of 
Induction. 

§ 3- Now the precariousness of the 
method of simple enumeration is, in 
an inverse ratio to the largeness of 
the generalisation, The process is 
delusive and insufficient, exactly in 
proportion as the subject-matter of 
the observation is special and limited 
in extent. As the sphere widens, this 
unscientific method becomes less and 
less liable to mislead; and the most 
universal class of truths, the law of 
c[Lusation for instance, and the princi" 
pIes of number and of geometry, are 
duly and satisfactorily proved by that 
method alone, nor ~ore they susceptible 
of any other proof. 

With respect to the whole class of 
generalisations of which we have 
recently treated, the uniformities 
which depend on causation, the truth 
of the remark just made follows by 
obvious inference from the principles 
laid down in the preceding chapters, 
When a fact has been observed a 
certain number of times to be true, 
and is not in any instance known to 
be false; if we at once affirm that 
fact as an universal truth or law of 
nature, without either testing it by 
any of the four methods of induction, 
or deducing it from other known laws, 
we shall in general err grossly; but 
we are perfectly justified in affirming 
it as an empirical law, true within 
certain limits of time, place, and 
circumstance, provided the number of 
coincidences be great er than can w'ith 
any. probability be ascribed to chance, 
The re,180n for not extending it be-

,Yonc1 those limits is, that the fact of 
its holding true within them may be 
a conse'quence of collocations, which 
cannot be concluded to exist in one 
place because they exist in another; 
or may be dependent on the accidental 
absence ' of count eracting agencies, 
which any variation of time, or the 
'smallest change of circumstances, may 
possibly bring into play, If we sup
pose, then, the subject-matter of any 
generalisation to be so widely diffused 
that there is no time, no place, and no 
combination of circumstalll~es, but 
must afford an example either of its 
truth or of its falsity, and if it be never 
found otherwise than true, its truth 
cannot be contingent on any colloca
tions, unless such as exist at all times 
and places; nor can it be frustrated 
by any counteracting agencies, unless 
by such as never actually occur. It 
is, therefore, an empirical law co-ex
tensive with all human experience, at 
which point the distinction between 
empirical laws and laws of nature 
vanishes, and the proposition takes 
its place among the most firmly estab
lished as well as largest truths ac
cessible to science. 

Now, the most extensive in its 
subject-matter of all generalisations 
which experience wal'l'ants, r especting 
the sequences and co-existences of 
phenomena, is the law of causation, 
It stands at the head of all observed 
uniformities in point of uni versality, 
and therefore (if the preceding obser
vations are correct) in point of cer
tainty, And if we consider, not what 
mankind would have been justified 
in believing in the infancy of their 
knowledge, but what may rationally 
be believed in its present more ad
vanced state, we shall find ourselves 
warranted in considering this funda
mental law, though itself obtained 
by induction from particular laws of 
causation, as not less certain, but, on 
the contrary, more so, than any of 
those from which it was drawn. It 
adds to them as much proof as it 
receives from them, For there is 
probably no one even of the best 
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established laws of causation which and yet refusing to rely on it for an 
is not sometimes counteracted, and of the narrower inductions. I ful 
to which, therefore, apparent excep- admit that if the law of causn.ti/ 
tions do not present themselves, which were unk~own, generalisa~ion in th~ 
would have necessarily and justly more ObVlOUS cases of umformity in 
shaken the confidence of mankind in phenomena would nevertheless b 
the universality of those laws, if in- possible, and though in all cases more 
ductive processes founded on the uni- or less precarious, and in some ex.~ 
versall

aw 
had not enabled us to refer tremely so; would suffice to constitut 

those ex.ceptions to the agency of a certain measure of pro?ability; bll~ 
counteracting causes, and thereby re- what the amount of tl:l.ls probability 
concile them with the law with which might be we are dispensed from esti· 
they apparently conflict. Errors, mating, since it never could amount 
moreover, may have slipped into the to the degree of assurance which the 
statement of anyone of the special proposition acquires, when, by the 
laws, through inattention to some application to ·it of the Four Methods 
material circumstance; and instead the supposition of its falsity is sho~ 
of the true proposition, another may to be inconsistent with the Law of 
have been enunciated, false as an Causation. We are therefore loo-i. 
universal law, though leading, in all cally entitled, and, by the necessities 
cases hitherto observed, to the same of scientific induction, required to 
result. To the law of causation, on disregard the probabilities derived 
the contrary, we not only do not know from the early rude method of gene
of any exception, but the exceptions ralising, and to consider no minor 
which limit or apparently invalidate generalisation as proved except so far 
the special laws, are so far from con- as the law of causation confirms' it 
tradicting the universal one, that nor probable except so far as it ~ay 
they confirm it; since in all cases reasonably be expected to be so con. 
which are sufficiently open to our firmed. 
observation, we are able to trace the 
difference of result, either to the ab- § 4. The assertion that our in.' 

. sence of a cause which had been ductive processes assume t lle law of 
present in ordinary cases, or to the causation, while the law of causation 
presence of one which had been is itself a case of induction, is a para.' 
absent. dox, only on the old theory of reason.' 

The law of cause and effect, being ing, which suppqses the universal 
thus certain, is capable of imparting I truth, or major premise, in a ratioci. 
its certainty to all other inductive nation, to be the real proof of the 
propositions which can be deduced particular truths which are ostensibly 
from it; and the narrower inductions inferred from it. According to the 
may be regarded as receiving their doctrine Ip.aintained in the present 
ultimate sanction from that law;, since treatise,* the. major premise is not 
there is no one of them which is not the proQf lof the conclusion, but is 
rendered more certain than it ~as itself proved, along with the conclu· 
before, when we are able to conp.ect sion, from· the same evidence. "All 
it with that larger induction, and to I, men are mortal" is I\,gt the proof 
show that it cannot be denied, CO):l- I that Lord ,falmerston is mortal; but 
sist ently with the law that everything our past experience . of mortality 
which begins to exist has a cause. authorises us to infer both the general 
And hence we are justified in, the truth and the pal'ticular fact, and the 
seeming inconsistency of holding in- 1\ one with exactly the same degree of 
duction by simple enumeration to be assurance as the other. The roor, 

. good for proving this general truth, I 

~4~ fo-qndation of scientific induction, \ * Book ii. chap. iii. 
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greatest number of phenomena' that 
there are none of which we k~ow it 
nO.t to be true, the utmost that can be 
saI~ .being, that of some we cannot 
posItnrely from direct evidence affirm 
Its truth; while phenomenon after 
phenomenon, as they become better 

tality of Lord Palmerston is not an 
inference from the mortality of all 
men, but from the experience which 
proves the ~ortality of all men; and 
is a correct mference from experience 
if thc..t general truth is so too. Thi~ 
relation, betw~en our general beliefs 
and thelr partI?ular application holds 
equa~ly true I~ the more compre
henSIVe case whICh we are now dis
cussing. Any new fact of causation 
inferre~ by induction. is rightly in. 
ferred, If no other obJection can be 
made to the inference than can be 
made to the general truth that every 
eV,ent has ,a caU15e. The utmost cer
tal.l1~y whI~h can be given to a con
clUSIOn arrIved at i~ the way of in
ference stops at thIS point. When 
we have ascertained that the parti
c~lar conclusion must stand or fall 
WIth the general uniformity of the 
laws of nature-that it ·is liable to 
no doubt except the doubt whether 
every event has a cause-':"'we have 
done all that can be done for it. The 
strongest assurance we. can obta,in of 
a~y theory respecting the cause of a 
gIVen pheno~enon is that the pheno
menon has eIther that cause or none. 

The latter s~lpposition might have 
been an. admISSIble one in a very 
ea,rly perIod of our ·study of nature. 
But ~e have been able to perceive 
that m the stage which mankind 
ha,:e no~~ reached the generalisation 
whlCh .gIves the Law of Universal 
CausatIOn has grown into a strono'er 
and better induction, one deservin a
of gre~ter reliance than .any of th~ 
subordmate generalisations. We may 
ev~n, I think, go a step farther than 
thIS, a~d reg~rcl the certainty of that 
great. mductIOn as not merely com
parative, but, for all practical pur-
poses, complete. . 

The con~iderations whidh, as I ap
prehend, gwe, at the present day to 
the pro,of of the law of uniformit; of 
sl~ccessIOn as true of all phenon1ena 
WIthout exception, this character of 
completene.ss and conclusiveness, are 
the f~llo,:mg :-;First, that we now 
know It dIrectly to be true of far the 

known to us a' - t 1 ' , G re cons ant y passl11a-
from. the latter class into the fornier ~ 
a~ld m all cases in which that transi~ 
tlO~ has not. yet taken place, the 
;bsence . of dl~ect proof is accounted 
or by the rarIty or the obscurity of 

the phen?mena, our deficient means 
of o?serv:n~ them, or the 10b'ical diffi
culties arlsmO' from the COIn )1' t' f tl . '" Ilca IOn 
o le ?lrCumstances in which they 
?c~ur; l~s?much that, notwithstand. 
mg :;ts, rIgId a dependence on given 
condItIOns as eX,ists in tlie case of· an 
other phenomenon, it was not likelY 
tl:at we should be better acquainte~ 
wItl~ those conditions than we are 
~esldes this. first class of ·considera: 
tIOns, there IS a second, which still 
further corroborates the conclusion. 
Althou~h there are phenomena the 
productlOn and chana-es of 1 . 1 
elude all '" w llC 1 th . our atteml)ts to reduce 
e~ umv.ersally to any ascertained 

law, yet m every such case the phe
~0:r;1enon, or the objects concerned 
In It, are found in some instances to 
o~ey the ~nown laws of nature. The 
wmd~ for example, is the type of uu
?ertamty and caprice, yet we find it 
111 some cases obeying with as much 
constancy as any phenomenon in 
na~ure the law of the tendenc of 
flUIds to. distribute themselves s~ as 
to equalIse th~ pressure on every side 
of each of theIr particles; a.s in the 
case of th~ tra~e winds and the mon
~oons. Llghtnmg might once have 
.een s~pposed to obey no laws; but 
~mce . It has been ascertained to '·be 
IdentICal with electricity w 1 
th'1t th ' e m o;w 

G e . very same phenomenon ih 
s?me of Its manifestations is im li 
Cltly obedient to the action of n.iecl 
?~uses. I do ,not believe that there 
I S no'v~ one obJect or event in all our 
expenence of nature, within the 
bounds of the sola1' system at le' t " as, 
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which b as not either been ascertained 

b cl, t observation to follow l aws 
y l1'ec d t be 

ignorance, than tha t there were pbe.' 
nomena which were uncauF;ed, and 
which h appened t o b e exactly tho~Cl 
which we had hitherto h~d no suffi. 
cient opportunity of study~ng. 

of its own, or bee~l prove 0 t 
1 el &1.milar to obJects a nd ~ven s 

c 0
1 
~ 1Y in more familiar mal1lfesta· 

w nc 1, l' 't d cale 
t
. or on a more Iml e s G , 

Ions, , bT t to 
f llow strict laws: our ma 11 Y 1 
t~ace the sam e laws on a, l ar.ger sca e 

d 
'n the more r econdIte m st ances 

It must at the sam e tune, be re· 
m arked, that the rea~ons , for this re· 
liance do n ot hold m cucumstn,nce~ 
unknown to u s, and beyon,d the pu>;. 
sible range of our expenence .. .In 
distant parts of the st ellar regIons, 
where the phenomena ~l1 ay be entirely 
unlike those with whlCh we are ac· 
quainted, it 'would , b e folly to affirlU 
confidently that thIS gen eral law p~e. 
vails, any more than those special 
ones which we h a ve found to hold 
universally on our own ~lanet. The 
uniformity in the SUCCef:'SlOn of eve~lts, 
otherwise called the l aw of causn,tlOn, 

an 1 f b the number 
being accounted or Y d'f ' 
and complication of the ~o. ~ ymg 
cau ses, or by their inacceSsIbIlIty to 

observation. . h 
The progress of expenence, t e~e· 

fore, has dissipated the dou,ht wh~c~ 
t have rested on the ul1lversaht) 

l~u~he law of causation while there 
~ere h enomena which seemed to b e 
sui g~nej'is not subject to the sa,me 
laws with 'any other class of ,pheno
mena, and not as yet a~certamed t.o 
have peculiar laws of then own. ~hlS 
great generalisation, howev.er,. mIf~l~~ 
r easonably have b een, as. ~t m f th 
was acted on as a probabIlIty 0 e 
higl;est order, 'b efore th:r: we::e suffi
cient grouncls for rec81vmg l~ as a 
cert ainty. In matters of ~vldence, 
n,s in all other human thm~s, ~: 
neither require, nor can attam, t 
.tbsolute, We must hold even ?ur 
~tronO'est convictions with an 0~enm1 
left i~ our minds for the r ecept1011 0 

facts which contradict them,; and 
1 when we have taken th;s pre· 

on Yt' n have we earned the right to 
cn,u 10 , . 'tl 

st b e r eceived not as a l aw of the 
m~verse' but of that portion of it 
unl , .' h f 
only which is wlthm t e :-ange o. our 
means of sure observat1O~, WIth a 
reasonable d egree of ext en.s1On to ad 
jacent cases. To ~x~end l~ further IS 

to make a suppO~lt1O~ WIthout eVI· 
de~ce, and to whIch, m th~ absence 

f y ground from exp en ence for 
~sti:ating its degree of probabili.ty, 
it would be idle to attempt to aSSIgn 

any. * , 
~ One of the m ost rising thmk~rs of the 
w eneration in France, 1\'1. Tame, (who 

~~~s ;iven, in the Revge ,ties Deux ]I!~Ollcle8, 
the most masterly analYSIS, at least l~ one 

act upon our convict1Ons Wl ) com· 
plet e confidence when no such con
tradiction appears. vVh atever 1:as 
b een found true in innumerable m
stances, a nd n e ver .fou~ld to be false 
after due examinat10n m ~ny, we are 

oint of view, ever made of ~he pl e~e~t 
~ork ) though he r ejects, on thIS ~ud ~u.rn· 
Ltr points of psychology, the lll.tu~tion 
theor in its ordllJary form, ~leverth"less 

, y to the law of causatlOn, and to 
asslgnsther of the most unlversL,llawsl that 
so~e,olt beyond the bounds of human ex· 
cel ,all Y which I have n ot been able to 
pen~.~cfh them, He does this ,on tb~ faith 
~~c~ur faculty of abstr~ction, III whICh ~e 'f> in acting on as ul1lver sal pro· 

~c~ti~onally, until an .undoubted e~cep
Lon appears; prOVIded the n~tUI e . of 
t.\le case be such that a real except;on 
c:JUld scarcely have escaped notICe. 
'\, Vhen every phenomenon that we ever 
I-new sufficiently well to be able to 
~nswer the question had a cause on 
which it was invariably consequent, 
it was more rational to suppose that 
our inability to assign the causes 
of other phenomen~ arose from our 

t . 0 nise an Independent SOUlCO 
~~e:~d~;Cee~ ~ot indeed c~isclosing :~ut~~ 
not contained in our expel'lenc,e, but a 0 1 t 
in an assurance which expenence c~lln~ 
"g. of the universality of those whJC1~ It 
~lve, contain. By abstraction lit Tame 

oes to think th:1t we are able, not 
seems 'nal se that part of Daturo 
nle~'ely to a rnd exhibit apart the ele· 
WhlC~ :~i~~epervade-it, but,to distlllguish 
me~ of them as are elements of the sy~tem 
suc sidered as a whole, not lUCI
of nature col!- , limited terrestrilll 
dents ,beloengllnagmt~o~~~re thut I fully cuter 
expeflenc . 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

OF UNIFORMITIES OF CO· EXISTENCE 
NOT DEPENDENT ON CAUSATION. 

§ 1. T HE ~rde: of t!le ~ccurrence of 
heuomena III tune IS 8lth~r su?~es

;ive or simultan eou s ; the umformltles, 

, to M, Taine's meaning ; but I confe~s I 
:fo uot see how any mel:e abstract concep
t'on elicited by our Il1.lnds from our ex
lerience, can be evidence of an objective 
f.~ctin tlniv:ersal natlll'e',beyond what the 

'perience Itself bears WItness of; or how, 
~~ t.he process of interpreting ill general 
Lnguuge the testimon:f of ex:perience, the 
limitations of the testunony Itself can be 

cast off, , bl t' 1 ' th D bl' Dr, Ward, In an a ear lC e In e It ~n 
Rcvic1U for October 1871, contends that the 
roilformity of nature cannot be proved 
from experience, but from " transcen· 
dental considerations" only, and that, con· 
seqnently, all physical science would be 
deprived of its basis if such transcendental 
roof were impossible, 

P When physical science is said to depend 
on the assumption that the course of nfl.ture 
is inv:1l'iahle, all tbat is m eant is that the 
conclusions of physical science are not 
known as (tb,~ol1(te truths; the truth of 
them is conditional on the uniformity of 
the course of nature; and all that the most 
conclusive observations and experiments 
can prove, is that the r esult arrived at will 
be true if, and as long as, the present laws 
of nature are valid, But this is all t he 
nssurance we require for the guidance of 
0111' couduct, Dr, Ward himself does not 
think th:1t his transcendental proofs make 
it practically greater; fOl' h e believes, as a 
Catholic, that the course of nature not only 
has been, but frequently, and even daily is, 
s\1speocled by snpernatural intervention, 

But though this conditional conclusive
ness of the evidence of experience, which 
is sufficient for the purposes of life, is all 
that I was necessarily concerned to prove, 
I have given reasons for thinking that the 
uniformity, as itself a part of experience, 
is sufficiently proved to justifyundoubting 
reliance on it, This Dr. Ward contests, 
for the following r easons :-

First, (p, 315) supposing it true that there 
has hitherto been no well-authenticat ed 
cnse of a breach in the uniformity of 
n:lture, "the number of natural agents 
constantly at work is incalculably large ; 
ilnd tu e observed eases of uniformity in 
their action must be immeasurably fewer 
tJ,an one-thousandth of the whole, Scien· 
titlc men, we assume for the moment, have 
(liscovel'cd that in a certain proportion of 
instances-immeasurably fewer than one· 
thousandth of the whole-a certain fact 
h:,~ pr~vailed, the fact of uniformity; and 

therefore, which obtain in their occur
rence, arEi either uniformities of succes· 
sion or of co-existence. Uniformities 
of succession are all comprehended 
under the law of causation and its 
consequences. Every phen omenon 
has a cause, w hich it invaria"b1y fol· 
lows ; and from this a r e d erived other 

they h:tve not found a single instance in 
wil ich that fact does not prevail. Are they 
justified, we ask, in inferring from these 
premises that the fact is universal? Surely 
the question answers itself. Let us make 
a very grotesque supposition, il which, 
however, the conclusion would raally be 
tried according to the arguments adduced. 
In some desert of Africa there is an enor
mous connected edifice, surrounding some 
vast space, in which dwell certain r eason
able beings, who are unable to leave the 
enclosure, In this edifice are more than 
a thousand chambers, which some years 
ago were entirely locked up, and the keys 
no one knew where. By const an t dili· 
gence twenty-five keys have been found ont 
of the whole number, and the correspond
ing chambers, situ,tted promiscuously 
throughout the edifice, have been opened. 
Each chamber, when examined, is found 
to be in the precise shape of a dodeca11e· 
dron, Are the inhabitants justified on that 
account in holding with certitude that the 
r emaining 975 cb<.lmbers are built on the 
same plan?" 

Not with perfect certitude, but (if the 
'chambers to which the keys have been 
found are r eally "situated promiscu· 
ously") with so high a degree of proba· 
bility that they would be justified in 
acting upon the presumption until an ex:· 
ception a1)peared, 

Dr, Ward's argument, however, does not 
touch mine as it stands in the text, :My 
argument is grounded on the fact that the 
uniformity of t he com'se of n atureasa whole 
is constit uted by the uniform sequenccs 
of special effects from special natural 
agencies; that the number of these natural 
agencies in the part of the u:niverse known 
to us is not incalculable, nor even extremely 
great; that we have now reason to think 
that at least the far greater Dumber of 
them, if not separately, at least in some of 
the combinations into which they enter, 
have been made sufficiently am enable t o 
observation, to have enabled us actually to 
ascertain some of their fixed laws; and 
that this amount of experience jnstifies 
the same degree of as,urance that the 
course of nature is uniform throughout, 
which we previously had of the uniformity 
of sequence among the phenomena best 
known to us, This view of the subject, if 
correct, destroys the force of Dr, Ward's 
first argument, 

His second argume~t is, that , manY' o~' 
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invariable sequences among the suc
cessive stages of the same effect,. a! 
well as betweer: t1~e eff:ct s resultm

d from causes whlCh mvanably succee 
one another. . h 

I the same manner wI·th t. ese 
der~atiye uniformitj~s of .s:1CcesslOn~ 

. eat variety of umformltles of co a gr < •• Co 
exist ence also t ake theIr rIse. -
o~'dinate effect s of the same cause 
naturally co-exist with one anothe;. 
Hio'h water at any point on the eart? s 
surface, and high ,~ater ~t the pomt 
diametrically OpposIte to It, are effe.cts 
uniformly simultaneous! resultmg 
from the direction in whlCh the com
bined attractions of the sun and m~n 
act upon the waters of the ocean. . n 
eclipse of the sun to us, and ~n echp~e 
of the earth to a spectator sItuated m 
the moon are in like manner phen?
mena in v~riable co-existent; and theIr 

st erson8 both scientific and unscie~
Il;10 bP I that there al'e well-authentl
tlfic, e leve h' th uniformity of 
cated cases of bre!lc l~~. J either does this 

~:~~I~~;{~:~;~;~:tJn~f~:n~i~1 ~ ~~~ 
!~~~ts ~f nature than the ~aw of Cahusatti~n i 

I h plained m the c ap el 0 and (asl ave he1x'ch treats of the Grounds this vo ume w , t t 
of Disbelief) a miracle is no ex~p ~onleo 
that law. In ever~ casffi~~a:~e1~ ~~~~~ ~ 
a new an~ecedent IS a el the volition of 
c01mtemct1ng wus~, namToY~ll therefore, to 
a supe~n~tura~te~~~'perhum~n power over 
whom )e~ngs v 1"a causa, a miracle is a case 
~f\'t:: ~~~a 0/ :Universal Causation, not a 

de~~t~~r~~fa~t and, as be says, stfro~r~t 
. t is the familiar one 0 el, 

~l~~~l~t~ ~nd their fo!lowel·s.-that 'fht~~ 
ever knowledge expen~.:re~e ~~v~~:es ~f the 
fa~t .and l~~~~~~ ~~af I see no f~rce what-
~e~l~ this argument. Where m does a 
eft differ from a present or a past 
future ac t in their merely momenta~'y 
fact, . excep h human beings at present m 

~~~\I~:C!~ tT~e answer m~de by !~I~~tl:!~ 
in his examination of Reld, see 1 had 

. . that though we 1ave suffiCient! VIZ, f h t 's future we have 
no expenence 0 w a. 1 of ~hat was 
had abundan~, l::p~~leili: dark" (as Pro-

~~;~~:'~a~ecalls ;1) fror:: i~h:h~~!r~~ ;!~ 
future IS exactly as muc t which we 
no more as the leap from a pas t hich 
have pe{'sonally observe'~ht~~ 1f:in:l the 
we have not. I agree WI . f hat e 
opinion that the resemblance 0 w w 

co-existence can eqt~ally be d~duced 
from the laws of theIr P~'OductlOn. 

It is an obvious questIOl?, .therefore, 
whether all the uniformItres of co. 
exist ence among phenomena may not 
be accounted for in this manner. And 
it cannot be doubted that between 
phenomena which are themselves 
effect s, the co-existences must neces_ 
sarily depend on the causes of th.ose 
phenomena. If they are effects llll
mediat ely or remot ely ?f the same 
cause, they cannot co-eXIst except by 
virtue of some laws or propertres .of 
that cause : if they are effects ?f dIf_ 
ferent causes, they c~nnot co~exlst .un_ 
less it be because theIr causes c~-exlst; 
and the uniforJIrlity of co-eXIstence, 
if such there be, betwe~n the effects, 
proves that those partIcular can.ses, 
within the limits of our o~lServatIon, 
have uniformly been co-exIstent. 

have not experienced to what we ha~c, is, 
b a law of our nature, pr~sumed tlllOUgh 
t6e mere energy of. the l~ea, before ~x
)erience has proved It. ThIS Psyc~lOlogzral 
truth, however, is not, as Dr. War ~l wh.en 
riticising Mr. Bain appears to thInk, In
~onsistent with the l?gical trut~l that ex. 

erience does prove It. The pl?of ~o~es 
~fter the presumption, and CO~SIStS llllts 
invariable ve1'ificat~~n by expenence w~cn 
the experience arrives. The fact which 
while it was future could ~ot be observed, 
having as yet no eXIstence, IS always, ~hen 
it becomes present and can be observed, 
found conformable to the past. . . 

Dr M'Cosh maintains (Excwnncttwn Of 
M j S Mill's Philosophy, p. 257) that.tho 
u:ifo~'mity of the course of nature ~~ a 
different thing from the la w o~ cal~satron; 
and while he allows t~at the fOlmell.~ only 

. db a long contmuance of expenence, 
Pl~v:hat~t is not inconceivable nor neces. 
an'l incredible that there may be w?rlds 
~~r~bich it does not prevail, he con~lde~ 
the law of causation to be known ~t~
t· 1 There is however, no other UD!' 
f~:~rty in the e~ents of nature than ~ha~ 
which arises from the law of c~usation. 
so long therefore as there remmne~ any 
doubt that the course of nature wasd~~if31: 
throughout, at least when not mo . I ~urn~ 
the intervention of a new'l(s~Pel~~d ~ot 
cause, a doubt was necessan :J: Imp ' . 9 

indeed of the reality of cau.satlOJ?-, butt\~e 
universality. If the umfor~:!;ti~ns_if 
course of nature has any etx

h 
I without 

vents succeed one ano er 
~~delaws-to that extent the la~ ~f f~\~~t 
tioD. fails: there are events WhlC ( 
depend on causes. 
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§ 2. But these same considerations 

compel us to recognise that there 
must be one class of co-existences 
which cannot depend on causatjon; 
the co-existences between the 'ulti
mate properties of things-those pro
perties which are the causes :of .all 
phenomena, but are not themselves 
caused by any phenomenon, and a 
cause for Which could only be sought 
by ascending to the origin of a ll 
things. Yet among these t'tltim::tte 
properties there are not only co-exist
ences, but uniformities of co-existence. 
General propositions may be, and are, 
formed, which assert that whenever 
certain properties are found,1 certain 
others are found along with them. 
We perceive an object; say, for in
stance, water. We recognise it to be 
water, of course, by certain of its pro
perties. Having r ecognised it, we 
are able to affirm of it · innumerable 
other properties, which 'we could not 
do unless it were a general truth, 

In affirming anything, therefore, of a 
K ind, we are affirming something to 
be uniformly co-existent with the pro
perties by which the kind is recog_ 
nised; and that is the sole meaning 
of the assertion. 

Among the uniformities of co-exist . 
ence which exist in nature, may hence 
be numbered all the properties of 
K inds. The whole of these, however, 
are not independent of causation, 'but 
only a portion of them. Some are 
ultimate properties, others derivative; 
of some, no cause can be assigned, 
but others are manifestly dependent 
on causes. Thus, pure oxygen gas is 
a Kind, and one of its most un. 

a Jaw or uniformity.in nature, that 
the set of properties by which we 
identify the substance as water a l
ways have those other properties con
joined with them. , 

equivocal properties is its gaseous 
form: this property, however, has for 
its cause the presence of a certain 
quantity of latent heat; and if that 
heat could be t aken away, (as has 
been done from so many gases in 
Faraday's experiments,) the gaseous 
form would doubtless disappear, to
gether with numerous other properties 
which depend on, or are caused by, 
that property. 

In regard to all SUbstances which 
are chemical compounds, and 'which 
therefore may be regarded as products 
of the juxtaposition of substances 
different in Kind from themselves, 

In a former place, * it has been ex
plained in some detail what is meant 
by the Kinds of objects; those classes 
which differ fromlone another not by 
a limited and definite, but by an in
definite and unknown, number of dis
tinctions. To this we have now to 
add, that every Jproposition by which 
anything is asserted of a Kind, affirms 
an uniformity of co-existence. Since 
we know nothing of Kinds but their 
properties, t~1e.Kind, to us, 'is the set of 
properties by which it is identified, and 
which must of Course be sufficient t o 
distinguish it 'from every other kind. t 

there is considerable r eason to pre
sume that the specific properties of 
the compound are consequent, as 
effects, on some of the properties of 
the element s, though little progress 
has yet been made in tracing any 
invariable relation between the latter 
and the former. Still more ' strongly 
will a similar presumption exist when 
the object itself, as in thei .. case of 
organised beings, is no primeval .agent, 
but an effect, which depends . on a 
cause or causes for its very existence. 
The K inds therefore which are called 

* Book i. chap. vii. 
. t In some cases, a Kind is suffiCiently 
identified by, some one remarkable pro
llerty; but most commonly several are re
quired, each property, considered Singly, 
being a joint property of that and of other 
Kinds. The colour and brightness of the 
di:<mrJDd are common to it with the paste 
from which false diamonds are made ; its 
()ctohedral form is common to it with alum 
and magnetic iron ore; but the colour ancl 

brightness and the form together identify 
its Kind, that is, are a mark to us tllat it 
is combustible; that when burnt it pro
duces carbonic acid; that it cannot be cut 
with any known substance; together with 
many other ascertained properties, and 
the fact that there exist an indefinite num
·ber still unascertained. 
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in chemistry simple substances, or 
elementary natural agents, are t?e 
only ones, any of whose prol?ertles 
can 'with certainty be consl~ered 
ultimate; and of these the ultimat e 
properties are probably much .mor.e 
numerous than we at presen~ recog
nise, since evCi'y successful ll1S~;:U1ce 
of the resolution of the propertIes of 
their compounds into simple: Jaws, 
O"enerally leads to the recogl1l~IO~l of 
properties in the elements chstmct 
from any previously known. The 
resolution of the la"vs of the hea.venly 
motions established the preVIOusly 
unknown ultimate property of a .r;nu
tnal attraction between ap bodIes : 
the resolution, so far as It has .yet 
proceeded, of the laws of ?~ystallIsa
tion, of chemical composltIO~, elec
tricity, magnetism, &c., p~mts to 
various polarities, ulti~ately m.herent 
in the particles of wInch. boches aI:e 
composed; the comp~ratlve <ttOrr:lC 
weights of different lnnds o.f bO~les 
were ascertained by resol:,mg :~to 
more general laws the. um~onmt.Ies 
observed in the proportIOns m wInch 
substances combine with one another; 
and so forth. Thus althoug? ev~ry 
resolution of a complex uniformIty 
into simpler and more elementary 
laws has an apparent tenden?y to 
diminish the number of the ultimate 
properties, and really does . remove 
many properties from ~he. lIst! ~et, 
(since the result of thIS slmphfymg 
process is to trace up an ever greater 
variety of different effects to the sarr:e 
agents,) the farther we advance m 
this direction, the greater number of 
distinct properties we are forced 
to recognise in one and the sa~e 
~bject: the co-existences of whlCh 
properties must accordingly be.r~nked 
among the ultimate generalItIes of 
nature. 

§ 3. There are, therefore,. only two 
kinds of propositions whIch ~ssert 
uniformity of co-existence betwe.en 
properties. Either the propertIes 
depend on causes, or they do not. If 
they do, the proposition which i').ffirms 

them to' be'co-existent is a derivative 
law of co-existence .between effects, 
and until resolved mto the laws of 
caus:1tion on which it depe?ds, is an 
empirical law! and t.o be tne~ by the 
principles of mductIOn to whlCh Such 
laws are amenable. If, on the other 
hand, the properties. do not depen~ on 
causes, but are ultllnate p.roper~les; 
then if it be true th:1t they mV:1~lably 
co-exist, they must all be Ultll;nate 
properties of one and the same Kllld; 
and it is ' of these only that the co. 
existences can be classed as a peculiar 
sort of laws of nature. 
. vVhen we affirm that all crows are 
black or that all negroes have woolly 
h;ir, 'we assert an uniformity of co
existence. We assert that the pro. 
perty of blackness, or of. havin~ ,woolly 
hair, invariably co-eXIsts WIth the 
properties w?ic~, in comn.lOn l~nguage, 
or in the sClentrfic classlfica~IOn that 
we adopt, are taken to constItute the 
class crow, or the class negro. ~ ow, 
supposing blackness t? be an ultImate 
property of black object s, or wooUI 
hair an ultimate property of the am. 
mals which possess it; supposing that 
these properties are not results . of 
causation, are not connected WIth 
antecedent phenomena by any law; 
then if all crows are black, and all 
neOToes have woolly hail', these must 
be'" ultimate properties of the Kind 
C1'OW or negro, or of some Kind which 
includes them. If, on the contrary, 
blackness or woolly hair be an effect 
depending on causes! tl:18se ge~:ral 
propositions are mamfestly empll'lcal 
laws; and all that has already bee~l 
said respecting that class of general~. 
sations may be applied without modI· 
fication to these. 

Now, we have seen that in ~he ca~e 
of all compounds-of all thmgs, III 

short except the elementary sub· 
stan~es and primary powers of nature 
-the presumption is, that the pro
perties do really depend upon causes; 
and it is impossible in any case what· 
ever to be certain that they do n~t. 
We therefore should not .be .s[\,fe m 
claiming for any generalIsatIOn re· 
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specting the co-existence of p'roperties, 
a degree of certainty to which, if the 
properties should ?appen to be the 
result of causes, It would have no 
claim. A generalisation respecting 
co-existence, or, in other words, r e
specting the properties of Kinds, may 
be an ultimate truth, but it may, also, 
be merely a derivative one; and 
since, if so, it is one of those deri va
tive laws which are neither laws of 
caus~ttion nor have been resolved into 
the laws of causation on which ) they 
depend, it can possess no higher de
gree of evidence than belongs to an 
~mpiricallaw. 

if exactly repeated, we should al~'ays 
feel pain. But when we are conscious 
of blackness, it does not follow that 

§ 4· This conclusion will be con
firmed by the consideration of one 
great deficiency, which precludes the 
application to the ultimate uniformi
ties of co-existence of a system of 
rigorous scientific induction, such as 
the uniformities in the succession of 
phenomena ha\'e been found to ad
mit of. The basis of such a system 
is wanting; there is no general axiom, 
standing in the same relation to the 
uniformities of co-existence as the law 
of causation does to those of succes
sion. The Methods of Induction ap
plicable to the ascertainment of causes 
:tncl effects are grounded on the prin
ciple that everything which has a 
beginning must have some cause or 
other; that among the circumstances 
which actually existed at the time of 
its commencement, there is certainly 
some one combination on which the 
effect in question is unconditionally 
consequent, and on the repetition of 
which it would certainly again r ecur. 
But in an inquiry whether some Kind 
(as crow) universally possesses a cer
tain property (as blackness), there is 
no room for any assumption analogous 

there is something else .present of 
which blackness is a constant accom
paniment. There is, therefore, no 
room for elimination; no Method of 
Agreement or Difference, or of Con
comitant Variations (which is but a 
modification either of the Method of 
Agreement or of the Method of Dif
ference). ,Ve cannot conclude that 
the blackness we see in crows must 
be an invariable property of crows, 
merely because there is nothing else 
present of which it can be an in
variable property. We therefore in
quire into the truth of a proposition 
like " All crows are black," under the 
same disadvantage as if, in our in-
quiries into causation, we were com
pelled to let in, as one of the poss i
bilities, that the effect may in that 
particular instance have arisen with
out any cs-use at all. 

To overlook this grand distinction 
was, as it seems to me, the capital 
error in Bacon's view of inductive 
philosophy. '1'he principle of elimi
nation, that great logical instrum ent 
which he had the immense merit of 
first bringing into general use, he 
deemed applicable in the same sense, 
and in as unqualified a manner, to 
the investigation of the co-existences 
as to that of the snccessions of pheno-
mena. He seems to have thought 
that as every event has a cause or 
invariable antecedent, so e\'ery pro
perty of an object has an in variable 
co-existent, which he called its Form; 
and the examples he chiefly selected 
for the application and illustration of 
his method were inquiries into such 
Forms - attempts to determine in 
what else all those objects resembled 
which agreed in some one general 
property, as hardness or softness, 
dryness or riloistness, heat or cold
ness. Such inquiries could lead to 
no result. The objects seldom have 
any such circumstances in common. 
They usually agree in the one point 
inquired into, and in nothin~' else. 

to this. We ha ve no previous cer
tainty that the property must have 
something . which constantly co-exists 
with it-must have an invariable co
existent in the same manner as an 
event must have an invariable ante
cedent. ,Vhen we feel pain, we must 
be in flome circumstances under which, 
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A great proportion of the pr~perties 
which, so far as we can conJe?ture, 
are the likeliest to be really ultImate 
would seem to be illherent~y pro
perties of many different Kmds of 
things, not allied:in any. other ~"espect. 
And as for the properties whIch, be
ino' effects of causes, we are able to 
gi~e some account of, ~hey have ~ene
rn.lly nothing to d? Wlt}l. th~ ultImate 
resemblances or dIversItIes m the ob
jects themselves, but depend on so~e 
outward circumstances, Ul:der the 111-
fl uence of which any ~bJec.ts what-

. ever are capable of mal:lfestmg those 
properties, as is empha~ICally the ca~e 
with those favourite subJects of Bacon s 
scientific inquiries, hotness and cold
ness, as well as with hn.r~lr:ess and 
softness, solidity and fiUld:t.y, and 
many other conspicuous quahtIes. . 

In the absence, then, of .an?, Ul1l

versn.llaw of co-existence, ~1l11l1ar. to 
the universal law of causatIOn whICh 
regulates sequence, we ar~ thro~vn 
back upon the unscientific 111du.ctIOn 
of the ancients, p er em~?ne~'atwne~n 
simpZ,icem, ubi non 1'epe1'itw' 'mstantta 
cOllt/'aclictoria. The reason we have 
for believlllO' that all crows are black 
is simply th~t we have seen ~tnd heard 
of many black crows, and nev~r one 
of any other colour. It .rema,ms to 
be considered how far thIS eVldence 
can reach, and how we are to measure 
its strength in any given case. 

§ 5. It sometimes happens that a 
mere chn.nge in the mode of verba:lly 
enunciatilw a question, thoughnothmg 
is r eally ;dded to the ~neaning ex- ' 
pressed, is of itself a consl~erable ~tep 
towards its solution. Tlus, I thmk, 
happens in the present instance, ~he 
degree of certainty of any gene~'ahsa
tion which rests on no other e:'ld~nce 
than the aOTeement, so far as It goes, 
of all past ~bservation, is but ano~l:er 
phrase for the ,deg:"ee of improbabIlIty 
thn.t an exceptIOn, If any eXIst ed, could 
have hitherto remained unobserved. 
The reason for believing that al~ crows 
are black is measured by the llnpro
bability that crows of any other colour 

should have existed to the present 
time without our bein&' a~are .of it. 
L et us state the questIOn I? t~lls l~st 
mode, andi' consider 'what IS Implied 
in the supposition that there may be 
crows which are not black, .an~ l.lnd~l' 
what conditions we can ?e JustIfied In 
recrardino·:this as incredIble. 

off the~e really exist crows which 
are not btack, one of two ~hings must 
be the fact. Eithe1' the cu'curr:stance 
of blackness, in all cro~,vs hItherto 
observed, must be, as It ~ere, :.t11 
accident, not connected .wI~h any 
distinction of K ind; 01' If It b~ a 
property of Kind, the crows w~lCh 
are not , black must i be a new Kllld, 
a Kiner hitherto overlooked, though 
coming under the same gener~l de. 
scription by which crows have hither
to been characterised. The first. sup
position would be proved true If:ve 
were to discover casually. a. wlute 
crow among black ones, or If It :vere 
foundJ that black crows sometimes 
turn white. The sec?n~ would ~e 
shown to be the fact If .m Austmha 
or Cehtral Africa a speCles or a race 
of white or grey crows were found to 
exist: 

§ 6. The former of these supposi. 
tions necessarily implies t~at the 
colour is an effect of ca:lsatlO~, ~f 
blackness, in the crows 111 whICh It 
has been observed, be not a property 
of Kind, but can be present or abseJ?t 
without any difference ~'enerally l.n 
the properties of the obJ;ect, th~n ~t 
is not an ultimate fact I? the l~ldl' 
viduals themselves, but IS certamly 
dependent on a cause. Thel~e are, no 
doubt many properties 'whICh vary 
from individual to individual ?f the 

K l'nd even the same '1mji7n(l. 
same ' , . fi wel'S 
s ~ecies, or lowest Kmd. Some ,0 

I~1aY be either white or red, WIthout 
differing in any other respec:: Bu: 
these properties are not uhmJate , 
they depend on causes. So br :.ts 
t he properties of a thing b~long to 
its own nature, and do no~ al'lse fro: 
some cause extril!sic to l,t, they. a d 
always the same m the same Km . 
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Take, ~ for instance, all simple sub
stances and elementary powers; the 
only things of which we are certain 
that some at least of their properties 
are really ultimate. Colour is gene
rally esteemed the most variable of 
all properties; yet we do not find 
that sulphur is sometimes yellow and 
sometimes white, or that it varies in 
colour at all, except so far as colour 
is the effect of some extrinsic cause, 
as of the sort of light thrown upon it, 
the mechanical arrangement of the 
p:11'ticles, (as after fusion,) &c. We 
do not fi'nd that iron is sometimes 
fluid and sometimes solid a t the same 
temperature; gold sometimes malle
able and s()metimes brittle; that 
hydrogen will sometimes combine 
with oxygen and sometimes not; or 
the like. If from simple substances 
we pass to any Gf their definite com
l)ounc1s, as water, lime, or sulphuric 
acid, there is the same constancy in 
their properties. 'When properties 
vary from individual to individual, it 

tive, and produced by causation. And 
the presumption is confirmed by the 
fact that ' the properties which vary 
from one individual t o another also 
generally vary more or less at different 
times in the same individual; which 
variation, like any other event, sup
poses a cause, and implies, conse
quently, that the properties are llot 
independent of causation. 

If, therefore, blackness be merely 

is either in the case of miscellaneous 
aggregations, such as atmospheric air 
or rock, composed of heterogeneous 
substances, and not constituting or 
belonging to any real Kind, * or it is 

accidental in crows, and capable of 
varying while the Kind remains the 
same, its presence or absence is doubt
less no' ultimate fact, but t he effect of 
some unknown cause; and in that 
case the uni versality of the experience 
that all crows are black is sufficient 
proof of a common cause, and estab
lishes the generalisation as an empiri
callaw. Since there are innumerable 
instances in the affirmative, and 
hitherto none at all in the negative, 
the causes on which the property 
depends must exist everywhere in the 
limits of the observations which have 
been made; and the proposition may 
be received as universal within those 
limits, and with the allowable degree 
of extension to adjacent cases. 

in the case of organic , beings. ' In 
them, indeed, there is variability in 
a high degree. A nimals of the same 
species and race, human beings of the 
same age, sex, and country, will be 
most different, for example, in face 
and figure. But organised beings 
(from the extreme complication of 
the b.ws by which they are regulated) 
being more eminently modifiable, that 
is, li:.tble to be influenced by a greater 
number and variety of causes than 
any other phenomena whatever, ha v
ing also themselves had a beginning, 
:md therefore a cause, there is reason 
to believe that none of their properties 
are ultimate, but all of them deriva-

* This doctrine of course assumes that 
the allotropiC form s of what is ch emically 
the same substance nrc so mnny different 
Rinds; and such, in the sense in which 
the Word Kind is USed ill this tre •• tise, 
they really are. 

§ 7· If, in the second place, the 
property, in the instances in which it 
has been observed, is not an effect of 
causation, it is a property ,of Kind; 
and in that case the generalisation 
can only be set aside by the discovery 
of a new Kind of crow. That, how
ever, a ~peculiar ':Kind, not hitherto 
discovered, should exist in nature, is 
a supposition so often r ealised, that it 
cannot be considered at all improbable. 
We have nothing to authorise us in 
attempting to limit the Kinds of 
things which exist in nature. The 
only unlikelihood would be that a 
new Kind should be discovered in 
localities which there was previously 
reason to believe had been thoroughly 
explored; and even this improbability 
depends on the degree of conspicuous
ness of the difference between the 
newly-discovered Kind and all others, 
since new Kinds of miner~Is, plants, 
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. Is previously over
and even anlma 'd ' d with known 
1· 1 d . confoun e d 
00 ~: or. till continually det~cte 
~peC1es, ale ~ frequented situatIOns. 
111 the. mos d round, therefore, as 
On tlns secon

h 
gfi t the observed 

11 as on t e rs, 1 
we, . of co_exist ence c::tn on} 
ul11form1ty .. callaw withm 
hold ~o?d, as ~1~:ryP~~lactual ~bserva
the lnUlts no t' as acCU-

, b t of an observa Ion 
t lOn, u t e of the case re
r at e as the n a ur ' t ' that (as r e-

. d And hence 1 IS 

counteracting the unknown causes on 
which the empir,ical ~aw dep,ends:, To 
sa that anythmg IS ,an, mvan::tble 
. y .t f some very lImIted cbs" of 
proper y 0 't" hI , t ' t o say that 1 mvan a y 
obJec s, I~ some very numerous and 
acco~~~~I;~up of disting~ishing pro
com,? b 1 'ch if causahon be ::tt ::tU 
pertIeS; w n , 
concerned in the matter, argue~ ~~o~-

, t' n of many causes, ane ere-
bma 10 I' bTty to counterac-fore a great la 1 1 , 

, h'l the comparatl vely narrow 
tIOn' w l e , d 't ' f the observatIOns ren el'S 1 

qUlre, . 1 , chapter of the 
marked m an ear ) often give up 
present, B~ok), we t\~is class at the 
generalIsat lOns of l'ble wit-

range 0 '1 t t t . ible to predIct t o w la ex en 
ImpOSS unteractino' causes may be 
unknown co 0 B t 

£rst summlo~~ t I~e ~~;d c~:~~ a white 
n esS statee . a st ances which made 
crow, underCl~cum . hould have 
it not incre~hble th~t 1\; we should 

, 'b t d throuo'hout nature, II 
dIstrl u o~eneralisa1ion has been found 
when lad b , d of a very large propor
t o ho goo , . ' 't' 1 . f 11 thmo's whate\ er, I IS a-

escaped notICe p~etv~Ot\~e ;tatement. 
gi ve full credenc tl t the unifor-

t:on
d 

0 ~oved that ne::trly all the 
l ea y P . h . t in nature havc no ses whlC eXIS 
cau 't. that very few changes 

It appears, th~n,. la exist ence 
luities which obtam m the

1 
~oh- we have 

h a those w llC 

power over 1 bina;ion of causes can 
in th~ c~m the areat er number of 
effect It S111ce 0 1 1 

, ,'bl ' combinations must lave a-
of p enomen -:- as ultimate, no less 
r eason t o cons~der < , f m the laws 
than those whIch anse ro titled 

t ndetected-are en 

POSSl e. 'ted in some one or other of 
r eaclJ.' eXtIs s in which it has been 
the Ins ance 
found true. If, therefore, a~y em-

of causes le u m )irical laws; 
to receptlon only as e J true except 

t to be presume 1 
are no " t f time place, ane 
within the li~1 s \. 1 the observa
circUInst ance, III w lC 1 pt in cases 
tions were made, or exce 

" 1 law is a result of causatIOn, the 
pH'lCa 1 ' t is the more it may be 
luore genera 1 "1 ' f l't be no 

d 1 on Anc even 1 
depen efe . tion but an ultimate 
result 0 causa, 1 't . 

. t the nlore o'enera I 18, 

strictly adjacent. 
co-eXlS ence, unt of exoperience it is 
the great er amo cl the o-reat er there
derived from, abn bTty that if excep-~ 8 vVe have seen in the last ch~p

~ . , t f generahty 
t . tllat there is a pom 0 ' 

f e is the pro a 1 I < 1 d 
?r h d " t ed some would a rea y h ons a ex IS , . 

t d themselves. 
have presen e " ire8 much 

For these r easons, It Iequ 

el' , . 1 1 become as 
at w?ich, e~!~l~t n~~::e, or rath~r, 
certall1 as . lono'er any dlS
at which there IS no . .. 01 laws and 
tinction between empIIlca. . 1 laws 

f ature As emplrlCa 
bws 0 n. '. . other words, as 

evidence t o est ablIsh ::tn ex
mor~ of the more general 
ceptIOn to one than t o the more 
emp~rical laws'Ve should not have 
speC1a~ on~~. in believina that there 
any dIfficu y K'uel cl croW, or a 

approach tIns P?mdt, In of aenerality, 
. . theIr errr ee b • 

they rIse 111 0 t' . their UUl-

they b.ecome more c~;e a~:r~nglY relied 
versahty l~ay be mIce if they are 

For 111 the first p a , . 
on, , . (which even 111 
r esults of causatIOn!. 't d of in 
the class of uniform1tles trea e be 

1 t er we never can 
the present Clap, t ) the more 
cert ain that the~l:::r~~t~r is proved 
general they are, 0 h' h the neces
to be the spa?e over w {lC and within 
sary collocatIOns prev~ ':ble of 
which no C:;1,uses eXIst capa 

. aht b e a new I . , 
11110 T ' d of bird r esemblmg ::to ClaW 
new l .... m t' hitherto conSIdered 
in t~le ~roper Ie~hat Kind. But it 
distmctlVe of roof to con
would r equire stl~onger P f Kind of 

. f the eXIst ence 0 a 
Vlnce us 0 t' es at variance 
croW having proper 1 0' 'ised univer
with any genera1ly :':co,;,n and a still 

1 roperty of buds, , 
sa p 'f "he propertIes con· 

. higher degree 1 v 
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fEet with :tny recognised universal 
property of animals. A nd this is 
conformable t o the mode of judgment 
recommended by the common sense 
and general practice of mankind, who 
are more incredulous as to any novel
ties in nature, according to the degree 
of aenerality of the experience which 
the~e novelties seem to contradict. 

§ 9. It is conceivable that the al
leered properties might conflict with 
so~ne recognised uni versal property of 
all matter. In that case their impro
bability would be at the highest, but 
would not even then amount to in
credibility. There are only two known 
properties common to all matter; in 
other words, there is but one known 
uniformity of co-existence of proper 
ties, co-ext ensive with all physical 
na,ture, n::tmely, that whatever op
poses resistance to moYement, gravi
tates; or, as Professor Bain expresses 
it., Inertia and Gravity are co-e~istent 
through all matter, a,nd proportlOnate 
in t.heir amount. These properties, 
as he truly says, are not mutually im
'plicated ; from neither of them could 
we, on grounds of causation, presume 
the other. But, for this very reason, 
\l'e ::tl'e never certain that a Kind may 
not be discovered possessing one of the 
properties without the other. The 
hypothetical ether, if it exists, may 
be such a, Kind. Our senses cannot 
recognise in it either r esist ance or 
gravity; but if th e reality of a resist

,ing medium should eventually be 
proved, (by alteration, for example, in 
the times of revolution of periodic 
comets, combined with the evidences 
afforded by the phenomena of light 
n.nd hent,) it would be rash t o con
clude from this alone, without other 
proofs, that it must gravita.te. 
. For even the greater generalisa
tions which embrace comprehensive 
Kinds containing under them a great 
1111mbel' and variety of il1fimcc species, 
are only empirical laws, resting on 
induction by simple enumeration 
merely, and not on any process of 
elimin::ttion, a proce:::s wholly inappli-

cable to this sort of case. Such gene
ralisations, therefore, ought to be 
grounded on an examination of all 
the 'infimcc species comprehended in 
them, and not of a portion only. VV' e 
cmmot conclude (where causation is 
not concerned) because a proposition 
is true of a number of things resem
bling one another only in being ani
mals, that it is therefore true of all 
animals. If, indeed, anything be 
true of species which differ more from 
one another than either differs from 
a third, (especially if that third spe
cies occupies in most of its known 
properties a position between the two 
former,) there is some probability that 
the same thing will also be true of 
that intermediate species; for it is 
often, though by no means universally 
found, that there is a sort of paral
lelism in the properties of different 
Kinds, and that their degree of unlike. 
ness in one respect bears some propor
tion to their unlikeness in others. We 
see this parallelism in the properties of 
the different metals; in those of sul
phur, phosphorus, and carbon; of chlo
rine, iodine, and bromine, in the natu
ral orders of plants and animals, &c. 
But there are innumerable anoma,lies 
and exceptions to this sort of confor. 
mity; if indeed the conformity itself 
be anything but an anomaly and an 
exception in nature. 

D ni versal propositions, therefore, 
respecting the properties of superior 
Kinds, unless grounded on proved or 
presumed connection by causation, 
ought not to be hazarcled except after 
separately examining every -known 
sub-kind included in the larger Kind. 
And even then such generalisations 
must be held in readiness to be given 
up on the occurrence of some new 
anomaly, which, when the uniformity 
is not derived from causation, can 
never, even in the case of the most 
genenLl of these empirical laws, be 
considered very improbable. Thus 
all the universal propositions which 
it has been attempted to lay down 
respecting simple substances. or con
cerning any of the classes which have 

2B 
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incomplete conclusiveness of anyone 
indication, by obtaining others to 
corroborate it. The principles of 
induction applicable to approximate 
'generalisation a,re therefore a not less 
important subJect of inquiry than 
the rulelii for the investigation of uni
yersal truths, and might reasonably 
lJe expected to detain us almost as 
long, were it not that these principles 
are mere c.orollaries from those which 
ha,ve been already treated of. 

§ 3. There are two 'sorts of cases in 
which we are forced to guide our
selves by generalisations of the im
perfect form, :Most A are B. The 
first is, when we have no others; 
,when we have not been able to carry 
our investigation of the laws of the 
phenomena. any farther; as in the 
following propositions: Most dark
eyed persons have dark hair; JYlost 
springs contain mineral substances; 
JYlost stratified formations contain 
fossils. The importance of this class 
of generalisations is not very great; 
for though it frequently happens that 
we see no reason why that which is 
tme of most individuals of a class is 
not true of the remainder, nor are 
able to bring the former under any 
geneml description which can dis
tinguish them from the latter, yet if 
we are willing to be satisfied with 
propositions of a less degree of gene
rality, and to break down the class 
A into sub-classes, we may generally 
obtain a collection of propositions 
~xactly true. vVe do not know why 
most wood is lighter than water, nor 
can we point out any general pro
perty which discriminates wood that 
is lighter than water from that ~Thich 
is heavier. But we know exactly 
what species are the one and what 
the other. And if we meet with a 
specimen not conformable to any 
known species, (the only case in which 
our previous knowledge affords no 
other guidance than the approximate 
generalisation,) we c[tn generally make 
a specific experiment, which is a surer 
resource. 

r.: , 

It often happens, however, that th 
proposition, Most A are B, is not the 
ultimatum of our scientific attain~ 
ments, though the knowledge We pos
sess beyond it cannot conveniently be 
brought to bear upon the particular 
instance. vVe may know well enouo-h 
what circumstances distinguish the 
portion of A wh!ch ha~ the attribute 
B from the portlOn whlCh has it not 
but may have no means, or may not 
have time to examine whether tho3e 
characteristic circumstances exiRt or 
not in the individual case. This is 
the situation we are gflnerally in When 
the inquiry is of the kind called moral 
.that is, of the kind which has in vie\~ 
to predict human actions. To enable 
us to affirm anything universally con. 
cerning the actions of classes of hu. 
man beings, the classification must 
be grounded on the circumstances of 
th eir mental culture and habits, which 
in an individmtl case are seldom ex. 
actly known; and classes grounded 
on these distinctions would never 
precisely accord ,vith those into which 
mankind are divided for social pur. 
poses. All propositions which can 
be framed respecting the action~ of 
human beings as ordinarily classified 
or as classified according to any kind 
of outward indic[l.tions, are merely 
approximate, vVe c[l.n only say, Most 
persons of a particular age, profes, 
sion, country, or rank in society have 
such and such qualities; or, Most 
persons when placed in cert[l.jn cir. 
cnmstances act in such and such a 
way. Not that we do not often know 
well enough on what causes the quali. 
ties depend, or whctt sort of per~ons 
they me who act in th[tt pm'ticllhl.l' 
way; but we have seldom the means 
of knowing whether any individual 
person has been uncleI' the influence 
of those causes, or is a person of that 
particular sort. vVe could replace 
the approximate generalisations by 
propositions universally true; but 
these would hardly ever be capablp, 
of being applied to practice. We 
should be sure of our majors, but we 
should nO,t be . able to get minors to 
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fit: ,,1'e m'e, forced, therefore, to draw I 
0111' concluslOns from coarser and more ,per 1a~s affect it. The Pl'op~sition 
fallible indications. Most Judges are inaccessible to bribes; 

woul~ probably be found true of 
EnglIshmen, Frenchmen, Germans 
~orth -<?-me~icans, and so forth; but 
If on thIS ~vIdence alone we extended 
the assertIOn to Orientals, we should 
step beyond the limits not only of 
pla?e but of circumstance, within 
whlCh the fact had been observed 
and should let in possibilities of th; 
absence of the determining causes, or 
the. pres~nce of counteracting ones, 
wInch mIght be fatal to the appi'oxi-
mate generalisation, 

In t!l~ cas.e where the approximate 
propo~ItlO~l IS not the ultimatum of 
Our sCIen~Ific knowledge, but only the 
m~st avaIlable form of it for practical 
gUIdance; where we know, not only 
that most A have the attribute B 
but a18,o the eauses of B, or som~ 
propertres by which the portion of A 
wl:lCh has that attribute is distin
~UIshed from the portion which has 
I~ not; we are ,rather more favollrably 
s:tuated than m the preceding case. 
For we. l~ave now a double mode of 
ascertamlllg whether it be true tha t 
most A are B ~ the direct mode, as 
befor~, ?,ud an mdirect one, that of 
eXa~mlllg whether the proposition 
admIts of being deduced from the 
l(l~ow~ cause, or from any known 

§ 4,. Proceeding now to consider 
what IS to be regarded as sufficient 
evidence of an approximate generalisa
tion, we caz: .have no difficulty in at 
DUce l'ecogmsmg that when admissible 
n.t all, it is admissible only as an em
pirical }[two. Propositions of the form, 
Every A IS B~ are not necessarily 
laws of causatIOn, or ultimate uni
f?rmities of co· existence ; propositions 
like l\~o:~t A ~re B, cannot be so. 
PropOSItIOns hItherto found true in 
every observed instance may yet be 
llO ne~essary consequence of laws of 
causatIOn or of ultimate uniformities, 
and unless they are so, may, for auo'ht 
we know, be false beyond the li~its 
(If n.ctual observation: still more evi
tle~t~y must ~his be the case with pro
pos:tJ~ns whlCh are only true in a mere 
ma]ontY,of the observed instances. 

There IS Some difference however 
in ~h~ degree of certainty ~f the pro~ 
pOSItIon, M?st A are B, according as 
th~t apprOXImate generalisation com
prIses tl:e whole of our knowledge of 
the subJect or not. Suppose first 
that the former is the case.' vV ~ 
bww only that most A are E, not 
wh~ th~y,are so, 1101: ~n what respect 
tho,se "luch are, dIffer from those 
whICh are not. How then did we 
!earn that most A are B ? Precisel 
m the manner in which we shoul~ 
have learnt, had such happened to be 
the fact, that all A are B. W' e col
Jecte~ ~ n':lllber of instances sufficient 
to ehmlUa~e chance, and having done 
~o, compared the number of instances 
lU the affi~"mative with the number in 
the negatIve, The result, like other 
un:"eRolved derivative Ia-ws, can be 
relIed on solely within the limits not 
o~)l'y of place and time, but also of 
cl:-cllmstance, under wl,lich its truth 
has been actually observed; for as 
we are supposed to be io'uorant of 
t~le causes which make tl~e proposi
tIOn true, we cannot t ell in what 
lll~nner any new circuITlsta,nce might 

cl'ltel'lon, of B. L et the question for 
example, be whether most Scotch:neu 
can read? vVe may not have ob
served or rec~ived the testimony uf 
others l:espectmg a sufficient number 
an,cl varIety of Scotclunen to ascertain 
thIS bct; but '~'hen we consider that 
the .cause of bemg able to read is the 
havmg be~n. taught it, another mode 
?f determmmg the question presents 
Itself, namely, by inquirino- whether 
most Scotchmen have bee~ sent to 
schools where reading is effectually 
t?,ught. Of these two modes, some
tImes one an.d sometimes the other is 
the more avmlable. In some cases the 
freque,ncy of the effect is the ~10re 
accessIbl,e to that extensive and "aried 
observatIOn ~vhich is ill dispensable 
to the estn.bhshment of an empirical 
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law; at other times,' t he frequency. of 
the causes, or of some colbter:.1l m
dications. It commonly happens that 
n either is susceptible of so satisfactory 
an induction., as could be desired, and 
t!1at the grounds on. which the con
clusion. is received are compounded of 
both. , Thus a person may believe 
that most Scotchmen can read, be
cause, so far as his information ex
t ends, most Scotchmen have been 

. sent to school, and most Scotch 
tlchools teach r eading effectually; and 
also because most of the Scotchmen 

. whom he has kno"vn or heard of 

kD?w ~il'~ctly, aii.d the other two 
pomts mdlrectly, by m e:.1ns of marks. 
as, for example, fr?m his conduct o~ 
some former occaSIOn, or from his re. 
putation" which, though a vel'Y un. 
certain ma~'k, affords a~l approximate 
generalisatIOn, (as, for mstance, Most 
persons who are believed to be honest 
by those with whom they have had 
frequent dealings are r eally so,) which 
approaches n earer to. an universal 
truth than th~ appl'~Xlll1ate general 
proposition wIth wInch we set out 
viz., Most persons on most occasion~ 
. speak truth. 

As it seems unnecessary to dwell 
further on the question of the evi. 
dence of approximate generalisations, 
we shall proceed to a not less llll
pOl·tant topic, .that of. the cautions tu 
be observed m argumg from the,c 
incomplet ely universal propositions h 
particular C:1ses. 

could read; though neither of these 
two sets of observations may by 
itself fulfil the n ecessary conditions 

'. of extent and variety. 
Although the approximate ~e~e

ralisation may in most ca,ses be 111(l1s
pens able for our guidance, even. wh~n 
we know the cause, or some certam 
mark, of the attribute predicated; 
it needs hardly be observed th~t :ve 

. may always replac~ the Ul~certam m-
dication by a certam one, m any c~se 

. in which we can actually r ecogmse 
the existence of the cause or mark. 
For example, an asserti?n i~ made by 
a witness, and the questlOn IS whether 
to believe it. If we do not look to 
any of the individual ci~'cumsta?ces 
of the case, we have pothmg to dl~ect 
us but the approximate generalIsa
tion that truth is more common than 
falsehood, or, in other w.ords, that 
most persons, on most oc~aslO~s, speak 
truth. But if we consIder In what 
circumstances the cases where truth 
is spoken differ . from th.ose in which 
it is not, we find, for mst an ce, the 
followinO': the witness's being an 
hones.t person or not; his .being. an 
~\'ccurate observer or not; Ins havmg 
.tn interest to serve in the matter or 
llOt. Now, not only may we be able 
to obtain other approximat e gene
l'ltlisations respecting the degre.e. ~f 
frequency of these vario~s possIbIlI
ties, but we may kno:" whlC? o~ ~hem 
is positively r ealised 111 the mdlvldual 
cltse. That the witness has or has 
not lt11 interest to serve, we perhaps 

§ 5. So far as l'egltrds the direct 
application of a1: al:p~'oxim~te gene. 
ralisation to an mdlvldual lllstance 
this question presents no difficulty: 
If the proposition, Most A are B, has 
been established, by a sufficient induc. 
tion, as an empirical law, we may 
conclude that any particular A is B 
with a probability proportioned to 
the preponderance of the number of 
affirmative instances oyer the number 
of exceptions. If it has been found 
practicable to attain numerical p.re· 
cision in the dat a, a corresponding 
deoTee of precision may be given to 
th~ evaluation of the chances of error 
in the conclusion . If it can be estab· 
lished as an empirical bw that nine 
out of every t en A are B, t~lere will.be 
one chance in ten of error m aSRUlllJllg 

that any A not incli vicl.ual1y known 
to us is aB; but this, of COurS~, 
holds only within the limits of tim.e, 
place, and circumst ance em braced III 

the observations, and therefore can· 
not b e counted on for any sub·c1as~ 
or vari(;)t y of A (or for A in. any set 
of external circumstances) wInch we\,p 
not included in the average. It must 
be added that we can guide ourselves 
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by the prop'osftion, N ine out of 'e \'ery 
ten A are B, only in cases of which 
we knoW nothing except that they 
f~\l within the cla~s A. . For if w~ 
l'uoW of any . p ltrtlCular mstance 7" 

~ot only that it falls under A, but to 
",httt species 01' variety of A it be
longs, we shall generally err in apply
iuO' t o i the average struck for the 
whole genus, from which the average 
curresponding to that species alone 
would, in all probability, m aterially 
differ. And so if 1, inst ead of being 
~ particular sort of instance, is .an 
iustance known to be under the 111-
fluel1ce of a particular set of circul11-
5t~lnces, the presumption drawn from 
the numerical proportions in the whole 
,"enns would probably, in such a case, 
~nly mislead. A general average 
~houlcl onl'y be applied to cases which 
are neither known nor can b e pre
sumed to be other than average cases. 
Such averages, therefore, are COll1-
monly of little use for the pmctical 
,ruidance of any affairs but those 
~'hich concern large numbers. T ables 
(If the chances of life are useful to in
SGrance offices, but they go a very 
little way tOw<trcls informing anyone 
of the chances of his own life, or any 
other li£e in which he is interested, 
since almost every life is either better 
01' worse than the average. Such 
averages can only be considered as 
'upplying the first t erm in a series of 
approximations, the subsequent t erms 
proceeding on an appreciation of the 
circumstances belonging to the pal'ti
':!ular case. 

§ 6. From the application of a single 
approximate generalisation to indi
viLlual cases, we proceed to the appli
ctltiolJ of two or more of them together 
to the same case. 

When a judgment applied to an 
individual insta,nce is groulJded on 
two approximate gen eralisations t aken 
in conj\lDction, the propositions may 
tlt'(lperate towards the result in two 
different ways. In the one, each pro 
)lo~ition is separately applicable to 
the case in hand, and our object in 

'c'onibining them is 'to g-i'vc to the con: 
clusion in that particular case the 
double probability arising from the 
two propositions separat ely. This 
may be called joining' two probabili
ties by way of Addition; and the 
r esult is a probability gi'eater than 
either. The other mode is, when only 
one of the propositions is directly ap
plicable to the case, the second being 
only applicable to it by virtue of the 
application of the first. This is join
ing two probabilities by way of Ratio
cination or D eduction; the result of 
which is a less probability than either. 
The type of the first argument if', 
Most A are B; most Care B; this 
thing is both an A and a C; ther e
fore it is probably a B. The type of 
the second is, 1\fost A are B; most 
C are A ; this is a C; therefore it · is 
probably an A, therefore it is pro
bably a B. The first is exemplified 
when we prove a fact by the t esti
mony of two unconnected witnesses; 
the second, when we adduce only the 
testimony of one witness that he has 
heard the thing asserted by another . 
Or again, in the first mode it may be 
argued that the accused committed 
the crime because he concealed him
self, and b~cause his clothes were 
stained with ' blood; in the second, 
that he committed it because he 
washed or destroyed his clothes, 
which is supposed to r ender it pro
bable that they were stained with 
blood. Instead of only two links, as 
in these instances, we may suppose · 
chains of any length. A chain of the 
former kind was t ermed by Bentham * 
a self-corroborative chain of evidence; 
the second, a self-infirmative chain. 

,\Vhen approximate generalisations 
are joined by way of addition, we 
may deduce from the theory of pro
babilities laid down in a forril er .cha,p- · 
t er, in what manner each of .them. 
adds to the probability of a conclusion 
which has the warrant of them all. 

If, on an average, two of every' 
three. As are Bs, and three of every 

.:. R((/io)la/e oj Jmlkic(l E'o'itlence, "01. i ii, ' 
p.22+. 
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four Cil are :Ss, the probablity that 
:-;omething which is both an A a,nd a 
C is a B, will be ll1or~ than two 
in three, or than three. m four. Of 
ever twelve things whlCh are ~s! :11~ 
exce~t four are Bs by the SUppOSItlO~ , 

In thi::; computation it. i.s . of C~Ul'se 
supposed that the probabllItles ansing 
from A and Care mdependent of ettch 
other. There must not be any such 
connection between A and C, that 
when a thing belongs to the one cla~s 

d if the whole twelve, and conse
~~ uently those four, have the char-

q f C 11'1-e"'I'se three of these acters 0 '-'" 
'11 be Bs on that ground. There-

~~re out of twelve which a,re both 
As ~nd CR, eleven are Bs. To st~te 
the argument in another way: a thmg 
which is both an A and. a C, but 
which is not a B, is found m only one 
of three sections of the c:ass A, and 
in only one of foul' sectlOns of ~he 
class C; but this fourth of C ?el~g 

reasoning as conclusive. 1\[01"0 attentivc 
consideration, however, has convmced me 
that it conbdns a fallacy, 

The objector argue,s, tha~ the !:1.ct of A's 
bcing a B is true el~ht tlmcs ,m ~welY,c . 
and the f:\ct of Us hemg ~ B, SIX t,lmc~ 11\ 
eight, and consequently SIX tunes III tbose 
eight; both facts thereforc m:~ t\'U~ only 
six times in every twclve, Ihat IS, he 
concludes that becaus~ among As taken 
indiscrimina.telyonly C::1ght out of twel~(l 
are Bs aud the remaiml1g foul' are not, It 
mnst equally hold that four out of twelve 
are not Bs when the twelve, are taken fro111 
the selcct portion of ",,:s WhlCh ,~:'e n.lso Cs. 
And by this assnmptlOn he alIlves at the 
strange rcsult, that therc are fewer B,l 
, monO' things which are both As and Cs 
than there are :\mong ei ther :\ s 0,1' Cs ta~cn 
indiscrimin[~tely; so ~hat a ~hlDg ',:lllCh 
has both chances of bemg a B IS less hkcly 
to be so than if it had only the one chauco 
or only the other. , 

~ read over the whole of A mch~
~~iminately, only one-third part of l.t 
(or one-twelfth of the who~e numbeI~ 
belongs to the third. sect:on of A, 
therefore a thing whlCh IS not ?' B 
occurs only once among t"velv~ thmgs 
which are both As and Cs. rhe :11'
n'ument wonld, in the la,nguage of 
the doctrine of chances, be thll:s ex-
)ressed: the chance that an ~ IS not 
lB' 1 the chance that a C IS not a 
a IS~, . b tl 
B is 1; hence if the thl?g be 0 \ a~ 

'I'he objector (as has been acutely ~e. 
marked by anothel- correspond,eut) applies 
to the problem under co~slderatlOll , :\ 
mode of calculation only smted. to, the rc, 
verse problem, Had the questlOn been
If two of every three Bs are As and threo 
out of cvery foul' Bs ale, Cs, how. many B,; 
will be l)oth As and Cs, lns reasonlllg would 
have been corrcct. For the Bs tha~ are 
both As and Cs mnst be fewer than e,lthe,l' 
the Bs that arc As or the Bs that ale C-, 
and to find their llun'lb~r we m~st abate 
either of thesc llum bel'S III the ratlO dl;C to 
the other. Bnt when the problem IS ~o 
find not how Jllany B~ are both As and Cs, 
but how many thillgs that are l)oth As :md 
Cs are Bs, it i" evident th:\t among these 
the proportion of Bs m:lst be I~ot less, but 
greater, than among th~ngs which ale only 

A a.nd a C, the chance IS ~ of 1 = T~' 
~ The evaluation of the chancel'! in this 

statemc::nt ha~ been ~bj.e~~~'~e~~ ~de~n~~ 
thelllatl?~\l fJlend.. 'I lw ~ tl ossibilities 
his opinIOn, of settll1g o,u 11et

p , II it 'I') 
is as follows. If the thll1g ( e . us ca 
which is both al~ A ~nd a C, I:~ a ~~v~~:\~ 
tbing is ~rue WhlCh IS only t~~~ whlCh is 
every thrice, and somethmg t ' 'rhe 
onl true thrice in every fO,ur lJ?Cs. 
firs~ fact lJeinO' true eight times lll ,twelv,e, 
'1l1'd the scc,,~d being true Sl~ tl~'lleS ~Il 
~very eiO'ht, and cOl1sequeJ~tly SIX ~Imcs 111 
1 > ·°1 t· both facts wl11 be true only 
~i~Sti~~~ ~n' twelve, On the other ~l:\.nd, If 
1; although it is both an A,an(~ a C. 15 I~Ot 
a'B something is true which 15 O1,lly t\~e 
011C~ in every thricc, and s,omethl:1g fC -~ 
which is only true 011ce 1n evelY , um 
t' The former being tIue f01,lr tlm:s 
OI~1~~i twelve, and the latter once III evCl!. 
f d therefore 011ce III those fOUl, 
bO~~I~ a~~ only true in o,ne ca~e out of twelv~, 
So that T is a B six times 1n twelvc, and r 
~ ot a B only once; nmking thc com
~a:'\tiv~ probn.bilities, not eleven t~ o~~' ~s 
I had IJreviously lllade them, bu . IX 0 

Oll;~ the scventh edition I acceptcq. this 

A, or among tbings wInch arc only ~, 
'I'b e true theory of the chances :8 best 

found by going back to the, SCICll~lfiu 
grouudS on which the proportl,on~ lest, 
Tl > deoree of frequency of a COlUcldcnca 
dc\~end~ on, and IS a measure of, tllc fr,,
q11011CY comhined With the efficacy, of tl~c 
c:tnses 'in operation that are favoUl!'lh c 
t 't If out of every twelve As taken 11\

(~:c;'iminately eight are Bs and fonr :we 
n~t it is implied that therc are ?l1.11SCS 
operating on A which tend to m~ke It a 13, 
and that these cauSCS are sufficlCntly cOlli 
stant and sufficiently powerful to ,SUCCCC( 
in"eight out of twe~ve.cases, but fal.~ J1l ~:~ 
remaining four. So If of twelve Cs, 11 • 

are Bs and three are not, therc m~ls~r be 
c:tuses of the same tel~dency operatl11<; ~1I 
C, which succeed in 1I1ne cases and fall IlL 
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it will therefore belong to the other, ' from the' other. If i11n e out of t en 
01' even have a greater cha,nce of Swedes have light hair, and eight out 
lloing so. Otherwise the not-Bs which of lline inhabitants of Stockholm are 
;\1'8 Cs may be, most or even all of Swedes, the probability arising from 
them, identical with the not-Bs which these two propositions, that any given 
are As; in which last case the proba- inhabitant of Stockholm is light
bility arising from A and C together haired, will amotmt to eight in t en: 
will be no greater than that arising though it is rigorously possible that 
from A alone. the whole Swedish population of 

When approximate generalisations Stockholm might belong to that tenth 
are joined together in the other mode, section of the people of Sweden who 
that of deduction, the degree of pro- are an exception to the rest. 
hability of the inference, instead of If the premises are known to b e 
incren.sing, diminishes at each step. true not of a bare majority, but of 
From two such premises as Most A nearly the whole, of their r espective 
a.l'e B, Most Bare C, we cannot with subjects, we may go on joining one 
certainty conclude that even a single such proposition to' another for severa.1 
A is C; for the whole of the portion steps, before we r each a conclusion 
of A which in any way falls under B not presumably true even of a ma
may perhaps be comprised in the ex- jority. The error of the conclusion 
ceptionn.l part of it. Still, the two will amount to the ao:greo'ate of the 
propositions in questio'l afford an ap- errors of all the prerr~['3es~ Let the 
preciable probability that any given proposition, Most A n.re B, be true 
Ais C, provided the average on which of nine in t en; l\fost Bare C, of 
the second proposition is grounded eight in nine ; then not only will one 
was taken fairly with reference to A in t en not be C, because not B, 
the first; provided the proposition, but even of the nine-tenths which arc 
Most Bare C, was arrived at in a B, only eight-ninths will be C: that 
manner lea,ving no suspicion that the is, the cases of A which are C will be' 
probability arising from it is other- only ~ of TOo, 01' four-fifths. L et u s 
wise than fairly distributed over now add, :Most C a,re D, and suppose 
the section of B which belongs to this to b e true of seven cases out of 
A. For though the instances \vhich eight; the proportion of A which is 
are A 11l(~y be all in the minority, D will be only i of 4 of l OU' or -lo . 
they may also be all in the majo- Thus the pl'obn.bility progressively 
rity; and the one possibility is to dwindles. The experience, however, 
be set against the other. On the on which our approximate generalisa
whole, the probability arising from tions are grounded has so r::trely been 
the two propositions taken together subjected to, or admits of, accurat e 
will be correctly m easured by the numerical estimation, that we cannot 
probability arising from the Ol1Q, in general apply any m easurement to 
abated in the rn.tio of that arising the diminution of probability which 
threc, Now snppose twelve cases which takes place at each illatiol1, but must 
arc both As and Cs. Thewholc twelve are be content with r emembering that it 
now under the opemtion of both scts of does diminish at every st el), and un
causcs, Onc set is sufficient to prcvail in 
f'ight of t.he twelve cases, the other in less the premises approach very nearly 
niuG, The analysis of .the cases shows that indeed to being universally true, the 
>ix of the twelve will he Bs thrOlwh the conclusion after a very few stel)S is 
opel'!1.tioll of both sets of causes; tw~ more 
iu virtne of the causes operating on A; worth notbing. A hearsay of a hear-
and t.hree more through those operating say, or an argument from presumptive 
~Jll C. ~lJ(1 that there will be only one c;tfJe evidence depelldillg not on immediat e 
111 wlneh all the canses will be inoperative, marks bllt on marks of marks, is 
'rho total number therefore which are Bs 
will be eleven in twelve and the evalua- worthless a t a " ery few remoyes from 
tion ill the text is correct'. , the first stage. 
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§ 7. There are; however , two cases ' cited let us 'add the following':_.All 
in which reasonings depending on absolute monarchs have uncontroll d 
approximate generalisations may be power, unless their position is such the t 
carried t o any length we please with they need the acti ve support of the:. 
as much assur~nce, and are as strictly subjects (as was the case with Quee 
scientific, as if they were composed of Elizabeth, Fre~el:ick of Prnssia, an~ 
universal laws of nature. But these oth~~s ). Combmlng these two pro. 
cases are exceptions of the sort which pOSItIO~s, we can de~uce from thelll 
are currently said t o prove the rule. an UUl versal conclusIOn, which will 
The approximate generalisations are be subjec~ to both the hypotheses in 
as suitable, in the cases in question, the premIs~s ; All ab~olute monarchs 
fOl' purpo,ses of ratiocination, as if employ theIr power Ill, unless thei. 
they were compl~te generalisations, position makes them n eed the acti\'~ 
because they are capable of being support of their subjects, or unless 
t ransformed into complete generalisa- they are persons of unusual stl'enoth 
tions exactly equivalent. of judgment and r ectitude of purp~se. 
:. First: If the approximat e gene- It is of n? conseque~ce how rapidly 
ralisation is of the class in which our the errors m our premIses accumulate 
reason for stopping a t the approxima- if we a re able in this manner to record 
tion is not the impossibility, but only each error, and k eep an account of 
the inconvenience, of going fa rther; the aggregat e as it swells up. 
if we are 90gnisant of the character Secondly: Ther e is a case in which 
which distinguishes the cases that approximate propositions, even with. 
accord with the generalisation from out our t aking note of the condi_ 
t hose which are exceptions t o it, we tions under which they are not true 
may then substitute for the approxi- of individual cases, are yet, for the 
mate proposition an universal pro- purposes of science, universal ones ' 
position with a proviso. The pro- nam ely, in the inquiries which relat~ 
position, Most persons who have un- t o the properties not of individuals, 
controlled power employ it ill, is a but of multitudes. The principal of 
generalisation of this class, and may these is the science of politics, or of 
be transformed into the following :- human society. This science is princi
All persons who. have uncontrolled pally concerned with the actions not 
power employ it ill, provided they are of solitary individuals, but of masses ; 
notpersonsofunusualstrengthof j~ldg- with , the fortunes not of single per. 
ment and rectitude of purpose. The sons, but of communities. For tht! 
proposition, carrying the hypothesis statesman, therefore, it is generally 
or proviso with it, may then be dealt enough to know that most persons act 
with no longer as an approximat e, but or a re acted upon in a particular way, 
as an universal proposition ; and t o since his speculations and his pl'acti
what eyer number of st eps the r eason· cal ILlTanO'ements refer almost ex
iug may r each, the hypothesis, being clusively to cases in which the whole 
carried forward to the conclusion, will community, or some large portion of 
exactly indicat e how far that con- it, is acted upon at once, and in which, 
clusion is from being applicable uni- therefore, what is done or felt by 11WSt 

yersally. If in the course of the argu- persons determines the result pro
ment other approximate generalisa- duced by or upon the body at large. 
tions are introduced, each of them H e can get on well enough 'with ap
being in like manner expressed as an proximate generalisations on human 
universal proposition with a condition nature, since what is true approxi, 
annexed, the sum of a ll the conditions matel'y of all individuals is true ab
,,-ill appear at the end as the sum of solutely of all m asses. And e\'en 
all the errors which affect the con- when the operations of indi vidual men 
elusion. Thus, to. the propositj o.n last , have a part to. play in his deductiol1 ~, 
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\~e have no,~ concluded t he exposi
tIO~l , so far as It falls within the limit , 
aSSigned ~o this work, of the natur: 
of ~h,e e \'ldence on which these pro. 
posItl~ns .rest, and the processes of 
mves~IgatIOn by which they are as
certamed and proved. There remain 
three ?lasses of facts : Exist ence 
~rder m Place, and Resemblance: 
lJ;t r egard to which the same ques~ 
tlOns are ~10W t o be r esolved. 

as whe~I he 'is reasol:ing of kings, or 
other smgl: rul~r~, stIll, as h e is pro
viding f~r m~e~mte duration, in volv
ing an mdefimte succession of such 
iudividuaJs, he. must in general both 
reason and act as if what is true of 
wost persons were true of all. 

. Regarding the :first of these, very 
lIttle n eeds be said E x ' t ' o . • . IS ence m 
b'e.neral IS ~ subject not for our 
sClen.ce, but for m etaphysics. To de
t~nmne what things can be recoO'-
lllsed as reaDy e~isting, independently 
o.f Our own s~nslble or other impres
slo.ns, . an.d 111 what meaning the 
t erm IS, 111 that case, predicated of 
the~;, b~longs. t o the consideration 
of. Tlungs m themsel ves," from 
which, throughout this work wc 
ha~e as much as possible k ept ~loof 
E XIstence, so far as L ogic is con~ 
cerned about it, has refer ence only 
t o phenomena ; t o actual or possible 
st~tes of e~ternal or internal con
SCIOl~sness, III ourselves or others. 
~e~l!~gs of sensitive beings, or pos
SIbIlIties of h::w ill o' SllCh feel' th . to mgs, are 

e. only thmgs the exist ence of 

The two kinds of considemtion 
above adduced are a sufficient refu
tation ?f the pop.uhr error, that 
speculatIOns ?n society and govern
m~nt, as r estIng on .merely probable 
enclence, m ust be mferior in cer
t:J.inty ~nd scientific accuracy to the 
concll1s l~ns of what are called the 
exact SCiences, and less t o be r elied 
on in 'practice. There are reasons 
ellou$'h ,why ,the moral sciences mu st 
remam mferwr t o at least the more 
perfect of the physical: wh y the laws 
of their more complicat ed phenomena 
cannot be so complet ely deciphered 
nol' the phenomena predict ed with 
the same degree of assurance. But 
though we caI:not atta in to so many 
truths, ther~ IS no reason that those 
\~'C ca,n attam should deser ve less re. 
lIance, or have less of a scientific 
character. Of this t opic, h owever, I 
~ha.ll tr~at m ore syst ematically in the 
cuncludmg ~ook, t.o which place any 
further conslderatIOn of it must be 
deferred. 

~hICh . can be a subject of logical 
md.uctlOn, b~cause the only thinO's of 
wInch the eXl.st ence in individual ~ases 
can b.e a subject of experience. 

.CHAPTE R X XIV._ 

or,' THE REUAINI NG LAWS OF NATURE. 

§ 1. IN the F irst Book we fou~d 
t1HLt all the assertions which can be 
conveyed by lallg'uage express some 
O~I~ or more of fi ve different thino's : 
!~:\Istence; O:der in Place; Orde;' in 
11111e; Causat lOn; and R esemblan ce.-I' 
or thes,e, Causation, in our view of 
t ~e subject, not being fundamentally 
ulffe,l'ent from <?rder in Time, the :five 
~peCles of pOSSIble assertions are r e. 
d,u~ed to four. The propositions 
1\h~ch affirm Order in Time in either 
~f Its ~wo modes, Co-existence and 
SUC?eRSlOll, have formed, thus far, the 
nbJect of the present Book. A nd 

* Supra, book i , chap. v. 

It ~s true that a thing .is said by us 
to eXIst e~en when it is absent, and 
th~refore IS not and cannot be per . 
?elved. B ut even then, its existence 
IS t o. u.s only another word for our 
convICtron ~hat we should perceive it 
on a cer~am supposition, namely . if 
we :ver e 111 the needful circumsta~ces 
of tIme and place, and endowed with 
the. needful perfection of organs. My 
be!lef ~hat the Emperor of China 
eXists, IS simply my belief that if 
I were transported t o the imperia.l 
palace or Some other locality in P ekin, 
I s? ould see him. My belief that 
.J UllUS Cresar existed, is my belief 
that I should have seen him if I ha.d 
been present in the fi eld of P harsalia, 

I 
I 
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or in the senate-house at nome. vVhen 
I believe that stars exist beyond the 
utmost range of my vision, though 
aSi:iisted by the most powerful tele
scopes yet in vented, ~y belief! phil?
sophically expressed, IS, that wIth stIll 
better telescopes, if such exist ed, I 
could see them, or that they may be 
percei ved by beings less remot.e .from 
them in space, or whose capacItIes of 
perception are superior to mine. 

existence, the Induetive Logic has no 
knots to untie. And we may pro. 
ceed to the remaining two of the "'reat 
classes into which facts haYe cbe~n 
di vided; Resemblance, and Order in 
Place. 

§ 2. Resemblance and its OPPosite 
except in the case in which they as~ 
sume the names of Equality and Iu. 
equality, are seldom r ega.rded as sub. 
jects of science; they :1re supposed 
to be perceived by simple apprehen. 
sion; by merely applying our senseg 
or directing our attention t o the two 
objects at once, or in immediate SUc. 

cession. And this simultalleous, or 
virtually simultaneous application of 
our faculties to the two things which 
are to be compared, does necessarily 
constitute the ultimat e appeal, wher
ever such application is practical 
But, in most cases, it is not practi. 
cable: the obj ects cannot be bl'ouO'ht 
so close together that the feeling" of 
their resemblance (at least a complete 
feeling of it) directly arises in the 
mind. ,Ve can only compa.re each of 
them with some third object, capable 
of being transported from one to the 
other. And besides, even when the 
objects can be brought into immediate 
juxtaposition, their resemblance or 
difference is but imperfectly known 

The existence, therefore, of a pheno
menon is but another word for its 
being perceived, or for the inferred 
possibllity of perceiving it. When 
the phenomenon is within the r ange 
of present observation, by present ob
servation ,ve assure ourselves of its 
exist ence ; when it is beyond that 
range, and is therefore said to be 
absent, we infer its existence from 
marks or evidences. But what can 
these evidences be? Other pheno
mena, ascertained by induction to be 
connected with the gi yen phenome
non either in the w;,y of succession 
or ;f co-exist ence. The simple exist
ence therefore, of an individual pheno
men~n, when not directly perceived, 
is inferred from some inductive law 
of succession or co-existence, and is 
consequently not amenable t o any 
peculiar inductive principles. , Ve 
prove the existence of a thing by 
proving that it is. connecte~l by suc
cession or co·exlstence wIth some 
known thing. . 

, Vith r espect to geneml propOSI
tions of this class, that is, which 
affirm the bare fact of existence, they 
lmve a peculiarity which renders the 
locricn,l treatment of them a very 
e;~y matter; they are generalisa
tions which ar e sufficiently proved 
by a single instance. That gho~ts, 
or unicorns, or sett-serpents eXIst, 
would be fully established if it could 
be ascertained positively that such 
thil1D's had been even once seen. 
'Vh~tever has once happened is cap
able of h appening again; the only 
question relates to the conditions 
under which it happens. 
. So far, therefore, as relates to simple 

to us, unless we have compared them 
minutely, part by part. Until tbis 
has been done, things in reality very 
dissimilar often appear unc1istinguisb. 
ably alike. Two lines of very uneqnal 
length ,,,,,ill appear about equal whcn 
lyinO' in different directions; but 
plac~ them p:1rallel with their farther 
extremities even, and if we look at 
the nearer extremities, their inequality 
becomes a m:1tter of direct perception. 

To ascertain whether, and in what, 
two phenomena resemble or differ i ~ 
not always, therefore , so easy a tbing 
as it mio'ht at first appear. When 
the two c~nnot be brought into juxb· 
position, or not so that the observer 
is able to compare their se\·er:.11 part~ 
in deta.il, he must enlploy the indirect 
means of reasoning and general pro· 
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po~;itiol1S . vVhen we cannot bring 
tWO straight lines together to det er
mine whether ~hey ~l'e equal, we do 
it by the physlCal md of a foot-rule 
:tpplied first to o~e an.d then to the 
otber, and the 10glCal aId of the o'ene
J':tl proposition or formula, "Things 
which are equal to the same thing are 
cf[n:tl to one a~other." The compari-
8011 of two thn~gs through the inter
yention of a thu"d thing, when their 
direct comparison is impossible, is the 
:tppropriate scientific process for as
cert:1ining resemblances and disf;imi
brities, a,nd is the sum total of what 
Loo'ic has to teach on the subject. 

An undue extension of this remark 
induced L ocke to consider reasonino' 
itself as nothing but the compariso~ 
of two ideas through the medium of a 
third, n.nd knowledge as the percep 
tion of the ~greement or disagree
lUent of two Ideas : doc, rines which 
the Oonclillac school blindly adopted, 
without the qualifications and dis
tinctions with which they were stu
llionsly gun.rded by their illustrious 
a.uthor. \Vh: re, indeed, the agree
ment or dIsagreement (otherwise 
c:tllecl resemblance or dissimilarity) 
of any two things is the very mn.tter 
to be determined, as is the case pn,r
ticnlarly in the sciences of quantity 
:tad extension; there, the process by 
"'.hich a soluti?n, if not attain able by 
uU'eet perceptlOn, must be indirectly 
~ought, consists in compariIlO' these 
two things through the mediu~n of a 
third. But this is far from beinG' 
true of all inquiries. The know~ 
lec1fie that bodies fall to the ground is 
not :1 perception of agreement or dis
a~reement, but of a series of physi
cal OCCUlTences, a succession of sensa
tions. Locke's definitions of know
ledge [md of reasonino' required to be 
limite~ t ,o ,our kno~'ledge of, and 
rer.solllng about resemblances. Nor, 
fven ~v~en th:1S restricted, are the 
prOpI)Sl~lOns . stnctly correct, since the 
COmpltrlSOn IS not made, as he r (i!pre
senk, between the ideas of the two 
phenomena, but between the pheno
nlen:1 themselves. This ~istake has 

beel~ poi~te~ out in an earlier part of 
?ur mqmry, 'r. and we traced it to an 
Imperfect conception of wha,t t akes 
place in mathematics, where very 
often the comparison.is really made 
between the ideas, without any ap
peal to the outward senses; only, 
however, because in mathematics a 
com.p~trison of the ideas is strictly 
eqUl\'alent t o a comparison of the 
phenomena themselves. Where, as 
l~ the case ?f numbers, lines, and 
fi gures, ou~ Idea of an object is a 
complete pwture of the ObjEct so far 
as r espects the matter in hand, we 
can, of course, learn from the picture 
whatever could b e learnt from the ob
j ec~ itse!f by mere contemplation of it 
as It eXIsts at the particular instant 
when the picture is taken. No mere 
contemplation of gunpowder would 
ever teach us that a spark would 
make it explode, nor, consequently, 
would the contemplation of the idea 
of gunpowder do so; but the mere 
contemplation of a straight line shows 
that. it cannot enclose a space: ac
cordmgly the contemplation of the 
idea of it will show the same. vVhat 
takes place in mathematics is thus 
no argument that the comparison is 
b~twee~ tl;te ideas only. It is ahvays, 
8ltl:er mdn"ectly or directly, a com
panson of the phenomena. 

In cases in which we cannot brino' 
the phenomena to the t est of di1'ect 
inspection a t all, or Dot in a manl1e1' 
sufficiently precise, but must judo'e of 
their r esemblance by inference from 
other r esemblances or dissimilarities 
more accessible to observation we of 
course require, as in all cases ~f ratio
cination, generalisations or formulffi 
applicable to the subject. We must 
reason from laws of nature ' from the 
uniformities which are ohs~rvable in 
the fact of likeness or unlikeness. 

§ 3. Of these laws or uniformities, 
the most comprehensi ve are those 
supplied by mathematics; the axioms 
relating to equality, inequality, and 

* Supra, book i. ch. v. § l ,'[tud book ii. 
ch. v. § s. 
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proportionality, arid the' various theo
rems there-on founded. And these 
are the only Laws of Resemblance 

· which require to be, or which can be, 
, treated apart. It is true there are 
· innumerable other theorems which 
affirm resem.blances among pheno
mena, as that the angle of the reflexion 
of light is eq·ual to its angle of inci
dence (equality being merely exact 
resemblance .in magnitude). Again, 
that the heavenly bodies describe 
equ(~l areas in equal tillles, and that 

· their periods of revolution are pro
p01,tional (another species of resem
blance) to the sesquiplicate powers of 

· their distances from the centre of 
force. These and similar propositions 
affirm resemblances of the same nature 
with those asserted in the theorems 
of mathematics; but the distinction 
is, that the propositions of mathema
tics are true of all phenomena what
ever, or at least without distinction 
of origin, while the truths in question 
are affirmed only of special pheno
mena, which originate in a certain 
way; and the equalities, proportion
alities, or other resemblances which 
exist between such phenomena must 
necessarily be either derived from, 
or identical with, the law' of their 
origin-the law of causation on which 
they depend. The quality of the 
areas des cri bed in equal times by the 
planets is cle1'ivecl from the laws of 
the causes, and, until its derivation 
was shown, it was an empirical law. 
The equality of the angles of reflexion 
and incidence is ·identical with the law 
of the cause; for the cause is the in
cidence of a ray of light upon a re
flecting surface, and the equality in 
question is the very law according to 
which that cause produces its effects. 
_This class, therefore, of the uniformi
ties . of resemblance between pheno
mena are inseparable, in fact and in 
thought, . from the laws ' of the pro
duction of those phenomena, and the 
principles of induction applicable to 
them are no other than those of which 
we have treated in the preceding 
'chapters of tliis Book. 

. It is othenvise with 'the tr~lth ' 
mathematics. The laws of equ SI'tOf 

d · l' b al.l' an mequa Ity etween spaces Or b 
tween numbers,' have no con~ect' e· 
with laws of causation. That ~hll 
angle of , re~exion . is equal to tit: 
angle of mCldenc~ IS a statell1ent of 
the mode of .actlOn of a partiCUlar 
ca,use; but that when two strairrht 
lines intersect eacl: other the 0ppo;ite 
~ngles are equal IS true of all SUch 
hnes and angles, by whatever cau.e 
produced, That the squares of tl . 
periodic times of the planets are p/e 
portional to the cub.es of their di~: 
tances from the sun, IS an uniforrnit, 
derived from the laws of the causj 
(or forces) which produce the plalle~ 
tary motions; but that the square of 
any number is foul' ~imes t~e square 
of half the number IS true, llldepen. 
dentl,)' of any cause. The only lawR 
of resemblance, therefore, which We 

are called upon to consider indepen. 
dentlyof causation belong to the pro. 
vince of mathematics. 

§ 4. The same thing is evident with 
respect to the only one remaininO' (jf 

our five categories, Order in PI~ce 
The order in place of the effects of ~ 
cause is (like everything else belong. 
ing to the effects) a consequence of 
the laws of that cause. The order in 
place, or, as we have termed it, the 
collocation, of the primeval causes is 
(as well as their resemblance) in each 
instance an ultimate fact, in which 
no laws or uniforrnities are traceable. 
The only remaining general propo i. 
tiol1s respecting order in place, and 
the only ones which have nothing to 
do with causation, are some of the 
truths of geometry -laws through 
which ,ve are able, from the order in 
place of certain points, lines, or spaCPR, 
to infer the order in place of other:; 
which are connected with the form~l' 
in some knovvn mode, quite indepen. 
dently of the particubr nature of 
those points, lines, 01' spaces, in any 
other respect than position or magni· 
tude, as well as independently of the 
physical cause from which, in nny 
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particuJ~l: case, they happen to derive 
their ongm. . 

sib.le for the ' mind to conceive the 
objects under: any other law, ' they 
,·~ere, and still are, generally con
SIdered. as truths recognised by -their 
own eVIdence 01' by instinct. 

It thus appears that mathematics 
is the only ~epal'tment of science into 
the methods of which it still remains 
to inqnire; and there is the less 
necessity that this inquiry should 
occnpy us long, as we have already, 
in the Second Book, made consider
~bJe progress in it. ,Ve there re
marked that the directly inductive 
truths . of mathematics .are few in 
llumber, consisting of the axioms, to
o'ether with certain propositions con
~erning existence, tacitly involved in 
most of the so-called definitions. And 
we gave what appeared conclusive 
reasons for affirming tlw,t these ori
o1nal premises, from which the re
~laini11g truths of the science are 
deduced, are, notwithstanding all ap
pearances to the contmry, results of 
observation and experience, founded, 
in short, 011 the evidence of the senses. 
That things equal to the same thing 
are equal to 011e another, and that 
t\1'O straight lines which have once 
intersected one ' another continue to 
diverge, are inductive truths, rest
ing, indeed, like the law of universal 
causation, only on induction pcr mu-
1i!emtionem simplice-m, on the fact that 
they have been perpetually perceived 
to be true, and never- once found to 

§ 5· There. is something which 
seems to reqUIre explanation, in the 
fact that the immense multitude of 
truths (a multitude still as far from 
?eing exhausted as ever) COillpl'ised 
m, t.he mathematical sciences, can be 
elICIted from so small a number of 
elementar.y ~aws. One see.> not, [l.t 
fir.st, how It IS that there can be room 
for su?l~ an infi'nite vari~ty of tl'lte 
Prol?OS,rtlOIlS on subjects apparently 
HO hnnted, 

'1'0 begin with the science of l~um
bel'. The elementary or ultimate 
trt~ths of this science are the commOlt 
~xlO~S conc~rning equality, namely, 
~hlDgs whIch are equal to the same 

~,hI~ng are equal to one another," and 
- E~l~~ls added to .equals make equal 
sum:;,. (no o~hel' aXIOms are required, *) 
together WIth the definitions of the 
.Yarious numbers. Like other so· called 
de?nitions, these are composed of two 
thmgs, the explanation of a name and 
the assertion of a fact: of which the 
latter al~ne can form a first principle 
01' premIse of a science. . '1.'he fact 

be false, But, as we have seen in a * The axiom, "Equals snbtmcted from 
recent chapter that this evidence, in eqnals leave equal differences," llIay be 
I f 1 demonstrated from the two axioms in thc 

t le case 0 a a,,' so completely uni- text,. 1f A = (~and B = u A _ B = a _ u 
versal as the law of causation, amounts For If not, let A - B = Jt - u + c. TheI~ 
to the fullest proof, so is this even sll~e B = U, adding equals to equals, 
more evidently true of the (Teneral A - q. + ~. :'3~t A = a. Therefore et = (t . '" + c: , whlCh IS Impossible. . 
Pl'Oposltions to which we are now ad- TIllS proposition having been demoll-
'\'el'ting; because, as a perception of strated, we may, by means of it demon
their truth, in any individual case stl'itte the following; "If equals he added 

J t 'I to un equals, the sums are unequaL" li 
IV la ever, r;equIres on y the simple A = 0, and B pot = b, A + B is not = et + b. 
act of lookmg at the objects in a For suppose It to be so. Then, since A = n 
propel' position, there never could and A + B= a + li. subtracting equals from 
ha\'C' been in their case (what, fOI' a eqnals, ~ = b; which is contrary to the . hypotheSIS, , 
long' perIOd, there were in the case of ~o again, it m:ly bc proved that two 
the law of causation) instances which thmgs, one of which is equal and tile other 
\Iwe apP[1.l'ently, thouo'h not really unequal to a third thing, arc uuequal to 
eXCeptions to them. Their infalll'ble' oll~tlano~her, If A = a . and ' A not == lJ, 

Hel ler IS 'a = B. For suppose it· to b ' 
truth was recognised from the very e~ual. ~'hen since A=a and (t= H, :lllct 
dawn of speculation; and as their Sll1ce thmgs equal to the same tllin:.; :ll 0 

~xtl'e!IJe familiarity made it impos- eqUta~ to one anothel·, A = B; whic;l is 
. . :. con lary to tilc hypothesis; , 
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ner in which single {)bjects of the 
o'iven kind must be put together in 
~rder to produce that particular aggre. 
gate. If the. aggregate \le of p.ebbles, 
and we call It two, the name llnplie~ 
that, to compose the aggregate, one 
pebble mus~ be joined to one pebble. 
If we call It th"ee, one and one and 
one pebble must be brought together 
to produce it, or else oue pebble lllu,t 
b e joined to an aggrega,t~ ~f the kind 
called two, already eXlstmg. Tht! 
agoTegate which we call fOlt?· has a 
still greater number of characteristic 
modes of formation. One and onp. 
and one and one pebble may be 

:tRsel'tecl in the definition" of anum· 
bel' is a physical fact. Each of th~ 
numbers two, three, four, &c., denotes 
physical phenomena, and connotes a 

hysical property of those phenOl~18na. 
f~wo for inst ance, denotes all pal~s of 
thin~'s and twelve all dozens of t~mgs, 
com~otinO' what makes them pall'S or 
dozens; "'and that 'whic~l make~ the~l 
so is something physIcal; smce It 
cannot be denied that two apples are 
physically distinguishable from three 
apples, two horses from one hOl:s~, and 
so forth: that they ar e a dIfferent 
visible and tangible phenomenon. I 
am not undertaking to say what the 
difference is; it is enough that there 
is a differenc~ of which the senso~s 

. can take cogmsance. And althouoh 

brought together; or two aggre&ate~ 
of the kind called two may be umted; 
or one pebble may. be added to an 
aO'oTeO'ate of the kmd called three. 
i:ery succeeding number in the as· 
cending series m ay b e forme~l by the 
junction of smaller nUI~bers 111 a pro. 
oTessively greater vanety of ways. 
Even limiting the parts to two, the 
number may b e formed, and conse· 
quently may be divided, in as many 
different ways as there [l,~'e numbel:R 
smaller than itself; ~nd, If. we admit 
of threes, fours, &c., 111. a stIll. g.reater 
variety. Other modes of arnvmg at 
the sam e aggregate ,Present them· 
selves, not by the umon of smaller, 
but by the dismemberment of larger 
aggregates. Thu.s, th" ee pebbles may 
be formed by takmg aW:1Y one pebble 
from an aggregate of four.; t~vo pebbles, 
by an equal division of r. snmbr aggre· 

a hundred and two horses are not so 
e[1sily distinguished from a hundred 
and three as two hor;::es are from three 
_thouo'h'in rnost positions the senses 
do not perceive any difference~ye.t 
they 111[1Y be so placed that a dIffer
ence will be percepti~)le, .01' else we 
should never have distmgmshed them, 
'and given them different. nam~s. 
vVeio'ht is confessedly a phy~lCal pro· 
p erty of things ; J:'et smal: dlffe:ence~~ 
b etween great wmghts .:11e [1S l~peI 
ceptible to the senses m most sltua· 
tions, as small differences betwe~n 
0Teat numbers; and are only p1.~t m 
~vidence by placing the t wo o?Jects 
in a peculiar position--:namely, m the 
opposite scales ~f a dehc:1t~ ba~~nce. _ 

'\iVhat, then, IS that whlCh l~ con" 
lloted by a name of number.' 0, 
course, some property b~long111g. to 
the agglomeration of thmgs wInch 
we call by the l1:1111e ~ n:nd that pr?· 
perty is the characterIstlC manner m 
which the ao·glomeration is made up 
of, and ma,y"'be sepamted int~, part~. 
I will endeavour to m ake tl~IS mOl e 
intelligible b y a few expbn.atIOns. 

'\iVhen we call a collectIOn of ob· 
jects t1VO, thee, or j~'LW, they are no~ 
two, three, or four III the ab?tract, 
they are two, thr~e , or four tlllng~ of 
SOlne particular lemd; pebble~, hor ses, 
inches, pounds weight. ' . v, hat the 
n~"me of number connotes IS the man· 

gate, and so ?n. . 
Every anthmetlC:11 proposition, 

every statement of .the r,esnlt of an 
[l,rithmetical oper:1tlOn, IS [l, state· 
ment of one of the modes of forma· 
tion of a given number. ~.t affirm~ 
that a certain aggregate mIght ha\'e 
been formed by putting together ~el" 
tain other aggregates, or by WIth· 
drawino' cert:tin portions of some 
aO'oTeo.;te' and that, by consequence, 
;eo mio'ht ~eproduce those :1ggregates 
from it by reversing the process. 1 

Thus, when we say that tl~e c .~be 
f • 1728 what we affirm IS tillS: 

o 1 2 IS, . t bel' of 
that if, having a suffic18n num 
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ebhles or of any other objects, we 
~ut them together into the particular 
~()rt of parcels or aggregates called 
twelves; and put together these 
twell'es [1gain into similar collec· 
tions; and, finally, make up twelve 
of these largest pa;cels: the aggre
lYltte thus formed WIll be such a one 
~s we call 1728 ; namely, that which 
(to take the most familiar of its modes 
of formation) may be made by joining 
the parcel called a thousand pebbles, 
the parcel called seven hundred peb. 
bles the parcel called twenty pebbles, 
and'the parcel called eight pebbles. 

The converse proposition, that the 
cube root of 1728 is 12, asserts that 
tlus large aggregate may agn,in be de
composed into the twelve twelves of 
twelves of pebbles which it consists of. 

The modes of formation of any 
number are innumerable; but when 
we know one mode of formation of 
each, all the rest may be determined 
deductively. If we know that n is 
fo rmed from band c, b from nand e, 
c from cl and j, and so forth, until we 
have included all the numbers of any 
scale we choose to select, (taking care 
that for each number the mode of 
formation be really a distinct one, 
Bot bringing us round again to the 
former numbers, but introducing a 
nrjlY number, ) we have a set of pro· 
positions from which we may reason 
tu all the other modes of formation 
of those numbers from one another. 
Having established a chain of induc· 
tive truths connecting together all the 
Bllmbers of the scale, we can ascer· 
bin the formation of anyone of those 
\lumbers from any other by merely 
travelling from one to t.he other alono
the chain. Suppose that we kno; 
only the following modes of forma
tion: 6 = 4 + 2, 4 = 7 - 3, 7 = 5 + 2, 
5 = 9 - 4· vVe could determine how 
6 mn.y be formed from 9. For 6 = 4 
+2= 7- 3+ 2=5 + z - 3+ 2 =9-'4+ 
2 - 3 + 2. It may therefore be formed 
by taking away 4 and 3, and adding z 
anl 2. If we know besides that 2 + 
2=4, we obtain 6 from 9 in a simpler 
lUode, by merely t aking [l,way 3. 

It is sufficient, therefore, to select 
one of the various modes of formation 
of each number, as a means of ascer
t aining all the rest. And since things 
which are nniform, and therefore 
simple, are most easily r eceived and 
retained by the understanding, th ere 
is an obvious advantage in selecting 
a mode of formation which shall be 
alike for all; in fixing the connotation 
of names of number on one uniform 
principle. The mode in which our ex
isting numerical nomenclature is con· 
trived possesses this advantage, with 
the additional one that it happily 
conveys to the mind two of the modes 
of formation of every number. Each 
number is considered as form ed by 
the addition of an unit to the number 
next below it in magnitude, and this 
mode of formation is conveyed by the 
place which it occupies in the series. 
And each is also considered as formed 

. by the addition of a number of units 
'less than t en, and a number of aggre. 
gat es each equal to one of the succes· 
sive powers of t en ; and this mode of 
its formation is expressed by its spoken 
name and by its num erical character. 

vVhat renders arithmetic the type 
of a deductive science is the fortunate 
applicability to it of a law so com
prehensive as "The sums of equals are 
equals ;" or, (to. express the same 
principle in less familiar but more 
characteristic language,) Whatever is 
made up of parts is made up of the 
parts of those part:>. This truth, obvi· 
ous to the senses in all cases which 
can be fairly referred to their decision, 
and so general as to be co·ext ensi \·e 
'with nature itself, being true of all 
sods of phenomena, (for all admit of 
being numbered,) must be considered 
an inductive truth or law of nature 
of the highest order. And every 
arithmetical operation is an applica· 
tion of this law, or of other In:ws 
capable of being deduced from it. 
This is our warrant for all calcula
tions. , iVe believe that five and t wo 
are equal to seven on the evidence 
of this inductive htw, combined with 
the definitions of those numbers. 'Ye 

2 C 
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. f d from - any other number, is 
. t tllat conclusion (as all1mow orme . d 1 arnve a 1 d called a fnnction of It; ~n t 1ere are 

who remember how they.first ea.;ne. as many kinds of ft:nctlOl1S as .there 
it) by adding a single umt at a tIme 6 are modes of formatIOn. The sllnple 
5 + I = 6, therefo!e 5 + I + I = _ functions are by no means numerous 
+ I = 7'. and aoO'am 2 = I + I, there b' f db' most functions emg orme y the 
fore 5 + 2 = 5 + I + I = 7· combination of several of the opera_ 

tions which form simple functions, or 
by successive repetitions o~ some one 
of those operations. The simple func. 
tions of any number x are all reducible 
to the following forms: x + a, x-a, 

§ 6. Innumerable as are the true 
propositions which can be formed c~n
cerning particular numbers! no a e· 
quate conception could be gamed from 
these alone 'Of the extent of the truths 
composing the science of number. 
Such propositions as we have SpOke!l 
of are the least general of all numerI
cal truths. It is t~ue that even ~hese 
are co-ext ensive with all nature . the 

a x ~ x'" ."'!-;, log. x (to the base al, 
' a. ' "V 

and the same expressions varied by 
tting x for (~ and (~ for x, wherever 

~~at substitution would alter the 
value: to which perhaps. ought to be 
added sin x, and arc (sm = x), All 1'0 Jelties of the number four are ~rue 

~f ~1l objects that are divis~ble mt,o 
four equal parts, and all ob] ~c~s. al e 
either actually or ideally ~o dlvlSlble. 
But the propositions whlCh compose 
the science of algebra are true, not of 
a pa.rticu}::tr number, but of all num
bel's; not of all ~h~ngs ~nder t~l~ con~ 
clition of being dIvIded m a particular 

tl r functions of x are formed by put· 
~i:: some one or more of the simple 
fu:ctions in the place of x or C~, and 
subjecting ~hem to the smne elemen. 
tary operatIOns. 

In order to carry on general.reasl)n. 

but of all thinO's under the con -
way, . . . 'do d' Y way-dition of bemg dlVI e 111 an , 
of being designat ed by a number at 

all. . I f rfi - t Since it is imposslb e or.c 1 eren 
numbers to have any of ~h elr modes 
of formation completely m common, 
it is a kind of paradox t o say, that all 

ropositions which can be m~de con
~erninO" numbers relate to then- modes 
of fOrl'~ation from other n~:nbers, a.nd 
'et that there are proposltlOns WhlC~l 

;'re true of all numbers. But t~lS 
~'ery paradox leads to the rea:l prm· 
ciple of o-eneralisation concern;ng the 

. 0 f b T wo drfferent propertles 0 num ers. . h 

ino's on the subject of FunctlO!1s, We 

require a nomenclature enablmg us 
to express any t wo n~m?ers by name, 
which, without speClfymg wha,t par-
ticular numbers they. are, shall show 
what function each I S of the. othe~', 
or, in other words, shall pu~ m en· 
dence their m ode of formatlOn from 
one another, The syste~ of gene.ral 
lan uage called algebral~al nota,tlOn 
doe~ this, The expressIOns a and 
a'!. + 30, denote, the one any numbe:', 
the other the number formed fr~n: ~t 
in a particular manner. The exples· 
sions a, b, n , and ((~ + b )n, denot~ a,n)' 
three numbers, and a fourth.whlCh IS 
formed from them in a cel'tam mode. 

The following may be st ated as ~he 
numbers cannot be formed 111 t _ ~ 
same manner from the sal~le number s, 
but they may be formed m the same 
manner from different numbers ; a:s 

nine is formed from three ~y mult!-
1 inO' it into itself, and slxt een IS 
¥o~m~d from foUl' by the same ,Pro
cess. Thus there 3,ri se~ a clas~lfica
tion of modes of form.a.t lOn, or, 111 the 
lanO'uaO'e commonly used by mathe
matici~ns, a classification.of Func
t iDUii. Any number, consldered as 

'eneral ' problem of 1 the ~lgebrm~[\l 
~alculus: F being a certam functlOll 
of a o'iven number, to find ~vhat {unc· 
tion F will be of any functlOll .of t~at 
number. For eX:1mpl~, :1 b1l10~~al 
a + b is a function of ItS t wo. pal ts ,(~ 
anc1 b, and the parts are, m ~he~~ 
turn, functions of (t+ b : now, (ch.b\ : 
is a certain h1l1c~ion ~f the bm0ll1U1 b' 
what function wlll thIS be of a an~hi~ 
the t wo parts? The answer to 
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question is the binomial theorem. 

1 ( b)" n+ n" lb+ The formu a . C~+ = (t ~o,-

~a"-~b~+&c., shows inwhatman-
1.2 

nel' the number '~hich. is forme~ by 
]lJultiplying ( t T b I?tO Itself n tunes, 

li crht be formed wlthout that process, 
~il~ctly from ((., b, and n. And of 
this nature are all the theorems of 
the science of number, 'l'hey assert 
the identity of th~ r esult of different 
Jllodes of formatIOn. They affirm 
that some mode of formation from x, 
and some mo~e of formation from a 
certain functIOn of x, produce the 
same number. 

Besides these general theorems or 
form nl re, what remains in the alge
braical calculus is the reso.lution of 
e(luat~ons, . But the r esolutIOn of an 
equat~on lS a;~so a theorem. If ~he 
equatIOn be X " .+ (lX =. b, the resolutIOn 
of this equatIOn, VIZ. x = - ~(L + 
..; :l: (G:l + b, is a general proposition 
which may be regarded as an answer 
to the question. If b is a certain 
function of x and a, (namely, x2 + o,x,) 
what function is x of band n ? The 
resolution of equations is, therefore, 
a mere variety of the general pro
blem as above stated. The problem 
is- Given a function, what function 
is it of some either function? A nd in 
the resolution of an equation, the 
'Iuestion is, to find 'what function of 
one of its own functions tl~e number 
itself is. 

Such as above described is the 
aim and end of the calculus, As for 
its processes, every one knows that 
they are simply deductive. In de
monstrating an algebraical theorem, 
or ill resolving an equation, we travel 
from the datu1n to the qu(Csit'll1n by 
pure ratiocination ; in which the only 
premises introduced, besides the ori
giJla,1 hypotheses, are the fundamen
tal axioms already mentioned- that 
things equal t o the same thing are 
equal to one another, and that the 
Bums of equal things are equal. At 
e~h step in the dem onstration or 
in the ca,lculation, we apply one or 

othei.' of these truths, 01' truths dedu
cible from them, as, that the differ
ences, products, &c., of equal num
bers are equal. 

It would be inconsistent with the 
scale of this work, and not necessary 
to its design, to carry the analysis of 
the truths and processes of algebr::t 
any farther ; which is also the less 
needful, as the t ask has been, to a 
very great ext ent, performed by other 
writers. P eacock's Algebra and Dr. 
vVhewell's D oct1'ine of Limits are full 
of instruction on the subj ect . The 
profound treatises of a tru ly l'hiloso
phical mathematician, Professor D e 
Morgan, should be studied by every 
one who desires to comprehend the 
evidence of mathematical truths, and 
the meaning of the obscllrer processes 
of the calculus; and the speculations 
of Ivr. Comte, in his CO'un de Philo
sophie P ositive, on the philosophy of 
the higher branches of mathematics, 
are among the many valuable gifts 
for which philosophy is indebted t o 
that eminent thinker. 

§ 7. If the extreme generality, and 
remoteness not so much from sense as 
from the visual and t actual imagina
tion, of the laws of number, r enders 
it a somewhat difficult effort of ab
stracti on~ t o conceive those b 'ws as 
being in reality physical truths ob
t ained by obser vation; the same diffi
culty does not exist with regard t o 
th e laws of extension. The facts of 
which those laws are expressions are 
of a kind peculiarly accessible t o the 
senses, and suggesting eminently dis
tinct images t o the fancy. That geo
metry is a strictly physical science 
would donbtless have been r ecognised 
in all ages, had it not been for the 
illusions produced by two circum
st ances. One of these is the charac
t eristic property, already noticed, of 
the fact s of geometry, that they may 
be collect ed from our ideas or m p-utal 
pictures of objects as effectually as 
from the objects themselves,. The 
other is, the dernonstrati ve charact er 
of g eometrical truths ; which 'was at 
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one time supposed to constitute a law of equality, namely, that lines 
radical distinction between them and . :;nrface~, or solId spaces, which can b~ 
physical truths, the latter, as resting s? applIed to one another a~ to coin_ 
on merely prob~1ble evidence, being Clde, are equal. . Some wnters have 
deemed essentially uncerttLin and un- · asserted th~1t thIS law of nature i 
precise. The advance of knowledge mere verbal definition; that the s .:t 
has, however, made it manifest that pression "equal magnitudes" mc~x~ 
physical science, in its better under- nothing but magnitudes which c 11 8 

stood branches, is quite as demon- be so applied to one anotl~er as ~1l 
strative as geometry. The .task of coincide. But in this .opinion I call~ 
deducing its details from a few corn- not ~gree. T~le equalIty of two geo_ 
paratively simple principles is found metncal magmtudes Cf1nnot differ flu _ 
to be anything but the impossibility dame~ltally in its. m1ture from th1e 
it was once supposed to be; and the equality of two welg~lts, two degrees 
notion of the superior certainty of of heat, or two portIOns of duration 
geometry is an illusion, arising from to none of which would this defini: 
the ancient prejudice, which, in that tion of equality be suitable. None of 
science, mistakes the ideal data from th ese things can be so applied to Olle 
which we reason for a peculiar class another as to coincide, yet We per
of realities, while the corresponding fectly understand what We rue:tlt 
ideal data of any deductive physical when we call them equal. Thiu"" 
science are recognised as what they are eqlU11 in magnitude, as things a~: 
really are, hypotheses. equal in weight, when they are felt 

Every theorem in geometry is alaw to be exactly similar in respect of tho 
of exterm11 nature, and might have attribute in which ·we compare thenl' 
been ascertained by generalising from and the application of the objects t~ 
observation and .experiment, which in .each other in the one case, like the 
this case resolve themselves into com- bdlancing them with a p~1,ir of sc:tb 
parison and measurement. B.ut it in the other, is but a mode of brin!!. 
was found practicable, and being ing them into a position in which O~I' 
practicable, was desirable, to deduce senses can recognise deficiencies of 
these truths by ratiocination from a exact resemblance that would other
small number of general laws of na- wise escape our notice. 
ture, the certainty and uni,'ersality Along ·with these three general 
of which are obvious to the most principles or axioms, the remainder 
careless observer, and which compose of the premises of geometry consists 
the first principles and ultimate pre- of the so-called definitions: that is 
mises of the science. Among these to say, propositions asserting the real 
general laws must be included the existence of the various objects there
same two which we have noticed as in desigmLted, together with some 
ultimate principles of · the Science of one property of each. In some cases 
Number also, and . which are appli- more than one property is c')ll1monl,l' 
cable to every description of quantity, assumed, but in no case is more than 
viz. The sums of equals are equal, one necessary. It is assumed that 
and Things which are equal to the there are such things in nature as 
same thing are equal to oue another; strn,ight lines, and that any two flf 
the latter of which may be expressed them setting ant from the same point, 
in a manner more suggestive of the diverge more and more without limit. 
inexhaustible multitude of its con- This assumption, (which includes and 
sequences by the following terms: goes beyond Euclid's axiom thftt two 
"Whatever is equal to anyone of a straight lines cannot enclose a space,) 
number of equal magnitudes, is equal is as indispensable in geometry, and 
to any other of them. To these two as 'evident, resting on as simple, 
must be added, in s'eometry, a thih l . familiar, and universal obsel'vn.tion, 
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mark to mark until we obtain a vast 
body of derivative truths to all ~ 
pearance extremely unlik~ those ;l~~ 
mentary ones. 

as any of the other axioms. It is 
also assumed that straight lines di
verge frOl,? one another in different 
degrees; lll. other words, that there 
:Ll'e such thmgs as angles, and that 
they are ca~able of being equal or un
equal. ~t 1S assm:ned that there is 
such a ~.lnng as a cH'cle, and that all 
its, radu are equal; such things as 
elbpses" and that the sums of the 
fo~al ~lstances. are equal for every 
pomt 111 .an ellIpse; such things as 
parallellmes, and that those lines are 
everywhere equally dist[tnt. ;;. 

f The explanation of this r emarkable 
act seems to lie in the followin o· (;i1'
cums~ances. In the first plac; all 
~uestlOns. of position and figure m~y be 
Iesolved.l?to questions of magnitUde 
The pOSItIon and fi o'ure of an b' t 
ar:'t~letermined byo determin1]~. Jt~·~e 
pO~1 1O~ ?f a sufficient number of 
po~nts m It; and the position of anv 
pomt. may be determined · by the 
ma~'l1ltude of three rectanO'ula1' co
rdll1ates, that is, Of. the perpe~diculars 
c Ia~vn from the POll1t to three planes 
a~ 1'1ght angles to one another, al'bitra'-
1'1 y selected: By this transformation 

S, 8" It is a matter of more than 
CU,l'lOSlty to cons.ider to what pecuIi
anty of ~he phySICal truths which are 
the subject of geometry it is owi 
that they cau all be deduced from ~~~ 
s!l1al~ a ~lUmber of original premises: 
why lt IS thl1t we can set out from 
only 0~1e characteristic property of 
each kmd of phenomenon, and with 
that .and two or three general truths 
l'eln.tmg to equality can travel from 

o.f all ql1esbons of quality into ues
tIons only of quantity, geomet; is 
reduced to the single problem ofYth ' 
measuremel~t of magnitudes, that is

e 

the. ascer~amment of the equalitie~ 
whICh eXIst between them N 
~: hen we c?nsider that by on~ of t~: 
oene~a~ aXlO:ns, any equality, when 
ascel ~a~ned, 1S proof of as 111any other 
equalItles as there are other th' , 
equal to either of the two equ~~;~ 
and that by another of those . ' 

~ Geometers l l ~\,c llsnally prefcrred t 
de~lIe ,parallel hnes by thc property ~ 
!JV;ug; 1l1, the same plane :lIId never meet 
Jllo ' TIns, however, h as rendcred "t 
snry for them to assume, as an aJdi~i~~;:i 
~Xlom. some other property of pal"lllel 
lines; and the unsatisfactolY m '. 
which properties for that PUrlJ~~~n~~~~n 
been selected by Euclid and otb _ h e 
nlways been deemed the opprobr~~l~ a~ 
elem~ntary ge.o~etry. Even as a verb~l 
defimtlOIl, eqmdlstance is a fitter l' • 

to c~l[\l:acterise parallels by, since it ~~e~l~y 
attubute really involved in the si~ ' fi~ 
cn,tlOn of the llame. If to be in the ~::r~e 
pl.mc and neyer to meet werc all that '. 
mcant by b~lllg: IJarallel, we should f 1~ 
1i0 IllCongrlUty 111 speaking of a curve ce 

'1ny t . aXIOms, 
• ascer. all1ed equality is pl'Oof of 
the equahty of as . . . , ma.ny pall'S of 
magmtudes as can be formed b tl 
hmerous operations which rerol~: 
t ems elves mto the addition of the 
equals to themselves or to otl . 
eqlU1,ls ;. we cease to wonder that 1~1 
P~OpOl'tlOn a~ a s.ci'ence is conversa~~ 
a out equalIty, It should afford a 
more copious supply of marks of 
marks; and tha.t the sciences of 
nU:~ber a~ld e:::tension, which are con
velsant WIth lIttle else than equalit 
shhoulc! be the most deductive of }{i 
t e sClences. 

p~~~:~ fi~ lt~ ,asY!1lptote. The l~ealling ~~ 
i1' ',. dl~~ IS, ,hnes whiclllJllrSlle exactly 
1~ S,tme llectlOn, and which therefore 

~J~~ther draw nearer 1101' go f;{rther fro~ 
another; a conception sugo-ested at 

~J~~ellie;I~~SlntemJ?lation?f l1:tttfre. That 
eluded in the 11:~1~ meet IS of co,urse in
pOSItion that h e comprehensIve pro
di~t:mt A~d \be{ are ever,Ywhere equally 
me in 'th a any strlllght lmes which 
ifiut will ~e:t:~~el plane and not equidis
,n:ttcd in th' Y II!eet, may be demon
tile fllndame~t~~O~;';'lg~rOUS m:ll~ner f~om 
:l"Il111rd III tl t I _t pel ty of stl:,ught hne;; 

t [ le .ex, VIZ. that If they ,t 

'~;;d ~~~~~c t~~ t;~~~~ ~ llf~~~? they eli verge m~~e 

.Th.ere are also two or three of the 
P1'1~Clpal laws of space or extension 
wInch al:e ~.1llusually fitted forrenderinO' 
one POSItIOn or magnitude a mark of 
another, 2,nd thereby contributino' t 
l'ender the science ]arO'ely ded to. 0 
F' . t tl . 'b uc 1\'e. 

lIS , le magmtudes of enclo~ed 
spaces, whether superficial or solid, 
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a.re completely determined by the 
·magnitudes of the lines and angles 
-which bound them. Secondly, the 
lenO'th of any line, whether straight 
or ~ul've, is measured (certa.in other 
things being given) by the angle 
which it subtends, and vice versa. 
Lastly, the angle which any two 
straight lines make with each other 
n.t an inaccessible point, is measured 
by the angles they severally make 
with any third line we choose ! to 
select. By means of these general 
laws, the measurement of all lines, 
n.ngles, and spaces whatsoever might 
be accomplished by measuring a single 
straight line and a sufficient number 
of angles; which is the plan actually 
pursued in the trigonometrical survey 
of a country; and fortunate it is that 
this is practicable, the exact measure
ment of long straight lines being al
ways difficult, and often impossible, 
but that of angles very easy. Three 
such generalisations as the foregoing 
afford such facilities for the indirect 
measurement of magnitudes, (by sup
plying us with known lines or angles 
which are marks of the magnitude of 
unknown ones, and thereby of the 
spaces which they enclose,) that it is 
easily intelligible how from a few data 
we can go on to ascertain the mag
nitude of an indefinite multitude of 
lines, angles, and spaces, which we 
could not easily, or could Hot at all, 

· measure by any more direct process. 

§ 9. Such are the remarks which it 
· seems necessary to make in this place 
respecting the laws of nature which 
n.l'e the peculiar subject of the sciences 
of number and extension. The im
mense part which those laws take in 
giving a deductive character to the 
other departments of physical science 

, is well known, and is not surprisiug 
· when we· consider that all causes 
· operate according to mathematical 
laws. The effect is always depen
dent on or is a function of the quantity 
of the agent, and generally of its 
position also. We cannot, therefore, 
reason respecting' causation ~vithou~ 

introducing considerations of qnn, t' ' 
and extension at every step; a:d1tr 
the nature of the phenomena ad . f 
of our obtaining numeriCltl datln1ts 

sufficient accuracy, the bws of q~ of 
tit)' become the gra.nd instrument ~n
calculating forward to an effect ~l: 
backward to a canse. That in l~ 
other sciences, as well as in geOluet;, 
questions of quality are scarcely e\'~; 
independent of questions of qnantit 
may be seen from the most faluili~;. 
phenomena:. Even wh.en several col. 
ours are lInxe.d on .a pa.mter's palette 
the comparative quantity of each en~ 
tirely determines the colour of the mix. 
ture. 

'With this mere suggestion of the 
general causes which render l11athe_ 
mati.cal pri.nciples a.nd proc.esses sopre_ 
dOInmant m those deductIve sciences 
which afford precise numerical da.ta 
I must, on the present occasion, con: 
tent myself :.. referring the reader who 
desires a more thorough acquaintance 
with the subject to the first two 
volumes of 1\1. Comte's systematic 
work. 

In the same work, and more parti
cularly in the third v01ume, are also 
fully discussed the limits of the ap. 
plicability of mathematical principles 
to the improvement of other sciences. 
Such principles are manifestly inap. 
plicable, where the causes on which 
any class of phenomena, depend a.re 
so imperfectly accessible to our obser. 
vation, that we cannot ascertain, by 
a proper induction, their numericnl 
laws; or where the causes are so 
numerous, and intermixed in so cam· 
plex a manner with one another; that 
even supposing their laws known, the 
computation of the aggregate effect 
transcends the powers of the calculu~ 
as it is, or is likely to' be; or, lastly, 
where the causes themselves a.re in:\ 
state of perpetual fluctna.tion; as ill 
physiology, and still more, if possible, 
in the social scien·ce. The mathe
matical solutions of physical ques· 
tions become progressively more diffi· 
cult and imperfect in proportion as 
the questions , di~e~t_ themselves of 
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their ubstract and hypothetical char- more complex. These grounds a.re 
quite sufficient for deeming mathe
matical training an indispensable 
b&sis of real scientific education, and 
regarding (according to the dictu1)~ 
which an old but unauthentic tradi
tion ascribes to Plato) one who is 
a'Y€Wj.I.€TPT)TOS, as wanting' in one of 
the most essential qualifications for 
the successful cultivation of the highel' 
branches of philosophy. 

CHAPTER XXV. 
OF THE GROUNDS OF DISBELIEF. 

cter and approach nearer to the de
a ree 'of complication actually exist
~nO" in nature; insomuch that beyond 
~h~ limits of astronomical phenomena, 
n.nd of those most ~early analogous 
to them, mathematIcal accuracy is 
~'enerally obtained "at the expense 
~f the reality of the inquiry;" while 
Gren in astronomical questions, "not
\I'ithsta.nding the admirable simplicity 
of their ma.thematical elements, our 
feeble intelligence becomes incapable 
of following out effectually the logical 
combinations of the laws on which 
the phenomena are dependent, as 
soon as we attempt to take into 
simultaneous consideration more tha.n 
two or three essential influences." * 
Of this, the problem of the Three 
Bodies has already been cited, more 
than once, as a remarkable instanee; 
the complete solution of so compara
tively simple a question having vainly 
tried the skill of the most profound 
mathematicians. ,"Ve may conceive, 
then, how chimerical would be the 
hope that mathematical principles 
could be advantageously applied to 
phenomena dependent on the mutual 
action of the innumerable minute par
ticles of bodies, as those of chemistry, 
aud still more of physiology; and 
for similar reasons those principles 
remain inapplicable to the still more 
complex inquiries, the subjects of 
which are phenomena of society and 
government. 

The value of mathematical instruc
tion as a preparation for those more 
difficult investigations consists in the 
!l,pplicability not of its doctrines, but 
uf its method. Mathematics will 
ever remain the most perfect type 
of the Deductive Method in general; 
and the applications of mathematics 
to the deductive branches of physics, 
furnish the only school in which phi
losophers can effectually learn the 
most difficult and important portion 
of their art, the employment of the 
laws of simpler phenomena for ex
plaining and predicting those of the 

.~~ Phi losopldc Positi?Je, iii. 4I4-4JQ. 

§ 1. THE method of arriving at 
general truths, or general propositions 
fit to be believed, and the nature 
of the evidence on which l they are 
grounded, have been discussed, as fal.' 
as space and the writer's faculties 
permitted, in the twenty-four preced-
111g chapters. But the result of the 
exa:mination of evidence is not always 
belIef, nor even suspension of judg
ment; it is sometimes disbelief. The 
philosophy, therefore, of induction 
and experimental inquiry is incom
plete, unless the grounds not only of 
belief, but of disbelief, are trea.ted of; 
and to this topic we shall devote one, 
and the final, chapter. 

By disbelief is not here to be under
stood the mere absence of belief. '.rhe 
ground for abstaining from belief is 
simply the absence 01' insufficiency of 
proof; and in considering 'what is 
s~fficient ev~clence to support any 
gwen conclUSIOn, we haye already, by 
implication, considered what evidence 
is not sufficient for the same purpose. 
By disbelief is here meant, not the 
state of mind in which we form no 
opinion concerning a subject, but that 
in which we are fully persuaded that 
>=ome opinion is not true; insomuch 
that if evidence, even of great appa
rent strength, (whether arounded on 
the testimony of others o~ on our own 
supposed perceptions,) were produced 
in fa.vour of the opinion, we should 
believe that thewitness()s spoke falsely, 
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or that they, or 'we ourselves, if we 
were the direct percipients, were nus
taken. 

That there are such cases, no one 
is likely to dispute. Assertions for 
w.hich there is abundant positive evi
dence are often disbelieved, on account 
·of what is called their improbability, 
or impossibility. And the question 
for consideration is what, in the pre
sent case, these words mean, and how 
far and in what circumstances the 
properties which they express are suffi
d ent grounds for disbelief. 

§ 2. It : is to be remarked in the 
first place, that the positive evidence 
produced in support of an assertion 
which is nevertheless rejected on the 
score of impossibility or improbability, 
is never such as amounts to full proof. 
It is always grounded on some ap
proximate generalisation. The fact 
may have been asserted by a hundred 
witnesses; but there are many ex
ceptions to the universality of the 
generalisation that what a hundred 
witnesses affirm is true. vVe may 
·seem to ourselves to have actually 
seen the fact; but, that we really see 
what we think we see, is by no means 
an universal truth; our organs may 
have been in a morbid state, or we 
may have inferred something, and 
imagined that we perceived it. The 
evidence, then, in the affirmative 
being never more than an approxi
mate generalisation, all will depend 
on what the evidence in the negative 
is. If that also r ests on an approxi
mate generalisation, it is a case fOl' 
comparison of probabilities. If the 
approximate generalisations leading 
to the affirmative are, when added 
t ogether, less strong, or in other 
'words, farther from being uni Yersal, 
than the approximate generalisations 
which snpport the negative side of 
the question, the proposition is said 
to be improbable, and is to be disbe
lieved provisionally. If, however, an 
alleged fact be in contradiction, not 
to any number of approximate gene
ra.lisations, but to' a completed gene-. 

ralis~tion. g~oun~ed on a rigorous in. 
ductIOn, It IS saId to be impossibl 
and is to b8 disbelieved totally. e, 

This la~t principle, .simple and evi. 
dent as It appears, lS the doctl'in 
which, on the occasion of an attelUp~ 
to apl~l:y it to. the quest.ion of the 
credlbIhty of mIracles, eXClt ed so vio_ 
lent a controversy. Hume'scelebl'ated 
doctrine, that nothing is credible 
which is contradictory to experience 
or at variance with laws of nature is 
merely this very plain and harl111~ss 
proposition, that whatever is contra_ 
dictory to a complete induction is in
credible. Tha':t such a maxim as this 
should either be accounted a danger_ 
OllS heresy, or mistaken for a O'reat 
and recondite truth, speaks ill fo~' the 
state of philosophical speCUlation on 
such SUbjects. 

But does not (it may be asked) the 
very statement of the proposition 
imply a contradiction? An alleO'ed 
fact, according" to this theory, is ~ot 
to be believed if it contradict a com
plete induction. But it is essential 
to the completeness of an induction 
that it shall not contradict any known 
fact. It is not then a lJetitio pj'incipii 
to say, that the fact ought to be di~. 
believed because the induction op
posed to it is .complete? How C:111 

we have a right to declare the induc
tion complete, while facts, supported 
by credible evidence, present them
selves in opposition to it? 

I answer, we have that right when
ever the scientific canun}; of induction 
give it to us; that is, whenever the 
induction am be complete. We have 
it, for example, in a case of causation 
in which there has been an eXj)C1"i
mcntu?n c?·ucis. If an antecede;t A, 
superadded to a set of antecedentR ill 
all other r espects unaltered, is fol
lowed by an effect B which did not 
exist before, A is, in that instance at 
least, the cause of B, or an indispen
sable part of its cause; and if A bu 
tried again with many totally different 
sets of antecedents and B still follows, 
then it is the whole cause. If these 
obsen~tions or experiments have been 
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repeated so often, and by so many 
persons, as to exclude all supposition 
of error in the observer, a law of 
nature is established; aud so long as 
this law is received as such, the as
sertion that on any particular occa
sion A took place, and yet B did not 
folloW, 1vithout any countcj'act'iJlg wuse 
JUust be disbelieved. Such an asser~ 
tion is not to be credited on any less 
evidence than what would suffice to 
orerturn the law_ The general truths, 
that whatever has a, beginning has a 
cause, and that when none but the 
sanle causes exist, the same effects 
follow, rest on the strongest inductive 
evidence possible; the proposition 
that things n.ffirmed by even a crowd 
of l'espect[tble witnesses are true, is 
but an ap~roximate generalisation; 
flud-even If we fancy we actually 
saw or felt the fact which is in con
tmdictioll to the law-what a human 
being can see is no more than a set 
of appearances; from which the real 
nature of the phenomenon is merely 
an inference, n.nd in this inference ap
proximate generalisations usually have 
a large share. If, therefore, we make 
our e~ection t~ hold by the law, no 
quantlty of eVIdence whatever ought 
to persuade us that there has occurred 
anything in contradiction to it. If, 
indeed, the evidence produced is such 
that it is more likely that the set of 
observations and experiments on which 
the law rests should have been inac
curately performed or incorrectly in
terpreted, than that the evidence in 
question should be false, we may be
lieve the evidence; but then we must 
flbanclon the law. And since the law 
\l'fI: received on what seemed a com
plete induction, it can only be rejec
ted o~ evi~ence equivalent; namely, 
as bemg' ll1consistent not with any 
number of approximat e generalisa
tions, but with some other and better 
cRt"blished law of nature. This ex
h'eme case of a conflict between two 
supposed laws of nature has probably 
never actually occurred where in the 

had be~n kept in view; but if it did 
occur, It must terminate in the t otal 
rejection of one of the supposed laws. 
It would prove that there must be a 
f1.aw in the logical process by which 
eIther one or the other was estab
lished; and if there be so, that sup
posed general truth is no truth at all. 
We cannot admit a proposition as a 
~aw of nature, and yet believe a fact 
111 real contradiction t o it. We must 
disbelieve the alleged fact, or believe 
that we were mist aken in ac1mittino' 
the supposed law. • '" 

But in order th~t any alleged fa~t 
should. be contradICtory to a' law of 
c~usatIOn, the allegation must be, not 
slmply that the cause existed without 
being followed by the effect, for that 
would be no uncommon Occurrence -
but that this happened in the absenc; 
of any adequate counteracting cause. 
Now in the case of an alleo'ed miracle 
the assertion is the exact opposite of 
this. It is, that the effect was de
feated, not in the absence, but in 
consequence of a counteractino- cause 
namely, a direct interpositio~ of a~ 
act of the will of some being who has 
power over nature; and in particular 
of a Being whose will being assumed 
to have endowed all the causes with 
the powers by which they produce 
their effects, may well be supposed 
able to counteract them. A miracle 
~as ,\vas justly remarked by Brown .;.:-) 
IS no contradiction to the law of cause 
and effect; it is a new effect, sup
p.osed to be produced by the introduc
tIOn of a new cause. Of the adequacy 
of that cause, if present, there 8an be 
no doubt; and the only antecedent 
improbability which can be ascribed 
to the miracle is the improbability 
that any such cause exist ed. 

All, therefore, which Hume hasmacle 
out, and this he must be considered to 
have made out, is, that (at leaBt in the 
imperfect state of our knowledo'e of 
natmal agencies, which leaves it al
ways possible that some of the physi-

process of investio'atino' both the laws ;+ See the t wo r emarkable notes (A) and 
the true canons of scie~tI-fic' J t' ' (F), a~pended to his 11l'luil'Y 'into the Be{a-, InClUC lOn , twn OJ Cau se mul E.ff"cct_ 
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cal antecedents may have been hidden 
from us) no evidence can prove a 
miracle to anyone who did not pre
viously believe the existence of a Being 
or beings with supernatural power, 
or who believes himself to have full 
proof that the character of the Being 
whom he recognises is inconsist ent 
with his having' seen fit to interfere 
on the occasion ~in question. 

If we do not already believe in 
supernatural agencies, no miracle can 
prove to us their existence. The mir
acle itself, considered merely as an 
extraordinary fact, may be satisfac
t oril), certified by our senses or by 
t estimony; but nothing can ever prove 
that it is a miracle: there is still 
another possible hypothesis, that of its 
being the result of some unknown 
natural cause; and this possibility 
cannot be so completely shut out as 
to leave no alternative but that of 
admitting the existence and interven
tion of a Being superior to nature. 
Those, however, who already believe 
in such a Being, have two hypotheses 
to choose from, a supernatural and an 
unknown natural agency; and they 
have to judge which of the two is the 
most probable in the particular case. 
In forming this judgment, an impor
t ant element of the question will be 
the conformity of the result to the 
laws of the supposed agent, that is, 
to the character of the Deity as they 
conceive it. But, with the knowledge 
which we now possess of the general 
uniformity of the course of nature, 
religion, following in the wake of 
science, has been compelled to ac
knowledge the government of the 
universe as being on the whole carried 
on by general laws, and not by special 

. interpositions. To whoever holds this 
belief, there is a general presumption 
against any supposition of divine 
agency not operating through general 
laws, or, in other words, there is an 
antecedent improbability in every 
miracle, which, in order to outweigh 
it, requires an extraordinary strength 
of antecedent probability derived from 
the special circumstances of the cltse. 

§ 3· It appeltrs from wh<1t has be 
said, that t he assertion that a cau~~ 
has been defeated of an effect whi I 
is connected with it by a complete~ 1 

ascertained law of causation, is to bY 
disbelieved or not, accordino' to tb e 
probability or improbability tl~at the e 
existed in the particular instance re 
adequate counteracting cause, Tn 

form an estimate of this is not 1U0r~ 
difficult than of other probabilitie 
vVith r egard t o al,l known causes cn;: 
able of counteractmg the given caU8ex 
we have generally some previous kno1\'~ 
ledge of the frequency 01' rarity of 
their occurrence, from which we may 
draw an inference as to the ante. 
cedent improba,bility of their havinrr 
been present in any particular cas; 
And neither in respect to known no~ 
unknown causes are we required to 
pronounce on the probability of theit. 
existing in nature, but only of their 
having exist ed at the time and place 
at which the transaction is alleged 
to have happened. \life are selclom 
therefore, without the means (wheJ~ 
the circumstances of the case are at 
all known to us) of judging how far 
it is likely that such a cause should 
have existed 'at tha,t time and place 
without manifesting its presence by 
some other marks, and (in the case of 
an unknown cause) without havinrr 
hitherto manifested its existence i~ 
any other instance. According [l~ 
this circumstance, 01' the falsity of 
the t estimony, a.ppears more impro. 
bable, that is, conflicts with an approxi
mate generalisation of a higher orcler, 
we believe the testimony, 01' disbelieve 
it, with a stronger or a weaker degree 
of conviction according ,to the prepon
derance, at least until we have sifted 
the matter farther. 

So much, then; for the case in which 
the alleged fact conflicts, or appears 
to conflict, with a real law of Ct\usa
tion. But a more common ca,se, per
haps, is ' that of its conflicting with 
uniformities of mere co-existence, l1(,t 
proved to be dependent on causation: 
in other words, with the properties of 
K.inus. It is with these uniformities 
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principally that the marvellous stories 
related by travellers are apt to be at 
ral'iance, as of men with tails or with 
wings, and (until confirmed by experi
ence) of flYIng fish; 01' of ice, in the 
celebrated anecdote of the Dutch tra
,'e11e1's and the king of Siam. Facts 
of this description! fact s previously 
unheard of, but wInch could nut from 
nlly know,n law, of causation be pro
nounced ~mposslble, are what Hume 
cha.l'actel'lses as not contrary to ex
perIence, but merely unconformable 
to it; and Bentham, in his treatise 
on Evidence, denominates them facts 
disconfol'mable 7'1), .~pecie, as distin
guished from such as are disconform_ 
nble in toto or in dey?·ee. 

In a case .of this description the 
het asserted IS the existence of ;, new 
Kind, which in itself is not in the 
slightest .degree . incredible, and only 
to be reJect~d If the improbability 
thnt any: vanety of object existing' at 
the partIcular place and time sh~uld 
not have been discovered sooner, be 
gl'e~te~ than ~hat of error or men
daCIty 111 th~ WItnesses. , AccQt'dingly, 
s~lCh assertIOns, when made by cre
cllble pel'so.ns, a~d of unexplored places, 
are no~ chsbeheved, but at most re
garded as requiring confirmation from 
subsequent observers; unless the al
le~ed properties. of the Supposed new 
Km~ are at varrance with known pro
pertres ,of som~ larger kind which in
cludes It; or, III other words unless 
in.the new Kind which is as;erted t~ 
eXIst, some properties are said to have 
been found dis joined from others which 
have always been known to accom
pany them; as in the case of Pliny's 
men, or any other kind of animal of 

their being the result of causation 
~he fact which conflicts with then~ 
IS, .to be disbelieved, at least pro
vIsI~nal~y, and subject to further in
vestJgatlOll. vVhen the presumption 
amounts to a virtual certainty as in 
the c~se of the general structure of 
orga:ll~ed beings, the only question 
~'eqUll'lng consideration is whether 
III phenomena so little understooJ 
there ~nay not be liabilities to coun~ 
teractlOn from causes hitherto un
known; or whether the phenomena, 
may not be capable of originating ill 
some other way, which wouid pro
duce.a. different set of derivative uni
formItI~s. vVhere (as in the case of 
the flymg-fish, or the ornithorhyn_ 
chus) the generalisation to which the 
~lleged fact would be an exception 
IS yery special and of limited rano'e 
neIther of the above suppositions c~~ 
~e deemed .very improbable; and it is 
generally, 111 the case of such alleO'ed 
anomalies, wise to suspend our jUdo.
m~n~, pen~Hng . the subsequent i~
qUlI'les, w!llch wIll not fail to confirm 
the assertIO~l if it be true. But when 
t~e generahs~tion is very comprehen
Sl\'~, embracmg a vast number and 

a structUl'e different from that which 
h~s alw~ys been. found to co-exist 
WIt!: anlln~l life. On the mode of 
denlmg WIth any such case, little 
ne,eds be added to what h~s been 
Bald 011 the same topic in the twenty
seco~~ chapter. * ,\Vhen the uni
fOl'll1ltles of co-existence which the 
alleged fact would violate are such 
as to raise a ~trOl1g presumption of 

'" SUPl':l, pp, 383, 384. 

varretyof observations, and co\'erino' 
a consIderable province of the domai~ 
of nature, then, for reasons which 
hav~ .been fully explained, such an 
eU:PIrIcallaw comes near to the cer
t~mty of an ascertained law of causa
tIOn, and any alleged exception to it 
cannot be admitted, unless on the evi
dence 0.£ some law of causation proved 
by a stIll more complete induction. 

Such uniformities in the Course of 
nature as do not bear marks of beh1O' 
the results of ca,usation, are, as w~ 
have already seen, admissible as uni
versal truths. with a degree of cre
dence proportIOned to their O'enerality 
Those which are true of °all thing~ 
~vhatever, or at least which are totally 
mdependent of the varieties of Kinds 
nam.ely, the laws of number and e;~ 
t enSIOn, t~ wh~ch we may add the law 
ef causatIOn Itself, are probably the 
only ones, an exception to which is 
absolutely and permanently incre-
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dible. Accordingly, it is to assertions 
supposed to be contradictory.to these 
laws, or to some others commg n ear 
to them in generality, that the word 
impossibility (at least total im~ossi. 
bility) seems to be generally confin~d. 
Violations of other laws, of speCIal 
laws of causation for instance, are 
said, by persons studious of accuracy 
in expression, to be impossible .in the 
ci,1'CU1nstances oj the wse, or Impos
sible unless some cause had existed 
which did not exist in the particular 
case. ':f Of no assertion, not in con
tradiction to some of these very general 
laws, will more than improbability be 
asserted by any cautious person; and 
improbability not of the highest de
OTee unless the time and place in 
~vhi~h the fact is said to have oc
curred, render it almost certain that 
the anoma,ly, if real, could not have 
been overlooked by other observers. 
Suspension of judgment is in all other 
cases the resource of the judicious 
inquirer, provided the testimony in 
favour of the anomaly presents, when 
well sifted) no suspicious circ~lll
stances. 

for the impression on the senses or 
minds of the alleged percipients bv 
fallacious appearances; or some epi
demic delusion, propagated by the 
contagious influence of popubl' feel. 
ing, has been concerned in the case . 
or some strong interest has been ilU: 
plicated-religious zeal, party feelin o' 
vanity, or at least the passion for t~ 
marvellous, in ,persons strongly sus. 
ceptible of 'it. 'When none of these 
or similar circumstances exist to ac. 
count for the apparent strength of 
the testimony; and where the asset·. 
tion is not in contradiction either to 
those universal laws which know 110 

counteraction or anomaly, or to the 
generalisatiolls next in comprehen. 
siveness ~o thel~l, but would onl'y 
amount, If adrmtted, to the exist. 
ence of an unknown cause or all 
anomalous Kind, in circumstance,~ 
not so thoroughly explored but that 
it ,is credible that things hitherto 
unknown may still come to light· a 
cautious person will neither adl~lit 
nor reject the testimony, but will 
wa,it for confirmation at other times 
and fro111 other unconnected sources. 
Such ought to have been the conduct 
of the King of Siam 'when the Dutch 
travellers affirmed to him the exist· 
ence of ice. But an ignorant persOl~ 
is as obstinate in his contemptuous in· 
credulity as he is unreasonably credu· 
lous. Anything unlike his own narrow 
experience he disbelieves if it flatter, 
no propensity; any nursery tale is 
swallowed implicitly by him if it does. 

Bnt the testimony is scarcely ever 
found to stand that test in ca 'es in 
which the anomaly is not re~tl. In 
the instances on record in which a 
OTeat number of witn6sses, of good 
~eputation and scientificacquirements, 
have testified to the truth of some
thincr which has tnrned out untrue, 
ther~ have almost always been cir
CUll1sta,nces which, to a keen observer 
who had taken due pains to sift the 
matter, would have rendered the testi
mony untrustworthy. There h~ve 
generally been means of accountmg 

* A writer to whom I have several times 
referred o'i\,cs as the definition of an im
poss ibility, tl.1l1t which there exists in tl:e 
world 110 canse ndequate to produce. TIns 
definition does llot t:1ke in such impossi
bilities as these-that two and two should 
make five; that two straight lines sh ould 
enclose a space; or that anythillg shonld 
bet!in to exist without a cause. I can 
think of no definition of impossibility 
comprehensive enoug'h to inc1.ude all its 
varieties, except. the one WhICh I h:we 
O'iven viz. An impossibility is that, the 
tl'uth'of which would conflict with a com-

§ 4. I shall 110W ad vert to aver} 
serious misapprehension of the prin. 
ciples of the subject, which has been 
plate induction, t.hat i~, with the mos~ 
conclusive evidence whIch we posse~s UI 

universal truth. 
As to the reputed impossibilities which 

rest on no other grounds than our ignor· 
anoe of any cn.use capable of prodncing the 
suppo~ed effects, very few , of them ~re 
certainly impossible, or permancntly Ill· 
credible. The facts of tra\'elling Fcvcnty 
miles an hour, painless surgical opcra~iom, 
and conversing by instantaneons Rlgnal., 
between London and Now York, held:l 
high place, not many years ago, rtmong 
suoh impo~Si?ilities. · , - -
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committed by some of the writers 
fI,()'ainst Hume's Essay on lVIiracles 
~~tl by Bishop Butler before them; 
in their anxiety to destroy what ap
peared to the]? a formid ~t~le .weapon 
of assault agamst the ClmstJan reli
rrion, and the effect of which is en
tirely to confound the doctrine of the 
Grounds of Disbelief. The mistake 
consists in overlooking the distinction 
between (what may be called) impro
bability before the fact and improba
bilityafter it; or (since, as Mr. Venn 
remarks, the distinction of past and 
future is not the materia,l circum
st[1,l1ce) between the im.probability of a 
mere guess being right and the impro
bability of an a,lleged fact being true. 

Many events are altogether im
probable to us before they have hap. 
pened, or before we are informed of 
their happening, ,\;vhich are not in the 
least incredible when we are informed 
of them, because not contrary to any, 
eren approximate, induction. In the 
cast of a perfectly fair die, thp. chances 
Me five to oue against tbrowinO" nce 
that is, ace will be thrown ~1 aJ~ 
[1,yerage only once in six throws. But 
this is no reason against believing 
that a,ce was thrown on a gi yen oc
casion, if any credible witness asserts 
it, since, though ace is only thrown 
once in six times, some number which 
is only thrown once in six times 'must 
have been thrown if the die vya,s 
thrown a:t all. The improba,bility, 
then, or, 1Il other word s, the unusual· 
neSR, of any fact is no' reason for dis
believing it, if the nature of the case 
renders it certain that either that or 
something equally improbable, that 
is, equally unusual, did happen. ,Nor 
i:; this all; for eye11 if the other five 
8ides of the die were all twos or all 
threes, yet as ace would still 011 'the 
:tverfLge come up 011ce ,hi, every , six 
throws, its coming up iIta. 'given 
tlll'OW would be not in any way con
tradictory to experience If we dis· 
believed alI ,fact's which had the 
r-h:tnces against them beforehanci we 

,should believe hardly anything. 'vVe 
:1.l'e told that A. B.died yesterday: 

the moment before we were so told 
the chances against his having cliecl 
on that day may have been t en thou
sand to one; bnt since he was ce.rtain 
to die a,t some time or other and when 
he died must necessarily die on some 
particular clay, while the preponder
ance of cha~ces is very great against 
every day 1Il particular, experience 
afforcls no ground for discreclitin o' 

any testimony which may be pro~ 
duced to the event's havi11O- taken 
place on a given day. b 

Yet it has been considered, by Dr. 
Ca,mpbell and others, a,s a complete 
answer to Hume's doctrine (that 
things are incredible which are con
t1'Cwy to the nniform course of ex 
perience) that we do not disbelieve, 
merely because the chances were 
agair:st them, things in strict con· 
j01'rJnty to the uniforlll course of ex 
perience; that we do not disbelieve 
an alleged' fact merely because the 
combina,tion of canses on which it 
depends occurs only once in a certain 
number of times. It is evident that 
whatever is shown by observation, or 
can be proved from laws of nature to 
occur in a cerbin proportion (h~w
ever small), of the whole number of 
pos~ible cases, is not contrary to ex
pen ence, though we are ri O'ht in dis
believil~g it if some other ~upposition 
l'espectmg the matter in question in
volves on the whole a less depa,rture 
from the ordinary course of events. 
Yet, on such grounds a,s this ha,ye 
able writers been led to the extraoi'
dinary conclusi?l1 that ~othing sup
ported by credIble t estImony oucrht 
ever to be disbelieved. b 

, § 5. vVe ha,ve considered two species 
of events, commonly said to be im
probable; one kind 'which are in no 
way extraordinary, but which ha,vinrt 
an immense preponderance of' chance~ 
against them, are improbabl e until 
th ey are affirmed, but no Ion O'er . 
another kind ~vhich, being cont~ary 
to some recogl1lsed law of nature aTe 
incredible on any amount of testi
mony except such as would be suffi. 
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cient to shake onr belief in the law 
itself. But between these two classes 
of events there is an intermediate 
class, consisting of what are commonly 
termed Coincidences: in other words, 
those combinations of chances which 
present some peculiar and unexpected 
reO'ularity, assimilating them, in so 
fa~, to the results of law. As if, for 
example, in a lottery of a thousand 
tickets, the numbers should be drawn 
in the exact order of what are called 
the natural numbers, J, 2, 3, &c. 
'Ve have still to consider the prin
ciples of evidence applicable to this 
case: whether there is any difference 
between coincidences and ordinary 
events in the amount of testimony 
or other evidence necessary to render 
them credible. 

It is certain that, on every ra,tional 
principle of expectation, a combina
tion of this peculiar sort may be 
expected quite as often as any other 
given series of a thousand numbers; 
that with perfectly fair dice, sixes 
will be thrown twice, thrice, or any 
number of times in succession, quite 
as often in a thousand or a million 
throws, as any other succession of 
numbers fixed upon beforehand; and 
that no judicious player ,vouId give 
greater odds against the one series 
than aO'ainst the other. Notwith
standing this, there is a general dis
position to regard the one as much 
more improbable than the other, and 
as requiring much stronger evidence 
to make it credible. Such is the 
force of this impression, that it has 
led some thinkers to the conclusion, 
that nature has greater difficulty in 
producing regular combinations than 
irregular ones; or, in other words, 
that there is some general tendency 
of things, some law, which prevents 
regular com binations f~'om occurring, 
or at least from occurrmg so often as 
others. Among these thinkers may 
be numbered D'Alembert, who, in 
an Essay on Probabilities to be found 
in the fifth volume of his 1l'Ielanges, 
contends that regular combinations, 
though equally probable according to 

the mathematical thec)ry with an 
others, are physically less probabl; 
He appeals to common .sense, or, iJ~ 
other 'words, to common Impressions. 
s::tying, if dice thro'~n repeatedly il; 
our presence gave sIxes every time 
should we not, before the number of 
throws had reached ten, (not to speal
of thousands of millions,) be ready t~ 
affirm, with the most positive convic_ 
tion, that the dice ,vere false? 

The common and natural imprps_ 
sion is in favour of D'Alembert: the 
regular series would be thought much 
more unlikely than an irregular. But 
this common impression is, I appre_ 
hend, merely grounded on the fact 
that scarcely anybody remembers t~ 
have ever seen one of these peculiar 
coincidences: the reason of which is 
simply that no one's experience ex
tends to anything like the number 
of trials within which that or ally 
other giyen combination of events C;lIl 

be expected to happen. The chance 
of sixes on a single throw of two dice 
being ft, the chance of sixes ten 
times in succession is I divided by 
the tenth power of 36 ; in other wonl.
such a concurrence is only likely t~ 
happen once in 3,656, I 58,440,062,976 
trials, a number which no dice-player's 
experience comes up to a millionth 
part of. But if, instead of sixes ten 
times, any other given successiun of 
ten throws had been fixed upon, it 
would have been exactly as unlikely 
that in any individual's experience 
that particular succession had ever 
occurred; although this does not 8eel/~ 
equally improbable, because no one 
would be likely to have remembered 
whether it had occurred or not, 
and because the comparison is tacitly 
made, not between sixes ten times and 
anyone particular series of t11l'0W~ , 
but between all regular and all irregu· 
lar successions taken together. 

That (as D'Alembert says) if the 
succession of sixes was acturl.lly 
thrown before our eyes, we should 
ascribe it not to chance, but to un
fairness in the dice, is unquestionably 
true. But this arises from a tot[tlly 
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different principle. We should then 
be considering, not the probability of 
the faot in itself, but the comparative 
probability with which, when it is 
known to have happened, it may be re
ferI'ed to one or to another cause. The 
regular s~ries is not at all less likely 
than the Irregular one to be brouO'ht 
n.bont by chance, but it is much m~re 
likely than the irregular one to be 
produced by de~ign, or by some gene
ral cause operatmg through the struc
ture of the dice. It is the nature of 
cMual combinations to produce a 
repetition of the same event, as often 
n.ud no often er than any other series 
of events. But it is the nature of 
genera~ causes to reproduce, in the 
sn.me CIrcumstances, always the same 
event. Oommon sense and science 
alike dictate that, all other thinO's 
being the same, we should rath~r 
n.ttribute the effect to a cause which 
if real, would be very likely to pro~ 
duce it, than to a cause which would 
be very unlikely to produce it. Ac
cording to Laplace's sixth theorem, 
which we demonstrated in a former 
chapter, the difference of probability 
arising from the superior e.Dlcacy of 
the constant cause, unfairness in the 
dice, would after a very few throws 
far outweigh any antecedent proba
b~itywhich there could be against its 
eXIstence. 

supposing him to be a person of 
veracity and tolerable accuracy, and 
to .profess that he took particular 
notice, we should believe him. But 
the ten sixes are exactly as likely to 
have been really thro'wn as the other' 
series. If, therefore, this assertion 
is less credible than the other, the 
reason must be, not that it is 1e::;8 
likely than the other to be made 
truly, but that it is more likely than 
the other to be made falsely. 

One reason obviously presents itself 
why what is called a coincidence 
should be oftener asserted falsely 
than an ordmary combination. It. 
excites wonder. It gratifies the love 
of the marvellous. The motives 
therefore, to falsehood, one of th~ 
most frequent of which is the desire 
to astonish, ?pe.;ate more strongly in 
favour of thIS lond of assertion than 
of the other kind. Thus far there is 
evidently more reason for discreditinn· 
an alleged coincidence, than a state~ 
ment in itself not more probable but 
which if ihade would not be tho~lO'ht 
~emarkable. There are cases, h;w
ever, in which the presumption on 
this ground would be the other way. 
There are some witnesses who the 
mO~'e extraordinary an occur~ence 
might appear, would be the more 
anxious to verify it by the utmost 
carefulness of observation before they 
would venture to believe it, and still 
more before they would assert it to 
others. 

D'Alembert ' should have put the 
question · in another m11nner. He 
should have supposed that we had 
ourselves previously tried the dice, 
and knew by ample experience that 
th.ey were ~air. Another person then 
trIes them 111 our absence, and assures 
us that he threw sixes ten times in 
succession. Is the assertion credible 
or not? Here the effect to be ac
counted for is not the occurrence 
itself, but the fact of the witness's as
serting it. This 'may arise either 
from its having really happened, or 
from some other cause. What we 
have t? . estimate is the comparative 
probabIlIty of these two suppositions. 
If the witness affirmed that he 1111d 

tLLOwn any other series of numbers, 

§ 6. lI:dependently, however, of 
an'y. peculIar chances of mendacity 
ansmg from the nature of the asser
tion, Laplace contends, that merely 
on the general ground of the falli
bility of testimony, a coincidence is 
not credible on the same amount ~ 
testimony on which we should be 
warranted in believino' an ordinary 
combination of eve;nts~ In order to · 
do justice to his argument, it is neces
sary to illustrate it by the example 
chosen by himself. 

If, says La.place, there were one 
thousand tickets in a box, and one 
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but it is announced, wi~hout havinO' 
b een 1'en11y drawn, 999 tunes as ofte~ 
as No. 79 ; the announcement there_ 
fore r~quil'es a much g~eater amount 
of testimony to r ender It credible.* 

To make this argument valid it 
must of course be supposed that the 
announcements' ~nade by t~e witnes~ 
are average speClmens of IllS general 
vel'n.city and accuracy, or at least 
that they are neither more nor less So 

in the case of. the black and white 
balls than in the cn.se of the thousand 
tickets. This afisumption, however 
is not warranted. A pel'S011 is fa~ 
less likely to mistake who has only 
one form of error to guard acrainst 
than if he had 999 different el~'Ol'o t~ 
avoid. For instance, in the exmlll'lc 
chosen, a messenger who might make 
a mistake once in ten times in report-
ing the number draw? in a lottery, 
micrht not err once 111 a thousand 
ti~es if sent simply to observe 
whether a ball was black or white. 
Laplace's argument, therefore, is 
faulty even as applied to his own 
case. Still less can that case be re
ceived as completely r epresenting all 
cases of coincidence. Laplace has so 
contrived his example, that thou~h 
black answers to 999 distinct possi
bilities and white only to one, the 
witnes~ has nevertheless no bias wbich 
can make him prefer bbck to white. 
The witness did not know that there 
were 999 black ball~ in tl~e box and 
only one white; or If he dId, Laplace 
has taken care to m ak e all the 999 
cases so undistinguishably alike, that 
there is hardly a possibility of any 

only h[l,s been drawn out, then if an 
eye-witness n.ffirms tl;at the number 
drawn was 79, thIS, though the 
chances were 999 in 1000 against it, 
i,; not on that account the less 
credible; its Cl'edibility is equal to 
the antecedent probability of the wi~
i1ess's veracity. But if there were 111 

the box 999 black balls and only one 
white, and the witness affirms thl),t 
the white ball was drawn, the case 
according to Laplace is very. diff~rent: 
the credibility of his assertlOn IS but 
a small fraction of what it was in the 
former case ; the r eason of the differ
ence being as follows:-

The witnesses of whom we are 
speaking must, frol~l the nature ~f 
the ca::;e, be of a kmd 'whose creel!
bility falls materially short of cer
tainty: let us suppose, then, the 
credibility of the witness in the case 
in question to b e -fu ; that is, let us 
suppose th n.t in every t en st:n.t ements 
which the witness makes, mne on an 
:w erage are correct and one incorrect. 
L et us noW suppose that there have 
taken place a sufficient number. of 
drawino's t o exhaust all the posSlble 
combin~tions , the witness deposing in 
everyone. In one case out of every 
t en in all these drawings he will 
n.ctually have made a false announce
ment. But in the case of the ;thou
sand tickets these false announcements 
will have b een distributed impartially 
over all the numbers, and of the 999 
cases in which No. 79 was not drawn, 
there will have been only one case in 
which it was announced. On the 
contrary in the case of the thousand 
balls (tl;e announcement being always 
eith~r "black" or "white,") if white 
was not drawn, and there was a blse 
announcement, that false announce
ment 1n't~st have been white ; and 
since by the supposition there was a 
false announcement once in every t en 
times, white will have be£l1 announced 
f:tlsely in one-tenth part of all the ?Cts:s 
in which it was not drawn, that IS, 111 

one-tenth part of 999 cases out of every 
thousand. White, then, is drawn, on 
an average, exactly n.s often as N o. 79, 

* Not, however, as mip;ht at first sight 
appear, 999 times as mucll . A complete 
<1.ualysis of the case,s shows tha~ (all>:lYs 
assumiug the vcracIty of the wItn~ss to 
he ,Po) in 10,000 dra~ving~, the drawmg of 
No. 79 will occur mne tunes, ann ,b~ ,~ll
llounced ineorrectly once; the ere~lbTility, 
therefore of the announcement ot, No. 79 
is . ..p • while ' the drawing of a white ball 
will!)' ~ccllr nine times and be ann~u~ced 
incorrectly 999 times, The credlblhty, 
therefore, of the annouucement of whIte 
is ~ and the ,ratio of tile two 1008: 10; 

th~iJ~~{e announcement being thus only 
abont a hundred times more credible thall 
the other , ins tead of 999 times. 
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cause of falsehood or error operating 
in favour of any of them, which 'would 
Jlot operate in the same manner if 
there were only one. Alter this sup
position, and the 'whole argument 
f:111s to the ground. L et the balls, 
fnr iustance, be numbered, l:'l.l1d let 
the white ball be No. 79. Considered 
ill respect of their colour, there n.re 
hilt two thillgs which the witness can 
be interested in asserting, or can ha ve 
dreamt or hallucinated, or has to 
choose from if he answers at random, 
riz. black and white; but considered 
in respect of the nnmbers attached to 
them, there are a thousand; and if 
his interest or error happens to be 
connected with. the numbers, though 
the only assertIOn he makes is about 
the colour, the case becomes precisely 
assimilated to that of the thousand 
tickets. Or inst ead of the balls sup
pose a lottery, with 1000 ticket s and 
but one prize, and that I hold No. 79, 
aud being interest ed only in that, ask 
the witness not what was the l1l1mber 
ch'awn, but whether it was 79 or some 
other. There are now only two cases 
as in Laplace's example ; y~t he surel~ 
would not say that if the witness an
swered 79, the assertion would be in 
an enormous proportion less credible 
th:IU if he made the same answer to 
the same question asked in the other 
wa.y. If, for instance, (to put a case 
supposed by Laplace himself,) he ha.s 
staked a large snm on one of the 
chances, and thinks tha.t by announc
illg its occurrence he shall increase 
hi~ credit; he is equally likely to 
have betted on anyone of the 999 
Ilumbers which are n.ttached to black 
balls, and, so far n.s the chn.nces of 
mendacity from this cause are con
cerned, there will be 999 times as 
many chance~ of his announcing black 
blsely as whIte. 
, Or sUPI?ose a regiment of 1000 men, 
999 EnglIshmen and one F renchman, 
and that of these one man has been 
killed, and it is not known which. I 
ask the question, and the witness an
swers, the Frenchman. This was not 
ollly [l,S improbable C~ p1'io1'i, but is 

in itself as silwulal' :t circumstance 
as remarkable ~ coincidence, as th; 
drawing of the white ball; yet we 
should believe the statement as readily 
as if the answer had been John 
'J.;hon?pson. Because, though the 999 
Enghshmen were all alil,e in the 
point in which they differed from the 
:F'renchman, they were not, like the 
,999 black balls, undistil1O'uishable in 
e: ery other respect; bt~t being all 
dIfferent, they admitted as lllany 
chances of interest or error as if en.ch 
man had been of a different nation' 
and if a lie was told or a L'listak~ 
made, the misst atement was as likely 
to fall on any J ones or Thompson ~f 
the set as on the Frencluilan. 

The example of a coincidence se
lected by D'Alembert, that of sixes 
thrown ou a pair of dice t en times in 
succession, belongs to this sort of cases 
rather than to such as Laplace's. The 
coincidence is here far more r emark
able, because of far rarel'o ccurrence 
than the drawil~g of the white ball: 
But though the improbability of its 
really occUl'ring is greater, the supe
rior probability of its beino' an
nounced falsely cannot be estn:b'Iished 
with the same e\'idence. The an
nouncement "black" represented 999 
cases, but the witness may not have 
known this, and if he did, the 999 
cases are so exactly alike that there 
is really only one set of po~sible causes 
of mendacity corresponding to the 
whole. The announcement, "sixes 
~wt drawn t en times," r epresents, and 
IS known by t~le witness to represent, 
a great multItude of contingencies, 
everyone of 'which being unlike every 
other, there may be a different a:nd a 
fresh set of causes of mendn.city cor
responding to each. 

It appears to me, therefore, that 
Laplace's doctrine is not strictly true 
?f an~ coincidences, and is wholly 
mapphcable to most; and that to 
know whether a coincidence does or 
does not require more evidence to 
r ender it credible than an ordinary 
event, 'we must refer, in every in
stance, to first principles, and esti. 

2D 
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-. _ b' bTt T \ di ::;CUSSion of the GronnJs of Disbe. 
mate ;tfresh what 15 the P1(l1,1,1 hI 1 J 11'ef ::md along with it such exposi . . . wou ( a\'c , L • • • 

that the g1 ven ~estyllon?, t lce sup- tion as space adm1ts, and as the writer 
been delivered 1ll t :~t ~~l Sa::'ert's' not has it in his power to furnish, of the 
posing the fact ",h1c 1 1., LoO'ic of Induction. 
to be true. 0 -

\Vith these remarks we close the BOO]( IV. 

OF OPERATIONS ' SUBSIDIARY 
INDUCTION. 

TO 

"Clear and distinct ideas arc terms which, though famili:1.r and freqncnt in mell ',; 
11lOntl1s, I kwe reason to think everyone who uses dues not perfectly ul1uel·stand . And 
possibly it is but h ere :1.llcl t h er e onc who g ives himself th e trouble to consider them 
,,) far as to know what h e himself or others precisely m ean by them; I have, t.herefore, 
ill most places, chose to put determinatc or cletermiuccl, inst ead of clear and distinct, 
:IS wore likely to direct men's t houghts t o my lll C:llliu g in this matter . "-LncKE's Essa!J 
u,! the HWllan Ui1clel'~lancl'in!J ; Epistle to the R eader. 

"n n e p eut y avail' qU'l1ne m ethode parfaite, qui est la 11!Clhode natm'cl le; on 110mme 
~i \l s i Ull alTangement clans lequelles etres du Illeme gCllre seraient piu>; voi~ins entre 
ellX: que eenx de t ous les autres genres ; lcs genres dn lll eme ordrc, pl\ls que ceux de t O\lS 
les ;mtres ordres; et aillsi de suite. Cette methode est !'ideal auquel1'hi~toire naturclle 
tloit telldre ; cur il est evident que si 1'011 y parvenait, 1'on a\lrait 1'expressioll exacte et 
complete de la nature entWre. "-Ct:VIER., Re[Jil e Animal, Introduction. 

"Denx grandes n otions philosophiq\lcs domin ent la thuorie fondamentale de In 
methodc natul'elle propl'ement elite, savoir la formation dcs g l'oupes naturels, et en suite 
lenr succession hicmrchiqne. "-COM'l'I';, CanTS de 1'1d l oso)Jhic l'osi t.ive, 42me lCQo11, 

CHAPTER 1. 

O~' OBSElWAl'ION AXD DESCnIP'fIOX. 

§ I. THE inquiry which occupied 
us in the two preceding books h:1s 
conducted us to what appears a satis
f:lctol'Y solution of the principal Pl'O

Llcm of Logic, according t o the con
ception I have formed uf the science. 
We have found that the mental pro
cess with which Logic is cOllversant, 
the operation of ascertaining truths 
by means of evidence, is always, even 
when appearances point to a different 
theory of it, a process of induction. 
And we have particularised the vari
uus modes of induction, and obtained 
:I clear view of the principles to which 
it must conform, in order to lead to 
~e~111ts which can be rdied on. 

The consideration of Induction, 
however, does not end with the direct 
rules for its performance. Something 
must be said of those other operations 
of the mind, which are either neces
sarily presupposed in all induction, 
or llore instrumental to the more diffi
cult and complicated inductive pro
cesses. The present book will be de
voted to the consideration of these 
subsidiary operations, among which 
our attention must first be given t o 
those which are indispensable pre
liminaries to all induction whatso
ever. 

Induction being merely the exten
sion to a class of cases of something 
which has been observed to be true in 
certain individual instances of the 
class, the first place among the opera-
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tions subsidiary to induction is claimed 
by Observation. This is not, however, 
the place to lay down rules for m ak
ing good observers; nor is it withiu 
the competence of Logic to do so, but 
of the art of intellectual Education. 
Our business with obserYatio)1 is only 
in its connection with the appropriate 
problem of Logic, the estim n.tion of 
evidence. vVe have to consider, not 
how or what to observe, but under 
what conditions obser vation is to be 
relied on; what is needful, in order 
t,ha.t the fact, supposed to be obsened, 
may safely be r eceived as true. 

sembling him in appearance a~ t 
the distance, and with the decrr:~ a f 
at~ention which. I bestowed,'" to ~e 
ml:3taken for lum. I might have 
been as~eep, an~l have dreamed that 
I.s'J,w hun ; .or 111 a nerv~us state of 
dIsorder, :vlllch bro~lght Ius image be
fore me 111 a wakmg hallucination 
In all these m odes, many have beel~ 
led to believe that they saw persons 
well kn~wn to them, who were dea~l 
or f.a: ch shtnt. If any of these sup. 
posltlOns had been true, the affirnl:1 .. 
tion that I saw my brother Would 
have been erroneous; but whatever 
was matter .of direct .perception, 
mtmely, the vIsual sensatlOl1S, would 
have been r eal. . The inference ollly 
wonld h :1\'e been ill grounded· '1 
should have ascribed those sensations 
t o a wrong cause. 

§ 2. The a,l1swer to this question is 
very simple, at least in its first aspect. 
The sole condition is, that what is 
supposed to have been observed shall 
really have been observed; that it be 
an observation, not an inference. For 
in almost every act of our percei ving 
faculties, observation and inference 
are intil11'J,tely blended. vVhat we are 
said to observe is usually a compound 
result, of which one-tenth may be ob
servation, and the remaining nine
t enths inference. 

Innumerable inst an ces might be 
given, and analysed in the same m[1,n· 
ner, of what are vulg~trly called errors 
of sense. There are none of them 
properly errors of sense; they are erro· 

I affirm, for example, that I hear a. 
man's voice. This would pass, in com
mon language, for a, direct perception . 
A ll, however, which is r eally percep
tion, is that I hear a sonnd. That 
the sound is a voice, and that voice 
the voice of a man, are not percep
tions but inferences. I affirm, again, 
that I saw my brother at a certain 
hour this morning. If any proposi
tion concerning a m atter of fact would 
commonly be said t o be known by the 
direct t~stimony of the senses, this 
surely would be so. The truth, how
ever, is far otherwise. I only saw a 
certain coloured surface; 01' r ather I 
had the kind of visual sensations 
which are mma.lly produced by a 
coloured surface; and from these as 
marks, known to be such by pre
vious experience, I concluded that I 
saw my brother. I might have had 
sensations precisely similar when my 
brother was not there. I might have 
sep.n some other person so n early 1Ie-

neous infer ences from sense. When 
I look at a candle through n, multi
plying glass, I see what seems a dozen 
candles instead of one: and if the rea.l 
circumstances of the case were skil· 
fully disguised, I might suppose that 
there were really that number; there 
would be what is called an opticn.l 
deception. In the k aleidoscope there 
r eally is that deception : when Ilouk 
through the instrument, inst ead of 
what is actually there, n am ely, a casua.l 
arrangement of colbured fra,gments, 
the appe:1rance presented is that uf 
the sam e combination several times 
repeated in symmetrical arnmgement 
round a point. The delusion is of 
course effect ed by giving me the sn.me 
sensations which I should have had 
if such a symmetrical combination 
had really been presented to me, If 
I crosS two of my fingers, and bring 
any small object, a marble, for in· 
stance, into contact with both, at 
points not usually touched simultn.· 
neously by one object, I can hardly, 
if my eyes are shut, help believing 
that there are two marbles inst ead of 
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one. But it is not my touch in this 
case, nor my sight in the other, ,,,hich 
is deceived; the deception, whether 
durable or only m omentary, is in my 
judgment. FrOl?- my senses I have 
only the sensatlOns, and those are 
genuine. Being accustomed to have 
those or similar sensations when and 
only when, a certain arrano'eme~t of 
outward object s is presel~t to my 
organs, I luwe ~he habit of instantly, 
when I expencnce the sensations 
inferring the exist ence of that stat~ 
of outward things. This habit has 
become so powerful, that the infer 
ence, performed with the speed and 
certainty of an instinct, is confuunded 
with intuiti ve perceptions. \Vhen it 
is correct, I am unconscious that it 
ever needed proof; even when I know 
it to be incorrect, I cannot, without 
considerable effort, abstttin from 
Illn.j;:ing it. In order to be aware 
thn.t it is not m ade by instinct but 
hy n.n acquired habit, I am obliged 
to reflect on the slow process throuO'h 
which I lea~'nt to judge by the eye 
of man;: tlllr:gs which ~ now appear 
to perceIve dIrectly by sIght; and on 
the reverse oper ation performed by 
persons l earnmg to draw, who with 
difficulty and hbour divest them
~elves of their acquired perceptions, 
allclle:nn afresh to see things as they 
appear to the eye. 

It would be easy to prolonCl' these 
illust~n.tions, were there any ~eed to 
expatiat e on a t opic so copiously ex
e;l1plified in various popular works. 
l!l'om the examples already Cl'i ven it 
is seen sufficiently that the in~1i vid~lal 
facts from which we collect our in
ductive g~neralisations are scn.rcely 
ever obtam ed by observation alone. 
Ob;ervation ~xtends only to the sen
:~:ttlOn s by wInch we recognise objects; 
but the propositions which we make 
l1~e of, either in science or in common 
life, rehte mostly to the object s them
sell'es. In every act of what is cn.lled 
observn.tion, thel'e is at len.st one 
inference- from the ~ensations to 
the presence o~ the object; from 
the 111n.rks Or dIn.gnostics . t o the eu-

tire phenomenon. A nd hence, amonO' 
other consequences, follows the seem": 
i~g paradox that a general proposi
tIOn collected from particulars is often 
more c~rtainly true than anyon e of 
the partICular propositions from which 
by an act of induction, it was inferred: 
~or each of those particular (or rather 
smgular) propositions invohed an in
ference from the impression on the 
~enses to the fact which caused that 
Impression; and this inference ma.y 
~lave been erroneous in anyone of tl{e 
mst'J,l1ces, but cannot well have been 
err~neous in all of them, provided 
theu' number was sufficient to elimi
nate cha.nce. The conclusion there
fore, thttt is, the general proposition, 
may ~eserve more complete reliance 
than It wo~ld be safe to repose in any 
on8 of the mductive premises. 
. The logi~ of obsorvation, then, con

SIsts solely 111 a correct discrimination 
b.etween. that, in a result of observn.
tlOn, wluch has really been perceived 
and that which is an inference fron~ 
!he percep~ion. \ Vhatever portion is 
~uference, IS amenable to the rules of 
m~uction already treated of, and re
qUlre~ no further notice h ere: the 
qllesti~n f?r .us in this place is, when 
all wh~ch ]~ mference is taken away, 
'~hat rema.111S. There remains, in the 
firs~ place, the ~1il1l1's own feelings 
or st at es of C~nSClOl1 SneSS, nam ely, its 
?ut",:ard feelmgs or sensations, and 
Its ]~lward feelings - its thoughts, 
emotions, and volitions. \ Vhethel' 
?,nything else remains, or all else is 
m~erel:ce from this; whether the 
~l1md IS capable of directly perceiv
m g or ap~rehending anything except 
stat es of Its own consciousness-is [~ 
problem. of metaphysics not to be dis
cussed m this place. But after ex
cludi.n~ all questions on which met~
phYSICIans differ, it remains true, th'J,t 
for most purposes the discrimination 
we ,are .called upon pmctically to ex· 
erCIse ]S that between sensations 01' 

other feelings, of our own or of other 
people, and inferences drawn from 
t~em. .A~d on the theory of Observa
tIOn thIS IS all which seems llecessary 
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to be said for the purposes of the 
present work. 

§ 3. If, in the simplest observat~on, 
or in what passes for such, there IS a 
laro'e part which is not observation 
but something else, so in the simplest 
description of an observation, there 
is, and mnst always be, much more 
asserted than is contained in the per
ception itself. vVe . cannot describe a 
fact without implying more than the 
fact. The perception is only of one 
individual .thing; but to describe it 
is to affirm a connection between it 
and every other thing which is either 
denoted or connoted by any of the 
terms used. '.ro begin with an ex
ample, than which none can be con
ceived more elementary: I have a 
Hensation of sight, and I endeavour 
to describe it by saying that I see 
somethinrr white. In saving this, I 
do not s;lely affirm my s"ensation; I 
also class it. I assert a resemblance 
between the thing I see, and all 
thin as which I and others are accus
tom:d to call white. I assert that it 
resembles them in the circumstance 
in which they all resemble one an
other in that which is the ground of 
their 'beino' called by the name. This 
is .not me~'ely one way of describing 
an observation, but the only way. 
If I would either register my obser
vation for my own future use, or make 
it known fQr the benefit of others, I 
must assert a resemblance between 
the fact Yvhich I have observed and 
something else. It is inherent in a 
description, to be the statement of a 
I'esemblance, or resemblances. 

vVe thus see that it is impossible 
to express in words any result of ob
servation without performing an act 
possessing what Dr. vVhewell considers 
to be characteristic of Induction. 
There is always something introduced 
whieh was not included in the obser
vati~n itself; some conception com
mon to the phenomenon with other 
phenomena to which it is compared. 
An observation cannot be spoken of 
in hmguage at all without declaring. 

more tl:a~ th~t o?e observation; with. 
out aSsllUllatmg It to other phenomena, 
alrev,dy observed and classified. But 
this identification of an object-thi!i 
recognition of it as possessing certain 
known characteristics-has never been 
confounded with Induction. It is au 
operation which precedes all induc. 
tion, and supplies it with its materiab, 
It is a perception of resemblances, ob. 
tained by comparison. 

These resemblances are not alwaYi! 
apprehended directly, by merely COiU

parino. the object observed with some 
otherOpresent oqject, or with our rE!. 
collection of an object which is absent. 
'.rhey are often ascertained throun-h 
intermediate marks, that is, ded;a. 
ti vely. Iu describing some new kind 
of animal, suppose me to say that it 
measures ten feet in length, from the 
forehea,d to the extremity of the tail. 
I did not ascertain this by the unas. 
sisted eye. I had a two-foot rule 
which I applied to the object, and, 
as we commonly say, measured it: 
an operation which was not wholly 
manual, but partly also mathematical, 
involving the two propositions, Five 
times two is ten, and Things which 
are equal to the same thing a.l'e eqnal 
to one another. Hence, the fact that 
the animal is ten feet long is not an 
immediate perception, but a conchl· 
sion from reasoning; the minor pre· 
mises alone being furnished by obser· 
vation I)f the object. Nevertheless, 
this is called an observation, 01' a 
description of the animal, llot a.n in· 
duction respecting it. 

To pass at once from a very simple 
to a very complex example; I a.ffirlll 
that the ear'th is globular. The as· 
sertion is not grounded on direct per· 
ception; for the figure of the earth 
ca.nnot, by us, be d~'ectly perceived, 
thOlwh the aSf>ertion would not be 
true 0 unless circumstances could b~ 
supposed under which its truth conlil 
be so perceived. That the form of the 
earth is globular iS' inferred from c~r
tain marks, as, for instance, from thlR, 
that its shadow thrm,vn upon the moon 
is circular; or this, that on the sea, or 
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extensi \'e plain, our horizon is 
:tilYays a circle; either of which 
:, wl'kS is incompatible with any other 
Ilia ' I 
than a globuln.r forI?' assel'~ fur-
ther, that the earth. IS t~lat partIcular 
1-' Id of o'lobe whICh IS termed an 
'~;ate spheroid, because it is found 
~y 'measm:ement in the dir~~tion of 
tl e merichan that the lengtn on the 
. \.face of the earth which subtends a 
~~ven :1ngle at its centre diminishes 
~. we recede from the equator and 
.lS proach the poles. But these pro
~~sitions, that the e:1rth is globular, ;nd that it is an oblate. sp~~roid, 
nssert, each of them, an 111dlvldual 
f:tct, in its. own nature capable of 
heiIJo' perCeived by the senses when 
the l~equisite organs and the necessary 
position are supposed, and only not 
:tctua.lly perceived. ~ecaus(! those. or
(I':tns and that posltlOn are wantmg. 
This identification of the ea,rth, first 
ns a 'globe, and next as an oblate 
~phel'oid, which, if the fact could have 
been seen, would have been called a 
rlescription of the figure of the earth, 
may wi.thout improp:iety be s~ c~ll.ed 
when mstead of bemg seen, It IS 111-
ferred. But we could not without 
impropriety call either of these asser
tions an induction from facts respect
inrr the earth. They are not general 
lll~positions collected from particular 
facts, but particular facts deduced 
fro111 general propositions. They are 
conclusions obtained deductively from 
premises originating in induction; but 
of these premises some were not ob
tained by obser\'ation of the earth, 
Hor had any peculiar reference to it. 

According to Dr. ,\Yhe\vell, however, 
this process of guessing and verifying 
our guesses is not only iuduction, but 
the whole of induction; no other ex
position can be given of that logical 
operation. That he is wrong in the 
latter assertion, the whole of t.he pre
ceding Book has, I hope, snfficiently 
proved; and that the process by 
which the ellipticity of the planetary 
orbits was ascertained is not induc
tion at all was attempted to be shown 
in the second chapter of the same 
Book. .;< ,\Ve are now, however, pre
pared to go more into the heart of 
the matter than at that earliet period 
of our inquiry, and to show, not 
merely what the operation in question 
is not, but 'what it is. ' 

§ 4." ,\Ye observed, in the -second 
chapter, that ! the proposition "the 
earth moves in an ellipse," so far as it 
only serves for the colligation or con
necting together of actual observa
tions, (that is, as it only affirms that 
the observed positions of the earth 
may be correctly represented by ::t.R 

many points in the circumference of 
an imaginary ellipse,) is not an induc
tion, but a description; it is an in
duction only when it affirms that the 
intermediate positions, of which there 
has been no direct observation, would 
be found to correspond to the re
maining points of the same elliptic 
circumference. Now, thongh this 
real induction is one thing and the 
description another, we are in a very 
different condition for making the in-. 
duction before we have obtr.Lined the 
description, and after it. }'or ina.s
much as the description, like all other 
descriptions, contains the assertion of 
a resemblance between the phenome
non described and something else; 
in pointing out something which the 
series of observed places of a planet 
resembles, it poiuts out something ir~ 
which the several pbces themselves 
agree. If the series of places corre
spond to as many points of an ellipse, 

If then, the truth respecting the 
ftn'Ul:e of the earth is not an induction, 
1\11Y should the truth respecting the 
firrnre of the earth's orbit be so? The 
t~'o ca.ses only differ in this, that the 
form of ' the orbit was not, like the 
form of the earth itself, deduced by 
ratiocina.tion from facts which were 
marks of elllpticity, but was got at by 
Loldly guessing that the path was an 
ellipse, and finding afterwards, on 
examination, that the observations 
were in harmony with the hypothesis .. . .* Supra., book Hi. ch. H. ~ 3, ~, 5. 
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the places themselve: agree in being 
:;;ituated in that ellipse . . "We have, 
therefore, by the same process which 
gave u s the descrip~ion, o?tained the 
requisites for an mductIOn b'y the 
Method of Agreement. The Sllcces
sive observed places of the earth 
heino' considered as effects, and its 
moti~n as the cause which produces 
them we find that those effects, that 
is, th~se places, agree in the circum
stance of being in an ellipse. vVe 
conclude that the remaining effects, 
the places which have not been ob
serveu, agree in the same circu,m
stance, and that the lmu of the motIOn 
of the earth is motion in an ellipse. 

The Collio'ation of Facts, therefore, 
by means of hypothesis, or, as Dr. 
vVhewell prefers to say, by means of 
Conceptions, instead of being, as . ~e 
supposes, Induction itself, takes Its 
proper place among operations s~b
sidiary to Induction. All InductIOn 
supposes that we have previously 
compared the requisite numbe~' of 
indi vidual instances, and ascertamecl 
in what circumstances they agree. 
The Colligation of Facts is no other 
than this preliminary operation. vVhen 
K epler, after vainly endeavouring to 
connect the observed places of a planet 
by various hypotheses of circular mo
tion, at last tried the hypothesis of 
an ellipse and found it answer t o 
the phenomena; what he really at
tempted, first unsuccessf~py, and at 
last successfully, was to dIscover the 
circumstance in which all the ob
served positions of the pln.net agreed, 
And when he in like manner con
nected another set of observed facts, 
the periodic times of the different 
planets, by the proposition that the 
squares of the times are proportional 
to the cubes of the distances, ·what 
he did was simply to ascertain, the 
property in which the periodic tImes 
of all the different planets agreed. 

Since therefore, all that is true and 
to the purpose in Dr. Whewell's doc
trine of Conceptions might be fully 
expressed by the more familiar t~rm 
Hypothesis; and since his Colhga-

tion of ~acts ,by means of appropriate 
Concepb?nf" .IS but the ordinary pro_ 
cess of findI~1g by a compal'i:on of 
phenomena III what consists th<::il' 
agreement or r esemblance; I would 
willingly have confined myself to thOse 
better understood expressions, aud 
persevered to the end in the saUle 
abstinence which I have hitherto ob_ 
served from ideological discussiou~. 
considering the . mechanism of ou;' 
thoughts to be a topic distinct frolll 
and irrelevant to the principles aut! 
rules by which the trustworthiness of 
the results of thinking is to be esti
mated. Since, however, a work of such 
hi o'h pretensions, and, it must also be 
said, of so much real merit, has rested 
the whole theory of Induction upou 
such ideological considerations, it 
seems necessary for others who fol. 
low ,: to claim for themselves aud 
their doctrines whatever position lUay 
properly belong to them on the saUle 
metaphysical ground.. And this is the 
object of the succeedmg chapter. 

CHAPTER n . 
OF ABSTRAC'l'ION, OR THE FORMATTO~ 

OP CONCEPTIONS. 

§ I. THE m et aphysic;1;1 inquiry iuto 
the nature and compm;ition of what 
have been called Abstract Idea~, or, 
in other words, of the notions which 
ans,"ver in the mi.nd to classes and to 
O'ener<l.l nn,mes, belongs not to Logic, 
but to a different science, and Our 
purpose ! does not require that WI' 

should enter upon it here. vVe are 
only concerned with the universally 
acknowledo'ed fact that such l1oti(1uS 
or conceptions do exist. The mind 
can conceive a multitude of individual 
things as one assemblage or class; and 
general nam es do really suggest to us 
certain ideas or mental representa
tions, otherwise we could not use the 
names with consciousness of a mean
ing. vVhether the idea called up by 
a general name is ,composed .of the 
vt,rious circumstances m WhICh all 
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believe to Le, common to the whole 
class. * 

There are, then, such things as 
general conceptions, 01' conceptions 
by means of which we can think 
generally; and when we form a set 
of phenomena into a class, that is, 
when we compare them with one 
another to ascertain in what they 
agree, some genera.! conception is im
plied in this mental operation. And 
inasmuch as such a comparison is a 
necessary preliminary to Induction 
it is most true that 'Induction couhi 
not go on without general concep
tions. 

the iudividuals denoted by the name 
II"Tee, and of no others, (which is the 
cl~ctrine of Locke, Brown, and the 
Conceptualists;) or whether it be the 
icle[i, of some one of those individuals, 
clothed in its . individualising pecu
liarities" but WIth the accompanying 
knowledge th at those peculiarities a re 
Jlot properties of the class, (which is 
the doctrine of Berkeley, J\1r. Bailey, * 
:tllel the modern Nominalists;) or 
whether (as held by Mr. J ames Mill) 
the idea of the cbss is that of a mis
cellaneous assemblage of individuals 
belonging t o the class; 01' whether, 
finally, it be anyone or any other of 
:tll these, according to the accidental 
circllmstances of the case ; certain it 
is, that some idea 01' mental concep_ 
tion is suggested by a general name, 
whenever we either hear it or employ 
it with consciousness of a meanino'. 
Anel this, which we may call if ,,~e 
ple[i,se a general idea, 1'epl'eSents in our 
minds the whole class of things to 
which the name is applied. vVhen
ever we think or reason concerning 
the class, we do so by means of this 
idea. And the voluntary power which 
the mind has of attendinO' to one 
llfLrt of what is IYresent to 'it at any 
moment, and neglecting another part, 
~nfLbles us to keep our l'eaSOnillO'S 
and conclusions re~ pecting the cla~s 
unaffected by anything in the idea 
Ill' mental image which is not r eally 
or at least which we do not really 

~ Mr, Bailey ll[1s g iven the best statement 
nf this theo~'Y. " The general name" he 
~nyR, "mises up t.he irrw,o·e sometim'es of 
one in.clividual of the elas~ formerly seen, 
~o lll etll~1es. o~ [moth?l', n ot unfrequently of 
lllallY, mdlvldnals In succession; [md it 
~umetllnes suggests [1n image made up of 
elements from several different objects, by 
a Intent process of whi ch I am not con
RciollS" (Letter.s on the Philosophy of the 
ilum,m. lUind, 1St Series, Letter 22). But 
~Ir. B'~lIey must allow thn.t we curry on 
IIIdllCtlOllS and l'utiocinations r especting 
t!le cln.<s by means of this idea or concep
hon of some one individual in it. '1'h is is 
all 1 l'cqllil'e, The name of a class eulls up 
~omc idea through whieh we 'can, to all 
mtcllts and purposes. think of the cluss as 
:IlCh,.'\lld not solely of an individual mem
!lcr 01 It, 

§ 2. But it does not therefore fol
low that these general conceptions 
l~ust have existed in the mind pre
VIOusly to the comparison. It is not 
a law of our intellect, that in com
paring things with each dther and 
taking note of their agreement, we 
merely recognise as realised in the 
outward world somethino' that we 
already had in our minds. b The COll
ception originally found its way to u s 
as the 1'esult of such a comparison. 
It was obtained (in metaphysica.l 
phrase) by (tbstmction from individual 
things. These things may be thing;:; 
which we pel:ceived or thought of on 
former occaSIOns, but they may also 
be th~ t~ings which we are p erceiving 
or thmkmg of on the very occasion. 
When K epler compared the observed 
places of the planet Mars, and found 
th~t ~hey, agreed in being points of an 
ellIptIC CIrcumference, he applied l\, 

general conception which was already 
in his mind, havin<r been deril'ecl 
from his former expelience, But this 
is by no means universally the case. 
vVhen we compare several objects 
anc~ find them to agree in being 
whIte, or when we compare the 
V<Ol'ious species of ruminating animals 

* I .hav~ entered m ther fully into thig 
questIOll 1Il ehap. :xvii. of An B xmni'lla 
t ion of Si?' Willimn Hamilton's Ph i losop/m 
heajed "The Doctl'ille of Concepts ~{, 
Geneml Notions," which contnins my b st 
views on the subject. , 
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and find them to :1gree in being cloven : or the right conception is :1 mn.tter f 
footed we have just as much a gene- any conside~'able difficu,lty, For ~f 
ra.! co~ception in our minds as Kepler there be no n ew conceptlOll required 
had in' his ; we have the conception if one of those already fa,miliar t' 
of a "white thing," or the conception mankind will serve the, purpose tl

O 

of a "cloven-footed animal." But accid'ent of being the first to ,,:ho: 
no one supposes that we necessarily the right one occurs may. happen to 
uring these conceptions with us, and almost anybody, at least m the case 
supe1'incluce them (to adopt Dr, vVhe- ' of a set of phenomena which tl1' 
well's express ion) upon the facts; be- whole s~ientific world are engaged il~ 
cause in these simple cases every- attemptmg to connect. The honour 
body sees that the very act of com- in K epler's case, was that of the QC: 
p:1l'ison which ends in our connecting curate, patient, and toilsome calcula. 
the facts by means of the conception tions by which he comp:1red the re. 
may be the source from ,>vhich we sults that followed from his lliffe. 
derive the conception itself. If we rent guesses, with the obsel'vationR of 
had never seen any white object or Tycho Brahe ; but the merit WaR 

had never seen any Cloven-footed very small of guessing an ellipse· the 
animal before, we should at the same only wonder is that men had' not 
time and by the same ment al act ac- guessed it before, nor could they have 
quire the idea and employ it for the failed to do so if there had not existed 
colligation of the observed phenomena. an obstinate c~ p1'i01'i prejudice that 
ICepler, on the contrary, really 'had. to the heavenly bodies must move, if not 
briner the idea with him and superm- in a circle, in some cumbination (If 
duce'" it upon the facts; he could not circles. 
evolve it out of them : if he had not The r eally difficult cases :1re tho~e 
already had the idea he would not in which the conception destined tl1 
have been able to acquire it by a com- create light and order ont of darkneRR 
parison of the ,planet's positions: But and confusion has to be sought fOl' 

this inn.bility was a m ere accIdent; alllong the very phenomen:1 which it 
the idea of an ellipse could have been afterwards serves to armnge. Why, 
n.cquired from the paths of t~le plane~s according to Dr. 'Vhewell himself, 
as effectually as from anythmg else, If did the ancients fail in discoverinrr 

the paths had not happened to be in- the laws of m echanics, that is, ;C 
visible. If the planet had left a equilibrium and of the communi ca· 
visible track, and we had been so tion of motioil? Because they hall 
placed that we could, see it at the not, or at len.st had not cle:1rly, the 
proper angle, we 11lIght have ab- iden.s or conceptions of pressure ami 
stracted our original idea of an ellipse r esistance, momentum, and uniforlll 
from the planetary Ol'bit. Indeed, and accelerating force. And whence 
every conception which can be made could they hn.ve obtained these ideas 
the instrument for connecting a set except from the very facts of equi· 
of facts miO'ht have been originally librium and motion? The tardy d~· 
evolved fro~ those very fact s, r.rhe velopment of several of the physical 
conception is a conception of some- sciences, for example, of opticR, elec· 
th ing; and that which it is a cOllcep- tricity, m agneti:=nn, and the higher 
tion of is r eally in the facts, and generalisations of chemistry, he a,· 
might, under some supposable circum- cribes to the fact that mankind hat! 
stances, or by some supposable ext en- not yet possessed themselves of till' 
sion of the faculties which we actually Idea of Polarity, that is, the idea of 
possess, have been detected in them. opposite properties in opposite direr· 
Andl10t only is this always in itself tions. But what was there to sugge~t 
possible, but it actually happens in such an idea until, by a separate rx· 
[Llmost all cases in which the obtaining amination of several of these ditfe· 
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rent branches of knowledge, it was and, in the most important. and th~ 
~hown tha.t the. fact fl of e?,ch of them most numerous cases, are evolved by 
did present, l~ some mstances at abstraction from the very phenomena 
least, the CUl'l?US. phen0Il! eno~ of which it is their office to colligate. 
pposite properties m OppOSIte dlrec- I am far, however, from wishing t o 

~i()ns? The tl:ing' was superficially imply that it is not often a very diffi
luanifest only III two cases, those of cult thing t o perform this process of 
the magnet and of electrified bodies; abstraction well, or that the Sllccess 
aod tbel:e the co~ception was encum- of an inductive operation does not, in 
bered WIth the Clrcumstance of mate- many cases, principally depend on the 
!'in,! poles, or fixed points in the body skill with which we perform it. Bacon 
it,e1f, in which points this opposition was quite jus,tified in designating as 
of properties seemed to be inherent. one of the prmcipal obstacles to o'ood 
The first comparison and abstraction induction, general conceptions wro~1g1y 
had led only to this conception of formed, "notiones temere a rebus 
poles ; a.nd if anything corresponding abstractffi;" to which Dr. vVhewell 
to that conception had existed in the adds, that not only does bad abstrac
phenomena of chemistry or optics, the tion make ba.d induction, but that 
difficulty now justly considered so in order to perform induction well, 
' ren.t would have been extremely we must have abstracted well; our 
~U1all, The obscurity arose from the general conceptions must be "clear" 
fact that the polarities in chemistry and "appropriate" t o the matter ill 
and optics were distinct species, hand. 
though of the same genus, with the 
poJarities in ele.ctricity and I?a?ne- § 3. In attempting to show whn.t 
tism; a.nd that III order to aSSImIlate the difficulty in this matter really is, 
the phenomena to one another it was and how it is surmounted, I mnst 
necessary to compare a polarity with- beg the rea.der, once for all, to bear 
out poles, such, for instance, as is this in mind; that although, in dis
exemplified in the polarisation of cussing the opinions of a different 
light, and the polarity with (apparent) school of philosophy, I am willing to 
poles, which we see in the magnet; adopt then' language, and to speak, 
and to recognise that these pohl'ities, therefore, of connecting facts through 
while different in many other respects, the instrumentality of a conception, 
agree in the one character which is this t echnical phraseology means 
expref.-scd by the phrase, opposite pro- n either more Bor less than what is 
perties ill opposite directions. :E'rom commonly called comparing the .facts 
the result of such a comparison it with one another and det enninin O' in 
was that the minds of scientific men what they agree, Nor has the techni
formed this new general conception, ca~ expression even the advantage of 
het we en which, und the first confused bemg metaphysically correct. The 
feeling of un analogy between some facts are not connected, except in a 
\If the phenomena of light and those merely m etaphorical acceptation of 
of electricity and magnetism there is the t erm. The idea,s of the facts may 
along interval, filled up by the labours become connect ed, that is, we may 
and more or le~s sag~cious suggestions be lead to think of them together; 
'If llln.n) superIor mmds. , but this consequence is no more than 

The conceptiOI~s, ~hen, which we, what may be produced by any casual 
empluy forthe colhgatlOnand methodi- association, What r eally takes place 
~1\:lOn of fa,ct~, (~O not deve!op them- is, I conceive, more philosophically 
,<elvP5 from wlth111, but are Impressed expressed by the comlllon word Com· 
upon the min~l. from without; they paris on, than by the phrases" to con· 
~re never obtaI~ed otherwise than by 11ect " or "to superinduce." For as the 
II'.ly of comparIson and _ abstraction, general conception is itself obtained 
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by n. comparison of particnbr pheno- obtn.ined by ab~traction from the first 
mena, so, when obta.ined, the mode a.nd second? Thus we see the ten. 
in which we n.pply it to other pheno- dency of general con~eptions, as SOon 
mena is a.gain by comparison. We as formed, to substttute themselves 
compa.re phenomena with each other n.s types for whatever individual ob
to O'et the conception, and we then jects previously a.nswered that pur. 
cor~are those and other phenomena. pose in our comparisons. \Ve lUay 
1vith the conception. vVe get the perhaps, find that no considerabl~ 
conception of an animal (for instance) Immber of other objects agree with 
by compa.ring different a~limals, and this first general conception, and ' 
when we a.fterwa.rds see n. creature that we must drop the conception 
l'esembling a.n animal, we. compare and beginning again with a different 
it with our o'eneral conce-ptlOn of an individual ca.se, proceed by fresh Com, 
animal; anl if it a.grees with ,th ~t parisons to a diffel'ent general con. 
geneml conception, we i.nclmle It III ception. Sometimes, agaiu, we find 
the cb ss. The conceptIOn becomes that the same conception will serVe 
the t ype of comparison. by m erely leaving out some of it~ 

And we need only consicler what circumst:1nces ; and by this hi(,'her 
compa.rison is, to see that where tl~ e effort of a.bstraction we obtain a "still 
objects are more than two,.rmd s~lll more geneml conception; as in the 
more when they a.re an mdefimte case formerly referred to, the scientific 
nnmber, a. type of some sort is an world rose from the conception of 
indispensable condition of the corn· poles to the general conception of 
pa.rison. 'Vhen we have t o arr~nge opposite properties in opposite direc
and classify a grea.t number of obJects tions; or as those South-Sea islander~, 
according to th~ir agreements and whose conception of a quadruped hn.rl 
differences, we do not l11a.ke a C011- been abst mcted from hogs, (the only 
fused attempt to compa.re all with a.11. anim a.ls of tha.t description which tht'v 
vVe know tha.t t wo things a.re as hR,d seen,) when they afterwa.rds COIn, 

much a.s the mind can easily attend pared tba.t conception with other 
to at a time, and we t.herefore fix quadrupeds, droppe~ some of the cir, 
upon one of the objects: either ~t cumstances, a.nd anI ved fit the lI1Me 
hazard or beca,use it offers III a. pecnh- general co~ception which Europeans 
arly striking manner Rome ~mportant ~tssociate WIth the t erm. 
character a.nd, t a.king tIlls as our These brief l.'emarks contain, I b~, 
standard,' compare it with one obj ect 1ieve, all that is well-grounded in the 
alter another. If we find a second doctrine that the conception by which 
object 'which presents n. r emarlmble the mind arranges and gives unity tn 
agreement with the first , inducing,us phenomen a must be furni shed by.tlw 
t o class them t ogether, the questIOn mind itself, n.nd that we find the rIght 
instantly' arises, in what pa.rti cular conception by a t entative pl'Oces~, try, 
circumsta.llces do they agree ? and t o in(r first one a.nd then another nntil 
t ake notice of these circnmstances is w~ hit the m ark The conception i ~ 
already a first st:1ge of a.bstract~on, not furnished by the mind until it hn.~ 
giving rise to a geneml conceptIOn. been furnish ed to the mind ; a.ucl tIll' 
H aviuO' a.clvanced thus far, when we facts which supply it a.re sometilllPs 
HOW td1{e in h a.l1d a third obj ect, we extraneous facts, but more often thr. 
naturally ask ourselves. the. quest~on, very fact s whic~ we a1:e att.empting 
not merely whether tins thu'd obJe~t to arrange by it. It IS qUlt~ true, 
agrees with the first, but wheth er It however that in endeavourmg to 

" eflS with it in the same circllm- arrange 'the bcts, at wha.tever point 
a",r , b . 1 three st ances in which the second did ? in we eg,m, we neY~r at vance 
other words, whether it agrees with step~ WIthout formmg a g:en,eral C0n, 
the general conception which has been 7 ceptlOn, more, or less d;stmct and 
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precise ; ' n.nd tha.t this general con
ception becomes the clue which we 
instantly ende::woUl' to trace through 
the rest of the facts, or rather, be
comes the standard with which we 
thenceforth compare them. If we 
nre Il0t sa.tisfied with the agreements 
~vhich we discover among the pheno
mena by comparing them with this 
type, or with some still more gene
ra.l conception which by an addit iollal 
stage of abstraction we can for111 from 
the type ; we change our path and 
look ont for other agreements : we 
recommence the COl11pa.rison from a 
different starting-point, and so gene
rate a different set of general concep
tions. This is the t enta.tive process 
which Dr, Whewell spea.ks of, :1l1d 
which has not unnaturally suggest ed 
the theory tha.t the conception is snp
plied by the mi?d itse~f, since ~he 
tlifferent conceptIOns ,vlnch the mmd 
successively tries, it either :1lrea.dy 
possessed from its previous experi
ence, or they were supplied to it in 
the £rst st age of the corresponding 
act of comparison; so that, in the 
subsequent part of the process, the 
conception manifested itself as some
thing compared 'with the phenomena 
not evolved from them. 

§ 4, If this be a correct a.ccount of 
the instrnmentality of general con
ceptiuns in the compa.rison which 
necessarily precedes Induction, we 
:I I'C now a.ble t o transbte into our 
own language what Dr. ' Vhewell 
IIlca,ns by sa.ying that conceptions, to 
he slIbservient to Indnction, must be 
"c1{,[I,r " and" appropria.te." 

If the conception corresponds to a 
I'l'al agreement among the ph eno
lIlena; if the comparison which we 
h:we made of a set of objects ha.s led 
u, to class them according t o rea.l 
resemblances and differences ; the· 
conception which does this ca.nnot 
fail to be appropriat e, for some pur
pose or other. The question of appro
priateness is r elative to the particular 
object we ha.ve in view. A s soon as, 
by 0111' comparison, we have :1scer , 

t a.ined some ngreement, something 
which ca.n be preclica.tec1 in common 
of a number of objects, we have ob
tained a basis on which an inductive 
process is capn.ble of being founded. 
But the agreements, or the ulterior 
consequences to which those agree
ments lead, ma.y b e of very different 
degrees of importance. If, for in
sta.nce, we only cOl'npare animals ac
cording t o their colour, and class those 
t ogeth er which are coloured alike, we 
f orm the general conceptions of a 
white animal, a black animal, &c., 
which are conceptions legitiIna.t ely 
formed; a.ud if an induction were to 
be attempted concerning th e causes 
of the colours of animals, this COIl1-

pa.ri son would be the proper and 
necessary prepa.mt ion for such an 
induction, but would not help 11 15 

t owards n. knowledge of the laws of 
any other of the properties of animals ; 
while if, with Cuvier, we compa.re a.nd 
class them according t o the structure 
of the skelet on, or, with Blainville, 
according t o the nature of their out
wa.1'd integuments, the agreements 
and differences which are observable 
in these respects ar e not only of llluch 
,great er importance in themselves, but 
are l11:1rks of n.greements and differ
ences in many other impor tant parti 
c1l1anl of the structure and mode of 
life of the animals. If, therefore, the 
study of their structure and habits be 
our object, the conceptions generated 
by these last comparisons a.1'e far more 
" a.ppropriate" than those generated 
by the former. N othing, other than , 
this, can be m ea.nt by the appropriate
ne::,s of a conception. 

' Vhen Dr. 'Vhewell says tha.t the 
a.ncients, or the schoolmen, or any 
modern inquirers, missed discovering' 
the realbw of a phenomenon beca.use 
they applied it t o an inappropriat e 
instead of an appropriat e conception, 
he can only mean that in comparing' 
va.rious instances of the phenomenon, ' 
to ascerta.in in what those instances 
t,greed, they missed the important 
points of a.greement, and fast ened, 
upon such as were either ima,gina.ry, 
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and not agreements n.t aJl, o~', if 
real agreements, were cOll1paratIV~ly 
trifiin(l' and h::td no connection 'Vlth 
the pl~~nomenon the law of which w::ts 
sou(rht. 
. lristotle, philosophising on the 

a fog rises from n. bke, 01' when w;\tel' 
dries up. The agreement, thei'ef()l' 
which Aristo~l,e s~lecte~l n.s his Pl'h~: 
ciple of classlficn.tlOn dId not extclld 
to all cases of the phenomen()ll hr 
wanted to study, sponta,neom: motion' 
while it did include cases of the ab: 
sence of the phenomenon, cases uf 
motioll Hot spontn.neous. The Cou. 
ception was hence ".imtppropriatc." 
VIf e m::ty add that, I.n the case ill 
question, no conceJ;ltlO11 would b~ 
appropriate; there IS no agreement 
which runs through all the case~ (If 
spontaneous or n.ppal'ently ~p()nta. 
neons motion and no others: t~le'; 
cn.nnot be brought under one law: it 
is a c::tse of Plurn.lity of Ottuses.;' 

subject of motion, remarked that cer
tltin motions apparently take place 
spontaneously; bodies fall to tl~e 
ground, flam.e ascends, bubbles of n.ll· 
),ise in wn.tcr, &c.: and these he called 
natural motions ; while other~ not 
only never take place without mter
llal incitement, but even when such 
incitement is applied t end ~p?llta~e
ously to cease; which, to dlstmgm,sh 
them from the former, he callcel VlO
lent motions. Now, in comp:1l'ing 
the so-called nn.tural motions with 
one another, it appeared to Aristotle 
tlmt they aflTeed in one circumstance, 
namely, th~t the body which moved 
(01' seemed to move) spontaneously 
W:1S moving towct1'Cls its own pZctce; 
me:1ning thereby the place from 
whence it originally call1e, or the 
place where a great quantity of matter 
similar to itself was assembled. In 
the other class of motiollR, as when 
bodies are thrown up in the air, they 
are on the contrary, moving from 
th~ir own place. N ow, this concep
tion of a body moying towar~s Its 
own place may justly be consI~el'ed 
inappropriate ; because, though It ex
l)resses a circumstance . I: eal~y found 
in some of the most fa111111a1' 111stances 
of motion apparently spontaneous, yet, 
iirst, there are ma,ny other c~ses of 
such motion, in which that ,CIrcum
stance is absent: the motlOn, for 
instance, of the earth and planets. 
Secondly, e,-en when it .is p,resent, ~he 
motion, on closer eXaU11l1atlOn, would 
often b e seen not to be sponta~eous : 
as, when ail' rises in. water, It do~s 
not rise by its own n~.ture, .but IS 
pushed up by ~he supenor weIght .of 
the water wInch presses upon 1:. 
Fina1ly, there are many .cases 111 
which the spontaneous m?tIon. takes 
place in the contrary. dlrectlOn to 
what the theory conSIders as the 
)Jolly's own place; for instance, when 

§ S. So much for the first of Dr. 
vVhewell's conditions,. that concep. 
tions must be approprlate. The se· 
cond is, that they shall be "clea.r; I, 
and let us consider what this implies. 
Unless the conception correspond~ to 
a real agreement, it has a worse defect 

* Other examples of inapIWOT11'bb Con· 
eeptions are given yy Vt'. Wlwwcll (Ph:r. 
I n'/', Se., ii. 185) as follows:-'.'Alistotlo 
and bis follower,; elldeavo.ured 11l v~\ln to 
account for the mecb[1.mea~ l'chtlO.'l of 
forces in the lever, by [1.pplymg the IHrlp· 

pi'opl'iate gcometl'ic8;l concept.iolls ,of tl!O 
properties of the cn'cle: they, failed III 
explaining t.he f(J1'ln o,f the lummolls Split 
lll[1.de by the sun shimng tbl:ough [1. hole, 
because they :lpplied the ma,?J]J)'OPl'w/ ,! 

conccption of :L circular qn((lLty lU tlm 
c; \ln's light; they specul::lted ,t? no purP,o,,, 
about the elementary COlllposl~lOn ofbodlCS, 
because they assumed the wCLPPJ'OlJ1'hl j,: 
conception of likcne,~~ between the elelllclIt, 
and t.he con1pound, lllste[1.d of the,gCll'llllC 
notion of elements merely tletcnnmtil fl Ih" 
qualities of ~he compound." ,~ut i.n t~~~'o 
cases there IS more thnn an In<lpplopll.ltJ 
conception; there is [1. false C?nCCIJtlOll; 
one which has no , proto~Yl?e 111 ,n:1tl :rc: 
nothing correspondmg to It 1Il facts, ,[h~, 
is evident in the bst two eX:lmplcs, ami. I, 
equally true in the first; the "propcrt:}cl 
of the circle," which were r~ferrec1 to, belll~ 
purely f[1.ntastical. '1'here lS,. thereforc, ~II\ 
error beyond the wrong ch(llce of a )11111' 
ciple of generalisation; there ]S [1. falSI] 
assumption of matters of bct, 'fhe attempt 
is ' made to resolve certain bws of ]](\t~ll'C 
into a more genemllaw, th;lt.laW ll~L l~~lD~ 
01lC whkh, tho\!gh l:oal, 18 luapPlopll:ltc, 
but unc wholly nlltlglllary, 
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than that of not being clear: it is not 
plic[tble to th e case at all. Among 

~6e phell oU1~n[\" therefore, which we 
'Ire attemptmg to connect by means 
~,f the conception, .we must suppose 
th~Lt there really IS. an. agreement, 
:llld that the conceptIOn IS a concep
tion of tlH,:t agreement. In order, 
theJl, tha~ It lIIay be clear, the only 
reqnisite IS, that we shall know ex
actly in wl?at the agreement con
hists'; that It shall have been care
fully observed and accurately remem
ber~d. ,Ye are said not to have a 
c1e:tr conception of the r esemblance 
nlllong [t set of object~ ,,,hen we httve 
('nly [t general feelll1g that they 
J'es~mble, without haviilg analysed 
their re:emblance, 01' perceived in 
wh:tt points it cOllsists, and fi xecl in 
our memory an exact recollection of 
those points, This want of clearness, 
01', a.s it may be otherwise called, 
this vagnenef;s, in the general con
ception, may be owing either to our 
11:\Ving no accurate knowledge of the 
ubjects thcmseh 'es, or merely to our 
not ha.ving c~.refull'y comparecl them. 
Thus a person mn,y have no clear 
idea. of [t ship because he has never 
~een one, 01' because he remembers 
but little, a,nd that faintly, of what 
he h:ts seen. Or he may have a per
fect knowledge and remembrance of 
m:tny ships of various kinds, frigates 
~mOlig the r est , but he may have no 
c1p<tr, but only a confused idea of a 
frigate, because he has never b eEm 
told, and has not compared them 
Hufficiel1tly to have remarked and r e
membered in what particular points 
a friga.te differs from some other kind 
of ship. 

It is not, hmvevel', necessary, in 
order to have clear ideas, that we 
,\lOnlc1 know all the common proper
ties of the things which we class to
gether. That would be to have our 
conception of the class complete as 
well ;tS clear. It is sufficient if we 
never, class things together without 
knowmg exactly why we do so,-with
nuL having ascertained exactly what 
agreements we are about to include 

in our conception; and if, after hav
ing thus fixed our conception, we 
n ever vary from it, never inclucle ill 
the class anything which has not 
those common properties, n or exclud e 
from it anything which has. A clear 
conception meallS a determinate con
ception; one which does not fluctuate 
which is not one thing to· day ami 
another to-morrow, but renmins fixed 
and invariable, except when, from th e 
progress of our knowledge or the cor
rection of some error, we conscionsly 
~dcl to.it or alter it. A person of cle;l' 
~dea~ IS a person who always kno"',, 
111 VIrtue of what properties his classe;; 
are constituted, what attributes are 
connoted by his general names. 

The principal r equisites, therefore, 
of clear conceptions are habits of 
attentive observation and ext ensive 
experience, and to memory which r e
cei ves and retains an exact imao'e of 
what is obser ved, And in propo~tion 
as any Olle has the habit of observino' 
min:ltely and comparing carefully ~ 
partIcular class of phenomena, and an 
accurate memory for the results of the 
observation and comparison, so will 
his conceptions of that class of phe
nomena be clear; provided he ha;; 
the indispensable habit, (naturally 
however, resulting from those oth;~' 
endowmet;Jts,) of n ever using general 
~1ames WIthout a precise connota· 
tion. 

As the clearness of our conceptions 
chiefly depends on the cn1"ejitlness and 
accuntc;tj of our observiI]O' and com
paring faculties, so their ~ppropri::tte
ness, or rather the chance we have of 
l~itti~g upon the appropriate concep
tIOn 111. ~ny case, mainly depend,; on 
the act~1l'/,ty of the same faculties. He 
who by habit, grounded on sufficient 
natural aptitude, has acquired a readi
ness in accurately observincr and com
paring phenomena, will perceive so 
m~ny more agreements and will per· 
ceIVe them so much more rapidly than 
other people, that the chances are 
~nuch greater of his perceiving, in any 
m stance, the a,greement on which the 
important consequences depend. 
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§ 6. It is of so much importance things hlthe verycircumstance~ \"h' '1" 

, f" '. lel th~Lt the part of the process of investI- :11'e 0 prnn:1ry Importance for the p , 
gating truth, discussed in this chapter, pose (the~1'eti~:11 or practi?al) Wh~~l~ 
should be rightly understood, ' that I 'we Imve 111 VIew, and wluch cou t ' 
think it is desirable to restate the re- tutes the problem before us, Iu otlSl 1

• 

1 t · er suIts we have arrived at, in a some· wor(~, our concep IOns, though the 
wh:1t different mode of expression. may be cle:1r, :11'e not approp1'iatc ffr 

\Ve cannot ascertain gener:11 truths, our p~rpos,e, unless the properties We 

th:1t is, truths :1pplicable to classes, comprIse III them are those which 
unless we have formed the cl:1sses in will help us t~w:1l'd~ whn,t we wish to 
such a manner that general truths can lmderstand~'L e" eIther those which 
be affirmed of them. In the formation go. deel?est mto, the nature of .the 
of any class, there is involved a con· thl11gs, If our object be to understand 
~eption of it as a class, that is, a con· that, or those which are most closely 
ception of certain circumstances as connected with the particubr property 
being those which characterise the which we are endeavouring to investi. 
cbss, and distinguish the objects gate. 
composing it from all other things, 'VVe c:1nnot, ~herefore, f;:a111e good 
"When we know exactly what these general conceptIOns beforehand, That 
circumsta.nces are, we have a clear the conception 'we have obtained is 
idea (or conception) of the class, and the one we want, can only be known 
of the m eaning of the general name when we h:1ve done the work fur the 
which designates it, The primary sake of which we wanted it; when 
condition implied in having this clc:1r we completely understand the general 
idea is that the class be really a character of the phenomena, or the 
class; that it correspond to a real conditions of the J>articular property 
distinction; that the things it in- with which we concern ourselves. 
cludes really do agree with one another General conceptions formed without 
in certain particulars, and differ, in this thorough knowledge are B:J,con'~ 
those S:1111e particnlars, from all .other "notiones tem.ere it rebus abstractc:e." 
things. A perwn without clear ideas Yet such premature conceptions We 
is one who habitually classes t ogether, must be continually making up in 
under the same general names, things ouI' progress to something better, 
which have no common properties, or They are an impediment to the pro. 
none which are not possessed also by gress of knowledge only when they 
other things; 01' who, if the usage are permanently acquiesced in. When 
tlf other people prevents him from it has become our habit to group 
actually miscla ·t;ing things, is unable things in wrong classes-in grol1pS 
to state to himself the COlIlmon pro- which either are not really classes, 
perties in virtue of which he cla::ises having no distinctive points of agree .. 
-them rightly, ment (absence of elecw ideas), or which 

But it is not the sole requisite of are not classes of which anything im .. 
classification that the cbsse;; should pOl-tant to our purpose can be predi
be real classes, framed by a legitimate catecl (absence of c6Pp7'olJ1'ic6te ideas); 
mental process, Some modes of class· and when, in the belief th:1t these 
incf things are more valu:1ble than badly made classes are those sanctioned 
others for human uses, whether of by Nature, we refuse to exchange 
speculation or of practice; :1nd our them for others, and C:1nnot or will 
classifications are not well made un- not make up our general conceptions 
less the things which they bring to- from any other elements; in that case 
gether not only agree with each other all the evils which Bacon ascribes to 
in something which distinguishes his "notiones temereabstractre" rea.lly 
them from all other things, but agree occur. This was what the ancients did 
with each other and differ frem other. in physics, and what the world in gene· 

NAlVIING. 
ml does in momls 
pl'eAent d:1Y. 

and politics to the 433 
for some bypothe8is of a possible 
blace, Or a possible point of l'esern. 

:1llce, and then look to see whether 
th; f~cts agree with the conjecture. 

~1 such cases somethinO' 1l10l'Q is 
reqUIred than a mind accu;tomed to 
accurate observat ' d ' It b . IOn an comp:1rIson. 

must e ,f! mll1d stored with gene-
1':1 t~OnceptlOns, previously acquired 
~h ,e .sorts which bear affinity t~ 
A e tnbJect of .the particular inQniry. 

ne . much wIll also depend 011 the 
n;tu1'al strength n.nd acquired cultll1'e 
o. ,w,Jat l?as been termed the scien. 
tlfic llllagll1ation; on tbe facu:tr os. 
sessed of .mentally arranging l~n~wn 
e:en~enrts Into new combinations, such 
as rn e not yet been observed in 
nature, thongh not contradictory to 
any known laws. 

. But the variety of intellectual ha. 
bib;, the purposes which the se1'\' 
and the modes in which they

y 
be, 

f t d may e 
?s ere and cultivated, :1re considerrL 

It would t~us, in my view of the 
]l1att~r, be an maccurate mode of ex. 
Jll'~SSlOn to sa},:, tha.t obtaining appro
prHtte . conceptIOns )8 a condition pr . 
cedent to generalisation. Throuo'ho~t 
the who:e process of comparing pheno
mena With. on ~ anotber for the purpose 
(lf g-enerahsatIOn, t!le mind is tryino
to Il1ak~ up ~ c?n~eption; but th~ 
cunc,eptJOn wh~ch It IS trying to m:1ke 
up. IS that of the really import:1nt 
pOInt of agr_eelllent in the phenomena, 
As we obtam more knowledge of the 
phen?r.nena themselves, and of the 
condltl?nS on which their important 
pro~ertles depend, our views on this 
,nbJect naturally alter; and thus wc 
:td,van~,e from a. less to a more" appro. 
pnate gene~'al conception, in the pro
gress of our ll1vestigations. 

We ought llOt, at the same time 
to forget that the really important 
agreement cannotalwn.ys be dis
cOI'ered by mer~ . comparison of the 
ler), phenomena 111 question, without 
the :1ld of a.conception acqllirecl else. 
where; as In the ca.se, so often re. 
ferred to, of the planetary orbits. 

t~ons helon~'ing to the Art of Educ~~ 
tlOn: a. subject far wider than Loo-ic 
and whlCh this tre:1tise does t b . ' fess t ,. , no pro· 

o QISCl1S8. H ere therefore tJ 

The search for the agreement of :1 
s~t ,of phenomenn. is in truth very 
sI,lIubr t~ the search fo), a lost or 
Illdclen. obJect. At first wc place our
seh:e~ 111 n. sufficiently commandino' 
pO~ltI?n, a.nd cast Our eyes around u; 
:md If. we can see the object, it j~ 
Irdl; If not, we ask ourselves men. 
t:dl,Y what _ are_ the places in which it 
lll:t}' be Ind, 111 .order that we mu y 
thm:e se~rch for It: and so on, until 
~~'e llnagme the place where it r eally 
IS, And h~re too we require to have 
had a prevIOUS conception or know. 
!edge .of those different places. As 
llJ, thIS ~amiliar process so in the 
phllosophlCal operation which it illus
trates, :we first endeavour to find the 
los~,. object 0.1' recognise the common 
att' ,lbute, WIthout conjecturally in. 

present cha.pter may p;'operly clo:<;e.
le 

CHAPTER Ill. 

OF K.lnln,C, AS SUBSIDIARY TO 
INDUCTION. 

\'(Iklll<' the :J,' 1 f . ," • le 0 any preVIOusly :1C. 
(1;llJ'ed conception, or, in other words 
;~,auy hypothesis. Hn.villo· failed il{ 

IS, lI"e ca.ll npon our i~agin:1tion 

§ I. IT does not beJol1o' to the )1'1'
sent undertakino- to dwell on the 1, 
l)01'tan f' 1 '" lIn · 

L c~ 0 angu:1ge as a m edium of 
human mtercourse, whether for nr. 
p~)ses of sympathy or of informat10n 
N or does ?nr design admit of mor~ 
than a passmg allusion to that o'reat 
prope.rty of names on which ''theil' 
functIOns ~s an intellectual instru . 
ment are, 1Il rea.lity, ultimately de. 
pend~nt-their potency as a means of 
formmg and of rivetino' association!'! 
am?llg our other ideas :'" a subject 01'1 

wh,lCh an able thinker -); ha.~ tl ' 
Wl'ltten :_ Ill!'! 

" Names are imlJressions' f o St llse, ' 

.:,. Professor Bain. 

2 E 



'" OPERATIONf.\ SUBSIDIARY TO INDUCTION. 
4..:>4 It 1 'b • . , ' h ' ~tr()ll 'est hold they are not. la;; een nna,glUetl 
and as such take t e h g , s that NaminO' is :11so a condition 
on the mind, and of ~ll ot erl11mdPre d- equally indi~pensable, There are 

1 t easily reca e an h h Id th sions can )e mos, h f' thinl-ers who ave e not lau-
, . ' The" t ere ore '" 1 d' retamed In VIew: J h t to guage is not sole y, accor mg to a 

. pomt of attac men 11 t' serve to gIve a, ' • thouaht hrase genera Y curren. , an lUstru_ 
all the more volatile obJ:cts °lf t rl'" ~ent of thouO'ht, but the instrument· 

l ' I presslOns t la \\ len 0 th' , , 
and fee mg, m" d f ever that names, or some mg equiValent 
passed migh.t be dlssl~ate wi~~ lan- to them, some species of artificial 
are, by then' ~on.ne?tlO.~ Thouahts sians, are necess~ry t? reasoning; 
('I'ua('l'e, always wlthm leac. .r o. ~ that there could be no Inference, autl 
~f themselves, are p:rpetu~lly s IP!~~al consequently no induction, without 
out of the field of Imm~?Iate ~h them But if the nature of reasoniuO' 
vision; but the name. abides Wl tl us, was ~orrectly explained in the earlie~ 
n.nd the utter:1nce of It :'es~or~~e ~:~ part of the present work, this opinion 
in a moment. "vV ords ale. less must be held to be an exaggeration, 
todiers of every product of ml~~l thouah of an important truth. If 
impressive than themselves. , 11 ex- reas;nino- be from particufars to pal'. 
tensions of human knowledgde, a ne~ ticulars "'and if it consist in recognis_ 
('I'eneralisations, are fixed an ' sprea f' . 0' ~~e' fact as a mark of another, 01' 
b • t t' nu by the use 0 m", f tl tl' even unln en lOna ." 1 mal'k of a mark 0 ano ler, no nu" 

1 'ld" . 10" up earns a . 0 words. The c 11 b. 'lown <>, tl',' required to render reasolllng po:,-
. 1 1 bles of Ins mo le1 IS d " aloncr WIt I t le voca 1 Id 'ble except senses an aSsoclatlOu: 

'" h tl' , ~hich le wou SI, . h f tonO"ue t at Hngs' . es to percelVe t at two acts are 
b " d b l'ff ' rent are 111 sens " 1 have belIeve to e (1 e 'h' t n' oined' associatlOn, as t le law by 

important points, tl~e same. ~¥l\~~e ~h(ch one' of those two facts raises up 
any formal instructIOn, the ang s ~ll the idea of the IOther.* For these 
in which we g:'ow up teache~ ~~ It mental phenomena, as we~l as for the 
the common phIlosophy of thea'tl " belief or expectation whIch follo\\'s, 
directs us to observe and know

k 
~Jl1&~ d by which we r ecognise :1S having 

which we should have. ~vel'~oo "e. ~c{ ~:ken place, or as about to take 
supplies us with clasSIficatIOns le, ~ 1 that of which we b3se per
made by which things are arrang: P ~c:~l a mark there is evidently no 
(as f~r as the light of bygone ,genel

t
:1- celv

d 
ofcl~nO'u~O"e And this inference 

, . 'th th obJects 0 nee "" '" ",' 1 . tions admIts) WI e 1 f e particular fact from :1l1ot ler l~ 
which they bear the greatest tota re-

l 
0 one of" l·nduction. It is of this sort 

Th . b r of genera a cas bl semblance. e num e d f' cluctl'on that brutes are capa e; d the e('lTee 0 111 ,. 1 
names in a language, an ff ":d 't"n this shape that uncmtlvate( 

l 't f th se names a 01 a 1 IS 1 , 
of genera 1 y 0 0 Ch" and '" 'sentence having been clTonuomly 
test of the knowledge of t e. eIn: Th:s d ~sif I had meant to rts~c1tthlt 
of the intellectual insight W~lICh !S ,~he ~~lt:~'~~~~othing but:m irresistible ass'lcia' 

birthright of r.ny one born mto It.. tion, I think it l~ec~s<;a1'Yt;l~{J'o~~~1'~l~t~~~~t~ 
It is not, however, of the funTctlOns exp1'es~,no, t~:~I~Z~~~~nil~g 01' of belle; , 

of Names, considered generall), th~t a~~~~lstl~~1ost obRcnre poillt~ in rtnal:· 
we have here to tre~t, bu~ only of t e tcal psychology, I am speakl~~c n~;C\~:~ 

alIner' and deO'ree In wInch they ar.e the powers themselves, bUtt of blelthosO 
nl. b tl' . t d't' neces" uy 0 ena 
directly instrumental to le mves 1- ous con ~olO~~e1't tl;~mselves; ('If which 

tl'on of truth; in other words, to powle,rt~ )S I ;m contending that l::m~lIago ga , cone 1 101. d ciation bC1l1~ 
the process of inductlOn. is not one, .sense~ ~~ t;~,. 'irresistible, 

§ 2. Observation and Abstraction, 
the 0 erations which formed the suu
. ect ~f the two foregoing ch~pters, 
J e conditions indispensable to mdnc
at: . there cn.n be no induction where Ion, ~_ 

sufficicllt wltho\l 1. r f ~and the dim· 
associfltlOn the~l'K of,t~e ~~~ subject, b:"c 
cuI ties conllec e Wl 1 , the no, eR tu 
been di"cIlSS~~ :lot lefllgi}~, m James ~hlr~ 
the llCW edltlOn 0 " If an 
Anal.lls"s 0/ th e Pheitomem~ 0/ .the IIIIt 

.Mind. 

NAMING. 4.," 
J.) 

linds make almost all their inc1uc
~ions and that we all do so in the 
case; in which f?,miliar experie,nce 
forces our concluslOns upon us wIth-
ut any active process of inquiry on 
~ur part, and in 'which the belief or 
expectation follo:vs the suggesti~n of 
the evidence wlth. the, pro;uptItude 
anll cel'tall1ty of an lllstmct. 

, § 3- But though inference of an in
ductive character is possible without 
the use of signs, it could never, with
out them, be carried much beyond the 
I'ery simple cases ~vhich we .have jtlst 
described, and whIch form, m all pro
bability, the limit of the reasonings 
of those animals to whom conventional 
]anfTuaae is unknown. "vVithout lan-
1Tua";,'e, "'or something equivalent to it, 
thel~e could only be as much reasoning 
from experience as can take place 
without the aid of general proposi
tiolls. Now, though in strictness we 
may re:1son from Plt,:t experience to :1 
fresh individual case without the in
termediate stage of a general propo
sition, yet without general proposi
tions we should seldom remember 
what past experience ,,,re have had, 
and scarcely ever what conclusions 
that experience will wa,rrant. The 
division of the inductive process into 
two parts, the first ascertaining what 
is a mark of the given fact, the second 
whether in the new case that m~trk 
exist~, is natural, and scientifically 
indispensable. It is, indeed, in a 
majority of cases, rendered necessary 
by mere distance of time. The ex
perience by which we are tc guide our 
judgments may be other people's ex
perience, little of.which can be com
municated to us otherwise than by 

f Ur, Bailey agrees with me in thinking 
that whenever" from something actually 
prc. cut to my SCllses, conjoined with past 
experience, 1 feel satisfied that something 
ltas uappelled, or will happen, or is hap
penil,g beyond the sphere of my personal 
'Jhservation," I may with strict propriety 
be said to reason, and of COllrse to reason 
inductively, for dGmol1strative reasoning 
is excluded by the circuUlstances of the 
~Me, (The ',theor!} 0/ Rea.soning, 2nd cd" 
r· 27' ) 

language: when it is our own, it is 
generally experience long past; unless, 
therefore, it were recorded by means 
of artificial signs, little of it (except in 
cases in vol ving our intenser sensations 
or emotions, or the subjects of our daily 
and hourly contemplation) would be 
retained in the memory. It is hardly 
necessary to add, that when theinduc
tive inference is of any but the most 
direct and obvious nature-when it re
quires several observations or experi
ments in varymg circumstances, and 
the comparison of one of thE-se with 
another-it is impossible to proceed 
a step without the artificial memory 
which words bestow. \Vitbout words, 
we should, if we had often seen A 
and B in immediate and obl'ious con
junction, expect B whenever we saw 
A; but to discover their conjullction 
when not obvious, or to determine 
whether it is really constant or only 
casual, and whether there is r eason to 
expect it under any given change of 
circumstances, is a process far too 
complex to be performed without some 
contrivance to make our remembrance 
of our own mental operations accu
rate. Now, language is such a con
trivance. "vVhen that instrument is 
called to our aid, the difficulty is re
duced to that of making our remem
branc~ of the meaning of words accu
rate, This being secured, whatever 
passes through our minds may be 
remembered accurately by putting it 
carefully into words, and committing 
the words either to writing or to me
mory, 

The function of Naming, and par
ticularly of General Names, in Induc
tion may be recapitulated as follow~_ 
Every inductive inference which is 
good at all is good for a whole class 
of cases; and, that the inference may 
have any better warrant of its correct
lless than the mere clinging together 
of two ideas, a process of experimen
tation and comparison is necessary, I 
in which the whole class of cases must 
be brought to view, and some uni
formity in the course of nature evolved 
and ascertained, since the existence 
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we could get on. without any other 
Q'eneral names than the abstract names 
~f attributes; all o~~ proposi~io~s 
miO'ht be of the form such .111 mdl_ 
vidual object po~sesses. such .an attri
bute " or" such an attl'1bute IS always 
'(01' ~ever) conjoined with such another 
attribute." In bct, however, man
kind have always given gen.eral names 
to objects as ... v.ell a.s attl'1butes, and 
indeed before attnbutes ~ bu~ the 
O'eneral names given to obJects Imply 
~ttributes, derive their whole .meaning 
from attributes, and are chIefly use· 
ful as the language by means o.f which 
we predicate the attributes wInch they 

of such an uniformity ~s requir.ed as 
a justification for drawmg the .mfe~
ence in even a single case. ThIs ~11l
formity therefore, may be ascert~med 
once £0; all ; and if, bei~g .a~certamed,. 
it can be remembered, It. WIll se:ve as 
a formula for making, m partIcular 
cases all such infer~nces as the pre
viou; experience WIll Wal~l'ant. But 
we can only secure its bemg remem
bered, or give ourselves even a chance 
of carrying ~n our memory a~y co~
siderable number of such Ul1lfOrml
ties, by registering them ~hrough ~he 
mediuin of permanent sIgns, WhICh 
(being from the nature of the case, 
siO'ns ~ot of an individual fa.ct, b,:t.of 
a~ uniformity, that. is! of an mdetimte 
number of facts sllmlar to ?ne an
other) are general signs, ul1lversnl~, 
general names, ::mc1 general prop os: -

connote. ' . 
It remains to be consIdered what 

tions. 

principles are to be adhered to in 
gi ving general names, so that .t1~ese 
names, and the general proposltlOl1R 
in which they fill a place, may con· 
duce most to the purposes of Induc· 
tion. 

§i 4. And here I cannot. omit t~ 
notice an oversight commItted by 
some eminent thinkers, .who ha-;e 
said that the cause of our u~mg gene:al 
names is the infinite multItude.of n~
di vidual objects, which, makmg It 
impossible to have a name for each, 
compels us to !n~ke one ~a~ne s~~ve 
for many. Tlns IS a very lImIted '\'lew 
of the function of general names. 
]£sen if there were a name for ev~ry 
individual object, we should reqmre 
O'eneral names as much as we now do. 
'Vithout them we could not. expres~ 
the result of a single compa~'lson,. Il;0l 
record anyone of the umformltles 
existing in na.ture; and should be 
hardly better off in respect to Induc
tion than if we had no n~m~s .at al~. 
"Vith none but names of mdlvlduals, 
(or, in other words, p~'oper names,) 
we might, by pronouncmg tl;e name, 
liUO'o'est the idea of the obJect,. ?ut 
w~":'could not assert any propofHtlOn, 
except the unmeaning ones formed by 

--- , 
CHAPTER IV. 

OF THE REQUISITES OF A PHILOSO· 
PHICAL LANGUAGE, AND THE PIUX· 

CIPLES Ol!' DEFINITION. 

§ I. IN order that w~ m::ty posses~ . 
a langu::tge perfectly smt~ble for the 
in vestigation and expresslO.n ~f gene. 
1':11 truths, there are .t,:vo pnnclp::tl ~l1d 
several minor reqmsltes. The fir~t 
is, that every general .n::tme shoulcl 
have a meaning, steadIly fixed and 
precisely determi~ed. 'V.h~n, by the 
fnlfihnent of tlns con~ltlOn, such 
names as we possess are ~tted fo~ the 
due performance of theIr functlOl1.~1 
the next requisite, and the second III 

order of importa.nce, is that ,:ve shoulLl 
possess a name wherever ~)l1e Isneeded; 
wherever' there is an.Yt~l!~g to. be de· 
signated by it, which It IS of Import· 

redicating two propel' names . one 
~f another. It is only by means of 
("fenel'al na.mes that we can convey 
~ny information, predicate any attrI
bute, even of an individual, m~lCh 
more of a class. Rigorously speakmg, 

::tnce to express. . ..' 
The former of these r:qUlsI~es I~ 

th!\t to which our at~entlOn WIll ht, 
exclusively directed 111 the present 
chapter. 

§ 2. Every generalllame, then, mll<t 
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have a certain and knowable mean- which the name expresses with them, 
in O'. Now the meaning (as has so when they predicate it of an object, 
often been explained) of a general is a confused feeling of resemblance 
connotative name resides in the con- between that object and some of the 
notation; in the attribute on account other things which they have been 
of which, and to express which, the accu::;tomed to denote by the name. 
name is given. Thus, the name ani- They have applied the name Stone to 
mal being given to all things which various objects previously seen; they 
possess the attributes of sensation see a new object, which appears to 
and voluntary motion, the word con- them somewhat like the former, and 
notes those attributes exclusi v.ely, and they call it a stone, without asking 
they constitute the whole of it;;; mean- themselves in what respect it is like, 
iug. If the name be abstract, its or what mode or degree of resemblance 
denotation is the same with the con- the best authorities,or even they them
notation of the corresponding con- selves, require as a warrant for usin rr 

crete; it designates directly the attri- the name. This rough genera,} im~ 
bute which the concrete term implies. pression of resmnblance is, however, 
To give a precise meaning to general made up of particular circumstances 
.names ,is, then, to fix with steadiness of resemblance; and into these it is 
the attribute or attributes connoted the business of the logician to analyse 
by each concrete general name, and it-to ascertain what points of re
denoted by the corresponding ab- semblance among the different things 
stl'act. Since. abstract names, in the commonly called by the name have 
order of their creation, do not pre- produced in the common mind this 
cede but follow concrete ones, as is vague feeling of likeness-have given 
proved by the etymological fact that to the things the similarity of aspect 
they are almost always derived from which has made them a class, and has 
them, we may consider their meaning caused the same name to be bestowed 
as determined by and dependent on upon them. . 
the meaning of their concrete; and But though general names arEi im
thus the problem of giving a distinct posed by the vulgar without any more 
meaning to general k1nguage is all definite connotation than that of a 
included in that of giving a precise vague resemblance, general proposi
connotation to all concrete general tions come in time to be made, ill 
names. which predicates are applied to those 

This is not difficult in the case of names, that is, general assertions are 
llew names-of the technical terms made concerning the ~vhole of the 
created by scientific inquirers for the things which are denoted by the 
purposes of science or art. . But when name. And since bJ' each of these 
a name is in common 11se, the diffi- propositions some attribute, more or 
culty is greater; the problem in this less precisely conceived, is of course 
c:t~e not being' that of choosing a con- predicated, the ideas of these various 
yenient connotation for the name, attributes thus become associated with 
hut of ascertaining and fixing the the name, and in a sort of uncertain 
('onnotation with which it is already way it comes to connote them; there 
lIsecl. That this can ever be a matter is a hesitation to apply the name in 
of doubt is a sort of paradox. But any new case in which any of the 
the vulgar (including in that t erm attributes familiarly predicated of the 
all who have not accurate habits of cla . .'s do not exist. And thus, to com
thought) seldom know exactly what .111.on minds, the propositions which 
a:lsertion they intend to make, what they are in the habit of hearino' or 
common property they mean to ex- ~ltterjng concerning a class mak~ up 
press, when they apply the same name lU a loose ,,,ay a sort of connotation 
to a number of different things. All for the class-name. Let us take, for 
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cannot possibly have uecl~ brollght 
to the test of a correct llllluction 
"Whether a lIame is. to" be used a~ 
an instrument of ~hn~klllg, or af; a 
means of commulllcatmg the result 
of thought, it is imperative to deter
mint:l exactly the attribute or attri
butes which it is to express: to rriYe 
it, in short, a fixed and ascertaitled 
connotation. 

instance, the word Civilised_ How " 
few conld be foulld, even among the 
most educated persons, who would 
undertake to say exactly what the 
term Civilised connotes. Yet there 
is a feeling in the minds of all who 
use it that they are using it with a 
meaning; and this meaning is made 
up, in a confused manner, of every
thing which they have heard or read 
that civilised men 01' civilised com-
munities are or may be expected to § 3. It would, however, be a com-
be. plete misunderstanding of the propel' 

It is at this stage, probably, in the office of' a logician in dealing with 
progress of a concrete name, that the terms already in use, if we were to 
corresponding abstract name gener- think that because a name has not at 
ally comes into use. Under the no- present an ascertained connotation, it 
tion that the concrete name must of is competent to anyone to give it 
course convey a meaning, or, in other such a. connotation at his own. choice. 
words, that there is some property The meaning of a term actually in 
common to all things which it dellotes, use is not an arbitrary quantity to be 
people give a name to this common fixed, but an unknown quantity to be 
property; from the concrete Civilised, sought. 
they form the abstract Civilisation. In the first place, it is obviously 
But since most people have never desirable to avail ourselves, as far a8 
compared the different things which possible, of the associ tions already 
are called by the concrete nam e, in connected with the name; not en
such a manner as to ascerta.in what joining the employment of it in a 
properties these things h:tve in com- manner which conflicts with all pre
mon, 01' whether they haye any; each vious habits, and especially not so as 
is thrown back upon the , marks by to require the rupture of those strong
which he himself has been accustomed est of all associations between names, 
to be guided in his application of the which are created by familiarity with 
term; and these, being merely vague propositions in which they are predi
hearsays and current phrases, are not cated of one another. A philosopher 
thp same in any two persons, nor in would have little chance of havinfi 
tht- ',me person at different times. " his example followed. if he were to 
Hence the word (as Civilisation, for give such a meaning to his terms as 
example) which professes to be the should require us to call the North 
designation of the unknown common American Indians a civilised people, 
property, conveys scarcely to any two or the higher class~s in Europe sa
minds the same idea. No two per- vages; ot' to say that civilised peop~e 
sons agree in the things they predi- li \"e by hunting, and savages by agrl
crtte of it ; and when it is itself predi- culture. vVere there no other reason, 
cated of anything, no other person the extreme difficulty of effecting so 
knows, nor does the speaker himself complete a revolution in speech would 
know "with precision, what he means be more than a sufficient one. The 
to assert. Many other words which end~avour should be that all generally 
could be named, as the word honow', received propositions into which the 
or the word gentleman, exemplify this term enters should be at least as true 
uncertainty still more strikingly_ after its meaning is fixed as they 

It needs scarcely be observed that were before; and tha,t the concrete 
general propositions, of which no one name, therefore, should not receive 
can tell exactly what they assert, such a connotation as shall preyellt it 
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from denoting things which, in com
mon langul.l,ge, it is currently affirmed 
of. The fixed and precise connota
tion which it receives should not be 
in deviation from, but in a,greement 
(as far as it goes) with the vague and 
fluctuating connotation which the 
term already had. 

To fix the connotation of a con
crete nmne, or the denotation of the 
corresponding abstract, is to define 
the name. ,Vhen thiH can be done 
without renderillg any received asser
tions ill-admissible, the name can be 
defined in accordance with its received 
use, which is vulgarly called defining 
not the name but the thing. "What 
is meant by the improper expression 
of defining a thing, (or rather a class 
of things-for nobody talks of defin
ing an individual,) is to define the 
name, subject to the condition that it 
shall denote those things. This, of 
course, liupposes a comparison of the 
things, feature by feature and pro
perty by property, to ascertain what 
attributes they agree in; and not 
unfr~quently an operation strictly in
ductlve, for the purpose of ascertain
in!! some unobvious agreement which 
is the cause of the obvious agr~ement. 

For, in order to givc a connotation 
to a name consistently with its de
noting certain objects, we have to 
make our selection from amonO' the 
rarious attributes in which thos~ ob
jects agree. To ascertain in what 
they do agree is, therefore, the first 
logical operation requiRite. "Then 
this has been done as far as is ne
ce~sary or practicable, the question 
arises, which of these common attri
Lntes shall be selected to be asso
cintecl with the name? For if the 
class which the name denotes be a 
l:inc1, the common properties are in
Ilumerable; and eyell if not, they are 
often extremel'y numerous. Our choice 
is first limited by the preference to 
be given to properties which are well 
];l1own and familiarly predicated of 
the cla~s; but even these are often 
too numerous to be all included in 
the definition, and, besides, th(3pro- , 

perties most generally known' may 
not be those which sen"c best to marl;;: 
out the class from all others. ,.,,{ e 
f'hould therefore select from a,mon rr 

the common properties (if among 
them any such al'e to be found) those 
on w~ic.h it has been a~certained by 
experIence, or prO\'ed by dednction, 
tha.t many others depend; or at least 
wInch are sure marks of them, and 
from whence, therefore, many others 
will follow by inference. 'Ve thus 
see that to frame ;1 good definition of 
a name already in use is not a matter 
of choice but of discussion, and dis
cussion not merely respecting the 
usage of langu3,ge, but respectinO' the 
properties of things, and even" the 
origin of those properties_ And hence 
every enlargement of onr knowledrre 
of the objects to which the name is 
applied is liable to suggest an im
provement in the definition_ It is 
impossible to frame a perfect set of 
definitions on any subject until the 
theo~y of the subject is perfect; and 
as SClence makes progress, its defini
tions are also progressive. 

§ 4. The discussion of Definitions, 
in so far as it does not turn on the 
1.1s~ of words but on the properties of 
thmgs, Dr. vVhewell calls the Expli
cation of Conceptions. The act of 
ascertaining, better than before, in 
what particulars any phenomen[l. 
whicl~ ar: classed together agr~e, he 
call~ III hIS techllical phraseology, tu)

foldmg the general conception in 
virtue of which thev are so classed 
Making allowanc9 for what appear~ 
to me the darkeninrr and misleadin rr 

tendency of this m;de of expreSSiOl~ " 
several of his remarks are so much to 
the purpose, that I shall take the 
liberty of transcribing them. 

He observes, * that many of the 
controversies which have had an im
portant share in the formation of the 
existing body of science have "as
sumed the form of a battle of Defi
nitions. :For example, the inqnil'y 
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concerning the laws of falling bodies 
1 d to the question whether the pr~-

eo clefillition of a unif01'?l1 force IS 
pe,r l't I' that it generates a ve OCl y propo -
tional to the space from rest, or .to ~l:e 
time. The controversy of the V'LS .v ~'V(t 

1 at ,,'as the proper defil1ltlOn ,rtts W l e , • • 1 
of the "?ncctsnre ?f fo~'ce. .A prll1c~pa 
qnestion in the classlficatlO~ ?f m111e
rals is, what is the ~efim~lOn of a 
1nine1'al species? Physl?loglsts ha~~ 
endeavoured to throw hgh~ 01~ then, 
sub'ect by defining org(m~S(ttlOn, or 

be a useful step in the ~xpli.cation of 
our conceptions; but tlns WIll be the 
case then only when we h3.ve. ~nd~r 
our consideration ~ome proposltlon,lll 
which the t erm IS empl?yed. ]Ot 
then the question 1'e3.11y IS, how the 
conception 8hn.ll be understood. a:ncl 
defined in order tha.t the proposltlOn 

J . " . 'lnr term" QuestIOns of the some Sll1lI '" " , 
Sttme nature were long open, and "?,r~ 
not yet completely clo~ed, respectm", 
the definitions of SpecIfic H e;at, ~a
tent Heat, Chemical CombmatlOn, 
and Solution. 

"It is very important fo~' us to 
ubserve, that these conh:oversles have 

, been qnestions of 111sulated and 
never . ". . seeII1 
(t'l'bit'l'w'Y dehmtlOns, as m en ' 
often t empted to imagine then~ to 
have been. In all cases there .I~ a 
t::tcit assumption of some pl'opontlOn 

may be tme. . 
"To unfold our conceptlOns by 

1 · 1 . t be eXI)ressed bv mea.ns of 'W1Jel1S 0 '. .J. __ • 't. 

means of definitions has never bee~1 
serviceable to science, e?,cept w~len It 
has been associated wI~h. an Imme· 
diate u se of the defimt.lOns. The 
endeavour t o define a U mfor~ Force 
was combined with the assertIOn that 
O"ravity is a uniform fof'ce: the attempt 
to define Accelerating Force ,~as 
immediat ely followed by the doctrme 
th3.t accelerating forces may J:>e cOIn
pounded: the process of ~efinmg ~o
mentum was connect ed :Vlth the pnu· 
ciple that mornenta gamed and lost 
are equal: naturnJist.s. would ha.ye 
o'iven in vain the defimtlOn of Specle~ 
~vhich we h3.ve quoted, if they h~d 
not also o'i ven the charact:l:s of speCIes 
so separ~ted . . .. 'Defi~I~IOn m~y be 
the best mode of explammg our con· 
ception, but that wh~ch ~lo~le .m:1kes 
it worth while to explam It l~ :1I1'y 
mode, is the opportunity of usmg It 
in the expression of truth. 'Vhel: a 
definition is propounded to us as :1 

useful step in knowledge, w.e .a,re 
always entitled to. ask"what prmclple 
it serves to enuncl:1te. 

the definition, and whICh gIve" It .1 S 

importance. The dispute .concern~ng 
the definition thus acqUIres. a real 
, le and becomes a questlOl~ con-
,a u.' d f 1 Thus 111 the cern111O' true an a se. . 
discus;ion of the q:uestion, -What I~ 
"a uniform force? It ,~'.as take1? f.or 
Yl'a.nted that gravity IS a u:nf~lm 
¥ ' In the debate of the vts" Vt1:n , 

i~r~;~s assumed that in the 111utua~ 
action of bodies the whole effect 0 

the force is unch::tnged. . In the zo~
logical definition of speCl:s, (that I~ 
consists of individuals wlnch have, or 
may have, sprung from the . sa.m.e 

"paTents, ) it is presumed that mdlvl~ 
dua.ls so related resemble each other 
more than those which are excluded 
by such a defiuition; or, perhaps, 
that species so .defin~ cl have per
manent and defimte ~hfferences. A 
dp.finition of 'crgnnisatlOn, or of some 
otllcr term which was not employed 

, .' , Id be to express some pl'lnClplC, wou 
(If no "alue. . f 

"The establishment, therefore, 0 

a right definition of a term, may 

In giving, then, an ex?,ct co~mot~~ 
tion to the phrase, " a unlform torce, 
tl ~ condition was understood that 
t~: phrase should continue to denote 
oTavit. The discussion, therefore, 
'" Yt' the definition resolVEd re spec mg . " 1 ., 
itself into this questlOn, What It; t !e l ~ 
of an nniform nature in the motl,O,I.IX 

1 cl by O"I'avitv? By obsen ,\pro( uce ",'. . . cl 
tions and comparisons I~ was foun , 
that whn.t was uniform 111 those n: o: 
tions was the . ratio of the yeloclt~ 
ac uired to the time elapsed ; ~qual 
~Teiocities being added in equal tJln:~ .. 
An uniform force, therefore, \I:1.~ 

d" fi d a force which adds eq\::1.1 
e ne , . S [l,u[l,lll 

velocities in e<lual hmes. ,0,. o· I 
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ia (1eiln!ng momentum. It was al
ready a received u.octl'ine, that when 
two objects impinge upon one an
other, the momentum lost by the one 
is equal to that gained by the other. 
This proposition it was deemed neces
s:.try to preserve, not from the motive 
(which operates in many other cases) 
that it was firmly fix ed in a popular 
belief, for the proposition in question 
had never been heard of by any but 
the scientifically instruct ed; but it 
wn.s felt to contain a truth: even a 
superficial observation of the pheno
mena left no doubt thn,t in the pro
pagn.tion of motion from one body to 
another there was something of which 
the one body gained precisely what 
the other lost; and the word momen
tum had been invented to express 
this unknown something. The settle
ment, therefore, of the definition of 
momentum in v61 ved the det ermina
tion of the question, 'Vhat is that of 
which a body, when it sets another 
body in motion, loses exactly as much 
as it cOlIlInuuicates ? And when ex
periment ha.d shown that this some
thin.'! was the product of the velocity 
of the body by its mass, or qnantity 
of matter, this became the definition 
of momentum. 

The following remal'ks, oX· therefore, 
are perfectly just: "The business of 
definition is part of the business of 
discovery .... To define, so that 0111' 

llefinition shall have any scientific 
valne, requires no small p()l·tion of 
that sagacity by which truth is de
tected. . . . "When it has been clearly 
~een what ought to be our defi nition, 
it must be pretty well kno",vn what 
truth we have to state. The defini
tion, as well as the disco \,ery, sup
poses a decided st ep in our knowledge 
to ha\"e been made. The writers on 
Logic in the Mic1clle Ages made D efi
nition the last stage in the progress or 
I:nowledge; and in this arr:1I1gement 
at least, the history of science, and 
the philosophy derived from the his
tory, confirm their speculative views." 
Fllr in order to judg~ finr,lly how the 

* Kat·. 01'[1. Bma!'., p. 39-40. 

name which denotes a cbss may best 
be defined, we mnst know all the pro
perties common to the claEs, and all 
the relations of causation or depen
dence among those properties. 

If the properties which are fittest 
to be selected as marks of other com
mon properties are also obviolls and 
familiar, and especially if they bear a 
great part in producing that general 
air of r esemblance which was the ori
ginal inducement to the form ation of 
the class, the definition will then be 
UlOst felicitous. But it is often neces
sary to define the class by so me pro
perty not bmiliarly known, provided 
that property be the best mark of 
those which are known. lVI. de Blain
ville, for instance, founded his defini
tion of life on the process of decom
position :1.nd l'ecomposition which in
cessantly takes place in every living 
body, so that the particles composing 
it are never for two instants the same. 
'rhis is by no means one of the most 
obvious properties of living bodies; it 
might escape altogether the notice of 
an unscientific observer. Yet great 
authorities (independently of :M. de 
Blainville, who is himself a first-rate 
authority) have thought that no other 
property so well answers the condi
tions required for the definition. 

§ 5. Having laid down the prin
ciples which ought for the most part 
to be observed in attempting to give 
a precise connotation to a term in use, 
I must now add that it is not alw[1.,Ys 
practicable to adhere to those pt·in. 
cipl es, a.nd tliat even when practicable 
it is occasionally not desirable. 

Cases in which it is impossible to 
comply with all the conditions of a 
precise definition of a name in agree 
meJ,lt with usage occur very frequently. 
There is often 110 one connotation 
capable of being given to a word, so that 
it shall still denote everything it is ac
customed to denote ; or that all thepl'o
positions intowhich it is accustomed to 
enter, and which have any foundation 
in truth, shall remain true. Indepen
dently of accidental ambiguities, in 
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which the different meanings have no 
connection with one another, it conti
nually happens that a ~\'ord is used in 
two or more senses derlved fmm each 
other but yet radically distinct. So 
loner ~s a term is vague, that is, so long 
as its connotation is not ascertained 
nnd permanently fixed, it is co~stantly 
liable to be applied by extens'W1L from 
one thin" to another, until it reaches 
thiners which have little, or even no 
rese~1blance to those which were first 

the intermediate links of the chain 
are submitted to our examination." * 

The applications which a word ac
quires by this gradunl extension of it 
from one set of objects to another 
Stewart, adopting an expression frOl1~ 
Mr. Payne Knight, calls its. tmnsiti1:c 
applications; and after brtefly illus
tratinrr such of them as are the re. 
suIt of local or casual associations, he 
proceeds as follows: t-

designated by it. . 
Suppose, says Dug-aId Stewart, m 

his Philosophical ]:;ssavs,* "that the 
letters A, B, C, D, E, denote a series 

"But although by far the greater 
part of the tranRitive or derivative 
applic[ttions of words depe~d on casnal 
and nnaccount[tble capl'lces of the 
feelings or the fancy, there are certain 
cases in which they open a very in
teresting field of philoso~hical ~pecu
lation. Such are those m wlnch an 
analogous transference o£ the cor· 
responcliner term may be remarked 
universally, or very generally, in other 

of objects; that A possesses some one 
quality in common with B ; B a q~a
lity in common with C; C a q~lah~y 
in common with D ; D a quahty m 
common with E; while at the sa:ne 
time no quality can be found WhICh 
beloners in common to any th?'ee ob
jects in the series. Is it not conceiv
n,ble that the aHinity between A and 
B may produce a transference of the 
name of the first to the second; and 
that, in consequence of the ot~er 
affinities which connect the remam
iller objects together, the same name 
m~y pass in succession from B to C, 
horn C to D, and from D to E? In 
this manner n, common appellation 
will arisE' bet'ween A and E, although 
the two objects may, in their nature 
and properties, be so widely distant 
from each other, that no stretch of 
imaO'ination can conceive how the 
thol~o'hts were led hom the former to 
the latter. The transitions, never
theless, may have been all so easy 
and gradual, that, were they suc.cess
fullv detected by the fortun:1te mge
nuityof a theori~t, we shou~d.in?~::mtly 
recoo'nise not only the VerISImIlitude, 
bnt °the truth of the conjecture; in 
the same way :1S we admit, with the 
confidence of intuitive conviction, the 
certa.intyof the well-known etymol?
gical process which cOl:nects the La~m 
.preposition e or ex WIth the Enghsh 
substantive strange?', the moment that 

~, P. 217, 4to edition. 

* "E, ex, extra, extraneus, etmngcl', 
stranger." 

AnoLher etymological example some· 
times cited is the derivation of the English 
uncle from the Latin mJlts. It is scarccly 
possible for two words to bear fewer out· 
ward marks ot'relationship, yet there is but 
one step between them~avus, aVlt?lculu,l, 
1Gllcle. So pilgrim, from age1·,'. pel' (Gg1'1':?ll, 
pe1'agl'inus"m:egri~nts, lJellegnno, lnlgl'tm. 

Professor Balll gIves some apt examples 
of these transitions of meaning. "Tbe 
wOl-d 'damp' primarily signified moist, 
humid, wct. But thc property is often 
accompanied with the feehng of cold 01' 

ehillness and h ence the idea of cold is 
strongly'suggested by the ;word_ This is 
not all. Proceeding upo'n the supentdded 
meaning, wc speak of damping a ~lllUl:S 
ardour, a, metaphor where tbe coollllg IS 

the only circumstanc~ conccrnc~; we .!l0 

on still further to deSIgnate the Iron slldo 
that shuts off the draft of. a sto:,e, 'the 
dumper,' the primary mea~nn&" bClllg now 
entirely dropped. 'Dry,' 111 hice m~mller, 
througll signifying- the absence of UlOlsture, 
water, 01' liquidity, is appbed to sulplmnc 
acid containing water, althonghn,ot t.hcreby 
ceasing to be a moist, wet, or hqmd suh
st:tnce." So in the phrases dry she11'Y or 

ch~~E~~t originally a ;aved way, with 
or without h ouses, has been extended to 
roads lined wit.h h ouses, whether paved or 
ullpaved. ' Impertillent ' signifie~ n.t first 
il'1'elev:mt, alien to the purpose 111 hand, 
through which it has come to m,ean mod,; 
dlinO' intrusive unmannerly, msolcnt. 
(Laf/id, ii. 173, 174) '; 

t P. 226-227' 
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ianguages; and in which, of course, 
the uniformity of the result must be 
ascribed to the essential principles 
of the human frame. Even in such 
cases, however, it will by no means 
be always found, on examination that 
the various applications of the 'same 
term have arisen from any common 
quality or qualities in the objects to 
which they relate. In the greater 
!lumber of instances, they may be 
traced to some natural and uni\'ersal 
associations of ideas, founded in the 
common faculties; common orerans, 
and common condition of the 11l~ll1an 
race. . . . According to the different 
degrees 0.£ ~ntimacy and strength in 
the assoclatlOns on which the t?'ansi
tions of languages are founded, very 
different effects may be expected to 
arise. ,"Vhere the association is slierht 
and casual, the severalmeaniners '~ill 
remain distinct from each oth:r, and 
will often, in process of time, assume 
the appearance of capricious varieties 
in the use of the same arbitrary sign. 
Where the association ,is so ncth.l1'al ancl 
lW/J'itucu as to become virtually in(lis
soluOle, the i1'Ctnsitive mecmi1?gs 1cill 
coalesce ·in one co?nplex conception; 
and cve?'Y new i?'ansition will become a 
?nore comp1'ehensl:ve generalisation of 
the te1'llb in gnestion." 

I solicit particular attention to the 
Jaw of mind expressed in the last sen
tence, and which is the source of the 
perplexity so often experienced in de
tecting these transitions of meaning. 
Ignorance of that law is the shoal on 
which some of the most powerful in
tellects which have adorned the hu
man race haye been stranded. The 
inquiries of Plato into the definitions 
of some of the most general terms of 
)~oral speculation are 'Characterised by 
hacon as a far nearer approach to a 
true inductive method than is else
\I'here to be found among the ancients, 
~\lld :11'e, indeed, almost pedect ex
amples of the preparatory process of 
comparison and abstraction; but, from 
being una.ware of the law just men
ti~ned, he often wasted the powers of 
tIns great logicnl instrutp-ent on in-

quiries in which it could realise no 
result, since the phenomena, whose 
common properties he so elaborately 
endeavoured to detect, had not really 
any common properties. Bacon him
self fell into the same error in his 
speculatioUf; on the nature of heat, in 
which he evidently confounded under 
the name hot, classes of phenomena 
which have no property in common. 
Stewart certainly overstates the mat
ter when he speaks of "a prejudice 
which has descended to modern timefl 
from the scholastic ages, that when a 
word admits of a variety of signifi
cations, these different significations 
must all be species of the same genns, 
and must consequently include some 
essential idea common to every indi
vidual to which the generic term can 
be applied; ,,* for both Aristotle and 
his followers were well aware that 
there are such things as al'nbiguities 
of language, allCI delighted in distin
guishing them. But they never SllS
pected ambiguity in the cases where 
(as Stewart remarks) the association 
on which the transition of meaning 
was founded is so natural and habi
tual, that the t"yO meanings blend to
gether in the mind, and a real transi
tion becomes an apparent generalisn
tion. Accordingly they wasted in
finite pains in endeayouring to find a 
definition which would serve for seye
ral distinct meanings at once; as in 
an instance noticed by Stewart him
self, that of "causation: the am
biguity of the word, which, in the 
Greek langufI,ge, corresponds to the 
English word cause, hasing suggeRted 
to them the vn.in a,ttempt of tracing 
the common idea which, in the case of 
nny e.ffeet, belongs to the ejjicient, to 
the matte1', to the j01'1n, and to the 
end. The idle generalities" (he adds) 
" we meet with in other philosophers, 
about the ideas of the goocl, the fit, 
and the beco1n'ing, have taken their 
rise from the same Ulidue influence of 
popular epithets on the speculations 
of the learned." t 

,~ Essays, p. 214. t Ibid., p. ~T 5-
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AlI10ng the ,,'ord ,; whicl~ have u~:
derO'one so many succeSSIve transI
tiOl~S uf meaning that every trac~ of 

resemble one anothel' in being agi'ee
able; but to make this the definition 
of beauty, and 1:;0 extend. the word 
B eautiful to allf,gree~Lblethmgs, :,"ould 

a property commOll to all the thll1~S 
they are applied t?, or at least ~o~~~
mon n.nd also pecuhar to tho~e thm",l:i, 
lw,s been lost, Stewart consIders .the 
word Beautiful to be one. And (wI~h
out attempting to decide a questI?n 
which in nu r espect bel:mgs ~o LoglC) 
I cannot but feel, WIth lufil, con
siderable doubt whether the word 
B eautiful connotes the sn.n~e propert~ 
when we spen.k of a beal~tIful coloUl, 
a beautiful face, a bettuttful scen~, a 
ben.utiful character, and a beautIful 
poem, The word was doubt~ess ex
tended from one of these obJect s to 
another on account of a resemblance 
between them, or m ore pr?bn.bly be
tween the motions they excI,ted ~ and, 
by this progressive, extensIOll It has 
'a,t last reached thmgs. very r em?te 
fro111 those objects of SIght to wInch 
there is no doubt that it wn,s first 

be to dr.op altogether a , portIOll of 
Ineanin rr which the word really, thongh 
indistin~tly, conveys, and to. do what 
depends on us tow[\,rds C~USll1g those 
qualities of the objects whlCh the :word 
previonsly, though vaguely, pOlllted 
at, to be overlooked and forgo~ten. 
It is better, in such a case, to gIve a 
fixed connotation ,t o the .terr~ by rc
stricting, than by extendmg Its ~l~e ; 
rather excluding fronl the. epl~het 
Beautiful :3ome things to ."vhlCh 'lt iH 
commonly considered avph~able, th~tll 
leavino' out of its connotatlOn any of 
the q~alities by which, though oc
casionally lost sight of: the gel~eral 
mind may have been ha.bltuall:y gUldcd 
in the commonest and most mt.el'e~t
in (T applications of the term. ]01' 

th~re is no question t~1at when people 
call anything beautiful, they th.lIl!;: 
they are asserting more than. that It IH 
m erely agreeable. ~hey thmk they 
are ascribing a peculIar sort o~ agree
ableness, analogous to that wlu~h they 
find in some other of the thmgs to 
which they are accustomed to apply 
the same name. If, therefore, there 
be any par~icular sort of agreeable. 
n ess which IS common, tho~gh lIot,to 
all, yet to the pl'incip~l t~llngs which 
are called beautiful, It IS b etter to 
limit the denotation of the t erm. tll 
those things, than to' leave that bnd 
of quality without a t erm to, connote 
it, and thereby divert attention from 
its peculiarities, 

§ 6, The las~ r emade e~en;~lifieR 
a rule of t ernnnology, whlC~1 IS of 
rrreat importance, an~ wInch ha~ 
hardly yet been recogmsed as :.t rnle, 
but by a few thinkers of the pre~e,l1t 
century. In attempting to. r~ctlf;' 
the use of a vague t erm by gl\'lI1g ~t 
a fixed conllotation, ,we mus~ tnl~ 
care not to discard (unless advIsedl), 
and on the ground -of a deeper ~mow
lecl rre of the subject) any portlOTI ?f 
the'" connotation which the word, III 

cl 't ' ., t least approprin,ted; an 1 I;:, a , 
questionable whether there IS ~ow 
any property common ~o all the thmgs 
which comist ently WIth llsage, may 
be called beautiful, except the pro
perty of agreeableness, whlCh t~e t erm 
certainly does connote, but wlllc.h can
not be all thn.t people usually mtend 
to express by it, since ~here are 1l1an~ 
acrreeable things wluch are neve, 
c~lled beautiful. If ~uch be the c~s:J 
it is impossible to gIve to t.he "or 
Ben.utiful any fixed connotatlOn, ~uch 
thnt it shall denote all the obJects 
which in common use it now deno~es, 
but no others. A fixed connotatlOn, 
however, it ought to have ; for, so lon~ 
as it has not, it is unfit, to be used as 
a scientific t erm, an~ IS a perpetua~ 
source of false ana.logIes and erroneous 
O'eneralisations. . 
b This, then, constitutes a case m ex
emplificn.tion of our remark, that even 
,,-hen there is a property common to 
n.ll the things d enoted by a nn.~n~,. to 
'erect that property into the d efll11tlOn 
~nd exclusive connotation of the n~me 
is Hot always desirable. The ~al'lous 
things caned beautiful unquestlOnn.bly 
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)lOweVer indistinct n. manner, pre
"iously canied with it, For other
wise language loses one of its inherent 
fLnc1 most valuable properties: that of 
being the Gonservn.tor of, anCIent ex
perience ; the keeper-alIve of those 
thoughts and observations of former 
acres which may be alien to the t en
c1~ncies of the passing time. This 
function of language is so often over
looked or undervalued, that a few 
observations on it appear to be ex
tremely required. 

Even when the connotation of a 
term has been accurately fi xed, and 
Rtill more if it has been left in the 
sta,te of n. vague unanalysed feeling 
of r esemblanee, there is a constant 
tendency in the word, through familiar 
llse, to part with a portion of its con
notation, It is a well-known law of 
the mind, that a word originally as
sociated with a very complex clust er 
of ideas is far from calling up all 
those ideas in the mind every time 
the word is u sed: it calls up only 
one or two, from which the mind runs 
on by fresh associations to another 
Ret of ideas, without wn.iting for the 
sLlo'o'estion of the r emainder of the 
co:plex clust er. If this were not the 
C!1,se, processe~ of thought could not 
take place with anything like the 
rapidity which we knqw they possess, 
'\! ery often, indeed, when we are 
employing a word in our mental 
operations, we a re so far from wait
incr until the complex idea vi,hich cor
re~ponds to the m eaning of the word 
is consciously brought before us in 
all its parts, that we run on to new 

'trains of ideas by the other associa
tions which the mere word excites, 
,rithout having realised in our ima.
gina,tion any part whatever of the 
meaning: thus using the word, and 
even using it well and accunttely, 
:tnd carrying on important processes 
of reasoning by means of it, in an 
almost mechanical manner; so much 
80, that some m etaphysicians, general
ising from an extreme case, have 
fftllcied that all r easoning is but the 
mechanical use of a set of terms ac-

cording to a certain form, vVe m ay 
discms and settle the most important 
interests of towns or nations by the 
application of general theorems or 
practical maxims previously laid dowll, 
without baving had consciously sug
gested to us once in the whole pro
cess the houses and green fi elds, the 
thronged market-places and domestic 
hearths, of which not only those 
t owns and nations consist, but which 
the words town and nation confessedly 
n1ean. 

Since, then, general names come in 
this manner to be used ' (and even to 
do a portion of their work well) 'with
out suggesting to the mind the whole 
of their meaning, and often with the 
suggestion of a very small, or no part 
.at all of that m eaning; we cannot 
wonder that words so used come in 
time to be no longer capable of sug
gesting any other of the idem; appro
priated to them than those with 
which the association is most imme
diate and strongest, or most kept up 
by the incidents of life, the remainder 
being lost altogether, unless the mind, 
by often consciously dwelling' nn them, 
keeps up the association. 'Yords na
turally retain much more of their 
meaning to persons of active imagi
nation, who habitually represent to 
themsel ves things in the concrete, 
with the detail which belongs to them 
in the actual 'world. To minds of n. 
different description, th e only anti
dute to this corruption of language if{ 
predication. The habit of predicat
ing of the name all the various pro
perties which it origina11y connoted, 
keeps up the association between the 
name and those properties. 

But in order that it may do so, it 
is necessary that the predicates shonlrl 
themselves retain their association 
with the properties which they sever· 
ally connote. For the propositions 
cannot keep the m eaning of the words 
alive, if the meaning" of the proposi
tions themselves should die, Aml 
nothing is more common than for 
propositions to be mechn.nically r e
peated, mechanically retained in the 
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the propositions ?r formula~, the re. 
suIts of t!le prevlOus expenence, did 
not remn,m, as forms of words it nlay 
be, but of words that once real!' 
conveyed, and ~re still .snpposed t~ 
convey, a meanmg; wInch meaninrr 
though suspended, may be historical\' 
traced, and, when suggested, may bY 
recognised by minds of the necessar e 
endowments as being still mn,tte;!r 
fact ~n' truth. ~Vhile the fOl'mlllns 
re~alll, the meanll1g may at any time 
reVlVe; and as O~l the one hand the 
formulas progreSSively lose the me:tn. 
ing they were intendec~ to convey, So 

on the other,. whel~ tins forgetfulnes~ 
has reached :ts height , and begun to 
produce obvIOus consequences, minds 
arise which from the contempbtio;l 
of the formulas rediscover the truth 
when truth it was, which was con: 
t~tined in them, and announce it n,rrain 
to mankind, ~10t as a discovery, "but 
as the meaulllg of that which they 
have been taught, and still profe~s to 

memory, ali.d their truth undoubtingly 
assented to and relied on, while yet 
they c30rry no meaning distinctly home 
to the mind; and while the matter 
'of fact or law of nature which they ori
·ginal1y expressed is as much lost sight 
of, and pmctically disregarded, as if 
it niwer had been heard of at all. In 
those subjects which are at the same 
time familial' and complicated,andespe
cially in those which are so in as great 
~, degree as moral and social subjects 
are, it is a m:1tter of common remark 
how many import3ont propositions are 
believed and repeated from babit, 
while no :1Ccount could be given, and 
no sense is practically manifested, of 
the truths which they convey. Hence 
it is th30t the traditional maxims of 
old experience, though seldom ques
tioned, have often so little effect on 
the conduct of life, because their 
meaning is never, by most persons, 
really felt, until personal experience 

. has b.!'ought it home. And thus also 
it is that so many doctrines of religion, 
ethics, and even politics, so full of 
meaning anc1reality to first converts, 
have manifested (after the associa,tion 
of that meaning with the verbal for
mulas has ceased to be kept up by the 
controversies which accompanied their 
-first introduction) a tendency to de
genel'H,te rapidly into lifeless dogmas; 
which tendency, 3011 the efforts of an 
education expressly and skilfully di
rected to keeping the meanillg ali \'e, 
are barely sufficient to counteract. 

believe. . 

Considering, then, that the hUl11::m 
mind, in different generations, occu
pies itself with different things, and 
in one. age is led by the circumstances 
which surround it to fix more of its 
u.ttention upon one of the properties 
of a thing, in another age upon an
other; it is natural and inevitable 
that in every age· a certain portion 
of our recorded and traditional know
ledge, not being continually suggested 
by the pursuits and inquiries with 
which m30nkind are at that time en
grossed, should b11 asleep, as it were, 
and fade from the melllory. It would 
be in d:1nger of being totally lost if 

Thus there is a perpetual oscillation 
in spiritual truths, and in spiritual 
doctrines of any significance, even 
when not truth~ . Their meaning i~ 
almost always 111 a process either of 
being lost or of being recovered. 
Whoever has attended to the history 
of the more serious convictions ~f 
mankind-of the opinions by which 
the genera.! conduct of their lives is 
or as they conceive ought to be, mor~ 
especially regula,ted-is 3o,Yare that 
even when recognising verbally the 
same doctrines, they attach to them 
at different periods a g-reater or lesH 
quantity, and even a different kind, 
of meaning. The words in their 
original acceptation connoted, aud 
the propositions expressed, It compli
cation of ontward facts and inward 
feelings, to different portions of which 
the general mind is more particularly 
alive in different generations of mD.n
kind. To common minds, only that 
portion of the meaning is in each 
generation suggested, of which th:tt 
generation possesses the counterp:trt 
in its own habitu30l experience. But 
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the words and propositions lie ready 
to sugges~ to any mind duly prepared 
the remamder of the meanincr. Such 
individual minds are almost always 
to ?e found; and the. lost meaning, 
l'evlve~ by th:-l11, agam by degrees 
works Its ,:vay mto the genemlmind. 

The ar1'1\'al of this salutary reaction 
m:1Y, however, be materially retarded 
uy the shu.llow conceptions and in
c:1utious l?roceedings of mere logicians. 
It sometImes happens that towards 
the close of the downward period 
when the words have lost part of thei~ 
significanc~, and have not yet begun 
to recover It, persons arise whose lead
ing and favourite idea is the impor
tance of clear conceptions and precise 
thought, and the necessity therefore 
?f defin~t~ language. Th~se persons: 
In ex~mmmg the old formulas, easily 
perceIve that words are used in them 
without a meaning; and if they are 
not the SOl:t of p~rsons who are cap
[lule of recliscovermg the lost sio-nifi
cation, they natumlly enough di~miss 
th,e formub, and define the name 
Without reference' to it. In so doincr 
they fasten down the name to what 
i~ connotes ,in common use at the 
tune when It conveys the smallest 
quantity ?f meauing; and introduce 
the practice of. employing it consis
tently and u~nformly, according to 
that cOlll:otatlOn. The word in this 
wayacql1lres an extent of denotation 
far beyond what it had before; it be
con,les ~xtended t~ many things to 
wInch It ~v~s prenously, in appear
ance ~arl'lcl?usly, refused. Of the 
proposItIons III which it was formerly 
used, those which were true in virtue 
of the forgotten part of its meaning 
:1re no\~, .b?, the clcarer light which 
the defimtlOn diffuses, seen not to 
be ,true accordi~g to the definition; 
WhIC~, however, IBthe recognised and 
suffic~ently ~orrect expression of all 
that IS percelved to be in the mind of 
l'.!1)' one by whom the term is used at 
the present day. The ancient fer
mul,as . are consequently treated as 
preJudICes; and people are no Ion o-er 
,taught as before, though not to und~r-

~tand th~m, yet to believe that there 
IS t~'u~h m them. They no longer re
mam m the general mind surrounded 
bYo-:espect, .an~ l:eadyat any time to 
sU",,,,est thelrongmal meanincr. vVhat
~ver truth~ they contain are ~lOt only, 
III these Clrcumsbmces, rediscovered 
far more slowly, but, when redis
covere~l, the prejudice with which 
noyeltIes are regarded is now, ill some 
degr~e at le3ost, against them 'instead 
of bemg on their side. ' 

An exam~le may make these re
marks more mtelligible. In all u.ges, 
except. where moral speculatIOn has 
been sllenced by outward compulsion 
01' .whe,re the feelings which prompt 
to It Still. ~ontjnue to be satisfied by 
t?e tradltIonal doctrines of an estab
lished faith, one of the subjects which 
ha:e . most occupied the minds of 
~hl~~:~mg persons is ~he inquiry, What 
IS "lIt~e? or, What IS a virtuous ehar
acter. A~nong the different theorie8 
O? the subject which have, at different 
tImes, grown up and obtained partial 
cUl:rency, everyone of which reflected 
?,S m the , clearest mirror the express 
Image of ithe age which gave it birth 
tl?ere was one, according to whicl~ 
VIrtue consists in a correct calculation 
?f our own personal interests either 
111 this worl~ only, or also in t~nother. 
To make thIS theory plausible, it was 
of ?ourse ~ecessary that the only bene
fiCial actIOns which people ·in gene
ral were accustomed to see 01' werc 
therefore accustomed to prai~e, should 
b~ such as were, 01' at least miO'ht 
WIthout contradicting obvious f:cts 
be sup~osed to be, the result of a 
prudential regard to self· interest . so 
that tl:e words rea.lly cOllnoted' 1~0 
more, m com~on acceptation, than 
was set down III the definition. 

Su~)pose, now, tha.t the partisans 
of tIllS the~ry had contrived to intro
duce a conSIstent and undeviatin o' nse 
o.f the term according to this d~fini
tlOn. Suppose that they had seriously 
endeavoured, and had succeeded in 
tl?e. endeavour, to banish the word 
(hsmtere~teclness from the langu:1!!c . 
h30d obtamed the disnse of 3011 exp;es~ 
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meaning of a word, but it is ball to 
let any part of th~ meaning d\'()) 

vVhoever seeks to mtl'udu?e a 1I10~~ 
?ol'rect u se of .a .term wIth which 
Important assoClatlOn:; are connecte 1 
should be r equired to possess an a

l
, 

curat e acquaintance with the histol~' 
of the particular word, and of th~ 
?pinions wh~ch in diffp,rent stages ()~ 
Its progress It sen'ed t o express. '1'1) 
be qualifiell t o detine the name, We 

must know all that .has ever been 
knowr: of the propertles i of the cla~~ 
of obJect s winch are, 01: originally 
:vere, den?ted by it.. For if we give 
It a meanmg accordmg to which any 
proposition will be fal se which has 
ever been generally h eld to be true 
it is incumbent on us t o be sure that 
we know and have considered all 
which those who believed the pro. 
position understood by it. 

sions attaching odium to selfishness 
or commendation to se1f-sacrifice, or 
which implied generosity or kindness 
to be anything but doing a benefit in 
order to receive a greater personal 
advantage in turn. ~eed we say that 
this abrogation of the old formulas 
for the sake of preserving clear ideas 
and consistency of thought would 
have been a great evil? 'while the 
very inconsistency incurred by the 
co-exist ence of the formulas with 
philosophical opinion;:, which seemed 
to condemn them as absurdities, opcr
ated as a stimnlus to the l'e-exn.mina
tion of the subject; and thus the very 
doctrines originating in the oblivion 
into which a part of the truth had 
fallen were rendered indirectly, but 
powerfully, instrumental to its r e-
vival. 

The doctrine of the ColC'ridgef'chool , 

CHAPTER Vo 

O~ THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THR 

VAltIATIONS I~ 'l'Hl': lIIEAXI"G 0\0' 

TEKlIS. 

that the langnage of a ny people alllong 
whom culture is of old da,te is a su.cl'(:,cl 
deposit, the property of all ages, and 
which no one age shonld consider it
f'elf empowered to alter, borders in
deed, as thus expressed, on an ext.ra
vagance; but it is grounded on u. 
truth, frequently overlooked by that 
clu.ss of logicians who think more of 
having a clear than of having a com
prehen sive meaning, and who per
ceive that every age is adding to the 
truths which it h a;.; received from its 
predecessors, but fail to see that a 
COUll t el'-pl'ocess of losing truths all'ead y 
possessed is also constantly going on, 
and requiring the most sedulous at
t ention to cOllnter:1ct it. L:1nguage 
is the deposit ory of the accumulated 
body of experience to which all form er 
ages have contributed their part, and 
which is the inheritance of all yet to 
come. 'Ve have no right to prevent 
()ursel\'es from tramnnitting to pos
t erity a larger portion of this inherit
ance than we may ourselves have 
profited by. However much we may 
he able to improve on the conclusions 
of our forefathers, we ought to be 
careful not inadvert ently to let any 
of their premises slip through our 
fingers. It may be good to 3.lter the 

§ I. IT is not only in the mOlh, 
which has now b een pointed ont 
n amely, by gmdual inattention to ~, 
portion of the ideas conveyed, that 
words in common use are li fl,ule to 
shift their connotati!Q;1. The truth i ~ 
that the connotation of such won1; 
is perpetually varying, as might be 
expected from the 111 :1nne1' in which 
words in common use :1cquire their 
connotation. A technical t erm, in
vented for purposes of :1rt or science, 
has, from the first, the connota,titlll 
given to it by its inventur; but :t 

n ame which is in ev ery Olle's month 
before :1nyone thillh of defining it, 
derives its connobtion only from th~ 
circumst:1nces which are habitually 
brought to mind ,vh en it is pro
nounced. Among these circumstance~ 
the properties cqmmon to the thing',", 
denoted by the name haye naturully 
a principttl phce, and would haY!:! 
the sole place if language ,,'ere regn· 
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h,tecl by convention rather than b instanc t 
custom and :1ccident B"It b e l'd y f h' el' . 0 the correct employment 

• c s es 0 w IC 1 a di t ' 11 
these common properties which Of , od o. C lOnary wou e be n o 
they exist are cCJ.ta£nly pres"ent ,h 1 . b

gUl 
e, oongmally meant simply a m:1n , ,v en- orn In a certa' l ' F . 

eyer the name IS emIJloyed allY otl't G In ran ~ . rom tins 
• ' G l er 1 came by deo' t 

circumstance may cc£sllally be fo d hr' orees 0 connote all 
:olona with it so frequen!-l un

t 
StUC qua ltIes or adventitious circum-

, _ " v y as 0 s ances a 1 become associated with it in th i t G s were usua ly found to be-
same manner, and as strono'lyas the ong.do p~rsons of that rank. T his 

• • b L e conSI eratlOn at 0 l' h ' 
common propertIes themsel ves If' nce exp ams w y 111 
proportion as this association 'form~ one 0 Its ~ulgtr acce:ptations it means 
itself, people give up using' the na~e anYtf

ne 
w.lf Ives WIthout labour, in 

in cases in which those casual cir- ~oit~er WIt lOut manua~ l~bour, and 
cnmstances do not eXl' !'(t mhey pre h _ more elevated slgmfication it 

'_ ' .1. - as In ev . 'fi 
fer using some other name, or the duct ery age s~gm led the con-
same name wit h some adJ'unct rather' ' charact~r, habIts, and 0 tward 

b 1 
. ' appearance m whom ,. f 1 

t an emp oy an expreSSIOn which will whi"h " soe \ er oune, 
call up :1n idea they do not wan t t . ~ b ~ccordmg to the ideas of that 
excite. The circumstance od inall 

0 ~~f~no.e onged or 'were expect ed to 
casual thus becomes regularly ga paft in a h: o'~o ~ pe:-sons ~o.rn and educat ed 
of the connotation of t.he word ~b 1 :,ocIal pOSItIOn. 

It is this continual incor ~ration wo~t contmuall! l~appens that of t wo 
of circumstances originally ac~idental 'tl d~, '~ilose chctIOnary meanings are 
into the permanent. signifi cation of ~~ff~~~nt le same. or very slightly 
words which is the Gause that there word t' o~e . will b: the proper 
:tre so few exact synonyms. it' t 0 use m ?ne set of clrcum
this also which renders the dictiona:

s ~t:n~e~, o-anoth~r 111 another, without 
meaning of a word by universal r'eY ,t elnbf pOSSible to show how the 

1 
-' - cus om 0 so emplo ' th . . 

man, so Imperfect an exponent of 't 11 ymg em ongl-
real meaning. The dictionary me: ~ na y lr~w up, The accident that 
iog is marked out in a broad blu nt ~{le 0 tht e words was used and not 
way, and probably includes all th n t le. 0 er o~ a particular occasion 
was originally necessary for the c ~_ ~: m tt .partlCular social circle, will 
rect employment of the t erm 0 but ' ,s~ ?lent to produce so strong an 
process of time so many co'llat 1nl aSSOCIatIOn, b~tween the word and 

, • L era some "peClal t f ' 
aSSOCIatIOns adhere to words, that that ~ ,G 1 Y 0 Clrcumstances, 
whoever should_attempt t o use then 't ' mankmd abandon the use of 
with no other guide than the dic~ ~it 111 any ~ther case, ~nd ,the specia
tlOnary would confound a thou d T? be?Jmes part of Its Signification . 
nice distinctions and subtle shsar ed tl e of cust om first drifts the 
of meaning which dictionaries :~~: :~:ni:: t~18 sho~e of a particular 
no account of; as we notice in the there b' t 1en retIres and leaves it 

\1S~ ~f a language in conversation or A~" . . . 
\\Tlttng by.a foreigner not thoroughl abl \nsta~ce m .pom.t IS the ~'emark-
master of It. The history of a lIe c lange whlCh, m the Eno'lish 
b~ showing the causes which d:~:r~ t~~g~t?~:t l~ast, has taken pla~e in 
ml?e its use, is in these cases a better That gm cat~0J?- of the word loycLlty. 
~n,cle to its employment than any defi- r 1 w?rd ~l'lgll1ally ,meant in Eng-
llltlOl1 ; for definitions c"n onl 1 flS 1, as It stIll means In the ]ano'uao'e 
• ' .u y SlOW rom wl't . b 0 

lts meaning at the particuh,r t ime . ' d~1ce: came, fall', open cleal-
at most the series 'If l't G '. or mg, an dehty to engao-ements' in 

, ,s successive that s th I' '? ' 
meanmgs, but its history may 1 ense e qua Ity It eXlwessed 

tl
• 1 ' G SlO IV was l)art f th 'd 1 . 
ue aw by which the succeSSI'o 1 0 h G 0 e 1 ea cln V:1l!'ous or 
'd d n was mlO' tly cha' t· B plO nee 0 The word gentleman f b 0 E rac er. y what pro-, , , or ceSS, 111 ngland, the t erm b ecame re-

2F 

I i 
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stricted to the single case of fidelity 
to the throne, I am not sufficiently 
versed in the history of courtly lan
guage to be able to pronounce., The 
interval between a loyal chevalw?' and 
a loyal subject is certainly great . I 
can only suppose that the word was" 
at some period, the favourite t erm at 
court to express fidelity to the oath of 
allegiance; until at length those who 
wishecl to speak of any other, and as 
it was probably deemed, inferior sort 
of fidelity, either did not venture ~o 
use so dignified a t erm, or found .It 
convenient to employ some other In 

order to avoid being misunderstood. 

But when pa~ctnus had C0111e to Con. 
note heathemsm, the~ very unimpor. 
tant circumstance, wIth reference to 
that fact, of the place of residence 
was soon disregarded in the elUploy~ 
ment of the wo.rd. As th.ere Was 
seldom any. occaSIOn f01·. making sepa. 
rate assert~ons respectmg heathens 
who lived m the country, there Was 
no need for a separate word to de. 
note them; and pagan came not only 
to mean heathen, but to mean that 
exclusively. 

A case . still more familiar to lUost 
readers is that of the word ~'illain 
or villein. ::his ter~, as everYbody 
knows, hac1m the l\i[Iddle Ages it con. 

§ 2. Cases are not unfrequent in notation as strictly defined as a word 
which a circumstance, at first casu- could have, being the proper le~al 
ally incorporated into the connotation designation for those persons who 
of a word which originally had no were the subjects of the less oneroll~ 
l'eference to it, in time wholly super- forms of feudal bondage. The scorn 
sedes the original meaning, and be- of the semi-barbarous military aristo. 
comes not merely a part of the con- cracy for these their abject dependants 
notation, but the whole of it. This rendered the act 01 likening any per. 
is exemplified in the word pagan, son to this class Qf, people a mark of 
pagamts--:-which originally, . as its ety- the greatest contumely; the same 
mology Imports, 'was eqUIvalent to scorn led them to ascribe to the same 
villctger-the inhabitant of a pagus, or people all manner of hateful qualities, 
villaere. At a particular em in the which doubtless also, in the degrading 
exte~sion of Christianity over the situation in which they were held, 
Roman empire, the adherents of the were often not unjustly imputed to 
old religion, and the villagers or them. These circumstances combined 
country people, were nearly the same to attach to the t erm villain ideas of 
body of individuals, the inhabitants crime and guilt, in so forcible a man. 
of the towns having been earliest con- ner that the application of the epithet 
verted; as in our own day, and at all even to those to whom ' it legally be. 
times, the greater activity of so~ial longed became an affront, and was 
intercourse r enders them the earlIest abstained from "vhenever no affront 
recipients of new opinions and modes, was intended. From that time guilt 
while old habits and prejudices linger was part of the connotation, and soon 
longest among the country people; became the whole of it, since man. 
not to mention that the towns were kind were not prompted by any urgent 
more immediat ely under the direct in- motive to continue making a distinc· 
fluence of the Government, which at tion in their language betwcen bad 
that time had embraced Christianity. men of servile station and bad men 
F rom this casual coincidence, the of any other rank in life. 
word pc~ganus carried with it, and These and similar instances in which 
began more and more flt eadily to sug- the original signification of a tel:m is 
o'est, the idea of a worshipper of the totally lost-another and :1D entn·d.l' 
~nciellt divinities ; until at length it distinct meaning being first engra.fted 
sug.gested that idea so forcibly, that upon the former, and finally substi· 
people who did not desire to suggest tuted for it-afford examples of the 
the idea. avoided using the word .. double movement which is always 
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tlllcing place in language; two counter
movements, one of Generalisation, by 
which words are perpetually losin er 
pOL't~ons of their conno.tation, and. be~ 
coll1Il1g of less meanll1g and more 
geJ1~ra~ acceptation. ; the other of Spe
cialisatIOn, by wluch other, or even 
these same words, are continually 
tal-ing?~ fresh con~otation; acquir
j\l o' addItIOnal l11eamng, by beino' re
stricted in their employment to a"'part 
only of the occasions on which they 
might properly be used before. This 
double movement,is of sufficient im
pOl'tilnce in the ;natural history of 
language, (to wInch n atural history 
the [\l·tificial modifications ought al
"'<tys to have some degree of refer 
ence,) to justify our dwelling a little 
10llger on the nature of the twofold 
phenomenon, and the causes to w lich 
it owes its existence. 

superficial extension of the same cul
tu:e. So m~ny persons without any
thmg deservmg the name of education 
have become writers by profession, 
th~t written language may almost be 
saId ~o be principally wielded by per
~ons Ignorant of the proper use of the 
mstrument, and who are spoiling it 
more and more for those who under
stand it. Vulgarisms, which creep in 
~IObody kno~s how, are daily depriv
mg the EnglIsh .language of valuable 
modes of expressmg thought. To take 
a present instance; the verb tmnspi?'e 
~ormerly conveyed very expressively 
Its correct meaning, viz. t o become 
known through unnoticed channels
to . exhal~, a.s . it were, into pUblicity 
through 'mVISlble pores, like a vaponr 
of gas disengaging itself. But of lat e 
?' prac~ice has commenced of employ
mg tIllS Word,for the sake of finery; 
~~ a mere syn~nYll1 of to happen: § 3- To begin with the movement 

of generalisation. It might seem un
necessary ~? dwell on the changes in 
the meamng 'of names which take 
place merely from their being used 
ignorantly, by persons who, not hav
ing properly mastered the r eceived 
connotation o.f a word, apply it in a 
looser al1d wlcler sellse than belongs 
to it. This, however, is a real source 
of alterations in the language ; for 
"hen ~ word, from being often em
I:I?yed I~ ca~es where one of the qua
htJes wInch It connotes does not exist 
ce::lse~ to . suggest that quality with 
cel'tamty, then even those who are 
unde~ no mistake as to the proper 
meaumg of th.e w.ord prefer express
lllg that meanm.g .m some other way, 
::Illclleave the ongmal word to its fate. 
The word 'Squire, as standing for an 
ownel: of a landed estate; 'Parson, as 
dellotmg not th~ rector of the parish, 
but clergymen In general; Artist, to 
dellot: only a painter or sculptor, are 
cases lD pomt. Such cases oive a clear 
~lsight into the process ofth: degenera
tIOu of languages in perio9.s of history 
when literary culture was suspended; 
and we are now in dano'er of ex 
jJel'iencing a similar evil tl~ough the 

the events whICh have t?'anspi1'ccl in 
the Crimea," meaning the incidents of 
the war. This vile speeimen of bad 
English is already seen in the de
spatches of noblemen and · 'vicerovs ; 
a~d the time is apparently Dot 'far 
dIstant when nobody will understand. 
the word if used in its proper sense. 
In other cases it is not the love of 
finery, but simple want of education, 
which makes "VTiters employ words in 
senses unknown, to genuine El1g1ish. 
The. use of" aggravating" for" pro
vokmg," in my boyhood a vulgarism 
of the nursery, has crept into almost 
all newspapers, and into many books; 
and when the word is usedin its proper 
sense, as when writers on criminal law 
sfeak of aggravating and extenuating 
CIrcumstances, their meanino' it is 
probable, is already misund~;stood. 
It is a great error to think that these 
corruptions of language do no harm. 
T.hose who are struggling with the 
dIfficulty (and who know by experience 
how great it already is) of expressing, 
one.self clearly with precision, find 
theIr resources continually narrowed 
by illiterate writers, who seize and 
twist from its purpose some form of: 
speech which once sE'rved to convey 
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briefly and compactly an unambiguous 
meaning. It would hardly be believed 
how often a writer is compelled to a 
circumlocution by the single vulgar
ism, introduced during the last few 
years, of using the word alone as an 
ad verb, only not being fine enough for 
the rhetoric of ambitious ignorance. 
A man will say, "To which I am not 
alone bound by honour, but also by 
law," unaware that what he has un
intentionally said is, that he is 110t 
alone bound, some other person being 
bound with him. Formerly, if any 
one said, "I am not alone responsible 
for this," he was understood to mean 
(what alone his words mean in correct 
English) that he is not the sole per
son responsible; but if he now used 
such an expression, the reader would 
be confused between that and two 
other meanings-that he is not only 
1'Csponsible but something more, or 
that he is responsible not only f01' this 
but for something besides. The time 
is coming when Tennyson's (En one 
could not say, "I will not die alone," 
lest she should be supposed to mean 
that she would not only die but do 
something else. 

c1eterioration in the language is in 
danger of being produced by the 
blunders of translators. The writers 
of telegrams and the foreign cone'_ 
spondents of newsp~pers have gone 
on so long translatmg demancle1' by 
"to demand," without a suspicion that 
it means only to ask, that (the context 
generally sho.wing that nothing else is 
meant) EnglIsh readers are gradually 
associating the English word demand 
with simple asking, thus leaving the 
language without a term to express a 
demand in its proper sense. In like 
manner, "transaction," the French 
word for a compromise, is translated 
into the English wor'd transaction· 
while, curiously enough, the invers~ 
change is taking place in France 
where the word "compromis" ha~ 
lately begun to be used for expressincr 
the same idea. If this continues, th~ 
two countries will have exchanged 
phrases. 

Independently, h~)Vvever, of the gene
ralisation of names through their igno. 
rant misuse, there is a tendency in 
the same direction consistently with 
a perfect knowledge of their meanincr, 
arising from the fact that the numb~r 
of things known to us, and of which 
we feel a desire to speak, multiply 
faster than the names for them. Ex
. cept on subjects for which there has 
been constructed a scientific termino
logy, with which unscientific persons 
do not meddle, great difficulty is gene. 
rally found in bringing a new nallle 
into use; and independently of that 

The blunder of writing p1'edicate 
for p1'ecl'ict h:1s become so widely dif
fused that it bids fair to render one 
of the most useful terms in the scien
tific vocabula.ry of Logic unintelli
gible. The mathematical and logical 
term ." to eliminate" is undergoing 
a sim.ilar destruction. All who are 
acquainted either with the proper use 
of the word or with its etymology, 
know that to eliminate a thing is to 
thrust it out; but those who know 
nothing about it, except that it is a 
fine-looking phrase, use it in a sense 
precisely the reverse, to denote, not 
turning anything Oll.t, but bringing it 
in. They talk of eliminating some 
truth, or other useful result, from a 
mass of details. * A similar permanent 

* Though no such evil consequences as 
bke place in these instances are likely to 
arise from the modern freak of writing 
sanatol'Y instead of sanitary, it deserves 
notice as a ch::lrming specimen of pedantry 
engrafted upon ignorance, Those who thus 

difficulty, it is natural to prefer giving 
to a new object a name which at least 
expresses its resemblance to something 
already known, since by predicating 
of it a name entirely new we at first 
convey no information. In this man· 
ner the name of a species often be. 
comes the name of a genus; as salt, 
for example, or oil; the former of 
which words originally denoted only 

undertake to correct th~ spelling of the 
classical English writers are not aware 
that the meaning of scmato1"Y, if there wero 
such a word in the language, would have 
reference not to the preservation of health, 
but to the cure of dise::lse. ---
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the muriat~ of. soda, the latter, as its 
etymol?gy mdic:.ttes, only olive oil; 
but wInch now denote large and diver
sified classes of substances resembling 
these in some of their qualities, and 
connote only those common qualities, 
instead of the whole of the distinctive 
properties of olive oil -and sea salt. 
The ,yords glass and soap are used by 
modern chemists in a similar manner, 
to denote genera of which the sub
stances vulgarly so called are sinO'le 
species. And it often happens, as"in 
those instances, that the term keeps 
its special signification in addition to 
its more general one, and becomes 
ambiguous, that is, two names instead 
of one. 

These changes, by ,y:hich words in 
ordinary use become more and more 
generalised, and less and less expres
sive, take place in a still greater de
gree with. the words which express 
the complIcated phenomena of mind 
and society. Historians, travellers 
and in general those who speak 0; 
write concerning moral and social 
phenomena with which they are not 
familiarly acquainted, are the O'reat 
agents in this modification of h~ngu
age. The vocabulary of all except 
unusually instructed as well as think
ing persons, is, on such subjects 
eminently scanty. They have a cer~ 
tain small set of words to which they 
are accustomed, and which theyem
ploy to express phenomena the most 
heterogeneous, because they have 
never sufficiently analysed the facts 
to which those words correspond in 
their own country, to have attached 
perfectly definite ideas to the words. 
The first English conquerors of Ben
gal, for example, carried with them 
the phrase lanclecl p1'op1'ietm" into a 
country where the rights of indivi
d~als ov~r the soil were extremely 
different m degree, and even in na
ture, from those recognised in EnO'
~and. Applying the term with :11 
Its English associations in such a state 
of things, to one who had only a 
l~mited right they ,gave an absolute 
l'lght, from another because he had 

not ~n absolute right they took away 
all rl~'ht, drove whole classes of people 
to. rum an~l ~esp:.tir, filled the country 
With banditti, cl'eated a feeling that 
n~thing was. secure, and produced, 
~lth the best mtentions, a disorganisa
tIOn of society which had not been 
produced in t.hat country by the most 
ruthless of Its barbarian invaders. 
Yet the us~ge of persons cap:.tble of 
so gross a misapprehension determines 
the meaning of language; and the 
wonls they thus misuse 0TOW in 
generality, until the instru~ted are 
obliged to acquiesce, and to employ 
those words (first freeing them from 
vagueness by, giving them a definite 
connotation) as O'eneric terms sub· 
dividing the gene~a into specie;. 

§ 4. While the more rapid ~rowth 
of ideas than of names thus creates a 
perpetual necessity for making the 
same names serve, even if imperfectly, 
on a greater number of occasions, 
a ~ounter-operation is going on, by 
WhlC!l names become, on the contrary, 
~'estrlcted ~o fewer occasions, by talc
mg on, as It were, additional connota
tion, from circumsta,nces not orio'in. 
ally included in the meaniuO' "but 
which have become :onnected' with 
it in the mind by some accidental 
cause. Vve have seen above, in the 
words pagan and villain, remarlmlJle 
examples of the specialisation of the 
meaning of words from casual as
soc~ations" a~ well as of the generali
satIOn of It m a new direction, which 
often follows. 

Similar specialisations are of fre
quent occurrence in the history even 
of ,scientific nomenclature. " It is by 
no means uncommon," says Dr. Paris 
in his Pha1'macologia, * "to find a word 
which is used to express general char
acters subsequently become the name 
of a specific substance in which such 
characters are predominant; and we 
shall find that some important ano· 
malie~ in nomenclature may be thm; 
explamed. The term AprJEPiKOP, from 

* HistoJ'iwl Introduction, vol. 1. p, 66-68. 
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which th e word Arsenic is derived, 
was an ancient epithet applied to 
those natural subst ances which pos
sessed strong and acrimonious pro
perties, and as the poisonous quality 
of arsenic was found to be remark
ably powerful, the term was especi
ally applied to Orpiment, the form in 
which this m etal most usually occurred. 
So the t erm VeTbenc6 (quasi Hel'ben(6) 
originally denoted all those herbs 
that were held sacred on account of 
their being employed in the rites of 
sacrifice, as we learn from the poets; 
but as one herb was usually adopted 
upon these occasions, the word Ver
bena came to denote that particular 
herb only, and it is transmitted to us 
to this day under the same title, viz. 
Verbena or Vervain, and indeed until 
lately it enjoyed the medical reputa
tion which its sacred origin conferred 
upon it, for it was worn suspended 
a,round the neck as an amulet. Vit? 'iol, 
in the original application of the word, 
denoted any crystalline body with a 
certain degree of transparency (vit-
1'1tm); it is hardly necessary to ob
serve that the term is now appropri
ated to a particular species : in the 
same manner, Barlc, which is a general 
term, is applied to express one genus, 
and by way of eminence it, lias the 
article The prefixed, as T7~e bark: 
the same observation will apply to 
the word Opium, which, in its primi
tive sense, signifies any juice (07rCJs, 
Succus), while it now only denotes 
one species, viz. that of the poppy. 
So, again, Elateri~w/' was used . by 
Hippocrates to signify various internal 
applications, especially purgatives, of 
a violent and, drastic nature (from the 
word fA.aV/lW, agito, moveo, stimulo), 
but by succeeding authors it was ex
clusivelyapplied to denote the active 
matter which subsides from the juice 
of the wild cl-"\cumber. The word 
Fecula, again, originally meant to 
imply any substance which was de
rived by spontaneous subsidence from 
a liquid (from fcex, the grounds or 
settlement of any liquor); afterwards 
it was applied to Starch, which is de-

posited in this mann~r by agitating 
the flour of wheat 111 water' and 
lastly, it has been applied to a p~culiar 
vegetable principle, which, like starch, 
is insoluble in cold, but completely 
soluble in boiling wat er, with which 
it forms a gelatinous solution. This 
indefinite meaning of the word fecula 
has creat ed numerous mistakes i~ 
pharmaceutic chemistry. Elaterium 
for instance, is said to be f emtlct, and' 
in the original sense of the word it 
is properly so called, inasmuch a; it 
is procured from a vegetable juice by 
spontaneous subsidence, but in the 
limited and modern acceptation of the 
term it conveys an erroneous idea. 
for instead of the acti ve principle of 
the juice residing in fecula, it is a 
peculiar proximate principle, sui gen
el'is, to which I have ' ventured to 
bestow the narrie of I Elcttin. For the 
same reason, much doubt and ob
scurity inv.olve the meaning of the 
word E xtmct, because it is, applied 
gen emlly to any substance obtained 
by the evaporation of a vegetable 
solution, and specifically to a peculiar 
proximate principle, possessed of cer
tain characters, by which it is dis. 
tinguished fi'om every other elemen
tary body." ,. 

A generic term is always liable to 
become thus limited to a single species, 
or even individual, if people have oc. 
casion to think and speak of that indi. 
vidual or species much oftener than of 
anything else which is contained in 
the genus. Thus by cattle, a stage
coachman will understand horses; 
beasts, in the language of agricultu
rists, stands for oxen; ' and birds, 
with some sportsmen, for partridges 
only. The law of language which 
operates in these trivial instances is 
the very same in conformity to which 
the t erms e€OS, Dens, and 'God were 
adopted from Polytheism by Christi
anity, to express the single object of 
its own adoration. Almost all the 
terminology of the Christian Chnrch 
is made up of words originally used in 
a much more general acceptation: 
Ecclesiet, Assembly; B ishop, Episco. 
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pus, Overseer; l!?'iest, Presbyter, 
Elder; JJeacon, DIaconus, A dminis
tratoI'; Sacl'etment, a vow of alleo'i
ance ; E vangeliu?n? &'ood tidings ; a~d 
some words, as lVhmste7', are still used 
both in the general and in the limited 
sense. It would be interestin o' to 
trace the progress by which A ~~t7w7' 
came, in its l:nost familiar sense, to 
signify a wl'lter, and 7I"O(1)TYj S, 01' 

maker, a poet. 

fluence of a connotation thus acquired 
on t~e pr~vailing habits of thought, 
espeCIally m morals and politics has 
bee? well pointed out on many oc. 
caSIOns ,by Bentham. It gi \les rise 
t o the "fallacy of "question-begging 
names. . Th~ . very property which 
we are mqUIrmg whether a thing 
possesses or not, has become so as
sociated with t~1e name of the thing 
as to be part of Its meaning, insomuch 
that by merely utterino' the name we 
assume the point whi~h was to be 
made out: one of the most frequent 
sou~'~es of apparently self-evident pro-

Of the incorporation into the mean
ing of a term of circumstances acciden
tally conI?ected :vith it at some parti
culn,r perIod, as m the case of Pao'an 
instn,nces might easily be multiplied: 
Physician ( cp VITLKOS, or naturalist) be
came,' in Enghnd, syn~nymous with 
[t healer of diseases, because until a 
comparatively late period medical 
practitioners were the only naturalists. 
Clel'c, or clericus, a schular, came to 
signify an ecclesiastic, because the 
clergy were for many centuries the 

pOSItIOns. 

only scholars. ' 
Of all ideas, however, the most 

lia,ble t~ cling: by association to any
thmg WIth wInch they have ever been 
conn ected by proximity are those of 
OUI' pleasures and pains, or of the 
things which we habitually contem. 
plate as Sources of our pleasures or 
pains. The additional connotation 
therefore, which a word soonest and 
most readily takes on is that of agree
ableness or painfulness, in their vari
ous kinds and degrees: of being a 
good or bad thing; desirable or to 
be avoided; an object of hatred, of 
dren,d, contemp.t , admimtion, hope, or 
l?ve. Accordingly ~here is hardly a 
smgle name, expreSSIve of any moral 
or social fact calculated to call forth 
strong affections either of a favourable 
or of a hostile nature, which does not 
carry with it decidedly and irresistibly 
a. connotation of those strong affec
balls, or, at the least, of approbation 

Without any further multiplication 
of ~xamples ~o illu~trate the changes 
wlnc? u~age ~s contmually making in 
the sIgmfi~atlOn of t erms, I shall add, 
as a practIcal rule, that the logician, 
not being able to prevent such trans
formations, should submit to them 
with a good grace when they are irre
vocably effected, and if a definition is 
necessary, define the word accordin o' 
to its new meaning, retaining th~ 
~ormer as a second signification, if it 
IS nee? ed, and if there ,is any chance 
of bemg able to pl'eserve it either 
in the language of philosophy or in 
common u~e. Logicians cannot make 
the meamng of any but scientific 
terms: that of all other words is 
made by the collective human race. 
But logicians can ascertain clearly 
what i~ is which, working obscurely, 
has .gUIded the general mind to a 
partIcular employment of a name. 
and when ~h~y have found this, they 
can clothe It III such distinct and per
manent t erms, that mankind shn,ll 
see the meaning which before they 
only felt, and shall not suffer it to 
be afterwards forgotten or misappre
hended. 

CHAPTER VI. or censure; insomuch that to employ 
those names in conjunction with others 
by which the contrary sentiments THE PRINCIPLES OF A PHILOSOPHICAL 
were expressed, would produce the LANGUAGE l~URTHER CONSIDERED. 

effect of a paradox, or even a contra- § 1. ",VE have thus far considered 
diction in terms. The baneful in- , ~nly one of the ' requisites of a lan-
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f' tl ao'e adapted for the investigation 
~f t ruth-that its t erms ~hall each 
of t hem COn'iey :1. determmn.t e and 
l111mist akable meaning. T here are, 
however, as we h~v,e already r e
marked, other reqUlsI~es: some of 
them important only m the second 
cl eoTee but one which is fundn.~nental, 
and b~reIy yields in point of 1111pO~'t
ance, if it yields at n.ll t o ~he qualIty 
which we have already dIscussed at 
so much len O'th. That the lan guage 
may be fitt~d for its purposes, not 
only should every word perfectly ex
press its nieaning, bu~ the~e sho~ld 
be no important meanmg WIthout .ltS 
word. What ever we have o~cas~on 
t o think of often, and for sC18ntlfic 
purposes, ougl~t t o have a nn,me ap-

cellent remarks which he has n1ade 
on this important branch of 0111' sub_ 

propriated to It. . . 
This requisite of phllosophlcallan-

gunge may be considered under three 
different heads, that number of. S~l)[1.
r at e conditions being involved 111 It. 

ject , , . . 
., The meamng of [descnptlVe) tech. 

nical t erms can be fi xed in the fir~t 
inst ance only by convention, and C~n 
be made intelligible only by present_ 
ino' t o the senses 'that which the terll1~ 
ar~ t o signify, The knowledge of a 
colour by its name can only be t aught 
through the eye. N o description eau 
convey to a hearer what we mea~ by 
apple-g1'een or Fl'ench-g1'ey . . It mIght, 
perhaps, be supposed that, m th.e first 
example, the t erl?- (~pple, r~ferrlUg to 
so famili ar an ob]e?t, suffiCIently sug. 
gests the colour mtendec1. . ~ut it 
m ay easily be seen that thIs , l~ not 
true; for apples ar~ o~ many dIfferent 
hues of green, and It IS only by a Con· 
ventional selection that we c~n appro
priat e the t erm t~ Ol:e speCIal shade. 
vVhen this appropnatlOn IS on~e made, 
the t erm refers to the sensatlOn, and 
not t o the parts of the t erm; for these 
enter into the compound merely as a 
help to the memory, whether. the su~
gestion be a natural connectIOn as ~l\ 
' apple-green,' or a c!1sual one as . m 
'It'rench-grey.' In order. to derIve 
due advantage 'from t echl1lcal t~rU1S 
of the kind, they must be ass~clated 
i1nniecliately with the perceptlOn to 
which they belong, .and not conneete(l 
with it through the vague usagea of 
common language. The memory must 
ret ain the sensation; and the teeh
nical word must be und~~stood as 
directly as the mO,st famIlIal' word, 
and more dist inctly. , When, we find 
such t erms as tin-wh~te or pw chbeck
brown the met allic colour so denoted 
ouO'ht' t o start up in our memory 

§ 2. First, there ought t o be ,nIl 
su~h names as are needful for maklllg 
such a r ecord of individual observa
tions tlmt the 'words of the r e.cor.d 
shall exactly show what fact It IS' 
which has been obser ved. In other 
words, there should be an accurate 
D escriptive T erminology. 

The only things which we can ob
ser ve directly being our own sensa
tions or other feelings, a comple~e 
descripti ve language would be one l~ 
which there should be a name ~OI 
every variety of ele.meIl;tary sensatlOn 
or feeling. Comblllat IOns of sensa
tions or feelings may always be de
scribed if we have a .name fo: each of 
the element~Hy feellllgs whICh co~n
pose them ; but brevit~ of descnp
tion and clearness (whICh o~ten de
pends very much o~. bre~ltl) ~re 
greatly promoted by glvmg dlstmctlve 
names not to the elements n:lone, but 
also t o all combinations WhIC~l are of 
frequent r ecurrence. On tIus occa
sion I cannot do better than qnote 
from Dr. \Vhewell * some of the ex-

* Histo?'y of Scien t'ijic Idea! , ii. I ro, It r. 

without delay or .se~,rch. . 
" This, which It IS most Imp?rtant 

t o recollect with r espect to the fmnpler 
properties of bodies, a.s colour 3.ml 
form is no less true WIth r espect to 
mor~ compound notions. 11: nIl cases 
the t erm is fixed t o a pecuhar mean
ino' by convention; and the student, 
in'" order t o use the word" mnst be 
complet ely familiar with the conven
tion, so that he has no need t o frame 
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onjectures from the word itself. Such to surpass the perfection to which this 
~onjectures would always be insecure, quality of a philosophical language has 
and often erroneous: Thus the ter~ been carried. 
papilionaceous applIed t o a flower l S "The formation * of an exact and 
elflployed t o indicat e, not only a re- extensive descriptive language for bo
~e]11bJa.nce to a butterfly, but a resem- tany has been executed with a degree 
bl ~~nce arisin~ from fi ve pet als of a of skin ' and felicity, which, before it 
certain peculIar shape and arrange- vvas attained, could hardly hn,ve been 
went ; n,nd e\"en if the r f'sembIance dreamt of as attainable. E very part 
were much st ronger t han it is in such of a plant has been named; and th e 
cases, yet, if it were produced in a form of every part, even the most 
different way, as, for example, by one minute, has had a large assemblage 
petal or t wo only, inst ead of a 'stan- of descriptive t erms appropriat ed t o 
da.rd' two' wings, ' and a ' keel' con- it, by means of which the botanist can 
sisting of two parts,mOlle or less united con \'ey and receive know Iedgu of form 
into one, we should be no longer jus- and structure, as exactly as if each 
ti fied ill, speakin,? of it as a • papilio- minute part were presented to him 
nfl,ceous flower. vastly magnified. This acquisition 

When, however, the thing named was part of the Linnrean r eform. . . . 
is as in this last case, a combination 'Tournefort,' says Decandolle, • ap
of simple sensations, it is not neces- pears t o have been the first who really 
sary, in order to learn the meaning of percei ved the utility of fixing the sense 
the word, that the student should refer of terms in such a way as always t o 
back to the sensations themselves; it employ the same word in the same 
may be communicat ed to him through sense, and always to express the same 
the medium of other words ; the idea by the same words ; but it was 
terms, in short, may be defined. But Linnreus who really created and fixe d 
the names of elementary sensations, this botanical language, and this is 
or elementary feelings of any sort, his fairest cbim to glory, for by this 
cannot be defined; nor is there any fixation of language he has shed clear
mode of making their signification I ness and precision over all parts of 
known but by making the learner I the science. ' 
e:-.'perience the sensation, or r eferring i "It is not necessary here to give 
him, through some known mark, to I :,1,ny det ailed account of the t erms of 
his remembrance of having experi- botany. The fundamental ones ha l'e 
eDced it before. H ence it is only the been gradually introduced, as the 
impressions on the outward senses, or part of plants were more carefully and 
those inward feelings which are con- minutely examined. Thus the flower 
nected in a very obvious and uniform was necessarily distinguished into the 
manner with outward objects, that calyx, the cOl'olla, the st(~mens, and the 
~l'e really susceptible of an exact de- p istils " the sections of the corolla were 
scriptive language. The countless termed p etals by Columna ; those of 
rariety of sensations which arise, for the calyx were called sepc~ls by N ecker. 
instance, from disease, 0 1' from pecu- Sometimes t erms of great er generality 
liar physiological stat es, it would be were devised; as pe1'ianth, to include 
in vain to attempt to name ; for as no the calyx and corolla, whether one 
one can judge whether t he sensation or both of these were present: p e1'i
I have is the same with his, t he name ca1p, for the part enclosing the grain, 
ClDnot have, to us t wo, real commu- of whatever kind it be, fruit, nut, pod, 
nityof meaning. The same may be &c. And, it may easily be imagined 
said to a considerable ext ent of purely that descriptive terms may, by defini
mentn,l feelings. But in some of the tion and combination, become very 
sciences which are conversant with ' 
external objects, it is scarcely possible) . * Hist. Sc. Id" ii. 1II- II3. 
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numerous and distinct. Thus le;::tves rather to that comparison of ob3erved 
may be called pin~~atifi:l, pinnat lpa?'- instances '\vhi?h is the p;ep::tratory 
tite, pinnatisect, p~nnattlobate, pal?1w- 'st ep towards It, we sta,nd In need of 
tijicl lJC£lmatipct1'ti te, &c., and each of an additional and a dIfferent sort of 
the;e words designates different com- general names. 
binatiolls of the modes and .extent Whenever, for purposes of Inc1nc_ 
of the divisions of the leaf with the tion, we find it necessary to intl'ndUce 
divisions of its outline. In some cas~s, (in Dr. Whewell's phraseology) some 
a rbitrary numerical relations are 111- new general conceptioll- that is, 
troduced into the defiuition: thus, a 'whenever the comparison of a set of 
leaf is called bilobate when it is di ~ided phenomena leads t o the recognition 
into two parts by a notch; but If the in them of some common circurn
notch 0'0 to the middle of its length, stance, which, our attention not har
it is bi'IIcl " if it go near the base of th.e ino' been direct ed to it on any former 

U· h b t ocbcasioll, is to us a new I)henomenon_ leaf, it is bipc£1'tite " if to tease, ~ 
is bisect. Thus, too, a pod of a crUCI- it is of importance that this new con-
ferous plant is a siliqlla, if it is ~o~r ception, or this new result of abstrac_ 
times as 10nO' as it is broad, but If It tion, should have a name appropriated 
be shorter tllan this it is a , silicullt. to it; especially if ~he circumstance 
Such t erms being established, the form it in volves be one wInch leads to many 
of the very complex leaf or .fron~ ~f consequences, or which is likely to be 
a fern (Hymenophyllum Wllsom). IS found also in other classes of pheno
exactly conveyed .b! t?e follo~v111g mena. No doubt, in most cases of 
phrase:-'FrondsrIgldpmnate,pmnre the kind, the meaning might be con· 
r ecurved subunilateral pinnatifid, the veyed by joining together several 
seO'ments linear imdivfded or bifid, words already in use. But when 
spinulososerrate.' a thing has to be often spoken of, 

" Other characters, as well as form, there are more reasons than the 
are conveyed with the like precision: sav~n~ of time and sp~ce for speaking 
colour by means of a classified scale of It 111 the most concise manner pos
of colours. . . . This was done with sible. What d!"rkness would b~ sprea~ 

t ., by Werner and his over geometrIcal demonstratIOns, if mos precISIOn, d . l' 1 
scale of colours is still the most usual I wher~~er the w?r ct?·C e ~s usec, ~he 
standard of naturalists. vVerner also defil1ltIO~ of a CIrcle were ll;serted l.n
introduced a more exact terminology stea~ of. It. In mathematIcs and Its 
with regard to other characters which applIcatIOns, where the nature of ~he 
are important in mineralogy, as lustre, processes demands that the attentIOn 
hardness. But Mdhs improved upon should be stro?gly conc.entrated, but 
this step by giving a numerical scale d~es not .reqmre that. It should be 
of hardness, in which talc is I, gyp- Widely dd~used, tl:e ,Importance. of 
sum 2 calc spa,r 3, and so on. . . . concentratIOn also 111\ the expressIOns 
Some properties as specific gravity, by has alway.s. been duly f:lt; n.nd [t 
their definition give at once a numen- mathematICIan no sooner. finds th[tt 
cal measure; and others, as crystal- he shall often hav~ occaSIOn to speak 
line form, require a very considerable of the same two th111gs t~gether,_ th[tn 
array of mathematical calculation and he at once creat es a. tern1 ~o expre~s 
reasoning to point out their .. relations them when~ver combl~ed: Just as, I~ 

d d t - ') his alO'ebralOal operatIOns, he substl-
an gra a IOns. b a b c 

tutes for (am+bn)~) or for/J+ c +a+ 
§ 3. Thus far of Descriptive ~~r-

minology, or of the language reqUl~lte &c. the single letter P, Q, or S ; not 

f 1 · I'd our obser'''atIon sol;ly to shorten his symbolical ex-or p acmg on re co ' I 
of individual instances. But when pressions, but to sim!?lify the. pure y 
we proceed from 'this to Induction, or intellectual part of hIS operatIOns) by 
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enabling the mind t o give its exclu· 
sive attention to the relatio~ between 
the quantity S and the other quanti
ties which enter into the equation, 
without being distracted by thinking 
unnecessarily of the parts of which S 
is itself composed. 

But there is another reason, in ad
dition to that of promoting perspi
cuity, for giving a brief and compact 
name to each of the more considerable 
results of abstraction which are ob
tained in the course of our intellec
tual phenomena. By naming them, 
we fix our attention' upon them ; we 
keep them mOJe constantly before the 
mind. The names are remembered, 
and, being remembered, suggest their 
definition ; while if, instead of specific 
and characteristic names, ·the mean
ing had been expressed ' by putting 
together a number of other names, 
that particular combination of words 
already in common use for other pur
poses would have had nothing to 
make itself remembered by. If we 
want to render a particular combina
tion of ideas permanent in the mind, 
there is nothing which clenches it 
like a name specially devoted to ex
press it. If mathematicians had, been 
obliged to speak of " that to which a. 
quantity, in incre~sing or diminish
ing, is always approaching nearer, so 
that the difference becomes less than 
[tny assignable quantity, but to which 
it never becomes' exactly equal," in
stead of expressing all this by the 
simple phrase, "the limit of a quan
tity," we should probably have long 
remained without most of the impor
tant truths which have been dis
covered by means of the r elation 
between quantities of various kinds 
and their limits. If, instead of speak
ing of momentum, it had been neces
sary to say, "the product of the 
number of units of velocity in the 
velocity by the number of 'units of 
mn.ss in the mass," many of the dyna
mi()al truths now apprehended by 
meallS of this complex idea would 
probably have escaped notice, for 
want of recalling the idea its~lf with 

sufficient readiness and familiarity. 
And on subjects less r emote from the 
topics of popular discussion, whoever 
wishes to draw attention to some 
new or unfamiliar distinction among 
things will find no way so sure as to 
invent or select suitable names for 
the express purpose of marking it. 

A volume devot ed to explaining 
what the writer means by civilisation 
does not raise so vivid a conception 
of it as the (single expression, that 
Civilisation is a different thing from 
Cultivation; the compactness of that 
brief designation for the contra~ ted 
qua~ity being an equivalent for a lOJig 
discussion. So, if we would impress 
forcibly upon the understanding' and 
memory the distinction between the 
two ,different conceptions of a r epre
sentative government, we cannot more 
effectually do so than by saying that 
Delegation is not Representation. 
Hardly any original thoughts on 
mental or social subjects ever make 
their way among mankind, or assume 
their proper importance in the minds 
even of their inventors, until aptly
selected words or phrases have, as it 
were, nailed them down and held 
them fast. 

§ 4. Of the three essential parts of 
a philosophicallang'uage, we have now 
mentioned two: a t erminology suited 
for describing with precision the in
dividual facts observed; and a name 
for every comnion property of any 
importance or interest, which we de
tect by comparing those facts: in
cluding(as the concretes corresponding 
to those abstract terms) names for the 
classes which we artificially construct 
in virtue of those properties, or as 
many of them, at least, as we have 
frequent occasion to predicate any
thing of. 

But there is a sort of classes, for 
the recognition of which no sU,ch 
elaborate process is necessary; be
cause each of them is marked out 
from all others not by some one pro
perty, the detection of which may 
,depend on a difficult act of abstraction, 
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but by its properties ge~eraIly. I The words Nomenclature and Ter. 
mean, the Kinds of things, in the minology are employed by most 
sense which, in this treatise, has been authors alm?st indiscriminately; Dr. 
specially attached to that term. By vVhewell bemg, as far as I am aware 
a Kind, it will be remembered, we the first writer who has reo-ularly 
mean one of those classes which are assigned to the tWC'1 words different 
distino'uished from all others not by meanings . . The distinction, however 
one 0; a few definite properties, but which he has drawn between then~ 
by an unknown multitude of them; being real and important, his example 
the combination of properties on which is likely to be followed; and (as is 
the class is grounded being a mere apt to be the case when such innova_ 
index to an indefinite number of other tions in language are felicitously made) 
distinctive attributes. The class horse a vague sense of the distinction is found 
is a Kind, because the things which to have influenced the employment of 
aOTee in possessing the characters by the terms in common practice, before 
,,;hich we recognise a horse, agree in the expediency had been pointed out 
a OTeat number of other properties, of discriminating them philosophically. 
as ~e know, and, it cannot be doubted, Everyone would say that the reform 
in many more than we know. Animal, effected by Lavoisier and Guy ton
again, is a Kind, because no definition Morveau in the language of chemistry 
that could be given of the name animal consisted in the introduction of a new 
could either exhaust the properties nomenclature, not of a new termino
common to all animals, or supply pre- logy. Linear, lanceolate, oval, or ob
mises from which the remainder of long, serrated, dentate, or crenate 
those properties could be inferred. leaves, are expressions forming part 
But a combination of properties which of the terminology of botany while the 
does not give evidence of the existence names "Viola oclorata J, and "Ulex 
of any other independent peculiarities, Europreus" belong to its nomenclature. 
does not constitute a Kind. W'hite A nomenclature may be defined, 
horse, therefore, is not a Kind; be- the collection of the names of all the 
cause horses which agree in whiteness Kinds with which any branch of know
do not agree in anything else, except ledge is conversant; or more properly, 
the qualities common to all horses, of all the lowest Kinds, or infimce 
and whatever may be the causes or species-those which -may be sub
effects of that particular colour. divided indeed, but not into Kinds, 

On the principle that there should and which generally accord with what 
be a name for everything which we in natural history are t ermed simply 
have frequent occasion to make asser- species. Science possesses two splen
tions about, there ought evidently to did examples of a syst~matic nomen
be a name for every Kind ; for as it clature; that of plants and animals, 
is the very meaning of a Kind that constructed by Linnreus and his sue· 
the individuals composing it have an cessors, and that of chemistry, whieh 
indefinite multitude of properties in we owe to the illustrious group 01 
common, it follows that, if not with chemists who flourished in France to
our present knowledge, yet wi~h that wards the close of the eighteenth ceD
which we may hereafter acqUlre, the tury. In these two departments, llot 
Kind is a subject to which there will only has every known species, or low
have to be applied many predicates. est Kind, a name assigned to it, but 
The third component element of a when new lowest Kinds are discovered, 
philosophical language, therefore, is names are at once given to them on an 
that there shall be a name for every uniform principle. In other sciences 
Kind. In other words, there must the nomenclature is not at present 
not only be a t erminology, but also a constructed on any syst em, either be
nomenclature. cause the species to be nmned are liOt 
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numerous enough to require one (as in 
geometry, for example), or because no 
oue bas yet suggested a suitable prin
ciple for such a system, as in minera-
100'Y : in which the want of a scienti
cn,IIY constructed nomenclature is now 
the principal cau~e which retards the 
progress of the SClence. 

§ 5. A word which carries on its 
bce that it belongs t o a nomen
clature seems at first sight to differ 
from other concrete genera,} n ames in 
this-that its meaning <ioes not re
side in its connotation, in the attri
butes implied in it, but in its de
llotn,tion, that is, in the particular 
group of things which it is appointed 
to designate ; and cannot, therefore, be 
unfolded by means of a definition, 
but must be made known in another 
way. This opinion, however, appears 
to me erroneous. Words belonging 
to n, nomenclature differ, I conceive, 
from other words mainly in this, that 
besides the ordinary connot ation, they 
have a peculiar one of their own: 
besides connoting certain attributes, 
they also connot e that those attri
butes are distinctive of a Kind. The 
term" peroxide of iron," for example, 
belonging by its form to the syste
matic nomenclature of cherhistry, 
bears on its face that it is the name 
of a peculiar K ind of substance. It 
moreover connotes, like the name of 
nny other class, some portion of the 
1)roperties common to the class; in 
this instance the property of being a 
compound of iron and the largest 
dose of oxygen with which iron will 
combine. These two things, the fact 
of being such a compound, and the 
fact of being a Kind, constitute the 
conDotation of the name peroxide of 
iron. vVhen we say of the substance be
fore llS, that it is the peroxide of iron, 
we thereby assert, first, that it is a 
compound of iron and a maximum of 
vxygen, and next, that the substance 
so composed is a peculiar Kind of 
substance. 

Now, this second part of the con
notation of any word belonging to a 

nomenclature is as essential a portion 
of its meaning as the first part, while 
the definition only declares the first; 
and hence the appearance that the 
signification of such t erms cannot be 
conyeyed by a definition, which ap
pearance, however, is fallacious. The 
name Viola odorata denotes a Kind, 
of which a certain number of char
acters, sufficient t o distinguish it, are 
enunciated in botanical works. This 
enumeration of characters is surely, 
as in other cases, a definition of the 
name. No, say some, it is not a 
definition, for the name Viola lldorata 
does not mean those characters; it 
means that particular group of plants, 
and the characters are select ed from 
among a much great er number, merely 
as marks by which to r ecognise the 
group. But to this I r eply, that the 
name does not mean that group, for 
it would be applied t o that group no 
longer than while the group is be
lieved to be a:n infima species ; if it 
were to be discovered that several 
distinct Kinds have been confounded 
under this one name, no one would any 
longer apply the name Viola oclorata 
t o the whole of the group, but would 
apply it, if reh,ined at all, to 0ne 
only of the Kinds contained therein. 
vVhat is imperative, therefore, is not 
that the name shall denote one par' 
ticular collection of objects, but that 
it shall denote a Kind, and a lowest 
Kind. The form of the name declares 
that, happen what will, it is to denote 
an i71jima species >' and that, therefore, 
the properties which it connotes, and 
which are expressed in the definition, 
are t o be connoted by it no longer 
than while we continue to believe that 
those properties, when found together, 
indicate a Kind, and that the whole 
of them are found in no more than 
one Kind. 

With the addition of this peculiar 
connotation, implied in the form of 
every word which belongs t o a 
systematic nomenclature, the set of 
characters which is employed t o dis
criminate each Kind from all other 
Kinds (and which is a real definition) 
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constitutes as completely as in any' 
other case the whole meaning of the 
term. It is no objection to say that 
(as is often the case in natural history) 
the set of characters may be changed, 
and another substituted as being 
better suited for the purpose of dis
tinction, while the word, still conti
nuing to denote the same group of 
things, is not considered to have 
changed its meaning. ~or this is no 
more thftn may happen ll1 the case of 
any other general n ame : we may, 
in reforming its connotation, len,ve 
its denotatipn untouched; and it is 
generally desirable t~ do so. The 
connota.tion, however, IS not the less 
for this the real meaning, for we at 
once apply the name wherever the 
chamcters set down in the definition 
are found; and that which exclusively 
guides us in applying the terln must 
constitute its signification. If we 
find, contra-ry to our previous belief, 
that the characters are not peculiar 
to one species, we cease to use the 
t erm co-extensively with the char
acters; but then it is because the 
other portion of the conllotation fails; 
the condition that the class must be a 
Kind. The connotation, therefore, is 
still the meaning; the set of descrip
tive characters is a true definition; 
and the meaning is unfolded, not 
indeed (as in other cases) by the 
definition alone, but by the definition 
and the form of the W9rd taken to
gether. 

§ 6. We have now analysed what 
is implied in the two princip~tl re
quisites of a, philosophical language ; 
first, precision, or definiteness, and 
secondly, completeness. Any further 
remarks on the mode of constructing 
a nomenclature must be deferred 
until we treat of Classification; the 
mode of naming the Kinds of things 
being necessarily subol'din at.e to .the 
mode of arranging those Kmds mto 
larger cbsses. vVith r~spect to the 
minor requisites of termmology, some 
of them are well stated and illllS
b'ated in the " Aphorisms cOllceming 

the Language of Science," included 
in Dr .. !lWh~well's Philosophy of the 
Incl1lct'we Scwnces. These, as bein(,· oE" 
secondary importance in the peculia . 
point of view of Logic, I shall 110~ 
further 1:efe1' to, but sh:111 confine my 
observatIOns to one more QU:11ity 
which, n ext to the two already treated 
of, appears to be the most "alu:tblo 
which th.e language of science cau 
possess. Of this quality n. gencral 
notion may be conveyed by the fol. 
lowing aphorism :-

Whenever the nature of the sub
ject permits our reasoning processes 
to be, without danger, carried on 
mechanically, the langul1ge should be 
constructed on as m echanical prin
ciples as possible: while in the con
trary case, it should be so constructed 
that there shall be the greatest pos
sible obstacles to a. merely mech:tnical 
use of it. 

I am aware that this maxim re
quires much explanation, which I 
shall at once proceed to give. AUlI 
i1rst; as to what is meant by usiurr 
a language mech:1uica11y. The COlU~ 
plete or extreme case of the mechaui_ 
cal use of lang uage is when it is 
used without any consciousness of a 
m eaning, and with only the conscious. 
ness of using certain visible or audibll! 
marks in conformity to teclmicnJ 
rules previously laid down. This 
extreme case is nowhere l'e:tlised 
except in the figures of arithmetic, 
and still m ol'e the symbols of algebra, 
a lal1gu n.ge unique in its kind, ~ncl 
approaching as nearly to perfectIOu, 
for the purposes t o which it is des
tined, as can, perhaps, be said of any 
creation of the human mind. Its 
perfection consists in the complete
ness of its adaptation to a purely 
mechanical use. The Rym bols are 
mere counters, without even the sem· 
blance of a m eaning apn.rt from the 
convention, which is r enewed each 
time they are employed, and which 
is altered at each renewal, the same 
symbol C~ or x being used ~n differ~nt 
occn.sions to r epresent thmgs whICh 
(except thl1t, like all thing~l , they are 
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susceptible of. being numbered) ha,:e 
o property m common. There IS 

nothing, · therefore, to distrn.ct the 
~ind from t~le set of mechanical 
operations whICh are to be perforn~ed 
upon the symbols, su.ch as squar~ng 
both sides of the equatIOn, multrplymg 
or dividing them by the same or by 
equivalent symbols, .and .so. forth. 
Each of these operat~ons, It IS trUf~ , 
corresponds to a syllogIsm; represents 
oue step of ratiocination, relating not 
to the symbols, but to the things sig 
nified by them. But as it has been 
found practicable to frame a technical 
form, by conforming to which "ve ~an 
make sure of finding the conclUSIOn 
of the ratiocination, our end can be 
completely attained without our ever 
thinking of anything but the symbols. 
Beino' thus intended to work merely 
as m~chanism, they have the qualities 
which mechanism ought to have. 
They are of the least possible bulk, 
so that they take up scarcely any 
room, and waste no time in their 
manipulation; they are compact, and 
fit so closely together that the eye 
ca,n take in the whole at once of 
almost every operation which they 
are employed to periorm. 

These admirable properties of the 
symbolical language of mathematics 
have made so strong an impression on 
the minds of many thinkers, as to 
have led them to consider the symbo
licallanguage in question as the ideal 
type of philosophical language gener
ally; to think that names in general, 
or (as they are fond of calling them) 
Sig11S, are fitted for the purposes of 
thought in proportion as they can be 
made to approximate to the compact
ness, the entire unmeaningness, and 
the capability of being used as counters 
without a thought of what they r epre
sent which are characteristic of the a 
a,nd 'b, the x and y, of algebra. This 
notion has led to sanguine views of 
the acceleration of the progress of 
science by means which, I conceive, 
cannot possibly concluce to thl1t end, 
and forms part of that exaggerat ed 
estimate of the influence of signs 

which has contributed in no sma1l 
degree to prevent the real laws of 
our intellectual operations from being 
rightly -understood. 

In the first place, a set of signs by 
which we reason without conscious
ness of their meaning, can be service
able, at most, only in our deductive 
operations. / In our direct inductions 
we cannot for a moment dispense with 
a distinct mental image of the pheno
mena, since the whole operation turns 
on a perception of the particulars in 
which those phenomena agree and 
differ. But, further, Jhis reasoning 
by counters is only suitable to a very 
limited portion even of our deductive 
processes. In our reasonings respect
ing numbers, the only general prin
ciples which we ever have occasion to 
introduce are these: Things which 
are equn.l co the same thing are equn.l 
to one another, and The sums or dif
ferences of equal things are equal; 
with their various corollaries. N ot 
only can no hesitation ever ari se re
specting the applicability of these 
principles, since they are true of all 
magnituc1es whatever, but every pos
sible application of which they are 
susceptible may be reduced to a tech
nical rule; and such, in fact, the rules 
bf the calculus are. But if the sym
bols represent any other things than 
mere numbers, let us say even straight 
or curve lines, we h ;.we then to apply 
theorems of geometry not true of all 
lines without exception, and to select 
those which are tr-ue of the lines we 
are reasoning about. And how can 
we do this unless we keep completely 
in mind what particular lines these 
a.re? Since additional geometrical 
truths may be introduced into the 
ratiocination in any stage of its pro
rrress, we cannot suffer ourselves, dur
ing even the smallest part of it, to use 
the names mechanically (as we use 
algebraicl1l symbols) without an image 
annexed to them. It is only after 
ascertaining thl1t the solution of a 
question concerning lines can be made . 
to depend on a previous question con · 
cerning numbers, or, ill other words,. 
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after the question has been (to speak 
t echnically ) reduced t o an equation, 
that the unmea,ning signs become 
available, and that the nature of the 
facts themselves to which the investi
gation relates can be dismissed from 
the mind. Up t o the est ablishment 
of the equation, the langun.ge in which 
mathematicians carry on their reason
ing does not differ in character from 
that employed by close reasoners on 
any other kind of subject. 

I do not deny that every correct 
r atiocination, when thrown into the 
syllogistic shape, is conclusive from 
the mere form of the expression, pro
vided none of the t erms used be am
biguous ; and this is one of the circum
st ances which have led some writers 
t o think that if all names were so 
judiciously constructed and so care
fully defined as not t o admit of any 
ambiguity, the improvement thus 
made in language would not only gi ve 
t o the conclusions of every deductive 
science the same certainty with those 
of mathematics, but would reduce all 
reasonings to the application of a t ech
nical form, and enable their conclu
si veness to be r ationally assented to 
aft er a merely mechanical process, as 
is undoubtedly the case in algebra. 
B ut, if we accept geometry the con
clusions of which are already as cer
t ain and exact as they can be made, 
there is no science but that of number, 
in which the practical validity of a 
r easoning can be apparent t o any per
son who ha~ looked only at the reason
ing itself. vVhoever has assented t o 
what was said in the last book con
cerning the case of the Composition 
of Causes, and the still stronger case 
of the entire supersession of one set 
of laws by another, is aware that 
geometry and algebra are the only 
sciences of which the propositions are 
cat egorically true ; the general propo
sitions of all other sciences are true 
only hypothetically, supposing that no 
counteracting cause happens to inter 
fere. A conclusion therefore, however 
correctly deduced, in point of form, 
from admitted laws of nature, will 

have. no o ther than an hypothetical 
certamty. A t every step We lllust 
assure ourselves that no other le, w f 
nature has superseded or intermin o'I~~1 
its op.eration with thos~ which are"'the 
premIses of the r easonmg; and how 
can thi~ be done by merely looking at 
the words? vVe must not only be 
constantly thinking of the phenomena 
themsel ves, but we must be constantly 
studying them; making ourse.ll'es ac. 
quainted with the peculiarities of every 
case t o which we attempt t o apply our 
general principles. 

The algebraic not ation, considered as 
a philosophical language, is perfect in 
its adaptation t o the subjects for which 
it is commonly employed, namely 
those of which the investigations hav~ 
already been reduced to the ascertain. 
ment of a relation between numbers. 
But, admirable as it is for its own 
purpose, the properties by which it is 
rendered such are so far from consti. 
tuting it the ideal model of philoso. 
phical language in general, that the 
more nearly the language of any other 
branch of science approaches to it, the 
less fit that language is for its OlVn 

proper functions. On all other sub· 
jects, inst ead of contrivances to pre· 
vent our attention from being (li~ · 
tracted by thinking of the meaning 
of our signs, we ought· t o wish for 
contrivances t o make it impossible 
that we should ever lose sight of that 
meaning even for an inst ant. 

vVith this view, as much meaning 
as possible should be thrown into the 
formation of the word itself; the 
aids of deril'ation and analogy being 
made available t o keep alive a con· 
sciousness of all that is signifi ed by 
it. In this respect those languages 
have an immense advantage which 
form their compounds and derivati ves 
from native root s, like the German, 
and not from those of a foreign or 
dead language, as is so much the case 
with E nglish, F rench, and Italian; 
and the best are those which form 
them according to fixed ' analogies, 
corresponding t o the relations between 
the ideas to be expressed. All lan· 
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g' l1 ag~s do this more or less, but 
espeCIally, among modern European 
languages, the German ; while even 
that is interior t o the Greek, in which 
the relatIOn bet ween t he meanin o' of 
a derivati 1' 0 word and that of bits 
pri~itive is in general ~learly marked 
by Its mode of format lOn, except in 
the case of words compounded with 
prepositions, which are often, in both 
those languages, . ext remely anoma. 
lous. 

by us in the concrete, and /( clothed 
in circumstances," as it is in algebra, 
that we should keep all individua
li~ing peculiarities sedulously out of 
VIew. 

W ith this remark we close our ob. 
ser vat ions on the P hilosophy of L an. 
guage. 

:CHAPTER VII. 

OF CLASSIFICATION, AS SUBSIDIARY TO 
I NDUCTION. 

§ I. THERE is, as has been fre
quently remarked in this work a 
classification of things, which is 'in
separable from the fact of giving 
the:l1 general names. Every name 
whlCh"connotes an attribute, divides, 
?y that very fact, all things whatever 
lllto t wo classes, those which have 
the attribute and those which have it 
not; those of which the name can be 

But all that can be done, by the 
mode of con~tructing words, t o pre
vent them from degeneratino' into 
sounds passing through the b mind 
without any distinct apprehension of 
what they signify, is far t oo little for 
the necessity . of the case. vVords, 
however well c~msti:ucted originally, 
are always t endmg, lIke coins t o have 
their inscription Worn off by passing 
froll~ hand t o hand; and the only 
pOSSIble m~de ~f reviving it is t o be 
ever stampmg It afresh, by living in 
the habitual contemplation of the phe
nomena themselves, and not r esting 
ill our familiarity with the words that 
express them. If anyone having 
possessed himself of the law~ of phe
nomena as recorded in words whether 
delivered to him originally by others, 
or even found out by himself, is con
tent from thenceforth to live amonO' 
these formulre, to t~ink exclusively of 
them, and of applYlllg them t o cases 
as they arise, ,,".ithout keeping up his 
acquamtance WIth the realities from 
which these laws were collected-not 
only .will he continually fail in his 
p~'actlCal effort~, because he will apply 
Ius formulre WIthout duly considerino' 
whether, in this case ' and in that 
other laws of nature do not modify 
01' supersede them ; but the formulre 
the:nselves . will progressively lose 
theJr meanmg t o him, and he will 
cease ~~ last. e ven t o be capable of 
l'ecogmsmg With certainty whether a 
c~se falls within the contemplation of 
hIS formula or not. It is, in short 

predicated and those of which it can
not. And the division thus ma.de is 
not merely a division of such thinO's 
as actually exist, or are known t o 
exist; but of all such as may hereafter 
be dIscovered, and even of all which 
can be imagined. 

On this kind of Classification we 
h~ve nothing to add to what has pre
VIOusly been said. The Classification 
which requires t o be discussed as a 
separate act of the mind is altoo'ether 
dIfferent. In ·the one, the ar~anO'e. 
mer;t of objects in groups, and distt'i
butIOn o~ t~em into compartments, is 
a mer~ lllcldental effect consequent 
on the use of names given for another 
purp?se, namely, that of simply ex
pressmg some of their qualities. I n 
t he other, the arrangement and dis
tribution are the main object and 
the naming is secondary t o, anci pur
posely conforms itself to inst ead of 
gm:erning, that more· important ope
ratIOn. 

as necessary, on all subjects not 
ma~hematical, that the things on 
\\'Iuch we reason should be concei ved 

Cl~ssification, thus regarded, is a 
?ontnvance f?r the best possible order
lD~' of the Ideas of objects in om 
mmds ; for causing the ideas to ac
company or succeed one another in 

2G 
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sllch a way as shall give us the 
Teatest command over our know

fecl:e already acquired, and lead most 
c1ir~ctly to the acquisition ?f m?re. 
The gen'eral problem of ClassrficatlOn, 
in reference to these purpos~S , m:ly 
be stated as follows: To prov~de that 
things shall be thought ?f m such 

the Linnrean (though Linnffius also 
sucro'est ed another and more scientific 
al'~~ngement) was grounded chiefly 
on the number of the stamens and 
pistils. 

But these classifications, which are 
at first r ecommended ",:>y. the facility 
they afford of ascertammg to what 
class any individual belongs, are sel
dom n1.uch adapted to the ends of 
that Classification which is the suh- \ 
ject of our present r emarks. The 
Linnre"an arrangement answers the 
purpose of making us think togethel: 
of aU those kinds of plants ':Vhich 
possess ,the same num?er of stame~s 
and pistils; but to .thmk of ~hem lU 

that manner is of little use, smce we 
seldom have anything to. affirm in 
eommon of the plants whIch have a 
given number of stamens and pistils. 
If plants of the class ~entandria, 
order Monogynia, ~greed I? a~y other 
properties, the habIt of thmkmg and 
speaking of t1~e plants under a cOIn· 
mon designatIOn would -conduce to 
our remembering those common 'pro
perties so far as they were ascertamed, 
and would dispose ,!s ,to be on the 
look-out for such of them as were not 
yet known. But since- this is not 
the case, the only purpose of ~hou~ht 
which \ thE) Linnrean, classIficatIOn 
serves is that of causmg us to re· 
member, better than we should other· 
wise have done, the exact number ,of 
stamens and pistils of .every speC1~s 
of plants. Now, as thIs. property IS 

of little importance or mteres~, he 
remembering it with any partICular 
accuracy is of no moment .. 1\nd 
inasmuoh as, by habitually thinkmg 
of plants in those groups, w~ al~e pre· 
vented from habitually tlllnkmg of 
them in groups which have a gre[~ter 
number of properties i~ COlI~n:lOn, the 

TOUPS, and those groups m s\lch an 
~rder, as will best conduce to ~he re
membrance and" to the ascertamment 
of their laws. "f 

Classification thus consIdered .dl . 
fers from classification in ~he wI~er 
sense, in having reference to real 
objects exclu~ively, a:nd n?t to .al~ 
that are imagmable; ItS obJec~ bem:::> 
the due co-ordination in our mmc1s. of 
those things only, with the prop,ertles 
of which we have actually occaSIOn to 
make ourselves acquainted. ' But, on 
the other hand, it embraces ~tll really 
existing objects. "Ve cannot cons~l
tute anyone class prope.r11,. except In. 
reference to a general dIvIsIOn of the 
whole of nature; we cannot deter
mine the group in which anyone ob-
. t can most conveniently be placed, 
~~~thout taking into consiaer~tion all 
the varieties of existing obJects, all, 
at least, which have any , deg~ee o~ 
affinity witl't it. No > one famIly 0 

lants or animals could have been 
~ationally constituted, except as pa~l 
of a systematic arrangement of a 
plants or animals; nor could such a 

eneral arrangel'nent have been_ p.ro-. 
glade without first determmmg per y m . 1 
the exact place of plants and amma s 
in a general division of nature: 

§ '2 There is no property of ob
. ects ~hich may not be taken, if w.e 
J lease, as the foundation ~or a c~assl
~cation or mental groupmg of those 
objects; and in our first attempts we 
are likely to select for ~hat p:1l'p~se 
properties which are ' sImple, easIly 
conceived and perceptible on a first 

, Wl'th' out any previous process of VIew, , 
thought. , Thus Tournefort s arrange-
ment of plants was founded on the 
shape and divisions of the corolla; 
and that which is commonly called 

ff ct of such a classificatIOn, when 
:y:tematically adhered to, upon our 
habits of thought, must be regarded 
as mischievous. . . 

The ends of scientific classlfic~tlon 
are best answered w~en the , obJe.r.t! 
are formed into groups respectmo 
which a. greater number of general 
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propositions can be made, and those properties on which toe general aspect 
propositions more important,. than of the things depends are, if only on 
coulcl be made respecting any other that ground, important as well as, in 
groUPS into which the same things most cases, numerous. But, though 
could be distribhted. The properties, a strong recommendation, this cir~ 
therefore, according to which objects cumstance is not a sine quc2 non; 
are classified ,should,' if possible, be since the most obvious properties of 
those 'which are causes of many other things may be of trifling' importance 
properties; or, at any rate, which are compared with others that are not 
sure marks of them. Causes are pre- I obvious. I have seen it mentioned as 
ferable, both as being the surest and fI. great ' absurdity in the Linnrean 
roost direct of marks, and as being I classification, that it places (which, by 
themselves the properties on which it the way, it does not) the violet by the 
is of most ruse that our attention side of the oak; it certainly dissevers 
should be strongly fixed. But the natllral affinities and brings together 
property which is the ' cause 'of the things quite as unlike as the oak and 
chief peculiarities of a class is un· the violet ::),re. But the difference, 
fortunately seldom fitted to serve apparently so wide, which renders the 
also as the diagnostic of the class. juxtaposition of those two vegetables 
Instead of the cause, we must gene- so suitable an illustration of a bad 
rally select some of its more promi- arrangement, depends, to the common 
nent effects,_ which may ser,ve as I eye, 'mainly on inere size and texture; 
marks of tlie other effects and of the now if we made it our study to adopt 
cause. , ' the classification which would involve 

A classification thus formed is pro- the least peril of similar 1'app"oche
pedy scientific or philosophical, and ments, we shouldreturn}o the obsolete 
is , commonly called a Natural, in division into trees, shrubs, and herbs, 
contradistinction, to a Technical or I ,which, though of primary importance 
.A1'tificial, classification or arrange: I with regard to mere general aspect, 
ment. The phrase Natural Classifi- .yet (compared even with so petty and 
cation seems" most peculiarly appro- unobvious a distinction as that into 
priate to such arrangements as cone- ,dicotyledons and monocotyledons) an
spond, in the groups which they form, swers to so few differences in the 
to the spontaneous tendencies of the other properties of plants, that a 
mind, by pla:cing together the objects classification founded on it (indepen
most similar in their geneml -aspect; dently of the indistinctness of the 
in opposition to those technical sys- lines of demarcation) would be as 
terns which, arranging things ac- completely artificial and technical as 
cording to their agreement in some I the Linnrean. 
circumstance arbitrarily selected, often l Our natural groups, therefore, must 
throw into the same group objects often be founded not on the obvious, 
which in the general aggregate of but on the un obvious properties of 
their properties pre.§!ent no resem- things, when these are of greater 
hlance, and into different and remote I importance. Bnt in such cases it is 
groups others :\vhich have the closest essential that there should be some 
Similarity. It is one of the most other property or set of properties, 
vn.lid recommendations of any classi- more readily recognisable by the ob
ficn.tion to'the character of a scientific server, which co-exist with, and may 
one, th~t it shall be a natural classifi- be received as marks of, the properties 
cation .in this sense 'also; for the test which are the real groundwork of the 
of its scientific character is the num· classification. A natural arrange
her ,and importance of the properties ment, for example, of animals, must 
which can be asserted in common of be founded in the main on their 
all objects included in a group '; and internal structure, but (as M. Comte 
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remarks) it would be absurd that we 
should not be able t o det ermine the 
genus and ?p:,cies. of an an~mal with· 
out first lnllmg 1t. On tins ground, 
the preference, among zoological clas
sifications, is probably due ·to that of 
M. de Blainville, founded on the dif
ferences in the ext ernal integuments; 
differences which correspond much 
more accurately than might be sup
posed to the really important varieties, 
both in the other parts of the struc
ture, and in the habits and history of 
the animals. 

are not fish, according to the purpose 
for which we are. considering them. 
" If we are speakmg of the internal 
strncture and physiology of the ani. 
mal, we must not call theI? fish; for 
in these r espects they dev1ate widely 
from fishes: they have warm blood 
and produce and suckle their yonn~ 
as land quadrupeds do. But this 
would not prevent our speakinO' of 
the whcde fishe?'Y, and calling ~uch 
animals fish on all occasions connected 
with this employment; for the rela. 
tions thus arising depend upon the ani. 
mal's living in the water, and beinO' 
caught in a manner similar to othe~ 
fishes. A plea that human laws which 
mention fish do not apply to wh n.les 
would be r ejected at once by an in: 
telligent judge." ,. 

These different classifications are 
all good for the purposes of their own 
particular departments of knowledcre 
or practice. But when we are study. 
ing objects not for any special practi. 
cal end, but for the sake of extending 
our knowledge of the whole of their 
properties and relations, we must con· 
sideI' as the most important attributes 

This shows, more strongly than 
ever, how ext ensive a knowledge of 
the properties of objects i~ nec~ssary 
fm' making a good classdicatlOn of 
them. And as it is one of the uses of 
such a classification that by dravving 
attention to the properties on which 
it is founded, and which, if the classi
fication be good, are marks of many 
others, it facilitates the discovery of 
those others; we see in what manner 
'our knowledge of things, and our 
classification of them, tend mutually 
and indefinitely to the improvement 
of each other. 

'Ve said just now that the classifi
cation of objects should follow those 
of their properties which indicate not 
'only the most numel'OUS, but also the 
most important peculiarities. What 
is here meant by importance? It has 
Teference to the particular end in 
view; and the same objects, there
fore, m~ty admit with propriety of 
several different classifications. Each 
science or art forms its classification 
of things according to the properties 
which fall within its special cognisance, 
or of which it must take account in 
order to accomplish its peculiar prac
tical end. A farmer does not di vide 
plants, like a botanist, into dicotyle
donous and monocotyledonous, but 
into useful plants and weeds. A 
'geologist divides ~~ssils, not like. a 
'zoologist, into fam1hes correspondmg 
to those of living species, but into 
fossils of the palreozoic, mesozoic, and 
' t ertiary periods, above the coal and 
below the coal, &c. Whales are or 

those which contribute most, either by 
themsel ves or by their effects, to ren· 
del' the things like one another, and 
unlike other things; which give to 
the class composed of -them the most 
marked individuality; which fill, as 
it were, the largest space in their 
existence, and would most impress 
the attention of a spectator who knew 
all their properties but was not speci. 
ally interested in any. Classes formed 
on this principle may be called, in 
a more emphatic manner than any 
others, natural groups. 

§ 3. On the subject of these groups 
Dr. VVhewell lays down a theory, 
grounded on an important truth, 
which he has, in some respects, ex
pressed and illustrated very felici· 
tously, but also, as it appears to me, 
.with some admixture of error, It 
will be advantageous, for both these 

* Nov. Oi·g. Renov., pp. 286, 287. 
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reasons, to extract the statement of 
his doctrine in the very words he has 
used. 

"Natural groups," according to this 
theory,* are" given by Type, not by 
Definition." And this consideration 
accounts for that" indefiniteness and 
indecision ~vh~ch we frequently find 
in the descnptlOns of such groups, and 
whic,h must appear so strange and in
conSIstent to anyone who does not 
suppose these descriptions to assume 
any deeper ground of connection than 
an arbitrary choice of the botanist. 
Thus in the family of the rose-tree, 
we are told that the ovules are VC1'y 
I'ctl'elyerect, the stigmata usually simple. 
Of what use, it might be asked, can 
such loose accounts be? To which 
the answer is, that they a.re not in
serted in order to distinguish the 
species, but in order to describe the 
fn,mily, and the total relations of the 
ovules and the stigmata of the family 
are better known by this general state
ment, ~ similar observation may be 
made WIth r egard to the A nomalies 
of each group, which occur so com
monly, that Dr. Lindley, in his In
tl'ocltLction to the Ncdu?'al System of 
Botany, makes the 'Anomalies' an 
n.rticle in each family. Thus, part of 
the character of the Rosacere is that 
they have alternate stipulate l~aves, 
and that the albumen is oblitemtecl . 
but yet in L01Uea, one of the gener~ 
!If this family, the stipulre are absent 
and the albumen is present in anothe;' 
lVeillia. This implies, as we have 
already seen, that the artificial char
n.cter .(01'. clir;r-gnosis, as Mr. Lindley 
calls 1t) 1S Imperfect. It is, though 
very nearly, yet not exactly, commen
surate :vith th.e natural group; and 
hence m certam cases this character 
is made to yield to the general weio'ht 
of natural affinities. 0 

"These views, - of classes deter
mined by characters which cannot be 
eXI~ressed in words,-of propositions 
whICh state, not what happens in all 
cases, but only usua11y,-of particu-

* Hist. Sc. Id" ii. 120-1 22, 

lars which are included in a class, 
though they transgress the definition 
of it, may probably surprise the reader. 
They are so contrary to many of the 
recei ve~ ?pinions respecting the use 
of defimtlOns and the nature of scien
tific propositions, that they will pro
?ably appear to 111[\,11y persons highly 
Illog1cal and unphilosophical. But a 
~isposition to such a judgment arises 
111 a great measure from this that 
the mathematical and matherr:aticv
physical sciences have, in a great de
gree, determined men's views of the 
general nature and form of scientific 
t ruth, while Natural History has not 
yet had time or opportunity t o exert 
its due influence upon the current 
habit~ of rl~ilosophising, The appn.
r ent 111defimt eness and inconsist ency 
of the classifications and definitions 
o~ Natural History belongs, in a far 
hIgher degree, to all other except 
mathematical speculations; and the 
modes in which approximations to 
exact distinctions and general truths 
ha ve been made in Natural History 
may be worthy our attention even 
for the light they throw upon t1;e best 
modes of pursuing truth of all kinds. 

"Though in a Natural group of 
objects a definition can no longer be 
of any use as a regulative principle, 
cl~sses are not therefore left quite loose, 
w1thout any certain standard or guide. 
The class is steadily fixed, thouo-h 
not precisely limited; it is gi v:n, 
though not circumscribed; it is de
te~'lllined, not by a boundary line 
:vIthout, but by a central point with-
111; not by wh.at it strictly excludes, 
but by what It eminently includes; 
by an .example, not by a precept; in 
s110rt , 111stead of a Definition, we have 
a Type for our director. 

"A T~pe is an example of any 
cla~s, f?r 111st:;t.I;ce a species of a genus, 
wh1~h 1S conslQered as eminently pos
sess111g the character of the class. All 
the .speci~s whi?h have a great er 
a£?mty w1th thIS type-species than 
WIth any others form the genus, and 
are arranged about it, deviatin O' from 
it in various directions and different. 

I 

11 
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degrees. Thus:1 g:enus may consist I ral Arrangement, ' which appea · 
of several species which approach me still more fundamental. u to 
very near the type, and of which the , 
claim to a place with it is obvious; \ § 4. The reader · is by this t' 
wh~le there may be other ~pecies familiar with the general truth (wl~~~ 
wInch straggle far~her from thIS cen- I I restat e so often on acconnt of t\ 
tml knot, and wll;lch , yet are .clearly gre:1t c~nfusion in which it is COl~~ 
more connected wI~h It than wIth any monly ll1volved) that there are . 
other. , And even If there should be nature distinctions of Kind' dist' In 
some species of which the place is tions not consIsting in a gi~en 'n lUC

' 
1 b' d I . h b ' fi . um. C u lOUS, an w 11C appear to e bel' of de mte properties pl'll8 th 
~q~ally ?ound to two g~neric types, effects which follow from those pro~ 
It IS eaSIly seen that thIS would not I perties, but runnino' throurrh t\ 
d estroy the r eality of the, generic whole nature, through the attribut l~ 
groups, any ~110re th~n the. scattered ge~erally of the things so disti~~ 
trees of th.e m~erve~ll~g plall1 preve:lt gUls~lecl. Our .knowledge of the pro. 
o~lr fipeakll1g mtelhglbly of the dlS- I pertles of a kll1d is never complet 
tll1ct forests of two separate hills. We are always discovering and e:' 

"Tl . f ' 'x· , le type-spec18s 0 every genus, pecting to discov,er, new ones. Where 
the type-gen~ls of every family, is, the distinction between two classes of 
then, one wl1lch.possesses all the cha- things is not one of Kind, we expect 
~-,acters and properties. of the genus to find their properties alike, except 
In a marked and promll1ent manner. where there is some reason for their 
The type?f the Rose family has aI- being diffe:e~t ... On. th.e contra.ry, 
ternate stIpulate leaves, wants the when the dIstll1ctlOn IS m Kind, we 
albumen, has the ovules not erect, expect to find the properties different 
has the stigmata simple; and besides unless there be some cause for their 
these features, :which dis.til:guish. it be.ing the same. ..;\-11 knowledge of a 
from the exceptlOns or val'letIes of Its Kmd must be obtall1ed by observation 
class, it has the features which make and experiment upon the Kind itself· 
it promine~t in its class. It is one no inference ;respecting its propertie; 
of those whlCh possess clea.rly several from the properties of things not con· 
leading attributes; and thus, though nected with it by Kind goes for more 
we cannot say of anyone genus that than the sort of presumption usually 
it must be the t ype of the family, or characterised ras an analogy, and gene. 
of anyone species that it must be the rally in one of its fainter degrees. 
type of the genus, we are still not ' Since the common properties of a 
wholly to seek; the type must be true Kind, and consequently the gene
connected by many affinities with ral assertions which can be made re· 
most of the others of its group; it specting it, or whic.h are certain to be 
must be near the centre of the crowd, made hereafter as our knowledge ex
and not one of the stragglers." t ends, are indefinite and inexhaustible' 

In this I:assage (the latter part of and since the very first:principle of na.: 
whichespeClally I cannot help noticing tural classificationisthatofformingthe 
as an admirable example of philo- classes so that the objects composiucr 
sophic style) Dr. Whewell has st at ed each may have the greatest numbc~' 
very clearly and forcibly, but (I think) of properties in. common; this prin· 
without making all necessary distinc· ciple prescribes that every such classi· 
tions, one of the principles of a N a.tu- fication shall recognise and adopt into 
ral Cla~sification. 'What this principle itself all distinctions of Kind which 
is, wha.t are its limits, a.nc1 in what exist among the objects it professes 
manner he seems .to me to h:1Ve over· to classify. To pass over any dis· 
stepped them, will appear when we tinctions of Kind, and substitute defi· 
ha.ve laid down another rule of Natu- nite distinctions, which, however con· 
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sic1erable they may be, do not point to 
ulterior unknown differences, would 
be to rel?lace classes :-vith more by 
classes wlth fewer attl'lbutes in com
mon, and would be subversive of the 
Natural Method of Classification. 

Accordingly all Ilatural arranae
luents, whether the r eality of the dis
tinction of Kinds was felt or not by 
their framers, have been led, by the 
mere pursuit of their own' proper end, 
to conform themselves to the distinc
tions of Kind, so far as these had been 
ascertained at the time. The Species 
of Plants are not only real Kinds, but 
are probably, all of them, real lowest 
Kinds, infil1ue species " which, if we 
were to subdivide, as of course it is 
open to t'ls to do, into sub-classes 
the subdivision would necessarily b~ 
founded on definite distinctions, not 
pointing (apart from what may be 
known of their causes or effects) to 
any difference beyond themselves. 

In so far as a natural classification 
is ground.ed on real Kinds, its groups 
are certamly not conventional: it is 
perfectly true that they do not d epend 
upon an arbitrary choice of the na.tu
ralist. But it doe" not follow, nor, I 
conceive, is it true, that these .classes 
are determined by a type, and not by 
cha.racters. T o det ermine them by a 
type would be as sure a wa.y of missino' 
the Kind, as if we were to select a set 
of characters arbitrarily. They are 
determined QY chal:acters, but these 
are not arbitra~y.. The problem is, 
to find a few defimi.3 characters which 
point to the multitude of indefinite 
ones. Kinds are Classes between 
which there is an ~mpassable barrier; 
and what we have to seek is, marks 
whereby we may det ermine on which 
side of the barrier ~n object t akes its 
place. The characters which will best 
do this should be chosen: if they are 
also important in themselves, so much 
the better. 'When we have .selected 
~he charact~rs, we parcel out the ob
Jects according to those charact ers, 
and not, I conceive, according to re
semblance to a type. 'lYe do not com
pose the species Ranunculus acris of 

all plants 'which bear a satiSfa.ctory 
degree of resemblance to a model 
butte.rcup, but of those which possess 
certall1 characters selected as m:1rks 
by which we might recognise the pos
sibility of ~ common parentage ; and 
the enumeration of those characters 
is the definition of the species. 

The question next arises whether 
as all K inds must have a pl~ce among 
the classes, so all the classes in a. na
tural arrangement must be Kinds? 
And to this I answer, Certainly not. 
The distinctions of Kinds are not 
numerous enough to make u;> the 
whole of a classification. Very few 
of t~~ genera of plants, or even of the 
famIlIes, can be pronounced with cer
ta,inty to be Kinds. The great dis
tinctions of Vascular and Cellular 
Dicotyledonous or Exogenous and 
Monocotyledonous or Enc1oaenous 
plants, are perhaps differen~es of 
kind; the lines of demarcation which 
divide those classes seem (thouo'h 
eve? on this I would not Jpronoun~e 
'posltIvely) to go through the whole 
nature of the plants. But the differ
ent sp~cies of a genus, or genera of 
a family, usually have in common 
only a limited number of ch:1racters. 
A Rose does not seem to differ from 
a Rubus, or the UmbellifenB from 
the Ranunculacere, in much els8 tha.n 
the characters botanically assigned to 
those genera or those families; Un
en~lln~rated differences certa.inly do 
eXIst m some cases; there are families 
of plants which have peculiarities of 
chemical composition, or yield pro
ducts having peculiar effects on the 
animal economy. The Cruciferre and 
Fun~i contain an unusual proportion 
of mtrogen; the Labiatre are the chief 
sources of. essential oils, the Sola-nere 
are very commonly narcotic, &c. In 
t~lese a~c1. simpa.l' cases there are pos
SIbly dlstll1ctlOns of Kind; but it is 
by 110 means indispensable that there 
should be. Genera and Families may 
be eminently natural, though marked 
~ut. fro~ one another by properties 
l\lmted m number, provided those 
properties are important,. ~md the 
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objects contained in each genus or 
family resemble each other more than 
they resemble anything which is ex
cluded from the genus or family. 

After the r ecognition and defini
tion, then, of the infimce species, the 
next step is to arrange those infi11l.ce 
species into larger groups: making 
these groups correspond to Kinds 
wherever it is possible, but in most 
cases without any such guidance. 
A nd in doing this it is true that we 
:11'e naturally and properly guided, in 
most cases at least, by resemblance 
t o a type. vVe form our groups round 
certain selected Kinds, each of which 
serves as a sort of exemplar of its 
group. But though the groups are 
suggested by types, I cannot think 
that a group when formed is clete'J'
mined by the type ; that in deciding 
whether a species belongs to a group, 
a reference is . made to the type, and 
not to the characters; that the char
acters "cannot be expressed in words." 
This assertion is inconsist ent with Dr. 
'Vhewell's own st at ement of the fun
damental principle of classification, 
namely, that "general assertions shall 
be possible." If the cll:j.sS did not 
possess any characters in common, 
what general assertions would be pos
sible respecting it? Except that they 
all resemble each other more than 
they resemble anything else, nothing 
whatever could be predicated of the 
cla.ss. 

The truth is, on the contrary, that 
every genus or family is framed with 
distinct reference to certain characters, 
and is composed, first and principally, 
of species which agree in possessing 
all those characters. To these are 
added, as a sort of appendix, such 
other species, generally in small num
ber, as possess nem'ly all the properties 
selected ; wanting some of them one 
property, some another, and which, 
while they agree with the rest almost 
as much as they agree with one an
other, do not r esemble in an equal 
degree any other group. Our con
ception of the class continues to be 
grounded on the characters; and the 

class might be defined, those thin 
which either possess that set of cha~.~ 
acters, 01' resemble the things that 
do. so, more than , th ey resemble any_ 
thmg else. 

And this resemblance itself is not 
like resemblance between simple sen: 
s?'tions and ul~imat~ fact, unsuscep_ 
tlble of analys1s. Even the inferior 
degree of ~esem?lance is created by 
the posseSSIOn of common characters, 
Whatever resembles the genus Rose 
more than it r esembles any other 
genus, does so because it pOsGesses 
a greater number of the characters 
of that genus than of the characters 
of any other genus. Nor can there 
be any real difficulty in representiutr 
by an enumeration of characters, th~ 
nature and degree of the resemblance 
which is strictly sufficient to inclUde 
any object in the class. There are 
always some properties common to 
all things which are iQcluded. Othel'~ 
there often are, to which 'some thin(f~ 
which are nevertheless included, ~r~ 
exceptions. But the objects which 
are exceptions to one character are 
not exceptions to another: the re
semblance 'which fails in some parti
culars .must , be made up for in others. 
The class, therefore, is constituted by 
the , possession of all the characters 
which are universal, and most of those 
which admit of exceptions. If a plant 
had the ovules erect, the stigmatn. 
divided, possessed the albumen, and 
was without stipules, it possibly would 
not be classed among the Rosacea::. 
But it may want anyone or more 
than one of these characters, and not 
be excluded. The ends of a scientific 
classification are better answered by 
including it. S ince it agrees so nearly 
in its known properties with the sum 
of the characters of the class, it is 
likely to r esemble that class more 
than any other in those of its pro
perties which are still undiscovered. 

Not only, therefore, are natural 
groups, no less than any artificial 
classes, determinell by character~; 
they are constituted in contemplation 
of, and by reason uf, characters. But 
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it is in contemplation not of those 
characters only which are rigorously 
common t o all the objects included 
in the group, but of the entire body 
oE characters, all of which are found 
in most of those objects, and most of 
them in all. And hence our concep
tion of the class, the image in our 
minds which is representative of it, 
is that of a specimen complete in 
all the characters ; most naturally a 
specimen which, by possessing them 
all in the greatest degree in which 
they are ever found, is the best fitted 
to exhibit clearly, and in a marked 
]ll:1nner, what they are. It is by a 
mental reference to this standard, 
not inst ead of, but iIJ illustration of 
the definition of the class, that w~ 
usually and ad vantageously det ermine 
1rhether any individual 01' species 
belongs to the class or not. A nd 
this, as it seems to me, is the amount 
of truth contained in the doctrine of 
Types. 

We shall see presently that where 
the classification is made for the ex
press purpose of a special inductive 
inquiry, it is not optional, but neces
sary for fulfi ling the conditions of a 
correct Indt ctive :lVIethod, . that we 
should establish a type. species or 
genus, namely, the one which exhibits 
in the most eminent clegree the par
ticular phenomenon under investiga
tion. But of this hereafter. It re
mains, for completing the theory of 

. natural groups, that a few words 
should be said on the principles of 
the nomenclature adapted to them. 

§ 5. A Nomenclature in science is, 
as we have said, a system of the 
names of Kinds. These names, like 
other class-names, are defined by th e 
enumeration of the chara.cters distinc
ti ve of the class. The only merit 
which a set of names can haye beyond 
this, is to convey, by the mode of 
their construction, as much informa
tion as possible, so that . a person who 
knows the thing mny l'ecei ve all the 
assistance which the name can give 
in remembering what he knows, while 

he who knows it not may receive as 
much knowledge respecting it as the 
?ase admits of by merely being told 
lts name. 

There are two modes of gi ving t o 
the name of a Kind this sort of sio'ni
ficance. . The best, but which un"for
tunately IS seldom practicable, is when 
the word can be made to indicate 
by its formation, the very propertie~ 
which it is designed to connote. The 
name of a Kind does not, of course, 
connote all the properties of the Kind 
since these are inexhaustible, but sucl~ 
of thp.m as are sufficient to distinauish 
it; such as are sure marks of all the 
rest. Now, it is very ~'arely that one 
property, or even any two or three 
prop:rt.ies, ~an answer this purpose. 
To d1stmgUlsh the common daisy from 
all other species of plants would re
quire the specification of ma.ny char 
act ers. A nd a name cannot without 
being too cumbrous for ~se aive 
indication, ~y its etymology 01: n~ode 
of constructIOn of more than a very 
s~1~1l number of these. The possi
bIlity, therefore, of an ideally perfect 
Nomenclature, is probably confined t o 
~he one c~se in which we are happily 
~n pOss~ssIOn of something approach
mg to It-the Nomenclature of Ele
mentary Chemistry. The substances. 
wh~ther simple or compound, witl{ 
w~ICh chem1stry is conversant, are 
Kl1~cls, ?,n~, a~ such, the properties 
W,11Ch d1stmgUlsh each of them from 
the rest are innumerable; but in the 
c~se of compound substances (the 
sm1ple .ones are not n.umerous enough 
to requ~re a systematic nomenclature) 
there IS one property, the chemical 
composition, which is ef itself suffi
cient to distinguish the Kind and 
is (with certain reservations ndt vet 
thoroughly understood) a sure mark 
of all the other properties of the com
pound. All that was needful there
fore, was to make the name of every 
c0l!lpound express on the first hearina 
its chemical composition; that is, t~ 
form the name of the compound in 
some uniform manner from the names 

,of the simple substances which enter 
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into it as elements. This was done, 
most skilfully and successfully by the 
French chemists, though their nomen
clature has become inadequate to the 
convenient expression of the very com
plicated compounds , now kno'wn to 
chemists. The only thing left unex
pressed by them was the exact pro· 
portion in which the el~me~ts were 
combined; and even thIS, smce the 
establishment of the atomic theory, it 
has been found possible to express by a 
simple adaptation of theirphraseolo?,y, 

But where the characters WhICh 
must be taken into consideration, in 
order sufficiently to designate the 
Kind are too numerous to be all sig
nifiecl in the derivation of the name, 
and where no one of them is of such 
prepoJJ.derant importance as to ju.stify 
its being singled out to be so melt
cated, 'we may avail ourselves of a 
subsidiary resource. Though we can
not indicate the distinctive properties 
of the Kind, we may indicate its 
nearest natural affinities, by incor
poratinO' into its name the name of 
the pro~imate natural g~oup of whic:l 
it is one of the speCIes. On tlllS 
principle is founded the admirable 
binary nomenclature of botany and 
zooloo·y. In this nomenclature the 
name'" of every species consists of the 
name of the genus, or natural group 
next above it, with a word added to 
distinguish the partic,l1lar species. T~e 
last portion of the compound name IS 
sometimes taken·from some one of the 
peculiarities in which that species 
differs from othei's of the genus; as 
Clematis integ1'ifolia, Potentilla alba, 
Viola palust1'is, Artemisia vulgaris " 
sometimes from a circumstance of an 
historical nature, as Narcissus ]Joeti
CtlS Potentilla tormentilla (indicating 
th~t the plant is that which was for
merly known by th e lntter name), 
Exacum Oandollii (from the fact that 
De Candolle was its first discoverer) ; 
and sometimes the word is purely 
conventional, as Thlaspi btwsapastoris, 
Ranunculus thora-it is of little con
sequence which-since the second, .or, 
as it is usually called, the speCIfic 

name, could at most express ind 
pendently of convention, 110' 1110 e. 
than a very small portion of the co~~ 
notation of the term. But by addinO' 
to this the name of the superior genu':' 
we rriay make the best amends ,,~~ 
can for the impossibility of so con~ 
hiving the name as to express all the 
distincti ve characters of the Rind 
We Iuake it, at all events, express a~ 
many of those characters as are COlU. 

mon to the proximate natural O'roup 
in which ,the Kind is include cl. If 
even those common characters ate so 
numerous or so little familiar as to 
require a further extension of the 
same resource, we might, instea-d of a 
binary, adopt a ternary nomenclature 
employing not only the name of th~ 
genus, but that of the next natural 
group in order of generality above the 
genus, commonly called the Family. 
This was done in the mineralogicn,l 
nomenclature proposed by Professor 
Mohs. "The names framed by him 
were not composed of two, but of 
three elements, designating respec. 
tively the Species, the Genus, and the 
Order; thus he has such species as 
Rhombohedml Lime Haloicle, Octohed. 
ml Flttol' I-Ialoide, P1'is1ncttic Hal 
Bcwyte." * The binary comtruction, 
however, has been found sufficient in 
botany and 'zoology, the only sciences 
in which this general principle has 
hitherto 'peen successfully adopted in 
the construction of a nomenclature. 

Besides the advalltage which this 
principle of nomenclature possesses, 
in giving to the names of species the 
greatest quantity of independent sig. 
nificance which the circumstances of 
the case admit of, it 'answers the fur. 
ther end of immense] y economising the 
use of names, and preventing all other· 
".rise intolern,ble burden on the me· 
mory. When the names of species 
become extremely numerous, some 
artifice (as Dr. Whewell t observes) 
becomes absolutely necessary to make 
it possible to recollect or apply them. 
" The known species of phmts, for ex· 

* Nov. Org. Renov., p. 274. 
t Hist. Sc. Id., i. 133. 
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ample, were ten thousand in thetimeof [ strument for the investigation of 
Linnreus, and are now probably sixty I nature, is (as before stated) to make 
thousand. It would be useless to en- I us think of those objects together 
deavour to frame and employ separr.ce 1 'which -have the greatest number of 
names for each of these species. The important common properties and 
division of the objects into a sub- which, therefore, we have oftenest 
ordinated system of classification en- occasion, in the course of our induc
abIes us to introduce a Nomenclature tions, for taking into joint considera
which does not require this enormous tion. Our ideas of objects are thus 
number of names. Each of the genera brouO'ht into the order most conducive 
has its name, and the species are to th~ successful prosecution of induc
marked by the addition of some epi- tiye inquiries generally. But when the 
thet to the name of the genus. In purpose is to facilitate some particular 
this n;anner abou.t seventeen hundred inductive inquiry, more is req11ired. 
generIc na~es, WIth a moderate num· To be instrumental to that purpose, 
b~r of speCIfi? .names, we~e found .by th~ classificatio~ must bring those 
L11l~a:us suffiCIent t~ deSIgnate wlth obJects together, the simultaneous 
preclsIOn al! t~e S~~CIeS of vegetabl~s contemplation of which is likely to 
known at hIS tlln~. :And though. the throw most light upon the particular 
number. of genen? names J as smce subject. That subject being the laws 
greatly mcreased, It has not 1l1creased of some 'phenomenon or some set of 
in a~yt~in&, like the proporti?n of the connected phenomena, the very phe
multIplIcatIOn of known specIeS. nomenon or set of phenomena in ques-

.. tion must be chosen as the O'round-

CHAPTER VIII. 

OF CLASSIFICATION BY SERIES. 

§ I. THUS far we have considered 
the principles of scientific classifica
tion so far only as relates to the for
mation of natural groups; and at 
this point most of those who have 
attempted a theory of natural arrange
meut, including among the rest Dr. 
Whewell, have stopped. There re
mains, however, another, and a not 
less important portion of the theory, 
which has not yet, as far as I am 
awa.re, been systematically treated of 
by any writer except M. Comte. This 
is the arrangement of the .natural 
groups into a natural series. * 

The end of classification, as an in-
7; Dr. Whewell, in his reply (Philosophy 

Qf D,scove1'y, p. 270) says that he "stopped 
short of, or rather passed by, the doctrine 
of :.t series of organised beings" because he 
"thou~ht .it bad a~a n arrow 'philosophy.': 
If hit dId, It was eVIdently without under
standing tilis forID of the doctrine; for he 
proceeds to quote a passaCTe from his " .His. 
tory,'~ in which the do chine hc condemns 
is designated , as 1 that :'of . '.; a ,lmere line:lr 
progression , in nature! w hich '~would 2 place 

work of the classification. I:l 

The requisit'es of a classification 
intended to facilitate the study of a 
particular phenomenon, are,: first to 
bring into one class all Kinds' of 
things , which exhibit that pheno
menon; in whatever variety of forms 
or degrees; and, secondly, to arrange 
those Kinds in a series according to 
the degree in which they exhibit it, 
beginning with those which exhibit 
most of it, and 'terminating with 
those which' exhibit least. The prin
cipal example, as yet, of such a classi
fication is afforded by comparative 
anatomy and physiology, from which, 
therefore, our illustrations shall be 
taken. -

§ 2. The object being supposed to 
be the , investigation of the laws of 
e:lch genus in contact only with the pre
ceding and succeeding ones." Now the 
series treated of in the text :lgrees with 
this linear progression in nothing Vir hatever 
but in being a progression. 

It would surely be possible to arrange 
alllJlaces (for example) in the order of their 
distance from the North Pole, though there 
,would 1:'>e not merely a plurality, but a 
~hol~, CIrcle of l)lace~at. every single grada
tIOn III the scale.! . 
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animal life, the first step, after form
ing the most distinct conception of 
the phenomenon itself .possible in the 
existing state of our knowledge, is to 
erect into on!3 great class (that of ani
mals) all the known Kinds of beings 
where that phenomenon presents it
self, in however various combinations 
with other properties, and in how
ever different degrees. As some of 
these Kinds manifest the general 
phenomenon of animal life in a very 
high degree, · and others in an insig
nificant degree, barely sufficient for 
recognition, we must, in the next 
phce, arrange the various Kinds in a 
series, fonowing one another accord
ing to the degrees in which they 
severally exhibit the phenomenon; 
beginning therefore with man, and 
ending with the most imperfect kinds 
of zoophytes. 

This is merely saying that we should 
put the instances from which the law 
is to be inductively collected into the 
order which is implied in one of the 
four Methods of Experimental In
quiry discussed in the preceding Book, 
the fourth Method, that of Concomi
tant Variations. As formerly re
marked, this is often the only method 
to which recourse can be had, with 
assurance of a true conclusion, in 
cas·es in which we have but limited 
means of effecting, by artificial ex
periments, a separation of circum
stances usually conjoined. The prin
ciple of the method is, that facts 
which increase 01' diminish together, 
and disappear together, are either 
cause and effect, or effects of a com
mon cause. vVhen it has been as
certained that this relation really 
subsists between the variations, a 
connection between the facts them
selves may be confidently laid do·wn, 
either as a law of nature 01' only as 
an empirical law, according to cir
cumstances. 

That the application of this Method 
must be preceded by the formation of 
such a series as we have described, is 
too obvious to need being pointed out; 
and the mere arrangement of a set of 

objects in a series, according to tl 
degrees in which they exhibit so~e 
~act of which we are seeking the law

e 

IS too nF\>turally suggested by tl ' 
necessities of our inductive oper~~ 
tions to require any lengthened illus
tra~ion here. But there are cases ill 
whlCh the arrangement required for 
the special purpose becomes the de
termining principle of the classifica. 
tion of the same objects for general 
purposes. This will naturally and 
properly happen when those la,ws of 
the objects which are sought in the 
special inquiry enact so principn.l a 
part in the general character a\1(l 
history of those objects-exerci~e So 

much influence in ~etermining all the 
phenomena of w hlCh they are either 
the agents or the theatre-that nll 
other differences existing amon" the 
objects are fittingly regarded as "mere 
modifications of the one phenomenun 
sought - effects determined by the 
co-operation of some. incidental cir
cumstance with the laws of that phe
nomenon. Thus in the case of ani
mated beings, the differences between 
one class of ·animals and another may 
reasonably be considered as met:e 
modifications of the general pheno. 
menon, animal life - modifications 
arising either from the different de. 
grees in which that phenomenon is 
manifested in different animals, or 
from the intermixture of the effects 
of incidental causes peculiar to the 
nature of each, with the effects pro· 
duced by the general laws of lif~, 
those laws still exercising a predomi
nant influence over the result. Such 
being the case, no other inductive in
quiry respecting animals can be suc
cessfully carried on, except in subor
dination to the great inquiry into the 
universal laws of animal life ; and the 
classification of animals best suited to 
that one purpose is the most suitable 
to all the other purposes of zoological 
science. 

§ 3. To establish a classification of 
this sort, or even to apprehend it whell 
established, requires the po~ver of. re~ 
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cognising the essential similarity of a 
phenomenon, in its minuter degrees 
and obscurer forms, with what is 
calleCl. the same phenomenon in the 
crreatest perfection of its development; 
that is, of identifying with each other 
an phenomena which differ only in 
degree, and in properties which we 
suppose to be caused by difference of 
dea-ree. In order to recognise t2~ 
id:ntity, or, in other words, this exact 
similarity of quality, the assumption 
of a type-species is indispensable. We 
must consider as the type of the class 
that among the Kinds included in it 
which exhibits the properties consti
tutive of the class in the highest de
O'ree, conceiving the other varieties as 
~lstances of degeneracy, as it were, 
from that type, deviations from it by 
inferior intensity of the characteris
tic property or properties. For every 
phenomenon is best studied (ccete1'is 
pcwibus) where it exists in the greatest 
intensity. It is there that the effects 
which either depend on it, or depend on 
the same causes with it, will also exist 
in the greatest degree. It is there, 
consequently, and only there, that 
those effects of it, or joint effects with 
it, can become fully known to us, so 
that we may learn to recognise their 
small degrees, or even their mere rudi
ments, in cases in which ·the direct 
study would have been difficult or 
even impossible. Not to mention that 
the phenomenon in its higher degrees 
may be attended by effects or collateral 
circumstances which in its smaller de
grees do not occur at all, requiring 
for their production in any sensible 
amount a greater degree of intensity 
of the cause than is there met with. 
In man, for example, (the species in 
which both the phenomenon of animal 
ano. that of organic life exist in the 
highest degree,) many subordinate 
phenomena develop themselves in the 
course of his animated existence, which 
the inferior varieties of animals do not 
show. The knowledge of these pro
perties . may nevertheless be of great 
!1vail towards the discovery of.the con
ditions and laws of the general pheno-

me110n of life, which is common to man 
with those inferior animals. And 
they are, even, rightly considered · as 
properties of animated nature itself ; 
because they may evidently be affili
ated to the general laws of animated 
nature; because we may fairly pre
sume that some rudiments or feeble 
degrees of those properties would be 
recognised in all animals by more per
fect organs, or even by more perfect 
instruments, than ours; and because 
those may be correctly termed pro
perties of a class which a thing exhi
bits exactly in proportion as it belongs 
to the class, that is, in proportion as it 
possesses the main attributes consti
tutive· of the class. 

§ 4. It remains to consider how the 
internal distribution of the series may 
most properly take place: in what 
manner it should be divided into 
Orders, Families, and Genera. 

The main principle of division must 
of course be natural affinity; the 
classes formed must be natural groups; 
and the formation of these has already 
been sufficiently treated of. But the 
principles of natural grouping must be 
applied in subordination to the prin
ciple of a natural series. The groups 
must not be so constituted as to place 
in the same group things which ought 
to occupy different points of the gen
eral scale. 'fhe precaution necessary 
to be observed for this purpose is, 
that the p1-irnCl?'Y divisions must be 
grounded not on all distinctions indis
criminately, but on those which cor
respond to variations in the degree of 
the main phenomenon. The series of 
Animated Nature should be broken 
into parts at the points where the 
variation in the degree of intensity of 
the main phenomenon (as marked by 
its principal characters, Sensation, 
Thought, Voluntary Motion, &c.) 
begins to be attended by conspicuous 
changes in the miscellaneous proper
ties of the animal. Such well-marked 
changes take place, for example, where 
the class Mammalia ends; at the 
points - where Fishes are :..·separated 
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from Insects, Insects -from Mollusca, 
&c. 'Vhen so formed, the primary 
natural groups will compose the series 
by mere juxtaposition without redis
tribution, each of them corresponding 
to a definite portion of the scale. In 
like manner each ' family should, if 
possible, be so subdivided that one 
portion of it shall stand higher and 
the other lower, though of course con
tiguous, in the general s'cale ;' and only 
when this is impossible is it allowabl~ 
to ground the r emaining subdi visions 
on characters having no determinable 
connection with the main phenomenon. 

'Where the principal phenomenon 
so far transcr:mds in importance all 
other properties on which a classifica
tion could be grounde~l, as it _does in 
the case of animated existeI).ce; any 
considerable deviation from the rule 
last laid down is in general sufficiently 
guarded against by the first ' princi
ple of a natural arrangem~nt, ,that of 
forming the groups acccir:ding to the 
most important characters. All at
tempts at a scientific : Classification of 
animals, since first their anatomy and 
physiology, were successfully studied, 

, have been framed with a certain de
gree of instinctive reference to a na
tural series, .and have accorded in 
many more points than they have 
differed, with the classification which 
would most naturally have been 
grounded on such a series. · But the 
accordance has not always been com
plet e ; and it still is often a matter 
of discussion, which of several classi
fications best accords with the true 
scale of intensity of the main pheno
menon, Cuvier, for example, has 
been justly criticised for having 
formed his natural groups wi,th an 
undue degree of reference to the 
mode of alimentation, a circumst ance 
directly connected only with organic 
life, and not leading to th~ arrange
ment most appropriate for the pur
poses of an investigation of the laws 
of animal life, since both carnivorous 
and herbivorous Ol'frugivorous animals 
are found at almost every degree in 
the scale of animal perfection. Blain-, 

ville's -classification has been eau_ 
sidered by high authorities to be fre 
from this defect, as representing cor~ 
rectly, by the mere order of the prin_ 
cipal groups, the successive degeneracy 
of animal nature from its highest to 
its most imperfect exemplification. 

§ 5. A classification of any large 
portion of the fiela of nature in con. 
forn1i~1 to the foregoing principles 
has hItherto been found practicable 
only ,in one" ~ great instance, that of 
animals. In the case even of vege_ 
tables, the natural arrangement has 
not been carried beyond the formation 
of natural groups. Naturalists have 
found, and~ probablY 'will continue to 
~nd,. it imposs.ible to form those groups 
mto any serIeS, the t erms of which 
correspond to real gradations in the 
phenomenon' of vegetative or organic 
life. Such a difference of degree may 
be traced between the class of Vas
cular Plants 'and that of Cellular 
'which includes ' lichens, algm, and 
other substances whose organisation 
is simpler and more rudimentary than 
that of ~he higher order of vegetables, 
and whlOh therefore ' a pproach nearer 
to mere inorganic nature. But when 
we rise much above this point, we do 
not find any sufficient difference in the 
degree in which different plants pos
sess the properties of organisation and 
life. The dicotyledons are of more 
complex structure, and somewhat morc 
perfect organisation, than the mono
cotyledons; and some dicotyledonous 
families, such as the Compositm, are 
rather more complex in their organisa
tion than the r est. But the differences 
are not of a marked character, and do 
not promise to throw any particubr 
light up()n the conditions and laws of 
vegetable life and develoJ?ment. If 
they did, the classificatiorl: of vege
t ables would have to be made, like 
that of animals, with reference to the 
scale or series indicated. 

Although the . scientific arrange· 
ments of organic nature afford as yet 
the only complete example of the true 
principles of rational .. classificatio.!l, 
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whether ~s t o the for~at~on of groups 
or of sen es, those prmClples are ap
plicn.ble to all cases in which man
kind are called upon to ):>ring the 
various parts of any ext ensive sub
ject into mental co-or?ination. They 
are as much to the pomt when objects 
are to ?e classed for purposes of art 
or busmess as for those of science. 
The proper arrangement, for example, 
of a code of laws, depends on the same 
scientific conditions as the classifica
tions in natural history; nor could 
thel'e be a b~tter preparatory disGip
line for that Important funption tha,n 
the study of the principles of a natural 
arrangement, not only in the abstract, 

' \. 

but in their actual application to the 
class ~f phenomena for which they 
were first elaborat ed and which are 
still the best school f~r learnino' their 
use. Of this the great autho;ity on 
codification, Benthmll, 'was perfectly 
aware; and Ms early Frctgment on 
Gove7'lwwnt, the admirable introduc
~ion to. a series of writings unequalled 
III theIr department, contains clear 
and just ~iews (as far as they go) on 
the meamng of a natural a,rrange
ment, such as could scarcely have 
occurred to anyone who lived an
t erior to the age of Linnmm; and 
Bernard de J ussieu. 

I I 

I. 



BOOK V. 

-
ON FALLACIES . 

"Err3,re non modo affirmalldo et negando, sed cUam selltiendo, et in tacitA bomi
Hum cogitatione contingit."'--HoBBES, Computatio sive Logica, ch. v. 
"n leul' semble qu'il n'y a qu 'a doutel' par fantaisie, et qu'il n'y a qu'it dire en 

general que n otl'e nature est infirme; que notre esprit est plein d'aveuglement; q u'il 
f:lut 3,voir un grand soin de se defaire de ses prEljuges, et autres choses semblables. IIs 
pen sent q

'
1e cela suffit .pOUl· ne plus se la issel' seduire a ses sens"et pour ne plus se 

Lromper du t out. 11 ne suffi t pas de dire que l' esprit est foible, il faut lui faire sentir 
ses foiblesses. Ce n'est pas assez de di re qn'il est snjet a l'erreur, il faut lui decouvrir 
en quoi consistent ses erreurs."-MALEBRANCHE, Reche1'che de la Vlh·ite. 

CHAPTER I. 
ON FALLACIES IN" GENERAL. 

§ 1. IT is a maxim of the school
men that "contrariorum eadem eRt 
scientia : " we n ever really know what 
11 thing is unless we 3.re also able to 
give a sufficient account of its oppo
site. Conformably to this maxim, 
one considerable section, in most 
tren.tises on Logic, is devoted to the 
subject of Fallacies; and the practice 
is too well worthy of observance to 
allow of our departing from it. The 
philosophy of reasoniug, to be com
plete, ought to comprise the theory of 
bl1d as well as of good reasoning. 

We have endeavoured to ascertain 
the principles by which the sufficiency 
of any proof can be t ested, and by 
which the nature and amount of evi
dence needful to prove any given con
clusion ca.n be determined beforehand. 
It these principles were adher ed to, 
then, although the number and value 
of the truths ascertained would be 
limited by the opportunities, or by 
the industry, ingenuity, and patience 
of the individual inquirer, at least 
error would not be embraced instead 

of truth. B.ut the general consent of 
mankind, founded on their experi
ence, vouches for their being far in
deed from even thiR negative kiud of 
perfection in the employment of their 
reasoning powers. 

In th~ conduct of life-in the prac
tical business of mankind - wrong 
inferences, incorrect interpret ations 
of experience, unless after much cul
ture of the thinking faculty, are ab
solutely inevitable; and with most 
people, aft er the high est degree of 
culture they ever attain, such errone
ous inferences, producing correspond
ing errors in conduct, ar e lamentably 
frequent. Even in the specuhttions 
to which eminent intellects have 
syst ematically devoted themselves, 
and in reference to which the col
lective mind of the scientific world 
is always at hand to aid the efforts 
and correct the aberrations of indi vi
duals, it is only from the more perfect 
sciences, from those of which the sub
ject-matter is the least complicated, 
that opinions not resting on a correct 
induction have at length, generally 
speaking, been expelled. In the de
partments of inquiry relating- to the 

2H 
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more complex phenomena of nature, 
and especially those of which the 
subject is man, whether as a moral 
and intellectual, a social, or even as 
a physical being; the di vers~ty of 
opinions still prevalent among in
structed -persons, and the equal con
fidence with which those of the most 
contrary ways of thinking cling to 
their respective t enets, are proof not 
only that right modes of philosophis
ing are not yet generally adopted on 
those subjects, but that wrong ones 
are; that inquirers have not only in 
general missed t11e , truth, but have 
often 'embraced error; that even the 
most cultivated portion of our species 
have not :ve~ learned to abstain from 
drawing' ~onclus'rons which the evi
dence does not warrant. 

The only complete safeguard against 
reasoning ill is the habit of reasoning 
well; familiarity with the principles 
of correct reasoning, and practice in 
applying those principles. It is, how
ever, not unimportant to consider 
what are the most common modes of 
bad reason'jng, by what appearances 
the mind is most likely to be seduced 
from the observance of true principles 
of induction; what, in short, are the 
most common and most dangerous va
rieties of Apparent Evidence, where
by persons are misled into opinions 
for which there does not exist evi
dence really conclusive. 

A catalogue of the varieties of ap
parent evidence which are not real 
evidence is an enumeration of Fal
lacies. Without such an -enumera
tion, therefore, the present work 
would be wanting in an essential 
point. ' And while writers who in
"eluded in their theory of reasoning 
nothing more than ratiocination have, 
in consistency with this ' limitation, 
confined their remarks to the fallacies 
'which have their seat in that portion 
of : the process of investigation, we, 
who profess to treat of the whole pro
cess, must add to our directions for 
performing it rightly warnings against 
performing it wrongly in any of its 
parts ,: whether the ratiocinative or the 

l- ~ (' 

experimental portion of it be in faUlt 
or the fault lie in dispensing with rati • 
cination and induction altogether. o· 

,§ 2. In considering the sources of 
unfounded inference, it i~ unnecessar 
to reckon the errors whlCh arise, nJ 
from a wrong method, nor even from 
ignorance of the right one, but from 
a casual lapse, through hurry or in. 
attention, in the application of the 
true principles of induction. SUch 
errors, like the accidental mistakes in 
casting ;UP a sum, do not call fol' 
philosopl~ical analysis or c!n,ssinca. 
tion; theoretical considerations can 
thro\v no light upon the means of 
avoiding them. In the present 
treatise our attention is reqlul'ed 
not to mere inexpertness in perform: 
ing the operation in the right way 
(the only remedies for which are in: 
creased attention and more sedUlous 
practice,) but to the modes of per. 
forming it , in a way fundamentally 
wrong; the conditions under which 
the human mind persuades itself that 
it has sufficient grounds for a ' eau. 
clusion which it has not arrived at by : 
any of the legitimate methods of in.' 
duction-which it has not, even care.' 
lessly or overhastily, endeavoured to 
test by those legitimate methods. 

§ 3. There is another branch of 
what may be called the Philosophy of 
Error which must be mentioned here, 
though only to be excluded from om 
subject. The sources of erroneOUR 
opinions are twofold-moral and in· 
t ellectual. Of these, the morn.l do not 
fall within the conipass of this work. 
They may be c!assed under two 
general heads: Indifference to the 
attainment of truth, and Bias; of 
which last the most common case is 
·that in which we are biassed by our 
wishes; but the liability is almost liS 

great to the undue adoption of a con
clusion which is disagreeable to us, as 
of one which is agreeable, if it be 
of a nature to bring into action any 
of the stronger passions. Persons of 
timid character are the more predis. 
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posed , to. believe any statement, the 
more It .IS .calculated to alarm them. 
Ind~ed It IS a psychological law de
dUClble fr,om the .most general laws of 
the menta} cons.tItution of man, that 
any strong paSSIOn renders us credu-
lous as to t~1e ~xistence of.objects suit-
able to eXCIte It. . 

eagerly for reasons, or apparent rea
sons, to support opinions which are 
conformable, or r eRist those which are 
r epugnant, to his interests or feelinD's' 
and when the interests or feelin o's ~~~ 
common to great numbers of pe~sons 
re~~~ns are accept ed and pass current' 
'Y lC 1 would not for a moment b~ 
1rstene~ to in that character if the 
~OrclusIOn. had nothing more power
bUI \~an ItS reasons to speak in its 

e 1~ '. . The natural or acquired 
p.artlahtIes of mankind are con
tmually throwing' up ph 'l ' I' 1 th . I osop 1Ica 

e~mes, the sole recommendation of 

Bnt th~ moral causes of opinions 
thongh WIth most persons the most 
powerful of all, a~e but r emote causes: 
tJ~ ey dO.not act directly, but by means 
of the mtellectual causes; to which 
t!ley bear the same relation that the 
C!l'Cl~n: stances ~alle~, in the theory of 
me~I,cme, p1'eclzsposzng 9auses, bear to 
exc~tzng c~uses. Indifference to truth 
ca~not, 111 ~nd ~y itself, produce 
erro~eous belIef; It operates by pre
ventmg t~e mind from collecting the 
proper eVIdences, or. from applyinD' to 
t!)~m .the t:st of a legitimate ~nd 
~'Ig~d l11ductlOn; by which omission 
It IS exposed unprotected to the in
flu,ence of ~ny species of apparent 
eVidence WhI?h o~ers itself spontane
ously, or WhI?h IS elicited by that 
sn:raIler quantIty ot trouble which the 
~md . may be willing to take. As 
little IS. BIas a direct SOurce of wron 
conclu~I?ns. We ' cannot believe ~ 
proposltI?n only by Wishing, or only 
b1 drea~l11g! to believe it. ' The most 
vlOlen~ .111cll11ations to find a set of 
propOSItIOns trne will not enable th 
w~akest of mank!nd ' to believe then~ 
Without a vestIge of intellectual 
grounds -: without any, even' a~
parent, ~3VIdence. It acts indirectl 

wInch consists in the premises they 
a~ord for proving cherished doc
~rmes, or justifying favourite feel-
mgs;. and when anyone of these 
t~eorIe~ ]1as been so thorouo'hl 
chscredIted as no Ion o'er t ",.Y 
the ,., 0 serve 

purpo.se, another is always ready 

by pl~cI~g the intellectual groun~~ 
of belIef 111 an incomplete or distorted 
shape before his eyes. It makes him 
s?nnk fr?m the 'irksome labour of a 
rl~Or?l~S 111duction, when he has a 
~~g_Ivmg that i~s r esults may be dis
lIo Iet:abIe; and m such examination 
as he does , institute, it makes him 
exert that -which is in a ' certain 
m~asure. v.oluntary, his attention, un
f~ll'ly, ~'lVmg a larger share of it to 
t e ' evlde~ce which seems favourable 
to the d :sIred conclusion, a smaner to 
that wInch seems unfavourable. It 
operates, too, by making him look out 

to take ItS place. This propensit 
w?en exercised in favour of a~ 
wIdely~spread persuasion or senti
m~nt, IS often decorated with com
plul!entary epithets; and the contrary 
habIt of keeping the judD'ment in 
?omplete .subordination to <:> evidenCE;' 
IS stIgma:tI.sed by various hard names hS ~ceptIcIsm, immorality, coldness' 
ar -.heartedness, and similar ex~ 

pressIOns, according, to the nature of 
the case. But. though the opinions 
of the generahty of mankind, when 
?ot del~endent on mere habit and 
mc~lc~.tIOn, ~av~ their root much 
:nOle m the ,mc1mations than in the 
mtellect, it is a necessary condition 
to t~e triumph of the moral bias 
that 1~ should first pervert the under
:~andmg. . ~very erroneous inference 
. ough ol'lgl~ating in moral causes: 
:nvo~v~s the. mtellectnal operation of 
<ld1l11~tmg m sufficient evidence as 
sufficIent; and whoever was on h' 
guar;d aga~nst all kinds of incOl~~ 
clusIve eVIdence which can be mis
~aken for co~clusive, would be in no 
b anger of bemg led into error even 

Y. the strongest bias. There are 
:nmds so strongly fortified on tl 
m~ellectual side that they could n~~ 
blmd themselves to the light of truth, 
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however r e:1.Uy uesil'ous of doing so ; ' mn.rk out from one another the vari 
t hey could not, with all the inclinn.- kinds of F allacious Evidence wee pOus 

1 
'1'0 · 

t ion in the world, P:1SS off upon pose to OUl'se ves an altogether en 
themselves bad arguments for good ferent aimfromthat ofseveralemin 1 t 
ones, If the sophist ry of the intellect thinkers, who have given under ~~ 
could be rendered impossible, that of n:Hne of Political or oth~r F allaci e 
t he feelings, having no inst rument t o a mere enumeration of a certain 11U: ' 
'work with, would be powerless, A b~r of erroneous opinions; fal se gene: 
comprehensive classificat ion of all 1':1.1 propositions which happen to b 
t hose things which, not being evi- often m et with ; loci con~?n'unes of ba~ 
dence, are liable to appear such t o arguments on some partIcular subject 
t he underst anding, will, t herefore, of L~gi,c is not, concerned with the fa.1s~ 
it self include all errors of judgment opmlOns whICh people happen to en. 
arising from moral causes, t o the ex- t ertain, but with the manner in which 
clusion only of errors of practice com- they come t o entertain them. The 
ll1itted against better knowledge. q l1esti.on is not, what facts have at 

T o examine, then, the various kinds any time been erroneously supposed 
of apparent evidence which are not to be proof of certain other facts, but 
e vidence at all, and of apparently what property in the facts it Was 
conclusive evidence which do not which led anyone t o this mistaken 
r eally a mount t o conclusiveness, is supposition, 
t he object of that part of our inquiry 'When a fact is supposed, thourrh 
into which we are about t o enter. incorrectly, t o be evidentiary of, Ol~ a. 

The subject is not beyond the com· mark of, some other fact, there must 
pass of classification and comprehen- be a cause of the error ; the supposed 
sive survey. The things, indeed, evidentiary fact must be connected in 
which are not evidence of any given some partieular manner with the fact 
conclusion, are manifestly endless, of which it. is deemed ~videntiary,_ 
and this negative property, having must st and m some partIcular relation 
n o dependence on any positive ones, to it, without which r elation it would 
cannot 'be m ade the groundwork of not be r egarded in that light. The 
a real classification. B ut the things relation m ay either be one resultin G' 
which, not being evidence, are suscep- from the simple contemplation of th~ 
tible of being mist ak en for it, are cap- two facts side by side with one unother 
able of a classification having refer- or it ' may depend on some process of 
ence t o the positive property which mind, by which a previous associa· 
they possess of appearing t o be evi- tion has been est ablished between 
dence, vVe may arrange them, at our them. Some pecll1iarity of relation, 
choice, on either of t wo principles- however, ther e must be; the fact 
according to the cause which makes which cun, even by the wildest aber· 
them appear to be evidence, not being ration, be supposed t o prove another 
so ; 0 1' according t o the particular fact, must st and in some speci3.1 posi. 
kind of evidence which they simulat e. tion with regard t o it ; and if we could 
The Classification of Fallacies which ascertain and define that speci:11 po,:i· 
will be attempted in the ensuing tion, we should perceive the origin of 
ch:1pter is founded on these considera- the error. 
tions jointly. vVe cannot regard one fact as evi· 

CHAPTER H . 

CLASSIF ICATION OF F ALLACIES. 

§ 1. I N attempting t o est :1blish cer
tain gener[tl di 'tinct ions \V hich shall 

dentiary of another unless we believe 
that the t wo are always, or ill th0 
majority of cases, conjoined, If wc 
believe A t o be evidentiary of B, if 
when we see A we are inclined to infer 
B from it, the reason is because we be. 
lieve that wherever A is, B also either 

CLASSIFI CATION OF lfALLACIES, 

~l ways orIor the most part exist s, either 
as an antecedent, a consequent, or a 
concomitant. If when we see A we 
are inclined not t o expect B-if we 
believe A to be evidentiary of the 
absence of B-it is because we believe 
that where A is, B either is ne \"er, 
or at least seldom, fonnd. E rroneous 
conclusions, in short, no less than 
correct conclusions, have an invariable 
relation to a general formula, either 
expl'es~ed or t acitly implied. W hen 
we infer some fact from some other 
fact which does n ot really prove it, 
we either have admitted, or, if we 
maintained consistency, ought to ad
mit, some groundless general proposi
tion respecting the conjunction of the 
t wo phenomena. 

F or every property, therefore, in 
facts, or in our mode of considering 
facts, which leads us t o believe that 
they are habitually conjoined when 
they are n ot, or that they are not 
when in r eality they are, there is a 
corresponding kind of Fallacy; and 
an enumeration of fallacies would 
consist in a specification of those 
properties in facts, and those pecu
liarities in our mode of considering 
them, which give rise t o this en 'one
ons opinion. 

§ 2 . To begin, then ; the supposed 
connection, or repugnance, bet ween 
the two facts, may either be a conclu
sion from evidence, (that is, from some 
other proposition or propositions,) or 
may be admitted without any such 
ground ; admitted, as the phrase is, 
on its own evidence ; embraced as 
self· evident, as an axiomatic truth. 
This gives rise to the fi rst great dis
tinction, that b et ween Fallacies of 
Inference and :Fallacies of Simple 
Inspection. In the latter division 
must be included not on]y all cases in 
which a proposition is believed and 
held for true, literally without any 
extrinsic evidence, either of specific 
experience or general reasoning, but 
those more' frequent cases in which 
simple inspection creates a ]J?'esu1np

,tion in favour of a proposit ion; not 

sufficient for belief, but sufficient to 
cause the strict principles of a r eo-ular 
indu~tion to be dispensed with ~ and 
creatmg a predisposition t o believe it 
on evidence which would be seen t o 
be insufficient if no such presumption 
exist ed. This class, comprehending 
the whole of what may be t ermed 
Natural P rejudices, and which I shall 
call indiscriminat ely :Fallacies of Sim . 
pIe Inspection or Fallacies (I, p1'iori, 
shall be placed at the head of our list. 

F allacies of I nference, or erroneous 
conclusions from supposed evidence. 
must be subdivided accordin o- t o the 
nature of the apparent eviden~e from . 
which the conclusions are drawn' or 
(what is, the sa,me thing) accordin'g t o 
the partICuhtr kind of sound arO'ument 
'which the fallacy in questiOl~ simu .. 
lat es. But there is a distinction t o 
be fi rst drawn, which does not answer 
t o any of the divisions of sound aro'u
ments, but arises out of the n 3.t~re 
of bad ones. vVe may know exactly 
what our evidence is, and yet d raw a 
fa~se concl.usion from it : we may con · 
C81ve preClsely what our premises a.re, 
what alleged matters of fact, or gene· 
ral principles, are the foundation of 
our inference ; and yet , because the 
premises are false, or because we have 
inferred from them what they will 
not suppor t, our conclusion may be 
erroneous. But a case, perhaps even 
more frequent , is that in which the 
error arises from not conceivino' our 
premises with due clearness, th~t is 
( a~ shown in the preceding Book, *) 
'V~lth due fixity; forming one concep
tIOn of our evidence when we collect 
or receive it, and another when we 
~lake use of it ; or unad viseclly, and 
m general unconsciously, substituting, 
as we proceed, differen t premises in the 
place of those 'with which we set out, 
or a different conclusion for that which 
w~ undertook t o prove. This gi ye~ 
eXistence t o a class of fallacies which 
may be justly t ermed (in a phrase 
borrowed from Bentham) F allacies 
of Confusion ; comprehending, a.mong 

* Supn, p . 431. 
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others, all those which have ~I:eir 
source in language, whethe~' a~'ISll1g 
from the vagueness or ambIg~It~ of 
our t erms, or from casual assoCIatlOns 
with them. 

'Vhen the f:1llacy is not one of Con
fusion that is, when the proposition 
believ~d and the evidence on which it 

~ is belie~ed, are steadily apprehended 
and unambiguously expresse~,. t?ere 
remain to be made two cross dIVISIOns. 
The Apparent Evidence may be eith~r 
particular facts or foregone gene.rah
sations ; that is, the proces~ may SImu
late either simple InductIOn or De
ducti on; and again, the evidence, 
whether consisting of supposed facts 
or of general prop?sitions, may b.e 
hlse in itself, or, bemg true,' may fail 
to bear out the conclusion attempted 
to be founded on it. This gives us 
first, Fallacies of Induction and Fal
lacies of Deduction, and then a sub
di vision of each of these, according as 
the supposed evidence is false or true 
but inconclusive. 

an induction is grounded, 1 will ven. 
ture to retain for this class of fallacie~ 
under the explanation now given, th~ 
title of F~tllacies of Observation. 

Th0 other class of inductive fal. 
lacies, in which the facts are correct 
but the conclusion not warranted b; 
them, are properly denominated Fal. 
lacies of Generalisation; and these 
again, fall into the various subordi: 
nate classes or natural groups, SOlTle 
of which will be enumerated in their 
proper pTace. , 

When we now turn to Fallacies of 
Deduction, namely, those modes of 
incorrect argumentation in which the 
premises, or some of th~fD' are general 
propositions, and the ,argument a ra· 
tiocination; we may ' of. course sub
divide these also into hvo species 
similar to the two preceding, namely, 
those which proceed on false premises, 
and those of which the premises, 
though true, do not support ~he con· 
clusion. But of these speCIes, the 
first must necessarily f:111 under some 
one of the heads already enumerated. 
For the error must be either in those 
premises which are ,general P~'OP?s~. 
tions or in those WhICh assert mdlvl· 
dual 'facts. In the former case it is 
an Inductive Fallacy, of one or the 
other class; in the latter It is a Fal, 
lacy of Observation: 11nlcsR, in either 
case, the erroneous premise has been 
assumed on simple inspection, in which 
case the fallacy is (6 p7·ior-i. Or finally, 
the premises, of whichever kind they 
are, may never have been conceived 
in so distinct a man~ler as to produce 

Fallacies of Induction, 'where the 
facts on which the induction proceeds 
are erroneous, may be t ermed Fa!
lacies of Observation. The t erm IS 
not strictly accurate, or rather, not 
accurately co-extensive with the cl~ss 
of fallacies which I propose to deSIg
nate by it. Illducti(~~ is n.ot always 
oTounded on facts numedlately ob· 
~erved but sometimes on facts in
ferred ': and when these last are 
erroneOLlS the error may not be, in 
the liter;l sense of the t erm, an in
stance of bad observation, but of bad 
inference. It 'will be convenient, how
ever to make only one class of an 
the inductions of which the error lies 
in not sufficiently L,scertaiuing the 
facts on which the thf!ory is grou'nded; 
whether ' the cause of failure be mal
observation, or simple 'non-obserya
tion and whether the mal· observatIOn 
be direct, or by means of intermedi
ate marks which do not prove what 
they are supposed to prove. And. in 
the absence of any comprehenSIve 
t erm to den ote the ascertainment, by 
wh~,tever means, of the facts on which 

any clear consciousness by what means 
they were arrived at; as in the case 
of what 'is called reasoning in a circle: 
and then the fallacy is one of Confu
sion. 

There remain, therefore,' as'the only 
class of fallacies having properly their 
seat in deduction, those in which the 
premises of the ratiocination do ,not 
bear out its conclusion; the va1'1ous 
cases, in short, of vicious argumenta. 
tion provided against by the rules of 
the syllogism. We shall call these 
Fallacies of Ratiocination. 

, CLASSIFICATION OF FALLACIES. 

We have thus five distinguishable I pressed in the following synoptic 
classes of fallacy, which may be ex- table:-

of Simple Inspection • ' , ' • i . 1. Fallacies (~ lJ1'iOi'i. 

1,\ jfror.n ~vidence ~(~I~d~ctive {2. Fallacies of Observation. , 

Fallacies 

dlstm,ctlYd ~Fallacies 3, Fallacies of Gencralisation. conceIve , 
Deductive l F 11' f R t ' , t' . Fallacies J 4· a [lCleS 0 a lOcma IOn. 

I from eVidenCe} 
r ' indistinctly . . 5, Fall:J.cies of Confusion. 

of Inference concei ved 

§ 3, 'Ve must not, however, expect 
to find that men's actual errors always, 
or even commonly, fall so unmistak
[lbly under some one of these classes 
[IS to be incapable of being referred 
to any other. Erroneous arguments 
do not admit of such a sharply cut 
division as valid arguments do. An 
araument fully stated, with all its 
st;ps distinctly set out, in language 
not susceptible of misunderstanding, 
must, if it be erroneous, be so in some 
one of these five modes unequivocally: 
or indeed of the first f0ur, since the 
fifth, ' on such a supposition, would 
vanish. lit, But it is not in the nature 
of bad reasoning to express itself thus 
unambiguously. When a sophist, whe
ther he is imposing on himself or 
[lttempting to impose on others, can 
be constrained to throw his sophistry 
into so distinct a form, it needs.,in a 
large proportion of cases, no further 
exposure. 

In all arguments, everywhere but 
in the schools, some of the links are 
suppressed; (6 j01·tio1·i when the al" 
guer either intends to deceive, or is 
a lame and inexpert thinker, little 
accustomed to bring his reasoning 
processes to any test: and it is in 
those steps of the reasoning which 
are made in this tacit and half-con
scious, or even wholly unconscious 
manner, that the error oftenest lurks. 
In order to detect the fallacy, the pro
position thus silently assumed must 
be Rupplied ; but the reason er, most 
likely, has never really asked himself 
what he was assuming: his confuter, 
unless permitted to extort it from him 
by the Socratic mode of interrogation, 

must himself judge what the sup
pressed premise ought to be in 'order 
to support the conclusion. And hence, 
in the words of Archbishop Whately, 
"it must ·Be often -a matter of doubt, 
or rather of arbitrary choice, not only 
to which genus each kind of fallacy 
should be referred, but even to which 
kind to refer anyone individual fal· 
lacy; for' since, in any course of argu
ment, one premise is usually suppressed, 
it frequently happens in the case of a 
fallacy, that the hearers are left to the 
alternative of supplying either a pre
mise ,'vhich is not t7'ue, or else one 
which does not p1'ove the conclusion: 
e.g. if a man expatiates on the distress 
of the country, and thence argues that 
the government is tyrannical, we must 
suppose him to assume either- 'that 
every distressed country is ' under a 
tyranny,' which is a manifest false" 
hood, 01' merely that 'every cou::ltry 
under a tyranny is distressed,' whkh\ 
however true, proves nothing, the 
middle term being undistributed." 
The former would be ranked, in our 
distribution, among Fallacies of Gene· 
ralisation, the latter among those of 
Ratiocination. "Which are we to sup
pose the speaker meant us to under
stand? Surely" (if he understood 
himself) "just ,whichever each of his 
hearers 'mig11t happen to prefer: some 
might assent to the false premise: 
others allow the unsound syllogism." 

Almost all fallacies, therefore, might 
in strictness be brought u,nder our 
fifth class, Fallacies of Confusion. A 
fallacy can seldom be absolutely re- ' 
ferred to any of the other clafsses : we , 
can only say that if all the links were 
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filled up which should be capable of 
being supplied in a valid argument, 
it would either st and thus, (forming a 
fallacy of one class,) or thus, (a 'fal
lacy of another;) or at furth est we 
m :1y say, that the conclusion is most 
likely to have originat ed in a fallacy 
of snch and such a class. Thus in 
the illustration just quoted, the error 
committed may be traced with most 
probability to a F allaey of Generalisa
tion; that of mistaking an uncertain 
mark, or piece of evidence, for a' cer
.t ain one ; concluding from an effect 
to some one of its possible causes, 
when there are others which would 
ha ve been equally capable of produc" 
ing it. 

Yet, though the five classes run 
into each other, and a particular error 
often seems to be arbitrarily assigned 
t o one of them rather than to any 
of the r est, there is considerable use 
in so distinguishing them. We shall 
find it convenient to set apart, as 
F allacies of Confusion, those of which 
confusion is the most obvious charac
t eristic; in which no other cause can 
be assigned for the mistake , com
mitted than neglect or inability to 
st at e the question properly, and to' 
apprehend the evidence with defi
niteness and precision. In the r e
maining four classes I shall place not 
only the cases in which the evidence 
is clearly seen t o be what it is, and 
yet a wrong conclusion drawn from it, 
but also those in which, although 
there be confusion, the confusion is 
not the sole cause of the error, but 
there is some shadow of a ground for 
it in the nature of the evidence itself. 
And in distributing these cases of 
partial confusion among the four 
classes, I shall, when there can be any 
hesitation as t o the precise seat of the 
fallacy, suppose it to be in that part of 
the process in which, from the nature 
of the case and the t endencies of the 
human mind, an error would in the 
particular circumstances be the most 
probable. 

After these observations we shall 
proceed, without furth er preamble, 

t o consider the five classes in 
order. their 

CHAPTE R HI. 
-,. 

FALLACIES OF SIMPLE INSPECTION, ou 
A PR lORI FALLACIES. 

§ I. THE trib~ of errors of whirh 
we are to ~reat ~n the first instance 
are those 111 whICh no a.ctual infer. 
e:lCe ~akes pla~e at all: the propos i_ 
tIon (It cann ot 111 such cases be calle 1 
a conclusion ) being embraced not a

l
, 

proved, but as requiring no pr~of' a: 
a self-evident proof ; or else as ha;i~ 
such intrinsic verisimilitude, that ex~ 
t ernal evidence not in .itself amount_ 
ing to proof is sufficient in aid of the 
antecedent presumption. 

An attempt to t reat this subject 
comprehensively 'would be a tra.ns. 
gression of the bounds prescribed to 
this work, since it would necessitate 
t:le in9-uiry which, mor~ than any 
o.;her, I S the grand questIOn of what 
is called metaphysics, viz. 'What are 
the propositions which may reason
ably be received without proof? That 
there mnst be some such propositions 
all are agreed, since there cannot be 
an infinite series of proof, a chain 
suspBnded from nothing. But to de
t ermine what these propositions are 
is the opus magnul1L of the more re
concli t e mental philosophy. Two prin
cipal divisions of opinion on the sub
ject have divided the schools of philo
sopby from its fi rst dawn. The one 
recognises no ultimat e premises but 
the facts of our subject ive conscious
ness; our sensations, emotions, intel
lectual stat es of mind, and volitions. 
T hese, and what ever by strict rules 
of .111duction can be derived from these, 
it is possible, according to this theory, 
for us t o know ; of all else we must 
r emain in ignorance. The opposite 
school hold that there are other exist
ences, suggest ed indeed t o our minds 
by these sUbjective phenomena, but 
not inferrible from them by ;:my pro
cess either of deduction or of induc
tion i which, howeyer, we must, by. 

FALLACIES OF SIMPLE INSPECTION. 

the constitution of our mental nature, 
recognise .as r ealities; and realities, 
too, of a hIgher or~er than the pheno
lUen:1 of our conSCIOusness, being the 
efficient causes and necessary sub
strata of all P himomena. Among 
these entities they r eckon Substances, 
whether matter or spirit; from the 
dust under our feet t o the soul, and 
from that t o D eity. A ll these, ac
cording to them, are pret ernatural or 
supernatural beings, having no like
uess in experience, though experience 
is entirely a manifestation of their 
agency. Their exist ence, together 
with more or less of the laws to 
which they conform in their opera 
tions, are, on this theory, apprehended 
and recognised as real by the mind 
itself intuitively: experience (vvhether 
in the form of sensation or of mental 
feeling) having no other part in the 
matter than as affording fact s which 
are consist ent witb. these necessary 
postulat es of r eason, and which are ex
plained and accounted for by them. 

As it is foreign to the purpose of 
the present treatise to decide between 
these conflicting theories, we are pre
cluded from inquiring into the exisi;
ence, or defining the extent ancllimits, 
of knowledge Cl p?'io1'i, and from char
:1cterising the kind of correct assump
tion which the fallacy of incorrect 
assumption, now under consideration, 
simulates. Y et , since it is allowed 
on both sides that such assumptions 
are often made improperly, we may 
find it practicable, without entering 
into the ultimat e rnet aphysical gronnds 
of the discussion, to state some specu
btive propositions, and suggest some 
practical cautions, respecting the forms 
in which such unwarranted assump
tions are most likely to be made. 

§ 2. I n the cases in which, accord
ing to the thinkers of the ontological 
~chool, t he mind apprehends, by in
tuition, things, and the laws of things, 
not cognisable by our sensi ti ve f acuity, 
those intuitive, or supposed intui
tive, perceptions are undistinguishable 
from what the opposite school are ac-

customed t o call ideas of the mind. 
vVhen they themselves say th at they 
perceive the things by an immediate 
act of a faculty given for that pur
pose by their Creator, it would be 
said of them by their opponents that 
they ,find an idea or conception in 
their own minds, and from the idea 
or conception infer the exist ence of 
a corresponding objective reality. 
N or would this be an unfair state
ment, but a mere version into 'other 
words of the account given by many 
of themselves; and one t o which the 
more clear-sighted of them might , and 
generally do, without hesit at ion sub
scribe. Since, therefore, in the cases 
which lay the strongest claims to be 
examples of knowledge a p1'i01'i, the 
mind proceeds from the idea of a 
thing to the reality of the thing itself, 
we cannot be surprised by finding 
that illicit assumptions it p1'i01'i con
sist in doing the same thing errone
ously : in mist aking subjective fact s 
for objective, laws of the percipient 
mind for laws of the perceived object, 
properties of the ideas or conceptions 
for properties of the things conceived. 

Accordingly, a large proportion of 
the erroneous thinking which exists 
in the world proceeds on a t acit as
sumption that the same order must 
obtain among the object s in nature 
which obt ains among our ideas of 
them. That if we always think of 
t wo things together, the t wo things 
must always exist together ; that if 
one thing makes us think of another 
as preceding or following it, that 
other must precede it or follow it in 
actual fact. And, conversely, that 
when we cannot conceive two things 
t ogether, they cannot exist t ogether, 
and t hat their combination may, with
out furth er evidence, be rejected from 
the list of possible occurrences. 

F ew persons, I am inclined t o think, 
have reflected on the great ext ent to 
which this fallacy has prevailed, and 
prevails, in the actual beliefs and ac
tions of mankind. F or a fi rst illus
tration of it, we may refer to a large 
~lass of popular superstit ions. If any 
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one will examiue iu what circum
stances most of t hose things agree 
which in different ages and by dif
ferent portions of the human race 
have been considered as omens or 
prognostics of some interesting event, 
whether calamitous or fortunate, they 
'will be ' found very generally charac
t erised by this peculiarity, that they 
cause the mind to think of that of 
which they are therefore supposed to 
forbode the actual occurrence. " Talk 
of the devil and he will appear," has 
passed into a proverb. Talk of the 
devil, that is, raise the idea, and the 
reality will follow. In times when 
the appearance of that personage in 
a visible form was thought t o be no 
unfrequent occurrence, it has doubt
less often happened to persons of 
vi vid imagination and susceptible 
nerves that t alking of the devil has 
caused them to fancy they saw him; 
as, even in our more incredulous days, 
list ening to ghost stories predisposes 
us to see ghosts ; and thus, as a prop 
t o the et p1'i ol'i fallacy, there might 
come to be added an auxiliary fallacy 
of mal-observation, with one of false 
generalisation grounded on it, F al
lacies of different orders often herd 
or clust er together in this fashion, 
one smoothing the way for another. 
B ut the origin of the superstition is 
evidently that which we have as
signed, In like manner it has been 
universally considered unlucky to 
speak of misfortune, The day on 
which any calamity happened has 
been considered an unfortunat e day, 
and there has been a feeling every
where, and in some nations a r eli
gious obligation, against transacting 
any important business on that day; 
for on such a day our thoughts are 
likely t o be of misfortune, For a 
similar r eason any untoward occur 
r ence in commencing an undertak 
ing has been considered ominous of 
faIlure and often, doubtless, has really 
contributed to it, by putting the per 
sons engaged in t~le enterprise m~re 
or less out of spints : but the belIef 
has equally prevailed where the dis-

agreeable circumsta~c~ was, inde_ 
pendently of superstItIOn, too ins'", 
nificant to depress the spirits by alb

-

influence of its own. A ll know <t? 
story of CCBsar 's accidentally stu~~ 
blin?: in the act of landing on the 
African coast, a.nd the. presence" of 
mind with which he converted the 
direful presage into a favourable one 
by exclaiming, " Africa, I embrace 
thee." SUC~l omens, it is true, were 
often conceIved as warnings of the 
future, given by a friendly or a hos
tile d eity ; but this very superstition 
grew out of a pre-existing t endency: 
the god was supposed to send, as an 
indication of what was to come, some. 
thing which people were already di .. . 
posed to consider in that light. So 
in the case of lucky or unlucky name . 
H erodotus t ells ,us how the Greeks 
on the way to l\'Iycale, were encour~ 
aged in their enterprise by the arrival 
of a deputation from Samos, one of 
the members of which was named 
H egesist ratus, the leader of armies. 

Cases Inay be pointed out in which 
something which could have no real 
effect but to make persons think of 
misfortune was r egarded not merely 
as a prognostic, but as something 
approaching t o an actual cause of it. 
The dJ~CPfL€L of the Greeks, and favete 
linguis or bona vel'bcL qtlCeso of the 
Romans, evince the care with which 
they endeavoured t o r epress the utter· 
ance of any word expressive or sug· 
gestive of ill-fortune; not from notions 
of delicat e politeness, to which their 
general mode of conduct and feeling 
had very little reference, but from 
bona fide alarm lest the event so sug
gest ed t o the imagination should in 
fact occur. Some vestige of a similar 
superstition has been known to exist 
among uneducated persons even in 
our own day : it is thought an un
christian thing t o t alk of or suppose 
the death of any person while he is 
alive. It is known how careful the 
R omans were t o avoid, by an indirect 
mode of speech, the utterance of any 
word directly expressive of death or 
other calamity: how inst ead of rnOl'-
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t (us est they said vixit ; and "be the 
elvent fortunat e or othen oise," inst ead 
f adt'e?·se. The name Maleventum, 

Of which Salmasius so sagaciously de
~ecte cl the Thessalian origin (MaAOm, 
Wla.AO£V70~, ) they changed into the 
hicrhly propitious denomination Bene
ve~tum; E gesta into ~egesta i al~d 
Epidamnus, a name so 111terestmg 111 
its associations t o the r eader of Thu
cydides, they exchanged for Dyrrha
ohium, t o escape the perils of. a word 
suggestive of dwnnw n or det~·lment." 

"If an hare cross the hIghway, 
sn.ys Sir Thomas Browne, * "there are 
few above threescore that are not 
perplexed thereat; which notwith
stn.nding is but an augurial t error, 
n.ccorcling to that received expres
sion , I nauspicatul1t clCLt iter ' oblcLtl~s 
lCints. And the ground of the conceIt 
wn.s probably no greater than this, 
thn.t a fearful animal passing by us 
portended unto us something to be 
fen.red ; as upon the like considera
tion the meeting of a fox presaged 
some future imposture." Such super
stitions as these last must be the 
result of study ; they are too r econ 
dite for natural or spontaneous growth. 
Bnt when the attempt was once made 
to construct a science of predictions, 
;tny association, though ever so faint 
or remote, by which an object could 
be connected, in however far -fet ched 
a. manner, with ideas either of pros
perity or of danger and misfortune, 
wnR enough t o determine its being 
classed among good or evil omens. 

An example of rather a different 
kind from any of these, but falling 
nncler the same principle, is the famous 
attempt, on which so much labour and 
ingenuity were expended by the al
cbemists, to make gold pot able. The 
motive to thi~ was a conceit that 
potable gold could be no other than 
the universal medicine : and why 
gold ? Because it was so precious. 
It must have all marvellous properties 
as a physical substance, because the 
mind was already accustomed to mar 
lel at it, 

* Vu/g((1" E1'rors, book v . . chap. 2 1 . 

From n. similar feeling, " every 
substance," says Dr. Paris, * "whose 
origin is involved in mystery, has at 
different times been eagerly applied 
t o the purposes of medicine. Not 
long since, one of those showers which 
are now known to consist of the ex
crements of insects fell in the Rorth 
of Italy; the inhabitants reg:irded it 
as manna., or some supernatural pana
cea, and they swallowed it with such 
'avidity, that it was only by extreme 
address that a small quantity was 
obtained for a chemical examination." 
The superstition, in this instance, 
though doubtless pa~,tly of a r eligious 
character, probably m part also arose , 
from the prejudice that a wonderful 
thing must~of course have wonderful 
properties. 

§ 3. Tl1e instances of it, p1'i 01'i fal
lacy which we have hitherto cited 
belong to the class of vulgar errors, 
and do not now, nor in any but a 
rude age ever could, impose upon 
minds of any considerable attain
ments. But those to whioh we are 
about t o proceed have been, and s~ill 
are, all but universally prevalent 
among thinkers. The same disposi
tion to give objectivity to a law of 
the mind-to suppose that what' is 
true of our ideas of things must be 
true of the things themselves-ex
hibits itself in many of the most ac
credited modes of philosophical in
vestigation, both on physical and on 
met aphysical subjects. In one of its 
most undisguised manifest ations it 
embodies itself in two maxims, which 
lay claim to axioma~ic t ruth : Things 
which we cannot think of t ogether 
cannot co-exist ; and Things which 
we cannot help thinking of t ogether 
must co· exist. I am not sure that 
the ma.xims were ever expressed in 
t hese . precise words, but the history 
both of philosophy alld of popular 
opinions abounds with exemplifica
tions of both forms of the doct rine. 

To begin with the latter of them : 
+. P ha?'macologia, Historical Introduc

ti~Jll , p, 16. 

Ill ' 

I ! 
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Things which we cannot think of ex
cept together, must exist together. 
This is assumed in the generally re
ceived and accredit ed mode of reason
ing which concludes that A must ac
company B in point of fact, because 
"it is involved in the idea." Such 
thinkers do not r eflect that the idea, 
b eing a result of abstraction, ought to 
conform to the facts, and cannot make 
the facts conform to it. The argu
ment is at most admissible as an 
appeal to authority; a surmise, that 
what is now part of the idea must, 
before it became so, have been found 
by previous inquirers in the facts. 
Nevertheless, the philosopher who 
more than all others made professions 
of rejecting authority, Descartes, con
structed his system on this very basis. 
His favourite device for arriving, at 
the truth, even in regard to outward 
things, was by looking into his own 
mind for it. "Credidi me," says his 
celebrated maxim, "pro regula gene
rali sum ere posse, omne id quod val
de dilucide et distincte concipiebam, 
verum esse;" whatever can be very 
clearly conceived must certainly exist; 
that is, as he afterwards explains it, if 
the idea includes existence. And on 
this ground he infers that geometrical 
figures really exist, because they can 
be distinctly conceived. Whenever 
existence is " in vol ved in an idea," a 
thing conformable to the idea must 
really exist; which is as much as to 
say, whatever the idea contains must 
have its equivalent in the thing; and 
'what we are not able to leave out of 
the idea cannot be absent from the 
reality. '* This assumption pervades 

'* The author of one ' of the Bridgewater 
Treatises has falien, as it seems to me, into 
n. similar fallacy when, after arguing in 
rather a curious way to prove that matter 
may exist without any of the known pro
perties of' matter, and may therefore be 
changeable, he concludes that it cannot be 
eternal, because "eternal (passive) exist
ence necessarily involves incapability of 
change." I believe it would be difficult to 
point out any other connection between 
the facts of eternity and unchangeableness 
than a strong associa.tion between the two 
ideas. Most of the i~ p1'iori arguments, 

the 'philosophy not only of Dascartes 
but. of. all the thi?kers who received 
theIr Impulse mamly from hil11 . in 
particular the t~o most rel11ark~ble 
among them, Spmoza and Leibnitz 
from whom the modern German lUeta: 
physical philosophy is essentially an 
emanation. I am indeed disposed to 
think that the fallacy now under con. 
sideration has been the cause of two. 
thirds of the bad philosophy, and espe. 
cially of the bad metaphysics, which 
the human mind has never ceased to 
produce. Our general ideas contain 
nothing but what has been put into 
them, either by our passive experience 
or by our active habits of thought: 
and the metaphysicians in all acres' 
who have attempted to construct th~ 
laws of the universe by reasoning from 
our supposed necessities of thought, 
have always proceeded, and only could 
proceed, by laboriously finding in their 
own minds what they themselves had 
formerly put there, and evolving from 
their ideas of things what they had 
first involved in those ideas. In this 
way all deeply-rooted opinions and 
feelings are enabled to ·create apparent 
demonstrations of their truth and rea. 
sonableness, as it were out of their own 
substance. 

The other form of the fallacy
Things which we cannot think of to
gether cannot exist together,--includ. 
ing, as one of its branches, that what 
we cannot think of as existing cannot 
exist at all,-may thus be briefly ex· 
pressed: Whatever is inconceivable 
must be false. 

Against this prevalent doctrine I 
have sufficiently argued in a former 
Book, -it and nothing is required in this 
place but examples. It was long held 
that Antipodes were impossible be· 
cause of the difficulty which was found 
in conceiving persol1-s with their heads 
in the same direction as our feet. And 

both religious and anti-religiol1~, on tho 
origin of things, are fallacies drawn from 
the same source. 

* Supra, book ii. chap. v. § 6, and ch. vii. 
~ I, 2 , 3, 4. See also E .xnmination . oj Si.)' 
lVillia,n Hamilton's Philosophy, chap. VI. 
aud elsewhere. 
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it was one of the received arguments . h~1f ago it was a 'scientific maxim, 
against the Copernican syst em, that disputed by no one, and which 11 0 one 
we cannot conceive so great a void cle~med to require any proof, that" a 
space as tha~ syste.m supposes to exist tlung cannot act where it is not." * 
in the celestial regIOns. When men's With this weapon the Cartesi::ms 
imaginations had always been used t o waged a formidable war against the 
conceive the stars as firmly set in theory of gravitation, which, accord
solid spheres, they naturally found ing to. them, involving so obvious an 
much difficulty in imagining them in absurdIty, must be rejected in limine : 
so different, and, as it doubtless ap- the sun could not possibly act upon 
peared t o them, so precarious a situa- the earth, not being there. It was 
tion. But they had no right to mis- not surprising that the adherents of 
blee the limitation (whether natural, the old systems of astronomy should 
or, as it in fact proved, only a rtificial) urge this objection aO'ainst th'e new' 
of their own faculties for an inherent but the false assun~ption imposed 
limitation of the possible modes of equally on Newton himself, who, in 
existence in the universe. o.rder. to t~rn the epge of the objec-

It may .be sa.id in objection, that tIOn, lmagmed a subtle ether which 
the error m these cases was in the filled up the space between the sun 
minor premise, not the major; an and the earth, and by its intermediate 
error of fact, not of principle; that it agency was the proximate cause of 
did not consist in supposing that what the phenomena of gravitation. "It 
is inconceivable cannot be true, but in is inconceivable," said Newton in one 
supposing antipodes to be inconceiv- ?f h~s letters to Dr. Bentley,'~ "that 
able, when present experience proves mammate brute matter should with
that they can be conceived. Even out. th~ mediation of somethidg else, 
if this objection were allowed, and the whlCh IS not material, operate upon 
proposition that what io; inconceivable and affect other matter without mutual 
cannot be true were suffered to remain ~ontact ... .. That gravity should be 
unquestioned as a speculative truth, it lllnate, mherent, and essential to mat
would be a truth on which no practi- ter, so thu.t one body may act on 
cal consequence could ever be founded, another at a distance, throuO'h u. va
since, on this showing, it is impossible cU:-lm, without the mediati.on

o 
of any

to affirm of any proposition, not bein~ tlllng else, by and throu o'h ,""hi.ch 
a contradiction in terms, that it is in~ their action and force ma~ be con
conceivable. Antipodes were really veyed from one to another, is to me 
not fictitiously, inconceivable to ou; so great all absurdity, that I believe 
ancestors: they are indeed conceiv- no man, who in philosophical matters 
able to us; and as the limits of our has a compete.nt fa.c~~ty of .thinking, 
power of conception have been so can ever fall mto It. ThIS passaO'e 
largely ext ended by the ext ension of should be hung up in the cabinet ~f 
our experience and the more varied every cultivator of science who is ever 
exercise of our imagination so may t~mpted to p:onounce a fact impos
posterity fin~ many combinations pel~- slble because It appears to him incon
fectly conceIvable to them which are ceivable. In our Own day one would 
incol1O€ivable to us. But, as bein o's ?e. m~re t empted, though with equal 
of limited experience, we must always m]UstlCe; to reverse the concluding 
[Lncl necessarily have limited concep- observatIOn, and consider the seeing 
tive powers; while it does not by any 
means follow that the same limitation 
obtains in .the possibilities of nature, 
nor even 111 her actual manifesta
tions. 

Rather more than a century and a 

* I~ seems that this doctrine wns, before 
the tlm~ I have mentioned, disputed by 
some thinkers . . Dr. "Ward mentions Scotus 
Vasquez, Biel, Francis Lugo and Valentia' 

t I quote this passage f~om Playfair'~ 
celebrated. IJisHe1'tation on the P"ogress of 

. Mathemattcal and PhYSical Science. __ 
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any absurdity -at all in a thing so yond it, we cannot conceive an absoh~t 
simple and natural, to be what really t ermination. Ex nihilo nihil fit, be~ 
marks the absence of "a competent c~use having n~ver known any phy. 
faculty of thinking." No one now slcal product wIthout a pre·existinrr 
feels any difficulty in conceiving gra· physical material, we cannot, or think 
vity to be, as much as any other pro- we cannot, il1wgine a creation out of 
perty is, "inherent and essential t o nothing. But these things may in 
matter," nor finds the comprehension themselves be as conceivable as O'ravi. 
of it facilitated in the smallest degree tation without an intervening mediuu1, 
by the supposition of an ether, (though which Newton thought too great an 
some recent inquirers do give this as absurdity for any person of a COtn. 

an explanation of it,) nor thinks it peterit faculty of philosophical think. 
at all incredible that the celestial ing to admit: and even supposinrr 
bodies can and do act where they, in them not conceivable, this, for aU J'ht 
actual bodily presence, are not. To ' we know, may be merely one of the 
us it is not more wonderful that bodies limitations of our very limited minds, 
should act upon one another" with· and not in nature at all. 
out mutual contact," than that they No writer has more directly iden. 
should do so when in contact; we are tified himself with the fallacy now 
familiar with both these facts, and we under consideration, or has embodied 
find them equally inexplicable, but it in more distinct terms, than Leib. 
equally easy to believe. To N ewton, nitz. In his view, unless a thiner 
the one, because his imagination was was not merely conceivable, but eve~ 
familiar with it, appeared natural and explainable, it could not exist in na. 
a matter of course, while the other, for ture. All ;'natm·al phenomena, ac. 
the contrary reason, seemed too absurd cording to him, must be susceptible 
to be credited. , of being accounted for a p1·iori. The 

It is strange that anyone, after only facts of which no explanation 
such a warning, should rely implicitly could be given but the will of God 
on the evidence (~ m·i01·i of such pro· were miracles properly so called. 
positions as these :~ that matt~r ?ann~t ",T e reconnais," says he, * "qu'il n'est 
think; that space, or extensIOn, IS pas permis de nier ce qu'on n'entend 
infinite; that nothing can be made pas; mais j'ajoute qu'on a droit de 
out of nothing (ex nihilo nihil fit). nier (au moi~s dans l'ordre naturel) 
·Whether these propositions are true ce que absoT1':tment n'est point in· 
or not this is not the place to deter· telligible ni explicable. J e soutiens 
mine, nor even whether the questi?ns aussi ... qu'enfin la conception des 
are soluble by the human faculties. creatures n'est pas la mesure du 
But such doctrines are no more self· pouvoir de Dieu, mais que leur con· 
evident truths than the ancient maxim ceptivite, ou force de concevoir, est 
that a thing cannot act 'where it is la mesure du pouvoir de la nature, 
not which probably is not now be- tout ce qui est conforme a l'ordrc 
lie;ed by any educated person in naturel pouvant etre congu ou en· 
Europe. * Matter cannot think; why? tendu .par quelque creature." 
because we ccmnot conceive thought Not content with assuming that 
t o be annexed to any arrangement of nothing can be true w4ich we are un· 
material particles. Space is infinite, able to conceive, scientific inquirerfl 
because having never known any part have frequently given a still further 
of it which had not other parts be· extension to the doctrine, a,nd helJ 

that, even of things not altogether 
inconceivable, that which we can con· * This sbt ement I must now correct, a s 

too unqllalifie'd. The maxim in question 
was maintained w ith fnll conviction by n o 
less an au.thority than Sir William Hamil· 
ton. Scc my E:ca.minctt-ion, chap. xxiv. 

.,. NOlwea.nx Ess;tis sw· l'Entendemel1t 
Ihtmain - A vcmt·2J1 'OPOS. (CEllvres, Pari ', 
ed. 1842, vo!. i. p. 19') 
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cei ve with the great est ease is likeliest 
to be true. It wits long an admitted 
axiom, and is not yet entirely dis. 
credited, that" nature always acts by 
the simplest means," i.e. by those 
which are most easily conceivable.'" 
A large proportion of all the errors 
ever committed in the investigation 
of the laws of nature have arisen 
from the assumption that the most 
familiar explanation or hypothesis 
must be the truest. One of the most 
instructive facts in scientific history 
is the pertinacity with which the 
human mind clung to the belief that 
the heavenly bodies must move in 
circles, or be carried round by the 
revolution of spheres, merely because 
those were in themselves the simplest 
suppositions; , though, to make them 
accord with the facts which were 
ever contradicting them more and 
more, it became necessary to add 
sphere to sphere and circle to circle, 
until the original simplicity was con
verted into almost inextricable coni
plication. 

§ 4· We pass to another a p1'i01'i 
fallacy or natural prejudice, allied 
to the former, and originating, as 
that does, in the tendency to presume 
an exact correspondence between the 
laws of the mind and those of things 
external to it. The fallacy may be 
enunciated in this general form
Whatever can be thought of apart 
exists apart; and its mo~t remark
n,ble manifestation consists in the 
personification of abstractions. Man. 
kind in all ages have had a strono' 
propensity to conclude that whereve~ 
there is a name there must be a dis. 
tinguishable separate entity corre. 
~ponding to the name; an(l every 
complex idea which the mind has 
formed for itself by operating upon 
its conceptions of individual things, 
was considered to have an outward 
objective reality answering to it. 

* 'fhis doctrine also was accepted as truc, 
nnd conclusions were grounded on it, by 
Hir Willi~m Hamilton. See Examination, 
cbap, XXIV. 

Fate, Chance, Nature, Time, Space, 
were r eal beings, nay, even gods. If 
the analysis of qualities in the earlier 
part of this work be cor-rect, names 
of qualities and names of substances 
stand for the very same sets of facts 
or phenomena; ~vhiteness and a ~vhite 
thi!1g are only different phrases, re. 
qUIred by convenience for speaking of 
the same ext ernal fact under different 
r elations. Not such, however was 
the notion which this verbal di~tinc
tion suggested of old, either to the 
vulgar or to the scientific. 'Whiteness 
was an entity inhering or sticking in 
the white substance; and so of all 
other qua;lities. So far was this car. 
ried, that even concrete general t erms 
were supposed to be, not names of 
indefinite numbers of individual sub. 
st ances, but names of a peculiar kind 
of entities " t ermed Universal Sub. 
stances. Because we can think and 
speak of man in general, that is, of 
all persons in so far as possessing the 
common attributes of the species 
without fast ening our thoughts per~ 
manentl,Y on some one inclividun.l 
person; therefore man in general was 
supposed to be, not an aO'o-regate of 
individual persons, but ~~ abstract 
or universal man, distinct from these. 

It may be imagined what havoc 
metaphysicians trained in these ha
bits made with philosophy when 
they came to the largest generalisa. 
tions of all. Substantice Secundce of 
any kind were bad eno)1gh, but such 
Substantire Secunc1re as TO /Jv, for ex. 
ample, and TO gv, standing for pecu
liar entities supposed to be inherent 
in all things which exist, or in all 
which are said to be one, were enouo'h 
to put an end to all intelligible dis
cussion; especially since, with a just 
perception that the truths which philo. 
sophy pursues are geneml truths, it 
was soon laid down that thef>e gene. 
ral substances were the only subjects 
of science, being ' immutable, while 
individual substances cognisable by 
the senses, being in a perpetual flux, 
could not be the subject of real know
ledge. This misapprehension of the 
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import of general language consti
tutes Mysticism, a. word so much 
oftener written and spoken than 
understood. W hether in the Vedas, 
in the Platonists, or in the Hegelians, 
mysticism is neither more n or less 
than ascribing objective exist ence to 
the subjective creations of our own 
faculties, to ideas or feelings of the 
mind' and believing that by watch
iner a~d contemplating these ideas of 
it~ own making, it can read in them 
what t akes place in the world without. 

begin to move un1ess acted upon hy 
some extern a.l force; because, if it 
did, it must either move up or down 
forward or backward, and so forth '. 
but if no . outward force acts upon it' 
there can be no ?'ec~son for its movin; 
up rather than down; or ~lown ri1the~ 
than up, &c.; ergo, It WIll not move 
at all. 

This reasoning I conceive to be en. 
tirely fallacious, as indeed D r. Brown 
in his treatise on Cause and Effect' 
h as shown with great acuteness [111(1 

justness of thought. We have before 
remarked that almost every fall[tcy 
may be referred t o different genern. 
by different modes of fil~ing up the 
suppressed st eps; and thIS particular 
one may, at our option, be brought 
under p etitio principii. It supposes 
that notl;ling can be a "sufficient 
r eason" for a body's moving in one 
particular direction except some ex. 
ternal force. But this is the very 
thing to be proved. Why not some 
intern cd force? vVhy not the Jaw of 
the thing's own nature? Since these 
philosophers think it necessary to 
prove the law of inertia, they of 
course do not suppose it to be self. 
evident; they must, therefore, be of 
opinion that, previously to all proof, 
the supposition of a body's moving 
by internal impulse is an admissible 
hypothesis; but if so, why is not the 
hypothesis also admissible that the 

§ 5. Proceeding with the enumera
tion of (1 priori fallacies, and endea
vourino' to arrange them with as much 
referel~ce as possible to their n atu:al 
a.ffinities, we come t o another, whlCh 
is also n early allied to the fallacy pre
ceding the last, standing in the same 
relation t o one variety of it as the 
fallacy last mentioned does to the 
other. This, too, represents na.ture as 
uncleI' incapacities corresponding to 
those of our intellect; but instead of 
only asserting that nature cann~t c~o 
a thino' because we cannot conceIve It 
done, goes the still greater len~th of 
averring that nature does a partIcular 
thin er on the sole ground that we can 
see ~o reason why she should not. 
Absurd a.s this seems when so plainly 
stated, it is a r eceived principle among 
scientific authorities for demonstrat
ing C~ pl'im'i the laws of physical phe
nomena. A phenomenon must fol
Iowa certain law, bec:1use we see no 
reason why it should deviate fro:n 
that law in one way rather than m 
another. This is called the Principle 
of the Sufficient Reason; * and by 
means of it philosophers often flatt er 
themselves that they are able to es
tablish, without any appeal to experi
ence, the most general truths of ex
perimental physics. 

Take, for example, two of the most 
elementary of all laws, the law of 
inertia and the first law of motion. 
A body at rest cannot, it is affirmed, 

internal impulse acts n aturally in 
some one particular direction, not in 
another ? If spontaneous motion 
might have been the la~ of m:1tter, 
why not spontaneous motIOn tow:1rcl~ 
the sun, towards the ea.rth, or to· 
wards the zenith? vVhy not, as the 
ancients supposed, towards a parti. 
cular place in the\ universe, apIJro· 
priated to each particular kind of 
subst ttnce ? Surely it is not allow· 
able to say that spontaneity of motion 
is credible in itself, but not credible 
if supposed to t ake place in a.ny de· 
t erminate direction. 

Indeed, if anyone choose to assert 
that all bodies when uncontrolled set 
out in a direct line towards the north 

" Not that of L eibnitz, but the principle 
commonly appealed to under that n ame by 
mathematiciau:3. 
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pole, he might equally prove his point 
by the principle of the Sufficient Rea
son. By what right is it assumed 
that a state of r est is the particular 
state which cannot be deviat ed from 
without special cause? Why not a 
state of motion, and of some parti
cular sort of motion? , Vhy may we 
not say that the n atural state of a 
horse left to himself is t o amble, be
cause otherwise he must either trot, 
gallop, or stand still, and because we 
knoW no reason why he should do 
one of these rather than another? 
If this is to be called an unfair use 
of the "sufficient r eason," and the 
other a fair one, there must be a 
tacit assumption that a st ate of rest 
is more natural to a horse than a 
state of ambling. If this means that 
it is the state which the animal will 
assume when left to himself, that is 
the very point to be proved; and if it 
does not mean .this, it can only mean 
that a state of rest is the simplest 
state, and therefore the most likely 
to prevail in nature, which is one of 
the fallacies or natural prejudices we 
have already examined. 

So again of the First Law of Mo
tion; that a body once moving will, 
if left to itself, continue to move uni
formly in a straight line. An attempt 
is made to prove this law by sayillg, 
that if not, the body must deviate 
either to the right or to the left, and, 
that there is no reason why it should 
do one more than the other. But 
who could know, antecedently to ex
perience, whether there was a reason 
or not? Might it not be the nature 
of bodies, or of some particular bodies, 
to deviate towards the right? or if 
the supposition is preferred, towards 
the east or south? It was long 
thought that bodies, terrestrial ones 
at least, had a natural t endency to 
deflect downwards; and there is no 
shadow of anything objectionable in 
the supposition, except that it is not 
true. The pretended proof of the law 
of motion is even more manifestly 
ulltenn.ble than that of the law of 
inertia, for it is flagrantly illconsis-

t ent ; it assumes that the continu
ance of motion in the direction first 
taken is more natural than deviation 
either to the right or t o the left, but 
denies that one of these can possibly 
be more natural than the other. All 
these fancies of the possibility of 
knowing what is natural or not natu
ral by any other m eans than experi
ence, are, in truth, entirely futile. 
The real and only proof of the laws 
of motion, or of any other ·law of the 
universe, is experience; it is simply 
that no other suppositions explai.n or 
are consist ent with the facts ")f uni
versal nature. 

Geometers have, in all ages, been 
open to the imputation of endeavour
ing to prove the most general facts 
of the outward world by sophistical 
reasoning, in order to avoid appeals 
to the senses. Archimedes, says Pro
fessor Playfair,* established some of 
the elementary propositions of statics 
by a process in which· he " borrows no 
principle from experiment, but estab
lishes his conclusion entirely by rea
soning a p?·iol'i. He assumes, indeed, 
that equal bodies, at the ends of the 
equal arms of a lever, will balance 
one another; and also that a cylinder 
or parallelopiped of homogeneous mat
t er will be balanced about its centre 
of magnitude. These, however, are 
not inferences from experience; they 
are, properly speaking, conclusions 
deduced from the principle of the 
Sufficient Reason." And to this day 
there are few geometers who would 
not think it far more scientific t o 
establish these or any other premises 
in this way than to rest their evidence 
on that familiar experience which in 
the case in question might have been' 
so safely appealed to. 

§ 6. Another natural prejudice, of 
most extensive prevalence, and which 
had a great share in producing th e 
errors fallen into by the ancients in 
their physical inquiries, ·was thi8: 
That the differences in nature must. 

* Dissel·tatioll, ut supra, p, 27. 
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correspond to our teceived distinc- "The propensity to seek for prin_ 
tions; that effects which we are ac- ciples in the common usages of lan
customed, in popular language, to c~ll guage may be discerned at a very 
by different names, and arrange m early ,period. Thus we have an ex
different classes, must be of different ample of it in a saying which is re
natures, and have different causes. ported of Thales, the founder of Greek 
This prejudice, so evidently of the philosophy. 'VVhen he was asked 
same origin with those already treated 'What is _the g1'ecttest thing?' he re~ 
of, marks more ,especially the earliest plied,' Place; for all other things are 
stage of science,' when it has not yet in the world, but the world is in it.' 
broken loose from the trammels of In Aristotle ,ye have the consumma_ 
everyday phraseology. The extra- tion of this mode of speculation. The 
ordinary prevalence of the fallacy usual point from which he starts in 
amonO' the Greek philosophers may his inquiries is, that 'we Scty thus or 
be ac~ounted for by their generally thus in common language. Thus 
knowing no other language than their when he has to. discuss the questio~ 
own ' from which it was a consequence whether there be, in any part of the 
that their ideas followed the accidental universe, a void, or space in which 
or arbitrary combinations of that lan- there is nothing, he inquires first in 
guage more completely than can hap- how many senses we say that one 
pen among the modems to any but thing is in another.' He enumern.tes 
illiterate persons. They had great many of these; we say the part is 
difficulty in distinguishing between in the whole, as the finger is in the 
thino-s which their language con- hand; again we say, the species is 
foun~led, or in putting mentally to- in the genus, as man is included in 
gether things which it distinguis?ed, animal; again;' the government of 
:1nd could ·hardly combine the obJects Greece is in the king; and various 
in nature into any classes but those other:' senses are described and ex
which were made for them by the emplified, but of all these the most 
popular phrases of their own country; p7'ope1' is when we say a tIling is in 
or at least could not help fancy- a vessel, and generally in place. He 
iliO' those classes to be natural, and next examines what place is, and 
all others arbitrary and artificial. comes to this conclusion, that ' if 
Accordillg1y, scientific investigation about a body there be another body 
:1monO' the Greek schools of specula- including it, it is in place, and if not, 
tion a~ld their followers in the Middle not.' A body-moves when it changes 
AO'es, was little more than a mere its place; but he adds, that if water 
sifting and analysing of the notions be in a vessel, the vessel being at rest, 
n,ttached to common language. They the parts of the water may still move, 
thought that by determining the for they are included by each other; 
meaning of words. they cou~~ be- so that while the whole does hot change 
come acquainted .wIth facts. ,They its place, the parts lImy change their 
took for granted," says Dr:Whewell,* place in a circular order. ' Proceeding 
" that philosophy must result from the then to the question ' of a void, he as 
Telations of those notions .which are usual examines the different senses in 
involved in the common use of 1an- which the term is used, and adopts as 
guage, and they proce~ded ,~o seek ~t the most proper, plc~ce ~(lithout matte1': 
by studying such notIOns. In hIS with no useful result. 
next chapte!:', Dr. Whewell has so "Again, in a question'" concerning 
well illustrated and exemplified this mechanical action, he says, ''VVhen a 
error, that I shall take the liberty man moves a stone by pushing it with a 
of quoting him at some length. stick, 1ve Scty both that the man moves 

the stone, and that the stick moves the 
1 ,* !list, [nd, Se., book ,i, ch~p_. i . stone, but the latter l1W1'e p7·ope1'lv· 
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" Again, we find the Greek philoso

phers applying themselves to extract 
their dogmas from the most general 
n.ncl abstract notion13 which they could 
detect: for example, from the con
ception of the Universe as One or as 
Many things. They tried to deter
mine how fn,r we may, or Illust, com
bine with these conceptions that of a 
whole, of parts, of number, of limits, 
of place, of ' beginning or end, of full 
or void, of rest, or motion, of cause 
and effect, and the like. The ana
lysis of such conceptions with such 
a view occupies, fqr instance, almost 
the whole of Aristotle's Treatise on 
the Heavens.'" 

The following paragraph merits par
ticular attention :-" Another mode 
of reasoning, very widely applied in 
these att€?mpts, was the doct7,ine of 
cont?'Cwieties, in which it was assumed 
that adjectives or substances which 
are in common language, or in some 
abstract mode of conception, _ opposed 
to each other, must point at some 
fundamental antithesis in nature, 
which it is inlportant to study. Thus 
Aristotle says that the Pythagoreans, 
from the contrasts which number 
suggests, collected ten principles 
Limited and Unlimited, Odd and 
Even, Oue and Many, Right and 
Left, Male and Female, Rest and 
Motion, Straight and Curved, Light 
and Darkness, Good and Evil, Square 
3.nd Oblong .. . . Aristotle himself 
deduced the doctrine of four elements 
3.nd other dogmas by oppositions of 
the same kind." 

Of the manner in which, from pre
mises obtained in this way, the ancients 
attempted to deduce laws of nature, 
3.11 example is given in the same work 
a few pages farther on. " Aristotle 
decides tbat there is no void on such 
arguments as this. In a void there 
could be. no difference of up and 
down; for as in nothing there are no 
differences, so there are none in a 
privation or negation; but a void is 
merely a priv[),tion or negation of 
matter; therefore, in a "oid, bodies 
could not move up and .down, which 

it is in their nature to do. It is easily 
seen" (Dr. Whewell very justly adds) 
"that such a mode of reasoning ele
vates the familiar forms of Ja~1guag~ 
and the intellectun.l connections of 
t erms to a supremacy over facts, 
m<Lking truth depend upon whether 
t erms are or are not privati.ve, and 
,whether we say that bodies fall natu
n~lly." 

The propensity to assume that the 
same relations obtain between objects 
themsel ves which obtain between our 
ideas of them is here seen in the ex
treme stage of its development. For 
the mode of philosophising exempli
fied in the foregoing instances as,3umes 
no less than that the proper way of 
arriving at knowledge of nature is to 
study nature itself subjectively; to 
apply our observation and analysis 
not to the facts, but to the common 
notions entertained of the facts. 

Many other equally stril~ing ex
amples may be given of the tendency 
to assume that things which for the 
convenience Qf common life a1:e placed 
in different classes, must differ in 
every respect. Of this nature was 
the universal and deeply-rooted pre
judice of antiquity and the Middle 
Ages, that celestial and terrestrial 
phenomena must be essentially dif
ferent, and could in no manner or 
degree depend on the same laws. Of 
the same kind, also, was the prejudice 
against which Baco1). contended, that 
nothing produced by nature could be 
successfully imitated by man: "Cal
orem solis et ignis toto genere differre; 
ne scilicet homines putent se per opera 
ignis, aliquid simile iis qme in Na
tura fiunt, educere et formare posse : " 
and again, "Compositionem tantum 
opus Homillis, Mistionem vero opus 
solius Natur<B esse: ne scilicet homi
nes sperent aliquam ex art~ Corporum 
naturalium . generationem aut tl'ans
formationem." * The grand distinc
tion in the ancient scientific specu
lations, between natural and violent 
motions, though not without 9: plau-

\ 

* Novm n OI'[Jai!1(1n, Ap!l< 75, 
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sible foundation in the appearances 
themsel ves was doubtless greatly re
commended to adoption by its con
formity to this prejudice, 

§ 7. From the fundamental error, of 
the scientific inquirers of antiqmty 
"ve pass, by a natural association, to .a 
scarcely less fundamental one of theIr 
great rival and success.or, Bacon: It 
has excited the surpnse of plllloso
ph el'S that the d~taile~ system ~f in
ductive logic whICh tins extraordmary 
man laboured to construct has been 
turned to so little direct use by subse
quent inquirers~ having neit?er con
tinued, except m a few of Its gene
ralities, to be recognised as a theory, 
nor having conducted in practice ~o 
any great scientific results. But tIns, 
thou<Yh not unfrequently remarked, 
has ~carcely received any plausible 
explanation; and some indeed have 
preferred to assert that all rules of 
induction are useless, rather than snp
pose that Bacon's rules ~re groun~ed 
on an insufficient analysIs of the ID
ductive process. Such, however, will 
be seen to be the fact, as soon as it is 
considered that Bacon entirely over
looked Plurality of Causes. All. his 
rules tacitly imply the assumptIOn, 
so contrary to all we now know of 
nature, tha.t a phenomenon cannot 
have more than one cause. 

cause a'}' athe1', In the present Rtate 
of knowledge it could not be neces_ 
S:1ry, even if we had not already 
treated so fully of the question, to 
point out how widely this suppositiou 
is at variance with the truth. It is 
particularly unfortunate for Bacon 
that falling into this error, he should 
hav~ fixed almost exclusively upon a 
class of inquiries in which it was 
especially fatal; namely, ,inquiries 
into the causes of the sensIble qua
lities of objects. For his assump
tion, groundless in ever~ case, is false 
in a peculiar degree wIth respect to 
those sensible qualities. In regard to 
scarcely any of them has it been 
found possible to trace any unity of 
cause any set of conditions invari
ably ~ccompanying the qua~i~y. rr:he 
conjunctions of such qualitIes WIth 
one another constitute the variety of 
Kinds in which, as already remarked, 
it has not been found possible to trace 
any law. Bacon was seeking for what 
did not exist. The phenomenon of 
which he sought for the one cause 
has often est no cause at all, and when 
it has, depends (as far .as hitherto 
ascertained) on an unassIgnable va· 
riety of distinct causes, 

'Vhen he is inquiring into what he 
terms the jal'lna caUcli aut jrigicZi, 
g1'avis c~ut levis, sicci ant hU1ni~i, and 
the like he never for an IDstant 
doubts that there is some one thing, 
some in variable condition or set of 
conditions, which is present in all 
cases of heat or cold, or whatever 
other phenomenon he is considering; 
the only difficulty .being to fi~d what 
it is which accordmgly he tnes to do 
by ~ process of elimina~ion,. rejecting 
or excluding, by negatIve lllstance,s, 
whatever is not the ja7'1nC~ or cause, 111 

order to arrive at what is. But that 
this j01'ma or cause .is one thing; and 
that it is the same 111 all hot obJects, 
he has no more doubt of than another 
person has that there is always some 

And on this rock every ()ne must 
split who represents to himself as the 
first and fundamental problem of 
science to ascertain what is the caURe 
of a given effect, rather than what 
are the effects of a given canse. It 
was shown in an early stage of onr 
inquiry int~ the nature of Induction,* 
how much more ample are the re· 
sources which science commands ,for 
the latter than for the former inquiry, 
since it is upon the latter only that 
we can throw any direct light by 
means of , experiment; the powel~ of 
artificially producing an effect Im · 
plying a previous knowledge of ~t 
least one of its causes. If we dIS
cover the causes of effects, it is gene· 
rally by having previously discovered 
the effects of causes; the greatest 
skill in devising crucial instances for 

'* Supra, book Hi. ch. vii. § 4, 
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the former purpose may only end, as 
Bacon's physical inquiries did, in no 
result at all. 'Vas it that his eager
ness to acquire the power of pI'oduc~ 
ing for man's benefit effects of practi
cal importance to human life r ender 
ing him impatient of pursuing that 
end by a circuitous route, made even 
him, the champion of experiment, pre
fer the direct mode, though one of 
mere observation, to the indirect, in 
which alone experiment was pos
sible ? Or had even Bacon not en
tirely cleared his mind from the 
notion of the ancients, that "rerum 
cognoscere cansas" was the sole ob
ject of philosophy, and that to inquire 
into the ejf'ects of things belonged to 
servile and mechanical arts? 

It is worth remarking that, while 
the only efficient mode of cultivating 
speculati ve science was missed from 
an undue contempt of manual opera
tions, the false speculative views thus 
engendered gave in their turn a false 
direction to such practical and me
chanical aims as were suffered to exist, 
The assumption universal , among the 
ancients and in the Middle Ages, that 
there were p1'inciples of heat and cold, 
dryness and moisture, &c., led directly 
to a belief in alchemy; in a trans
lllutation of substances, a change from 
one Kind into another. Why should 
it not be possible to make gold? Each 
of the characteristic properties of gold 
has its j01'ma, its essence, its set of 
conditions, which if we could discover, 
and learn how to realise, we could 
superinduce that particular property 
upon any other substance, upon wood, 
or iron, or lime, or clay. If, then, 
we could effect this with r espect to 
everyone of the essential properties 
of the precious metal, we should have 
converted the other substance into 
gold. Nor did this, if once the pre
mises were granted, appear ' to trans
cend the real powers of mankind. For 
daily experience showed that almost 
everyone of the distinctive sensible 
pl'operties of any object, its consist
ence, its colour, its taste, its smell, 
its shape, admitted of being totally 

changed by fire, or water, or some 
other chemical agent. The ja7'nlce of 
all those qualities seeming, therefore, 
to be within human power either to 
produce or to annihilate, not only did 
the transmutation of substances ap
pear abstractedly possible, but the em
ployment of the power, at our choice, 
for practical ends, seemed by no means 
hopeless.* 

A prejudice, universal in the ancient 
world, and from which Bacon was so 
far from being free, that it pervaded 
and vitiated the " 'hole practical part 
of his system of logic, may with good 
reason be ranked high in the order of 
fallacies of which we are now treating. 

§ 8. There remains one CL p1'iari 
fallacy or natural prejudice, the most 
deeply-rooted, perh::;,ps, of all which 
we have enumerated: one which not 
only reigned supreme in the ancient 
world, but still possesses almost un
disputed dominion over many of the 
most cultivated minds; and some of 
the most remarkable of the numerous 
instances by which I shall think it 
necessary to exemplify it will be 
taken from recent thinkers. This is, 
that the conditions of a phenomenon 
must, or at least probably will, re
semble the phenomenon itself. 

Conformably to what we have before 
remarked to be of frequent occurrence, 
this fallacy might without much im
propriety have been placed in a dif
ferent class, among Fallacies of Gene
ralisation ; for experience does afford 
a certain degree of countenance to the 
assumption. The cause does, in very 
many cases, resemble its effect; like 
produces like. Many phenomena have 
a direct tendency to perpetuate their 
own existence, or to give rise to other 
phenomena similar to themsel ves. Not 
to mention forms actually moulded 

* It is hardly needful to remark that 
nothing is here intended t o be said against 
the possibility at some future period of 
making gold, by first discovering it to be 
a compound, and putting together its dif· 
ferent elements or ingredients, But this 
is a totally different iden, from that of the 
seekers of the grand arcanum. 
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on one "another, as impressions on wax 
and the like, in which the closest re
semblance between the effect and its 
cause is the very law of the pheno
menon; all motion t ends to contiuue 
itself, with its own velocity, and in its 
own original direction; and the mo
tion of one body tends to set others 
in motion, which is indeed the most 
common of the modes in which the 
motions of bodies originate. We need 
scarcely refer to contagion, fermen
tation, and the like; or to the pro· 
duction of effects by the growth or 
expansion of a germ or rudiment re
sem bling on a smaller scale the com
plet ed phenomenon, as in the growth 
of a plant or animal from an embryo, 
that embryo itself deriving its origin 
from another plant or aniuHtl of the 
same kind. Again, the thoughts or 
reminiscences which are effects of our 
past sensations resembl~ those sen
sations; feelings produce similar feel· 
ings by the way of sympathy; acts 
produce similar acts by involuntary or 
voluntary imitation. With so many 
appearances in its favour, no wonder 
if a presumption naturally gre'w; up 
that causes must necessa?'ily resemble 
their effects, and that like could only 
be produced by like. 

This principle of fallacy has usually 
presided over the fantastical attempts 
to influence the course of nature by 
conjectural means, the choice of which 
was not directed by previous observa
tion and experiment. The guess al
most always fixed upon some means 
which possessed features of r eal or 
apparent resemblance to the end in 
view. If a charm was wanted, as by 
Ovid's ~Iedea, to prolong life, all long
lived animals, or what were esteemed 
such, were collected and brewed into 
a broth:-

•... nee defuit illic 
Squamea Cinyphii tenuis membrana 
, chelydri . , 

Vivacisque jecur cervl: quibus insnper 
addit 

Ora caputque novem cOl'llicis s::ecula 
pass::e. 

A similar notion was embodied in 
the celebrated medical theory called 

the " Doctrine of Sio:natures " "T"h' I to , w lC 1 
is no less," says Dr. Pm'is,* "than a 
belief that every natural substanc~ 

'which possesses any medicinal virtue 
indica.t es by ::tn obvious and well. 
marked ext ernal character the disease 
for which it is a r emedy, or tpe object 
for. which it should be employed." 
Thls outward character was generally 
some feature of resemblance, real or 
fantastical, either to the effect it Was 
supposed to produce, or to the pheno
menon over which its power Was 
thought to be exercised. " Thus the 
lungs of a fox must be a specific for 
asthma, becau,se that animal is re. 
markable for its strong powers of re. 
spiration. Turmeric has a brilliaut 
yellow colour, which indicates that it 
has the power of curing the jaundice. 
for the same reason, poppies must l'e~ 
lieve diseases of the head; Agaricus 
those of the bladder; Cassia fistuh\ 
the affections of the intestines, and 
Aristolochia the disorders of the 
uterus: the polished surface and 
stony hardness which so eminently 
characterise the seeds of the Litho. 
spermum officinale (common grom. 
well) were deemed a certain indica. 
tion of their efficacy in calculous and 
gravelly disorders; for a similar rea. 
son, the roots of the Saxifraga granu
lata (white saxifrage) gained reputa. 
tion in the cure of the same disease; 
and the Euphrasia (eye -bright) ac. 
quired fame as an appli6ation in corn. 
plaints of the eye, because it exhibits 
a black spot in its corolla resemblinO' 
the pupil. The bloods tone, the Helio~ 
tropium of the ancients, from the occa
sional small specks or points of a 
blood-red colour exhibited on its green 
surface, is even at this very day em· 
ployed in many parts of England and 
Scotland to stop a bleeding from the 
nose; and nettle· tea continues a popu· 
lar remedy for the cure of U,'tica?'icb. 
It is also asserted that some substances 
bear the signat~~res of the humours, 
as the petals of the red rose th:bt of 
the blood, and the roots of rhubarb 

* Phannacologia,'p. 43-4S. 
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and the flowers of saffron that of the like itself. If it was n~t' one kind of 
bile." , motion, it must be another. In like ' 

The early speculations rrespecting manner it was , supposed c that ' the 
the chemical composition of bodies physical : qualities of h objects 11 must , 
were rendered abortive by no circum- arise from some , similar ' quality, or 
stance more than by their invariably perhaps only some" quality; bearing 
taking for granted that the properties the same name, in the r particles 1 01' 

of the elements must resemble those atoms of which the objectswere.com; 
of the compounds wr.ich were formed posed; that a sharp l. taste0 fo~/t ex~ 
from them. ' ample, 1, must ,I arise ' from r sharp l par; 

To descend ' to more modern" in· ticles. And 'reversing the inference, I 
stances; it was long thought; and the effects produced by a Phenomenonl 
was stoutly maintained by the Carte- must, it wassupposed, \ resemblepn 
sians, and even by Leibnitz, against their physical , attributes ', the ! pheno
the N ewtonian: system, (nor did N ew- menon itself. " The influences',ofJ th~1 
ton himself, as we have seen, contest planets ,were ' supposed ito )be ' analo·, 
the assumption, but eluded it by an gous , to their .. visible lJ peculiarities :1 

arbitrary hypothesis,) that nothing Mars, being of a red colour, portended 
(of a physical nature at least) could fire and slaughter, and the like.~ 
account for motion except previous ,' Passing ', from . physics ~ to , meta· 
motion; the impulse or impact of physics, we may notice ; among the 
some other body. It was very long most remarkable fruits of ,~ this \. et 
before the scientific world could pre- prim'i fallacy two closely analogous 
vail upon itself to admit attraction theories, employed in 'ancient and 
and repulsion (i.e. spontaneous ten· modern tiines to bridge over the 
dencies of particles to approach 01" chasm between the world of mind 
recede from one another) as ultimate and that of matter : the species sen
laws, IIp more requiring to be ac· sibiles of the Epicureans, and the 
counted for than impulse itself, if modern doctrine of perception by 
indeed the ':latter were not, in truth, means of ideas. These theories are, 
resolvable into the former. From the indeed, probably, indebted for their 
same source arose the innumerable existence not solely to the fallacy in 
hypotheses devis~d to explain those question, but to that fallacy combined 
classes 6f motion which appeared more with another natural prejudice already 
mysterious than others because there adverted to, that a thing cannot act 
was no obvious mode of attributing where it is not. In both doctrines 
them to impulse; as, for example, the it is assumed that the phenomenon 
voluntary motions of the human body. which takes place in 'Us when we see 
Such were ' the interminable systems or touch an object, and which we 
of vibrations propagated along the regard as an effect "of that object, or 
nerves, or animal spirits rushing up rather of its presence to our organs, 
and down between the muscles and must of necessity resemble very closely 
the brain, which, if the facts could the outward object itself. To fulfil 
have been proved, would have been this condition, the Epicureans sup
an important addition to our know- posed that objects were constantly 
ledge of physiological laws; but the projecting in all directions impal
mere invention or arbitrary supposi- pable images of themselves, which 
tion of them could not, unless by the entered at the eyes and penetrated 
strongest delusion, be supposed to to the mind; while modern meta
render the phenomena of animal life physicians, though they rejected this 
more comprehensible or less mysteri. hypothesis, agreed in deeming it neces· 
ous. Nothing, however seemed satis- ' sary to suppose that not the thing 
factory but to make out that motion itself, but a mental image or rep re
was caused by motion; by something sentation of it, was the direct object 
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of perception. Dr. Reid had to em
ploy a world of argument and illus
tration to familiarise people with the 
truth that the sensations or impres
sions on our minds nced not neces
sarily be copies of, or bear any re
semblance to, the causes which pro
duce them; in opposition to the 
natura} ,prejudice which led people 
to . assimilate the action of DO dies 
upon our senses, and through them 
upon our minds, to the transfer of 
a given form from one object to an
other by actual moulding. The works 
of Dr. Reid are even ' now the most 
effectual course of study for detaching 
the mind from the prejudice of which 
this was an example. And the value 
of the service which he thus rendered 
to popular philosophy is not much 
diminished although we may hold, with 
Brown, that he went too far in im
puting the "ideal theory," as an 
actual t enet, to the generality of the 
philosophers who preceded him, and 
especially to Locke and Hume; for 
if they did not themselves consciously 
fall into the error, unquestionably they 
often led their readers into it. 

The prejudice that the conditions 
of a phenomenon must resemble the 
phenomenon is occaEiionally exagger
ated, at least verbally, into a still 
more palpable absurdity; the concli

, tions of the thing are spoken of as if 
they 7ve1'e the very thing itself. In 
Bacon's model inquiry, which occu
pies so great a space in the Nov~m/' 
Organum, the 'inq~~isitio in j01'1JLa1n 
caUcli, the conclusion which he fav
ours is that heat is a kind of motion; 
meaning of course not the feeling of 
heat, but the conditions of the feel
ing; meaning, therefore, only that 
whenever there is heat, there must 
first be a particular kind of motion; 
but he makes no distinction in his 
language between these two ideas, 
expressing himself as if heat, and the 
conditions of heat, were one and the 
,same thing. So the elder Darwin, in 
the beginning of his Zoonomict, says, 
"The word idea has various mean
ings in the writers of metaphysics : 

it is here used simply for those no
tions of external things which OUr 

organs of sense bring us acqun.inted 
wit~. originally," (thus f~r the pro
posltlOn, though vn.gue, IS unexcep_ 
tionn.ble in meaning,) "and is defined 
a contraction, a motion, or configura._ 
tion of the fibres which constitute 
the immediate organ of sense. " Our 
notions a configuration of the fibres' 
What kind of logician must he b~ 
'who thinks that a phenomenon is de
fined to be the condition on which he 
supposes it to depend? Accordingly 
he says soon after, not that our ideas 
are caused by, or consequent on, cer
tain organic phenomena, but "Our 
ideas are animal motions of the orO'ans 
of sense." And this confusion ~uns 
through the four volumes of the Zoono-
7nic~)' the reader never knows whether 
the writer is speaking of the effect 
or of its supposed cause ; of th~ 
idea, a state of mental consciousness, 
or of the state of the nerves and 
brain which he considers it to pre
suppose. 

I have given a variety of instances 
in which the natural prejudice, that 
causes and their effects must resemble 
one another, has operated in practice 
so as to give rise to serious errors. I 
shall now go further, and produce 
from writings 'even of the present or 
very recent times, instances in which 
this prejudice is laid down as an es
t ablished principle. M. Victor Cou
sin, in ' the last of his celebrated lec
tures on Locke, enunciates the maxim 
in the following unqualified terms: 
"Tout ce qui est vrai de l'effet, est 
vrai de la cause." A doctrine to which, 
unless in some peculiar and technical 
meaning of the words ca,use and effect, 
it is not to be imagined that any per· 
son would literally adhere; but he who 
could so write must be far enough from 
seeing that the very reverse might 
be the effect; that there is nothing 
impossible in the supposition that no 
one property which is true of the effect 
might be true of the cause. Without 
going quite so far in point of expres
sion, Coleridge, in his Biographia Lite· 
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9'a1,ia,* affirms as an "evident truth " 
that "the law of causality holds oniy 
be~ween h.omogeneous things, i.e. 
thlllgs havmg some common pro
perty," and therefore" cannot extend 
froJ? o~~ world into ~mother, its op
pOSlte: hence, as mmd and matter 
have no common property, mind can
l1~t act upon m.atte~l nor matter upon 
n1111d. What .IS thIS but the Cl J!l'iori 
fallacy of whlCh we are speaking? 
The doctrine, like many - others of 
Coleridg'e, is taken from Spinoza, in 
the ~rst book of whose Ethica (De 
IJeo) It stands as the Third Proposi
tion, "Qure res nihil commune inter 
se habent, earum una alterius causa 
esse non potest," and is there proved 
from. two s~-cal!ed axioms, equally 
gratUltous Wlt~ Itself ; but Spinoza, 
ever systematlCally comistent, pur
sued the doctrine to its inevitable 
consequence, the materiality of God. 

The same c'onception of impossi
bilit,y led the ingenious and subtle 
mind of Leibnitz to his celebrated 
doctrine of a pre-established har
mony. He, too, thought that mind 
could not act upon matter, nor mat
ter upon mind, and that the two 
therefore, must have been arranO'ed 
by their Maker like two clocks which 
though unconnected with one ~nother' 
strike simultaneously, and alway~ 
point to the same hour. Malebranche's 
equ:1lly famous theory of Occasional 
Causes was another form of the same 
conceptio~: instead of supposing the 
clocks ongmally arranged to strike 
together, he held that when the one 
strikes, God interposes, and makes 
the other strike in correspondence 
with it. 

scarcely a parody t o say, that if there 
be pepper , in the sonp there must be 
pepper in the cook who made it since 
otherwise the pepper would b: with. 
Ol:t a cause_ A similar fallacy is com
mItted by Cic.ero in his second book 
De Finibus, where, speaking in his 
own person against the Epicureans, 
he charges them with inconsistency 
in. saying that the pleasures of the 
mmd had their origin from those of 
the body, and yet that the former 
were more valuable, as if the effect 
could surpass the cause. " Animi 
volupt~s oritu~ propter voluptatem 
corpons, et maJor est animi voluptas 
qu~m c~rporis? ita fit ut gratulator, 
lrntlOr SIt quam is cui gratulatur." 
~v~~ that, surely;. is not an impos
Slbllity: a person s good fortune has 
often given more pleasure to others 
than it gave to the person himself. 

Descartes, with no less readiness 
applies the same principle the con~ 
verse way, and infers the nature of 
the effects from the assumption that 
~hey mus~, in this or that property or 
m all theIr properties, r esemble their 
cause. To this class belong his specu
lations, and those of so many others 
after him, tending to infer the order 
of the universe, not from observation 
but by (~ J!ri01'i reasoning from sup: 
posed qualities of the Godhead. This 
sort of inference was probably never 
carrie.d to a greater length than it 
was m one particular instance by 
Desc~rtes, when, as a proof of one 
of hl~ physical principles, that the 
quantIty of motion in the universe 
is in variable, he had recourse to the 
immutability of the Divine Nature. 
~easoning of a very similar character 
IS, however, nearly as common now 
as it was in his time, and does duty 
largely as a means of fencing off dis-, 
agreeable conclusions. Writers have 
not .Y~t ceased to oppose the theory 
of dlvme benevolence to the evidence 
of physical facts, to the principle of 
popul~tion, for example: And people 
seem m general to thmk that they 
have used a very powerful argument 
when they have said, that to suppose 

Descartes, in like manner, whose 
works are a rich mine of almost every 
description of C~ J!1"iori fallacy, says 
th:1t the Efficient Cause must at least 
have all the perfections of the effect 
and for this singular reason: "si 
enim ponamus aliquid in idea reperiri 
~l:od non fuerit in ejus causa, hoc 
Jgltur habet a nihilo ; " of which it is 

* Val. i. chap. 8_ 
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some proposition true, would b~ a re- It is non-.obse~·v~tion wh~n all the 
fl ection on the goodness or wIsdom error conSIsts 111 ',overl?okmg 01' no
of the Deity. Put into the simplest . glecting facts or ,partIculars which 
possible terms, their argument is, "If iought to h:l;~e been\ observed. It is 
it had dp-penc1ec1 on me, I would not mal-observatIOn when somethinO' is 
have made the proposition true, there- ' not simply unseen, but seen wr~nO'. 
fore it 'is not true." Put int'o other when ~he fact or ~henbmenon, inste~ci 
words' it stands thus: "God is per- . of bemg recogmsed for what it is 
fect, therefore (what I think) perfec- in reality, is mistaken for somethinrr 
tion must obtain in nature. '.' But else. ,., 
since in reality everyone feels that 
nature is very far from perfect, the 
doctrine is never applied consistently. 
It furnIshes an argument which (like 
many others of a similar character) 
people like to appeal to when it makes 
for their own side. Nobbdy is con
vinced by it, but each ~ppears to 
think tl~at it puts religion on his si~e 
of the question, and that it is a useful 
weapon of offence for wounding an 
adversary. 

Although several other varieties of 
(f, p1'io1'i fallacy might probably be 
added to those here specified, these 
are all against which!it seems neces
sary to give any special caution. Our 
object is to open, without attempting 
or affecting to exhaust, the subject, 
Having illustrated, therefore, this 
first class of Fallacies at ' sufficient 
length, I sh~ll proceed to the second. 

CHAPTER IV. 
FALLACIES OF OBSERVATION. 

§ r. FROU the fallacies which are 
properly Prejudices, or presumptions 
antecedent to, and superseding prod, 
we pass to those which l~e in the 
incorrect performance of the proving 
process. And as Proof, in its widest 
extent. embraces one or more, or all, 
of three processes, Observation, Gene
ralisation, and Deduction, we shall 
consider in their order the errors 
capable of being committed in these 
three operations. And first, of the 
first mentioned. 

§ 2. Non-observation m.ay either 
take place by overlooking i'nstance~, 
or by overlooking some of the cir
cumstances ofa given instance. If 
we were to conclude that a fortuue
teller was' a true prophet, fro111 not 
adverting to the cases in which his 
predictions had been falsified by the 
event,. this would be non-observatiou 
of instances; but if we overlooked 
or remained ignorant of the fact that 
in cases where the predictions had 
been fulfilled, he had been in collusiou 
with some one who had given him 
the informatiori on which they were 
grounded, this would be non-observa_ 
tion of circumstances. 

The former case, in so far as th!) 
act of induction from insufficient evi
dence is concerned, do'es not fall under 
this second class of Fhllayies, but 
under the third, Fallacies of Genera
lisation. In every such ca~e, hmvever, 
there are two defects or errors instead 
of one: there is the error of treating 
the insufficient evidence as if it were 
sufficient, which is a Fallacy of the 
third class; and there is the insuffi.
ciency its~lf, the not having better 
evidence; which, when such evidence, 
or, in other words, when othcl' in
stances, were to be had, is Non
observation; and the erroneous infer
ence, so far as it is to be attributed 
to this cause, is a Fallacy of tLc 
second class. 

It belongs not to our purpose to 
treat of non-observation as ari:ing 
from casual inattention, from general 
sloven1iness of mental habits, want of 

A fallacy of misobservation may 
be either negative or positive; either , 
Non-observation or Mal-observation. 

due practice in the use of the observ
ing faculties, or insufficient. interest 
in the subject. The questIOn per-
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tinent t'o logic is-Granting the want 
of complete compet ency in the ob
server, on what point is that insuffi
ciency on his part likely to lead him 
wrong? or rather, what sorts of in
stances, or of circumstances in any 
given instance, are most likely to 
escape the notice of observers gene
rally-of mankind at large. 

§ 3. First, then, it i s evident that 
when the instances on one side of a 
question ire more likely to be remem
bered and recorded than those on the 
other, especially if there be any strong 
motive to preserve .the memory of the 
first, btlt Ilot of the latter, these last 
are likely to be overlooked, and escape 
the observation of the mass of man
kind. This is the recognised explana
tion of the credit given, in spite of 
reason and evidence, to many classes 
of impostors-to quack doctors and 
fortune-tellers in \ all ages, to the 
" cunning man" of modern times, and 
the oracles of old. Few have con
sidered the extent to which this fal
lacy operates in practice, even in the 
teeth of the most palpable negative 
evidence. A striking example of it 
is the faith which the uneducated 
portion of the agricultural classes, in 
this and other countries, continue to 
repose in the prophecies as to weather 
supplied by almanac-makers, though 
every season affords to them nume
rous cases of completely erroneous 
prediction; but as every season also 
furnishes some cases in which the 
prediction is fulfilled, this is enough 
to keep up the credit of the prophet 
with people who do not r eflect on the 
number of instances r equisite for 
what we have- called, in our induc
tive t erminology, the Elimination of 
Chance; since a certain number of 
casual coincidences not only may, but 
will happen, between any two uncon
nected events. 

Ooleridge, in one of the essays in 
the Friencl, has illustrated the matter 
we are now considering, in discussing 
the origin of a proverb, "which, dif
ferently worded, is to be found in all 

the languages of Europe," viz. "For
tune favours fools." He ascribes it 
partly to the" t endency to exaggerate 
all effects that seem disproportionate 
to their visible muse, and all circum
stances that are in any way strongly 
contrasted with our notions of the 
persolls under them." Omitting some 
'explanations which would :refer the 
error to mal-observation or to the 
other species of non-observation, (that 
of circumstances,) I take up the quo
tation farther on. " Unforeseen co
incidences may have greatly helped a 
man, yet if they have done fOl him 
only what possibly from his own 
abiHties he might ' have effected for 
himself, his good luck will excite less 
attention, and the instances be less 
remembered. That clever men should 
attain 'their objects seems natural, 
and we neglect the circumstances 
that perhaps produced that success of 
themselves, without the intervention 
of skill or foresight; but we dwell on 
the fact and remember it as some
thing strange, when the same happens 
to a weak or ignorant man. So too, 
though the hitter should fail in his 
undertakings from concurrences that 
might have happened to the wisest 
man, yet his failure being no more 
than might have been expected and 
accounted for from his folly, it lays 
no hold on our attention, but fleets 
awaY'among the other undistinguished 
waves in which the stream of ordinary 
life murmurs by us, and is forgotten. 
Had it been as true as it was notoriously 
false, that those all-embracing disco
veries, which have shed a dawn of 
science on the ewt of chemistry, and 
give no obscure promise of some 011e 
gTeat constitutive law, in the light of 
which dwell dominion and the power 
of prophecy; if these discoveries, in
stead of having been, as they really 
were, preconcerted by meditation, and 
evol ved out of his own intellect, had 
occurred by a set of lucky acciclents 
to the illustrious father and founder 
of philosophic alchemy; if they had 
presented themselves to Professor 
Davy exclusively in consequence- of 
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his l1lc7c in possessing a particular gal
vanic battery; if this battery, as far 
as Davy was concerned, had itself 
been an accident, and not (as in point 
of fact it was) desired and obtained 
by him for the purpose of ensuring 
the t estimony of experience to his 
principles, and in order to bind down 
material nature under the inquisition 
of reason, and force from her, as by 
torture, unequivocal answers to p,'e
parcel and p,'econceivecl questions,
yet still they would not have been 
talked of or described as instances of 
luck, but as the natural results of his 
admitted genius and known skill. But 
should an accident have disclosed 
similar discoveries to a mechanic at 
Birmingham or Sheffield, and if the 
man should grow rich in consequence, 
and, partly by the envy of his neigh
bours and partly with good reason, 
be considered by them as a man below 
pcw in the general powers of his under
Rtanding; then, ' 0 what a lucky fel
low! vVell, Fortune cloes favour fools 
-that's for certain! It is always so ! ' 
And forth with the exclaimer relates 
half a dozen similar instances. Thus 
accumulating the one sort of facts and 
never collecting the other, we do, as 
poets in their diction, and quacks of 
all denominations do in their reason
ing' put a part for the whole." 

This passage very happily sets forth 
the manner in which, under the loose 
mode of induction which proceeds pe,' 
enume7Y~tionem simplicern, not seeking 
for inst ances of such a kind as to be 
dechi\'e of the question, but generalis
ing from any which occur, or rather 
which are remembered, opinions grow 
up with the apparent sanction of ex
perience, which have no foundation in 
the laws of nature at all. "Itaque 
recte respond it ille," (we may say 
with Bacon, *) "qui cum suspensa 
tabula in t emplo ei monstraretur 
eorum, qui vota solverant, quod nau
fragii periculo elapsi sint, atque inter
rogando premeretur, anne turn quidem 
Deorum numen agnosceret, quresivit 

* NOl). Org., Apb. 46. 

denuo, At ubi Sttnt il~i clepicti q1ti lJost 
votl!' nuncupc~ta p~ne1'1lnt? Eadem 
ratIO est fere omms superstitionis t 
in Astrologicis, in SOlllniis, Ominibl~ 
N e~esibus, et hujusn~odi; in qUibu:' 
h.ommes delecbttl hUJusmodi vanita: 
tlbus, ad vertunt eventus, ubi implen_ 
tur; ast ubi fallunt, licet multo fre
quentius, tamen neglignnt, et prMe_ 
:eunt." And he proceeds to say, that 
mdependently.of the love of the mar
vellous, or any other bias in the in
?linatio?s, there ~s a natural. tendency 
III the mtellect Itself to thIS kind of 
fallacy, since the mind is more mOved 
by affirmative instances, though nea-a_ 
ti ve ones are of most use in philo~o_ 
phy: "Is tamen humano intellectui 
erro~ est proprius et. perpetuus, ut 
magIS moveatur et eXCltetur AffirlUa_ 
tivis quam Negativis; cum rite et 
ordine requum se utrique prcebere de
beat; quin contra, in omni Axiolllate 
vero cOllstituendo, major vis est in
stantire negati vre." 

But the greatest of all causes of 
non-observation is a preconceived 
opinion. This it is which, in all 
ages, has made the whole race of 
mankind, and every separate section 
of it, for the most part unobservant 
of all facts, however abundant, even 
when passing under their own eyes 
which are contradictory to any first 
appearance or any received tenet. 
It is worth while to recall occasion
ally to the oblivious memory of man
kind some of the striking instance~ 
in which opinions that the simplest 
experiment would have shown to be 
erroneous continued to be entertained 
because nobody ever thought of try
ing that experiment. One of the 
most remarkable of these was exhi
bited in the Oopernican controversy. 
Th~ opponents of Oopernicus argued 
that the earth did not move, beciluso 
if it did, a stone let fall from the top 
of a high tower would not reach the 
ground at the foot of the tower, but 
at a little distance from it, in a con
trary direction to the earth's course; 
in the same manner (said they) as, if 
a ball is let drop from the mast-head 
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while the ship is in full sail, it does 
)lot fall exactly at the foot of the 
mast, but nearer to the stern of the 
vessel. The Oopernic:;tns would have 
silenced these objectors at once if they 
had t7·ied dropping a ball from the 
mast-head, since they would have 
fonnd that it does fall exactly at the 
foot, as the theory requires: but no ; 
they admitted the spurious fact and 
struggled vainly to make out a dif
ference between the two cases. " The 
ball was no part of the ship-and 
the motion forward was not nc~tu1'c~l, 
either to the ship or to the ball. The 
stone, on the other hand, let fall from 
the top of the tower was a pm·t of 
the earth, and, therefore, the diurnal 
und annular revolutions which were 
natt~ml to the earth were also natu1'Ctl 
to the stone: the stone would, there
fore, retain the same' motion with the 
tower, and strike the ground precisely 
at the bottom of it." ,. 

Other examples, scarcely less strik
ing, are recorded by Dr. Whewell, t 
where imaginary laws of nature have 
continued to be received as real, 
merely because no person had steadily 
looked at facts which almost everyone 
had the opportunity of observing. "A 
rague and loose mode of looking at 
facts very easily observable, left men 
for a long time under the belief that 
a body ten times as heavy as another 
hlls t en times as fast; that objects 
immersed in water are always magni
fied, without regard to the form of 
the surface; that the magnet exerts 
:tn irresistible force; that crystal is 
always found associated with ice, and 
the like. 'Ptrese and many others are 
examples how blind and careless man 
c:tn be even in observation of the 
plainest and commonest appearances, 
and they show us that the mere facul
ties of perception, although constantly 
exercised upon innumerable objects, 
may long fail in leading to any exact 
knowledge." . 

If even on physical facts, and these 
of the most obvious character, the 

* Playfo.ir's Dissel'tation, sect. 4, 
t Nov. OJ'g. Renov., p. 61. 

observing faculties of mankind can 
be to this degree the passive slaves 
of their preconceived impressions, we 
need not be surprised that this should 
be so lamentably true as all experi
ence attests it to be, on things more 
nearly connected with their stronger 
feelings,-on moral, social, and reli
gious subjects. The information 
which an ordinary traveller bring.3 ' 
back from a foreign country, as the 
result of the evidence of his senses, 
is almost always such as exactly con
firms the opinions with which he sets 
out. He has had eyes and e,1,1'S for 
such things only as he expected to 
see. Men read the sacred books of 
their religion, and pass unobserved 
therein multitudes of things utterly 
irreconcilable with even their own 
notions of moral excellence. vVith 
the same authorities before them, dif· . 
ferent historians, alike innocent of in
tentional misrepresent ation, see only 
what is favourable to Protestants or 
Oatholics, Royalists or Republicans, 
Oharles I. or Oromwell; while others, 
having set out with the preconception 
that extremes must be in the wrong, 
are incapable of seeing truth and jus
tice when these are wholly on one side. 

The influence of a preconcei ved the
ory is well exemplified in the super
stitions of barbarians respecting the 
virtues of medicaments and charms. 
The negroes, among whom coral, as 
of old among ourselves, is worn as an 
amulet, affirm, according to Dr. Paris, * 
that its colour" is always affected by 
the state of health of the wearer, it 
becoming paler in disease." On a 
matter open to universal observation, 
a general proposition which has not 
the smallest vestige of truth is re
ceived as a result of experience; the 
preconceived opinion preventing, it 
would seem, any observation what
ever on the subject. 

§ 4. For illustration of the first 
species of non-observation, that of In
stances, what has now been stated 

* Pll((l'macologic~, p, 21. 
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may suffice. But there may also be 
non-observation of some material cir
cumstances in instances which have 
not been altogether overlooked-nay, 
which may be the very instances on 
which the whole superstructure of a 
theory has been founded. As, in the 
cases hitherto examined, a general 
proposition was too rashly adopted, 
on the evi~lence of particulars, true 
indeed, but insufficient to support it ; 
so in the cases to which we now turn, 
the particulars themselves have been 
imperfectly observed, and the singular 
propositions on which the generalisa
tion is grounded, or some at least of 
those singular propositions, are false. 

Such, for instance, was one of the 
mistakes committed in the celebrated 
phlogistic theory-a doctrine which 
accounted for combustion by the ex
trication of a substance called phlo
giston, supposed to be contained in all 
combustible matter. The hypothesis 
accorded tolerably well with superfi
cial appearances: the ascent of flame 
naturally suggests the escape of a sub
stance; and the visible residuum of 
ashes, in bulk and weight, generally 
falls extremely short bf the combus
tible material. The error was, non
observation of an important portion 
of the actual residue, namely, the 
gaseous products of combustion. 
'Vhen these were at last noticed and 
brought into account, it appeared to 
be an universallaw that all substances 
gain instead of losing weight by under
going combustion; and after the usual 
attempt to accommodate the old theory 
to the new fact by means of an arbi
trary hypothesis, (that phlogiston had 
the quality of positive levity instead 
of gravity,) chemists were conducted 
to the true explanation, namely, that 
instead of a substance separ~ted, there 
was, on the contrary, a substance ab
sorbed. 

Many of the absurd practices which 
have been deemed to possess medi
cinal efficacy have been indebted for 
their reputation to non- observance 
of some accompanying circumstance 
which \vas the real agent in the cures 

ascribed to them. Thus, of the s 
pathetic powder of Sir Kenelnl Dii~n: 
".Whene".er any wound had been i~: 
flIcted, tIus powder was applied to t\ 
weapon that had infl.ict~d i~, Whi~h 
was, moreover, covered WIth omtnlellt 
and dressed t.wo or ~hree times a dtty: 
The wound Itself, 111 the meantime 
was directed to be brought together' 
a:nd carefully bound up with clea~ 
1111en rags, but above etll, to be let alone 
for seven days, at the end of which 
period the bandages were removed 
when the w<{und was generally fonnd 
perfectly united. The triumph of the 
cure was decreed to the mysterious 
agency of the sympathetic Powder 
which had been so assiduously ap
plied to the weapon, whereas it is 
hardly necessary to observe that tbe 
promptness of the cure depended ou 
the total exclusion of air from the 
wound, and upon the sanative opera
tions of nature not having received 
any disturbance from the officious in
t erference of art. The result, beyond 
all doubt, furnished the first hint 
'which led surgeons to the improved 
practice of healing wounds by what is 
t echnically called the first intention." * 
" ~n all recordl3," adds Dr. Paris, "of 
extraordinary cures performed bymys
terious agents, there is a great desire 
to conceal the remedies and other 
curative means which were simultane
ously administered with them; thus 
Oribasius commends in high terms a 
necklace of Preony root for the cure 
of epilepsy; but we learn that he al
ways took care to accompany its use 
with copious ·evacuations, although ho 
assigns to them no share of credit in 
the cure. In later times we have 
a good !3pecimen of this species of 
deception presented to us in a work 
on scrofula by Mr. lVlorley, written, 
as we are informed, fOl" the sole pur
pose of restoring the much injured 
character and use of the V ervain ; ill 
which the author directs the root of 
this plant to be tied with a yn,rd of 
white satin ribanc1 round the nf:lck, 
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where it is to remain until the patient 
is cured; but mark--;-dur.ing this in
terval he calls to ll1S aId the most 
acti ve medicines in the materia me-
dica." * . 

In other cases the cures really pro
duced by rest, regimen, and amuse
ment, have been ascribed to the 
medicinfLl, or occasionally to the su
pernatural, means which were put 
in requisition. "The celebrated John 
Wesley, while he commemorates the 
triumph of sulphur and ' supplication 
over his bodily infirmity, forgets to 
appreciate the resuscitating influence 
of four months' repose from his apos
tolic labours; and such is the disposi
tion of the human· mind to place con
fidence in the operation of mysterious 
aO'ents, that we find him more dis
p~sed to attribute his cure to a brown 
paper plaister of egg and brimstone, 
than to Dr. Fothergill's salutary pre
scription of country air, rest, asses' 
milk, and horse exercise." t 

In the following example, the cir
cumstance overlooked was of a some
what different character. "When 
the yellow fever raged in America, 
the practitioners trusted exclusively 
to the copious use .of mercury; at 
first this plan was deemed so univers
ally efficacious, that, in the enthusiasm 
of the moment, it was triumphantly 
proclaimed that death never· took 
place after the mercury had evince?
its effect upon the system; all thIS 
was . very true, but it furnished no 
proof ' of . the efficacy of that metal, 
since the .-disease in its aggravated 
form was so rapid in its career, that 
it swept-away its victims long before 
t}1e system could be brought under 
mercurial influence, while in its milder 
shape it pa~sed off equally ~~l with
out any aSSIstance from art. + 

fallacy may still be classed under 
the head to which, for wa.nt of a 
more appropriate name, we have given 
the appellation Fallacies of N on-ob
servation. It is not the nature of 
the faculties which ought to have been 
employed, but the non-employment of 
them, which constitutes this Natural 
Order of Fallacies. Wherever the 
error is negative, not positive; wher
ever it consists especially in ove1'look
ing, in being ignorant or umnindful 
of some fact which, if know'n and 
attended to, would have made a differ
ence in the conclnsion arri ved at; 
the error is properly placed in the 
class which we are considering. In 
this class there is not, as in all other 
fallacies there is, a positive mis-esti
mate of evidence actually had. The 
conclusion would be just, if the por
tiori which is seen of the case were 
the whole of it; but there is another 
portion overlooked, which vitiates the 
result. 

In these examples the circumstance 
overlooked 'was cognisable by the 
sen'ses. In other cases, it is one the 
Imowledge of which could only be 
arri ved at by reasoning; but the 

For instance, there is a remarkable 
doctrine which has occasionally found 
a vent in the public speeches of un
wise legislators, but which only in 
one instance tha,t I am aware of has 
received the sanction of a philosophi
cal writer, namely M. Cousin, who in 
his preface . to the G01'gias of Plato, 
contending that punishment. m~lst 
have some other and higher JustIfi
cation than the prevention of crime, 
makes use of this argument-that if 
punishment were only for the sake 
of example, it would be indifferent 
whether we punished the innocent or 
the guilty, since the punishment, con
sidered as an example, is equally effi
cacious in either case. Now 'we must, 
in order to go along with this reason
ing, suppose, that the pers?n who 
feels himself under temptatlOn, ob- . 
serving somebody punished, concludes 
himself to be in danger of being! 
punished likewise, and is terrified ac
cordingly. But it is forgotten that 
if the person punished is supposed to' 
be innocent, or even if there be any; 

'K Pha7'macologia, p. 28. 
t ibi(~.; p. 62. -
t i bid., p. 61-62. 

doubt of his guilt, the spectator will 
reflect that his own'danger, whatever 
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it may be, is not contingent on his 
guiltiness, but threatens him equally 
if he remains innocent, and how there
fore is he deterred from guilt by the 
apprehension of such punishment? 
M .. Cousin supposes that people will 
be dissuaded from guilt by whatever 
r enders the, .condition of the guilty 

. more perilous, forgetting that the 
condition of the innocent (also one of 
the elements in the calculation) is, in 
the· case supposed, made perilous in 
precisely an equal degree. This is a 
fallacy of overlooking; or of non
observation, within the intent of our 
classification. 

Fallacies of this description are 
the great stumbling-block to correct 
thinking in political economy. The 
economical workings of society afford 
numerous cases in which the effects 
of a cause consist of two sets of phe
nomena: the one immediate, concen
trated, obvious to all eyes, and pass
ing, in common apprehension, for the 
whole effect; the other widely dif
fused, or lying deeper under the sur
face, and which is exactly contrary to 
the former. Take, for instance, the 
conimon notion, so plausible at the 
first glance, of the encouragement 
given to industry by lavish expendi
ture. A, who spends his whole in
come, and even his capital, in expen
sive living, is supposed to give great 
employment to labour . . B, who lives 
on a small portion, and invests the 
remainder in the funds, is thought 
to give little or no employment; for 
e,-erybody sees the gains which are 
made by A's tradesmen, servants, and 
others, while his money is spending. 
B's savings, on the contrary, pass into 
the hands of the person whose st ock 
he purchased, who with it pays a debt 
he owed to some banker, who lends 
it again to some merchant or manu
facturer; and the capital being laid 
out in hiring spinners and wea vel'S, 
or carriers and the crews of merchant 
vessels, not only gives immediat e em
ployment to at least as much industry 
as A employs during the whole of his 
career, but, coming back with increase 

by the sale of the goods which ha 
been manufactured or imported, for;: 
a fund for the employment of th 
same, and perhaps a greater quantit e 
of labour in perpetuity. But the oJ!. 
server does not see, and therefore doe 
not consider what becomes of B': 
money; he does see what is done witl~ 
A's; he observes the amount of in
dustry which Ai:; profusion feeds; he 
observes not the far greater quantity 
which it prevents from bein O' fed . 
and thence the prejudice, univ:rsal t~ 
the time of Adam Smith, that prodi. 
gality encourages industry, and pal'. 
simony is a discouragement to it. 

The common argument against free 
trade was a fallacy of the same na
ture. The purchaser of British silk 
encourages British industry ; the pur
chaser of Lyons silk encourages only 
French; the former conduct is patrio
tic, the latter ought to be prevented 
by law. The circumstance is over
looked that the purchaser of any 
foreign commodity necessarily causes, 
directly or indirectly, the export of 
an equivalent value of some article of 
home production (beyond what would 
otherwise be exported) either to the 
same foreign country or to SGll1e 
other ; which fact, though from the 
complication of the circumstances it 
cannot always be verified by spccific 
observation, no observation can pos· 
sibly be brought to contradict, while 
the evidence of reasoning on which it 
rests is irrefragable. The fallacy is, 
therefore, the same as in the preced
ing case, that of seeing a part only of 
the phenomena, ' and imagining that 
part to be the whole, and may be 
ranked among Fallacies of Non-ob
servation. 

§ 5. To complete the examination 
of the second of our five classes, we 
have now t o speak of mal-observa
t ion, in which the error does not lie 
in the fact that something is unseen, 
but that something seen is seen wrong. 

Perception being infallible -evidence 
,of whatever is really perceived, the 
error now under consideration can be 
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committed no otherwise than by mis
taking for conception what is in fact 
inference. We have formerly shown 
how intimat ely the two are blended 
in almost everything which is called 
observation, and still more in every 
Description. * What is . actually on 
any occasion perceived by our senses 
being so minute in amount, and gene
rally so unimportant a portion of the 
state of facts which we wish to ascer
tain or to communicate, it would be 
absurd to say that either in our ub
servations or in conveying their result 
to others, we ought not to mingle in
ference with fact; all that can be 
said is, that when we do so ,"ve ought 
to be aware of what we al:e doing, 
and to know what p·art of the asser
tion r ests on consciousness, and is 
therefore indisputable, what part on 
inference, and is therefore question
:lble. 

One of the most celebrated ex
:llllples of an universal error pro
duced by mistaking an inference for 
the direct evidence of the senses was 
the resistance · made, on the ground 
of common sense, t o the Copernican 
system. People bncied they saw the 
snn rise and set , the stars revolve in 
circles round the p ole. VVe now 
know that they saw no s1]ch thing; 
what they really saw was a set of ap
pearances equally reconcilable with 
the theory they held and with a to
tally different one. It seems strange 
that such an instance as this, of the 
testimony of the senses pleaded with 
the most entire conviction in favour 
of something which was a mere infer
ence of the judgment, and, as it turned 
out, a false inference, should not have 
opened the eyes of the bigots of com
mon sense, and inspired them with a 
more modest distrust of the compe
tency of mere ignorance to juL1ge the 
conclusions of cultivat ed thou o·ht. 

In proportion to any persOl~'s defi
ciencyof knowledge and mental culti. 
V:"tiOll is generally his inability to 
discriminate between his inferences 

* Supra, p, 4£0. 

and the perceptions on which they 
were grounded. Many a marvellous 
tale, many a scandalous anecdote, 
owes its origin to this incapacity. 
The narrator relates, not what he 
saw or heard, but the impression 
which he derived from what he ·saw 
or heard, and of which perhaps the 
greater part consisted of inference, 
though the whole is related not as 
inference but as matter of fact. The 
difficulty of inducing witnesses t o 
restrain within any modera.t e limits 
the intermixture of their infer enQes 
with the narrative of their percep
tions i fS well known to experienced 
cross-examiners; and 5till more is 
this the case when ignorant persons 
attempt to delScribe any na.tural phe
nomenon. "The simplest narrative," 
says Dugald Stewart, * "of the most 
illiterate observer mvolves more or 
less of hypothesis; nay, in general it 
will be found that, in proportion to 
his ignorance, the greater is th e num
ber of conjectural principles involved 
in his statements. A village apothe
cary (and, if possible, in a still great er 
degree, an experienced nurse) is sel
dom able to describe the plaine::;t case 
without employing <), phraseolog'y of 
which every word is a theory ; where
as a simple and genuine specifica
tion of the phenomena which mark 
a particular disease, a specification 
unsophisticated by fancy or by pre
conceived opinions, may be regarded 
as unequivocal evidence of a mind 
trained by long and successful study 
to the most difficult of all arts, that 
of the faithful inte1'IJ1"etation of na
ture." 

The universality of the confusion 
between perceptions and the infer
ences drawn from them, and the 
rarity of the power to discriminate 
the one from the other, ceases to sur 
prise us when we consider that in the 
far great er number of inst ances the 
actual perceptions of our senses a.re of 
no importance or interest to us except 
as marks from which we infer some-

" Elements of the PhUosophy of tile "lI~lcl, 
vol. ii. ch. 4, sect. 5. 
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CHAPTER V;. , 
thing beyond them. It is ?ot the; 
colour and superficial .exte~sIOn per· I 
ceived by the eye ,that are I~porta.nt l FALLACIES Or GENERALISATION. 
to us, but the pbJect of :vlvch those, 
visible appearances testIfy the .pre- § I. THE class of Fallacies of which 
sence' and wh~el'e the sensation itself\ we are now to speak i~ the most ex.. 
is indifferent, as it genera.!ly . is, we t ensive of . all; embracmg a greater 
have no motive b:~ : at.tend pal~~ic~larll l number ~n~.variety of unfounded in
to it, but acquire a habit of'passmg It ference~ th~n ~my of the oth~r classes, 
over without distinct consciousness, I and whIch It IS even more dl~cult to 
and going ol} at once to the infer81:de, .reduce to sl~b -classe? or species. ,1£ 
So that tolniQw what the .sensat~on 'l the attempt .mar-le, m, tl~e precedIng 
actually was is a study in itself, to Books ~o define tl~e. p~mClples of well· 
which . painters; for example, have to l .gr~unded generahs~tlO~ has been suc
train them.selve~ by special and long-I cessful, all generah~at:ons n~t con· 
continued discipline and application, formab~e to tho~e prmClples might, in 
In things further removed! from the a certam sense, be brought under the 
dominion of the outward senses, no! present class : when, hO,wev,er, the 
one who has not great exp~rience in ! rules are known and, kept.m View, bt~t 
psychological .analys,is is c:ou:petent t <.> l\ a c~suallapse com~l.1l~ted m the ~pph. 
break this intense assoClatlOn; and catIOn of them, t!llS IS a blundeI, not 
when such analytic habits do. n~t I .a f?,lla~y. To entItle an ~rror o~ gene· 
exist in the requisite degree, It IS ' ralIsatlO~ to the lat~er ,epithet, It must 
hardly possible to mention any of the , ~e ~om,nutted on prmClple; there must 
habitual judgments of mankind on he m It some ~rrone?us general con· 
subjects of a high degree of abstrac· cep,ti,on of the mductlve p:ocess; the 
tion, from the being of a God and the l~gltlmate mode of ~rawmg conch~. 
immortality of the soul down to the . SlOns fron~ observatlOn and e~pe1'l' 
multiplication table, which are not, m~nt must be fundamentally mIscon· 
or have not been, considered as mat· celved. . ' 
ter of direct intuition. So strong is 'Vithout attemptmg ,anytllln~ so 
the tendency to ascribe an i~tuiti~e c!limerical as an e~austlv~ claSSlfi~:bl 
character to judgments WhiCh are tlOn of, all the mlsco~ceptIOns whICh 
mere inferences, and often false ones. can eXist on th~ sub]~ct, let us con· 
No one can doubt that many a de· tent .ourselv~s Wlt~ notmg, among the 
luded visiona.ry has actually believed cautIOns whICh mIght be suggested, a 
that he was directly inspired from few of the most useful and needful. 
Heaven, and that the Almighty had 
conversed with him face to face; 
which yet was only, Ol~ his part, a 
conclusion drawn from appearances 
to his senses, or feelings in his inter
nal consciousness, which afforded no 
warrant for any such belief. A cau: 
tion, therefore, against this cl~ss .of 
errors is not only needful but mdis
pensable; though to determin~ whe
ther, on any of the great questlOns of 
metaphysics, such errors are ,actually 
committed, belongs not to thiS pla~e, 
but, as I have so often said, to a dif
ferent SClience. 

§ 2. In the first place" th~re are ~er· 
tain kinds of generalIsatIOn whIch, 
if the principles already laid down b.e 
correct, 11M"st be groundless: experl· 
ence cannot afford the necessary con· 
ditions for establishing them by a cor· 
rect induction, Such, for instance, 
are all inferences from the order of 
nature existing on the earth, or in 
the solar system, to that whic? ID:bY 
exist in remote parts of the umvel'sej 
where the phenomena, for, aught wc 
know may be entirely different, 01' 

may ;ucceed one another acc~rding to 
different laws or even accordmg to no 
fixed law at ail. Such, again, in mat· 
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,ters dependent on causation, are aU gree, On this subject what appeared 
universal negatives, all propositions necessary was said in the chapter on 
that assert impossibility, The non- the Limits to the Explanation of Laws 
existence , o~ any given l?henomenon,i of Nature; but as the fallacy is even 
however umformly experIence may as' in our own times a common one, I 
yet have t estified to the fact, proves' shall touch on it. somewhE\ot further ,in 
at most that no· cause adequate to its this place, 
production has yet manifested itself; 'When we say that the force which 
but that no such causes exist in natur retains the planets in . their orbits is 
can only be inferred if we' are so fool- resolved into I gravity, or that the 
ish as to suppos~ that we know alII force which makes substances combine 
the forces ill nature. The supposition I chemically is resolved into electricity, 
would at least be premature while OUl'l we assert in the one case what is, aml 
acquaintance with some, even of thosel in the other case , what might, and 
which we do know, is so extremely re· I probably will ultimately, be a legiti· 
cent, And, however much our know· , mate result of induction. In both 
ledge of nature may hereafter be eX- I these cases mO,tion is resol yed into 
tended, it is not easy to see how that · motion. The assertion is, that a case 
Imowledge could ever be complet e, or I of motion, which was supposed to be 
how, if it were, we could ever ' be a.s' special and to foUowa distinct law of 
sured of its being so, ' - i its own, conforms to and .is included in 

The only laws of nature which afford the general law which regulates an~ 
sufficient warrant for attributing im- other class of motions. But, from these 
possibility (even with reference to the I and similar gene~alisations, countfln ~ 
existing order of nature, 'and to our ance and currency have been given t o 
own region of the uniyerse) are, first, I attempts to resolve, not motion into 
those of number .and extension, which ! motion, but heat into motion, light into 
are paramount to tlie laws of the suc· motion, sensation itself into motion' 
ces. 'ion of phen<#m.ena, and not exposed states of consciousness into states of 
to the agency of counteracting causes; the nervous system, as in the ruder 
n.nd, secondly, the universal law of forms of the Materialist philosophy' 
causality itself. That no variation in vital phenomena into mechanica.l or 
:buy effect or consequent will take place . chemical processes, as in some schools 
while the whole of the antecedents re· of physiology. 
main the same, may be affirmed with Now I am far from pretending th,at 
full assurance. But that the addition it may not be capable of proof, or that 
of some new antecedent might not it is not an important addition to 
entirely alter and subvert the accus· our knowledge if proved, that cer
tomed consequent, or that antecedents tain motions in the p'articles of bodies 
compet ent to do this do not exist in are the conditions of the production 
nature, we are in no case empowered : of heat or light; that certain assign. 
positively t o conclude. able physic::tl modifications of the 

nerves may be the conditions not only 
§ 3, It is next to be remarked that of our sensations and emotions, but 

all generalisations which profess, like even of our thoughts; that certain 
the theories of Thales, Democl'itus, mechanical and chemical condition~ 
:bnd others of the early Greek specula. may, in the order of nature, be suf
tors, to tesolve all things into some one ficient to determine to action the phy. 
element, or, Likemal1ymodern theories, ' siological laws of life, All, I insist 
to resolve phenomena radically differ· upon, in common with every thinker 
ent into the same, are necessarily false, who entertains any clear id en. of the 
By radica,lly different phenomena I logic Qf science, is that it shall not be 
mean impressions on our senses which supposed that by prol'ing these things 
differ in quality, and not merely in de- one st~p would be made towards n. real 
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cxplanation of heat, light, or sensa
tion ; or that the generic peculiarity 
of those phenomena can be in the least 
degree evaded by any such discoveries, 
however well established. L et it be 
shown, for instance, that the most 
complex series of physical causes and 
effects succeed one another in the eye 
and in the brain to produce a sensa
tion of colour; rays falling on the eye, 
r efracted, converging, crossing one an
other, making an inverted image on 
the retina, and after this a motion
let it be a vibration, or a rush of ner
vous fluid, or whatever else you an:e 
pleased to suppose, along the optic 
nerve-a propagation of this motion 
to the brain itself, and as many more 
different motions as you choose ; still 
a t the end of these motions there is 
something which is not motion-there 
is a feeling or sensation of colour. 
'Vhatever number of motion8 we may 
be able to interpolate, and whether 
they be real or imaginary, we shall 
still find, at the end of the series, a 
motion antecedent and a colour con
sequent. The mode in which anyone 
of the motions produces the next may 
possibly be susceptible of exphLl1ation 
by some general law of motion; but 
the mode in which the last motion 
prociuces the sensation of colour can
not be explained by any law of mo
tion ; it is the law of colour, which 
is, and must always r emain, a peculiar 
thing. 'iVhere our consciousness r e
cognises between two phenomena an 
inherent distinction; where we are 
sensible of a difference which is not 
merely of degree, ::l.l1d feel that no add
ing one of the phenomena to itself 
would produce the other; any theory 
which attempts to bring either under 
the hws of the , other must be false ; 
though a theory which merely treats 
the one as a cause or condition of the 
other may possibly be true. 

§ 4. Among the remaining form s 
of erroneous generalisation, several of 
those most worthy of and most re
quiring notice have fallen under our 
examination in former places, where, 

~n inv:stigating the rules of correct 
mductlOn, we h.av.8 h?,d occasion to 
advert to the dlstmctlOn betwcen it 
and some common mode of the incor_ 
rect. In this number is what I have 
formerly caned the natural induction 
of uninquiring minds, the induction 
of the ancients, which proceeds pc/' 
enU7ne1'ationen~ s i1nplicen~: "This thrtt ' 
and the other A are B, I cannot'thbll: 
of any A which is not B, therefor~ 
every A is B." As a fin:11 condemnrt_ 
tion of this rude and slovenly mode 
of generalisation, I will quote Bacon's 
emphatic denunci:1tion of it ; the lllost 
important part, as I have more thrtu 
once ventured to assert, of the perlllrt
llent service rendered by him to philo
sophy. "Inductio qme procedit per 
enumerationem simplicem, res puerilis 
est, et precario concludit," (conclUdes 
only by your lecwe, or provisionally,) "et 
periculo exponitor ab instanti:l cou
tradictoria, et plerumque secundum 
pauciora quam par est, et exhistcmtum_ 
moclo quce p1'cesto stmt p1'onunciat. At 
Inductio qure ad inventionem et de
monstrationem Scientiarum etArtium 
erit utilis, N aturam separare debet, per 
rejectiones et exclusiones debitas ; ac 
deinde post negativas tot quot suffi
ciunt, super affirmativas concludere." 

I have alread'y said that the modo 
of Simple Enumeration is still thB 
common and received method of Iu
duction in whatever relat es to man 
and society. Of this a very few in
stances, more by way of memento thn.n 
of instruction, may suffice. What, 
for example, is to be thought of rtU 
the " common - sense" maxims for 
which the following may serve as the 
uni versal formula, "Whatsoever h:1s 
never been, wiil never be" ? As, for 
example : N egroes have never been as 
civilised as whites sometimes arc, 
therefore it is impossible they should 
be ' so. Women, afl a class, are sup
posed not to have hitherto been eqnal 
in intellect to men, therefore they arc 
necessarily inferior. Society cannot 
prosper without this or the other insti
tution; e.g. in Aristotle's time, with
out slavery; in later times, without 
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an esbblishec1 priesthood, without arti
ti ei;}'l distillctions of rank, &c. One 
poor person in a thousand educated, 
while the nine hundred and ninety
nine remain uneducated, has usually 
aimed at raising himself out of his 
class, therefore ec1ucationmakes people 
dissatisfied with the condition of a 
labourer. Bookish men, ta.ken from 
speculativ'e pursuits and set to work 
on something they know nothing 
about, have generally been found or 
thought to do it ill; therefore philo
sophers are unfit for business, &c., &c. 
All these are inductions by simple 
enumeration. Reasons having some 
reference to the canons of scientific 
investigation have been attempted to 
be given, however unsuccessfully, for 
some of these pro:gositions ; but to the 
multitude of thote who parrot them, 
the enwneratio simplex, ex his tcm
t'l.t1Jwwclo qllce pnesto sunt p1'onuncic£ns, 
is the sole evidence. Their fallacy 
consists in this, that they are induc
tions without elimination: there has 
been no real comparison of instances, 
nor even':1scertainment of the material 
facts in any given instance. There is 
n.lso the further error of forgetting 
that such generalisations, even if well 
established, could not be ultimate 
truths, but must be results of hws 
much more elementary; and there
fore, until deduced from such, could 
rtt most be admitted as empirical 
bws, holding good within the limits 
of space and time by which the par
ticular observations that suggested 
the generalisations were bounded. 

This error of placing mere empirical 
laws, and laws in which there is no 
direct evidence of causation, on the 
.smne footin g of certainty as laws of 
cause and effect, an error which is 
:1t the root of perhaps the greater 
number of bad inductions, is exempli
fied only in its grossest form in the 
kind of generalisations to which we 
have now referred. These, indeed, 
do not possess even the degree of 
evidence which pertains to a well
rtscertained empirical bw, but admit 
of refutation on the empirical ground 

itself, without ascending to ' casu:11 
laws. A little reflection, indeed, will 
show that mere negations can only 
form the ground of the lowest and 
le:1st valuable kind of empirical 1:1w. 
A phenomenon has never been no
ticed: this only proves that the con
ditions of that: phenomenon have not 
yet occurred in experience, but does 
not prove that they may not occur 
hereafter. There is a bettel' kind 
of empirical law than this, namely, 
when a phenomenon which is observed 
presents within the limits of o1)ser v;},
tion a series of gradations, in which a 
regularity, or something like a m:1-
thematical law, is perceptible, from 
which, therefore, something may be 
rationally presumed as to those t erlllfl 
of the series which are beyond the 
limits of observation. But in nega
tion there are no gradations and no 
series: the generalisations, therefore, 
which deny the possibility of any 
gi ven condition of man and society 
merely because it has never yet been 
witnessed, cannot possess this higher 
degree of validity even as empirical 
la"ws. What is more, the minuter 
examination which that higher order 
of empirical laws presupposes, being 
applied to the subject-matter of these, 
not only does not confirm, but actually 
refutes them. For in r eality the past 
history of Man and Society, inst ead 
of exhibiting them as immovable, un
changeable, incapable of ever present
ing' new phenomena, shows them on 
the contrary to be, in many most im
portant particulars, not only change
able, but actually undergoing a pro
gressive change. The empir ical 1:1w, 
therefore, best expressive, in most 
cases, of the genuine result of ob
servation, would be, not that such 
and sl1ch a phenomenon will continue 
unchanged, but that it will continue 
to change in some particular m:111I10r. 

Accordingly, while almost all gene
ralisations relating to M :1n and So
ciety, antecedent to the last fifty or 
s-iX'ty years, have erred in the gross 
way which we have attempted to 
characterise, namely, by implicitly 
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'assuming that human "nature and so-\ contra~y t endency they have been 
ciety will for ever revolve iJ?- the same 'occ,asionally checked or entirely cOUu_ 
orbit, and exhibit-essentially the same I t eracted, we may then be prepared to 
phenomena - which is also tIle vul-; predict t~e future with reasona.ble 
gal' error of the ost entatiously I,)racti-

I

' f9re~ight ; we may be in ,possession of 
cal, the votaries of so-~alled ?oIl?-mqn 'the real law of the future, and lllay 
sense, in our day, especially in ·Great 'be, ab1e to declar,e on what circum. 
Britain-the more thinking ' minds I stances the continuance of the same 
of the present age, having applied a I onward movement will eventually de
more minute analysis: to the past re-'I pend. But this it is the error of many 
cords of our race, have for ' the most of the more advanced thinkers in the 
part adopted a contrary opinion, that 'present age to overlook, and to iroa_ 
the human species is in a st ate of ne- , gine that the empirical law collected 
cessary progression, and that from the I from a mere comparison of the condi. 
t erms of the series which are past we tion of 'our species at different past 
may infer positively those which are times 'is a real law, is the law of its 
yet to come. Of this doctrine, con- changes, not only past, but also to 
sidered as a philosophical t enet, we come. The truth is, that the causes 
shall have occasion to speak more on which the phenomena of the mora.l 
fully in the concluding Book. If not, world depend are in every age, and 
in all its forms, free from error, it is almost in every cOllntry, combined in 
at least free from the gross and stupid some different proportion ; so that it 
error which we previotts1y exemplified: is scarcely ,to be expected that the 
But, in all except the most eminently general 'result 9f them ,all should con-' 
philosophical minds, it is infected with form very closely, in its details at 
precisely the same kind of fallacy as least, t o ~ny uniformly progressive 
that is. For we must r:emember that series. A p c1 all generalisations which 
even this other and better generalisa- -a,ffirm ,that mankind have a tendency 
tion, the progressive ,change in the to grow better or worse, richer or 
condition of ' the human spepies, is, poorer, more cult.i vated or more barba
ttfter all, but an ,empirical law, to rous; that population increases faster 
which, too, it is not difficult to point than subsistence, or subsistence than 
out exceedingly large 'exceptions ; and population; that inequality of fortune 
even if these co~ld be got):id of, either pas a tendency to increa1Se or to break 
by disputing the facts or by explaining 9,owJj, ' and' the lil~e~prop,ositions of 
and limiting the theory, the general considerable , value as empirical laws 
objection remains valid aga:inst the within certain (but generally rather 
supposed law, as applicable to any parrow) limits- are in reality true or 
other than what, in our ,Third Book, false according to tim..~s and circumo 
were t ermed Adjacent ,Cases. For i'tapces. " 
not only is it no ultimat e, but not What- we have said of empirical 
even a causal law. ·Changes do in- generalisations from times past to 
deed t ake place in human affairs, but times still to ,c ome, holds equally true 
everyone of those changes depends on of similar generalisat ions from present 
det erminate causes; the I ' progres-times t o times pas~; , when ' persolls 
si veness of the species" is not a cause, whose ,acquaintance. with moral n,nd 
but a summary ' expression for , the social . facts, is confined t o their own 
general ,r esult ' of all th~ causes. So age, tq~e thy men: aIld the things of 
soon as, ' by a quite different ,sort' of tpat _ age for the , type of ~e~ and 
induction, it ~h~ll be asc~rtained wh~t ~hings in general; and apply WIthout 
causes have produced th~se successive s,cruple ,' to the interpret ation of the 
chanO'es from the .beginning of his- eve'nts of history, the empirical laws 
t ory,"'in so far as they have really which r,epresent sufficiently for daily 
t~ken place, and by what causes of a guidance the common phenomena of 
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human ,nature at that time and in In these examples we see b:tcl 
that particular state of society. If, generalisation a ]Joste1'iol'i, or ,empil'i
examples " are wanted, almost every cism properly so called: causation in
historical ' work, , until a very recent ferred frqm casual conjunction; with
'period, abounded in them. _ The same out either due' elimination, or any 
may be . said of those who generalise -presumption arising from known pro
empirically from the people of their perties of the supposed agent. But 
own country to the people of other bad generalisation (~ ]Jri01'i is fully 
countries, as if human beings felt, as common, which is properly called 
judged, atnd acted everywhere in the false theory; conclusions drawn, by 
same manner. ' , way of deduction, from properties of 

r . some one agent which is known or 
§'5. In the foregoing instiilces, the' supposed to be present, all other co

distinction is confounded between em-, existing agents being overlooked. As 
pirical laws, '\vhich express merely the former is the error of sheer ig
'the cust omary order of the succession

l 
' norance, so the latter is especially 

of effects, and the laws of causation that of semi-instructed minds, and is 
on which the effects depend. There mainly committed. in attempting t o 
may, however, be incorrect generali-' explain complicated phenomena by a 
,sation when this mistake is not com- 'simpler theory than their nature ad
mitted ; when the investigation takes mits of. As when one school of phy
its proper direction, that of ' causes, sicians sought for the universal prin
and the result erroneously obtained 'ciple of all disease in "lentor and 
purports to be a really c:1usal law. -morbid viscidity of the blood," and 

The most vulgar form of this fal- , imputing most bodily derangements 
lacy is that which is commonly called to mechanical obstructions, thought 
"Post hoc, e1'gO ]J1'0]Jte1' hoc, or mtin hoc, ' to cure them by mechanical reme
ergo ]J1'opter hoc. As when it was in- dies; * while another, the chemical 
ferred that Englan'd owed her indus-, school, "acknowledged no source of 
trial pre-eminence to her restrictions I a.iseas~ 'but the p~esence of some hos
on' commerce; as when the old school -tIle aCId or alkali, or some d eranged 
of financiers and some ' speculative condition in the chemical composi
writers maintained that the national tion of the fluid or solid parts," ahd 
debt was one of the causes of national \ conceived, therefore, that ''all reme
prosperity; as when the excellence.of dies must act by producing chemical 
the Church, of 'the Houses of L ords changes in the body. vVe find Tourne
and Commons, of the procedure oF the -fort busily engaged in t esting every 
law courts, &c., were inferr~d, from .;:, "Thus Fourcroy," says Dr. Paris, "ex
the mere fact -that the cOUoIltry had plained the operation of mercury by itR 
prospered under them. In such cases specific gravity, and the advocates of this 
as these, if it can b~ r endered pro- ! doctrine favoured the general introduction 

b b h 'd th t th of the preparations of iron, especially in 
ha Te y ot er eYI ence a e sUp- , schirrus of the spleen or liver, upon t.he 
posed causes have some tendency to ' same hypothetical principle; for, say they, 
produce th~ effect. ascribed to them, I wha~eve~' is most forcible in remo:ing. ~he 
the fact of Its havmg been produced I obstlUctlOn must be the ~ost pr oper , 111-

. . . f' strument of cure; such IS steel, WhICh, 
though , only m one. ms~ance, IS 0 I 'besides the attenuating power with which 
some value as a verIfic,atlOn by spe- , it is furnished, has still a greater force in 
cific ·experience · but in itself it o'oes ' this case from the gravity of its pa.rt,icles, 
, '1 ' 't 11 t d bt . b- I which, being seven times 8pec~fically he~
s?a~ce y any way a a o~yar s es a: vier than any vegetable, acts in propor-
hshmg such a t endency, smce, admIt- I tion with a stronger impulse, and there
tinO' the effect a hundred other ante- I fore is a more powerful deobstruent, This 
ced~nts could 'show an equally strono' ~ay b~ taken as a speci~en of the. s!yle 

• • • '" 111 wInch these mechamcal physlCIans 
tItle of th&'t kmd to be conSIdered aS I reasoned and practised."-fhal'1nacologia, 
'the cause. p. 38- 39. 
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vegetable )UlCe, in order to discover 
in it some traces of an acid or alkaline 
ingredient, which might confer upon 
it medicin:11 activity. The fatal errors 
into which suoh an hypothesis was 
linble to betray the practitioner re
ceived an a""ful illustration in the 
history of the memorable fever that 
mged at Leyden in the year 1699, 
and which consigned two-thirds of 
the population of thaLcity to an un
timely grave; an event which in a 
great measure depended upon the 
Professor Sylvius de la, Boe, who 
having just embraced the chemical 
doctrines of Van Helmont, assigned 
the origin of the distemper to a pre
vailing acid, and declared that its 
cure could alone [ only] be effected by 
the copious administration of absor
bent and testaceous medicines." * . 

These abenn,tions in medical theory 
have their exact parallels in politics. 
All the doctrines which ascribe ab
:;olute goodness to particular forms 
of government, particular social ar
mngements, and even to particular 
modes of education, without reference 
to the state of civilisation and the 
various distinguishing characters of 
the society for which they are in
tended, are open to the same objec
tion-that of assuming one class of 
influencing circumstan'Ces to be the 
paramount rulers of phenomena which 
depend in an equal or greater degree 
on many others. But on these con
siderations it is the less necessary 
that we shonld now dwell, as they 
will occupy our attention more largely 
in the concluding Book. 

§ 6. The last of- the modes of 
erroneous generalisation to which I 
shall advert is that to which we may 
give the name of F~lse Analogies. 
'l'his Fallacy stands distillguished 
from those already treated of by the 
peculiarity that it does not even 
simulate a complete and conclusive 
induction, but consists in the mi£
applicntion of an argument which is 

* Phal'7JtcxQologict, p. 39-40. 

at best only admissible as an incon_ 
clusive presumption where ren.l proof 
is unattainable. . 

An argument from analogy is nn 
inference that whn.t is true in a cer
tain case is true in a case known to 
be somewhat similar, but not known 
to be exactly parallel, that is, to be 
similar in all the material CirCUI11_ 
stances. An object has the property 
B; another object is not known to 
have tha,t property, but resembles 
the first in a property A, not known 
to be connected with B; and the 
conclusion to which the analogy 
points is that this object has the 
property B also. A s, for example 
that the planets are inhabited becaus~ 
the earth is so. The planets resem
ble the earth in describing elliptical 
orbits round the sun, in being at
tracted by it and by one another, in 
being nearly spherical, revolving on 
their axes, &c., and, as we have now 
reason to believe from the revelations 
of the spectroscope, are composed, in 
great part at least, of similar mate
rials; but it is not known that any of 
thel'\e properties, or all of them to
gether, are the conditions on which 
the possession of inhabitants is de
pendent, or are marks of those condi
tions. Nevertheless, so long as we 
do not know what the conditions are, 
they ?nay be connected by some law 
of nature with those common proper
ties; and to the extent of that possi
bility the planets are more likely to 
be inhabited than if they did not re
semble the earth at all. This non
assignable and generally 13mall in
crease of probability beyond what 
would otherwise exi~t is all the evi
dence which a conclusion can derive 
from analogy. For if we have the 
slightest reason to snppose any real 
<tonnection between the two proper
ties A and B, the argument is no 
longer one of analogy. If it had 
been ascertained (I purposely put an 
absurd supposition) that there was a 
connection by causation between the 
fact of revolving on an axis and 
the existence of animated beings, or 
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if there were any reasonable ground 
for even suspecting such a connection, 
a probability would aris;e of the exist
ence of inhabitants in the planets, 
which might be of any degree of 
strength, up to a complete induqtion; 
but we should then infer the fact 
from the asc81,tained or presumed 
law of causation, and not from the 
n.nalogy of the earth. 
Th~ name analogy, howe".er, is 

sometimes employed by extenSIOn to 
denote those arguments of an induc
tive character, but not amounting to 
a real induction, which are employed 
to strengthen the argument drawn 
from a simple resemblance. Though 
A, the property common to the two 
cases, cannot be shown to be the cause 
or effect of B, the analogical re3.80ner 
will endeavour to show that there is 
some less close degree of connection 
between them; that A is on!'l of a set 
of conditions from which, when all 
united, B would r esult; or is an occa
sional effect of some cause which has 
been known also to produce B; ~nd 
the like. Any of which things, if 
shown, would render the existence of 
B by so much more probable than if 
there had not been even that amount 
of known connection between B andA. 

Now an error or fallacy of. analogy 
may occur in two ways. Sometimes 
it c?nsists in employing an argument 
of 81th er of the above kinds, with cor
rectness indeed, but overrating its 
probative force. This very common 
aberration is sometimes supposed to 
be particularly incident to persons 
distinguished for their imagination; 
but in reality it is the characteristic 
intellectual vice of those whose ima
ginations are barren, either from want 
of exercise, natural defect, or the nar
rowness of their range of ideas. To 
such minds objects present themselves 
clothed in but few properties; and as, 
therefore, few analogies between one 
object and another occur to them, they 
almost invariably overrate the degree 
of impertance of those few; while one 
whose fancy takes a wider range per
ceives and remembers so many analo-

gies tending to conflicting conclusiollR, 
that he is much less likely to lay 
undue stress on any of them. We 
always find that those are the greatest 
slaves to metaphorical language who 
have but one set of metaphors. 

But this is only one of the modes 
of error in the employment of argu
ments of analogy. There is another, 
more properly deserving the nn.me of 
fallacy, namely, when resemblance in 
one point is inferred from resemblance 
in another point, though there is not 
only no evidence to connect the two 
circumstances by way of causation, 
but the evidence ' tends positively to 
disconnect them. This is properly 
the Fallacy of False Analogies. 

As a first instance, we may cite 
that favourite argument in defence of 
absolute power drawn from the ana
logy of paternal government in a 
family, which government, however 
much in need of control, is not and 
cannot be controlled by the children 
themselves, while they remain chil
dren. Paternal government, says the 
argument, works well, therefore de
spotic government in a state will 
work well. I waive, as not pertinent 
in this place, all that could be said in 
qualification of the alleged excellence 
of paternal government. However 
this might be, the argument from the 
family to the state would not the less 
proceed on a false analogy, implying 
that the beneficial working of parental 
government depends, in the family, 
on the only point which it has in com
mon with political despotism, namely, 
irresponsibility. Whereas it depends, 
when real, not on that, but on two 
other circumstances of the case, the 
affection of the parent for the chil
dren, and the superiority· of the parent 
in wisdom and eX'perience; neither 
of which properties can be reckoned 
on, or are at all likely to exist, be
tween a political despot and his sub
jects ; and when either of these cir
cumstances fails even in the family, 
and the influence of the irresponsi
bility is allowed to work uncorrected, 
the result is. anything but good gov-
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ernment. This, therefore" is a false I tity of gold and silver in the world 
analogy. I 'were diminished one-half, or Were 

Another example is the not un- doubled, like r esults would follow. 
cpmmon clictum, that bodies politic the utility of these metals, for th~ 
have youth, maturity, old age, and purposes of coin,' being very great 
death, like bodies natural; that after 'N ow there are many pointsl of re'. 
a certain duration of prosperity, they semblance and ,many of difference 
'tend spontaneously to decay. This between the' precious metals on th~ 
also is a false analogy, because the one hand, and corn, coal, &c., on tbe 
decay of the vital powers in an ani- ' other; but the important circum_ 
mated body can be distinctly traced to stance to the supposed argument is 
the natural progress of those very that the '/,~tility of gold' and silver (a~ 
changes of structure which, in their coin, which is far ,the 'chief) depends 
earlier stages, constitute its growth on their·' value, ,which is regulated by 
to maturity; while in the body politic I their se:'1trcity; or rather, to speak 
the progress of those changes cannot, 'strictly; by the d~fficult,Y of obtaining 
generally sp'ealring, have any effect them; whereas, If , corn and coal were 
but the still further continuance of ten times as abundant, (i.e. more 
growth: it is the stoppage of that easily obtained,) a bushel of either 
progress, and the commencement of :V0~Ild still be .as useful as now. But 
retrogression, that alone would ,con- If It were tWICe as easy to procure 
stitute decay. Bodies politic die, but , gold as it is, a sovereign would be 
it is of disease or violent death; th!"y ' twiQe as large -; if _orily half as easy 
have no old age. it would be of the size of a ha1£-

The following sentence from Hook- sovereign, and this (be iq~s the trifl
er's Ecclesiastiwl Polity is an instance ing circumstan~e 6f the cheapness or 
of a false analogy from physical bodies dearness of gold ornaments) would 
to what are called bodies politic: "As be all the ~iff~rence. ~he analogy, 
there could be in natural bodies no thereforEj, [faIls 111 the P0111t essential 
motion of anything unless there were to the M·1fument." 
some which moveth all things, and The same author notices, after 
continueth immovable: even so in Bishop, Copleston, the cas~ of False 
politic societies there must be s,ome , Apalog~ w:h~~h ?on~ists in inferring 
unpunishable, or else no man shall from tile SImIlarIty 111 many respects 
suffer punishment." There is a double between the metropolis of ~ country 
fallacy here, for not only the analogy" and the ' heart of the animal body, 
but the premise from which it is ' that the increased size of the metro. 
drawn, is ' untenable. The notion palis is a disease, I 

that there must be something im- Some of the false alialogies on which 
movable which moves all other things, systems of ppysics. were confidently 
is the whole scholastic error of a pri- grounded in the time of the Greek 
1nUl1~ mobile. philosophers, are such as we now call 

The following instance I quote from fanciful, not that the resemblances are 
Archbishop ,Whately's Rhetoric: "It not often real, but th.at i~ is long since 
would be admitted that a great and anyone hail been maImed to draw 
permanent diminution in the quantity from them the inference~ which were 
of some useful commodity, snch as then drawn. Such, for 111stance, are 
corn or coal or iron throughout the ·the'curiou speculations of the Pytha
worid would be a se~ious and lasting goreans on the s~bject of numbers. 
loss; 'and again, that if the fields and Finding that the distance~ of th~ 
coal-mines yielded regularly double planets, bore and seeI?ed t.~' bear. to 
quantities, with the same labour, we .one 'another a proportIOn n?t:,:aryJD~ 
should be so much the richer; hencel much from that of the dlVlSlons of 
it might be inferred, that if the quan- ' the monochord, they inferred from it 

I 
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the ~exi~tence · of an ' inaudible music, and orderly. The occasions of life, how
that of the spheres: ,as if the- music I ever, are often reasons for men going 
of a harp had depended. solely on the quicker or slower; but in the incor
numerical proportions, and n~t 'on the l'uptible nature of the stars, it is not 
material, nor even on the existence of possible that any cause can be alleged 
any material-any strings at all. It of quickness or slowness." It is seek
has ·been similarly imagined ,that cer- ing an argument of analogy very far 
tain combinations of numbers, which to suppose that the stars must observe 
were found to prevail in sdme' natural the rules of decorum in gait and car
phenomena, must ru~ " through the riage, prescribed for themselves by 
whole of nature: as that there must the long-bearded philosophers sati
be four elements, because there are rised by Luciall. 
four possible combinations of h9t and As late as the Copernican contro
oold, wet and dry: that there must versy it was urged as an argument in 
be seven planets, because the~e were favour of the true theory of the solar 
seven metals, and even because there system, that it placed the fire, the 
were seven days of the week. Kepler noblest element, in' the centre of the 
himself thought that there could be 1 universe. This was a remnant of the 
only six planets because there were notion that the order of nature must 
only five regular solids. With these be perfect, and that perfection con
we may class the reasoniil~'s, so c.om- sisted in conformity to rules of pre,
mon in the spec\,lations of , the, an- cedency in dignity, either real or con
dents,! founded on t1 supposed jJe1jec- ventional. I Ag!1in, reverting to num· 
tJi,on 'in ,nature ,: meaning by nature I bel's: certain numbers were pe1ject, 
the customary order of events as they therefore those numbers must obtain 
take , place, . of ~' thJ3msel.ves without in the gre~t phenomena of nature. 

. human interference. ~ This als9 is a Six was .a perfect number, that is, 
rude guess at an analogy' supposed to equal to th~ sum of all its factors; 
perv.ade' all phenomena, however dis~ an additional reason why there must 
similar. Since what was thought to be exactly six planets. 'rhe Pythago
be ' perfection appear~d to obtain in reans, on the other hand, attr~buted 
some phenomena, it was inferred (in perfection to the number ten; but 
opposition to the plainest evidence) to agreed in thinking ,that the perfect 
obtain in all. "We i always ~ suppose number must be somehow realised In 
that which is better to take place in the h,eavens : a:nd knowi~g only of 
hature, if it be possibl~," says Aris- nine I heavenly bodies, to make up 
totle; and the vaguest , and most the enume*ation, they, asserted" that 
heterogeneous qualities . ',being con- there was an antichthon or counter
{ounded together, under., the notion of ear;th on the other side of the sun, 
being better, there was no 14uit to th~ invisible 1;0 us." * Even Huygens 
wildness of the iI).ferences. Thus, was persttaded that when the number 
because ' the heavenly bodies ', were of .the heavenlY "bodiE\s had reached 
"perfect," they must move iJ;l circles twelve, it "could not admit , of any 
and uniformly. , For "they:" (the further increase. Creative power 
Pythagoreans) "would not 'allow, " could not go beyond th~t saprec1 
says Geminus, * " of any such disorder number. 
among diyine 'an<;l eternal things, as Some curious instances of fal se 
that they should ' sometimes move analogy are to be found in the argu
quicker and sometimes slower, and ments of the Stoics to prove the 
sometimes stand still; for no on~ would equality of all crimes, and the equal 
tolerate such anomaly in the move- wretchedness of all who had not re
ments even of a man, who was decent alised their idea of perfect virtue. 

* I quote from Dr. Whew ell's Rist. InCl. 
Sc., 3d ed. i. 129. • • * Hist ." Incl. Se. , i . 52. 
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Cicero, towards the end of his Fourth , conflicting metaphors) that so far frorn 
Book De Finibus, st at es some of these the met aphor or analogyprovino• any_ 
as follows. "Ut inquit, in fidibus thing,. the applicability of the °meta_ 
plurimis, si nulla earum ita contenta phor I S the very thing to be made 
numeris sit, ut concentum servare out. It has t o be shown that in the 
possit, omnes reque incontentre sunt ; t wo cases asserted to be analogous 
sic peecata, quia discrepant, reque the same law is really operating: 
discrepant; pari a sunt igitur." To that between the known resemblanc~ 
whicb Cicero himself aptly answers, and the inferred one there is some 
" reque contingit omnibus fidibus, ut connection by means of causation 
incontentre sint ; illud non continuo, Cicero and Cato might have bandied 
ut reque incontentre." The Stoic re- opposite analogies for ever; it rested 
sumes : " Ut enim, inquit, gubernat or with each of them to prove by just 
reque peccat, si palearum navem ever- induction, or at least to render pro
tit, et si auri; item reque peccat qui bable, that the case r esembled the 
parent em, et qui servum, injuria. ver - one set of analogous cases and not 
berat ; " assuming, that because the the other, in the circumstances on 
magnitude of the interest at st ake which the disputed question really 
makes no difference in the mere de- hinged. Metaphors, for the most 
fect of skill, it can make none in the part, therefore, assume the proposi_ 
moral defect: a false analogy. A gain, tion which they are brought to prove: 
" Quis ignorat, si plures ex alto emer- their use is, to aid the apprehension 
gere velint, propius fore eos quidem of it; t o make clearly and vividly 
ad respirandum, qui ad ' summam comprehended what it is that the 
jam aquam appropinquant, sed nihilo person who employs the metaphor is 
magis respirare posse, qttam eos, qui proposing ' to make out; and some
sunt in profunda? Nihil ergo adju- times also, by what media he pro
vat procedere, et progredi in virtute, poses to do so. For an apt metaphor 
quominus miserrimus sit, antequam though it cannot prove, often suggest~ 
ad earn per venerit, quoniam in aqua the proof. 
nihil adjuvat: et quoniam catuli, qui For insta,nce, when D 'Alembert (I 
jam despecturi sunt, creci reque, et ii believe) remarked that in certain 
qui modo nati; Platonem quoque ne- governments, only two creatures find 
cesse est , quoniam nondum videbat their way to the highest places, the 
sapientiam, reque ere cum animo, ac eagle and the serpent ; the metaphor 
Phalarim fuisse." Cicero, in his own not only conveys with great vividness 
person, combats these false analogies the assertion intended, but contributes 
by other analogies t ending to an towards substantiating it, by suggest
opposite conclusion. "Ista similia ing, in a li ely manner, the means by 
non sunt, Cato .. ... IlIa sunt sim- which the two opposite charact el'sthu8 
ilia ; hebes acies est cuipiam ocu- typified effect their rise. When it is 
lorum: corpore alius languescit: hi said that a certain person misunder
curatione adhibita levantur in dies : stands 'another because the lesser of 
alter valet plus quotidie : alter videt. t wo objects cannot comprehend the 
Hi similes sunt omnibus, qui virtuti greater, the application of what is 
student; levantur vitiis, levantur erro- true in the literal sense of the word 
ribus. " comprehend, to its metaphorical sense, 

§ 7. In these and all other argtl
ments drawn from remote analogies, 
and from metaphors, which are cases 
of analogy, it is apparent (especially 
when we consider the extreme facility 
of raising up contrary analogies and 

points to the fact which is the ground 
and justification of the assertion, viz. 
that one mind cannot thoroughly 
underst and another unless it can COll

t ain it in itself, that is, unless it pos· . 
sosses all that is contained in the 
other. W hen it is urged as an argu-
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ment for education, that if the soil is 
left uncultivat ed, weeds will spring 
up, the met aphor, though no proof, 
but a st at ement of the thing to be 
proved, states it in t erms which, by 
suggesting a parallel case, put the 
mind upon the track of the real proof. 
F or the r eason why weeds grow in an 
unculti vated soil is that the seeds of 
worthless products exist everywhere, 
and can germinate and grow in almost 
all circumst ances, while the rever~ is 
the case with those which are valu
able ; and this being equally true of 
mental products, this mode of convey
ing an argument, independently of its 
rhet orical advantages, has a logical 
,'alue, since it not only suggest s the 
grounds of the conclusion, but points 
to another case in which those grounds 
have been found, or at leai3t deemed to 
be, sui£cient. 

On the other hand, when Bacon, 
who is equally conspicuous in the use 
and abuse of figurative illustration, 
says that the stream of time has 
brought down t o us only the least 
valuable part of the writings of the 
ancients, as a river carries froth and 
straws floating on its surface, while 
more weighty objects sink to the bot
tom ; this, even if the assertion illus
trated by it were true, would be no 
good illustration, there being no parity 
of cause. The levity by which sub
stances float on a stream, and the 
levity which is synonymous with 
worthlessness, have nothing in com
mon except the name ; and (to show 
how little value there is in the meta
phor) we need only change the word 
into buoyancy, to turn the sem blance 
of argument involved in Bacon's illus
t ration against himself. 

A met aphor, then, is not to be con
sidered as an argument, but as an 
assertion that an argument exist s ; 
that a parity subsist s between the case 
from which the met aphor is drawn 
and that to which it is applied. This 
parity may exist though the two cases 
be apparently very remote from one 
another; the only resemblance exist 
ing between them may be a rese111-

blance of relations, an analoO'y in 
Ferguson's and A rchbishop Wh~tely's 
sense : as in the preceding inst ance, 
in which an illustration from agricul
ture was applied to mental cultiva
tion . . 

§ 8. T o t erminat e the subject of 
F allacies of Generalisation, it r e
mains t o be said that the most fer 
tile source of them is bad classifica
tion: bringing t ogether in one group, 
and under one name, things which 
have no common properties, or none 
but such as are too unimport ant t o 
allo~r general propositions of any con
siderable value to be made respecting 
the class. The misleading effect is 
great est when a word which in com
mon use expresses some definite fact 
is ext ended by slight links of connec
tion t o cases in which that fact does 
not exist , but some other or others, 
only slightly resembling it. T hus 
Bacon, * in speaking of the I clolc6 or 
F allacies arising from notions tcmc1'e 
et incequaliteT a j'ebus abstmctce, exem
plifies them by the notion of Humi
dum or vVet, so familiar in the physics 
of antiquity and of the Middle Ages. 
"Invenietur verbum istud, Humidum . 
nihil aliuc1 quam not a confusa diver 
sarum actionum, qure nullam con
stantiam aut reductionem patiuntur. 
Significat ellim, et quod circa aliud 
corpus facile se circumfundit; et quod 
in se est indet erminabile, nec con
sist ere pot est : et quod facile cedit 
undique ; et quod facile se dividit et 
dispergit; et quod facile se unit et 
colligit ; et quod facile flu it, et in 
motu ponitur; et quod alteri corpol'i 
facile adbreret, idque madefacit; et 
quod facile reducitur in liquidum, 
sive colliquatur, cum antea consist e
ret. Itaque quum ad hujus nominis 
prredicationem et imposition em ven 
tum sit ; si alia accipias, flm11111a 
humida est ; si alia accipias, :ler 
humidus non est; si alia, pulvis 111i 
nutus humidus est ; si alia, vitrulll 
humidum est: ut facile appareat, 

* Not'. O,.g., .:\ ph. 60. 
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ist am ll~tionem ex aqua. t antum, et 
commumbus et vulgal'ibus liquoribus, 
absque ulla. d ebita. verificatio.ne, t e-
m ere abst ract am esse.» , 
. ~acon hirnse!f is not exempt from a 

snmlal' accusatIOn when inquiring into 
the nature of heat: where he occa
?ionally proceeds like one who, seek-
111g for the cause of hardness after 
exami~ing that quality in 1r0;, flint, 
and ~IaI~ond, should expect to find 
that It IS s0mething which can be 
traced also in hard wat er, a hard 
knot, and a hard heart. 

The word K[V7JIJ"LS in the Greek phi
losophy, and the words Generation 
and Corruption, bot~ then and long 
afterwards, denoted such a multitude 
of het erogeneous phenomena, ,that an y ' 
attempt at philosophising in which 
those words were used was almost as 
necessar ily abortive as if the 'wol'd 
hcwd had been taken t o' denote a class 
including all the things mentioned 
above. Klv7JIJ"LS, for instance, -which 
properly signified motion, was t aken 
to denote not only all motion, ,but 
even. all change; aA.A.o{WIJ"LS being re
cogmsed "as one of the modes of 
K[~7JIJ"LS . The effect was, to connect 
WIth every form of aA.A.o{WIJ"LS or 
change, ideas drawn from motion in 
the proper and literal sense and 
which had no real connection' with 
any other kind of Klv7JIJ"LS than that. 
A ristotle and Plato laboured under a 
continual embarrassment from this 
misuse of t erms. But if we proceed 
further in this direction we shall ell
cl'o~ch upon the F allacy of A mbiguity, 
WhlC.h belongs to a different class, the 
bs~ 111 order of QUI' classification, Fal
hClCS of Confu::;ion. 

CHAPTER VI. 

FALLACIES OF RATIOCINATION. 

§ I. "VE have now, in our progr ess 
through the classes oj Fallacies, al'
rived at those to which, in the COlll 
lnon books of logic, the appellation is 

in genera:l exclusively . appropl'iated . 
those WhICh have then seat in th' 
~atioc~nat~ve or deductive part of th: 
ll1VestlgatIOn of truth. Of these f 1 

·lacies it ·is the less necessary fOl' a -
t . . h Us o. ll1S1st at any lengt , as they ha 
been most satisfact orily treat ed in Ve 
work familiar t o almost all, in thi~ 
country: at least , who f eel any in'
t~rest m these, spec~lation s, Arch_ 
bIshop W~lately s ,L ogw, ",,\gainst the 
more, ObVIOUS forms of thIS class of 
fallaCIes, the rules of .the syllogism 
a re a complete pr~tection. Not (as 
~e, have so often saId) that ratiocina_ 
tIOn cannot be good unless it be in 
the form of a syllogism; but that by 
showing it in that form, we are ~ur:e 
~o disco~er ifit ,be bad, or at least if 
It contam any fallacy of this class. 

§ 2 . A mong Fallacies of Ratiocina_ 
tion, we ought perhaps to include the 
errors committed irr proces§es which 
have the appearance only, not the 
reality, of an inference from premises_ 
the faJlacies connected with the con
v.ersi?n and a;quipollency of proJ,Josi
trons. I belIeve errors of this de
scripti~n to be far more frequently 
committed than. is gen erally sup
posed, or than theIr extreme obvious
n ess might seem to admit of. F or 
example, the simple conversion of an 
universal affirmative proposition, All 
A are B, tberefore all B ar e A, I take 
to be a very common form of error: 
though committed, like many other 
fallacies, oftener in the silence of 
~hought than in express words, for 
It can scarcely be clearly enunciated 
without being detected. And so with 
another form of fallacy, not substan
tially different from the preceding : 
t he erroneous aonversion of an hypo
thetical proposition. The proper ~on
verse of an hypothetical proposition 
is this : If t he ' conseqnent be false, 
the antecedent is false; but this, If 
the consequent be true, the antc
cedent is true, by no m eans holds 
good, bl:t is an error corresponding 
to the sIlllple conversiou of an uni. 
versal affi1'111 ati \-e. Y et hardly any· 
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thing is more common than for people § 3. A mong F allacies of R atibcina
in their private thoughts to draw this tion are to be ranked in the first place 
inference. A s when the conclusion all the cases of vicious syllogism laid 
is accepted, which it so often is, for down in the books. These generally r e
proof of the premises.. That the, p:e- solve themselves into having more than 
ll1ises cannot be true If the conclUSIOn three tern~s to the syllogism, either 
is false, is the unexceptionable foun- avowedly, or in the ~overt mode of an 
dation of the legitimate mode of rea- undistributed middle t erm, or an illi
SOiling called 1'ecl~wtio a d abStt1'Cl'Lt1n. cit )J1'ocess of one of the t wo extremes. 
But people continually think and It is not, indeed, very easy fully t o 
express themselves ,as if they . also convict an arg ument. o£ falling Ul!q(;"!r 
believed that "'tl1 ~ ,i)i'e'illises cailn~t be I any one of these viclous cases in par
false if the conclusion is true. The ticular ; for the reason already m ore 
truth, or supposed truth, of the in- than once referred t o, that the pre
ferences which follow from a doctrine, mises are seldom formally set out -: 
often enables it t o find acceptance in if they were, the fallacy would impose 
spite of gross absurdities in it. How upon nobody ,; and while they are not 
many philosophical syst ems wllich had it is almost always to a certain degree 
scarcely any intrinsic recommendation optional in what m anner . the sup
have been received by thoughtful m en pressed link should be filled up. The 
because they were supposed t o lend rules of the syllogism are rules for 
additional support to religion, mora- compelling a person to be aware of 
lity, some favourite view of politics, I the whole of what he must undertake 
or some other cherish ed persuaRion; to defend if he persists in maintain
not merely because , their wishes were ing his conclusion. H e has it almost 
thereby enlist ed on its side, but be- always in his power to make his syllo
cause its l~ading to what they deemed gism good by introducing a false pre
sound conclusions apPflarec1 to. them :!llise ; and hence it is scarcely ever 
a strong presumption in favour of its possible decidedly to affirm that any 
truth, though the prElsumption, when argument involves a bad syllogism : 
viewed in its 'true light, amounted but this detracts nothing" from the 
only to the absence of that particular value of the syllogistic rules, since it 
evidence of falsehood which would is by them that a reasoner is compelled 

, have resulted from its le:;tding by cor- distinqtly to make his election what 
rect inference to something ,already premises he is prepared t o m aintain. 
known to be false. The election made, there is generally 

Again, the very frequent error in so little difficulty in seeing . whether 
conduct of mistaking r everse of wrong the conclusion follows from the pre
for right, is the practical form of a mises set out, that we might without 
logical error with respect to the Oppo- much logical impropriety h~we m erged 
sition of Propositions. ' It is com- this fourth class of fallacies in the 
mitted for want of the habit of dis- fifth, or F allacies of Confusion. 
tinguishing the cont1'Ct1'Y of a proposi
tion from the contmclictol'Y of it, and 
of attending to the logical canon that 
contrary propositions, though they 
C~1Unot both be true, may both be 
false. If the error were t o express 
itself in words, it would run distinctly 
counter to this canon. It generally, 
however, does not so express itself, 
and t o compel it to do so is the most 
effectual method of det ecting and ex
posing it. 

§ 4. Perhaps, however, the COIl1-
monest and certainly the most dan
gerous fallacies of this class, are those 
which do not lie in u. single syllogism, 
but slip in between one syllogism and 
another in a chain of argument, and 
are committed by chcmging the ]J1"C

mises. A proposition is proved, or an 
acknowledged truth laid down, in t.he 
first part of an argnmeJ1"bti ol\, and 
in the second a fm iher :1rgmnenL is 
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founded not on the same proposition, 
but on some other, r esembling it suffi
ciently to be mistaken for it. In
stances ' of this fallacy will be found 
in almost all the argumentative dis
courses of unprecise thinkers, and we 
need only here advert to one of the 
obscurer forms of it, recognised by 
the schoolmen as the fallacy CL clicto 
secunel'ul1~ quiel ael clict'LL?n si1nplicite1·. 
This is committed when, in the pre
mises, a proposition is asserted with a 
qualification, and the qualification lost 
sight of in the conclusion; or oftener, 
when a limitation or condition, though 
not asserted, is necessary to the truth 
of the proposition, but is forgotten 
when that proposition comes to be 
employed as a premise. Many of the 
bad arguments in vogue belong to 
this class of error. The premise is 
ImIne admitted truth, some common 
m axim, the reasons or evidence for 
which have been forgotten, or are not 
thought of at the time, but if they had 
been thought of would have shown the 
necessity of so limiting the premise 
that it would no longer have sup
ported the conclusion drawn from it. 

Of this nature is the fallacy in what 
is called, by Adam Smith and others, 
the Mercantile Theory in Political 
Economy. That theory sets out from 
the common maxim, that 'whatever 
brings in money enriches; or that 
everyone is rich in proportion to the 
quantity of money he obtains. From 
this it is concluded that the value of 
any br.anch of trade, or of the trade 
of the country altogether, consists in 
the balance of money it brings in; 
that any trade which carries more 
money out of the country than it 
draws into it is a losing trade; that 
therefore money should be attracted 
into the country and kept there, by 
prohibitions and bounties; and a train 
of similar corollaries. All for want of 
reflecting that if the riches of an indi
vidual are in proportion to the quan
tity of money he ca.n comma,nd, it is 
beca.use that is the measure of his 
power of purchasing money's worth; 
and is therefore subject to the proviso 

that he is bot debarred from employ_ 
ing his money in such purchases. The 
premise, therefore, is only true seGUn_ 
cl~LnL quid " but the theory .assumes 
it to be true absolutely, and infel'~ 
that increase of money is increase of 
riches, even when produced by means 
nbversive of the condition ullderwhich 

alone money can be riches. 
A second instance is, the argument 

by which it used to be oontended, be
fore the commutation of tithe, that 
tithes fell on the landlord, and were 
a deduction from rent; because the 
rent of tithe - free land was always 
higher than that of land of the same 
quality, and the same advantages of 
situation, subject to tithe. 'Vhether 
it be true or not that a tithe falls on 
rent, a treatise on Logic is not the 
place to examine; but it is certain 
that this is no proof of it. 'Whether 
the proposition be true or false, tithe
free land must, by the necessity of the 
case, pay a higher rent. For if tithes 
do not fall on rent, it must be because 
they fall on the consumer; because 
they raise the price of agricultural 
produce. 13ut if the produce be ra,ised 
in price, the farmer of tithe-free as 
well as the farmer of tithed land gets 
the benefit. To the latter the rise is 
but a compensation for the tithes he 
pays; to the first, who pays none, it 
is clear gain, and therefore enables 
him, and if there be freedom of com
petition forces him to pay so much 
more rent to his landlord. The ques
tion remains, to what class of fallacies 
this belongs. The premise is, that the 
owner of tithed land receives less rent 
than the owner of tithe-free land; the 
conclusion is, that therefore he re
ceives less than he himself would re
cei ,re if tithe were abolished. But the 
premise is only true conditionally; the, 
owner of tithed land receives less than 
what · the owner of tithe-free land is 
enabled to receive 'when other lands ewe 
tithecl; while the conclusion is applied 
to a state of circumstances in which 
that condition fails, and in which, 

'by consequence, the premise will not 
be true. The fallacy, therefore, is CL 
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dicto sec'wncl'/,~1n quid acl dict~l1n sim,
plicite1·. 

A third example is the opposition 
sometimes made to legitimate interfer
ences of government in the economical 
nffairs of society, grounded on a mis
n.pplication of the maxim, that an in
dividual is a better judge than the 
government of what is for his own pe
cuniary interest. This objection was 
urged to Mr. 'Vakefield's principle of 
colonisation; the concentration of the 
settlers, by fixing such a price on un
occupied land as may preserve the 
most desirable proportion between the 
quantity of land in culture and the 
la,bouring population_ Against this it 
was argued, that if individuals found 
it for their advantage to occupy exten
sive tracts of land, they, being better 
judges of their own interest than the 
Legislature, (which can only proceed 
on general rules,) ought not to be re
strained from doing so. But in this 
n.rgument it was forgotten that the 
fact of a person's taking a large tract of 
land is evidence only that it is his in
terest to take as much as other people, 
but not that it might not be for his 
interest to content himself with less, if 
he could be a.ssmed that other people 
would do so too; an assurance which 
nothing but a government regulation 
can give. If all other people took 
much, and he only a little, he would 
reap none of the advantages derived 
from the concentration of the popula
tion and the consequent possibility of 
procuring labour for hire, but would 
have placed himself, without equiva
lent, in a situation of voluntary in
feriority. The proposition, therefore, 
that the quantity of land which people 
will take when left to themselves is 
that which is most for their interest to 
take, is true only secundum quicl " it 
is only -their interest while they have 
no guarantee for the conduct of one 
another. But the argument disre
gards the limitation, and takes the 
proposition for true simplic'ite1·. 

One of the conditions oftenest 
dropped, when what would otherwise 
be a true proposition is employed as a 

premise for proving others, is the con
dition of time. It is a principle of 
political economy that prices, profits, 
wages, &c., "always find their level;" 
but this is often interpreted as if it 
meant that they are always, or gene
rally, at their level; while the truth 
is, as Coleric1ge epigrammatically ex
presses it, that they are alwaysfincling 
their level, "which might be taken as 
a parap~,rase or ironical definition of 
a storm. 

UncleI' the same head of fallacy (a 
dicto seCUncl~L?n q~tiel ael clict~t1n sim
pliciter) might be placed all the errors 
which are vulgarly called misapplica
tions of abstract truths: that is, where 
a principle, true (as the common ex
pression is) in the abst1'act, that is, all 
modifying causes being supposed ab
sent, is reasoned on as if it were true 
absolutely, and no modifying circum
stance could ever by possibility exist_ 
This very common form of error it is 
not requisite that we should exem
pEfy here, as it will be particularly 
treated of hereafter in its application 
to the subjects on which it is most 
frequent and most fatal, those of poli
tics and society. * 

" "An advocate," S:1ys )11'. De M01'gnn, 
(Formal Log'ie, p. 270,) 1< is sometimes guilty 
of the argument it. dicta .~eeunclv.?n q~Lid a.cl 
cliet~mt s'implieitel' " it is his business to do 
for his client all that his client might 
honestly do for himself. Is not the word 
in italics frequently omitted? Might any 
man honestly try to do for himself all that 
counsel frequently try to do for him? We 
are often reminded of the two men who 
stole the leg of mutton; one could swear 
he had not got it, the other that he had not 
taken it. The cOllnsel is doing bis duty by 
his client, the client has left the matter to 
his counsel. Between the unexecuted in
tention of the client and the unintended 
execution of the counsel there may be a 
wrong done, and, if we are to believe the 
usual maxim3, no wrong-doer." 

The same wl'itel' justly remarks (p. 25I) 
that there is a converse fallacy, CL tlieta 
si?nplieitel' ad dictum seeundwn quicl, called 
by the scholastic logicians fallaeia Q.eci
cientis; and another, which may be called 
et clieto sec~mcl~tm qtticl ocl tliet~LJn seetmdum 
altel'wn qtLid (p. 265). For apt instances of 
both, I must refer the l'eadel' to :Ml'. De 
MOl'gau's able chapter on Fallacies. 

2L 
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I language, from men's usually takin 
CHAPTER VII. for granted that pcwonymous (or C01~ 

FALLACIES OF CONFUSION. I j~!gate) words, i.e. those be~onging to 
, I each other, as the substantIve, adjec_ 

§ 1. UNDER,this fifth and last class tive, verb, &c., of the same root, have 
it is convenient to arrange all those - ,a precisely corresponding meaninO'. 
~allacies in which the source. of error i which is by no means_ universally th~ 
!s not so much a false estIma,te of I case. Such a fallacy could not indeed 
the probative force of known evi- be even exhibited in strict loo'ical forlll 
dence, as an indistinct, indefinite, and ,which would preclude eve~l the at~ 
fluctuating ' conception , of what the I ·tempt at it, since it has two middle 
evidence is. , terms in sound as well as sense. But 

At the head of these stands that nothing is more common in practice 
multitudinous body of fallacious rea- than to vary continually the terms 
sonings iri which the source of error employed, with a view to grammatical 
is the ambiguity of terms: when convenience; nor is there anythinn
something which is true, if a word be unfair in such a, practice, as lono' a~ 
'\lsed in a particular sense; is reasoned the 1neaning is preserved unalte~ed. 
on as if it were true in another sense. e.g . ... murder should be punished with 
In such a case there is not a mal- death; this man is a murderer, there_ 
estimation of evidellce, because -there fore he deserves to die,' &c. Here we 
is not properly any evidence to the proceed 'on the assumption (in this 
point at all; there is evidence, but to case just) that to commit murder 
a different point, which, from a con-' and to be a murderer,-to deserv~ 
fused apprehension of the meaning of -death, and to be one who ought to 
the t erms used, is supposed to be the die, are, respectively, equivalent ex
same. This error will naturally be' press'ions; and it would frequently 
~ftener committed in our ratiocina- _ prove a heavy inconvenience to be 
tions than in our direct inductions,> debarred this kind of liberty; but 
because in the former we are decipher-' the abuse of it gives rise to the fal
ing our own or other people's notes, lacy in question; , e.g. p1'ojecto1's are 
while in the latter we have the things. ,unfit to be trusted; this man hall 
themselves present, either to the formed a p11oject, therefore he is unfit 
senses or to the < me~nory. Except, to be trusted: here the sophist pro
indeed, when the induction is not ceeds on the : hypothesis that he who 
from indh~i~ua1.cases to a g,enerality, forms a p1'oject must be a p1'oject01'; 
but from generalities to a still higher whereas the bad sense that commonly 
generalisation; in that case the fal- attaches to the latter word, is not :1t 
lacy of ambiguity may affect the -'in- all implied in the former. This fal
ductive process as well as th~ ratioci- lacy may often be considered as lying 
native, It occurs in ratiocination in not in the Middle, but in one of the 
two ways: when the middle . term is terms of the Conclusion; so that 
ambiguous, or when one of the terms the conclusion drawn shall not be, in 
of the syllogism is taken in one s~nse reality, at all warranted by the pre
in the premises and in another sense mises, though it will appeal' to be so, 
in the conclusion. " by means of the grammatical affinity 

Some good exemplifications of this of the words: e.g. to be acquainted 
fallacy are given by Archbishop with the guilty is a p1'esu1l'/'ption of 
Whately. "One case," says he, "which guilt; this man is so acquainted, 
may be regarded as coming under the therefore we may presume that he is 
head of Ambiguous Middle, is (what guilty: this argument proceeds on 
I believe logical writers mean by 'Fal- the supposition of an exact corre
lacic~ Figll1'C13 Dictionis ') the fallacy spondence between p1'eSW1W and p1'C' 
built on the grammatical structure of sumption, which, however, does noi 
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really exist; for ,'presumption' is "scarcity of money." In the languan-e 
commonly used to express a kind of commerce" money" has two lllea~
of slight suspic'ion ,; whereas, to 'pre- ings: currency, or the circuJating 
snme ' amounts to actual belief. There medium; and oapital seeking invest
are' innumerable instances of a non- rnent, especially investment on loan. 
correspondence in paronymous words,- In this last sense the word is used 
similar to that above instanced; as when the" money market " is spoken 
between art and a1'tjlll, design and of, and when the "value of money" 
designing, faith and fc~ithful, &0. ;!and: 'is s:1id to be high or low, th~ rate 
the more slight the variation of the) of interest being meant. The con
mean..ing, the more likely is the fal- sequence of this ambiguity is, that as 
lac)'l to be successful; for When the, soon as scarcity of money in the latter 
words have become so widely removed of these senses begins to be felt,-as 

. in sense as 'pity' and 'pi_tiful,' ev'ery; so'on as there is difficulty of obtaining 
one would perceive such a fallacy, nor loans, and the rate of interest is high, 
would it be employed but in jest.* . I '-it is conCluded that this must arise 

"The present Fallacy is nearly from causes acting upon the quantity 
allied to, or rather, perhaps, may bel or money in the other and more popu
regarded as a branch of, that founded lar sense; that the circulating medium 
on etymology J' viz. when a term is ,must have diminished in quantity, or 
used at one time in its -customary,) ought to be "increased. I am aware 
and at another in its etymological that', independently of the double 
sense, Perhaps no example of this I meaning of the term, there are in the 
can be found that is more extensively' facts themselves some peculiarities, 
and mischievously employed than in giving an 'apparent support to this 
the case of the word 1'ep1'esent(~tive: error; but the ambiguity of the lan
assuming that its right meaning must ' guage stands on the very threshold 
correspond exactly with the strict and I of th'e subject, and intercepts all at
original sense of the verb' represent,' tempts to throw light upon it. 
the sophist persuades the multitude Another ambiguous ' expression 
that a member of the 'House of Com- which continl.1ally meets us in the 
mons is bound to be guided ! in all political controversies of the present 
points by the opinion of his cO~1stitu- time, especially in those which reJate 
ents; and, in Rhort, to be merely their to organic changei'l, i~ the 'phrase "in
spokesman J' whereas law and CUSt0111, ) i.fl.uence of property," which is some
which in this case may be considered times used for the influence of respect 
as fixing the meaning of the term, for superior intelligence, or gratitude 
require no such thing, but enjoin the for the kind offices which persons of 
representative to act according to'the large property have it so much in 
best of his own judgment, and on his their power to bestow; at other times 
own responsibility." , for the influence of fear; fear of the 

The following are instances of great worst sort of power, which large pro
practical importance, in which argu- perty also give's ' to its ' possessor, the 
ments are habitually founded on a ' pqwer of doing mischief to depen
verbal ambiguity. dents. To confound these two is the 

The mercantile public are frequently , standing fallacy of ambiguity brought 
led into this fallacy by the phrase against those who seek to purify the 

J 

* An example of this fallacy is the popu- the error of supposing that an effect must 
lar error that st?'ong drink must be a cause be like its cause; that the conditions of a 
of st?'ength. There is here fallacy witll- phenomenon are likely to resemble the 
in fallacy; for granting that the words phenomenon itself; which we have already 
"strong" and "strength" were not (as treated of as an i~ pTio?'i fallacy of the first 
they are) applied in a totally different rank. As well might it be supposed that 
sens,e to fermented liquors an'd-·to the hu- u. strong P9ison would make the person 
man body, there would"still be involved who takes it strong. ' , 
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electoml sys tem from corruption and 
in timidation. Persu:1si ve influence, 

. acting through the conscience of the 
vot er, and c:1rrying his heart and 
mind with it, is beneficial ; therefore 
(it is pretended ) coercive influence, 
which compels him to forget that he 
is a moral agent, or to act in opposi
tion to his moral convictions, ought 
not to be placed under r estraint. 

Another word 'which is often turned 
into an instrument of the fallacy of 
ambiguity is Theory. In its most 
proper acceptation, theory means the 
complet ed I'G)s lllt of philosGlphical in
duction from experience. In that 
sense, there are erroneous as well as 
true theories, for induction may be 
incorrectly performed, but theory of 
some sort is the necessary result of 
knowing anything of a subject, and 
having put one's knowledge into the 
form of general propositions for the 
guidance of practice. In this, the 
proper sense of the word, Theory is 
the explanation of practice. In an
other and a more vulgar sense, theory 
means any mere fiction of the ima
gination, endeavouring to conceive 
how a thing may possibly have been 
produced, instead of ex aminino' how 
it wa,s produced. In this sens~ only 
are theory and theorists unsafe guides; 
but because of this, ridicule or dis
credit is attempted to be ~ttached to 
theory in its proper sense, that is, to 
legitimat e generalisation, the end and 
aim of all philosophy; and a conclu
sion is represented as worthless, just 
because that has been done which, if 
done correctly, constitutes the highest 
worth that a principle for the guid
aJace of practice can possess, namely, 
t o comprehend in a few words the 
real law on which a phenomenon de
pends, or some property or r elation 
which is universally true of it;. 

" The Church" is sometimes under
stood to mean the clergy alone, some
times the whole body of believers, or 
at least of communicants. The de
clamations respecting the inviolability 
o{ Church property are indebted for 
the great er part of their apparent 

force to this ambiguity. The clerO'y 
being called the Church, are suppo~eci 
to be the r eal owners of,what is called 
Church property, whereas they are in 
truth only the managing members of 
a muc~ larger body of proprietors, 
aNd enJoy on their own part a mere 
usufruct, not ext ending beyond a life 
interest. 

The following is a Stoict\,l argument 
taken from Cicero, De Pinib~~s bool
the third : "Quod est bonum ' omn~ 
laudabile est. Quod autem la~ldabile 
est, omne honestum est . Bonulll 
igitur quod est, honestum est." Here 
the ambiguous word is l(~uclabile, which 
in the minor premise means anythino• 

which mankind are accustomed, o~ 
good grounds, to admire or value · 
as beauty, for instance,' or good for~ 
tune ; but ·in tl~e major it denoteR 
exclusively moral qualities. In much 
the same manner the Stoics enc1ea
·voured logically to justify as philo
sophical truths their figurative and 
rhetorical expressions of ethical senti
ment : as that the virtuous man is 
alone free, alone beautiful, alone a 
king, &c. ' Whoever has virtue haR 
Good, (because it has been previously 
determined not to call anything e se 
good;) ' but, again, Good necessarily 
includes freedom, beauty, and even 
kingship, all these being good things ; 
therefore whoever has virtue has all 
these. 

The following is an argument of 
D escartes to prov~, in his a p1'io7'i 
manner, the being' of a God. The 
conception, says he, of an infinite 
Being proves the real existence of 
such a being. For if there is wt 
really any such being, I must have 
made the conception; but if I could 
make it, I can also unmake it; which 
evidently is not true; therefore there 
must be, externally to myself, an 
archetype, from which the conception 
was derived. In this argument (which, 
it may be observed, would equally 
prove the real existence of ghosts and 
of witches) the ambiguity is in the 
pronoun I, by which, in one place, is 
to be understood my tvill, in another 
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the ZctWS of my nature. If the con- with the external indu'cement; ' but 
ception, existing as it does in my those mental conditions also are the 
mind, had no original without the effect of causes; and there is no
conclusion 'would unquestionably fol- thing in the argument to prove that 
low that I made it; that is, the laws they can arise without a cause-that 
of my nature must have somehow a spontaneous determination of the 
evolved it; but that my w'ill made will, without any cause at all, ever 
it, would not follow. Now when t akes place, as the free-will doctrine 
Descartes afterwards adds that I can- supposes. 
not unmake the conception, he means The double use, in the free-will 
that I cannot get rid of it by an act controversy, of the word N ecessity, 
of my will : which is true, but is not which sometimes stands only for Cer
the proposition r equired. I can as tainty, at other times for Compulsion, 
much unmake this conception as I sometimes for what cannot be pre
can any other: no conception which vented, at other times only fol' what 
I have once had, can I ever dismiss we have r eason to be assured ~vill 
by mere volition ; but what some of not, we shall have occasion hereafter 
the laws of my nature have produced, to pursue to some of its ulterior con
other laws, or those same laws in sequences. 
other circumstances, may, and often A most important ambiguity, both 
do, subsequently efface. in common and in m etaphysical lan-

Analogous to this are some of the guage, is thus pointed out by A rch- · 
ambiguities in the free-will contro- bishop Whately .in the Appendix t o 
versy, which, as they will come his Logic: "Same (as well as One, 
undei- special consideration in the Identical, and other words derived 
concluding Book, I only mention me- from them) is used frequently in ' a 
?n01'ice CCG~tsa. In that discussion too sense very different from its primary 
the word I is often shifted frodt on~ one, as applicable to a single object ; 
meaning to another, at one time being employed to denote great s'i'l1~i
s~anding for my volitions, at another larity. vYhen several objects are un
tIme for the actions which are the distinguishably alike, one single cle
consequences of them, or the mental scription will apply equally t o any of 
dispositions from which they proceed. them;. and thence they are said to be 
~he latter ambiguity is exemplified all of one and the sarne nature, appear-
111 an argument of Coleridge (in his ance, &c. As, e.g., when we say' this 
Aids to Reflection) in support of the house is built of the same stone with 
freedom of the will. It is not true such another,' we only.mean that the 
he ~ays, that a man is governed by stones are undistinguishable in their 
motIves ; "the man makes the mo- qualities; not that the one building 
tive, not the motive the man'" the was pulled down, and the other COll

pro~f being that "what is a 'strong structed with the materials. W herea,s 
motive to one man is no motive at· all sameness, in the primary sense, does 
to another." The premise is true, not even necessarily imply similarity; 
but only amounts to this, that dif- for if we say of any man that · he is 
ferent persons have diffel'ent deO'rees gr~atly altered since such a tim e, we 
of susceptibility to the same motive; understand, and indeed imply by the 
l1S they have also to the same intoxi- very expressioll, that he is one pe1'son, 
eating liquid, which, however, does not though different in several qualiti€s. 
prove that they are free to be drunk It is worth observing also, that Same, 
or not. drunk, whatever quantity of in the isecondary sense, admits, 11(l

the flmd they may drink. vYhat is cOl-ding to popular usage, of degrees : 
p.rove~ is, that certai~ mental condi- we speak of t wo things being necwZy 
b OIl S 111 .the person hlll1self must co- the same, but not entirely: persollal 
opemte 111 the production of the act, ,identity does not admit of degrees. 
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Nothing, perhaps; has contributed abundance · of positiVe error in Uleta
more to the error of Realism than physical l?hilo·soph;y .. 
inattention to this ambiguity. When One of the most smgular examples 
several persons are said to have one bt the _length : to whi~h a thinker of 
cmcl the same opinion, thought, ~ or bminence may be led away by an am
idea, many men, overlooking tlfe true piguity of 'language ,is afforded hy 
simple statement of the . ~ase, wh~cl~ this very case. I refer to the famous 
is, that they :_~re . 0.lf J t{~in,king cd~ke, argument by which Bishop Berkeley 
look for something more aostruse and flattered himself . that he had for CJVel' 
mystical, and imagine there IflUS.~ be IP'Ut an 'end to " .scepticism, 'atheism 
some One Thing, in the primary r;ense, :~rid irreligion." , I ,t , is ,briefly as fol~ 
though not an indiv.idual, which is lows ;-,1 thought .of a thmg. yesterday· 
present at once in the mind oL, each · it ceased to t think oUt,; I' think of it 
of these persons; and thence readily ,again t'o-daY·, \ I had; t~lerefore, . in 
sprung Plato's theory of Ideas, each .my mind' yesterday a~, ~dec6. o~ ·the 
of which was, according to him, one object; I have also an Idea o.f It to
real, eternal object, existing entire Iday; this idea is evi~entlynot anoth,er, 
:1)ld complete in each of the , individual ,but the very same Ide~, Y ~t an In
objects that are known by one name." 4 Itf rvening time elapsed.m ~hICh I ~ad 

It is, indeed, not a matter· of infer- lit not, Where was the Idea dUrIng 
ence, but of authentic history, that ,this interval! '!t must have h,een 
Plato's doctrine of Ideas, an~ the somewl:,ere; ~t .dld not ce~se to eXIst; 
A ristotelian doct:t:ine (in this Tyspect o_thervVlse t~~ ,Idea I .had yesterday 
similar to the Platonic) of substantial cpuld not ,be ~he same I?-ea; ~o more 
forms and second substances, grew up It.han the n!-~n I see alIve to-day ca~l 
in tl~e precise way here pointed out, l'!:le ~~e, same w~om ! saw yeste~da~ If 
from the supposed necessity of find- : t.he man, has dIed m the mea~1YvhIle. 
ing in things which were said to have INowan Idea cannot be ~onc.elve~ to, 
the same nature or the same qualities ,exist anywhere excypt It; a mm~.; 
somethinG' which was the SCG?lM in the 'and· hence there must exIst an Um
,:ery sens~ in w,hich a n:i~n is the same ver~al .:Mind~ in ~hi?h all ide~s have 
as himself. All the idle speculations I ~helr permanent.reslden?e durmg the 
r especting 70 ~/I, 70 Ell, 70 (J;.WiOIl, and ' ~ntervals of t.hElll~ consclOus . . resence 
similar abstractions, .so common in t\1e, Im our.own,nflllds. " _ ~ .' ' 
ancient and in some modern schools It IS eVIdent that , Berkeley here 
of thought, spr~g from the same'. confounded s~I~:enes~ _ nU?1~e1'~ with 
source. The Aris,totelian logicians I sameness spec~e, ~hat ?S, wlth ~xact 
saw, however, one case of the ambi- ,re'1emblance, and, assumed. the formel' 
guity, and provided against it with wher,; ~here was only the latter; not 
their peculiar felic~ty in the ' inven~ion I percelYmg that when we say w.e have 
of t echnicallano'tlage when they dis- I' the same thought to-d. ay wl11ch we 
tinguished thing~ which differed b?th had ~est.er.day, we do not mea~ !he 
specie and n'l.~j)~el·o ~f.rom those wh~yh ! same mdi~l~ual tho_ttg:ht, b~lt a thou",~t 
differed nU?1~ero :tant~t1n, that is, 'whICh I ~xactJY SImIlar ,;. as we s~y ~~at '\\e 
were exactly ali1{{~, (in some particular have tl].e same . Illness 'Whlch w~ ,had 
respect at least,) but were distinct last year, meanmg only the same so~,t 
indi vi duals. ~n extension of this lof Wness. ' . ' 
distinction to the tvY9 meanings o~ .' In one r~markabl~ . m~ta.nce the 
the word ~a:me,; n~~,~ly,t?~!lge ,which scientific,,"WTl~ ~~s ... 41~I~~4 . l!lto two 
are the same specie tantwn, and a fqriously hostIle partIes. by an am
thinG' which is the same nW,Ml'O as biguity of languag~ affectmg a branch 
well'" as specie, would have prevented of science which, ~ore completely 
the confusion which has been a source than most others, enJoys the advan· 
of so much 'c1u.rkness and such an tage of a precise and well-defined 
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terminology. I I refer to the famous an interv~l of a thousand feet; when 
dispute respecting the vis viva, the ' -AchiTIes has run these thousand feet, 
history of which is given at large in the tortoise will have got on a hun~ 
Professor Playfair's Dissertation. The dred; when . Achilles has run. those 
question was whether the fm'ce of a ' hundred, the tortoise will have run 
moving body was proportional ,(its ten, and so on for ever; . ther~fore 
mass being given) tc? its velocity siro- ' Achilles may run for ever l without 
ply, or to the. square of its velocity; overtaking the tortoise, ' 
and the ambiguity was in the word Now the" for ever '.' in the con.clu~ 
Force. "One of the effects," says 'sion means, for any length' of time 
Playfair, "produced by a moving I that can be supposed; but in the pre
body_ is proportional to the square of mIses, "ever" does not mean any 
th.e velocity, while another is prop or- length of time; it means ·any nU?1?'bel~' 
tional to the velocity simply;" from of 8'l.tbdivisions of time. It means 
whence clearer thinkers were subse- that we may divide a thousfmd feet 
quently led to establish a double by ten, and that quotient again by 
measure of the efficiency of a moving ten, and so on as often as we please; 
power, one being called vis viva, and that there never needs bean end to the 
the other momentum. About , the subdivisions of the distance, nor conse: 
facts both parties were from the, first quently to' those of the time in which 
agreed; the only .question was, with it is performed. ' But an unlimited 
which of the 'two effects the -term number of subdivisions may be made 
fM'ce should , be; or could most con- of that which is itself limited. The 
veniently be, associated. But the argument proves, no other infinity of 
disputants were . by no means ,aware duration than may be embraced withiri 
that this was all; they thought that n.ve minutes. As long as the five 
force was one thing, the production l1limites 3fre not expired, what re
of effects another; and the question, mains of them may be divided by 
by which set of effects the force which ten, and ' again by ten, as ' often as 
produced both the one and the"other we like, which is perfectly compatible 
should be measured, was supposed to with their being only five minute~ 
be a question not of terminology, but altogether. It proves, in short, that 
of fact. to pass through this finite space re-

The ambiguity of the word Infinite quires a time which is infinitely divi
i's the real fallacy in the amusing logi- sible, but not all infinite time-the con
c:11 puzzle of Achilles and the Tortoise, founding of which distinction Hobbes 
:1 puzzle which has been too hard for had already seen to be the gist of the 
the ingenuity or patience of many fallacy. . 
philosophers, and which no less a - The following ambiguities of the 
think81' than Sir William Hamilton word right (in addition to the obvious 
considered as insoluble, as a sound and familiar one of a right and the 
n.rgument though leading to a palpable acljective right) are extracted from a 
falsehood. The fallacy, as Hobbes forgotten paper of my own, in a perio
hinted, lies , in the tacit assumption dical;-
that whatever is infinitely divisible is "Speaking morally, you are said to 
infinite; but the following solution have a right to do a thing, if all per
(to the invention of which I have sons are morallY 'bound not to hinder 
no clai;rn) is more precise and satis- you from doing it. But, in another 
factory. sense, to have a right to do a thing is 

The argument is, let Achilles run the opposite of having no right to do 
ten times as fast as the tortoise, yet it, i, e. of being under a moral ohliga
if the tortoise has the start, Achilles tion to forbear doing it. In this. 
will never overtake him. For sup- sense, to say that you have a right to' 
pose them to be at first separated by do a thing means that you may do it 
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without any breach of duty on your 
part; that other persons not only 
ought not to hinder you, but have no 
c:1use to think worse of you for doino' 

it. 'This is a perfectly distinct pro~ 
position from the prp.ceding, The 
right which you have by virtue of a 
duty incumbent upon other persop.s is 
obviously quite a different thing from 
a right consisting in the absence of 
any duty incumbent upon your:;;elf. 
Y et the two things are perpetually 
confounded. Thus a man will say he 
has a right to publish his opinions, 
which may be true in this sense, that 
it would be a breach of duty in n.lly 
other person to interfere and prevent 
the publication ; but he assumes there
upon that in publishing his opinions 
he himself violates no duty, which 
may either be true or false, depending 
as it does on his having taken due 
pains to satisfy himself, first, that the 
opinions are true, and, next, that their 
publication in this manner, and at 
this particular juncture, will probably 
be beneficial to the interests of truth 
on the whole. 

"The second ambiguity is that of 
confounding a right of any kind with 
a right to enforce that right by re
sisting or punishing a violation of it. 
People will say, for example, that they 
ha~e a right to good government, 
WblCh is undeniably true, it being the 
moral duty of their governors to govern 
them well. But in granting this you 
are supposed to have admitted their 
right or liberty to turn out their gov
ernors, and perhaps to punish them, 
for having failed in the performance 
of this duty; which, far from being 
the same thing, is by no means uni
versally true, but depends on an im
mense number of varying circum
stances," requiring to be conscien
tiously weighed before adopting or 
acting on such a resolution. This 
last example is (like others wbich have 
been cited) a case of fallacy within 
fallacy; it invol ves not only the second 
of the two ambiguities poi.nted out, 
but the first likewise. 
.... One not unusual form of the Fal-

lacy of Ambiguous Terms is know 
t~~hnically a~ t,h~ Fallacy of Oompo~ 
sltlOn ?,nd Dlvl~lOn:. when the same 
term IS collectIve 111 the premise 
distributive in the conclusion or v;c~' 

A ' 11 e 
ve1'sa; . or ."when the ~nidd~e term is 
collectI ve 111 one premIse, dlstributiv 
in the other. As if one were to saye 
(I quote from Archbishop Whately i 
"All the an~'les of a triangle a;'e 
equal to two l'lght angles: ABO is a.u 
angle of a tri[\,ngle; therefore ABO 
if; equal to two right angles. . , 
There ,is no fallacy ~nore common, 0; 
more lIkely to decelve, than the one 
now before us. The form in which it 
is most usually employed is to estab. 
lish some truth separately concern. 
ing each single member of a certain 
class, and thence to infer the same of 
the ~vlwle collect ively." As in the argu. 
ment one sometimes -hears to prove 
that the world could do without great 
men. If Oolnmbus (it is said) had 
never li ved, America 'would still have 
been discovered, at most only a few 
years later; if Newton had never 
lived, some other person would have 
discovered the law of gravitation; 
and so forth. Most true; these 
things would have been done, but in 
all probability not till some one had 
again been found with the qualities 
of ' Columbus or Newton. Because 
anyone great man might have had 
his place supplied by other great men, 
the argument concludes that all great 
men could have been dispensed with, 
The t erm "great men" is distributive 
in the premises and collective in the 
conclusion. 

"Such also is the fallacy wnich 
probably opera,tes on most adven
turers. in 10t~eries: e.g. 'the gaining 
of a hIgh pnze is no uncommon oc
currence; and what is no uncommon 
occurrence may reasonably , be ex
pected; therefore the gaining of a 
high prize may reasonably be ex· 
pected: ' the conclusion when applied 
to the individual (as in practice it is) 
must be understood in the sense of 
'reasonably expected by Cb ce1'tctin in
clivicwtctl;' therefore for the major 
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premise to be true, the middle term 
must be understood to mean, 'no un
common occurrence to some one par
tiwla1' person;' whereas for the 
minor (which has been placed first) 
to be true, you must understand it of 
'no uncommon occurrence to some one 
01' other,:' and thus you will have the 
Fallacy of Composition. 

"This is a Fallacy with which 
men are extremely apt to deceive 
themselves; for when a multitude of 
particulars are presented to the mind, 
many are too weak or too indolent to 
tak~ a comprehensive view of them, 
but confine their attention to each 
single point by turns j and then de
cide, infer, and act accordingly: e.g. 
the imprudent spendthrift, finding 
that he is able to afford this, OJ' that, 
01' the other expense, forgets that all 
of them togethe1' -will ruin him." The 
debauchee destroys his health by suc
cessive acts of intemperance, because 
no one of those acts would be of itself 
sufficient to do him any serious harm. 
A sick person reasons with himself, 
"one, and another, and another of 
my symptoms do not prove that I 
have a fatal disease;" and practi
cally concludes that all taken together 
do not prove it. 

§ 2. vVe have' now sufficientlyex
emplified one of the principal Genera 
in this Order of Fallacies, where, the 
source of error being the ambiguity 
of terms, the premises are verbally 
what is required to support the con
clusion, but not r eally so. In the 
second great Fallacy of Oonfusion 
they are neither verbally nor really 
suificient, though, from their multi
plicity and confused arrangement, 
and still oftener from defect of me
mory, they are not seen to be what 
they are. The fallacy I mean is that 
of Petitio P1'incipii, or begging the 
question; including the more com
plex and not uncommon variety of 
it which is termed R easoning in a 
Oircle. 

Petitio Principii, as defined by 
Archbishop W'hately, is the fallacy 

"in which the premise either appears 
manifestly to be the same as the con
clusion, or is actually proved from the 
conclusion, or is such as would natur· 
ally and properly so be proved." By 
the last clause I presume is meant, that 
it is not susceptible of any other proof; 
for otherwise there would be no fal
lacy. To deduce from a proposition 
propositions from which it would 
itself more naturally be deduced, is 
often an allowable deviation from the 
usual didactic order; or at most what, 
by an adaptation of a phrase familiar 
to mathematicians, may be called a 
logical inelegance. * , 

The employment of a proposition to 
prove that on which it is itself depen
dent for proof, by no means implies 
the degree of mental imbecility which 
might ~t first be supposed. The diffi· 
cultyof comprehending how this fal
lacy could possibly be committed dis
appears when we reflect that all per
sons, even the instructed, hold a great 
number of opinions without exactly 
recollecting how they came by them. 
Believing that they have at some for
mer time verified them by sufficient 
evidence, but having forgotten what 
the evidence was, they may easily be 
betrayed into deducing from them the 
very propositions which are alone cap
able of serving as premises for their 
establishment. "As if," says Arch
bishop Whately, "one should attempt 
to prove the being of a God from 
the authority of Holy \Vrit ; " which 
might easily happen to one with 
whom both doctrines, as fundamental 
t enets of his religious creed, stand on 
the same ground of familiar and tra· 
ditional belief. 

* In his later editions, Al'chbishop 
Wbately confines the n ame of Petitio 
P?'incipii "to those cases in which one of 
the premises either is m anifestly the same 
in sense with the conclusion, or is actually 
proved from it, or is such as the persons 
you are addressing are not likely to know, 
01' to admit, except as an inference from 
the conclusion: as, e. g, if anyone should 
infer tbe authenticity of a certain history 
from its recording such and such facts, the 
reality of which rests on the evidence of 
that history," 
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Arguing in a circle, however, is a 
stronger case of the fallacy, and im
plies more than the mere passive re
ception of a premise by one who does 
not remember how it is to be proved. 
It implies an actual attempt to prove 
two propositions reciprocally from one 
another; and is seldom resorted to, 
at least in express terms, by any per
son in his own speculations, but is 
committed by those who, being hard 
pressed by an adversary, are forced 
into giving reasons for an opinion of 
which, when they began to argue, they 
had not sufficiently considered the 
grounds. As in the following example 
from Archbishop Whately: "Some 
mechanicians attempt to prove (what 
they ought to lay down as a probable 
but doubtful \hypothesis *) that every 
particle of matter gravitates equally: 
, why?' 'because those bodies which 
contain more particles ever gravitate 
more strongly, i.e. are heavier: ' 'but, 
(it may be urged,) those which are 
heaviest are not always more bulky; , 
'no, but they contain more particles, 
though more closely condensed:' 'how 
do you know that?? 'because they are 
heavier:' 'how does that prove it ~' 
'because all particles of matter gravi-. 
tating equally, that mass which is 
specifically the heavier must needs 
have the more of them in the same 
space.' " It appears to me that the 
fallacious reasoner, in his private 
thoughts, would not be likely to pro
ceed beyond the first step. He would 
acquiesce in the sufficiency of the rea
son first given, "bodies which contain 
more particles are heavier." It is 
when he finds this questioned, and is 
called upon to prove it, without know
ing how, that he tries to establish his 
premise by supposing proved what he 
is attempting to prove by it. The 
most effectual way, in fact, of expos
ing a Petitio P1·incipii, when ch'cum
stances allow of it, is by challenging 

* No longer even a probable hypothesis, 
iJince the establishment of the atomic the
ory; it being now certain that the integral 
particles of different substances gnwitate 
unequally. It is true that these particles, 

the reason er to prove his premises . 
which i~ he ~ttem.pts to do, he 'i~ 
n:cessanly dnven 111to arguing in a 
Clrcle. 

It is not uncommon, however for 
thinkers, and those not of the lo~est 
description, to be led even in their 
own thoughts, not indeed into for
mally proving each of two propo_ 
sitions from the other:, but into ad
mitting propositions which can only 
be so proved. In the preceding ex
ample the, two together form a com_ 
plete and consistent, though hypothe_ 
tical, explanation of the facts con
cerned. And the tendency to mistake 
mutual coherency for truth, to trust 
one's safety to ~ strong chain though 
it has no pOiJ.lt of support, is at the 
bottom of much which, when reduced 
to the strict forms of argumentation 
can exhibit itself no otherwise than a~ 
reasoning in a circle. All experience 
bears testimony to the _ en~hralling 
effect of neat concatenatlOn 111 a sys
tem of doctrines, and the difficulty 
with which people admit the persua_ 
sion that anything which holds so 
we~l together can possibly fall. 

Since every case where -a conclusion 
which can only be proved from cer
tain premises is used for tne proof of 
those premises is a case of petitio 
principii, that fallacy includes a very 
great proportion of all incorrect rea
soning. It is necessary, for complet
ing our view of the fallacy, to ex
emplify some of the disguises under _ 
which it is accustomed to mask itself, 
and to escape exposure. 

A proposition would not .be :tel. 
mitted by any person in his senses 
as a corollary from itself, unless it 
were expressed in language which 
made it seem different. One of the 
commonest modes of so expressing it 
is to present the proposition itself in 
abstract terms, as a proof of the same 
proposition expressed in concrete lan-

though real minima for the purposes of 
,chemical combination, may not be the ulti
mate particles of the substance; and this 
doubt alone renders the hypothesis admis
sible, even as an hypothesis. 
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<ruage. This is a very frequent mode, 
~ot only of pretended proof, but of 
pretended explanation, and is Faro
died when Moliere makes one of his 
absurd physicians say-

-down, which it is in their natU1·e to 
Ido." * In other words, it is in the 
Inatu1'e of bodies to move up and 
I down, e?·go any physical fact which 

I 
supposes them not so to move can
not be authentic. This mode of rea-

" lIfihi a docto doctore, 
Domal1datul" causam et rationem 

quare 
Opium facit dormire. 

A quoi respondeo, 
Quia est in eo 

"', 1 ' • 

, I ~oning, by which a bad generalisat~on 
is made to overrule all facts whICh 
contradict it, is petitio p?·incipii in 
one of its most palpable forms. 

None of the modes of assuming . ·Virtus dOl'mitiva, 
Cujus est natura 

Sensus assoupire." 

The words Nature and Essence are 
grand instruments of this mode of 
beggillg the question; as in the wel~
known argument of the scholastIC 
theologians, that the mind thinks 
n.lways, because . the essence of the. 
mind is to think. Locke had to 
point out that if by essence is here 
meant some property which must 
manifest itself by actual exercise at 
all tim~s, the premise is a direct as
sumption of the conclusion; while if 
it 'only means that to think is the 
distinctive property of a mind, there 
is no pqnnection between the premise 
n.nd the conclusion, since it is not 
lleCeJ;lSary that a distinctive property 
should-be perpetually.in action. 

The following is one of the modes 
in which these abstract terms, Nature 
and Essence, are used as instruments 
of this fallacy. Some particular pro
perties of a thing are selected, m~re 
or less arbitrarily, to be terIl!ed Its 
nature or essence; and when this 
has been done, thes~ properties are 
supposed to be invested with a kind, 
of indefeasibleness, to have become 
p~ramount to all the other proper~ies 
of the thing, and incap~ble of bemg 
prevailed over or counteracted by 
them. As when Aristotle, in a pas
sage already cited, "decides that 
there is no void op. such arguments 
as this; in a void, . there could be l!0 
difference of up auq; down,; for as 111 
nothing there are !l0 differences, so 
there are none in a privation or nega
tion; but a void is merely a priva~ion 
or negation of matter; therefore, 111 a 
void, bodies could not move up and 

~hat should be proved are in more 
frequent use than what are termed 
by Bentham "question: begging ap
pellatives," names .wlll?h beg ~he 
question under the dlsgUlse of statmg 
it. The most potent of these are 
such as have a laudatory or vitupe
rative character. For instance, in 
politics, the word Inno:ration. ~he 
dictionary meaning of thIS t~rm bem~ 
merely" a ch.ange to somethmg new, 
it is difficult for the defenders even 
of the most salutary hnproyement to 
deny that it is an innovation; yet 
the word having acquired in common 
usage a vituperative connotatio~ in 
addition to its dictionary meanmg, 
the admission is always construed as 
a large concession to the disadvan
taO'e of the thing proposed. 

The following passage from the 
argument in refutation of the.Epicu
reans, in the second book of ClCero ~e 
Finibus affords a fine example of thIS 
sort of' fallacy :-" Et quidem illud 
ipsum non nimium prob~ (et tant?I?
patior) philosophum 10qUl de C~p~dl
tatibus finiendis. An potest cupldltas 
fini~i? tollenda est, atque extrahenda 
radicitus. Quis est enim, in quo sit 
. <?upiditas, quin recte ~upidus ~ci 
possit? Ergo et avarus .ent, sed fimte : 
adulter, verum hab~<:;.blt modn~:. et 
luxuriosus eodem modo. QU:1hs Ista 
philosophia est, qure no~ interitum 
afferat pravitatis, sed SIt contenta 
mediocritate vitiorum?" The ques~ 
tion was, whether certain des~'es, 
when kept within bounds, are VIces 
or not; and the argument decides the 
point by applying to them _ a word 

* Bist. Incl. Sc.) i. 34. 
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(cupiditets) which implies vice. It is 
shown, however, in the remarks which 
follow, that Oicero did not intend this 
as a serious argument, but as a criti
cism on what he deemed an inappro
priate expression. " B,em ipsam pror
sus probo: elegantiam desidero. Ap
pellet hrec clesicle1'ia nat~wee ; cupidi
tatis nomen servet alia," &c. But 
many persons, both ancient and mo
dern, have employed " this, or some
thing equivalent to it, as a real and 
conclusive argument. vVe may re
mark that the passage respecting 
cupiditas and cupiclus is also an ex
ample of another fallacy already no
ticed, that of Paronymous Terms. 

Many more of the arguments of the 
ancient moralists, and especially of 
the Stoics, fall within the definition 
of P etitio P1'incipii. In the De Fini
bus, for example, which I continue to 
quote as being probably the best ex
tant exemplification at once of the 
doctrines and the methods of the 
schools of philosophy existing at that 
time; of what value as arguments are 
such pleas as those of Oato in the 
third book: That if virtue were not 
happiness, it could not be a thing to 
boast of: that if death or pain were 
evils, it would be impossible not to 
fear them, and it could not, therefore, 
be laudable to despise them, &c. In 
one way of viewing these arguments, 
they may be regarded as appeals to 
the authority of the general sentiment 
of mankind which had stamped its 
approval upon certain actions " and 
characters by the phrases referred to ; 
but that such could have been the 
meaning intended is very unlikely, 
considering the contempt of the an
cient philosophers for vulgar opinion. 
In any other sense they are clear 
cases of Petitio P1'incipii, since the 
word laudable and the idea of boast
ing imply principles of conduct; and 
practical maxims can only be proved 
by speculative truths, namely, from 
the properties of the subject-matter, 
and cannot, therefore, be employed 
to prove those properties. As well 
might it be argued tlH~t a government " 

"is good because we ought to support 
it, or that there is a God because it is 
our duty to pray to him. 

It is assumed by all the disputants 
in the De Finibus as the foundation 
of the inquiry into the swnmU1n bo
nU1nthat "sapiens semper beatusest." 
Not simply that wisdom gives the 
best chance of' happiness, or that wis
don consists in knowing what happi
ness is, and by what things it is pro
moted-these propositions would not 
have been enough for them-but that 
the sage always is, and must of neces
sity be, happy. The idea that wisdolll 
could be consistent with unhappiness 
was always rejected as inadmissible: 
the reason assigned by one of the in
terlocutors, near the beginning of the 
third book, being, that if the wise 
could be unhappy, there was little use 
in pursuing " wisdom. But by un
happiness they did not mean pain or 
suffering; to that it was granted that 
the wisest person was liable in COlll
mon with others: he was happy, be
cause in possessing wisdom he had the 
most valuable of all possessions, the 
most to be sought and prized of all 
things, and to possess the most valu
able thing was to be the most happy. 
By laying it down, therefore, at the 
commencement of the inquiry, that 
the sage must be happy, the disputed 
question respecting the SUl1W2~t1n uo
num was in fact begged; with the 
further assumption that pain and 
suffering, so far as they can co-exist 
with wisdom, are not unhappiness, and 
are no evil. 

The following are additional in
stances of P etitio P1'incipii, under 
more or less of disguise. 

Plato, in the Sophistes, attempts 
to prove that things may exist which 
are incorporeal by the argument that 
justice and wisdom are incorporeal, 
and justice and wisdom must be 
something. Here, if by someth-ing be 
meant, as Plato did in fact mean, a 
thing capable of existing in and by it
self, and not as a quality of some other 
thing, he begs the question in assert
ing that justice and wisdom must be 
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something : if he means anything else, 
his conclusion is not proved. This 
fallacy might also be classed under 
ambiguous middle term: something, 
in the one premise, meaning some 
substance, in the other merely some 
object of thought, whether substance 
or 3,ttribute. " 

It was formerly an argument em
ployed in proof of what is now no 
longer a popular doctrine, the infinite 
divisibility of matter, that every por
tion of matter, however small, must at 
least have an upper and an under sur
face. Those who used this argument 
did not see that it assumed the very 
point in dispute, the imposs~bility of 
arri ving at a minimum of thIckness; 
for if there be a miuimum, its upper 
and under surfa.ce will of course be 
one: it will be itself a surface, and no 
more. The argument owes its very 
considerable plausibility to this, that 
the premise does actually seem more 
obvious than the conclusion, though 
really identical with it. As expressed 
in the premise, the proposition appeals 
directly and in concrete language to 
the incapacity of the human imagi
nation for conceiving a minimum. 

' Viewed in this light, it becomes a 
case of the a priori fallacy or natural 
prejudice, that whatever cannot be 
conceived cannot exist. Every Fal
lacy of Oonfusion (it is almost un
necessary to repeat) will, if cleared up, 
become a fallacy of some other sort; 
and it will be found of deductive or 
ratiocinative fallaci i3s generally, that 
when they mislead, there is mostly, as 
in this case, a fallacy of some other 
description lurking under them, by 
virtue of which chiefly it is that the 
verbal juggle, which is the outside or 
body of this kind of fallacy, passes 
llndetected. 

Euler's Algebra, a book otherwise 
of great merit, but full to overflow
ing of logical errors in respect to the 
founda,tion of " the science, contains 
the following argument to prove that 
1nimts multiplied by mi 111GS gives pl"us, 
a doctrine the opprobrium of all mere 
l11;;t,them:1ticians, and which Euler had 

not a glimpse of the true method of 
proving. He says min~ls multiplied 
by minus cannot give 1ninus >' for 
minus multiplied by pl~GS gives minus, 
and 1nimts multiplied by minus can 
not gi ve the same product as mimlS 
multiplied by plus. Now one is ob
liged to ask why mimls multiplied 
by mimts must give any product at 
all ? and if it does, why its product 
cannot be the same as that of mimls 
multiplied by plus >' for this would 
seem, at the first glance, not more ab
surd than that minus by 1nin'us should 
give the same as plttS by " pl~',s, the 
proposition which Euler prefers to it. 
The premise requires proof as much as 
"the conclusion; nor can it be proved ex
cept by that more comprehensi ve view 
of the nature of multiplication and 
of algebraic processes in general which 
would also supply a far better proof 
of the mysterious doctrine which Euler 
is here endeavouring to demonstrate. 

A striking instance of reasoning in 
a circle is that of some ethical writers, 
who first take for their standard of 
moral truth what, being the general, 
they deem to be the natural or in 
stinctive sentiments and perceptions 
of mankind, and then explain away 
the numerous instances of divergence 
from their assumed standard, by re
presenting them as cases in which the 
perceptions are unhealthy. Some par
ticular mode of conduct or feeling is 
affirmed to be unneGtural >' why? be
cause it is abhorrent to the universal' 
and natural sentiments of mankind. 
Finding no such sentiment in your
self, you question the fact; and the 
answer is, (if your antagonist is polite,) 
that you are an exception, a peculiar 
case. But neither (say you) do I find 
in the people of some other country, 
or"of some former age, any such feel
ing of abhorrence: "Ay, but their 
feelings were sophisticated and un
healthy." " 

One of the most notable specimens 
of reasoning in a circle is the doctrine 
of Hobbes, Rousseau, and others, 
which rests the obligations by which 
hum an beings are bound as members 
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of society, on a supposed social com- "Various kinds of propositions are 
pact. I waive the consideration of according to the occasion, sUbstituted 
the fictitious nature of the compact for the one of which proof is required: 
itself; but when Hobbes, through sometimes the particular for the uni· 
the whole Leviathan, elaborately de- versal; sometimes a proposition with 
duces the obligation of obeying the different terms; and various are the 
s'overeign, not from the necessity Ol!' contrivances employed to effect and 
utility of doing so, but from [a pro- to conceal this substitution, and to 
mise supposed to have been made by make the conclusion which the sophist 
our ancestors, on ren'ouncing savage has drawn answer practically the 
life and agreeing to establish political same purpose as the one he ouO'ht 
society, it is impossible not to retort to have established. "Ve say, 'PI~C
by the question, why are we bound ,tically the same purpose,' because it 
to keep a promise made for us by will very often happen that SOille 
others, or why bound to keep a pro- emotion will be excited, some sellti
mise at all? No satisfactory ground ment impressed on the mind, (by a 
can be assigned for the obligation, dexterous emplo~ment of ~his fallacy,) 
except the mischievo~s consequences SUC~l ,as shall .b~mg men mto the dis
of the absence of faith and mutual ' pos~t'Wn reqUlslte for your purpose; 
confidence among mankind. We are, though they may not have assented 
therefore, brought round to t~e in- to, or e,v~n stated disti~?tly in, the~r 
t erests of society, as the ultimate own mmds, ~he Pl'OPOSbt'W1'!' whlCh It 
groun~ of the oblig~tion of a pro- ~as your ::lUsmess to establIsh. Thus 
mise; and yet those mterests are not If a sophls~ has to defen,d one who 
admitted to be a sufficient justifica- has been gUlltyof some sel'WUS offence, 
tion for the existence of government which he wishes to extenuate, though 
and law. Without , a promise it is he is unable distinctly to prove that 
thouaht that we should not be bound ' it is not such, yet if he can succeed 
to that which is implied in all modes in 'making the audience la'l.!gh at som.e 
of living in society, namely, ~o yield a casual matter, he. has gamed I?ractl
general obedience to the laws tl:erein ' cally the sa~ne pomt. So also If ~ny 
established; and so necessary IS the one has pomt~d out the , e~tenuatmg 
promise deemed, that if no~e. has circumstances m some partlc~lar. case 
actually been made, some additional 'of offence so as to show, that It differs 
safety is supposed to be given .to ~l:te widely from th~ ger,terahty of th~ same 
foundations of society by felgnmg class, the sophist, lf he finds lumself 
one. unable to disprove these circum· 

stances, may do away the force of 
§ 3. Two principal subdivisions of them by simply l'efel'1"ing the action 

the class of Fallacies of Confusion to that ve1/Y class which no one can 
having been disposed of, there re- deny that it belongs to, and the very 
mains a third, in which the confusion name of which will excite a feeling of 
is not, as in the Fallacy of Ambiguity, disgust sufficient to counteract the 
in misconceiving the import of the extenuation: e.g. let it be a case of 
premises, nor as in Petitio Principii, peculation, and that many mitigating 
in forgetting what the premises are, circumstances .have been brought for· 
but in mistaking the conclusion which ward which cannot be denied; the 
is to be proved. This is the fallacy sophistical opponent will reply, 'Well, 
of 19nomtio Elenchi, in the widest but after all, the man is a 1'og~te, aml 
sense of the phrase; also called by there is an end of it ;' now in reality 
Archbishop Whately the Fallacy of this was (by hypothesis) nev~r the 
Irrelevant Conclusion. His examples question; and the mere assertIOn, ?f 
and remarks are highly worthy qf' 'what was never denied ottght n.o~, III 

citation. birness, to be regarded as declSlve: 
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but, practically, the odiousness of the 
word, arising in great measure from 
the association of those very circum
stances which belong to most of the 
class, but which we have supposed to 
be ctbsent in this pa1'ticula?' instance 
excites precisely that feeling of dis~ 
gust which in effect destroys the 
force of the defence. In like manner 
we may refer to this head all cases 
of improper appeal to the passions, 
and everything else which is men
tioned by 'Aristotle as extraneous to 
the ~a.tter in hand (E~W TOU 7rpa:y!J.a,
.,.o~). 

Again, "instead of proving that 
'this prisoner has committed an at- . 
rocious fraud,' you prove that the 
fraud he is accused of is atrocious: 
instead of proving (as in the well
known tale of Cyrus and the two 
coats) that the taller boy had a right 
to force the other boy to exchange 
coats with him, you prove that the 
exchange would have been advantage
ous to both: instead of proving that 
the poor ought to be relieved in this 
way rather than in that, you prove 
that the poor ought to be relieved: 
instead of proving that the irrational 
agent-whether a brute or a mad
man-can never be deterred from any 
act by apprehension of punishment 
(as, for instance, a dog from sheep~ 
biting by fear of being beaten,) you 
prove that the beating of one dog 
does not operate as an exa'l1l,ple to 
other dogs, &c. 

"It is evident that ignoratio elenchi 
may be employed as well for the ap
parent refutation of your opponent's 
proposition as for the apparent estab
lishment of your own; for it is sub
stantially the same thing to prove 
what was not denied or to disprove 
what was not asserted. The latter 
practice is not less common, and it is 
more offensive, because it frequently 
amounts to a personal affront, in attri
buting to a person opinions, &c., which 
he perhaps holds in abhorrence. Thus, 
when in a discussion one party vin
dicates, on the ground of general ex
pediency, a particular instan ce of 1'8 -

~istance to gove'rnment in a case of 
mtolerable oppression, the Opponent 
may gravely maintain' that we ouo'ht 
not to do evil that good may come"?
a proposition which of course had never 
been denied, the point in dispute be
ing, 'whether resistance in this parti
cular case ~vere doing evil or not.' Or 
a~'ain, by wa,y of disproving the asser
~lOn o~ ~he rIght of private judgment 
111 relIglOn, one may hear a grave ar
gument to prove that 'it is impossible 
everyone can be 1'ight in his juclg
ment.' " 

The works of controversial writers 
are seldom free from this fallacy. The 
attempts, for instance, to disprove the 
population doctrines of Malthus have 
been mostly cases of ignoratio elenchi. 
Malthus has been supposed to be re
futed if it could be shown that in 
some countries or ages population has 
been nearly stationary, as if he 'had 
asserted that population always in
creases in a given ratio, or had not 
expressly declared that it increases 
only in so far as it is not restrained 
by pr~dence or kept down by poverty 
and dIsease. Or, perhaps, a collection 
of facts is produced to prove that in 
some one country the people are better 
off ",:ith a dense population than they 
are m another country with a thin 
one, or that the people have become 
more numerous and better off at the 
same time; as if the assertion were 
that a dense population could not pos
sibly;. be well off-as if it were not part 
of the very doctrine, and essential to 
it, that where there is a more abun
dant production there may be a greater 
population without any increase of 
poverty, or even with a diminution ' 
of it. 

The favourite argument against Ber
keley's theory of the non-existence of 
n:atter, and the most popularlyeffec
tive, next to a "grin" *-an arO'1.1-
ment, moreover, which is not confi~ed 
to "coxcombs," nor to men like Sa.muel 
J ohnson, whose greatly overrated abi
lity certainly did not lie in the direc-

* "And coxcombs vanquish Berkeley 
wi th [l g rin. " 
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tion of metaphysical speculation, but 
is the stock arO"urnent of the Scotch 
school of met~physicians-is a paJ
pable ignoratio elenchi. The argu
ment is perhaps as frequently ex
pressed by gesture as by words, ~nd 
one of its commonest forms conSIsts ' 
in knocking a stick against th~ ground. 
This short and easy confut:1tlon over
looks the fact that, in denying m.at
ter, Berkeley did not den~ anythmg 
to which our senses bear WItness, and 
therefore cannot be answere~ .by any 
:1ppeal to them. His sceptlClsm re
bted to the supposed substratum, or 
hidden cause of the appeara~ces per
ceived by our senses, the eVIdence of 
which whatever may be thought of 
its co~clusiveness, is certainly not the 
evidence of sense ; and it will always 
remain a signal proof ~f the w~t.nt 
of met :1physical profundIty of R eld, 
St ewart, and, I am sorry to add, of 
Brown, that they should hav!3 pe~' 
sist ed in :1sserting that Be~keley, If 
he believed his own doctrme, was 
bound to walk into the kennel or run 

his head against :1 post. . As if per
sons who do not recogl1lse an occult 
cause of their sen sations coulJ not 
possibly b elieve that a ' ~xed order 
subsists among the sensatIOns them_ 
selves. Such:1 want of comprehen. 
sion of the dis~inction betwe~n a thing 
and its sensible manifestatIOn, or, in 
m etaphysical language, between the 
noumenon and the phenomenon, would 
be impossible to even the dullest dis. 
ciple of Rant or Coleridge. 

It would be easy to add a greater 
number of examples of this fallacy, 
as well as of the others which I have 
attempted to ohara?teri~e. But a 
more copious exemph£catlOn does not 
seem to be n ecessary; and the intelli· 
gent reader will have little difflCulty 
in adding to the catalo~~e from Il1s 
own r eading and experIence. \V.e 
shall ther efore her e close our exposI
tion of the gen eral principles of logic, 
and proceed to. the supplementary 
inquiry which IS necessary to com· 
plete our design. 

BOOI< VI. 

-
ON THE LOGIC OF THE MORAL 

SCIENCES. 

" Si l'homme peut predire, uvec une assurance pl'esque entiere, les pbenomenes dont 
i1 connu'it les lois; si lors meme qu'eUes lui sont inconnues, il peut, d'apr~s l'expeli
ence, prevoir avec une grande probabilite les evenemens de l'avenir; pourquoi regar
demit-on comme une entreprise chimerique, celle de tracer avec quelque vraisemblance 
le tableau des destine~s futures de l'espece humaine, d'apres les resultats de son his
tou'e? Le seul fOl1dement de croyallce dans les sciences nuturelles, est cette idee, 
que les lois generales, connues ou ignorees, qui reglent les phenumenes de l'univers, 
sont necessaires et constantes; et par quelle raison ce principe serait-il moins vrai 
pour le developpement des facultes intellectuelles et morales de l'homme, que pour 
les autres operations de la nature? ' Rntin, puisque des opinions fOl'mees d 'apres l'ex
perience ... Bont la seule regIe de la conduite des hommes les plus sages, pourquoi 
interdirait-on au philosopbe d'appuyer ses conjectures sur cette meme base, pourvu 
qu'il ne leur attribue pas une certitude superieure a celle qui peut ma'itre du nombre, 
de la constance, de l'exactitude des observations? "-CONDORCET, Esquisse (f~m Tablea~~ 
Histo1'iqtte des P1'og1'es de l' Esprit Htt1nain. 

CHAPTER I. I solution was correct. In scientific 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. investigat~on, as in all other .w.orks of 

human sInll, the way of obtammg the 
§ I. PRINCIPLES of Evidence and I' end is seen as it were instinctively by 

Theories of Method are not to be superior minds in some comparatively 
constructed cl, prim'i. The laws of I simple case, and is then, by judicious 
our rational faculty, like those of generalisation, adapted to the variety 
every other natural agency, are only of complex cases, We learn to do 
learnt by seeing the agent at work. I a thing in difficult circumstances by 
The earlier achievements of science attending to the manner in which 
were made without the conscious ob- we have spontaneously done the same 
servance of any Scientific Method; I thing in easier ones. 
and we should never have known by This truth is exempli£ed by the 
what process truth is to be ascertained history of the various branches of 
if we had not previously ascertained knowledge which have successively, 
many truths. But it was only the in the ascending order of their com
easier problems which could be thus plication, assumed the character of 
resolved: natural sagacity, when it sciences; and will doubtless receive 
tried its strength against the more fresh confirmation from those of which 
difficult ones, either failed altogether, the final, scienti£c constitution is yet 
or if it succeeded here and there in to come, and which are still aban
obtaining a solution, had no sure doned to the uncertainties of vague 
means of convincing others that its and popular discussion. Although 

2M 
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several other sciences have emerged 
from this state at a comparatively 
recent date, none now remain in it 
except those which relate to man 
himself, the most complex and most 
difficult subject of study on which 
the hum::m mind can be engaged. 

Concerning the physical n ature of 

kind have not yet been equally SUc
cessful; on which the most sagacious 
minds have occupied themselves ,from 
the earliest date, and have n ever suc
ceeded in establishing any consider
able body of truths, so as to be beyond 
denial or doubt; it is by generalising 
the methods successfully followed in 
the former inquiries, and adapting 
them to the latter, that we may hope 
to remove this blot on the face of 
science. The remaining chapters are 
an endeavour to facilitate this most 
desirable object. 

\ man as an organised being,-though 
there is still much uncertainty and 
much controversy, which can only be 
t erminat ed by the general aclmow
ledgment and employment of stricter 
rules of induction than are commonly 
recoO'nised,-there is, however, a con
side~able body of truths which all § 2. In attempting this, I am not 
who have.' attended to the subject unmindful how little can be done 
consider to be fully established; nor towards it in a mere treatise on Logic 
fs there now any radicalllnperfection or how vague and unsatisfactory ali 
in the method observed in I this de- precepts of Method must necessarily 
partment of science by its most dis- appear when not practically exempli
tinguished modern teachers. But the fied in the establishment of a body of 
laws of Mind, and, in even a greater doctrine. Doubtless, the most effec
deO'ree, those of Society, are so far tual mode of showing how the sciences 
frobm having attained a similfl.r state of Ethics and Politics may be con
of even partial recognition, that it is structed would be to construct them: 
still a controversy whether they are a task which, it needs scarcely be 
capable of becoming subjects of science said, I am not about to undertake. 
in the strict sense of the term; and But even if there were no other ex
amonO' those who are agreed on this amples, the 'memorable one of Bacon 
point;:' there reigns the most irrecon- would be sufficient to demonstrate 
cilable diversity on almost every other. that it is sometimes both possible and 
Here therefore, if anywhere, the prin- useful to point out the way, though 
ciple~ laid down in the preceding Books without being oneself prepared to 'ad
may be expected to be 'useful. venture far into it. And if more were 

If on matters so much the most to be attempted, this at least is not a 
imp~rtant with which human intel- proper place for the attempt. 
lect can occupy itself, a more general In substance, whatever can be done 
aareement is ever to exist among in a work like this for the Logic of 
thinkers' if what has been pronounced the Moral Sciences, has beeriCirought 
"the proper study of mankind" is not to have been accomplished in the five 
destined to remain the only subject preceding Books; t~ which the present 
which Philosophy cannot succeed in can be .only. a kind of supplement. or 
r escuing from ,Empiricism; the same app~ndl:C' smce .the methods of Ill
process through which the laws of ves~lgatl.on apphcable to ~ral and 
many simpler phenomena have by ~l. sCIe~ce must have been ~lready 
general acknowledgment been placed descn?ed, If I have succee~~d m enu
beyond dispute must be consciously meratmg and charactensmg th.ose 
and deliberat ely applied to those more of science ill ger:eral. !t remaIllS, 
difficult i:p.quiries. If there are some however, to examme w~lCh of. those 
subjects on which the results obtained methods are mGre espeCIally ~U1te~ to 
have finally received the unanimous the various branc~es of mor~l mqu~y ; 
assent of all who have attended to under what pecuhar facultIes or dIffi
the proof, and others on which man- culties they are there employed; how 
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far the unsatisfactory state of those determines itself ; that Our volitions 
inquiries is owing to a wrong choice are not, properly speaking, the effect s of 
of methods, how far to want of skill causes, or at least have no causes which 
in the application of right ones; and , they uniformly and implicitly obey. 
what degree of ultimate success may I have already made it sufficiently 
be attained or hoped for by a better apparent that the former of these 
choice and more careful employment opinions is that which I consider the 
of logical processes appropriate to the true one; but the misleading t erms 
case. In other words, whether moral in ,:,hi~h.it is often expressed, and 
sciences exist, or can exist; to what the mdlstmct manner in which it is 
degree of perfection they are suscep- l,lsu:1lly apprehended, have both ob
tible of being carried ; and by what structed its reception and perverted 
selection or adaptation of the methods its influence when received. The 
brought to view in the previous part metaphysical theory of free-will, as 
of this work that degree of perfection held by philosophers, (for tht: practi
is attainable. . cal feeling of it, common in a greater 

At the threshold of this inquiry we or less degree to all m ankind, is in no 
are met by an objection, which, if not I way inconsistent with the contrary 
removed, would be fatal to the at- theory,) was invented because the 
tempt to treat human conduct as a supposed alternative of aclmittino' 

subject of science. Are the actions I human actions to be necesscwy ,wa~ 
of human beings, like all other na- deemed inconsistent ,with everyone's 
tural events, subject to invariable instinctive consciousness, as well as 
laws? Does that constancy of causa- humiliating to the pride, and even de~ 
tion, which is the foundation of every grading to the moral nature, of man. 
scientific theory of successive phe- 'Nor do I deny that the doctrine, as 
nomen a, really obtain among them? sometimes held, is open to these im
This: is often denied; and, for ,the putations; for the misapprehension 
sake of systematic completeness, if not l in which I shall be able t o show that 
from any very urgent practical neces- ~hey originate unfortunately is not 
sity, the' question should receive a confined to the opponents of the doc
deliberate answer in this place. We .trine, but is participated in by many, 
shall devote to the subject a chapter perhaps we might say by most, of its 
apart. supporters. 

§ 2. Correctly conceived, the doc-
CHAPTER n. , ~rin~ called .Philosophi?al Necessity 

OF LIBERTY AND NECESSITY. I~ SImply: thIS: that, gIven the mo-
. tlves whlCh are present to an indi-

S 1. T:~IE ques~IO~ whether t~_ vidual's mind, and given likewise the 
~Ity apphes 111 the same strIct character and disposition of the indi
sense to human actions as to other vidual, the manner in which he will 
phenomena, is the celebrat ed contro- act might be unerrinaly inferred' 
v~rsy co~cerning the freedom of the that if we kne',v the I:> person thor~ 
wIll,_whlCh, from at least as far back oughly, and knew all the induce
as t e time .of Pel~gius, has divide~ ments which are acting upon him, we 
both the phIlosophIcal and the reh- could foretell his conduct with as 
~ious world. The affirmative opinion muc~ certainty as we can predict any 
IS com:nonly called. the doctrme ~f phYSIcal event. This proposition I 
~ecesslty, as. assertmg human voli- take to be a mere interpretation of 
bons and actIOns to be necessary and universal experience a statement in 
inevitable. The negative maintains words of what every' one is internally 
that the will is not determined, like convinced of. No one who believed 
other phenomena, by antecedents, but that he knew thoroughly the circum-
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stances of any case, and the charac
t ers of the different persons concerned, 
would heflitate to foretell how all of 
them would act. Whatever degree 
of doubt he may in fact feel arises 
from the uncertainty whether he 
really knows the circumstances, or 
the character of some one or other of 
the persons, with the degree of accu
racy required; but by no means from 
thinking that if he did know these 
things, there could be any uncertainty 
what the conduct would be. Nor 
does this full assurance conflict in 
the smallest degree with what is 
called our feeling of freedom. We 
do not feel om'sel ves the less free be
cause those to whom we are inti
mately known are well assured how 
we shall will to act in a particular 
case. We often, on the contrary, re
gard the doubt what our conduct will 
be as a mark of ignorance of our cha
racter, and sometimes even resent 
it as an imputation. The religious 
metaphysicians who have asserted 
the freedom of the will have always 
maintained it to be consistent with 
divine foreknowledge of our actions; 
and if with divine, then with any 
other foreknowledge. vVe may be 
free, and yet another may have rea
son to be perfectly certain what use 
we shall make of our freedom. It is 
not, therefore, the doctrine that our 
volitions and actions are invariable 
consequents of our antecedent states 
of mind, that is either contradicted 
by our consciousness or felt to be de
grading. 

But the doctrine of causation, when 
considered as obtaining between our 
volitions and their antecedents, is al
most universally conceived as involv
ing more than this. Many do not 
believe, and very few practically 'feel, 
that there is nothing in causation but 
invariable, certain, and unconditional 
sequence. There are few to whom 
mere constancy of succession appears 
a sufficiently stringent bond of union 
for so peculiar a relation as that of 
cause and effect. Even if the reason 
repudiates, the imagination retains, 

the feeling of some more intimate 
connection, of some peculiar tie or 
mysterious constraint exercised by 
the antecedent over the consequent. 
Now this it is which, considered as 
applying to the human will, conflicts 
with our consciousness and revolts 
our feelings. We are certain that 
in the case of our volitions, there i~ 
not this mysterious constraint. vVe 
know that we are not compelled, as 
by a magical spell, to obey any parti
cular motive. We feel that if We 
wished to prove that we have the 
power of resisting the motive, we 
could do so, (that wish being, it needs 
scarcely be observed, a new antece_ 
dent;) and it would be humiliatino
to our pride, and (what is of mor~ 
importance) paralysing to our desire 
of excellence, if we thought other
wise. But neither is any such myste
rious compulsion now supposed, by 
the best philosophical authorities, to 
be exercised by any other cause over 
its effect. Those who. think that 
causes draw their effects after them 
by a mystical tie are right in believing 
that the relation between volitions 
and their antecedents is of another 
nature. But they should go farther, 
and admit that this is also true of all 
other effects and their antecedents. 
If such a tie is considered to be in
vol ved in the word necessity, the doc
trineis not true of human actions; 
but neither is it then true of inani
mate objects. It would be more cor
rect to say that matter is not bound 
by necessity, than that mind is so. 

That the free-will metaphysicians, 
being mostly of the school which rejects 
Hume's and Brown's analysis of Cause 
and Effect, should miss their way for 
want of the light which that analy
sis affords, cannot surprise us. The 
wonder is, that the N ecessitarians, 
who usually admit that philosophical 
theory, should in practice equally lose 
sight of it. The very !'lame miscon
ception of the doctrine called Philo
sophical Necessity which prevents the 
opposite party from recognising Hs 
truth, I believe to exist _more or less 
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obscurely in the minds of most Neces- are rettlly uncontrollable, cannot fail, 
sitarians, however they may in words when habitual, to create a feeling of 
disavow it. I am much mistaken if uncontrollableness in the former 111so. 
the.y habitually feel that the necessity This, however, is a mere illusion. 
whICh they recognise in actions is but There are physical sequences which 
un!formity. of order, and capabilit.Y of we call necessary, as death for want 
bemg prechcted. They have a feeling of food or air; there are others which, 
a.s if thel:e were at bottom a stronger though as much cases of causation as 
tIe between the volitions and their the former, are not said to be neces
causes: as if, when they asserted that sary, as death from poison, which an 
the will is governed by the balance of antidote, or the use of the stomach
motives, they meant something more pump, will sometimes avert. It is 
cogent than if they had only said, that apt to be forgotten by people's feel
whoever knew the motives, and our ings, even if remembered by their un
habitual susceptibilities to them, could derstandings, that human actions are 
predict how we should will to act. in this last predicament: they are 
They commit, in opposition to their never (except in some cases of mania) 
own scientific system, the verv same ruled by anyone motive with such 
mistake which their ad versari;s com- absolute sway that there is 110 room 
mit in obedience to theirs; and in~ for the influence of any other. The 
consequence do really in some in- causes, therefore, on which action de
stances suffer those depressing con se- pends are neyer uncontrollable, and 
quences which their opponents erro- any given effect is only necessary pro
neously impute to the doctrine itself. vided that the causes tending to pro-

duce it are not controlled. That what
ever happens could not have happened 
otherwise unless something had taken 
place which was capable of preventing 
it, no one surelyl1eeds hesitate to admit. 
But to call this by the name necessity 
is to use the term in a sense so differeIit 
from its primitive and familiar mean
ing, from that which it bears in the 
common occasions of life, as to amount 
almost to a play upon words. The as
sociations derived from the ordinary 
sense of the term will adhere to it in 
spite of all we can do; and thouah 
the doctrine of Necessity, as stat~d 
by most who hold it, is very remote 
from fatalism, it is probable that most 
N ecessitarians are Fatalists, more or 
less, in their feelings. 

, § 3. I am inclined to think that this 
error is almost wholly an effect of the 
associations with, a word, and that 
it would be prevented by forbearing 
to employ, for the expression of the 
~imple fac.t of causation, so extremely 
mappropnate a term as Necessity. 
That word, in its other acceptatiol1s, 
involves mw;:h more than mere uni
formity of sequence: it implies irre
sistibleness. Applied to the will, it 
only means that the given cause will 
be followed by the effect, subject to 
all possibilities of counteraction by 
other causes; but in common use it 

, stands for the operation of those canses 
exclusively, which are supposed too 
powerful to be counteracted at all. 
When we say that all human actions 
take place of necessity, we only mean 
that they will certainly happen if no
thing prevents :-whel1 we say that 
dying of want, to those who cannot get 
food, is a necessity, we mean that it 
will certainly happen, whatever may be 
done to prevent it. The application of 
the same term tothe agencies on which 
human actions depend as is used to ex
press those agencies of nature which 

A Fatalist believes, or half believes, 
(for nobody is a consistent Fatalist,) 
not only that whatever is about to 
happen will be the infallible result of 
the causes which produce it, (which is 
the true N ecessitarian doctrine) but 
moreover, that there is no l~se i~ 
struggling against it; that it will 
happen however we may strive to 
prevent it. Now, a Necessitarian 
believing that our actions folluw froll~ 
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our characters, and that our charac- these words, "if we will," surrender 
ters follow from our organisation, our the whole point, since ~he. will to 
education, and our circumstances, is alter our own character IS gIven us, 
apt to be, with. more or less. of con- not by any efforts of ours, but by cir
sciousness on Ins part, a FatalIst as to cumstances which we cannot help; 
his own actions, and to believe that it comes to us either from external 
his nature is such, or that his edu- causes or not at all. Most true: if 
cation and circumstances have so the Owenite stops here, he is in a 
moulded his character, that nothing position from which not~ing can ex
can now prevent him from feeling ,pel him. Our character IS formed .by 
and acting in a particular way, or at us .as ~ell as for us; I but the wIsh 
least that no effort of his own can whICh mduces us to attempt to form 
hinder it. In the words of the sect it is formed for us; and l~ow.? Not, 
which in our own day has most per- in general, by our o~gamsatIOn, nor 
sevel'ingly inculcated and most per- whon~ by our ed~catIOn, but by. our 
versely misunderstood this great doc- experIence-experIence of the'pamful 
trine, 'his character is formed f01' him, consequences of the character we p.re
and not by him; therefore his wishing Yiously.ha~, or by so~e ~trong f~elmg 
that it had been formed differently is of admIratIOn or aspIratI?n accIdent
of no use; he has no power to alter ally aroused. But_ to t~mk that we 
it. But this is a grand error. He have no power .of altermg our char
has, to a certain extent, a power to acter, and to tlunk that we ~han not 
alter his character. Its being, in the use our power unless w~ deSIre to use 
ultimate resort, formed for him, is it, are very different thmgs, and ~ave 
not inconsistent with its being, in a very different effect on. the mllld. 
part formed by him as one of the A person who does not wIsh to alter 
inte~mediate ao'ents. His character his character cannot be t~e person 
is formed by his circumstances, (in- who is supposed ~o f.eel d~scouraged 
cluding among these his particular or paralyse~ by thlllklllg hl~self un
organisation,) but his own desire to able to do It.. The d.epresslllg effect 
mould it in a particular way is one of the Fata~lst d?ctrlll.e can only be 
of those circumstances, and by no felt where tl1ere ~s a WIsh ~o do ~hat 
means one of the least influential. that doctrine represents as unpossI?le. 
We cannot, indeed, directly will to It is of no consequence what we tlunk 
be different from what we are; but forms our character, when we h~ve 
neither did those who are supposed no desire of our own about formmg 
to have formed our characters directly it, but it is of great consequence that 
will that we should be what we are. we should not be prevented. fr?m 
Their will had no direct power except forming such a ~esIre ~y thmkmg 
over their own actions. They made the attainment llnpra?tICable, and 
us what they did make us by willing, that if we have the de.sIre we sh?uld 
not the end, but the requisite means; know that the work IS .not so lue· 
and we when our habits are not too vocably done as to be mcapable of 
inveter~te, can, by similarly willing being altered. . . 
the requisite means, make ourselves And, indeed, If we .exam~ne closely, 
different. If they could place us we shall find that ~hIS feelmg, of our 
under the influence of certain cir- being able to. mO~lf~ our own ch.ar
cumstances, we in like manner can <tcter if ~ve ~v~sh, IS l~self the feelmg 
place ourselves under the influence of of moral freedom whICh we are c~n· 
other circumstances. We are exactly scious of. A perso~ feels. morall.y 
as capable of making our own char- free wh~ feels that hl~ hablts or hiS 
act er, if ~ve 1vill, as others are of temptatIOns are not hl.s m~ste~s, but 
making it for us. he theirs: who even 111 Yle~dmg to 

Yes, (am,wers the Owenite,) but them knows that he could resIst; that 
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were he desirous of altogether throw
ing them off, there would not be re
quired for that purpose a stronger 
desire than he knows himself to be 
capable ,of feeling. It is of course 
necessary, to render, qUI' consciousness 
of freedom complete, that we should 
have succeeded in making our char
acter all we have hitherto attempted 
to make it; for if we have wished 
and not attained, we have; to that 
extent, not power over our own char
acter-we are not free. Or at l~ast, 
we must feel that our wish, if not 
strong enough to alter our character, 
is strong enough to conquer our char
acter when the , two are brought into 
conflict in' any particular case of con
duct. And hence it is said with truth, 
that none but a person of confirmed 
virtue is completely fre~. -

The application of so improper a 
term as Necessity to the doctrine of 
cause and effect in the matter of 
human character seems to me one 
of the most signal instances in philo
sophy of the abuse of terms, and its 
practical consequences one of the 
most striking examples of the power 
of language over our associations. 
The subject will never be generally 
understood until that objectionable 
term is dropped. The free-will doc
trine, by keeping in view precisely 
that portion of the truth which the 
word Necessity puts out of sight, 
namely, the power of the mind to 
co-operate in the formation of its own 
character, has given to its adherents 
a practical feeling much nearer to the 
truth than 11as generally (I believe) 
existed in the minds of N ecessitarians. 
The latter may have had a stronger 
sense of the importance of what human 
beings can do to shape the characters 
of one another; but the free-will doc
trine has, I believe, fostered in its 
supporters a much stronger spirit of 
self-culture. 

§ 4. There is still one fact which 
requires to be noticed (in addition to 
the existence of a power of self-forma
tion) before the doctrine of the causa-

tion of human actions can be freed 
from the confusion and misapprehen
sions which surround it in many 
minds. When the will is said , to be 
determined by motives, a motive does 
not mean always, or solely, the anti
cipation of a pleasure or of a pain. 
I shall not here inquire whether it be 
true that, in the commencement, all 
our voluntary actions are mere means 
consciously employed to ,obtain some 
pleasure or avoid some pain. It is 
at least certain that we gradually, 
through the influence .of association, 
come to desire the means without 
thinking of the end: the action itself 
becomes an object of , desire, and is 
performed without reference to any 
motive beyond itself. ~hus far, it 
may still be objected, that the action 
having through association become 
pleasurable, we are, as much as be
fore, moved to act by the anticipa
tion of a pleasure, namely, the pleasure 
of the action itself. But granting 
this, the matter does not end here. 
As we proceed in the formation of 
habits, and become accustomed to 
will a particular act or a particular 
course of conduct because it is pleasur
able, ,ve at last continue to will it 
without any reference to its being 
pleasurable. Although, from . some 
change in us or in our circumstances, 
we have ceased to find any pleasure 
in the action, or perhaps to anticipate 
any pleasure as the consequence of it, 
we still continue to desire the action, 
and consequently to do it. In this 
manner it is that habits of hurtful 
excess continue to be practised al
though they have ceased to be plea
surable; and in this manner also it 
is that the habit of willing to per
severe in the course which he has 
chosen does not desert the moral 
hero, even when the reward, however 
real, which he doubtless receives from 
the consciousness of well-doing, is 
anything but an equivalent for the 
sufferings he undergoes or the wishes 
which he may have to renounce. 

A habit of willing ' is commonly 
called a purpose; and among the 
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causes of our volitions, and of the inquiry has not yet succeeded in 
actions which flow from them, must ascertaining the order of antecedence 
be reckoned not only likings and aver- and consequence among these pheno
sions, but also purposes. It is only mena, so as to be able, at least in Ollr 
when our purposes have become inde- regions of the earth, to predict them 
pendent of the feelings of pain or with certainty or even with 'any high 
pleasure from which they originally degree of probability. Yet no one 
took their rise that we are said to doubts that the phenomena depend 
have a confirmed character. "A char- on laws, and that these must be deri
acter," says Novalis, "is a completely vative laws resulting from known 
fashioned will;" and the will, once ultimate laws, those of heat, elec
so fashioned, may be steady and con- tricity, vaporisation, and elastic fluids. 
stant, when the passive susceptibili- Nor can it be doubted that if we were 
ties of pleasure and pain are greatly acquainted with all the antecedent 
weakened or materi:'l,lly changed. circumstances, we could, even fro111 

With the corrections and explana- those more general laws, predict (sav
tions now given, the doctrine of the ing difficulties of calculation) the state 
causation of our volitions by motives, of the weather at any future time. 
and of motives by the desirable ob- Meteorology, therefore, not only has 
jects offered to us, combined with our in itself every natural requisite for 
particular susceptibilities of desire, being, but actually is, a , science; 
may be considered, I hope, as suffi- though, from the difficulty of observ
ciently established for the purposes of ing the facts on which the phenomena 
this treatise.* . depend, (a difficulty inherent in the 

CHAPTER Ill. 

THAT THERE IS, OR lIfAY BE, A SCIENCE 
01;' HUlIfAN NATURE. ' 

§ I. IT is a common notion, or at 
least it is implied in many common 
modes of speech, that the thoughts, 
feelings, and actions of sentient beings 
are not a subject of science, in the 
same strict sense in which this is true 
of the objects of outward nature. This 
notion seems to involve some confu
sion of ideas, which it is necessary to 
begin by clearing up. 

Any facts are fitted, in themselves, 
to be a subject of science, which fol
low one another according to constant 
laws; although those laws may not 
have been discovered, nor even be 
discoverable by our existing resources. 
Take, for instance, the most familiar 
class of meteorological phenomena, 
those of rain and sunshine. Scientific 

.,. Some arguments and explanations, 
supplementary to those in the text, will be 
foulld ill An Examinctlion of Si?· lVilliam 
lIwn'illon's Philo801Jhy, chap. xxvi. 

peculiar nature of those phenomena,) 
the science is extremely imperfect; 
and were it perfect, might probably 
be of little avail in practice, since the 
data requisite for applying its prin
ciples to particular instances would 
rarely be procurable. 

A case may be conceived of an 
intermediate character between the 
perfection of science and this its ex
treme imperfection. It may happen 
that the greater causes, those on 
which the principal part of the pheno
mena depends, are within the reach 
of observation and measurement; so 
that if no other causes intervened, a 
complete explanation could be giyen 
not only of the phenomenon in gene
ral, but of all the variations and 
modifications which it admits of. 
But inasmuch as other, perhaps many 
other causes, separately insignificant 
in their effects, co-operate or conflict 
in many or in all cases with those 
greater causes, the effect, accordingly, 
presents more or less of aberration 
from what would be produced by the 
greater causes alone. Now if these 
minor causes are not so constantly 
accessible, or not accessible at all 
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to accurate observation, the principal 
mass of the effect may still, as before, 
be accounted for, and even predicted; 
but there will be variations and modi
fications which we shall not be com
petent to explain thoroughly, and our 
predictions will not be fulfilled accur
ately, but only approximately. 

It is thus, for example, with the 
theory of the tides. No one doubts 
that Tidology (as Dr. Whewell pro
poses to call it) is really a science. 
As much of the phenomena as depends 
on the attraction of the sun and moon 
is completely understood, and may in 
any, even unknown, part of the earth's 
surface be foretold with certainty; 
and the far greater part of the pheno
mena depends on those causes. But 
circumstances of a local or casual 
nature, such as the configuration of 
the bottom of the ocean, the degree 
of confinement from shores, the direc
tion of the wind, &c., influence in 
many or in all places the height and 
time of the tide; and a portion of 
these circumstances being either not 
accurately knowable, not precisely 
meas~lrable, or not capable of being 
certamly foreseen, the tide in known 
places commonly varies from the cal
culated result of general principles by 
some difference that we cannot ex
plain, and in unknown ones may vary 
from it by a difference that we are 
not able to foresee or conjecture. 
Nevertheless, not only is it certain 
that these variations depend on causes, 
and follow their causes by laws of 
unerring uniformity; not only, there
fore, is tidology a science, like meteo
rology, but it is whlJ,t, hitherto at 
least, meteorology is not, a science 
largely available in practice. Gene
ral laws may be laid down respecting 
the tides; predictions may be founded 
on those laws, aud the result will in 
the main, though often not with com
plete accuracy, correspond to the pre
dictions. 

And this is what is or ought to be 
meant by those who speak of sciences 
which are not exact sciences. Astro
nomy was once a science, without 

being an exact science. It could not 
become exact until not only the gene
ral course of the planetary motions, but 
the perturbations also, were accounted 
for, and referred to their causes. 
It has become an exact science, 
because its phenomena have been 
brought under laws comprehending 
the whole of the causes by which the 
phenomena. are influenced, whether 
in a great or only in a trifling degree, 
whether in all or only in some cases, 
and assigning to each of those causes 
the share of effect which really belongs 
to it. , But in the theory of the tides, 
the only laws as yet accurately ascer
tained are those of the causes which 
affect the phenomenon in all cases, 
and in a considerable degree ; while 
others which affect it in some cases 
only, or, if in all, only in a slight 
degree, have not been sufficiently 
ascertamed and studied to enable us 
to lay down their laws, still less to 
deduce the completed law of the 
phenomenon, by compounding the 
effects of the greater with those of 
the minor causes. Tidology, there
fore, is not yet an exact science; not 
from any inherent incapacity of being 
so, but from the difficulty of ascer
taining with complete precision the 
real derivative uniformities. By com
bining, however, the exact laws of the 
greater causes, and of such of the 
millor ones as are sufficiently known, 
with such empirical laws or such 
approximate generalisations respect
ing the miscellaneous variations as 
can be obtained by specific observa
tion, we can lay down general pro
positions which will be true in the 
main, and on which, with allowance 
for the degree of their probable in 
accuracy, ,,,e may safely ground our 
expectations and our conduct. 

§ 2. ThE;! science of human nature 
is of this description. It falls far 
short of the standard of exactne8S 
now realised in Astronomy; but 
there is no reason that it shouldl1ot 
be as much a science as Tidology is, 
or as Astronomy was when its ca,lcub-
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tions had only mastered the main 
phenomena, but not the perturbations. 

The phenomena with which. this 
science is conversant· being the 
thoughts, feelings, and actions of 
human beings, it would have at
tained the ideal perfection of a 
science if it enabled us to foretell 
how an individual would think, feel, 
or act throughout life, with the same 
certainty with which astronomy en
ables us to predict the places and the 
occultations of the heavenly ~bodies. 
It needs scarcely be stated that no
thing approaching to, this can be done. 
The actions of individuals could not 
be 'predicted with scientific accuracy, 
were it only because we cannot fore
see the whole of the circumstances in 
which those individuals will be placed. 
But further, even in any given combi
nation of (present) circumstances, no 
assertion, which is both precise and 
universally true, can be made respect
ing the manner in which human beings 
will think, feel, or act. This is not, 
however, because every person's modes 
of thinking, feeling, and acting do 
not depend on causes; nor can we 
doubt that if, in the case of any indi
vidual, our data could be complete, 
we even now know enough of the ulti
mate laws by which mental pheno- I 
men a are determined to enable us in 
many cases to predict, with tolerable 
certainty, what, in the greater number 
of supposable combinations of circum
stances, his conduct or sentiments 
would be. But the impressions and 
actions of human beings are not solely 
the result of their present circum
stances, but the joint result of those 
circumstances and of the characters 
of the individuals; and the agencies 
which determine human character are 
so numerous and diversified, (nothing 
which has happened to the person 
throughout life' being without its por
tion of influence,) that in the aggre
gate they are never in any two cases 
exactly similar. Hence, even if our 
science of human nature were theore
tically perfect, that is, if we could 
calculate any character as we can c[\,l-

culate the orbit of any planet T/"oln 
given ,data,;' still, as the dat~ are 
never all given, ' ,nor 'ever precisely 
alike in different cases, we could 
neither make positiv'e predictions nor 
lay down universal propositions. ' 

Inasmuch, however, .as many of 
those effects which it is of most im
portance to render amenable to hu
man foresight and control are deter_ 
mined, like the tides, in an incompar_ 
ably greater degree by general causes, 
than by all partial causes taken to
gether; depending in the main on 
those circumstances' and 'qualities 
which are common to all inankind 
or at least to large bodies of them' 
and only on a small degree on th~ 
idiosyncrasies of organisation or the 
peculiar history of individuals; it is 
evidently possible, with regard to all 
such effects, to make predictions 
which will alllwst always be verified 
and general propositions which ar~ 
almost always true. And whenever 
it is sufficient to know how the great 
majority of the human race, or of 
some nation or class of persons, will 
think, feel, and act, these propositions 
are equivalent to universal ones. For 
the purposes of political and social 
science this is sufficient. As we for
merly remarked, * an approximate 
generalisation is, in social inquiries, 
for most practical purposes equiva
lent to an exact one; that which is 
only probable when asserted of indi
vidual human beings indiscriminately 
selected, being certain when affirmed 
of the character and collective conduct 
of masses. 

It is no disparagement, therefore, 
to the science of Human Nature that 
those of its general propositions which 
descend sufficiently into detail to serve 
ns a foundation for predicting pheno
mena in the concrete are for the most 
part only approximately true. But in 
order to give a genuinely scientific 
character to the study, it is indispen
sable that these approximate genera
lisations, which in themselves would 
amount only to the lowest kind of 

.... Supra, p. 394. 
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empirical laws, should be connected 
deductively with the laws of nature 
from which they result-should be 
resohed into the properties of the 
causes on which the phenomena de
pend. In other words, the science of 

' HumanNature may be said to exist in 
proportion as the approximate truths 
which compose a practical knowledge 
of mankind can be exhibited as 
corollaries from the universal laws of 
human nature on which they rest, 
whel:eby the proper limits of those ap
prOXImate truths would be shown, and 
we should be enabled to deduce others 
for any new state of circumstances, in 
anticipation of specific experience. 

The proposition now stated is the 
text on which the two succeeding 
chapters will furnish the comment. 

CHAPTER IV. 

OF THE LAWS OF MIND. 

Whatever opiniOl~ we ~old r.especting 
the fundamental IdentIty or diversity 
of matter and mind, in any case the 
distinction between mental and physi
cal facts, between the internal and 
the external world, will always re
main as a matter of classification; 
and in that classification, sensations, 
like all other feelings, must be ranked 
as mental phenomena. Themechanism 
of their production, both in the body 
itself and in what is called outward 
nature, is all that can with any pro
priety be classed as physical. 

The phenomena of mind, then, are 
the various feelings of our nature, 
both those improperly called physical 
and those peculiarly designated as 
mental; and by the laws of mind I 
mean the laws according to which 
those feelings generate one another. 

§ 2. All states of mind are imme
diately caused either by other states 
of mind or by states of body. 'When 
a state of mind is produced by a state 

§ I. WHAT the Mind is, as well as of mind, I call the law concerned in 
what Matter is, or any other question I the case a law of Mind , When a 
r~sp.ecting Things in themselves, as ' state of mind is produced directly by 
clistm~uished from their sensiblemani- a state body, the law is a law of Body, 
festatlOns, it would be foreign to the and belongs to physical science. 
purposes of this treatise to consider. With regard to those states of mind 
Here, as throughout our inquiry, we which are called sensations, all are 
shall keep clear ot all speculations re- agreed that these have for their im
speeting the mind's own nature, and mediate antecedents states of body. 
shall understand by the laws of mind Every sensation has for its proximate 
those of mental phenomena-of the cause some affection of the portion of 
various feelings or states of conscious- our frame called the nervous system 
ness of sentient beings. These, accord- whether this affection originate in th~ 
ing to the classification we have uni- action of some external object, or in 
formly followed, consist of Thoughts, some pathological condition of the 
Emotions, Volitions, and Sensations; nervous organisation itself. The laws 
the last being as truly states of Mind of this portion of our nature-the 
as the three former. It is usual, in- varieties of our sensations and the phy
deed, to speak of sensations as states sical conditions on which they proxi
of body, not of mind. But this is the mately depend-manifestly belong to 
common confusion of giving oJ.?e and the province of Physiology. 
the same name to a phenomenon and Whether the remainder of our men
to the proximate cause or conditions tal states are similarly dependent on 
of the phenomenon. The immediate physical conditions, is one of the vexa
antecedent of a sensation is a state of tee questiones in the science of human 
body, but the sensation itself is a state nature. It is still disputed whether 
of mind. If the word mind means our thoughts, emotions, and volitions 
anything, it means that which feels. are generated through the interven-
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tion of material mechanism; whether 
we h:1Ve organs of thought and of emo
tion in the same sense in which we 
have organs of sensation. Manyemi
nent physiologists hold the affirma
tive. These contend that a thought 
(for example) is as much the result of 
nervous agency as a sensation; that 
some particular state of our nervous 

. system, in particular of that central 
portion of it called the brain, invari
ably precedes, and is presupposed by, 
every state of our consciousness. Ac
cording to this theory, one state of mind 
is never really produced by another; 
all are produced by states of body. 
When one thought seems to call up 
another by association, it is not really 
a thought which recalls a thought; the 
association did not exist between the 
two thoughts, but between the two 
states of the brain or nerves which 
preceded the thoughts: one of those 
states recalls the other, each being at
tended, in its passage, by the particu
lar state of consciousness which is con
sequent on it. On this theory the uni
formities of succession among states 
of mind would be mere derivative 
uniformities, resulting from the laws 
of succession of the bodily states 
which cause them. There would be 
no original mental laws, no Laws 
of Mind in the sense in which I use 
the term, at all; and mental' science 
would be a mere branch, though the 
highest and most recondite branch, of 
the science of Physiology. M. Comte, 
accordingly, claims the scientific cog
nisance of moral and intellectual phe
nomena exclusively for physiologists; 
and not only denies to Psychology, or 
Mental Philosophy properly so called, 
the character of a science, but places 
it, in the chimerical nature of its ob
jects and pretensions, almost on a par 
with astrology. 

But, after all has been said which 
can be said, it remains incontestable 
that there exist uniformities of snc
cession among states of mind, and 
that these can be ascertained by ob
servation and experiment. Further, 
that every mental state has a nervous 

state. for its immediate antecedent and 
proXImate cause, though extremely 
probable, cannot hitherto be said to 
be proved, in the conclusive mann!;)l' 
in which this can be proved of sensa_ 
tions; and even were it certain yet 
everyone must admit that we' are 
wholly ignorant of the characteristics 
of these nervous states; we know 
not, and at present have no means 
of knowing, in what respect one of 
them differs from another; and OUr 
only mode of studying their succes
sions or co-existences must be by 
observing the successions and Co-ex
istences of the mental states of which 
they are supposed to be the generators 
or causes. The successions, therefore 
which obtain among mental pheno: 
mena do not admit of being deduced 
from the physiological laws of Our 
nervous organisation; and all real 
knowledge of them must continue 
for a long time at least, if not alway; 
to be sO~lght in the direct study, by 
observatIOn and experiment, of the 
mental successions themselves. Since 
therefore, the order of our mentai 
phenomena must be studied in those 
phenomena, and not inferred frol11 
the laws of any phenomena more 
general, there is a distinct and sepa· 
rate Science of Mind. 

The relations, indeed, of that science 
to the science of physiology must never 
be overlooked or undervalued. It 
must by no means be forgotten that 
the laws of mind may be derivative 
laws resulting from laws of animal 
life, and that their truth therefore 
may ultimately depend on physical 
conditions; .and theinfiuence of physio
logical states or physiological changes 
in altering .or counteracting the men
tal succeSSlOns is one of the most im
portant departments of psychological 
study. But, on the other hand, to 
reject the resource of psycholoo'ical 
analysis, and construct the theo~y of 
the mind solely on such data as phy
siology at present affords, seems to 
me as great an error in principle, and 
an even 1110re serious one in practice. 
Imperfect as is the science . of _mind, 
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cite one an?ther. The second is, that 
when two Impressions have been fre_ 
qfl)len~ly experienced (or even thouo'ht 
o. ' eIther simultaneously or in im~e_ 
dlate SU?cession, then whenever one 

I do not scruple to affirm that it is in 
a considerably more :=>.dvanced state 
than the portio? of physiology which 
corresponds to It; and to discard the 
forn:;er ,for the latter appears to me 
an mfrmgement of the true canons 

. of inductive ph~losophy, which . must 
produce, and whlCh does produce erro
neous conclusions in some very im
portant departments of the science of 
human nature; 

of these Impressions 0 th'd f 't • ,1' e 1 ea 0 I, 
rhcurs, It tends to excite the idea of 
t e oth~r. The third . law is that 
grea~er mte.nsity in either or b~th of 
tdhe. ImpreSSIOns is equivalent in ren-

ermg them excitable by one ~nother 
to a greater frequency of . t" Th conJunc IOn. § 3: The s~bject! ~hen, of Psycho

logy IS the ulllformItIes of succession 
the laws, whether ultimate or deri~ 
vative, according to which one mental 
state succeeds another-is caused by, 
or at least is caused to foUow, another. 
Of these la.ws, some are general, others 
more speCIal. The following are ex
amples of the most o-eneral laws 

. ]'irst, Whenever ~ny state of' con
SCIOusness has once been excited in 
us, .no matter by what cause, an in
fe:lOr degree of the same state of con
sCIOusn~ss, a state of consciousness 
:esem~lmg, the former, but inferior in 
mtensIty, IS capable of being repro
duced in us, without the presence of 
any such cause as excited it at first 
Thus,.if we have once seen or touched 
an obJ~ct, we can afterwards think of 
the o?Ject though it be absent from 
our SIght or from: our touch. If we 
llave been joyful or grieved at some 
event, we can think of or remember 
our past joy or grief, though n'o new 
event of a happy or painful nature 
has taken place. vVhen a poet has 
put ~ogether .a mental picture of an 
lmagmary object, a Castle of Indo
lence, a Una,. or a Hamlet, he can 
afterwards thmk of the ideal object 
he .has created without any fresh act 
?f llltellectual combination. This law 
IS expressed by saying, in the language 
of Hume, that every mental imp1'es
sion has its idea. 

ese are the laws of ideas, on which 
I shall not enlaro-e in tl' 1 b t f h '" lIS pace, U 
re er t e :rea de: to works professedly 
psychologICal, m particular t M' 
J M'll' A < 0 r. ames 1 s nalysis of the Pl~eno-
1n~na.of the Human .lI1ind, where the 
p~mCIpal laws of. association, alond' 
WIt? many of theIr applications ar: 
copIOusly exemplified and witl ' . 

Secondly, These ide~s, or secondary 
ment~l states, are eXCIted by our im
preSSIOns, or by other ideas, according 
to certain laws which are called Laws 
of Association: Of these laws the 
first _~S, that similar, ideas tend to ex-

terly hand. * ,la mas-

These simple or elementary L 
of ~ind have been ascertained by ~~! 
or~mary methods of experimental in
qUIry) nor: could they have been as
certam~d m any other manner. But 
a ce.rtam number of elementary l~ws 
hav~ng thus ~een obtained, it is a fair 
subject of SCIentific inquiry how far 
tho~e.laws can be made to go in ex
plal!Ung the actual phenomena. It is 
ObVIOUS that complex laws of thollo-ht 
and feeling not only may, but m~st 
be generated from these simple laws. 

* Whel! this chapter wa~ written Pro 
fessor Bam had not yet published ev~n th . 
first.part (" The Senses and the Intellect ") 
o .hIS profound Treatise on the Mind In 
thIS the law~ of association have been ~ore 
compre~enslvely stated and more largely 
eXl~hhfied than by any previous writer' 
an e work, having been completed b ' 
~&~~blication of "The Emotions and th~ 

, may now be referred to as incom
par~1?ly the most complete analytical ex
pos~tIOn of the mental phenomena on the 
baSIS of a legitimate induction, which has 
r;t be~n pro~~ced. .lVfore recently still, 
t r. Balll h3:s )ollled WIth me in appending 
. 0 a new edltIol! of the "Analysis" notes 
~~~~~ldt t?tblnntgtup the analytic science 

o ~ s. a es lID.provements. 
Ma~y ,stnkmg applications of the laws of 

aSSOCIatIOn to the explanation of com lex 
mental phenomella are also to be founa . 
~~l~;:?,ert Spencer's" Principles of Ps~ 
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And it is to be remarked that the 
case is not always one of Composition 
of Causes: the effect of concurring 
causes is not always precisely the 
sum of the effects of those causes 
when s~pa~ate: nor ,even always an 
effect of the sanle 'kind with them. 
Reverting to the distinction which 
occupies so prominent a place in the 
theory of induction, the laws of the 
phenomena of mind are sometimes 
analogous to mechanical, but some
times also to chemical laws. When 
many impressions or ideas are operat
ing in the mind together, there' some
times takes place a process of a simi
lar kind to ' chemical combination. 
"Vhen impressions have been so often 
experienced in conjunction' that each 
of them calls up readily and 'instan
taneously the ideas of the whole 
group, those ideas sometimes melt 
and coa1esce into one another, and 
appear 'not several ideas, but one, in 
the same manner as, when the fl(wen 
prismatic colours 'are presented to the 
eye in rapid succession the sensation 
produced is that of wnite. But as in 
this last 'case it is correct to say that 
the seven colours when they rapidly 
follow one another generate white, but 
not that they actually are whlte; 'so it 
appears to me that the Complex.Idea, 
formed by the blending together of 
several simpler ones, should, when it 
really appears simple, (that is, when 
the separate elements are not con
sciously distinguishable in it,) be said 
to 1'esult from, or be genemted by, the 
simple ideas, not to consist of them. 
Our idea of an orange reallY ,consists 
of the simple ideas of a certain colour, 
a certain form, a certain taste and 
smell, &c., because we can, by inter
rogating our consciousness, perceive 
all these elements in the idea. But 
we cannot perceive, in so apparently 
simple 'a feeling as ' our perception of 
the shape of an object by the eye, all 
that multitude of ideas derived from 
other senses, without which it is well 
ascertained that no such visual per
ception would ever have had exist
ence; nor, in our idea of Extension, 

can we ' discover those elementary 
ideas of r esistance deri veer from OUr 
muscular frame in which it has been 
conclusively shown that the idea ori. 
ginates. These, therefore, are cases 
of mental chemistry, in which it is 
proper to say that the simple ideas 
generate, rather than th!l:t they com. 
pose, the complex ones. , , 

"Vith respect to all the other con. 
stituents of the mind, ' its beliefs, its 
abstruser conceptions, its sentiments 
emotions, and volitions, there al'~ 
some (among whom are Hartleyand 
the author of the Analysis) who think 
that

l 
the whole of these are generated 

from simple ideas of sensation by a 
chemistry similar to that which we 
have just exemplified. These philo. 
sophers have made out 'a great part 
of their case, but I am not satisfied 
that they have established the whole 
of it. They have shown that there 
is such a thing as mental chemistry; 
that the heterogeneous nature of a 
feeling A, considered in relation to 
Band C, is no cbnclusive argument 
against its being generated from B 
and C. Iraving proved this, they 
proceed to show that where A is 
found 'B and C were or may have 
been present; and why, therefore, 
they ask, should Iio~ A have been 
generated from B aI\d: Q Z ;Sut even 
if this evidence were, carried to the 
highest degree ,9f cO!llpIeteness which 
it admits of; if it ,vere shown (which 
hitherto it has not, in all cases, been) 
that certain groups of associated ideas 
not only might have been, but actu· 
ally were present whenever the more 
recondite mental feeling was experi
enced, this would amount only to 
the Method of Agreement, and could 
not prove causation until confirmed 
by the more conclusive evidence of 
the Method of Difference. If the 
question be whether Belief is a mere 
case of close association of ideas, it 
would be necessary to examine ex· 
perimentally if it be true that any 
ideas whatever, provided they , are 
associated with the required degree 
of closeness, give rise to belief. If 
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the inquiry be into the origin of 
moral feelings, the feeling, for ex
ample, of moral reprobation, it is 
necessary to compare all the varieties 
of actions or states of mind which 
are ever morally disapproved, and see 
whether in all these cases it can be 
shown, or reasonably surmised, that 
the action or state of mind had be. 
come connected by association, in the 
disapproving mind, with some parti
cular class of hateful or disgusting 
ideas; and the method employed is, 
thus far, that of Agreement. But 
this is not enough. Supposing this 
proved, we must try further by the 
Method of Difference whether this 
particular kind of hateful or disgust
ing ideas, when it becomes associated 
with an action previously indifferent, 
will render that action a subject of 
moml disapproval. If this question 
can be answered in the affirmative, it 
is shown to be a law of the human 
mind that an association of that par
ticular description is the generating 
cause of moral reprobation. That all 
this is the case has been rendered 
extremely probable,' but the experi. 
ments have not been tried with the 
degree of precision necessary for a 
complete and absolutely conclusive in
duction. * .'C" 1..-'~.~ 

It is further to be remembered, that 
even if all which this theory of mental 
phenomena. contends for could be 
proved, we should not be the more 
enabled to resolve the laws of the 
more complex feelings into those of 
the simpler ones. The generation of 
one class of mental phenomena from 
another, whenever it can be m'ade out, 
is a highly interesting fact in psy· 
chological chemistry; but it no more 
supersedes the necessity of an experi-

, '* In the case of the moral sentiments 
the place of direct experiment is to a con~ 
siderable extent supplied by historical ex
perience, and we are able to trace with a 
tolerable approach to cer tainty the parti
cular associations by which those senti
ments are engendered. This has been 
attempted, so far as respects the senti
ment of justice/in a little work by the 
present author, entitled Utilitarianism. 

mental study of the generated pheno
menon, than a knowledge of the 
properties of oxygen and sulphur 
enables us to deduce those of suluhuric 
acid without specific observatio~ and 
experiment. Whatever, therefore, 
may be the final issue of the attempt 
to account for the origin of our judg
ments, our desires, or our volitions 
from simpler mental phenomena it i~ 
not the less imperative to asc~rtaul 
the sequences of the complex pheno
mena th~mselves by special study in 
conformIty to the canons of Induction. 
Th?s, in, respect to Belief, psycho
lOgIsts WIll always have to inquire 
what beliefs we have by direct ' con
sciousness, and , according to what 
bws one belief produces another' 
what are the laws in virtue of whicl~ 
o?e thin,g is recognised by the mind, 
eIther l'lghtly or erroneously, as evi
dence of another thing. In reaard 
to Desire, they will have to exa~ine 
what objects we desire naturally, and 
by what causes we are made to desire 
things originally indifferent, or even 
disagreeable to us; and so forth. It 
may be remarked, that the general 
laws of association prevail amono' 
these more intricate states of mincl 
in the~ same manner as among th~ 
simpler ones. A desire, an emotion, 
an idea of the higher order of abstrac· 
tion, even our judgments and volitions 
when they have become habitual, are 
calle.d up by association, according to 
preCIsely the same laws as our simple 
ideas. 

§ 4. In the course of these inquiries 
it will be natural and necessary to 
examine how far the production of 
one state of mind by another is in
fiuenced by any assignable state of 
body. The commonest observation 
shows that different minds are sus
ceptible in very different degrees to 
the action of the same psycholoaical 
causes. The idea, for example, ~f a 
given desirable object will excite in 
different minds very different degrees 
of intensity of desire. The same sub· 
ject of meditati~ presented to differ· 
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ent minds, will excite in them very 
unequal degrees of intellectual action. 
These differences of mental suscepti
bility in different individuals may be, 
first, original and ultimate facts, or, 
secondly, they may be consequences of 
the previous mental history of those 
individuals, or, thirdly and lastly, they 
may depend on varieties of physical 
organisation. That the previous men
tal history of the individuals must 
have some share in producing or in 
modifying the whole of their mental 
character is an inevitable consequence 
of the laws of mind; but that differ
ences of bodily structure also co
operate is the opinion of all physi
ologists, confirmed by common expe
rience. It is to be regretted that 
hitherto this experience, being accepted 
in the gross without due analysis, has 
been made the groundwork of em
pirical generalisations most detrimen
tal to the progress of real knowledge. 

It is certain that the natural differ
ences which really exist in the men
t al predispositions or susceptibilities of 
different persons, are often not uncon
nected with diversities in their organic 
constitution. But it does not there
fore follow that these organic differ
ences must in all cases influence the 
mental phenomena. directly and im
mediately. They often affect them 
through the medium of their psycho
logical causes. For example, the idea 
of some particular pleasure may ex
cite in different persons, even inde
pendently of habit or education, very 
different strengths of desire, and this 
may be the effect of their different 
degrees or kinds of nervous suscepti
bility; but these organic differences, 
we must remember, will render the 
pleasurable sensation itself more in
tense in one of these persons than in 
the other; so that the idea .of the 
pleasure will also be an intenser 
feeling, and will, by the operation 
of mere mental laws, excite an in
tenser desire, without its being neces
sary to suppose that the desire itself 
is directly influenced by the physical 

. peculiarity. As in this, so in many 

cases, such differences in the kind Or 

in the intensity of the physical sensa_ 
tions as must necessarily result frolU 
differences of bodily organisation will 
of themselves account for many differ
ences, not only in the degree, but even 
in the kind, of the other mental 
phenomena. So true is this, that 
even different qualities of mind, differ
ent types of mental character, will 
naturally be produced by mere differ
ences of intensity in the sensations 
generally: as is well pointed out in 
the able essay on Dr. Priestley by 
Mr. Martineau, mentioned in a former 
chapter ;-

"The sensations which form the 
elements of all knowledge are received 
either simultaneously o~ succe~sively; 
when several are receIved slmultn.
neously, as the smell, the taste, the 
colour, the form, &c., of a fruit, their 
association together constitutes Our 
idea of an object; when received suc
cessively, their association makes up 
the idea of an event. Anything, then. 
which favours the associations of syn
chronous · ideas will tend to produce 
a knowledge of objects, a perception 
of qualities; while anything which 
favours association in the successive 
order will tend to produce a know
ledge of events, of the order of Occur
rences, and of the connection of cause 
and effect: in other words, in · the 
one case a perceptive mind, with a 
discriminate feeling of thtil pleasur
able and painful properties of things, 
a sense of the grand and the beauti
ful will be the result; in the other, 
a mind attentive to the movements 
and phenomena, a ratiocinative and 
philosophic intellect. Now it is an 
acknowledged principle that all sensa
tions experienced during the pre
sence of any vivid impression become 
strongly associated with it and with 
each other, and does it not follow 
that the synchronous feelings of a 
sensitive constitution (i.e. the one 
which has vivid impressions) will be 
more intimately blended than in . a 
differently formed mind? If this 
suggestion _ has any foundation in 
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truth, it leads to an inference not 
unimportant; that when nature has 
en.d?wed an in.di."~dual with great 
on g'lllal suS?el?tIbl~lty, he will pro
b[\,bly be cllstlllgmshed by fondness 
for natural history, a relish for the 
beautiful and great, and moral en
thusiasm; where there is but a medio
crity of sensibility, a love of science 
of abstract truth, with a deficiency of 
t aste and of fervour, is likely to be 
the r esult." 

in outward circumstances are capable 
of affording an adequate explanation 
of by far the greatest portion of char
acter, and that the remainder may 
be in great part accounted for by 
physical differences in the sensations 
produced in different individuals by 
the same external or internal cause. 
There are, however, some mental facts 
which do not seem to admit of these 
modes of explanation. Such, to take 
the strongest case, are the various 
instincts of animals, and the portion 
of human nature which corresponds 
to those instincts. No mode has been 
~ugge~ted, even by way of hypothesis, 
111 whlCh these can receive any satis
factory, or even plausible, explanation 
from psychological causes alone· and 
there is great reason to think' that 
they have as positive, and even as 
direct and immediate, a connection 
"vith physical conditions of the brain 
and nerves as any of our mere sensa
~ions have. A supposition which (it 
IS perhaps not superfluous to add) in 
no way conflicts with the indisputable 
fact that these instincts may be modi
fied to any extent, or entirely con-
9.uere~, in human beings, and to no 
111consIderable extent even in some 
of the domesticated animals, by other 
mental influences, and by education. 

'iVe see from this example that 
when the general laws of mind are 
1110re accurately known, and, above 
all, more skilfully applied to the de
t~i!ed explanation of mental peculia
rItles, they will account for many 
more of those peculiarities than is 
ordinarily supposed. U nfortunatelv 
the reaction of the last and present 
gener.ation against the philosophy of 
the eIghteenth century has produced 
a very general neglect of this great 
del~artment of analytical inquiry, of 
,WhICh, consequently, the recent pro
g:ress has ~een by no means propor
tIOl~al. to ItS ·early . promise. The 
maJorIty of those who speculate on 
human nature prefer dogmatically 
to assume that the mental differences 
whicl~ they perceive, or think: they 
perc81ve, among human being's are 
ultimate facts, incapable of ~being 
either explained or altered, rather 
than take the trouble of fittin O' them
selves, by the requisite proc~sses of 
tl:ought, for r eferring those mental 
differences to the outward causes by 
which they are for the most part pro
duced, and on the removal of which 
they would cease to exist. The Ger-
1~1an sc~ool of metaphysical specula
tlOn, ·wl11ch has not yet lost its tem
porary predominance in European 
thought, has had this amonO' many 
other injurious influences; and at the 
opposite extreme of the psycholoo'ical 
scale, no writer, either of early ~r of 
recent date, is chargeable in a hio'her 
degree with this aberration from'" the 
true scientific spirit than M. Comte. 

It is certain that, in human beino's 
at least, differences in education a~cl 

Whether organic causes exercise a 
direct influence over any other classes 
of mental phenomena is hitherto as 
far from being ascertained as is the 
p.recise natu.re of the organic condi
tlOns even 111 the case of instincts. 
The physiology, however, of the brain 
and nervous system is in a state of 
su?h ~'apid advance, and is continually 
brlllglllg forth such new and interest
ing resl;llts, that if there be really a 
connectlOn between mental peculiari
ties and an~ varieties cognisable by , 
our senses III the structure of the 
cerebral and nervous apparatus, the 
nature of that connection is now in 
a fair way of being found out. The 
latest discoveries in cerebral physio
log'y appear to have proved that any 
such connection which may exist is of 
a radically different character from 

2N 
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that contel1(1ed for by Gall and his as there is ground of assurance that 
followers, and that whatever may I those conditions are r~alised. 
hereafter be found to be the true Now, the observatIOm; concerninO' 
theory of the subject, phrenology at huma~ affairs collec~ed from co~mo~ 
least is untenable. I expenence are preCIsely of thIS na. 

,ture. Even if they were universally 
.and .exactly true within the bounds of 
experienc~, which they never are, still 
they are not the ultimate laws of 

CHAPTER V. I human action; they are not the prin, 
I ciple.s of puman nature, but results 

OF E'fHOLOGY, OR THE " SCIENQE OF of those principles under the circum. 
'I.'HE FORlIIATION OF, CHARACTE~. ' stances in which mankind have hap. 

§ I. THE laws of mind, as char· pened to: be placed. When the Psal. 
:lcterised in the preceding chapter, mist" said in his haste that an men 
compose the universal or abstract are liars," he enunciated what in some 
portion of the philosophy of human ages and countries is borne out by 
nature; and all the truths of common ample experience;, but it is not alaw 
experience, constituting a practical of man's nature to lie, though it is 
knowledge of mankind, must, to the , one of the consequences of the laws of 
extent to which ' they ar~ truths, be human nature that lying is nearly 
results or consequences of these. , Such universal when certain external cir. 
familiar maxims, when collected it cumstances exist universally, espe· 
poste1'i01'i from observation ' of life, cially circumstances productive of 
occupy among the truths of the science habitual distrust and .fear. 'When 
the place of what, in our analysis of -the character of the old is asserted to 
Induction, have so often been spoken .be cautious, and,: of the young im
of under the title of Empirical Laws. petuous, this, again, is but an' empiri-

An Empirical Law . (it will be re- callaw; for it is not because of their 
membered) is an uniformity, whether youth that the young are impetuous, 
of succession or of co-existence, which nor because of their age that the old 
holds true in all instances within our are cautious. It is chiefly, if not 
limits of observation, but is not of a wholly, because the old, during theit· 
nature to afford any assurance that many years of life, h.ave generally had 
it would hold beyond those limits, much experience of its various evils, 
either because the consequent is not and having suffered or seen other:i! 
really the effect of the antecedent, but ' suffer much from incautious exposl1l'e 
forms part along with it of a chain of ' to them, have acquired associations 
~ffects, flowing from prior causes not .favourable to circumspection; while 
yet ascertained, or because there is , the young, as well from the absence 
ground to believe that the sequence of similar experience as from the 
(though a case of causation) is re- greater strength of the inclinations 
solvable into simpler sequences, and, which urge them to enterprise, en
depending therefore on a concurrence .gage themselves in it more readily. 
of several natural agencies, is exposed Here, then, is the explcmcttion of the 
to an unknown multitude of pos- empirical law ; here are the conditions 
sibilities of counteraction. In other which ultimate"!y determine whether 
words, an empirical law is a gene- the law hold! good or not. If anoldman 
ralisation, of which, not content with has not been oftenei: than most young 
finding it true, we are abliged to ask men in contact with danger and diffi
why is it true? knowing that its culty, he will be equally incautious: 
truth is not absolute, but dependent if a youth has not stronger inclina
on some more general conditions, and tions than an old man, he probably 
that it can only be relied on in so far will be as little enterprising. The 
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empirical law derives whatever truth 
it has from the causal laws of which 
it is a consequence. If we know 
those laws, we know what are the 
limits to the derivative law ' while 
if we have not yet accounted' for th; 
empirica! law - if it rests only on 
obser~atIO.n - there is no safety in 
applymg It far beyond the limits of 
time, place, and circumstance in which 
the observations were made. 

The really scientific truths, then, 
alle not these empirical laws, but the 
caus~l.laws which explain them. The 
emplI"ICal laws of those phenomena 
which depend on known causes and 
of which a general theory can there
fore be constructed, have, whatever 
may . be their value in p,ractice, no 
other function in science than that of 
verifying tpe conclusions of theory. 
Still more must this be the case when 
most of the empirical laws amount, 
even within the limits of observation 
only to approximate generalisations. ' 

subject from direct observation, even 
such. as ~epler's law, are mere ap
proxImatIOns: the planets, owinO" to 
their perturb.ations by one another, 
do no~ move m exact ellipses. Thus 
even m astronomy perfect exactness 
in the mere ~mpiricalla.ws is not to be 
looked for; much less, then, in more 
complex subjects of inquiry. 

The same example shows how little 
can be inferred aO"ainst the univer
sal~ty, or even th: simplicity of the 
:ultImate !a,,~s, from the impossibility 
of estabhshrrg any but approximate 
empirical laws of the e~'Iects. The 
laws, of causation .acc9rding to which 
a class of phenomena are produced 
may be very few and simple, and yet 
the. effects themselves may be so 
var~ous a~d complic,ated that it shlltll 
be ImpOSSIble to trace any regularity 
whatever completely through them. 
For the phenomena in question may 
be of an eminently modifiable charac
ter; insomuch that innumerable cir. 
cumstances are c~pable of influencing 
the effect, although they may all do it 
according to a very small number of 
laws. Suppose that all which passes 
in the mind of man is determined by 
a fe,,~ /:limple laws: still, if those 
laws be such that there is not one of 
the facts surrounding a human being, 
or of the events which happen to him 
that does not influence in some mod~ 
or degree his subsequent m~ntal his
tory, and if the circumstances of dif
f~rent hu;nall; beings are extremely 
dIfferent, It WIll be no wonder if very 
~ew propositions can be made respect
mg the details of their conduct or 
f~e1ings which will be true of all 
mankind. 

§ 2. Thls, however, is not, so much 
as, is sometimes supposed, a peculi
anty of the sciences called moral. It 
is only in the simplest branches of 
science that empirical laws are ever 
exactly true, and not always in those. 
Astronomy, for example, is the sim
plest of all the sciences which ex
plain, in the concrete, the actual 
course of natural events. The causes 
or forces on which astrQnoD:1ical phe
nomena depend are f~wer in number 
than those which determine any other 
of the great phenomena of nature. 
Accordingly, as each effect results 
from the conflict of but few causes, a 
great degree of reo'ularity and uni
formity might be ~xpected to exist 
among the effects; and such is really 
the case: they have a fixed order and 
l"et~rn in cycles. But propositions 
whICh should express with absolute 
correctnes,s all the successive positions 
of a planet until the cycle is com
pleted would be of almost unmanaO'e
able complexity, and could be obtaiI~ed 
from theory alone. ThEl rO'eneralisa
tions which can be coll~c~d on the 

Now, without decidinO" whether the 
ultimate laws of our ~ental nature 
are few or many, it is at least certain 
that they are of the above description. 
It is certain that onr mental states, and 
our mental capacities and suscepti
bilities, are modified, either for a time 
or permanently, by everything which 
happens to us in life. Considering, 
therefore, how much these modifyinO" 
causes differ in the case of any t\\'~ 
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individuals, it would be t1llreason~ble 
to expect that the empirical laws of 
the human mind, the generalisations 
which can be made respecting the 
feelings or actions of mankind with
out reference to the causes- that de
termine them, should be anything but 
a.pproximate generalisations. They 
are the common wisdom of common 
life, and as such are invaluable; espe
cially as they are mostly to be ap
plied to cases not very dissimilar to 
those from which they ' were collec
ted. But when maxims of this sort, 
collected from Englishmen,- come to 
be applied to Frenchmen, or when 
those collected _from the present day 
are applied to past or future genera
tions, they are apt to be very much 
at fault. Unless we have resolved 
the empirical law into the laws of the 
causes on which it depends, and as
certained that those causes extend to 
the case which we have in view, there 
can be no reliance placed in our infer
ences. For every individual is sur
rounded by circumstances different 
from those of every other individual; 
every nation or generation of mankind 
from every other nation or generation; 
and none of these differences are with
out their influence in forming a dif
ferent type of character. There is, 
indeed, also a certain general resem
blance; but peculiarities of circum
stances are continually constituting 
exceptions even to the propositions 
which are true in the great majority 
of cases. 
- Although, however, there is scarcely 
any mode of feeling or conduct which 
is, in the absolute sense, common to 
all mankind; and though the genera
lisations which assert that any given 
variety of -conduct or feeling will be 
found universally, (however nearly 
they may approximate to truth with
in given limits of. ob~ervation,~ ~ill 
be considered as sClentIfic proposltlOns 
'by no one who is at all familiar with 
scientific investigation; yet all modes 
of feeling and conduct met with among 
mankind have causes which produce 
them; aud in the propositions which 

assign those causes will be found the 
explanation of the empirical laws, and 
the limiting principle of our reliance 
on them. Human beings do not all 
feel and act alike in the same circum_ 
stances; but it is possible to deter
mine what makes one person, in a 
gi ven position, feel or act in one ,-"ay, 
another in a.nother; how any gIven 
mode of feeling and conduct, com
patible with the general laws (physi
cal and mental) of human nature, has 
been, or may be, formed. In other 
words, mankind have nOG one univer
sal character, but there exist universal 
laws of the Formation of Character. 
And since it is by these laws, com
bined with the facts of each particular 
case, that the whole of the phenomena 
of human action and feeling are pro
duced, it is on these that every.rational 
attempt to construct the SClence of 
human nature in the concrete and for 
practical purposes must proceed. 

§ 3. The laws, then, of the forma
tion of character being the principal 
object of scientific inquiry into human 
nature, it remains to determine 'the 
method of investigation best fitted for 
ascertaining them. And the logical 
principles according to which this 
question is to be decided must be 
those which preside over every other 
attempt to investigate the laws of 
very complex phenomena For it is 
evident that both the character of any 
human being, and the aggregate of 
the circumstances by which that char
acter has been formed, are facts of a 
high order of complexity. Now to 
such cases we have seen that the 
-Deducti ve Method, setting out from 
o-enerallaws, and verifying their COll

~equences by specific experience, ~:; 
alone applicable. The grounds of tlm 
great loo-ical ' doctrine have formerly 
been stated, and its truth will derive 
additional support from a brief exami
nation of the specialities of the present 
case. 

There are only two modes in which 
laws of nature can be ascertained: 
deductively and experimentally, in-

-
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eluding under the denomination of 
experimental inquiry, observation as 
well as artificial experiment. Are the 
laws of the formation of character sus
ceptible of a satisfactory investigation 
by the method of experimentation? 
Evidently not; because, even if we 
suppose unlimited power of varying 
the experiment, (which is abstractedly 
possible, though no one but an Oriental 
despot has that power, or, if he had, 
would probably be disposed to exer
cise it,) a still mOl'e essential condi
tion is wanting-the power of per
forming any of the experiments with 
scientific accuracy. 

The instances requisite for the pro
secution of a directly experimental 
inquiry into the formation of char
acter would be a number of hum-an 
beings to bring up and ed~1Cate from 
infancy to m~ture age; and to per
form anyone of these experiments 
with scientific propriety, it would be 
necessary to know and record every 
sensation or impressed received by the 
young pupil from a period long before 
it could speak, including' its own no
tions respecting the sonrces of all those 
sensations and impressions. It is not 
only impossible to do this completely, 
but even to do so much of it as should 
constitute a tolerable approximation. 
One apparently trivial circumstance 
which eluded our vigilance might let 
in a train of impressions and associa
tions sufficient to vitiate the experi
ment as an authentic exhibition of the 
effects flowing from given causes. No 
one who has sufficiently reflected on 
e(lucation is ignorant of this truth: 
and whoever has not will find it most 
instructively illustrated in the writ
ings of Rousseau and Hel vetius on 
that great subject. 

Under this impossibility of study
ing the laws of the formation of char
acter by experiments purposely con
trived to elucidate them there remains 
the resource of simple observation. 
But if it be impossible to ascertain 
the influencing circumstances with 
any approach to completeness even 
when we have the shaping of them 

ourselves, much more impossible is it 
when the cases are further removed 
from our observation, and altogether 
out of our control. Consider the diffi
culty of the very first step-of ascer
taining what actually is the character 
of the individual in eachj particular 
case that we examine. There is hardly 
any person living, concerning some 
essential part of whose character 
there are not differences of opinion 
even among his intimate acquain
tances ; and a single action, or con
duct continued only for a short time, 
goes a very little way ·toward3 ascer
taining it. We can only make our 
observations in a rough way and en 
l1wsse, not attempting to ascertain 
completely in any given instance 
what character has been formed, and 
still less by what causes; but only 
observing in what state of previous 
circumstances it is found that cer
tain marked mental qualities or defi
ciencies oftenest exist. These conclu
sions, besides that they are mere 
approximate generalisations, deserve 
no reliance, even as such, unless the 
instances are sufficiently numerous to 
eliminate not only chance, but every 
assignable circumstance in which a 
number of the cases examined may 
happen to have resembled one an
other. So numerous and various, too, 
are the circumstances which form in
dividual character, that the conse
quence of any particular combination 
is hardly ever some definite and 
strongly rnarked character, always 
found where that combination exists, 
and not otherwise. '\Vhat-is obtained, 
even after the most extensive and ac
curate observation, is merely a com
parative result; as, for example, that 
in a given number of -Frenchmen, 
taken indiscriminately, there will be 
found more persons of a particular 
mental tendency, and fewer of the 
contrary tendency, than among an 
equal number of Italians or English, 
similarly taken; or thus: of a hnn
dred Fren'clunen and an equal number 
of Englishmen, fairly selected, and 
arranged according to the degree in 
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which they possess a particular mental by way of experiment a much more sat
characteristic, each number I, 2, 3, isfactory assurance of these genentlisa_ 
&c., of the one series will be found to tions than is really possible, they would 
possess more of that characteristic still be only empirical laws. They 
than the corresponding number of would show, indeed, that there was 
the other. Since, therefore, the com- some connection between the type of 
parison is not one 'of kinds, but of character formed and the circuill_ 
ratios and degrees; and since in pro- stances existing in the case, but not 
portion as the differences are slight, what the precise connection was, nor 
it requires a greater number of in- to which of the peculiarities of those 
stances to eliminate chance; it can- circumstances . the effect was really 
not often happen to anyone to know owing. They could only, therefore, 
a sufficient number of cases with the be received as resu.1ts of causation, re
accuracy requisite for making the sort quiring to be resolved lnto the genentl 
of comparison last mentioned; less Ilaws of the causes: until the deter
than which, however, would not con- imination of which, we could not judge 
stitute a real induction. Accordingly within what limits the derivative laws 
there is hardly one current opinion might serve as presumptions' in cases 
respecting the characters of nations, yet unknown, or even be depended 
classes, or descriptions of persons, on as permanent in the very cases 
which is universally acknowledged as I from which they were collected. The 
indisputable. * ! 'French people had, or were supposed 
, And finally if we could even obtain to have, a certain national character; 

" • I but they drive out their royal family 
, * The mos.t favourable c.ase~ for makmg daristocracy alter their institutions 

such approXImate generalIsatIOns are what an < '. • ' 
may be termed collective instances, where pass through a senes of extraordmary 
we are fortun~tely en~bled to see ~he ~h.ole ,events for the greater part of a cen
~lass ~espectmg WhICh we are mqUl~'l?g tury and at the end of that time their 
111 :lCtIon at once, and, from the qualitIes ' . d h 
displayed by the collective body, are able character IS foun to ave unde.rgone 
to judge what must be the qualities of the important changes. A long lIst of 
majority of the individuals composing' it. I mental and moral differences are ob
:rhus the charact~r of a nation is sh~wn in se ed or suppos~d to exist between 
Its acts as a natlOn; not so much ill the rv, , 
acts of its government, for those are much men and women; but at some future, 
influenced by oth~l: causes; but in the cut"- and, it may be hoped, not distant 
rent popular .max~ms, and o~her .m.arks?f period equal freedom and an equally 
the general dIrectIOn of publIc Op1l1lOn; ill.' ., . 
the character of the persons or writings mdependent SOCIal pOSItIOn ~o~e to 
that are held in permanent esteem or ad- be possessed by both, and tp81r dIffer
miration; in laws and institutions, so far ences of character are either removed 
as they are the work of the nation itself, or 11 It d 
are acknowledged and supported by it; or tota .y a ere : . 
and so forth. But even here there is a But If the dIfferences WhICh we 
large margin of doubt and uncertainty. think we observe between French and 
'1'hese tl;ings are liable to be influenced by Eno'lish or between men and women 
lUany cIrcumstances: they are partly de- b' • h ' ' 
termined by the distinctive qualities of can be ~onnected WIt more .geneU1l 
that nation or body of persons but partly laws; If they be such as mIght be 
also by. external causes which wo~ld in- expected to be produced by the diffel
fluence any other body of persons, In the ences of O'overnment former customs 
same manner. In order, theliefore, to '=: • '... ' 
make the experiment really complete, we and phySICal pecuhantIes m the two 
ought to be abl~ to try it without varia~ion nations, and by the diversities of 
upon other natIOns : ~o try h0.w, EnglIsh- education occupations personal inde-

I men would act or feel if placed 111 the same . 'd' l' " '1' 1 
circumstances in which we have supposed pendence, a~ . socm . PIlVl eges, anc 
Frenchmen to be placed; to alJply, in whatever ongmal dIfferences there 
short, the Method of Difference as well a.s may be in bodily strength and nervous 
that of Agreement. Now these expen- 'bTt b t e the two sexes' 
ments we cannot try, lior even approxi- senSl ~ 1 Y e we n. . ' 
mate to, - then, ll1deed, tlw cOlP.,Cldence of the 
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two kinds of evidence justifies us in 
believing that we have both reasoned 
rightly and observ~d rightly. . Our 
9bservation, though p.ot suip.cient as 
proof, is ample as verification. J\.nd 
having ascertained not only the em
pirical laws, but the causes of the 
peculiarities, we need be under no 
difficulty in judging how far they may 
pe expected to be permanent, or by 
what circumstances they would qe 
~odified or destroyed. -

is usual and convenient, . we employ 
the name Psychology for the science 
of the elementary laws of mind, Etho
logy will serve for the ulterior science 
which determines the kind of char
acter produced in conformity to those 
general laws, by any set of circum
stances, physical and moral. Accelrd
ing to this definition, Ethology is the 
science which corresponds to the act 
of education, in the widest sense of 
the term, including the formation of 
national or collective character a,; 

§ 4. Since, then, it is impossible to well as individual. It would indeed 
obtain really accurate propositions be vain to expect (however completely 
respecting the formation of character the laws of the formation of charactet· 
from observation and experiment might be ascertained) that we could 
alone, we are driven perforce to that Knbw so accurately the circumstances 
which, even if it had not been the in- of any given case as to be able posi
dispensable, would have been the most tively to predict the character that 
perfect mode of investigation, and would be produced in that case. But 
which it is one of the principal aims we must remember that a degree of 
of philosophy to exten<;J.; namely, that I knowledge far shol't of the' pm, vel' of 
which tries its experiments not on the actual prediction is often of much 
complex facts, but on, the simple ones' I practical value. There may be great 
of which they are compounded, and power of influencing phenomena, with 
after ascertaining ~he laws of the a very imperfect knowledge of the 
causes, the composition of which gives causes by which they are 'in any given 
rise to the complex phenome.na, then instance ,determined. It is enough 
considers whether these will not ex- that we know that certain means have 
plain and account for the approxi- a tendency to produce a given effect, 
mate generalisations which have' been and that others have a tendency to 
~ramed empirically respecting the frustrate it. vVhen the circumstances 
sequences of ,those complex pheno- of an individual or of a nation are in 
mena. The laws of the formation of any considerable degree under our 
<;:haracter are, in short, derivative control, we may, by our knowledge 
laws, resulting from the general laws of tendencies, be enabled to shape 
of mind, and are to be obtained by those circumstances in a manner much 
deducing them from those gl3neral more favourable to the ends we desire 
l,aws by supposing any given set of than the shape which thev would of 
~ircumstances, and then considering themselves assume. 'This is the limit 
Vhat, according to the laws of mind, of our power, but within this limit 
will be the influence of those circum- the power is a most important one. 
stances on the formation of character. This science of Ethology may be 

A science is thus formed, to which called the Exact Science of Human 
I would propose to give the name of Nature~; for its truths are not, like 
Ethology, or the Science of Char- the empirical laws which depend on 
acter, from :r/Jo~, a wordi more nearly them, approximate generalisatioml, 
corresponding to the term "char- but real laws. It is, howe\7er, (as 
~cter," as I here use it, than any in all cases of complex phenomena,) 
other word in the same language. necessary to the exactness of the pro
rhe name is perhaps etymologically positions that they should be hypo
applicable to the entire science .of our thetical only, and affirm tendencies, 
mental and moral nature ; but if, as not facts. They must not assert that 
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something will always or certainly 
happen, but only that such and such 
will be the effect of a given cause, 
so far as it operates uncounteracted. 
It is a scientific proposition that 
bodily strength t ends to make men 
courao'eous; not that it always makes 
them ~o: that' an interest on one side 
of a question t ends to bias the judg
ment; not that it invariably does so : 
that experience t ends to give wisdom ; 
not that such is always its effect. 
These propositions, being assertive 
only of t endencies, are not the less 
univ'ersally true because the t enden
cies may be frustrated. 

§ 5. While, on the one hand, Psy~ 
chol02;y is altogether,. or principall~, 
a science of observatIOn and expen
ment, Ethology, as I have conceived 
it is as I have already remarked, 
aitoo,~ther deducti ve . . : The one ascer
tain~ the simple laws of Mind in 
O'eneral, the other traces their opera
tion in complex combinations of cir
cumstances. Ethology stn,nds to P sy
chology in a relation very similar to 
that in which the various branches of 
natural philosophy stand to mechanics. 
The principles of Ethology are properly 
the middle principles, the axiomatc~ 
?nedic~ (as Bacon would have said) of 
the science of mind: as distinguished, 
on the one hand, from the empirical 
laws resulting from simple observa
tion, and on the other from the highest 
generalisations. 

And this seems a suitable place for 
a logical remark, which, though of 
general application, is of peculiar im
portance in r eference to the present 
subject. Bacon has judiciously ob
served that the axiomatc~ media of 
every science principally constitute 
its value. The lowest generalisations, 
until explained by and resolved into 
the middle principles of which they 
are the consequences, have only the 
imperfect accuracy of empirical laws ; 
while the most general laws are too 
,rcnel'n,l and include too fev." circum
~tances: to give sufficient indication 
of what happens in individual cases 

where the circumstn,nces are almost 
always immensely numerous. In the 
importance, therefore, which Bacon 
assigns in every science to the middle 
principles, it is impossible not to 
agree with him. But I conceive him 
to have been radically wrong in his 
doctrine respecting the mode in which 
these axio?nat(~ 1neclic~ should be ar
rived at; though there is no one pro
position laid down in his works for 
which he has been more extravagantly 
eulogised. He enunciates as an uni
versal rule that -induction should pro
ceed from ,the lowest to the middle 
principles, and from those to the 
highest, never reversing that order, 
and consequently, leaving no room 
for the discovery of new principles by 
way of deduction' at all., It is not 
to be conceived that a man of his 
sagacity could have fallen , into this 
mistake if there had existed in ' his 
tilne, among the sciences which treat 
of successiv:e phenomena, one single in
stance of a deductive. sci01~ce, such as 
mechanics,,' astronomy, optIcS acous
tics, &c., now are. In those sciences 
it is evident 'that the higher and 
middle principles are by no m eans 
deri ved from the lowest, but the re
verse. In some of them the very 
highest generalisations were those 
earliest ascertained with any scien
tific exactness; as, for example, (in 
mechanics,) the laws of motion. Those 
general laws had not indeed at first 
the acknowledged universality which 
they acquired after having been suc
cessfully employed to explain many 
classes of phenomena to which they 
were not originally seen to be appli
cable ; as when the laws of motion 
were employed, in conjunction with 
other laws, to explain deductively the 
celestial phenomena. Still the fact 
remains that the propositions which 
were afterwards recognised as the 
most general truths of the science 
were, of all its accurate generalisa
tions, those earliest arrived at. Ba
con's greatest merit cannot therefore 
consist, as we are so often told that it 
did, in explodin~ the vicious method 
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pursued by the ancients of flying to 
the highest generalisations first, and 
deducing the middle principl es from 
them; since this is neither a: vicious 
nor an exploded, but the ul1Jversally 
accredited method of modern science, 
and that to which it owes its greatest 
triumphs. '1'be error of ancient spe
culation did not consist in making 
the largest generalis~ttions first, but 
in making them without the aid or 
warrant of rigorous inductive me
thods, and applying them deductiv.ely 
without the needful use of that Im
portant part of the Deductive Method 
t ern1ed Verification. 

The order in which truths of the 
various degrees of generality should 
be ascertained cannot, I apprehend, 
be prescribed by any unbending rule. 
I know of no maxim which can be 
bid down on the subject, but to ob
tain those first in respect to which 
the conditions of a real induction can 
b e first and most completely realised . 
Now wherever our means of investi
O'ati;n can reach causes, without stop
ping at the empirical law~ of the 
e ffects, the simplest cases bemg those 
in which fewest causes are simul
t aneously concerned, will be most 
amenable to the inductive process; 
and 'these are the cases which elicit 
laws of the greatest comprehensive
ness. In every science, therefore, 
which has reached the stage at which 
it becomes a science of causes, it will 
be usual as well as desirable, first to 
obt~in the hio'hest generalisations, 
and then ded~ce the more special 
ones from them. N or can I dis
cover any foundation for the Baconian 
maxim so much extolled by subse
quent 'writers, except this: That 
before we attempt to explain de
ductively from more general laws 
any new class of phenomena, it ~s 
desirable to have gone as far as IS 
practicable in ascertaining the em
piricallaws of those phenomena, so as 
t o compare the results of deduction 
not with one individual instance after 
another, but with general propositions 
expressive of the points of agreement 

which have been fonnel among many 
instances. FOl'if N ewton had been 
obliged to verify the theory of gravi
t ation, not by deducing from it R ep 
ler's laws, but by deducing all the 
observed planetary positions which 
had served Kepler to establish those 
laws, the N ewtonian theory ... vould 
probablJ never have em erged from 
the state of an hypothesis: lE-

The applicability of these remarks 
to the special case under considera
tion cannot admit of question. The 
science of the formation of character 
is a science of causes. The subject 
is one to which those among the 
canons of induction, by which laws of 
causation are ascertained, can be rigo
rously applied. It is, therefore, both 
natural and advisable to ascertain t.he 
simplest, which are necessarily the 
most general, laws of causation first, 
and to deduce the middle principles 
from them. In other words, Etho
logy, the deductive science, is a sys
tem of corollaries from Psychology, 
the experimental science. 

* "To which," says Dr, Whewell, "wc 
may add, that it is certain from the 
history of the subject, that in that case 
the h ypothesis would n evel' have been 
framed at all. " 

Dr, Whewell (Phi lo,'ophy of IJiscoVe)'!/ , 
pp. 277-282) defends Bacon's rule against 
the preceding strictures. But his defe~ce 
consists only in asserting and exemphfy
ing a proposition wbich I had myself 
stated, viz, that though the largest gene
ralisations may be the earliest made, they 
are not at first seen in their entire gene
rality, but acquire it by degrees, as they 
a1'e found to explain one class after another 
of phenomena, The laws of motion, for 
example, w ere not known to extend to the 
celestial regions until the motions of the 
celestial bodies had been deduced from 
them. This, however, does not in any 
way affect the fact that the middle prin
ciples of astronomy, the central fo~'ce. for 
example, and the law of ~he mver~e 
square could not have been dIscovered If 
the la~s of motion, which ar e so much 
more universal, had not been kn own first. 
On Bacon's syst em of step-by-step genera
lisation, it would be impossible in apr 
science to ascend high er than the empll'I
cal laws ; a remark which Dr, Whewe~'s 
own Inductive Tables, referred to by lum 
in support of his argument, amply bear 
out. 
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. § 6, Of these, the earlier alone has being set down to the account of con. 
been, as yet, really congeived or studie,d genital predispositions, 
as a science; the other, Ethology, IS For the experimental or C~ posteriori 
still to be created. But its creation part of this process, the materials are 
has at length becoIl).e practicable. The continually accumulating by the ob. 
empirical laws, destined to v,erify, its, I servation .. of mankind. So far as 
deductions, have been formed III abun-r thought IS concern~d, the great pro
dance by every successive age of hu- blem of Ethology IS to deduce the 
manity, and the premises for the' requisite middle principles from the 
deductions are now sufficiently com- general laws of Psychology, The sub
plete, Excepting the degree of uno, ject. to be studied is, t}1? o:igin and 
certainty which still exists as to the 's0':lrces of ~ll those q.uahtIe~ m human 
extent of the natural differences of bemgs WhICh are mterest1l1g to us, 
i.ndividual minds, a?d the physical; I eith,er as facts to be produced, to be 
circumstances on WhICh these may be aVOlded, or merely to be understood; 
dependent, (considerations which 'are, and the object is to ~~termine, f.rom 
of secondary importance when we are Ith,e general laws o~ ~1l1d, combm.ecl 
con siderin o· mankind in the average, WIth the general pOSItIOn of our speCles 
<;>1' en l1iasse~) I believe most competent : i~ the uni:,ers~, what a~tual or pos
judges will agree that t~e general I sIble combmatIOns of . cIrcumstances 
laws of the different constItuent ele- I are capable of promotmg or of pre
ments of human nature are even now venting the productioll of those quali
~ufficiently unp.erstood to r~nd~r it ti~s. ~ science '~hic~ po~sesses midd!e 
possible for a competent tlunker to prmCIples of thIS kmd, . arranged III 

deduce from those laws, with a con~ the order, not of causes, ~ut of the 
siderable approach to certainty, the effects which it is desirable.: to produce 
particular type of character which ' 01' to prevent, is duly prep~red to, be 
would be formed in mankind generally ,the foundation of the corre~pond1l1g 
by any assumed set of circumstances. Art. And when ~thology, s?all ?e 
A science of Ethology, founded on thus prepared, practIcal e~ucatIOn will 
the laws of Psychology, is I therefore be the mere transformatIOn of those 
possible, though little has yet been principles into a paralle~ system of 
done and that little not at all sys- precepts, and the adaptatIOn of these 
tem~tically, towards forming it, The t? the sum total, of th~ in~ividual 
progress of ~his imp,ortant but most cIrCt~mstances whIch eXIst m each 
imperfect SCIence WIll depend o~ a partl(~ular case. , 
double process: first, that of deducmg It IS hardl:r necessary agam to ~'e
theoretically the ethological conse- pe.at, that, .a:s m ~ver~ other ~ed~ctI ve 
quences of particular circumstan~es SClence, ven~c~tIOn a, posterwn ,mus~ 
of position, and compariI;lg them WIth pr~ce~d pa1'~ passu WIt? deductIOn a 
the recognised results of common ex- pno1'~. The mfer(3nce gIVen by the?ry 
perience; and secondly, the reverse as to the type o,f charact~r whI?h 
operation - increased study of the I would be formed by any gwen Cll:
various types of human nature that cumstanc.es ,:nust be, tes~ed by speCI
are to be found in the world, con- fic expenence of those CIrcumstances 
ducted by persons not only capable of whenever obtainab~e; and the COll
analysing and recording the circum- clusions of the SCIence as ~ wh?,le 
stances in which these types severally must undergo a perpetual verIficatIOn 
prevail, but also sufficiently acquainted and correction from the general r~
with psychological -laws to be able to marks affor~ed by common e:cpen
explain and account for the charac- ence respectmg hum~n .nature m ?ur 
teristics of the type by the peculiari- own age, and by lustory resl?ectmg 
ties of the circumstances, the residuum times gone by. The conclUSIOns of 
alone, when there proves to be any, theory cannot be trusted, unless con-
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fj.rmed by observation; nor those of engaged the most gen~ral attention, 
observation unless they can be affili- and been a theme of mterestecl and 
ated ,' to th~ory, by deducing them I earnest discussions, al~ost from the 
from the laws of human nature, and beginning of recorded tIme. 
from a close analysis of the circum- ' The condition indeeq. of politics, ~s 
stancer; of the particular situation. a branch of knowledge, was untIl 
It is the accordance of these two yery lately, and has scarcely even 
kinds of evidence separately taken- yet ceased to be, that which ~acon 
the consilience of a p1'i01'i reasoning animadv~rted on, ~s the ;natur~l st~te 
and specific experience-which for:ns ?f the SCIences whIle th~ll: cultIvatJOn 
the only sufficient ground for the prm- IS abandoned to practItIoners; not 
Ciples of any science so "immersed in bei;ng ?arri~d on as a branc~ of spe,cu
matter " dealing with such complex latIve. mqUIry, but only WIth a VIew 
and co~crete phenomena, as Ethology. to the exigencies of daily practice, 
. " and the Jmtctifem experimenta, there-

CHAPTER VI. 

, GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE 
SOCIAL SCIENCE. 

§ I. NEXT after the science of in
dividual man comes the science of 
man in society; of the actions of col
lective masses of mankind, and the 
yari9us phenomena which constitute 
sociri.llife. 
, 1£ the formation of individual char

acter is already a complex ~ubject of 
study, this subject must be, in ap
pearimce at least, still more complex; 
because the number of concurrent 
causes, all exercising more or less in
fluence on the total effect, is greater, 
in the proportion in which a nation, 
or the species at large, exposes a 
l~rger surface to the operation of 
agents, psychological and physical, 
than any single individual. If it 
~as necessary to prove, in opposition 
to an existing prejudice, that the 
simpler of the two is capable of being 
a subject of science; the prejudice is 
likely to be yet stronger against the 
possibility of giving a scientific char
acter to the study of Politics, and of 
the phenomena of Society. It is, ac
cordingly, but of yesterday that . the 
conception of a political or social 
science has- existed anywhere but 
in t e mind of here and there an 
insulated thinker, generally- very ill 
prepared for its realisation: though 
the subject itself has of all others 

fore, being , aiII).ed at, almost to the 
exclusion of the luciferc~. Such was 
medical investigation before physio
logy and natural history began to be 
cultivated as branches of general 
knowledge. The only questions exa
mined were, what diet is wholesome, 
or what medicine will cure some given 
disease, without any previous system
atic inquiry into the laws of nutrition, 
and of the healthy'.and morbid action 
of the different organs, on which laws 
the effect of any; diet or medicine must 
evidently depe~d, And in politics, 
the questions which engaged general 
attention were similar :-Is such an 
enactment, or such a form of govern
ment, beneficial or the reverse-either 
universally, or to some particular com
munity? without any previous inquiry 
into the general conditions by which 
the op~ration of legislative measures, 
or the effects produced by forms of 
government, are determined, Students 
in politics thus attempted to study 
the pathology and therapeutics of the 
social body before they had laid the 
necessary foundation in its physio
logy; to cure disease without under
standing the laws of health, And 
the result was such as it must always 
be when persons, even of ability, at
tempt to deal with the complex ques
tions of a science before its simpler 
and more elementary truths have been 
established. 

No wonder that when the pheno
mena of society have so rarely been 
contemplated in the point of view 
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characteristic of science, the philo
sophy of society should have made 
little progress; should contain few 
general propositions sufficiently pre
cise and certain for common inquirers 
to recognise in them a scientific cha
racter. The vulgar notion accord
ino'ly is, that all pretension to lay 
do~vn general truths on politics and 
society is quackery; that no uni vel'
sality and no certainty are attainable 
in such matters. What partly excuses 
this common notion is, that it is really 
not without foundation in one parti
cular sense. A large proportion of 
those who have laid claim to the cha
racter of philosophic politicians have 
attempted, not to ascertain universal 
sequences, but to frame universal pre
cepts. They have imagined some one 
form of government, or system of laws, 
to fit all cases; a pretension well 
meriting the ridicule with which it is 
treated by practitioners, and wholly 
unsupported by the analogy of the 
art to which, from the nature of its 
subject, th~tt of politics must be the 
most nearly allied. No one now sup
poses it possible that one remedy can 
cure all diseases, or even the same 
disease in all constitutions and habits 
of body. 

It is not necessary even to the per
fection of a science that the corre
sponding art should possess universal, 
or even general rules. The phenomena 
of society might not only be completely 
dependent on known causes, but the 
mode of action of all those causes might 
be reducible to laws of considerable 
simplicity, and yet no two cases might 
admit of being treated in precisely the 
same manner. So great might be the 
variety of circumstances on which the 
results in different cases depend, that 
the art might not have a single general 
precept to give, except that of watch
ing the circumstances of the particular 
cn,se, and adapting our measures to 
the effects which, according to the 
principles of the science, result from 
those circumstances. But although, 
in so complicated a class of subjects, 
it is impossible to lay down practical 

maxims of universal application, it 
does not follow that the phenomena 
do not conform to universal laws. 

§ 2. All phenomena of society are 
phenomena of human nature, gene
rated by the action of outward cir
cumstances upon masses of human 
beings: and if, therefore, the pheno_ 
mena of human thought, feeling, and 
action; are subject to fixed laws, the 
phenomena of society cannot but con
form to fixed laws, the consequence of 
the preceding. There is, indeed, no 
hope that these laws, though Our 
knowledge of them were as certain 
and as complete as it is in astronomy, 
would enable us to predict the history 
of society, like that of the celestial 
appearances, for thousands of years 
to come. But the difference of cer
tainty is n~t in the laws themselves, 
it is in the data to which these laws 
are to be applied. In astronomy the 
causes influencing the result are few, 
and change little, and that little ac
cording to known laws; we can ascer
tain what they are now, and thence 
determine what they will be at any 
epoch of a distant future. The data, 
therefore, in astronomy, are as certain 
as the laws themselves. The circum
stances, on the contrary, which influ
ence the condition and progress of 
society, are innumerable, and perpe
tually changing; and though they all 
change in obedience to · causes, and 
therefore to laws, the multitude of 
the causes is so great as to defy our 
limited powers of calculation. Not 
to say that the impossibility of apply
ing precise numbers to facts of such a 
description, would set an impassable 
limit to the possibility of calculating 
them beforehand, even if the powers 
of the human intellect were· otherwise 
adequate to the task. 

But, as before remarked, an amount 
of knowledge quite insnfficient for 
prediction may be most valuable for 
guidance. The science of society 
would have attained a very high 
point of perfection if it enabled us, in 
any given condition of social affairs,-
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in . the condition, for instance, of 
Europe or any European country at 
the present time,-to understand by 
what causes it had, in any and every 
particular, been made what it was; 
whether it was tending to any, and 
'to what, changes; what effects each 
feature of its existing state was likely 
to produce in the future; and by 
what means any of those effects might 
be prevented, modified, or accelerated, 
or a different class of effects superin
duced. There is nothing chimerical 
in the hope that general laws, suffi
cient to enable us to answer these 
various questions for any country or 
time with the incli vidual circumstances 
of which we are well acquainted, do 
really admit of being ascertained; 
~md that the other branches of human 
knowledge, which this undertaking 
presupposes, are so far advanced that 
the time is ripe for its commencement. 
Such is the object of the Social 
Science. 

That the nature of what I consider 
the true method of the science may 
be made more palpable, by first show
ing what that method is not, it will 
be expedient to characterise briefly 
two radical .misconceptions of the 
proper mode of philosophising on 
society and government, one or other 
of which is, either explicitly or more 
often unconsciously, entertained by 
almost all who have meditated or 
'argued respecting the logic of polit~cs 
since the notion of treating it by strIct 
l'ules, and on Baconian principles, has 
been current among the more advanced 
thinkers. These erroneous methods, 
if the word method can be applied to 
erroneous tendencies arising from the 
absence of any sufficiently distinct 
conception of method, may be termed 
the Experimental or Ohemical mode 
of investigation, and the Abstract or 
Geometrical mode. We shall begin 
with the former. 

OHAPTER VII. 
OF THE CHEMICAL, OR EXPERIMENTAL, 

METHOD IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCE. 

§ 1. THE laws of the phenomena of 
society are, and can be, ' nothing but 
the laws of the actions and passions 
of human beings united together in 
the social state. Men, however, in a 
state of society, are still men; their 
actions and passions are obedient to 
the laws of individual human nature. 
Men are not, when brought together, 
converted into another ~dnd of sub
stance, with different properties; as 
hydrogen and oxygen are different from 
water, 01' as hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, 
and azote. are different from nerves, 
muscles, and tendons. Human be
ings in society have no properties but 
those which are derived from, and 
may be resolved into, the laws of the 
nature of individual man. In social 
phenomena the Composition of Causes 
is the universal law. 

Now, the method of philosophising 
which may be termed chemical over
looks this fact, and proceeds as if the 
nature of man as an individual were 
not concerned at all, or were con
cerned in a very inferior degree, in 
the operations of human beings in 
society. All reasoning in political or 
social affairs, grounded on principles 
of human nature, is objected to by 
reasoners of this sort, under such 
names as "abstract theory." For the 
direction of their opinions and con
duct they profess to demand, in all 
cases without exception, specific ex
perience. 

This mode of thinking is not only 
general with practitioners in politics, 
and with that very numerous class 
who (on a subject which no one, how
ever ignorant, thinks himself incom
petent to discuss) profess to guide 
themsel yes by common sense rather 
than by science, but is often counte
nanced by persons with greater pre
tensions to instruction-persons who, 
havinO' sufficient acquaintance with 
books'" and with the current ideas to 
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have heard that Bacon taught man- teali~ing the.m, so far as they can be 
kind to foHqw experience, and to I realised. He shall know as much of 
ground their conclusions on f~cts : the facts of history as mere erudition 
instead of metaphysical dogmas- , can teach-as much as can be proved 
think that, by treating political facts by testimony without the assistance 
in as directly experimental a method of any theory; and if those mere facts, 
as chemical facts, they are showing I properly collated, Cqn fulfil the concli-, 
themselves true Baconians, and prov-' tions of a real inductiou, he shall be, 
ing their adyersaries to be mere syllo- qualified for the task. , 
gisers and schoolmen. As, however, But that no such attempt can have 
the notion of the applicability of ex- ,the smallest chaI].ce of success, has 
perimental methods to political philo- been ab:undantly shown in the tenth 
sophy cannot co-exist with any just chapter of the Third Book. * We 
conception of these methods them- there examined whether effects which 
selves, the kind of arguments from I depend on a complication of causes 
experience which the chemical theory ' can be made the subject of a true 
brings forth as its fruits (and which induc.tion by observation and experi
form the staple, in this cOllntry es- ,ment; and concluded, on the most 
pecially, of parliamentary and hust- convincing grounds, that they cannot. 
ings oratory) are such as, at no time i Since, of all effects, none depend on 
since Bacon, would , have been ad- I so great a complication of causes as 
mitted to be valid in chemistry itself, ' social phenomena, we might leave our 
or in any other branch of experimental case to rest in safety on that previous 
science. They are such as these: that showing. But a logical principle as 
the prohibition of foreign commodi- yet so little familiar to the ordinary. 
ties must con duce to national wealth, run of thinkers requires to be insisted 
because. England has flourished under on more than once in order to make 
it, or because countries in general which the due impression; and the present 
have adopted it have flourished; that b8ing ,the case which of all others 
our .laws, or our internal, adminstra- exemplifies it the most strongly, there 
tion, or our corustitution, al~e excellent will be advantage in re-stating the 
for a similar reason; and the eternal grounds of the general maxim, as 
arguments from historical examples, applied to the specialities of the class 
from Athens or Rome, from the fires of inquiries now under consideration., 
in Smithfield or the French Revolu
tion. 

I will not waste time in contending 
:.tgainst modes of argumentation which 
no person, with the smallest practice 
in estimating evidence, could possibly 
be betrayed into; which draw con
clusions of general application from a 
single unanalysed instance, 01' arbi
trarily refer an effect to some one 
among its antecedents, without any 
process of elimination or comparison 
of instances. It is a rule ·both of jus
tice and of good sense to grapple not 
with the absurdest, but with the most 
r easonable form of a wrong opinion. 
,"Ve shall suppose our inquirer ac
quainted with the true conditions of 
experiment?l investigation, and COlll
petent in point of acquirements for 

§ 2. The first difficulty w hich m~ets. 
us in the attempt to apply experi-, 
mental methods for ascertaining the 
laws of social phenomena, is that we 
are without the means of making 
artifiCial experiments. Even if we 
could contrive experiments at leisure, 
and try them without limit, we should 
do so under immense disadvantage; 
both from the impossibility of ascer
taining and taking note of all the 
facts of each case, and because (those 
facts being in a perpetual state of 

. change) before sufficient time had 
elapsed to ascertain the result of the 
experiment, some material circum
£tanceswould always have ceased to be 

* Pn,g-e Z9 [ to the cnd of the chapter. 
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the ~ame. But it is unnecessary to . nations is found to be rich and the 
consIder the logical objections which ,other poor, or one richer than the 
would exist to the conclusiveness of other, this will be an expe1'imenttt11t 
our experiments, since we palpably c1'ucis-a real proof by experience 
never have the power of trying any. which of the two systems is most· 
"Ve can only watch those which nature favourable to national riches. But the 
produces, or which are produced for I supposition that two such instances' 
oth~r reasons. We cannot adapt our can be met with is manifestly absurd.' 
]oglC~1 means to our wants by varying Nor is such a concurrence even' 
th.e ~Irc~mstances as the exigencies of abstractedly possible. Two nations 
elImmatI?nmay require. If the spon- which agreed in everything ' except 
taneous Instances formed by cotem- their commercial policy would aO'ree' 
p,orary events and by the su'Ccessions also in that. Differences of leo·isla
of phenomena recorded in history tion are not inherent and ulti~ate 
afford a su~cient :variation of c!rcum- diversities - are not . properties of 
star;ces, a:n md,:ctIOn from spec!fic ex- Kinds. They are effects of pre-exist
penence IS attamable; otherWIse not. ing causes. If the two nations differ 
The question to be resol ,'ed is, there- in this portion of their institutions it 
f?re, wheth~r the requisites for induc- is from some difference in their p~si
tIOn respectIng the cau.ses of pol~t~cal !ion, and thence in their apparent 
e~ects ... or the propertIes of polItlcal mtel'ests, or in some portion or other 
:"gents. are to be met with in history? of their opinions, habits, and t en
ll1cludI?g under th~ ' term cotempo- dencies; which opens a view of, fur
ra~~ hIstory. And I? ord~r t~ gi ve t~le: differences without any assignable 
fiXI~y to our conceptIOns,. It wIll be lImIt, capable of operatinO' on their 
ad vlsab.le to suppose tlus question industrial prosperity, as ~ell as on 
ask~d In ref~r~nce. to .some special every other feature of their condition': 
subJect of polItlCal Inqmry or contro- in more ways than can be enumerated 
versy; ~uch as that frequent topic of or imagined. There is thus a de .' 
deb~te. In the l?re.sent centur~y,. the ~nonstrated impossibility of obtaining, 
opelatIO~ofrest.rlCtl.veandprohlb~tory In the investigations of the social 
~ommerClal legI~latIOn upon natl~nal science, the conditions required for 
v:,ealth. I:et thIS, the?, be ~he SCIen- the most conclusive form of inquiry 
tlfic_. questIOn. to be lllvestlgated by by specific experience. 
specIfic expenence. In the absence of the direct, we 

may next try, as in other cases, the 
§ 3· In brder to apply to the case supplementary resource, called in a 

the most perfect of the methods of former place the Indirect Method of 
experimental inquiry, the Method of Difference, which, instead of two in
Difference, we r equire to find two stances differing in nothing but the 
ir;stances which tally in every par- presence or absence of a given circum
tlCular except the one which is the stance, compares two classes of in
'subject of inquiry. If two nations st~nces respectively agreeing in no
can be found which are alike in all thmg but the presence of a circum
natural ad valltages and disadvan- stance on the one side and its absence 
tages; whose people resemble each on the other. To choose the most 
other in every quality, physical and advantageous case conceivable, (a case 
moral, spontaneous and acquired; far too advantageous to be ever ob
whose habits, usages, opinions, laws tained,) suppose that we compare one 

.and institutions are the same in all n~tion which has a r~strictive policy, 
'r espects, except that one of them has WIth two or more natIOns :1greeino' in 
'" more protective tariff, or in other nothing but in permitting free tI'~de; 
r espects interferes more with the free- We need ' not now suppose that either 
dom of industry ; __ if one of these of these nations agrees with the first 
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in all its circumstances; one may 
agree with it in some of its circum
sta,nces, and another in the remainder. 
And it may be argued, that if these 
nations remain poorer than the r e
stricti ve nation, it cannot be for want 
either of the first or of the second set 
of circumstances, but it must be for 
w::nt of the prot ective syst em. If (we 
nught say) the r estrictive nation had 
prospered from the one set of causes 
the fi rst of the free-trade nation~ 
would have prospered equally: if, by 
reason of the other, the second would: 
but. neither has : therefore the pros
penty W~tS owing to the r estrictions. 
This will be allowed t o be a very 
favourable specimen of an arO'ument 
from. spe?ific experience in 'politics, 
and If thIS be, inconclusive, it would 
not be easy to find another preferable 
to it. 

Y et that it is inconclusive scarcely 
r equires to be pointed out. W hy must 
the prosperous nation have prospered 
from one cause exclusively? N ational 
prosperity is always the collective re
sult of a multitude of favourable cir
cumstances ; and of these, the restric
tive nation may unite a great er num
?er than either of the others, though 
It may have all of those circumst ances 
in common with either one 0 1' the 
other of them. Its prosperity may be 
partly owing to circumst ances common 
to it with one of those nations, and 
partly with the other while they 
having each of them 'only half th~ 
number of favourable circumstances 
have remained inferior. So that th~ 
closest imitation which can be made 
in the social science of a legitimate 
induction .from direct experience gives 
but a specIOUS semblance of conclusi ve
ness, without any real value. 

§ 4. The Method of Diffe~ence in 
either of its forms being thus com
pletely out of the question, there re
mains the M ethod of Agreement. 
Bu~ we are already aware of how 
little value this method is in cases 
ach~itting Plurality of Causes; and 
SOCIal phenomena are those in which 

the plurality prevails in the utmost 
possible extent. 

Suppose that the observer makes 
the luckiest hit which could be given 
by any conceivable combination of 
chances: that he finds two nations 
which agree in no circumst ance what 
ever, except in having a restrictive 
syst em and in ' b~ing prosperous ;or 
a number of nat IOns, all prosperous 
which have no antecedent circum~ 
stances comm on t o them all but that 
of having a r estricti ve policy. It is 
unnecessary t o go into the considera
tion df the impossibility of ascertaining 
from history, or even from contempo
rary observation, that such is really 
the fact : that the nations agree in no 
other circumstance capable of influ
encing the case. L et us suppose thi ~ 
impossibility vanquished, and the fact 
ascertained that they agree only in a 
rest rictive syst em as an antecedent, 
and indust~'ial prosperity as a con
s~quent. ~hat . degree of presump
tIOn does thlS raIse, that the restric
tive syst em caused the prosperity ? 
One so trifling as t o be equivalent to 
none at all. That some one antece
dent is the cause of a given effect, 
because all other antecedents have 
bee~ found capable of being elimi
nat ed, is a just inference only if the 
effect can have but one cause. If it 
admits of several, nothing is more na
tural than that each of these should 
separately admit of being eliminated. 
Now, in the case of political pheno
mena, the supposition of unity of cause 
is not only wide of the truth, but at 
an immeasurable dist ance from it. 
The causes of every social phenome
non which we are particularly inte
rested about, security, wealth, freedom, 
good government, public virtue, gene
ral intelligence, or their opposites, are 
infinitely numerous, especially the ex
t ernal or remote causes, which alone 
are, for the most part, accessible t o 
direct observation. No one cause suf
fices of itself to produce any of these 
phenomena; while there are countless 
causes which have some influence over 
them, and may co-operate either in 
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their ' production or in their preven
tion. From the mere fact, therefore, 
of our having' been able to eliminate 
some circumstance, we can by no 
means infer that this circumstance 
was not instl'Umental to the effect 
in some of the very inst ances from 
which we have eliminated it. 'Ye 
c::m conclude that the effect Js some· 
times produced without it, but not 
that, when present, it does not cou
tribute its share. 

Similar objections will be found to 
apply to the :Method of Concomitant 
Variations. If the causes which act 
llpOIl the state of any society pro
(luced effects differing from one an
other in kind; if wealth depended 
on one cause, peace on another, a 
third made people virtuous, a fourth 
intelligent, we might, though unable 
to sever the causes from one another, 
refer to each of them that property 
of the effect which waxed as it waxed, 
:md which waned as it waned. But 
every attribute of the social body is 
influenced by innumerable causes; 
and such is the mutual action of the 
co-existing elements of society, that 
whatever affects anyone of the more 
important of them, will by that alone, 
if it does not affect the others directly, 
affect them indirectly. The effects, 
therefore, of different agents not being 
different in quality, while the quan
tity of each is the mixed result of all 
the agents, the variations of the ag
gregate cannot bear an uniform pro
portion to those of any onc of its com
ponent parts. 

§ 5. There remains the :l\fethocl of 
R esidues, which appears, on the first 
view, less foreign to this kind of in
quiry than the three other methods, 
because it only requires that we 
should accurately note the circum
stances of some one country, or state 
of society_ Making allowance, there· 
upon, for the effect of all causes 
whose tendencies are known, the re· 
sidue which those causes are inade
quate to explain may plausibly be 
imputed to the remainder of the' cir· 

cumstances which are known to have 
existed in the case. Something simi
lar to this is the method which Cole
r ' ge * describes himself as havmg 
ollowed in his political Essays in 

the .i.1101·ning Post. "On every great 
occurrence I endeavoured to discover 
in past history the event that most 
nearly resembled it. I procured, 
whenever it was possible, the COll
tempomry historians, m emorialists, 
and pamphleteers. Then fairly sub
tmcting the points of difference from 
those of likeness, as th e balance 
favoured the former or the latter, I 
conjectured that the result would be 
the same or different. As, for ill
stance, in the series of eSflays en· 
titled' A Comparison of France under 
Napoleon with R ome under the first 
Cresars,' and in those which followed, 
' on the probable final restoration of 
the Bourbons. ' The same plan I 
pursued at the commencement of the 
Spanish R evolution, and with the 
same success, t aking the war of the 
United Provinces with Philip n. as 
the groundwork of the comparison." 
In this inquiry he no doabt employed 
the lVlethod of Resiclues, for, in 
"subtracting the 'points of difference 
from those of likeness," he doubtles~ 
weighed, and did not content himself 
with numbering', them: he doubtless 
took those points of agreement only 
which he presumed from their O,"V11 
nature to be capable of influencing
the effect, and, allowing for that in· 
fluence, concluded that the r emainder 
of the result would be referable to 
the points of difference. 

'What ever may be the efficacy of 
this method, it is, as we long ago r e
marked, not a method of pure obser 
vation and experiment i it concludes, 
not from a comparison of instances, 
but from the compari~on of an in
stance with the result of a previous 
deduction. Applied to social pheno
mena, it presupposes that the causes 
from which part of the effect pro
ceeded are already known; !Cnd as 
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we have shown that these cannot 
have been known by specific experi
ence, they must have been learnt by 
deduction [from principles of human 
nature, experience being called in 
only as a supplementary resource, to 
determine the causes which produced 
an unexplained residue. But if the 
principles of human nature may be 
had recourse to for the estab.!ishment 
·of some political truths, they may for 
all. If it be admissible to say, Eng
land must have prospered by reason 
of the prohibitory system, because 
after allowing for all the other ten
dencies which have been operating, 
there is a portion of prosperity still 
to be accounted fal'; it must be :1d
missible to go to the same source for 
the effect of the prohibitory system, 
and examine what account the laws 
of human motives and actions will 
enable us to give of its tendencies. 
Nor, in · fact, will the experimental 
:1rgument amount to anything, ex
cept in verification of a conclusion 
drawn from those general laws. For 
we may subtract the effect of one, 
two, three, or four causes, but we 
shall never succeed in subtracting 
the effect of all causes except on e ; 
while it would be a curious instance 
of the dangers of too much caution, 
if, to ayoid depending on (l PJ'i01'i 
reasoning concerning the effect of a 
single cause, we should oblige our
selves to depend on as many separate 
£I, p1'i01'i reasonings as there are causes 
operating concurrently with that par
ticubr cause in some given instance. 

\Ve have now sufficiently charac
terised the gross misconception of 
the mode of investigation proper to 
political phenomena, which I have 
termed . the Chemical Method. So 
lengthened a discussion would not 
ha\'e ·been necessary if the cl:1im to 
decide authoritatively on political 
doctrines were confined to persons 
who had competently studied any 
one of the higher departments of phy
sical science. But since the genera
lity of those who reason on political 
subjects, satisfactorily to themselves 

and to ~ more or less m~merous body 
of admirers, know notlung whatever 
of the methods of physical investiga_ 
tion beyond a few precepts which 
they continue to parrot after Bacon 
being entirely unaware that Bacou'~ 
conception of scientific inquiry ha:; 
done its work, :1nd that science ha~ 
now advanced into a higher staue 
there :1re probably many to wh~n~ 
su.ch remarks as the forego.ing may 
still be useful. In an age 111 which 
chemistry itself, when attempting to 
deal with the more complex chemical 
sequences, those of the animal, or even 
the vegetable organism, has found 
it necessary to become, and has suc
ceeded in becoming, a Deductive 
Science, it is not to be apprehended 
that any person of scientific habits, 
who has kept pace with the general 
progress of the knowledge of nature 
can be in danger of applying the me: 
thods of elementary chemistry to ex
plore the sequences of the most com
plex order of phenomena in existence. 

OHAPTER VIII. 

OF THE GEOMETRICAL, OR ABSTRACT 
METHOD. 

§ I. THE misconception discussed 
in the preceding chapter is, as we E;a,id, 
chiefly committed by persons not much 
accustomed to scientific investigation: 
practitioners in politics, who rather 
employ the commonplaces of philo
sophy to justify their practice, than 
seek to guide their practice by philo
sophic principles: or imperfectly edu
cated persons, who, in ignorance of 
the careful selection and elaborate 
comparison of instances required for 
the formation of a sound theory, at
tempt to found one upon a few coin
cidences which they have casually 
noticed. 

The erroneous method of which we 
are now to treat, is, on the contrary, 

. peculiar to thinking and studiolls 
minds. It never could have suggested 
itself but to persons of some familiarity 
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with the nature of scientific research; 
'who,-being aware of the impossi
bility of establishing, by casual obser
vation or direct experimentation, a 
true theory of sequences so complex 
as are those of the social phenomena, 
- have recourse to the simpler laws 
which :1re immediately operative in 
those phenomena, and which are no 
other than the laws of the nature of 
the human beings therein concerned. 
These thinkers perceive (what the 
partisans of the chemical 01' experi
mental theory do not) that the science 
of society must necessarily be deduc
tiv. '. ut, from an 'nsufficient con
sideration of the specific nature of the 
subject-matter,-and often because 
(.th£!ir own scientific education having 
stopped short- in too early a · stage) 
geometry stands in their minds as the 
type of all dw.1Ctive science,-it is to 
geometry, rather than to astronomy 
and natural philosophy, that they un
consciously assimilate the deductive 
science of society. -

-Among the differences between 
geometry (a sci~llce of ...... co-existent 
facts, altogether independent of the 
laWs of the succession of phenomena,) 
:1nd those physica,l Sciences of Causa
tion which have been rendered deduc
tive, the following is one of the most 
conspicuous: Tl~at geometry affords 
no room for what so constantly occurs 
iu mechanics and its applications, the 
case of conflicting forces; of causes 
which counteract or modify one an
other. In mechanics we continuallv 
find two 01' more moving forces pro
ducing, not motion, but rest; or 
motion in a different direction from 
that which would have been produced 
by either of the generating forces. It 
is true that the effect of the joint 
forces is the same when they act 
simultaneously, as if they had acted 
one after another, or by turns; and 
it is in this that the difference between 
mechanical and chemical law consists. 
But still the effects, whether produced 
l,y successive 01' by simultaneous ac
tion, do, wholly or in part, cancel one 
another: what the one force does the 

other, partly or altogether, undoes. 
There is no similar state of thino's in 
geometry. The result which follows 
from one geometrical principle has 
nothing that conflicts with the result 
which follows from another'. What 
is proved true from one geometrical 
theorem, what would be true if no 
other geometrical principles existed, 
Cctnnot be altered and made no longer 
true by reason of some other geomet
rical principle. ·What is once proved 
true is true in all cases, whatever sup
position may be made in regard to any 
other matter. 

Now a conception, similar to this 
last, would appear to have been 
formed of the social science, in the 
minds of the earlier of those ·who have 
attempted to cultivate it by a deduc
tive method. Mechanics would be a. 
science very similar to geometry if 
every motion resulted from one force 
alone, and not from a conflict of forces. 
In the geometrical theory of society, 
it seems to be supposed that this is 
really the case with the social pheno
mena; that each of them results al
ways from only one force, one single 
property of human nature. 

At the point which we have now 
reached, it cannot be necessary to say 
anything either in proof or in illustra
tion of the assertion that such is not 
the true character of the social pheno
mena. There is not, among these 
most complex and (for that reason) 
most modifiable of all phenomena, any 
one over which innumerable forces do 
not exercise influence; which does 
not depend on a conjunction of very 
many causes. We have not, there
fore, to prove the notion in question 
to be an error, but to prove that the 
error has been committed; that so 
mistaken a conception of the mode in 
which the phenomena of society are 
produced , has actually been ascer
tained. 

§ 2. One numerous division of the 
reasoners who have treated social facts 
according to geometrical methods, not 
admitting any modification of one law 
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by :1not11er, must for the present be 
left out of consideration; because in 
tliem this error is complicated with, 
and is the effect of another funda
mental misconception, of which we 
have already taken some notice, :1nd 
which will be further treated of before 
we conclude. I speak of those who 
deduce political conclusions not from 
laws of nature, not from sequences of 
phenomena, real or imaginary, but 
from- unbending practical max2!ns. 
Such, for example, are all who found 
their theory of politics on what is 
called abstract right, that is to say, 
on universal precepts; a pretension of 
which we have already noticed the 
chimerical nature. Such, in like man
ner, are those who make the assump
tion of a social contract, or any other 
kind or originar6bligation, and apply 
it to particular cases by mere inter
i)retation. But in this the funda
mental error is the attempt to treat an 
art like a spienc,!3, and to have a de
ducti \'e art; the irrationality of which 
will be shown in a future chapter. It 
will be proper to take our exemplifica
tion of the geometrical theory from 
those thinkers who h::we avoided this 
additional error, and who entertain, RO 
far, a juster idea of the nature of poli
tical inquiry. 
. We may cite, in the first ill stance, 
those wh'o assume as the principle of 
their political philosophy that govern
ment is founded on fear; that the 
dread of each other is the one motive 
by which human beings were origin
ally brought into a state of society, 
and are still held in it. Some of the 
earlier scientific inquirers into politics, 
in particular Hobbet:l, assumed this 
proposition, not y implication, but 
:wowedly, as the foundation of their 
doctrine, and attempted to bui.1d a 
complete phiYosophy of politics there
upon. It is true that Hobbes did not 
find this one maxim sufficient to carry 
him through the whole of his subject, 
but was obliged to eke it out by the 
double sophism of an original con
tmct. I call this a double sophism; 
first, as passing off a fiction for a fact, 

and, secondly, assuming a practicn.l 
principle] or precept as the basis of l~ 
theory; which is a 1Jetitio .p1·inci1Jii, 
since (as we noticed in treatmg of that 
Fallacy) every rule of conduct, even 
though it be so binding a one as the 
obsen'ance of a promise, must rest its 
own found ations on the theory of the 
mbject, and the theory, therefore, can
not rest upon it. 

§ 3. Passing over less important in
stances, I shall come at once to the 
most remarkable example afforded by 
our own times of the geometrical me. 
thod in politics; emanating from per
sons who are well awn.re of the di~
tinction between science and art; who 
knew that rules of c1ln Iuct must fol
low, not precede, the ascertainment of 
bws of nature, and that the latter, 
not the former, is the legitimate field 
for the application of the deductive 
method. I allude to the interest
philo30phy of the Benthn.m school. 

The profound and original thinker::; 
who are commonly known under thiR 
description, founded their general 
theory of government on one compre
hensi ve premise, nn.mely, that men's 
actions are always determined by th eir 
interests. There is an ambiguity in 
this last expression; for, as the same 
philosophers, especially Benthn.m, ~n.ve 
the name of an interest t o anything 
which a person likes, the proposition 
may be understood to mean only this, 
thn.t men's actions are always deter
mined by their wishes. III this flense, 
however, it would not bear out any of 
the consequences which these writerR 
drew from it; and the word, there
fore, in their political reasonings. mURt 
be understood to mean (which is also 
the explanation they themsel ves, on 
such occasions, gave of it) ' what is 
commonly t ermed private or worldly 
inter est. 

Taking the doctrine, then, in tl1is 
sense, an objection presents itself in 
limine which might be deemed a fatal 
one, namely, thatsosweepingaproposi
tion is far from bein o' universally truo. 
Human beings are ~ot governecl in n.ll 
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their actions by their worlJ ly interests. rem of political &cience, consisting of 
This, however, is by no means cO con- three syllogisms, and depending chiefly 
elusive an objection as it at first ap- on two general premises, in each of 
pears ;' because in politics we are for which a certain effect is considered as 
the most part concerned with the con- determined only by one cause, not by 
duct, not of individual pprsons, but a concurrence of causes. In the one, 
either of a series of persous (as a suc- it is assumed tha,t the actions of ave
cession of kings), or a body or mass rn.ge rulers are determined solely by 
of persons, as a nn.tion, an aristocracy, self-interest; in the other, that the 
or a representative assembly. And sense of identity of interest with the 
whatever is true of a large majority governed, is produced and prcftlucible 
of mankind, mn.y without much error by no other cause than responsibiJity. 
be tn.ken for true of any succession of Neither of these propositions i~ by 
persons, considered as a whole, or of ~ny means true; the last is extremely 
any collection of persons in which the wide of the truth. 
act of the mn.jority becomes the act of It is not true that the actions even 
the whole body. Although, therefore, of a.verage rulers are wholly, or any
the maxim is sometimes expressed in a thing approaching to wholly, deter
manner unnecessarily pn.radoxical, the mined by · their personal interest, 01' 

consequences c1ra,wn from it will hold even by their own opinion of their 
cqu::tlly good if the assertion be limited persQ~al interest. I do lIOt speak of 
as follows: Any succession of persons, the influence of a sense of duty, or 
or the majority of any body of per- feelings of philanthropy, motives never 
sons, will be governed in the bulk of to be mainly relied on, though (except 
their conduct by their personal inte- in countries or during periods of great 
rests. "Ve are bound to allow to this mOl'al debasement) they influence a1-
school of thinkers the benefit of this most all rulers in some degree, and 
more rational statement of their funda- some rulers in a very great degree. 
mental maxim, which is n.lso in strict But I insist only on what is true of 
conformity to the explann.tions which, all rulers, viz. that tbe character ancl 

"when considered to be cn.llccl for, have course of their actions is largely in
been aiven by themselves. 'fluenced (independently of personal 
Th~ theor)' goes on t o infer, quite calculation) by the habitual senti

correctly, that if the actions of man- ments and feelings, the general mocl.es 
kind are det ermined in the mn.in by of thinking and acting, which prevail 
their selfish interests, the only rulers throughout the community of which 
who will govern according to the in- they are members, ::ts well as by the 
t erest of the governed are those whose feelings, habits and modes of thought 
selfish interests are in accordance with which characterise the particular class 
it. And to this is added a third pro- in that community to 'which they 
position, namely, that no rulers have themselves belong. And no m1e will 
their selfish iuterest id entica,l with understand or be able to decipher 
that of the governed, unless it be ren- their system of conduct who does nat 
dered so by a.ccountability, that is, by take all these things into account. 
dependence on thewillof the gO\1erned. They are a.lso much influenced by the 
In other words (and as the result of maxims and traditions which have 
the whole), that the desire of retain- descended to them from other rulers, 
ing 01' the fear of losing their power, their predecessors; which maxims 
unci whatever is ther80n consequent, and traditions have been known to 
is the sole motive which can be relied retain an aflcendancy during long 
nn for producing on the part of rulers periods, even in opposition to the pri
a course of conduct in accordance with vate interests of the rulers for the 
the geneml interest. time being. I put aside the influence 

' Ve Ifave thus a fundam ental theo- of other less genern.l caus,es. Although, 
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therefore, the-pri vate interests, of, the ' 'than it lIsually is in responsible gov
rulers or of the ruling class is a very ernments : everything that the people 
powerful force, const antly in action, had most at heart, the monarch had 
and exercising the most important at heart too. Had P et er the Great 
influence upon their conduct, there or the rugged savages ',:hO~l h~ bega~ 
is also in what they do a large por- to civilise, the truest mChmttloll to
tion which that ' rivate interest by wards the thi.ngs which were for the 
no means affords a suffiCient expla- real interest of those savages? 
11ation of; and even the particulars I am not here, attempting to est[\,_ 
which constitute the goodness or bad- blish a theory of government , and ~tm 
ness of their government are in some, not called upon to determine the pro
and no small degree, influenced by portional weight which ought. to be 
those amOllO' the circumstances act- O'iven to the circumstances whlCh this 
ing upon tl~em, which cannot, with ~chool of geometrical politicians left 
any propriety, be included in the term out of their 'ystem, and those which 
self-interest. . they took into it. I am only concerned . 

Turuing now to the other proposi- to show that their method was UIl 

tion, that responsibilitytothegover~ed scientific; not to measure the amount 
is the only cause capabl~ of p:'oducI;ng of error which may have affected their 
in the rulers a sense of IdentIty of m- practical conclusions. 
terest with the community; this is It is but justice t o them, however, 
still less admissible as an universal to remark that their mist ake was not 
truth than even the former. I am so much one of subst ance as of form; 
not speaking of perf.ect ide~tity of i~- and consisted in presenting in a sys
t er est, which is an ImpractlCable ch~- t ematic shape, and as th~ scien~ific 
mem, which, most assuredly, responsI- treatment of a great plnlosophlCaJ 
bility to the people does no~ give. I question, what should have passed for 
speak of identity i.n essentl..al~; and that which it really was, the mere 
the essentials are dIfferent at different polemics of the day. Although the 
places and times. There are a l~rge actions of rulers are by no means 
number 'Gf cases in which those thmgs wholly det ermined by their selfi,sh 
which it is most for the general in- interests, it is chiefly: as a securIty 
terest that the rulers should do, are against those selfish interests. that 
also those which they are prompted to constitutional checks are reqUIred; 
do by their strongest personal interest, and for that purpose such checks, ill 
the consolidation of their power. The Eno'land and the other nations of 

f 1 mo"'dern Europe, can inJ~no manner be suppression, for instance, 0 an arc ly 
and r esistance to law,-the complete dispensed with. It is. likewise . true, 
establishment of the authority of the that in these same natIOns, and m the 
central O'overnment, in a state of so- present age, r esponsibility to the. gov
ciety lik~ that of Europe in th? m.iddle erned is the only means pra.ctlcally 

. f tIl e stl'ong'est IIlter'ests available to cre:1te a feelinQ: of identity ages, -Isoneo , ~ 

of the people, and also of the rulers of interest, in the cases, and on thc 
simply because they are the rulers : points, where. that feeling .does not 
and responsibility on th~ir part could sufficiently eXIst. To all thIS, and to 
not strengthen, though 111 many COl1- the arguments which may be founded 
ceivable. ways it might weaken, tll;e on it in favonr of mea,sures for the 
motives prompting them to pursue tIns correction of our representative flYS 
object. During the great er part of the t em, I have nothing to object; but I 
rei an of Queen Elizabeth, and of 111 any confess my regret, th:1t the . SIIl:111 
other monarchs who might be named, though highly important portIOn. of 
the sellse of identity of interest be- the philosophy of gov:rnmfl~t, whIch 
tween the sovereign :1nd the majority was wanted for the nnmedlate pur
of the people was probably stronger pose of serving the cause of parlia.-
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mentary reform, should have been 
held forth by thinkers of such emi
nence as a complet e theory. 

It is not to be imagined possible, 
nor is it true in point of fact, that 
these philosophers regarded the few 
premises of their theory as including 
all that is required for explaining 
social phenomena, or for det ermining 
the choice of forrn fl of government and 
measures of legislation and adminis
tration. They were too highly in
structed, of too comprehensive intel
lect, and some of them of too sober 
and practical a character, for such an 
error. They would have applied, and 
did apply, their principles with in
numerable allowances. But it is not 
allowances that are wanted. There 
is little chance of making due amends 
in the superstructure of a theory for 
the want or sufficient breadth jn its 
fnundatitHls. It is unphilosophical to 
construct a science out of a few of the 
agencies by which the phenomena are 
determined, and leave the r est to the 
routine , of practice or the sagayity of 
conjecture. W e either ought not to 
pretend to scientific forms, or we ought 
to study all the determining agencies 
equally, and endeavour, so far as it 
can be done, to include all of them 
within the pale of the science; else 
we shall infallibly b est ow a dispropor
tionate attention upon those which 
om theory t akes into account, while 
we misestim at e the rest, and probably 
underrate their importance. Tha,t the 
deductions should be from the whole 
and not from a part only of the laws 
of nature that are concerned, would 
be desirable even if those omitted were 
so insignificant in comparison with the 
others, that they might, for most pur
poses and on most occasions, be left 
out of the account. B ut this is far 
indeed from being true in the social 
science. The phenom ena of society 
do not depend, in essentials, on some 
one agency or law of human naturE', 
with only inoonsiderable modifications 
from others. The whole of the quali
ties of human nature influence those 
phenomena, and there is not one which, 

inf\nences them In a small degree. 
There is not one, the removal or any 
great alteration of which would not ma
t~rially affect the whole aspect of so
CIety, and change more or less the se
quences of social phenomena generally. 

The ,theory which has been the 
subject of these remarks is in this 
country at least, the princip~l cote1l1-
porary exan~ple of what I have styled 
~he $'eometnc~l m~thod of philosophis
mg In the SOCial SCIence ' and our exa
mination of it has, fo; this r eason, 
been more detailed than would other
wise have been suitable to n, work 
like the present. Having nmv suffi
ciently illustrated the two erroneous 
methocls, we shall pass without further 
preliminary to the true method' that 
which proceeds (conformably to the 
practice of the more complex physical 
sciences) deductively indeed, but by 
deduction from many, not from one 
or a very few, original premises ; con
sidering each effect as (what it really 
is) an aggregat e result of many causes, 
operating sometimes through the same, 
sometimes through different mental 
agencies, or laws of human nature. 

CHAPTER IX. 

OF THE PHYSICAL, OR CONCRETE 
DEDUCTIVE ilIETHOD. 

§ 1. AFTER what has been said to 
illustrate the nature of the inquiry 
into social phenomena, the general 
character of the method proper to 
that inquiry is sufficiently evident, 
and n eeds only to be r ecapitulated, 
not proved. However complex the 
phenomena, all their sequences and 
co-existences result from the laws of 
the separate elements. The effect 
produced, in sociil.l phenomena, by 
any complex set of circumstances, 
amounts precisely to the sum of the 
effects of the circumstances taken 
singly; and the complexity does not 
ari se from the number of the laws 
themselves, which is not remarkably 
great, but from the extraordinary 
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number and n.riety of the data. or 
elements-of the agents which, in 
obedience to that small number of 
laws, co-operate towards the eff~ct. 
The Social Science, therefore, ('whlCh, 
by a convenient barb.ari8m, has b~en 
termed Sociology,) IS a deductIve 
science; not, indeed, after the model 
of geometry, but ~fter tl?at of the 
more complex physIcal SCIences. It 
infers the law of each effect from the 
laws of causation on which that effect 
depends; not, however, from the law 
merely of one cause, as in t?e ~eome
trical method; but by consldermg all 
the C:1uses which conjunctly influence 
the effect, and compounding their la\:s 
with one another. Its method. m 
short is the Concrete Deductive :Th1:e
thod ~ that of which astronomy fur
nishe~ the most perfect, natural philo
sophY:1 somewhat less perfect example, 
and the employment of whic_h, with 
the adaptations :.:-nd l?reCal~tlO~lS re
quired by the subject, IS begmlllng to 
reo-enerate physiology. 

Nor does it admit of doubt that 
similar adaptations and precautions 
are indispensable in soclOlogy. In 
applying to tl~at most complex of all 
studies what IS demonstrably the sole 
method capable of throwing the light 
of science even upon phenome~la C?f a 
far infedor degree of comphcatlOn, 
we ouo'ht to be aware that the same 
superi~r complexity w~lich renders the 
instrument of deductlOn more neces
sary, renders it also more precarious; 
and we must be prepared to meet, by 
approprin.te contrivances, this increa.se 
of difficulty_ 

The actions and feelings of huma.n 
beings in the social state are, no 
doubt, cntirely governed by psycho
logical :1nd ethological laws; W~:1t
ever influence any cause exerCIses 
upon the social phenomena, it e:-:er
cises through those laws_ Suppos~ng, 
therefore the bws of human actlOus 
and feeli~gs to be sufficien~ly know~l, 
there is no extraordinary difficulty m 
determining from those laws the na
ture of the social effects which any 
given cause tends to produce. But 

when the question is tl-:at of COIn. 
pounding several tendencIes together, 
and computing the aggregate result 
of many co-existent causes; and espe
cially when, by attempting_ to pre.dict 
what will actually occur 111 a gIven 
case we incur the obligation of esti
mating and compounding the influ
ences of all the causes which happen 
to exist in that case; we attempt ::\ 
task to proceed bI' in which surpa:::ises 
the compass of the human faculties. 

If all the resources of science are 
not sufficient to enable us to calculate 
lL p7'io7'i, with complete pre~ision, the 
mutual action of three bodIes gravi
tatino' towards one another; it may 
be ju~lged with what prospect of S11c
cess we should endeavour to calculate 
the result of the conflicting tendencies 
which are acting in a thou~and diffe
rent directions and promotmg a thou
sand different changes at a given in
stant in a given society: although 
we micrht and ought to be able, from 
the la~s of human nature, to distin
guish correctly enough the tendencies 
themsel ves, so far as they depend on 
canses accessible to onr observation; 
and to determine the direction which 
each of them, if acting alone, would 
impress l.lpOn society, as well as, in a 
general way at least, to pr0.rlOunce 
that some of these tendenCies are 
more powerful than others. . 

But without dissembling the ne
cessary imperfections of the (~ priori 
method when applied to such a sub
ject, neither ought we, on · the other 
hand, to exaggerate them. The same 
objections which apply to the Method 
of Deduction in this its most difficult 
employment, a~p~y t? it, a~ we for
merly showed, 111 Its eaSle~t; and 
would even there have been 111SUpel'
able. if there had not exi£ted, as was 
then: fully explained, an a~propriate 
remedy. This remedy conSIsts m the 
process which, under the nam~ of 
Verification, we have charactel'lsecl 
as the third essential constituent part 
of the Deductive Method; that of 

* Supra, p. 295. 
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next chapter, that there is a kin.d of 
sociological inquiries to 'which, from 
their prodigious complication, the 
method of direct deduction is alto
gether inapplicable, while by a happy 
compensation it is precisely in these 
cases that we are able to obtain the 
best empirical laws : to these inquiries, 
therefore, the Inverse Method is ex
clusively adapted. But there are also, 
as will presently appear, other cases 
in which it is impossible to obtain 
from direct observation anything ' 
worthy the name of an empirical 
law; and it fortunately .happens that 
these are the very cases in which the 
Direct Method is least affected by 
the objection, which undoubtedlymust 
always affect it in a certain degree. 

\Ve shall begin, then, by looking 
at the Social Science as a science of 
direct Deduction, and considering 
what can be accomplished in it, and 
undp.r what limitations, by that mode 
of investigation. 'Ve shall, then, in 
a separate chapter, p-xamine and en
deavour to characterise the inverse 
process. 

collating theconclnsions of the ratio
cinn,tion either with the concrete phe
nomena themselves, or, when such 
are obtainable, with their empirical 
la ws The ground of confidence in 
any con<:rete deductive science is not 
the (i p,.ioJ"'i rea~oning itself, but the 
accordance between its results and 
those of observation d; poster.io,.i. 
Either of these processes, apart from 
the other, diminishes in value as the 
subject increases in complication, and 
this in so rapid a ratio as soon to be
come entirely worthless; but the re
liance to be placed in the concurrence 
of the two sorts of evidence not only 
does not diminish in anything like 
the same proportion, but is not neces
sarily much diminished at all. No
thing more results than a disturbance 
ill the order of precedency of the two 
processes, sometimes amounting to its 
actual inversion: insomuch that, in
stead of deducing our conclusions by 
reasoning, and verifying them by ob
servation, we in some cases begin by 
obtaining them provisionally from 
specific experience, and afterwards 
connect them with the principles of 
human:nature by (l P1"i01'i reasonings, 
which reasonings are thus a real Veri
fication. 

§ 2. It is evident, in the first place, 
that Sociology, considered as a system 
of deductions (b p7'i01'i, cannot be a 
science of positive predictions, but 
only of tendencies. 'Ve may be able 
to conclude, from the laws of human 
nature applied to the circumstances 
of a given state of society, that a 
particular cause will operate in a 
certain 111a.nner unless counteracted; 
but we can never be assured to what 
extent or amount it will so operate, 
or affirm with cert::t.inty that it will 
not be counteracted; becauae we can 
seldom know, even approximately, 
all the agencies which may co-exist 
with it, and still less calculate the 
collective result of so many combined 
elements_ The remark, however, must 
here be once more repeated, that 
knowledge insufficient fur prediction 
may be most valna.ble for guidance. 
It is not necessary for the wise con
duct of the affairs of society, no more 
than of anyone's private concerns, 

'The only thinker who, with a com
petent knowledge of scientific me
thods in general, has attempted to 
characterise the Method of Sociology, 
M:. Comte, considers this inverse 
order as inseparably inherent in the 
ll:1ture of sociological speculation. 
He looks upon the social science as 
essentially . consisting of generalisa
tious from history, verified, not origi
nally suggested, by deduction from 
the laws of human nature. Though 
there is a truth coutained in this 
opiuion, of which I shall presently 
endeavour to show the importance, I 
cannot but think that this truth is 
enunciated in too unlimited a manner, 
and that there is considerable scope 
ill sociological inquiry for the direct, 
as well as for the inverse, Deductive 
Method. 

It will, in fact, be shown in the 
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t hat we should b~ able to foresee 
infallibly the results of what we do, 
'Ve must seek our objects by means 
which may perhaps be defeat ed, and 
take precautions against dangers which 
possibly may never be r ealised. The 
aim of practical politics is to surround 
any given society with the great est 
possible number of circumstances of 
which the t endencies are benefici al, 
and to r emove' or counteract, as far 
as practicable, those of which the 
tendencies are injurious. A know
ledge of the t endencies only, though 
without the power of accurately pre
dicting their conjunct r esult, gives us 
to a considerable ext ent this power. 

It would, however, be an error to 
suppose that, even with respect to 
t endencies, we could arrive in this 
manner at any great number of pro
positions which will be true in all 
societies without exception. Such a 
supposition would be inconsistent with 
the eminently modifiable nature of the 
social phenomena, and the multitude 
and variety of the circumstances by 
which they are modified; circum
st.tnces never the same, or even 
nearly the same, in two different 
societies, or in two different periods 
of the same society. This would 'not 
he so serious an obst acle if, though 
the causes acting upon society in 
general are numerous, those w~ich 
influence anyone feature of soclety 
were limited in number; for we 
might then insulate any particular 
Rocial phenomenon, and investigate 
its laws without disturbance from 
the rest. But the truth is the very 
opposite of this, \Vhatever affects, 
in an appreciable degree, anyone 
element of the social state, affects 
thrOlwh it aU the other elements. 
The l~l()cle of production of all social 
phenomena is one great case of Inter
mixture of L a'ws. "Ve can never 
either underst;1nd in theory or com
mand in practice the c9ndition of a 
society in anyone respect, without 
taking into consideration its condi
tion in all otlJer respects. There is 
no social phenomenon which is not 

mO~'e or less influenced by every 
other part of the condition of the 
Rame society, and therefore by every 
cause which is influencing any other 
of the contemporaneous social pheno
mena. There is, in short, what phy
siologists t erm a consensus, similar to 
tl1<1t existing among the various organs 
and functions of the physical framc 
of man and the more perfect animals, 
and constituting one of the many ana
logies which have r endered u11iversal 
such expressions as the "body politic" 
and" body natural." It follows from 
this consensus, that unless two societies 
could be alike in all the circumstances 
which surround and influence them, 
(which would imply their being alike 
in their previous hist ory,) no portion 
'whatever of the phenomena will, un
less by accident, precisely correspond; 
no one cause will produce exactly the 
same effects in both. Eyery cause, 
as its effect spreads through society, 
comes somewhere in contact with 
different sets of agencies, and thUf; 
has its effect s on some of the social 
phenomena differently modified; and 
these differencef.i, by their reaction, 
produce a difference even in those of 
the effects which would otherwise 
have been the same. 'Ve can never, 
therefore, affirm with certainty that 
a cause which has a particular ten
dency in one people or in one age will 
have exactly the same t endency in 
another, without r eferring back to our 
premises, and performing over again 
for the second age or nation that 
analysis of the whole of its influ
encing circumstances which we had 
already performed for the first. The 
deductive science of society will not 
lay down a theorem, asserting in an 
universal manner the effect of any 
cause; but will rather t each us how 
to frame the proper theorem for the 
circumstances of any gi yen case. It 
will not give the laws of society in 
general, but the means of determin
ing the phenomena of any given 
society from the particular element!> 
or data of that ~lOciety. 

All the general proposition~ which 
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can b; framed by the deducti ve science 
are, therefore, in the strictest sense of 
the word, hypothetica.l. They are 
groU~lcled on some supposititious set 
of CIrcumstances, and' declare how 
some g~ven cause would operate in 
those CIrcumstances, SUi)posin ()' tha,t 
no others we,-'e combined with "'them. 
1£ the set of circumstances supposed 
ha,ve , been ~opied from those of any 
eXlstmg SOCIety, the conclusions will 
?e true of . that society, provided, and 
III as far as, the effect of those circmn
sta?ces shall not be modified by others 
winch have not been taken into the ac
count. If we desire a nearer approach 
~o concrete truth, we can only aim at 
It by t aking, or endeavouring to take, 
a greater number -of individualisino
circumstances into the cOl11putatio~, '" 

mediately nnd in th e' first" resort. on 
different kinJs of C!UlSeS ; and th~re
fore not only m~y with ad,vantage, 
but must, be stuch ed apart: Just as in 
the natural body we stud y separately 
the physi~logy and pathoiogy of each 
of the prlllcipal organs and tissues, 
though everyone is acted upon by 
the stat e of all the others ; and though 
the peculiar constitution and general 
state of ~l ealth of the organism co-ope! 
rates WIth, and often preponderates 
over, th e local causes, in detennininn
the state of any particular organ. '" 

On these considerations is grounded 
the existe~ce of distinct and separate, 
thoughnotmdep endent, branchesorde~ 
partrnents.of sociological speCUlation 

Considering, however, in how ac
celerating a ratio the ul1certaint\' of 
our conclusions increase as we· at 
tempt to t ake the effect of a greater 
llUluber of concur~'el1t causes into our 
cn'}~ulations, the hypothetical combi
natlOns of circumstances on which we 
construct the general theorems of the 
KC,ience cannot be made very complex 
'~l~hout so rapidly accumulating alia
ll!hty t~ error as must soon deprive our 
concluslOnsofa.ll value. This mode of in
quiry, considered as a means of obtain
iug general propositions, must there
fore, on pain of frivolity, be limited 
to those classes of social facts which 
th0,ngh ~nfluenced like the rest by ali 
1'0clOloglCal agents, are under the im
mediate influence, principally at least, 
of a few only. 

Ther e I~ , for example, one large 
class of socral phenomena in which the 
immediat ely determinincr causes are 
principally those which "'act throuo-h 
the desire of wealth, and in whi~h 
the psychological law mainly con" 
cerned is the familiar one th at a 
greater gain is preferred t o a smaller. 
I mean, of course, that portion of the 
phenomena of society which emanates 
fro~ the industr~al or producti ve ope
ratlOns of mankmcl, and from those 
of their acts throug-h which the distri
bution of the prod~lCts of those indus
trial operations t ake place, in so far' 
as not effect ed by force or modified 
by voluntary gift. By reasoning from 
that one law of human nature, and 
from the principal outward circum
stances (whether universal or confined 
to particular states of society) which 
operate upon the human mind thrOllO'h 
that hlY, we may be enabled to e~
plain and predict this portion of the 
phenomena of society, so far as the'y 
depend on that class of circumstances 
only, overlook!ng the inflnence of any 
other of the cn'CUl11stnnces of society, 
and ~herefore neither tracing back 
the CIrcumstances which we do take 
~nto account to their possible origin 
m some other facts in the soci3.1 st ate, 
1101' making allowance for the manner 
in which any of those other circum
stances may interfere with and coun 
t eract or modify the effect of the for-

§ 3· Notwithstanding the universal 
consensus of ' the social phenomena, 
whereby nothing which t akes place in 
any part of the operations of society is 
without jts share of influence on every 
other part; and notwithstanding the 
paramount ascendancv which the o-en
eral s~ate of ci~ilisati~J?- and sociallJro
g ress m any gIven SOC18ty must hence 
exercise over all the partial and sub
ordinate phenomena; it is not the 
less true that different species of social 
f!tcts are in the m ain dependent, im-

, ~. 
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mer. A department of science may 
thus be constructp.d, which has re
cei ... ed the name of Politic.al.Economy. 

The motive ,VI'ii"ch suggests-t le 
separation of this portion of the social 
phenomena from the r est, and the 
creation of a distinct branch of science 
r elating to them, is, that they do 
1Ilainly depend, at least in the first 
resort, on o11e class of cjrcnl11stances 
omy; and th::tt even when other cir
CUlIJstances interfere, the ascertain
ment of the efFect due to the one class 
of circumstances alone is a sufficiently 
intricate and difficult business to make 
it expedient to perform it once for all, 
and then allow for the effect of the 
m odifying circumstances; especially 
as certain fixed combinations of the 
form er are apt to recur often, in con
junction with ever-varying circum
stances of the latter class. 

Political Ji~conmny, as I have said 
on another occasion, concerns itself 
only with" such of the l)hellomena of 
the social stat e as t ake place in con
sequence of the pursuit of we:tlth. 
It makes entire abstraction of every 
other human passion or motive, ex
cept those which may be regarded as 
perpetually antagonising principles t o 
the eRire of wealth, namely, version 
t h.oour, (mu esire of the presen en
joym~nt of costly indulgences. These 
it takes, to a certain extent, into its 
calculations, because these do not 
merely, like our other desires, occa
sionally conflict with the pur~mit of 
we:tlth, but accompany it always as a 
drag or impediment, and are therefore 
inseparably mixed up in the considem
tiOll of it. Politi£al Economy con
siders mankind as occupied solely in 
accluiring and consuming wealth, and 
aims at showing what is the course of 
action into which mankind, living in 
a state of society;- would be impelled 
if that motive, except in the degree 
in which it is checked by the two 
perpetual counter-motives above ad
verted to, were absolute ruler of all 
their actions. Under the influence of 
this desire, it shows mankind accu
mulating wealth, and employing that 

wealth in the production - of othel' 
wealth; sanctioning by mutual aaree_ 
ment the inf:>titution of property; ~sta
'blishing la'ws to ,prevent individuals 
from encroaching upon the property 
of others by force or fraud; adoptin:r 
various contrivances for increasin~ 
the productiveness of their labour~ 
settling the division of the produce 
by agreement, uudel" the influence of 
competition, (competition itself bein Cl' 
governed by certain bws, which l::t\Y~ 
are ·therefore the ultimate regulator:; 
of the division of the produce ;) and em
ploying certain expedients (as money, 
credit, &c.) to facilitate the dish:i
bution. ~ll these operations, though 
many of them are really the resnlt of 
a plurality of motives, are considered 
py political economy as flowing solely 
from the desire of .vealth. The science 
then proceeds to investig:tt e the laws 
which govern these several operations, 
under the supposition that man is :t 
being who is determined, by the neces
sity of his nature, to prefer a greater 
)ortion of wealth to a s'maller in all 
cas <, VI ut any other exception 
t 1an that constituted by the t,,·o 
counter-motives already specified; not 
that any political economist was ever 
so absurd as to suppose that mankind 
are re~lly thus constituted, but be-
canse this is the mode in which science 
must necessn.rily proceed. ,\Vhen an 
effect depends on a concurrence of 
causes, these causes must be studied 
one at a time, and their laws separately 
investigated, if we wish, through the 
causes, to obtain the power of either 
predicting or controlling the effect; 
since the law of the effect is com
pounded of the laws of all the c~.ur;es 
which det ermine it. The law of the 
centripetal and that of the projectile 
force must have been known before 
the motions of the earth and planets 
could be explained or many of th em 
predicted. The Rame is the case with 
the conduct of Illall in Rociety. In 
order to judge how he will act under 
the variety of desires and aversions 
which are concurrently operating upon 
him, we must know how he would act 
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.under the exclusive influence of each 
one in particular. There is, perhaps, 
no action of a man's life in which he 
is neither under the immediate nor 
under the remote influence of any im
pulse but the mere desire of wealth. 
\Vith respect to those parts of human 
conduct of which wealth is not even 

I the principal object, to these politic::"l 
; economy does not pretend that its 

conclusions are applicable. But there 
a1'e also certain departments of human 
::dhirs in which the acquisition of 
wealth is the main and acknowledO'ed 
~nd. It is only of these th at political 
e.,conon ~. takes notice. ,The 111l1nner 
ill whic 1 It necessarily proceeds is 
that of treating the main and ac
knowledged end as if it were the sole 
end; which, of all hypotheses equally 
Himple, is , the nearest to the truth. 
'1'he political economist inquires, what 
:tre the actions which would be pro
duced by this desire, if within the 
departments in question it were un
impeded by any other. III this way 
a nearer approxill1:ttion is obtained 
th:tn would otherwise be practicable 
to the real order of human affairs in 
t~10se departments. This approxima
~lOn has then to be corrected by mak
mg proper allowance for the effects of 
any impulses of a different descrip
tion which can be shown to interfere 
with the l'Elsult in any particular ca!'.'e. 
Only in a few of the most strlIdnO' 
cases (such as the import~nt one of 
the principle of population) are these 
corrections interpobted into the ex
positions of political economy itself ; 
the strictness of purely scientific ar
rangement being thereby somewhat 
departed from, for the sake of pra.c
tical utility. So far as it is known, 
or may be presumed, that the conduct 
of mankind in the pursuit of wealth 
is under the collateral influence of 
any other of the properties of our 
11:tture than the desire of obtaininO' 
the great est quantity of wealth with 
the least labour and self-denial the 
conclusions of political economy will 
so far fail of being applica.ble to the ex
planation or prediction of real eY cnts, 

until they are modified by a correct 
allowance for the degree of influence 
exercised by the other cause." * 

Extensive and important practical 
guidance may be derived, in any given 
s~ate of society, from general proposi
t lOllS such as those above indicat ed ; 
even though the modifyinO' influence 
of the rr,iscellan eous causC:'s''\vhich the 
theory does not take into account, as 
well as the effect of the general social 
changes in progress , be provisionally 
overlooked. Alld tllough it has been 
a very common error of political eco
nomists to draw conclusiollS from the 
e~ments _of one state of society, and 
apply them_ t o other states in which 
IDany of the elements are not the 
same, it is even then not difficult, 
oy tracin g back the demonstrations, I 

and introducing the new premises in 
their proper places, to m ake the S::Llne 
general course of arguinent which 
served for the one case serve for the 
others too. 

For example, it has been greatly 
the custom of English political econo
mists to discu ss the laws of the distri
bution of the produce of industry, on 
a supposition which is scarcely realisecl 
anywhere out of England and Scot
land, namely, tht.t the produce is 
"shared among three ch.sses, alto
gether distinct from one another, 
labourers, capitalist s, and landlords; 
and that all these are free agents, 
permitted in law and ' in fact to set 
upo.n their labour, their capital, amI 
theIr land, whatever price they are 
able to get for it. The conclusiol1fl 
of the science, being all adapted to 
a society thus constituted, require to 
be revised whenever they are applied 
to any other. '1'hey are inapplicable 
where the only capitalists are the 
landlords, and the labourers are their 
property, as in slave countries. Thev 
are inapplicable where the almost unL 
versal landlord is the state, as in 
India. They are inapplicable where 
the agricultural labourer is generally 
the owner both of the land itself amI 

* E ssay,. on some Uil..,Ulc,Z QE ei<1 ions 0.( 
Pol~i(:rrlJI;:O;:W;ny, p. 137:'140. 
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,of the capital, as frequently in France, 
,or of the capital only, as in Ireland." 
But though it may often be very justly 
objected to the existing race of politi
cal economists "that they attempt to 
.construct a permanent fabric out of 
,transitory materials; that they tn.ke 
for granted the immutability of n.r
l':1ngements of society, many of which 
are in their nature f1uctun.ting or pro
gl'essive, and enunciate, with as little 
,qun.lification as if they were univer
sn.l n.nd absolute truths, propositions 
which n.1'e perhaps applicable to no 
stat e of society except the particular 
one in which the writer hn.ppened to 
live; " this does not tn.ke away the 
,yalue of the propositions, considered 
w ith reference to the state of society 
from which they were dmwll. And 

,even as applicable to other stn.tes of 
,society, "it must not be i:mpposed that 
the science is so incomplete and un
satisfactory as this might seem to 
prove. Though many of its conclu
sions are only locally true, its method 
of investigation is n.pplicable univer

,sally; n.nd as whoever has solved a 
certain number of algebraic equations 
C3.,11 without difficulty solve all others 
of the same kind, so whoever knows 
the political economy of England, or 
even of Yorkshire, knows that of n.ll 
lln.tions, actual OL' possible, provided 
he hn.ve good sense enough not to 
expect the same conclusiun to issue 
from varying premises." \Vhoever 
has mastered with the degree of pre-

, cision which is attainable the laws 
which, under free competition, det er-

,mine the rent, profits, and wages, 
r eceived by landlords, capitalists, and 
labourers, in a state of soeiety in which 
the three classes are completely sepn.
l'at e, will hn.ve no difficulty in deter
mining the very different laws which 
r egulate the distribution of the pro
duce among the classes interest ed in 
it in any of the stn.tes of cultivation 
and landed property set forth _ in the 
foregoing extract. * 

., The qnotations in this paragraph are 
from [L paper written by the autho!', :llld 
published in a p eriodical in 1834. 

§ 4. I would not here undertake to 
decide what 0 1er hyp·othetieal or 
abstract sciences similar to Political 
-Economy' may admit of being car~ed 
out of the general body of the social 
science ; what other portions of the 

Socia,l phenomena are in a sufficiently 
close and complete dependence, in the 
first r esort, on a peculiar class of 
cn.uses, t o maKe it convenient to 
create a preliminary science of those 
causes: postponing- the consideration 
of the causes which n.ct through them 
or in concurrence with them, to ~ 
late~period of the inquiry. There iR, 
howe\'er, among these separate depart
ments one which cmmot be passe(l 
over in SI ence, being of a more com
prehensi ve and commanding' character 
than any of the other branches into 
which the social science may adrr.it 
of being divided. Like them, it is 
directly convers~mt with the causes 
of only one class of socin.l facts, but a 
clas;; which exercises, immediately or 
remotely, a part.mount influence over 
the rest. I allude to what may be 
termed Political Ethology,.,. or the 
tl~eory of the causes which (etermine 
the type of chamcter belonging to a 
people or to an age. Of all the sub
ordinate branches of the social science, 
this is the most complet ely in its in
fancy. The causes of national char
acter are scarcely at n.11 understood, 
and the effect of institutions or social 
arrangements upon the character of 
the people is generally that portion or 
their effects which is least attended 
to, <.nd least comprehended. Nor ii:l 
this wonderful ,vhen we consider the 
infant state of the Science of Ethology 
itself, from whence the laws must be 
drawn, of which the truths of political 
ethology can be but results and ex
emplifications. 

Y et to whoever well considers the 
matter, it must appear that the la\\' ~ 
of national (or collective) chamcteL' 
are by far the most important class of 
sociological laws. In the first pln.cc, 
the character which is formed by any 
state of social circumstances is ill 
itself ~he most inter~sting pbeno-
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inenon which that state of society can 
possibly present. Secondly, it is also 
a fact which enters laro-ely into the 
production of all the othe~ phenomena. 
And above all, the character, that is, 
the opinions, feeling>;, and habits of 
the people, though greatly the r esults 
of the stn.te of society which precedes 
them, are also greatly the c:mses of 
the state of society which follows 
them; and are the power by which 
all those of the circumstances of 
society which are artificial-laws and 
customs, for in stance-are altogether 
moulded: customs evidently, hws no 
less really, either by the direct influ
ence of public sentiment upon the 
ruling powers, or by the effect which 
the state of national opinion and feel
ing has in determining the form of 
government, and shaping the char
acter of the governors. 

As might be expect ed, the most 
imperfect part of those branches of 
social inquiry which have been culti. 
vn.ted as separate sciences is the 
theory of the manner in which theil' 
conc~usion~ are n.ffected by ethological 
conSIderatIOns. The omission is no 
defe?t in them as abstract or hypo
thetical sciences, but it vitiates them 
in their practical application as 
branches of a comprehensive social 
science. In political economy, for 
instance, empirical laws of human 
11a~ure are tacitly assumed by English 
thmkers, which are calcubted only 
for Great Britain and the United 
States. Among other things, an in
t ensity of competition is constantly 
supposed, which, as a general mercan
tile fact, exists in no country in the 
world except these two. An English 
political economist, like his country
men in general, has seldom learned 
that it is possible that men, in con
ducting the business of selling their 
goods over a counter, should care more 

. about their ease or their vn.nity than 
about their pecllnin.ry gain. Yet those 
who know the habits of the Continent 
of Europe are aware how apparently 
small a motive often outweighs the 
qesirc of money-getting, e\'en in the 

operations which I1n.ve money-crettin O' 
for their direct object. Th; mol'~ 
highly the science of ethology is culti
vated, and the better the diversities 
of individual and national chamctel' 
m'.e understood, the smaller, ,probably, 
WIll the number of propositions be
come 'which it will be considered safe 
to build on as universal principles of 
human nature. 

These considerations show that tho 
process of dividing off the social science 
into compartments, in order that each 
may be studied sepn.I'ately, and its 
conclusions afterwards corrected for 
practic~ by the modific.ations supplied 
by the others, must be subject to at 
least one important limitation, Those 
portions alone of the social phenomella 
can with advantage be made the sub
jects, even provisionally, of distinct 
branches of science, into which the 
diversities of character between dif
ferent nations or different times enter 
as influencing causes only in a secon
dary degree. Those phenomena, on 
the contrary, with which the influences 
of the. ethological state of the people 
are nllxed up n.t every step (so that 
the connection of effects and causes 
cannot be even rudely marked out 
without t aking those influences into 
consideration) could not with any 
advantage, nor without great dis
advantage, be treat ed independently 
of politic~l ethology, nor, therefore, of 
all the CIrcumstances by which the 
qualities of a people are influenced. 
}'or this reason (as well as for others 
which will hereafter appear) there can 
be no separate Science of Govern
ment; that being the fact which of 
all others, is most luixed up, botl~ as 
cause and effect, with the qualities of 
t?e particular people or of the par- \ 
tlCular age. All questions respectinfJ' 
the t endencies of forms of government 
must stand part of the general science 
of ~ociety, not of any separate branch 
of It. 

. T.his &,eneral Science of Society, as 
dlstmgUlshed from the separate de
partmentsof the science (each of which 
asserts its conclusions only cOlllli-
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tionally, subject to the paramount 
control of the laws of the general 
science) now remains to be charac
terised. :Al1d, as ,,,ill be shown pre
:sently, nothing of a r.eally scientific 
character is here possIble, except by 
the inverse deductive method. But 
before we quit the subject of those 
Eociological speculations which pro
ceed by way of direct deduction, we 
must examine in what rebtion they 
!;tand to that indispensable element 
in all deductive sciences, V.elification 
by Specific Experience-compari~on 
between the conclusions of reasonmg 
and the results of observation. 

'" § 5. 'Ve have seen that, in most 
deducti ve sciences, and among the 
rest in Ethology it~elf, whi,ch is t~le 
immediate foundatIOn of tne Socml 
Sciehce, a preliminary work of pre
paration is performed on the observed 
facts, t o fit them for being ra~ilUy 
::md accurately colla.ted (l;ometnr:es 
even for beinO' collated at all) wIth 
the conclusion~ of theory. This pre
paratory treatI?l~nt con?ists in finding 
general propOSItions W hlChexpress con
cisely what is common to large classes 
of observed facts ; and these are called 
the empirical laws of the . phe~o-
111ena. 'Ve have, therefore, to mqUlre, 
whether any similar preparatory pro
cess can be performed on the facts of 
the social science; whether there me 
any empirical laws in history or sta
tistics. 

In statistics it is evident that em
piricallaws may sometimes be trac.ed, 
and the tracing' them forms an I~n
portant part 0.£ that sy?tem of 111-
direct observatIOn on wInch we must 
often rely for the data of the Deduc
ti ve Science. The process of the 
science consists in inferring effects 
from their causes; but we have often 
no means of observing the causes ex
cept through the medium of th.eir 
effects. In such cases the deductIve 
science is unable to predict the effect?, 
fOI' 'want of the necessary data; It 
can det ermine what causes are cap
able of producing' any given effec\ 

but not with what ' frequency and in 
what quantities those canses exist. 
A n instance in point is afforded by 
a newspaper now lying before mc. 
A statement was furnished by one of 
the official assignees in bankruptcy, 
showing, among the variOi..ls . bank
ruptcies which it had been hIS duty 
t o investigat e, in how many cas~s the 
losses had been caused by mIScon
duct of different kinds, and in how 
many by unavoidable misfortunel; , 
The result was, that the number of 
failures caused by misconduct greatly 
preponderated oier those a~isin~' from 
all other causes whatever. N otlllngbut 
spp.cific experience could have ,given 
sufficient ground for a conclUSIOn to 
this purport. To colle.ct, therefore, 
such empirical laws_ (WhICh are ne.ver 
more than apprOXImate g~mer~hsa
tions) from direct observatIOn, IS ~n 
important part of the procel;s of SOCIO-
logical inquiry. . 

The experimental process IS not 
here to be regarded as a distinct road 
to the truth, but as a means (hap
pening accidenta:lly to be the ?I:ly, 
or the best, aVailable) for obtammg 
the necessary data for the deducti ve 
science. vVhen the immediat e cause~ 
of social facts are not open to direct 
observation, the empirical law of thn 
effects gives us the empirical law 
(which in that case is a~l th~t we can 
obtain) of the causes hkewu;e. Bnt 
those immediate causes depend on 
remote causes; :md the empirical 
law, obtained by this indirect, mode 
of observation C[Ll1 only be r elIed on 
as applicable to' unobserved .cases, so 
long as there is reason to thmk that 
no chancre has taken place in any of 
the rem~te causes on which the im
mediate causes depend. In maki~lg 
use, therefore, of even the best statIS
tical generalisations ~or the purpose 
of inferring (though It be only. c.on
jecturally) that the same empl~'Ic~l 
laws will holel iu any Hew case, .It IS 
necessary that we be well acquamted 
with the remoter causes, in order that 
we may avoid applying the empirical 
In,w to cases which differ in any of the 
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d rcumstances on which the truth of 
the law ultimately depends. And thus, 
even where conclusions del'ivec1 from 
specific obser vation are available for 
practical inferences in new cases, it is 
necessary that the deductive science 
should stand sentinel over the whole 
process; that it should be constantly 
r eferred to, and its sanction obtained 
to every inference. 

The same thing holds tl'Ue of all 
generalisations which can be grounded 

IiIlhistory. Not only are there such 
g:eneralisations, but it will presently 
be shown that the general science of 
~gjety, which inquires into the laws 
of succession and co-existence of the 
g reat facts constituting the stat'e of 
society and ci vilisation at any time, 
Cn,11 proceed in no other manner than 
by making snch generalisations _ 
afterwards to be confirmed by con
necting them with the psychol.ogical 
and ethological laws on which they 
limst really depend. 

§ 6. But (reserving this question 
for its proper place) in those more 
special inquiries which form the sub
ject of the separat e branches of the 
soci,11 science, this twofold logical pro
cess and r eciprocal verification is not 
possible: specific experience affords 
110thing amounting to empirical laws. 
This is particularly the case where 
the object is to det ermine the effect 
of anyone social cause among a great 
lllunuer acting simultaneously; the 
effect, for example, of corn laws, or 
of a prohibitive commercial system 
generally. Though it mn,y be per
fectly certain, from theory, what kind 
of effects corn laws must produce, 
and in what general direction their 
influence must t ell upon industrial 
prosperity, their effect is yet of neces
I:;ity so mnch disguised by the similar 
0 1' contrary effects of other influen
cing agents, that specific experience 
can at most only show that on the 
average of some great number of in
stances, the cases where there were 
corn laws exhibited the effect in a 
greater degree than those where there 

were not. Now the number of in
stances necessary to exhaust the Whole 
round of combinations of the various 
influential circumstances, and thus 
afford a fair average, never can be 
obtained. Not only we can never 
learn with sufficient authenticity the 
facts of so many inst ances, but thl~ 
world itself does not afford them in 
sufficient numbers, within the limits 
of the given stat e of society amd civi
lisation which such inquiries always 
presuppose. Having thus no pre
vious empirical genemlisations with 
"'hich to collate the conJusions of 
theory, the only mode of direct verifica
tion which remains is to compare those 
conclusions with the r esult of an in
di vidual experiment or instance. Bnt 
here the difficulty is equally great. 
Eot· in order to verify a theory by an 
experiment, the circnmRtances of th e 
experiment must be exactly the same 
with those contemplated in the theory. 
But in social phenomena the circum
stn,llces of no two cases are exactly 
alike. A trial of corn laws in anothe~' 
country or in a former generation 
would go a very little way towards 
verifying a conclusion drawn respect
ing their effect in this generation and 
in this c01~ntr'y. It thus happens, in 
most cases, that the only indi vidual 
instance really fitted to verify the 
predictions of theory is the very in
stance for which the predictions were 
made; and the verification comes too 
late to be of any avail for practieaJ 
guidance. 

Although, however, direct verifica
tion is impossible, there is an indirect 
verification, which is scarcely of le3s 
i'alue, and which is always practicable. 
Th e conclusion drawn as to the indi
vidual case can only be directJ.y veri 
fied in thn,t case: but it is wrified 
indirectly by the verification of other 
conclusions, drawn in other individual 
cases from the same laws. The ex
perience which comes too lute to verify 
the particular proposition to which it 
refers is not too late to help towards 
verifying the general sufficiency of the 
theory. The t est of the degree in 

Zp 
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case, render us compet ent to predict 
the future, we must show that they 
would have enabled us to predict the 
present and the past. If there be 
anything which we could not have 
predicted, this constitutes a residual 
phenomenon, r equiring further study 
for the purpose of explanation; an'cl 
we must either search among the cir
cumstances of the particular case uu
til we find one which, on the principles 
of our existing theory, accounts for the 
unexpla.ined phenomenon, or we must 
turn back, and seek the explanation 
by an ext ension and improvement of 
the theory itself. 

which the sci.ence affords safe ground 
for predicting (and consequently for 
practically dealing with) what has 
not yet happened, is the degree in 
which it would have enabled us to 
predict what has actually occurred. 
Before our theory of the influence 
of a particular cause, in a given state 
of circumstances, can be entirely 
trusted, we must be able to explain 
and account for the ex isting state of 
all that portion of the soci'al pheno
m ena which that cause has a t endency 
to influence. If, for inst ance, we would 
apply our speculations in political eco
nomy to the prediction 01' guidance of 
the phenomena of any country, we must 
b e able to expl::tin all the mercantile 

CHAPTER x.. 
OF THE INVERSE DEDUCTIVE, 011 
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or industrial facts of a general ch [\,1'

act er appertaining to the~present state 
of that country: t o point out causes 
sufficient to account for all of them, 
and prove, or show good ground for 
supposing, that these causes h ave 
really existed. If we cannot do this, § 1. T HERE are two kinds of Rocio-
it is a proof either that the facts logical inquiry. In th 1 st kind, th~ 
which ought to be taken into account question proposed is, what effect will 
a re not yet complet ely known to us, follow from a given cause, a certain 
or that although we know the facts; general condition of social circllll1-
we are not masters of a sufficiently stances being presnpposed. As, for 
perfect theory to enable us t o assign eX[1lnple, what would be the effect of 
their consequences. In either case imposing or of r epealing corn laws, of 
we are not, in the present state of our abolishing monarchy or introducing 
knowledge, fully competent t o draw uni ver3al suffrage, in the present coo
conclusions, speculative or practical, dition of society and civilisation ill 
for that country. In like manner, if any European country, or under rtuy 
we would attempt to judge of the other given supposition with regrtrcl to 
effect "which any political institution the circumstances of :::ociety in gene
'would have, supposing that it could ral, without r eference to the changes 
be introduced into any given country, which might take place, or which 
we must be able to show that the ex- may already be in progress, in those 
isting state of the practical govern- circumstances. Bnt there is also rt 
m ent of that country, amI of whatever second inquiry, namely, what rtre thl~ 
else depends thel'eon, together with laws which det ermine those general 
the particular chal'rtcter and t enden- circumstances themselves. In thifl 
cies of the people, and their stat e in last-the question is not wJlat will be 
r espect to the various elements of ~effect of a given cause in a cerbin 
social well-being, are such as the in- st at e of society, but what are the 
stitutions they have lived under, in crt ·ch pr oduce, an(l the pheno
conjunction with th~ other circum- mena _which characterise, Strttes of 
strtl1ces of their n ature or of their Society generally. In the solution 
position, were calculated to produce. of thi.. question consists th o"eneral 

To prove (in short) that our science, Science of Societ y, I)y which the 
and our knowledge of the particubr conclusions of the other a,nel morc 
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12~al kind of inquiry must be limited 

and controlled. 

§ 2, In Ol'clel~ to cOl1cei ve correctly 
tl:~ :'3COp~ of ,tlu' neral science, an~l 
(h stmgmsh It from the subordinate 
d,epar~m~nts of sociological specula
t:on, It IS necessary to fi x the ideas 
~~ct~ched t o the phrase "a State of 
SOClety,:' , Vbat is calle~ta,te of 
, cwty IS the simultaneous state of 
a 11 the gr eater social facts or pheno
w enrt, , Such are the deoTee of know
ledge, and ,of. intellectu';;,l and moral 
culture, eXIsting in the community 
~l,ncl of e \'ery class of it; the state of 
1~1dustry, of wealth and its distribu
t lOn; th~ habitual occupations of the 
cOInmumty; their division into classes 
and the relations of those cbsse~ 
to ?ne another; the common beliefs 
:"ll1ch they entertain on all the sub
Jects most important to ma,nkind, and 
the degr~e of assurance with which 
those belIefs are held; their t astes, 
~1,l]cl th: ch ttracter alld degree of their 
c:esthetlC development· their form of 
goveI'l;ment, and the l~ore important 
o~ \~heIr laws and customs. The con
(litIOn of ,all these things, and of mrtn 
lllore wInch will readily suO'o'est then! 
sel ves, constitute the stat~;:'o f society 
0:' the state of civilisation at any o'iven 
tune, ;:, 

' : hen .stat e!'; of society, and the 
caus:s Wlll~h produc.e the~ , are spoken 
of as a subJec.t of SCience, It is implied 
that there eXists a natural correlation 
among these d~fferent elements; that 
not ever), yanety lIf co:ubination of 
these general social facts is possible 
~nt only certain combinations· t/mt' 
1~ sh~rt, there exist Ullif.ormities of 
CO-,exl -ten~~ between the states of the 
~'anous soclal phenomena. An d such 
lti the tr tl . ' cl ' U 1; as IS In eecl a necessary 
consequence of the influence exercised 
by e \'8ry one of those phenomena over 
every other. It is a fact implied in 
the c01 ~ sensus of the various parts of 
the sOClal body, 

Stn:tes ,of society are like different 
cons~ltutlOn s or different ages in the 
phySical frame; they are conditions 

n.ot of one or a few organs- or fun c
tions, ~)Ut" of the, wh~le orgitnislll. 
Accordmgly, the lllformation which 
we pos~ess r especting past ages, anJ 
respe~t:?,g. the ~ario,us stat es of society 
now eXIstmg III dIfferent r eo"ions of 
tl~e ,e~rth, ,does,. ,:,hen duly a~alyse cl, 
exhl bIt Ulufol'll1Jties. It is found th ::tt 
~vh en one of the features of society j f] 

III a particular state, a state of m~IIY 
other f~atures, m ore 01' less precisely 
de~ermlllate, always or usually co
eXists ,yith it. 

B~lt .the uniformities of co-existence 
obtalllmg -amoilg' phenomeucl, whie: l 
are effects of canses mu.§t (as we h::tye 
:30 often observed) be corollarie:; from 
the la"ws of causation by which these 
JJh.:nomena are really determined. 
r,li~ mutual correlation between the 
(hff,eren~ elemellts of each state of 
socletr IS therefore a derivative law, 
resultmg from ~he laws which r egu
late tl;e succeSSIOn between one state 
of SOCIety and another; for the proxi
mate cau"e of e,~ery ~tate of society 'is 
the , st ~t~e of society llnmecliately prc
cedmg It. The fundamental problelll 
t ,hereforc, of the social science, is t (: 
find the laws, <.l,ccorclil1g to which any 
sta~e of society produces the state 
wh~ch succeeds it and takes its place. 
~lns ~pens the great and vexea qnes
tlOl; of the progressiveness of man and 
~ocIety; an, idea in \'01 ved in every 
JUf;t cOncertlOn of social phenomenn. 
as the subJect of a science. 

§ 3- It is one of the characters, not 
ab:;olutely peculiar to the scierices of 
11Um~l,n nature and society, but be
longmg to them in a peculiar cIe"Tee 
to be conversa,nt with a subject-ll1~tte ~' 
whose properties are changeable. I 
cIa not mean changeable from day t o 
day, but from age to age; so that not 
only the qualities of individuals varv 
but tl:ose of the majority are not tll~ 
same 111 one age as in another. 

,Th~ principal cause of this peculi
an~y IS the extensi \'e and constant re
actlOn. of the effects upon their causes. 
The circumstances in which m ankind 
are placed, operatillg according to 
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a certain series of changes in mrm and 
society, which might not in every ca.se, 
or which might not on the whole, be 
improvements. It is my belief indeed 
that the general t endency is, and will 
continue to be, saving occasional and 
t empor:1ry exceptions, one of improve
ment-a t endency towards a better 
and happier state. This, however, is 
not a question of the m ethod of the 
socirtl science, but a theorem of the . 
science itself. For our purpose it is 
sufficient that there is a progressi YC 

chanae, both in the character of the 
hum;n race and in their outward cir
cmnstances so far as moulded by them
sel ves; that in each success~ye agc 
the principal phenomena of sOCle.ty are 
different from what they were 111 the 
age preceding, and still more diffe:'ellt 
from any previous age: the perloll;; 
which most distinctly mark these suc-
cessive changes being intenals of one 
generation, during which a new set 
of human bein as have been educated, 
have grown up from childhood, and 
t aken possession of society. 

theil' own laws and to the la.ws of 
human )};lture, form the characters of 
the human beings; but the human 
beings, in their turn, mould and sha,pe 
the circumstances for themselves and 
for those who come after them. From 
this reciprocal actionthere must neces
sarily result cither a cycle or a pr~
gress. In astronomy also, every fact IS 
at once effect and cause; the succes
sive positions of the various he~venly 
bodies produce changes both 111 the 
direction and in the intensity of the 
forces by which those positions are 
determined. But in the case of the 
solar system, these mutual actio~ls 
bring round again, after a certum 
number of changes, the. former state 
of circumstances; wInch of course 
leads to the perpetual recurrence of 
the sa,me series in an unvarying order. 
Those bodies, in short, revolve in or
bits: but there are (or, conformably 
t o the laws of al>tronomy, th6re might 
be) others which, instead of an orbit, 
describe a trajectory-a course not 
r eturnin 0" into itself. One or other 
of these" must be the type to which 
human a ffairs must conform. 

The progressivene~s of the h:1l11a11 
race is the foundatIOn on wluch a 
m ethod of philosophising in the social 
science has been of late years erected, 
far superior to either of the two modes 
which had previously been prevalent, 
the chemical or experimental, and th e 
geometrical modes. This method, 
which is now generally adopted by 
the most advanced thinkers on the 
Oontinent, consists in attempting, by 
a study and analYf;is of the general 
facts of history, to discover (what these 
philosopherfJ term) the l~w of progress; 
which law once a,scertamed, must ac
cordina to them enable us to predict fu
ture e:ents, just as after a few terms of 

One of the thinkers 'who earliest 
conceived the succession of hist orical 
events as subject to fixed laws, and 
endeavoured to discover these laws 
by an analytical survey of h!,s~ory, 
Vico the celebrated author of &'Wnza 
J.,YtlO~a, adopted the former of these 
opinions. lIe conc~ived the phe~lO
m ena of human sOClety as revolvmg 
in ' an orbit; as going through perio
d iC31ly the same series of c:lang~s. 
'fhouah there were not wantmg Cll'

cumstances t ending to give some plau
sibility to this view, it would not bear 
a close scrutiny; and those who have 
:-3ucceecled Vico in this kind of specu
lations have universally adopted the 
idea of a trajectory or progress, in lieu 
of an orbit or cycle. 

The words Progress and Progres
siveness are not here to be understood 
as synonymous with improveme!lt and 
tendency to improvement. It IS con
cei vable that the la,ws of human nature 
luightdetermine, and even necessitate, 

an infinite. series in algebra we are able 
to detect the principle of regularity in 
their formatio:n, and to predict the rest 
of the series to any number of ten?s 
we please. The principal aim of h1 s
torical speculation in ]'ra~lce, ?f bte 
years, has been to ascertam tIllS law. 
But while I gladly acknowledge the 
great services which have been rel~
dered to historical know ledge by tillS 
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scho(Jl, I canllot but deem them to be 
mostly chargeable with a fundamental 
misconception of the true method of 
socin,l philosophy. The misconception 
consists in supposing that the order of 
succession which we m:1y be able to 
trace among the different states of 
society and cidlisation which history 
present:; tu us, even if that order were 
more rigiuly uniform than it has yet 
been proved to be, could ever amonnt 
to n law of nature. It can only be 
an empirical law. The succession of 
l:; tates of the human mind and of 
·human society cannot have an inde
pendent law of its own; it must de
pend on the psychological and etho
logical laws which govern the action 

. of circumst ances on men and of men 
on circnmstances. It is conceivable 
that those laws might be such, and 
the general circumstances of the 
human race such,' as to det ermine the 
successive transformations of man 
and society to one given and nnvary
\ ing order. But even if the case were 
r;o, it cannot be the ultimate aim of 
science to discove;' an empirical law. 

- Until that law could be connected 
with the p!!ychological and ethologi
cal laws Olr:-wnlCh it must depend, 
and, by the consilience of deduction ll. 
J)1'i01'i with historical evidence, could 
be con \-erted fro111 an empirical law 
into a scientific one, it could not be 
relied on for the prediction of future 
events, beyond, at most, strictly ad
jacent cases. M. Oomte alone, aIIlong 
the llew historical school, has seen 
the necessity of thus connecting all 
our generalisations from history with 
the laws of human nature. 

§ 4. But while it is an imperati"e 
rule never to introduce any generali
sation fro111 history into the social 
science unless sufficient grounds can 
he poin ec out for it inhuman nature, I 
do not think anyone will contend that 
it would have been possible, setting 
out from the principles of human na
ture ~U1d from the general circum
stances of the position of our species, 
to determine If, prioTi the order in 

which human de\'e"Iopment must t:1ke 
place, and t o predict, consequently, 
the genernl facts of history up to the 
present time. After the first few 
t erms of the series, the influence exer
cised over each generation by the 
generations which preceded it be
comes (as is well observed by the 
writer last referred to) more and more 
prepondemntover all other influences; 
until at length what ... ve now are and 
do is in a very small degree the re
sult of the universal circumstances of 
-the human race, or even of our own 
circumstances acting through the ori
ginal qualities of our species, but 
mainly of the qualities produced in m; 
by the whole previous history of hu
manity. So long a series of actions 
and reactions between Oircumstances 
and :Man, each successi ve term being 
composed of an ever greater number 
and variety of parts, could not pos
sibly be computed by human facultiefl 
from the elementary laws which pro
duce it. The mere length of the series 
would be a sufficient obstacle, since a 
slight error in anyone of the terms 
would augment in rapid progression 
at every subsequent step. 

If, therefore, the series of the effects 
themsel ves did not, when examined 
as a whole, manifest any regularity, 
we should in vain attempt to construct 
a geneml science of society. 'Ve must 
in that case have contented ourselves 
with that subordinate order of socio
logical speculation formerly noticed, 
namely, with endeavouring to ascer
tain what would be the effect of the 
introcluction of any new cause, in no 
st ate of society supposed to be fixed; 
a knowledge sufficient for the more 
common exigencies of daily political 
practice, but liable to fnil in all cases 
in which the progressive movement of 
society is one of the influencing ele
ments ; and therefore more precarious 
in proportion as the case is more im
pOl't ant. But since both the natural 
varieties of mankind, and the oriainal 
Lli versities of local circumstances" are 
m uch less considerable than the points 
of agreement, there will l1u,tura.lly be 
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n. certain d eOTee of uniformity in the 
pL'ogL'essive clevelopment?f th~ spec!es 
and of its works. A nd this umformlty 
t ends to become great er, not lesl'l, al'l 
society advances; since the evolution 
of each people, which is at fir;;t det er
mined exclusively by the nature and 
circumstances of that people, is gra
dually brought under the influence 
(which becomes stronger as civilisa
tion advances) of the other nations of 
the earth, and of the circumstances 
by which they have been influenced. 
History accordingly does, when judi
ciously examined, afford Empirical 
Laws of Society. And the problem 
of general sociology is to ascertain 
these, and connect them with the laws 
of human nature, by deductions show
ino' that such were the derivative laws 
naturally to be expected as the conse
quences of those ultimate ones. 

It is, indeed, hardly ever posf;ible, 
e ven after history has suggested the 
derivative law, to demonstrate a ]J1"io1'i 
that such was the only order of suc
ce.'lSion or of co-existence in which the 
effects could, consistently with the 
laws of human nature, have been pro
duced. 'Ve can. at most make out 
that there were strong a ]Jl'io1'i reasons 
for expecting it, and that no other 
order of succession or co-existence 

. would have been so likely' to r esult 
from the nature of man and the gene
ral circumstances of his position. 
Often we cannot do even this ; we 
cannot even show that what did take 
place was probable a ]J1' i01'£, but only 
that it was possible. This, however, 
-which, in the Inverse Deductive 
1'I1ethod that we are now characteris
ino' is a real process of verification,
is o~s indispensable as verification by 
specific experience has been shown to 
b e, where the conclusion is originally 
obtained by the direct way of deduc
tion. The empirical laws must be the 
result of but a few im;tances, since 
few nations have ever attained at all, 
and still fewer by their own indepen
dent development, a high stage of 
social progress. If, therefore, even 
one or two of these few inst ances be 

insufficiently known, 01' imperfectly 
[tIllLlysecl into their elemeuts, [tnd 
therefore not adequat ely compared 
with other instances, nothing is more 
probable than th[tt a wrong empirical 
la w will emerge inst ea.d of the right 
one. Accordingly, the most errone
ous generalisn,tions are contimutlly 
mn.de from the course of hist ory: not 
only in this country, where history 
cmmot yet be said to be at all culti
vated as a science, but in other coun
tries where it is so cultivated, and by 
persons well versed in it. The only 
check 01' corrective is constant verifi
cation by psychologicn,l and ethologic[Ll 
laws. "Ve may add to this, that 110 
one but a person compet ently skilled 
in those laws is capable of preparing 
the m[tterials for historical generali,'a
tion by analysing the facts of history, 
or even by observing the social pheno
IIlena of his own time. No other will 
be aware of the comparative impcrt
ance of different facts, not' conse
quently know what facts to look for 
or to 'observe ; still less will he be 
capable of estimating the eyidence of 
facts which, as is the case with mOf; t, 
cannot be ascertained by direct ob
servation or learnt fro111 t estimony, 
but must be inferred from marks. 

§ 5. The Empirical Laws of Society 
are of two kinds; some are unifor
mities of co-existence, some of succes
sion. According as the science i~ 
occupied in ascertaining [tnd verify
ino' the former sort of uniformities or 
th~ latter, lVI. Comte gives it the 
title of Social Statics or of SocinlT 
Dy'namics, conformably t o th~-'dis- I 

t:lllction in mechanics between the 
conditions of equilibrium and t hose 
of movement, or in biology between 
th e laws of or gall is at ion and those of 
life. The first branch of the science 
ascertains the conditions of stability 
in the social union; the second, the 
laws ---Of proOTess. Socia1 Dynamics 
is the the6~y of society considered 
in a st ate of progressive movement; 
while Social Statics is the theory of 
the consens~,s already spoken of as 
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existing among the different parts of 
the social organism; in other words, 
the theory of the mutual actions and 
reactions of contemporaneous social 
phenomena; "making'" provisionally, 
as far as possible, abstraction, for 
scientific purposes, of the fundamen
t al movement which is at all times 
gradually modifying the whole of 
them. _ \,/ 

"In this _ first point of view, the 
provisions of soeiology will enable us 
to infer one from another (subject to 
ulterior verification by direct observa
tion) the various characteristic marks 
of each distinct mode of social ex ist
ence; in a manner essentially analo
gous to what is now habitually prac
tised in the anatomy of the physical 
body. This preliminary [tspect, there
fore, of political science, of necessity 
::;upposes that (contrary to the exist
ing habits of philosophers) each of the 
numerous elements of the social state, 
ceasing to be looked at independently 
and absolutely, shall be always and 
exclnsively considered relatively to all 
the other elements, with the whole of 
which it is united by mutual inter
dependence. It would be superfluous 
to insist here upon the great and con
stant utility of this branch of socio
logical speculation. It is, in the first 
place, the indispensable basis of the 
theory of social progress. It may, 
moreover, be employed, immediately 
:tnd of itself, to supply the place, pro
Yisionally at least, of direct observa
tion, which in m any cases is not always 
practicable for some of the elements 
of society, the real condition of whieh 
m ay, howe\' er, be sufficiently judged 
of by means of the relations which 
connect them with others previously 
known. The history of the sciences 
w ay give us some notion of the ha
Litual importance of this auxilir.ry 
r esource, by reminding u s, for ex
ample, how the vulgar er1'01'1'l of mere 
erudition cuncerning the pretended 
acquirements of the [tncient Egyp
ti :tus in the higher astronomy, were 

irrevocably dissipated (even before 
sentence had been passed on them by 
a sounder erudition) from the single 
consideration of the inevitable con
nection between the general state of 
astronomy :tnd that of abstract geo
metry, then evidently in its infancy. 
It would be easy to cite a multitude 
of analogous cases, the character of 
which could admit of no dispute. In 
order to avoid exaggeration, however, 
it should be remarked that these ne
cessary relations among the different 
aspects of society cannot, from their 
very n ature, be EO simple and precise 
that the results observed could only 
have arisen from some one mode of 
mutual co-ordination. Such a notion, 
already too narrow in the science of 
life, would be completely at vari[tnce 
with the still more complex 11ature 
of sociological speculations. But the 
exact estimation of these limits of 
variation, both in the healthy and in 
the morbid state, eonstitutes, at least 
as much as in the anatomy of the 
natural body, an indispensable C01n
plement to every theory of Sociolo
gical Statics, without which the in
direct exploration above spoken of 
would often lead into error. 

" This is not the place for methodi
cally demonstrating the existence of a 
necessary relation among all the pos
sible aspects of the same social org:t
nism; a point on which, in principle 
at least, there is now little difference 
of opinion among sound thinkers. 
From whichever of the social ele
ments we choose to set out, we may 
easily recogni::;e that it has always a 
connection, IrlOre or less immediat e, 
with all the other elements, oveu 
with those which at first sight appea, l' 
the most independent of it. The 
dynamical consicleration of the pro
gressive development of civilised hu
manity, affords, no doubt, a still more 
efficacious means of effecting this in
t eresting verification of the COllsens~lS 
of the social phenomGlla, by displaying 
the manner in which every change in 
anyone part operates immediately, 
or _very speedily, upon ",,11 the rest. 
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But tbi ,~ inclication :m ay be preceded, 
or at all events followed, by a confir
m:1tion of n, purely static:11 kind ; for, 
in politics as in mechanics, the com
municn,tion of motion from one object 
t o another proves a connection be
tween them. vVithout' descending to 
the minute interdependence of the dif
ferent branches of any one science or 
art, is it not evident thttt among the 
different sciences, as well as among 
m ost of the arts, there exists such a, 

connection, that if the stat e of any 
one well-marked division of them is 
sufficiently known to us, we can with 
real scientific assurance infer, from 
their necessary correlation, the con
t emporaneous stata of everyone of 
the others? By a further extension 
of this consideration, we m:1y conceive 
the necessary relation which exilbts 
between the C'ondition of the sciences 
in general and that of the arts in 
general, except that the mutual de
pendence is less intense in proportion 
as it is more indirect. The same is 
the case when, inst e:1d of consider
ing the aggregate of the social pheno
m en:1 in some one people, we examine 
it simult:1neously in different contem
lJo1'aneons nations, b etween which 
the pe1'petu:11 reciprocity of influence, 
especially in modern times, C:1nnot be 
contested, though the conscnSI£S must 
in this C:1se be ordinarily of :1 less de
cided charact er, and must decr e:1se 
gmdually with the affinity of the cases 
and the multiplicity of the pointii of 
contact , so as at laBt, in some C!1ses, 
to disappear almost entirely ; as, for 
example, between "Nest ern Europe 
and East ern A sia, of which the vari
om; genern'! states of society appear t o 
ha ve been hitherto almost indepen
dent of one another." 

These remarks are followed by iIlus
t m tions of one of the m ost important, 
and, \mtil lately, m os t neglected, of 
the general principles which, in this 
l1ivision of the social science, m ay be 
considered as established; namely, 
the necessary correlation between the 
form of government existing in any 
societ y fl,lld the contempomneom stn.t e 

of civilisation : . a natural law which 
stamps the endless discussions and in
numerable theories respecting forms 
of government in the abstract as 
fruitless and worthless for allY other 
purpose than as a preparatory treat_ 
ment of mat eria,ls t o be a fterwards 
used for the construction of a better 
philosophy. 

A s already remarked, one of the 
main result; of the science .of 80cial 
statics would be t o ascert:1ill the re
quisites of stable political union. 
There are some circumstances which, 
being found in all societies without 
exception, and in the greatest degree 
where the social union is most com
plete, may be considered (when psy
chological and ethological laws COIl
firm the indication) as conditions of 
the existence of the complex pheno
menon called a Stat e. For example, 
no numerous society has ever been 
held together without laws, or usages 
equivalent to them; without tribu
nals, and aR org:1nised force of some 
sort to execute their decisions. There 
have always been public authorities 
'whom, with more or less strictness, 
and in cases more ' or less accurately 
defined, the r est of the community 
obeyed, or according t o general opin
ion were bound to obey. By follow
ing out thi s course of inquiry we shall 
find a number of r equisites which have 
been present in every society that has 
maint:1ined a collective existence, and 
on the cessn,tion of which it has either 
merged in some other society, or 1'('

constructed itself on some n ew basis, 
in which the conditions were con
formed to. Although these results, 
obbined by comparing different forms 
and states of society, amount in them
selves only t o empirical laws, some 
of them, when once suggest ed, are 
found to follow with so much proba
bility from geneml laws of huma!! 
nature, that the consilience of the two 
processes raises the evidence to proof, 
and the genern.lisn,tions to the rank of 
scientific truths. 

This seems t o be !1ffirmable (for in
!3t ance) of the conclusions ani ved ut 
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in the follo wing passa,ge, extracted, 
with some altera t ions, from a criticism 
on the negative philosophy of the 
eighteenth century/' n,nu which I 
quote, thollgh (n,s in some form er in
stances) from myself, because I have 
JIO better way of illustrating the con
ception I have formed of the kind of 
theorems o~ which sociologicn.l statics 
would conSIst :-

" The very first element of the social 
union, obedience t o :.t government of 
some sort, has not been found so easy 
a thing to est n,blish in the world. 
Among a timid and spiritless race 
like the inhabitants of the vast plains 
of tropical countries, passive obedience 
may lJe of natural growth; though 
e ven there we doubt whether it has 
ever been found among any people 
with whom fatalism, or, in other words, 
submission to the pressure of cil'cum
stances as a divine decree, did not 
prevail as :.t religious doctrine. But 
the difficulty of inducing a brave and 
warlike race to submit their individual 
a1·bit1·iwn to any common umpire has 
:tIWU,1s been felt to be so great, that 
nothmg short of supernatural power 
has been deemed adequate to over
come it; and such tribes have alwavs 
:tssiglled to the first institution of ci;il 
:~oci etY:1 divine origin. So differently 
did those judge who knew savage men 
by actual experience, from those who 
llad no acquaintance with them ex
cept in the civilised state. In modern 
Europe itself, after the fall of the 
Roman Empire, to subdue the feudal 
anarchy and. bring the whole people 
of any European nation into subjec
tion to government (though Christi
:tnity in the most concentrated form 
of its influence was co-operating in 
t he work) required thrice as many 
centuries as have ebpsed since that 
t ime. 

"Now if th ese philosophers h:1d 
known human nature nnder any other 
t ype th:1Il that of their own age, and 
of the particular classes of 80ciety 

" Since r eprinted entire in ]) isse?'t (~tiO )!S 
((nd Discussions, as the coucluding' vnper of 
t he firs t volume. . 

am ong wh om they lived, it would 
have occul'l'ed to them, that whel'f~ver 
this habitual submission to law and 
government has been firmly and dur
ably ellt!1b.lished, and yet the vigour 
and ma,nlm ess of character which re
sisted its est:1blishment have lJeen iu 
auy d eg-ree preserved, certain requi
sit es have exist ed, certain couditions 
ha \' e been fulfilled, of which the fol
lowing m:1y be r egarded as the prin
cipal :-

"First, there ha,s existerl, for all 
who were accounted citizens,-for :111 
who were not slaves, kept down by 
brute force,-a system of educat ion, 
beginning with infancy and continued 
through life, of which, whatever else it 
might include, one main and incessant 
ingredient was 1'cstminin[1 clisciplinc. 
To train the human being in the habit, 
and thence the power, of subordinat
ing his personal impulses and aims 
to what were considered the ends 
of socie~y; of adhering, against all 
temptatIOn, to the course of conduct 
which those ends prescribed; of con
trolling in himself all feelino's which 
were liable to militate agai~"'st those 
ends, and encouraging all such as 
tended towards them; this was the 
purpose to which everY,'outwl1rd mo
tive that the authority directing the 
syst em could command, and every in
ward power or principle which its 
knowledge of human nature enabled 
it to evoke, were endeavoured to be 
rendered instrumental. The entire 
civil and military policy of the ancient 
commonwealths was such a system of 
training; in mod ern nations its place 
has been attempted to be supplied, 
principally, by religious t eaching. 
And whenever and in proportion as 
the strictness of the restrainino' dis
cipline was relaxed, the natural t en. 
dency of mankind to anarchy reas
serted itself; the state became dis
organised from within; mutual con 
fli ct : for selfish ends neutralised the 
energies which were required to keep 
up the contest ag:1inst ll:1tuml causes 
uf evil ; and the nation, after a lono'er 
or briefe~' interval of progressive de-
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cline, became either the 81a\'(' of a 
despo tism, 01' the prey of n. foreign 
in\' n.ller. 

"The second condition of perma
nent political society hn.s been found 
to be the existence, in some form or 
other, of the feeling of allegiance or 
loyn.lty . 'l'his feeling may vn.ry in its 
objects, and is not confined to any 
pn.rticular form of government; but 
whether in n. democracy or in n. mon
archy, its essence is always the same, 
viz. that there be in the constitution 
of the state somethin!J which is settled, 
something permanent, and not to be 
called in question; something which, 
by general agreement, 1ms a right to 
be where it is, and to b3 secure 
a.o-ainst disturbance, whatever else 
n~ay change. This feeling maJ~ attach 
itself, as among the Jews, (and III most 
of the commonwealths of antiquity,) 
to a common God or gods, the protec
tors and guardians of their stn.te. Or 
it may attach itself to certain persons, 
who are deemed to be, whether by 
divine appointment, by long prescrip
tiOl}, or by the generr,l recognition of 
their superior capacity and worthiness, 
the rio'htful guides and guardians of 
the r~st. Or it may connect itself 
with laws ; with ancient liberties Ol' 

ordinances. Or, finally, (and this is 
the only shape in which the feel
ino' is likely to exist hereafter,) it 
m~y attach itself to the principles 
of individual freedom and political 
and social equality, as realised in in
stitutions which as yet exist nowhere, 
or exist only in a rudimentary st:1te. 
But in all political societies which 
have had a durn.ble existence there 
has been some fixed point, something' 
which people agree in holding sacrAd; 
which, wherever freedom of discus
sion was a recognised principle, it was 
of course lawful to contest in theory, 
but which no one could either fear or 
hope to see shaken in practice; which, 
in short (except perhaps during some 
t emporary crisis) was in the common 
e:;o timation placed beyond discussion. 
And the necessity of this may easily 
be made evident. A state never is, 

nor, until mn.nkind :1rc yastly im
proved, c.m hope to be, for allY lono. 
time exempt from internal dissension~ 
for there n either is nor ever has beel~ 
any stn.te of society in which collisions 
did not occur between the immediate 
interest s and passions of powerful sec
tions of th e people. vVhat, then, en
ables nations to weather these storms 
and pn.ss through turbulent times with: 
out any permanent weakening of the 
securities for peaceable existence? 
Precisely this-that however impor
tant the interests about which men fell 
out, the conflict did not affect the 
fundamental principle of the system uf 
socia,l union which happened to exist, 
nor threaten large portions of the com
munity with the subversion of that on 
which they had built their calcula
tion , and with which their hopes and 
aims had become identified. Butwhen 
the questioning of these fundamental 
principles is (not the occasional dis
ease or salutary medicine, but) the 
habitual condition of the body politic, 
and when all the violent animositiE's 
are called forth which spring nn.tu
rally' from such a, situation, the state is 
virtually in a position of civil war, 
and can never long remain free from 
it in act and fact. 

"The third essential condition of 
stability in politica,l society is a strong 
and active principle of cohesion among 
the members of the same community 
or state. We need scarcely say that 
we do not mean nationality, in the 
vulgar sense of the term; a sem;elesfl 
antipathy to foreigners; indifference 
to the general welfare of the human 
race, or an unjust preference of the 
supposed interest of our own country; 
a cherishing of bad peculiarities be
cause they are national, or a r efusal 
to adopt what hn.s been found good by 
other countries. vVe mean tt principle 
of sympathy, not of hostility; of union, 
not of separn.tion. vVe mean a feeling 
of common interest among those who 
live under the same government, and 
are contained within the same natural 
or historical boundaries. "Ve mean, 
that one p8,rt of the conl1l1unity do 
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not consider themselves as foreigners 
with regard to another part; that 
they set a value on their connection
feel that they are one peuple, that 
thei r lot is cast together, that evil to 
any of their fellow-countrymen is evil 
to themselves, and do not desire sel
ii:;hly to free themselves from their 
share of any common inconvenience 
by severin£ the connection. How 
strong this feeling was in those ancient 
commonwealths which attained any 
dm'able greatness everyone knows. 
How happily Rome, in spite of all her 
tyranny, succeeded in estn.blishing the 
feeling of a common country among 
the provinces of her vast and divided 
empire, \>vill appear when anyone who 
has given due attention to the subject 
shall take the trouble to point it out. 
In modern times the countries which 
have had that feeling in the strongest 
degree have been the most powerful 
countries; England, France, and, in 
proportion to their territory and re
sources, Holland and Switzerland; 
while Eng-land in her connection with 
Ireland is one of the most signal ex
amples of the consequences of its ab
sence. Every Italian knows why Italy 
is under a foreign yoke; every Ger
man knows what mn.intains despotism 
in the Austrian empire;* tl18 evils of 
Spain flow as much from the absence 
of nationality among the Spaniards 
t.hemRelves as from the presence of it 
in their relations with foreigners: 
while the completest illustration of all 
is n.fforded by the republics of South 
Americn., where the pn.rt·3 of one and 
the same state adhere so slightly to
gether, that no sooner does any pro
vince think itself aggrieved by the 
general go\'ernment than it proclaims 
itself a separate nation." 

§ 6. ,Vhile the derivative laws of 
s..ociD..l statics are ascertained by ana
lysing different states of society, and 
comparing them with one another, 
without regard to the order of their 

SUCCession, the _conSideration of the 

., (Writtcn and first publishcd in 18-fo.) 

successive Qrc1er is, on th e contmry, prc- \ 
duminant in.. the study of socin.l c1yun.- \ 
11ic of which the aim is to observe . 
and explain the sequences of social 
conditiuns. This branch of the social 
science would be as complete as it 
can be made if everyone of the lead
ing general circumstances of each 
generation were traced to its causes 
in the generation immediately pre
ceding. But the COllSenS1lS is so com
plete (especially in lllodern history) 
that, in the filiation. of one generation 
and another, it is thE: whole which 
produces the whole, rather than a,l1Y 
part a part. Little progress, there
fore, can be made in establishing the 
filiation directly from laws of hU111n.n 
nature, without having first ascer
tained the immediate or derirative 
laws according to which social states 
genemte one another as society ad
vances-the c~xio1nut(~ 1ne(u'(~ of Gene
ral Sociology. 
~ The empiricalln.ws which are m03t 
readily obtained by generalisation 
from history do not amount to this. 
They are not the "middle principles" 
themsel ves, but only evidence towards 
the establishment of such principles. 
They consist of certain general ten
dencies which may be perceived in 
society; a progressive increase of Rome 
social elements and diminution of 
others, or a gradual change in the 
general character of certain elements. 
It is easily seen, for instance, that as 
society advances, mental tend more 
and more to pre\'ail over bodily quali
ties, and masses over individuals; 
that the occupation of aU that portion 
of mankind who are not under ex
ternal restraint is at first chiefly 
military, but society becomes pro
gressively 1110re and more engrossed 
with productive pursuits, and the 
military spirit gradually gives way 
to the industrial; to which many 
similar truths might be added. And 
with generalisations of this descrip
tion ordinary inquirers, even of the 
historical school now predominn.nt on 
the Continent, are satisfied. But 
these and all such results are still at 
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too O'reat a distance from the demen
tal'y"laws of human natur~ on ':,hieh 
they depeml,-too many Imks mtel'
vene and the conCUl'l'ence of causes 
at e~ch link is far too eomplicatecl,-

. to enable these propositions to be pre
sented as direct corollaries from those 
elementary principles. They hl'\,~'e, 
therefore, in the minds of most lU

qnirers, remained ,in the stn.te of, eI,?
pirical laws, applIcable ouly wlt.hlll 
the bounds of actual observatlOu, 
without any means of detel:min~ng 
their real limits; and of )udgmg 
whethel' the changes which t!ave 
hitherto been in progress are destme~l 
to continue indefinitely, or to t el'llll
nate, or even to be reversed. 

other progress ions being appenued,' 
the succession of the facts would by 
this alone be presented in a kind of 
spontaneous order, far more nearly 
approaching to the r eal order.of their 
filiation than could be obtamed by 
any other merely empirical process. 

Now the evidence of history and 
that of' human nature combine, by a 
strikino' instance of consilience, to 
show tlmt there really is one social 
element which is thus predominant, 
and almost paramount, among the 
agents of the social progression. This 
is the state of the speculati \'e faculties 
of mankind, including the nature of 
the beliefs which by any lToeans they 
have arrived at concerning themselves 
and the world by which they are sur-

§ 7. In order to obtain better, em- rounded. 
piricallaw:;, we must not l:est satisfied It would be a great error, and olle 
with noting the progressl ve c~langes very little likely to be committed, to 
'which manifest themselves m the assert that specubtion, intellectual 
separate ele;men~s ?f ~ociety, and in activity, the pursuit of truth, i~ ~mon~ 

. which notlnng IS mdlCated but the the more powerful propensItIes ot 
relation of fragments of the effect to human nature, or hold a predominat-
corresponding fragmen~s of the C:1\lse. ing place in the yves o~ a~~, save 
'It is necessary to combllle the ~tatlCal decidedly exceptIOnal, mdI vduals. 
view of social phenomena WIth the But notwithstanding the relative 

1 tl wea'lmess of this principle among . clynamica.l, considering not o~ y le 
progressive changes of the dIfferent other sociological agents, its influence 
elements, but the contemporaneo,!s is the main determining cause of the 
condition of each, and thus obtam social progress; all the .other dis,P0si
empiricallv the law of correspondence tions of our nature whlCh contrIbute 
not only "between the simultaneous to that progress being dependent Oll 

states, but between the simulta~leous it for the means of accomplishing their 
changes, of those ele:ne?ts. .Tlns law share of the work. Thus (to take the 
of corre>;pondence It IS wInch, duly most obvious caRe first) the impelling 
verified «(, pl'io1'i, woul~ become the force to most of the improvement,; 
real scientific derivative law of the effected in the arts of life is the 
development of humanity and human desire of increased material comfort; 
affairs. but as we can only act upon external 

In the difficult process of observa- objects in proportion to our knowledge 
h' h . 1 of them the state of knowledge at any 

tion and comparison w IC IS 18re re- time is the limit of the industrial i111-
quired, it would evidently be a great 1 
nssistance if it should happen to 1?e provements possible at that time; am 
the fact that some one element I? the progress of industry must follo\\', 
the complex existence of 80cial man IS and depend on, the progress of know-

11 h th ledo'e. The same thing may be showlI 
pre-eminent over a ?t el'S as e to be true, thou!lh it is not quite so 
prime agent of the SOCial movement. ~ f h fi 
] <'01' we could then take the progress obvious, of the progress 0 t e ne 
of that one element as the central arts. Further, as the strongest pr~
chain, to each successive link of which pensities of uncultivated or half-cultl
the corresponding links of all the . vated human nature (being the purely 
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seifish -ones, ' and those of a sympa
tlletic character which partake most 
of the nature of sefishness) evidently 
t end in themselves to disnnite man
kind, not to unite them,-to make 
them rivals, not confederates; social 
existence is only possible by a discip
lining of those more powerful pro
pensities, which consists in subordi
llating them to a common system of 
opinions. The degree of this sub-

t ordination is the measure of the com
pleteness of thp. social union, and the 
lIature of the common opinions de
t ermines its kind. But in ordcr that 
mankind should conform their actions 
to any set of opinions, these opinions 
must exist, must be believed bv them. 
And thus the state of the spe~ulative 
faculties, the character of the pro
positions assented to by the intellect, 
eSRentially determines the moral and 
political state of the community, as 
we haYe already seen that it deter
mines the physical. 

These conclusions, deduced from 
the laws of human nature, are in 
entire accordance with the general 
facts of history. Every considerable 
change historically known to us in 
the condition of any portion of man
kind, when not brought about by ex
ternal force, has been preceded by a 
change of proportional extent in the 
state of their knowledge or in their 
prevalent beliefs. As betweell any 
gi ven state of speculation and the 
<:orrelati ve state of everything else, it 
,,-as almost always the former which 
i ir:st showed itself; though the effects, 
110 doubt, reacted potently upon the 
c~Lt1:;e . E very considerable ad vance 
ill material ci vilisation has been pre
ceded by an advance ill knowledge; 
and when any great social change has 
come to pass, either in the way of 
gradual development or of sudden 

agent in making society what it was 
at each successive period, while society 
was but secondarily instrumental in 
making them, each of them (so far as 
causes can be assigned for its ex
istence) being mainly an emanation 
not from the practical life of the 
period, but lrom the previous state of 
belief and thought. The weakness of 
the speCUlative propensity in mankind 
generally has not, therefore, prevented 
the progress of speculation from gov
erning that of society at large; it 
has only, and too often, prewnt ed 
progress altogether, where the intel
lectual progression has come to an 
early stand for Want of sufficiently 
favourable circumstances. 

From this accumulated evidence, 
we are justified in concluding that 
the order of human progression in all 
respects will mainly depend on the 
order of progression in the intellectual 
convictions of m ankind, that is, on 
the law of the snccessive transforma
tions of human opinions. The ques
tion rema,ins, whether this law can be 
determined, at fir~t from history as 
an empirical law, then cOllYerted into 
a scientific theorem by deducing it 
i~ priori £tom the principles of human 
nature. As the progress of know
ledge and the cha,nges in the opinions 
of mankind are very slow, and mani
fest themselves in a well-defined 
manner only at long intervals, it 
cannot be expected that the general 
order of sequence should be discover
able from the examination of less 
tban a very cunsiderable part of the 
duration of the social progress. It 
is necessary to take into considera
tion the whole of pa.st time, from the 
first recorded condition of the human 
race, to the memorable phenomemt of 
the last and present generations. 

conflict, it has had for its precursor a § 8. The investigation which I have 
g reat change in the opinions and thus end eavoured to characterise has 
modes of thinking of societ y. Poly- been systematically attempted, up to 
theism, Judaism, Christianity, Pro- the present time, by M. Comte alone. 
testantism, the critical philosophy of J:fis work is hitherto the only known 
modern Europe, andits positive science example of the study of social pheno
-each of the~e has been a primary mena according to this conception of 
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J the Historical M eth od. vVithout dis- But whatever decision competent' 
cussing here the worth of his conclu- judges may pronounce on the results 
sions, and especially of his predictions arrived at by any individual inquirer 
and recommendations with r espect to the method now charact erised is that 
the Future of society, which appear by which the derivative laws of social 
to me greatly inferior in value to his order and of social progress must be 
appreciation of the Past, I shall con - sought. By its aid we ma,y hereafter 
fine myself to mentioning one impor- succeed not only in looking far for
t ant generalisation, which lVI. Comte ward into the future history of the 
regards as the fundamental law of the human race, but in determining what 
progress of human knowledge. Specu- artificial m eans m ay be u sed, and to 
lation he conceives to have, on every what extent, to accelerate the natural 
subject of human inquiry, three suc- progress in so br as it is beneficial; 
cessive stages ; in the first of which educated person rejects this explanation 
it t ends to explain the phenomena. by in regard to all cla~se ,; of l)hcllomelln. uf 
superna.tural agencies, in the second which the laws have been full y a~certained ; 

1 . lb' l' though some have not yet reached the 
Ly metap 1yslca a stl'actlOns, :mc 111 point of referring all phenomena to thl) 
the third or final stat e confines itself idell of Law, but believe that rain and Stlll

to ascerta ining their laws of succes- shine, famine :.Illd pestilence, victory :In,l 
si on and similitude. This lreneralisa- defeat, death and life, are issues which the 

~ Creator does not len.ve to the opemtion of 
tion appears to m e to have that high his general laws, but reserves to be decided 
degree of scientific evidence which is by express acts of volition , 1\1. Comte's 
deri \'ed from the concurrence of the theory is the negation of t his doctrine. 

1 . . 1 I Dr. 'Vhewell equally misunderstands 1\[, 
indications of llstory WIt 1 t le pro- Comte's doctrine respecting the second or 
babilities derived from the constitu- lll etn.pbysical stage of, speculat ion. 1\f. 
tion of th e human llIind. Nor could Comte did not mean that " disCllssiOlJS 
it be easily conceived, from the mere cOlleerning ideas" are limited to an en.rly 

stage of inquiry, and cease whcn science 
enunciation of such a proposition, enters into the positive stage, (Philosophy 
what a flood of light it let s in upon of Discovery, p. 226 et Sl'q.) III all 1\1. 
the whole course of history, when its Comte's speculations llS much stress is laid 
consequences are traced, by connect- ~:~I:~l~'tEr~~est~l~f ~~~~~:~~~ll~~nOtUl~fco~~~c~t 
ing with each of the three st at es When1\f. Comte speakR of the llletaphysical 
of human intellect which it distin- ;:tage of specula tion, he means the stage in 
8:uishes, and with each successive wbieh men speak of "Nn.tuJ'e " and other 
~ abstractions as if they were active forces, 
modification of those three st at es, producing effect.s ; when Nature is said to 
the correlative condition of other do this, or forbiJ. t hat ; when Nature's 
social1)henomena.* horror of a vacuum, Nn.ture's Don-admis-

'. This great generalisation is often un
fn.voumbly criticitiecl (as by Dr. Whewell, 
for insbllce) under a misapprehension of 
i ts real import, The doctrine that the 
t heological explanation of phellomena be
longs only to ti, e infallcy of our knowl~d~e 
of tIJ em, ought not to be eonstrued as If It 
was equivalent tu t he assertion th:lt man
kind, as their knowledge advances, will 
llccessarily een.se to believe ill any kind of 
theolocyy. This was 1\1. COI'me's opinion; 
but it i s by no means impli ed in his funda
mental theorem. All that is implied is, 
t hat in an adnmced state of hllm(1,ll know
ledge, no other Rn10!' of the World will be 
n.cknowledged thnn one who rules by Hlli
versallaws, llud does not at all, or does ll0t 
unless ill very peculiar cases, produce 
m.-euts by specin.l interposit ions. Origi
nally n.ll nntuml events were ascribed to 
such interpositions. At present every 

sion of a brea].;:, Natllre's v is m eciicatl'i,r, 
were offcred as exnlau:ltions of pheno
menn. ; when the qualities of things wcre 
mistakcn for real entities dwelling in 1he 
things ; when the yhenomen:t of livin[; 
bodies were thought to be aecountecl for 
by being referred to a " vital force ;" whell, 
in short, the abstract names of phenomeu:~ 
were mistaken f0r thc causes of their ex
istence. In t hi s sellse of the word it Cr1,ll , 
not be ren.sonably denied that the mcta
physical explanation of phenomena, equal I y 
with the theological, gives way before the 
ad vance of real science. 

Tlmt the final, ot' positive stage, n.s con· 
ceived by 1\'1. COlll te, has been equnlly 
Inisllnclerstood, and thnt, notwithstanding 
S0me expressions open to jnst criticism, 1\1. 
Comte Dever dream ed of denying the lcgi
tim'lcy of inquiry into all causes ~hich :\1'e 
accessible to hnman invcstigatiolJ, I h:r\'(~ 
pOinted out in a former placu. 

SCIENCE OF H!STORY. 

to c0n11)ensate £01' whatever may be 
its inllerent incon veniences or disad
vantages, and t o guard aga.in st the 
dangers or accidents to which our 
species is exposed from the necessary 
incidents of its progression. Such 
practical instructions, founded on the 
highest branch of speculative socio
logy, will form the noblest and most 
beneficial portion of the P olitical Art. 

That of this science and art even 
the foundations ar e but beginning to 
be laid is sufficiently evident" But 
the superior minds are fairly turning 
themsel ves towards that object. It 
has become the aim of r eally scien
tific thinkers t o connect by theories 
the facts of universal history: it is 
acknowledged t o be one of the requi
sites of a general syst em of social 
doctrine that it should explain, so 
far as the data exist, the main facts 
of history ; and a Philosophy of His
t ory is generally admitted to be at 
once the verifi cation and the initia l 
form of the P hilosophy of the Pro
gress of Society. 

If the endeavours now making in 
all the more cultivat ed nations, and 
beginning to be made even in Eng
land, (usually the In.st t o enter into 
the general movement of the Euro
pean mind,) for the construction of a 
Philosophy of Hist ory, shall be di
rected and controlled by those views 
of the nature of sociologicn.l evidence 
which I have (very briefly and im
perfectly) attempted to characterise, 
they cannot hil to give birth to a 
sociological syst em widely removed 
from the vague and conjectural char
acter of all former attempts, and 
worthy to t ake its place, at last, 
among the sciences. -When this 
time shall com e, no important branch 
of huma.n affairs will be any longer 
abandoned to empiricism and un 
scientific surmise ; the circle of hu
man knowledge will be complet e, and 
it can only thereafter r eceive further 
eplargement by perpetual expansion 
from within. 

CHAPTER X I. 

ADDITIO"AL ELUCIDATIONS OF THE 
, SCIENCE OF HISTOlty. 

§ I. THE doctrine which the pre
ceding chapter s were intend ed t o en
force and elucidate-that the collec
tive series of social phenomena, in 
other words, the course of history, i" 
subj ect to general laws, which philo
sophy may possibly det ect-has been 
familia.r for generations to the scien
tific thinkers of the Continent, and 
has for the last quarter of a century 
passed out of their peculi;lr domain 
into that of newspapers ' and ordinary 
political discussion. ,In -our own 
country, however, at the time of the 
first publication of this '.rren.ti se, it 
was almost a n ovelty, and the pre
vailing habits of thought on historical 
subjects were the very r everse of a 
prepam t ion for it. Since then a great 
change has t aken place, and has been 
eminently promot ed by the important 
work of Mr. Buckle, who, with char 
act eristic energy, flung down this 
great principle, together with many 
striking exemplificat ions of it, into 
th e arena of popular discussion, to be 
fought over by a sort of combatants 
in the presence of a sort of spect a
t ors, who would n ever e \'en have been 
aware that there existed such a prin 
ciple if they had been left to learn 
its existence from the speculations of 
pure science. A nd hence has arisen 
a co~siderable amount of controver~y, 
t endmg not only to make the pr111-
ciple r~pidly familial' to the majority 
of cultl vat ed minds, but also t o cleat· 
it from the confusions and misunder
standings by which it was but natural 
that it should for a time be clouded, 
and which impair the worth of the 
doctrine to those who n.ccept it, and 
are the stumbling-block of many who 
do not. 

Among the impediments t o the 
gener~l acknowledgment, by thought. 
ful mlllc1s, of the subjection of his
t orical facts t o scientific laws, the 
most fund amentn.l cont inues t o be 
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recordn.tion and study, have yielded 
conclusions, some of lvhich have been 
very stn.rtling to persons not accus
tomed to regard moral actions as sub
ject to uniform law!'!. The very events 
which in their own nature appea,r 
most capricious and uncertn.in, and 
which in any individual case no at
tainable degree of knowledge woultl 
enable ns to foresee, occur, when con
sidemble nnmbers are taken intu the 
account, with a degree of regularity 
approaching to mn.thematical. 'Vhat 
act is there which all would consider 
as more completely dependent on in
dividual chamcter, and on the exer
cise of individun.l free will, than that 
of slaying a fellow-(:reature? Yet 
in any large country, the number of 
murders, in proportion to the popula
tion, vttries (it has been found) very 
little from one year to another, and 
in its va.riations never deviates widely 
from a certa,in average. "\Vhat is still 
more rcmn.rkable, there is a similar 
approach to constancy in the propor
tion of these murders annually com
mitted with every particuhr kind of 
instrument. There is a like approxi
mation to identity, as between one 
year and another, in the comparative 
llUmber of le"-itimate and of illegiti
mate births. The same thing is found 
true of suicides, accidents, and all other 
social phenomena of which the regis
tration is sufficiently perfect; one 
of the most curiously illustrative ex
amples being the fact, ascertained by 
the reo-isters of the London and PnrJi:; 
post-offices, that the nmnber of letters 
posted which the writers have forgot-
ten to direct is nearly the same, in 
proportion to ~he whole num?er of 
letters posted, lU one year as III an
other. " Year after year," says nil'. 
Buckle, "the same proportion of 
letter-writers forget this simple act, 
so that for each successive period 
we can actually foretell the 1l.lllIJbe.r 
of persons whose memory WIll fall 
them in regard to this trifling, and, 
as it might appear, accidental occur
rence." * 

that which is grounded on the doc
trine of Free -Will, or, in other words, 
011 the denial that the law of invari
able Causation holds true of human 
"olitions; for if it does not, the 
course of history" being the result of 
human Yolitions, cannot be a snbject 
of scientific laws, since the volitions 
on which it depends can neither he 
foreseen nor reduced to any cttnon of 
recrularity even after they have oc
cn~Ted. I have discussed this ques
tion, as far as seemed suitable to the 
occasion, in a former , chapter, and 
I only think it necessary to l:epeat 
that the doctrine of the CausatIOn of 
human actions, improperly called the 
doctrine of Necessity, affirms no mys
terious nexus or overruling fatality: 
it asserts only that men's actions are 
the joint result of the ·general laws 
and circumstances of human nature, 
and of their own particular char
acters, those characters again being 
the consequence of the m.tural an? 
artificial circumstances that constI
tuted their education, among which 
circumstances must be reckoned their 
own conscious efforts. Anyone who 
is willing to take (if the expression 
may be permitt~d) the trou~le of 
thinkincr himself mto the doetrme as 
thus stated will find it, I believe, not 
only a faithful interpretation of theuni
versal experience of human conduct, 
but a correct representation of the 
mode in which he himself, in every par
ticular case, spontaneonsly interprets 
his own experience of that conduct. . 

But if this principle is true of in
dividual man, it must be true of 
collective man. If it is the law of 
human life, the law must be realised 
in history. The experience of human 
affairs when looked at en masse, must 
be in accordance with it if true, or 
repugnant to it if false.. :rhe. sup
port which this (I, post~?'!on verlfica
tion affords to the law IS the part of 
the case which has been most clearly 
and triumphantly brought out by Mr. 
Buckle. 

The facts of statistics, since they 
ha.ve been made a sllbject of cfl-reful .r. Buckle's IIisto1"Y of Civilisation, i. 30' / 
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more vigorous 01' a more relaxed 
police; some t emporary excitement 
from political or religious causes; 01' 

some incident generally notoriouil, of 
a nature to act morbidly on the ima
gination. That in spite of these un
avoidable imperfections in the data, 
there should be so very trifling a 
margin of variation in the annual 
results, is a brilliant confirmation of 
the general theory. 

. This singular degree of regnhrity 
en masse, combined with the extreme 
of irregularity in the cases composing 
the mttss, is a felicitous verification it, 
postc1·io1·i of the law of causation in 
its application to human conduct. 
Assuming the truth of that law, 
every human action, every murder, 
for instance, is the concurrent result 
of two sets of causes. On the one 
part, the general circumstances of 
the country and its inhabitants; the 
moral, educational, economical, and § 2. The same considerations ,vhich 
other influences operating on the thus strikingly corroborate the evi
whole people, <lond constituting what dence of the doctrine that historical 
we term the state of ci vilisation. On facts are the invariable effects or 
the other pnrt, the great variety of causes, tend equally to clear that 
influences special to the individual: doctrine from various misn.pprehen
his temperament, and other peculia- sions, the existence of which has been 
rities of organisation, his parentage, put in evidence by the recent discus
habitual associates, temptations, and sions. Some persons, for instance, 
so forth. If we now take the whole seemingly imagine the doctrine to 
of the instances which occur within a imply, not merely that the total 
sufficiently large field to exhaust all number of murders committed in a 
the combinations of these special in- given space and time is entirely the 
fluences, or, in other words, to elimi- effect of the general circumstances of 
m,te chance; and if all these instances society, but that every particular 
llave occurred within such narrow murder is so too; that the indivillual 
limits of time that no material change murderee is. so to speak, a mere in
can have taken place in the general strument in the hands of general 
influences constituting the state of causes; that he himself has no op
civilisation of the country, we may tion, or, if he has, and chose to exer
be certain that if human actions are cise it, some one else would be ne
governed by invariable laws, the ag- cessitated to take his place; that if 
gregate result will be something like anyone of the actual murderers 
a constant quantity. The number of had abstained from the crime, some 
murders committed within that space person who would otherwise have 
and time being the effect partly of remained innocent would have com
general causes which have not varied, mitted an extra murder to make up 
and partly of partial causes the whole the average. Such a corollary would 
round of whose variations has been certainly convict any theory which 
included, will be, 'practically speak- necessn.rily led to it of absurdity. It 
illg, invariable. is obvious, however, that en.ch parti-

Literally and mathel'i1atically in- cular murder depends, not on the 
variable it is not, and could not be general state of society only, but on 
expected to be; because the period that combined with causes special 
of a year is too short to include all to the case, which are generally much 
the possible combinations of partial more powerful; and jf these special 
causes, while it is, at the same time, causes, which have greater influence 
sufficiently long to make it probable than the general ones in causing every 
that in some years, at least, of every particular murder, have no influence 
series, there will have been intro- .on the liumber of murders in a given 
duced new influences of a more or period, it is because the field of obser
less general character; such as a . \ 'ation is so extensive as to include 

2Q 
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all possible combinations of the special 
c.\uses - all varieties of indi vidual 
character and individual temptation 
compatible with the general state of 
society. The collective experiment, 
as it lllay be t ermed, exactly separates 
the effect of the general from that of 
the special causes, and shows the net 
r esult. of the former; but it declares 
nothing at all respecting the amount 
of influence of the speci[1,l causes, be 
it gre[1,ter or smaller, since the scale 
of the experiment extends to the 
nnmber of cases within which the 
effects of the special mmses babnce 
one another, and disappear in that 
of the general canses. 

I will not pretend that all the de
fenders of the theory have always kept 
their language free from this same con
fusion, and have shown no tendency to 
exalt the influence of general causes at 
the expense of special. I am of opi
nion, on the contrary, that they have 
done so iu a very great degree, and by 
f'0 doing have encumbered their theory 
with difficulties. and laid it open to ob
jections which do not necessarily affect 
it. Some, for example, (among whom 
is 1\1:1'. Buckle himself,) have inferred, 
or allo\yecl it to be supposed that they 
inferred, from the regnlarity in the r e
currence of events which depend on 
moral qualities, that the moral quali
ties of mankind are little capable of 
b ei11g illJproved, or arc of little import
allce in the general progress of socid,)', 
comp[1,red with intellectual or econo
mic Clo\Uses. But to dl'<.l,\V this infer
ence is to forget that the statistical 
t ables from which the invariable aver
ages are uedllced were compiled from 
hcts occurring within narrow geogra
phical limits, and in a small number 
of successi \-e years; that is, from a field 
the whole of which was under the ope
ration of the same general causes, and 
during too short a time to allow of 
much change therein. All moral causes 
but those common to the country gene
rally have been eliminated by the great 
number of instances taken; and those 
which are common to the whole coun
try ha,ve not yaried considerably in 

I 

the short space of time compl'isec1 in 
the observations. If we admit the 
supposition that they 11[1,ve varied; if 
we compare one age with another, or 
one country with another, or even one 
part of a country with another, differ
ing in position and chamcter as to the 
moral elements, the crimes committed 
within a ye[1,1' gi.ve no longer the same, 
but a wiLlely different numerical ag
gregate. And this cannot but be the 
case; for inasmuch as every single 
crime committed by an inclividu:1l 
mainly depends on his moral qualitie:i, 
the crimes committed by the entire 
population of the country must de
pend in an equal degree on their col
lective moral qualities. To render 
this element inoperative upon tbe 
In.rge scale it would he necessary to 
suppose th[1,t the geneml moral aver
age of mankind does not vary fr0111 
country to country, or from a,ge to 
age; which is not true, and even if it 
were true, could not possibly be proved 
by any existing statistics_ I do not on 
this account the less agree in the opi
nion of Mr. Buckle, that the intellectual 
element in mankind, including in that 
expression the nature of their beliefs, 
the amount of their lmowledge, and 
the development of their intelligence, 
is the predominant circumstance in de
termining their progress. But I am of 
this opinion,llot because I regard their 
moral or economical condition either 
as less powerful or less variable agen
cies, but because these are in a gre[1,t 
degree the consequences of the intel
lectual condition, and are, in all cases, 
limited by it, as was observed in the 
preceding chapter. The intellectual 
changes are the most conspicuous 
agents in history, not from their 
superior force, considered in them
selves, but because practically they 
work with the united pow-er belono'-
ing to all three. it " . 

"* I have been assured by an intim:ltc fden.l 
of l'tIi·. Buckle that he would not have witl.J
held his assent from these remarks, and 
that he ne.ver intendcd to affirm or imply 
th:lt m:lUkllld are not progressive in their 
moral as well ad in their intellectual qU:lli
ties. "lndealingwHhbis problem, he availect 
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mind him that the e-fforts of '1' 
wrecked persOlls to save the]'l'l' _ s IIp-

f n'es arc 
so ar from being- immaterial, that the 
average amount of :hose efforts is one 
~f th: causes on wluch the ascertained 
a,lllllMl number of deaths by shipwreck 
depen~l. However universal the law.-; 
of SOCIal deVelopment may be the 
c~\nnot be more ulli versal or' mor~ 
ngoro.us than those of the pbysic' 1 
agencIes of na.tur~; yet human wtil 
?an cOl~vert these mto instruments of 
!ts deSIgns, and the extent to 'which 
It does so makes the chief difference 
b.et.,,:een savages and the most hio-hlv 
CIVIlIsed people. Human and s;ciil 

§ J. There is another distinc'tion 
of~ell n~glected in the discussion of 
thl~ subject, which it is extremely im
] I() l ~ant. to observe. The theory of the 
;'Ub)ectlOll of social prof"fress to in
: '~tna?le h~ws is often l~elcl in COll
]11lJ(;r;IOn WIth the doctrine that social 
progress canllot be lllc.terially illfiu
eJlced by the exertions of inclividu[1,l 
p,ersons or by the acts of gOV81'll III en tf:i. 
But though these opinions are often 
held by th~ same persons, they are 
two v~ry dIfferent opinions, and the 
confUSIOn between them if) the eter
Iw.ll,Y r~cUlTing error of confoundinO" 
CausatIOn with Eatalism. Becaus~ 
whatever llappens will be the effect 
of ca~lses, human volitions amono' the 
rest, It does not follow that volitions 
even those of peculiar individuals, ar~ 
not o.f great efficacy as causes. If any 
one In a storm at sea, because about 
the S[1,Jll~ number of persons in everv 
year perIsh by shipwreck, should co;
elude that it was useless for him to 
attem~t to sa ye his own life, we should 
call hllll a Fatalist, and should re-

facts, from their lllore complicated 
nature, are not less, but more, modi
fiable than mechanical and chemical 
facts; human aO'ency therefol'e 11 
't'll " "" , ail 
S] g~eater power ol-er them. A.ncl 
accordmgl.y, those who maintain that 
the .evolutIOn of society depends ex
clUSIvely, or almost exclusively on 
general causes, always include an~ono. 
~hese the collective knowledge and 
l11tell.ectual development of the race. 
But If of the race, why not also of 
some pow~rful monarch or thinker, or 
of ~he rnhn~ portion of some political 
sOClet;y, actmg through its govern
ment t Though the yarieties of char
acter ~mong ordinary individuals 
neutralIse one another on any lar"e 
scale, exceptional indi vid uals in iI~
!),(~rtant l:os.itions do not in any given 
atie neutJahse one another; there was 
not an.othel' Themistocles, or Luther 
or JullUs Ccesar, of equal powers and 
contrary dispol:)itions, who exactlv 
balanced the ,given 'l'helllistocle~, 
Luther, and Ccesar, and prevented 
them fro111 having any permanent 
effect. MOl'eO\-er for allo-ht th t 

1Iin~s~lf of the m-tifice resorted to by the 
~Oh~IC~l Economist, who leaves out of con
slde~atIOll the generous and benevolent 
se.ntll1~.el.lts, and founds his SciCllCC 011 the 
PIOP?S.lt_IOn that mankind are actuated b 
'~CqUl~lhvc propcnsities alone, "not becaus~ 
such l~ the fact, !)ut because lt is necessar 
t~ ~?ltn by trcatlllg the principal illtlnelJC~ 
as I 1 . was the sole one, and make the due 
correctIOlls afterwards_ "He desired to 
)Uak~ ~bstraction of tile intellect as the d e
termlllllW and dynamical element of tb 
~rogreSSIOll, eliminating the more depen~ 

ent set. of conditions, and treating the 
mOl'e actl,e one as if it were an entirel 
llJdepend<lnt variable." y 
~'!le same friend of lIfr_Buckle states that 

w cn he used expressions wbich seemed to 
~~aggerate the ~lifiuel1ce of gcncml at the 
ci'l:pen_se of S1)eC1al C;l11ses, and especially at 
t lp exyeu_se of the lUfillence of individual 

_llllllds, .M:. Buckle really ill tended no more 
than to affirm emphatically that the gre:l'"est 
II~CI~ _can~;ot effect great changes in hU'I~ tlll 
a :lllS ulJ. ... ess tllc general mind has Lecn in 
SOllle cOllslderabl~degree prep:lred for the 
.by the geneml clrCUlllstances of the a e~ 
~ tru_th which, of course, no Olle think; of 
. ellymg. .-\ nd there certaillly are passa es 
~n Nr. TInckle',; ~vritillgs which speak of nle 
lllfluClJc? cxcrcIsed by grcat individu:ll ill
!iI~~~l~ts III a.:: strong terms :lS eonld be dc-

, ;:, a ap-
pe~rs, the voliti(~n~ of exceptional 
p;lsons~ Ol~ t!lC 0plIllons and purposes 
0: the ll~dIV]duals who at some par 
tlCubr tI~ne .compose a government, 
ll1a~ be llldls~ensa.ble links in the 
cham of causatlOn by which even the 
geneml causes produce their effects' 
and I believe this to Le the onl' 
t enable form of the theOl·v. Y 

Lord l\facauby, ill n. c('l~'bra.ted pa.s . 
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sage of one of his early essays, (let me 
add that it was one which he did not 
himself choose to reprint,) gives ex
pression to the doctrine of the abso· 
lute inoperativeness of great men, 
more unqualified, I should think, than 
has been given to it by any writer of 
equal abilities. He compares them 

might never have risen- upon the 
plain at all. Philosophy and reli
gion are abundantly amenable to 
general causes; yet few will doubt 
that had there been no Socrates, no 
Plato, and no Aristotle, there would 
have been no philosophy for the next 
two thousand years, nor in all pro
bability then; and that if there had 
been no Christ and no St. Paul, there 
would have been no Christianity. 

The point in which, above all, the 
influence of remarlmble individuals is 
decisive, is in determining the celerity 
of the movement. In most states of 
society it is the existence of great men 
which decides even whether there 
shall be any progress. It is conceiv
able that Greece, or that Christian 
Europe, might have been progressive 
in certain periods of their history 
through general causes only; but if 
there had been no IVlahomet, would 
Arabia have produced A vicenna or 
A verroes, or Caliphs of Bagdad or of 
Cordova? In determining, however, 
in what manner and order the pro
gress of mankind shall take place, if 
it take place at all, much less depends 
on the character of indi viduals. rrhere 
is a sort of necessity established in 
.this respect by the general laws of 
human nature, by the constitution of 
the human mind. Certain truths can
not be discovered or inventions made 
unless certain others have been made 
first; certain social improvements, 
from the nature of the case, can only 
follow, and not precede, others. The 
order of hum::m progress, therefore, 
may to a certain extent have definite 
laws assigned to it; while as to its 
celerity, or even as to its taking place 
at all, no generalisation, extending to 
the human species generally, can pos· 
sibly be made, but only some very 
precarious approximate generalisa
tions, confined to the small portion 
of mankind in whom there has been 
anything like consecutive progress 
within the historical period, and de· 
duced from their special position, or 
collected from their particular history. 
Even looking to the 1Ilanne1' of pro· 

to persons who 'merely stand on a 
loftier height, and thence receive the 
sun's rays a little earlier than the 
rest of the human race. "The sun 
illuminates the hills while it is still 
below the horizon, and truth is dis
covered by the highest minds a little 
before it becomes manifest to the 
multitude. This is the extent of their 
superiority. They are the first to 
catch and reflect a light which, with· 
out their assistance, must in a short 
time be visible to those who lie far 
beneath them.,,·;t If this metaphor 
is to be carried out, it follows that if 
there had been no Newton the world 
would not only have had the New
tonian system, but would have had it 
equally soon, as the sun would have 
risen just as early to spectators in the 
plain if there had been no mountain 
at hand to catch still earlier rays. 
And so it would be if truths, likeJ;he 
sun, rose by their own proper motion, 
without human effort, but not other
wise. I believe that if Newton had 
not lived, the world must have waited 
for the N ewtonian philosophy until 
there had heen another Newton or 
his equivalent. . No ordinary man, 
and no succession of ordinary men, 
could have achieved it. I will not 
go the length of saying that what 
Newton did in a single life might not 
have been done 'in successive steps by 
some of those who followed him, each 
singly inferior to him in genius. But 
even the least of those steps required 
a man of great" intellectual superiority. 
Eminent men do not merely see the 
coming light from the hill·top; they 
mount on the hill-top and evoke it; 
and if no one had ever ascended 
thither, the light, in many cases, 

"" E S8rlY on Drydcll, iu iUisceUcmco1(S 
H"i'it i llgs, i. 186. 
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avera~e of the vast length of time 
neces~ary. to exhaust all the possible 
combmatIOns of great men and . 
cumst~nces, as mllch of the law cI~f 
evolutIO~ of human affairs as depends 
upon ~hls average is and remains in
acceSSible to us; and within the ne t 
thousand years, which are of consid:~
ably more importance to us than th 
whole remainder of the fifty m'll' e tl I Jon~ 

gress, the order of succession of social 
s~a.tes, .there is need of great flexi
l~llI~y m our g6neralisations. The 
limIts of variation in the possible 
~evelopment of social, as of animal 
life, are a subject of which little is 
yet understood, and are one of the 
~reat problems in social science It 
IS, a~ all events, a fact that diff~rent 
portIOns of mankind, under the in
fluence of different circumstances 
have developed themselves in a mor~ 
or less different manner and into dif
feren.t .r0rm~; and among these de
termmmg CIrcumstances, the inclivi
du~l cha:racter of their great specu
latIve thmkers or practical organisers 
may well have been one. \Vho can 
tell how profoundly the whole sub
seque.l!t history of China may have 
been mflu~nced by the individuality 
of ConfucIUs? and of Sparta (and 

"hence of Greece and the world) by 
that of Lycurgus? 

Concerning the nature and extent 
o~ what a great man under favourable 
Circumstances can do for mankind, as 
well as of. what a government can do 
for a na~lOn, many different opinions 
ar~ .posslble; and every shade of 
o~mIOn on these points is consistent 
wltl~ the ~ullest recognition that there 
nre mval'lable laws of historical phe. 
nomena. ~f course the degree of in
fluence whICh ~as to be assigned to 
these n~ore speCIal agencies makes a 
great dI~erence in the precision which 
~an be g'lVen to the generalla",,'s and 
I~ ~he confidence with which' pre
dICtIOns can be grounded on them. 
"yhate~'er, d.epends on the peculiari
tIes. of mdlvlduals, combined with the 
aCCIdent. of ~he positions they hold, is 
necessarIly mcapable of being fore
S~en .. Und~ubtedly, these casual corn
bmatlOns mIgl:t be eliminated like any 
others by takmg a sufficiently larae 
cyc.le: the peculiarities of a great h~
tOl'lc~1 c~aracter make their influence 
felt m hIstory sometimes for several 
th?usand years, but it is highly pro
baole that they will make no difference 
a~ all at the end of fifty millions. 
Smce, however) we cannot obtain an 

;e f::-vourable and unfavollrable com· 
bmatIOns wh!ch will occur will be to 
us purely aCCIdental. \Ve cannot fore
~eetheadventof gre.atmen. Thosewho 
I~troduce n~""- speculative thoughts or 
great practlCal conceptions into th 
world cannot have their epoch fixe~ 
be~orehand. 'What science can do is 
thiS. It can trace through past his
tory the general causes which had 
brought mankind into that prelimi
nary state, which, when the right sort 
of gre~t man appeared, rendered them 
accessible. to his influence. If this 
state contmues, experience renders it 
tolerably certain that in a longer or 
shorter period the great man will be 
p~'oduced, provided that the general 
circumstances of the country and 
people are (,;hich very often they are 
not) c?mpatl.ble with his existence; 
of whIch pomt also science can in 
some measure judge. It is in this 
m,anner that the results of progress, 
exceJ?t as to the celerity of their pro
ductIOn, can be, to a certain extent 
reduced. to regularity and law. And 
the belIef ~hat they can be so is 
eq.ually consistent with assigning very 
~Teat, or very little efficacy, to the 
mfluence of exceptional men or of 
the acts of governments. And the 
same may be said of all other acci
dents and disturbing causes. 

, § 4. It wo~ld nevertheless b-e a great 
ell'or to aSSIgn only a trifling impor
t~nce to the agency of eminent indi
VIduals, or of governments. It must 
n?t be ~oncluded that the influence of 
eIther IS small because they cannot 
besto,: what the general circumstances 
o~ SOCI~ty, and the C(lurse of its pre
VIOUS history, have not prepared it to 
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receive, Neither tllillkcrs nor govern
ments effect all that they intend, but 
in compens;1,tion the! often pr,oduce 
important results whlCh they dId not 
in the least foresee, Great men and 
great actions are seldom wasted: 
they send forth a th?usand unseen 
influences more effectIve than those 
which are'seen; and though nine out 
of every ten things done, '~ith a good 
purpose, by those who are ll1 , adv~nce 
of theil' age, produce no matenal effect, 
t !le tenth thing produces effects twenty 
times as great as anyone would have 
dreamed of predicting from it, Even 
the men who for want of sufficiently 
favourable circumstances left no im
press at all upon their own age have 
often been of the greatest v",lue to 
posterity, 'Who could appeal' t o hav<; 
lived more entirely in vain than some 
of, the early heretics? They were 
burnt or massacred, their writings ex
tirpated, their memory anathem,atised, 
and their very names and eXIstence 
left for seven or eight centuries in 
the obscurity of musty manuscripts
their history to be gathered, perhaps, 
only from the sentences by which they 
were condemned. Yet the memory of 
these men-men who resisted certai.n 
pretensions or certain dogm,as of ~he 
Church in the very age 111 wInch 
the ullanimous assent of Christendom 
was afterwards claimed as having been 
oiven to them, and asserted as the 
~round of their authority-broke the 
~hain of tradition, established a series 
of precedents for resistance, inspired 
later Reformers with the courage, and 
armed them with the weapons, which 
they needed when mankind were bet
ter prepared to follow their impulse, 
To this eX[1luple from men let us 
add another from governments. The 
comparatively enlightenc~ 1'111: of 
which Spain had the benefit durll1g a 
considerable part of the eighteenth 
century did not correct ~he funda
mental defects of the Spamsh people; 
and' in consequence, though it did 
great temporary g,ood, ,so much?f that 
(Tood perished wIth It, that It may 
~lausibly be afIirmed to have had no 

permanent effect, The ?:1.se has been 
cit;ecl as no proof, how lIttle govern
ments can do in opposition to the 
causes which hnoye det ermined the 
o'eneral character of the nation, It 
does show how much there is which 
they cannot do; but not that th~y 
can do nothing, Compare what Sp:1.lIl 
was at the beginning of that half cen
tury of liberal gO\'el'l1ment with what 
she had become at its cloRe, That 
period fairly let in the light of Euro
pean thought upon th e more educated 
classes, and itnever afterw?,l'ds ceased 
to go on spreading, P~'evlOus ,to that 
time the change was 1U an l11Verfie 
direction; culture, light, intellectual, 
and even material activity, were be
coming extingui"hed, vVas it nothing 
to arrest this downward and convert 
it into an upward course? How much 
that Charles th e Third and Aranda 
could not do has been the ultimatl l 
consequence of what they did! To 
that half century Spain owes that RhR 
has got rid of the Inquisition, that she 
has got rid of the monks, tha~ she now 
has parliaments and (save 111 excep
tional intervals) a free press, and the 
feelings of freedom and citizenship, 
and is acquiring railroads and all the 
other constituents of material and 
economical progress, In the Spain 
which preceded that era, there \\'l1S 

not a single element at work which 
could have led to these resnlts in any 
len <>th of time, if the country hall 
continued to be governed as it w:u; 
by the last princes of the Austrian 
dynas ty, or if the Bourbon rulers h~d 
been from the first what, both III 

Spain and in Naples, they afterwards 
became, 

And if a government can do mnch, 
even when it seems to haye done 
little, in causing positive improve
ment, still greater are the issues de
pendent on it in the way of wardillg 
off evils, both inte1'l1al and external, 
which else would stop impro\-ement 
altogether. A good or a bad counsel
lor, in a single city at a particubl' 
crisis, has affected the whole sub,;e
quent fate of the world. It is fl,S cer-
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history 01' our national character 
would ,have been what th~y are? I, 

tain :"'1 m~y cO,lltingent jUdgment re
spectmg hIstoncal evcnts can be that 
if there had been no Themistocles 
there woulel have been no victory of 
Sltlal11is; and had there not, where 
would have been all our civilisation? 
How different again would have been 
the issue if Epaminondas or Timo
]~on, or even ~phicrates, instead of 
Chares and LysICles, had commanded 
at Chool'oneia, As is well said in the 
8econd of two essays on the Study of 
HistorY*-in my judgment the sound
est ,and most philosophical productions 
whICh the recent controversies on 
this subject have called forth- his
torical science authorises not abso
lute, but only conditional predictiolls, 
General causes count for much but 
individuals also "produce great 
changes in history, and colour its 
whole complexion long after their 
death, . , . No one can doubt that 
the'Roman republic would have sub
sid~d into a military despotism if 
.rulIus Coosar had never lil'ed'" 
(thus, much was rendered practically 
certam by general causes ;) "but is 
it at all clear that in that case Gaul 
would ever have form ed a province of 
the empire? l.1:ight not VaruR have 
lost his three legions on the banks of 
the Rhone? and might not that river 
have become the frontier instead of 
the Rhine? This mi o'ht well have 
happened if Cresar and Crassus had 
~hange,d provinces ; and it is surely 
lmposslble to say that in such an event 
tlw venue (as lawyers say) of Euro
pean civilisation might not have been 
changed, The Norman Conquest in 
the same ,vay was as much the act of 
no single man as the writino' of a 
lleln;paper ~rticle; and lmo,ring' as 
we do the hIstory of that man and his 
family, we can retrospectively predict 
with all but infallible certainty that 
110 other person" (no other in that 
age, I presume, is meant) ' " could 
~ave accomplished the enterprise, If 

As IS ~nost truly remarked by the 
same wntm', the whole strcam of 
Grecia~ history, ~s cleared up by Mr, 
Grote, IS one senes of examples how 
often events on which the whole des
tin)' of subsequent civilisation turned 
were dependent on the personal char
acter for good or evil of some one in
di vidual, It m~Ist ' be said, however, 
that Greece furmshes the niost extreme 
example of this nature to be found 
in h,istory, and is a very exaggerated 
specImen of the general tendency, It 
has happened only that once, and will 
probably ne\'er happen again, that the 
fortu,nes of ma~ldnd depended Upon 
ke~pmg a: cer~all1 order of things in 
eXIstence In a slUgle town, or a country 
scarcely larger than Yorkshire; cn.p
able of being ruined or saved by a 
hund~'ed causes" of very slight magni 
tude 111 ,companson with the general 
tendenCIes of human affairs, Neither 
ordinary accidents nor the characters 
of individuals can ever aoain be so 
vitally important as they then were, 
The longer om species lasts and the 
more civilised it becomes, the more, 
as Comte r emarks, does the influence 
of past generations over the present, 
and of mankind en masse over evel'y 
individualin it,predominate over other 
forces: and though the COurRe of affairs 
never ceases to be susceptible of altera
tion ,b?th by ~ccidents and by personal 
qualItIes, the ~ncreasing preponderance 
of the collectIve agency of the species 
oV,er ,aU minor causes is constantly 
brmgmg the general evolution of the 
race into sor~ething which de\'iates 
less from a certain and preappointecl 
~rack. Historical science, thereforo, 
IS always becoming more possible; 
not solely because it is better studied 
but because, in every generation, it 
becomes better adapted for study. 

It had not been accomplished, is there 
any ground to SUppose that either our 

* In the C01'nhi ll J1i."t[I(!" ine fur June and 
,July 1861, ' 
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CHAPTER XII. 

\nil;l;en code:' The judge is not called 
upon to determine what cour~e 'vou~d 
be intrinsically the most advIsable m 

OF THE LOGIC OF PRACTICE, OR ART; the particular case in hand, but onl'y 
INCLUDING lIIORALq'Y AND POLICY. within what rule of law it falls ; what 
§ I. I N the preceding chapt~rs we the legislature has ordained to be done 

have ende~tvoured to charactense the in the kind of case, and must there
present state of those among the fore be presumed to have intendecl 
branches of knowledge called Moral in the individual case. The method 
which are sciences in the only proper must here be wholly and exclusively 
sense of the t erm, that is, inquiries one of ratiocination or syllogism; and 
into the course of nature. It is custo..- the process is obviously what in our 
mary, however, to include under the analysis of the syllogism we showed 
term Moral Knowledge, and even that all ratiocination is, namely, the 
(though improperly) l;nder that of interpretation of a formula. 
Moral Science, an mqUlry the results In order that our illustration of the 
of which do not express themselves opposite case may be taken from the 
in the indicative, but in the impera- same class of subjects as the former, 
tive mood, or in p~riphrases equiva- we will suppose, in contrast with the 
lent to it· what is cam·d the know- situation of the judge, the position 
ledae of 'duties, practical ethics, or of the lecJ"islator. As the judge bas 
mo~ality. . . laws for "'his o'uidance, so the legis-

No'>", the imperatlVe ~10?d 1~ the lator has rules
b 

and maxims of, policy; 
characteristic of art, as dlstmgUlshed but it would be a manifest error to 
from science. 'Whatever speaks in suppose that the legislator is bound 
rules or precepts, not in. assertions by these maxims in the same manner 
respecting matt~rs ~f fact, IS art; and as the judge is bound by the laws, 
ethics or moralIty IS properly a por- and that all he has to do IS to argue 
tion of the art corresponding to the down from them to the particular 
sciences of human nature and society.* case, as the judge does from the l~ws. 

The 'Method, therefore, of Ethics, The legislator is bound to take mto 
can be no other than that of Art, or consideration the re3$OnS or grounds 
Practice in general: and the portion of the maxim; the judge has nothing 
yet unc~mpleted, of the ~ask which to do with those of the law, except so 
we proposed to ourselves m t~e con- fn.r as a consideration of them may 
c1uc1ino' Book is to charactel'1se the throw lio'ht upon the intention of the 
general Metho~ of Art, as distin- lawmak~r, where his words have left 
guishec1 from SClence. ' it doubtful. To the judge, the rule, 

§ 2. In all br:wches ?f pr~cti~al 
business, there are cases m wluch u~
dividuals are bound to conform theIr 
practice to a pre-est~blishe.d r.ul~, 
while there are others 111 wInch It IS 
pa.rt of their task to find or construct 
the rule by which they are to govern 
their conduct. The first, for example, 
is the case of a judge under a definite 

"'" It is a.lmost superfluous to observe, that 
there is another m eaning of the word Ar~, 
in which it may be said to del1?te tl~e poetl· 
cal dep,trtmel1t ,or.asp~ct of tlnugs 1.11 g~~e
ral, i ll contrad1stll1CtlOu to tl~e ~cIeIltlfic. 
In the text, the word is used m Its older, 
and, 1 hope, not yet obsolete sense, 

once positively ascerbined, is final,; 
but the legislator, or other practI
tioner, who goes by rul88 rather than 
by their r easons, like the old - fa
shioned German ta.cticians who were 
vanquished by Napoleon, o~ the phy
sician who preferred that Ius patIents 
should die by rule rather than recover 
contrary to it, is rightly judged to be 
a mere pedant, and the slave of his 
formulas. 

Now, the reasom; of a maxim of 
policy, or of any other rule of art, can 
be no other than the theorems of the 
corresponding science. 

The relation in which rules of art 
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stand to doctrines of science may be 
thus characterised. The art proposes 
to itself an end to be attained, defines 
the end, and hands it over to the 
science. The science receives it, con
siders it as a phenomenon or effect to 
?e studied, and having investigated 
Its- causes and conditions, sends it 
back to art with a theorem of the 
combination of circumstances by which 
it could be produced. Art then exa
mines these combinations of circum
stances, and according as any of them 
are or are not in human power, pro
nounces the end attainable or not. 
The only one of the premises, there
fore, which Art supplies is the original 
major premise, which asserts that the 
attainment of the given end is desir
able. Science then lends to Art the 
proposition (obtained by a series of 
inductions or of deductions) that the 
performimce of certain actions will 
attain the end. From these premises 
Art concludes that the performance 
of these actions is desirable, and find
ing it also practicable, con "erts the 
theorem into a rule or precept. 

§ 3· It deserves particular notice 
that the theorem or speculative truth 
is not ripe for being turned into a pre
cept until the whole, and not a part 
merely, of the operation which bee 
longs to science ha.s been performed. 
Suppose that we have completed the 
scientific process only up to a certain 
point; have discovered that a parti
cular cause will pt'oduce the desired 
effect, but have not ascertained all 
the negative conditions which are 
necessary, that is, all the circum
stances which, if present, would pre
vent its production. If, in this im
perfect state of the scientific theory, 
we attempt to frame a rule of art, we 
perform that operation prematurely. 
\Vhenever any counteracting cause, 
overlooked by the theorem, takes 
place, the rule will be at fault; we 
shall employ the means, and the end 
will not follow. No arguing from or 
about the rule itself will then help us 
through the difficulty; ·there is no-

thing for it but to tur\1 back and 
finish the scientific process which 
should have preceded the formation 
?f the. ru~e. 'v. e m~st reopen the 
mveshgatlOn to .mqmre into the re
mainder of the conditions on which 
the effect depends; and only after 
we have ascertained the whole of 
these are we prepared to transform 
the completed law of the effect into a 
precept, in which those circumstances 
orcom binations of circumst.ances which 
the science exhibits as conditions are 
prescribed as means. 

It is tr,ue that, for the sake of COll

venience, rules must be forri1ed from 
something less than this ideally per
fect theory; in the first place, be
cause the theory can seldom be made 
ideally perfedt; imd next, because, if 
all . the counteracting contingencies, 
whether of frequent or of rare oc
ourrence, were included, the rules 
would be too cumbrous to be appre
hend~d. and remembered by ordinary 
capaCItIeS, on the common occasions 
of life. The rules of art do not at
tempt to comprise more conditions 
thau require to be attended to in 
ordinary cases; and are therefore 
always imperfect. In the manual 
arts, where the requisite conditions 
are not numerous, and where those 
which the rules do not specify are 
generally either plain to common ob
servation or speedily learnt from prac
tice, rules may often be safely acted 
on by persons who know nothina more 
than tlie rule. But in the c~mpli
cated affairs of life, and still more in 
those of states and societies, rules 
cannot be relied on, without con
stantly referring back to the scientific 
laws on which they are founded. To. 
know what are the practical contin
gencies which require a modification 
of the rule, or which are altogether 
exceptions to it, is to know what com
binations of circumstances would in
terfere with, or entirely counteract, 
the consequences of those laws' and 
this can only be learnt by a ref;rence 
to the theoretic grounds of the rule. 

By a wise practitioner, therefore, 
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rules of conduct will only be con
sidered as provisional. Being made 
for the most numerous cases, or for 
those of most ordinary occurrence, 
they point out the manner in which 
it will be le:tst perilous to :tot, where 
time or llle:tns do not exist for ana
lysing the :tctual circulllstances of 
the case, 0 1' where we cannot trust 
our judgment in estimating them. 
But they do Hot at :tU supersede the 
propricty of going through . (w~en 
circumstances permit) the sCIentIfic 
pro ::ess requisite for framing a rule 
from the dl~ta of the particular case 
before us. At the same time, the 
common rule may very properly serve 
afl an admonition that a certain mode 
of action lias been found by ourselves 
and others to be well adapted to the 
cases of most common occurrence ; 
so that if it be nnsuitable to the case 
in hand, the reason of its being so will 
be likely to arise from some unusual 
circurpstance. 

§ 4. The error i~ therefore appa
rent uf those who would deduce the 
line of conduct proper to particular 
C:Lses from supposed universnl pra,cti
cal maxims, overlooking the neces
sity of constantly referring. back ~o the 
principles of the speculatl ~e. SCIence, 
in order to be sure of attammg even 
the specific end which the rules ha.ve 
in view. How much greater still, 
then, must the error be of setting up 
such unbending principles, not m erely 
as universltl rules for attn,ining agiven 
end but as rules of conduct generally; 
witilOUt regard to the possibility, not 
()Hly that some modifying cause may 
p revent the attainment of the given 
end by the means which th~ rule pre
I'cribe>:, but thn,t success ltself may 
conflict with some other encl, which 
may possibly chance to be more de
sirable. 

This is the habitual error of many 
of the political speculators whom I 
have characterised as the geometrical 
sc.;hool; especially in :France, where 
ratiocination from rules of practice 
iormi'j the staple CQlllIp.odity of jour~. 

nn.lism amI political oratory; a mis
apprel1ension of the functions of D.c
duction which h~~s brought much ehs
credit, in the estimation of other 
countries, upon the spirit of genera 
lisation so honourably characteristic 
of the French mind. The common
places of politics, in ]<~'rance, n.re large 
and sweeping practical maxims, from 
which, as ultimate premises, men n~a
son downwards to particular appli
cations, and this they call being logical 
and consistent. J!-'or instn,nce, they are 
·perpetually arguing that s11ch amI 
such a measure ought to be adopted, 
because it is a consequence of the 
'principle on which the form o.f WlVern
ment is founded; of the prll1clple of 
legitimacy, or the principle of ~he 
sovereignty of the people. To whIch 
it maybe answered, that if these be 
r eally practical principles, they mtU';t 
rest on speculn.tive grounds; the sove
reiol1ty of the people (for example) 
m;st be a right foundation for govern
inent, because a government th':lS 
constituted tends to produce certam 

. beneficial effects. Inn,smuch, how-. 
ever, as no government produces all 
possible beneficial effects, but all are 
attended with more or fewer incon
veniences, and since these cannot 
usually be cornbn,ted by m eans drawn 
frOln the very causes which produce 
them, it would be often a much 
stronger r ecommendation of sou1~ 
practical arrangement that it does 
not follow from what is called the 
general principle of the government, 
than that it does. Ullder a govern
m ent of l eO"itimacy, the presumption 
is far rathe~ in favour of institutions 
of popular origin; and in a demo
cracy, in favour of arrangements tend
ing to check the impetus of P?lmlar 
will. The line of argumentatIOn so 
commonly mistaken in France for 
political philosophy t ends to the prac
tical conclusion that we should exert 
our utmost efforts to aggrav.ate, in
stead of alleviating, wlu~tever are tho 
characteristic imperfections ' of the 
system of im;titutions which we prefer, 
or under which ,,-e happen to live, 
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§ 5. The grounds, then, of every 
rule of art are to be found in theorems 
of science. A n art, or a body of art, 
consists of the rules, t ogether with n,s 
much of the speculati ve propositions 
as comprises the justification of those 
rules. The complete art of any mat
t er includes a selection of such a por
tion from the science as is necessarv 
to show on what conditions the effect.') 
which the art aims at producing de
pend_ And Art in general consists 
of the truths of science, arranged in 
the most convenient order for prac
tice, instead of the order which is the 
most convenient for thought. Science 
groups and arranges its truths so as 
to enn.ble us to take in at one view as 
much as' possible of the general order 
of the universe. Art, though it must 
assume the same general laws, follows 
them only,into such of their detailed 
consequences as have led to the for
mation of rules of conduct, and brings 
together from parts of the field of 
science most remote from one another 
the truths relating to the production 
of the different and heterogeneous 
conditions necessary to each effect 
which the exigencies of practical life 
require to be produced. * 

Science, therefore, following one 
cause to its various effect s, while art 
traces one effect to its Hmltiplied and 
diversified cn,uses and conditions, 
there is need of a set of intermediate 
scientific truths, derived from the 
higher generalities ' of science, and 
destined to serve as the generalia or 
first principles of the various arts. The 
Rcientinc operation of framing these 
intermediate principles, M. Comte 
charact erises as one of those results 
of philosophy which are reserved for 
futurity. The only complete example 
which he points out as aGtually rea
lised, and which can be held up as a 
type to be imitated in more important 
matters, is the general theory of the 

" Professor Bain and o~hers call the se
lec t. ,on from tIle truths of science made for 
tile purposes of an art, " Practical Scienc(. ; 
and confine the n ame Art to the actual 
rules . 

art of Descriptive Geometry, as con
ceived by M. 1-.fonge. It is not, how
ever, difficult to understand whn,t the 
nature of these intermediate principles 
must generally be. After framing the 
most comprehensive possible concep
tion of the end to be aimed at, that 
is, of the effect t o be produced. and 
determining in the same comprehen
sive manner the set of conditions Oil 

which that effect depends, ~here re
mains to be taken a general · survey of 
the resources which can be co m-=
Inanded for realising this set of con
ditions ; and when the result of this 
survey has been embodied in the few
est and most extensive propositions 
possible, those propositions will ex 
press the general relation between the 
available means and the end, and will 
constitute the general scientific theory 
of the al't, from which its practical 
methods will follow as corollaries. 

§ 6. But though the reasonings 
'which connect the end or purpose of 
every art with its means beloug to 
the donmin of Science, the definition 
of the end itself belongs exclusively to 
Art, and forms its peculiar province. 
Every art has one first principle, or 
general major premise, not borrowed 
from science ; that which enunciates 
the object aimed at, and affirms it to 
be a desirable object. The builder's 
art assumes that it is desirable to have 
buildings; architecture, (as one of the 
fine arts,) that it is desirable to 11[1 ve 
them beautiful or imposing. The hy
gienic and medical arts assume, the 
one that the preservation of health, 
the other that the cure of diseasE', 
are fitting and desirable ends. These 
are not propositions of sc:ience. Pro
positions of science assert a matter 
of fact: an existence, a co-existence, 
a succession, or a resemblance. The 
propositions now spoken of do not as
sert that anything is, but enjoin or 
recommend that something should be. 
They are a class by themselves. A 
proposition of which the predicate is 
expressed by the words ought or should 
ue, is generically different from ope 
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that certain consequences follow from 
certain causes, and that to obtain 
certain ends, certa,in means are the 
most effectual. Whether. the ends 
'themselves are such as ought ' to be 
pursued, and if so, in what cases and 
to how great a length, it is no part of 
his business as a cultivator of science 
to q,ecide, and science alone will 
never qualify him for the decision. 
In purely physical science there is 
not much temptation to assume this 
ulterior office; but those who treat 
01 human nature and society invari
ably claim it; they always undertake 
to say, not merely what is, but what 
oug'ht to be. To entitle them to do 
thE,;, a complete doctrine of Teleology 
is indispensable. A scientific theory, 
however perfect, of the subject-mat
ter, considered merely as part of the 
order of nature, can in no degree 
serve as a substitute. In this respect 
the various subordinate arts afford a 
misleading analogy. In them there 
is seldom any , 'isible necessity for 
justifying the end, since in general 
its desirableness is denied by no
body, and it is only when the 
question of precedence is to be dp-
cided between that end and some 
other, that the general principles of 
Teleology have to be called in; but 
a writer on Morals and Politics re
quires those principles at every step. 
The most elaborate and well-digested 
exposition of the laws of succession 
and co-existence among mental or 
social phenomena, and of their rela
tion to one another as causes and 
effects, will be of no avail towards 
the art of Life or of Society, if the 
ends to be aimed at by that art are 
left to the vague suggestions of the 
'intellectlls sibi pe1'lnissus, or are taken 
for granted without analysis or ques-
tioning. . , 

which is e:\pressed by is or 1uill be. 
lt is true that, in the largest sense 
of the words, even these propositions 
assert something as a matter of fact. 
The fact affirmed in them is, that 
the conduct recommended excites in 
the speaker's mind the feeling of ap
probation. This, however, does not 
go to the bottom of the matter, for 
the speaker's approbation is no suffi
cient reason why other people should 
'approve; nor ought it to be a conclu
sive reason even with himself. For 
the purposes of practice, everyone 
must be required to justify his appro
bation; and for this there is need of 
general premises, determining what 
are the proper objects of approbation, 
and what the proper order of prece
dence among those objects. 

These general premises, together 
with the principal conclusions which 
may be deduced from them, form (or 
rather might form) a body of doctrine, 
which is properly the Art of Life, in 
its three departments, Morality, Pru
dence or Policy, and }Esthetics ; the 
Right, the Expedient, and the Beauti
ful or Noble, in human conduct and 
works. To this art (which, in the 
main, is unfortunately still to be 
created) all other arts are subordi
nate; since its principles are those 
which must determine whether the 
special aim of any particular art is 
worthy and desirable, and what is its 
place in the scale of desirable things. 
Every art is thus a joint result of 
laws of nature disclosed by science, 
and of the general principles of what 
has been called Teleology, or the 
Doctrine of Ends; * which, borrow
ing the language of the German meta
physicians, may also be termed, not 
improperly, the principles of Pntcticl1.1 
Reason. 

A scientific observer or reasoner, 
merely as such, is not an adviser for 
practice. His part is only to show 

., The word Teleology is also, but incon
veniently and. improperly, employed by 
some writers as a name for the attempt 
to explain the phenomena of the universe 
from filial c,\uses. -

§ 7. There is, tlien; a Ph-ilosophia 
P?·ima peculiar to Art, as there is-one 
which belongs to Science. There are 
not only first principles of Knbw ledge, I 
but first principles of Conduct. There 
must be some standard by which to 
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determine the goodness or badness, 
absolute and comparative of ends 
or objects of desire. And' whatever 
that ·stamu.ard is, there can be bu~ 
one: for 'if there were several ulti
mate principles of conduct the same 
conduct ~i~ht be approved' by one of 
those prll1Clples and condemned by 
another; and there wOllld be needed 
some more general principle as umpire 
between them. 

Accordingly, writers on moral philo
sophy have mostly felt the necessity 
not only of referring all rules of COll

duct, and all judgments of praise and 
blame, to principles, but of referrinO' 
them to some one principle; som~ 
rule or standard, with which all other 
rule~ of conduct were required to be 
conSistent, and from which by ulti
mate consequence they could all be 
d~duced. Those :'1ho have dispensed 
WIth the assumptIOn of such an uni
versal standard have only been en
abled to do so by supposinO' that a 
moral sense, or instinct, inherent in 
our constitution, informs us both 
what principles of conduct ,~e are 
bound to observe, and also in what 
order these should be subordinated to 
one another. 

tiox:, that the general principl~ to' 
wInch all rules of pra.ctice ought to 
conform, an~ th~ test by which they 
should be tned, IS that of conducive
ness to the happiness of mankind or ' 
rather, of all sentient beings: in other 
wor(~s, that t!le promotion of happi
ness IS the ultImate principle of Teleo
]ogy.* 

I do not mean to assert that the 
promotion of happiness should be 
Itself the end of all actions, or even -
of al~ rules of action. It is the justi
ficatlOn, and ought to be the con
troller, of all ends, but is not itself 
the sole end. There are many virtu
ous actions, and even virtuous modes 
of action, (though the cases are I 
think, less frequent than is often 
sup~osed,) ~y which happiness in the 
partIcular Instance is sacrificed more 
pain being produced than pl~asure. 
But conduct of which this c,m be 
truly asserted admits of justification 
only because it can be shown that on 
~he whole more happiness will exist 
In the world if feelings are cultivated 
which will make people, in certain 
cases, regardless of happiness. I fully 
admit that this is true: that the 
cultivation of an ideal nobleness of 
will and conduct should be to in
div~dual human beings an end, to 
wInch the specific pursuit either of 
their own happiness or of that of 
others (except so far as included in 
that idea) should, in any case of con
flict, give way. But I hold that the 
very question, what constitutes this 
elevation of character, is itself to be 
decided by a reference to happiness 
as the standard. The character itself 
should be, to. the individual, a para
mount end, slmply because the exist
ence of this ideal nobleness of char
acter, or of a near approach to it, in 
any abundance, would 0'0 further than 
all things else towards ~nakinO' human 
life happy, both in the comp~rative]y 
humble sense of pleasure and freedom 
from pain, and in thehigber meaning 

The theory of the foundations of 
morality is a subject which it would 
be out of place, in a work like this to 
discuss at large, and which could ~ot 
to any useful purpose be treated in
cidentally; I shall content mvself 
therefore with saying, that the "doc_ 
trine .of intuitive moral principles, 
even If true, would provide only for 
that portion of the field of conduct 
which is properly called moral. For 
the remainder of the practice of life 
some ge~eml principle, or standard, 
must stIll be sought; and if that 
principle be rightly chosen, it will be 
found, I apprehend, to serve quite ~tS 
well for the ultimate principle of 
Morality, as for that of Prudence 
Policy, or Taste. ' 
. '':ithout at~e~l1pting in this place to 
JustIfy my Opll1IOn, or even to define 
the kind of justification which it ad- . * For nn express discussion :md vindica
mits of, I merelY decbre my C011Vl'C- tio~ of this principle, ~ee the little yolumQ 

01 entItled Utilitarianism. 
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indulrred t.he hope that t? tiOlllC, of 
those'" on whon1. the ta .. k ,w111 c1eYOl Y('

of bringing those most llnp().r~n.nt ~f 
all sciences into a ~nore sat1sfn.cto~ y 
stn.te these observa~lOns may be, ~lse. 
fuI , both in l'emovmg erroneol~s <:nd 
in clearing up the true conc~ptlOn:; ~f 
the means by which, on ~ub~ects of SI' 

hiuh a degree uf comphcat~on, truth 
Cn.~l be attained, Shoulll th1S ~op~ be 
l'eali::;ec1, what is probably de~tmed to 
b the (o'l'eat intellectual achleven~ellt 0; the ~ext two or thre? generatlOW:; 
of European thinkers wIn kw c been 
in some degree for\Y[\,rded. 

of rendering life, not \V~lat it n.ow.~s 
almost universally, puerIle and m.s1",· 
nificant, but such as human. b~lU,gs 
with highly developed faculties cau 
'care to hnse. 

~ 8 'With these reIi1arks we ll1u::;t 
cl~e 'this summary view of t~~ np-

lication of the general 100lc 
~. t'fic incluiry to the moral and :;01en 1 .. Not. 
social departments of SClence. . 
~vithstandiIlg the extreme gen~:atltt 
of the principle!; of metho~ W lC,l 

have laid dowl\, (a, ge~erabty wInch, 
I trui't, i::; lIOt in this lU::;tance ::;yno: 

' th "" le'Iles") I have nymou::i W1 \ .'g c ~, 

THE END 

------------;:-NV ,"r , 
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